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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION

For a full explanation of the vanous sounds indicated, see the KEY TO PRONUNCIATION m Vol I

as in ale, fate

''

glare care, and as e in there
" am at
: '

arm, father
"

ant, and fi^l a in America, armada, etc
"

final, regal, pleasant"
all, fall

" eve
"

elate, evade
"

end, pet
'

fern, her, and as * in BUT, etc
"

agency, judgment
;' ice, quiet

in. fit
'

old, sober
'

obey, sobriety
'
orb, nor

'

odd, forest, not
'

atom, carol
'

oil, boil
'

food, fool, and as v in rude, rule
'

house, mouse
'

use, mule
' unite
1

cut, but
*

full, put, or as oo in foot book
*

urn, burn
'

t, yield
anish Habana, Cordoba, where it is like

h v but made -with the hps alone

,
'

yet,
'
Spani

ch as in chair, cheese
D " "

Spanish Almodovar. pulgada, where it is

nearly like th in English then
g

" "
go, get

G " ' German Landtag = ch in Ger ach, etc
H "

3 in Spanish Jijona, g in Spanish gila, like

English h in hue, but stronger
hw " wh m which
K " ch m Grermaji ich, Albrecht = g m German

Arensberg, Mecklenburg, etc

ng
" "

smg, long
N " " French bon, Bourbon, andmm the French

Etampes, here it indicates ^t^lising of
the preceding vowel

sh " "
bhine, shut

th " "
thruflt,

t.V>in

TH " "
then, this

zh " z m azure, and a m pleasure

An apostrophe ['] is sometimes used as m taVl
(table), kaz"m (chasm), to indicate the elision of

a vowel or its reduction to a mere murmur

For foreign sounds, the nearest T^"ei'h equiva-
lent is generally used In any case where a special

symbol, as G H, K N is used, those unfamihar with
the foreign soundindicatedmay substitutetheEng-
lish sound ordinarily indicated by the letter For
a full description of all such sounds, see the article

on PBONTTNCIATTON
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CON'SUL

(Lat ) The title given to
the two chief magistrates established
in Rome on the expulsion of the

kings in 509 BC So \iolent was
the hatred of the monarchy that the
Romans were unwilling to intrust

the new Republic to a single executive, but gave
the entire administration to two consuls, of equal
rank and jurisdiction, that each might check any
tyranny on the parr of the other At first the
entire power of the King, m state and church,
at Pome and abroad, was -vested in the two
consuls, and each was whollv responsible for
the acts of both, the acts of either however,
were nullified b\ the dissent of his colleague
Gradually their powers were limited, and many
of their functions Mere grven to other officials,
such as the censors, the prsetors, and the sediles

They held office for one year onh, and Tears
were reckoned by their nanws li the earlv

days of the Republic one consul was generally
commander in chief in the field, while the other
remained to administer affairs at Rome, but
often both were forced to lead the armies in

battle In such cases they commanded by turns,
a day at a time They presided at meetings
of the Senate, at elections, and at the chief

public festivals Together with the Senate,
they exercised a general supervision of the
state As a mark of their high office, they wore
a white toga with a crimson border (toga prce
tetcta), sat in public on the curule chair (sella

curulis), and were accompanied by 12 attend
ants (Ivctors) bearing the fasces (qv)
The consuls were elected by the Oomttia Cten-

turtata (see COMITIA) In the earlier period
the date of the election and of entering upon
office was irregular and dependent on circum
stances, but if convenient the election took

place generally in July, and after 153 B o the

consulship began regularly on January 1 At
first only patricians were eligible to the office,

and a consul could not be reelected After a

long struggle of the plebeians for recognition,
it was established by the Leges Lwnnuc Sextvx

(see LICINIAJT ROGATIONS), in 367 BO, that
one of the consuls must be a plebeian Mean
time, between 444 and 367 BO the consulship
was frequently suspended, and the military
tribunate with consular power, an office to
which plebeians could be elected, was subati

toted for it In 342 BO both consulships were

opened to the plebs by a popular vote, and it

was ordained that ten years must elapse betore
a consul could be eligible lor reelection how-

ever, it was not until 215 BC that two pie
beian consuls were elected together and one 01

these was quickh ousted Not urtil 162 BC
did the plebeians succeed in obtaining two eflec

tne consul^

With the organization of the Empire bv Au
gustos, the con&ulslap ceased to be ot real im
portance In the division of functions beta ten
the Emperor and the senatorial bodv the con
suls remained the head of the latter but
their nomination became a prerogative of the

Emperor, and their election a farce They till

ga^e their names to the year, but the position
was simplv one of honor so that we very often

find several consuls named in succession in one

year, the eponymous consuls holding office only
for four, or even two, months and then being
replaced bv others The original pair \vtre

called consumes onfmarn, their substitutes cow
suits wffecti Under the later Empire nothing
but the name and the honor of the consulship
remained The Emperor Hononus -was made
consul in the very year of his birth' Official

dating by the name of the consuls caine to an
end in 537 AD Consult Mommsen It&/mtrhe

Staatsrecht n (Leipzig, 1887-83) Darembcrg
and Saglio, Dictvmttau e dee antiquitfa ramames
vol i (Pans, 1892) Pauly Wissowa Real En
cyclopedia der clawischcn ^.Itertumsit men
schaft, vol iv (Stuttgart 19011 Greenidge,
Roman Public Life (London 1901}

CONSTTIi, MEBCAWTILB An agent appointed

by one nation to reside within the territory of

another for the special purpose of promoting
commercial intercourse between them The
earliest prototype of this official is the ancient

Greek proteenvs, whose functions were to rep-
resent his country, and to protect its citizens

while trading at the place of his residence

Modern Greek applies this term to the consul

of to-day That "consul" has superseded "pros
enus" as the title of the international agent of

commerce is due to the supremacy of Italian

commerce in the ^Middle Ages During that

period Italian traders m a foreign country wera

accustomed to have their disputes settled by
magistrates of their own upon -whom they con

ferred the proud title of 'consul" In 1485

Richard HI appointed the first consul for Eng
lish merchants (Lorenao Strom, at Pisa) be

ing moved thereto, it is said, "by obsemnig
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from the practice of other nations the ad\an

tage of ha\mg a magistrate for settling dis

putes among merchants trading in another

countrv
'

This judicial function of the early consul is

maintained at present in certain Oriental and

Alncan countries In other lands his primary
duties are those of an international commercial

agent The exact nature of his activities and

the manner in which he is to perform them are

determined mainly by the government appoint

ing him and by treat\ with the power m whose

territory the consular office is exercised

The consular sen ice of the United States em
braces one contular agent and consul general

(located at Cairo, and enjoying a quasi diplo
matic petition), consuls general, \ice consuls

general, deputv conbuls, consular agents, con

sular clerks, and office clerks, numbering in

1913, about 1200 persons The fees recened by
the consular offices, which under the Law of

1906 are cohered into the Treasury, practically
cover the expenses of the service Under earlier

laws all or part of the fees were retained by the

consular officials Thus the total income of

the Consul at London, whose salary was fixed at

$3000, approximated $20,000 The abolition of

the fee system by the Law of 1906 was accom

panied by an increase in salaries, especially in

the Oriental consulates The number of con

sulates general (January, 1914) is 67, and of

consulates 235 The incumbents of these offices

who receive salaries of $1000 or over are not

allowed to transact business in or with the

countries to which they are accredited Tor

merly a large proportion of the officials in the

consular service were foreigners resident in the

countries in which the consulates were es

tabhshed The Law of 1906 required that all

officials receiving salaries of $1000 and o\er

must be American citizens All consuls are ap

pointed by the President by and with the ad
vice and consent of the Senate They qualify

by taking a prescribed oath of office, and by
executing a bond to the United States for the

faithful discharge of their duties and for ac

counting for, paying over, and delivering up
all fees, monev, goods, effects, books, records,

papers, and otter property coming to their

hands Upon filing the oath of office and the

bond a commission issues, and a request is made

by the State Department to the government
within whose jurisdiction the office is situated

for an exequatur, upon the receipt of which
the consular officer is entitled to perform his

functions and enjoy the privileges of his sta-

tion The exact extent of these privileges de

pends upon the conventions or treaties existing
between the United States and the countries to

which the consuls are accredited In the ab
senee of any convention, a consul, after re

cemng his exequatur, while not entitled to the

exemptions of a diplomatic agent (see DIPLO
MA.XIC AGENTS ALIEN), is a recognized officer

of a foreign state, under the special protection
of international law, he may raise the flag
and place the arms of the United States over
his gates and doors, and his official papers and
archives are exempt from seizure and destnic

taon While the duties of consular officers per-
tain chiefly to commercial transactions, they
are not limited to them. These officers "stand
as protectors and advisers of their countrymen
present in foreign lands, they act as judges,
notaries, administrators of interests and of all

property of auch as lia\e no It gal representa
tne the^i ha\e to pie\cnt frauds on the re\

enue to notice infractions ot tieat\ stipula
tions relating to tiade to advise their govern
ment of new laws, or legulationb within their
dibtrict to preberve the dibciphne of the com
mercial marine to guard seamen fiom oppres
sion, to aid the destitute and to make re-

ports upon matters affecting commercial, in

dustnal financial, and agricultural puibUits"
Some of the specific duties of consuls included

under these general duties are the arbitration
ot disputes between master and crew, the re

lief of debtitute seamen, the care of property
of their countn men in ca&e of shipw reck, etc

,

the issuing of pasbports, the authentication of

documents,, and the certification of mamages,
births, and deaths The ront>uls of the United
States are expressly prohibited from perform
ing the marriage ceremony, but the statutes

provide that when a marriage is duly solem
nized in accordance with the law of the country
in which the consul resides, the consul shall,

upon proper application, issue a ceitificate of
such solemnization, provided buch peisons would
have been authorized to marry if residing in
the District of Columbia

Ministers and consuls of the United States
in China, Siam, and Madagascar have the judi
cial powers which are bestowed upon them by
Chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes, including
jurisdiction in criminal eases and in civil

cases nrvohing sums of $500 or less The per
sonnel of the consular couits it, spec ally deter

mined, \amng with the country and the sub

ject matter under dispute thus in capital
cases it ib provided that the consul must sit

with four of his eountr/men as assessors, and
that their verdict must be approved by the
minister before conviction can be had, and in
some countries provision is made for a consular
mixed court consisting of natives of the country
and of the United States Consuls have the

judicial powers above referred to also in Tur
key so far as relates to crimes and offensea
committed bj citizens o* the United States, and
in cml cases where such powers are peimitted
by the laws of Turkey or its treaties with civi

lized nations or by its usages with the Franks
or foreign Christian nations, and in Persia, as
to suits and disputes between citizens of the
United States Special provisions exist grant
ing special powers to the consuls of the United
States in the Barbary States, Muscat, Samoa,
and in some other places where treaty has pro-
vided for them In China, Madagascar, Siam,
Turkey, and other non Christian countries the

property of deceased persons, both real and
personal, is administered under the probate ju
risdiction of the consular courts of those coun
tries (The judicial powers of the United States
Consul in Japan were terminated on July 17,

1899, by the treaty with Japan which took
effect upon that date ) Provision is made for

an appeal from the consular courts tinder cer
tain conditions to the minister and to the
circuit courts of the United States See Ex

In recent years many complaints have arisen
as to the character of the American consular

service, and several bills, having for their ob

ject the placing of the service under the merit

system, have been introduced in Congress One
of these was the Lodge Bill, introduced in 1906
It was amended BO as to eliminate the require-
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ment of competitive examination^ for entrance
to the set -vice, but in tlie form in which at be
came kw it provided ioi classification ut btr\
ice on the basis of worl peitotnitu wtl x

\iew to promotion for efficiency from tbe lower
to the higher grades This plan Ind ilrt dv
been introduced bj executive oidei* ot Pies
dent Cleveland (1895) ind President Rosevelt
(1905; The expectation tb.-'t tlnuagii the
chance 01 promotion a faettei class of nun will

seek consular office lias to a cons dtiable decree
been realized Peiminence of tenure i* neces

saiy if candidates tor the seiiice are to equip
themsehes with sufficient technical miormstion
and borne as&urxnce of such. percuinenLe ot tenuie
is held out bv the new law

Conbult Maiden, On the Ongi<i, ~\atute,

Progress, and Influence of Gonsulai EtfaUith
ments (Pans, 1813) Tirnng Bnti<,h Consular
JuJisdiction ^n the East (London 1SS7) the

Consular Regulations tf 1896 (Lmted States
Public Document, Washington, D C j House

Report iYo Jfl', Fifty sixth Congress, Fust Ses

sion, Senate Repot t "No Iffi, 1 ifty sixth Con

#7 ess, Fust Session

CON'STTLATE (Fr consulat) The form of

government in France from 1799 to 1804 Alter

the sudden overthrow of the Directory on the

18th Brumaire (No\ 9 1799), the members
of the Council of Ancients and the Five Hun
dred, or lather such of them as approved of

that act of -violence on the part of Bonaparte,

appointed three consuls Sieves, Bonaparte, and

Roger Ducos Siejes and Ducos were quietly

got rid of by pensions, and Cambacerfes and Le
brun took their places This approach to a

monirchical government was confirmed, Dec

24, 1799, bv the Constitution of the Year Yin,
by which Bonaparte was made Fust Consul
The consuls were elected by the Senate for 10

years and TV ere eligible for reelection There

was a Conservatrve Senate (senat consenateur)
of some 60 members appointed for life, a Tn
bunate of 100 members, and a Legislative AJS

sembly of 300, but their powers were very

limited, while those of the First Consul were

made almost absolute He promulgated laws

and appointed or dismissed ministers, ambas

sadors, members of the Council of State, mill

tary and naval officers, and all civil and cnm
inal judges, excepting justices of peace and

members of the Court of Cassation Bonaparte
at once took up his residence at the Tuilenes

and held a splendid court In May, 1802, he was
reelected for 10 years, and in August of the

same year was made First Consul for life

Nothing but the Imperial name and insignia

was wanting
1 to complete the picture of ab

solutism, and these were supplied, May 18,

1804, when Napoleon was made Emperor Con

suit Helice, Les constitutions de la France

(Paris, 1875-60), Thiers, Hutoure du wnsutot

et de I'emptre (Pans, 1845-62) , and the various

lives of Napoleon, the memoirs of the time, and

general histories See FBANCE, NAPOUJON I

CONSTTLATE OF THE SEA. See Coffso-

LA.TO DEL MABE
CONSTTM'EBS' LEACHTB An "assocoaiion

of persons who desire, so far as possible, to do

their buying in such a way as to further the

welfare of those who make or distribute the

things bought" Tie movement started in Bng
land in 1890 About the same time the

Working Women's Society of New York was

investigating the condition of women and oash

i CONSTJMEES' LEAGUE

g'rl* m tie stores O.L tl^at titv T nei called a
public m^et ng m Ma , 1S90 to d-^ tV help
ot corsujufr-, n better ig tlt-e tuTititions, and
a& a result tnt. Con-umer& Lcigu* ot XB lork
v da rormed in Ltauan Ia3l *^nn lar league-s
lave b iu been o%an ztd n aim -t \n tJe

important citie- 01 t ie Ur ttd ^ttitt- Tht
kagaea ha-vt o^t^ e^pcciaLv act ve m tLtir
efforts to improvt t~e cord tiuna ot tr^puvnivPt
ot worker^ in retaU estaitli- imenti nut vwer
eier practicable tnev fxtmd tii^r at'-ivines to
minuiactui ng as wxli Tht 1* iGruet accord ng
to t\; needs ol t1 cir rtijtctne cit > dra* up
Iibta ot conditions w.aic.a a 'store mu~* main
tain m ordtr to be called a lair ^ouse Tiese
include, a-> a rule a mjiimum fctiruard 01

wages, reasoniLle 'our* of employment f"peaom
from arbitrarv exactions in t^e \ t \ o* fanes,
etc adequate prous on ior tne empknees
health and comiort while at work Further
conditions, deignea to safeguard the public
health, are frequtntlv made =ucr as tLe proper
protection ot food exposed Jor sale trom dust,
etc Stores whic^i fulnU tne conditions pre-
scribed are placed on a white list

' and not
onlv members 01 the league but the general
public as well, are urged to patronize such
stores

The promoters ot the league soon io,ind that
its work mu^t be evtended to reach tie makers
ot goods, both to improve their conditions and
to protect the purchaser who had no wav to

di&tinguibh between facton made goods and
those made or finished in sweat shop- Ac
cordinglv the National Consumers League was
organized in 1SD9 with Mrs Florence Kellev,
who had been a successful factoiv inspector in

Illinois, as secretary In order to identify the
factorvmade article a conbumera' label" was
adopted, which can be placed on good's made in

factories maintaining tne following conditions

compliance with State factory kw, (2)(D
the manufacture of the goods on the premises,
(3) no child under 16 employed (41 a 10
tour dav (5) permission given for inspection
bv a representative of the league The Na
tional League has provided for the education

of purchasers through lectures, the distribution

of literature, and organization The State

leagues use similar methods While the mem
bership of these leagues has nowhere become
so great as to have a perceptible control over

the sales of anv business of extensive proper
tions, their indirect influence, through the

creation of public sentiment, has been very
considerable One of the most noteworthy

achievements of the leagues has been the flung
of the attention of the public upon the over

work from, which the emplovees of stores suffer

just before Christmas In manv cases the evils

of evening selling have been mitigated, and in

some cities the stores have been closed, by
mutual agreement, on Christmas Eve, instead

of remaining open until late at night, as for

merly The Consumers* Leagues have also

exercised a considerable influence upon the

course of labor legislation

Babhograpliy Brooks,The Consamertf teaffue

Reports (New York, 1898 et seq ) Lowell,

Consumers' League (it , 1896) , Keller, Same
Ethical Gtons through Legislation (ib , 1905) ,

American Journal of Bo&oloffjr, vol v (Chicago,

1901) , Atinate of America* Academy Bulletin,

y e, No 5 (Pniladelpbia, 18^), Reports
of national and St*t$ leagues Literature may
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be obtained at the office of the National Con
sumera' League, 105 East Twent\ second Street,

Xeu York
See FACTORY INSPECTION, SWEATING SYSTEM,

LNION LABEL
CONSUMPTION (Lat convumptio, a con

sunung, irom coru>umere, to consume, from
com , together -{- sumei e, from sub, under,

em&e, to ton) One of the traditional dm
sions 01 political economv J B Sav, the

earliest systematizer in the science, devotes

a book to consumption, following books on

production and distribution Sav's treatment

of consumption ib however, little more than

an analysis of the possible effects of produc
tive and unproductive consumption and of

public expenditures, which he treats under

this head The classical school generally fol

lowed Say in the order of divisions, but, in

consequence of the exclusion of public expendi
tures, often left the division 'consumption"
with scarcely any other content than a dis

cussion of luxury
The marginal utility school placed a new

emphasis on consumption, through their den-
yation of talue from utility, or want satisfy

ing power The law of the declining scale of

satisfaction, is essentially a law of wealth

consumption The phenomena of varying
elasticity of wants, of the search for variety
in satisfaction, of the reinforcing of satisfac

tions through complementary relations, are
further examples of principles derived from

consumption serving important theoretical

purposes The general principles derived from

investigations of family budgets, such as those

of Ducpetiaux and Engle (qv } and those

of the United States Department of Labor,
are properly treated as inductive principles of

consumption Under the same head are to be

classed investigations of the minimum wage and
of the standard of living (qv ) The social

laws of consumption, as exemplified in imita

tion (fashion) and desire for distinction in

dress, housing, etc ,
have usually been treated

m cursory manner, but have served as a basis

for illuminating studies by Sombart and other

economists In America especial stress has been

laid upon the study of consumption by Prof

S N Patten (qv ) While the importance of

the study of consumption is generally admitted,
no thoroughly satisfactory treatise covering the
whole field has been written The most sys-

tematic work on the principles of consumption
has been done by Cuhel, Zur Lehre von den

Bedwrfntase* (Innsbruck, 1907), and Brentano,
Versuoh einer Theone d&r Bedurfntssen (Munich,
1908) The most suggestive examples of the

application of the principles of consumption to

the pioblems of progress are found in Patten,

Theory of Prosperity (New York, 1902), and

Sombart, Der moderns Kajntaltsmus (Leipzig,
1902) See POLITICAL EOOJ.OMY
CONSUMPTION See TOBEBOTLOSIS
CONTACT (Lat cmtacttts, from contmgere,

to touch, from com, together + twigere, to

touch) In geometry, two lines, of which one
at least is curved, are said to be in contact

when they have two or more consecutive points
in common For example, in analytic geometry
a tangent is said to be in contact with a circle

in two consecutive points This is called con

tact of the first order If two curves have
contort at three consecutive points, the contact

is said to be of the second order, and so on,

^ CONTAGIOUS ABORTION

eg, tfie cur\es y y 3 and y = SJT 3x + 1

ha-ve contact of the second Older The anahtic
condition tor contact oi the nrst order at a

point x = fi between two cuiveo, ji = <t>(x), y.= <f>(x), is that <f>(a) = .Ha;, <? (a) = li-'(a) , 0'
and $' being the nrst dematnes The condition

for cortact of the second ordei is that 0(a) =
tf(a),0'ia) =*'(a),0''(a) = tfr" (a) Contact
of the third order lequires the derivative of the

thud order, and so on In contact of the nth
order between two surfaces there must De ( + 1 )

consecutne common points
CONTACT ACTION, CHEHICAL See CATA

LYSIS, REVCIIUIN

CONTACT DEPOSITS See OBE DEPOSITS
CONTA'GION (Lat contugio, contact, from

contingcte to touch, frum com, together +
tangeie, to touch) The communication of a
disease from the sick to the healthy eitner by
direct contact of a part affected with the dis

ease, or to indirect contact through the medium
of the excretions and exhalations of tht body

Among the contagious diseases aie measles,
scarlet fever, smallpo\ erysipelas, typhus fe\er,

bubonic plague, epidemic influenza (the grippe),

diphtheria, and tuberculosis See BACTEBIA,
EPIDEMIC INFECTION
CONTAGIOUS ABORTION IN ANI-

TWAT.S This disease has been increasing in

importance economically until it now ranks
second only to tuberculosis among the diseases

of cattle In the Umttd States alone the direct

loss among danv and ran^e cattle i caches into

the millions, -while the potential loss ib enor

mous and inestimable While most irequent

among cows, the disease is commonly met with
in mares and less often in sheep, goats, and
swine It occurs in otherwise healthy mothers
as a result of external infection, producing in

flammatory lesions of the foetal membianes and

cotyledons, usually appeinng in an enzoutic

form In the cow it i& caused by the Bacillus

abortus, commonly known as Bangs bacillus,"
and in the mare by the Bacillus abottwus

equvnus, and possibly other microorganisms
Premonitory symptoms when piebent are

manifested two or thiee days before the e\

pulsion of the foetus bv swelling of the udder,
edematous swelling of the vuh ir lips, reddtning
of and small inflamed nodular formations on
the -vuhovaginal mucosa and the appeal ance

of a mucous or mucropuiulent odorless discharge
from the vagina In cows abortion seldom
occurs before the fomth month of piegnancv,
but may occur at anj time after that period
The foetus is expelled with ease and is usually
dead at birth If abortion occurs at the end of

six months, the voung may be alrve but lives

only a few hours Mares abort between the

fourth and the eighth month of gestation
If an aborting cow is placed in a herd which

has hitherto been healthy an outbreak of abor
tion may occur Bulls that have served abort

ing cows transmit the disease to other cows
In general, the microorganisms to which the
disease is due are found in the male and female

genital organs and on the afterbirth flora abort

ing animals
l"he bacillus has the udders of apparently

healthy cows as its normal habitat and may
be eliminated continuously for years in the
milk ot infected cows that no longer abort
The treatment for this disease includes iso-

lation of affected animals and the application of

thorough antisepsis In case of an outbreak
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of abortion the foetus and fasta! membrane^ irom
aborting animals should be burned or deeply
buried, the posterior parts of the animals should
be washed in some antiseptic solut on repeated
antiseptic vaginal douches should be gi\en, and
the stable should be thoroughly disinfected In
order to prevent the possible spread of the in-

fection, the posterior parts of other cows or
mares rn the same stable should be careiullv

washed with a solution of hsol creohn, potas
siurn permanganate, or eorrourve sublimate
Solutions of carbolic acid and of methvlene blue,

preferably administered by mouth ha\p been
found to ha\e valuable curatue effects

Noncontagious abortion is occasionally met
with among farm animals, there being a number
of conditions which may cause it A general
cachexia or anaemia may be among the pre
dibposing causes of abortion, and among other
conditions and causes which may lead to abor
tion mention should be made of acute diseases of

the -vital organs, contagious fevers, chronic dis

eases of the abdominal organs, diseases of the

ovaries, kidneys, or bladder, diarrhoea, fatty de

generation of the heart, ingestion of large

quantities of cold Mater, \anous forms of

indigestion, especially those which are accom

panied by the formation of gas in the stomach,

imprudent feeding with succulent forage in

large quantities, such as roots, potatoes, apples,

pumpkins, ergotized grasses, sweaty or rustv

grains and grasses, mechanical injuries stand

ing in stalls with too great a backward slope,
nervous excitement, and muscular strain Con
suit Report Bureau of Animal Industry,
United States Department of Agriculture -for

1Q11, Eutyra and Marek, Pathology and Thera

peutics of Diseases of Domestic intmaZj, vol i,

Hoare System of Teteiinaty Medicine, l i

COITTA'GIOTrS DISEASES The law takes

cognizance of contagious and infectious dis

eases as they menace the public health, for the

protection of which health and quarantine laws

are enacted under the broad authority of the

police power of the state For purposes of

administration, this power may be delegated to

municipal corporations or like political sub

divisions

While the right to take summary measures

for the public safety is one of the most ancient

of government prescriptions and is rarely chal

lenged, yet it is none the less formidable, in-

asmuch as it involves the power of the state

forcibly to confine those suffering from infectious

diseases, even where properly cared for by fnenda

or relatives, and other like interference with

the personal rights of liberty and property
Maritime quarantine was early practiced by the

commercial nations, and was enforced by the

Venetians in the fifteenth century, but nra

meipal health regulation is of somewhat later

development, and the two are still usually sepa-

rated in administration. Thus, eg, the Board

of Health of the City of New York exercises

jurisdiction within the city proper and upon
the waters of the bay to the limits of quaran

tine, which, with its shipping, is under the

authority of the Board of Quarantine Commis
sioners and the health officer of the port In

the United States the enactment of quarantine
laws is held to be among the powers preserved
to the States under the Constitution Under

tlieir authority State boards of health are

created and general statutes passed delegating

the power to local boards in cities, towns, and

i OONTABINI

ullage Violator- o* tin sanitary code are
usualh made m sdeTeanor- and punished by
imprisonment o1- fre* For thp purpose of

a\o'dmg anii quest one 'fiat raignt arise from
t^e possible intei-rcixe or Ic-cal regulations of
the public Sealta witi tne Federal prerogative
ot regulating mter-tatt commerce Congress
early pas&ed act* adopting sue a State laws and

requiring their ob-enance bv Federal officials

( let of Feb 2i 17) Act of Apnl 29, 1S78
[20 Stat L 37] > In 1S70 a National Board
ot Health *as create, bat it- powers were little

more than adnson, ind b\ t^e \ct o* Con
gress Feo 25 1803 (27 Stat L 44<>, it was
abolished and it& powers and duties transferred
to the llanne Ho-p^ti! Service -which under
the direction of tne ^ecr^tarv of the Treasury
perrorms the functions of national quarantine
Questions pertaining to t' o people at large aria

ing from imm gration and importation beloisg
to Federal jurisdiction as incidental to the con
stitutional right 01 regulating commerce Thus
conditions 01 entry are imposed sucn as deten

tion, inspection and di-infection and under the
Act of 1813 protective restrictions mav even be
laid upon interstate intercourse where a danger
is threatened and State authority is wanting
or lax The Federal quarantine may arrest the
entrance of forbidden persons, or thmgb but
once past the Barge Office" or ciihtomhouse the
local authorities take jurisdiction Xa\al ves
sells as well as commercial are bound to observe

quarantine rules

In. Great Britain a similar system of unitary
protection prevails In England the controlling
statute the Public Health Act (38 and 39 Viet
c 55 [1875]), is comprehensive in its provibions
and regulations, though it does not extend to

Scotland or Ireland, or, except as to special pro
visions, to the city of London The Infectious
Disease (Notification I Act (52 and 53 Viet c

72) and the Infectious Disease (Prevention)
Act (53 and 54 Viet c 34 1 as the titles sig

nifv, provide respectively for the course to be

pursued in notifying the proper authorities in

cases of defined contagious illnf as, and the regu
lations to be adopted m the way of inspection
and disinfection to prevent infection The first

applies to the United Kingdom and may be

adopted by urban and rural authonties of ports
and local districts, the second is confined to

England
In its international aspect the obligation rest-

ing upon a state to adopt proper regulations
to prevent the spread of epidemics belongs to

the so-called natural duties rather than the

more defined and absolute principles of inter

national jurisprudence But with the increase

of international intercourse and the develop
ment of a more sensitive national conscience

a demand has arises, among civilized nations

for the recognition of the nght to such protec
tion by another state, as well as the longes
tabhsbed one of surrounding itself by defensive

barriers The United States, Great Britain, Ger

many, and other countries, have provided for

inspection of meats and like food exports In

1879 Sir Shenstone Baker prepared a Code of

International Quarantine, which, \ia.s approved

by the United States Consult Lumley, The
Public Health let* (London, 1902) See QUAB
JJTOXE POIJCB POWER
CONTABmi, kon'ta re*n$ The name of a

distinguished. Venetian family, one of the 12

thatelected the first Doge. Between 1043 and
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1684 eight dogea \\eie fuimshed bv this family,
md seveial ol its memberb \\eie men of note

DOIIEMCO, Doge m 1043-70 was the first ol

the family to be invested with that dignity

during has icign the rebuilding of St Mark's
Church was begun ANDREA Doge in 1368-82,

terminated the long wir between Venice and
Genoa by defeating the Genoese fleet at Chiog

gia His return trom tHis expedition was de

pieted bv Paolo Veronehe by order of the Re

public AMBBOGIO was Ambassador of Venice

to Persia in 1473-77 and gave an account of

his travels published in Venice (1487)
GASFABO (1483-1542), Cardinal and diploma
tist, went as Venetian Ambassador to the Diet

of Worms in 1621, thence accompanied Charles

V to the Netherlands, England, and Spain, and
in 1523 concluded the Emperor's alliance with
Venice In 1535 he was made Cardinal by
Pope Paul III, and as Papal Legate to the Diet

of Ratisbon, in 1541, made the most extensive

concessions to the Protestants, endea\ormg to

bring about a reconciliation with the Catholic

church Of his earnest efforts to introduce

sweeping reforms in the latter, his Oonsthiim
de Emendanda Eedema (1537) is sufficient

proof The best known of his other writings
is De Magwtratibus et Repulhoa Teneta, (1543)
GIOVANNI (1549-1605) was a painter of the

Venetian school, who formed himself chiefly
after the works of Titian and Palma the

Younger Called to Vienna by Emperor Ru-

dolph n, he painted ninny portraits, but he is

more noted for his historical compositions,

among which are 'The Doge Marino Grimani

Adoring the Virgin," "Conquest of Verona by
the Venetians," both executed for the Doge's
Palace in Venice, and "Baptism of Christ"
Consult Romanm, Stona, di Ten&sia (10 vols,

Venice, 1853-61
) , for Ambrogio's journey,

HaUuyt Society Publications, No 49 (London,
1873) , for Gasparo, Brown, Studies tn Vene-
tian H\story, vol 11 (ib, 1907), and Regesten
und Bnefe des Cardinals Gasparo Contanm
(Braunsberg 1881)
CONTAETN1 FLEMING' A romance by

Benjamin Disraeli (1832)

CONTE, koVti', NICOLAS JACQUES (1755-
1805) A French chemist and inventor, born at
Aunou-sur Orne (Orne) He was at first a
painter, but afterward turned to the mechanical

arts, and, when France was deprived, through
war with England, of its plumbago supply, in-

vented a substitute m the shape of a mixture of

graphite and clay This substance he utilized

for the manufacture of blade lead pencils, known
as crayons Gonte, by a process since followed
in making all pencils He also made extensive
researches concerning the military aerostat, be-

came director of the aerostatic school at Meu
don, and was appointed by Napoleon chief of
the aerostatic corps of the French army of m
vasion in the Egyptian expedition During that

expedition, his inventive genius proved to be
of great service, for, after -Hie reverse at Abou
kir, the revolt at Cairo, and the consequent loss

of instruments and supplies, he directed the
manufacture of cloth, surgical instruments,
bread, arms, ammunition, and other necessaries

He also densed (1798) a, barometer, similar to
the later one of Vidi In 1802 he assisted IB

founding the Society for the Encouragement of
National Industry, and was appointed to super
intend the publication of the commission's great
work on the Egyptian expedition At the tune

6 OONTES A. NINON

ol hib death he was, coiisti uctmg an engraving
machine with vthich he hoped to do tins work
Consult Jomard, Conte, sa i/te et rs ttavaux

(Pans, 18521

CONTISM'PORANE'TTY (from Lat con

tempotaneus, simultaneous Horn co n
, together

f- tempus, time) A term iked in geology to

implv that tao formations weie deposited dur

ing the same penod of time This does not
necesbarilv mean that they must contain the

same fotbil species, nor is it likely that they
will, except -when the two areas oi deposition
are in the same basin The term contemporane
itv" is sometimes confused with homotaxy \vhich

means that certain formations occupy the same
relative potations \vith respect to the develop
ment of life forms Thus, certain formations

of the Devonian in Europe and North America

might show similar faunas, but not have been

deposited at e\actly the same time They would
be homotaxial See GEOLOGY
CONTEMPT' (Lat contemptus, from contem-

neie, to despite, from com, together + temnere,
to despise) In law, any disobedience of, or

disrespectful or disorderly conduct in the prea
ence of any court or legislative body It is

punibhable because it tends to impair the dig
nity, power, and authority of such bodies, and
thus interfere with the administration of the

law, and generally the body concerned has an
inherent power summarily to impose upon the

offender a penalty of fine or imprisonment, or

both All courts have such power The guilty

person may usually have these penalties re-

mitted by purging
5

the contempt, i e , by mak
ing pecuniary reparation, as far as possible,
for any damage caused by his acts and apolo
gazing for his fault If satisfactory, an order
or minute is then entered reciting that this

has been done and directing that the culprit
be relieved from the penalty The power to

punish as contempt any willful misconduct com
mitted m the presence of the court, which was
an ordinary incident of common law procedure,
received a great extension in the process for

enforcing the decrees of the courts of equity,
or chancery "Equity acts in personam," ic,
its judgments, as distinguished from those of

the common law, are orders or decrees direct

ing specified persons to do or to refrain from

doing certain acts The breach of such an or

der, though committed out of court, as must

usually be the case, is a contempt and the or

dinary process of the equity tribunals is to

punish such an act of disobedience by imprison
ment It is this use of the jurisdiction of pun
ishing for contempt in labor disputes that has
been under fire in recent years, under the name
of "government by injunction," as an arbitrary
method of dealing with offenses prohibited by
judicial order and as subjecting offenders to
the penalty of imprisonment without trial by
jury and the other safeguards of the ordinary
criminal law Consult Rapajje, Treatise on
Contempt (New York, 1884), and Oswald, Con-

tempt of Cowrt, Committal, and AttaoJmtent,
and Arrest upon Owd Process (London, 1895)
CONTEMPT OF PARLIAMENT See PAB-

CONTES A NINON, ktat za nS'noH' (]Jr,
Ninon stones) A collection of short stones

by Emile Zola, which were collected and pub
lisaed in 1864, when their author was only 24

years old It was his first important work
and has been deemed by some cntics his beet
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book of short stones, being tree from the e\aj
gerations and brutalities -which marked manv
of his later vmtings In 1874 he published
"\ouieaux conies a A tnon

CONTBS DE MA MEEE L'OTE, ko>t de
ma mar Iwa (Fr , stories oi my Mother Goose)
A famous collection of fairv tales, by Charles
Pezrault (1607) pui porting to be vuitttn b\
his 10 year old tson The stones are taken irom
popular tradition and are told rn simple, child
ish language, which has made them \ery sue
cesssful among children foi 2UO yeais

C01TTES DES PEES, da fa (Fr stones of
the fairies) A collection oi fairy stone* irom
vanoub somces by the Comtesse d'Aulnov
(1710), in Tvhich many ot the tales receded
their literal v form in Fiench
CONTES D'HOITBLANN, LES (Fr tales of

Hoffmann) An opera by Offenbach (qv )

first produced in Paris, Feb 10 1881 in the
United States Nov 14, 1007 (New York I

CONIES DB-6LATIQTTES, drii'la'tek' (Fr,
droll stories) A senes of 30 tales by BaLrac

abounding in Rabelaisian humor and copying
the style and spelling of the sixteenth centun
They were published variously in 1832 1833.
and 1837

CONTES W LTJNDI, du leVd^ (Fr,
Monday stones) A collection oi short stones

by Alphonse Daudet (1873)

C01TEI, kfiVte' The house of Conti was a

younger branch of the house of Bourbon Conde
(See C<AD ) It first appears in French his

tory in the sixteenth century, TV hen Francois
son of Louis de Bourbon first Pnnce of Conde,
took the name of Marquis de Conti from his
mother s fief of Conti sur Selleb, m Picard\
Towards the end of the century he was made
Prince of Conti He died without hens in 1C 14,
and for 16 years the title "was in abeyance In
1629 it was bestowed upon the infant Armand
de Bourbon, second son of the Prince of Conde
This second Pnnce de Conti is generally regarded
as the founder of the houte His son, Louis

Armand, Prince de Conti, succeeded TV", and on
his death, in 1685, left the title to his younger
brother, Francois Louis (1664-1709) who
styled himself Prince de la. Roche sur Yon et <ie

Conti and was the most noted member of the

family He had been educated under the eyes
of the great Conde and embraced a military
career with enthusiasm He served m Hingary
agamst the Turks, but, owing to incautious let-

ters which he wrote home, he lost the favor

of Louis XIV and on returning \vas banished

to Chantillv Pardoned through the intercea

sion of the great Conde, the Prince served with

distinction under the Duke of Luxembourg and

was present at the battle of Steenkerk (1602)
and tfeerwmden (1693) In 1697 he was put
forward by Louis XIV as a candidate for the

Polish crown and was in fact elected King by
a part of the nobles, but found himself power-
less against the opposition of Russia, the Em-
peror Leopold I, and tie Pope, and abandoned

nis claim Louis XTV was never his fnend and

feared Conti'e popularity, so that the Pnnc

spent his later life m retirement In 1709,

however, he wag summoned to take command
of the Army of Flanders, but was earned off

by an attack of the goat, Feb 22, 1709 Mas
sillon pronounced his funeral oration, and

Saint Simon, m ins memoirs, speaks of him in

glowing terms His son was a worthless roul
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CONTI, AUGLSTO aS22-1005\ An Ital'an

philnbophicii v\rt(r born nnar ^an Minato m
Tuscany He stulied bw ^t stvenl Italur
univ e sities and pr-ut ct d in Florence until

1848 T\hrn he enLvted 1^ a vnlunt r for =en
ice against Austria ^uihsequentlv lie practiced
law and tiught pnilosop'iv in San Miniato in

1835 "was made professor 01 philosophy m
Lucca in 1863 pro e-^ur of t"1? history ot phi

loisophy in Pisa and in 1SC4 prolt>aor oi mental
and moral philo&ophv in Florence His pub
lishtcl wuiks include Fndw a, aaioif f led?

o i rnten detla filowfia HS62, and sub>qu*iit
editions* Mut n drlln filamfin (1S64 in I sub

sequent editions.) L Ai WMI a delle cose (2 yols ,

1878i Filosofia elrmnrtair (I860 Oth ed,

1879), Dio come ordinatote drt m&ndo (1871)
Him nell' 01 dine (1876 2d ed 1891 ) In
thebe and other works Conti makes an earnest

attempt to bring mtn agreement the teachings
of different philosophical schools

CONTI, XICCOL& DEI An Italian traveler of
the fifteenth centun He learned Oriental Ian

guages and carried on an evten&ne traffic in the

East He triveled m Egypt Arabia, Persia

and India, <?nd later ga%e a complete account of

his travels to Popgio Bract lolini, <*ecn.tar\ of

Pope Eugcmus IV Poggios manusmpt relat-

ing the obbervations and ad*entur<s of Conti

Mas first published m 1723, under the title Hii

tonv de Tanetate Fottnna Conti was one of

the pioneers of European commerce m the Eafat,

and one of the first to advocate the idea of find

ing a western way l>v sea to the Eastern coun

tries Consult Giardina, 1 1 laggt dt Piccolo dei

Conti (Catania 1808)
CGSTJSnSST (ML continens, ham Lat con

tincie, to touch, from com together -4- tenrre,

to hold) The largest natural land division, of

greater area than an ibland or peninsula The
outer portion of the earth is composed of two

layers the solid rockj crust, or Mhosphere,"
and the water areas, or

'

hydrosphere
" In the

early penod of its history the earth may have

been surrounded entirely by the hydrosphere
but at present and, so far as known, in all geo

logical ages, the crust has been folded into

mountain chamb, forming nuclei around which

the continental land areaa are grouped, while

the waters have accumulated in the intermediate

depressions Geographers usually recognize as

continents Eurasia (comprising Europe and

Asia), Africa, Australia, Sorth America, and

South America, the two Americas, however, are

sometimes grouped as a single continent, al-

though such a classification is hardly justifiable

unless Africa be included with the Eurasian

continent A w*fcb continent IB probably rep-

by the land areas in the Antarctic
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region (q\ ) It ib estimated that the land

constitutes about 55,000,000 square miles, or 28

per cent of the entire surface of the earth The

continents ^ ary widely in form, area, relief, and

distribution on the globe, vet they may have

manv features in common Usually the regionb
of greatest elevation are found in the interior,

while along the coabt line there is a gentle slope

outward ^hich, continued beneath the sea,

forms a slightly submerged land strip called the

"continental shell On the seaward edge of

the shelf the slope is -very rapid down to the

great depths of the sea The average altitude

of the continent^ according to the calculations

01 Lapparent llumy, Penck Supan, and

Eeidench is, shoA\n below

ESTIMATED 4.VEBAGE ELEVATIONS OF THE
COM3NENTS

CONTINENTAL SYSTEM

Africa
Australia
North \menoa
South America

2007
1188
1953
1762

918
3116
2132
918

1968
2067

9ol
3084
2034

Between the form and distribution of the con
tments many interesting comparisons may be
drawn The two Americas, comprising the

greater part of the land area in the New World,
are triangular in shape, the apex of the one

lying in the Isthmus of Panama and the apex
of the other being reprebented by Cape Horn
Both continents are bounded on the west by a

long mountain system, and both ha-ve a region
of lower elevation in the eastern portion The
Old V\orld, on the other hand, is composed of
a single triangular land area which has its base
on the Arctic Sea and its apex at the Cape of
Good Hope Here the mam trend of the moun
tain chains is east and west In general, the
continents that extend into or lie within the
Southern Hemisphere South America, Africa,
and Australia are most regular, contrasting
strongly in this particular with North America
and Eurasia in the Northern Hemisphere The
northern continents have a wider extension from
east to west than the southern, and are further
characterized by a great group of islands lying
along the southeastern coast
That the great land areas are not stable either

as to form or elevation may be regarded as
established beyond doubt by geological evidence
Moreover, certain coastal regions are known at
the present tune to be undergoing changes of
level by which land emerges above or sinks be
low the sea The extent of these oscillations in

past ages can only be conjectured Lyell's

theory that there has been a constant inter

change between the land and water areas has
been objected to on the ground that there is no
evidence that the abysmal depths of the ocean
have ever been elevated, for the existence of

any considerable deposits abysmal in character
and containing a deep sea fauna has not been

conclusively established within the interior of
the continents The changes of level between
the land and the sea take place very slowly,
and may be caused either by gradual vertical
movement of the land area or fry variations in

the lex el oi the ocean itself Geologists gener
ally agree that the portions of tfo present
continents were determined as far back as

Archaean times The Laurentian plateau of

Xorth America, the Brazilian highlands of South

America, and the Scandinavian peninsula and

Lapland in Europe are compobed of crystalline

rocks, and except on the margins they are bare
of all sediments These primitive lands were
extended in area by the deposition of sedimen

tary strata on their borders, and by great up
hea\als accompanied by foldings of the crust

into mountain rangeb
The e^lution of the continental lands can be

studied only tentatively and is largely con

jectured from the evidence afforded by the char
aeters of the fauna and flora that lived in past

rDuiing
the Cietaceous and Tertiary times

animal and plant life of South America,
South Africa, and India were strikingly similar,
while there was also a uniformity between the

life forms of Europe and North America This

circumstance can best be e\plained by the as

sumption that in these periods the continents

had an east and west trend so that Brazil, Cen
tral Africa, and lower India were united by one
broad land strip, and eastern Canada with

Europe by another Between the northern and
southern continents, an ocean basin extended

from the isthmus of Central America eastward

to the Indian Ocean, or nearly at light angles
to the basm now occupied by the Atlantic The

changes b\ *hich the continents assumed their

present form took place gradually and were

accomplished by a slow depression of portions
of the land and by encroachment of the sea It

ib probable that certain regions for a long time

remained above sea level as large islands, the

unsubmerged remnants of which still exist, e g ,

in the Cape Verde and Canary islands, in the

British Isles, and in Madagascar These

changes -were doubtless completed before the ap
pearance of mankind, at least within historical

times, so far as is known, there has been no
marked alteration in the form of the continents
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CONTINENTAL SYSTEM The name given

to the commercial policy adopted by Napoleon
for the purpose of shutting England out from
all connection with the continent of Europe, and
thus compelling her to acknowledge the man
time law as established at the Peace of Utrecht
This system began with Napoleon's famous
Berlin Decree of Nov 12, 1806, which declared

the British Isles in a state of blockade and

prohibited all commerce or correspondence with

them, every Englishman found in a country oc

oupied by French troops or by their allies was
declared a prisoner of ww, all merchandise be-

longing to an Englishman was made lawful

pri/e, and all trade in English goods was en

tarely prohibited No ship coming directly from

England, or from a British colony was allowed
to enter any port, and any ship seeking by
false declarations to crrade tnis regulation was
confiscated with its cargo as if British property
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Englard las not long in making reprisals Bv
an Order m Coune 1, Jan 7, ISO" all neutral
vessels \.<- t p^oiubitea rrora trading irom port
to port w tliin France or anv country in alliance
with it UT under its contiol E\ery neutral \et

sel violatag tms order was to be confiscated
with its cirgo Napoleon responded b\ a decree
dated Waisaw, Jan 2o 1807 which orue'-ed the
cortfiscatioi of all Englihh or English colonial

merchandise found in the German Hanse towns

By a secoid Order in. Council, Xov li 1307 all

harbors aid places in France and her allies

in Europe and the tolome& as w ell as in e\ er**

country with which England was not at war,
but from which the English flag was excluded,
were plaeec under the same restrictions as if

strictly blotkaded These orders were followed

by reprisals on the French side Bv the Milan
Decree of I>c 17, 1807 strengthened by a -sec

ond, of Jan 11, 1808, issued from the Tuilenes,
anv vessel, or whatever nation, that had been
searched bv an English ship or had submitted
to be sent or a voyage to England, or paid any
duty to tlw Enghbh government, was to be de
clared denationalized and treated as English
Bv the Treutv of Tilsit (1807) Russia con
sented to close her ports to English commerce
and in ordei the more effectually to annihilate
such commerce, there appeared Aug 3 1810,
the tariff of Trianon for colonial goods, thib was
extended by a decree of September 2 on Octo
oer 18 followed the decree of Fontaindblera

ordering the hiniing of all English goods, an
order which iras to be earned out with more or
less modification in all countries connected with
France
The consequence of the Continental System

was undoubtedly the springing up upon the Con
tinent of man1

? branches of manufacture On
the other hand, the price of foieign goods rose

to an e'rtraordnary height, the daily comfort
of the middle chases was senouslv affected and
the American carrying trade, then very pros

perous, was pratically ruined On the whole,
the Continental System, both politically and

economically, ms a mistake Russia aban
doned it in 1810 and with the breaking up of

Napoleon's power the system collapsed entirely

On the English side the enforcement of the

Orders in Councl gave offense to the United
States and was ne of the principal causes of

the War of 1812. Consult Mahan, The In

flvence of Sea Pvoer upon the French Revoht

twn and Emptr* (Boston, 1894 \ , Thiers, Hts
totre du consvtotet fa Pempire (Pans, 1845-

62) , Cime, Ettute tttr l& tanfs de douane et

les traces de watnervo (Pans, 1875) , Henry
Adams, History ef the United States (New
York, 1889-91) fee NWTTBALS, NAPOLEON I

COimir'Q-Bira (from Lat contwigere, to

touch) A quot* tf troops, fimnslied to the

common army by Mother branch of the service

or by different oooWji.ting
1 nations or armies

It was the naval cdtmgent that saved the day
in the defense of I dysmith against the Boers

in 1899 The vano Is oowtagents of the inter

national armies fbn '<jL t&a common army under

the leadership of CV at Waldereee, the German
commanderT in ttw C no* campaign of 1900 The

troops to be forajl *d by ach of the United

States under a aril r vohmteers by the Presi-

dent is its quota
CONTINGiarf ; EKAXNDEK See RBr

MAIBTDEB

OONTTNTJAJf<jB.f In lanr, the adjouroment

j COSTTIBTJITY

ot a cause iiom da\ to dry u' *oo. one term
01 tne court to tae neat succteaing teriL TLe

proceedirgs ot a cae on tnal or otiiervuse je

fore the court are continuous uatu it is cas-

posed of by judgment decree or otner filial pro
eeeding An mteTaptiun of the proceed a,,

wnether bv the absence 01 a party, or In- ^a 1 L

to proceed or by the termination or tflt sitting
of t ic court naturally results in a cliscont nu
nnce or tne proceeding with tne con.-K|iiercc
tiat it loses its. place on the calendar and mn&t
be oegun o\er ajam at a luture tenn or t,'ttm.j
01 ^e court To olmte this re&ult, t'jf COILTI

ma^ makt pn ordtr continuing tie ca&p rrow
dav to da^ 01 irom time to time unt i ai^fust-d
ot Contmuanos are granted as a Tapt+ c'< or

cour-e wlien necebsitated uv the adiou-nnit^t ol

the comt in vuc>i the case is pend'Ee ana on
the request or either parh to the auit fur good
cause as tor the illness or a party or ms coun
sel or the illneaii or a^apotarancc o* a ruate
rial witness and the liW In thi claa*, <rf

cases howe%er the application is idd-c-^ed tu
the d seretion 01 the court whicV ira, giant or
withhold the contmuincp priied for See Ar>
JOUB\ME\T, and consult Blackbtore fomi^cn
tane& on the Lcits of England and tbe aatLon-
ties cited under PBOCEDLHE LEGAL

COftTlSi UJaD EBACTIOIT See FB4.crio\
COir'TINTTITT (Lat continvtti 6 fnirn ron

tinitus, uninterrupted rrom confine) e, to hold

together from com
, together 4- teneie to hold)

In geometrv a vital principle which asserts

that if from the nature of a particular orobleru

we would expect a certain number or solutions,
then thtie will be the same number of solutions

in eterv case, although some may be imaginary
For example, a straight line and a circle in the

same plane interisect in t^o points real coin

cident, or imaginary The sum of the angles of

a quidnlateral is a pengon, whether the quadn
lateral is com ex cross, or concave In thia

case, howe\er angles which hate decreased and
have passed through zero must be regarded as

negate e By the principle of continuity theo

reins concerning real points or lines may be

extended to imaginary points or lines This

change can take place only when some element

of the figure passes through either a zero *alue

or an infinite value, eg rotate an asymptote
of the hyperbola about the origin, before rota

tion it cuts the curve in two infinite points
after rotation it cuts it in two real points or

two imaginary points In case of the real

points, rotate it still further and these pass to

infinity, and imaginary points occur Many
propositions of elementary geometry may be

inferred from this principle It was first ertated

by Kepler, emphasized by Boscovich, and put
into acceptable form by Poncelet in his Traite

de* propnetes projectiles des figure* (2d ed,

Pans, 1865-06)
More generally, continuity is a philosophical

concept exemplified in space and tune It has

been defined as a series of adjacent parts with

common limits, as infinite divisibility, i e , that,

however small the segment between the two

points, a farther division is possible, but in

modern anahrwa continuity is the essential prop-

eity of a continuum By a continuum is under

stood & system or mamfoidness of parts pos-

sessed in varying degree of a property A, such

that between any two parts distant a finite

length from each, other an infinite number of

otier parts may be interpolated ot which those
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that are immtdiateh adjacent exhibit only in

definitely small differences vuth respect to the

property A This is expressed bv Cantoi as

a petfeft susammenhanqende Menge, a penect
concatenation of points, eef, all numbers ra

tional and irrational in anv interval tonn a

continuum A concatenation not penect is

called a Bemicontmuum e g the rational or the

irrational numbers in any interval A straight
line is said to posseub continuity
Bv the continuity of the roots of an equation

is meant that, as a re&ult of certain -variations

of the function, different pairs of rootb may
during the process become equal or imaginary,
the total number always continuing the same
an example given by Leibnitz By the conti-

nuity of a function of x is meant the fact that

indefinitely small and continuous changes in the

value of x between certain limits produce in

definitely small and continuous changes in the

function Consult Jordan, Cours d'analyse

(Pans, 1893), Poncelet, Traite des propiietes

piojectiises dee figures (ib, 1865-66), Encyclo
padie der mathenatiachen Wissenschaften, vol i

(Leipzig, 1901) Cantor, HatJiematisehe Anna
Zen, yols xx and xxi (ib , 1882-83) , Mach, in

The Open Court vol xiv (Chicago 1900)

CONTINUITY, LAW OF A principle first

formulated by Leibnitz (qy), which is ex

pressed in the Latin sentence Yatura non facit
saltum ("Nature does not make sudden leaps')
This is a denial of discreteness, and the asser

tion that differences of kind are merely differ

enees of degree The law of continuity may be

illustrated m the solar spectrum, -which pre
sents ua with a series of colors blending into

each other in such a way that it is impossible
to say -where one color ends and another begins

By abstracting from the intervening colors and
shades we cam repie&ent any detectable differ

ences to ourselves as discrete, but this appear-
ance of discreteness comes from failure to at

tend to the mediating shades Generalizing this,

we get the law that all gaps between differing
lands are bridged over by intervening kinds,
which form a continuum of differing degrees
Darwinism gives a view of evolution that sup

ports the law of continuity in biology De
"Vnes's doctrme of mutation (qy ), on the con

trary, would deny the validity of the law of

continuity in this field William James (q v )

has vigorously assailed the universality of the

law of continuity, maintaining that experience

presents us with discontinuities as well as with

continuities, and "that conjunctions and separa
tions are, at all events, coordinate phenomena
which, if we take experiences at their face value,
must be accounted equally real

" James seems
to be justified in his contention, the law of con

tmnity is an unwarrantably sweeping general-
ization Consult James, Essays m Radical Em
ptrtcmw (1912) See LEDBKITZ

SERVICE See ENLIST-_
CONTIO
CONTORTflATE (It contortMta, from con-

torno, contour, from "MT oontornare, to turn

around, from Lot com-, together + tornare, to

turn, from tomus, Gk rfywof, tornos, lathe)
A term applied to a class of antique copper
medals, slightly larger than coins, which have
a deep line cut round tile edge, lake a furrow,
and *re thereby marked by a strongly project-
ing; edge They show on one side & head, often

of an emperor or ether, ruler, sometimes Homer,

10 CONTRABAND OF "WAR

Sallust Horace 01 othti authors, ard on the
other a scene irom tie ciieu-5 or amphitheatre
or irom mythology 01, rarely, dailv life Xo
contormate ib known to be certainly earlier

than the third century AD
,
most ot them are

later Oi the miny explanations of the use of

contormates> none has -non general acceptance
Consult Fmith, A Dictwnn,y of Gteek and Roman
AMiquitm (3d ed London, 18901
CONTORTED STRATA See GEDLOGY
CONTOURS' (Fr, trom ML coraornare, to

go around) In topogiaphical sur eying and

military sketching, the lines in vhieh "horizon

tal planes, at constant veitical mtenals, inter

sect the surface of the giound Containing is

a method 01 exhibiting relief of ground by
means ol lines so diavvn on a map at, to indicate

points of equal elevation The Im^s so drawn
on a map and the correbponding mes on the

ground are called confoun The vord contour

ing is applied to the field woik directed espe
cially to obtaining data foi dialing cont01119
The difference of elevation ot points in adjacent
contours is called the contoui intuial, and is

usually constant for all the contours on the
same map Ine horizontal dittmce between

contours, measured m a radial direction with
reierence to the curvature ol the contours, is

called the contour distance For equal contoui
intervals the map contours are closer together,
as the slope is steeper It foUows that for

steep slopes the map contours mil approach
each other \ery closely, and for a \ertical wall
or cliff they will coincide Contours are desig-
nated by their heights above s, datum plane
The height is> etpiessed m feet, except when the
metric scale is used, when contoir intervals are
in meters Facility in reading contoured maps
is essential for military officers It enables them

quickly to form a mental picture of the gen
eral configuration of the gioind over which

they are to operate, to know tie nature of the

slopes to be traversed and the amount of cover
available for the concealment of troops See

SUBVENING, ENGI-TEEBING, MEITABY See ar
tide M/LP., 'where contour hn'8 are shown on
the topographical map there pven
CONTRABAND OF WAR (It contraUando,

Sp, Portug contrabando, fron ML contraban

Mm, contraband, from contrt, against + Ian
dam law/turn, proclamation, from OHG ban,
Ger Bann, AS ftoran, Eng can In mteinational

law, goods of such character as to be liable to

seizure by a belligerent in ine course of tiade

between a neutral and the enemy in time of

\var Munitions of war inteaded for the use of

the enemy and chemicals or rther law materials
to be converted into instnurentalitiea of war by
the enemy are always deenud contraband Other

things innocent in character are similarly re

garded if intended for th) use of the armed
forces of the enemyr butinot if intended for

general use or consumptici in the country of

the enemy It is obvious
|
hat the latter class

of cases may often call fob delicate discrimma
tion and may lead to soap differences of opm
ion between the belligerej* intercepting such a

cargo and the neutral &t| whose commerce is

thus interfered with To/acme extent the mat
ter has been regulated ftr treaty among the

leading powers, btt$ no (attafactory definition

for contraband goods hw fet been, reached The

changes in. methods of jtodern
warfare render

the list a constantly ehifjng one Great Britain

has adopted the etaetfciktorv of (a) goods ao-
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solufely conti aland and \b) rpo<Zg occwionally
contraband In the ca^e oi a ^ved sh snip in
the \\ ar of Its12 bound ior tue i eutral po'-* ot
Bilbao -witn a caigo 01 sjain intenued for the
use of the British fleet Ivme the^e, the cargo
was held to be subn ct to confibcat on as, contra
band So, in the Cumean Y^ai Ure t Butam
claimed coal de-tinecl tor i Tuscan port to be
included under the head cf orrnstuna/ contta
land Fiance in tue ftar ot 1S19 refused to
treat coal as contraband The Ln'ted States at
the time oi the Ci J We* adopted tbe Erajh&h.

position, as did Genninv n tne \\ai ot 1S70,
and Eusisia in the nar \,ith Tapan Sarh dif
ferences threaten to luini^n seT ou? control ersv
in the e\cnt oi -wai between any oi the ereat
commercial natior-s The mies oi inteiniponal
law do not prombit subjects ot neutrals irom

canying contraband to either bclhtferpnt hut
they do so at their OT* n nsk So neutral mer
chants may trade in aims ammunition and
stoics in time of war as in time of peiee, but
either belligerent may captuie such goods as
are of direct and immediate Ube in \\ar, il it can

intercept them in their passage to the enemy
while not within neutral junction While a
neutral po\\er is bound to present the departure
of armed expeditions from its shores and the

supplying ot munitions of war etc , to belligtr
ent vessels in its ports, no duty i<* imposed of

restraining contraband trade, though it has no

right to interfere in behalf of subjects who^e

property is seized bv one belligerent on the \vay

to another, pro\ided it belongs to the class of

forbidden commodities
Three requisites are necessary to constitute

the offense of oairymg contraband 1 Sale
and transport of contraband goods within &
neutral territory is permissible, but they may
not be sent across the fiontier to a belligerent

by land or sea 2 The goods must be in.

tended eventually for a hostile destination 3

The offen&e is completed with the deposit of the

contraband cargo at the belligerent destination

The ship when captured is generally taken to
a prize court by the captor, and the penalty of

conviction is the confiscation of the contraband

goods, unless the owner of the contraband also

has ownership in the vessel, in which case the

ship, or his share therein, is likewise confls

cated, and also any innocent goods of his own

ership False papers or misrepresentation as to

destination may lead to the ship's condemna-
tion The carrying of agents or dispatches of

an enemy most be distinguished as more prop-

erly unfriendly neutral service than carrying of

contraband The Trent Affair (qv), in which
a British vessel carried agents of the Confed

crate government to England, comes trader the

former description
The term contraband of vwr was inappropri-

ately though ingeniously applied during the

Civil War by Gen B F Butler, while in com-

mand at Fort Monroe, to captured slaves, as

a ground for retaining "tftem when demanded by
their Southern owners Consult M Wiegner,
Die Snegslonterbwtde (Berlin, 1904) See

NBTDTRALITr, BLOCKADE, IKTEBNATIOJTAL LAW
COITTBABASS'. See Dotreia BASS
COMTBABASS TTTBA. See TUBA.

COMFTBAOT (from Lat contrahete, to draw-

Tip, from com , together -f- tr&here, to draw)
In English and American law, an agreement, en

forceable at law, betw&eu two or more parties

to do or not to do a particular thing The ele-

Vot VI 2

u CONTBACT

nents es-ertrl to ah fo-ms cf contacts are
(n\ ^n otlic.it on wilei in tie pnyp e male.
b% a party to * e o>n*~ . t "^ n -a ~j *+ " h
intent to fU T *rto smr ar <m ji* .r 1> i

a meeting o tl e n us u* u.i t t
~ ^ - ti t <

cortract i> *o t t ms, "il . ^ t r-- ci ti e

pr imibe gi e" Auu t iii Cun 't- T
: 1^ if

quired tr> gi\e iii 1 tv to la m- tVt - t on
trarf is i- pom* 1 o & b^ u

Olatsifcat w Cjrtr'cta arc -sm.lv cl^-i
fied as iai contraLt- tl TCUT!

, o ii "u^s
by snteciplfr ana (ci ^ en e tortr L*-

Contract" 01 record so cal t ' a t c m T
t-i>e

It gal oblications create I b^ tie H ^-m^ <t or
ord"r ol a c< urt ot rrrcrd Evam^l -s ra cm
tiatts ot lecord are luugment 1- *< ojnzi^f^a,
^titutes staple, etc Tfev are not ITIHM rt uete
at all is thev do rot conto-in i p^o w a^l ne
not tojndea unon the mtLntinn r T t n

part'"'

bound, but fehould properly be ch^iLcJ as q ias*

contiarts

Contifi"ts b</ special! f art contricta uepenl

ing tor their \^lidity upon the lormalitr ot tlit^ir

execution They are reqai t.d to be in wr tug
and to be perfKited by sealing and deluen bv
the party to be beand tLereb^ The usual lonn
of specialty contract is a c tenant iqy i A
bond (q\ ), thoi.j;h in tatnctrest, not a contract

being an aLknoTsleds?.nent of inrteottdncbs instead
of a piomise to pay, ha? always ken regarded
and ck^s'fied ab a specialty contract Contracts
by bpecialt\ requ re no consideration to gue
them \alidity Aa in the cise of other contracts
courts of equity M 11 not specifically enforce a

specialty contract unless it is founded upon a
consideration

At common law the seal required to be placed

upon specialty contracts TVas of great technical

importance, but the la-w in this respect has
been greatly modified by modern statutes In

nearly all oi the Lnited States a wroll or mark
with the pen may be used in plac^ ot a seal In
a number of States it is prouded by statute

that the seal upon a scaled instrument is only

presumptive evidence of a consideiation, the

effect of -which probably is to make a considera

tion neces&ary to the validity of a sealed instru

inent, at least where it is intended bv the parties
that a consideration is to be gn en In i few
States all distinction betveen specials contracts

and simple contracts has been, abolished by
statute The commottlaw form of action for

enforcing all kinds of special^ contracts ei

cept a bond was the action of covenort <q\ )

Recovery upon a bond it as secured by the com
monlaw action of debt (qv) These distmc

tions are not preserved in modern systems of

pleading The usoal penod of limitation upon
specialty contracts is 20 years

Biaiple contracts are contracts which do not

depend for their validity upon any particular

formality as to execution, but upon the exist

ence of a consideration, which is a detriment,

or a surrender of a right, given in exchange for

the promise (See CO"?SIDEBATK. ) A ample
contract may be in writing or by parole, or may
even be implied from the acts and conduct of

the parties manifesting thar intentions

As no formality la required in the creation of

a simple contract, it always comes into east
ence as the consequence of an offer and accept
anoe The offer must be accepted m accordance

with its terms within, a reasonable time, or

within the tune stated ua the offer, in order to

give rifle to a contract A refusal to accept, or
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a counteroffer, puts an end to the fiibt offer,

which cannot theieafter be accepted unless re

newed In contracts entered into by letter, in

most jurisdictions, the offer is deemed to be

accepted upon the posting of the letter of ac

ceptance, but in a feu States it is held that

there is no acceptance until the letter of accept
aiice is actually rticewed by the person making
the offer Inasmuch as there must be an agree
ment in order to create a contmct, any mistake
as to the terms of the ofler or acceptance w ill pre
sent a meeting ol the minds of the parties and
no contract will arise But a mistake as to

some collateral matter "will ha\e no effect upon
the contract unless induced by fraud in which
ea&e the defrauded pirty may rescind the con

tract Thus, if A offers to sell property to B
For $10,000, and B accepts, understanding the

offer to be $5000, no contract arises, but if B
understands the offer made and accepts it be

cause he erroneously believes the property is of

much greater value, a contract does arise Simple
contracts are frequently classified as express and

implied An express contract is one entered

into on terms evpiessed in spoken or -written

words An implied contract is one which is in

ferred from the acts or conduct of the parties
The latter should not be confounded with the
so called contracts implied in law, as, eg, the

obligation to repay money paid by mistake,
which are not true contracts, because not based

upon intention They are properly classified as

quasi contracts (q\ ) Express contractb may
be by parole or in writing the only difference

in legal effect being in the method of proof A
few simple contracts are lequired, however, by
the Statute of Frauds (qv ) to be executed in

writing Simple contracts are further classified

as unilateral and bilateral A unilateral con
tract is one m "which only one party to the

contract makes a promise m exchange for the
other party s giving something or doing some
act A bilateral contract IB one in which each of

the two parties gives his promise in exchange
for the promise of the other, the promise of

each being a consideration, for the promise of
the other

Contracts are also said to be executory or ease

cuted An executory contract is one which has
not been fully performed As the performance
of a contract terminates its existence as a legal

obligation, it will be observed that the expres
sion 'executed contract" is a contradiction m
terms A present sale of personal property is

sometimes said to be an executed contract, but
the expression is improper, as the sale may be
effected by a mere meeting of the minds with
out any promise, and hence without contract
See SALES
As a contract proper is always an expression

of the will or intent of the party to be bound,
a promise made by a person mentally incapable
of a free act of will or consent, or by a person
under a legal disability

to bind himself by
contract, IB unenforceable Thus, the contract
of a lunatic or idiot, or of a person so under
the influence of a narcotic or of intoxicating
liquor as not to be capable of a free exercise of

will, or {at the common law) by a married

woman, is wholly void The disability of the
mamed woman in this respect has, "however,
been generally removed by statute The con
tract of an infant, i e , a person under the age of

21 years, is, on title contrary, not void, but may
be disaffirmed by him when he attains full age

.2 C01TTBACT

Performance In the ca&e of all true =on

tracts, whether by specialty or simple contracts,
the obligations of a party to perform mav not
arise until the happening of a condition, or the

performance ot his promi&e by the other party,
as expreusly or impliedly provided m the con
tract by its terms If there be no such pro-vision
in the contract, bv certain settled rules of con
struction (known as the law of conditions im

plied in law ), the performance of one paity may
be deemed a condition piecedent to the perform
ance of tne other, or the perfoimance of each
of the paities may be a concurrent condition to

the peitormance bv the other, le each party
mubt teadei his peifoimance befoie he can
recover damages for the breach of contract by
the other In general, impossibility of perform
ance is no defense to an action brought to

reco\er damages for breach of contract If,

however, the contract contemplates the con

tinued existence of the parties or the subject
matter of the contract, the death of a paitj 01

failure of subject matter is a defense Thus,
in contracts for personal seivice death of the

employei or employee terminates the contract,
and a contract for the use of a paiticular build

ing or other property is terminated by the de

strachon of the property
Suits upon Contiacts Owing to the rule of

pleading in actions upon contract at common
law, the plaintiff must show that he has given
consideration for the defendant's promise A
third person for -whose benefit the contract was
made, but -who was not a party to it, could not
sue upon it This is still the rule in most juiiss

dictions, although not in all, and in a few,
notably tfew York, in the single case when A
gives money or property to B upon his agree
ment to pay money to C, C may sue upon the

contract upon the theory that a debt has been
created in his favor Equity evercises junsdic
tion. to compel specific peiformance of a contract

when legal damages would be inadequate It

also exercises its powers to rescind or reform

written contracts affected with fraud 01 mis
take Fiaud is also a defense at law to an
action founded on contract, it having been

early adopted by the courts of law, although it

is a defense equitable m character Contracts
which contravene rules of public policy or statu

tory enactment are illegal and void See
ILLEGALITY

Contracts in the Cwil Law In the Koman
law contract (contraotus) signified an agree
ment which created an actionable obligation
The original roots of contractual obligations
were apparently pledge and vow In the first

case, the debtor gave the creditor a pledge,
which the creditor held until the debtor had ful

filled his promise If a debtor had nothing else

to pledge, he pledged his own person in the

form of a- sale This transaction the Romans
called neontm It created something analogous
to a judgment debt, and as the debtor was in

default, the creditor levied on his body (manits

umeotw) By the tune of Gaius flhis contract

had become antiquated A vow to the gods to

do something for, or pay something to, the thud

person enabled the priest to intervene and in

sist upon performance from this root sprang
the sacral contract of the priestly law, the

sponaio, and out of the gponsw grew the sacral

contract of stipulate
At the tune of Gaius (early Empire) five

classes of contracts were recognized (a,) The
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verbal contract sttpilat o which wa actionable
because a certain torm ol words (question and
answer) had been observed It wab u-ual to
draw- up a ivritten statement (cautioi reciting
the terms of the agreement, but tne validity oi
the contract retted on the exchange ot the

spoken words, (o) The Ltanl contiaa urom
hteta, 'writing) This v ia actionable oeciose
a formal entn had bcei made in tl creluors
ledger (expens Intio) In the ca^e of t^c vernal
and the literal contract it w is neither ti e

agreement al jno nor the 10 in il< re wh cL
created the obligation, but the tvo tosrttl cr c>

The teal contiact This was actionable bccaase

something nes) had passed irom the creditor
to tie debtor and tLe leturn of the thing or an
equivalent had been piomibed To tni* cla* be

longed the ba'lmeits known as mutnun, com
modatum rfejjo&jfu H, ptgwus Bcsidea these
there weie many other ical contracts without

special nimes. Ultimately it wau recognized
that any agreement for icuprocal penormances
would become a binding contract as soon as one

party had pei formed (d) The con sfusual con
tract Ihis was actionable by Virtue of the

agreement (consensual between the paities, al

though no form had been observed and nothing
had passed Theie were only four contracts of

this cla=b emptw lendit o, sale, locatio con

ducfio, hiring, societas partnership, and man
datum, commission of agency
Agreementa that fell within none of these

jfour classes were simple pacts (pacta), not eon

tracts, and were not actionable Such pacts

might, however, be available for defense, eg,
when a creditor had gnen his debtor an in

formal release or an extension of time, and

pacts made immediately after the conclusion ot

a contract (pacta adiecta) were treated as part
of the contract

In order that a contract should be >alid it

was necessary that the parties should be of such

age as to be capable of binding themselves and
of sound mind, and that the object to be attained

should be neither impossible, illegal, nor im
moral Mistake (etror) was regularly fatal to

the validity of a contract, provided the mistake

was excusable and essential A mistaken reason

or motne for contracting was not regarded as

essential Where, however, the mistake was
caused or utilized by the other partv, these

limitations disappeared, and the contracts were

voidable for fraud (dolus) Duress (metua)
also made a contract invalid

In modern European codes all agreements ex-

eept those looking to impossible or immoral ends

are valid and actionable, unless a special form

is required by law and the required form has

not been observed It is therefore maintained

by many writers that the Roman category of

real contracts has disappeared, and that there

are now but two classes, the formal and the

Bibliography For special branches, consult

REAL PROPEBTT, SALE, MORTGAGE, ETC Also

consult Parsons, Law of Contracts (9th ed,

Boston, 1904} , Anson, Principles of the Law of

Contract (7th ed, Oxford, 1883, 2d Amer ed,

Chicago, 1887) Chitty, Treatise on the Law of
Contracts (

14th ed , London, 1904) , Addison,
Treahse on the Law of Contracts (I0th ed , ib ,

1902), Marnman, Elements of Contracts (2d

ed, Boston, 1901), HoIUngsworth, The Leap

of Contract* (1896) , Page, Law of Contract*

(Cincinnati, 1905) , and the authoiities referred

3 CONTRACT SURGEON
to unuer such social ti iea a* NEGOTIABLE IN
SlPLMFMs ^ALT ETC
CONTRACT "sociu. ^e SOCIAL COVTTACT
CONTRAC'TION (Lett coh isctio, iium co

ttahetc, to diav up Tie v* -L or BOC^-*tv or
sconomu ng labor and. paicime t 'a t *e "<r V *

OT the M ddie Ag-s to ise a grc it iram ibo ti , i.

tionss or contractions in t iti- mina>rpt
Tbese crntract o^s vtre r-an-plant i aito tie
first printed bo<u.* and muie -ect.'Hv tQLT

have been reproduced m rearv works, wVrt it

was tuodgit dL=iraul< th"t tlf modetn pr rt
s >ould repreeert i> nearly as po^si^e all the

pecuhant es ol the arc'tnt n'inuacript A
knwlecye oi c >ntri( tion tberejore, i indii

pen>.able not orlv to rtvie"B o
v

old wrrmpr-
but to readei 15 oi th^ pr ntel boutta oi t IL HI

tecnth, the sixteenth <tnd t1 e eirhcr part ol

tue seventeenth centuries inu to all wuo desire

to avail themafhes ot tae vi t stores ol n &

toncal and an. Tiaolo2 e'l irattml- ur.umu
lted n the rolls ind~ifLord* publisoed by tic

governments ot Great Britain, France and other
countries See PAUEOCBj.phi

Contract on mav be a vide*! into six cla&se-.

(1) conviction properly sc cillea '2 ccr
tnction by elision 01 -^Ufa-pension ( 3j con rAr

tion bv vi ting a bruiler iftter abo\e the word
contraettd 4j rontrnt on by running two or
moie letter ' tu ontr cinrietcr t 3) contraction

by symbols ieprta>'^ rg ivla'jles or worda (d
<

contnction li\ in't'al ktters

CONTRACT LABOR LAW, or ALIEN LiBOB
Liw The provisions oi the ctatuteb ot tue
Inited States relative to immigration prohibit

ing the bringing into the countn ol alien* who
ire under contract to perlorm labor or service

of any kind in the Lnited States The nret

provisions of this character were enacted m
18S5 These were general in terms and were

interpreted by the courts to have reference onh
to persons imported under a contract to per
form unskilled manual labor As this interpre
tation was unsatisfactory to the labor orgai
izations at whose instance the law was passed
it was amended bv a ttubsequent Act of Con

gress (Act ol ^larcli 3 190} chap 1012) so a-,

to cover labor or service of any kind bkilled

or unakilled
' Ste IMMIOEVTION

CONTRACT SURGEON and ACTING
DENTAL SURGEON In the United Stages

army, a civilian ph-vsician or dentist emplovcJ
under contract with the surgeon general of tht

army Civilian physicians and dentists may be

employed as contract burgeons and acting dental

surgeons under contracts entered into bv, or

with the authority of, the surgeon general of

the army They are entitled to the transporta
tion and fuel aUowancei of firat lieutenants, and

when on duty at a post or station where there

are quarters belonging to the United States,

they receive the quarters in kind allowed by
regulations to a first lieutenant, they are not

entitled to commutation of quarters nor to the

10 per centum increase of pay when serving

bevond the territorial limits of the United

States They are entitled, to the same official

obedience from enlisted men as commissioned

officers and may be detailed on councils of ad

ministration and boards of survey, act as post

treasurer, etc, and witness payments to en

listed men under the provisions of paragraphs
1315 to 1337 of the Regulation*, but may not

be detailed for duty on courts martial Gener-

ally expressed, the contract surgeon's eligibility
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for duty is the same as that of a fiist heutenmt
of the Medical Corps except m bo iar as it is

limited by the fact that he is not a comnns
sioned officer Candidates foi appointment as

acting dental suigeons miiht be not IP&S than 21,

nor more than 27 years of age, and must be

giaduates o standard medical or dtntal col

leges, trained in the seveial bunches of den

tistiy, of good rnoial chaiactei, and, puoi to

appointment, will be lequiied to pass a satib

factoij piofesfcional examination before a boaid

of dental suigeonb, convened tor that puipose
Contiacts with acting dental suigeons aie mide
for thiee yeais, but nuv be annulled foi cause

at an> time They aie attached to the medical

depaitment, and aie assumed to dutv m accoid

ance with the iccommcndations of the buigeon
general of the aimy, or the chief suigcou of <i

mihtaiy depaitment An acting dintol suigcon,
is allowed, as an assistant, one enlisted man
fiom the hospital coips3 and must opeidte upon
those entitled thereto only
The United States is the only countiy in the

\\oild employing aimy dental suigeonb Consult

Lntted States bmi/ Regulation (1913) See

4 CONTRAST

nesb (both light or both dark), tlie better will

bp the contiast eflect And (G) the moie neaily

homogeneous the contiabting buificcs (tlie less

dibtmction there is at the line of junction), the

COtf'TIlAEAGOT'TO (It, countorbissoon)
The name in ouheatial ucous foi the double

bissoon See BASSOON
CONTBALTO See ALTO
CON'TUARY MOTION Sec MOTION, in

Music
COIPTBAST ("Fr wntraste, from ML con

tra&t&ie, to withstand, from Lat coiitxi, oftimst

+ state, to stand) Tlia enhinocment of the

difference between objects 01 attributes of ob

jects which results fiom their juxtaposition or

immediate comparison Contiast has been cm

ployed, veiv loosely, as a principle of oxplana
tion in psychology, and we cannot e\cn now say
that the whole field of "contiast phenomena*
has been adequately explored It is, clearly no

explanation of a given fact to lefor it to i qeu
era! law of contrast, any more than it is an

eTplanation of a mental connection to refer it to

the "association of ideas" "We must kno-w, ID

each particular case, the conditions under which
the fact is determined and the connection tikes

shape
1 One chapter of the psychophysics of con

trast may, however, be consideied closed This
is the chapter that deals with the contiast of

light and colors If we lay too black strips

upon a gray ground and then push d white
cardboard under one of them so that the white

projects on either side, we see at once that
the black on white IB blackw than the (same)
black on gray If we lay a graj disk upon
a red ground of the same brightness and stand

so far away that the contour of the disk is

eliminated, we see a bluish green in place of

the gray disk, and the color is most intensive

along the lute of junction of disk and giound
These experiments may be varied in many ways
The principal laws of contrast, as determined

by such experiments, are five m number (a)
Contrast always takes the direction of greatest

opposition A white induces a black, a color

its complementary color (See VISUAL SBNSA.
Txoff ) (6) The more saturated the color (the
redder tie red, the purer the white), the greater
is the contrast effect (o) The contrast effect

is greatest along the line of junction of the con

trastmg surfaces (marginal contrast) (d)
The more nearly alike two colors are in bright

Disks for mounting upon the color miior to show light
and color contrast The blad portions of the diika ure

blnck the whito portions whrto -vnd the shaded portions
of some color From llolmholtz Phyvol OptoJ (189b)

hotter will bo the contrast effect Tlclmholtz

sought to explain these facts in purclv psycho
logical teims IB deceptions of iiidqmont, we see

uicfht, but estimate Tviongly, ind Wmult ac

topts the explanation foi cutun of the phe
nomtna The psycliologicil tbooiy, liowtvcr,
bicaks down when one itfcmpts to <airv it out
in detail Theie can be no doubt whatsoever

fhat, as Henng maintains, contrast of light
and coloi is a mattei of dnect physiological

conditioning, the result of the mtci action of

excitations -within the visual onyan, <i symptom
or cxpicssion of the functional unit) of the
iclma

2 Whether contrast occurs in the peiccptual

hpheie, whetlui, eg, "great" and "email" con
ti ast as do blue and yellow, is a much disputed

ttion Tlieio arc? ceitam optical
(Bto IntisioN) which scorn to be most easily

"explained" by reference to a law of space con
tiast In its most duett foim the theory of

spatial continst affirms that 'the space sen^a

tion of a stimulated ictnul point is a function

primarily of the position of the point stimu
Li ted, but also of the space sensations of the

neighboring retinal elements" (Loeb) , tho

foimula that holds of sensation IB thus applied,**
without modification, to the Bphe.ro of visual

space perception It has been said again, that
'

<

lines of dineient direction exeicise "contrastive"

influences upon the movements of regard, le,

upon the movements made by the eyes as we
attentively follow the couise of the lines (Hey
mans ) And, lastly, it has been asserted tliat

figures of the same size, surrounded by like

figures of another size, look laigcr "bv con
trast" if the surrounding figures are BmaUer,
and smaller i these aie larger (Wundt) Most
of these illusions can, however, be otherwise ex

plained, and, despite the array of authorities,
the fact seems to be that a given perception is

never
really changed by contrast wita other

perceptions "Perceptual contrast" consists

rather in a feeling When Tve see a middle sized

man by the side of a d,warf, wo are surprised at
his height, when we see him by the side of a
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giant, we are disappointed m his height Our
peiception of the man s height is not affected by
the neighboihood of smallu ard laigtr men,
the contiast that we "fed" is ftlt, htually, as

surprise or disappointment
3 Many psychologist^, again, absume the

existence of an affective contiast (bee ATFEO
TION) , a paiticular pleasure appeal b more
pleasant if it follows a preceding urpleasant
ness, and converbely (Fechner, Iluftding, Leli

mann ) The affective v alue of a btunuluh, hov\

ever, is not conbtant, as ib its btnbation value,
but varies with the pieuent &t\tti of the oigan
ism and the corresponding disposition of coa
sciousness The paiticulai

'

pleabure, then, is

not a determinate amount of pleasantness, that

may "seem" to be gi eater 01 lesb accoidmg to
its affective setting Ihe pleabuie actually
aioufaed maj difier within wide limits, while the
stimulus lemains the same Moreover, where
there is affection, there is also sensation wheie
there is affective contrast there must also be a

"perceptual contrast,
'

in the sense just defined

of the conditions of the aiousal of a contract

feeling It is, then, perhaps bifei to give up the
idea of an "affective contiast" altogethei
4 Lastly, we must note that, in certain

psychological systems (TCundt, Hoffding), the
law of contrast figures as a geneial law of the
mental life Wundt, eg, speaks of the "law of

psychical contrasts" a& one of the three psvcho

logical laws of relation all volitional pioc
esses are arranged in groups made up
of opposite qualities, the&e opposites

obey in their succession the general law of in

tensification through contrast The law
is secondarily applied to ideas and their ele-

ments " The rejection of this law does not

necessarily cany with it the rejection of spatial
and affective contrast, though its acceptance
would naturally incline us to accept the alleged
illustrations of its working

Consult Feehner, Vorsohule der Aesthetih

(Leipzig, 1876) , Lehmann, Hauptgesetze dea

menschhchen Gefuhlslelens (ib, 1892), Wundt,
Outlines of Psychology (ib, 1902), Hoffding,
Outlines of Psychology (London, 1891), Titch

ener, Experimental Psychology (New York,

1901), Wirth, in Z&itschnft fur Psychologic,
vol \vm (Leipzig, 1898)
COWTBAT SOCIAL, kfltf'tra' wWal' See

EOUSSBATJ, JEAN JAOQUES
COIPTBAYEB'VA (Sp oontrayerla, anfa

dote, from contra, against + yerla, Lat heroa,

Eng herb) A medicine once m much repute

against low fevers and as a mild stimulant and

diaphoretic, but not used in the United States

It consists of the rootstocka (rhizomes) of

different species of Dorstemw, tropical American

plants of the natural order Moiacese The genus
is remarkable for the plane receptacle in which

the numerous small flowers are nxed the male

flowers in superficial depressions, the female

flowers in deep sockets The flowers have

neither calyx nor corolla The fruit consists of

achenia, imbedded in the fleshy receptacle from

which they are projected by elastic force when

npe DorstenM contrayerva is a perennial plant

with palmate leaves and somewhat quadrangular

receptacles Its rootstock is knotty, one to two

inches long, about one half mch thick, reddish

brown, pale within, sending out on all sides

many slender fibres (roots), which are generally

loaded with small brown knots It has a pecul

lar aromatic smell and a somewhat astringent,

nan i bitter taste It keeps badlv It con
tains, ho much mucilage that a decoction of it

will not pass through a filter Do? aten la I) a

siliensis, a stemless species., with oblong heait

shaped leaves, and a circular receptacle, a nitne
of the West Indies and Biazil, posse^seb simihr

properties, but is said to be moie eneigetic
Other species have been represented as efficacious

against serpent bites, hence the name 'con

trayeiva
3 a counter poison

CONTEEBAS, kon tra'ras A village about
12 miles bouthwe&t of the city of SIe\ico the
scene Aug 19 and 20, 1S47, during the Me\i
can War, of an impoitant battle between a
IMe-ucan force of 7000 under General Valencia,

suppoited by anothei of 12,000 under General
Santa Anna, and a United States force of 4500
under General Scott The Me^icms occupied a

strong position on high ground and fougnt for a
time with great gallantry, but, being attacked
both in front and reii at daylight on the 20th,
finally gave wav ind fled in confusion after

having lost in killed and captured over 1500
The American loss in killed and wounded was
reported by General Scott at 60 Consult Wil
co\, Histonj of the Mexican War (Washington,
1S92), and Autobiogi aphy of Lieutenant Qen&al
Scott (New York, 1864)

CONTItEBAS, HEBNATOO DE (c 1520-50) A
Spanibh adventurer, a son of Eodngo de Con
tieras, Governor of Nicaragua After the con
fiscation of his fathei s property he plotted

revenge by organizing, in company with his

brother Pedro, an expedition against Peru,
which he determined to seize as his inheritance,

tiacing his claim somewhat remotely to certain

rights of his grandfather, Pedrarias, the foimer
Governor of Nicaiagua After murdering the

Bishop of Nicaragua, they captured Panama,
April 20 1550, and took a large pait of the
treasure left there by the licentiate La Gasca
While Hernando was pursuing La Gasca, who
was already on his way from Peru to Spain, the
citizens of Panama retook the city and pur
sued the biotheis Hernando was shortly after

ward di owned (May, 1550) while endeavoring
to make his escape, and Pedro fled into the
interior of the countiv, where every trace ot

him was lost

COISTTBEBAS, JUAN SENEN DE (1760-1826)
A Spanish soldier He was born m Madrid
studied militarv matters, under commission
from Charles HI, in England and various con

tinental countries, and took part, in 1788, in

the campaign of Austria against the Turks In
the Wai of Independence he greatly distm

guished himself, in particular at Talavera and
at the defense of Tarragona, where he was cap
tured by the French He was imprisoned in the

castle of Bouillon, but escaped thence in 1812

and made his way to London, whence he re

turned to Spam in 1814 He wrote an account

of the siege of Tarragona which appeared in

Pans in 1825 as volume m of the Memowes
teJattfs a.uas revolutions de France et ffflspagne

COIT'TBIBTFTIOIT (Lat contrtbvho, from

contnbuere, to contribute, from com , together

+ tn&ttere, to grant, from tribus, tnbe, prob

ably connected with traJ>8, beam, TTmb trefu,

Welsh tref, village, Goth bourp, AS Jjorp

OHG dorf, Get Dorf, village) In the law of

war, a levy of money or supplies imposed by an
invader upoa the citizens of an enemy's terri-

tory The teim reqvwtion is usually applied
to a levy of supplies, which may consist of food,
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f01 age, clothing, or means of transport Con
tnbutiona aie an outgrowth of the conditions of

pillage and devastation winch formerly marked
the course of an in\adei Prrvate property in

land was ot com&e exempt hom seizuie o^ing
to its immo-v ability, but peiaonal pioperty, be

ing of a poi table character, \vas appropnatcd
for the purpose of maintaining and stiengthen

ing the invading force This practice reached

its height duung the seventeenth centuiy, "when

armies of adventure: s swept o\ei Europe, de

pending upon the countiy for support Gradu

ally, with the growth at moie humane feelings and
for the more practical reabon of increated effi

ciency and discipline in ainucs, the practice haid

ened into the usage of permitting inhabitants of

invaded terutories to purchase immunity fiorn

plunder by payment of a money indemnity
A contribution is of the nature of an ettra

ordinary tax (icgular taxes being appiopnated
as public property by the enemy), and though
it is levied prunaiily by the invader, it may be

admmisteied by local repiesentatrve authorities,

and its incidence thus legulated Modem usage
has approved the giving of receipts or &ons de

tequmtion, for the sums or quantities taken, to

guard against buidensome demands by later

bodies of invadeis, also to furnish a basis for

recovery from the domestic government in the

event of national division of the loss Yet the

state is not generally held liable for losses en

tailed by contribution, but thcbe lo Bs<?s aie con

adered to have btcn beyond the stite's contiol,

except when a, certain temtoiy has been gnon
over to au enemy to protect the icst of the

country In that case justice demands a, diflei

ent rule Effort has been made by mteinational
convention to modify the utage of exacting con

tnbution, and modern waifare has relaxed ats

seventies, though during the Franco Piussiam
Wai it "was ngorously enforced by Fiussia The
Allies made no levies in the Crimea, nor did the
United States in Mexico m 1847 The British

also gencially purchased supplies fiom the
Boers In each of these cases, howc\er, this

conduct appears to have been dictated by motives
of momentary policy Contribution should be

distinguished from tribute, which as usually a
condition of peace exacted by treaty Consult
the authorities referred to under WAS See
TAX, TEXBUJCE, CONQUEST

In municipal or private law contribution de
notes the right of one peison to exact from
another his propoitionate share of a common
loss, as where one of two sureties on an obliga
tion discharges the whole obligation, he is en
titled to call upon his cosurety to contribute
his share of the amount so paid The term is

sometimes employed of the right of a surety to
recover from the principal debtor the amount
paid by the surety in discharge of the lathi's

liability, but this is more properly termed "in

dcmnity" or "exoneiation
'

(qqv) In excep-
tional cases, also, a tenant in common or joint
tenant of real estate might at common law be

compelled to contnbute to the cost of necessary
repairs (See PBINOIPAL AND SUKPTY COMMOIX,
TENANCY IN ) In maritime law, also, the prin
ciple of contribution is applied in cases where,
in order to save a ship or cargo, a part of the
goods are cast overboard In such case the loss
is equitably distributed so as to fall on the en
tire ship and cargo See MARITIME LAW
CONTBIBTTTOBY NEGLIGENCE See

NEGLIGENCE

CONVENTICLE

CONTRITION (Lat contntw, grief, from

conter&e, to bruise, fiom com , together +
t&ete, to rub) So* ION toi sin Aa a term oi

Roman Catholic theologj, it -signifies a sonow
of mind and a detestation for sin committed,
with a firm purpose of not sinning in the

future ' "A smallei dcgiee of aoiio*v, arising
from 'the consideiation of the tuipitude of son

or from the feai of hell and of punishment,"
is called 'attiition'

CONTROI/LEB (valiant of comptroller,

qv foi ctvmolo^v) On shiyboxrd, a con

trivance foi holding the anchor chain and keep
ing it fiom running out while getting up anchor
01 mooimg It is nude in two paits one of

which slides veitically When tins pait is up,
the chain slips freelv over the ]a\\b of the con

trollei ,
when the movable part is lo >vci ed, the

chain drops in a slot, whcie it is caught and
held For furthci scciuity the conti oiler usu

ally has in arch shaped iron strip above it,

this keeps the chain in place and has sockets for

a hearv bar ^hieh holds the chain down against
the jaws
CONTTTCCI, ANDBEA See SAN&OVINO
CONTUSION See BBTJISE

CON'ULA/BIA (NeoLat nom pi, from Lat

conus, cone) A genus of fossil Pteropodi of

cuiious form found abundantly in some Valco

zoic rocks and laiely in Peiuuin and Tiiassic

beds The shell, when perfectly prcsuvcd, has
the foi in of an elongated qu \drangulai p>iamid
of which the sides aie flattened and the edqcs

shaip In size they vity from half au inch to

10 indies in length The smfxce is ornamented

by numuous tiansvcise ridges, ind the interior

is di\:dcd by septa m the apical poitiou The

apciture is closed by foui mcuived lobes, which
aie extensions of the Bides of the pyuvmid Cer
tain forms m the Utica &lite of New Yoik Htate

originally descubod as algae, have been, shown
to bo sessile Oonulw in, in which the young re

mam attached to the patent shell to fuim a col

ony with the appeal mce of a biandung sta-

wwd Consult Hall, 'Geological Smvey of

New York," in Palaontology, \ol v, pait n (Al

tany, 1870 ) ,
Ruedern inn, "Notes on the Dis

covery of a Sessile Oonularn," m American

Qooloqwt, vol xvii (Minnei])olis, 1806) Slater,
"A Monograph of the British Conularn," in

The PalaontograpJncal Society, vol for 1007

(London, 1007) Ret also PautoroDA
CONLTN/DEUBI (probably a pseudo Latin

word, Imrdly fioin Lit <,onanflum, tlung to be

attempted, from tonan, to attempt) A pun in

the interrogative form, a kind of nddle (qv)
involving the discoveiy of some odd or absurd
resemblance between things utteily dissimilar,
or of some odd difference between similar things
The conundrum is usually put in the form of a

question, the answer to vihich either is or in

\olves a pun A good e-ownplc is the following
Q When is it easiest to read? A In the autumn,
when Nature turns the leaves Sava in folk

lore and savage life, the conundrum has almost

entirely supplanted the nddle
CON'VALLA'BIA See LILT or THE VALIBT
CONVENTION OP HEAT, CONVECTION OUB

MINTS See HFAT, Barpanawn
CONVENT See MONASTERY
CONVEN/TICLE (Lat conventicul>um, dim

of conventus, assembly, from conv&wre, to as-

semble, from com , together + vetia/re, to come)
1 The private religious meetings in the early
Church 2 Later a cabal among the monks of
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a monastery formed to secure the election of a This convention met pursuant to the call of

layonte
as abbot, the word consequently fell the Congiess, in Philadelphia, on the 14th of

into disrepute ^Iljvas given^as
an appella May, 1787, to fiame measures for the preserva, k^ Q ^g unjoll ^ ^ gtdtes anj fl^ ggfob

lishment of a stable and efficient go% eminent,
and, under the presidency oi Geoi ge V\ ashing
ton, it completed its labois on the 17th of

September It included most of the men of au
thority and influence in the country, among
them such well known figures as Alexander Ham
ilton, Benjamin Franklin, James Madison,
Roger Sherman Robert Aloins, Elbndge Gerry,
and Rufus King, and all but one (Rhode Island)
of the original 13 States weie repiesented in its

deliberations and in the final vote bv which the
Conttitution was adopted The Constitution

( \rt V) provides for its own amendment by
the process of a convention called upon the de
mand of two thirds of the States, but the

gi eater ease and simplicity of the alternative

method, of proposing amendments to the several

States by a tvo thirds vote of the two houses
of Congiess, has caused the latter method to be

prefened See CO\STITUTIO^ OF THE UNITED
STATES
In the States composing the American Union,

however, the con/ention method of amending
then constitution*, has usually been followed
The ordinary procedure is for the Legislature

toon of reproach to the assemblies of a

followers and was afteiuaid applied (4) to the
meetings of English and Scottish Nonconform
ists In this connection the legal term devel

oped The Conventicle Act of 1664 made all

assemblies for religious purposes, other than
those of the Church of England, illegal, per
mitted houses to be searched for suspected con
venticles, and imposed the penalty of transports
lion foi lepeated offenses

CONVENTION (Fr, from Lat conventio, a
coming together, a meeting, from coniemre, to

meet, fiom com , together -|- ^emie, to come)
In the cml law, a contract, pact, or treaty
Hence, in more general usage, a rule of conduct

depending upon agreement, express or implied,
rather than on any positive rule of law Thus,
we speak of the conventions of a constitution,

meaning those parts of it which are the result

of custom and of general agreement, as distm

guished from the law of the constitution, which
is embodied in statutes or in judicial decisions

The teim is also employed in a technical sente,
in the language of diplomacy, and in militaiy
affairs, with the signification of treaty or agree
ment respecting the conduct of military opera
tions or the relations of the contracting paitiea to call a contention to be chosen by vote of the
to one another

In the political sense, the term "convention"

signifies an extiaordmary assemblage of dele

gites, lepresenting the people of a state or the
members of a political party, for other purposes
than the regular functions of government Thus,
a regular legislative body is not a convention,

though the term is sometimes applied to the

joint meetings of the two houses of a State

Lcgislatuie when convened for the formal elec

tion of a United Stales Senator The two houses

of Parliament constitute a convention, whether

acting jointly or severally, if assembled, with
out authority of law Tins was the character

of the two "convention Parliaments,' as they
were called, -which met in 1600 to restore Charles

II to the throne, and in 1689 to alter the sue

cession from the house of Stuart to William and

Mary In both of those cases the illegal and

revolutionary acts performed were afterwaid

validated and confirmed bv regular acts of Par

liament Of a similar character was the con

vention by which the first French Republic was
declared in 1792, and under which the Rcvolu

tion was earned on till the establishment of the

Directory in 1795

Constitutional Conventions The fact that

conventions may be made up of delegates repre

elector^ and piovidirg for the submission of

the results of its woik to the Legislature, and
then to the people for ratification In many
cases the proposed amendments are submitted

directly to the people, without previous refer

ence to the Legislature, and m at least one re

cent case {Misbifobippi, 1890) an amended con

stitution was promulgated and put into effect

bv the constitutional convention which framed

it, without ratification by the people or the

Legislature Doubtless such amendment, by
convention only, is valid, if the powers of that

body are not limited by the statute calling it

into existence But where the Legislature, in

calling a convention, prescribes for the sub

mibsion of its conclusions to the Legislature
or the people, or both, for ratification the

amendments do not acquire the force of law

until such ratification has been had See Jame

son, Treatise on Constitutional Contention.?

(4th ed, Boston, 1887)
Political Convention A gathering of dele

gates repiesenting a political party for the pur
pose of plaeing in nomination the candidate of

that party for an elective office The method of

holding elections is carefully regulated by stat

ute in all communities in which public ofhces

are filled by popular vote, but the method of

sentmg the whole body of the people of a, state, nominating candidates for such offices is usu

and chosen specifically to represent the popular ally left to the initiative of the voter Under

will in a partioulai matter, has made them a the party system which pievailb in most popu
favorite instrument for framing a new scheme lar governments, the process b> which candi

of government or for amending an old one The

convention is thus a more immediate representa
tive of the people, with a higher and more im

perative mandate than the legislature There

has been only one nationa1 constitutional con

vention in the United States that which

framed the Constitution, but the high char

dates are selected and placed in nomination is

usually supervised by the party organizations

seeking to control the election In Great Brit

ain candidates for Parliament are named by
committees composed of party leaders, and in

the early history of the United States the neees

sary leadership was supplied by party com

acter of this assemblage, the patriotic spirit and mittees in Congress Nominations for the

wisdom which animated it, and the astonishing presidency were made in this way until 1824

success which haa attended its labors, have made At the present time, however, nearly all nom

it the immortal type of such gatherings In the mations for elective offices in the United States,

United States its members are revered as the whether great or small, are made bv the pn
"Fathers of the Constitution

"
mary and convention systems The primary la
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the meeting of the electois thcmsclveb it which

delegates to the nominating conventions are

chosen In sonic instinccs, however, tho sv&tem

is more complicated, the voters at the pinnxnes
choosing delegates to local conventions, and

these, in their tuin, electing delegate*, to rep

resent the paitv in State 01 mtional oonvcn

turns The enormous extension of this* bvstcm

is doubtless due to the case and completeness
with which it lends itselt to puti&in control

of elections and thus ot the machine ly of guv
eminent It has doubtless done much to build

up the system of partv domination and the

po-ner of the great partv kadcis The paity

organization, controlling the pi minus, mikos

up a convention of itb partis ins ind depcnde nts,

and thus dictates the noramationb foi oflice

leaving to the -voter no choice but that of

buppoiting or rejecting the candidate of his

party Then, when the party oiganiration of

citv, county or State, through a lolmoment of

these methods, becomes wholly subseivient to

one man we have the "boss" system which exists

and flourishes to a large extent m the United

States The patty convention, as the chief in

stiumcntahtv of boss rule1 has excited 10 much
resentment in recent years tint itb existence

IB senously threatened In some of the States

attempts have been made to icndei tho pn
niancs and conventions more tiulv rcpicsenta
tiVL of the body of the votcis by statutoiy icguli
tion of the nominating machinery, and in others

a system of "direct nomination" of candidates

for public ofhcc by punmies hold for this

purpobe or bj direct billot has been instituted

This movement is gaining giound lapidlv and

bids fair to destroy the convention system al

together or to leave it only the function of

formulating and declaring the pimciplcs of the

partv
National conventions for the nomination of

candidates for the presidency and vice picsi
dencv of the United (States were firt.t held

about 70 ycarb ago The Anti M isonic party

(1828-32) was the first political party to poi
feet the national com cntion system, and that

party held the first national convention in the

presidential campaign, of 1832 Both factions

of the Dcmociaticlicpublican party had, how

ever, hold nominating conventions that were
not national nor systematically representative

during tho campaigns of 1824 and 1828 The

collapse of the congressional nominating caucus

in the campaign of 1824 hastened the develop
ment of the convention system Political con

ventions, like most other rcpiesentatrve bodies,

usually reach their conclusions by a majority
vote of the delegates present The national

conventions of the Democratic partv, however,
are governed by a peculiar rule, requiring a
two thirds vote for a candidate in order to

secure the nomination Another practice pe
culiar to the machinery of the Democratic party
in nominating its candidates for the presidency
and vice presidency is the "unit rule," as rfc is

called, under which certain State conventions
bind the delegates of those States in the na
tional convention of the party to cast the unan
iraous vote of the delegation according to the

wishes of the majority of its members
Although the principal business of political

conventions is the nomination of candidates for

offi.ee, they have, in the Bourse of American
poetical development, become the councils of

the great parties, and ui and by them the prrn

uplcs of pdlitu il ittion ai< foinuihttd and
di chud Ihe phtfoims," is tho ue cillecl,

idoptul ii iStitt iwl nitionil conventions, ton
stitutc the de cl n itions of policy of the putus
unking them upon \\lmh tliev seek the vu
diet of t!u people it the ensuing elictiem 'I Ins

decUi itimi ot principles has bcceime one of

the nwst impoitint functions of political eon
ventions and often constitutes the pimcipal
put oh tin u work fiec EIKUON NOMUVA
IION PonaiCAi 1'AR-n Consult Biyccs Tht
imoHan GnmnirmiKaltli (ed 1012)

COMTElTTIOlir, NATIONAL (Fi convention

nationalt) The thud xss<!inblv of tlie deputies
of the Ficnch people chosen aftoi 1780, and the
one which issumed the govennnent ot Fiinee
on the overthiow of the tin one in 1702 Alter
the Lcgibhtivo Assembly hid clcuu'd tho sus

pension of tho King, Aut( 10, 1702, it votc-d

the election of x, National Convention, which
commenced its sittings on Soptembu 21, mi
meelutely aftci the diSbolution of thei Login
lative Assembly Its liist act was to decLue
the ibolition of the kingship and to nnko Frime
a icpublic Upon this followed tho tnal and
condemnation of the King Through the 1

sup
poit of excited mobs, tho extreme J uobm pntv
becime piedommant in the convention tyheie,
fiom the eleivated scats on which its memheis
sit, it received the name of the Mountain (See
MONTAQNAEDS ) The Rcvohitionaiy Inbunal
and the Committee of J*ublic Safety weie
created bv this paity The Ouonelists (qv),
at first a poweifid paity wei( destroyed, nuinv
of them jxnshing by the guillotine, and <i

new constitution, thoioughly clemoeintic, wts
adopted Aug 10, 170) Its opeiation, liowcver,
xv as suspended until peace should be resloml
Meanwhile tho lulera in the convention dis

ph\ed inarvdous enoigy, alitwst a million citi

zens being pliccd under aims, and unnnnse
supplies of nuhtarv stoics being zaised by me >ns

of continual icquisitions By orelei of tho

mxionty of the convention tlxousanels of its

political opponents were thrown into prison,
and the number who died bv the guillotine in

cieised duly both m Pans ind throughout
France In the end the National Convention
became subject to the dictatonal powci of

Robespierre fq v ) and indept ndent opinion
was no longer expressed The overthrow of

Robespierre was followed by a great leoetion,
the Jaeolins were suppressed, and finally the

remnant of the convention, aftoi concluding
peace with Prussia and Spain, dissolved itself

Oct 20, 1703, leaving to the> nation a now
constitution, "winch placed the government in

the hands of the Directory (qv) During its

long lease of life the Nation u Ceravontion had

passed ovei 8000 decrees and acts and had
pet into motion jorces which profoundly in

iluenced the history of Fianec and of Europe
Pee FBANOE, D^NTON, UtaiBT, MARAT,
IROBBflHpWWSI , IWfl

OOJTVEN'TION'Ali In art, a term which
indicates that a work has been produced in ac
cordance not with the absolute principles of

beauty in form and color, or with the appear
ance of natural objects, but with the theones
and rules concerning forms and colors which

prevail at a given time or m a given country
or social class An artist who adheres too

rigidly to such rules is said to be conventional
The term a also used to describe rcpresenta
tjqns of natural objects, as, eg, leaves which
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are not strictly true to nature Such rcpresen
tations are ficqucnth used for decorative effect,
and the objects are said to be conventionalized
CONVENTION PARLIAMENT A Brit

uh term for a Parlument convened without
roval authontv The English sovueign hab a
vested prerogative in the assembling of Parha
ments, but when the uov\n it, in ibevance
convention PaiLaments meet as before the
restoiation of Charles II (1660), and when
William and Maiy vseie ofleied the tovereignty
after James II hid fled the kingdom (1689)
The acts of such Pii haments are subsequently
ratified by a Paihxment summoned in due foim
CONVERGENCE See SEBiEb

CONVERSANO, kon'ver sa'nS A city in
southern Ital\, in the Province of Ban, situated
on an eminence about 20 miles southeast of

the city of that nime and 5 miles fiom the
Adriatic coast (Map Italy, M 7) It is the

seat of a bishop, has a beautiful cathedral of

the thirteenth century, the nunnen of San
Bendetto, and a castle which belonged to the

family of Acquavm A trade in wine, oil,

fla\ cotton, and almonds is carried on It was
founded by the Etruscans Pop (commune),
1881, 11,800, 1901, 13,685, 1911, 15,112 Con
suit S Rimone, II duomo fa Conieri,ano

(Troni 1806)

CONVERSAZIONE, kon'vfir sa'tsS O'na (It,

conveisation) A gathering for social purposes
and convocation, where amateurs and others

meet for interchange of ideas on literature, art,

or scienco

CONVERSE, F&OBENOE (1871- } An
American author, bom in New Orleans She

graduated from Wcllesley College m 1803 and
was a member of the editorial staff of the

Churchman from 1900 to 1008, when she joined
the staff of the Ltlantic Monthly Besides her

stones in the magazines, she is author of

Diana Tictnoo (1807) The Burden of Ghttyto

pher (1000), Lang Will, A Romance (1003,
J
Everv man's Library," 1908) The House of

Prayer (190S), i Mas^ie of Stbyls (1010),
The Children of Lmht (1012)

CONVERSE, FBEDEBICK SHEPHERD (1871-
) An American composei, born at Newton,

Mass He was educated at Harvard University
and at the Royal Academy of Music, Munich
From 1899 to 1901 he was instructor in har

rnony in the New England Conservatory of

Music At Harvard he was instructor in music

in 1901-04 and assistant professor in 1004-07

His compositions include 'Sonata in A",
'Suite for Piano", "Festival of Pan" (1904),

"Night and Day*', "La belle dame sans merci",

"Three Love Songs" "Two Songs for a Soprano

Voice", "Quartet in A Minor" "Two Songs
for Lew Voice", "Silent Noon", "Laudato

Donunum", "The Pipe of Desire", "The

Sacrifice", "Job," an oratorio, and 'Ormazd,"
a symphonic poem
CONVERSION1

(Lat aorvoer&o, from oonver

tet e, to turn, from oom, together -f vertere, to

turn, connected with OChurch Slav vriiteti,

Skt wt, to turn, Goth ?o(rp0ft, AS tteorpan,

OHQ, Oter werdm, to become) In logic, the

transposition, of subject and predicate in a

proposition e g , "No S is P" becomes by con

version "No P is S " Conversion is simple when

no other change is made rn the original proposi

taoji than the transposition of subject and predi

cate It is Untied at ooowtonteZ (per ocew&ww)

whaa the quantity of the proposition is reduced

) CONVERSION

from universahtv to particulanty eg, "All S
ih P" becomes bv limited conversion Some P
is S '

Simple conversion here would be un
warranted Conversion is &/ ronti aposition
when it is preceded bv obversion (q\ \ The

proposition obtained bv coir-ei-ion is called the
converse of the original proposition See LOGIC
CONVERSION At common la^v, the un

authon/ed asbumption bv one not the o^ner of

the dominion ot the owner over goods and chat
tels The act of conversion mav consist either

in the destruction of the propertv, its sale or

transfer to a third person or the use of it as
owner For e\ample, a person convert^ tht
horse of another by wrongfullv taking it into hi^

possession or detaining it an auctioneer or

agent for B converts, the furniture of A by

selling it as the propertv of B, although he mav
believe that it is Bs propeitv a manufactuier
converts A's cotton or \\ool when he makes it

into cloth even though in good faith he thinks
the cotton or wool is his own a peison who
wrongfully diaws out a gallon of liquor from a
cask and fills up the cask with water converts

the entne quantitv In each oi these cases the

converter wrongfullr assumes, the dominion over
the property and exercises it to the exclusion of

the owner The mere losb of propelty by a

earner, or ite deterioration because of careless

storage by a warehouseman is not converbion
as neithei earner nor warehouseman in such
case exercises an act of ownership over it

The common law action by the owner against
the converter was that of trovei, so called from
the French trouier, to find because the declara

tion contained an averment that the defendant
had found the propertv and had thereafter con
verted it to his own use This averment, being
in most cases fictitious, is no longer employed,
and the action 13 now spoken of as one of con

version rather than of trover
The amount of damages recoverable in an ac

tion of this kind is generally the value of the

plaintiff's interest in the property at the tune of

the conversion Where the conversion was will

ful the owner mav usually recover the enhanced
value due to the repair or improvement of the

property by the converter, and he mav in an~v

case, whether the conversion was innocent or will

ful, usually retake the property in its improved
form, in lieu of suing for damages Whether the

defendant has the right to reduce damages bv

tendering the property to the plaintiff is a qxies

tion upon which the courts in this country are

not agreed Upon principle it would seem he has

no such right In case the property is still in pos
session of the converter, the ow ner has the option
of reclaiming or of suing for damages If he
resorts to the latter alternative, obtains judg
mentj and collects it, the title to the converted

property vests in the defendant But neither in

England nor in the United States does title vest

in the defendant without the plamtifPe assent

unless the judgment is satisfied See TOET,
TBOVTB, RECAPTION DAMAGES, and consult the

authorities there referred to

Conversion of property m equity is quite a
different thing from the common law tort, which
we have been considering In equity, real prop

erty is treated as converted into personalty, and

personal property into realty, where the owner

has properly expressed his intention that such

an alteration should take place Land may be

converted into the purchase money, in equity, by
a contract to sell, it mav be converted into per
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sonalty, also, by a devise in a will to sell it and

distribute the proceeds As equitable conver

sion works a radical change in the legal char

acter and the devolution of propeity, the inton

tion of the owner to effect such a conversion

must be clearly manifested

The conveibion of land into personalty is also

brought about in the administration of the

e&tates of bankrupts or of intestates, generally
under statutory pio\ibions The land is sold by
trustees or admmiatiators, and the piocccds

applied to the payment of debts Convcision is

applied, by some authorities to the change of

partnership debts, with the consent; of ci editors,

into the debts of one paitnei, or the change of

a partnei's debts into those of the firm See

EQUITY and consult the authorities there re

fcrrcd to

CONVEBflyEB A device used in transform

ing molten pig non into steel by the Bcbsemer

process (see IRON, STUCL) The converter con

sists of a heavy sheet iron, pear shaped vessel,

suitably lined with acid 01 basic lefi ictory nu
tcual, and having numuous holes in the bottom

tluough which a poweiful air blast is dirven

duimg the pioccas From tins vessel the re

sultant molten steel is pouied into molds A
similar appaiatus is also employed in conveitmg
coppci mitt< into ciuclc metal Sco COPPLB
CONVEX See CONCAVJE

CONVEY'ANCE (from convey, OF co/ucter,

ivnvow), l?r conooijet, fiom ML comnaic, to

accompany, from cow, togetlur + *'<, wa\ ,

connected with Iith we*a, wagon tiack Hkt

iQjia, road, Goth VAgi, OIIG nee, Ger mq, AS
ircg, JBng way, from Lat vehere, Skt vo,h, to

CAH>) The technical toim for a tianafu of

real property, tho word having in law lotamed
its earlier English imanmg of a tunsfei, or

passing, of a thing from ono to another It

comprehends all manner of tiansfers whether
bv lively of seisia, judgment of law, or deed
w hereby any interest m land is vested in,

another, but it is strictly applicable only to
transfers inter invos, and does not include d<

vises of land b> will, or the devolution of in

estate upon the lieu by descent, or to the bus
band and wife of their curtesj and dower ot to

the state of its Tight by escheat or forfeiture

neither does it include involuntary transfers of

property, as by bankruptcy, the creation of judg
aunt or statutory hens, etc It is, thus, a term
of much narrower signification than ahcnatoon,
and somewhat more restricted than common a*

mranoe, though it is much wider than the term

nt,
as it includes transfers of interests which

,ot require, 01 which cannot be effected by,
that process A lease for years, even though
made by parol, is a conveyance, and so is a

mortgage, a declaration of trust, a marriage
settlement, the creation of a power affecting
land, etc The term is also applied to the trans
fer of title to a ship, but not to the alienation of
other species of personal property The general
substitution of written for parol and ceremonial
transfers of land, effected by the Statute of

Frauds (29 Car II, c 3, 1676), has mad*1 the
term conveyance one of common application to
the instrument of transfer as well as to the
transaction itself

The difficult and technical character of the
law of real property appears at its worst in the

complicated processes which hare from time to
tune been developed for transferring such prop
spty The earlier methods of the common law

> CONVEYANCE

sfbtem depended foi their cfliciey largely on the

notoriety of the trinsaction, the feoffment, or

livery of seism, being i public cwomonial, and
the subsequently dewscd piocesscs of levying a

fine' and sullcimg a rocoveij being attended
with the publicity of ludieial iiioceedmgs These
notorious com e \ance-, is tliey weic termed,

have in modern times ,mn plate to mou con
vonient modes ot trinsfei, which aie called

secret com t\ \noos I hib salutaiy change has
been biouftht ibout by the gtncral substitution

of \\utton deeds of transfer, which take effect

upon delivery, foi the older ind more formal

methods, and the form ind st)]e of these deeds,

formcily in the highest dcgioe technical and

complicated, lu\e in recent HUM been >iextly

simplified by statute Tlie qcnenl puvxlenco
of rtgibtiy acts and of tin pi ictico ot lecouling
deeds in tho United States docs not afl<ct the
scciot chai icloi of the convcwnn is sueh, thm
being complete upon llic delivpi> of the1

deed,
the object of the recoidmg being only to guaid
against i subsequent fraudulent tunsfei of tho
jume propel tv to an innoeont puielmsei for

value

The culicr modes of cemveyincc it the com
mon Ixw, besides their uotoiieiy, and in put aa

a coHsecjucncc
1

thereof, had the evtiioidmiry
operation of tiansfcrring a gievtei estate in the

land tlan the tiansfemr huimlf hid That is

to say, a tenant for life 01 \eMis might Ivy feoff

mont convey the' immibcs in fee simple to a

stiangei It is tiuo tho fee thus (ou\eytd Mas
a defeisiblc one but it pliieut the lindloid -

je'vcisionor 01 lenunndeiinan m the situation

of a disseisee*, <inel foued him into the elisjid

\ mtig<oTis position ot a plaintiff we king to

Kcoveir his land honi onc> wlio claimed it undoi
a notonous public eouveyanee Tlua was failed

n, 'toitious," or wiongful convey mce, and the

term '

tortious
' was thus applied to all the

earlier nwdes of alienation which possiased tins

cuiious powen Conveyances by deK>d on the

other hand, have never b<<n attended with these

consequences, have ncjver possessed a toitmus

opeiation, and have thoiefore Wn distinefuished
is "mnooemt" conveyances "vMiafefvor thev may
purpoit to do, they pass only such interest as

the grantoi can lawfully convey All modes of

conveyance arc now of this elnracter, the older

oonve \anoes and the tortious elTeet of them hav

mg boen done away with, both in England and
in tho United States, b> statute A cunoun aur
\n il of this obsolete and discredited dootrmo

appears in the modem American doctrine of con

vcyance by estoppel (qy) Notwithstanding
the improvements which have been effected in

recent years in the substitution of secret for

notorious conveyances and tho simplification of

the former, the convey ince of land continues to

be a much more cumbrous, uncertain, and ex

pensive operation than the transfer of personal
property Many suggestions have been made

looking to the elimination oi these objections
and the assimilation of the two species of prop
erty in this respect and in several of the United
States and in some of the British colonies dif

forent systems for achieving these obiects have
been adopted and are now on trial These will

be explained under the titles LAND TBANSTOB,
REGISTBAHOK OF TITIE See the several titles

of the various modes of transfer referred to in

this article, and in addition, ALIENATION, CON
VBTAsrorNG, TITLBI, WABBA^TT, and the authon
ties there referred to
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The act or art of pre
paring the deeds or instruments used for the
transfer of property from one person to another
As such writings not only form the evidence
of the right of the person possessing or claiming
possession of propertj, but do in themsehes
constitute the title thereto, it is of the greatest
importance that the conveyancer emplojed to

prepare them should be possessed of a competent
knowledge of the law and have the skill required
to frame them in such a form as clearlv to ex

press and attain the object intended In the

early stages of society there is no call for the

profession of a conveyancer, property is held in

right of occupancy, without any written title,

and even lands are conveyed fiom one to another
without writing, the new owner being usually

put m possession in presence of witnesses called

for the purpose, by some symbolical form, such
as the delivery of earth and twigs
In the early history of the Jewb the symboli

cal mode of transferring title prevailed (Ruth
iv 7) But they subsequent!} dev eloped a, much
more artistic system of conveyancing, making
use of all the safeguards that are used in

modern times, viz, writing, witnesses, bubscrib

mg, sealing, and recording the documents (Jer
xivn 9-12) In Rome, as elsewhere, early

transfers of property, whether land or goods,
were of a ceremonial cliaraeter Later, a dis

tinction was made between property capable of

transfer by a simpler process (res nee mancipi)
and such as could be effectually transferred only
by the older and more formal method (res

m<mGipi) It was not until JustimanS reign
that the distinction between the two classes of

property was abolished and a simple form of

conveyance made sufficient for both

Strictly speaking, the term 'conveyancing"
has no application to the various modes by
which the title to chattels is transferred These

processes have almost always been of the sim

plest character, and do not usuaUv call for ex

pert knowledge or for elaborate writings to

render them safe and effective It is to the

feudal system of land tenure, and to the com

plenties and refinements which it introduced

into the simple notion of ownership, that we
owe the difficulties and dangers which attend

the transfer of title to land at the present time

As the feudal system nowhere exercised a

stronger and more persistent influence than in

England, so there is no country in Europe in

which the conveyance of lands is as complicated
and precarious an undertaking as it is in that

country and in most of the United States The
number and variety of estates and other in

terests which may exist at one and the same

time in the same parcel of land, and the diversity

of circumstances under which these vaned in

terests may arise, may be transferred and ex

languished, have combined to make conveyancing
one of the most technical and difficult branches

of the work of the legal profession In England
at has resulted in the development of a special

branch of lawyers who are known as "con

veyancers
" In the United States the process of

specialization has not gone so far as that, the

business of conveyancing being still for the most

part m the hands of the profession at large or

latterly, in the larger cities, m those of iatle-

guarantee companies* which generally employ
a large force of specially trained lawyers for

the purpose
The process through which the conveyancer

i CONVEYANCING
must go may be briefly described He has
first to make a careful search of the public
records and from these to prepare an abstract

(qv ) of the title to the laud m question He
must then examine with the greatest care all of
the documents constituting the chain of title,
in order to determine their validity and suffi

ciencv He will then be prepared to draw up
the appropriate document to effect the transier
desired -which may be a deed of trust a mar
iiage settlement, a grant of the lands, or a la&t
will and testament In England where no svs
tern of general registration of land titles ib in

force, the conveyancer has recourse to the

original documents of title uhich are carefully

preserved and transferred with the land
The complexity, uncertainty, and expense of

the old method of conveyancing have long called

for radical reform In England, in the United
States, and in Canada land transfer reform as
sociationa exist, and are vigorously pushing for

legislation in this direction something has al

ready been achieved, but much remains to be
done Fe\v even of professional conveyancers
would deny the truth of the statement made bv
the Duke 01 Marlborough in the Fortnightly Re
licit, that heretofore in every country the
theory of the land laws has depended on the fact

that land was never intended to be dealt with bv
free commerce and barter, and ite sale and ex

change have at all times been surrounded with

legal difficulties of every description
" 4s prop

ertv is subdivided into smaller and smaller por
tions and as the number of conveyances which
make up the chain of title to a piece of real

estate continually increases, the difficulty and
cost of establishing a clear title become more
and more burdensome So great has the task
of searching and verifying titles become in New
York and other large cities that land title guar
antee companies have been formed, which insure

purchasers and mortgagees against flavss m
titles

In the United States the system of convey

ancing generally adopted is that by deeds of

grant, or bargain and sale many States have
enacted statutes simplifying the older methods,
and several prescribe an exact form of deed,

defining the legal effect of the specific words of

conveyancing, limiting, conditioning, and so on

It follows that the laws of the States are not

uniform, but the essentials of a conveyance by
deed are practically the same, requiring that it

be in writing, be signed and sealed by the gran
tors be acknowledged before a notary or other

officer authoriyed by the statutes, and be actu

ally delivered The direction which all present

agitation for reform in conveyancing is taking
is that pointed out by the success of the Tomns
system of Australia The mam principle in tnat

svstem is the registration of Mies as distin

guished from the registration of deeds It was
introduced first m South Australia about 1857

,by Sir Robert Richard Torrens was eminently
successful practically, and was afterward adopted
in the other Australian colonies and elsewhere

Under it the ownership passes only on the

filing, m the proper registry office, of the title,

thus the actual transfer and the public no-

tice of it are simultaneous, and the records

of the office ca-nnot be impeached by flaws in

the conveyance itself, nor can a purchaser be

deceived by the existence of a deed not recorded

and of which he could have no knowledge The

system of registration is a very simple one^ a
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special folio of the rccoid is devoted to a single

[uece of land, and there in one place and to

Aether are iccorded all faamfeis and transac

tions aflectmg the title of that piece of land or

forming a chaige on it, and, we icpcat, the

title to that land can shift only upon the regis

tiation itself The government holds to the

landowner under this bvstcm much the same re

lation that a corporation issuing certificates of

registeied stock holds to the puichasei thereof,

ic, the transfir ot buch stock certificates is

made on the books of the company ind takes

effect only upon new entry theiem Under the

lorrens system a Mister of Titles" is intrusted

with the duto of swing that the tiansfcr i&

ingulai and is pioperly executed A guarantee
und is established by the state to compensate
any persons m]uied by crrois of any kind The

gicat merit of this system is that, once cstxb

hshed, it makes title ccitam and absolute, and
obviates reseat ch in ancient conveyances In

Canada the system has been tncd though in a

limited and imperfect foim an Toronto, and
thei e is a strong agitation f01 ill univ ets il

adoption under a compulsoiv law In England
a Land Transfer Reform Bill was introduced in

1875 by Lord Oaiins, and passed, but in i inuti

lated and altogether unsatibfactorv form, in

1882 a second act was passed simplifying tin

art of conveyincing and leading the wvy to

\vardfa a general it form in 1880 Lord Sails

Imiy's government introduced a bill making the

Torrons system eorapulsoiy, which was defeated

onlv after its thud reading and by a very small

mijonty In New York an Act -was passed and
went into eflcct in Januaiy, 1801, which pro
vided for a icformod or block scheme of indc\

ing conveyances to supplant the old system of

consecutive registration of deeds indexed only
by the names of the parties thereto This is

ilso a step m the direction of the Torrcns syt
ttni of registration A voluntary Tomns svs

tem has been adopted in seveial of tho States of

the American Union, but the preliminary work
of title registration is so great and attended
with so much expense that little has yet been
done to bring the system mto extended use

Consult Leonard A Jones, Form? in Con
icijannng and General Fwms (5th ed, Tndi

anapohs, 1899) , Wolstenholrae, Form? and Pru
cdfnfs Adopted for Use wdct the Convex/anting
icti (5th ed, London, 1891), Sheppard, The
Touchstone of Common Lswranoet, etc (Amcr
ed, Philadelphia, 1840-41) , Greenwood, Manual
of the Praotwe 1

! of Conveyancing (8th ed Lon
don, 1891) , Elphinstone, Introduction to Covf

veyanovng J5th ed, ib, 1900), Hunter, The
Dtmwion Conveyancer (Toronto, 1803) , Brew
eter, Oomeymoe of Estates tn Fee oy Deed (In
dianapolu 1904)
COITVEY'OB A device for moving or trans

porting freight, either in bulk or in packages,
for a limited distance It is much, used for

grain, coal, ore, and the like, m tide form of an
endless belt or band passing over supporting
pulleys The edges are turned up by guiding
pulleys to prevent loss of material sidcwise
Ttie belt may discharge endwise over the last

pulley as it passes over it and changes direc

vvm, or the charge may be thrown off aidewise

by a deflecting guide Or, the conveyor ma} be
an endless chain with buckets, which dump at
a designated point The belt conveyors usually
run at A relatively high speed, the bucket coo.

veyort must move more slowly, but have the

2 CONVICT LABOR

advantage that they can serve as elevators also

Conveyois for packages and smill freight are
usuallv. belts 01 in slit form in terminils and
v, alehouses, or convey pucel*. from store de

pirtments to the delivery department -vehicles

Convevors are utcd in powui plants foi coal

from bins to furnaces, and for at>hcs from the
ash pits to the dischaigc eaits

CON'VICT (Sp, Poitug convuto fiora Lat
conviciu',, pp oi convince) c, to convict, from
c-ow , togcthei + vinceie, to conquer) A per
son found guilty, after due tual of a criminal
oflensc in genual use applied onlv to those
convicted of felony or serious cimics, not to

those qnilty of petty offenses The s>stom used
by a country in dealing with convicts is teimod
tho convict system In Em ope in the Middle

Ages the punish rat nte inflicted upon criminals
wuo cruel and brutal Wholesale execution and
mutilition gave \vay to tunsporUtion to col

onus m the seventeenth centmy Itonn to the

time of the Revolution convicts were transported
from Great Britain to the Fnglish Colonies in

Amciica, after the Revolution transpoitation
to Australia camo into vogue and continued
until near tho middle of the nineteenth ccntuiy
In Russia transportation to Sibona was a favor

ite modo of disposing of convicts until 1000,
when the system, in its essentials, wxs aban
doned Transpoitation is still a pait of the
French penal system, although it is rarely em
ployed Confinement in pusons, with or without
hard hl>oi enforeoel liboi on public Mvorks, or,

undti i giaduallj vanishing system, on private
wojks undei leise or contiact are the picvaihng
modes of disposing of couvieta In some jurib

dictions, as a re win el for good behavior, convicts

aie given then liberty under paiole Consult
l)i dims The Criminal (No* York, 1900),
Whitm Penal Scnntudc (ib, 1912) , Aschaffon

burg, fnwe and itt licprcwun (Boston, 1913)
Poe CONVICT LABOB, CEIMINOIOQY PIPTOIOGY,
PaisoNs
CONVICT LABOE In all penitentiaries

the voik of koe'jung the institution m good
oidei and carrying on the domestic anango
ments is done by tho prisoners In addition,
re pans and improvements, sueh as constructing
new buildings, are often mule by inmates under

export direction This would not furnish suffi

cie ni employment to ke e>p the pi isonerq ot cupiod
For the sake of the convict an well as for tho

pecuniary returns, it is lUhtomarv to employ
the pmonens in productive enterprises In
Amenca the following general systems prevail
In the lease system the convicts are leased

to contractors for a fixed sum and period, the

entire responsibility for the care and safe

keeping of the convicts devolving upon the con
tractors This systom may reduce the cost to

the State, but it tends to great abuses and ehotdd
be abolished It prevails onlv in some of the

Southern States

The contract fiystom exists m two forms In
the first the labor of the convicts is furnished
to contractors for a fixed sum, the contractors

personally directing the employment in the insti

tution The raw material and machinery are

furnished by the contractor, though in some
cases the State furnishes the latter In the

second form, the piece-price system, the con
tractor furnishes the material and pays a stipu
lated price for the finished pioduct The direc

tion of the industry is in the hands of the prison
officials The advantage of this form IB that it
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avoids the possibility of tiouble coming from
the presence in the institution ot employ ers who
aie not directly responsible to the authorities
The contract system has been in general use

It has many advantages The mdustn is man
aged by experts who can buy and at 11 to better

advantage than can the warden, vUio, piesmn
ably, is not so well posted Moreov er, the State
is not subject to loss because of gluts in the
market or because of official ignorance 01 du

plicity It necessitates no great investniuit m
expensive machinery It has famished sttadv

employment to the pnsoneis. and nas i educed

appreciably the net cost of maintenance
There are, howevei, serious objections to the

plan When it involves the presence of outside

overseers, it may seriously interfere with puson
discipline From an educational standpoint the

highly developed industry interferes with tlie

training of the individual convict This applies
with special force to the younger pnsoneis
Emplovers have condemned the sv&tem on the

ground that the cheap labor gave the conti actor

an unfair advantage Labor unions have ob

jetted because they felt that it had a tendency
to lower wages The objeetiona have weight
While the total of prison labor n but a small

part of the labor of the country, the introduction
of special mdustiies maj easily depress and un
fairly compete with similar local industries

For these reasons the contract svbtem is losing

ground and is giving place to the public account

system The State furnishes the plant and ma
tcnals and conducts the entire busmebs through
itb officials Any profits go to the State, and

any loss is borne by it Products are sold upon
the open market, or, as in a number of States,

onlj such articles may be made as w ill be utilized

in other public institutions or in the vanous
State departments Under this system the in

dividual prisoner may be emploTed as seems for

his best inteiest Generally speaking, this plan
is probably the best yet proposed In recent

years a strong tendency has developed to employ
convicts, without the intervention of a private
contractor, on the highways and other public
vvoiks Experiments with the system were first

made in Colorado, in 1908 Oregon, New
Mexico, Arizona, and Utah now use this system
Convicts thus employed are not required to wear

prison garb, and they are placed wholly on their

honor, working under the direction of an un
aimed foreman The results of this system have

been highly favorable In Colorado, in 1911-12,
convicts thus employed built 157 miles of road

at a cost of $298 a mile or one-fifth the normal

contract cost Only one in 100 has tried to

escape Similar results have been attained in

Jne advantages of employment upon the public

highways are (1) physical improvement in the

persons so employed, (2) gain in self respect,

with increased probability of reform, (3) solu

tion of the problem of competition with free

labor Usually convicts so employed are given

special inducements to good behavior, such as

reduction in term and wages, which may either

be paid to the dependents of the men under

sentence, or may be reserved for them until

their discharge The system of wage payment
t& convicts has been established in several States

in the United States and has also been tried m
France, Germany, ad England It is gaining

ground and may be expected to become pracfa

cally universal, since it increase* the efficiency

J CONVOCATION

of Convict labor aad lenders easier the work of

reformation Consult Lnited States Industrial
Commission Repott on Puion Labo} (\\ash
ington, 1900) Pi oceediny? of National Prison
Association (Pittsburgh, 1808, 1899) , Eender
son, Introduction to tftitdij or Dependents, De
feciuet and Delinquent? (Boston 18931 Hen
deison, Outdoor Labo) foi Cunt'ofs (Chicago
1007), \Uitin Penal Heintudc (New lork,
1912) Rep PENOLOGY CRnri\oioGY
COlTVOCA'TIOiNr (Lat coniocatio, froi con

iucate, to call toajetlui, fiom rota
, together +

locate to call from io voice) An assemblv
of the clergv of the Church ol England, analo

gous in manv lespects to Paihament, at the
same time with which it usuallv meets As a
fictoi in the development of English mstitu

tions, it is of great interest being in some shape
pe'ihaps older than Parliament, into which at

tempts were made to incorpoiate it in the reigns
of Edward I and Edward II Convocation for

mpilv exercised the right of enacting ecclesias

tieal legislation and also of Toting sub-sidles to
the crown but the foimer right was greatly
restricted under Henry VIII and by later acts

of Parliament, while the latter was abandoned
in 1G64, since which time the clergy have been
taxed like other citizens Certain convocations

are of impoitance in the history of both church
and state in England, in particular that of

1529, which reasseited the royal supremacy, and
declared that "the Bishop of Rome has not in

Scnptuie, any greater junsdiction in the king
dom of England than any othei foreign bishop"
that of 1562, which confirmed the Articles of

Religion that of 1603, which enacted an im
poitant body of canons and that of 1661, which

completed the revision of the Book of Common
Prater About the beginning of the eighteenth,

century a factious spirit prevailed, so that the

sittings of the Lower House were distinguished
by contention with the bishops Convocation
was prorogued in 1717, and not again assembled
until the revival of church life in the nineteenth

century caused a demand for the renewal of its

sessions By the influence of Bishops Wilber

force, of Oxford and Philpotts, of Eieter, the

Convocation of Canterbury reassembled in 1852

and that of \ork in 1856, since which tune their

meetings have been regularly held The prov
inces of Cantcrburv and York have each a con

\ocation of its own The Upper House is com

posed of the diocesan bishops the Lower of

bishops suffragan, deans archdeacons, and cer

tain representatives of the lower clergy, known
as proctors Convocation is reelected with

every new Parliament, and now commonly meets

three tames a year While Convocation has at

piesent no legislative functions, its discussions

are of great interest to members of the Church
of England 4. "House of Laymen" has recently
been organized, which, while not constitutionally

forming a part of convocations, discusses similar

topics on parallel lines In 1905 was formed
the Repiesentative Church Council, composed of

joint sessions of both convocations, together
with the House of Laymen Consult Trevor,

The Convocations of the Tu-o Prownces Thevr

Ongvn, Constitution, and Forms of Prooe&hng,
with a Chapter on thstr Revival (London,

1854) , Lathbury, A History of the Convocation

of the Church of England (ib, 1842, 2d ed,

1853), Whitehead, Ohuroh Law (ib, 1872)
In the University of Oxford the term "Conyo-

cafcon" is applied to the assembly composed of
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all masteib of arts, nonresident as well as it

dent, which finally accepts or rejects the statutes

which have passed the narrower governing

bodies, the Hebdomadal Council and Congrcga
tion See OWOBD UNIVEBSIIY

COFVOI/VTIIiA'CE. (Neo Lat nom pi,
fiom Lat conwoZuwZiw, bindweed, from convol

tcie, to roll together, from com, together +
lolvere, to roll) A family of dicotyledonous

plants, the morning glorv familv, couipiising 45

genera and about 1000 species, chiefly diaplavcd
in the tropics The% are annuals or perennials,

nuny are twining or climbing in hibit, and one

i^enus, Guscuta,, i& a climbing parasite (See

DODDER )
In many the stems contain, a, milky

juice, and some have tuberous loots which aie

of economic 'talue as fuinishing jalap, scam

mony, sweet potato, etc Some are noted for

their beautiful flowers, as the morning glorv
The leaves aie generally alternate and without

stipules The calyx is five parted and the co

rolla with a fl-velobcd and plaited limb winch
is usually valvate, sometimes convolute The
stamens are inserted within the coiolla, alter

natang with its lobes The ovary is free and
consists of two (rarely more) carpels and bears

two or more ovules The fruit ripens into a

beriy, nut orcvpsule
COMTOI/vmiTS (Lat bindweed), or BIVD

WEED A genus of plants, the type of the family

Convohulacese This genus contains nearlv 150

species, herbaceous and shrubby, generally with
a twining stem and milky juice, large and
beautiful flowers The plants of this genus aie

very abundant in the tropics, but comparatively
rare in cold climates Maii'y arc cultivated as

ornamental plants, particularly species of Con
volvukii and JpomcBct, the latter being commonly
known as morning glory

" Some species have

large farmae eous roots, capable of being used as

food, of which the sweet potato (qv), or

batatas, is the most important Two or three

species aie common in the eastern United States

and are called "bindweed "
Convolvulus arvenws

is a troublesome weed in some sandy soils neai
the coast, and Convolvulus aepium in richer soils

The former has rose-colored fragrant flowers,
the latter large white flowers Both are orna

mental, the latter is now often planted to cover

posts and tiellises Convolvulus wammoma
yields scammonv, and the root of Ipomoaa, pan
durata is used a& a purgative in the United
Rtates Convolvulus wopanus, a shiubby species,
native of the Canary Isles, yields one of the
kinds of wood called "rosewood," which has a

strong smell of roses Eatogomum purga, for

merly known as Ipomcea jalapa, of this order
Tields jalap, a well known cathartic It abounds
in. Mexico For illustration, see Plate of Di
C01"ZXEDO>S
CCWVOY (Fr COIKUCH, from convoys, to con

vev) The name given to one or more ships of
war appointed to protect a fleet of merchant
vessels against the attacks of an enemy or

pirates If a merchant ship part company with
the convoy, or neglect to obey the signals, all

claims of insurance are forfeited The name
is sometimes applied to the merchant vessels so
escorted In the military service a convoy is,

properly speaking, a tram of wagons laden with

provisions or warlike stores, the term, however,
ia applied also to the detachment of troops, or

escort, appointed to protect such a tram
OONVTTI/SION (Lat conwZsto, conyulaioa)

A symptom of disease occurring m sudden at-
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tacks duimg uluch the patient generally loses

consciousness the muscles of a pait or of much
of the body are conti acted and iela\cd involun

tanlv, in spasmodic and irreguhi movements
the eyes are generally open, the eyeballs tuined

up or to one side the teeth are set tight to

gether, the tongue or cheeks arc frequently bit

ten, the breathing is at first anested, then
hborcd and deep, the fice is gcneially red, and
the saliva oo/es from the mouth as froth

In epilcpa> (q> )
the convulsions are as just

dcscnhcd, and the patient gtneially sleeps
immediately aflei them bcfoie regaining con
seiousnosb In hystoua (q\ )

there is less writh

ing and more ngulity the patient w not entirely
uncon^ious in most cat.es, the cheeks remain

pile, and he regains cont>ciou&nesR after a period
of collision without sinking into a sleep, the

tongue is not bitten, and froth dots not issue

from the mouth Unemic convulsions are very
sinulxi to those of qnlcp&y Convulsive sei/urcs

iccompany many diseases
r
l hc> may be due to

cerebral piosauro, as in brain tumors tertiaiy

syphilis, cerebral htraorihage, thrombosis, or

embolism (see APOPLEVS:), or extradural hem
orrluge and meningitis, certain nervous dis

eases, e g , general paresis, epilepsy, xnd

hysteiia, certain general toxaemias as urspimi

the puerperal stxtc, lead poisoning, acute and
chronic alcoholism Convulsions in children

(spasms) aie likelj to anse from slighter causes

than m adults Bcsidus the diseases mentioned

above, which may occur at any <ige and cause

eonvulsive sei/ures, the following CIUSPH an
opetative in infants and young

1 children dm
tition acute mflamnations of the ear, gastto
intestinal untation (o\erloading the stomach

woims, etc ), the onset of the acute e^antlu

mala, birth injuries, tulKicular meningitis and
rickets

In cases of infantile convulsions the clothing
should be removed and the patient immersed in

a hot bith up to the neck tor 10 or 15 minutes
or till the limbs relax An enema of soapsuds
will always be of advantage to a child The

epileptic patient should never be giaspcd and
held bv any ono, but should be protected from

falling fiorn th< bed with euflhionsi and pillo^a
The tongue should bo protected from being bitkn

by being thrust back into the mouth, or by a
rubber crasei inserted between the teeth The

patient should not be allowed to bury the nose

and mouth in the pillows
COJiTVUi/SIOITAEIBS (Fr conDwZstonnotres,

from Lat convulsio, convulsion, from oonvrtlere,
to convulse, from com, together -f- vellare, to

pluck) A fanatieal sect of Jansomsts who
spiang up in France about 17SO Their meet

ing place was the churchyard of Saint M6dard,
in a suburb of Pans, where was the tomb of a

certain Fiancis of Paris, who died m 1727 and
was reckoned very holy b> the Jansemsts on ac

count of his extravagant asceticism At this

tomb people began to gather for preaching and

prayer Miracles and cures are also alleged to

have been performed for proof of which we ait1

referred to a work written by Carr6 do Mont

geron, a member of the Parliament of Paris and
entitled, //a vfatt de? miracles opfrts A Vwttr
cession de M de Parts et autrea appellant (1

vols, Paris, 1737) "They threw themsehj
mto the most violent contortions of body, rcW
about on the ground, imitated birds, beasts, anr

1

fishes, and at last, when they had completely

spent themselves, went off m a ewoon" Some
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of the phenomena seem to have been genuine and
of a sort that would now be ascribed to hysteria
In 1733 the King issued an order for the im
pnsonment of these fanatics, but it was found

impossible to put a complete stop to the mis
chief They brought Jansenism into so much
disrepute that Voltaire declaied the tomb of

Francis to be the gra\e of Jansenism Consult
P F Mathieu, Sistotre de& mwacles et des Con-
i^ulsionnaii es dt, Saint Medara, precedes de la

vie du diacre Paris, d'une notice sur Cane de

Montg&on et d'un coup d'ceil sw le Jansenitme
(Parib 1864)
CON'WAY A nver in North. Wales, 30 miles

long, noted for its scenic beauty It ribes in a
small mountain lake and flows between Llanrwst
and Trefriw into the Irish Sea At Conway
it is half a mile broad at spring tide" which
rise here 21 to 24 feet The Conway has been
famous for its pearls since Roman times

CONWAY, or AB'EBCON'WAY A sea

port market to^n and municipal borough of

Carnarvonshire, North Wales, beautifullv situ

ated on a steep slope on the left bank of the

Conway, 22 miles northeast of Carnarvon (Map
Wales, C 3) It is surrounded by triangular
walls, 12 feet thick, with 21 towers and battle-

ments The principal streets are wide and

regular Here is situated St Mary's Church it

is also the seat of the Rojal Cambrian Academy
of Art Conway Castle, one of the noblest

ancient structures m Britain stands on a preci

pice overlooking tho river It was built in 1284

by Edward I to check the Welsh Its walls are
12 to 15 feet thick, with eight vast towers, four
of which are each surmounted bv a slender tur

ret Inside is a great hall, called Llewelyn's

Pop, 1801, 3400, 1901, 4681, 1911, 5242 Out
side the town can be found evidences of the

Roman camp, Conovium, in the ruins of baths,

roads, and pillars Consult Historical Sketch of

Conway Cattle and *ts Environs (Carnarvon,

1852)
CONWAY A ciiy and the oountv seat of

Faulkner Co , Ark , 30 miles north by west of

Little Rock, on the Rt Louis, Iron Mountain,
and Southern Railroad (Map Arkansas, C 2)

It is the seat of Headnx College (Methodist

Episcopal, South), organized in 1884, Arkansas
State Normal School, and Central Baptist Col

lege for Women, opened m 1892 Conway has

an extensive cotton trade, lumber, flour, and
cottonseed oil nulls, cotton compress, broom fac

torv, and excelsior works The city was settled

in 1871 and incorporated three years later It

is governed by a mayor, who is elected every two

years, and a council The electric light plant,
water works, and sewerage system are owned
and operated by the municipality Pop , 1890,

1207, 1900 2003 1910, 2794

CONWAY A town in Carroll Co, N H,
containing the villages of Kearsarge, North Con

wa>, Conway, and Conway Centre, about 60

miles (direct) north northeast of Concord, on

the Saco River and on the Boston and Maine

Railroad (Map New Hampshire, N 5) The

village of North Oonway is famed for beautiful

scenery and is a popular summer resort Con

way is the centre of an extensive granite in

dustry and has a ribbon peg factory, spool mill,

box factory, and lumber and canning interests

The water works are municipally owned Pop ,

1890, 2381, 1900, 3164, 1S10, 3413 Consult

Mrs M B Eastman, J5o* of the Whtte Jfftlte

CONWAY, HEWBY SBTMOUB (1721-95) An
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English field maibhal, a second son of Francis

Seymour, first Lord Conwa\ He -ft as aid de

camp to the Duke of Cumbjhnd at the battles
of Fontenos (1745) and Culloden (i746) On
March 30, 17o9, he wa& appointed lieutenant

general, and he served in 1(61-63 under the
Duke of Brunswick m Germanv In 1757 he
was in the unsuccessful Rochfort expedition
For his attitude in Parliament in the Wilkes
case he T*as deprived of his militarv command
by the Kmg, -which resulted (1765) in the
crown's abandoning itb right to remove armv
officers for what the\ did in Pailiament He
persistentlv opposed the war with America and
on Feb 22, 1782, m an address to Parliament

uiged the advisability of discontinuing aggies
sive warfare against the American Colonies

Shortlv after the resignation of Lord North he

became commander in chief of the armv (March
27, 1782)

CONWAY, HOGH The literarv pseudonvm of

Frederick John Fargus, part of \ihich mav have
been first suggested to him bv his student lite

on the school frigate Conn ay
CONWAY, MONCUEE DAJOBC, (1832-1907)

An. American clergyman, histomn and ethical

writer He was boin in Stafford Co Va and
was graduated at Dickinson College (1849) and
at the Harvard Di\imtv School (1854), having
studied law and been a Methodist minister m
the interval He imbibed humanitarian and
rationalistic ideas and returned to Virginia to

preach them, but was obliged to lea\e the State

He then took charge of a Umtanan church in

Washington, D C, but, too outspoken against
sla-verv, was forced to go to Cincinnati -where he

preached, wrote books, and edited The Dial

There, and later in Boston as editor of The

Commonwealth, he urged emancipation and in

1863 went to England to explain the cause of the
war He was minister of the ultraliberal South
Place Chapel, London, from 1863 to 1884 At
the close of the last centurv he returned to

America and resided in New York City Among
his volumes are The Rejected, Stone (1861)
Idols and Ideals (1877) Demonoloffy and Dcnl
Lore (1878), The Wandering Jew (1881), in

TV ell as biographies of Edmund Randolph
(1888), Thomas Garlyle (1881), Emerson at

Home and ilroad (1882), and Hawthowc
(1890) His edition of the writings of Thomas
Paine (4 vols 1894-96), his life of Paine (2

vols, 1892) his Autol>iog,aphy (1904) Mil

Ptlanmage to the Wtte Ken of the Eait (1906)

and tddresse* and Repunts, 1850-1901 (Boston

1900), are his most important -norks

CONWAY, ROBEBT SumiOtiB (1864- )

An English classical philologist, born at Stoke

Newington He received from Gonville and

Cams College, Cambridge, the degrees of BA
(1887), MA (18<)1), LittD (1898) He was

fellow of Qonville and Cams College in 1888-94

classical lecturer m Newnham College in 1887-

93, and professor of Latin, University College

Cardiff, Wales, in 1803-1903, when he took the

corresponding chair in Viotona University, Man
che&tei He wrote Verner** Laic tn Italy ( 1887 )

and Vergil, an, Inaugural feature (1903), col

laborated in the translation of Bntgmwirf* Com

paiatwe Giammar (1888-95), and edited The

Italic Dwlect* (1897) He became s, frequent
contributor to classical periodicals Among the

latter papers mav be mentioned one on Vergil's

fourth Eclogue, the so called Messianic Eclogue,

printed in Verges Jfeasvtnvi Eclogue, %ts Meo*
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vng, Occasion, and Uoutce (London, 1907) He

publibhed also Dialecticatuw Italuxtrunt Bxempla
Belecta m Usim Academvoum Latwe Reddila

(1809) and The Restored Pronunciation of

GiflA and Latin (1009)

CONWAY, THOMAS ( 1733-e 1800) An Insh

&oldiei of fortune He was educated in Fiance,

tnteied the French atmy, and had attained the

i ink of colonel when eaily in 1777, he came to

America with a iLCommendation from Silaa

Deane, and offered his services to Congress Ha
was appointed a bngidiei gener\l in Mav of thiu

year, served at Brandywine and Germantowu,
where he led the mam attack, and latei in tho

yeai was made inbpCLtoi general, with the rank

of majoi general, contiarv to Wabhington's
wishes He was the eliief conspuator in the
1 Conwav Cabal" (qv ), for which, however, he

no doubt got more than his bhaie of blame, and

upon the discovery of lus intrigue icsigncd from

tho army in 1778 Soon afterward, on July 22,

he was wounded m a duel bj General Cad

waUader, who challenged liim because of his

attacks upon Washington Comvay then re-

tuined to France, reentered the army, and in

1784 was appointed Governor of Pondicheiiy
and the French settlements in Hindustan In

17 ()2 ni \v is appointed Louinundci of tho Royalist
toicea in the bouth. of Fiance, but on tho success

of the Revolutionists fled from the country

CONWAY, Sra (WmwM) MABTIN (1856-
}

An Englwli ,ut cutie and mountain

climboi, born in Roehester, the son of William

Conwa>, aftoi^aid e<mon of Wcstminbter He
was educated at Ripton and at Trinity College,

Cambridge WAI a university extension lectuier

in 1882-85, profcssoi of art at Umversitv Col

lege, Liverpool, in 1885-88, and Blade piofe&sor
of line arts, Cambridge, in 1001-04 He eaily
became an enthusiastic mountaineer, was prcw
dent of the Alpma Club in 1002-04, wag the

first to reach an altitude of more than 23,000
feet in the Karakoram Himalayas in 1802 , and

explored Spitzbergen m 1800-97 and the Bo
livian Andes and Tierra del Fucgo in 1898 He
was knighted in. 1895 His principal books on
art are The Woodcutters of the Netherlands in

tho Fifteenth Century (1884) , The Artistio

Development of Reynold? and Gainsborough
(1886) , Early Flemish Artists (1887) , Literary
KemoMis of Durer (1889), The Dawn of lf
(1891), Early Tuscan Arttsts (1902) On
travel and mountaineering he wrote, besides con

tributxons to the Badminton Library, guidebooks
to the Pennine and Lepontmc Alps, Olwrilmg
and Eaploration m the Karakoram Htmalvyat
(1894) , The Alps from End to End (1895) , The
Fv3t Crossing of Spitsbergen (1897), The Bo
Ivwan Andes (1901) , Aoonoagaa and Tierrg, del

fvioo (1S02) , TheAlpi (1904) , Early Voyages
to gfitibergen (1904) , tfo Man's Land, a Sis

tory of Spitsbergen (1906)
CONWAY CABAL' THD In Amencan hu

toiy, the name given to an intrigue, organized
under tho leadership of Thomas Conway (qv ),

in 1777, during the Revolutionary War, for the

purpose of bringing about the supersession of

Washington, as commander in chief of the Amer
loan armies, by Gen Horatio Gates With Con
way were associated such men as Gates, Charles

Lee, Thomas Mofflm, and Benjamin Rush, besides

several other armv officers and members of the

Continental Congress, who charged Washington
with gross incompetence and favoritism, and in

particular endeavored to prove toe superiority
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ot (. uka over \\asiuiyUm is i eoiumindu by
contiafcting the Mttoius oi thti foimu it Raia

tog i with tlie Umost conti nipni HKOUS it\ci&cs

of the littti it Bnnd\ \\in md (imnmtowu
The faction gamed sullicunt powo to stcme tlio

appointment of Gat(s is luad nd ot Lhotrus

Mifflm as i inimbei oi the Boaid ot Wai and tlit

piomotion, against Washington s cmphatie <id

Mce, ot Conwi-v to the zank oi mapi guuial
and to the position of inspectoi ^eniril, but
the\ did not suected m utimms> an> eimsnUi
ublii following and in a few months tlicu

sehcmcs fell thiough, ind Coiiui~\ was \ntiully
ioiad to have the suvieo (1778) A good ac
count of tlie mti is^uc is m\on 111 \ol n ot biske s

The Iwfjwaft ItcooLulian (Boston, lb<-)))

COWWELL, Rus&i LL HuiMAw
(

1 S 12-1 ')25 )

An Amencan Baptist clu^mm lit w is bom
at Woithingtou, Mais , ind w w < dueatcd it

Wilbraham Acidem-\ and it ^ tie and Allwjn
hw schools During the Ci\il Wai lie qmcd
in the Union aimy (IS^-O")) itul loao to the
rank of lieutenant colonel Aftoi the w<u ho
dovoted hnnsell to the pi iciicc >f liw TTc wn
c oi retspondont in Giiiiiinv of the Ntw Yoik
Tribune and tho Boston Ttavdet hom 18d8 to

1870 \ftei Ins oidmition to tht iniiustiy in

1870 he occupied the pulpit of Grace Baptist
Clmich, Philadelphia (1881-01) He- fouudid
ind bet unc pusideut of l\m])le College (cstab
liahcd 1888^, -and the Samantan Hospital was
also established by him (18%) Tn 1S01 he bt

oxine pastor of the Biptint Tcnijilc in JMnla

dtlplua The following aic hu pnnupal woiks

~\\hy the Chvncw finuqratt (1871) , 11 oinan and
the Law (1875), Live* / tin. PtewltnU
(1878), In e& of Diamond? (18S8, 1005) , 7/i/o

of C H Bputyton, (IS03) The New Day
(1002), Hoio to JAWS tlu ClinM Life (1012)
Consult his life b> Biui (PJuhddphu, 1005)

COUTTBEABE, kun'i bar, FnroiniOK (
(

OBN
WATus (1856- ) An ^nglisli OnontilHt
Ho was educated at Tonbrulgc Rcliool and at

University College, Oxford, of winch he Incline

scholai ra 1875 and follow and purlcetoi in 1881
lie wag made a fellow of fclic Bntisli Vidtmy in

1903, an oIDcci of the Fiench Acadfuiv in ]906,
and honoiaiy doctor of ileologv at Giesson in

1907 In his special field, Armenian language
and literature, he came to be rocogni/cd as prob
ably the foremost authority of hie time, but ho
wrote besides on religious lutitoiy His published
works include inctont i^menian Tests of Ant
totle (1892), The Key of Truth, a Vanual of
tho Pwuhcian Qhuroh of Arwont* (1898) Ro
man Cathokcwm in International Pohtiai

(1901), winch, with his wntmgi on the Dreyfus
case, made him very unpopular among conti

nental clericals and anta Semites Rituals Ar
m(norum (1905), Old Atmoman Teats of
Revelation (1906), Myth, Afojw, and Morah
a Study of Christian Origins (1000) , A History
of New Testament Cnhouim (1<)10) A Cattt

Ze of the Armenian MBS of tho British
eum (1912), and transktions of Philostra-

tw' Life of Apolloniwt of Tyana (1012) and
Hekodorus' JEthiopioa. and other Greek Ro
mances (1<)13)

CONTBEABE, kdulbar, JOHN (1092-1756)
An English clergyman He was bom. at Pinhoe,

graduated at Oxford, and was ordained priest
in 1716 In 1730 he became master of Exeter

College, of which he had previously been a tutor
He had attracted notice by two sermons, on
Mtrwles (1722) and on the Mystewt of tit*
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Christian Religion (1724) In 1732 he published
his gieat woik, A Defense of Repealed Religion,
a reply to Matthew Tindal's Christianity as Old
as the Cieation (1730) Conybeare ixas ap
pointed dean of Chiibt Church, Oxford, in 1732,
and Bishop of Biistol in 1750

CONYBEAEE, JOHN JOSIAS (1779-1824)
An English scholar He was the grandson of
the Bishop of Bustol and became professor of
the Anglo Saxon language (1807) and of poetry
at Oxfoid (1812) He made some contribu
tions to the liteiature of geology and chemistry,
but is chiefly remembeied for his devotion to

Anglo Saxon literature His Illustrations of

inglo Saxon Poetty (1826) was edited by his

biotheT, William Daniel Conybeare
CONYBEABE, WILLIAM DANIEL (1787-

1857) An English geologist and clergsmin,
the younger brother of John Josias Conybeare
He was educated at Westminster and Oxford
While at the latter institution he demoted much
time to the stud} of geology, and his researches
in this science afterward procured for him the

friendship of Buckland, De la Beche, Ehe de
Beaumont and inanj of the leading geologists
of the time He contributed several papers on
\anous geological subjects to English periodi
cils <ind vtas admitted to membersliip in the

Royal Society and the Geological Society of

London, recemng fiom the latter the Wollaston
medal In 1844 he became dean of Llandaff,
an office he retained until his death in 1857
His most important scientific work is Out
lines of the Geology of England and Wales

(1822), in which he cooperated with William

Phillips
CONYBEABE WTT.T.TAM Joror (1815-67)

An English clergyman and essayist, the son of

Rev William Daniel Conjbeare (qv )
He grad

uated at Cambridge in 1837, took orders four

yeais later, became principal of the Li\erpool

Collegiate Institution in 1842, and in 1848 sue

ceeded his father as vicar of Axminster He
wrote Perversion, or, The Causes and Conte

quences of Infidelity, a religious novel (1856) ,

Essays JUtolesiastioal and Social (1856), and,
far more important, with Rev J S Howson,

Life and Epistles of St Paul (1851), which is

still a valuable biography
001TYEBS, kon'ygrz A city and the county

seat of Rockdale Co , Ga ,
30 miles by rail east

southeast of Atlanta, on the Georgia Railroad

(Map Georgia, B 2) It is in a cotton grow
ing and gr mite quarrying region and has an
oil mill, cotton factory, bottling works, and
a louring mill The water works are owned

by the city Pop, 1890, 1349, 1900, 1605, 1910,

COITZE, kon'tse, ALBSANDEB CHBISTIAN LEO
FOLD (1831-1914) A German archaeologist
He was born at Hanover and was educated at

Gottingca and Berlin He was professor of

archeology at Halle (1863-69), Vienna (1869-

77), ancF Berlin (1877-87) He was also di-

rector of the Berlin Museum and in 1887 re

ceived an appointment as general secretary of

the German Archaeological Institute His writ

ings include chiefly, in addition to some general

studies, the following descriptions of travel and

excavations Reise antf den Inseln dea thromr

seJum Meeres (1860), Archudoguiohe Unter-

suohungen i Bamofhrake (2 vole, Vienna,

1875-80) , Beitrvge stur G^scTnohte der gneoh*-
achm Pltutik (2d ed , Halle, 1869) ,

Die Ergeb
nwse der Ansgrabungen zu Pergamon (Reports

Vot VI-3

1 COOK

1-3, Berlin, 1SSO-88) Die Aibeiten su Per
gamon, 13S6-lb!)S (Athens, 1899), Die Klein
funde (tut Petgamon (Berlin, 1902)
COO'DIES, THE A name applied to the NSTT

Yoik Eedeiahsts \\ho favored the Wai of 1812
It nas denved from Abomalech Goody, the

pstudonrm adopted, in his communications to
the press, by Gulian C Veiplanck, the leader
of the fiction Consult Hammond, The History
of Political Pa) ties in the State of 3,eio lori
(4th ed, Coopeistoun, 1846)

COOK, MOL\T (called by the Maoris Aorangi,
bright cloud ot the bk\ ) A mountain in the
Southern Alps on the South Island, Xew Zea
land (Map New Zealand, S I, C 4) It has
an altitude of 12,349 feet and is regarded as
the highest point of Australasia Its top is

to-vered \uth perpetual snow The first ascent
VMS made in 1S82 Since then the mountain
has been repeatedly ascended and explored
COOK, ALBFUT STANBUEKOUGH (1853- )

An Amencan scholar, born at Montville, N J
He griduxted in 1872 at Rutgeis College, stud
led at the unneieities of Gottmgen and Leip
zig, and in 1879-81 -was associate professoi of

English at Johns Hopkins University While

professor of English (1882-89) in the Umter
sity of California he influenced the instruction
in English m the entire State In 1889 he
was ippomted professor of English language
and liferiture in Yile University He became
an editor of the Journal of Get manic Philology,
and published a valuable translation of Sievers s

Old Enghih Giammai (Boston, 1883) His

publications further include The Phonological
Investigation of Old English ( 1888) , The Bible
and English Prose Style (1892), The Art of

Poctiy (1892), First Bool in Old English
(1894 3d ed, 1903) , The Artistic Ordering of

Life (1898) , BiUwal Quotations in Old English
Prose Writers (1904, 1913), Higher Study
of English (1906), Concot dance to Beowulf
(1910)

COOK, CHABIJES (1787-1858) An English
Wesleyan clergyman, born in London He was

appointed in 1818 to the French mission of the

Methodist chuich in Normandy and established

Methodism in France He engaged in a con

troversy
with Cesar Malan on predestination,

which led to his work L'Amour de Dieu pour
tous les hommes Consult Life of Charles Cook

(Pans, 1862), by his son

COOK, GLANCE CHATHAM (1828-1900) An
American art critic and author, born in Dor

Chester, Mass He graduated at Harvard in

1849, studied architecture, and spent several

years in teaching He was a contributor of

articles on American art to the New York

Tribune, from 1863 until 1869, when he was

appointed Pans correspondent for the same paper
and took up his residence abroad He remained

in Paris until the outbreak of the Franco-

Pruasian War, when he returned to New York
and resumed his former relations with the

Tnbune Cook was one of the earliest Amencan
art critics and on that subject, as well as arch*

ology, was an authority in his day Besides

his chief work, The Howe Beautiful (1878),
he wrote Central Park (1869) and edited a

translation of Lubke's History of Art (1878)

From 1884 he edited The Btudio for a number
of years

COOK, EDWABD Dtrrmm (1829-83) An Eng
list author and dramatic cntic He studied

painting and engraving, with Leopold Lewis



wrote a mclodiama, Tltf Doie and the Serpent,
m 1867-75 \vas dramatic critic of the Pall Mall

Gazette, and from 1875 of the World Of his

works in fiction, the best known is The Tnois

of the Tredgolds (1864)

COOK, SIB EDWABD TYAS (1857-1910) An
fcnglish journalist and author, born in Bngh
ion He was educated at Winchester and at

Oxford (New College), wbeie hp was president
of the Union In 1882-85 he was 8( cretin
of the London Society for Extension of Uni

\ersity Teaching He was aswstant editor

ind m 1890-92 editor ( -succeeding ^ T Stead)
of the Pall Mall Qaaette, and after its purchase
bv William Waldorf Astoi in 1893 -with mam
numbers of its staff took charge of Sir G
Newness Westnwnstet Gazeite From 1896 to

1901 he edited the Duly flews, and from then
until 1912 he ^as on the staff of the Daily
Chronicle, although devoting much of his time
to writing on a variety of subjects Among his

books are Popular Handbook to the National

Gallery (1888, 7th ed, 1912), -with notes fiom
JRuskm s works and a prefaop by Ruskm, Studies
in Rvilm (1890, 2d ed, 1891), with special at

tention to Ruskin's career a, i trachci (Cook
had been one of his pupils) , Popular Handlool
to the Tate Gallery (1899) The Jfrttfrts and

Wtang* of the Transvaal "Wat (4th ed 1902)

Populat Handbook to Greek and Roman Anfaqui
ties m the Bntwh, Mweum (190J) , Memoir of
Edmund Garrett (1909) , btje of Ruslvn (1911)
Homes and Baunti of Rvslin (191o) , and Li/e

of Florence Nightingale (1013) With Alexander
ttedderburn he edited < 1003-11) the Library
Edition of Ruskw'a works, lettw* and LifCj
and he was knighted (1012) upon the comple
tion of this definitive edition

COOK, ECJZA. (1818-8*)) An English poet,
born m London Her first -volume, entitled Jays
of a Wild Harp, she published in 183*5, and,
after writing considerably for periodicals, pu
ticularly the Weekly Dispatch, she published
UeloM, and Other Poems (1838) In 1849-54
she edited Ehsa Cook's Journal, much of whose,

contents was republiahed in Jotting* [torn imi
Journal (1860) Her unpretentious verse in

fluding, notably, "God Speed the Plough/' "Tho
Old Armchair," and "The Star of Glengariy,"
has been very popular among a wide circle of

loaders in both England and America A com
pl(te edition of her poetical works appeared m
I ondon in 1870 and m New York in 1882

COOK, FOANOisAirffUSTUB (1843-1916) An
American naval officer He was born in North

ampton, Mass, and m 186S graduated at tho
I mted States Naval Academy He then served
foi two years as an ensign in the western
Gulf blockading squadron, attained the rank of
commander in 1880, was in chaige of the de

partment of seamanship at Annapolis until

188), and was inspector of ordnance at the
Boston Navr Yard from 1889 to 1893 He was
subsequently assistant to Rear Admiral Ram
aay, chief of the Bureau of Navigation in

Washington, and in 1896, with the rank of cap
tain, took command of the eraser Brooklyn
At the beginning of the war with Spain (1898)
he joined the "lying squadron" under Commo
dote Schley, and took an important part in
the battle of Santiago (gv), pursuing the
Cristobal Colon until she ran ashore at Rio

Tarquino, whoa he received the surrender of
her commander At the cloaa of the war he
was relieved of sea duty at bis own request and
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was appointed to the United Mates Naval Jfisam

ining Board He was retned in 1903

COOK, FBEDEBICK \LBEBT (1865- ) An
American explorer ^ho claimed, to have reached,

the North Pole on April 21 1908 He was
born at Calhcoon Depot, N Y , graduated at
Nw York Umversitv in 1890) and was surgeon
of the Pearv Arctic expedition of 1891-92, and
of the Belgian \ntarctic expedition of 1897-99

Upon his icturn in 1900 'from the Pole" as

In sud he vvis leceived Tuth great honors at

Copenhagen, Dcnmaik, and then, hastening to

New York, he at once began making laige sums
of money by his, -writings and lectures Doubts
soon began to ame as to the veiacity of his

story hw companion on the jouiney he made
in 1006 to Mount McKmlev, Akska, made an
affidaut that no ascent of that mountain was
made AS descnbed in Cook's narrative, and the

Eskimos who \*ero supposed to have been his

companions on the dash to the Pole told the
Pearv party that they had spent the winter
of 1907-08 at Tones Sound This was followed

by the swoin statement of a man who had been
hired to piepaic for Cook a set of observations

for latitudes and longitudes on bis journey to

the Pole, to &end with his other data to the

tnrvorsitv of Copenhagen for elimination In
the meantime Cook disappeared irom view, and
the leained scientists at Copenhagen decided

that his proof* worf not sufficient, but the sale

of his book, My 4ttatwnfNt of ilie Pole (1909,
M ed, 1913) was \ci\ large In 19H-14 he
lectured in England In addition to numerous

migmne articles he is author of Through the

Fust Antarctic fttght (1900) To the Top of
the Continent (1908) See \otth !>ol< and&td-
/cy LawOyK R Balch (1911)

COOK, GEOBQE HAMWTIL ( 1818-89) An
American geologist, hoin at TTamwr (Morns
Co ), N T He graduited m 1819 at the Rens
SLUir Polytechnic Institute (Trov, N Y ) was
i ]>rofesBor there in 1842-46, and m 1853 bo
cime professor of chemistrv and the natural

Hcienoes at Rutgers College Uis chair wan
changed to that of chemistry, natural history
and agriculture in 1867, analytical chemwtrv

geology, and agriculture in 1878, and gcologv
and agriculture in 1880 In 1864 he was a,p

pomtm State geologist of New ,lorwy, and
m 1880 director of the New Jersey Agruul
tuial Experiment Station (Soinonillo, Somerset

County) He published a Otology of Nru /ei

$fit (1868), a work that is still regarded as

a standard of reference

COOK, CAST rT^MBB (1728-79) A celebrated

English navigator He was the fton of a farm
laborer was bom at Maiton, Yorkshire, wa
meagerly educated at the village school and
at 12 years of age was apprenticed to a small

shopkeeper in the fishing village of Staithw

Disagreeing with his employer, he applied to

a fira of Whitby shipowners engaged in ilic

Newcastle, Norway, and Baltic trades, and m
their service soon rose to the rank of mate
In 1755, at the outbreak of the French war, lio

volunteered for the royal navy Showing abil

ity, in 1759 h* was given a master's warrant,

and, in command of the Jferoury, proceeded to

the North American station During a winter

at Halifax he diligently applied himself to the

study of mathematics and astronomical navi

gation The charts and observations which be

made of the coasts of Newfoundland and Lab

rador, published m 1776-78 and
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for their accuiacy even to the present da>, ui
troduced him to the notice of the Royal Society,
and this &ociety intrusted him with the com
mand of an expedition to the Picific, to oh
Reive the transit of Venus He left Plymouth
on Aug 26, 1768, and, after touching at Ma
deira and Rio do faneiro, doubled Cape Horn
and reached Tahiti on April 13 176<), where tin.

tiansit was successfully obberved, June 3 On
the return toyige six months -eie spent in

sailing iround and charting the coast of Ne^
Zealand, which had not been visited by Euio
peans for more than a cuituiy In a bimilii

way the eastern coabt of \ustialu wis exam
ined and named New South TC ales The entire

separation of Australia from New Guinea was
deteimined After a two monthb' sti^ at Bata
via he returned by the Cipe of Good Hope,
and armed in England, June 12 1771 The im

portant geographical results of this sueussful

voyage won umveisil lecogmtion and two
months afterward Cook iecei\ed the rink of

commander and an appointment to organize
a new expedition for the discovery of the imagi
nary Terra Australia Incognita He sailed -with

two ships from Plymouth, My H, 1772, and
jn a thiee years' cruise of o\ei 20000 leagues
encircled the Antarctic region from Neu Zealand
to Cape Horn His claim tint there ib no othei

great southern continent is not admitted by con

temporary explorers, though his mapb in many
respects are still valuable for Antarctic naviga
tion He returned to England, July 30, 1775

Taught a lesson by a moitality of 46 p^r cent

in his first voyage around the world Cook had
made such excellent hjgiemc arrangements that

only one man out of 118 died during the truist

His detailed account of the measures and pre
(autions adopted were re id before the Royil

Society, which granted him the Copley gold
medal for his important sei vices to humanity
and to the maritime woild Promoted to the

rank of captain, he received an appointment at

Greenwich Hospital, but shortly afterward he

offered to command an expedition in search

of a passage round North America from the

Pacific He sailed July 12, 1776, by way of

the Cape of Good Hope, and spent the following

>ear in the South Pacific Thence he set sail

for the north in January, 1778 and after re

discovering the Sandwich Islands reached

America, and added to geographical knowledge

by making an almost continuous running sur

v?y of the coast as far as Bering Strait, where,

stopped by impenetrable ice, he retuined to

winter at the Sandwich Islands Here he was

brutally slaughtered, Feb 14, 1779, by the na

tnes in a sudden attack aggravated partly by
the cowardice and neglect of one of hib officers

and Cook's own rashness m dealing with the na

tives His death occasioned widespread regret,

and the King pensioned his wife and children

An obelisk erected in 1874 marks the spot where

he fell A practical and scientific seaman, a

sagacious commander, kind but strict with his

crew, Cook was also distinguished by indomitable

perseverance and decision An account of Cook's

first voyage appeared originally as part of

Hawkesworth's Voyages (1773) the narrative

of the second was written by Cook himself,

under the title of A Voyage Towards the South

Pole and Round the Worla\ Performed tn tft*

Majesty's Ships the Resolution and Adventure,

w the year* 4772, 1773, 1774 and 1T15 (1777) ,

the story of Cook's tlurd voyage, partly written

b>
Kin
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Cook hiiubelt and paitlv b\ Capt James
King, appeared in 1784 Consult Wharton,
Captam Cook's Journal dvting his Fust Toy
age round the Would (London, 1897), Synge,
Captain Cooks Voyages round the Woild (ib

1897), Besant, Captain Cook (ib, 1890) Kip
pis, Life of Gaptain James Cook (ib , 1788) ,

^ amative of the Voyage? lound the Wotld Pei

fumed ly Captain James Cook (2 iols ib

1878) Kitson, Captain James Cook (ib , 1907 1

COOK, JOHN (1805-92) A Canadian clergy
man and educator He was born at Sanquhar
Dumfriesshire, Scotland and was educated at

Edinburgh University He \sas ordained to the
Presbyterian mmibtrv in 1835, but came to
Can ida in 1836, and was appointed pastor of
St Andrew s Church, Quebec When the Estab
hshed church of Scotland was dmded by the
vxebbion of those who afterward organized the
Fiee church, the mo\ement likewise affected

Piesbytenamsm in Canada, but Cook remained
a member of the Established church and main
tuned a mediating attitude, seeking to heal
the breach between the two dmsions He aided
in establishing Queen's University, Kingston,
\vhieh \\as founded in protest of sectarian edu
tational privileges, was acting principal in 1857-
60, its first ehaneelloi in 1877-80, and for man>
years a trustee He was largely instrumental
in founding Mornn College, Quebec, in 1862, and
^as its fiist principal In 1861 he became an
axtne supporter of Presbyterian union in Can
ada, and after this was accomplished in 1875 be
came the moderator of the first general assembly
COOK, JOSEPH (1838-1901) An American

lecturer and author, born at Ticonderoga, N Y
He studied at Phillips (Andover) Academy and
at "iale, and graduated at Harvard in 1865 He
then spent three years at Andover Theological
Seminary, preached in various Congregational
churches, spent two more years in study in

Germany, and then settled in Boston, where in

1873 he began hib 'Boston Monday Lectures,"
which became very popular and which he con

tinued until 1880, when he set out on a two

yearb' lecturing journe\ round the world In
1883 he resumed his Monday Lectures in Bos
ton In 1888 he founded a religious monthly
called Our Day He lectured on many sub

jects, both in Europe and in America, and had

great vogue with a part of the religious public
for the reason that all of his philosophical
discourses were attempts to harmonize religion
and science He published Ecology (1877),

Hamage (1878, 8th ed, 1891) Labor (1880),
Socialism (1880 6th ed, 1893), Occident

(1884), Onent (1886), The Higher Levels of

Arbitration (1900) , Aeic Defenses of the Lord's

Day (1900)

COOK, MELvnuB THTJBSTON (1869- )

An, American botanist, born at Coffeen, HI He
was educated at DePauw, Leland Stanford

Junior, Chicago, and Ohio State universities

In 1894-95 he was principal of the high school

at Vandalia, 111 At DePanw he was instructor

in biology m 1895-97 and professor from 1897

to 1904, for two years he headed the depart
ment of plant pathology and economic ento

mology at the Estaaoa Central Agronomica,

Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba, from 1907 to

1911 he was plarft pathologist of the Delaware

Experiment Station at Newark, N J, and
thereafter he served as professor of plant pa-

thology at Rutgers College and State plant

pathologist He is author of GaU* r~J *
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Producing them (3 vols, 1902-04) and Dis

eases of Tropical Plants (1912)

COOK, OEATOE FUIUEB, JB, (1867- )
An

American botanist, bom at Clyde, N Y He
was educated at Syracuse Uni\eisit>, wheie

he was in charge of the biology department
in 1890-01 As agent of the New Yoik Colom
zation Society he made exploiations and in

vestigations in Liberia in 1891-07, and he albo

seived ab professor of nituial sciences in Li

beria College during this same period and as

president of the institution in 1896-07 In

1898 he became custodian and assistant cuiatoi

of the United States National Mubeum He had

charge of plint importation by the United

States Department of Agricultuie fiom 1808

to 1900, when he took up the investigation of

tropical agriculture In 1004 he became pio
fessor of botany at George Wishmgton Univei

sity He is author of -various ai tides and le

ports on Liberia and African colonization, Poito

Kieo, tiopical agriculture, botany /oology and
e\ olution

COOK, STA.NLFY ARTHUR (1873- ) An
English Onentalibt, born in King's Ljnn He
\ as educated at Gonville and Cams College,

Cambridge, of which he became fellow and Ice

turer in Hebiew and Synac In 1896-100 3 he

was on the editorial staff of the Encyclopccdi/a
Bibhca , in 1902 he became editor for the Pales

tine Exploration Fund, and he was the edi

tonal adviser and a contributor on Old Testa

Bntannica He contributed to the Jewish Qua)

tetty, the Expositor, etc, and wiote (Jlossa)y

of iramaic Inscriptions (1808) The Laws of
Mows and the Code of Hammurabi (1003) ,

C itical Notes on Old Testament History Ttadi
tions of 8uul and David (1007), Religion of
Ancient Palestine (1008), 7 flsdras (1012)

COOK, THEODORE ANDREW (1807- ) An
English ]ouinahst and sportsman, born in Lv
mouth, l)e\on He was educated at lUdliy
and at Wadliara College, (Kfoid, making a

remarkable record IB a scholar and oarsman
He became assistant editor of the 8t fames s

Oavette in 1898, and was ita editor foi the fhst

four months of 1900 He then went on the

staff of the DatZv Telegraph, and in 1010 be-

came editor in chief of the Field Cook was
one of the first Englishmen to take up (p6c do
combat fencing and was captain of the Enghqh
fencing team in the first international match
at Pans m 1903 and at the Olympic Games of

1906 Among his many books are the follow

mg Old Touraine (1802) , Tobogganing at fit

Monts (1896), The Stoiy of Rouen (1800),
L History of the Bnghsh Turf (1003) Old
fiovcnoc (1905), Eclipse and O'Kelly (1007),
The Olympic Games (1908), and Thomas Do<j

ffctt, DeLeased (1908)

COOK, THOMAS (1808-92) An English lail

way excursion and touiist pioneer, bom at Mel
bourne, Perbyahire His energy was at fix fit

devoted to the cause of temperance, but later to

the work with which his name is now insepara
bly connected Beginning m 1841 with trips
between Leicester and Loughborough, on the

Midland Railway, the business rapidly increased
m spite of many difficulties The tourist tickets

of Thomas Cook & Son have now become known
all over the world See COOK'S EXCURSIONS
COOK, WALTER (1846-1916) An American

architect, born in New York City He was edu
cated at Harvard University and leceived hie
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profebsional tiaimng at the Royal Polyteclmic
School, Munich ind the Eeole de s Beau\ Arts,
Pan-, In 1877 he returned to New Yoik, be

coming in succession i incmbei of the imns o

Bibb, Cook ind \\illud, Babb, Cook, and Welch,
inj. Cook ind Welch He was i membci of the

jmv ioi the New \oik Public Libi iry md for

the Uimoisitv of Cihfoniii bee ime eonsult

ing iiehiteet tor Ne,\\ \oikb Boaid of Estimate
ind Appoitiouiuwit, ami u is <i in*. mix i of that
cifrv s Ait Commission in lOOl-O? At \ uious
timeb lie wab prewdcnt of the N< w N oik Chap
tei of the Ameucan InbtituU ot Auhitects, of

the Institute itw.ll, ind oi the Society ot Beiu\
Aitt> Aiclutocts, and lu was elected i member
of the National Acadenry ot Design ind made
a chcvahoi of the Legion of Honoi Tlu lol

lowing buildings, amous> man\, weie doaigmd
wholly 01 in put bv him the DcVimu I'uss

building, ofhee buildings foi the New lioik Lite

InbUiance Company i lesielence toj \mlicw

Cainogiu the Chon School at tin cithed il

of St John the Divine the sixeliuni ind othu

buildings at the Pan Vuiei u m Exposition,
Buftalo ind a numbci of biandi buildups leu

the New "\oik Public Lilnuv
COOKE, GLOBGL Aunm (ISO'S- ) An

English ckigynim, ulucitod at Meiehani Tiy
lois School ind at \V lelham Ce)ll(^e, <)\toid,
wlieio ho v\ is scliolu lie %\ is l<etum in

Elebicw it Rt John's, eliaplain of Migdalen,
ind ifte'i 10 \< in as emiti uiel mien, pn
vatt cliaplun to the Duke of Butde'iuh fiom
1S09 to 1008 He \\is m wit e inou of Mt

Muy's, E(lnilmili, in 1007 uiel oinum of

Rochestci in 100H, aid \ws dioson in 100H Oriel

juotcssoi of tlie mt(ipi(tition ol Holy Snip
tuit, at (Kfoid lfe> contiilmicd io tluolo^itdl

j)Ciiodi<alg and to Hastings' Dutionanj of the

Bihlc, the Fnu/ilopadia Itibluu ct( and pub
lisheel llutnn/ and Honq of I)<l><<tlt (1S')2),
TcitBool of \otth flimilu iMitplwn (100J),
The I'loqirw of Ittictution (1011) Ju<ly<s and
Ruth (1012)

COOKE, Gi OBOL FBI n* BICK ( 1 7
r
>(l-l 811) An

English tuguliin, boiu at U<stmmHtu He
made his debut on the sta}>< MI 177I> and noem
beeame popiihi in Enamel and hduid Tn
1810 he appotued in Tsew Yoik and otlui \nuri
can eitus, win re IIIH sue e ess WJIH oqnillv niv\.i

Although petHsesied of hnc talents (lookc mined
Ins < ueoi bv intoinpei ime, whuh alne> <iumel
Ins death His best \\oik vas in the dm uleu
of Hhyloek, Ligo, and Hidiiud 1IF Krtmund

Tvean, vtho admned him as tlu jjioattfit of no

tois, eieeteel a monument tei his metiioiy in St
Puils Clnndivaid Neiw \enk City Consult

Dunhp M<mm\i of Cookc (London. 181 I)

COOKE, GBORQE WIMJH (1848- ) An
Amdiein eleigyman, editoT, and author, born
at Comstock, Midi Me Htuclied xt Olivet Col

lege (Mich ) and at th< Meadvilla Theological
Hehool (1'a) and was in 1872 oKlnmcd to tho
Umtanau miniHtny ThereaHcr he held pan
toratea in WwtonBiu, Midugau, and Indiana,
and m Dedham anel Lozinfclim, MUSH

,
and Dub

hn, N IT Afte'r 1800 he devoteel hm time pun
cipally to lecturing (at the1 Concord Hehool of

Philosophy, the Bowton Seliool of Hoe mil Science,
and the liand School of Social Science in New
Yoik) and to writing Bennies contributing much
to the periodical press, including editorials for

The Christian Socialist (he became a Socialist

xn 1902), lu i<! tho author of Ralph Waldo
Emerson (1881), George JSltot (1883), Poets
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and Ptoblems Tennyson, Rus^m, and Btoun (qv) He studied law, but showed early a
vug (1886) The (Juide Bool to Robert Btoun htnrarj bent His best work, The Tugmw
ing (1891), Unitatianism in Amenta (10Q2i, Comedians (1854), a Colonial romance uneven in
The Poets of Transcendentalism (1902) , bibh merit, was vet tull of a piomse not destined to
ographies of James Russell Lowell (1006) and be realized He entered the Confcdeiate sen ice

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1908), Wonan in the on Stores all Jackbons staff, and on the death
Progress of Ciuhcaiiow (1912)

...... . ..... - .

COOKE, GBACE MAcGowA* (1803- ) An
American writer of stoiiet,, born it Grand
Rapids Ohio She was nurried to \\illiam
Cooke in 1877 In 1897-98 she wa>, president
of the Tennea&ee Romans Pic&s Club Htr
writings include Misttess Joy, -with Annie
Booth McKinnev (1901), Retmn A titoty of
the Sea Islands, in collaboration with her bihter,
Alice MacGowan (1903), EuUah (1004) J.

Qoutd Fiddle (1904) The Giapple (1905),
Their Fust Fotmal Gall (1906) Son Riley
Rabbit and Little Gvrl (1907) , The Pouet and
the Glory (1910) , The Doings of the Ddlhieis

( 1010) , The Joy Bi inger A Tale of the Painted
Desert (1913) , The Giils of Silver Spui Ranch,
with Anne MaeQueen (1913) William and
Bill with Caroline Wood Morrison (1014)

COOKE, EFNBY (1788-1868) An Irish Pres
bytenan leader He was born at Gnllagh, neir

Maghcn, County Deiry, May 11, 1788, studied
at Glasgow and Dublin, entered the ministry in

1808, ind from 1829 was pastoi in Belfast, and
from 1853 professor of sacred ihetoiic in As
sembly College there He played a prominent
pait in his denominations affairs and was es

pecially active and successful in excluding
Anans fiom the Irish Presbytenan church and
in promoting educational movements He was
an orator of a high grade, but he left no pub
hcations other than speeches and sermons Foi

of the Utter wis transferred to the staff of

Gen J F B Stuart Later he vTib inspector
general of the horse artillen of the Armv of

yorthern Virginia Prom the close of the war
until hit, death h s pen was rarelv idle Novels

dealing ^vith military events in Virginia ind

biogriphies of the giea* geneiak under whom
he hid sened were prodbeed with a ^poed fit.il

to high excellence, which did not, howevar, pre
\ent his work tiom ha\mg historical \alue The
mo&t popular of his military no^els is Surry of
Eagle' t Ae<*# (1866) which ib undei stood to bt

parth autobiogiiphical Among his imn\
bookb may be named the following leather

Stocking and Sill (1S54) The louth of Jef
fenon (1854) Bemy BaiitJulm Gentleman
(1850) a sequel to fitg ma- Comrdians Weai

ing of the Giay (1S67) and its sequel Mohun,
w the La<it Days of Lee and his Paladin?

(1863) Life of Stoneuall JacJ <son (1863
1876) Life of R E lee (1871) and Titgima
A Hiitoiy of the People (1883) an excellent

book contributed to the Amencan Common
wealths Series

COOKE, JOSEPH BBOW*T (1868- ) An
American surgeon bom at Saiatoga Springs
X Y After giiduatmg from the College of

Phjsimns and Suigeonb, New York, he became
a piacticing physician and surgeon in New
York City in 1890 He was visiting physician
to the Xortlvwchtern Dispensary in 1802-04. and

a half century his life was a large portion of to St M\ry s Free Hospital for Children in

the religious and public history of Ireland A
statue of him was erected in Belfast in 1875

For his Life, consult J L Porter (3d ed Bel

fast, 1875)

COOKE, JAY (1821-1905) An Amencan
banker and financier, born in Sandusky, Ohio
He wis privately educated and in 1838 entered

the banking house of E W Clarke & Co, in

Philadelphia, where he developed such rare

ability in banking and financial matters that

he was made a junior member of the firm in

1842 In 1858 he retired from the firm and

1802-96 In 1000 he became surpeon to the

Xew York "Mitirnit
1
'

Hospital and in 1003 ob

stetncian to the New Yoik Poh clinic Medical
School and Hospital and adjunct professor of

obstetrics His publications include Manual

of Obstetrical Technique (1900, 6th ed, 1008)
i Awrsc''? Handbook of Obstetric* (1903 6th

ed, 1013), ToBf&ooA of O&sfeirtts (1905)
and a no\ el, The Mystery of Carney Croft

(1006)

COOKE, JO&IAH PABSO^S (1827-94) An
Ameneanjjhemibt, born in Boston He gradu

until 1861 was engaged in financing raihoad ated at Harvaid in Ib44 and soon afterward

companies and negotiating their bond issues was appointed to the chair of chemistry and

In the latter year he established the binkmg mineialogv at Harvard College In this cipac
house of lay Cooke & Co ,

in Philadelphia Dui

ing the Civil War, as the principal financial

ity he stimulated the scientific study of chem
istrv at collegiate institutions urging labora

agent of the Federal government, he performed tory instruction, which before his fame had not

services of great value to the nation He nego been introduced into the undergraduate COUISL

tiated the fiist five twenty loan of $513000, of American colleges It was Cooke who intro

000, the ten forty loan of $200,000 000, these\ en duced his pupil Theodore William Richards,

thirty loan of $830,000 000, and others, making at the time a graduate student of chemistry

a total of over $2,000,000,000 He was an ar at Harvard, into the study of atomic weights
dent advocate of the national banking system and a subject to which Richards (qv ) subsequentlv

was influential in securing its success at the made a number of contributions The joint

start The failure of his banking house in 1873, communication, by Cooke and Richards, on the

through having advanced too largelj on North relative -values of the atomic weights of hydro
ern Pacific Railroad bonds, was one of the gen and oxygen, was published in the Proceed

causes of the financial crisis in that year, but ings of the Amencan Academy of Aits and

the principal and interest was eventually paid on Sciences for 1887 and shortly afterward re

all claims, and the firm continued successfully printed in +he imeroir 0*ev*cal Journal and

Consult B P Oberholtzer, Jay Ooole, FiMiwer a the London (Jhemica.! A<?zp$ Cooke's other

of the Cwd War (Philadelphia, 1907 / publications include Ghvmcal Problems and

COOKE. JOHN ESTBN (1830-86) An Ameri fteocttoiw (1863) Elements of OherMaa-l Pftys

can novelist He was born at Winchester, Va, tc* (1860, 4th ed, 1886) , Ftrst Piwaiples of

the son of a distinguished lawyer, John Rogers Chemical PMosopfcy (1868, rev ed, 1882),

Cootoe, and brother of Phili? Peodleton Oooke The New Ohemuttry (1872, rev ed, 1884),
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Michigan A fostory of Goteinments (1885,
rev ed, 1905), The Ctedentiah of Science the

Warrant of Faith (1888)

COOKE, MOBDECAI Cram (1825-1912) An
English botanist, born at Horning, in Norfolk

When a boy he was apprenticed in the draper s

trade, afterward acted ab clerk in a la\\ office

and subsequently taught school 4t the age of

35 he obtained a position in the India Museum
from -which he was tiansfeiied to the Kew
Botanical Gardens in 1880 In 1903 he was

awarded the Victona medal of honoi bv the

Royal Horticultuial Society and the Lmnuean

gold medal by the Lmnsean Society He wrote

more than 40 botanical -works, dealing chiefly

with fungi, and including Manual of Botanic

Tetms (1862), Handbook of Bntish Fungi
(1874), MycograpJua (Q T,ols, 1879), Illus

trations of British Fungi (8 vols, 1881), An
Int)oduotion to the Study of Fungi (1895),
Mushrooms Edible and Poisonom (1903) , Fm
goid Petts of the Flowet Ga)den<t (1906), i

Manual of titntctwal Botany (new ed, 1907)

COOKE, PHILIP PENDLETON (1816-50) An
American poet, elder brother of Tohn Esten

Cooke and first cousin of John Pendlcton Ken

nedy, the novelist He wi& born at Martins

burg, Va He graduated at Punceton m 1834

and, like his moie famous younger brother,
studied law under his lather, but preferred

literary pursuits, and contributed many poems
and stones to the Southctn Literary Messenger
and other magazines He was eejually devoted

to field sports, which in part accounts for the

fresh quality of his work, especially of his

Froissait Balladi (1847), his only published
book

COOKE, PHILIP ST GEOSGF (IS09-95) 4n
American soldiei, bom new Leestiuig, Va lit

graduated at West Point and -wab assigned as

second lieutenant of the Sixth Infantry m 1827,
served for many years on the fiontier, pvrtici

pated in the Black Hawk War of 1832, and be

came lieutenant of dragoona in 1833 During the

Mexican War he served from October, 1846, to

July, 1849, in California as lieutenant colonel of

a battalion of Missouri volunteers and for a

short time commanded a regiment in the city
of Mexico In 1847 he became major of the Sec

ond Dragoons After 1849 he was reassigned to

frontier duty, took part m several operations

against the Indians, commanded the cavalry in

the Utah expedition of 1857-58, became colonel

of the Second Dragoons lu 1858 and from

August 1860, to August, 1861 was m command
of the Department of Utah He was raised to

the rank of brigadier geneial m Novemboi, 1861,
and participated as a commander of a cavalry
division in the Peninsular Campaign, commanded
the Baton Rouge Distnct of the Department of

the Gulf from October, 1803, to May, 1864, and
from May, 1864, to March, J866, was gcneial

superintendent of the recruiting service At the

close of the war he was brcvetted mapr general
He commanded the Department of the Platte in

1866-^7, the Department of the Oumberland in

1869-70, and the Department of the Lakes from
1870 until his retirement in 1873 He published
Scenes and Adventures wi the Irmy, or Ro
manoe of Military Life (1866) ,

Tfa Conquest of
New Memoo and Oahforma An Histonoal and
Personal Narratvbe (1878), Neu> Cavalry Tao
tics (1884)

COOKE, BIOHABD JOSEPH (1853- ) An
American Methodist Episcopal bishop, bom in
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New York He entered the mmibtr\ in 1873 and
was ordained ID 1876 giaduxtccl at East Ten
nessee Wesleyan Unnersity in 1880 and studied
in BE rim foi i ^ eai md w it, connate d after
1889 with Grant Unneisity ( Cluttanooga,
Tenn ), of \vhich he became piofcssor of New
Testament ive^csis in tint >ear and \ico chan
celloi in 1S93 His guatebt influence in the
Methodist church was as ulitm of the Methodist
Advocate Jouinal (1891) and ab book editor

of the chuich fiom 1904 to 1012, ttlun lu \\as

choben bibhop Among Dr Cooke. 's voiks aie

Doctrine of the Resurrection (1884) Reasons

foi Chinch Cteed (1888) Clinitianitii and
Childhood (1891) The fluttoiit, Epwopale
(1896) Chnst and the Critics (1898) , The In
carnation and Recent Cntuism (1907) The
Wingless Hour (1911) , and Freedom of Thought
tn Religious Teaching (1913)

COOKE, ROSE TrsBT (1827-92) An Amen
can poet and writer of short stories, chicilj of

New England rural life, \vhose pioimnent dm
aetenstics are pathos and humor She was bom
at Webt Hartford, Conn 4.fter hoi maimgo to

R H Cooke in 1873 she lived at Winsteicl Conn
,

till 1887, removing thence to Pittsfield, Mias,
where she died in 1892 Her first published woik
\\as Poems (1860) A second and complete col

lection of her verses was made under the same
title m 1888 She then turned to fiction, often

defectrve in form but spontaneous, fresh m its

humor and ketn in its perception of New Kng
hnd traits and character tier volumes except
for a single novel, flteadfatt (1889), aie collet

tions of short stories Uappi/ Dodd (1879)

i'ome&otfy's Neighbor (1S81) ffoot Bound
(1885), The Sphwuta Cluldmn (1880), lluddc
fieiries (1891)

COOKE, THOMAS (1703-56) An English
writer known as Hc-eiod Cook< Tn 1725 he pub
hshed a poem called The Battle of ihc /Vjc/s, m
which he attxcked Pope and the other wits and
was rewarded by a place in the Dmciad (n,

138) He did a large amount of miscellaneous

htenry work and was for a time editor of the

Craftsman He has a deserved pla<e in lilera

ture as the translator of Hesiod (1728) and of

Terence (1734)

COOKE, Sra WILUAM ForniacQiLL (1806-79)
An English cloctiioal engineer, boin at Eahng,
in Middlesex He received his education <it

Durham and Edinburgh, sirvod on tlu Indian
staff fiom 1826 to 1831, and then stxidicd medi
cine and the physical sciences in France and m
Germany In 1837 he entered into pnrtm rmlup
with Wheatstone, and logethei with him ren
dered services of the highest importance to olet

tncal engineering, especially to telegraphy Tn
18)8 ho built the first Bngliali telegraph line,

between London and Went Dniyton Mek

pub
hshecl The Electno Telegiaph Was Tt Invented

by Professor Wheatslonct (1854)
COOK'EBY The art of pi epanog food foi

the table Tn general, the preliminary prows^n
of cleaning foods, panng vegetables, otc , arc* m
eluded under the term "cookery" as IB also the

preparation of foods by chilling or freeving
Some foods, eg, fruits, are eaten both taw and
cooked, both being wholesome I ft th< maionty
of cases, however, the effect of proper cooking is

to render food more wholesome and palatable
than in the raw state The heat of cooking also

sterilizes food if microorganisms, maettfl, 01 thoir

eggs be present accidentally
History Cooking, in one foim or another,
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has been practiced since immemorial tuueb and
the knowledge we possess of the ancient modeb
of cooking presents, some interest m connection
with the study of the customb and habitb of the
past The Egyptians possessed wheaten flour of
the finest sort Their common bread was made
of spelt, or of the centre of the lotus dried and
pounded Leeks and onions seem to have been
common vegetables Fish they salted and dried
in the sun, quails, ducks, and small buds thev
salted and ate raw We read of their roasting
and boiling the flesh of the o\

Fish was a common article of food with all

classes of Greekb, but with the wealthier much
skill and delicacy was used in cooking it, and
choice and expense e varieties were sought after
Archestiatus writes of 'a boiled torpedo done m
oil and wine, and fragrant herbb, and &ome thin

grated cheese" (an gratm) Fish, stuffed with
forcemeat and fried, boiled in pickle, baked in

fig leaves soaked in oil, cooked in hot auheb, etc ,

are among the recipes that we find recorded
The Greeks boiled and roasted the fle^h of sheep,

pigs, lambs, and goats They had poultry, small

birds, and game, and sausage made of blood, pai

taking of the chaiacter of blood puddings (Bhtt
win it) The bread of Athens was the most cele

brated in Greece, it was sometimes homemade,
but chiefly bought in the market, and pre

pared in great variety, as pan loaves, rolls, sweet

loaves, etc The biead eaten by the pooler classes

was made of barley and was sometime^ flavored

with oil, honey, poppy seed, etc Athenian cheese

cakes were also famous, and there were honey
and sesame cakes, which, with fresh and dried

fruits, as figs, almonds, olives, and nuts, seem to

have been partaken of after dinner They con

stoned vegetable food also in abundance and had

cabbage, onions, lettuce, and so on

In the Greek house there was no regular cook,

though in the establishments of the wealthy sev

eral women were kept to attend to the kitchen.

The women in general saw to the requirements of

the table, and even the mistress of the houte was
not idle Cooks stood in the market in Athens,

ready to be hired for particular occasions The
most celebrated were those of Sicily, they were

probably persons of some importance
In the early days of Rome a gruel made of

lentils, and called puts was the common food of

the people, and with green and other vegetables

was, tm later times, the usual fare of the mfe
nor classes meat being used but sparingly By
degrees, however, a taste tor better eating crept

in, and after the Asiatic conquests luxury was

imported The wealthy Romans were fond of ele

gant service at their tables and studied carefully

the quality of the viands that were placed before

them They seem to have been as clever as the

French in preparing surprises and in carrying
out disguises in their dishes The Romans pre

pared and cooked their food with oil to a great
extent Their meals probably consisted of two

courses and a dessert, the first course being in

tended to excite an appetite, the second was a

joint, roasted or baked The Greeks and Romans
used honey foi the purposes for which we use

sugar Cane sugar probably was cultivated in

China, and its manufacture) understood there,

but the Greeks took it for a kind of solid honey
and used it only for medicinal purposes
Of ancient British cooking not much 19 known ,

it was probably of an extremely rude dewnp-
ticm Hares, poultry, and flab, are said to have

M food Tfc* Swcon ctrwudea
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make tome reference to cooking The Danes
and Germans appear to ha-ve paid little attention
to the preparation oi their eatable-s The Xor
mans, were more curious in these matters some
ofhces among them were held in light of the
kitchen In early English cooking much use
was ziude of the mortar Oil ind lard were
Uhed msttad of butter ilan\ English cookbooks
bear an eailv date, as The Fotme of Cwy, by
Pegge (1780), and others date is follows Sir
J Elliott'* book (1539) , Abraham \eale* (1575) ,

and The ^iddoues Trt,a&uie (1623)
From the writings of eaih explore: s a good

deal is known oi the cookery of the American
Indians They roasted lood baktd it m earth

ovenis, and boiled it, as did iuot primitive
peoples We owe to them one of our common
foods, Indian corn or rnai/f and some of our
corn dish.es> eg, succotash (corn and beans
cooked together), are of Indian origin
The cooking of France was probably of an im

perfect and rude kind until the introduction of

Italian tastes by the princesses of tht hou^e of
the Iledici The great difference between French
and English or American cooking consists in

the fact that the French cook their meat much
longer, knowing that this renders it more tender

They are thereby enabled to multiply dishes by
altering or annihilating the original tiate of

the meat and making it a \ehicle for foreign
flavors The variety daintiness and grace of

form which dishes thus acquire are very admira
ble In the point of economy the French are

commonly said to surpass the Anglo Saxon
Great attention is given by the French to the

economical use of materials,, to seasoning and
to careful cookery Bread and pastry are less

often made at home in France than in the

United States Jewish cookery 19 termed

'Kosher," ie, "ceremonially clean in accord
ance with the requirements of the Mosaic law
The word is used of foods which meet these re

quiremtnta especially of meats from animals

slaughtered in accordance with Jewish ecclesi-

astical law, as well ab of methods of preparing
food

The art of cooking as a branch of woman's
education has latterly engaged considerable at

tention in America, England, and other coun

tries, and there are m !New \ork, Boston, Phila

delphia, Canada and other places schools where

young women can recerve this kind of instruc

tion The preparation of food is an essential

part of anv course in home economics, a subject
commonly found in the curricula of colleges and

other schools for women the colleges and sun
liar institutions specialising commonly on the

ones of nutrition, of cookery, etc , and the grade
schools giving instruction quite largely in the

art

The principal cooking methods are boiling,

steaming roasting, broiling frying, and bak

ing Theae terms and similar ones are not ab

solute, but are used somewhat loosely

Bodvng consists in cooking food in water at

the boiling temperature, 212 F or 100 C, with

heat enough to insure vigorous ebullition The

water may be seasoned with salt, sugar, season

ing herbs, etc, according to the food used and

the object sought
Steepmg, wfiwnff and perool&hng are special

processes akin to boiling, usually employed in

the making of such beverages as tea and coffee

Another special form of cooking in hot water is

wd&wy, m which eggs, *, are pbwwl Twl
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ing hot water which is allowed to cool gradually
without further application of heat

bteammg consists in cooking food o\er boil

ing water or in live steam in some special
device

Roasting, a process more used formerly than
at the present time, is employed chiefly with

meats, fish, and fowl The food is cooked in

the open air in front of a fire, being suspended
or placed on a spit or some bimilar de\ice so

that it can be rotated Fiequent basting is de

sirable A similar method is planlmg, in which

the meat or flbh is fastened to a suitable board

or plank and placed in front of a fire until

cooked Bread, particularly Indian coin bread,

may be cooked in the same way The term is

now applied to cooking meat and vegetables in

ovens, more piopeily known as "baking"
Broiling, or grilling, is a process similar in

principle, in which the food most commonlv

meat, fish, or fowl is cooked on a gridiron,

broiler, or other device over or under the fire

When biead or similar food is thus treated, it

is termed toasting

BaKing is a general term applied to cooking
in hot, relatively dry air in an inclosed space,
as an o\en, the process being used with meats

and fish as well as with bre<idstttffs, vegetables,
and other foods Utensils of various sorts aic

used to contain the foods during baking Meit
baked in open, shallow pans resembles roasted

meat in appearance, and in fact is generally
termed "roast meat," since true roasting has

become an uncommon practice in households

Fnjmg is of two sorts, -viz, deep frying, in

which the food is immersed in hot or boiling
oil or fat, and saut6vng (pan frying, dry fry

ing or pan 6) oiling) , in which the food is cooked

m an open shallow utensil in its own fit or

in a small amount of added f xt, sometimes only

enough to "grease the pan
"

Frying is a method
used with meat, vegetables, batters, and other

food materials

There aie also special forms of these cook

ing processes -which are very largely determined

by the kind of utensil used For instance, cas

aerole cookery, in which the foods are cooked

in a co\ered vessel, usually earthenware This

is akin to bo-fang or to aauteing if the food is

cooked in a little fat with or without seasoning,
or akin to stewing if water or other liquid is

added Casserole cooking is essentially the

same as the process sometimes termed brats

wiflf, in which the food, eg, meat, is browned
and then cooked in a moist heat in a closely

covered utensil The term Irateing is also ap
plied to browning the surface of food, eg an

omelet, by holding a red hot iron over it

A doulle "boiler, or botn marte, is a common

cooking device m which food IB placed in a con

tainer which m turn is partly immersed m boil

ing water or m steam
In so called fireleas cookers hot foods are

placed in insulated air spaces and cooked by
the retained beat alone or by this with the

addition of heat supplied by hot stones or iron

plates or m some similar way The principle
is similar to that employed in keeping liquids,

etc, hot in vacuum jacketed bottles or similar

containers See FIBELESS COOKING

The chafing tkfh is a common special cook

ing utensil It IB usually made of silver, cop

per, or other metal, and foods may be cooked

m a pan directly over the flame, usuallv an

alcohol lamp or in a pan over a hot water pan

COOKEET

which is ne\t to the lUme Electric chafing
dishes are alto common at= aie manv other

special cooking appliances and utensils in which

electricity is used as a source of heat instead
of the Uhual fuels wood, coal, gab, petroleum,
etc

Judging bv the results of manv caiciul lab

oratory expeiiments the chief loss of \\eiyht
in cooking meat is due to the duving oil of

watei When beef is pan bi oiled, theie appeals
to be no gicat lota of nutiitive mitenal pai
ticularly if the mateml adhennjz to the pan
is utih/cd for making giav\ \\htn beef is

cooked in water, 3 to 20 pci cent of tin total

substance is e\tracted and found in the bioth
This is not an actuil lots it the broth is used
for soup or in othei wa\s Buf used foi the

pitpiiation of beef tea 01 bioth, on in a\oiat(c,
loses relxtively little nutnliu matenal though
much of the ilavoiing matirul is iemo\ed Tho
amount of fat in the broth A ines ducitlv with
the amount ongmally present m the meat, the
fatter the meat the gieatci the quantity re

moved In cooking in watei, the smalloi the

piece the greitcr the imount of mittml it

moved, and the longer the timo the mou ma,

tenal removed Cookbooks cfenerilly &txto tint
when meat is boiled foi the tiblc it should ho

plunged at once into boihns> \vatu, so tint the
outei lavtr may be coiguhtul md ueomimnd
that it should be placed m cold watei and slo vly
mscd to the boiling point when used foi nwip
making Evpeiiments show th it the imount
of material rcmo\cd is piutnallv the mino
whichever method is follovml In q<nu ilj soups
and broths do not tcmtim much of the nutit
tne niateml of the metit, though they do <cm
tain much of the flavonng nultrul oiigmally
pr< sent

Authorities quite gem i ally ,iiru< tint when
meat is baked it should be nulnmHul at an to
a cl(grce of heat which \nll neat th< outside
of the roast so that tlu piuos nu\ hi letamed
in it, and tint the wuhsiquuit <ookm# should
bp rapid rather than slow, and at a high rathu
than a model itc ovui temjuiituie To in mi
a raie (underdone) 01 mulium wdhookul
roast the cooking should continue 13 to !"

minutes per pound, and 13 to H minutes to

the oven", ind 20 mmutos pu pound and 2(1

minutes "to the o-vtn" for a will don ( toast

Expei imentg have shown thivt me its of va
nous kinds and cuts cooked hv tlu oidmaiy
methods are all very thoiouphly asHimilited,
no marked different e being found whuh umlcl
be ascribed to the kind o: <ut, or to tlu method
of cooking There is a common luliif, appnr
ontly boine out by pfpcnemi, that foi mvilul

cookery the meats should ho rooked m Hiuh a

way that they aie vorv tender, and smnlailv
that soft cooked <?#gs au jmfenble to hard
cooked eggs Breads and othti foods niado
from flour and meals should be cooked nuffl

ciontly to remove tlu raw ot "doughy" tanto,

IP, until the slaroh is well gflatmi/od It is

a general belief well borne out by i\nciiemeo,
that cereal breakfast foods and similai articles

are beat when cooked slowly lor a long tmu
Fried foods should not be cooked at a temper
ature so high that the fat undeigoes decompo
sition, since acrolem, one of the pioducte formed
from overheated fat, is verv imiatinff to the

mucous surfaces Very piobalily the prewnco
of this substance in fried foods improperly
cooked is responsible foi tlio tat$m<mt often
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made that fried foods are the cause of digestion the navigator whobe name it bears, in the tope
disturbances of finding a pafa& ige to the Arctic Sea It re

Vegetables are commonly fried, boiled, or ceives the waters from a number of rivers, chief
baked Potatoes should be cooked until they of which is the Suslutna Finer, coming from
aie tender and mealy If boiled, the water is the north Coal is lound on its shoies, along
commonly pouied ofi, and the potatoes allowed which are a number ot small towns Seldovia
to stand wheie they will keep hot in older that is the steamship port of call

they may 'steam" or 'diy out" Gieen -\ege COOK ISLANDS, or BZBSVEY GEOUP
tables aie most commonly cooked in boiling An archipelago 01 'mall iblandb in Pobnesia,
salt water, and the process should be continued Pacific Ocean, consisting of an. large and a num
only until they are tender, as o\ercookmg in

* *-*- - - -

jures the flavor and color Special directions

her of small islands and reefs, extending from
about lat 10 to 22 S and from long 157'

for cooking fruits and nuts, tor making breads, to 163" W (.outhei&t of Samoa and northwest
cake, pastries, bonbons, etc

, as well as foi pre
paring the foods enumerated above, can be
found m the numerous books and journals de
voted to cookery
E^ery precaution should be taken to insure

cleanliness in the cooking of lood This is

important, not only because one wishes to a\oid

filth, but also because unclean methods make
possible the tiansmission of disease

In the United States and in other countries
there is a glowing effort to secure cleanliness

m markets, food factories, bakeries, hotels,

restaurants, and other places where food is

handled, prepared, sold, and eaten With this

end in view legislation has been enacted in

many places, providing for inspection and for

punibhment if the law is violated

of the Austral Islands (Map World, West
Hem , M 4) The toUl area is 150 squaie miless

Rarotonga, with in irea of 26 square miles is

the largest island The soil is generally fertile,
but water is scarce The chief products are

copra, coffee, and oranges, and the trade is

mostly with New Zealand, with which the group
has monthly steam communication Pop , 1906,
6708, 1911, 6964 clueflv contesting of Poly
nesians of the second or Tongafiti, bwarm of

migration, and all comerted to Christianity
of evangelical tvpe The group was discovered
bv Cook in 1773-77 made a Britibh protec
torate in 1888, and annexed m Jure, 1101, to

the Dominion of New Zealand The islanders
have a legislature of heads of families and an
executive council of the higher chiefs the acts

Bibliography Parloa, New Cook Book and of the legislature require the approval of the

Guide to Marketing and Cooking (Boston, British Resident, whose residence is on Raro

1908),
" ~ '

Corson, Evetydai/ Coolety (Chicago,

1894), Rorer, Good, Cooking (New York,

1898} , Colombia, Trait6 pratique de cuisine

lowgeoise (Paris, 1897), De Sails, A la Mode
Gook&y (London, 1902) Dreyse, Eochbuch

fur Kochschulen (Berlin, 1900) , Richards, The

Chemistry of Cooking and Cleaning (Boston,
1907 ) , Farmer, Boston Cooking School Cook
Book (ib, 1912), Herrick, Consolidated Lt
to ary of Modern Cooling and HouseJwld Recipes

(5 vols, New Yozk, 1005), Fihppmi, Inter

national Cook Book (ib 1906) , Thudichum,
The Spin* of Cookery (London 1895) , Anna
Barrows, Principles of Cookery (Chicago, 1904) ,

Berthe J Low, French Home Cooking (New

tonga
COOK'S EXCURSIONS A system of travel

originated by Thomas Cook in 1841, bv winch

companies of tourists are conducted by a maua
ger or guide, who makes all the tra-vehng ar

rangements and directs the disposition of the
time

COOK'S TALE, THE One of the stones

forming Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
COOK STRAIT A passage which separates

North Island and South Island, New Zealand

(Map New Zealand, S I
,
E 2) Its greatest

width is 90 miles It was discovered by Captain
Cook on his first vovage in 1769
COOKTOWN A town and port of Banks.DtirbUti i) JJUW, jL'itTHVH fiwmo uuvvmy IJ.IOYY . .. ^ .

York, 1904) , Robinson, and Earnmel, Lessons Co , Queensland at the mouth of the historic

i Cookvng through Preparation of Meals (Chi Endeavor Rrver in 15 27' 20" S lat, 145"

cago, 1912), Mitchell, The Firelest Cook Book 17' E long, 1050 miles northwest of Brisbane,

(New York, 1909) , Hazhtt, Old Cookery Books with which and with other ports it is connected

(London, 1902) by steamship service (Map Australasia D 4)

COOK IMXET A bay of the Pacific Ocean, It is connected by rail with Laura in the gold

indenting the south coast of Alaska, between, fields, 67 miles westward It was here that

the Alaskan and Kenai peninsulas (Map Captain Cook beached the Endeavor in 1770

Alaska, J 5) It in included between lat 59 after he had got her off a reef outside having
and 61 20' N and long 149 and 154" W thrown his guns overboard to keep the ship

In shape long, relatively narrow, and crooked, afloat Search has failed to recover the guns,

its length is about 200 miles and its greatest which have evidently been covered up by the

breadth 60 miles Sudden storms, fogs and strong coral growths of the vicinity A monu

tidal rips, due to high tides along the broken mcnt to Captain Cook was unveiled in 1889

coast line, make navigation at the northern ex There are fine public buildings, an admirable

tremity somewhat dangerous, though steamers hospital, churches, schools, etc It is the main

ply its waters without serious difficulty during port for trade with New Guinea and the port

the season From November to May the north is the outlet for a sugar country and a rich

ern part IB looked in ice It contains several mineral country It has pearl fisheries, coffee

islands. Augustine Island, with its volcano Mount and rice grow near by, tin and gold are mined

St Augustine, in violent eruption during 1883, Pop, 1901, 1930, 1911 (election district), 3349

being the largest The coast scenery is grand, COOTiEY, LERoz CLABK (1833-1916) An

comprising active volcanoes (of which Mount American chemist He was born at Point Pen

Hiamna, 12,066 feet altitude, is the highest), insula, in Jefferson Co, New York, graduated

snow clad mountains, glaciers,
and green hifts at Union College in 1868, and from 1860 to 1874

At its northern, extremity are the Knik Arm was professor of natural sciences in the New

and the Turnagarn Arm, branching to the north York State Normal School In 1874 he became

east and east It was explored in 1778 by professor of phvsics and chemistry m Vassal
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College He became piofesoor of physics only in delegate to the Pan Ameiican Scienliflc Con
1804 and piofessoi emeiitus in 1907 His works gicbs at Santiago, Chile in 1908-09 In 1913-

mclude The Aezc Teit Book of Physics (1880) ,
14 he was American exchange professor at the

TJie A etc Teot Bool of Chemistry (1881) , La&o University of Beihn He is author of The

latory Studies in Chemistry (1894) , The Stu Imted Mates <76 a Wotld Power (1908)
dent's Manual of Physics (1897) COOLLDGE, CALVIN (1872- ) Vice

COOLEY, MOBIIMEB EL\VYN (1855- )
Piesident of the United States, born July 4,

An American engineei, born at Canandaigua, 1872, at PI\ mouth, Vermont He graduated at

N Y He graduated from the United Stxtis Amhcist College, MASS, and practiced law at

Naval Academy in 1878, in 1881 became pio Noith impton, Mass Ho held vinous local

fessor of mechanical engmeenng and in 1904 oflues md sened in the Massachusetts State

do in of the department of engineering at the Senate (1012-15) He was lieutenant goveinoi

Lniveisity of Michigan, -was chief engineer in ot Massachusetts (1016-18) and governor (1919-
the United States navy during the Spanish 1020) \\hile goveinor, he acquired a nation

American \\ai, and chief engmoor officer of vide reputation as a champion of law and 01 del

the Michigan Naval Bugade from 1895 to 1911 For details of his election see UNITED STATES

Aftei 1900 he was, known as an expert mvesti COOLIDGE, CHABIES ALLEBTON(1858- )

gator and appraiser of public utilities through An American architect, born in Boston He
his work in appi aiding the railroads and puhhc TV as educated at Harvard University and the

seivice corporations of Michigan and his muni Massachusetts Institute of Technology From

upal investigations in New Yoik, Chicago, Bos 1S02 to 1000 he had chaige of the Chicago office

ton, and other cities In 1007 ho bourne chan of Ins fum Among the notable buildings
man of the Block Signal and Tram Control planned by him are the Ames Building, South
Board of the Intel state Commerce Commission Teimmal SUUon, and the new Haivard Medical

COOLEY, THOMAS MC!NTTBE (1824-98) An School buildings at Boston, the Chicago Public

Ameucan uuist and writer on constitutional Libiaiy, Chicago Art Institute, and the Law
law He \i as born in Attica, N Y

,
but removed School and Commons of Chicago University

to Michigan in 1843 and in 1846 -was admitted COOLIDGE, MABY. (ELIZABETH BURROUGHS)
to the bai He compiled the geneial statutes of TtourRTS (1800- ) An American econo

the State, was reporter for the Supreme Court mibt, bom at Kmgsbury, Ind, and educated

(l8'38-64), and published eight volumes of re at Cornell and Leland Stanford Junioi umvei

ports and a digest of the Michigan decisions sities She wis on the staff of the Sntal Nttc

He was professor in the law department of the Ttoikn (1880-81 ) , taught history in the Wash-

Ijniversity of Michigan and dean of the faculty ington (D C) High School (1882-84), was
in 18V) In ISbl he became professor of con instnutor in histoiy and economic R at Welles
stitutional and administrative law in the school Icy College (1880-90) , and between 1806 and
of political science in the university, and also 1903 waa assistant and associate professor of

dean, and later occupied the chxir of American sociology at Stanford University For four years
history m the academic department From she seivcd as lesearch atwistant in the Cainegie
1864 to 18S) he was a

justice
of the State Su Institution, and in 1009 she engaged m research

preme Court, and was Chief Justice from 1868 for the San Fiancisco Belief Suivey She mar
to 1869 In 1S87 he became chairman of the ried D me Coolidge m 190t> She revised Wainer's
Interstate Commerce Commission, but resigned Amman chanties (1908) and wioto Chinese

four years later Judge Cooley's publications /wmir/x^ ion (1909) , Why Worn enAre $o(1012)
on constitutional law are The Constitutional COO'LEDGE, SUSAN The pen name of Miss
limitations which Rest upon the Legislative Sarah Chauncey Woolsey (qv)
Power of the States of the American Union COOLTDGE, THOMAS Jm*RSON( 1831-1 1)20 )

(1868), Story's Commentaries on the Constitu- An Amoucan manufacturer and diplomat He
tton of the Uwted States, with Additional Com- was born in Boston, Mass ,

and was educated at
tnentancs on the New Amendments (1873) , Harvaid and in Europe In 1892 he wan sent as
Law of Taxation (1876), The Law of Toits United States Minister to France, but wan super
(1879), Cfeneial Principles of Constitutional eeded by Tam<s B Eustis m 1803 He wan ap
Law in the United States (1880, 3d ed, 1898) pomted member of the Joint High Commission
COOLQ-AE'DIE A mining town in Western to adjust disputes between the United States

Australia, 310 miles east northeast of Perth, and Canada in 1809 He was interested in van
with which it is connected by rail and telegraph ous banking, manufacturing, and transportation
(Map Western Australia, E 10) Gold, dis enterprises, as president, manager, or treasurer
covered here in 1891, has given rich yields since COOLIDGffl, WHLIAM AUGUSTUS BRKVOOBr
1893 Lignite and copper are also mined Pop, (1850-192(0 An American writer on Switz

1901, 4249, 1907, 2829 erland He was born near New York City and

COOLIDGE, ARCHIBALD CART (1866- ) was educated at St Paul's, Concord, NT H,
An American professor of history, born m BOB Elizal>eth College, GuewHey, and Exeter Col-

ton and educated at Harvard University, the lege, Oxford In 1875 he became life fellow of

University of Berlin, the Ecole des Sciences Magdalen College, Oxford, but did not give up
Pohtiques (Paris), and the University of Frei his citizenship in the United States He was pro
burg He was acting secretary to the American fessor of English history at St David's College,

legation at St Petersburg m 1890-91 and eecre Lampeter, in 1880-81, and modern history tutor

tary to the American legation at Vienna in at Magdalen in 1881-85 His experiences as a
1893 In 1893-99 he was instructor in history member of the English Alpine Club, togethei
*t Harvard, from 1899 to 1908 assistant pro- with his knowledge of French, modern history,

fessor, and thereafter professor, in 1911 he andjurisprndence, made him the foremoatt writer
also became director of the University Library in English on Swum topography, history, gov
He W&B a member of the Taft party to the Phil eminent and biography In 1908 he received

ippme Islands in 1905-06, Harvard lecturer the honorary degree of PhD front the TTmver-
at various French universities in 1906-07, and sity of Bern He wrote and revised several
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guidebooks to Switzerland and the Alps, edited
tlie Alpine Joutnal (1880-89), contributed arti

cles on Switzerland to re\ie\\a and woiks of

refeience, and published The Mountains of Cogne
(1893), The Alps vn Natwe and History (190S),
ind Upine Studies (1912)
CCKXLIE (Beng lull, Hind quli, laborei, from

Tamil Kuh, daily hire) A name applied to an
unskilled laborer in India and ei&tein Abia and
to contract emigiant laborei b sent fiom India
xnd China to other countries, tspeualh the
T\est Indies and South Africa In tiopual
countnes where white labor is iinpo^ible, there
aio&e with the abolition of sla\ery a nted for

cheap labor capable of doing the hea\j tasks
of plantations, factories, and shipping Foi
this purpose the acclimated cheap labor of tit

o\wpopulated Asiatic countries seemed espe
cully adapted The coolie trade began about
1834 It was accompanied by abuses -which

made it little better than a foim of hlixeiv
and Great Britain, which had been largely in

terested in the trade, undertook to put a stop
to it in 1855 This threw it laigeh into the

hands of the Portuguese The coolu tiade
from Macao to Cuba and Peru \vv little better

than the slave trade bo far an itb conditions
were concerned The traffic \vas regulattd by
the convention of 1866 between China Prince,
and Great Bntain The requnement by China
of a return passage at the end of fi\e -\cars

stopped the trade with the TV eat Indies Un
der the Indian Emigration Act of 188 J emigia
tion under contract is allowed only to certain

colonies, where good treatment it> as^und
These are the British colonies of British Guiana,
Jamaica, Mauritius, Trinidad, 8t Lucia, St

Kitts, St Vincent, Grenada, Nital, and Fiji,

and the French Guadaloupe and Martinique,
as well as Dutch Guiana and the Dinish &t

Croix
In the Transvaal, after the conclusion of the

South African War, the deficiency of native

labor in the Rand mines led to the enactment
of an ordinance in Februaiy, 1904, providing
for the importation of Chinese laborers under
a system of indenture The terms under which
the importation of laborers was to be carried

on were set forth in a convention between the

British and Chinese governments concluded

May 1, 1904 The Boer element in the Trans
vaal was bitteily opposed to the ordinance as

tending to introduce a new factor into the al

ready serious racial problem of South Africa

The compound system of housing the Chinese

miners was not free from violence, and the

many serious crimes committed by runaway
coolies created a feeling of alarm in the Trans

vaal and in England, where the Liberal party
denounced the system as one equivalent in prac
tice to slavery The issue was largely respon
sible for the Liberal triumph, in the General

Election of 1906 and one of the first acts of

the Campbell Bannerman ministry ^ as an or

der for the stoppage of coolie importation until

the establishment of responsible government in

the Transvaal should enable the colony to pro
nounce on the system By 1906 over 50,000

laborers had been imported, and the result has

been that the treatment of these alien Asiatics

has become one of the most vital questions in

South African politics (See UNHHT OT SOUTH

AFRICA) Consult Jenkins, The Ooohe Hts

Bights and Wrong* (London, 1871), Hope,
In. Quest of Ooohes (ib, 1872)

COOLIE LABOR See CEIESTA
JION

COOISTAS'SIE gee KuitASSi
COON OTSTEE An oyster growing wild

near shore, where it can easily be obtained by
a raccoon The name originated in the south
ern United States, where these oysters are often
called "strap oysters," because their clustered
manner of growth makes them long niuow,
and thin

COOHS A popular name (contracted from
laccoon) for members of the \\hig parti in

1838-45 when the raccoon formed the eml>km
of the party
COONTIE See ZAMTA

COOPER, kuop'er or kup'er, ANTHOM: ASH
IEl Ste (MIAITE&LLBY

COO'PEB, SIB ASTLCY PISTON (1768-1841)
A celebrated English smgcon, born in Norfolk
In 1784 lie began the <stud\ of burgeiy in Lou
don under Mr Cline and in 1789 was appointed
demonsti itor of aniturm at St Thomas'b Hos
pital In 17*H lie wa'a ippomtcd piofesbor 01

anatomy at Suia^ont, Hall ind in 1800, &ur

f>eon to GUT 3 Hospital In 1813 he rtcened
the piofcssoisaliip ot eouiparitive inxtomv in
tue College of Suryc ons An etbav on the effects

resulting fiom tht destruction of the memliana
tj/mpani gained him, in 1802 the Coplev medal
of the Royal Society, of -which he was elected

a fellow three years altemard In 1804-07 ap
peared his gieat -woik on ffetma His othfr
works include The Principles and Piactice of

Surgery (1838-37), On Dislocations and Fiai,

tures (1822) Anatomy and Diseases of the

Bteast (1829-40) , Anatomy of the Thyroid Gland

(1832) He was the first to attempt the tying
of the carotid arterj an attempt which, though
unsuccessful in his hands, has since proved
effectual in the hands of other practitioners In
1817 he tried what was considered the boldest

experiment ever attempted in surgerythe ty
ing of the aorta which did not prove success

ful Consult his Life and Correspondence, 2

vols (London, 1843)

COOPEE, COLIN CAMPBELL (1856- ) An
American landscape painter He was born in

Philadelphia and studied there at the Academy
of Fine Aits and in Pans at the Julian and
Deleclu&e academies After a year as teacher

in. Drevel Institute, Philadelphia, he settled

in New York He was one of the first to give

expression to the distinctive beauty of Amen
can cities, with their skyscrapers and mam
fold activities A close observer, he reminds

one, in his color and atmospheric effects, of

the Impressionists He also paints cathedrals

and views of quaint German cities, such as

Rothenberg, with feeling and charm Among
his best known works are "Broad Street, Hew
"iork" (Cincinnati Museum), "The Flataron

Building" (Dallft, Te^cas) , "Quebec Cathedral"

(Philadelphia Art Club) , "Procession of Bru

ges" (1006, Lotos Club, New Tork) , "View
of Pittsburgh", 'Beauvais Cathedral" (1912),
'The Avenue" (1913), "Cathedral of SienaM

(1913)

COOPER-, EDITH EJCMA See FIELD, MIOHABL.

COOPER, EMMA LAMMBIT ('-1920) An
American painter, wife of Colin Campbell Cooper,
born at Nunda,N Y She was educated at Wells

College and studied art under Harry Thomp
son in Paris, Kever m Holland, and Chase in

New York Hr pnnwpal subjects are street

scenes, interiors, and landscapes Her pus-
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ture in water color, 'The Bread Winner," was,

awarded a modal at the Woild's Columbian

Imposition, Chicago, 1803 Other woikt, include

Through the Meadow b" (1900), 'Homing nca,i

Rneidale" (Wells College), watci coloi VIOTS

of \\Jlb and Lincoln cathedrals, "Courtyaid,
Verona" (1911) ,

"The Mtiket Stanwav, Siena"

(1912)

COOPEB, FBEDEBIO TABEB (1864- ) An
Amu ican. editor and wntti, bom in New Yoik

City and educated at Eaivaid and Coluoibii

universities He \\aa abaistxnt in Latin at

Columbia (1891-94), associate piofcssor of

Litm and Sanskrit at Niw Yoik Umveisity

(1895-1902), literary editoi of the Ne\v York
Oomm&cial Advertiser (1898-1904), and editoi

of The Forum (1907-09) Hi's publications in

dude Histwy of the yinetrtnih Centiiiif in

Cancature, \vith A B Mam ice (1004), The

Ciaftsm&nship of Writing (Mil), Borne imen
can Stoty Tellets (Wllj Ho contiibuted to

the fiiat edition of the NEW INTLENA.TIONAL

ENC\CIOPEDI4.

COOPER, GEOBGE HENEI (1821-91) An
American naval omccr, born in Foit Diamond,
New Yoik harbor He was appointed a midbhip
nun in the United States navy m 1837 and in

1838-42 was attached to the Constitution, of the

Pxcific squadron From 1847 to 1861 he was
stationed success^ ely on board the rcccivng

ship at Norfolk, Va , at the naval stxtion there,

on bond the Susquelianna of the East Indian

squidron, again at Norfolk on board the Jloa

noke of the Home squadion, and at the Ports

mouth Navy laid Promoted in ISG2 to be com

nuneler, he was in charge of scveial vessels

during the Civil War, notably of the monitor

Sangamon, which for seven \\ceks in 1803 was

constantly employed in thcllmg Fort Surnter

and Sullrvan's Island In 1867-60 he com
nunded the Norfolk Navy Yard in 1874-78 that

at Pensacola, Fla, and in 1880-82 that at

Brooklyn, N Y He was promottd roar admiral
m 1881 and until his retirement in 1884 com
manded the North Atlantic squadron, with the

flagship Tennessee, and headquarters at New
York

COOPEB, HEimy EBOTSST (1857- ) An
American statesman, born at New Albany, Ind
He graduated at the Boston University Law
School in 1878 and subsequently became estab

lished at Honolulu Upon the outbreak of the
Hawaiian revolution he was appointed chairman
of the Committee of Safety and three days
later (Jan 17, 1893) publicly read the proc
lamation abolishing the monarchy He was
active m the organization of the provisional
government and was subsequently appointed
Minister of Foreign Affairs ( 1805-99 ) , Minister
of Public Instruction (1898-99), acting Piesi

dent of the Republic of Hawaii (Jan 9 to March,
1898), and Attorney General (1899-1900) He
also served as Minister of the departments of

the Interior and of Finance, and as first Seere

tary of Hawaiian Territory

COOPEB, JAOOB
( 1830-1904) An American

clergyman and author He was bom in Butler

Co, Ohio, and was educated at Yale Umver
eity, at Berlin, and at the Theological Semi

nary in Edinburgh He was profeesoi of Greek
at Centre College, Ky , from 1856 to 1866, pro-
fessor of Greek at Rutgers College from 1866 to

1883, and professor of ethics and metaphysics at
the University of Michigan from 1883 to 1884
From 1893 until his death he was profestor

COOPEB

of philosophv and logic, it RutcjOis College
His pu'>licatiens indue1 e The Ik tinman Mys
t"ix,i> (ISA) The I oy^li/ Daxandcd ly the

Pteofut Cmo flb04| ( ittivn v Tiantfeience

of Po&ei (1
(

'UO), lite /'a&^o pom Mind to

Maitet (I'U]]

COOPEB, JAMES (IblO-CJ) An American
statesman and soldioi, beun m liodene Co,
Md Ho qi iduatcd m Itjj2 at Washington Col

lege (Pi ), studied law in the oliicc ot Iliaddius

Stcuns at CJcttusfjuig, Pa, inJ, upon his ad

mission to the bai m IS U, beg in pi leticc in

that place In 1SJ9-43 he \v w a Whig member
of the Ftdenl House of Hqnt tent xtives, in

1S4J-48 of tlio Pennsrth inu Lc^islatuic, of

uluch he Avas Spexkei in IS 17, and in 1848
T\as ekited State Attoincv. Gtmi il Fiom 1840

to 18 r
>) he was Umtid. Stilxs tUuitoi Upon

the outlneik o^ the Civil T\ai !u oiymiAd the

M 11jlmd \olutiteeis, and in 18(>1 wts \ppointcd
a biii,adipi general m the volunttti winy He
was subsequently asngncd to bhe command of

Gimp CL f-e, Columbus, Ohio tthcio ho was
stationed until his dcith

COOPEB, jAaiLb (1816- ) A British

theologian, bom at Htjm, Siotland After

studying at the Unwisitj of Aliudun he was
minista of St Httjiluub at Biou^htv Teiiy
in 1873-81 nid ot the Fist Pumh ot St Null
olaa at Abeidwn m 1881-00, and then buane
piofe^soi of church lustuiy in llio Uimusity
of Gla&ffo\\ The dogiits of UD, 1 itLD ind
IJCL woie ccmt Mcd uji i him, ns](.ti\tly

by Abcidotn, Tunity College ( Dublin), and
Duiham IIo was prcaidnil ot tin. Hiottish

Eoclcsiolo^icil Socictv m 1)01, Mil, and l')12,

edited the Socuiy'o Tr<inia<tton*> ind vnote
and edited \anous books on eul( siolo^v, in

eluding Relumes of Lncunt HcottisH Dwotion
(10H) ind i Miluuie ot sunions

COOPEB, jAirrs Fi NUtORn ( 1 7S')-1 851) An
Amciicm no^cl

ll&^, bom \t Builmiln, N J,

Sept 15, 17b) ILs father cum ol jj;oo(L I<iu>hsli

aad Quikei stock hia mother, Eli/vl)tth icm
moie, \v is a Swidc xu<l also of Quiktr un

ccstiy He was tlio eleventh of 12 dnlduu
and in his second year was taken by his father,

William, to a laigo estate that he had acquuod
neai Otacgo Lake shortly after the Revolution
Here had been ahead} lud out the site of Coop
erstown For somo y ais the fumlv lived in i

lo(* house, but tho settle mont piobpded, and, de

termimng to nuke it Ins homo permanently,
Cooper's father, who for manv ycais rcpiouented
the district in Congiohs, began in the year
1796 to build a manoi house Otaogo Itall, winch
was for many ycais tlie finest ie-sulenct m that

region Iliat Cooper thuw upont hi^ boyhood
years on the frontier of eivih/ation suriounded

by pntneval forests, and never far removed
from the possibility of Indiui raids, while in

daily contact with the re>d men who came to

Cooperstown foi trade, was most important to

his future literary development The environ
ment stimulated his imagination, made him

responsive to the sense of in>nteiv, and gave
him materials for the most important section

of his writings, the Leatlitrstoclving Tales
He passed though the village? sehool and re

ceived private instruction in the iamily of the

Rev Mr Ellison, rector of St Peters, Albany,
whose refined culture and un American ideals

had a not altogether desirable effect on the

style and character of the future novelist, who
was something of an aristocrat at heart In
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January, 1803, Cooper went to Tale College In 1826 he changed his name, in compliance
Here he leained more out of doora than in with the -wishes of his grandmother from simple
the clabbiooni Indeed, he neglected his studies James Cooper to James Femmo e Cooper but
with such peibistent defiance of academic re soon dropped tie Irvphui He could not easily
stramtb that he wab expelled in his thud >ear get iid of the misapprehensions caused In his
His fither resented the action o the faculty, act in a ciude soc etv Immedn^ely aiterwaid
but readers may be glad that the tutme no^el t>t he ^ent aoroad xnd raided tbeie foi se^e^
of the sea should have been led to choose a jearb, dunng -which time he was the recipient
naval career To fit himself foi thib theie in loieign eapitalb of many itteations fiom
being no naval icademy at tnat time, Cooper distinguished people but felt called upon, as
entered the merchant service as a bailor oefore in The Biaio (1831), to proclaim vigoroufah
the mast (September, 1806), and after 16 the beneficent gieatness of republican institu
months' expeuence on the sea, in London, and tions His. pude in the better features of
at Gibraltar, received a midshipman's commib American goiernment and society did not ho^v
sion (Jan 1, 1808) He sencd foi a time on ever, present him fiom being one of the first

the Vesuvius, then \vith a construction puU Americans, to perceive how realh crude his fel

on Lake Ontano, wheie he sa\v a new aspect lov citizens \\ert, ind he told them then faults
of fiontier life and became fimiliai ^ith the vith a frankness that wab not dibCieet He
details of shipbuilding He saw also other exploited hit, prejudiceb against New England
forms of na\al seivice befoie his refei^nation and in ta\or 01 the Episcopal church xnd &oon
in 1811 Meantime he had been mimed (Jan became in hib natrve land a sjnonym of ill that

1,1811) to a daughter of John Peter DeLanccj ,
was unpopular and bnobbish His honest, if

eremphatic, strictures outweighed with his

comically sersitive critics such fine romances as
The Ptauie (1827), The Red Ro u er (1828 the

Ly dites of Cooper's, books lie often hard to deter
mine exacth ) , and the less interesting, but

,

who came of a conspicuous Tory family The
marriage \vas happy, but Cooper'b resignation

of the War of 1812 did not escapeon the e\e

criticism, for a Toiy connection seemed to i:

lack of patriotism For the neit 10 veils he
li\ed chiefly m Westchester County, his wife's creditable, Watt) Witcii (1830) But the' fault

home, de\ oting himself to farming and beeom was not entirely on the side of his countrymen,
ing the fathei of six childien before he con for he took an injudicious part in more or leas

ccrved the idea of authorship As it was, he unnecessary foreign discussions of American

began to wnte, less in emulation of the success political allairs

of othois than through con\ietion of then fail On his return to Ameiica, in 1833, he at first

ure He had been reading an Enjjhbh novel spent his winters in New York City but soon

aloud, when he suddenly said to his wife, 'I took up his permanent abode at Cooperstown
believe I could write a better story myself," Heie he published se%eral volumes of traAels,

and proceeded to try it But Precaution (1820), and still not restraining himself from criticism

dealing with high life m England, about which of hia countiymen especially in his storv, Home
Cooper knew nothing, was natuially a failure as Found (1838), he was again embroiled in

and wholly uncharictcristic of his futuie work bitter contro\erw and exposed to almost mcom
Then, when advised to deal with more local prehensible vitupeiation which was increased

themes he remembeied a stoiy that John Jay through the fact that in 1837 a dispute had
had told years before about a t>py, and hib home arisen with regxrd to the claims of his towns
in \\estchcstci, the scene of much fighting dm people upon a, certain tract of the Cooper es

ing the Revolution, furnibhed a fit stac;e for tate Tne gieat author's determination to en-

the play of his fancy The result was The Rpy foiee his plain rights was distorted by the newt,

(1821-22), which achieved a success till thei papers into T, heinous crime And, ironically

unapproached m America and determined its enough, just at that time thig proud anstociit

author to pursue his newfound careei It was being denounced in England for his ob

proved to a very self conscious generation tlut tiusne republicanism But Cooper still plied

it was not impossible for America to pioduce his pen and produced his Histoiy of the

a novelist almost worthy of being ranked with

the gieat author of Waverley Even to day
it remains a staring narrative that deals aile

quately with important events, and in Harvey
Birch, the Spy, it has added to oui national

fiction one of its few imperishable characters

In 1823 Cooper began what is now known as

of the United States (1839), his Pathfinder

(1840), his Deerslayet (1841), The T\io Ad,

mtrals (1842), and Wing a fid Wing (1842)

For the admirable English and Mediteiranean

setting of the last too stones he was as much
indebted to his European stay as he was to his

return to the home of his boyhood for hia

the "Leather-stocking"Series" with The Pwneera, equally admirable setting of the two novels pre

for he did not compose the famous five romances ceding Mention should be made here of an

in their natuial chronological order Early m "antirent series'* of novels, dealing with th*

the nett year he published The Pilot, thus prac well known demagogic agitation against the

tically for the first time joining the ocean to proprietors of certain laic,e estates in Aew "iork

the domain of fiction, just as he had pieviously These were Batanstoe, TJie Chain Bearer, and

added the backwoods and as he was soon to add The Rcdilin? (1845-46) The first of then

the prairie He also added to Haivey Birch contains one of the beat pictures that we have

and Natty Bumppo his third gieat character, of life in Colonial New York

Lone Tom Coffin He now removed to New Yet, while Cooper wa* thus composing novels

York City and shortly after had a senous ill which ha\e been translated into many languages

ness His next novel was Lionel Lincoln, (1825), and have gamed him an undying reputation

a story of Boston during the Revolution This abroad, especially in France, he was bringing

was not specially successful, but in 182G The libel suits agiinst many of the Whig editors of

Last of the AIoh*can? placed him at the summit hzs native State among them Horace Greeley,

of his popularity and probably represented his Thurlow Weed and James Watson Webb He

highest achievement was Quixotic enough to conduct these suits him
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self, and he proved able to win verdicts which

finally brought his critics to thtir senses, al

though they did little to restore his popularity
A later generation smiles wondennglv at the

vi hole mitter, but sympathizes with the pugua
cious author The last few years of Cooper's
life saw the publication of enough no\els to

occupy an ordinary lifetime, but they added

little to his reputation He maintained his

proud independence to the List, and just before

his death forbade his family to give any biogra

pher access to his papers an injunction \vhich

has been obeyed, but which has not prevented
the life written by Prof T B, Lounsbury (qv )

m the Amencan Ifen of Letters Seiies (Bos
ton 1885) from being an admirable piece of

work Cooper died at Cooperslown N Y,
Sept 14, 1851 Sit months after his death

a public meeting in New Yoik, addressed by
Daniel Webster and William Cullen Bryant,
did something to atone for the evil treatment

America had accorded one of the very greatcbt
of her writers

But even after the lapse of half a century it

can hardly be said that Americans are prepared
to do full justice to Cooper His gieat romances

are frequently spoken of as if they \iere, in the

mam, fit reading for bovs only His undoubted

defects, such as his caielcss style, his exploita
tion of his prejudices, his stilted conversations,

his inability, as a rule, to draw women who
^ere not distressingly prim, the fact that he

wrote entirely too many novels, and that not

a few of his men are as wooden as his women
these grave faults have been put forwaid, while

his greater merits have been kept in the back

ground For, when at his best as in nevrlv

all the romances named above, Coopei was a

great novelist He had the narrative faculty
of carrying his readers along, howevci much

they might grumble at this detail or that In

"Leatherstockmg" he added a character to the

small gallery of the world's fictitious person

ages something no other Amencan his ever

done, except Mrs Stowe and in Harvey Birch,

Long Tom Coffin, and other sailors, as well a-i

in Uncas, Chingachgook, and other Indians,
he created characters of undying power His

Indians, at whom it was once the fashion to

sneer, as the creations of a romantic fancy, are

now said by ethnologists to be far from over

drawn portraitures He was, as we have seen,

practically the first writer to extend the do
mam of fiction over the sea, the primeval forest,

and the prairie If he was in a way a follower

of a still greater romancer, Scott, he won the

enthusiastic commendatibn of two great wnteis
of fiction, Balzac and Hugo, and he has the

unique credit of having written a prose epic
of the planting of his native country, which
is as spacious and free as the virgin woods
and lakes amid which its scenes are laid In
other words, Cooper is a large genius, who
ranks; well with his fellow romancers It w al

most absurd to judge one of Cooper's rapidly
written romances by the cations one might legiti

mately apply to a snort story by Daudet or Mau
passant When the man is judged in the large
by the effects of his best works, and when he
is compared with his nvals like Simma and
Bird, and with his predecessor, Brockden Brown,
his full genius and the service he did Amencan
literature emeige splendidly Tor carrying

power has work has probably had no equal in

America, with fewer crying faults he would
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in all likelihood have been our greatest
author
A full bibhogiaphy of Coopei is not needed

here, but to the works alreadv nimed ma-\ be

added The Wept of Wish ton Wish (1829),
The Heidenmauer (1832), The Head&man
(1833), Sketches of Suit-aland (1835) The
American Demooat (1838) , The Chronulet, of

Coopustaun (1838), flotneiwrd Bound (18*8)
Jfercedes of Castile (1840), Wyandotte (1843)

NedMyeis (1843), ifloat and ishote (1844)
The Ctater (1847), Jack Tiei (1848), Oak
Openings (1848), The tit a Lions (1840) The

Ways of the How (1850) Lounsbuiy's bife,

already mentioned, contains a good bibliographv
and probably the best ciiticibin that hab yet
been devoted to Cooper Consult also Clvmer,
James lemmote Coopet (1001) Richardson,
American Lrieratute vol 11 (Ne* York, 1887-

88), Wendell, L Litermy Hitlory of imcriui

(ib, 1900), Bro\\nell, Immran Prote Matter
(ib, 1909) the chapter "Cooper", J Erskme,
Leading Lmeiioan Novelists (ib, 1910), M B

Phillips, i/ames Fentmote Coopei (ib, 1*312),
and essays by Mark Twain, T W Higginbon,
and Brinder Matthews

COOPEB, LA.MB (1875- ) An Amencan
educator He was born in New Brunswick,
N J

, graduated at Rutgeis College in 18%,
studied at Colutnbu, \ale, Berlin Loip/ig, md
the College de France, and m 1002 becfljoio an
mstmctoi md in 1906 assistant professor of

English at Coinell Umvusit} In lus Bpuial
neld Engh&h hteratme of the eaily nineteenth

cenlmy -lie published The Prow Poetiy of
Thomas De Qiunreiy (1002) The Power of the

Eye in Coleridge (1910, in Rtwhes in honor of
J M Hait), and x inonununtal Concordance
to the Poems of Wordsworth (1911) Ho also

wrote Thronct of Htyle (1007), 1 Manual of
AmeiKan Litfiatute (1009, in the "Tauchmtf
Series," with Theodore Stanton and otheis ) , The
Fututwn, of the Jjcariei i Rcholanhip (19U)
COOPEE, MYLES (1737-85) An English

clergvman, scholar, and educator, second presi
dent (1763-76) of Kings College (now Colum
bia University) He was educated at Queen's
College, CKford (MA, 1700), was appointed a
fellow of that college and m 1762, on the rccom
mendation of the Archbishop of Canterbury,
came to \monca as fdlow of King's College,
professor of moral philosophy, and assistant to
President Samuel Johnson In 1768 he SUP
ceeded Dr Johnson m the presidency He
strengthened the cumculum and to the aca
denm depaitnwnl and divinity school already
existing added a medical school, which was or

ganized in 1768, and in 1769 conferred the first

medical degrees bestowed in America In 1771
he visited England on behalf of the college
A tiue Oxonian, a High Churclnnan and a Tory,
he suppoited the cause of King George against
the Colonies, and by such vehement pamphlets
as A. friendly Add* ess to All Reasonable Amer
wans on the ftubjecl of out Late Polity al Con
fusion (1875), What ThvnL ye of the Congress
Nou* (1875), The American Querist (1874),
made himself cordially detested On May 10,

1775, he escaped from a mob attack upon the

college and the next day took passage for Eng
land He there received the livings of 8ul
hamsted Abbots and Cowley and afterward be
came senior minister of th& English chapel at

Edinburgh Among those trained under him
were Gouverneur Morris, Robert B Livingston,
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COOPEB, THEODOBE (1839- ) AnAmer
lean engmeei, born at Cooper's Plains, N Y,
and educated at Renbselaer Polytechnic Insti
tute From 1861 to 1872 he was an engineer
officer in the United States na\y and in 1865-
68 assistant professoi at the Naval Academy
He was associated with Jameb B Badb in the
construction of the St Louis Bridge later was
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John Jay, and Alexander Hamilton He was
perhaps the finest classical scholar in eight
eenth century America

COOPEB, PBTEB (1791-1883) 4n American
inventor, manufacturer, and philanthropist, born
in New York City He assisted his father m
his successive occupations of Latter, brewei,
and bnckmaker, gained such education as his
limited means allowed, and fiom 1808 to 1812 superintendent of the Delaware Bridge Com
was apprenticed to a carruge builder He in panys shops, and then assistant oeneral man
vented a machine foi shearing cloth, which was ager and superintendent of the Keystone Bridge
used during the \\ar of 1812-15 then manufic Company, and acted as assistant engineer in
tured cabinet waie, was for a time a, giocer, charge of the consti action of the niut ele\ated
and finally established a glue and ibinglasb fac railroads in New Yoik City From 1879 to the
tory on Long Island, continuing the business time of his retirement he was a conbulting en
for more than "50 yeais and acquiring great gineer on many important budges, buildings,
wealth In 1828 he built large iron Avoikb in and aqueducts In 1903 he was a member of the
Baltimore, and afteiward a rolling and wire board of expertb on the Manhittan Bridge plans
mill in New York, and blast furnaces m Penn His writings include Qenetal Specifications for
sylvama In 1830 he designed and built the

T '"''"* ~ * - - . .

first American locomotive engine, a rude little

contrivance, which he exhibited on the Bait]

more and Ohio Railroad, and about 1843 made
at Trenton the first rolled iron b< amis lot build

ing purposes He was among the earhetst to

promote the laying of the Atlantic cable and
for 18 years was president of the New loik,
Newfoundland, and London Telegiaph Company
He invented a method of propelling canal boats
bv an endless chain, which, ^hile not adopted

, the tune, was used later on the Delaware

It on and Steel Highuay Budges an<f T ntducts

(1885 7th ed, rev, 1909) and imenian Rail

loadBndqes (1889)

COOPEB, THOMAS (1759-1840) A British
Aiueiican scientist, political economist, educa

tor, and publici-t, conspicuous for his veisatil

ity and lug ladicalism in politic*. He \vas born
in London, studied foi a time at Oxford, and
was admitted to the bu In 1792 he upent four
months in Paris and while there acted ^ith
James Watt, the famous inventor, as a delegate
from the Manchester Constitutional Society to

the Pitiiotic Societies of Fiance For thih both
he and Watt -\veie warmly criticized at home,
especially by Edmund Burke, who took them to

task in a bomewhat intemperate speech before

Parliament To this speech Coopei replied in a

and Rantan Canal Mr Cooper sened in both
branches of the New York Common Council and
as a trustee in the Public School Society, an

organisation formed to advince the cause of

public education Upon tho union of that body r f r
with the Board of Education he became a school caustic pamphlet entitled A Reply to Mr Burke's

commissioner In 1876 he recerved the Inde Imvectwe Against Mt Coopet and Mr Watt

pendent nomination for Piesident Peter Cooper (1792), the circulation of which in a cheap edi

1 in many forms of meicantile life In tion designed to reirh the lower clasieb \taj> pro

gratitude for his success and wishing to aftord hibited by the. British government After" an
others opportunities which he himself had never unsuccessful attempt, as a bleacher and calico

enjoyed, he established (1857-59) "Cooper Union" printer, to apply a secret process learned in

(qv ) m New York City Consult Carter, "Life France for preparing chlorine from sea salt, he

of Peter Cooper," in Century Wagazwe (New emigrated to America in 179 o, and for a bhort

York, 1883-84), and Raymond, Petei Cooper time practiced law in Northumberland Co, Pa
He soon began to take an aetne part in fcupport
of the anti Federalists in current political dis

cussions, and for a violent attack upon President

John Adams in the Reading 4-dvertisei of Oct

Academy m 1863 he served on the Constellation 26, 1799, was tried under the Sedition Li\i (see

in the same year and on the SAchmond, in 1863- ALOW AOT> SEDITION: ACTS), waa con\uted of

65, participating in the battle of Mobile Bay libel, and, besides being fined $400 was sentenced

and the siege of Fort Moigan He served on the to six months' imprisonment He was appointed
Powhatan in 1865-67, was for two years an in a land commissioner for the State of Pennsyl
structor at the Naval Academy, took part in the \ajiia in 1806 and subsequently acted xs presi

Tehuantepec surveying expedition ( 1870-71 ) ,
dent judge of a common pleas district until 1811

and from 1894 to 1898 was superintendent of the when he was removed because of his alleged arbi
- - - " - -

trary conduct and overbearing temper He was

professor of chemistry in Dickinson College, Pa ,

(ib, 1901)

OOOPEB, PHILIP HKNBT (1844-1912) An
American naval officer, born at Camden, N Y
After graduating from the United States Naval

Naval Academy During the Spanish Amenoan
War he commanded the Chicago He was pro r

moted through the various grades to be rear from 1811 to 1814, and of mineralogy and chem.
^-~ ' -.-.- 3 wfay m fl^ University of Pennsylvania from

1816 to 1819, and from 1820 to 1834 was presi

dent of South Carolina College where he acted

also as professor of chemistry and political econ

OOOPEB. SUSAJT FmrotOBB ( 1813-94) An omy and for a time of rhetoric, cnticibiti, and

AntencaT author! born at Scarsdale, N Y She belles lettres From 1834 until his death he

was the daughter of James Fenimore Cooper, the was engaged, with Dr McCord, m revising the

famous American novelist Her chief pubhca statutes of South Carolina, which were published

tions include Rwal Hours (1850, 6th ed, in 10 volumes (Columbia, 1836-41) Though he

admiral in 1902, and was squadron commander
in 1903 and commander in chief of the Asiatic

station in 1904 He was retired in the latter

year

1854),

Rhyme
a year's
and **

"journal of country scenes, was strongly condemned by mam for his radical

of Country I*fe (1854), a ism in philosophy, religion, and politics, he un
jdnyme ana jotrnmun vj uvumn y *f*t v i*w ?>/, * t^ r * s _Z i a ^v
volume of selections, JV*faJW <md No (1854) , doubtedfy exercised a powerfd

_
influence in the

Mount Vernon

(1858)

to the OMdren of Amenca South, especially in South Carolina, and did

much to inculcate m the minds of the politicians
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of his State the doctrine of extreme States'

rights, nullification, and free trade In a speech
which was widely cuculated in 1827 he openly

urged both nullification and (secession upon South
Carolina and he ^as unquestionably responsible
to a consideiable degree for the nullification

meaauies of 1832-33 Cooper was highly es

teemed by Thomas Jefferson, who secured for him
the appointment as firbt professor of natuial

science and law m the Uni\ersity of Virginia a

position he -was forced to resign on account of

the fieice attacks made on, him by the \ir

ginia clergy Besideo editing The Emporium
of Aits and Sciences at Philadelphia from 1812
until 1814 and writing nuiueioub pamphlctb and
aitieles for the pi ess, he published Some Infv>
motion Respecting Imenca (1794), Political

Essays (1800) , iw English Vei&on of the Initi

tutes of Justinian (1812) ,
A. Practical Tteatiw

on Dyeing and Cahco Prmting (1815) , Lectutcs

on the Elements of Political Economy (1826) ,

and A. Treatise on the Law of Libel and the L\b

erty of the Pres<t (1830)

COOPER, THOMAS (1805-92) An English
Chartist agitator, pott, and author In youth he
was a shoemaker, but at the age of 23, after a

hard gained education, became a schoolmaster
He wis the leader of the Leiccbtcr Chartists in

1841 lectured during the riots of that year, was
found guilty of conspiracy and sedition, and
was sent to prison for two years While in jail
he wrote an epic poem, The Purgatory o/ Smnde
(1845), and a series of stories entitled Wise
8au>a and Modern Instances (1845) Some time-

afterward he \vrote papers on The Condition of
the People and Tiiumpft9 of Per<tcveiance and

Triumphs of Entetpti&e (1856) In 1848 he wv=

lecturing in 1840 he edited a ladicil penny
paper, The Plow Speaker ind in 1850 a free

thinking publication, Coopet s JoutnaJ Near
the close of 1855 he gave up skepticism and
afterward lectured in support of Christianity
He published The Bndge of Hittory over the

Gulf of Time
(
1871 ) a Life of himself ( 1872 ) ,

several volumes of sermons and Christian evi

dences, Collected Poems (1378) , and Tlwughti
at Fourscore and Eat her (1884)

COOPEE, THOMAS ABTHOBPE (1776-1849)
An actor who was born at Harrow, England, but
came to this country in 1796 and for many years
held a leading place on the American stage He
made his de"but in Edinburgh and afterward

played at Covent Garden, London, before coming
to America, where he made his first appearancem Philadelphia, in the rOle of Macbeth He
quickly won great popularity Later he went to

New York and remained several years, gaming a
wide reputation In 1803-04 he was again in

London and had a successful engagement at

Dmry Lane, in Shakespearean tragedy A later

visit to London, in 182T, met with a less flatter

ing reception, for which he was requited, how
ever, on his return to America, but before he
retired from the stage his popularity in this

country had greatly declined, as had also, appar
ently, his artistic talents Among hia best parts
were Shylook, Richard III, Othello, Damon, and
Virgmras In later life he was for a time a
customhouae officer in New York, a son of Presi
dent Tyler having mamed one of Cooper's

daughters It was at the home of this daughter
IE Bristol, Pa , that Cooper died Consult Ire

land in Matthews and Hutton, Acton and Ao
tresses of Great Bnta/m
rol u (New York, 1886)
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COOPER, THOMAS RIDNIA (1SO>-1902) An
Pnghsh animal pimtei, bom in Cinteibun He
was a pupil of the Royil Acutely HI London
and of Veiboockho'ven in Biu^bels lie fust ev

hibited at the Rojal Acidtnrv in 183 "5 vluie he
continued to send \\oik for 00 consecutue years
He attained consulei xble uputatum is i, painter
of cittle, and the skill aiirt &pint vuth which he

depicted them nude his \\oiks \ei> populai, but
after 1860 he lobt the oiigmility that hid been
his distinguishing qu ihfa Among h ib nunu i ous

pictures, in some of which Fiedcuck R Lee and
Cies^ick painted the landscapes, aie Ettnck

Shepherds" (1842) ,

'

Cattle at Pasluie" (1843) ,

"River Scene" (1855, Nation il Galluj), "Cow
and two Sheep" (ib, 1860), 'Gods Acre"

(1375) "Isaac's Substitute' (1810) ind Hai

blpdoun, neai Canteiburv" (1002) Consult his

autobiography, My Life (1SOO)

COOPER, WILLIAM RANSOM. (1SOS- )

A British consulting engineer Ht \v is educated
it Cential Technical anil Kings colleges and the

Royal University of Ireland Tn Ib95 he }omcd
the staff of James Swmbuine as an assistant

consulting cngineei Fiom 1800 to 1001 he
edited Science Abstracts, and in 1000 ho became
editor of the Elet tt ician lie publish*, d Pi iniai y
Batteries (1901) and ' The BZatJiaoii' Pnwers
(1906), and also scientific papeis, including
the following Electric Tiaition on Ttanuoays
(1902) Altd nate Gun cnt Vletlrol i/fits (100

r
>),

Electricity tfvppfy (1908) Dutt Pievoitton

(1909), Ilcat Tetts of Electrical Machines

(1913)

COOP'ERAGKE (from coop, AR ci/pa, OS
cupa, 01 IG chuofa, CJci Aufc, -vat, from ML
oopa, Lit cupa, ^ it, Gk M/TDJ, J\ype, hole, Skt
Jt upa, well ) Tho art of miking vessels of pieces
of wood bound together bj hoops It is a very
ancient art> such vessels having been in use

among the Romans at the beginning of the Chris
tian era The upnght pieces fonmng the sides

of a barrel, 01 cask, or other cooper's woik, are
called tarc9, and, as casks are usually larger
in tbe middle than at the top and bottom, this

swelling called the belly or Dutye, is formed by
skillfully shaping each stave so that it shall

form pait of the, required double conoid, and so

that, when all are built and hooped together,
then edges slull coincide peifcctly For this

purpose each stave is made broadest in the

middle, and narrowed down in a curved line

towards each end A skillful cooper can produce
this curve so accurately Chit no furthei fitting
or alteration is needed when the staves arc put
together The staves are made to meet at their

mnei edges, and by driving the hoops very hard,
the inner part is compressed until the slight

gaping outside is closed, and thus slight maccu
racies of fitting aie remedied There are several

branches of cooperage The wet, or tight, cooper
makes \essels lor holding liquids The dry, or

Hack, cooper does inferior work, such as barrels

for containing dry goods, where an inferior de

gree of accuracy is sufficient The white cooper
makes churns, pails, etc, which for the most

part have straight sides The best wood to em
ploy IB oak, which must b thoroughly dried be-

fore the staves are put togethci Other woods

mployl are elm, pine, gum, beech, and baes la

tbe order named In warm countries the diy
mg of the sun is sufficient, and casks are there-

fore mounted in summer only, but m northern
countries aitjflcial drying is commonly resorted

to The hoopa are hammered down from the
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narrow to the wide part of the cask, by means
of a mallet striking a piece of vvood or iron held

against the hoop Iron hoops aie sometimes put
on hot, in order that their contraction on cooling
may bind the vork together

Like most othei piocessos of manufacture, the

cooper's trade hab changed in modern times, with
the substitution of machinery for handwork
The machinery used 13 commonly teimed ban el

making machine^' but it is employed, with
suitable modifications, in making cisks and ktgs
as TV ell AS bairels Bairel making machine^
may be divided into machines toi the manufac
tme of staves, machines for manufacturing heads,
and machines for betting up and. finishing the
barrel Foi cutting -ta\es a &ta\e cutter with
a knife 36 inches in length and G*/j inches in
width with a face gi ound to a circle of 20 inches
may be used, or a cylindrical stave saw, the lat

ter being gentr illy used for making slack sti\ es

from hemlock lack pine, pitch pine bpiuce, and
other soft woods It i-s a cylindrical sheet, ha\

ing teeth upon one end The bolts or blocks
of wood, after having been uteimed and cut on
the equalizer so that they are of the desired

length and square on the ends lie clamped in

the usual manner, and the st^es fall Tvithm the

cylinder They aie then laid upon in endk&s

conveyei, which times them against two circu-

lar siws that cut them a definite length Each

piece is then placed m a pair of clamps, and
moved against a rotary wheel piovided with cut

teis, that dress the edge to the leqiurcd bilge
and bevel , the lilge is the increased width mid
way between the ends, which causes the enlarged
diameter of the cask at the middle the level

is the angle given to the edge conforming to the

radius oi the cask Ihe surface of the btave it

smoothed by passing it under revolving cutter* ,

a recent form of machine takes off the surplus
nood from rrven staves without cutting acioss

the grain, following winding or crooked pieces

as they are split from the block The heads aie

usually made of se\eral flat pieces jointed and
fastened with dowels, or pins of wood The edge
of each piece is pushed against the side of a

rotary disk, provided with cutters that instantly

straighten it, it is then pushed against bits that

bore holes for the pins to be afterward inserted

by hand Se^ eral boards being pinned together,

enough, to make a head the whole is fir&t

smoothed on one side and dressed to a uniform

thickness, then it is clamped between two disks,

and, as these disks turn, a saw trims the head

into a circle with a beveled edge, if the wood is

green, an oval form may be given to provide

against shrinking
The barrel has next to be "set up

" A sufficient

number of staves are set into a frame, their

edges refitted if necessary, stout iron hoops,
called "truss hoops," pushed up from below, grasp
the lower ends tightly, and the whole may be

lifted from the mold One end of the banel is

formed, but the other end is open and flaring

A rope is passed about the open end and taken

to a windlass, and the staves are drawn together

by tightening the rope, in this stage the banal

is heated, to cause the stages to yield more easily

to their required form The barrel is now lev

eled by placing it upon a horizontal bd and

bringing down upon it a powerful disk that

presses upon its ends and forces the staves into

their pioper position A machine is devised

which trusses and levels the barrel at a single

movement The slack barrel stands in its trues
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hoops, toto on each end, those of the lower end
rest on strong supports, those of the upper end
are seized by hooks \\hose handles pass down
through the platform to a common le\el when
all the parts are in place, powerful machinery
pulls the upper trusses down, at once driving
the barrel into the lower trusses, drawing to

gether both ends, and leveling the Tihole Each
end of the bhell thus made pab 3es under a ro
tarv cutter which forms a ciose, or gioo\e to le
ceiie the head, and chamfer^ 01 bevels, the ends
of the stages The heads are put in and the

hoops set by hand The barrel is then made to

turn under a smoothing tool and rapidh finished
For the making of slack barrel-a consult Wag
ner, Cooperage A Tieatise on Modem Shop
Methods and Practice (Yonkert, N \

, 1910)
For description of wooden barrels used in trans

portation of liquids and especially the senes of

tests to suuie better specifications and debigns,
f-onsult Ne\vhn, 'Tests of Wooden BarreL," Bui
letin of the United State? Department of Agn
iultu)e,lo i6 (ft-abhington, 1914) Statistical

Bulletins on tight and slack coopeiage stock
are compiled bj the U S Census Bureau m co

operation ^ith the finest sen ice of the Depart
nient of Agriculture and are published annually
Other bulletins fiom the Forest Service dealing
with cooperate are imbued from time to time
See BAtRn
COOPEBAQE (from Dutch loper, sort of

boat, from Lopen, Ger kaufen Goth Laupon, AS
cvpan, to buy, from Lat caupo innkeeper) The
sale of tobacco, alcoholic liquors or clothing to

fishermen in the North Sea or the barter of

these articles for fish, nets or other such prop-
erty As the goods for sale had escaped dutv,
the business \vas profitable, but it demoralized

the fishermen In 1882 a contention was held at

The Hague, and a mission was founded for

supplying the fishermen Tilth good clothing, lit

erature, etc , at a fair cost and in 1887 "six na
tions Great Britain, Germany, Belgium, Den

nuik, France, and the Netherlands-signed an

agieement to prohibit the sale of intoxicating

liquors to fishermen at sea Ne\t year Great

Butain embodied the terms of this convention in

the North Sea Fisheries Bill This act -n as re

pealed five years later and replaced by the North
Sea Fisheries Act, 1893, which was more explicit

than the former act Consult Mather, Iror'ard

of the Dogger ( 1888)

COOPrERATIOlf (Lat cooperatio, from co

operart, to cooperate, from co , togethei -f ope

tan, to work, from opus, Skt apos, work) In

the widest sense of the word, all production is

the result of the cooperation of nature labor,

and capital, but economists have generalh re

stncted the term to three classes of enterprises,

viz, (a) cooperative distribution, (&) coopera
tive production and (c) cooperative societies for

banking or loaning money It is sometimes ex

tended to profit sharing, by which the employee
shares beyond his wages to some extent in the

profits of his employer, but this is a misappli

cation of the term, for cooperation starts with

the worker, while profit sharing starts with the

employer
Cooperative Distribution This is some

times called "consumers* cooperation," and is an

effort to do away with the middleman and to

have the consumers themselves organize distnbu

tixe stores and reap the profit which would

otherwise fall to the storekeeper There can, of

course, be no doubt that tinder existing condi
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toons of production the merchant T*ho senes as
an intermediary between the producer and the

consumer, or between the wholetale dealer and
the ictail purchaser, performs an important
socul service for which he is entitled to a rea-

sonible remuneration but unfortunately the

number of these inteimedraries has increised be

yond all measure, and as they all must stme
to Biibbist, there is still, in spite of great ira

proiements in tht. distributive process, a \ist

difference between wholesale and letail prices
A French economist, Pi of Charles G-ide, eati

mates that more than one tenth of the popula
tion of Fiance depends on commeice for its sub

sistence In othei wordb, every 10 persons sup
port one intermediary The economic wabte of

commercial competition indicated by these facts

aroused, many jeais age, the condemnation of

such social reformers as. Frangois Fourier (qv }

and Robert O^en (q\ ) , but the first lasting
successful attempt to

dispense
with the middle

man was made m 1844, by 28 poor weavers of

Eochdale, near Manchester They organized,
undtr the name of Equitable Pioneers of Eoch
dale, to supply thunaehes with provisions, be

ginning \vith floui butter, Migai, and oatmeal

Business was transacted at first in a am ill room
in Toad Lane, Tuth a capital of 28, each mem
ber having subscribed an equal share They over

came all difficulties and outlived not only in

ttrnal drvmons and jealousies, but also exter

nal prejudices and oppowtion The success of

the store led to manj imitations, a considerable

number of \vhich, however, had only a very short

existence, o\vrng in many cases to want of har

Bony among the members, bad management, in

sulhcient capital, or dishonest officials Not

withstanding all difficulties, cooperation con

turned to increase, and in 1864 no let-is than 395
societies in Great Butam made returns to the

registrar, possessing a share and loan capital of

774,000, doing an annual trade of nearly
3,000,000, and making an annual profit of

225,000 It was then proposed to form a

federation of societies for the purpose of under

taking the wholesale trade of the movement,
thereby piotectmg the societies from the irapo
sition of the wholesale traders and securing the

profits of wholesale dealing The North of Eng
land Wholesale Society began business in M<m
Chester in 1864, and in 1871 became the English
Wholesale Society This organization has pur
chasing and forwarding depots not onlv in Eng
land and Ireland, but in New York, Hamburg,
Copenhagen, Calais, and Rouen It owns six

steamships, which ply between England and the
Continent Following the same line's the Scot
tish Wholesale Society was formed in 1868 and
commenced business in Glasgow Both of these

organizations have prospered and grown and
now supply a large portion of the goods sold by
the retail societies They not onlv purchase di

reot from the producers, but produce on their

own account, or in connection with other asso
aations Among the industries m which they

engage are the making of boots, clothing, form
tore, flour, and butter In 1920 the productive
and distributive workers employed by the ays
tern numbered 138,955 They received wages
amounting to 19,978,118 The number of so-

cieties m 1920 was 1379 with a membership of

4,504,852, the aggregate trade transacted, 254,

158,144, and a surplus of 25,458,555
In Germany cooperative distribution had its

beginnings MI the two decades 1830-70 ft gaim d

little headway until after 1890 when it came

under the influence of British experience The

German cooperative stores originally forming a

single association \\eie oiparu/ed in 1002 in t\vo

competing <entral abbocutions, the Allgememei
Verband and the Zential "Vuband The formei

is ehbentiilh a middle tlasb and the lattei a

working clasb or ijaniratron In 1920, the Zen

tral Veiliand (Cential Lnion) had 1291 so

cretiea, -with A total mtmberblup of 2,714,109

Trade ti -unit led *as 1,280 000.7SO maiks
In the United State*, isohted evpenments of

a similar n ituie \\eie made as eaily at> the eight

eenth centui> In 1847 the Workmen's Pro

tectne Union oi Boston oiganiztd a successful

store which AH as aftern aid earned on under

the name of the New England Piotective Union

The Patrons of Husbandly founded in 18d7, foi

a time de\ eloped a -vanety of cooperation by

encouraging the loeal 'giangcs' to foim pui

chasing clubs and to emploj agents to buy sup

plies IV Sovereigns of Jndustn a secret or

der with ritual, founded in 1874 to do for the

artisan classes what the Patrons of Husbandly
were domf, for the farmers, founded numerous

cooper itive stores on linos lesemiilmg ihe Roth

dale 1'iotieeis In 1877 it was doing a business

of $1,089,J72 but by 18SO the ordii hid <ol

lapsed The Cooperative League of America

(organi/ed 1918) had 350 societies in 1921 \\ith

100,000 members, and a trade of $24,000,000
The foundation of a cooperative store on a

small scale id a simple matter in itself A
gioup of consume! a meet to discuss rules and

regulations for the enterprise and agru to fur

niah the necessary capital by subscribing, say,
five dollars each As cooperative stoics almost

always do business on a cash basis, the original

capital need not be \eiy great Each share of

capital receives a fixed rate of intwest, say, 5

per cent The dividends may be cr edited as pay
merits on additional shares up to the maximum
number of shares allowed an} one shareholder
In this wise the store serves also as a savings
bank for the membeis Usually the money
subscribed as share capital need not all be paid
at once, weekly payments of 10 cents are cus

tomary Whatever profit the storo makes after

deduction of the interest on loans, the charge
for depreciation in the value of the stock and

plant, 5 per cent dividend on the capital, a ro

serve fund, and perhaps a bonus to employees,
13 divided among the purchasers according to the

respective amounts of their purchases Goods
are sold at the usual prices of private stores

Outsiders may buy at the store, but only mom
berg receive shares in the game Those shares
aie also usually credited as payments on the

stock shares until they are paid in full The
amount of each member's purchase is recorded

by means of checks distributed with over} sale

The management of the business is in the hands
of an executive committee, which appoints the

storekeepers and oversees the purchase of goods
and the finances It is evident that the success

of the society will depend largely on this com
mittee, which must be honest and efficient

Cooperative Production An attempt to solve

the more difficult problem of doing away with
the employer, the '^entrepreneur," by having tho

workers furnish their own capital Under our

present economic system the distribution of

wealth among the agents of production involves
a grave conflict of interests, which may lead to

industrial -warfare and jeopardize the welfare
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of society by separating laborers and capitalists show that where articles are produced to order
into distinct antagonistic classeb, but the rela-
tion between capital and labor is most satisfac

tory when theie it, no sharp separation into
clabseb Productive cooperation, therefore, by
uniting men m the twofold capacitv of workers

and not for the general market, cooperative pro
duction may succeed, but that these enterpnbes
fail when they are confronted -with the difficulty
of adjusting the supply to the variations of the
market demands Cooperation has made evten

and capitalist^ has been recommended bv many sue progress m connection with certain agricul
social reformers as a cure for our social ills

The -voluntary union of a number of woikers to
conduct an enterprise collectn cly ib by no means
a modern invention Schmoller and other eco
nomic histonan& have shown thit it is, indeed,
one of the eiiliest foims of mdut>tiial organiza
tion Cooperative enterpnses were often under
taken by guilds each member fmnibhmg a share
of the small capital required But their con
"iervatism of method led to their displacement
by capitalistic industry, and it is not until the
nineteenth century that we find widespread at

tempts to reestablish cooperative productive
enterprises, but onl> a feu of them notably
among masons and piano makers were success
ful The modem system of cooperative produe
tion dates in England from the clobe of the

eighteenth century The oldest known asboua,
tion is the Hull Antillill Society, founded in
1795 for the pioduction of flour The object of
this undei taking wa-s to curb the exactions of

private miller t> rather than to improve the posi-
tion of labor Societies with the latter object
weie founded in conwderable numbers in the de
cades 1S30-50 under the influence of Owen, and
later of the Chnstian Socialists These enter

pribes were only moderately successful The ev
tension of consumers' cooperation in the lattei

half of the nineteenth century gave a conwder
able impetus to pioducers

1

cooperation, espe
cially in organizations affiliated with the cooper
ativo stores, but also in orgam/ations producing
foi the open maiket In England the produc-
tiou hocieticb m 11)20 (exclusive of the \\hole

sale Societies) numbered 10o, with a membership
of nearly 43,000, and had 2,800,000 in share and
loan capital Iheir sales exceeded 9,200,000,
their net surplub appioximated 540,000, their

employees numbered nearly 12,000 and the col

lective sum paid m wages and salaries amounted

tural processes, such as the manufacture of

cheese, butter, etc Such cooperation however
is essentially an incident in the marketing of

products and has no close relation to the abov e

described forms

Cooperative Credit and Banking Organiza-
tions These are founded for mutual financial

aid and have been wonderfullv prospeious in

Germany, where they do a business of hundreds
of millions of dollars In 1849 Herr Schulze

( Schulze Deht7bCh) founded a cooperative so

ciety to pui chase raw material, among 13 cab
inetmakers in Debtzsch his native town In
the next year he founded the first of his loan
absociations (Yoi schussiereine) , which differed

from the earlier banks in that the persons to

whom loans could be granted mubt thembelveb be

members of the association, paying regular
monthly contributions They thus themselves

indirectly furnished the security for the credit

affoided them TVhile these loan associations

put the lender s interest foiemost, Raiffeiaen,
another German, born in the Westerwald, orgin
ized a cooperative bank in 1849 which placed
the borrowers interest as the keystone of his

system Both s\ stems haye spread over the

country, especially Schulze Dehtzsch s banks
The plan has been copied in Belgium with the

greatest success and a few Schulze Dehtzsch
banks have been founded in Russia As a matter
of fact all these 'peoples banks" bear a close

resemblance to our American building and loan

associations (qv), whose special and marked

development m this countiv makes the United
States one of the pioneer countries and chief

homes of this form of cooperation
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species of tendei, bulbous plants, of the family
Amaryllidaceoe The narrow, elongate, twisted

leaves appeir with the fragiant sohtaiy flowers

in summei The flowers, which resemble those

of the Zephyianthes but ha\e erect insteid of

veisatile anthers and unlike other members of

the order, bloom at night, are 2 inches or nioib

in diameter, usually waxy white, blushed -with

pink outside and gi ten tinged within Those of

Ooopena peduncutata (giant fany flower) tho

moat populai species, are largci, of pmer color

ind longer duiation than those of Coopcna
diumwondw (e\emng stir), the other ^ell

known species The plants are of easiest cul

tme They do well in garden soil, and, if dug
at the appioach of fios>t and stored in dn toil,

where the temperatuie is maintained below 50

F but not &o low as 32, they may be kept our
winter without trouble The genus is numd
after Joseph Cooper, an English gudener For

Illustration, see Colored Plate of AMABYLLI
DACFE
COOPER RIVER A river rising m Berkeley

Co
,
S C It flows south and unites with the

Ashley Rivei, below the city of Giarlcston in

the estuaiy forming Chirlcaton hirboi (Map
South Carolina, E 4) It IB navigable for 30

milos to the canal connecting it with the Santee

Kivci

COOPER'S CREEK An Australian river

formed by the confluence of the Thornton and
the Barcoo in Queent>land, llowing southwest

through South Australia into Lake Fvro Dur

ing the lamy seison the liver rises 20 feet and.

widens to 2 miles, while m the summei season

its lowei course, is dry (Map Queensland, A
10) On its banks the cxploiers Bmke and
Wills succumbed to starvation in 1801 Con
suit Burke and Wills, Etplming Expedition
(Mdbomne, 18G1), and Wills, Exploration
(London 1S03)
COOI"ERSTOWN A village and tho county

seat of Otsego Co, N Y, 3> miles (direct)

southeast of Utica, on the Susquohanna JRivei,

at the outlet of Otsego Lake, and on a branch
of the Delaware and Hudson Raihoad (Map
New "ioik, F 5) The village is gi owing m
popularity is a summer uboit and ha 1

* a paik,

"Cooper Grounds," orphan house, hospital, h
brary, and several hotels and boarding houses

Cooperstown is in a hop growing and farming
region, and contains an icecream and cheese

factory Cooperstown was first incorporated in

1812 and is now governed under a charter of

T889, revised m 1895 The executive holds of

flee for a year Pop, 1900, 2308, 1910, 2484
The land on which Cooperetown stands was

the site of an Indian town and in 1769 became
the property of George Croghan, who attempted
unsuccessfully to found a settlement In 1785

it came into tho possession of Judge Willum
Cooper, who in 1786 founded a village and in

1790 moved thither with his family, including
J Femmore Cooper, the future novelist, then an
infant The latter 19 buried here Consult

Cooper, fhe Chronicles of Gooperstown (Coop
erstown, 1838) , Livcrmore, A Condensed /Its

tory of Ooop&stoion (Albany, 1862) Halsey,
The Old New 7ork Fronttei (New York, 1901)
COOPEB UNION I-OB THE ADVANCE-

MENT OP SCIENCE AND ABT An in&ti

tution established in New York City in 1859 foi

the free instruction of the working classes m
applied science, art, and social and political
science The Union embodies the social philoso

COORDINATES

phy of its founder, Petei Cooper (qv), and is

unique among educational institutions in the

United States Its cential idea is to afford

\voikmg people full oppoitunity, by means of

day and evening classes to obtun i mastery in

ait, science and technical knowledge beaung
upon industries and the em,mcci inu; piofessions,
and also, through the medium of Lctures read

ing looms, ind ait and scientific collections,
to induce a moie disceming citizenship and a
bioadei mode of living To accomplish thcbc

pm poses, Mr Cooper erected a laige building
it the point where the Boweiy divided into

llmd vnd Fouith avenues, and deeded both lind
and building valued at $6)0,000, to a self pei

petuatmg boaid of trustees This board was to

consibt of not let* thin five noi moie thxn sii

members, and upon the boaid was especially en

joined the establishment of regulai couises of

evening study, the mamtenince of A libiaiy,

,allcnes, and collections, the establishment of

a school of xrt for women, in oidu that those

who "might otherwise stiugglc tluough a life

of poverty and suffeung' should be raised to

"competence \d comfort", and tho cstibhsh

incnt of a polytechnic school 'equal to the best

technoloeficil schools now established 01 heic
after to be established

'

By 1804 the tiusteos

had dcvdoped this broad scheme of education
BO far as then funds permitted but iftuwud,
for many ycais, the union was uniblc through
lick of endowments adequately to extend, m
scope and was even obliged to tmn an iv laigo
numbris of its constantly mcnasing ipplu mts
Indeed, except for Urge sums gmn 1>v Pttcr

Coopei, and iftenvud by Fd^\aid C'oopoi and
William Coopei, and by Mi and Mis Abram S
Hewitt, the union icm.uwd piaetically une>n

dowed until 1000, whin Aiulnw Caincgu gav<

$300,000 and latci $)00000 mou Tlxso sums

together with consider ibli gifts made by Mi
Abi un ft TTc\\ lit and others permitted tho fuul

loundmg out of the original plans
Hie scope of the institution now includes, be

aul<s evening fouises in the \anous lines of

dialing, modeling, and design, five yen coiusos
in civil, mechanical, and elociij(il engineering
and chcmistty as woll as COWHOS m elo<ution,

oratoiy, and debate The day com sea mdude
a foui \oai Day School of Tlmuil SCKHOO, the
Woman s Art School the School of Stenography
and Typewiitmg foi Women, and tlu Reliool of

Ttlegraphy for Women Dtgms UK confMud
in civil, mechanical, and doctnoal ongmoenng,
and m chemisti> In 1912-1 i tho annual budget
of the Union approvimatod 205 000, its mcome-

producmg endowment to about $i,00000(), and
the totil value of piopcrtv m its control to over

$4,000,000 In the same year i370 pupils wero
enrolled in the classes of whom 1246 woie m
the evening technical coums and 1187 in the

mght art clauses Visitois to the reading room
numbered 488,000 The trustees who were ongi
nally appointed m 1859, and to whoso untiring
efforts the success of the Union must m large
nieaBine be ascribed, wore Peter Cooper (qv),
Daniel F Tiemann, Wilson G Hunt, Edward
Cooper, Abram S Hewitt, and Tohn M Pirsons
Tlie directoi in 1914 was C E Richards

COORDINATES (from ML ooortknars, to

coordinate, from Lat co
, toother + ordjnare,

to arrange, from onto, oidcr) Magnitudes
which serve to determine the position of an ele

ment ^point, line, or planerelative to some
fixed figure For instance, latitude and longi
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tude are arcb (or angles) that define the posi
tion of a ship at sea relative to the equator and
the prime meridian, latitude, longitude, and
elevation above sea level seive to determine the
position of a balloon

The method of treating geometry analytically
by use of coordinates is due chiefly to Descartes

(1637) and Peimat, although the terms "co

ordinate" and "axes of coordinates" weie first

used by Leibnitz (1694) For the explanation
of rectangular coordinates ag used in plane geom
etry, see ANALYTIC GEOMETBT As there es.

plained, the a\es in the rectangular system are

at right angles to each other, but it is often

more convenient to employ a system in -which

the axes form oblique angles Coordinates re

ferred to such a system of a\es ai e called oblique
coordinates The notation is the same as in the

rectangular system, and the lines which deter

mine a point are drawn parallel to the axes,
thus the coordinates (if, y) of a point P form
the outer adjacent aides of a parallelogram of

which the axes form the inner sides Another

system m common use is that of polar coordi

nates This involves two magnitudes the linear

distance from a fixed point and the angular dis

tance from a fixed line In the figure the posi

f COORDINATES

tion, detern me points on the circle If C is

t'lven as the pole, the equation of the circle is

evidently p = j Rectangular tooidmates mav be

clanged to polai coordinate^, and wee \ertsa, by
meanb of the equations

x = p cos 6, y p sin 8
,

p = \/ JT-KV 8 = tan-1 -
x

So far we have con&ideied lines, as loci 01 points
whose coordinates tati-ft given ulahons. but it

is often moie convenient to select mignitudes
which deteimme lines pacing tlnou^h a given
point Ihus ux + in -+- 1 = U mav be tiktn
as the equation of a stiaisfht line in vl'ich u
ib the negative icupiocal of the mtucept on the

Za\ib, and the negative itupiocal of the n
tercept on the I axis For if y = 0, jj =

*",

and if x = 0, y = - The segment a, in the
v

figuie, is the intercept on tht J" "v -, tad cone
sponds to y 0, and b IB the inteicept on the
1 axis and corresponds to at = Therelore,

a and 6 =
, whence u = - and

u v a

f = r If a and y are regarded as constants

and u, i as rambles, the equation us + iy +
1 = is the equation oi all lines pa^m^
through the point (J? y) i e

, or a pencil of
which the point (x, y) is the vertex Hence

tion of point P is determined by the distance

p from 0, and the angle 9 between p and the

fixed line OA. is called the pole and p the

polar radius or radius vector If OA passes

through the centre of a circle, the polar

equation of the circle IB p = 2rcos0 That is,

the values of f and 6, which satisfy this equa

this equation is Called the hue equation of the

given point, and the system of coordinates one

point intercept coordinates Two point or bi

punctual coordinates determine the position of

an element in the plane b> refeience to two
fixed points and a given dnection As in one

point coordinates there are two kindb, line co

ordinates and point cooidmates, so these classes

exist in two point coordinates Bipunetual line

coordinates are the distances of a vauable Line

taken in a constant direction from two fived

points Bipunetual point coordinates are the

negative reciprocals of the distances measured
in a given direction from one of two fixed points
to the line determined by the -variable point and
the other fixed point

Although two magnitudes are sufficient to fix

the position of a point in a plane, the introduc

tion of a third has the advantage of rendering

homogeneous certain equations involved, how

ever, the coordinates of a single element are, in

general, connected by a nonhomogeneous rela

tion Thus, if a>, y w in the figure represent the

perpendicular distances of a point fiom the

sides a, 6, c of the triangle ABO, they are con

nected by the relation aa>4-fy-l-' = k = 2

X area of ABO, or as sin A + y sin B -f ss sm
= a constant

t
(See TEiGOWJoyrBY ) We

may also take a, y, a oblique to a, 6, c, each form
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mg the same angle with its coriesponding tade

Equations between the cooidnutes of two 01

more points in this system aie homogeneous, ns

ma} _|_ py _|- qy = 0, the equation of a stiaight
line Such cooi dine tcs are called tuhnexr or

homogeneous coordinates These fomi a spuial
cast of birvceutiio coordimtes, the hist homo

geneous cooidinatcs m point of time, introduced

by Mobius (qv) m hit. Do batycentriu Itt Cal

fttl (1827) Totiahcdul space cooidmates be

long to tht same class If m the al>o\e hguie
rectangulai avcs 1110 also asbumcd and if PI PJ,

Pg are the peipeneliculus horn the oiigin upon
the sides o, & f, uspcxtiuh, then

BPC ACP BAP

straight Ime paaajng through If X, t*, v are

the perpendiculars from A., a, upon the line L,
wid pu p , PS, the altitudes of the triangle ABO,
the equation of the point is

8 COtiBDINATES

to tht samt tuudauiental tutnglc Any homo
^eiitous cqu \tion in 7, in, n is tingeutial
uimdmciteb is oxpies^d m tnms of \, p, v by

substituting , , ,
foi / 7, n nspectuely

p\ p p
An equation 111 \, /*, v of a dtgiec higher than
the first icpnscnts a, cmvo oiuh tint X, /x, v

die ihvays th< pupendiculiis upon tht tingent
The ciuvi must tlitiefon be tlu envelope (qv )

of the lino (X, ^, v) Iiiigcntnl cooidmites
ire often called Boothian tooidmUcb," m honor
ot Fames Booth \\lio nuentcd them liieucular

tooidinates ue in ignitudes which detcunme a

point with Kfeuncu to two suies of eueles

which mtoised one inotliei it a constant angle
(Jonei ilized Lagiangian, Kukinn, md Kod

ngue s cooi dinates aie special bv stems used in

treating ceitim problems ot meelunics

I<rorn thp idea of eooidmates ot an clement in

a piano vvi tasilv ])iss to the notion ot coordi

nates ot an clement m gionutiy of time elimen

sions The dctoimination of i point in such

space lequms thiee cooulnntos In the Caite1

sun system tlit sc n<? icpics<nte.d bj r t/, a An
oiigm being tik(i) (as in the uj,ure), and
time i\cs, OA, 01, OZ mutuall\ at iitflvt inglea
to one anothei, the point id ictcmd to the

these t \picssions mav be designated bv *', v'
*

and be einployed to determine the position ot

point /' (1* denoting the point at which i, v, and
s meet) Since they aie e\picbbul in turns of

aic is, they aie called arcil cooidinate.a In
either the tnhnear or aical svsttm i point is

determined if tlie> ratios only of the coordinates

aie kno-fln If las -f V + ns is the tri

linear equation of a straight line (h jn the

figure), then hy making at, y, a constant and

I, m, n vanable, the equation IB called the tan

gential equation of the point (TO, y, s) Since

I, m, n arc variable the equation leprestntfl any

When the perpendiculars X, p, v are taken for

the coordinates of the line, the coefficients be-

come the area! coordinate* of the points referred

three pluiew tlu augh these MB Iloie or PN
is the distance of tlie peunt above the1

plane
10V, i/

or NM IB itn disttuue from the

plant \OZ and jo or OM is its eliHtante from
the plane ZQ\ In tlueo dimtTiHioua, as in

two, the* ptoblun may be statoel to be-

(Uven tlu law of th( motion of /*, to txpiosi
the law of variation of its coonhnate1 the

jilgebraie evpiesaion of the latter law IH the

equation of the tiurface traced by the point in

moving owi all the space it can tiaveise^ consist

ently ^ith the law of ifa motion Thus, the equa
tion of a sphere uftirc<l to its eonti? is

f + '/* + & t' As in plane geometry, if the
n,\o aie taken oblique to one auothc'r, the coordi

nates aic called oblique oooidmate-s Likewise,
the polai coordinates m space toires]>onding to

the polar coordinates in a piano aie> p, Q <t>
In

the above figure p = OP, the distance fiom the

origin, 6 = ^ POZ, the angle between 01* and
OZ, and <t>

= / "\ON, the angle between planes
OZ and 7*0^" In plane geomotiy there are

intercept equations foi straight IIDIH, and m
solid geometry there are intercept equations for

planes And as certain equations of plane geom
ctry are made homogeneous by the introduction

of a third coordinate, so in solid geometry cer

tftin equations are made homogeneous by the
introduction of a fourth coordinate Thus, m
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tfctiahedial 01 barvctfltiit ioor plane coordi iiveis in Hotd Count\ in. nuitlwe&teiu Georgia
nates, the foui faceb of a tetiahedron (qv) of (Map Alabama, C 2) It flows, southwest and
reference are taken ab the cooidmate planes

- -

The equation of any plane in this system is Ix

my + na + tu? = 0, in which

, I/I, Si, Wi
ft fl ft ft

being the peipendiculars upon the plane from
the vertices A, B, G, D of the tetrahedron of

reference, and pi, p, p , p4, the altitudtb of the

tetrahedron from 4., B, C, D respectively lor
the coordinate systems for spice of n dimen

sionfe, and foi the trannformationb fioui one t>\s

tern into another, it will be necessary to leler to

special works on the subject Consult Carr,

Synopsis of Pure MathematiM (London, 1886)

Lame, Legon<t i,w les oooidonnee^ t-w? i ihqnes

( Pans, 1859 ) Mobius,
* Dea barveentiibche Cal

cul" (1827), in his Gesammelte ~We)ke \ol i

(Leipzig, 1885) Townsend, Modem Geomet)u

of the Point, Line, and Circle (Dublin 1%3-
65) , Scott, An Introductoi if Account of Certain

Modem Ideas and Methods in Plane Geometry

(New York, 1894), Clebsch, T otlesunqen ube)

Geometne (Leipzig, 1876-91), Pascal Bepet
torvum der hoheren Mathematik, German ed

(ib, 1902) ,
\\ebei and Wellstem, Encifklopadie

det Elemental Matltematik (2 \ols, ib 1003)

both with valuable bibliographies.

COOBQ, koorg, or KUBG A Province of Brit

ish India, west of Mysore Area 1582 bquait
miles Pop, 1891, 173,055 1901 180460, 1911

174,976 It was a native pnncipahtv of ampler
dimensions before 1834, in which year it was

annexed by Gieat Britain Nearly thp whole

enters Alabama, where it flows between the hills

of the southein extremity of the Appalachian
Range and is joined by the Tallapoosa River to

form the Alabama River The Coot* is about
435 milets long, is navigable from its mouth to

\\ etumpka ind from Greensport to Rome, Ga ,

ind drams an area of 10,000 equaie mileb

COOS (kous) BAT An inverted \ shaped
aim of the Pacinc Ocean about 10 miles long,
m about lat 43 45' X , m Coob Co Oreg (Map
Oitgon, A 4) On the eastern shoie ol iti, west

em irm (which has an aveiage width of about

one mile and runs nearly parallel to tht co i&t I

lies Empire City, a small coal shipping port
The exstern arm expands considerably as it ex

tendb southward and on its westein shore near

it* base, is Maishfield (Pop 1910, 2980), also a
coal shipping port and manufacturing town The
ba\ recenes the Coos Rrver and hab a depth of

14 teet of water o\er its bar at high tide

COO'SHIE (native name) ANT A South

American leaf cutting ant (CBcodoma cepha

lotts) See SAUBA A>T
COOS INDIANS See Kuao
COO'ST See Kusi
COOT (probably from Welsh 00*0, Corn cut,

IT, Gael outach, bob tailed) A kind of rail,

or "mud hen" (Fuhca) distinguished from
other rails {q\ ) chiefLv in having the toes

edged with a scalloped membrane Coots have

a strong straight hill, the base of which ex

tends up the forehead and there dilates so as to

form a remarkable naked patch The color is

generally dark with more or less white, and the

of the region is cohered with forests more or lebs length is about 15 inches Coots are aquatic in

dense Its chief products are nee coffee lum their habits, preferring lakes, or pools with

bei, and hogs Specially notable are the ancient reedv margins, and repeating among the reeds

fortifications The country is inteisected ty on any alarm The American coot
(Fpu*

"

lampaita, which aie from 15 to 25 feet in height o) is found breeding throughout aU North

and by ditches of about 10 feet in depth and America and H migratory in the north, but

about 8 feet in width, while, being in some resident in the south It is dark date color,

places double or triple, or even quadruple, thev deepening on the head and neck and the ou,u - *&. !** v-d o( 500 -; *rMgM^ ,ct;:
of EGGS OF WATEB A>D GAME BIBDS) are usu

allv about a dozen in number, clear clay color

dotted with dark brown The young are covered

with black down, striped with bright orange red

See Plate of RAILS, ETC

The common coot (Fulica atra) of the Old

"Most" active as a champion of World is found m most parts of Europe, Aua,

and"reli hberty he 3%he and the north of Afnca
F
It is about 16 inches

aim _raugHiuB j> ^ lon^ ^-^^ ^^ & nanow white bar across the

and the naked patch on the forehead pure
on account of which it is often called

measure in aggregate length
miles Capital Merkara

COOBNHEBT, korn'hert, or COBNHEBT,
DIBS VoLCKBBrszooN (1522-90) A Dutch

scholar and poet, born in Amsterdam He hved

in Haarlem fiom about 1542 supporting him

self by his skill in engraving In 1561 he be

came notary, and in 1562 secretary to the mu

ppTova of Spanish government, was im
at

made

oft .

yoke m 1572, he was recalled and "bald" coot The cnsaum is not white, and tins

to the States of Holland, in M the most important difference between it and

he r^dered omportant senices ta American cousin B makes a large
^st

of

Orange He was a famous theo vater plants among reeds or rushes Although

stly oppS It orthodoxTotestent not very highly esteemed for the teble, the cir
'

aided matenally in oumstance that many can be lolled by a single

claWalTpenod of the literature shot, on the mud banks to which coota resort in

-

His noetical works include wmter, aB on the south coast of England, makes

(The^Death d^SteSErt) t Booting profitable to market gunnera

^TKSdJVra ffi ?^^SfS *%* Knca T^e S?W *%?<

Vffi^wfi^^ ^dSBt^whfch^are

6

pwperly known 'as

S^agfiatrraan .Se'Sar^fsSrffltc
^s^ss^^sy^ss-^ss^ si, $^4S;
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part m the capture of Calcutta It was by his

advice that Clive decided on the immediate and

vigorous action which culminated in Ins victory
OTOI Sn ai nd D ml x at Plasscy in 17'57 On
Jxn 22, 1760, he defeated Lally at TVandcwafah,

debtroymg the powei and piestige of Frame in

India Appointed commander in chief of the

Indian forces in 1779, he began, in 1781 Ins

celebrated campaign against Hydci Ah, whom
he ^vanquished at Poito Novo, thus saving Mid
las to the English, EC died on shipbo ud on his

w xy from Calcutta to Madias There is a monu
ment to Inm in Wcstni'nster Abbev

COOTE, RicnuiD See BEILAMONT
COOTOSR A name in the southern United

States for the Caiolim box tortoise See 1 uttu E

COPAIBA, kfipi'ba (Sp and Poitug ,
from

Braail cupauba,), or COPATVV A \ahuble me
dicinal feubbtance consisting chiefly of i resin

(retain of copaiba) and a volatile oil (oil of

copaiba), both of which aie used in medicine

It flows fiom incisions mi do m the stems of

trees of the genus Copaifeia, such as Copaifcra

lanysdoifiu and others, natives of the tiopical

parts of Ameiica Copxiba Ins a peculm, not

disagiceable odor, and an icud tisie It is di

uretic when taken in small doses, large doses

cause gastiointeslmal and renal mititiou, ind

the administration of even a small quxntity may
give use to an ci upturn somewhit like that of

mexisles It impiits x strong odor to tho liruith

and mucous secretions It is pruieipilly useful

from its powerful stimuUting and disnifeetint

action on the mucous mcmbixnes It is much
used in iflections of the gomto urmai> Astern,

during the subacute or chrome stages, and is

also employed in chronic catiirhs, etc Tho
medicinal dose of tho bahxm is from one fourth

to one fluid draclim Balsam of copaiba is not

infrequently adulteiatod with cxstor oil The
wood oil Guiginx or Gui]un balsam oi India,
the produce of a species of Diiilmocniput, is

sometimes sold as balsam of copaiba See GUB
JUN BALSAM:

COPAIS (kftpi'rs)
T.ATTB See BCTOTIA

CO'PAL (Me\ copalh, resin) A resinous

mineral substance of vegetable origin, chiefly

used in the manufacture of varnishes and lie

quers The hardest varieties are used like

amber, for making -various ob]ects It appeals
in commerce in smooth rounded masses, color

less or lemon vcllow, translucent or transparent,
rather brittle, fusible at a somewhat elevated

temperature, and but sparingly soluble in oil of

turpentine In making varnishes copal is fust

rendered soluble, for this purpose it is melted

and, on cooling, reduced to a powder and e\

posed for some trine to the action of atmospheric
an It is then boiled with linseed oil and oil

of turpentine, and the resulting solution is fil

tered Copal is dug in Zanzibar and Mo/am
bique, at several places in western Africa, rn

New Caledonia, JTew Zeahnd, the East Indies,

Brazil, etc The varieties brought from Zan/i

bar and Mozambique are noted for their hard
ness and have therefore the highest market
value, they arc supposed to have been produced
by trees hke the TraoKylobvttm JkornmannMnum
and Trarkylobwrn mosambioense The copal dug
in New Zealand and New Caledonia 19 known in

commerce as c&ume and dammar, it is the semi
fossil resin of the Dcmmara, cMMtraZw and Dam
vnaro, ovate, trees still abundantly growing in

those countries, the natives of New Zealand
chew the resin when freshly exuded by the trees

o COPE

4tt ime (qv) is another \anetv of copal 111

England, however the name ' amrne" is applied
to all tho difleicnt virieties of copil A miner il

hubbtxnco it>btmblnif> c-opil md known as yossi/

copal, is found at Highgatc J-omlon

COPALCHE, or COPALCHI (k

BARK A name gi\en to the I uk of two species
of C'jotow, natives of Mcvico One, the product
of (

1ioion iMitdo china, niches the market in

bin ill, hltzidci, rsh colored quills which zescmblc
i lit,ht v itutv of cmclumi, foi winch they mvy
e ihil\ be riMstiken but have a taste and in

odoi, esp'eiilly when burned, which suggebt
Lxscnilli (Cioloii, clutena), to which the tree

is allied, the othei in large quills, pitsumxblv
dnmd fiom Ctoton swZwosus, which is \ciy
btttu ind yields an aromitic odor upon burning
Ihi barks aie eiedited with tonic, aiomitio

]>iopeitus xnd have been used, particularly in

MCAUO, in intermittent fe^els ind m cases

whirl) seemed to deramcl x mild bitter The
bnks line been sold for quobi icho

COPALM, kf/pam See LIQUIDAMBAB
COPA1T, ko pan' An ancient rumed city of

Honduras The buildings arc of stone carved
\\ ith symbolic designs Good collections of the

sdilptuus made by Saville ami others arc in the

Arm lie in Museum of Natuul History (N<w
\ork) md other American museums Th< city
\v is c iptuied bj llcrnando do Chive/ in 1530
N(( Aiuiinit iirei Unuucm
COPAR'CEM'A'ET (horn GO + panmary,

fiom Ol< j>at(cnc> ic, from patuna, putntr,
fi 0111 M!J partwnainu, huing a slnu, from
I at paihlio shire, fiom ^a/s, poiUon) An
estate in England originating in clcseemt to two
or more pusons, called thence 'topuittwis" or

"paicemrs" It ^tntiilly arises undu t/he rule

of Inw ^lnth mals.cs the dauglite'is of one d>mg
\vithout milo lions mhoiit e equally, but it may
also amt by local custom, as in the cane of

the distent of lands held by tin tomuo of gawl
J md, \vluie all tho sous rnhuit oqiully Al
thoxuh tho property u mains unsovoiod, yet
eith ])arcuur is entitled to a diHtmct Hharo of

it and consequently there is no btmilt of sui

vivorship, but the right of oath descends to his

or her hens who ut still tilled "copanoneis"
with the buiuvmg original parceners If one
of the coparcuicis alienates JUH flhaio, the co

pnunary is destroyed, and tho entato becomes
a ti riant y m commem (qv) It may also bo

dtstrovod by ]artition, whoioby the estate isi

diMtlotl up among the coparceners rn sovoralty
Uhis may bo eflt<t(d either voluntaiily by an

interchange of deeds or by an action at law
Such parts of the pioperty as cannot be di

vuled ( such as the manor house, etc ) pass to

tho oldest sister or her issue, but an equivalentm -value is assigned to- the remaining sisters

If tlit' tutatts in toparctnaiy are by descent

reunited m one person, they become again an
estate in severally

In the United States, where descent is to all

tho childnn or to all of a group of heirs equally,
without distinction of age or BOX, coparcenary
was from the beginning the usual form of com
mon ownership of land Such descendants are
now usually declared by statute to take the land
as tenants in common See COMMON, TBNANOT
IN, JOINT TENANCY, DESCENT
COPE See COSTUME, TCCQLHSIASTIQAL
COPE A custom or tubute due to the crown,

or lord of the soil, out of the lead mines ur

Derbyshire, England
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COPE, CHABLES \\EST (1811-90) An Tng
lish historical and genre painter, etcher, and il

lustratoi He vva* bora in Leeds, and studied
at Sasss Art School and the Royal Academy,
of which he A\as made a member m 1848 ind a
professor in 1867 He visited Pans, Munich,
and Italy to make special studieb of the tech

mque of fresco painting for his senes of his
toncal fiebco decorations in the houses of Par
hament (London) Theise include "The Em
baikation of the Pilgrim Fatherb m 1620" and
the 'Burial of Chailes I" IIis numerous oil

paintings include such subjects as "The Death of
Cardinal T\olse\

'

(Osborne Cattle j genre sub
jects, at, 'Maiden Meditation, Mother and
Child" (South Kenbington) , 'Aluibgiving

3

(ib )

and portraits all c\ecuted in the conventional
academic st)le He also contiibuted illustia
tions for do luxe editions of Gray's Elegy
(1847), Goldsmith b Poetical Wo)Ls (1845),
Ihomson's Seasons, and other woiks Consult
C H Cope, Remintsoeiices of O TT Cope (Lon
don, 1891)

COPE, EDWABD DEINKEB (1840-97) An
Ameiican naturalist, born in Philadelphia He
received his eailiest tiaming in pmate schools
and then studied anatomy at the Unvveisitj 01

Pennsvhxma From 1864 to 18G7 he vas pro
fesbor of the natural sciences at Haveiford Col

lege, Pa On the death of Leid\, in 1801 IIL

was made professor of geology and paleontology
at the Lnnersity of Pennsylvania, vvhcie lie

was also professor of zoology and comparative
anatomy, from 1878 until his death he -was

editor of the American ^atmahst He wab gcol

ogi&t and paleontologist of the &urvev of the.

region west of the 100th mendian under Capt
G M Wheeler and also of the survey of the
TemtoiiGs under Di F V Hiydon He was

piesident of the Ameiican Society of Natuiahsts
in 1895 and of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1896 He made in
immense collection of fossils which he described

in his vanous reports, usually published bj
the government His most important contn-
butions were to the histoiy of evtmet \erte

brates Scarcely leas important were his in

vestigations of the herpetology and ichthyology
of North America In these fields (and espe

dally m the former) his work was epoch mak
ing and laid the foundation for the modem
classification of North American reptiles, am
phibians, and fishes Cope's contributions to

science number about 400 The most impoitant
are Systeniatw Arrangement of Laceitiha and

Ophidia (1864) , Systematic Arrangement of Esc

tinot Batrachw, Reptilwi, and 4tes of Aorf/t

America (1869-70), Systematic Relations of

the Fishes (1871) Cretaceous Vertebrates of

the West ( 1877 ) , Tertwi y Ve> telrates ( 1885 ) ,

The Batrachia of North America (1889), The

Grocofalians, Lvsards, and Snakei of North

Amenoa (1898) Cope was deeply interested in

the questions relating to the sublet of evolu

tion He was the leader of the school of Amer
ican evolutionists, teaching Neo Lamarckism

(qv), which considers the changes and vana
tions wrought in the organism by the immediate

influence of environment and the inheritance of

such variations by the
offspring

as the most im

portant factors of organic evolution His most

important works on evolution are Ongtn of

Genera (1868), Ongw of the Fittest (1886),

Pnmary Factors of Organic Evolution (1896)

COPE, SEB JOHN (t-1760) An English

I COPENHAG-E3T

general He wa^ at Dettm^en in 1743, but is

bebt known through his ignominious defeat at

Piestoapanb (q\ ) bv, the H g'iknders, under
Charles Edward Stuart, the \oung Pretender,"

Sept 21, 1745, and perhaps moie -\udelv through
the sarcastic Jacobite song, based on the event,

Hey Johnny Cope
1 are ve waukin yet'" In

1732 he headed a committee which made a
famous report on rev enue irauJs and smuggling
COPE, THOMAS PYM < 17C8-1854) An Amer

ican merchant He started at Philadelphia the

fii&t line of sailing -\tbbtK betv ten that cm ird

Liverpool, and made a lar^e fortune during t l
>r

\\ar of 1812 by taking all the maime n&ks on

hit. vessels, which veie ^insuliib fortunate in

their voyages He was largeh mbtiumentjl ir

introducing the Sehu^lkill vvatn into Philidd

phii, m the completion of the Chetapeake arl
Delaware Cinal the constiuction of the Ptnn
b\lvania Railroad, and the foundation of the

Mucantile Liburv of Philadelphia In 1807 he

was elected to the State Les^Utme
COPE, WALTEP (1800-1002) 4n American

aichitect born ir Philadelphia He receded h b

piofeisional trainirs; in aichitects' omceb in Phil

adelphia The \\oik of Cope includes the build

ings of Bnn Mi\\r Collec;e the dormitory ays
fern and other bmldmss of the UnnoraiH of

Pennsylvania, several buildmsfb of Washington
Unnoisitv in Rt Louis and tie Pennsylvania
Institution for the Blind at Ch eibi ook (. ope w ab

a fellow of the Amer can Institute of Architects

CO'PECK (Rubs lopieila, kopeila, from Ao

jialt, OChuich Slav lopati, to dig) A Rue
snn coin the oldest kind in Russia and the flrbt

substitute for furs is a medium of exchange It

is Avoith one hundredth of a silver ruble, or

about half a cent

COPEHAN See TOmrunr

COPELAMT), EDWIV BINGHAM ( 1873- )

An -\mencan botanist born at Monroe, Wis
He -was educited at Leland Stanfoid Junior Urn

\eisity and als? studied at Leipzig and the um
veisities of Halle, Wisconsin, and Chicago Be
tueen 1897 and 1903 he was assibtant professor
of botanv at Indiana University and at the

State Normal School at Cluco, Gal assistant

professor and piofesfaor at West Virginia TJm

\eiaity and instructor at Stanford In 1903-08
he \vas botanist to the Philippine government,
in 1908-09, superintendent of the Philippine

Agricultural School and in 1909 he became
dean of the College of Agriculture University of

the Philippines His publications include some
70 articles on botanical icsearch and also Ele

ments of Philippine Aqncutture (1908) and
Cocoanut Cultnation (1912)
CO'PENHA'aEtf (Dan Eolenhavn, Mer

chants' Haven, from 7o&e, Ger kaufen, to buj
+ 7iatn, Ger Eafen, haven) Tlie capital and

largest city of Denmark, situated on the islands

of Seeland and Amager, in lat 55 41' N, and

lon$ 12 35' E (Map Denmark, F 3) The

Kalvebod, or Ktllebo Strand, an inlet of the

sound separating the two islands of Seeland and

Arnagor, forms the excellent harbor of the city

Copenhagen is div ided into six parts, of which

that Iving within the former fortifications (now
converted into boulevards) forms the nucleus of

the city The quarter situated on the island of

Anwger is called Christianshavn The centre

of the city is marked by the Kongens Nytorv
(New King's Market Place), an irregular square
with an equestrian statue of Christian V From
this square issue the principal streets, the finest
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of which is Bredgade, leading to the esplanade
of the citadel The beautiful national th<atre

(tlie Royal, biult 1S74) ind ^ome of the more

important comma cul buildings are on this

square The moat inLciebting of the numer
ous churches of Copenhagen, are the Vor Frue

Kirke, the metropolitan cathedral famous for its

statues of Chnst and the luehe Apostles, of a

kuteling angel holding i bhell foi a font, and of

othci figures, dctJgncd and partlv executed by
Thoi^aldaen, the Hohnens Knke, built m the

seventeenth century aud containing monuments
to the naval heroes, Juel and Tordenskjold, Tnn
itatis Kirke, with a high round tower, the Voi

tielsers Kirke ("Chinch of Oui Rcdeunei ),

\uth an e\temal -winding staircase leading to

the tower, and the handsome Fredeiiks Kirke,

begun m 1749 and completed in 1894, \vhose

magnificent dome is one of the most eonspicu
oua objects of the city Chnstiansboig, the

king's lesidence and a noted palace (built 17 U-
L5), was destroyed by fire (1704), lebuilt, and

again burned in 1884 The rojal abode was

tlien :emoved to Amahenborg Plads, a gioup of

foui palaces built in the style of Louis XV
r

Jhe Rosenboig Palace, built at the beginning of

the seventeenth centurr, contains a remarkable
collection of jewels, weapons, and rtgalia The
Palace of Charlottenborg (built 1672) , situate d on
the Konijens Nytorv, is now the seat of the Royal

Academy of Arts Other notable public buildings
are the exchange, ere<ted in 1619-40 in the

Dutch Renaissance style, the university the

new city hall, the Glyptothek, containing one

of the choicest collections of sculpture and other

objects of art m northern Europe and the new
Ait Museum, with the Royal Picture Gallerj,
v hich ranks high among the minor collections of

paintings, including choice specimens of the

Dutch and Italian schools, and by modem Dan
ish masters The Moltke Palace contains a col

Uttion of Dutch paintings The world teno-wned

Thorwaldsen Museum (built 18)9-48) contains

about 300 of the sculptor's works, together with
furniture and art ejects bequeathed by him to

his native city Within the central court is

Thorwaldsen'a tomb
The University of Copenhagen (qv ) occupies

a distinguished place among European mstitu
tions of learning Other prominent educational

institutions are the polytechnic institute affih

ated with the university, the veterinary school,
founded m 1773, the military and na\al schools,
and the Academy of Arts Copenhagen has a
numbci of scientific and art associations the
most prominent of which are the Danish Royal
Society, founded in 1742, and the Royal North
crn Antiquarian Society, founded m 1825 The

Royal Library contains about 600,000 -volumes

and about 20,000 manuscripts, and the National

Museum, contained in the Prinsens Palace, m
eludes the Danish, the ethnographical, the an

tique, and the numismatic collections

The city is administered by a board of magia

King and a municipal council of 42 members
The chief manufactures of Copenhagen include

sugar, machinery, textiles, and porcelain ware

Shipbuilding is the
principal industry Over one

half of the commerce of Denmark passes through
Copenhagen, and the chief financial institutions

Of l&e country are situated here There is regu
lar steam communication between Copenhagen
and ports of Germany, Russia, England, France,
and the United States It is the Mat of a United

COPENTCK

States contul general The area of the city with

suburbs is 11 square miles ( Copenhagen 2 8, Fied

enksbcig 3), pop, 1921, 5bl,344, 1911, 559, *9b

(Copenhagen 462,161, Fredenksbug 07,237)

1006, 514,134 (Copenhagen 426,540) , 1001, 454
4bb (378,235), 1880, 201,360 (2M,b50) , 1860

163,307 (155,143), 1840, 120,819, 1769, 80,000

Copenhagen \vas a fibbing ull m until the

middle of the t\\ fifth cuituiy, it Ixgin to grow
in importance after coming into the possession
of Bishop Absalon, who foi titled it in 1167 Ow
mg to its good hat boi Copeuli igi'u soon be o ime
a place of conmieicial mipoituue uul received

fiom the Bishop of KobkihU municipal lights
about the middle of tht thnteentli untui> It

was repeatedly attacked by the Huisoitie towns
It was chosen foi the capital of the kmijdom in

1443 by King Christophei the Bivanan Dur

ing 1658-59 it withstood a sevoio siogo by the

Swedes under Chailes X by its itsmUmt piob
ably saving the Danibh monarchy In 1700 it

was bombarded bv the united ilecsta of England
Holland, and Sweden It aulhred heavily fiom

conflagrations during the eighteenth centuiv In

1801 the harbor of Copenhagen was the scone of

the dcstiuction of the Danish fleet b> Nelson,
and in 1807 the citv was subjected to a bombaid
rnent by the British, duimg which the umver
sitv and a number of public buildingo wtie
destiovcd Consult Copenhagen, the Capital

of DrnmatL ( Copenhagt n, 1898), Kcelig, A'w//m
dw(h Kopenhagen (Hamburg, 1895), Nielsen,

hjobenhai ns Hittonr og Beshiielse (6 vols,

Copenhagen 1877-92)

COPENHAGEN, UMYJESIIY 01 The only

university in Denmaik, and the oldest and one
of the most famous m noi thorn TCiuopo ft WJIH

founded b> Christian I m 147H, taking ila

statutes as well as some of its teachers from
the University of Cologne, which up to that
time had been the chief icsoit of Danish atu

dents Thin firat foundation peushod during
the civil wars icoompanvmg the Kcfoimation,
but was reestablished in 15*0 by Christian HI,
as a Protestant

univeisity, on the model of Wit
tenberg, then at the zenith of its influence This

foundation, destroved by fir< in 1728, was re

established in 1732 by Christian VI and reor

gam/ed on its present basis m 1788 Among
the distinguished men who have Blicd lustre on
the university are Holberg, in the first half of

the eighteenth century, and OehlenethUiffer, the

poet, Madvig, the classical scholar, Rask, the

philologist, Oersted, the phvsiciBt and Woraaae,
the archicologist, in the first half of the nine
teenth century, Hoffding, the philosopher, and
Brandes the literary critic, in the latter half

Supported partly by the state and partly by en

dowment, the university IB attended by some
3000 sttidents, has a library of 400,000 volumes,

museums, an icademy of surgery and an ob

servatory Instruction is gratuitous, and the
courses are open to both se\os Tho tmwer
sity has five faculties Attached to it are bo
tamcal and zoologual gaulens

C(JPENICK, or KOPEmCK, kS'penlk A
town in the Prusfnan Province of Brandenburg,
situated on an island at the confluence of the
Dahme and the Spree, 10 miles southeast of

Berlin It contains a royal palace built on the

site of a sixteenth century castle of the Elector

Frederick William, now used as a seminary for

teachers, and a nev< ntwnth century Uathaus
The chief mantttactuiefi include dyostufTe,

saw
mill machinery, inks, glass, linoleum, starch,
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sugai, chicory, and shoddy Pop. 1900, 21,024.
1905, 27,721, 1910, 30,879 Tie city is men
tioned m 1157 as the residence of the Slavic

COPEBMTCIA

universally admitted to be of great weight in

scientific aiguments
Illustrations 01 both ot these peculiarities may

Prince Jac/o It was conquered by the Margrave be gleaned from the fust of the si\ books of De
of Brandenbuig in 1240 and plundered by the Reiv1utionil)u<i It contains the following prop
Eua>ian& m 1760 Consult Graf zu Dohna, ositions 1 The unneise is sphencal This is

hurfursthche Rchlossei in der Mark B/anden
'

J)in<] (Beilm, 1890)
COPEP'ODA (NeoJat nom pi, from Gk

t), kope, oar -f TTOVS, pous, foot) A large

established bv such ailments as that the spherp
is the most peiiect hguie etc 2 The earth is

spherical which flows from the same kind of

consideration-* J The earth and isea make one

globe 4 lie motions, of all the heavenly bodies
teins chaiacteri/ed bv having the five pairs of must be unifoim and cucular or compounded of

feet specially adapted foi swimming There are uniloim and urculai motions Here again, we
no branchial sacs on the feet, and there is never

'" ' * ' * - *

any bivalve shell The

and impoitant oider of cntomostracous crusta

m x spods sometimes
called

' water fleas,
3

live in both salt and fresh
water in s\varms Some species are paiasitic on
fish and sometimes do gi eat damage in that way
but most copepods are fi ee sw imming and feed

on organic matter in the water They thus act
is scavengers and mutt be of great importance
in keeping harbors clean Moreover they sene
as food for man> species of food fishes Among
our fiesh water species, those of the genus Cy
cJofS are perhaps the best known They are

veiy minute, actively moving creatures The

genus iigulm is parasitic on carp, suckers, and
other fish They reach a considerable size fre

quentlv; half in inch m length Consult pubh
cations of United States Fish Commission and
National Museum Hernck and Turner, 8ynop
sis Untomoittaca of Minnesota (SI Paul, 1895) ,

Caiman, The Life of Crustacea (New York,
1911) Foi fuithei informition see CRUSTACEA,
EMOMOSIEACA
COPEB/MICAN SYSTEM The system

which represents the sun to be at rest and the

eaith and plant ts to move round it, in other

vvoids, that which we now know, on unquestion
able evidence, to be the true system of astron

omy It denv OB its n ime from Copernicus (q v )

but, in point of fact it may be described as

bring a growth to which he was only one of

many contributors The ment of having first

foimed the general notion of the system seems to

be due to Pythogoias Copernicus has the credit

of having, after the lapse of centuries, again
diawn the attention of philosophers to it and of

mett with singular leasont, A simple bddv must
move in a circle and nothing but circular mo
tion could give penodicrh to phenomena 5

Supposing the distance of the -stars to be im
men^e there is no reason why the earth should
not have a motion lound its a\is as well as
a motion in its orbit 6 The sphere of the
stais is unmenbely distant 7 and 5 The an
cients were wiong in placing the earth at the
centre of the umveise The arguments under this

head are as imaginary as those which they were

designed to lefute The falling of a body to the
earth is deduced fiom the assumption that it is

onlv given to whole* to move circularly, while
it is of the natuie of parts sepaiated fiom their

wholes, to move in straight lines That there
mu*t be a centnim ntundi, an entity not recog
nized by modem science is admitted, the que

1-

tion being as to its position 9 It is possible
for the earth to have several motions 10 Co
pernicus establishes the order of the planets
and draws a diagram of the s-vstem much as it

is now lepie&ented It ma-v be observed that,

following the old systems such as the Ptolemaic,
he lavs down a sphae for the fixed stars See
FTBMAJIENT
The most brilliant and valuable part of the

De Reiolutionibu* is that in which he explained
for the first time, the variations of the season*.,

the precession of the equinoxes, and the stations

and retrogradations of the planets In general
his explanations are correct as to the general
nature of the causes of the phenomena But

Copeinicus had neither mathematical nor me
chamcal knowledge sufficient to enable him to

having greatly increased the probability of its explain more than the mean motions of the solar

trathby his calculations and arguments, for the

rest, the glor\ of having matured the idea be

longs to Kepler, Galileo, and Newton, who,

through the discovery of the law of gravitation,

finally demonstrated its truth effectually Many
who have been used to reverence the name of

To account for irregularities he was

obliged to introduce a system of epicycles en

tirely resembling that of Ptolerav (See PTO:LE

MAIO SYSTEM )
This arose from the false no

tion of his time that all motions must be com

pounded of circular ones, with the application

Copernicus m connection with this system would of which idea and with the invention of con

be surprised to find, on perusing his work, De
Revokitoomlwa Orlwm Ccelestium, how much
of error, unsound reasoning and ha]

ture combined to secure for him
association of the system with his name

JDe Revokttiomlus Otltum Ccetestwrn, dedica

conjee
the

venient epicycles, the greater part of the De
Revolutwwfivs is occupied It may further he

added, to rectify the vulgar notion regarding
the relation, of Coperaicus to the syfetsn of the

heavens that he had no answei to ofier to the

mechanical objections to his svstem One of the

ted to Pope Paul OT, consists of aix books, in commonest objections was that against the axial

which Cop* metis undertook to demonstrate his motion of the earth that it was inconsistent

whole system The character of the reasoning *rih the fact of bodies falling to the points of

which tiien parsed for demonstration must be the earth directly beneath the poinfa from which

bonxe m nund m judging of the author's pro they are dropped for this he had no answer

oedure in establishing his various positions

was then thought a sufficient demonstration of

a phenomenon to make & supposition, on which

its occurrence wwild. be intelligible, without sA-

tempting to bring the supposition itself, by an

induction of facta within the truth of nature

many abstract propositions, too, which would

now appeaa to b ridiculous, were at that tune

nor could he have, the laws of motion being not

yet discovered Consult Wolf, fhsrhichte der

Astronomte (Munich, 1877) , Drvex, Htstory of
the Planetary Systems from Thales to Kepler
(Cambridge, 1906) also works mentioned un
der GOPBRMCTTS

COPEBNXCIA, kC'per nlaVl a See CAB.
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COPEE/mCITS (Latinized form of Kofpet
tu<7/0, NICOLALS (U73 1543) A celebrated

Polish astionomei bom at Thorn, a Piussian

town on the Vifatuh, at thit time belonging to

Poland Ho \\as instiucted in the Latin and
deck languages at homo in 1491 bo was sent

io the Umveibity of Ciacow ^hcie he (studied

mathematics and other seicnccfa In 149o lie

went to Itily and spent some yeaib in the study
of la\s, astionomy, and medicine, in Bologna
and Padua His natural bent, howe\ir, \\as

ixm uds rnathem itics, the study of which ho

puibued \uth. pi&sion through ill ts blanches

Ha-vmg become enamored of the study of

abtionomy, he spent coiibiderable tiun with

maisteis in that held and at Rome m paitiailn,
wheie he lesided some time, 1m astionomical

knowledge seeinb to ha\e made a favoiable un

picsbiou He studied Gieek as well is nutlu

initics and abtionomy, in addition to liw and
medicine in which he was supposed piiminh
to lie engaged, and enjoyed many fuoiuUlups
lie became doitor dtxtetoium at Fen ua, in

1 >03 and in J'50'5 leturued io hia native couuti\
wlieic having cnteied into hol> oidem, In

obtained thiough his uncle, the Bishop ot liliiiu.

luid i canomj. at Fiaucnbuig, m the en|ojmuit
ot wlmli he passed the tost of his lift His

\\oiking diy it is bald ho divided into thiu

jui is one elevoted to the duties of his olliu

anothei to guing medical adwcc gutuitoiibly to

the pooi, and tlu thud to btiidy
Soon \ftci his return to Piussia he began, m

his thntj lifth year (1*507), to apply bis fund
of obacuations and m ithenutical knowledge to

comcting tlu s\stem of astronomy which then

prevailed .The louult was hrs De Revolutionibus
Oibtuiii C'rt7es/iMi (Nmomberg, 154?), a bnef
account of \Unoh is !>iven undoi COJ?BB^IO\N
Sifea&r He completed it in 1530, m hia fifty
se\enth year T\v<l\e yeais, however elapsed
befoic1 ho could be pei&uaded to guo his book
to the \\oild Perhaps the stiongebt motive foi

his icticenu WAS the fear of the unpopulmty
which the woik threatened to bung him, for

man\ v\ho hid heard of the views it advocakd
doubted if bhoit v>nif in harmonv with Seriptuio
At all events, it js pretty certain that it Mas
his dosin to conciliate the Ohuich that led him
to doduatc4 his book, wlim it was published, to

Pope Paul HI Bv the time the book was

actually punted, liowevox, the author was be

yond the pouex of the Church An attack of

dv&entoiy, followed by paralysis of the right

side, had doslxoyed hia memory and obscuiod

his understanding, and. ho is said to have died

e few hours aftci a copy of the labor of lus

life reached Inm
Besides the De Tfewrtwfcontou?, may be men

turned among Copcnnicus' works a treatise on

Ingonoinctiy, entitled DC Lalcttbw et Anguk$
Tnangvlorum (Wittenberg, 1542), which \vas

edited by his friend and pupil Rhsoticus, and

Thcophylacti Scholastic* Smototta; JUpistolv ifo

a/ei, Uitralcs, at imalonce, cum Verswne Z/atwa

(Cracow, 1*300) He also vrote m 1526 a work
on money, entitled De Monet Oudend Rations,
which was fiist published m 1816, and several

manuscnpt treatises from his pen are in the

library of the bishopiic of Krmeland A statue

of Copeimcus by Tliotwdldsen was placed in the

Oa&imir Palace at Warsaw m 1830, another, by
Tieok, bearing tbe inscription Nwolmts Coper
motw Thorun&nsia, Terra Motor, 8oUa Ctwbque
Bfator, was oroctrd it Thorn in 1853, find m

4 COPLAND

1900 his mcmoiv \\ is honored by the erection of

a monument in the comtvud of the Univeisity
at Ciacow Tn eomniemoi ition of tlie foui him
dredth annivtibaiv of hib birth a bumptuoub cdi

tion of Dt Keiolutwnil)u>>, ifleivs nd tiaublatcd
into Germxn bv MOII//H m 1ST 1

) A\a,s published
it Thoin m 1S75 In the Oopcinieus Koeiet\

Consult (-Jajssindi I ita \uolui CopcinKt (The
His>ue, 1052) Cz>nski, 7to/J(?;/i<A el 9^s tiaiaitx

(?*UIH 1847), Beitiand, Ln londatuus do
Ja^honoinie motif > nt (ib 1863), Flammuion,
lie <lc Volume, (ib, 1872), \\olf, 6'csc7wc7i^c

dot [\t>ononnc (Munich, 1877), Pio\\i, Vtco
laus (JowciHifus (1 \ols, Bcihn, 18S3-S1-, tlu

Ixst u count of his life and \\oiks) , Wolf, Hand
liuh do \.<>l i ono>in(*, ilnct tiewhiditr wid Lit

iitatu) (2 \nl*, Zuneh, ISOO-^n), Mullei,
AiAo/OHS Copc/Jutws, <Jet I///IIC-LS<O do ncuacn
l&tuHiowic (Picibmg, 180t), Cuitsc NKolaui
Coponu<u& (Bcihn, 1800), Bryant, Iltston/ of

L&liuiionii} (London, 1907)

COPHET'TTA An \.fnein king \\ho loved

vnd murud a bcgj*u mudcn Pcntlophon The

stoiy is told m Tcieys R<,hqn<\ md is alludid

to in \aiious pk)q of Rh\kisp< in Tcnnj
tons Bi<i<jai Maid gi\es tho legend in modem
fonn

CO^PIAPITE A biMe femo sulphate erys

Ulh/mg in tlit raonochme system It otcuis m
yello\\ ciyatillmt misses or eiusts and is found
m eon&idctable quantity ncn Copiapo, Chile

COPIAPO, kft'pya peV (Ho Amer Copaijaipu)
The eapit\l of thc> Piovime of Atat imi Chile,

situitod on tin Copiapo 50 mihs by rail fiom
its poit, Caldcn (Mip Chile, CO) Ft pos
flibs^s A line puish cbmch, a bion/o statxio of

Juin Godoy, the disioveroi of th< C'haftauiUo

silver mines, and also a provincial high school,
a nuinng school, and x public libiaiy Tho town
is the ointte ot \ pioduotivo mining distuct and
oontuns inuluno shops uml smtlting vvoiks

Pop, 1895, 0101 100 i, 9128, 1907, 11,<>17

COPING, kop'mg (fiom cope, \A riant of ipo,

fiom Lit tpa, capt) TV uppw or covonng
iimiae or top of a wall, g< ut rally tithor over

hanging 01 sloping or loundod, so as to shod the

water In tbe Middle Agos, where tho coping
%as of hewn stone, it was often oinamentcd with
a cncular moldinf4 along the top, a stopped slope,
and a groove under tho louei <dge

COP^INGEE, WAtTra ARTinm (1847-1910)
An ISnglish la^yn ind wiitii of varied attain

nients Tie wived as priBidint of tho Bibho

graphical Society and became1

piofessoi of law
at Owens College

1 and at Victona Uiuvoisity,

Birmingham Ho wrote Indeto to Precedents

(1872), Title Deeds (1875), An TJssay on tho

Abohtton of Capital Punishment (1870), A.

Tieatise on Predestination, Election, and draco

(1889), The Law of Rcnla (1886), Law of

Copyright (3d cd, 1891) ,
On the Authorship of

the Fir-it Hunch cd \wnTia <? of thf "fldvnlurgh
Review" (1895) , and Riipplerttmt to Ham's Rep
ertonum Bibhograplnoum (189S)

COPLAND, koyiand, JAMBS (1791-1870)
An Engbsh physician He was boin at Deerness,
in tho Orkney Tiles, ntudied medicine at Edm
buigh, twcled on the Continent and lubse

quontly undertook a journey to Africa to inves

tigate tho nature of epidemic diseases prevalent
in tropical lands He settled in London about
1818 and was made a member of the Royal
College of Physicians In 1822 he became editor

of the London Medical Repository, and, being
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chosen in that yeai to deliver the annual ora
tion before the London Medical Association, he
advanced in his lecture a new theorv of electro

galvanism His Outlines of Pathology and P>ac
tiaal Medicine, in which he especially tieated of
the ganglionic nerves and their functions and
pioposed a new and more simple clasbification
of diseases appealed in 1822, the Elements of
Physiology m 1824, and On Pestilential Choleta
in 1832 Copland's most important woik was
the Dictionary of Piactioal Medicine (1833-58),
four closely printed volumes, to winch he dc
voted the labor of minv veaib

COPLAT A borough in Lehigh Co
,
Pa , 6

miles northwest of Allentown, on the Lehigh
Valley and Iionton railroads, and on the Le
high Coal and Navigation Canal It has manu
lactureb of silk, cement, and cigars Pop , 1900,

1581, 1910, 2670

COPLET, kop'li, JOHV SINGLETON (1737-
1815) An American portrait and histoncal

paintei, along with \\ebt one of the two un
portant masteib of the early period He was
bom in Boston of Irihh parentage, July 3, 1737,
and leeeived instruction from his stepfather,
Peter Pelham, a mezzotint engiaver, in which art
his first aitistic efforts were made In pamt
ing he was practically self taught, although in

flueuced by his older contemporaues, Blackburn
and Smybert His progress was lapid, and at

17 he was itcognized in Boston as a prominent
painter In 17t>9 he mained the daughter of a

wealthy Boston muehant, purchased a statelj
house on Beacon Hill, and soon became the rec

ogni/ed paintei of Boston society After e\

hibitmg lepeatedly and successfully a-t the Royal
Academy, in 1774, on the invitation of Benjamin
West, he went to London Through the lattei s

kmdne&s he received a number of commissions

for portraits, including those of Lord and Lady
Noith and the King and Queen The following
autumn he went to Italy, spending almost a

year in study, to the great improvement of his

diawing Notwithstanding his svmpathy with
the American Revolution he remained in Lon
don Ho was elected to the Royal Academy in

1779, and through three very popular histoncal

pictures he became one of the most celebrated

English artists of his day These were "The
Death of Lord Chatham" (1779-80), "The

Death of Major Pierson" (1783) and the

"Hiege of Gibraltar" (1790), all in the National

Gallery, London He lived in considerable

state and his popularity continued until a few

veais before his death in London, Sept 9, 1815

His bon, Lord Lyndhurst, afterward became

Lord Cbancelloi of England

Copley's art falls into two distinct periods
an American, lasting until his removal to Lon

don, and a British period In the former his

art was somewhat primitive faulty in line,

hard in color, and stiff in pose, but the sitters

were always distinguished in bearing, deter

mined in expression, and convincing in appear
ance His portraits are the most typical repre

sentations of the New England society of his

day After his study m Italy and his work in

London his art approached more nearly that of

contemporary British painters His execution

became less labored and his technique better,

but his art is less characteristic and convincing

The principal portraits of his early penod in

elude those of John Hancock and Samuel Adams

(1772), in the Boston Art Museum, Mrs Ford,

m the Boston Athenaum, Mrs Thomas Boylstan
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and several otheis in Memorial Hall, Harvard
Lmverwtv, which possesses other examples, of
his works, Lady Wentwoith and Mrs Robert
Haiper, in the New loik Public Libiarv be
sides others in pin ate pos-sfsbion, principally in
Boston The poitiaits ot Robeit Lzaid and his
wife (Boston Art Museum j painted in Rome,
represent the transition to his latei manne* In
London he painted A "iouth Rescued from a
Shark" (replica in the Bostor Ait Museum)
with surpiismg realism portraits 01 Lord Coin
walks (Coipoiation Art Galleu London i the
Eail of Mansfield (National Orille v London),
the Coplev Faimlv one of his vciv bet works
md John Qumcv Adanife (both in the Boston

Ait Museum) Among hit, latei historical paint
mg>) was The Ofiei of the Crown to Ladv Jxne
Gitv (1SOS belonging to Mr Amon, Boston)
Consult Amorj Domestic and Arctic Life
of J 8 Coplty R i (Boston lSb.2) Per

kino, Bletcli of tJie Life of Copley (ib, 1873),
Islum, Hi&toiy of Ameucan Pointing (Xew
\ork 1005)

COPLE1, Jom SnGLETo>,, LOBD LTWDHUHST
(1772-18b3) A British lavver and btitetman,
thiee tunes Lord Chancellor of England He
wia the son of J S Copley Ft A, and wab bom
in Boston, M\bs, May 21 1772 tthile jet an

infant, his latha lemoved to Englind for the

practice of his ait He was educated at Tnnitj
College, Cambridge, where he was second

wrangler and Smiths pn/einan m 17*U In

1795-96, ib a traveling bicheloi ind fellow of

his college, he visited the Lnited State-s, and in

compin> with the French author Volney made a,

tour which he descubed in Latin letters to the

vice chancellor of his univemty Called to the

bn at Lincoln b Inn in 1804, he chose the Mid
land circuit but did not acJiieve financial sue

cess until 1812, when his defense of a, Luddite at

Nottingham ebtxbhshed hib reputation In poll
tics he was at flibt a Libcial and long evpiesssed
sentiments hostile to the ministry of the da> He
ably defended Watson and Thibtlewood on their

trial for high treason in 1817 and obtained their

acquittal He enteied Parhiment in 1818, and
a year later became Solicitor General in the

Liverpool administration and was knighted In

1824 he was promoted to the lank of Attorney
General, and held that office until 1826, when
he became JMastei of the Rolls "\Thcn Canning
was charged to form a minibtiy in 1827, he

offeied the Great Seal to Sir John Copley, who
was raised to the Upper House as Baion Lvnd
huiat and remained Lord Chancellor from 1827

to 1830 In 1831 he became Lord Chief Baron
of the Exchequer, which office he exchanged for

the woolsack during the brief administration of

Sir Robert Peel in 1834-35 In 1835 he led the

opposition to the Melbomne ministry in the

Upper House, in speeches of great power and

brilliancy Lyndhurst B orations and annual re

views of the session did much to reanimate the

Conservative party, and pave the way for their

return to power m 1841 He then became Lord
Chancellor for the third time, and held the

Great Seal until the defeat of the Peel govern
ment in 1846 After that tnne he took little

part in home politics, but his voice was often

heard on matters of foreign policy and in de

nunciation of tvranny in Italy and elsewhere

He died in London Oct 12, 18Q3 Lord Lynd
hurst's high attainments as a lawyer have never

been questioned, and his judgments have never

been excelled for clearness, method, and legal



acumen Tn tin. Uouse of J uida lit, lud few

tqualb among Ins contemporaries as a brilliant

orator ind debater He delnered his> last speech
m Paihrmonl at the age

1 of 8t> with IDS usual

force and ibility Consull Martin Life of Lord

Itijndliu) <,* (T ondon 1 S8} 1 ,
and Camplx.!! s Lwcv

<>1 tJicCtiuf Jintift sanrf Lnc<*afffi( Ghancelhit

COPTIAHHURST, TiiF CLERK OF An alias

of I'liai Tuck in tlir Rohm Ilood tales Sir

ttaltei Scott illudes to him bv tins title in

Jianhoe

COPPEE, krtpi', FfAV^oit. J'jDOUAivD TOA

CUIM { 1842-1008) A liendi poet, dramatist,
uid ineliat Tic \\ is bom 111 I aris and foi i

time \\as a clcnk m the ifovtinment fauwec Le

p?K/uaie, his, first book of poems,, appeared in

I860 and ^is followed M Les intitinhs (1888),
and PotHies modernet (1860), which marke*d

lam as a membei of the Pxmassiau school He
fii^t ittratted notiee bv a one act play, Le pas
i,ant (1869), the first of a sencs of curtain

raiscis m winch IK displaj-ed greatei talent than

in Ins foimal dimns, Lc luthiet t/e Ctemone

(]S70), Hereto Toidh (188?) Lts Jacobites

(1885), and Pom la oowoane (18%) 1T( also

wrote the plav Wme de Vaintenon (1881) Hia
latei lyuc \\ork it contained in Le<s JivmWea

(1872) Le tahi& touge (1874), 1/irru.ieun
son (1890), md Dam la pmc ci dan? la, lutte

(1901) 1m namtive -verse in Une idylle pend
ant le siege (1875), Olivier (1875) LTnfee
(1878), Rteilt et deqw (1878), and Iwgt con

te* noHPmua (188?) His piose take of the

eighties include Fille tie tnates , Heitriette,
Madame ~\unu, and Le toucher de toJeit He
told hie o^n story in Toitte une jeunewe (1890),
and published a MUM of lournahstic essays,
Mon />njic ftvler (1803-%) Le coupable

(1897) is a novel oi (nmnul psychology, and
L<t bonne wufftanfc (1808) aignali/os th? -writ

er's reconciliation *ith thi Church From 1880
to 1884 he \vas the diamatic cntic of the well

known newspaper, La Paine He -was elected

to the French Acadomp in 1884 Coppe> is an

accomplished artist in the short fatorj, <md hote

it IB the poet in him that lends these brief and
finished narratives then distinctive charm He
was at first and by instinct an artist in \erne,
a skilled craftsman, though, perhaps, a little

afiected, indeed, his verse has often been charac
tenzed aa poetical prose, owing to the lack

of real inspiration in it and his delight in

treating countless unimportant details of t>vi>ry

day life After 1870 his Jhcile miavifr \ieldcd

to sterner notes m the lyric of democruv,
of work, poverty, and self denial, and of the in

dignant patriotism of defeat To tins sutceech

the gentle idyllic vein with an occasional tragic
touch But whether in prose or verse, he con

tmues the poet of the Parisian -workman and
the pettv trading class He continually harks
back to his lost youth in his sweetly melancholy
romances, from which much real and delightful
local color and Parisian atmosphere can be

gle*nd TTe WAS very aptly called le pokte <Zc<?

humbles He has happily described himself as

"a man of refinement who enjoys simple people,
an aristocrat who loves the masses "

Consult Lesoura, Goppte, Vhontme, la, me et

I'cewre (Pans, 1888) , Driuthet, J7n fotte

/rowffow JVonoow Ooppte (il>, 1902), I/AbbS

Delmont, Trow dluatre? conqvdtes de let fot

Copp, Brvnetvire, Bowget 1908), Ernest

Gaubert, FrdnfOt* Coppto (1%6)

COP^PfiE, HENRY (1821-95) An American
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olucatoi and autliot, bom iti fSa\d.nnili, Ga lie

griduatcd at \\et,t Point in 1845, amul in the

Mo\ican \\ AT, and \\ vt, isBibtaut ]>i
ofcssor at

the Mihtaiy Academv fiom 18r>0 to 1815, when
he became piofessoi of Encjhsh htoiatuic and

history in tho Unncrsity of Pennsvlvuna Herp
he lemamcd foi 11 ycais, aftd \\luch ho wis

president of Jjehigh (Jmvusit\ until 1875 and
i piofisbor theic till lus death In IS74 ho was

appointed a legmt of the Rnuthaonun Institu

tion Among his publications %\tn IjUm<nt

of Logic (1817), Gallcu/ of Fanioui Poets

(183S) , (}allcti/ of Di'ttingui!>li(d J
>

oet<sie <
>

(I860) (jiant and At* Campaiqiu (1866),
The Conquest of Bpain> ly tin. Aial) Moon
(IShl) Elements of Bhetono (10th od, 1887)
ITe edited t\\o volumes of the Comtt <lt Pans a

<
}

tul Wai in America (1870)
COPTER (symbol, Cu), a. metallic cloimnt,

distinguished fiom. all othti -nutih by its pt

culiar icd coloi The name i daivod from the

Latin oypnwn (from the luland of C^pius),
Utci tupiiitn

Physical Characteristics Specific guuitv
(cast) 8921, ( lolled or harnmeml) 80")2, BtK^ak
or ponder nd hudncHs, 2 "3 to { luat con

ductivit^, 808 (&?old Ixing taken dt 100) the

tnc conductnit\, <)J08 (silvci b(k

ing taken it

100) melting point, 1081 O
8 K malkal)ilit>

and ductiht\ high
Chemical Characteristios Valency, T and

IT atomic weight, 6J57 sp<ciii< heat, 0003,
tflcetioclu nueal equivalents (cupiouH siltn)

1012 ampen houis per pound, (cujnu salts)

3824 ajnpere homs per pound Coppoi is

easily soluble in nitiic iicul, aenia rcgia, and

lioilmg conecntratcd eulplmnc acid, slowly
soluble' in h>diochlonc acid with aceeas ot ui

Copper coiubnus Muth oxvgiu to form two uu

poriant oxides, tupious ovido (CuO) and cuptic
oxide (CuO) It combines readily with \anous
metals fonning allots tho moie impoitint of

\vliuh aie> btou/e (<opptr with tin), biasw (cop

per \\itli nne), and monol inotal (<e>i>i)oi with

nickel) (Soo Atiovs) From acid, neutral,
and alkaline solutions copper is precipitated by
hydrogen sulphule and ammonium hulpluelo as

a biowmsh black pioeipilatt, eii])rio wulphide

(CuR) Ammonia added in excosn to solutions

of eupnc salte pioduuN a tl<
i ir fluid of au AAUO

bluf color Metallie iron in contact with acid

Holutions IH covtiud with a coating of metallic

Production and Prices The following table

shows the worlds coppen production for the

yen i 1913 au compiled by 2V Bngmcenng and

loutnal, Ne>w \ork

THE WORLD 8 COPPER PRODtlCTTON IN 1013
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From the for^om^ table it -will be noted that
Xorth Amcuca supplies 648 per cent of the
world's coppei, the United States alone produc
ing 55 7 per cent

The production of the United State* is shown
bv States in the annexed table, as compiled by
The Engineering and Mining Journal

COPPER PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED ^TVTES
IN 1913

The annual average pi ices for New York de-

livery pi availing for the labt 10 years are shewn
in the following tabk as compiled bv The En-

gineering and Mining Joni nal

AVERAGE PRICES FOR COPPER 1904-1913

The prices given aie for thrte classes of cop

per, which maj be briefly defined as follows ( 1 )

electrolytic copper, or copper electrolytically re

fined, (2) standard, the London term for ordi

nary commercial brands, (3) lake, applied to

the product of the Lake Superior mines (Michi

gan) r which, because of its peculiar occurrence

and treatment, is of especial value in plate and
tube mills

History Copper and copper alloy objects are

found m the prehistoric remains of (1) Egypt,

dating back to the fourth dynasty (3800 to 4700
BC ) , (2) Asia Minor, dating probably to 3000

BO, (3) China (2500 BC *) The remains

of the Mycensean, Phoenician, Babylonian, and

Assyrian civilizations (1SOO to 500 BO) have

yielded a variety of copper and bronze objects

It is probable that the Egyptians obtained their

copper from the mines located on the jSmai

Peninsula The copper used by the Greeks and

Romans was first mined on the island of Cyprus

Later, during the Roman eonauests, copper was

found and mined in central Europe, Spam, and

Britain
On the American continent copper was known

to, and uaed by, the aboriginal races No dates

<jan, however, be applied to its first use The

Lake Superior deposits were known to the French

explorers ru the seventeenth century During
the eighteenth century some small shipments of
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copper oreb \\eu made nom the Atlantic bea
hoard to Euiope originating from mmeb in Con
necticut, Xew Jtrse^v and Penns\hama It "was

not until 1844 that copper came into promi
nence as a mineral product of the United State^
Since that date the increase in production has
been phenomenal until at present the United
States is alone credited with 56 per cent of the
world's production

Mineralogy The principal copper bearing
minerals are natne copper cuprite or copper
oxide fCu0) malachite, or green carbonate of

copper (CuCO Cu(OH) t azurite or blue tar
bonate of copper (2CuCO Cu(OH) ) , chalcop^
rite, or copper p\rite (CuFeS ) bormte or pt.a
cock copper (Cu 3FeS,), chalcocite, or copper
glance (Cu 8) , chrysocolla, or silicate of cop
per (CuSi03 2E3Oj, tetrahedrite, a copper an
timonv sulphide (Ciig&b S ) tnargite, a copper
arsenic sulphide (Cu^AsSJ and covelhte, or

<upnc sulphide (CuS)
Geology and Mining The ongm and geo-

logical occurrence of thebe minerals is so vanei
and so complex a* to preclude any detailed de

scription within the scope of this article Suf
fice it, therefore, to bneflv enumeiate and de
scribe the deposits of chiefr economic importance
in America, which are (1) the native copper
deposits of Laie Supei 101 , (2) lem deposits, as

exemplified at Butte, Mont (3) contact de

posits, as exemplified at Bisbee, Ariz , (4) dis

seminated or so called poiphyry" deposits, of

which the Utah, Nevada, Rav Miami and Chino
mines are examples, and (5) pyritic deposits,

exemplified at Ducktown, Tenn , and in northern
California

1 The Lake Superior deposits The valuable
mineral here is native copper, occurring as a
cement binding together or replacing the pebbles
of a conglomerate, and as a filling m an amyg
daloidal diabase The largest producer of this

district, the Calumet and Hecla mine proper, IB

now deriving the major portion of its ore from
the amygdaloidal beds, the conglomerate ores

being nearlv exhausted The average yield of

copper from the ores mined and milled during
recent years is from 14 to 22 pounds per ton
The handling of such low grade ore at a profit
has only been possible because of the very un
usual and favorable natural conditions

2 The Butte deposits consist of several acnes
of large and numerous veins in granite The
01 es, as mined latterly, yield from 40 to 70

pounds of copper per ton The ore of the upper
part of the zone of secondary enrichment has

been largely exhausted, and the present output
is made up mainly of ores from the lower hon
zons, primary chalcocite and similar minerals

occurring at & depth of 2000 feet and over

3 The Bisbee deposits haw yielded large ton

nages of exceptionally high grade ores The
mam ore bodies have been found on or near a

limestone porphyry contact, the chief tonnages of

former years having come from the limestone

side of the contact now, however, the lower-

grade ore occurring in the porphyry is being

developed with excellent results For the year
1912 the yield in copper per ton of ore was 122

pounds
4 The dwaemwwrterf or so-called "porphyry"

deposits consist of large areas of altered rocks

carrying uniformly disseminated copper values

The yield of copper per ton of ore vanes from
20 pounds, as in the case of Utah copper, which

is mined by steam shovels, up to 33 pounds at
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Miami, which is operated at an undeiground
mine Two South American deposits of this

type are worthy of note they aie the Braden

mine, and the propeitj of the Chile Copper Com

panv, both located in Chile

5 The py ite deposits conbibt of large masses

01 lenses of cuprifeiout p^rite oecumng practi

eally free fiom gangue Deposits of this char

octer usuallj yield copper values ranging from

32 pounds per ton, as in Tennebsee, to GO pounds
per ton, as in northern California Their ceo

nomic impoitance is largely due to associited

lecoverable mmeial \alueb, le, gold silvei, and

sulphur Foreign mines of importance of this

t\pe are the Mount Lyell mine in Tasmania and
the Kvshtim mine in Russia

COPPER

Extracting The methods employed in recov

eung copper fiom, its ores may be divided into

two geneial classes (1) mechanical methods ,

(2) cAemwnl methods Ordinarily a combma
tion of both methods is used

1 Mechanical or milling methods, piesup

pose that m all cases the mateiial to be ticated

has been allied to a dcgiee of fineness sufficunt

to liberate the paitideb of valuable mmeial
from the associated valuclc-,8 material, and may
be subdivided into tho following methods (a)

wet, (1) dry, (c) magnetic, (d) clecttoslatu,

and (e) flotation Briefly, (a] wet and (6)

dry milling separate the copper minerals fro a

the associated barien rock (gangue) by making
use of the relatively greater weight (for a like

bulk) of the eoppci minerals as compared vuth

the gangue In the first case watei, in the

second air under prebsure, is used as the -work

ing medium (c) Magnetic nulling is used at

times when the copper mmuals aie mccliam

cally associated with certain non minerals

which are tusceptiblo to magnetic influence1 , and
which may thorefoie be removed by passing
the crushed ore thiough a magnetic fiold,

thereby removing the iron minerals with the

consequent incru&c in grade (copper content)

of the remaining material (d) Electrotfalio

milling makes use of the varying electrical con

ductmty of minerals, the crushed and dry ore

being passed by gravity through a field of static

electricity, with the result that each falling

particle of ore is charged with electricity in a

degree dependent on its mineral character, and
as a result is correspondingly deflected in fall

ing (e) Flotation methods depend upon the

lact that certain minerals (usually sulphides)
aie buoyed up by oil films or attached gas pai
tides, while the associated non metallic minerals

arc not so affected, the result being that when
the crushed ore is brought in contact with oil

or dilute acid solutions m proper receptacles a

separation is effected In all of the above men
tioned methods the valuable mineral i& scpa
lated from the barren material, suitable meohan
ical moans being provided to maintain and to

provide for the effected separation The valu

able product is usually termed 'concentrate"

and is given further treatment as indicated be

low, whale the valueless product is called 'tail"

or tailings" and is discarded

2 Chemical methods, adapted for treating
crude ore or, as IB now more often the case,

using as their base material obtained from some
one of the mechanical or milling methods above

described, may be subdivided into (1) dry

mothodi, 01 smelting, and (2) iu>(, or hydro
metallurgical

(1) Dty methods, 01 vneltmg, as earned on.

to daj, maj be subdivided iccoiding to the t\po
ot furnace employed into (a) metbnatoiy
smtlting, (I) bla<st Jwnacc, snidtinii, and (c)

ctcctnc sn oiling In (a) tevnbeiatory vmclt

ing the dimcnsionb of the iimuecs cmphrud
:ca< h a mi\imuin width of 20 feet b^ a length
of 120 feet, the height being binxll as compared
vuth the \idth The smelting pioccduic is aa

follows Tlu 010, xftci hiving leuucd a pu
hminarv heating 01 looting tie itmcnt in en
cukr mult i health furnaces of the Me Doug ill

or Vtedge type, is mi\ed with suitable uukc,3

(limestone, quait/, 01 uon ore) and chaiged
hot on the fuinace bottom md fused b> e\tia
neoue heat (uuallj liom oil Iniinua at ono
end of the furnace) The products oi this

fusion xie *lag and matte, winch aie removed
fiom the fuinacc while* molten The mitto,
v^hieh accounts foi the <oppn of the oiigmal
ore, 19 subsoqucntlv rctieato'd by piocosscb heie

after described Ihc wahte heat fiom fuinaccs
of this type ib used fat "te im g-ntrvtion. (I)

Bla,t)innace smiting The oit, eitlui in a
ciude &txtc or ]iutiall\ roaited <ib motalluiyi
cal mjuiieiuoiita nu\ dioUte is mi\od -with

piopei flu\ob ind fuel ind (h\ifwl into fui

nacis whose hcigLt is invinaulv gieatoi thin
their vudth (dmunsion-s vaiv i ana mi, in Width
fiom 36 to 60 inclus, in lenth horn % to 612

niches, and in height fiom 6 to 21 teit) Those
fmnaeob have mar then bottom a, VAI \ing
number of an inlets (tuvoics) thioiifh wlucli

nr undei picssuic is fouul v>ilh tlu jmipos-o
of giving tho o\\g<n mcissaiy fnt tlu Inuiung
of the futl and for tho tluiniodit uuc il jo

actions incidental to sindtmg TInv

])io(lucts
from the fusion of tlu chuge aio slag, matte,
and fufne<s The matte- is r<tr< itid tho fumes

may or may not bt tn itod, for the itcovny
of the sulphur winch thcv oontnu (r) il<c

tno smelting is still in tho e\poum<ntil stt>ff(,

the basic idea being to do away \utli tlic ust

of carbonacoous fuel as a hoat jnodurot tub

stituting theicfoi luat r< suiting fiom tho
'

passage of an elictnc current

Tito old Wolsh or Otrwan methods eonsmt

inp of stage smelting m furnaces of small dinun
sioiw, are but little used at lh< pic sent time
Matte treatment Tho matto ohUnu'd from

the above doscubod smelting incthoels consists
of a copp<rnon sulphide, its compOBition
changing with conditions XTHually the :ango
of copper contamod will to fiom 2r> to 60 per
cent (in exceptional cast's the matte* may be
as low aq 10 per pent copper, JIB at Duektown,
TtTin, m which case the matte is givon a
secondary araoltmg m blurt: furnaces for the

puiposo of incroasmg its coppor ecmtont) In
ordor to eliminate the iron and sulphur con
tamed the matte may bo troatod m (a) ruer
l&atory /wntcN'fis or (li) in cwwortcr? (o)
The i everberatory method of trcatniint, not now
generally used, providod for tho roflinoltmg of

the roasted matte with tlie addition of silica m
small reverberatory furnaces, the iron of the
matte combining with the1 flilica forming slag
which is removed as foimed, the resulting impure
copper being subsequent!} refined (6) The
converter method of treataaont, now practically
universal, provides for the treatment of the
molten matte m barrel shapad vessels fitted

with *ir inlets According to the character of
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the lining of these vessels they ha^ve been called
and lined converters and iostc lined, converters
The basic lining has superseded the acid and is

now generally us>ed In both types the sul

phur of the matte is eliminated by oxidization,
while the iron foims a slag in the first case
with the siliceous (acid) lining of the con
\erter, or in the becond case with silica added
through the mouth of the converter and is

poured off at intervals, leaving the impure or
so called blibter copper (analyzing 96+ per
cent copper) to be finally cast as ingots or as
anodes and subsequently refined

(2) Hydrometallurgtcal methods aim at the

obtaining of the copper contained in the ores
under treatment in the form of an aqueous so
lution Basically they are an adaptation of lab

oratory methods of analysis to commercial ends
and as so applied are a development of the last
50 years The procebs is m general as follows

(a) Rendering the copper as ocourrwg in the
ores soluble This normally means preliminary
roasting for those ores containing sulphur in

combination -with the copper The roasting may

50 COPPEB

being filled with a copper sulphate solution

(the electrolyte) showing some free acid The
passage of a direct electric current causes cop
per to be deposited at the cathode with the
lelease of a corresponding quantity of sulphuric
acid which attacks the copper of the anode,
thus continuously legeneratmg the electio

lyte This cjclic action is continued until the
anodes 1m e been consumed to a minimum of

waste The impurities in the anode not being
soluble fall and collect on the tank bottom in

the form of a sludge Thib sludge contains the

precious metals and recei\ es a subsequent treat
ment for their separate recovery The refined

copper cathodes are removed from the tanks
when built up to a convenient thickness, are
washed and dried, and melted down under

proper oxidizing and reducing conditions m a

special form of re\erberatory furnace (cabting
furnace) ,

the molten copper being cast in shapes
adapted for commercial uses and analyzes ap
proTiimatelv 99 8 + per cent copper

TTses Copper, because of its abundance in

nature and its amenability to metallurgical
be earned on with or without the addition of treatment and consequent low cost, its high
leagents (Fe2S or NaCl) and means the heating electrical and thermal conducts atv, its great
of the ore by the use of e-rtraneous fuel to a

degree of heat varying from 300 to 800

(&) Leaohvng The roasted ore is subjected m
suitable vebsels to the action of a dilute acid
solution (the solvent) Those solvents which
have had the most successful application to

date are sulphuric aeid, feme sulphate, hydro
chlonc acid, ferne chloride (o) Precipitating
The copper solution obtained is removed from
the ore pulp and subjected to either chemical
or electrical treatment Probably the most

tensile strength and the ease with -which it

may be worked, is consumed in large quanti
ties m the manufacture of electrical and me
chanical apparatus, alloy metals, munitions of

\var, coins, shipbuilding, and in architecture

and the arts

TERMUVOLOGY

used method of precipitating (removing in solid

form) copper from solutions is that employing
iron (scrap iron), the copper being deposited
in a finely crystalline form, the equivalent iron

replacing it in the solution Copper thus pro
duced is naturally impure and must therefore

be melted down and refined Hydrogen aul

plude has also been used as a precipitant the

Anode Term used m the electrolytic treat

ment of copper to denominate that electrode

or conductor by which the electric current en
ters into the solution or electrolyte

Black ooppei (coarse copper) An impure
metal normally ranging from 70 per cent to

99 per cent copper with, leas than 2 per cent

sulphur Ubualh a product resultant from
the smelting of oxidized (nonsulphur bearing)
ores

Blister copper The final product of direct

copper coming down in the form of a sulphide smelting of copper ores, the copper ranging
and subsequently retreated and refined Car from 96 per cent up
bonate of lime as a precipitant has been tried, Cathode

the copper being brought down as an onde,
which is further treated for the production of

Used in contradistinction to anode

and indicates that electrode by which the elec

trio current leaves the solution

Cement copper The copper obtained by precommercial copper -- ff- *

The passage of a suitable direct electric cur- cipitating copper from solutions by the use of

rent through a copper bearing solution, using iron

insoluble anodes and pure copper cathodes, Concentrate The valuable mineral product
causes the contained copper to be deposited in resultant from mechanical treatment of an

a finely crystalline form at the cathode, this ore

cathode copper being melted and cast in salable Converting A special form of treatment for

form or subjected to refining, depending on the oxidization and reduction of matte to blis

the character of the deposit ter copper

Beflnin^ Copper, ather as produced in the Electrolytic (

form of "blister copper" or as a product from by electrolytic

hydrometallurgical treatment, is usually refined Flute Any
by either of the following methods (1) rever

leratory or (2) electrolytic 1 The reverlera-

tory method (English process) procedure is to

The copper produced
methods
added in smelting for

the purpose of facilitating the fusion of the

charge

t f ^
Head A term used in the mechanical treat

meft the" xmpure~eopper down' in saucer shaped ment of ores, indicating the material as deliv

furnaces by extraneous heat and then subject ered to the null, prior to any treatment other

it to proper oxidizing and reducing action with than crushing <

the addition, of small quantities of silica and Matte (coarse metal) The valuable product

iron But a small percentage of the world's resultant from smelting sulphur bearing ores

copper is now handled by this method 2 Jffleo- Consisting of copper, iron, and sulphur in vary

trolytoo refmng, now generally used, consists ing proportions

of casting the impure copper in slabs, placing Mill A general term for a plant using

them m suitable tanks as anodes, using as chanical OT hydrometallurgical processes of

cathodes sheets of refined copper, the tanks treatment

VOL VI 6
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Milling The mechanical treatment of an

ore, having as its purpose the separation of

the valuable from the nomaluable minerals

One A mine product containing minerals

of economic value

Refinvng The further treatment of white
metal or blister copper with the purpose of

producing a commercially pure copper (098 +
pei cent) and the incidental recovery of any
associated precious metals

Roasting Subjecting ore or furnace product
to he it without fusion with the object of re

nwvmg or decreasing the contained sulphur
Slag The valueless scoria produced in smelt

ing processes

Smeltmg The reduction of orea or concen

trates in furnaces by heat and fusion

Tail (Tailings) The waste or discarded

product resulting from the mechanical treat

merit of an oie

White metal A matte containing but a

relatively small amount of iron, the copper

appiovmrating 60 to 75 per cent

Wue lar A special form of casting suited

in dimensions to the use of wiredrawing
machines
Wire bar copper Refined copper cast m

wire bais

Bibliogaaphy For infoimation on those

subjects bnefly touched upon m the foregoing
irticlc, consult the following books CHEMISTBY,
FiebPinus, Manual of Quo,hta,ttve Chemical Anofy
fu (K<w York, 1013) Miller, Quantitative
Inalvns for Mvnwig Engineers (ib , 1007) , MIN
EBMOQY, Dana, Syvtem of Min&alogy (ib

1013) , GEOLOGT, Kemp, Ore Depo<nt<$ of the

United States and, Canada (ib, 1000), Weed
Copper Ahnct of the TT orld (ib , 1907) , MINING,
Iloo^er, Principles of Mining (ib, 1909),
METAtLUBGr, Richards, Ore Drawing (ib,

1909), Schnabel, Handbook of Metallurgy <jb,

1907) Greenawalt, Hydrometallwgy of Cop
per (ib, 1912), Peters, Pnnotples of Copper
Smeltvnff (ib, 1007), STATISTICS, Mvneral In

dustry (annual ib \ , Engineering and Mining
JoMnal (woeklv, ib )

COPPER, IN SHIPBUILDING A ship which
has her bottom shoathed with sheet copper is

said to be coppered, or copper bottomed The

copper so used is in sheets measuring about
48 by 14 indies, and weighs 18 to 32 ounces

per square foot The copper IB always applied
over wood, to which it is nailed, at ordinary
draft the line of the cppper IB usually well

above water It seems to keep the bottom free

of serious marine growth, which readily at
taches itself to flood and less readily to iron

Coppering checks the formation of manna
growth in two ways as a germicide (the car

bonatc of copper formed is a deadly poison to

uumal and vegetable life) and by exfoliation,
the film of copper salt peeling off quite readily,

carrying with it the attached growths When
cheapness is more desired than strict efficiency,

alloys of copper are used for sheathing Iron
and steel Bhips aie coppered by first putting on
a thickness or two of wood planking, this is

to avoid gah \nic action, which mav be serious

if the hull and copper are connected In the

United States naw \ery few vessels have been

copperod, and the Board of Construction, in

the Naw Department has decided against cop
poring oicopt for ceitain small vessels for spe
cial 91 nice \ wooden ship 19 copper fastened

when tlw bolts used m her underwater body
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are of copper instead of iron Iron bolts rust

lapidly T*hen exposed to the action of salt

water, paiticularly when merdy damp or wet

ted and dried alternatelv This scnoubly re

duces the strength of the ship Copper bolts

aie eaten awiy much less rapidly
COPTERAS (ML copetose, from OF, Fr

coupetose, jom ML ccpotosa, cupeiosa, cup

tosa, from Lat cupn tosa rose of copper) The
name given to the commeicnl ferrous sulphate
and also applied to the native mmeial melan
terite

COPPER BTTTTERFLY Any of sever il

small butterflies, so called in rcfcienrc to their

colors In England collectors, applv the name
to those of the family Lyc^mdjc in g<nei xl In,

the United States it is iet>trictcd to the closclv

related forms of the genus Chi yiophanus which,

however, is found also in the Old Woild
COPPER GLEET A town in Sudburv Dis

tnct, Ontario, Canada, on the Canadian Pacific

Railway 4 miles west of Sudbuiy It is of

recent origin, having gio^n into recognition
since 1001 It ib dependent upon the mining
and smelting of coppoi ind nickel tvhioli

abound in the district Good fishing and hunt

ing arc to be had in the \icinity Pop, 1011,
3082

COP'PEREIELD, DAVID See DA.VID COPPEE
FIELD

COPPER GLANCE See CIIALCOCIT]?

COPTERHEAD A venomous North Amen
can snake ( Intisttndon (.vntoitnct,) of tlu i it

tlesnake iinnly It maj exceed 4 fiet in length,
and hab a buinished coppei coloiul hoatl lu/el

biovtn (sometimes golden) body, with Y shaped
daik blotches on tlu hides, \vliuh usually meet
over the back The belly is nuiked with round

black spots The tail is tapered, greenish ~v\hen

young, chestnut in age, and has no rattle, nor

(Top of head and face -now }

does the snako vibrato it against the cprais, "and
so produce a warning sound not unlike that of

the rattlesnake," as IB often said, more than is

the habit of all snakes when excited Another
unloundcd fable is that it waits until you pass
and then strikes from the rear The truth is it

is sluggish, moving about mainly at night, and

by day seeks to avoid notice and will not bite

unless gieatly alarmed or provoked, most acci

dents result from picking it up or touching it

with, the hand m handling bruah or stones in

the woods or clearing swamps Its bite- is as

deadlj as tliat of any snake of its sure, and the

absence of rattling makes it especially dancer
ous In the fall it seeks some underground den,

where occasionally several have been found en

tangled together m dormancy theap arc twuilly,
if not alwavs, pregnant females When aroused
in spring, it seeks swamps and wet meadows,
where its food (mainly mice) is most abundant,
and where the young are brought forth alive m
midsummer Tnis snake is known from Mass,a
chufietts to the Rio Grande, especially in moun
tamous districts, and us still common in the
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rocky hills of the Hudson and Connecticut val

leys It has many names, such as
'

pilot,"
'

red

eje," "red adder,"
'

copper belly,
' and in the

South,
'

cotton mouth" and moccasin" the last

confusing it with its neai relatrve, Hit tiue or

Abater moccasin (qv) Coiibult Stejneger, The
Poisonous Snakeb of North America,' in Annual

Report of United States National Museum fo)
1893 (Washington, 1805), and Ditmaib, 1 he Rep
tile Book (New lork, 1907) See Plate of

HAITI LSNAKES
COPPEEHEADS A name gi\en bj their po-

litical opponents duimg the Civil \\ar to thote

IM 01them men who, believing the conquest of

the South impohsible though not necLSsxuly

sympathizing with the Southein cause btienu

ously objected to the vigorous prosecution of

the war by the administration In some parts
of the country the name uas uniformly used
as synonymous with "Democrats" The most

prominent and most obnoxious of the "Copper
heads" TV as Clement L Vallandigham (<jp )

The name "was taken from the copperhead snake

which gives no warning before it strikes It

originated in 1862 and quickly came into gen
eral use throughout the North Another evpla
nation of the name is that it came from the

habit of the extreme opponents of the \\ar weir

ing as a badge a button cut out of a copper
cent on which was the head of the Goddebs of

Liberty
COPPER INDIGO A name given to the

mineral covellite, especially when found in

spheroidal masses of an indigo blue color, as

is the case at various localities m Thurmgia
and at Vesuvius Covellite is a copper sulphate
COP/PEBM3NE RIVER A nver of north

era Canada, so named, m common with the

mountains to the west of it, from the metallic

products of the vicinity It nses m Point Lake,
Mackenzie Province, and enters Coronation

Gulf, m the Arctic Ocean, about lat 68 N
and long 116 W (Map Canada, G 3) The

Coppermine River is not navigable, being

throughout its course of over 300 miles little

better than a series of falls and torrents

COPPER NICKEL See NicoounE
COPPEB-NOSED BREAM (so called from

the color of the snout) The blue sunflsh, or

dollardee (Lepomw paUidus), of the Mississippi

valley See SUNFISH, and Plate of DABTEBS

AND StTNFISH
COPPERPLATE ENGRAVING See EN

GEAVINQ
COPPEB PYRITES See CHALOOPTBITE

COPPER RIVER A river of Alaska, whose

source is a glacier of the same name on the

first northward, then westward and southward

to the Gulf of Alaska, into which it empties
at long 145 W just west of Controller Bay

(Map AlaskaK 5) Excepting the mountainous

region m which the stream originates, the to-

pography of its basin reveises the usual rule,

foi the river's upper course, once it is fairly

dear of WrangelTs slope, lies through a broad

plain, while its lower course carries it through

the Chugach Mountains, which extend almost

down to its delta Its length is about 300

milftg, and its basin has an area of about 23,000

square miles Its fall is about 3600 feet, or

at an average of nearly 12 feet a mile From

Copper Center the fall is nearly 7 feet a mile

Its chief tributary is the Ciitna, from the east

CtoBult Mendenhall, "Geology of the Central

COPROLITES

Copper River Region, Alaska," in United States

Geological 8uu,ey> House Document JTo 197

(Washington, 1905)
COPOPEBSMITH (translation of the natite

Philippine tambaqut which is imitative of the
birds cry) One of several barbets (q^ )

of
India and eastward to the Philippines, which
lie called b\ the natives by names meaning
"coppei smith,

'

'nonsmith" etc, on account of
their sharply accented metallic notes A fa
miliar species in Natal is called "tinker bird"
They are gorgeouslj plumaged, sluggish, fruit

eating birds, very numerous and noisy, but
keeping in the tops of the trees and making
onlv short, heavy flights The crimson breasted

coppersmith (Jlegalcema Jiamacephala) is one
of the best knoxvn and most gaudy
COPPET, ko'pa' A Milage in the Canton of

Vaud, Switzerland, situated on the *est bank
of the Lake of Geneva, 9 miles north northeast
of Geneva (Map Switzerland, A3) The house
in which Madame de Stael h\ed is still stand

ing and contains some excellent paintings and
sculpture Watches and clocks are made in

Copptt Pop, 1900 552 1910, 581
COPPICE See COPSE

COP'PHTGER, JOHW JOSEPH (1834^1909)
An A.mencan soldier He was born at Queens
tov\n, Ireland, and early joined the papal army
in the struggle against King Victor Emmanuel
Afterward he came to the United States, was ap
pointed a captain in the Fourteenth Infantry m
1861, served throughout the Civil \\ar, being
brevetted major and lieutenant colonel for serv

ices at Trevihan's Station and Cedar Creek,

respectively, in 1864 In 1865 he became colonel

of the Fifteenth Xew York Cavaln He served
m several Indian campaigns (1806-68), receiv

ing the brevet of colonel (1868), and was pro
moted to be major of the Tenth Infantry (1879)
lieutenant colonel of the Eighteenth Infantry

(1880), colonel of the Twenty third Infantry

(1891), and brigadier general on April 25, 1895

During the Spanish American War he was ap
pointed major general of United States Volun
teers and was placed in command of the Fourth

Army Corps, stationed at Camp Wheeler, Hunts
ville, Ala He was retired from active service

Oct 11 1898

COPPINO, kdp-pfi'na, MICHEXB (1822-1901)
An Italian statesman and author He was born

m Alba, Piedmont, and was educated m Tunn,
where he became pro-fessoi of Italian literature

in 1861 and rector in 1869 He -was Minister

of Education in the cabinets of Rattazzi (1&67),

Depretis, Cairoli (1870-79), and Depretis (1884r-

88), m which capacity he secured the passage
of a law regulating compulsory elementary ed i

cation He contributed largely to the Rtvista

eontemporanea
COTBA (Hind IhoprH, from Malavalam

Koppara) The dned kernel of the coconut

It is used for the coconut oil which it yields
and coconut stearin Copra, either sun dned
or kiln dried, contains 50-65 per cent of oil,

while hot air dned may run as much as 74

per cent

COPRFNTJS See FTOTGI, EDIBLE, for article,

and Colored Plate

COP'ROLITES (from Gk icfapm, kopros,

dung + XWos, hthos, stone) The fossil eicre

ztients of animals found at times in the Paleo-

zoic and Mesozoic strata of the earth's crust

Their true nature waa first inferred from their

occurrence in the bodies of several specica of



ichthyobamus, m the iegion wheic wab bituattd

the intestinal tube It has been since bhown
that they are the voidings chiefly of saumnb
md also of fishes They often contain poitiona
of scales, bone, teeth, and shcllb, the indigos
tible parts of the food on which the animals

lived Occabionally the\ may be found exhibit

ing the spiral twisting and other nvukb pio
duced by the conf01 nutiun of the intestinal

tube, similai to what is noticed in the exciement

of some living fibhes, and sonic bpuimtnb lu\e

bitn erioneoush desuibcd is phuts Thise

peculiar maiLings obt lined foi thorn the niuic,

when their tiue nafruu %vas unkno\\n, of lauh
cones" ind bc-soai stones

'

Copiohtes aie

found to contain i laigc iniantitv. of phosphate
of lime, md as this foime a \ tiuabk manure,
the deposits containing them ha\e been largely

quamed especially m Inglind where thc>
are found o\er extensive aieas in Noifolk,
Essex Cambridgeshire and Suftolk The cop
rohtes are extracted by washing the earth and
are then treated \vith sulphuric acid which,

converts their lime phosphate into a soluble

form

Among the most mteiebtnit> copiolitet aie

those of spiral foim fiom the Waverly group
of Pennbylvama and ilbcwhm, onguully de

sciibed as fo&sil algje md piobluuatic plants
under the generic names of Pal&oasy) is, Bpiian

gutm, Spi)avi3 and now known to be the dung
of ancient shaikhke fibh such as Oladoselache

The silicificd coprohtes of the Liis of Hano\u,
Qx>iniany, ha\o ailorded great numbers of i idio

larian mimns which ha~vo boon d<?&enbd by
Rust (See HADIOLAJBIA

)
Consult Manlell,

Petrifactions and th&ir Teaching? (London,

1S51), and id, Medals of Cieation (ib, IS 14)

COPBOPHAGY See Bmmrv
COPSE, or COPPICE (OF oopew, from coper,

Fr coupe), to cut, from OF coiip <(iUj) top,

cofp, Fi coup, from ML <o/pi/s blow fiom Lit

colaphus, Gk K6\a<f>os, Lolaphoi, buffet, from

Ko\am-eiv, kolaptevti) to stiike) A name given
in England and elsewhere to a natmal wood or

plantation in which the trees art poiiodicilly
cut before being allowed to attain the &i/c of

timber trees, and where new shootb are pu
nutted to grow from their roots or slumps
Some kinds of trees do not send up new shoots ,

but many as the oak, birclx, chestnut, abh, elm,

maple, alder, hazel, and willow very readily
do so, especially when not allowed to attain

too considerable a size before being cut over

Oopsewoods are sometimes planted to vary
md beautify the landscape, but more generally
with a view to profit, either owing to a, gicat
local demand for their produce, or to peculiar
ities of soil and situation It often hippens
that, owing to scantiness of soil or to unfavor
able subsoil, oaks and other trees, after grow
ing vigorously for a number of years, are ar

rested and remain almost stationary in their

growth In such circumstances it is advan

tagoous to cut them over early and to treat

the plantation as a copse, the former vigor

being again manifested in the young shoots,

and the land yielding in this way a greater
return to its owner Oak and birch are much

planted as copsewood, in consequence of the

demand for their bark, the trees are cut over

every 12 to 25 years, dependent upon the char

acter of the soil, climate, etc The largest

pieces of the wood are used for making wheel

spokes and for other purposes of timber) the

biualler poitions aie Ubcd ioi making chaicoal

and niewood A^h is sometimes plmtcd as

copse, with i view to the omplojnunt of the

wood foi handles of impltmentb hunlks hoops,
tec, the xvood ot tin. ish i\cn \vhui Miy \oung,
b<mg highly v ilucd foi stitngth md clastiufrv

Chestnut copbes aie plmtcd in .England to bup

ply hop poles Ila/cl is a -vei} common copse
wood, being in picM,t demand foi unking ciates,

cte Besides the cultivation of ditltitnt kinds
of willow 01 osttr foi biskct miking, in which

they aie tut o\er mnuillv sonu of tlu sptcus
are cultivated as copse, and cut evciv fue, six

01 seven yt us, foi huopo, ci itts etc , the spetits
which is dei mod mobt buit'l)le being MaiID

dipita tfalix alba is alao coniinonly employed
in copse plantitions foi lugu willow wood
In borne countries copstwood is piititululy
\aluod for the reguhi bupply of fuel which it

aJJoids

In cutting copsewood can is tiUn to dus^
the stumps so tliat vattr may not l<Hls>e in

them and cause them to lot Tho si/t to whuh
the stems are allowed to attim be,ton being
cut, and tho fiequonc> of cutting diflcr ac

coiding to tlu diiUunt kinds and tlu uflts

intended Stoms moie tlun 4 mthts thitk aie

generally cut with tho siw, but smalloi stems
with a cuutd bill 01 axe tutting upwaid
COP'TIC VERSION See Bruri,

COPTIS (NeoLat, fiom Gk ^ITTSIV, koptein,
to cut retelling to ita divided h I\IH) 01 (Soli)

aitKtAD A genus of plants of tho family II i

mmculaccj? Copti? tnfoliala, the best known

species, is a nttivt of the north of IMUOJK, fli

btna, Ciccnlind Ii eland, and North Aimiua,
It growb in s\vani])s and donvts itrt i>opular
nime from tht goldin \tllow toloi of its long,
thrcidhko icotstotks Tht lootntoiks in vny
bittti and hut bomt roputilion ta a tonic

They ilso coutun i vtllow dyt Tht loavts of

tliw plint have- thmo wodgt slmpid liatUts, and
its Icailtss stuns bt u t uh i Holitaiy, lather

piott> uhitt flown tho p(tilliko sopalu of

wliuli 1m i ytlknv bists

COPTOS Mcc Koiros
COPTS The name gi\en to the Chnstian

debccndints of the anueut inhabit mtw of Kgypt
llio Aiabit vvoul Qubt is probably nothing but
a mutilition of r<ji/pt (not of hoptui, 01 Jo-

(0&<*c) The nmnlx?r of tht Ooptfl was eati

mated in 1907 it 700, U2 aid tin totil number
of Chribtians, 881 ($02 They m most nunuv
OUB in tho towns of Uppor Eg\j)t south of

Assmt Aft they usuxlly liv<* in towns and aie

riroly cngagul m agntultmt, they pumiat ft

cet tain contiast to tho. Mohammedan ptasjmts
TIicv aie as a rulo tif smillor utituio than tlio

htter and ot a lighter compUxion Most of

the Copts still wear tin black <oat and black
or bluo turhin winch they were forced to oa
sume m the turn of tho Mohanunedan perso
cution Thoy are frequently goldamittis and
monov hndois, md tluv an* also oxcellent
clerkb and actountuntH, althtmpfh few of them
attain the higher govuww ntal positions Tlicu
charactei IB apt to bo marked bv sullen
ness distrust and avanoe Although the
Arabs owed the conquest of Egypt to the as
sistance of the Copts, thoy soon began to

oppress thom cruelly taxing them to the ut
most, handenncf their nligious worship, and
occasionally even branding them These perse
cutions reduced the numbers of the Copts very
considerably A fw of them are at present
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adherents of the Roman Catholic church, still

fewer of the Greek church The nujontv ad
here to the old National church, which origi
nated in a schism after the rejection by the
Council of Chalcedon (451 VD) of the Mono
physitic doctrine, the Egyptians not accepting
the decision of tie council A long and bitter

struggle against the orthodox Byzantine go\
eminent arose, lasting until this was replaced
by the Arab invasion The Coptic sect is also

called Jacobite, after a prominent teacher of

the fifth centurj The highest ecclesiastical

dignitary of the Monophjsitic church is the

Patriarch of Ale\andm, who at piesent, how-

ever, icsides at Cairo This patriarch is always
chosen from the monks of the con-vent of St

Anthony By him the metropolitan of Ab>s-
smia is nominated The rest of the clergy rep-
resent orders similar to those of the Roman
Catholic church They ha\e 12 bishops The
monks and nuns were once very numerous but

they have in the course of time greatly dimin-

ished in. number The elaborate iites of the
church present some rather curious features

c g the celebration of the Lord s Supper with
unleavened bread dipped in wine, and the strict

division of the sanctuary or chancel from the

body of the church The Copts practice circum
cision and baptize by immersion The feasts

and fasts, which are \erv strictly observed,
are numerous Owing to the extreme length of

the service and the absence of seats, many -wor-

shipers lean on crutches which thej bung with

them The Copts are verv bigoted and are

especially fanatical agamt>t othei Christian de

nominations Of late, however, the American

Prebbytenan mission has worked among them
with success At Qus it converted the Coptic

Bishop and his whole congregation The Coptic

language, which was spoken from the third to

the sixteenth century, but has now become ex

tinct as a vernacular, belongs to the Hamitic

group of African languages It is of great im

portance linguistically as being the descendant

of Ancient Egyptian (see EGTIT, Language),

although its own literature is of comparatively
small importance In character Coptic was at

first almost monosyllabic, like Egyptian, but it

developed at a later period into a highly agglu
tinate language (qy ) The morphological side

of Coptic was therefore little developed, but the

phonology became the real basis of the gram
matical system for variations of meaning It

gained in consequence a far greater flexibility

than Egyptian had possessed, and it also en

nched its vocabulary by many Greek loan words,

as well as a smaller number of Latin and Per

sian terms Arabic words are significantly

lacking in the Coptic vocabulary The language

was divided into five principal dialects These

were the Sahidic, or Thebaie and Achmimic

in Upper Egypt, the Bohemc and Memphitic

in Lower Egypt, and the Fayumic, or so called

Baehmuric, spoken near Lake Menzalen in cen

tral Egypt There were also doubtless a number

of dialects of much importance of which no

record has been preserved Of the Coptic dia-

lects the oldest is the Sahidic whose literature

dates from the period extending from the third

to the seventh, century, composing annals,

translations of the Bible, apocryphal and Gnos

tic books, legends of the sarnts, and the like

This oldest literature has been in great part

lost and only fragments remain The Boheinc

dialect dating frwa the seventh century, con
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tamg by far the greater amount of extant

Coptic literature, again in the mam transla

tions from the Greek or revisions or the older

Sahidie texts, as nell as a few translations

from the Arabic It is this dialect -which is

still used in the liturgy of the Coptic church
The Favumic dialect his onh veiv scantv lit

erary remains, which hav e been discovered lately

by excavations in Egypt The Sahidic is the

most harmonious, *nd hat. moie Greek loan

\vords than the Bohemc while the Favumic
standb midway between the two The Coptic

st.ript lus 31 letters 24 of which aie Greek
uncials (see UXCIAL LETTERS), Tvhile the re-

maining character^ for $ (sh) / h (German
eft), A, id (French ;), c (English ch in child),
and ti, are derived from the Eg\ptnn demotic

script After the llohammedan conquest of

Ejnpt, Arabic gradually displaced Coptic, al

though Coptic is said to lu\e been spoken as

late as 1633 by one old man
Consult Kircher, P>od} omits Ooptus sue

Ugyptiacus (Rome 1636) Lingua jBgyptmca,
Rctfituta (ab, 1643-44) Tattam, Compendious
Gjamwar of the Egyptian, language (London,
1830 2d ed, 1863), Reselling Element* Lin

(jucB JEgyptiacce sue Copticce (Rome, 1837),

PeAron, Gramtnatw:a LmgwE Copticce (Turin,

1841) Scluvartzt, LoptiSfJte Gtammatil (Ber

1m, 1850) Uhlemann Linguae Coptwce Gram
matica, (Leipzig 18)3) Stern Koptische team
mattl (ib, 1S80) Loiet, Manuel de la Jangue

tgyptimnc (Pant, 1892) Memdorff hoptische
Qiammatik (Berlin 18'I4) Perron Lexicon

Linguce Copticce (Turin 1835), Tattam, Lean-

con Hgyptiaco Latinum (Oxford 1835) Par

they, 1 otabulanrm Coptito Latinum et Latino-

Oopticum (Berlin, 1844) J Strzygowski,
HellemstiscJie und koptische Eunst in Alexan

di id (Vienna, 1902 } Die Entstehung der kop
tischen Kirche," introduction to R Haupt's

hatalog 5 (Halle, 100'))

COPTJLA (Lat, bond) A term employed
m logic to designate the woid which expresses
the relation of subject and piedicite in a jndg
ment Thus, in the sentence "Art is long," art

is the subject concept, long tlie predicate con

ctpt, and 19 the copula The copula is either

expressed separitelv, ab by some p<irt of the

verb "to be," as in the above sentence, or it

is contained in the word expressing the predi

cats, as The flower blooms,' ic is blooming
COPTTLATTVE (Lat copulatiius, from Lat

copulare, to join together from copula, bond,

from co
, together + apere, Gk &miv, liaptem,

to fasten) A term applied to words and sen

tenees that introduce something Tvhich adds to

the preceding thought, in the same direction

They are sometimes for this reason called "cum

ulative conjunctions
" The principal ones are

and (the typical copulative conjunction), also,

as well as, hleuise, moreover

Adversative, marking degrees of opposition

of thought in the words and expressions con

nected, as, out, houeier, neiertheless, only, still,

yet
Causal, introducing a nason 01 cause, as,

consequently, fort henrr, then, tfie/c/ore

Alternative, eTpressing a choice between two

or more things as, either, else not, neither,

When two conjunctions connect closely re

lated parts of a sentence, they are called
' cor

relatives", as, either or, n&therwn, wTiether

or The subordinating conjunctions may also
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be subdivided, the pimcipal classes being place,

time, manner, cause, comparison, purpose See

CovJUNCTION
COPT (OF oopte, abundance, fiom Lat copwi,

from co, togethei -f opes, riches) In tbe fine

arts, a reproduction of a -ft oik, whethei pxint

ing, statue, or engiaving, not by the oiigmal
artist A copy made by the master himself is

called a repetition or replica (m Ficnch, a

doublette) A. copy of a statue, or othei piece

of sculpture, taken from a mold, is not called

a copy but a cast (q\ )

COF'YHOLD A species of estate in land in

Ireland and England, the modem foim of the

ancient tenure in -villeinage, closely leseinbhng
m manv particulars the feu rights of Scotland

Copyhold is ei/prebsed technically as "tenure

by copy of court roll at the mil of the lord,

according to the custom of the manor " This

means that it is tenure ot Und btmg put of

a manor, the title being evidenced by tbe court

rolls of the manor, and the light of the owrni

being m conformity with the immemorial cus

toms of the manor Ihe addition, 'at the -will

of the lord," serves only as a meznonal of tbe

derivation of this species ol estate from the

estates granted in old times to the bondmen, or

villeins, which estates were, in theoix, at least, re

sumable at the pleasuie of the loid But the

will of the loid has from a -very eaily peiiod been

controlled by the custom of tlic inanoi, ^hieh

forms the lavi of the tenuie, and as this custom

must be immemorial, i e
, extending to the reign

of Richaid I, no new copyholds can be created

The custom of each manor may vaiy from

that of othcrb in important paitiailars In

some the copyhold lands are held for life only,
m some they debcend according to paiticulir
rules of their own, in mofat, however, they
descend according to the ordinary rules of in

heritance of freehold estates But the custom,
whatever it may be, cannot be altered bv the

holder of the copyhold, he cannot eg, enUil

his land unless the custom warrants it

One practical distinction of much importance,
drawn between freehold and copyhold land, is

the mode in which, it must be conveyed An
ordinary conveyance is ineffectual in regard to

copyhold, and indeed would operate, like other

attempts to break through the custom which

forms the title, as a forfeiture Tho owner

comes to the steward of the manor and by a

symbolical delivery, according as the custom

may prescribe, surrenders the land to the lord

of the manor, in order that it may be granted

again to such person and on such terms as are

desired and as the custom authorizes The

steward, by a repetition of the symbolical de

livery, transfers the copyhold to the person
in question in terms of the surrender, and the

transferee then pays the customary fine, or fee,

and takes the oath of fealty This is called

conveyance by surrender and admittance In
the case of an heir succeeding there IB no BUT

render, but there is admittance only upon pay
ment of the customary fine, and it is enforced

by a customary penalty A mortgage is effected

by a surrender upon, condition that the money
is repaid and the admittance takes place only
in, event of failure of payment A copyhold
may in like manner be devised by will, the
devisee being admitted on the death of the

devisor

The inconveniences and loes accruing through
the variety of customs to which copyhold landa

4 COPYING MACHINES

are subject led the legiblatuie to provide for

their gradual extinction B> consent of the

copyhold commissioneiB, all the sei vices due
to the lord of the minor may he commuted for

a ft\cd rout The lord of every manor is also

authorized to enfranchise, or convcit into fice

hold, the copyhold lands by agreement with
then owners, and either the lord or the tcnint

nny compel enti inclu&enu nt on payment either

of a fued sum where it is at the miaUnce of

the loid, or of an innuil lent where it is at
the instance of the tenant fixod in both ca^cs

bv the commissionus See MANOB TTNUUI,
SERF, and consult Llton, Treatise on the La\o

of Copyholdk and Cuttoniaiy T<tnitc<! of Land
(2d eel, I indon, 1803), md Suivui, Tjca/isc
on Vopijhold, Customary Fuchold etc (7th ed,
ib, 1806)
COPTING- MACHINES AND PROC-

ESSES The \anous conti nances for piown-

ing duplicate's of manuscnpts without the libor

of tianscribmg them may bo reduced to two
clasbes In the one, the wilting or typewriting
is fiist made ind then copied in the. other,
tl e copy and the original ire produced at the

same time Tho essence of the first method
ib this In writing the onginal, an ink is used
that is made for the puipo<ic, or common ink
is thickened by the addition of a little sugar
or ghconn If the tvpcwriter is used, a copy
ing nbbon or one impic^natcd with such an
ink is employed When the writing is dry, a

damped sheet of thin unsi/ed or tissue paper
is lud upon it, and ova this a piece of oiled

piper The i\hole is then subjected to pusiuie,
and the damped papei is found to liave received
m impression of tut \\ntina It is of *.omso
the levem of the original, but the thinness
and transparency of the pipei allows it to be
roid right on the other aide Iho nuulunes
for communuating the pressure nro of \arienw
kinds Rome pisu the* sheets between i oilers

like the copperplate press others act on the

principle of the fiinvple sciew press A simple
pkn is to wiap the sheets aienmd. a -wooelen

roller of about an inch diameter, lay tlvis upon
a table, and roll it under a flat hoard, piessjng
all the while In the saond method of copy
ing, piepaied blackened or carbon pipet is laid

between two fchcets of thin writing papu Tho
wtating is traced urmly on the upper sheet,
with a steel or agtte point, or common lead

pencil, and the lines are found transferred in

blaek from the blackened sheet to the paper
adjacent By having several of these blaAoned
leaves, a number of copies may be produced
at onee, so that the method can be employed
in duplicating invoices, newspaper copy, and
telegraph messages The blackens! paper is

prepared by saturating it with a mrrture of
lard and lampblack The mamfold writer of

Wedgwood, invented m 1800, wa* on this plan
This is, of course, tbe underlying basis of

obtaining oaibon copies witb the typewriter
A sheet of paper upon whieh the copy IH to be
made is placed ne\t to the ovimder, and in

contact with it a sheet of carbon paper Other
sheets of paper and earbon paper to the limits
of the capacity of tbo machine and the number
of copies desired follow, and finally the onginal
sheet on which the ribbon leaves tbe mark of
the characters when struck by the type Press

copies are being supplanted in large part by
(arbor copies for business and olnoial corre-

spondence, at) the permanence and indelibility
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of the ink is not so assured, and the cost of tvpe For making copies simultaneously and
labor and mateiul is much greater The United at distant points a mechanical and electrical
RfeiAB xM ,t n ,

devicfl known aa ^ telautograp]l lb aTaiiab]ej
but this is used more for the transmission oi

intelligence than to provide an exact copy

States go\eminent Commission on Economy and
Efficiency made recommendations to that effect
in 1911

& t.The first suggestion for a copying press is The Blue-Print Process is peculiarly adapted

? ^J}?!
6
*?!

6
^ ^e b

y, Benjamin Franklin, to the reproduction of drawings and plans, and"*""" " ---.* . _who sanded the yet wet ink of his manuscript
with emery and then passed the manuscript
between rollers in contact with a soft, highly
polished pewter plate This received them

by architects, engineers, and mechanics
Two solutions are prepared the first contains
one part of citrate of iron in four parts of

pure water, the second contains one part of red._ r _*. . VA/W T tiu. ULLO mi JJUIG wabci , wie Bciruuu cuutaiiia urie puri> ui reu
pression irom the emery, from which numerous prussiate of potash in six parts of water When
copies could be made by the copperplate print

* ' ' * - ~

mg process In 1778 James Watt adopted the

simple plan of copying by pressing transparent,
bibulous paper against the damp manuscript,
so that the writing would be tiansferred aa
on a blotter and then read from the other side
TTatt devised not only the copying process with
a speeiil ink but also a rotary and other presses
In the papyrograph & specially prepared paper

is used, upon which words are written with a
common pen, but with a special ink The sheet
is then soaked in water, and the ink corrodes
the fabric of the wet paper, leaving open lines
in place of the writing The sheet is then used
as a stencil, like that prepared by the electric

pen The mimeograph is an apparatus invented

by Thomas A Edison, by which stencils of writ
ten pages are obtained for the purpose of pro
ducing an indefinite number of copies It con
eists of a fine pointed steel stylus, moving over
the surface of a sheet of tissue paper, coated
on one side with a film of sensitive material
Tins paper is placed on a plate of steel, known
as the baseboard, upon which are cut intersect-

ing corrugations, numbering 200 to the inch

As the stylus moves over the paper, it presses
it down upon the steel plate, and the fine sharp
points puncture the paper from the under side

in the line of the writing This paper, or sten

cil plate, is then fastened into a frame, which
stretches it tight and smooth, again placed

upon the baseboard with a sheet of paper be-

tween, and an ink roller of peculiar construe

tion is passed over its surface, forcing the ink

through the perforations upon the paper be-

neath, thus making a print The patent for

this instrument was applied for in. 1878, and
there have been numerous improvements since,

the apparatus being used extensively in connec

taon with the typewriter, where the stencil is

made by the type bars striking a sheet of paper
kid against a piece of gauze the resulting effect

being exactly the same as described above

Various mechanical devices for printing from
stencils thus prepared are available

A familiar form of copying device uses a

gelatin surface against which a manuscript
written with a special ink is pressed The ink

is absorbed by the surface, and a number of

copies may be secured by simply placing fresh

sheets against the surface

In making copies of insurance policies and

other documents where exact reproduction is

desired, it is now customary to use a special

form of camera and sensitized paper, making
a direct photograph, but reversed, in that white

is black which is available for filing

In connection with the typewriter there are

many different devices for producing a greater

or less number of facsimile letters or circu

lars, but in the mam they all depend upon one

ready for use, equal parts of the solutions may
be mixed in a shallow dish and applied to sheets
of paper with a sponge or a camel's hair brush

Any paper will sene, but that is bebt which
has but little sizing The solution should be

applied and the paper should be dried and keptm the dark The solutions themselves will

keep, separately, in the dark as long as desired,
but if mixed soon begin to deteriorate The
drawing or writing to be copied should be made
with very black ink, upon thin paper or tracing
cloth A photographer's printing frame "with

a plain glass and a back easily removed, is

used in the following manner Place the draw
ing face down upon the glass the prepared
paper with its face against the back of the draw

ing, put the movable back in place, reverse the

frame, and expose to light In direct sunshine
2 to 7 minutes will be long enough, the time
to be ascertained by trial, in diffused light,
the exposure must be 5 to 10 times as long
After exposure the print should be immediately
washed in clear water when the chemicals are

removed, the sheet is fastened by its corners to
a line to dry, and the surface may afterward be
finished by a hot iron or by pressure { little

practice is needed to secure the best results, and
in a good pnnt the lines will be clear white,
and the background a deep blue A light blue

background indicates a weak solution, or msuffi

cient exposure, overexposure is shown by a

grayish tint Clear, quick sunshine will give

sharper lines than can be obtained by slow,
diffused lighi^ but in large blueprinting estab

lishments electric lights and special machines are

emploved The chemical change is evident, the

light causes a reaction between the prussiate
of potash and the iron, of which Prussian blue

is the product, this occurs wherever the light
has not been intercepted by the black lines of

the drawing, which therefore appear in white

upon an intensely blue and unfading back

ground Copies may be multiplied at will from

negatives on glass or films, from engravings in

books, from drawings, or from manuscripts
Black Prints on a white ground may be made

in the same general way, by using the proper
solution in preparing the paper, of which there

are now numerous varieties sold ready for use,

while the rapid making of blue and other prints
from tracings, especially those of large size,

is an important industry in large cities where

there are many architects and engineers
COPTRIGHIT The exclusive right of re-

producing, by writing, printing, or otherwise,

the language and form of a literary or artistic

production and of publishing and vending the

same In this broad sense the right is wholly
modern, being based upon a series of statutes,

beginning with 8 Anne, c 19, in England, and
with the first Federal Copyright Act passed

or another of the principles mentioned above, by the Congress of the United States in 1790

unless they make use of some form of movable Copyright in published works exists in Eng
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land to day by virtue of the Copyright Act of

5 and 6 Viet, c 45 (1842) With this must,

however, be considered the following amend
ments 1844, international provision^ 1847,
Colonial act, 1850, designs and sculpture, 1852,

international and engravings, 1S62 fine arts,

1875, intei national, for dramatic woiks, 1875,

Canada, 1882, musical compositions, 1886, in

ternational, 1887, oider in council (confirming
the Bern convention) , and 1888 and 1902, mu
sical compositions In the United States the

matter is one for national and not for State regu
lation, the power "to promote the pi ogress of

science and useful arts by securing for limited

times to authors and inventors the exclusive

right to their respective writings and discov

eries" being vested in Congress by Art I, Sec

8, of the Constitution The only effective re

stnction which this clause places upon the power
of Congress to legislate concerning copyrights
is the virtual prohibition of the giant of a per

petual right of this character The apparent
limitation of the power to a copyright for "writ

ings" only has been removed by judicial con

struction, the term "writings" having been held

to include maps, charts, music, prints, engrav
ings, drawings, paintings, and photographs, as

well as books, written and printed articles, and
the like The power to protect the author of

a book in the right to dramati/e the same, and
the author of a dramatic composition in the

right of publicly performing or representing it,

is included within the constitutional piovision
But it is not clear whether the protection af

forded by the copyright law to sculptors places
them in the category of authors of writings or

of inventors or designers However this may
be, theie is no dispute as to the authority of

Congress to enact general copyright legislation
The law in force prior to 1909 is to be found
in U S Rev Stat ,

Tit 60, c 3 An important
modification of this act is the enactment of

March, 1891, inttoducing international provi
sions Further amendments aie 1893, deposit
of copies, 1895, limitation of penalty for art

infringements, 1897, additional penalty for dra
matic infringements, 1897, instituting the reg
istor of copyrights, 1897, penalty for fraudulent
notice Under the Act of 1870 the supemsion
of the business of copyrights is placed under
the control of the Librarian of Congiess Imder
the Act of 1897 the office of Registei of Copy
rights was created The details of the copy
right business are managed by the Register, who
remains, however, subject to the general super
vision of the Librarian of Congress The statute

provides that two copies of the work copy
righted, printed from type set within the limits

of the United States (except in the case of

musical compositions), shall be deposited in the

office of the Librarian of Congress not later

than the day of publication of the work in this
or any foreign country, except that where the

original publication was in a foreign language
the amendment of 1905 prevents printing in the

United States for 12 months thereafter This
discrimination against Great Britain has been

stiongly criticized in that countrj The original

jurisdiction of all suits under the copyright laws
rests with the United States circuit courts
Under the interpretation of these courts copy
right m published works exists only by virtue
of the statute

The terms of these acts are very similar to

thow of the English law and provide that the
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author, inventor, designer, or proprietor of any
book, map, chart, dramatic or musical composi
tion, engraving, cut, punt, or photograph, or

negative thereof, or of a painting, drawing,
chromo, statue, statuary, etc , being a citizen of

the United States or a resident therein, or a

citizen of any State which grants reciprocal

privileges to cituzens of the United States, may
secure the sole liberty of printing, reprinting,

publishing, copying, executing, and vending them
for the term of 28 years, which period may, on
the application of the author or inventor, or,

if he be dead, of his widow or children, be ex

tended to a furthei period of 28 yeais The time
limit of the first American act is that specified

(for books thereafter printed) in the English
Statute of 1700, and was originally adopted bv

analogy fiom the Statute of Monopolies (21
Jae I c 3)

In order to make clear the claim of a woik to

copyright, it is necessaiy that it should be ongi
nal, but the onginality can exist in the foim or

in the arrangement as well as in the substance

Corrections and additions to an old work (itself

not the property of tho compilei ) can also secuie

copyright The copyright of private letters con

stituting literary compositions is in the com

poser, not in the receiver As to the right of

property in lectures, whether written or oial,

the American courts have followed the English

precedents
It is to be borne in mind that what is thus

protected by law, and thus elected into a species
of propei tv, is not the ideas, sentiments, and

conceptions of the authoi , artist, or designer, but
the substantial form in which he has embodied
them Theie is no property in thoughts and feel

ings, and theie can therefoie, in the legal sense

of the teim, be no thtffc or piracy of ideas It is

the literaiy or aithtic cication, le, the form,
which is protected, and not the substance Hence

ideas, whether expiosscd in conversation, or in

lectmes or in copyrighted books, immedia-telv

become common property and may be employed
by any one who will clothe them in a new and
different foim from that in which they were
communicated to him But the new form must
be substantially different from that of tho copy
righted matter It must not be merely a dis

guised copy or reproduction of the original, for

the law protects the arrangement of the matter
as well is the language in which it is conveyed
On the other hand, as it is the financial and

proprietary interest and not the pride, of the

author which the copyright law seeks to protect,
it is no infringement of his rights to make a fair

and reasonable use of a book by way of quota
tion or otheiwise, whether for purposes of criti

cism or for the private use of the reader Thus
it has been held that "extracts and quotations

fairly made, and not furnishing a substitute foi

the book itself, or operating to the iniury of tho

author, are allowable
"

Furthermore, as the law
is aimed at repioducing a work by printing,

publishing, dramatizing, or translating any copy
thereof, it is conceived that it is no infringement
of the author's copyright to road m public a

printed poem or other literary production,

though of course it cannot be reprinted in a

newspaper or magazine, even as an item of news,
without permission It has, however, been held

by the English courts that the presentation,

through reading or through singing, of a copy
righted work to a public which makes payment
for the privilege, constitutes an infringement,



It is not necessary that matter shall be liter

ary or artistic in loim, nor even that it shall be

original in substance, to be entitled to copyrightA translation or dramatisation of another's work
inaj be to protected, and so may be an abstract
01 newbpaper report of a speech, a judicial opin
ion, or a debate The law (.\tends equally to

compilations of the writings of others, to diction

anes, gazetteeis, road and guide books, directo

lies, calendars, catalogues, mathematical tables,
and the like, the arrangement of the material

being protected even though the matter of which
it is composed is common pioperty

There is in the United States no general prm
ciple of law conferring the copyright on all pub
liehed works, nor does it anse in favor of an
author merely bj \irtue of his authorship It is

a peculiar prmlege, which can be had for the

asking, but which is not conferred on those who
do not seek it It is still possible for an author
or an artist to dedicate tlie productions of his

genius to the public Having once done this by
publishing his work, he is precluded fiom setting

up an e\clusive title to it thereafter In other

words, the steps requisite to secure copyright of

any work entitled thereto must be taken in ad
vance of publication The piocess of obtaining a

copyright is veiy simple, consisting only m the

deposit in the Library of Congress at Washing
ton, not later than the day of its publication in

this or any other country, of a copy of the title

page and two copies of the book or other work
to be copyrighted, and printing on the book or

other work and on all repi eductions thereof a
notice that the copyright has been secured, to

getter with the date thereof In Great Britain,
on the other hand, copj light attaches, without

previous application therefor, in favoi of all

books, etc, first published in the United King
dom The right does not exist and cannot be

acquired in favor of works previously published
elsewhere The English statute provides for

registration at Stationers' Hall, not as a pre

requisite to the existence of copyright, but as

a preliminary to a suit for its infringement
As already stated, copvnght is a matter of

only national and local concern The granting
of copyright by one nation to the productions
of citizens of anothei has resulted as a slow

development from influences that first began to

have effect about the beginning of the nineteenth

century (For a historical treatment of this,

see LirHBABY PBOPEBTY )
At the present time

many of the leading states of Europe have

granted international copyright, mostly under

specific conditions of tune or place of pubhca
tion In Great Britain, the copyright law now
in force is in substance tliat of 5 and 6 Viet,

c 45 The international provisions are con

tamed in the Acts of 1844, 1852, 1875, 1886, and

the order in council of 1887, confirming the

Bern convention The decision given in June,

1891, by the law officers of the crown that citi-

zens of the United States could secure copyright

throughout the territory of the British Empire

by compliance with the provisions of the British

statute, enabled President Harrison to include

Great Britain in the proclamation of July 1,

1891. in the list of states the citizens of which

could secure copyright in the United States under

the Act of March, 1891 The term is for the bfe

of the author and seven years, or for 42 years
from the date of first publication, whichever

may be the longer The law provides that a

copy of the first and of each subsequent edition
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of every book must be sent, on demand, to the

lollowing libraries The British Museum in Lon
don, the Bodleian in Oxford, the Univeisity
Library in Cambridge, the Library of the Fac
ultv of Advocates m Edinburgh, and the Li

brary of Tunity College in Dublin
The term for art copyright is fixed, under the

Act of 38 Geo III, at 28 years Copyright
in a dramatic production is protected for the
same term, of 42 years (or for the life of the
author and seven years), as that accorded to
a woik of literature The copyright in letters

vests in the writer, e\cept in so far as any par
ticular circumstance may give to the person to
whom the letter is addressed, or to his represen
tatives, a right to publish the same The per
petual copyright of the authorized versions of
the Bible and of the Book of Common Prayer
(and possiblv, adds Stephen, m the te-ct of acta
of Parliament) is vested in the ciown A per
petual copyright m books first issued by the

following institutions (unless such books came
into the control of the institutions for but a
limited term) is vested in the universities of

Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, St

Andrews, and Aberdeen, and also in each col

lege of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge,
in Trinity College, Dublin, and in the colleges of

Eton, Westminster, and Winchester The book
of registry of copyrights is kept at Stationers'
Hall There is no obligation to make registra
tion, excepting that such entry must be made
before the owner of the copyright is in a posi
tion to take action in regard to any alleged in

frmgement A bill for the reshaping of the
British copyright act, known as the Monkswell
Bill, was reported to the House of Lords by com
mittee in 1900 but was not passed It was ongi
nally introduced m November, 1886, at the m
stance of the British Society of Authors It was
reintroduced, with some material modifications,
in 1900 Under this bill the term of copyright
is extended to the life of the author and 30

years
The provisions controlling copyright in Ger

many, including Alsace Lorraine, date from 1871

The Statute of June 19, 1901, now in force, made

right, but instituted detailed regulations for the
relations of authors and publishers, covering the

Verlag&eoht There are also Acts of Jan 9,

1876, for sculpture, and Jan 10, 1876, for photo-

graphs The copyright relations with the United
States are defined m the convention of Jan 15,

1892 The term is for the life of the author

and for 30 years thereafter Copyright registry
for the Empire is kept in Leipzig The pro
tection of the law is afforded to the works of

German citizens, whether published inside or out

side of the Empire Under this same law the

works of aliens receive protection provided that

they are published by a firm doing business

within the Empire In Italy literary copyright
rests upon the Statute of September, 1882 The
term is for the life of the author and for 40

years after his death, or for 80 years from the

publication of the work In Austria the term
of literary copyright is 30 years after the au
thor's death In Belgium copyright (formerly

perpetual) is now limited, under the Law of

1886, to the life of the author and 50 years
thereafter In Holland, under the Law of 1881,

the term is for 50 years from the date of publi-

cation In Hungary the term is the life of the

author and 50 years In Japan, under the Law
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of March 3, 1899, the term is the life of the

author and 30 years In Russia the term is for

the life of the authoi and 50 jeais In Spam,
under the Act tl 1870, the teim is for the life

of the author and 80 3 ears

In 1909 the law in the United States relating to

copviight underwent a thoiough xediaftmg and
reaiiangement, resulting m considerable modifl
cation of the te\t For important changes, see
UNITED STATES COPYBIGIIT ACT Consult Copm
ger, Law of Gopynght (4th ed, London, 1904) ,

Drone, Treatise on the Laws of Pioperty in In
teHeotual Ptoductio)is (Boston, 1879), McGilh

way, The Laii/ of Copynght (London and New
York, 1002) Briggs, TJio Law of International

Copy)-ight (London, 1900) , Hamlm, Copynght
Gases (New loik, 1904), Solbeig, Copynght m
Congress ITiQ-lWt (Washington, 1905)

COQTJELDT, ku'kliN', BENOT CONSTANT
(1841-1909) A distinguished French <ictor,

known as Coquclin Aine, to differcntnte him
from his younger brothei, Coquelm Cadet Born
at Boulogne &m Mer, Jan 23, 1841, he early
showed such dramatic gifts that he was sent to

the Pans Consenatoire (1859) The following

year he took the second prize for comedy and
made his debut on the stage of the Come'die

Franchise m Le dtpit amourewo Later he ap
peaied with brilliant success in Le manage de

Figaro, Le malade wiagwaire, Le mtaanthrope,
Le 6a/6ier de Seville and other pieces in the
clasbio repertoire In modern plays he was no
less effective, and he speedily became the lead

ing comic actor of his time Among his crea

tions have been rolea in Le lion amowewa, Gnn
govre, Talann, Paul Forestier, L'&rwgere, Les

fains menages, Le monde ou Von s'ennuie, and

Defuse, to mention only a few He was elected

a soci^tawe in the Theatre Francais in 1864, but
in 1886 he retired and made an extensive tour

abroad, visiting America in 1888 At the end
of 1889 he leturned to the Theatre Francais,

where, as a salaried member of the company, he
remained till 1802, creating among other parts
that of Labussiere in Thermidor (January,
1891) In 1893-94 he appeared again in the

United States His engagement in 1895 at the

Renaissance Theatre in Paris led to a lawsuit

from the Comedie Francaise, m which he was
condemned to pay damages In 1897, at the

Porte Saint-Martin, he produced Rostand's Oy
ratio de Betgerai, which became his most cele

brated character In 1899 came his Napoleon
in Plus qve rewe In 1900-01 he visited Amer
ica once more, this time in company with

Sarah Bernhardt, to- whose Due de Reichstadt

he played Flambeau m Rostand's L'Atglon

Coquehn was abundantly endowed for the stage
He had a trim figure and expressive face The

large tip tilted nose was a partial disquahflca
tion for tragedy, but an advantage m comedy
His eye was alert and penetrating, his voice

naturally deep and resonant, but it could be

He lacked Fechter's fervor in lo\e making
scenes, but he had a simplicity and directness

that was more appealing, and m his versatility
and the mastery of the technique of his art he
was without a rivai among his contemporaries
He entered into the soul of the character he was

portraying and divested himself of every attn
bute that was not in harmony with it Each of

his characters was a new being, differing in

thought and action from the others Coquelin
was known also as a writer and lecturer Among
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his publications are L'Art et le oomedien

(1880), which is known in English as 'The

Actor and his Art' ,
Les comecliens p<w un come

dien U882), L'Amolphe de Mohere (1882),

and, in collaboution with his brother, Coquehn
Cadet, LArt de due le monologue (1884) Con

suit, for biographical mattei B Zabel, "Co

quelm im Bcihnei Schauspielbause" in Zw mo
dernen Dramatiugu, vol 111 (Oldenburg, 1903),
for criticism, Edmondo de Amicis, "L'attore Co

quelm,' m Ritratti letteru.i (3d ed, Milan,

1881)

COQUELIN", ERNEST ALEXANDBE HONOUR
(1848-1909) 4. French actoi, known as "Co

quelm Cadet," to distinguish him from his more
famous elder brother, Constant Coquehn He
was boin May 16, 1S48, at Boulogne sur Mcr,
and in youth was for a time in the employ of the

Noithern Railway, but went, in 1864, to Pans
to enter the Conservatoire and make a career

upon the stage He was graduated three yiars
later with the first prize in comedy and made
his dehut at the Odeon In 1868 he appealed
with his brother at the Theltie Fiantjais, and he
continued there till 1875, playing in Lea plat,

deurs, Le oarlier de St,w.lJe, Lea femmes
sovantei, Le manage de Figaro, L'Avaie, and
other well known pieces In 1875 he went to the

Varietes, but returned to the ComSdie Fiancaise
m the following year, and in 1879 he became a
member of the company Among the principal

plays in which he created pirts are Le aphinto,
L'Amt Fnta, Les corbeamn, Dcnf>e, and LHeri,
tiere M Coquelm Cadet owed much of his repu
tation to the success of the numoious mono
logues of which he was the authoi, and in the

rendeimg of which he gained great populanty
m the salons of Pins He wiote also, under
the pseudonym of Pirouette, Le Ivire des con
valesoents (1880), Le monologue moderne
(1881), JFViti&oZw (1882),L0nr0 (1887), Pvtou
ettes (1888), and othci humorous volumes

COQTTELIIT, JBJAN (1S65- ) A French
actor, son of Constant Coquelin (qv) He
studied undei his father and in 1890-92 was
engaged at the Theatre Frinc,ais In 1897 at
the Porte Saint Martin he created the rOlc of

Ragucneau in Cyrano de S& qerac Ho has also

played Lubin in Thermtdor, Verdclot in Le
gendre de HI Pomer, and Talleyrand m Plus
que revne (1899)

COQTJEEEL, koTo-51', ATITANASB LAtraBNT
CIUSLFS (1795-1868) A French Protestant

theologian He was born in Pans and studied

theology at Montauban In 1818 he become

pastor of the French chuich in Amsterdam and
in 1830 was induced by Ouner to return to

Pans, where he won high reputation as a pulpit
oiator An earnest opponent of the doctrine of

predestination, he drew upon himself the violent
attacks of the orthodox: Calvmists and propa
gated his opinions in three periodicals founded

by him He was elected a member of the Con
stituent Assembly in 1848 and later also of the

Legislative Assembly Among his writings mav
be mentioned a reply (1841) to Strauss's life

of Jesus, which was translated into English
(1844), Bwgruphie swee (1825-26), I/Ortho-
doane moderne (1842) , Ohnrtoloqie (1858) His
son ATHANASB Josirt (1820-75) was a pulpit
orator and was prominent as the leader of liberal
Protestantism in France He wrote Lilres
etudes (1867) , Des Beam Arts en Italw (1857,
Eng trans by E and E Higginson, 1859) , and
Jean Galas et so, famlle (1858) Consult
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COQUES, k6k, or COCX, GONZALES (1618-
84) A Flemish portrait painter He ^as born
in Antwerp and studied under the third Pieter

Athanase Coquerel, fite (2 vols
, Pans, south of La Serena, the capital of the province,

with which it is connected b\ rail (Map Chile,
C 10) It has a good harbor, a bghthouse with
a revolving light, a customs office, and exports

D u rj.
chiefh copper ores and cattle It is the resi

Breughel, and afterward *ith Da\id Ryckaert dence ot a Lnited States consular agent Pop,the elder He quickly gained a reputation, re 1%3, S47S, 1910, 12106
caved commissions fiom mam of the princes COQUIMBO See BOTBOTUNG OWL

nSsiSont oVhonr H" ? ? ! +*\ &l C0<"^ ^^ (Sp , shellfish, from Lat
positions of honor He painted almost exclu ca^ha, Gk KO-M, JonchC, shell Skt tankha,

Sff,L?f
T

l tShT *JT "Wy*"1 conch shell) A porous Uric* of limestone

nJh I ^t '$*
backSround8^ fen ^ ^h!ch occurs m Florida It is made up of ce

^Veganct of^rerYK mmted Wt. of shells and coralsi have

of 'Van Dyck in miniature
"

In his restricted

sphere he attained a rare perfection, and the
new style of art he created for the southern
Netherlands was continued b> Pranchoys and
Biset His art is repiesented in the galleries
of Berlin, Dresden, Brussels, Pans, Vienna, etc

,

and in many private collections, including that
of John Wanamaker, Philadelphia

COQUETTE, k& kgf (Fr coquette, flirt, fern

of coquet, gallant, little cock, from cog, cock so

called from its fanciful plumage) A kind of

humming bird, of which a dozen species are

known, constituting the genus Lophotnis, and
scatteied from the lowlands of Mexico to and

throughout the Amazon region The coquettes
are small, crebted, and exquisitely adorned with

spangled frills on each side of the neck, the

tail is long ind capable of wide spreading, the

colors varied and bulhant, and the whole effect

of the bird is peculiarly gemlike See CBO&&
FERTILIZATION and Plate of HmrniNG BIBDS

COQUI, ko'kS (probably of West Indian

origin) A West Indian tree frog (Hylodes mar

tinwensis), remaikable for undeigoing its ^hole

metamorphosis within the egg "The pairing
takes place on land in the months of May and

June, when the female lays about 20 eggs, ^hich

are enveloped in a foamy mass and glued onto

a broad leaf, or hidden in the axilla of irnda

ceous plants The mother seems to remain in

the neighborhood watching the eggs, which are

been cast about by the \\a\eb and accumulated
in some sheltered basin of the sea bottom Co
quina is e\tensi\elv used for building stone in
Florida and the Bermudas
COBA A group of tribes of the Punan

famih, occupying parts of the Rio de Jesus

Maria, Jah&co, Mexico See PIJIAT STOCK
CORABECAK" A small linguistic stock

the language is long extinct whose representa
tives formerly dwelt in the forested region of
eastern Bolivia Rivet thinks that it is a
dialect of Otuquian, or Otuke
COB'AGLE (Welsh conigl, cicriogl, coracle,

from corwg, curug, Ir cuiarhan, skiff) A
boat of oval shape with a frame of wickerwork
covered uith hide or oiled cloth, ^hich covering
is removed \vhen the boat is not in use The
ordinary coracle will carry comfortably only one
man, but it is so light that he can easily carry
it on has back to a place where it may he safely

deposited See CURRACH
CPUATS, kS'ri', ADAMANTIOS See COIAY,

ADAMANTIOS
COB'AL (OF coral, Lat corallum, corahus,

from Gk KopaXkiov, A-oroZhon, coral, of uncer
tain ongin, possibly a loan -word from Heb
got 5,1, small etone) A calcareous or horny
secretion 01 deposit of many kinds of polyps of

the class Anthozoa, which assume various and
often beautiful forms Millepore "coral" is pro
duced by polyps of the class Hydrozoa

large/measuring 4 to 5 mlllimetera in diameter MILLEPOEE
)

The coral producing polyps form

pale and straw colored The
embryo

de

velops neither gills nor gill openings, but a

large, TV ell vascularized tail, by means of which,

being immersed in the watery fluid contained

within the egg, it seems to breathe After 21

days the tadpole, having used up all the avail

able yolk and fluid, and most of its own tail,

bursts the eggshell and hops away as a little

frog
" Consult Gadow, Cambridge Natural His

ton/, vol vm (London, 1901)

COQUTLLA (kokwHOa) NUT (Sp coqwllo,

coconut) The fruit of a palm, Attalea fumferv

It IB exported from South America, being used

to a considerable extent in America in the manu

faoture of buttons and m turning various small

ornaments It is also called "vegetable ivory"

The imports into the United States were in 1913

approximately 30,000,000 pounds, valued at about ^^ T^to)n"of the gullet' d"

$1,000,000, and were chiefly from Colombia, Ecua filaments / apitheoa a basal plate

the open h

_ oross section of a ooral the black part
stony outer wall (theoa) and partationa (septa)- ' ' ----- '

ntenes)

dor and Panama The importations of 1913

were nearly double those of a decade earlier

See ATTALEA, PIASSABA

COQITIMBITE, kfiktm'htt A hydrous sul

colonies which increase by gemmation, young

polyp buds springing from the original polyp,

uuMUJunj^j-ja, , * ^ - sometimes mdiffeientty from any part of its

t)hate of iron resembling copiapite (qv) in surface, sometimes only from its upper circurn

c^posrtaoi and Surrencl. but crystallizing in ference or from its fiase, and not separating

hexional forms It Wd near Copiap,, from^T^p^^S
COQT7TKBO, kSkem'W A seaport m the to exist, and producing buda in their turn The

Coquunbo, Chile, about 10 miles calcareous or horny deposition begins when the
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polyp is single, adhumg to a, rock 01 other aur

face, on which the coial growb 01 is built up,
the hard deposits of foimer geneiations forming
the base to which those of their progeny arc

attached One Uyer of the chambeiE of which
the greater numbei of corals are composed, occa

sionally sunounds another like the concentric

circles in the wood of exogenoub trees one layer
is sometimes deposited &bo\e another, the whole
structme hometime& blanches like a shrub,

spieads like a fan, or ifabumet> the form of a

cup, a flower, or a mushroom Under the com
mon name "coral" aie included many bpecies,
also designated "madrepores

'

( q v ) , and some
ha\e lecened othei names deirvtd horn peculi
aiitieb of thai foim and appearance, as brain

coral," etc This last forms into laige rounded
masses furiowed with winding depiessions like

the comolutionb of a mammalian, brain 01 the

windings of a meadow brook hence its, technical

name it, Meandrmi In the gi eater numbei of

kinds, besides the platen winch foim and sepaiate
the polyp cells, and which are \anoubly anaugcd,
there is a nioie tolid mteinil or cential pait,
formed by the additional depobition of matter
at the bottom of each polyp cell, or fiom the

common living part in which the polyps are

united The calcaieoub framework ib sometimes
further strengthened by a, gieatei or less mix
tuie of horny animal mattei with the puiely
calcareous substance

Rinds of Corals Coials are roughly classed

under two heads, the horny coials and the lime

01 stone cwala The former consist chiefly of a

homy secretion fiom the polyps, which may in

elude also s<pante particles of lime, while tlu

stone coials consist almost wholly of lime firmly

united in a solid mass No sharp line can he
di iwn between these two gioups, foi all possiblt

gradations can he found The Antipdtharu and
Alc^onana as a lule hue a horny skeleton,
while the millcpoics and madiopoieu are ilmost

wholh limestone The polyps of the common
led, or piecious, coral (Oorallium nibrum) be

long to the suboidei Alcyonana (qv, foi illus

tration) , but the cential axis in this and othor

corals forming the iamily Coiallidie is quite
solid, and is pioduced in concentric laytrs by the

living gelatinous substance which envelops it

like the bark of a tree, and from which the

polyps project like buds, or, when their tentacles

aie expanded, like little flowers Another al<y
onarian coral of more than usual intoust is the
'

oigan pipe" coral (Tubipoia) in whieh no con

tral avis fills in behind the polyps, but the
chambeis in which they live remain as open,
elongated tubes, crowded together side by side to

form a solid mass Its polyps are violet or

grass green, but the coral itself is red or

purplish These corals are found in the Indian
and Pacific oceans Many of the madrepores
have the whole calcareous framework covered,

) OOBAL

as m the Coialhdje, by a gelitinous living sub

btance which unites all the polyps The whole

living part soon decomposes and dibappears,
when the coril is taken out of the water, in

some species almost immediately lunuing fiom
the cilcaieous part as a wateiy slime

Utilization Red coral so much admired for

itb fine coloi and susceptibility to a high

polish and much used for oinamentxl purpobes
is chiefly obtained fiom the Mediterranean, in

borne parts of which extensive "fishenes
3

are

earned on It is bi ought up from considerable

depths by meanb of a bort of grappling appara
tus dragged aftei a boat or boats, the piects

being bioken fiom the bottom by beams of wood
which are sunk by weights and then entangled

among hemp Red coral has a aluubhki bi inch

ing form and grows to the height of about one

foot, with a thickness like that of the little

nngei Much of the coral of the Meditonanean
is expoitcd to India, but red coral is also oh
tamed in thp Tied Sea the Persian Gulf etc

Black coral (Antipathcs) ,
the axis of whuh in

moie, solid, is still more highly prized Coial

was known to the ancients and was used for

oinamental puiposes by the Gauls

Reefs The formation of coial reefs and
islands is one of the most noteworthy results of

the action of coral polyps Many kinds of

polyps are concerned in the building of a reef,

but the growth is mainly dependent on the

stone corals Reef building corals only flouiish

in clean, fresh sea water, which is not over 125

feet in depth and never is cooler than 08 F
They are consequently confined to the tropics
and to shallow watu and never thrive ncai the

mouths of mere Although reef bmldinef coials

art not found on the coast of the United States

noith of Florida, some species of coral occur

much faither north Even on the coast of

New Fngland there is to be found quite com
monly i tiuo stone coral (4stron<7io dance), the

pohjis ot which when expanded arc large and

ven beautiful See CORAL Far AND AND COUAI

Fossil Forms Among the fossil corals only
those belonging to the Authewoa ire of impoi
tance, those of the ITvdromeduB<s oithor not ap
pe iring until the Moso/oic, and then but spir

inply (for fossil Hydiocorallmso and Tubuhnx?,
set CoETLENihRAiA), oi not being elearly recog
in/cd as to their systematic position and only

provisionally refeired to the ITyelro/eu (Sec

SlBOMATOPOEA, GBAFT01 IT*, ) The AntlKMoa

appear in the Cambrian locks with the Ardueo
cyithinos, forms of pcculiai utructure and un
certain iclationships In the Upper Silurmn

period they have become the nuwt impentant
fossils as well in number of individuals as in

diversity of structure and importance as

rock building organisms They continue thus

throughout geologic times and are hence of

BBPRESENTATIVE FOEMS OF CORALS

g of a colony (of Zoanthus) stowing simplest mode of budding from a creeping stolon (*) 2 Sea pen, or
&iibna mwoWw), a portion of thTrtem m the bring oonSi, a, the wmTdend 3 Oian-pjp wrol
a) ^deton

of a
colony abowwg two living polyps ^manner of growth by buddu* frwo the. Itfnd ehelf-

4 Red or
'

precious
7
ooral (Corallum ru&rum), part of a Jiving colony 5 Part of a fan ooral (R)Hp%dogorg%a

g the polyp cells All the foregoing are Aloyonanans The following are true" or ttony
'

corals Syr-j The following L_ . -
7 Hal/untu wfcnutom fowl to the
1 two of them broken open and showing tabula

10 Cup cormn^A^Bum^^vOTWBi), f___! (Cvathophvuw* , ,, , ,.,

m'the Devonian of Germany^ 11 A madreporei (Af<i*pora oi^ra) the "loweVpart" showii tbjT'uving polyp8,'"tbe'uppor
pan naked (dead) coraUum at the summit of a bushv branch 12 Part of a branching ooral (DondrophyUid) in which a
common oaloareous stem (co ooanenohyma) u formed by calcification of the ooanoaaro (ca) and gives origin to the mdmdual,r ^ , coanenohyma) u formed by calcification of thi

(oo), p, an actnre polyp 13 Star ooral (Avtraa), an example c
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great importance to the paleontologist and geolo
gist As they are also objects of great beauty,
they are much sought by collectors and dealers

Especially rich and famous are the fossil coial
faunas of the Silurian of Noith America and
Gotland, the Devonian of the Helderbergs of
New York, the FalL of the Ohio, and the
Rhenish provinces, the Jurassic formations of

middle Europe and the Tertiarv beds of noith
crn Italy
The Anthozoa aie divided by Haeckel into the

subclasses Tetracoialla, Hexacoralla, and Octo
coralla, accoiding to the number of then septa,
ihich weie consideied to be multiples of these

figures The Tetiacoralla comprise, together
with the Tabulita, the Paleozoic corals, the
IIe\acoralla and Octocoralla, the Mesozoie and
later forms Recent investigations on the em
brjology of the He\aeoi ilia and thecal structme
of the Tetracoialla (Dr M Ogilvie) seem to

demonstrate that these divisions aie artificial,
that the tetrameral system is only an ancestial

featuie strongly maiked in certain of the old

families ( Cyathophylhdse, Zaphrentidse Cva
tha.\onidse), -while bexameial symmetiy is but
one of many forms of radial symmetiv The
Anthozoa are theiefoie at present divided into

but two subclasses, according to Ray Lankettei
the Alcyonana, or Octocoralla, and the Zoan
thana None of the fossil alcyonarians which
with doubtful forms do not appear till the Meso
zoic, are of impoitance, the Paleozoic Heholi

tid#, -which aie referred with doubt to this

subclass, are quite abundant in the Silurian and
Devonian rocks

The subclass Tabulate, of Milne Edwards and
Haime, comprising common and important
Paleozoic genera, such as Faiositei, Aulopora,
Synngopora, Haly&tes, and Ghcetetes, which was

long considered as a distinct subclass character

ized by the slight development of the septa and
the presence of numerous tabula has now been

broken up, it having been recognized that some
families belong to the Octocoralla, others (Favo

sitidse, Syringopondse, Ealysitidse) exhibit close

relationships to the Hexacoialla, and others

(Chffltetidse, Monticulipondce) arc cvtn placed
some authors, as Ulnch, among the Polyzoa

ll these very piimitive groups of tabulate

corals played important rOles as Paleozoic reef

by
All

Bibliography MiIneFdwatds and Haime,
"Monographic des Pohpieis fossiles des teirams

PalSozoiques," in 4.1 ohwe? Au Museum, vol v

(Pans, 1851) Roemei and Freeh, LetJicca Paleo-

aoica, vol i (Stuttgart 1883) Ogilvie, "Struc

tuie and Classification of Corals," in Philo

sophtoal Transactions, vol cltvwn (London,

1896) , G C Bourne, "The Anthozoa," in Lan
kester's Treatise on Zoology, part n (ib, 1900) ,

Hickson, Coelenterata
"

in Cambridge \atural

History, vol i (jb 1906)
COB/ALBEBBY See BNOWBEBBY
CORAL FISH A name given in a general

way to various tropical fishes of the families

Chsetodontidse and Pomacentndse, because they

frequent submarine coral growths All are much

compressed, high backed fishes of brilliant hues,

and most of them are marked with vertical black

bars, and possess filamentous appendages upon
the fins and tad They remain among the

branching corals for safety, and are further pro

tected, apparently, by the curious pattern of

their coloration Many species abound in the

waters from Bermuda to Brazil, where several

71 CORAL ISLAND AND COBAL BEEP

species are known as "angel fishes" All are
small but excellent eating
COBAL ISLAND AMD COBAL BEEE

An island 01 marine nd^e loimed from the

petrified skeletons of coial pohps They are
numerous in tl L w umei portior-s of the Pacific

and in the Indian Ocean where the growth of

coral goes on \uth great rapiditv, occumng to a
les^ei extent in the Gull of Mexico and along
the Atlantic bhoicb of the West Indies The
coial islands and rctfs mav be clashed accord

in? to their genual toim, into fringing reeS,
birner ucfs, and atolls Fnngmg reefs ai^
closely attached to the shoie line of an island
or land masis and extend outlaid as a sub
marine platform Rat net lerf? he at some di"

tance from the land, the intermediate space
king occupied by a shallow lagoon of salt

water Usually borne parts of the barrier nsf
above the le.el of the ocean as islets which sup
port a scantv vegetation, while the position of
the submerged mf is indicated by a line of

breaker An excellent illustiation of this type
is the Gieat Banui Reef of Australia, over 1000
miles long, hing off the east coast of Queens
land Atoll? (qv ) art uf rude circular form,
inclosing a loaoon, but without any visible land
to vvh ch the reefs are attached Iheir presence
it made known by a gwdle ot bleaker? and by
vvavefomed islets on which the coconut palm
and a few other tiopical plants grow The
untial lagoon of placid transparent water is

usually li-h than 300 fe<-t deep, and when there
aie passives thiough the reef it constitutes a
<nfe harbor for ships Soundings have shown
that the slope of tl e bottom is gentle in the in

tenoi but -seiy stepp on the seaward side of the

reef, indeed bting sometimes almost perpendicu
lar The Pelew Islnuls of the Caroline Arehi

pelago, the low Archipelago in the Pacific, and
the Laccadivp and Haldive island groups in

the Indian Ocean, exhibit many examples of

atolls

Formation, of Beefs The great masses of

coral rock hav e been built up by the continuous

growth ol VAIIOUS genera and species of corals

which scciete carbonate of lime dissolved in the

sea water The coial polvps flourish only under

certain conditions their growth requires clear,

warm, salt water an abundance of food, and a

water depth of not more than 20 fathoms They
cannot live in muddy or brackish water, or m
regions where the mean temperature for any
month falls below 68 F The polyp also does

not grow above the level of the lowest tides As
to the rate of growth of coral man} observations

and estimates have been made Some species

build up a reef as rapidly as three inches per

year, others increase less than one inch in the,

same tune Alexander Agassiz estimates that

the corals on the Florida coasts would construct

a reef from the depth of seven fathoms to

the surface in a period of from 1000 to 1200

jeais
Under the special conditions necessary for the

growth of coral it is a matter of interest to du
cover by what means the reefs and atolls have

been formed, that often rise fiom depths of sev

eral hundred and even thousands of feet Dar

win, who recognized the fact that shallow water

was necessary for the hying polyp, inferred that

the sites of the reefs must have undergone a

gradual subsidence, corresponding to the growth
of the reef upward According to his theory,

the colonies of polyps first settled along the
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sjon. s u an ida-d, where aittr a time a fnng
TJ 1*4 *ould be lonud Fig 1 1 Then if the

orean fbor mlb ded at a sufccientlv .low rate

to pennit tj 5 .vtli o, the coral to be con^

FIG 1

t nued on the outlaid bide ot the reel, the

natu: cl inr< 1 ^ould gradually viden and deepen
and a birmr net (Fig 2\ would be lormed,

nhich, aitfr a long mtenal, upon the sub

mergence of the entire island, ^ould grve -way
to an atoll (Fig o) This simple explanation,

FIGS

firbt advanced bv Darwin an 1835 and afterward
elaborated by J D Dana, found \vide acceptance
among geologists It -was aoon discovered how-
ever, that in certain cases the theory of sub

mergence did not conform with the actual con
ditions Semper in 1868, directed attention to

the Pele^ Islands, \\here the >ea flooi and the
reefs built thereon ha\e actualh undergone ele

yation Later Murray pursued the study of the

reef building are probabh to be accepted as

valid, and tach mabt be tested by actual condi

tiou. before it, application in any P^instance can be determined Darvvuis theory of

subsidence, theielure, has not been displaced by
the more recent work, but gnen a limited field

of application

Bibliogiaphy Dai win, The Structure and

Zhrtiibutiou of Cotal Islands (New York, 1891) ,

Dana, Coials and Cotal Islands (ib, 1890),

Agashiz 1 \isit to the G)fat Barner Reef of

iusttalia in the Rtcamer Cioydon tn lt>96

(Cambridge ilass, 1898), Murray, "On Coral

Beefs ind Other Caibonate of Lime Foimations

in ilodein Seas," in Pioceedings of the Royal So

ciety of Fdmbuigh, vol -CTII (Edinburgh, 1891) ,

id, On the Structure and Origin of Coral

Reefs and Iblands
'

in Proceedings of the Royal

Society otEdmlu>gh,\ol x (ib, 1880) , Agassu
and Pourtales llonogiaph of the Co? ate of

Plot ida (Cambridge, Mass, 1871), Heilpnn,
The Bermuda Islands (Philadelphia, 1889),

Davis, Dana's Confirmation of Darwin's

Theory of Coral Reefs," in American Journal of

Science, 4th series, vol xx\v (New Hayen,
1913) See ATOLL COR\L

COR'ALLI1T.a:, or COR'ALXimB ALGKai
flat nom pi fern of cotalhnus, made of coral,

from coiallum, cotalhv.6, coral) A group of

red algae (Rhodophvceac, qv ), distinguished by
the calcareous inci notations secreted by the

thallus The thallua is blanching, -usually

articulated, and forms stony masses like those

of the branching corals \vith which these alga are

often associated CoiaIlm<E are important rock

mak np organisms in some formations, especially
of Tertiary age, such &b the Lower Eocene of

Ariege, and the nummuhtic Limestone of the

Alps The genus Comthna itself, now abundant,
was rare during Tertiary time Lithothamnrum,
however, appealed in Juiassic time, extending
through the Cietaceous, was very abundant dur

ing the Tertiary, and has persisted to the pres
ant era Consult Gumhel "Die sogenannten.

Xulhpoien, etc
"

in Alhandlwgen der lomghch
6ai/e;iscAen J.KaJemie der Wissenschaften, yol

n (Munchen, 1874) , Unger, "Beitrag zur na
heren Ktnntniss dea Leithakalkes," in Denk
schnften der Katsej hch homgliGh^n AKademte

Wi&sensthaften ant Wien, vol xiv (Vienna,
question still further and TSBS able to show that 1858) , Zittel and Schimper,'"Traite de paleon
reefs do not necessarily require a sinking shore

tologie," put 11, Paleophytologie (Pans, 1891)
for their formation, but they may grow on a See ALG^
stable foundation auch as a submarine bank, CORAL SEA That part of the Pacific Ocean
raised to near sea level by accumulation of fossil off the eat>t coast of Australia, extending be
organisms, or the slopes of a volcanic island tween the parallel of 26 S, and Torres Strait
After becoming established in such localities the (Map Australasia, G 4) Its boundaries are
corale continue their growth outward, and at the indefinite, but it is generally considered to ex
same time wave action -washes down debns from tend from the Australian coast to the irregular
the reef to the bottom, forming a platlonn for line of islands, including the western outposts
their further activity In case the original of the Solomon and New Hebnles groups, from
foundation -was above sea level the projecting New Caledonia to the Loxusiade Archipelago
portion may ha\e been cut down by breakers The coral growths of the Great Barner Reef
The sohent action of water would remove the lie along its western boundary
dead coral from the interior of the reef and CORAL SNAKE A poisonous serpent of the
thus excavate a basin to be occupied by the genus Elaps, common in tropical America and
lagoon The same conclusions were reached by also represented in Africa, so called because
Alexander Agassiz m his extended investigations coral red is its prevailing color There are
of coral islands Agasaiz also explained cer many speaes, each marked by some different
tain barrier reefs aa having been formed by the arrangement of black and yellow rings, the epi
growth of a thin wall of coral on the outer edge dermis is also indesoent, probably due to lami
of a wave-cut submerged platform surrounding nations on the scales, and no more beautiful
a yolcamc island In the latter case neither snakes exist (Bee Plate with article SNAKE )

subsidence, elevation, nor solution is necessary All are small, of terrestrial habits, and pro-
for reef development The several theories of vided with a poison apparatus sufficient for the
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killing of small animals and birds, but rarelv
fatal to man A representative species (Elaps
fitlvius) ii, well known from Menace to South
Carolina and common in Florida, as the "coral
snake," "American cobra," "garter snake," and
"harlequin", it ib the only poisonous snake, not

COBAL SNAKE OF FLOKIDA

crotahne, in the United States, and, though
small and gentle is not safe to handle Coral

These snakes spend most of their time burrow

ing in the ground where they la\ six or eight
eggs Consult Repot t of United States Ac
tional Museum (Washington 1893), and Males
and Unch "Seipents of Trinidad" m Proceed

ings of Zoological Society of London (London,
1894) Ditams, The Reptile Bool (New York,
1907) See CYIINDEB SNAKE

CO'BAM, THOMAS (1668-1751) An Eng
hsh philanthropist, born at Lyrne Regis, Dorset
shire His father \vat a mei chant captain, and
he was probibh a shipwright to piofession He
settled in Taunton, Mass ,

in 1694 and returned
to England in 1703 He ^as constantly inter

ested in phil xnthropic schemes particularly in

the establishment of the Foundling Hospital,
which was accomplished after many years of

struggle The institution was opened in Hatton
Garden m 1740 Coram TV as also a promoter of

the English settlements in Georgia and Noia
Scotia In later life he lost most of his fortune

and at his death was in possession of an annuity
from the go% eminent He was buried in the

chapel of the Foundling Hospital One of Ho-

garth's best portraits is that of Coram, which
has hung in the hospital since its presentation
by the painter (1740)

COBAM'BIS In Shakespeare's Hamlet, the

name given in the quarto edition of 1603 to the

character afterward called Polomus

COBANACH, kSr'i nak, COBOMACH, COB-
ANICH, or CBONACH (Gael, Ir coronach,
from Gael, Ir oomh, with + Gael rematch, a

crying, from ran, to cry out) A funeral dirge,

formerly m use among the Insh and Scottish

Celts "The cries (coramch) are called by the

Insh the ulagohne and hululu, two words ex

tremely expressive of the sound uttered on these

occasions (funerals) , and being of Celtic stock,

etymologists would swear to be the origin of the

ololungon, of the Greek, and uMatus of the

Latins
"

Pennant's Tour

The coranach seems to be identical with the

Irish cadttw, generally written and pronounced
keen, a dirge for the dead, "according to certain

loud and mournful notes and verses," wherein

the pedigree, property, the good and great deeds

of the deceased, and the manner of his death

are recounted, in order to excite sorrow or re

venge in the hearers and to show them the loss

they have sustained

The word, in one or other of its forms, occurs

in the writings of many of the ancient Scottish

authors

3 COBBAN

'Ciyand for jow the cairfull comnoch

'Crjand the eoiynooh on hie.

BatUe of Harlau
Be he the correuoch had done shout

Dunbar

The coranach has long since fallen into disuse

among the Highlanders The funeral lament

performed on the bagpipes, \vhich may be con
sidered as an instiumental coranach lingered on
till the latter half of the eighteenth century
For specimen^ of the coiaiuch see Sir Walter

Scott's Lady of the La] e ind accompanying
notes, Crofton Crokers Reseat die? in the South

of Ireland (1824) , Blackuood s Magazine, vols

xui and \\iii, and Jamieson's Htytnological Die

tionary of thejtcottish Language revised by

reed species, the body of Tvhich was formerly
bent in the form of part of a circle, which
accounts for its being called a horn It is

mereh a large oboe (called in German Altoloe,

le, alto of the oboe') and ib usually played
bv oboe plavers Its compass is two octaves and
a fifth from e to b* Modern composers employ
for this instrument only the G clef It is a

transposing instrument, and music for it is \vnt
ten a fifth above its real tones 2 Also the

name ot an eight foot organ stop occasionally
used m French and English pipe organs For il

lustration, ste MLSICAI I^STBLMEMS

COBATO, k6ra't6 A city of southeastern

Italy, in the Pionnce of Ban delle Pughe, about

L 6) Not far from Corato are the ruins of the

Caste! del Monte, built by the Emperor Frederick

II, in which the sons of Manfred (qv) were

imprisoned The town carries on a trade m
cattle and leather, the surrounding country being
well adapted for grazing A good deal of tartar

is manufactured here as well as wine and oil

Pop (commune), 1881, 30,552, 1901, 41,573,

1911, 45 307

COBAY, kS ra', COBAES, or KOBAES, AD-
AMAimos (1748-1833) A Greek classical

scholar and patnot He \vas the son of a mer
chant in Smjrna He engaged in trade in Am
sterdam, but in 1782 went to Montpelher to

study medicine and natural history From 1788

till his death he lived in Pans Stimulated by the

French Revolution, Coray was one of the first

to attempt to revive modern Greek literature,

and his political tracts did much to arouse the

Greeks to successful revolt against Turkish rule

Of his classical works the most important is his

edition of Heliodorus' romance, Ethiopian His

tor es> his commentaries on the writings of

Hippocrates, and his editions of Xenophon's
Memorabilia, Plato's Gtorgias, and Strabo His

work, Atocta, ou melanges sur la htterature

grecque moderns (1828-35), did much to elevate

the modern Greek literary language Consult

his autobiography in Greek (Pans, 1833) and
a Latin translation of it by Schultze (Liegmtz,

1834) ,
also Sinner, Life and Works of Korais

(Zurich, 1837) , and Bywater, in Journal of

Hellemo Studies, vol i (London, 1881) See

ROMAIC LlTEBATITBE
COB/BAN (Heb gorton, offering, from qarafi,

to draw or bring near, to offer) A term used

by the Jews to denote things offered or devoted

to the Deity In the Priestly Code it is the
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regular word for an offering tn God of any kind

(Lev *i I 4 12 1> eti ) ^uch an object was
necessarilv sacred and could not be appbed to

proiane Une Later the v\ord cime to be t1 e

technical expression for formally setting a thing

apart as, sacred to God or God s use, but it otten

was uspd when there v-a* no real intention of

devoting a thin;? to God Certain of the schools

held tnat tLe mere pi enunciation of it however

ra&llv, const tuted a vow Hence it oiten be

came a con\en*ent makeshift to avoid a distaste

lul dutv Thus a son might say his money or

other property was corbin and so escape the

obligati jn to use it for the support or need of a

parent Tm<s interpretation was rebuked by
Jtfciis (Matt rv 5 Mark vn 11), and also by
certain binad *n ndf><i and humane rabbis

COBBEIL, kiarTuV (Lat Corbuhnum) A
town in the Dep*r*ment of Seme et Oise, France,

at tbe junction ol the Essonne with the Seme,
IS miles boutb southeast of Pans (Map France,

N H 4) It consists of an old and a new town
From the tenth to the twelfth century it was

the cbef town of a powerful countship, was be

sieged bv the Duke of Burgundy in 1418, by the

Huguenots in 15C2, and by Alexander Farnese

in 1590 The Gothic church of Saint Spire

(tenth century) was rebuilt in the fifteenth

century The town has flour mills, print works,

cotton factories, and manufactures of watches,

clocks, etc The Moulms de Corbeil are the

largest flour mills in France The Decauville

engineering works are near bv Pop, 1901,

9362 1Q11, 10746
COB'BEL (OF GO? bel, Fr corbeau, basket,

from Lat corbis, basket) A support, usually
of stone, projecting from a wall and forming an

integral part of it In France it is not a corbel

unless it has parallel sides, but the English

usage includes also those forms of support, called

in French cula de lampe, which project from the

wall to carry colonnettes, vaulting shafts, vault

nbs, etc They are often elaborately carved

with foliage and volutes A row of corbels sup

porting a horizontal coping or cornice is called

a corbel table See BRACKET, CANTILEVEB,
CONSOLE
COB/BEBTC The name of a stronghold

erected by Galafres after his conversion as a
shrine for the Holy Grail It is called also the

Palace of Adventure, and m it Galafres, chns
tened Alphasan, is stabbed to death

COB/BETT, JULIAN STAHTOBD (1854-1922)
An English barrister and man of letters, born
in Surrey and educated at Trinity College, Cam
bridge He practiced law until 1882, was spe
cial correspondent of the Pall Uall Gazette on
the Dongola expedition, 1896, lectured on Eng
hsh history at Oxford in 1903, and was ap
pointed lecturer in history to the Naval War
College Besides several romances, hia writings
include England mthe Mediterranean (1904) ,

The Campaign of Trafalgar (1910) , Some Prtn-

otples of Maritime Strategy (1911) , TheBpenoer

^ -^
COBJBETT, LEE CLEVELAND (1867- )

An American horticulturist, born at Watkms,N Y, and educated at Cornell University,
where from 1891 to 1893 he was assistant horti
cultunst He was professor of horticulture and
forestry at the South Dakota Agricultural Col-

lege in 1893-95 and at the West Virginia Um
versxty from 1895 to 1901, and then he became
horticulturist in the United States Department
of Agriculture His publications include Garden

<4
COEBIM"

FffJMJifl inn) 7i/fiiup Inivtuie (lOH)

and tl'i to 1 nnj experiment stat in bulletin

PiUtiHj |1'M>
' ttnnlteim Ciltwe (1903)

lie ^cttro' dan'ftt (1 (

>U4), ktiaiibeines

1904) fa*at(jes (1005) Rasplenies (1905),
Beans il<107) Cabbages (1911) lee Houses

(1911) Tumato Giouinq as Club Wotk in the

yoitJi and West (191?)

COBBIE, kfir'be' A town in the Department
of La Somme, France 10 miles northeast of

Amiens (Map France, N H 3) It has cotton,

woolen and hosiery factories Pop, 1901, 4133,

1911, 4408 Corbie owes its fame to the Bene-

dictine abbey founded heie in 662 by Queen
Balthilde A beautiful statue of the Queen
remains Of the abbev, the church of St Pierre

alone remains. The banibhed King Desiderius

was sent here by Charlemagne in 774 Corvei

(qv) owes its origin to Coibie

COB/BTE STEPS, COB/BEL STEPS or

CB.OW STEPS (a Scottish corruption of corbel

steps, from OF cotbel corbel, but confused by
popular etymology with Scotch cotize, crow,
from ME, OF coibm, Lat cotvinus, crow, and

supposed to mean steps for crows') In archi

tecture, the succession of steps with which the

gables of old houses are ornamented in Scotland

This gable ornament IB by no means peculiar
to Scotland and France, but is met with in

Flanders, Holland, and all over Germany, where
it is even more charactemtic and general, espe

daily m the brick architectuie of north Ger
many both of churches and of houses
COB/BUT A city in Whitley Co

, Ky , about
80 miles (direct) south by east of Lexington
(Map Kentucky, F 6) It is at the junction
of three divisions of the Louisville and Nash
ville sv stem and is essentially a railroad town
There are some deposits of coal, railway repair
shops, and a woodworking plant Corbm has
a Catholic academy and owns its water works

Pop, 1900, 1544, 1910, 2589

GOBBIN, HENBT CLAEK (1842-1909) An
American soldier, born in demount Co, Ohio
In 1862 he entered the Union army as a lieu
tenant in the Eighty third Ohio Volunteers, but
in the following month -was transferred to the

Seventy ninth Regiment He was major of the
Fourteenth United States colored troops in

1863, lieutenant colonel in 1864, and colonel in

1865, and remained with the Army of the Cum
berland until the close of the war, when he was
brevetted brigadier general of volunteers In
1866 he entered the regular army as a second
lieutenant in the Seventeenth Infantry and be-
came captain in the Thirty eighth Infantry in
the same year He was appointed major and
assistant adjutant general in 1880, lieutenant
colonel in 1889, and colonel in 1896 After serv-

ing at the adjutant general's office in Washing
ton, and on Governor's Island as chief of staff
in the Department of the East, he was appointed
adjutant general of the armv in 1894 During
the war m Cuba he was practically the head of
the army and was involved in the criticism of
the War Department, but in the reorganization
of tbe army it was considered that he displayed
industry and

ability, and in 1900 he was pro
moted major general and adjutant general, ^this

grade to expire with the termination of office of
the present moumbent " He was in command of
the Division of the Philippines in 1904-06, when
he was made a lieutenant general, and retired

COEBLN, JOHW (1870- ) An American
dramatic critic and author, born in Chicago He
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was educated at Harvard Lmvertaty From
1897 to 1900 he was, assistant editor of Harper's
Magazine, during part of this tune acting also
is dramatic critic for Hat pet's Weekly, in 1902
he wrote the diamatic notices of the New York
Times and in 1905-07 tho^e of the Sun From
1908 to 1910 he was liteiary manager of the
New Theatu, duiing the short life of which his
effoits contnbuted much towards notably aitis
tic pioductions Besides magazine stones and
articles on the diama, he is author of The Eliza
bethan Hamlet (1895), Schoolboy Life in Eng
land An American T lew (1898) , An American
at Oxford (1902) A ^ew Poitiait of Shale
speaie (1903), The Firit Loies of Penlla
(1903), The Care Man (1907) Which College
for the Boy ( 190S ) Husband and the rot bidden
Gue&ts (1910)

COBBOTTLD, kor'bold, EDWABD HEABT (1815-
1905) An English painter and illustrator, bom
in London He studied at Siss s Art School and
the Royal Acadtim, and -when only 19 painted
"Ihe Fall of Phaethon/ for which he received
a gold medal irom the Society of Arts Nearly
all his paintings are laige historical or romantic

compositions in \vatei color academic in style

He was appomttd instructor in water color to
the royal family in 1831, and many of his pic
tures aie m their possession Some of his best
known pictuics aie 'Lady Godiva" (National
Gallery, Sidney) "Canterbury Pilgrims,

' and
"Tlie Hen ess' (Butish Museum) Among his

portiaits aie those of the Piincess Alice and the

Prince Con&oit He illustrated Percy s Reliques,
The BooJv of Bntnh Ballads, etc

COB'BTTLO, Gv^njs DOMITIUS (*-c67 AD )

A Roman general under Claudius and Nero,
brother of Csesoma, wife of the Emperor Calig-
ula In Neios leign he conducted a successful

campaign against the Parthmns under Tiridates

(61-63) His successes and his populanty e\

cited the jealousy of Neio, who gave orders for

his execution Upon hearing the Emperor's
orders, Corbulo committed suicide His account
of his experiences m Asia, which is mentioned by
the Elder Pliny, has been lost Consult Schoon

over, A Study of Cn Domitous Corbvlo (Chicago,

1909)

COBCHOBTTS, kfir'kfi rfts (Neo Lat , from Gk
Kopxopos, lorchoros, a wild plant of bitter taste)
A genus of plints of the family Tihacese, con

taming about 30 species, both shrubby and herba

ceous, natives of the warm parts of the globe
Corchorus ohtonus is widely diffused in tropical
countries and introduced into America It io an,

annual, with a smooth, more or less branching

stem, vaiying in height from 2 to 14 feet or up
ward, according to soil and climate It has

smooth, stalked, alternate, oval, or ovate lanceo

late lea\es, and small yellow flowers, solitary or

in pairs It is much used as a pot herb and is

called Jews' mallow, from being much cultivated

by Jews in Syria and other parts of the East

It is still more valuable for the fibre of its inner

bark, as is also Corohorus capsulans, a species

very similar, but distinguished by its capsule,
which is short, globular, and wrinkled in Oorcho

rus capsularts and elongated and slender in Cor

ohoius ohtonui Both are much cultivated in

India, yielding the greater part of the jute

(qv ) of commerce, and of the fibre employed in

making gunny bags (qv ) Oorohorus ca/psulans

IB sometimes called Chinese hemp Gorchoru*

tiffo8s is a small American shrub occurring

from the ^est Indies southward It IB of little
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value In Panama an mfu-jion of its leaves is

used instead of tea See Colored Plate of FIBEB
PLANTS with article HEMP
COB'COBAW, MICHAEL (1827-63) An

Amencan soldier He was born at Carrowkeel,
Ireland emigrated to the United States m 1S49
and enlisted in the arnn lie rose to colonel in

the regular sei-vice and in 1SOO was couit mar
tuled for retusmsj to parade his legiment in

honor of the Prince of Wales Before he vas
sentenced the hostilities of the Civil War began
He was "sent to the front, w is wounded, and was
taken pn^oner at the hrst battle of Bull Run
Lpon his exchange he was commissioned bri fc

fa
dier geneial in Ibb2 and organized the Corconn
Legion, which in 1803 checked the Conlederite
advance on Noitolk ind wa& subsequently at

tached to the Arnn of the Potomac He died aa

the result of a fall fiom his hor^e Consult his

book, The Captnitij of Geneial Coicotan (Phila

delphia 1864)

COBCOBAN, WILLIAM WILSON (1798-1888)
An Amencan financier and philanthropist, born
in Georgetown DC He was educated at

Georgetown College, became an exchange broker
in Washington, and in 1840 foimtd a partner
ship with Georgo U Riggs At the tune of the

Mexican ttar he took a large pait of the gov
eminent loans and financiered them so skillfully

as to lay the foundation of a large fortune which
he used with munificence He wa^ the founder
of the Louise Home for impoverished gentle
women, the Oak Hill Cemetery at Georgetown,
and the Coicoran Art Gallery, and made manv
liberal gifts to colleges and benevolent associa

tions Consult a sketch of his life called A
Gtandfnthet s Legacy (Washington, 1879)

COBCOBABT AST GALLEBY An impor
tant public collection of painting, sculpture, and
ceramics in Washington, D C Its nucleus was
the private collection of William Wilson Cor

coran, which he presented to the city of Wash
ington m 1869 with an endowment fund of $900,
000 It was opened to the public in 1874 and
was originally situated on Pennayhama Avenue,
but in 1897 it w as transferred to a new structure

on (Seventeenth Street, designed by Ernest Flagg
in the Neo Grecian style The gallery contains,

among other treasmes fine specimens of early

American painters, an admirable collection of

Barye bronzes, and the well known "Greek

Slave" by Hiram Powers There is a free school

of art connected with the institution, and bi

ennial exhibitions of contemporary American

painting contribute greatly to its usefulness

Consult Henderson, The Art Treasures of Wash
tngton (Boston, 1912)

COBCOVODA, kor'kdvo'Da (probably Peru
vian in origin) A cranelike bird, known as

the "white backed trumpeter' (P&ophta leucop

tera) of Peru and the upper Amazon closely

related to the trumpeter (qv ) It is domesti

cated and has some curious and friendly habits,

described at length in Amencan Museum of

Natural History Bulletin, vol u (New York,

1887-90)
GOBCT'BA See COBFU
CtWDA, AUGUST KABL JOSBPH (1809-49)

An Austrian botanist, born m Reiehenberg Bo
hernia At the age of 20 he published his Mono

graphta Rhvsospermarwn et Hepaticorum, and in

1834 was made one of the keepers of the Museum
in Prague In 1847 he came to Texas, where he

collected a large number of valuable botanic

specimens, but on his voyage home, in 1849, he
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was bhipw recked and drowned His *orks in

elude the lolloping /cones Fungorum hucusque

Cogntoruin (b volts, 1837-54), Prachtflora

euiopaischer Schimmelbildungen (1839), Bet

trage sur Floia der T Qjuelt ( 1845 1

COEJXAGE (from cord, Fr corde, ML corda,

Lat chorda, trom Gk xopS>J, chords, string, con

ntcted with Lat hamspex, inspector of en

trails) A name applied chiefly to the running

rising 01 a ship and to the rope of which the

nggins? is iridt; See BIGGIVG ROPE

COBDAITES, kurMal'tez (Neo-Lat nom

pi named >n honor of A J Corda) A genus
ol fossil plants oi the family Cordaite, that

sbnib intermediate characters between the com

fert, and the cvcads The genus appeared in

De onian time, reaching its ma-urnum during
tht coal measure period, when it was an im

portart forest tree ol the coal swamp flora, and

declined uunng the Permian The tree grew to

a 1 eight 01 30 to 50 feet, with a trunk that

branched freely and it had dense foliage of

parallel veined leases of lanceolate or linear

form These lea\es are found in great abundance

in some coal measure shales \ihere thev often

lie packed in layers as do the fallen leaves of

a modern forest In the Middle Devonian of

New Brun<vwick, Canada, a formation is called

the Cordaites shale," because of the number of

Cordaites leaves it contains The inflorescence

of Cordaites Tias separate as in the cycads and

the male and female elements ^ere arranged in

catkins placed in the a\ils of the leaves The
fructification is nutlike, resembling somewhat
that of the yew or that of Cycas reioluta (a

cycad), and has been described under the names

Cardiocarpum, Tngonoearpum, etc The trunk

had a large pith, which often decayed to form a

cavity of which the casts, known as Artesue and

Sternbergia, are found on the dumps of some
coal mines The \vood of the trunk, described

partly as Araucaroxvlon, has a microscopic struc-

ture remarkably like that of the conifers Con
suit H Graf zu Solms Laubach, Fossil Botany,

pp 104-122 {Oxford, 1891) See CAKBOIOTEBOUS

SYSTEM, CYOADAOEJE COMEER
COBDAY D'ASMONT, Wda' dayman',

H.FAKTJI! AE CHABLOTTE (1768-93) The assas

bin of Marat, generally known as CHAELOTTH
COBDAY She was born at Samt Saturnm in Nor
mandv Her youth, passed in a convent, was

spent m the reading 01 Plutarch, Rousseau, Ray
nal, Voltaire, and Corneille Though she ^as
noble by birth, she sympathized ardently with
the cause of the Revolution in its early phases,
but when the fall of the Girondists ushered in

the Terror, she swung immediately to the oppo
site pole She was convinced by Barbarous that
Marat and Robespierre were the enemies of

France To the fervent student of the classics

the r61e of Brutus seemed a noble one, and she
determined to save the nation by murder Tell

ing her father that she was bound for England,
she journeyed to Pans (July 1, 1793), inquired
there for the house of Marat, pretending to be
the bearer of a message, and bought a knife on
the way Twice delayed, she found Marat at
last in his bath, writing (July 13) He had
asked that morning in the Ami du Peupfo, for

200,000 heads, and Charlotte told him she could

give him those of the Girondists at Caen As
he was setting down the names she uttered, one

by one, she drove the knife up to the hilt into
his heart, then made a futile attempt to escape
Marat cned out, "a mm, ma chere MM*'" and

5 COBDEB

then died unmediatelv and the girl quickly

captured, and saved -with difficulty trom the mob,
was taken to pnson Brought to tnal and

speedily condemned sne died calmly (July 17,

1793) Consult Dubois Charlotte Corday
(Pans, 1838), Tatel, Charlotte Corday et lea

(hrondtns (Paris, 1872) Bioliographie des

femmes celeores (3 vols
,
Turin and Rome, 1892-

1905) , Defrance, Charlotte Corday et la, mort
de Karat U909)
COBDEIRO, k6r da'S r6, JOAO RICABDO (1836-

82) A Portuguese dramatist He -was boin in

Lisbon and in 1863 became secretary in the Con
selho de Beneficeneia He ^as the founder of

the periodical Futuro His reports on charitable

work contain much of talue concerning the prob
lem of poverty In 1877 he obtained a govern
ment position under the president of the mime
try, Luciana de Castro His plays include

Fernando (1857) , Amor e atte (1860) , A socie

dade elegante (1862), A famiha (1869), Os

paraizos conjugaet (1882)
COEDELE' A city and the county seat of

Cnsp Co , Ga , 65 miles south of Macon, on the

Georgia Southern and Florida, the Seaboard Air

Line, the Atlanta, Birmingham, and Atlantic

and the Georgia Southwestern, and Gulf rail

roads (Map Georgia, C 4) It is the commer
cial centre of a cotton growing region, and manu
factures cottonseed oil and lumber There are
a Carnegie library and a sanitarium Cordele
was settled in 1887 and is governed under a
charter of 1904 which provides for a mayor,
elected biennially, and a unicameral council

The \\ater works are owned and operated by the

municipality Pop, 1900, 3473, 1910, 5883
COBDEdjIA In Shakespeare's Kvng Lear,

the youngest daughter of the King
CORDELIERS, koT'd' lya (Fr ,

cord wearers) ,

or Society of the Fnends of the Rights of Man
and of the Citizen The name given in France
to the most austere branch of the Franciscan
Fnars on account of the girdle of knotted cord

they wore After 1790 the name was applied
to the members of a political club which assem
bled in the abandoned chapel of a Franciscan

monastery and exercised great influence on the

progress of the Revolution in Pans Its leaders
were men of \anous opinions, Danton, Camille

Desmoulina, Marat, Hebert, and the picturesque
Anacharsis Clootz It drew its strength from
the very lowest classes of Pans and always had
an armed mob at hand ready for insurrections
The members of the Cordeliers were the first to
demand a republic, vitalizing the motto "Liberty,
Equality, Fraternity," and took a very prominent
part m the events of the 10th of August, 1792,
and chiefly contributed to the overthrow of the
Girondists (q v ) While the club was at the

height of its influence, Desmoulins began the

publication of his popular journal Le Vteuto Cor
deher Later, the spirit of the Cordeliers became
so violent as to out Jacobin the Jacobins, and
men like Danton and Desmoulins abandoned it

In 1794 the Cordeliers awakened the enmity of

Robespierre On March 24 and April 5 most of
the leaders were guillotined, and the club prac
tically came to an end Consult Bougeart, Projet
d'orgamsatoon det Oordehere (Paris, 1870) , also
Lea Cordehers, documents pow sermr a Vhistovre
de la Revolution (Caen, 18fll)

COBIXEB, FBEDEBICK (1852- ) An Eng
lish musician, born in London He studied at
the Royal Academy of Music, London, gained
the Mendelssohn scholarship in 1875, and, after
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studying in Cologne under Ferdinand Hiller re
turned to London and in 1880-82 was conductor
of the orchestra at the Brighton Aquarium In
1890 he became professor of composition at the

Royal Academy of Music He was one ot the
earliest English champions of the cause of Wag
ner, and, together with his brother Henry, trans
lated the latei music dramas of Wagner into

English His compositions include three operas,
Xorte d Arthur (1877), Philomel (1870), \or
disa (1887), three opeiettas the cantatas, The
Cyclops, The Bnde of Trie) mam, Dieamland, The
Sword of Aigantyt , se-^eral works for declama
tion with orchestra, two suites for orchestra In
the Black Forest and Roumanian Unite, two
o\ ertures, Ossian and Ptosp&o, incidental music
to Shakespeare a Tempest, Parker's The Terma
gant and The Black Tulip He also wrote sev
eral works on the theon of music

COBDE'BrGrS, or COBDIEB, kfir'dya', MA
THUBO, (1479-1564) A French schoolmaster,

especially skillful as a teacher of children He
taught in Pans where he had as one of his

scholars John Cabin, TVho dedicated to him the

commentary on the Fust Epistle to the Thessa-

lonians Later he taught at Geneva and died
there He wrote, besides philosophical works, a
number of books for children, one of which, Collo

guiorum Scholasticorum Libn Quattuor ad Pue
ros, vn Latino Seimone Easercendos (1564), ap
peaied m numerous later editions and was trans
lated into English and French

CORD GEASS (Sparttna) A genus of

grasses having compound spikes, the species of

which are found in wet places, many of them in

salt 01 brackish tide marshes The spikelets are

arranged on one side and have only one perfect
floret and very unequal glumes The species are

perennial, ngid, from creeping rootstocks and
have long, tough leaves, hence the name "cord

grass" Spartina stncta, found in muddy salt

marshes on the east and southeast coasts of

England and in America, although remarkable
for its extreme stiffness and rigidity of habit, is

used for making ropes on account of the tough
ness of its fibre tipartvw cynosuroides and

Sparttna patens are common in the United

States, the former along the ocean and lake

shores from Maine to the Pacific, the latter spe
cies is common in salt marshes, and this and

Jwcus getardt furnish the best of the marsh

hay Spartina ci/nosincndes has been successfully
used in the manufacture of twine and paper
COB/D1A/NI See SAKTGALLO

COBDIEB, kdrMya', HBITBI (1849- ) A
French Orientalist, born m New Orleans HP
studied in France and England and in 1869-76

lived in China He became professor of the

School of Political Science in Pans in 1886, and

professor of history, geography, and Eastern

legislation at the School of Living Oriental Lan

guages He wrote on China for La Grande En

oyolopedie His works include Bibhotheca 8w
wo, a bibliography of the Chinese Empire (1878-

95), La France en Ohtne (1882), Revueil de

voyages et de documents pour semr a Vlnstovre

de la ge'o<Jraph^e depws le XHIe sride jusqv'a le

fin du XVIe stecU (1882-85) , an Atlas mno
ooreen (1896) , Kuttoure des relations de la Chine

wee lei puwsewioea ocoMfentoTee, 1860-190% (3

vols
, 1901-02) , and L'Emped^twn de OJune de

1857-58 (1805)

COBDIEB, MATHtrKEW See COBDKBTDS

COBDEfeBE, k&r'dyar', LA BBHJD (Fr , the
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beautirul ropemaker} A nickname of the

poetebb Louise Labe wile of Pernn, a rope
maker

COBDIEBITE, kor'di Sr It See IOIOTE

COBDILLEHA, kor'dil \ Vi a 1 he gre it . , s

tern of cle\at on& tliat extend aloncr or ntar
the Pacific coast of North and South America
from noithern \la&ka to Cape Horn The
Coidillera of North Imerica includes the moun
tain ranges m Mexico, the Rocky Mountains,
the Sierra Xeradas, the Coast and Cascade

ranges in the United States, and the several

rtngeb in Britibh Columbia and Akfaka Tne
whole western part of the continent traversed
b\ these ranges is commonh called the Cor
dilltran region

' In South America the term is.

sometimes used at. a svnomm for the Indes,
or the two ma\ be united, le, Andean Cor
dillera, and io also applied to definite portions
of the Andes, as in Colombia, where the three
mountain ranges are known as the Eastern,
Central and Western Cordilleras The term,

originally Spanish, is used in America by geog
rapkerg to signify an extensi\e system of ele\a
tions See AMERICA A\DES ETC
COBDTEE (from cord, because it is made in

the form of a cord instead of being granu
lated) A foim of smokeless gunpowder used in

England and some other countries The original
cordite was composed of 58 parts of nitroglyc
enn, 37 parts of nitrocellulose, and 5 parts of

vaseline It gave excellent ballistic res>ults per
unit of weight and volume of space occupied but
it caused excessive erosion of the bore of guns
using it Moreover, at temperatures of over
90 F

,
there was an exudation of nitroglvcenn

and this could be readily detonated These de
fects resulted in its condemnation The next

tvpe devised was called Cordite, M D, and car

ned lest, than 30 per cent of nitroglycenn, with
a corresponding increase of nitrocellulose The
latest type is said to contain about 15 per cent

of nitroglvcenn and over 80 per cent nitrocellu

lose In preparing cordite the nitrocellulose is

dissolved in a solvent, incorporated with the

other ingredients, and the solvent evaporated
While still in a plastic state it is pressed through
holes in a plate which form it into a cord of

any size desired Cordite is very easy to handle

as the charges are put up in bundles of con

venient length In its early form it required a

powder chamber ^verv much smaller than that

necessary for a charge of pure nitrocellulose of

equal power When its excessive erosion was

fully
realized the nations using it were unable

to turn at once to pure nitrocellulose as the

chambers of their guns were too small Thev
have therefore been gradually reducing the

amount of nitroglycenn and increasing the

chamber capacities of their new guns so that

both old and new pieces could use the same

powder Very few guns designed for the onginal

type of cordite are now in existence except on

unimportant ships See EXPLOSIVES, SMOKE
LESS POWDBB, GtJNS, NAVAL

C6BDOBA, k&Vdosa, or COBDOVA The

flounshmg capital of the province of the same
name in Argentina, on the Bio Pnmero, a tnbu

tary of the Parana, northwest by rail 246 miles

from Rosano and 535 from Buenos Aires (Map
Argentina, E 10) It is situated at an eleva

tion of about 1200 feet, and is regularly laid

out and well built, except on the surrounding

heights, which are inhabited mostly by the

poorer classes The city has a fine park, or
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piomenade, and plazas, in, the pnncipal of

\\ nch is ^ituated the cathedral an imposing
structuie of composite architecture with a tine

cupola dating irom the se\enteenth centurv

A mas^ne Jesuit church the nne old govern
nitnt house and the national ob^enaton are

wort*n of mention Among the educational

institution*, are the university founded h\ the

JtbUits in 1613 thus, ranking in age nest to

that of Lima a national collegt t^o national

normal bchoolb, in episcopal temman and a pub
lie libruy Otuer features ot Curduha comprise
a -utll equipped general hospital abvlums tor 01

pnans and the poor etc The city is tn epibcopal
see Though a part ot the surrounding coun

tr\ is rendered fertile onh bv imgation Cor
doba is an

important
commercial centre owing

to its geographic il position Lne stock ^ool

and hides, are the chief exports of the \icmitv,
and beds ot calute. are worked The cih has

come mdubtnal interests puncipallv nunuiac
tures 01 building material lime, bncks and
flour About 12 miles aho\e the cits a great
dam stretches across the Rio Pnmero this

insure- > \\ itta supplv and furnishes irrigation
uid po^ei fui an eitctnc lutht and powei plant
Tut. population winch is increabine was about
t>2 OOn in 1^00 ind <) j 000 in 1010 Cordobi was
lounded in 1573 M lu's Gerommo de Cibreri
Tne Mcinits hari heer iisited some 30 years before

by an ofucer ol Pi?irro Thf town became the
c \pital of the Spanish Intendencia of Tncunion,
ind rote to prominence as an educational centre

and as the headquarters of the Jesuits in tint

legion It suffered to some e\tent in the re^o

lutionan struggle*! In 1871 Cordoba \\as the
seat ot the first national exposition or

Argentina The Province of C6rdoba of -which

the ntv is the capital his an area of 62000

square miles ind a popuhtion of approximately
"iOOOOO The atmosphere of Cordoba is scho
lastie and the city unlike other large Argentine
towns is of special interest as an academic and
scientific centre The national meteorological
Nation here supplies the time for Argentina
CORDOBA A town of Mexico, in the State

of Vera Cruz, on the railroad to the citv of

Mexico (Map Mexico L S) It manufactures
woolen and cotton goods and has a trade in

tugar and coffee It is famous for its scenic

attractions Pop 1000 8136, 1910, 9600

COEDOBA, FBA.\CISCO FBB^ATOEZ DE See

FnrvJuSDEZ DE C6BDOBA, FBANCISCO

C6EDOBA, GONSALVO DE See GONSALVO DE
CdRDOBA

C6EDOBA T PIGTTEEOA, fe'gftro'a,
PEDBO DE (16-2-e 1770t A Chilean historian,
l>orn at Concepcion He entered the army in

1725 In 17J9 by order of President Velasco,
he founded Los -Angeles, the capital of Arau
eania ^bout 1745 he wrote a history of Chile
fiom the conquebt until 1717 It has been

published in the Co/eccion de Jitttonadorea de
Chile

C6BDOBA Y VALCASCBL, FKBNAXDO
FEBXANDEZ DE See FHE^ATOBZ DE CdEDOBA T
VALCABCEL FlEa^A^Do
COB'DON (Fr cordon, from corde, cord) A

military term for a line of sentries, posted
-within \ie\v of each other, and designed to pre-
vent forbidden contact or communication be-

tween one side of the line thus guarded and
the other When large separate bodies of troops
are so disposed as practically to shut in a see-

COEDOVA

tion of counts the\ irp spoken ol as a cordon

ot troop^ Countn melu&ed b\ a series or

b\btem of blockhouses as> n1 South Africa under

fonenl Kitchener (19011, it debcnbed as

cordoned A cordon instituted to prevent

contigion from an iniected place or district is

a cot don tanitaiic

COEDON A svatem of training by which
a plant that is naturalh difiuseh branched is

duaried to one or two htems in order to induct

large fruits Trees trained as cordons ivith

two stems aie usually earned horizontally in

opposite directions about 18 inches from the

ground Single stem cordonb are earned

obliquely, horizontally or vertically, the lat

eraK of such branches, being kept spurred An\

Slant

\\hich bears its fruit upon spurs -will

berefore lend itself to this style of training
In partb of Europe fruit trees are frequenth
trained b\ a series of superimposed cordons,
on the -nalL of houses or other buildings
COEDON BLEU, k6i'ilOV blS (Fi blue rib

bon) Knights of the ancient Fiench Order of

the Saint Esprit, or Hoh Ghost, were so called

because the jewel of the order w\s subpended
on a blue ribbon In late timets the term was

degiaded to mean a '
fhst rate cook

' The coi don

Q)and is any member of the Legion of Honor
the decoration being suspended by \ ribbon

COEDOVA See PBEVCB WTT.T.TAV SOU\D

COEDOVA, kor'dova 01 COEDOBA, kCr7

dfisa (Lat Goiduba, from Phoenician Kaita
tuba Great Citrv |

V cit% of Spain and capital
of the Prownce of Curdoba situated on the

Guadalquivir 120 miles h-v rail noith of Malaga
Olap Spam, C 4) It lies at an altitude ex

ceeding 390 feet at the base of the Sierra de

Cordoba In appealance the cit\ ib lets char

act^nstjcally Moorish than might be supposed,
its aspect being one rather of heterogeneity

anting from the conglomerate architecture ol

various periods it retainb but fen marks of

the Saracen period and but faintly recalls the

grandeur of the former metropolib of Moham
medan Spam The streets are with few eicep
tions narrow and crooked and the houses

gloomy The finest edifice is the cathedral once

the chief mosque of the 'Infidels" and one of

the most splendid examples of Moorish archi

tectuie Together with the court it occupies
a site 570 feet by 425 feet with a bell tower
300 feet in height It is surrounded to a wall
with strong buttrest>eb and was originally both

mosque and fortress The interior is almost a
latnnnth of pillars, for they number some 850,
in \arious stvles and mostly of marble por
plrvn, and jabper The building has suffered

considerabh through the changes of different

epochs made in the endea-vor to convert the

mosque into a Christian cathedral A short

distance from the cathedral to the south, stands
the marble triumphal column, erected 1765, of

Pan Rafael the patron saint of Ofirdoba

Among the Moorish remains are the ruined city
walls, part of the Alcfi/ar, and the old bridge
of 16 arches, 730 feet long, connecting Cordoba
with its suburb, Campo de la Yerdad The
bridge, originally built by the Romans, was
reconstructed on the same foundations by the
Saracens Cordoba contains a large number of
churches and convents, a bishop s palace, a
theatre, and a bull ring The educational in
stitutions include a Ivceum, a theological sem
inarv, a veterinary school, and a library

Once a great centre of commerce, Cordoba is
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in a state of decline The lailroad connection
with Seville, Malaga, and Madrid brouht in a
little new life, but Cordoba is still a city of
the Middle Ages There aie manufactures of

leather (the celebrated Co^an kit'iw

liquors, hats, cloth, silk, and papei, besides
the ancient sih er filigree mdustn for which
C6rdoba has long been famoub Iron is mined
in the vicinity Pop 190058,275 101065,160
Cordoba ifa said to ha-ve been founded by the

Phoenician^ but wab acquired 152 BC b\ the
Romans It rose to be the second cito of Spam,
the seat of a praetor, and a supreme tnbunil
Taken bj the Goths in the sixth centun it fell

in 711 into the hands of the Saracens At fhst
it was bubject to the Caliphate of Damascus,
but m 756 the city became independent under
'Abderrahmln I, the founder of the dynasty of

the Omayyades, whose rule continued till 1031
and embraced all Mohammedan Spam From
912 to 961 it was the capital of the Caliphate of

Cordoba and the metropolis of Mooush Spam
rivalling m splendor the Eastern Caliphate of

Bagdad From the ninth century to the twelfth

Cordoba was one of the greatest centres of

commerce in the world According to Arabian
historians the city at the height of its splendor
contained 200,000 houses 1,000,000 inhabitants

600 mobques, 80 institution of learning, and
a public library with 600,000 volumes Such
accounts are doubtless exaggerations, but cer

tamly when all was dark over the rest of the

Occidental world C6rdoba held aloft the light
of civilization After the fall of the caliphate
the decline wab rapid the city was taken hv

Ferdinand III of Castile in 1230 Cordoba was

plundered 05 the French under Dupont in 1808

It i& the birthplace of the two Senecas, the poet
Lucan, and the philosopher A\erroes

COR'DOVAN, or CORDTTAM Originally a

Spanish leather prepared from goatskins or

split horbehide, and used throughout Europe
during the Middle Ages for the boots of the

wealthy It was originally made b\ the Moors
of Coidova The modern application of the

term is to a gram leather fiora the best and

(strongest poitions of a horsehide and used for

heavy boots, as for walking or hunting
CORDTTBA See COHDOVA
COR/DTTROY (probably for Fr corde du rot,

king's cord) A cotton material having a cut

pile like velvet, but with the surface ribbed

The gut which separates the ribs was produced
by binding the pile weft to- the cloth, but these

ribs are now cut on the face of the fabric by a

special form of knife operated at regular inter

vals during weaving Cotton corduroy is woven

upon a plush loom See FUSTIAN
CORDTTROY ROAD A road built of

straight logs, round or split, laid, side by side

across the roadway Such roads are used in

swampy ground, where they make travel, par
bcularlv in the rainy season, less difficult

The logs are laid on a level foundation of nat

ural soil, and placed together as close as

possible to avoid big joints They may be

left loose or secured in position by two stringers,

parallel to the a\is of the road, which are

spiked down to the logs Sometimes the jomta
are filled with wooden wedges to reduce the

shock to passing vehicles

COROHTS, CBEM-CTTOS A Roman historian,

who in 25 AD was, according to Tacitus (An-

natea, iv, 34, 35), accused before Tiberius of

having praised Caesar's assassin, Brutas, and of

79 GORfiXJDX

hawng termed CassiUi the labt of the Ro-
mans The true cause for thib accusation

however, was his free eipresaion of opinion if

girdmg Sejanus the influential mmibter of

-I'bcnub (q\ ) Hiving pronounced an apol

og^, he stancd hun^elt to death Of his works
one ot which was a history of the period 43-18
i c, only a few hagment* remain preberved in

the Suasonce ot Seneca Consult Rathlef, De
Ciemutio Coido (Dorpat 1860) H Petei Die
(leschiclithclie Liteiatui ubet die RomitcJie
Anise/ fit (1807 1

COR'DYLOTE See Tr
CORE (OF cot, Fr cceiu, from Lat cor,

heart) 1 In masonry, the innei portion of

any heav^ part of the structure, buch a pier
buttieab mam wall, etc

,
which ib not \isible,

but is ered with a bheathing or surface of

another material Roman buildings ha\e i

concrete or rubble core, with a facing of brick

or coursed stone construction sometimes of

marble blabs 01 stucco In medit\al structures

the core i" sometimes of bi ick oftent i of rubble
with facing of cut stone In modern work,

especialh in ^menca, the core, or bickmg, ib

generally of brick, e\en m buildings externalh
of cut btone Concrete is now coming into more

frequent Ube to foim the core ot buildingb e\

ternally faced with brick or stone (See MA
&OMIT ) 2 The mold by which the interior of

a hollow casting is shaped 3 The cylindrical

mabS brought up by a hollow drill in boring

thiough strata of earth and rock

COREA See KOBEA

COREAL, ko'ra al', FHAXCISCO Probably the

pbeudonym of an authui who in 1722 published
a book entitled 1 oi/aqt aux Indes According
to the btatements of the author, he wab bom in

Caitagena, Spam in 1648 and spent more than
30 years in truel, chiefly m the Caribbean

region and in South America The work passed

through se-veral editions, one of the most im
portant of these being publibhed in Brussels in

1736 The numerous, trrort, which it contains

and the doubts which ha\e been cast upon its

authenticit\ justify the belief that it was a

pseudonymous publication

COREI/LI, ABCA>GELO (1653-1713) An
eminent Italian \iohnist and compober, sur

named II Dnmo He wab born at Fuaignano,
near Bologna, and studied in Rome under Baa
sani and Matteo Simonelli He is said to ha\e

been in Pans in 1672 and subbequentlv passed
&e\eral years in Germans in the benice of the

Elector of Ba\ana In 1681 we find him set

tied m Rome, where he found a geneious patron
in Cardinal Ottobom, and soon acquired fame
as a virtuoso, teacher, and composer Accord

mg to Georg Muffat, he is the originator of the

concerto grosso (q\ ) He was especially ad
mired for the beauty of his tone and expressive
execution and laid the foundation for the de

velopment of superior violin technique His

compositions rank among the best of his time

and continue to this day models of classical

study m instrumental music The finest and

most famous among them are 12 Concert* grossi,

op 6 His complete works were edited by
Joachim

CORELLI, Mian (1864-1924) An Enghbh
no-veliBt, whobe talent ran to the romantic,

sensational, and melodramatic The adopted

daughter of Charles Mackay, of English and
Italian parentagx she was horn in Italy and
was educated in London and in France The
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Romance of Tuo WurJds and The Vendetta

IbSfii made her reputation, and many sue

cesses rollowd these two books Secure m
popular favor sie earlv came to regard with

disdainful p^tv the severe literary criticism

that cavalierlv dismissed for irom senous con

sideration Sr>e made Stratford on Avon her

home Miss Corelli s books, all showing the

real stor\ teller s> gilt include Thelma ( 1887 ) ,

The GJ rotes of Safari (18951 The Mighty
Itvm 1 13*17 1 The Jftzsto Christian (1900)

Temporal Port ( 1102 1 God's Good Man
, 190-1) TTowmn or tiitfftagctte (1007), Holy
Oiden (IDOSj The Dei.il s Motor (1910),

7 s/a the Problem of a Wicled 8oul (1911) ,

Tht bhang* T ititation (1112)

COSE1TTYN, ku'renttn' (Dutch Corantyn)
A river of Guiana South America It rises

near the boundarv of Brazil, flows in a north

erlv direction, and empties into the Atlantic

Throughout itb length it forms the boundary
1 ne between British and Dutch Guiana (Map
Guiana F 31 It is navigable for a distance

of over 40 miles for large steamer*, while light
vessels can ascend as high a& 170 miles from
its mouth, where navigation is interrupted bv
cataracts which occur at a number of points on

its middle and upper course Its total length is

about 400 miles

CO'BEOP'SIS CSeoLat, from Gk ripu,

Ions, bedbug + fyu, opsts, appearance) An
herbaceous annual or perennial plant of the

familv Composite nearly all natives of eastern

North America, and popularlv known as tick

seed, the fruit being in the shape of a small

tick It is often raised for its showy yellow
or rose purple flowers with yellow or brown
disks The peiennuis are grown in hardy
borders the annuals in the garden in almost

am soil For illustration, see Plate of CHAN
BEEBY
COHESPOMDENT See DTVOBCE

COBEY, WTT.T.TAV Ems (1866- ) An
American capitalist and steel manufacturer,
born m Braddock, Va, and educated at Duffs

College, Pittsburgh When 16 years old, he en
tered the chemical laboratory of the Edgar
Thomson Steel Works, and five years later he
went into the Homestead Steel Works, where,
in 1889, he became superintendent of the plate
mill, in 1893 superintendent of the armor plate

department, and in 1897 general manager
(succeeding Charles M Schwab) From 1901 to
1903 he was president of the Carnegie Steel

Company and from the latter year to 1911

president of the United States Steel Corpora-
tion He was one of the circle of men asso-

ciated with Andrew Carnegie in the develop-
ment of hib great steel industries

COBPE (k6rf) CASTLE A village of Dor-
setshire, England, in the middle of Purbeck Isle

or Peninsula, 24 miles east southeast of Dor
cheater (Map England, D 6) In the vicin-

itt are stone and marble quarries, and clay
works for potteries Pop (parish), 1901, 1440,
1911, 1406 The nuns of a castle, giving the
name to the village, stand on a neighboring
hill Founded in the tenth century, it was
long one of the strongest fortresses in the king
dom Here King Edward the Martyr was mur
dered by his stepmother, Elfnda, m 979, and
King John, during his disputes with his barons,
kept his regalia here for safety In 1642 Lady
Bankes defended the castle for six weeks against
Charles I It was dismantled bv Fairfax in

CORIANDEB

Ib45 Consult T Bond Histoiy and Descnp
tion of Corte Castle (London and Bournemouth,
18S3)
CORFLAJnTBO In Spenser's Faerie Queene,

a giant representing licentiousness

COB/FTT (Gk Kopnipa, KorJyra, or Kepnvpa,

Ketkyra, Lat Coici/ia) The most northerly

of the Ionian Islands (qv ) in lat 39 20'

to 39 50' X, long 19 40' to 20 10' E (Map
Greece -^ 2 1 It has \ length of about 38 miles,

\uth a breadth A living from 3 or 4 to 20 miles

Area, 275 squire mile*. Pop 1907 99571 Like

the ret,t of the Ionian Inlands it is mountainous,
and the mountains are generally naked and drv,

the highest summit, Pantokrator being about

3000 feet above the sea The valley*,, however,
are veiv fertile, and vield olive oil, wine, honey,

oranges, figs etc Salt is also produced in

some quantity The climate is generally mild
and healthful The principal town Corfu, o"

the ea^t, situated on an elevation, has some

good streets and a fine esplanade It has

(1907) 28254 inhabitants and a considerable

trade It n> the seat of a Greek archbishop and
of a Cithohc bishop The early history of the

island is purely mythical the later inhabit

ants identined it with the Homeric Scheria

(Phseacia) About 734 BC the Corinthians are

said to have colonized the island, which, how
ever, soon attained such wealth and maritime

power as to assert its independence After
the Persian wars, in which Corcvra took no

part a further dispute with Corinth led the

Corcvreans to ally themselves with Athens

(435 BC ), and the intervention of the latter

city was one of the factors which contributed

to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War In
ternal dissensions and varying foreign control

marked the history of the island until it was
taken under Roman protection in 229 B o Dur

the greater part of the Middle Ages it

ed to the Byzantine Empire, later, it

into the possession of the Venetians, who
it, in spite of two fierce attacks by the

Turks, until 1797 Since that time Corfu
has shared the fortunes of the other Ionian
Wands At present it forms, with some minor

islands, a nomarchy of Greece Consult Rie

mann, Corfon (Paris, 1879), Partsch, Die
Intel Eoifu (Gotha, 1887) , Schmidt, Korky
rawche Studien (Leipzig, 1890)

GOBI, kO'rt A city in the Province of Rome,
central Italy, 36 miles southeast of Rome (Map
Italy, G 6) Important to the antiquarian are
the huge polygonal blocks that formed the walls
of the ancient Cora a city that was an early
member of the Latin League and that had for

traditional founder the Trojan Dardanus, or

Coras, also the ruins of a temple of Castor and
Pollux, an old bndge, the churches of Sant
Olivia and San Pietro, and of a so-called temple
of Hercules Its chief trade is in tobacco, oil,

and southern fruit Pop (commune), 1881,
6300, 1901, 6709, 1911, 7308 Consult G B
Piranesi, Antwhita, d* Cora (Rome, 1770), and
A Kibby, Analisi della oarta dot dwtorm d*

Roma (Rome 1848)
COTUAIPDEB (Lat conandrum, Gk wplav

vov, konannon, K&PWV, fcorton, coriander, pos
Bibly from x6oa, Icons, bedbug, referring to the
smell of the leaves), Ooncmdrum sativum An
annual or biennial plant of the family Umbel
liferae, with branching stem, 1 to 2 feet high,
the lower leaves bipnrnate, the upper leaves
more compound, dmaed into very narrow dm
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sions and -with globose fruit It is a native
of the south of Europe and of the East and has

long been cultivated for the sake of its fruit
It has thus become naturalized in some parts
of England and the United States, where its

fruit, coriander seed, is much leos used than
in Germany and some other European countries
The whole plant, when fresh, has a verv offen

sive smell, due to an essential oil, but the ripe
and perfect!} dry fruit has an agreeable aro
matie smell and a sweetish aromatic taste It

is used in medicine as a carminative and in

domestic economv. ab an aromatic, being verv
often nmed with bread in the north of Europe,
spirituous hquors are flavored with it, and
confectioners cover it with sugar, to make a
well known kind of confection In the south of

England it is common to BOW coriander and

caraway together, the coriander yielding a crop
in the first year and the caraway in years
following Coriander delights in a rich soil

and is much cultivated and used in India It

is little used in the United States

COBIGLIANO CALABBO, ko'rtlya'nd ka
la'bri A city in the Province of Cosenza,
south Italv, 4 miles from the Gulf of Taranto
and 70 miles southwest of Taranto (Map Italv,
L 8) It has a castle and an aqueduct, and
markets a high quality of manna from the ash

trees of the surrounding country, as well as

some oil It was destroyed m 1806 by the

French Pop (commune), 1881, 13,272, 1901,

13,320 1911, 16,338
COB1N In Shakespeare's A.S Jou Like It,

a, shepherd who offers ins seniees to Rosalind

and Ceha
COBEfflTA (Gk Kfyma, Eonnna) A

Greek lync poetess, nicknamed "The Fly" (Mu/o,

Myia) ,
famous alike for her beauty and for her

genius She was born at Tanagra, in Bceotia

She was an elder contemporary of Pindar and

according to tradition, his rival jEhan and
Suidas speak of her five victories over him,
and Pausanias saw at Tanagra a picture of

her wearing about her head a fillet of victory,

which he supposes she gained in a contest with
her voungcr rival Her poems were all in the

Boeotian dialect The older fragments were

edited by Bergk, Poetce Lynm Green (Leipzig,

1900), Smjth, Greek Meltc Poets (London,

1000) In 1907, in a papyrus of the second

century AD, were found considerable remains

of two poems attributed to Comma Consult

The Year's TPorA tn Classical Studtet (for

1907), and Edmonds, New Fragments of Conwna
(1910)
COBHraTA 1 A name given by Dryden to

Mrs Elizabeth Thomas, with whom he had a

correspondence She afterward made the ac

quamtance of Curll, the notorious publisher,
and furnished him with a selection of letters

interchanged between herself and Dryden They
were probably fictitious 2 The daughter of

Gripe in Van Brugh's comedv Thr Confederacy

COBOTNE, Oil LTTAT.TE) ko'rin.' oo le'

tal^ (Fr, Oonnna, or Italy) The most im

portant novel of Madame de Stael, published in

1807, named from its heroine, who pines and

dies after her lover proves false

COB1NTH (Gk Kfyw0, Zorwitfcos, aaid to

have been called in early times "Ephyra") An
ancient city of Greece, situated at the south end

of the isthmus connecting the northern division

of Greece with the Peloponnesus Its citadel

was tiie Aoroconnthus, an isolated hill 1886 feet

Bz COBTSTE

high, with precipitous sides, commanding one
of the finest views in Greece At the northern
foot of this hill lay the citv of Corinth, on a
broad terrace mearlv 200 feet above the level of

the isthmus In the Homeric epic Ephvra is

mentioned as the home of Sisvphus and Bellero-

phon (see also MEDEA), but the citv dots not
seem to have played a great part in the heroic

age, and appears in dependence upon the rulers
of Mvcense, with which place it was connected
by a verv early svstem of roads Discoveries of

preMjcensean pottery in graces show that there
vi as a settlement at the foot of the Acrocorm
thus in -very early times, but as vet few remains
of the Mvcensean age have come to light The
growth of the citv seems to have occurred after
the Dorian conquest of the Peloponnesus and to
have been especially favored by the development
of intercourse with the West for this its situa
tion with harbors on both the Corinthian and
the Saromc gulfs gave it peculiar advantages,
which were further enhanced by alliances with
Samos and Chalcis on Eubcea, and by the build

ing of an arrangement by -which vessels could
be hauled across the isthmus By the end of

the eighth eenturv BC Corinth was the chief

trading city of Greece and the exient of its

trade is shown by the number of Corinthian
vases found in Italian graves as well a& by the
testimony of ancient writers Among the
colonies founded by Corinth at this penod were

Syracuse and Corcvra (See COBPCT) The gov
ernment was a strict oligarchy under the leader

ship of the family of the Bacchiadse, but when,
early m the seventh eenturv BC, Coreyra sue

cessfully maintained her independence of the
mother city, a revolution occurred, and Cyp
selus became tyrant (c 6S7 BO) Under his
rule and that of his son, Penander (qv ), the

prosperity of the city increased, Corcvra and

Epidaurus were reduced, and the establishment
of Potidsea on the northern coast of the JEgean
gave Connth a share in the rich trade of

Macedon and Thrace About 582 the tyrants
were overthrown and a moderate oligarchy
established, which seems to have remained the
usual form of government, though occasionally

interrupted by democratic revolutions With
the other cities of Peloponnesub (except Argos),
Corinth became a member of the Lacedaemonian

League and played a large part in the Persian

wars The great development of Athenian power
was a serious blow to the commercial interests of

Connth, accordingly we find the citv active in

promoting the Pelononnesian War (See COB
PTJ ) After the fall of Athens the Corinthians

became jealous of the Spartan rule and formed

an alliance with Thebes and Athens, which led

in 395 to the Connthian War Later, Connth
returned to the Spartan alliance and supported
the city in the war waged with the Theban
under Epaminondas Three years after the

battle of Chasronea, (338) it was garrisoned by
the Macedonians, who held it until 196, with

the exception of 242-223, when it was occu

pied by Aratus (qv ) for the Achaean League
Whtn the freedom of Greece was proclaimed

by the Romans, Connth was restored to the

Aehaan League Having become the centre of

the last uprising of Greece against the Bman
power, it was utterly destroyed (146) by L
Mummius the Eoman general, and for a whole

century it continued in ruins In 46 BO Julius

Cesar rebuilt it, and it afterward became the

capital of the "Roman Province of Achaia, al
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though it never again attained its early un

pomnce, it beca>ne both prosperous and power
tul Q* Paul planted a Chnbtian church here,

to vuich he addressed two epibtles In 145S

AD i via coiijueied bv the Turks under Mo
hvmujd II, xv is. t?Un DT; the Venetnna in 168T,

nd -ttiktn b% the TuiU in 1715 who held it

1 11 1S23 P ductd to as,he& in the Gieek

Raolutionarv \\ ir, and again utterh det,trc^ed

L\ an earthquake in 18 3^ Cormth it. now rebuilt

11 a more com^ntnt portion on the shore of the

Gulf of Corinth .Ancient Corinth was hur

ounded hi walk 1 ivng a circuit ot about 4^
miles or, including tie Acrocormthus of 8

miles It had t\\o liaibors LechGuw, on the

Gull oi Corinth, and CenJuetc on the Sa

ronic Gulf, opening into the JUgean The

lormer was. connected with the cito bv two

parallel ^all*. Tie wealth and prosperito of

Corinth made it the beat ot luxury and been

tiousness Beb det. the sea deities Poseidon and

Vmphitnte Aphrodite claimed a large share in

t'w religion ot tie citv, and her temple alone

is -aid to have had 1000 courtesans as sacred

>ia\es Tne Corinthian hetcertB were famous

throughout Greece In the earlier period Coi

irth wa& noted lor its \\ ork in clav and bronze,

md en in later tunes Corinthian bronze* was
almo-,t as precious a*, gold Though devoted to

art and filled ivith costlv paintings and statues

it the time of itfe capture bv Mummius, the city

doer, not occupy a prominent place m either art

or literature, and but few Corinthians except
Ptriander and Timoleon appear among the fa

nous names of Greece Before 1896 the chief

lemams of ancient Corinth were the foundations
on the Acrocoruit'ius and the seven columns of

a -verv earlv Done temple, probably of the time
of Periander In 1806 e\ea

-

vations were begun
I\ the American School of Classical Studies at

Athens, and although few vtorks of art or in,

scnptions ha've been found, the discoveries have
luraished a sure babis for the topography of the
ancient citv of Tatuch the traveler Pausanias

{qr ) gives a detailed description The chief

sitet determined are the Theatre, the Tountains
of Pnrene and Glance, the road to Lechseum, the

Propylca, and the Agora to which it led, and the
identification of the old temple with the Temple
of Apollo The mediaeval walls are still in a
fair state of preservation Consult E Curtius,

Pelopownesos (Gotha, 1851-52} Wihsh, JJci

trage zur interen (hschichte dea olten Konnth
(Zittau, 1887 J , id, Geeckvshte Koroiihs von
dfn PerierLrirgen bis sum dreustgjahngen
Fntftn (Zitt, 1896), these pamphlets con
(im also a bibliography of Corinthian history
Tlie reports of the American excavations are

published in the A.menoon Journal of Archce

ologv (2d senes, New Tork, 1897 et seq ) For
a popular account, consult Kichaordson, in the

Century Maga&ne (Kew York, 1890) and
Cooler, in Records of the Past, vol i (Washinif
ton 1902)

COBHTPH, or 3?w COSOTTH An episcopal
citj and seaport of Greece, situated on the north
coast of the Isthmus of Corinth, 3# moles north
east of the ancient city (qv) and 1% miles
souttwest of the northern ternunus of the
Coriath Canal (Map Gfreece, D 4), and about
56 miles west of Athens The town was founded
in 1858 after the destruction of tie vestiges of
old Connth by an earthquake It is wholly
modem and has a good harbor It has been

prospering since the Corinth Ship Canal was

53 CORINTH CAJSTAL

opened in 18*13 Among its exports irt oil,

honey, silk, corn ind currants. It it. the capital

of the District oi Coimth Pop, 1S9G 4=188,

(commune) 12387 1%7 V40 (commune)
Ub(,7

COBINTPH A citv and the countv seit of

Alcora Co, Mi^, ruai fie leane^ee border, 93

miles eabt bouthea-it ot Memphis, lenn on the

Southern, the Illinois Central, and the Mobile

and Ohio railroads. f~\Iap ili&sibsippi, 3 1) It

contains a national cunettrv, a paik and a

museum There are machine shops, and manu
factories ol spokes, lumber, etc The water

\Kka are o\med bv the citv Pop , 1890, 2111,

1900, 36bl 1010, 6020
\t the outbreak or the CIM! War Corinth,

being at the junction of the Mobile and Ohio

Railroad running north and south and of the

Memphis and Charleston running east and west,

became a point of great stiategic impoitance
It was fortified by the Confederates and imme
diatclv after the battle of Bhiloh ( -kpiil 6, 7,

18b2) General Beauregard with 50000 men re

treated thither, followed bv G-eneral Hailed at

the head of a force of over 100,000 men Hal
leek advanced with great caution being more
than a month in covering a distance of only 23

miles, and TV hen he approached Cormth, Beaure

gard, ifter slight skirmishes, quietly evacuated

the place during the night of May 29, Ha-lleek

taking possession the following dat On Oct

3, 4, 1862, a force of 22,000 Confedeiates under
General^ Tan. Dora and Price attempted to re

capture the plice then defended bv General

Bosecrans with 20,000 ti oops But the abhailants,

notwithstinding the heioic valor displayed, weie
repulsed with great loss The Union losi was
315 killed 1812 wounded, and 232 missing, while
that of the Confederates (estimated) was 592

killed, nearly 2000 wounded and 2225 prisoners

COBDTTBL, GULF o*
1

, or Guu- or LEPAMO
An arm of the Meditenanean extending from
west to east through the centre of Greece and

dividing the Peloponnesus from the northern
mainland The outer portion extends from the

promontory of Ara\us (now Kalogna) in Achsea
to the narrow strait (l^ miles) between Rhion
and Antirrhion (south and north shores) , the
inner portion stretches from this point to the

isthmus, a distance of about 80 miles The gulf
has the appearance of an inland lake and the

sceneiy is remarkablv attractive, since the shores

stow striking contrasts of rocky promontories
and fertile plains, while the background is every
where marked by lofty mountains The narrow
neck of land which separates the Gulf of Connth
from the Saromc Gulf and unites the Pelopon
nesus to the mainland is called the Isthmus of

Connth (See ISTHMUS ) It is about 10 miles
in length, and about 4 miles in width at its

northern e-rfremitv, near Mount Geraneion In
ancient tunes a wall was built across the isthmus
to prevent invasion from the north On the
Saoromc Gulf, at the point where this wall ter

minated and where the Isthmian games were
celebrated, IB situated the modern town, of
Isthnna Excavations by the French School in
18S3 brought to light remains of the ancient
sanctuaries and houses on a fortified hill, near

by are scanty nuns of the old Stadium The
isthmus is pierced by 4 canal completed in

1893 SeeCoBiNTH CANAL
COBUfTE CANAL The construction of a

canal across the Isthmus of Corinth was begun
by Nero, but tie undertaking proved too vast and
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was abandoned In 1881 a French company ob
tamed a concession to construct such a canal,
and m 1882 w ork was begun In 1889 the work
\\as transferred to a Greek company and v\as

brought to completion, by Matsas, a Greek
engineer, in 1893 The canal, uniting the Gulf
of Corinth v\ith the Saronic Gulf, (shortens the

jouiney from the Adriatic to the Pirseus by
202 miles It is 4 miles long, 70 feet wide, and
26 feet deep The difficulties of navigation, how

\ COBDTTHIANS

such persons in the membership of the church
(\ 9-11 "I wrote unto vou in my Epistle to
have no company with formcators not at all

meaning with the formcators of this world
but if an~\ man that is named a brother be
a formcator or covetous, or an idolater, or a
reviler, or a drunkard, or an extortioner with
such an one no, not to eat

'

}

The Apostle next replies to the questions on
which his advice had been asked (chaps vii-xvi)

ever, in the Corinthian and Saronic gulfs ha\e These questions regarded marriage (chap \u)
led laige steamship* to prefer the longer voyage the eating of meat offered in sacrifice to idols
around Cape Malea At ita western extremity a
new to^n, Poseidonii, his sprung up and at its

eastern end is the modern town of Isthmia
COBINTHIAN OBDEB The latest devel

oped and most elaborate of the three orders of

Greek architectuie See COLUMN, OBDEBS OF
AECHITECTCBE

COBINTHIAITS, EPISTLES OF PAUL TO THE
The tv\a -n ntmgb. in the New Testament addressed

by Paul to the church at Corinth represent \\hat
remims of a larger body of correspondence be
t\\een Paul and this church, which he had
founded in 51 AD Paul left the young church
of Corinth in a flourishing condition the next

jear (52 AD ) and soon after, in 53, began his

great missionary work in western Asia Minor
with headquarters at Ephesus (Acts xix) In
the meantime the church at Connth had been
visited by the eloquent Apollos (Acts x\m 24-
xre 1) and piobably by other prominent Chris
tian evangelists It grew rapidly in numbers
and complexity of membership Divergent views

appeared, a disputatious and divisive spirit was
manifested, and some members \tere even guilty
of serious immorality
Sometime in 55 Paul sent Titus to Connth to

ask the church there whether it would be willing
to contribute to the great collection he was plan
mng for the pooi brethren in Judsea

(
2 Cor vin

6, 10 f ,
16 ff , ix 1 ff ) Titus *as well re

cened, but may have reported the case of im
morality to Paul on his return This was prob
ably the reason why Paul wrote the letter re

ferred to in 1 Cor v 9 This letter 13 now lost

Somewhat later Paul sent Timothy, by a
roundabout route, to Connth (1 Cor xvi 10 f ),

but before his am\al there a deputation from
the church of Corinth had arrived at Ephesus
(1 Cor \\i 17 f

)
with a letter from the church

asking advice on a number of matters It was this

letter and the information Paul received from
the members of the deputation and from others

(cf 1 Cor i 11) that led Paul to wnte the long
letter now known as 1 Connthians, written be

fore Pentecost of 55 AD (1 Cor xw 5-8}
In this letter he deals first with the reports

brought to him of the grave disorders in the

church, especially the party factions, gathering
aiound the names of ceitain Apostles and their

workers and Christ (chaps i-iv), the grossly
immoral practices (chap v), and the contentious

spirit which resulted in bringing one another

before the courts of law (chap vi), all of which

thongs the Apostle sternly rebuked The letter

brought by the deputation showed Paul that the

chureh had misunderstood his earlier letter, tak-

ing him to mean that he bad forbidden them all

companionship with any and all persons of bad
character The practical impossibility of com

plying with this command they had doubtless

laid befoie the Apostle in their letter, m view
of which protest he explains that his intention

wag to prohibit Christian companionship with

viu), the propneties of public worship
(chaps xi-w) chiefly as to the use of the

chaiimiata, or spiritual gifts ((.haps xn-xiv)
the doctrine of the resuirection (chap x\ |, and
the collection for the saints in Jerusalem (chap
MI) possibly also the return of Apollos to
work among them (wi 12)
The writing known as, 2 Corinthians presents

a complicated problem as to its composition and
date Strong reasons appear for viewing it as
made up from two (or parts of two) separate
letters of Paul to the church of Connth wntten
at different dates There are passages in 2 Co
rinthians which make it impossible to avoid the

impression that the Apostle made a visit to
Corinth which IB not recorded in the Book of

Acts, and that he wrote more letters to the
church than are distinctively preserved in the New
Testament The passages referring to the visit

are the following (n 1 )

' But I determined this

for myself, that I would not come again to you
\uth sorrow", (xii 21

) Lest again when I come

my God should humble me before you", (xin 2,

3) "I have said beforehand as when I was

present the second time that, if I come

again, I will not spare
" From these it is clear

that the Apostle had made a visit to Corinth
which was of a sorrowful kind This cannot

possibly be the only previous visit of which we
have record in the Acts the visit in which he
founded the church, since, while at that time
he was discouraged regarding his gospel work in

Corinth, there had been no sorrow between him
and his people such as these passages necessarily

imply This inference is confirmed bv the re-

maining passages (xn 14) "Behold, this is the

third time I am ready to come to you", (xui 1)

"This is the third time I am coming to you,"
from which it is clear that the "visit which he
was about to make -as, to the Apostle, his third

visit to this place The passages referring to

the letter are the following (11 3, 4) "Out of

much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote

unto you with many tears", (vu 8, 9-12) "For

though I made you sorry with my Epistle, I do

not regret it So although I wrote unto

you, I wrote not for his cause that did the

wrong, nor for his cause that suffered the

wrong," etc , from which it is dear that the

Apostle has in mind some other letter than that

which we know as 1 Connthians, since, while

1 Connthians might be called a letter of censure,

whose object was to shame its readeis, it could

not in any way be termed a letter of "afflic

tion" and *'anguish of heart" and "many tears
"

The only reasonable explanation of these in

tunations is to be found m the theory that the

facts were somewhat as follows Timothy's mis-

sion (see above) had resulted disastrously He
had not quieted the disputes m the church and

had noticed that even Paul's authority was set

at naught Some members were even mswmating
that Paul was actuated by unworthy motives
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Turothr returned to Paul with a gloomy report,

probabh hiving left Corinth before the return

01 t^e deputation bearing 1 Corinthians It

u's then that Paul decided to make the visit

re eritd to m 2 Cor n I, xii 21, Mil 2, 3,

whici A as a pimful \ is.it and, for some reason,

trutle&s Icf 2 Cor x 10) Returning to Ephe
us he writes to tne church out of the fullness

ot 111* mortification and gnef a letter bearing

upon his experience in this ws>it and upon the

general situation in the church a letter which

mig\t easily hme been one 'of manv tears

In buch a case however, it is quite certain

that we nave a portion of this painful letter pre
served in the last four chapters of our second

Epistle (chaps \-\rn I The evidence for this

statement he in the following facts 1 Between

chaps i-iv and cnaps \-xiu there is a marked
and otherwise unaccountable difference m the

feelings 01 the Apostle The earlier chapters are

full 01 cheer and satisfaction, the later of das

satisfaction and distie&s 2 Between these two

groups 01 chapters there u>, further a marked
and otherwise unintelligible difference in the

condition of the church's affairs In the earlier

chapters the church is manifestly loval to the

Apostle, in the later it us as manifestly dis

loval 3 Between these two groups of chapters
there is a peculiar set of cross references It is

found in the following passages
I (n 3> "And I urote this >ery thing, lest

when I came, 1 should Tiaie sorrow, from them of

wnom I ought to rejoice", (xin 10) 'Tor this

cause I icnte these things while absent, that /

may not when present deal sharplv," etc

II (i 23)
* But I call God for a witness upon

mj soul, that to spare you I forbare to come
to Corinth", (\iu 2) *I have said beforehand,
and I do say beforehand that, if I come

again, I vtll not spate"
III (n 9)

'

For to this end also did I write,
that I might Inou the proof of you, whether ye
are obedient in all things", (\ 6)

"
"being

in readiness to aienge all disobedience, when
jour obedience shall be made full"
From these passages it would appear ( 1 ) that

the actions or states of feeling described in the
later chapters as future axe in the earlier chap
ters described as past, (2) that between the
future references to these states and actions and
the references to them that are past there had
come o\er the situation to which they apply a

change for the better These two phenomena
are rendered the more significant by the fact
that the passages in the earlier chapters are all

of them from a portion of the letter (i 23-
11 11) in which reference is made expressly to

the painful letter (11 3, 4) and most probably
to the experiences of the sorrowful visit (11

5-11), while two of the three passages in the
later chapteis are from a portion of the letter

(\iu 1-JO) in which reference IB made specifi

cally to a contemplated visit which has in it the

possibilities of being one of unpleasantness be
tween the Apostle and his people
These internal evidences are confirmed by the

fact that 2 Corinthians does not seem to have
been known as early in the post-Apostolic Church
as 1 Corinthians Thia is especially evident
from the fact that Clement of Rome, in wntuig
to the Corinthian church ( 95 A D ), though there
was m the situation of the church that which
would have made references on his part to 2
Corinthians most apt and forceful, a]
confines all his references to the leas

COBOTTHTATTS

1 Corinthians There seems to be no allusion

to it before Poljcirp s letter to the Philippian
church (116 AD), -while, generally speaking,
leferences to it bv the Fatheis are few and not
o\er clear But if 2 Corinthians was thus so

much later m coming to the notice of the church,
this period of obscuntv would imohe neces

sanlv a harsh usage lor the first copies of both
the letters of which it is composed, and this

may easily ha\e resulted in a loss of the clos

ing portion from Paul's last letter (chaps i-ii )

and, corresponding!) ,
of the earlier portion of

his painrul letter (chaps X.-MII) Inasmuch,
however, as both these fragments, when finally

disco\ered, ga\e evidence of having been written

bv Paul (cfi 1, 2 which gives the apostolic

greeting in the name of Paul Paul an Apostle,'

etc, and x 1, which presents Paul by name as

the writer "Now I, Paul, mv&elf entreat you,"
etc ) ,

and as one showed itself clearly to be the

beginning, while the other as clearly showed
itself to be the close, of one of his letters, it

would be not at all unnatural were the two

fragments placed together as one Epistle and to

iecei\ed generally m the church
In view, therefore, of the facts presented in

the Epistles, we recognize three visits of Paul
to Corinth (a) at the founding of the church,

(b) in response to the urgency call, (c) at the
close of his mission work in the East We recog
nize also four letters of Paul to the church ( a)
the letter of prohibition (cf 1 Cor v 0) (b)
the canonical 1 Corinthians, (c) the painful let

ter (2 Corinthians 3L-\in ) (d) the canonical

2 Corinthians (chaps i -ii )

Together with the Epistle to the Galatians
and the Lpistle to the Romans, the Corinthian

Epistles have been almost universally received

as genuine letters of Paul The Tubingen school

(1845) made these four Epistles the standard
for their criticism against the remaining New
lestament writings Recently a school of Dutch
critics (1880-00) has sought to disprove their

apostolic origin Other continental critics ( 1875-

90), while admitting their substantial genuine
ness, have attempted to redistribute their con
tents among various documents Still other
critics (1880-87) confine their efforts to the
elimination of certain minor interpretations

Apart, however, from the two epistle theory for
2 Corinthians, as advanced in this article, the
letters are not only unmistakably genuine piod
nets of Paul, but are clearlv integral in their

contents
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Peake (New York 1910) DISOLSSIO>S A
Hausrath, Dei Vifrlapitelbnef des Paulus an,

die Cormthet (Heidelberg, 1870) F C Baur,
Paulus, Eng trans (London, 1873-75), R J
Knowing, The Witness of the JCpistles to Chust
(ib, 1892) ,

F J A Hort, The Ohtistian Ecclesia,

(ib, 1898) Rohr, "Paulus und die Gememde
\on Connth," in Bibhsche Studien, vol iv (Frei

burg, 1899), J H Kennedy The Second and
Thud Epistles of Saint Paul to the Connthians
(London, 1900) The 'Dutch School of Cnti
cism" is represented specially by A Pierson and
S A Naber, in T entimilia (Amsterdam and
The Hague 1886) , W C Van Manen, in Paulus

(Leyden, 1890-91), the "Distribution School"

specially by C Clemen, Die Einheitlichleit der

paulmiithen Briefe (Gottingen, 1894) ,
H Lisco,

Die Entstehung des siueiten Zonntherbnefea
(Berlin, 1896) the 'Interpolation School" spe-

cially by C Holsten, Das Eiangekum des Paulusf

vol i (ib, 1880) , C M S Baljon, De Tekst der

Bneien aan de Romemen, Connthiers en Gala
tiets (Utrecht, 1884) Consult also R Scott,
The Pa-uhne Epistles (Edinburgh, 1909) , R D
Shaw, The Pauline Epistles (ib, 1903), G H
Rendall, The Epistles of St Paul to the Corin-

thians (London, 1909) , E von Dobschiitz, Chris

tian Life vn the Primitive Church (New York,
1904)

CORINTHIANS, THIBD EPISTLE TO THE
See APOCETPn*.

CORINTO, k6 ren'tt (Sp , Connth) A sea

port in the Department of Chinandega, Nicara

gua, situated on the island of Aserradores, be-

tween Realejo Bay and the Pacific (Map Cen
tral America, D 4) It has an excellent harbor
and is the chief Nicaraguan port of the west

coast, having supplanted Realejo It is the

residence of a United States vice consul Connto
was founded in 1899 Pop ,

3000

CO'BIOLA/NUS, GAIUS, or Girmrs MABOIUS
A Roman patrician According to the legend,
he was sumamed Conolanus on account of his

capture, 493 BO, of the town of Corioh, be-

longing to the Volsci Of a proud and haughty
spirit, he was strongly opposed to the plebeians ,

on one occasion, during a time of famine, he

argued in the Senate that grain which had ar

rived from Sicily should not be distributed

gratuitously to the plebeians, unless they should

give up their tnbunes, an office lately instituted

For this he was impeached and banished He
took refuge among the Volacians, whom he aided

in their war with the Romans His victories at

the head of his Volscian troops alarmed the

Romans, who, on his approach to their city,

sent a vanety of deputations to plead with him
He was deaf to every entreaty At last the

noblest matrons of Rome, headed by his old

mother and his wife, Volumnia, leading her two

children, came to his tent His burning desire

to be reranged on those who had dishonored him
was cooled by the tears- of his relatives, and he

led back the Volsci to their own terntones,

where he lived to an advanced age To this

story numerous objections have been raised oy
the scientific modern historians of Rome
CORIOLANTTS 1 A tragedy by Shake

speare produced probably in 1609 and published
in 1623 The plot is derived from Plutarch's
I ues and some speeches are taken \erhatim from
Sir Thomas North s translation of that work pub
hahed in 1379 2 A tragedy by James Thomson,
published, aitu- his dtatli in 1748 or 1749

CORIP'PTrS, FLAVINS CBESOOTEUS (sixth

century AD ) A Latin author native of Africa

He ^rote a pineg\nc on Jubtm the Younger,
B\zantme Emperor (565-578 AD) Conppus
VMS also the author of Johanna, an epic poem
celebrating the exploits of a proconsul of that
name in Africa in Justinian's time, in over

thro-nmg the Moors The poem, in 8 books and
5000 hexameters, is of importance for the historj
of Africa and for its accountb of contemporary
manners and customs For editions of Conp
pus' poems, consult Part^ch, in Monuments
Geimanice Histonca (1879), and Petschenig,
Berhnei Studien fur klassische Philologie, vol iv

(1886)
CORIS'CO An island belonging to Spain,

situated off the coast of Guinea, Africa, at the
entrance to Consco Bay, in lat 55' N , long
9 20' E It has an area of about 5% square
miles, and it* surface is ver\ diversified The
ibland is densely wooded, chiefly with ebony and

logwood, which, with the ivory obtained from the

mainland, constitute the chief articles of trade

Pop, 1900, 1438, 1910, 845

COBITYBA See CUEITIBA
CORK (Olr Corach Jfor Murha-m, Great

March of Munster ) A maritime county in Mun
ster, the southernmost and largest of the Irish

counties (Map Ireland, C 5) Area, 2890

square miles Cork is hilly, with a great di

versity of surface The western part is rockv,

mountainous, wild, and boggy, the east and

south, rich, fertile, and picturesque The Mun
ster coal field occupies 400 square miles in the

northwest section of the county, some iron us also

mined, and Cork is nch in limestone and sand
stone deposits The dairy industry is extensile

The population is less than half what it was in

1850, due mainly to emigration to the United
States The capital is Cork Pop , 1841, 858,100 ,

1S91, 438,432, 1901, 404611, 1911, 315,431
CORE A city, port, and parliamentary

borough, capital of county Cork, Ireland, on the

Lee, 11 miles above its discharge into the sea,

and 165^ miles southwest of Dublin by rail

(Map Ireland, C 5) It stands in the centre

of a picturesque valley, partly on an island,

formerly a swamp, which the word "Cork,"

"Corroch," or "Corcagh" implies, and partly on

the north and south banks of the nver Several

bridges span the river to the central island

The situation is picturesque from the uneven

ground, irregular streets, intersecting nver, and

overhanging heights Cork is the seat of a Ro-

man Catholic bishopric Its finest building is

the Anglican cathedral of St Finn Barr, in

Early French style, completed in 1879 on the

site of the saint's seventh-century foundation

The Roman Catholic cathedral, also dedicated to

St Finn Barr, dates from 1808, but was sub-

sequently restored There are four monasteries

and two nunneries Notable Protestant churches,

besides the cathedral, are St Luke's, St Nicho-

las, and St Anne Shandon The last named has

a high tower of party-colored stones and a noted

peal of bells, it is near the site of the Shandon.
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Cartle once an important stronghold Roman
Catholic churches include those of St Patrick,

St Man Sts Petei ind Paul, St Vincent de

Paul and Holy Tnnifr The principal duca

t onal mttitutiun it> Umiersitv College, founded

ib Quter b CoUege m 1S4<) it wis reelurtered

uidtr its pre&ent rame m 1008 It occupies a

lit? hrlding in Tudor st\le on the site of a

v \ enta centun abbe\ There \K a school of

sutnci? '1885) an agncultuial school and *an
ou-r parochial and industrial schools Besides,

the public libran f 1700 1 there are several

pmite collations ot importance There ib a

public park ot 240 acreb, ^ith a well known race

cow-be Thert is also a handsome public
cemeterv The banks ot the Lee, above and

below Cori ire btudded with villas The estu

arr contamt several i^let-s rihing abropth from
tne water -with rarron channel^ between them
It ib a landlocked basin, ha* mg an entrance one

mile in \udth ninth i- defended bv batteries

on ^pike Hiullovrline and Rocky islands, which
art* also occupied bv i convict prison, govern
ment H-pairm^ dock ordnance depots and ar

tillerv barracks On the shores of the estuarv

are the to\*ns of Passage and Queens,town, for

nierlv Cmt 01 Cork The Lee is navigable for

i con&xdtrabli dibtance above the city, and on
t^c improvement 01 navigation the harbor com
TTis^ioners ha\e expended large sums The har
bor formed bv tbe Lee estuary is noted for its

si/e and safeh and has bten the main bource of

the rise and progress of the city It hat. dry
docks and patent slips It has a large export
and import trade but of a fluctuating and lat

terlv declining character The chief manufac
tures of the cit* are leather metallic goodb
woolen and linen goods beer and whisky The
United States is represented bv a consul

Founded in t>22 bv St Finn Barr during the
ninth couture Cork was frequenth devastated

Lv the Danes -who earlv in the eleventh century
made it a trading station and built the citv

walK Desmord Macarthv, King of Minister,
surrendered it to Henrv II m 1172 During the

Ciul War it held out for the King and was
taken b> Cromwell in 1649 In 1690 it was
again besieged and taken by Marlborough Pop ,

1901 76,122 parliamentary borough, 100,022,
in 1911, 76673, parliamentary borough, 102,
274 The great majority of the inhabitants are
Roman Catholics Cork returns two members
to Parliament Consult Cu^ack History of the
City and County of Ceil (Dublin, 1875)
COSE: <Sp corcfto, cork, from Lat cortex,

bark I The unusuaflv developed epiphkeum (see
BABE) of the bark of the cork tree, or cork oak
(Quercue eu&er) the aloarnoque of the Span
lards, a species of oak (a v ) ,

& natrve of southern

Europe and northern Africa Theophrastus, in

bk 11 of his fftstona. Plantarwn, speaks of the
cork tree as a native of the Pyrenees, and Plu
tarch mentions cork jackets, or life preservers
Spam and Poitugal chiefly supply the world
with cork -while m addition Algeria and Turns,
southern France and Corsica, and Italy, includ

ing Sardinia and Sicily, are also sources of sup
ply Some parts of the United States have been
deemed favorable for the culture of the cork
tree, and attempts in this direction were made
IB 1858 f

but were not vigorously prosecuted
Seventy per cent of the world's cork is pro

duced in Spam and Portugal The cork pro
duction of Spain during 1912 was, approximately.
78,000 tons, of which 54,780 tons came from
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the Seville distuct 12 650 tons from Catalonia

and Castdlon 7100 tons from Gahcia and

3460 tons irom the two Castile provinces While
tie nnest cork is giovn in various parts of the

piovuices of Senile Badajoz, Ciceres Cadi?,
Huelvi Cordoba Gerona Barcelona, Castellon,

Ciudad Real loledo Milagi, and Salamanca,
the guitest piit of the finest supplies however,
ia gio\\n near Baicelone 3fot>t of the low grade
coHk ib produced in Senile The total number of

cork lactoiies m Spam was 802, distributed

through 107 towns, and these produced for ex

port S964 ton:, of cork 746 tons of small

squares 583 tons of other manufactured cork,

and 50108 tons of cork wood and cork waste

About 5300 tons of cork sawdust are used in

Spam annuallv m packing fruit for shipment
Some 40000 peiaons wtie employed in some
manner in the cork industry in Spam, with

an a\erage vtage of about 67 cents per day
Planted tiees are said to be inferior to the nat

ural forests, The cork tree ib not of great size,

generillv 20 to 40 feet high with ovate oblong

evergreen leaves which are sometimes entire and
sometimes sharplv serrated It lives to a great

age3 in borne instance* 300 or 400 years, and is

as much as 15 feet in circumference It bios

honw m April or Mav the fruit ripens from

September to Januarv, tailing on the ground as

soon as ripe The at-orns are edible and in taste

resemble chestnuts The bark m trees or

branches from three to fhe >ears old acquires
a rough appearance, new layers of cellular tis

IUL being formed and the outer parts cracking
from distenwon until the\ are finally thrown oft

m hrge flakes, ^hen a ne\v formation of the

same kind takes place
Cork intended for the market is generally

stripped off a veir or two before it would natu-
ralh come awiy or when, according to the

Spanish regulations, it measures 40 cm (15

inches) in cii cumference This first, or virgin,
cork is taken off when the tree is about 20
vears old and has little commercial value The

process is repeated at intervals of about nine

vears, according to the vigor of the tree The
removal of the cork does not require the removal
of the whole bark, but only of external kyers of

spongy
cellular tissue, all or the greater part

of which hab ceased to have any tiue vitality
and has become an incumbrante to the trees

Consequently, instead of being injurious, the

takmg of the bark, Mhen done with proper care,
rather promotes the health of the tree, which
yields its best bark at about the age of 40 years
and continues to yield crops for 150 years or

moie In stripping off the cork longitudinal
and transverse incisions are made to the proper
depth, and each piece is then cut away from the
tree The average yield for one tree is about
45 pounds, although as much as 500 pounds
may be secured The slabs, after drying for a
few dajs, are placed in boiling water for one
hour This process enables the useless outer

coating of the slabs to be scraped off and in

creases their bulk one fourth and also their

elasticity, besides dissolving the tannin and
other substances Steam is sometimes employed
instead of hot water The eork is then scraped
either by hand or by scraping machines, in which

process it loses from 20 to 30 per cent of its

weight The cork is then cut crosswise into

strips of the proper length then lengthwise, and
finally into piecas of the proper shape, or the

strips of a given qualify may be shipped direct
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to the point of manufacture In many Spanish
districts the manufacturing mdustn is carried

on in tht homes b^ lund, but there are alto

cork cutting machines, especially in the United
Stites of great efficiency which handle the

strips imported in bales The United States in

1913 imported unmanufactuied coik valued at

$3 152670 and manufactures of cork valued at

$2,350 684 The cork, after being cut is cashed
m o\ahc salt, or some other solution and then
dried It is now reidv to be sorted and picked
for the market In Rpam the corkb, after being
sliced and cut, are packed in lots of 30000 m
bagging cloth and called bales

Besides its use for stopping bottles, ca^ks,
etc ,

coik is largely used, on account of its light

ness, for floats, of nets, swimming belts, etc ,

and, on account of its impermeability to water,
and its, being a slow conductor of heat, inner

soles of shots are made of it All these uses
aie mentioned by Plmv but the general em
plovment of corks for glass bottles appears to

date only from the fifteenth century It is albo

used for smokers' mouthpieces and manv other
modern devices The bits that are left in the

process of manufacture are ground to powder
and used m the manufacture of linoleum, for the
loose filling of refngeratois or othei heat in

sulation, and for many other purposes The

Spanish black used by painters is made by

burning cork in close vessels

COBK, EABLS OF See BOTXE

COELEOWE, kor'layna (It, lion heart)
A city in the Province of Palermo Sicily, situ

ated 1950 feet above the sea, at the foot of Mount
Cardellia and 21 miles south of Palermo (Map
Italv, H 10) Little industry of any kind is

carried on, but Corleone has a splendid old

church (restored) The ancient Korhun was
founded by the Saracens and colonized with
Lombards by Frederick II m 1237 Pop (com
mune), 1881 15686 1P01, 14,803 1911,19072

COR1JSS, GEOBGE HENBY (1817-88) An
American engineer and inventor, born at Easton,
N Y In 1844 he removed to Providence, R I ,

where he engaged in the manufacture of steam

engines and in 1848 established the Corliss

Steam Engine Company He made and patented
many improvements in steam engines and in

1876 furnished the
'
Corliss engine" of 1400

horse power to Machinery Hall in the Phila-

delphia Centennial Exhibition

COBIIOtfT

COEMS

a Colohioum 6 Anstema (Indiaa tunup)

COBM (Ok inputs, lormoa, the trunk of a

tree, with boughs lopped off, from /pw, kevrem,

Lith skuh, UHG 4,ce;aH, Gr scheren, Icel

9/era, AS scftan, Eng sheai) A compact
subterranean stem which is related both to
tubers and bulbs It is verv bhort and fleshy,
usually moie 01 less lounded or depressed, and
in this feature is related to the tuber It is

i elated to the bulb however by the fact that
this short and compact fleshy stem is imested
by thin scale leaves Cornis we sometimes

spoken of as
'
root bulbs

' and m popular usage
ue constantly spoken ol at> bulbs" Common
illustrations are found m the Indian turnip
ciocus, gladiolus, cyclamen etc

CORMENUT, kor'me nix', Louis MABIE DE
LA HATE, Vico^ffTE DF (1788-1868) A French

juiist and publicist bom m Pans He was
educited for the law, and as auditor of the
Council of State, after 1810 drew up several of

the Council's most important reports He was
i deputv from 1828 to 1846 His extensive

knowledge of jurispiudence and of the practical
ifiairs of government and the clear and logical
torce with which he presented his ideas soon
secured foi him great influence in public af

iairs His famous Letties sin la hste civile

began to appear in 1831 and passed through
2) editions within 10 %ears He was elected to

the National Assembh in 184 s
? was made presi

dent of the commission appointed to remodel
the constitution, and strongly advocated um
\ersal suffrage Although he had opposed the

admission of Louis Napoleon to the National

issemblv, and afterward had protested against
the coup detat, he was appointed in 1852, a

member of the reconstituted Council of State

In 1855 he was elected a member of the Insti

tute Besides his numerous political pamphlets
published under the pseudonym of "Timon" and

subsequently collected as Pamphlets de Timon
(1848) all models of political satire Cormemn
wiote Etudet out 7es oiatems parlementaires
(1838), which pissed through nearly 20 edi

tions, and a valuable Droit administrattf

(1822), summing up French administrative law
m aphorisms

COKBION, kar'mter', FEBNAND, properly Fer
nand Piestxe (

1 845-1924 ) A French decorative,

hgure, and portiait painter He was born m
Pans, and studied under Cabanel at the Ecole

des Beaux Arts, then in Brussels under Portaeh

and finally under Fromentin and Busson in

Paris He exhibited constantly m the Salon

after 1868 and was made a member of the In

btitute in 1898 Many of his works are of an

arehoologieal character, the most important of

these being a series of 10 mural paintings and a

ceiling in the Natural History Museum, Pans

(1808), some of the cartoons of which were

exhibited at the St Louis Exposition m 1904

They represent prehistoric men and animals and

the de\ elopment of the human race are excellent

in design, and show deep scientific knowledge
He came to enjoy high reputation as an instrue

tor and met success also in painting portraits,

which include those of President Loubet (Lux

embourg), GerSme, and Gamer Belleuse Other

important works are Cam" (1880, Luxem

bourg), "The Victors of Salamis" (1887,

Rouen), and "The Roman Legion" (1909,

Leipzig)
CORMONT, kflr'mOK', THOMAS and RffsrwAtm

DE Father and son, French architects of tte

thirteenth century , prominent among the build

ere of the cathedral of Amiens, following Robert

de Luzarches (1223-69)
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COBJCONTAIGNE, kur'muVta'nv' Louis DE

(e i693-17 52> \ French military engineer
vsho tuok part in eome ot the most important

-.leges m the \\ ar ot the Pohbh Succesbion and

"hat or fie Au=tr MI Succession He had charge

ur t
1
* hm ot fortification Irom Calais to the

Rhune and be built n*K detenses at Strwsbmg
Mttz and luomille His, rmpro\ements of

\auban*, Astern ot lortihcation are embodied

in bis Aicltitectdie mihtaire, par urn ofiicier de

distinction 1 1741 1 For hit, biography see Ton
Brt^. Wmari tet/o Fntstthen der neueien

B Ttst qtinai,>t cthode (Berlin 1844)

COB'MOBAN A Cornish giant in the story

of Ja*k the Giant Killer

COBOSIORAXT iFr cormoron, It corto ma
ri7io from touo cru\v, and martno, marine cf

Brtt rnoiuan cormorant from mo?, Lat mare,
sea -1- bran cro\\ \ A group of web footed birds

comprising the bteganopode tamily Phalacroeora

ud*, characterized especially by a hire dilat

able membrane beneath the lower mandible, but

not in the form of a sac under the throat as in

the pelican? a compressed bill rounded abo\e,

and 'vuth a strong hook at the point of the up
per mandible the nostrils linear and seemingly

impervious to air the claw of the middle toe

serrated u*,ed m trimming the plumage, the

wings of moderate length the tail rounded, the

feathers stiff and rigid and used to aid in walk

ing or climbing The species are distributed

o-ver the coastb of most parts of the world some
of them ascending rners and even Msiting fresh

water lakes in pursuit of tab., on "which all of

the** birds subsist evelusuelv

Cormorants are proverbially \oraoious They
do not take their prey bv dmng when on the

xung, but pursue it by swimming and diving,

using their wings in progress under -water, and
sometimes descending to a great depth a British

species has been caught in a crab pot fastened

120 feet under water When the prey has been

taken m a- manner inconvenient for swallowing,
the\ toss it in the air and adroitly catch it aa

it descends The behavior of cormorants in

fishing and towards each other in their colonies

has been described at length by E Seloua in. Bird

irafcfcinjr (London, 1Q01) Some of the species

frequent high rocks, others low islands, on which
the\ make rude nests, chiefly of seaweed and
almost ahva-vs in colonies, some perch and even
build their nests on mangroves and other seaside

trees Their grepmsh blue eggs are covered with
a calcareous incrustation The flesh of all the

species is dark and of a fishy taste, but is some
times used as food, particularly that of young
birds

There are described about 25 well defined

species, of which seven are, found in North
America The commonest w the double crested

cormorant (Pfatfacroootoa owntw, or dtlopkus),
so called from the lateral crest of curly feathers
on the sides of the head and present in some one
of ita four Bubspecific forms throughout North
America The common." cormorant (Pftalaoro
dttax carbo) occurs abundantly on both aides
of the Atlantic, especially northward, while on
the Pacific coast three species are numerous
the tufted, or Brandt's cormorant (Pfcolooro
em cos penidlfatus) , the red faced cormorant
(f'hafacroeoraat faonstatus, or urtfe), and the

violet green cormorant (Phalaerocorax pdagwus,
or vtofoceu*) , the two latter are especially
characteristic of Alaska The British species
are the "common'* cormorant, which is about &3
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onchts long and almost of a black color, but

duimg the bleeding season exhibits a spiinkling
ol elongated white and almost bribth feathers

on the head and back ot the neck, and the green
cormoiant, or shag" (Phatactocorax qjavulua},
flinch is smaller and dark green Two notable

species are Pallas s cormorant, novr extinct (see
EXTINCT AMMALSI, and Harris's, the surf fish

ing, fl ghtlews species of the Galapagos Islands,
which 13 exceedingly raie, of great size, and has

\\mgs u-clul only a* fins See FLIGETIESS
BIPDS

Fishinff vit\ cormorants is a very ancient

pnctice, still regularly followed among the Chi
ne&e and Japanese and lately revived as a sport
in Great Britain The birds are taken from
the nest Mhen young and are easily tamed and
trained or old cormorants may be trapped and

taught to sene They are kept for a Tvhile and
fed meat, etc , until accustomed to their master
and the feeding methods Then a- line is fastened

to one leg by a leather anklet, and they are
taken out in a boat to fish and drawn, in after

each capture After a time they may be set

free A nng or strap collar is fastened about
then neckb, so that no fish can be swallowed,
but only pouched, and they return to the boat
to be relieved of their burden After a suitable
time the nng i& removed, and they are allowed
to fish for themselves, or are fed These birds

make a Irving for many families on the Chinese

coast, and * ell trained ones are highly \alued.

The modern, use of cormorants in this way in

England \\is described and illustiated in The
FiM (London, October, 1890) See Plate of

PISHING BIRDS and Colored Plate -with ^AOTTB
BIPDS

COBS' (Lat comu horn, connected with Ii ,

\VeIbh. com, Gk Ka.prov, karnon, GotL ftaum,
AS, Eng, OHG hot.i, Ger Horn, also \vith Gk
Kfyas, l&tit ^kt srngn, horn) A small hard

growth resulting
frum an increase m the thick

ness of the cuticle or epidermis, which is gener
allv caused by irritation, excessive pressure or

friction on the part Corns occur most com
monly on the toes, as a result of tight shoes
Three -varieties of corn* are described, viz, 1

Laminated coma, or callosities, in tvluch the

hardened cuticle is arranged m layers, fre

quently of a dark brown color^ from the effusion

of blood in tne deeper layers 2 Fibrous corns

( dam] , which are not only fibrous in their eailv

stages, but ha\e cornet surfaces and, as time

goes on, sink into the skin sometimes producing
great pain frequently a bursa, or small bag
containing serum, is formed beneath, and if this

should inflame, pus speedily forms, and the pain
and constitutional irritation become severe, at
other times the pressure maj cause absorption
of the ends of bones, and serious alterations in

the condition of a 3omt 3 Soft corns occur
between the toes and cause much annoyance,
they are generally small, and as they are con

stantly bathed in perspiration, the cuticle does

not harden, aa m the other varieties Thev
sometimes give nse to painful ulcerations and
should never be neglected The treatment of

corns consists in the removal of all undue pres
sure or fnctaoa, either by removing the shoe

altogether, or protecting the corn by surround-

ing it with a. nng of felt or "corn plaster", or

the hardened cuticle may be softened by the ap
plication of water of ammonia and then scraped
or filed away, or it may be extracted by using a
dull instrument. A sort com should be treated
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by putting small rings of absorbent cotton
around it and between the toes, and keeping it

drj till it becomes a hard corn, and then treat

ing it as such Most druggists keep a corn
cure' composed of sahevhc acid dissolved in

collodion, se\eial applications of which will re
move a hard corn In all serious cases apphca
tion should be made to a surgeon or chiropodist
Corns affect horses as well as man In the

foot of the horse they occur in the angle between
the bars and outer crust and are caused by a
bruise of the sensitive secreting sole Two forms
of feet aie especiallj subject to them those
with deep, narrow, slanting heels, in which the
sensitive sole becomes squeezed between the
doubled up crust and the shoe, and wide, flat

feet, which, by the benseleas cutting away of the

bars and outer crust, allow the delicate intenor

parts to be pressed with all the force of the am
mal's w eight on the unyielding iron shoe Serum
and blood are poured out while the secreting

parts, being weak and irritable, produce a soft,

scah, unhealthy horn Corns constitute un
soundness, cause a short, careful, tripping gait,
are a \ei\ frequent souice of lameness among
roadsters, abound in badly shod horses, espe
cially those with the kind of feet alluded to, and
usually occur in the inside heels of the forefeet,

these being more especially subjected to weight
and hence to pressure The discolored spot in

dicatmg the recent corn must be carefulb cut

into with a fine drawing knife, any serum or

blood being thus allowed free yent If the

bruise has been extensive, a poultice will have
the twofold effect of allaying irritation and re

lievmg the sensitive parts by softening the

hard, unvioldmg horn When the injury has

been, of long standing, and soft faulty horn is

secreted, a drop of diluted nitric acid may be

applied On no account must the bars or outer

crust be removed they are required for bearing

weight, which may be further kept off the in

jured part by the use of a bar shoe In horses

subject to corns the feet should be kept soft by

dressing with tar and oil, or any suitable emol

lient, the corn should be pared out every fort

night, a shoe with a wide web on the inside

quarter should be used, and should be nailed

only on the outside and, if the sole is thin and

weak, leather pads should be employed In bad

cases the shoes mav be removed and the horses

turned out to pasture for a few weeks with

good results

CORN", IXTOIAV See MAIZE

COSBTABO, kdrna'ri, CATBBHTA (1454-

1510) Queen of Cyprus She was born in

Venice, of a patrician family She was married

to James II, of Lusignan, King of Cyprus, in

1472, and succeeded him on his death, only eight

months later When her son had also died, in

1475, the Eepublic of Venice assumed the gov

ernment, and in 1489, fearing the conclusion of

a marriage between her and Alfonso, the heredi

tary Pnnce of Naples, forced her to abdicate

and leave the island She was received in Venice

with great pomp and thereafter resided at Cas
tie Asolo, near Bassano Caterina has been the

favorite subject of romances and the heroine of

several operas Of hear life in Venice her cousin,

Cardinal Pietro Berabo, has left a vmd descnp
tion in GU Asolam There is a famous portrait

of thin Queen by Titian in fte Uffizi gallery in

Florence Consult Hare, Ifoat Ilfa&tnow Lddiei

of tte Itakan Senmssance (New York, 1904)

and MeCurdy, Essays v* Fresoo (London, 1912)

COBNBttBY

, LODOMOO, or LUIQI (1467-1566)
A \ enetian nobleman and hvgiemst Lp to his

fortieth year he so wasted his forces, originally
but feeble in dissipations or even kind that his

life was despaired of Be thereupon adopted
strict rules of frugalitv in eating and dnnking,
with general care of his health and gentle eser

cises, and in consequence lived for almost a
centun To promote those habits which Lad
proved 10 advantageous in his own case, he

wrote, in his eights third year, his celebrated
treatit.6 Discoisi della itta sobna* fEssav on

Temperate Living/), which was first published
at Padua in Io5b and has been translated into
many European languages The work 19 men
tioned with appioval bv Addison in Xo 195 of

the Spectator There is a translation, The lit

of Lit ing Long (Milwaukee, 1903)

COBN'BtTBY, EDWABD HYDE, LOBD third
EAPL or CIAHEMX>\ (1661-1723) An English
politician Governor of the colonies of New "kork
and New Jersey from 1702 to 1708 He waa a
member of Parliament for Wiltshire from 1685
to 1695 and for Christchurch from 1695 to

1701 and in September, 1701, was appointed
Governor of the Province of New York by King
William, to whose side he had treacherouslv
deserted in 168S, from that of his uncle Jame*
II He reached New York in May, 1702, was
confirmed in hia office bv Ins cousin Queen Anne,
on the death of King \\ ilham, and later in the

year was also appointed first royal Governor
of New Jersey In both New "iork and New-
Jersey his arbitran policy, his religious intoler

ance his administrative incapacity, and his dis

solute habits soon made him extremely unpopu
lar, while in New York the dislike of the people
was considerably intensified by Ins fraudulent

appropriation of public funds and his attempts
to override the Legislature, which insisted on its

right to appoint a treasurer of its own for the

"receipt and disbursement of any moneys the

Legislature might order to be raised for public

pui poses," and contended that "the Assembly as

representatives of the people of this province
are entitled to the same privileges and have a

right to the same powers and authorities as the

House of Commons enjoy
"

Finally, as a result

of lists of grievances passed by the legislatures
of both colonies, Cornburv was removed from

office in 1708 and was immediately thrown into

prison in New York by his creditors, but, on

his becoming third Earl of Clarendon by the

death of his father in 1709, he was enabled to

pav off his debts and returned to England He
became a Privy Councilor in 1711 and was

Envoy Extraordinary to Holland in 1714 Bur

ing his term ae Governor of New York and

New Jersey, he was fond of appearing in pub
lie dressed as a woman, and Lewis Morns, a

contemporary, wrote "He dresses publicly in

women's clothes every day and puts a stop to all

public business while he is pleasing himself with

that peculiar but dptestable maggot
" William

Smith, in his History of the Late ProMwoe of

Veto Tori, (New York, 1829-30), Bpeaka of him

as follows "We never liad a governor so -am

versally detested, nor one who so nchly deserves

the public abhorrence In spite of his nobla

descent, his behavior was trifling, mean and

extravagant The indignation of the people was

kindled by his despotic rule, savage bigotry, TO

satiable avarice, and injustice not only to the

public but even his private creditors"' Con

suit Wilson, Memorial Bwtory of ffte 0ty of
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Ae.4 Tot I ol 11 (ivew "iork, 1891-93 1 and cessorb, questioned onlv b\ interested rivals and

Gordon 1 Hisfm/ It ^clr Jersey (Trenton, the Academy, which Richelieu summoned to sup

1334, port them and which it did with studied half

COEN COCBXE See COCEUE heartedness Among the conservative critics

COR^SF-CBACKEB STATE Kentackv See p ission ran as 'ng i is in the iamoub battle ov er

Hugos Hctnam Scudciv, a critic of repute,

asserted that Le Cid s subject was ill chosen,

its structure unpardonable, its action clumsy,

PulLL-P >,A-.ILS OF

COENCRAHE fcee CBA_
CORNEA Wnea. (NeoLat, fern of Lat

, ,t< fs wirr no no, HU, horn so called from its versification bad, and that its undeniable

iu, i- jlvui to horn) The transparent an beauties were stolen from a Spani&h plav by

t,nur portion ot tl>e outer coat oi the eve It Guilkn de Castro which was indeed ifr ac

t t"n-s nu uluod vessels, and obtains its nutri knowledgcd bouree But the public spoke with

t on by means ol a system of spaces filled with no uncertain voice, and though le Cid mav lack

itinh Tit cornex is subject to inflammation, the ethical depth and tragic toree of some of

known as letatitit, ular ot the cornea is very Corneille s later dramas, it wab and has re

common, resulting mobt oiten irom injury, in mamed the mobt popular on the stage ol them

flummations of the conjunctiva, phlvctenular all Modern Fiench drama dates fiom Le Cid

ke ititi 1- vinous dibturb mces in nutrition etc In the contioversv that raged around Le Cid

A number ot forms ire seen attacking different Corneilk's position wab delicate He was not

portions, of the cornea Aside from mflamma bv nature a tactful disputant, being indeed in

tion of other portions of the eve accompanying chned to arrogance, as he showed on this occa

the ukeratiun there mav result adhesion and sion bv his Excuse a Artiste he could not

prolapse ot the ins closure of the pupil, and afford to lobe the favor thit Richelieu continued

upiut\ 01 a portion or the whole cornea to show him and he could not secure a full

Staphifloita iq\ a protrusion of a part or hearing witnout imperiling it He therefore

the whole of the cornea, may follow Kcia withdrew for three years to Rouen 'ft hen he

toropn? occasionally occurs in -voiing adults, retuined in 1639 to Pans, it was with a matured

especially femaltb the coinea protrudes at the genius that almost immediately asserted itself

centre from weikncbb and intraocular pressure
&. EYE Fra, DIISE^ES OF THE

COBNETLLE, kOr'na'y
5

, Pnaffic (1608-84)
One of the greatest tragic poets of France He
was bora at Rouen, June 6, 1606, the son of a

lawyer and magibtrate of worth ennobled in

1637 He was trained by the Jesuits took the

in unparalleled splendor and fecundity

the theme of Le Cid, the struggle between honor
and love in the hero, between duty and love in

the heroine, remains typical of the later trage
dies Typical of them all are also the five acts

and the thiee unities' the tune limited to
24 hours, the scene to a single town, and the

advocate's oaths in 1624, and held minor legal action to a central interest *elf imposed fetters

ol3ceb until 16SO His first plav Mehte, pre worn with even greater eompHcency by Racine
Btnted in Pans (16291 was popular and was The Spaniards knew nothing of these unities,

followed bv Chtandie (1632), a tragicomedy, and the eflort to force their romantic drama
La veuve (1633), his first comedy, La galene into this rigid mold had, by the improbabilities,
du palais (1633) and La suuante (1634), both material and psvchic that it involved, given
comedies These earlv plays are full of the occabion for most of the criticism that had be

insipid love in fashion at the time, and the fallen Le Cid Corneille therefore, in 1630,
title of one of them will suffice alone to show turned to classical subjects that would lend
their realism In 1634 he met Richelieu, com themselves more readily to the episodical treat

posed a Latin elegy on his visit to Rouen, and ment which the unities demanded What sur
was enrolled among the five poets of the Car vived of romance in him was the invariable

dmal statesman of whom Rotrou alone was at inteimingling of love with sterner themes
aU worthy of his company He soon incurred Horace (1640) sets the love of man and
Richwlieu's displeasure for too frank criticism of woman against the love of race and fatherland
his literary work and wrote, uninfluenced by the in fourfold treatment of a single theme In

uster'sfftvor,
" .,.-. ^ ...... ~ . . ,

.._._. , La Place Royale, Med6e, his first the more modern Cinna passion twists love of

tragedy (both, 1635], and L'lllusion oomigue fatherland to its purpose and is opposed at once

(1636) Bat all this earlier work was com to the magnanimity and the patriotism of

pletely edipsed by the triumph of his epoch Augustus Polyeucte (1642) opposes Christian

ranking Ct& (1638), though we may not leave to- marital duty in a story of Christian martvr
these earlier dramas without recording that they dom, which was a bold venture, for many
are far superior to anything that had preceded thought, with Boileau, that the mysteries of

them in vigor and in truth to nature, and that the faith should be kept out of literature
to tnem *e owe the happy invention of the These three, with Le QvL, mark the height of
soubrette Such promise as they gave, however, Corneille's achievement the climax, of the de-

pointed less to the field of Corneille/s great velopment of the elements of love and will
achievement than to the drama of intrigue and save that he touches for a moment a greater
to the comedy of contemporary society, for some intensity of terror in Rodogune (1646) The
of them are foil of rather coarse stage business other tragedies are more or less pale imitations
and a battledore and shuttlecock repartee, and of the merits of these Among them it is worth
are written in a style that he felt needed apology while to name La mort de Pompe ( 1643) ,

for its familiar simplicity Still, we must admit which is but a aeries of dialogues and narra
that in them Corneille created the comedy of tives, Theodore (1645), an even more dubious
manners as well as the beginnings of character venture in Christian martyrology than Poly
comedy euoto had been, Heraclws (1647), followed by
The tragi-comedy of Le Otd was so- different ComeiUe's election to the. Academy, Nioomede

from Corneille'a earlier dramas that it hardly (1661), Perthartte (1652) The last was an
seems the work of the same hand It gave frnia unmistakable failure which led Corneille for
a preeminence over contemporaries and prede- a tame to withdraw altogether from the stage
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During these yeais he had written also two
comedies on Spanish models Le menteur, the
best comedy written m France before Mohere
and Suite du, mentem (1644-45), and a good
tragi comedy, Don SancJie d'Aiagon, (1650)
which, as the name implies, was Spanish also

Disappointed by the failure of Perthatite,
Corneille withdrew to Rouen, where he Irved

from 1652 to Ib59, and turned his talent to

versifying Thomas a Kempiss Imitation of
Cfinst (1656) and to the wnting of very frank
critical essays on his own pla"\s and the drama
in general He was recalled from this by a
visit of Mohere's company to Rouen in 1638,
and between 1630 and 1674 wrote 11 tiagedies
of unequal mediocrity, though in each of them
theie were verses 'with necks in thunder clothed

and long resounding pace,
' such as he alone has

known the art to create The time to regret
had passed, the time to cry halt had come,
when Boileau wrote his famous epigram, Aprea
Lgewlas Jielas (1666), Mais apes Attila hola

(1667) A new conception of dramatic art

had been introduced by Boileau and Racine, and
when Corneille wau beguiled into a contest lor

court favor, he was fated to see his young rrval s

Beiemce piefeiiul to his Titf et Betemce

(1670) Other pla^s of this period are Wdipe
(1659), La toison d'oi (1660), Settonus

(1062), Sophonisbe (1663), after which he

received an n regularly paid pension of 2000

hvreb Otlion (1664) Psyche (1671), in col

laboration with Mohere and Qiunault Pul

chene (1672) and Sutena (1674) He had

wiitten some devotional poetrv between 1665

and 1670, and among his last compositions were

some beautiful verses of thanks addressed to

Louis XIV in 1676 Corneille's last years were

passed in pecuniary straits, "satiated with

glory and hungry for money," as he said, and

when, at the urgent request of Boileau, the

King sent him 200 pistoleb, it was already too

late He had no time to spend them, and two

dajs after he was dead (Oct 1, 1684)

Corneille's works show him, as his friends

describe and as his portraits paint him, a man
of serious, rugged, and almost stern temper
A pious churchman, he was ill at ease in so-

ciety, and awkwaid and unsuccessful when he

attempted to flatter The only touches of xo

mantic sentiment revealed m his verses are

found in those addiessed to an actress of Mo
here's company, Mile du Pare, who scorned his

attentions Whether from pride or shyness,

he nevei curried favor, nor took his place with

courtiers at a time when, this was almost

necessary to Iiteraiy prosperity His public

manners were not gracious, though he was an

affectionate husband and brother His best

work never lost popular favor, and the most

eminent of his literary contemporaries always
did him justice The greatest of them, Moliere,

spoke of him as his master, and Racine pro-

nounced at the Academy a eulogy on his rival

at once just and generous, that later critics

have in the main confirmed

The first impression made by an attentive

reading of Corneille'a work is its remarkable

unevenness Judged by his best, he ranks with

the greatest No dramatic poet rises to grander

heights Hence no poet is mare quotable and

few more quoted, for he has hundreds of lines

that cling to the memory by their crash of

sound and startling fullness of suggestion

"the most beautafnv' say* the French critic

VOL VI 7

Faguet,
'

that ever fell from a French pen
"

And the same entic sa-ss of Corneille's language
that it is the most masculine, energetic, at
once sober and full, that was ever spoken in

France "

Corneille s tragedies arouse admiration rather
than tragic feai His interest is not in the
fate of his characters, but in the unconquerable
mind with which they meet it, their haughty
ditadain of destine He is of the school of the

emphatics, delighting in extraordinary situa
tions and subjectb in -whate\er will challenge
the will to iti utmost utterance There is no

finespun sentiment eien in the lo-ve of Le Cid
But tragedy with the limitations of the uni
ties' unohes much talk and little action, and
Corneille's disdain of the endless subject of
talk allows the interest to flag for scenes and
e\en acts There ib monotony even m his no
bility, and that in spite of the lyric and epic
elements which he found in the drama and
from which Racine waia to free it Yet his

declamations the tirades of Camilla, Augustus,
Cornelia, and many another are supreme in
their kind and will thnll audiences as long as
the antinomies of love and patriotism, honor
and duty, perple-c men's souls,

The best edition of Corneille is Marty
La\ eau\'s ( 12 vols 1862-68 ) For bibliography,
consult Picot's Biohogtaphte Cornehenne(l865) ,

and Le "Verdier and Pelay Additions a la

Bibhogtaphie Cornehenne (1908) The best
translated biographv is Guizot's Corneille and
Ins Times (1857) a good modern study,

Faguet'b "Corneille" (Pans, 1886), in the series

Classiques Populaues Le Cid, Horace, and
Polyeucte have been done into English blank
\erse by Xokes, and (with Cmna) into English
prose by Mongan and McRae (1878-86) Con
suit Sainte Beuve, "\ ouieauas lundis, vol vii

(Paris 1863-72) Gmzot, Corneille et son

temps (7th ed, ib, 1880) Lemaitre, Corneille
et la poetique dAnstote (ib, 1888), Lieby,
Corneille (ib , 1892) , Bruneti&re, Epoques du
theatre fran^ais (ib, 1892), Lanson, CorneMe
(ib, 1808) Segall, Cot nettle and the Spanish
Dtama (New York 1802), Huszar, Pierre
CorneiLle et le tJitetre espagnol (Paris, 1903) ,

Canfleld, Corneille and Raeine tn England (New
York, 1904), Faguet, Propos de TJie&tre (3

vols, 1003-06), Bjiab, Pierre Corneille tn

dewtuchen Uebwsetzungen (Heidelberg 1911),
Wendt, Pierre Corneille vnd Jean Rotrou. (Leip

zig, 1911) The three hundredth anniversary
of the poet's birth -was celebrated with prolonged
festivities in May and June, 1906

CORNEILLE, THOMAS (I626-I70&) A
French dramatist and miscellaneous writer

whose productions are obscured bv the genius
of hia older brother Pierre He was born at

Rouen, Aug 20, 1625 His 42 plays are for

the moat part of a facile mediocrity, but he has
to his credit the longest run of the century for

his Timocrate (1656), the largest price for his

La Devweresse ( 1679 ) , and one of the moat sen

sational failures in his Baton des Fondneres

(1686) He was given his brother's chair in

the Academy after the tatter's death (1685),
and published a dictionary supplementary to

the Academy's, and a- complete translation of

Ovid's Metamorphoses, as well as a Dtcttontuure

unwersel, gtographiqu.* * htstongue (1708)
He was blind from 1704, but his literary ac
tivitv continued uninterrupted until his death
at Lee Andelys, Dec 8, 1709) Artooe (1072)
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and Le cvmte rfAW-z f 1678 1 an historical

drama, are among his plaMs the best worthy

of memory Hi> dramatic TTV&9 are edited

bv Thierrv (Paris 1S<*1) Consult Revnier

Terras CninfUf sn nc et sort theatte (Pins
1S93| and AIm>d dc Yiimv Ft agents inMita

fir (^itif^ic <*n) Pidip ft Thnma* CoineiUe

fpubli-Vd in inni*

CORTTEL i OF com i'lf, from. Lat cornohuw
rornel t' Lat cmnxf a cornel chtm tree

from nirwi, horn so called on account of the

hardn'w of tk woodi A term applied in

Vmerica to \anous plants of the genus Corni/s

In Europe tlie name seems to be rtbtneted to

Cornu* mas, known as cornel" or cornelian

cherrv
"

It is a common <hruh and "was form

erlv much cultivated as a, fruit tree It his

oval leave* '-mall heads of \ellow flowers ap

peanng before the leaves in spring The fruit

is oblong in shape, a little larger than the sloe,

hhining red rarely yellow or white and when

perfectly ripe has an agitable vinous acid taste

It is either eaten at. it comts from the tree or

is made into a preserve When gathered green
it is pickled like olne<3 In America none of

the plints to which the name is applied bears

an edible fruit ot value Cornut canadcnvs
dwarf cornel, or bunehberrv is not properly
edible and "o tar as known has been httle

uied bv man See DOGWOOD
COENE1JA A celebrated Roman matron,

younger daughtrr ot Scimo ^frKanii" th( Flder

and mother of the gieat tribune* Tihenu-. and

Gaius Gracchus and of Cornelia the \sifp of

Sapin Afncanus the Younger On the deith of

her husband refusing numerous offtrs of irnr

riage, including eien one frnra Kins Ptolptm
slie de\oted herself to the education of her

12 children, a task for -which her loftr spirit,

careful education and wide attainments ren
dered her admirably fitted and which bad ex
traordinaiv results On her death a statue was
erected to her memory bearing th* inscription
Cornelia, Mother of the- Gracchi " The base,

with the inscription, is now in the Capitolme
\Tu6enm at Home To a Canapanian ladv who
asked to see her jewel", she IP said to have

presented her sons as the only lewela of which
she could boast After the murder of Gaius
the second of her sons *he retired to Misenum,
where she demoted herself to Greek and Latin
literature and to the societv of men of letters

OOBlfELIA Q-EHT3 A distinguished clan

of Rome, partly patrician, partly plebeian The
names (cognomina) of its patncian families,
from which came more prominent men than
from anv other Roman gens, are Arvraa, Blasio,

Cethegus, Oinna Cossus, Dolabella, Lentulus,
MaltigmensiB, 2Cammula, Merenda, Merula,
Ru&ius, Scapula, Scipio, Sisenna, and Sulla

COElffB^IAN CKSSSRY See COENTEL

COBTTELISZ, kCr nills, or COBWELISSEN,
called COBJSLIS yjaT HA /tur.nat (1562-1638)
A Dutch, historical and portrait painter He
studied m Haarlem 'under Pieter Fie^ersz and
in Antwerp under Couguet, but finally returned
to Haarlem, where he occupied a very influea

tial position until his death He is best known
for liia "Baaqoet of the Archer's Guild" (1583)
nt the Haarlem Museum This painting is re
markable for the natural poses and clever group
ing of the figures and undoubtedly influenced
Fnms Hals His portraits are excellent, but
his historical and mythological compositions,

painted m the Italian etvle, are full of exag

gerations and uiaunaisi^ In lu- l\\o lar^ts

pamtuigs of the Ma--u ot the Innocents,"
in Amsterdam and The Eagu* ht displn-. great
skill m foreshortening Consult ^id^kmd,
Cornell? Cnrnehtz inn Haail'-iti (Leipzig 1911}
COBNE'LmS Bishop of Rome, 251-253 He

ranks as the twentv first pope His lenient

coursf rt sp* ptmg the lapsed ( q v ) ,
those who

under p<.r-Kution had renounced Christianity,
Ipd to the opposition of No\atian and to the

^ovatian scl ism When persecution "a? re

ne^ud in Tiome by Gallui, he fled to Cmta-
\tcthia md thtrt, met a martvrs death in.

Jun 233 Hi-s dav is celebrated -with that of

*lt Cvpnan on Stpteinber 14 Hi* coirespond-
en<e ^ith ft Cyprian on tht question of the

lapsed is of great historic inter* st and value,

especially ou the question, of the position of

th*3 Roman pee Conbult Hartclb edition of

th^ Lrttpi* of Citpnan M>1 n (Vienna, 1871)

COENELnrS, kOr naif Uos, K^BL SBBA.STI^V

(ISlO-Odl A German phwcisi born at Rons
Iwuhen m Lowti He-toe He studied the exact

sciences at Guitingen and at llarburg and from
18 "Jl to the time of his death taught physics
and physiography at Eallt His published
vorks include Die Lekre itin dei Elektt idtat

tind dem Magnttismu? (1855) Theotie de?
ftpftfis vnd jaumhchen T&itfeilens vom yihysi
} alwhcn, pht/iwJoffischen, un& psychologischen
Btafldpunlte aus betiachtct (1881 followed by
another Tvork on the same bubjwt in 1864) ,

Hrtejrnlnqif' (18631 Ueler die Bedeutunff des

Eauwlprnzipt w dfr FatunLWdischaft
(1867| Uflo die Entstehung der 'Welt

(1^70) Fein die TTecftsrfw\ung aicuchen
Left iind Serle (2d ed 1875, follow pd b\ an
other -woik on the same subject in 1880)
(hiinfln^ der phusiiahtcken, Geoqiaphie (6th

ed, ISSfi) il)handJurtqen tsur *\aturu.is?en

srtaft vnd P^choloair (1887)

COENELItrS, PETIB (1824-74) A German
composer, nephew of the painter Peter von

Cornelius born at Mavenee Dec 24, 1824 He
studied for the stage, but, not meeting with sue
cess at an actor, he turned his attention to
music He became intimate with Liszt, who
in IP'JS pioduced his opera, Do Bwlner von
Bagdad, in Weimar where, however, it failed
He then n^ed to Vienna, where he composed
his second opeia Der Old, produced in Weimar
in 1895 In the same ^ear he followed Wagner
to ITumch T&hm' he -wis appointed to a pro
fessorship at the Kumglische Musikschule Al

though he demoted much of his time to fighting
for nagner's art he produced his great choral
*orks op 0-14 between 1868 and 1872 In
386^ he began his opera Gvnlod, which however,
progressed so slowly that when the composer
died, Got 26, 1874, the work remained a frag
ment His pupil C Hoffbauer completed it

from the sketches E Las&en reorchestrated it

and produced it in Weimar in 1S01 Cornelius'

masterpiece is Der Barbier ion Bagdad, which
was completely rescored by Motti and Levi and
produced again in Munich in 1885 Its success
was instantaneous and overwhelming, so that
to day it is in the regular repertoire of all Ger
man opera houses In 1890 Seidl brought it out
with great success at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York Besides these works Cornelius
wrote 69 songs for one voice and 7 duets, manv
of which are worthy to be ranked with the beat

songs of the great masters of song Quaatrta
tireiv Cornelius' musical output la rather
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meagre, consisting of onh 20 opus, number^ not
including tliL operas, According to hit own
confession his close association with Wagner
13 to some evtent responsible for this Eia
admiration of the Ba^ reuth master w aa so great
that it almost suppressed his own creatne im
pulbob Furthermore, Coinehus was a hnc
pott of no mean ordei, a filter on mu^ic of
unusual acumen, and a masterly translator
The chief characteristics of his music are no
bility, refinement and power of chaiactcmx
tion The more one studies it the ereitu i]>

peais itb chaim Coinehus romplett w<n\.s
wtie published in 1005 In Bieitkopf ind Huttl
(3 \ols), his hteian woikb and letln-, m 4
^oli> Consult E Istcl Petet Coinelun, (Lwp
7ig, 1004), <ind F Suiter Gebmff J^tei Cut
nchui ah Mensch itnd Dicliter (Munich, 1008)

COBHTELniS, PETEB \o\ (1783-1867) A
German historical painter the founder of the
Munich school He was born ficpt 23 17S3
in Dusaeldorf, -where his lather -was inbpectnr
of the gallen From him the lad leaintd tl'e

rudiments of irt, and from about 170^ hp re
cervcd instruction in the Dusscldorf Academy
under Langer His earhebt works ire un in

portant, but after his removal to Frankfoit
on the Main, in 1800 he acquired somt celeb

rity His firht work of impoitauce was his

12 drawing* of Goethe's Faust, now m tlu

Stidcl Infatitute of Frankfort In 1811 he went
to Rome demoting himself to the study of the

art of the Cinquecento, especially to that of

Raphael and Michelangelo He was asso i itcd

with the so called Nazarene painters, among
whom he found a lifelong fnend in Overbeck,
but he was too independent to follow then

footsteps Duimg this period he executed his

famous drawings for the Nibelungenlied To

gether with Overbeck, \7eit, and Schadow, he
recmed a commission to decorate a room in

the" house of the Prussian Contul at Rome, with

scenes from the History of Joseph
" In ex

ecuting this task he reviyed fresco painting,
which had been ilmcst forgotten since the da^s

of Raphael Mengs His work and that of his

associates excited the greatest admiration and
they weie engaged to decorate a room in the

Villa Massimi, opposite the Lateran, with fres

coes from the 'works of Dante, Anosto, and
Tasso He had scarcely begun his work when
there came a double call to return to Ger

mam The Prussian government invited him
to become head of the Du^seldorf Academy, and

Crown Prince Louia of Bavaria chose him to

decoiate the new Glvptothek m Munich
Cornelius arranged to pass his winters in

Dusseldorf, where a great crowd of students

soon gathered about him and his summers in

executing the frescoes in Munich He returned

to Germany m 1810, and m 1820 he began his

work upon tne frescoes, which were earned out

by his pupils, painting after his designs In

two great halls of the Glvptothek he represented

the myths of the Greek gods and heroes in

works which are masterpieces of drawing and

composition In 1S25 he became director of

the Academy of Munich and was raised to the

nobihty bv King Louis I of Havana He finished

the frescoes of the Ghptothek, representing in

the third hall scenes from the Iliad All of this

woik, however, wa& executed by his pupils

and ma> beat be studied m the original car

toons by Cornelius, which are now preserved in

the National Gallery of Berlin In 1830 he be

gan the deeoiation ut the Ludw igakirche in
Munich with frescoes repiesenting the

e
General

Confession of Faith ot the Christian Church"
Contrary to his usual custom he himself

painted upon the large altar wall (62 X 38
foetj a fresco of the Labt Judgment

"
During

the same time he made the designs for the
Hibtorv of Christian Art '

for the 25 loggie 01
tie old Pmakothek, which were pamtod by
r/

i mnermann
Atttr a disagreement with the King of Ba

j
m ht* was called to Berlin by Frederick ttil

im 1\ in 1S41 and givtn i commission to
euorate the pioposed Cimpo Santo, a burial

place for the roial faimh of Prussii The
four cartoons executed for this purpose, now in
the Xational Gallen in Beilm, surpass all his

previous work Thib ifa especially true of the
one containing the Four Apocalyptical Riders/'
which 13 a masterpiece of conception dramatic
lite, and boldness of drawing On the other
hand the Beatitude show appreciation for
the beautiful and compact in outline Until

nearly the time of his death Cornelius was

occupied with cartoons Hi resided mostly in

Rome, but returned to Berlin in 1861 remain

ing there until his death which occurred March
6 1867 During thib last penod he executed
his design for a s^li er thield w hich w as a chris

toning pre^wit of the King of Prussia to the
Prince of Wales his godson, representing the

'Expansion of the Church" He also painted
his dramatic picture Hagen Casting the Nibe-

lungen Treasure into the Rhine," now in the

National Gallery, Berlin

More than any other man Cornelius domi
nated German art of the earlv nineteenth cen

turv For decades his cartoon style," with its

emphasis of design and neglect of color, pre-
vailed in mural decorations, especially at Mu
nich, where his influence has only recently dis

appeared His contemporaries held him in high
repute, echoing the opinion of Crown Prince

Louis 'There has been no painter like Cor

nehus since the Cinquecento' Modern crrfacs,

oa the other hand, are not equally favorable,

some of them, as Muther, going to the opposite
extreme of considering his actmtv harmful It

is true that he imitated Michelangelo, and that

imitation can never produce the healthiest and

greatest art that Cornelius' work is of an
intellectual character, requiring study for ap

preciation, that his colors are poor, and that

te is sometimes deficient even in drawing But,
on the other hand his works were certamlv

great in composition and in conception His

tendency, like Michelangelo's was heroic, in

deed Titanic, but he was not insensible to

grace and was capable of expressing the tender

est emotion He was more of a designer than

a painter, and ma work must be judged by his

cartoons And certainly no painter exercised

greater influence upon German art and imagina
tion that did Cornelius in his great cycles of

frescoes in Munich and in his cartoons in

Berlin Among hispupils were Wilhelm Kaul

bach (qv), Carl Hermann, Eberle, and many
others

Consult the monographs of Yon Wolzogen
(Berlin 1867), Riegel (Hanover, 1870), Forster

(Berlin, 1874), Koch. (Stuttgart, 1905), and

Eekert, in Kvnstlermonogrvphitn (Bielefeld,

1906) Gnmm, Vfun Bwi (Berlin, 1865)

Valentin, m Dohme, Kunst und Kumstler dot

newuetoten JoArJwwderf* (Leipng, 1883),
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Mut'inr Hi\ton< o, Modem Painting (Eng
T n* London 1S95 i

COBNELITJS A LAPTDE (1568-1637) A
To 'in t n'lulic t< maientatoi whosie name was
\an utn Mt-tii HL w is born at Bocholt near

Liege He became \ Jesuit and lectured on
tue Stn.ituiete, m. Louwin and in Rome -where

ie died His lane rebtb upon bis commentary
on all the Bible evcept Job and the Ps,alinb tlie

' it complete edition ot wnich Mas published
m 10 vols lolio (Antwup 1681) The bebt

edition appeared m Lvons. (1838), in 11 vols,

md an English translation ol parts of it lus

men published (3 volb London 1876-87)

COBNEW, ALONZO Bunov (1832-1004)
Vn American poMuiaa -.on of Ezra Cornell

qv | He vxais bom at Ithaca N Y, bee ime
a telegraph operator, and from ISoo to 1S59

was manager of the Central lelegiaph Olhce

in New York Citv Afterward he wat> first

vice president 01 the Western Inion Telegraph
Company In 1S6S he mas the Republican can
didati for Lieutenant Governor of New "iork,

and from I860 to 1873 was smvew of customs
m New \ork By calling to order a Republican
State comentzon he was held to ha\e violated

Piesident Ha-ves'c, order that officeholders re

train from politics, and as a consequence he lost

the survevorbhip He was chairman of the

flepubhcan State Committee from 1870 to 1S7S
and was three times Speaker of the New York
Assembh From 1880 to 1883 he was Governor
of New York after which he became connected
with lirge financial interests He wrote The
Life of L >a Comdl (1884)

COENEXL, F,7RA (1807-74) An American

capitalist ind philanthropist, the founder of

Cornell University He wis born m West
Chester Co, N Y, of Quaker parentage , re

moved \uth his lather, a potter bv trade, to

JJe Ruyter, N Y, m 1819, icceived a scant
education and for some time taught a district

school besides assisting his father in farming
and the making of pottery He al&o learned
the carpenter's trade, spent a year as a mechanic
at Homer, N 1 , and m 1826 removed to Ithaca,
where for eight years he managed a flour mill

In 1839 he joined his brother in the lumbering
and fanning business, but his attention being
turned accidentally m 1842 to the project of

constructing a telegraph line from Baltimore
to Was imgton, he invented a machine for lay
ing the w ires underground and was subsequently
put in charge of the work The insulation

being poor, however, the plaa had to be aban
doued, and on Cornell's suggestion the wires
were strung on poles, and the line was thus

speedily completed Subsequently Cornell de
voted liis attention almost wholly to the con
struction of telegraph lines and the organiza
tion of telegraph companies, and was inbtru
mental m forming the ft estern Union Telegraph
Compiny m 1855 In 1858, having accumulated
a large fortune, he settled on a farm at Ithaca,
N Y He was a member of the first Republican
National Convention m 1856, was president of

the New York State Agricultural Society in

1862, and was a member of the State Assemblym 1862-63, and of the State Senate in 1864-67
After the passage of the Mornll Land Grant
Act in 1862 he succeeded in getting a bill

through the Legislature assigning the whole of

New York's knd scrip to one institution, and
m addition contributed an endowment of $500,
000 towards building such an institution at
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Ithaca, N Y He subsequently (in 1866) bought

up the scrip then remaining unsold and located

it with great caie in the timberlands of Wis
conbin ot which the later advance in -value

greatly increased the endowment ol the umver

bitv. In 1868 The Cornell University,' so

founded wa& toimallv opened Cornell also

built a publiL hbian at Ithaca Consult The

Lije of E i a Cointll to his ^on A B Cornell

UW \o*k ls84i

COEJTEL1 COLLEGE An institution of

higher learning founded at Mount ^ ernon, Iowa,
b\ number o the Methodist Epibcopal church

^n 1S">3 It wab not organized ab a college
until 1837 It includes an academic depart
inent and a department of cml engineering and
ib coeducational The degrees are B A , B S and
BS in C E The enrollment in the college in

1913 was 704 and the faculty numbered 41

Besides tie college pioper, the orgamzition in

eludes an \cadeniy, a Conservatory of Music,
a School ol \rt and a School of Oiatory
The piincipal buildings of the college aie the

Library ind College, Science, Chapel Bow
man ind Conbenatory halls The endowment
amounted to about $900 000 and the annual in

come to ibout $90 000 The library contains

about 39,000 \olumct> The president in H14
was Jvi eb I Ihott H^rlan LLD
COBNTELL TTNTVEBSITY An institution

of highei education, situated at Ithaca, N Y
The university oweb its existence to the com
bmed wisdom and bounty of the United States,
the State of Isew lork, and Ezra Cornell (qv )

Lmder the Momll Act of 1862 the State of

New "iork received scnp representing 989,920
acres of land as its share of the public lands

gi anted by the Federal government to the sev

eral Stateb for the purpose of establishing col

leges of agriculture and mechanic arts Ezra
Cornell offered $300,000 as an endowment fund
tor a university on condition that the State

should set aside the pioceeds of the sale of its

public lands for the same purpose, and that the
nanower purpose of thp Act of Congress in es

tablishmg colleges of agriculture and the me
chanic arts should be enlarged to the breadth
of hi& own memorable ideal "I would found
an institution where any person can find in

struction on any study" Aftei much \\ian

ghng in the Legislature, this offer was accepted,
with the stipulation however, that the umver
sitv should offer free tuition to as many stu
dents residing m the State as there were As
semblv districts Cornell University was incor

porated in 1865 and was formally opened in

1808, with a registration of 412 students The
plan of the whole institution was modeled with
a view to the practical tendencies of the times,

though clafesieal and humanistic studies were
piovided for as amply as science and technol

ogy Its liberal programme was warmly wel
corned bv such men as James Russell Lowell,
Louis Agassiz, Theodore D Dwight, John Stan
ton Gould, Goldwin Smith, George William
Curtis, and Bayard Taylor, who signified their
interest in it by accepting nonresident pro
ttssorslips on its faculty Andrew D White
gave up for a while the prospects of a political
career to become its first president This aug

picious beginning, however, was not maintained
From 1868 to 1882 the university was engaged
in a struggle for existence that seriously dimin
ished its students, disheartened its trustees,
and brought the whole structure to the verge
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of bankiuptcv Mr Cornell, seeing that the
State's land &cnp, on whose proceeds the uni
veisitv wab solely dependent except tor the

original endowment of $500000, was selling
at about 50 cents an acre, a sum far less than
its ultimate worth, bought up all the unsold

"scrip" and located and tiansfened to the
unnerbitv befoie hit, death over 600,000 acres
of the finest timberlands in \\isconsm But
the anticipated adv ance IE forest v ilues did
not take place, taxes and cost of administration
amounted to over $60,000 a vcar, and the uni
veibity was soon obliged to trench heavilv on
itb capital to meet cumnt expenseb A wav of

escape that offered in 1880 was blocked by Henry
W Sage, chairman of the board ot tnibtees
In that year a New York syndicate proposed to

buy 275,000 acres of the Western lands for

$1 225,000 an amount that would have released

the trustees from their troubles But Mr Sage,
believing that the lands would go still higher,
refused his consent, and the bargain fell through
Less than two years later his faith was \indi
cated 140,000 acres were sold for $2,320,000,
other sales were made later at increasing pnceb,
and the university up to 1905 realised a net

profit of some $5,765 000 Besides its income
from these sources Cornell received large pn
vate gifts Henry T\ Sage gave altogether
$1,175,000 Andrew D White, $200,000, H
Payne, $970,000 for the New lork branch of the

Medical College, W H Sage, $270,000, Hiram
Siblev $155 000 D B Fayerweather, $340,000
J D Rockefeller, $250,000 Dean Sage $235000,
John McGraw, $140000 and H W Sibley,

$160,000
Out of the 2704 students enrolled in the first

five years, 2347 entered on the minimum en
trance requirements In 1872 the university
became coeducational and in 1877, in spite of

the constant decrease in attendance, the entrance

requirements were somewhat raised In 1882

the faculty, including instructors and assistants,

numbered but 49 The additions made to the

library were few During this anxious period
in the history of the university the members of

the faculty, ill paid and overworked, loyally
stood by it and pursued their work notwithstand

ing all difficulties New courses were offered in

the departments of civil and mechanical engi

neermg, architecture, agriculture, the sciences,

humanities, and military science After 1882

the university developed and expanded in accord

ance with the original idea of the founder The
Law School and the Andiew D White School of

History and Political Science were organized in

1887 The Sage School of Philosophy, which has

become known for its work in mental and moral
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tion of Cornell Lnnersitv in a small town pre
vented it Horn adding a medical school to its

departments although a medical pieparatory
corn-be lias existed since its inception In 1898
thitj problem was solved bv establishing a medi
cil college in the city of New York, with a
branch at Ithaca, where the fiist two ye\rs 01

t'ie couTs>e mav be taken In the same year th^
enhance requirements., which had been much
lined since 1J>92 were put on a rooting equiva
lent to those of the leading universities in the
Lmted Stite*,

Cornell Lniv ersity compribes the following de

partments and collegeb (the attendance given
is in all cases that of 1912-13) 1 The Graduate
Department, having charge of all students pur
suing graduate work at the university under the
several faculties Thib department offers couibeb

leading to the degrees of AM, Ph D , etc I-
numbered 395 students Twenty four fellow

ships, ranging from $500 to $600 a vear, and 17

scholarshipb of the annual value ol ^300 a vtir,
are available for students 2 The College of
\rtb and Sciences offers elective courses leading
whether sciences letters or the classics arc

mainly chosen to the degree of AB The at
tendance was 1112 3 The College of Law offers

courses leading to the LLB degree and num
bered 297 students 4 The Medical College,

partially conducted at New York Citv, confers
the degree of MD and numbered 150 students
5 The College of Agriculture offers courbes lead

ing to the B S A desfree and numbered 1840 sfu
d( nts Connected with this college is an agricul
tural experiment station, cbtibhbhed bv the Tul
er il %o\ eminent m 18S7 6 The New York State

Veterinary College confers the degree of D V3I
its attendance was 120 7 The College of \rclu

tecture confers the degree of B 4rch and hid
an attendance of 144 8 The College of Civil

Engineering confers the des^ree of C E and nura

bered 503 students 9 Siblev College of Me
chamcal Engineering and Mechanic Art*, con

sistmg of the departments of mechanical elec

tncal, experimental engineering the department
of mechanic arts, etc ,

confers the degree of M E
its total registration was 956

Undergraduates are required, etcept for bpe
cial reasons, to take a course of military drill,

extending over one year under the supervision
of a United States armv officer

The government of the umvereitv is vested m
a board of 39 trustees, the university facultv,

composed of the professors and assibtant profe&
SOTS having charge of educational matters con

cerning
1 the university as a whole, and the facul

ties of the several schools and colleges, who
have charge of their respective divisionb

The number of regular students in 1912-13 was

4803, of whom 466 were women To these must
be added an enrollment of 1392 in the summer

philosophy and in experimental psychology, was

organized in 1890 President Schurman ap-

pealed to the State in 1892 for further aid on

the ground that Cornell although not a State session and 597 in the winter school in agricul

institution in the strict sense of the term, was ture The staff of instruction numbered 750

educating 512 students free of tuition, and that

the State was especially interested in education,

agiiculture and allied subjects, for which, like

the TC estern States, it should supply the neces

aary funds The Legislature generously re

sponded to his appeal by establishing at Cornell

University the State Veterinary College m 1894,

the State College of Forestry, the first institu

tion of its kind in the United States, in 1898,

and the State College of Agriculture in 1904,

for the maintenance of which large legislative

appropriations are annually made The sitoa

The principal buildings of Cornell University in

elude the $300 000 Library the gift of Henry W
Sage Sage College and Prudence Risley Hall

dormitories for w omen Boardman Hall Rtimson

Hall, Sibley College Franklin Hall Lincoln Hall

Rockefeller Hall, MornU Hall McGraw Hall,

Auditorium, Home Economics building and the

several buildings of the veterinary and agncul
tural colleges The campus situated on a hill

looking down upon Cayuga Lake and surrounded

by gorges, falls, and cascade*, is considered one
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of the most beautiful in the world Barnes Hall

and Saie Chapel represent the religion life of

the university The libraries including the

famous Andrew D White collection on the Prot

extant Retormation and the French Resolution

and tie FiAe Dante Petrarih and Icelmdic

collections contain 427000 volumes, besides

64000 pamphlets The income ol the university

is about ^2 487^10 a veir The presidents since

its conception have been Andrew D \\hite,

LL D ( 1865-85 ) Charles Kendall Adamb, LL D
aSS5-P2 Jacob Gould Schurman LLD
{ 1892- )

COE1JEB A commercial term originating
m the United States and denoting the operation

ur, more properly, the resultant effect of ac

ijuiring contracts for the delivery of &o much of

a commodity or of the stock or certificates, of in

dehtedness of a corpormon, as to raise abnor

mallv the values thereof, to the advantage of the

buyers A corner is effective when those win
have contracted to sell and deliver the stock or

commodity are torced, for la(k of other supph
to buv it, or the certificates or warehouse ie

ceipts representing it from the buying or cor

nermg pool at the pooPb prices Converseh i

corner it, smashed" whtn the buyers, finding
their means madequite to their operations ire

forced to throw their holdings on the open mar
ket or -when those -who have contracted to dehv tr

the stock or commodity are able to obtain it

independently of the pool For the latter rea

son because the total supply is not stncth de

terminable nor all obtainable, attempted comas
in wheat and other actual commodities are SP!

dom succesetul On the other hand, corners in

stocks and certificates having definite total ibsues

may be carried jUbt to the point where thev

bankrupt the seller i e , to a point where if the

prices are put any higher the sellers repudiate
their contract^ and the corner is smashed for

lack of a market The pobsihility of any consid

erable corner arises from buying and selling on

margin In this usual and speculative form of

stock dealing the broker or commission houw
lends the buyer or seller the money needed for

the deal, demanding, however, for CUB own pro
tection, a deposit of 5, 10, or 20 per cent of the

face value of the contracts made The dealer is

thus enabled to buy or sell stock to a -value of

from 5 to 20 tunes the amount of his actual

capital, and a combination of large dealers cm
without difficulty buy or sell the whole stock

issue of the largest trubts or railroads If, now,
such a combination sells, ie, agrees to deliver

practically the entire issue of a road, they may
find when they attempt to buy the stock to fill

their contracts that it is already held by the
very persons to whom they contracted to sell it

That is, a rival combination has been secretly
working against them, and the sailers of the
stock are forced to buy the stock at exorbitant

prices and then sell it back to those for whom
they bought it This is the process technically
known as "squeezing the shorts

" Until recent
years nearly all corners of importance were ma
mpulated for speculative reasons, ie, for the
immediate gam of the operators and without

any view to investment Of such a nature was
the famous gold corner, organized in New York
by Jay Gould and his associates This corner,
culminating on "Black Friday," Sept 24, 1869,
was smashed by the release of government gold
by the Secretary of the Treasury thus render

ing the "shorts,
5' or sellers of gold, independent
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of the cornering bjndicate that held the gold
which the shorts had agreed to ^11 Latterly,
however main coinws or comers in effect have

resulted, incidentally and often to the regret of

all concerned from tne effoit ot nv il tombina

tions to bu\ the control oi some Urge trust or

railroad for permanent investment and admmis
train e purpose Ot this kind TV as the corner

in the Xorthern Pacific Railroad m May 1901

when the price of the stock rose abruptly to

1000 bid Foi an account of the gold corner

of 1869 conbultBuutrcell Renunivcences of tfixty

Teau, in Public Affaus (New lork, 1902) For
an interesting account of the actual manipulation
ot a corner, consult Fiederic, The Mm Let Place

fLondon 1899) Pee MABGFS DEALS SHOET
SPECCTATICA TRUSTS
COB/NET (OF Fr cornet, from ML cor

netum coinfta, bugle, dim of cotnu horn) A
stop or series of pipes in an organ, intended to

imitate the tone of an obsolete wind instrument

which has been superseded bv the oboe The
CORNET 1 PISTON (Fr cornet with pistons) a

modern brass or silver wind instrument of the

trumpet kind, has two or three valves and m
brass bands takes the soprano and contralto

parts Its range is from cl to c* It was first

introduced in France as an orchestral instiu

raent The cornet a piston produces very pene
trating tones, though less powerful than those

of the trumpet The rapidity of execution in

runs trills, staccatos etc , which can be attained

on this instrument, combined with the pealing

quality of its tones, has made it the favorite

solo instrument in open air band concerts, but
this very resonance will most likely keep it out
of the svmphome orchestra

COHOT3T (Fr coinette, standard, so called
as haung two points or horns, dim of corns,
from Lat cmnit, horn) Formerly the lowest
commissioned rank m the British cavalry, so
called because the cornet earned the standard
Its equivalent rank in the infantry was the

ensign (qv ) In 1871 the titles of cornet and
ensign were changed to second lieutenant

COEJTETO, kor nfi'tt, or COBOTTO TASQTOTIA.
(from It corao, horn) A town of central Italy,
about 12 miles north of Civitavecchia, occupying
a commanding eminence on the left bank of the
Marta, and 2 or 3 miles from the Mediterranean,
over which it has an extensive view Corneto
arose near the ruins of the Etruscan city of Tar

?uinn,
and waa built in part from its remains

t was erected into a city by Pope Bugemus IV
in 1432, hut the picturesque old battlemented
walls and towers which surround it are said to be

long to an earlier period During the wars of the

Guelphs and the Ghibellmes this city maintained
a firm allegiance to the popes Pop (commune),
1910, 5617 The

scanty remains of Tarquimi he
about 1% miles from Corneto Tarqunui was re

garded as one of the most ancient and important
of the Etruscan cities and took part in the wars
with Rome m the fourth century BC , but later,
with the rest of Etnma, came under the Roman
dominion It seems to have been destroyed by the
Saracens The Necropolis of Tarqumii, which is

far the most important relic of the ancient city,
is on. the same hill as the modern city and ex-
tends into the neighboring plaon It is of great
extent and has been, said to cover 16 square
miles Many tombs have been opened, but most
of them had been plundered in early times The
most important tombs are those decorated with
paintings on the walls, noteworthy are the Grotta
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2 CORNFLOWER (Centaurea cyani_.
S CALISAYA (Cinchona oalisaya), var Ledger-lam

4 COLCHICUM (Colohlcum autum

Silene noctlflopa)
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delle Jscn/joui (prolulih one ot the earliest),
Grotti del Buom. (JiulU Querciola, Grotta del

Comito tmiel>iL (iiutta Jtl Tifone, and Grotta
dell Oieo Consult l)(imi- fifiei awrf Ceme-
tfnes or J- tntna

1
1 ondun, 1^07 ) Dasti Aofizie

<? Taiquinia e Cotneto (Rome, 1878), and the

periodical \uti u degh tfcow (1906, 3907)
COEN FLAG Sec IBIS

CORNTLOWER, or BLUILBOTTLE (Cetitau-
tea <yami 1

,) A phnt ot the laraily Compobiti
indigenous to Euiopt, \\lteie it it a common weed
in gianifields tnd whence 't has spread to other

countries Itb long, slender, br inched stems
which reach a height of from 1 to 2% feet, bear
terminal flower headb ibout 1% mchtb in. diam
eter dunng summer and autumn These flower

heads have a wreathlike appeal ance, due to the
neutral ra\ florets and from early times have
been favorites for making garlands Being hardy
and of eabiebt culture, the coinflowei has become
one of the mot popular annuals in American
flower gardenb and has de\ eloped man\ varieties,

which range thiough various fchadeb from deep
eat blue to white In the United States it has
at leabt 15 names, the commonest of "which is

perhaps bachelor's button,
' a n ime also applied

to two othei plantb, Ranunculus aL.ni, and Gotn

fJirena globtrta
COEJT'HILL An important London street,

named from a corn nuiket formerly held there

The Tun a yrison, and the Stand nd, a water

conduit, stood upon it in medical times

COBRIAjNT, kOr'ne a'nS, GiurBirnsr*,
COATL DI (1742-1813) An Italian liteiarv his

tonan, bom at Om Xuovi (Brescia) In his

youth he studied law and wrote for the theatre,

but afters aid he betime connected with the

College of Brescia ind published *ome woiko on

agrieultuie In 1797 he was nude one 01 the

Tribunal of C issation for the Cisalpine Republic
The work for vtLuh C oiniam ib best known ib a

literary histon of Italy, I ^roh dfllfi letteta

tura itahana ( 1804-13 , new ed by Ticozri 1832,

and by TJCOZ/I Pralari, 18">4 56)
COB/NTCE (OF, It cormre, ML tonnj,

border, from Gk spurts, lotonis garland, from

Kopuf6s, KorOnos, curved, connected with Lat

corona, crown, Ii cor, circle) In architecture

the promoting cope or coping at the top of

A -wall, the crooning member of an entablature

(qv ) Its origin is to be found in the decora

tion of the ea^es or promoting edge of the roof,

ita earliest forms mall pnmitne e-ueb construe

tion but, like HO many forms dern ed fiom "true

tuial deuces it eaily became a decorative feature,

quite independent of the caus and even of th?

roof The Egj-ptian toinice, ^n^a^ablv a high

projecting cavttto and fillet abo\e a round bead

or torus, was probably denied from the over

hanging eaveu of pamiu-^ stalks and earth in

primitive Imts The Greeks developed two chief

types of cornice in the Done and Ionic orderb,

both. iecallin- earlv eavefa construction m wood
lo these the Romanb added a third the Conn

thian, of moie ornate design, tlun either, wid

these types have persisted through ill the ages

amce though with, endless variations of detail

In all cornices of classic frjpe the esswtial fea

tvu< is the corona (<{\ ), the broadly projecting

square ed&ed mcmbci which casts the wide

shadow which w one of the most important deco

ra-tee ettette of a cornice A group of mold

ing*, called the ted mold, supports this bhelf,

nd it is usually crowned by a wwitMm or

erwn molding, wliicb generally forma the front
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of the gutter or earee trough This, however, is

wanting on the Greek Done cornice except upon
the sloping or ? a? in q cornices of tmngular pedi
mentb The bed mold may be plaon or adorned
\uth dentils and the cornice ma} be turther
tnnched with modillions or brackets as in the
Corinthian and Composite ciders, or with mu
titles, under the corona, as in the Done
In Syrian Christian and in Byzantine archi

tectuie the classic t^pes were greatly modified
and in early Chuatian or basihcan buildings the
cornice giaduallv lost itb importance The Eo
manesque builders in Italy devibed a new type
the arcaded, borne on small archeb lestmg on

corbels, m the West they more often employed
the corbel table a plain fatone bhelr 01 cope
resting on corbels without archeb or molding^
Gothic art emphasi/ing \ertiral lines subor
dinated the cornice as an architectural feature
Gothic corniceu aie little more than groups of

vigorous molding^ under a le\ el topped coping
but in some caseb a deep hollow under the coping
is filled uith riehlv caned vines leafage, or

ro\\3 01 crockets The Renaissance le^ived the
classic tvpeb, which are in general use to day
Ab the top number of aii entablature the cor

nice is ued not niertlv to maik the edge of the

roof, but also at, a btnd between succehune

stones, and is the topmost feature and finibh

m furniture and many forms 01 minor arclu

tecture See E\TABt\Ttnus OBOES* OF ABCHI
TECriEt

COENICHE, kOr'neah' ROLTE DE LA (Fr,
cornice road) A renowned carriage road fol

lowing the coast line of the Rinera between
Nice and Genoa It is noted for its striking

views, particularly between Zsict and Mentone,
and it much tra\eled in preference to the lailway
CORKTDES, kOi'ne ds, DAMEL \o^ (1732-

87) An Hungarian histonin. born at Szent

MikWs He studied philosophy and theology at

Erlangeu, German v As the companion ot Count

Joseph Telelu, he \iaitwl Itah, Germany, and
Prance and while in Gcrman-v contributed

greatly to the enlargement of the Hungarian de-

partment in the Uzmeisitv of Gottingen and
other institutions In 1784 he \*ab appointed
librarian and profe&boi of heraldry and diplo-

macy at the University of IPest His principal
works include Kequm RungaruB, qui Sasculo

X7 Keffnatere, Cfenealogta CPressburg, 1778),
BilliotJieca Hungan'a (Peat, 1792) Commen
tatio de Sfligione Teteium Hungairtrum (^i

enna, 1791) Ttttditur Inonyim Belte Regis "Vo

tarn (BucU 1802)
COBNZF^BOTJS SEEIES {from Lat oorna,

horn + ferre, to bear; In Amencan geology,
the second of the four grea-t di\i&ions of the

Devonian system, so named on account of the

haid eherty nodules found in many ot its hae
stones It includes, the Schohane and Cornifer

ous stagesi The rockb of the Corniferous aenes

mosth sandstones and limestones are found

along the Appalachians, m Ohio, and in Canada
wheie< they inclose valuable deposits of petro
hum SeepE\OM4.N Syfouv

COBNITICnTS, kor
7^ fishl fls A Rom in

unknown, save foi Qinntilian's references to him
is author ot a work on rhetorical figures,

and, perhaps, of a general work on ibetonc "We

still have four books entitled Rhetortca, and
dedicated ad Herwnwm Since many passages

quoted by Quintilian from Oormfieius appear in

tne Rhetonca ad HerewinMn, it was long held

that Conuflcius was author of ttw troatai? "R*
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cent opinion ho\re\er, is against this view Con
suit tie edmonb b~s Kaveer (Leipzig, 18o4),

Fnelncn (part i, %ol i, of the Teubner Cicero,

Leipzig, 1384), and ilirx, who refubcs to recog
mze t1 e authorship or Cornificms ana has pub
h"l i.d. t1 e tu\t dndtr the title Incerti Auctons de

Itat oaf Dtrn>li ad C Hctenmum Libn IT
l Leipzig IS'M- Kruhnert Die Anfange der

Ithcto, i' fc-i drn Rome) n (Uemel, 1871) Schauz,

Gcwlifhte t'cr i bmisdiLri Littrratur 197 a (3d

ed ilunn-h, 100'J), r-s al&o ceated to regard
Cornifc u-a b ti>t author of the treatise ad He
tcininm Fur fuither d^usbion. of the question
of authorship and a good account of the contents

of tl e tr\.ati t. s, t tie introduction to Wilkms's

edition 01 tie De Oirtoie of Cicero, -vol i, pp
ol-64 <2d cd CKlord 1888)

COBNTETCITTS, QTOTLS (-c40 BO) A
Roman general, v contemporary of Cicero Dur

ing the Cu il War he supported Csebar, by whom
he \sas appointed Governor of Svria and after

ward of Afric i Afttr Caesar s death he mam
tamed the latter prounce for the Senate, but on

the establishment of the Second Tnunrv irate was
defeated xnd slam in Little by T Se\tms Cor

nificiu apptArs to hsL\e been distinguished also

for In* httrarv aoilitiea

COB,N"I$TG' A city and the county seat of

Adams Co Iowa, 77 miles east southeast of

Council Bluffs, on, the Burlington Route (Map
IOT\ a C 4 1 It lias a public library and a fine

Masonic Ttmple Agriculture and stock raising
are the chief industries, -\nd brick and tile are

manufactured Corning was incorporated under
a State Layv of 1871 It \tais formerly the seat

of an Icanan settlement The government is ad

ministered by a mayor and a unicameril council

The city owns its ivater works Pop , 1910,

1702
COBlTlirG A city and the county seat of

Steuben Co , X 'i , IS miles by TJ.il west north

vie&t of Elmira on the Chemung River, and
on the New lork Central the Erie, and the

Lackixta'ina, railroads (Map New York, C 6)

Among the more prominent buildings are the

city hall, free academy, public library, Corning
Hospital, courthouse, city club, and St Marys
Orphan Asylum Corning has ertenave manu
factures of cut and flint glass, railway supplies,

pneumatic drills, air compressors, terracotta

goods, building and paving brick, lumber, sash
and blinds, etc Corning was incorporated as a
citv in 1890 Under the revised charter of 1905
the mayor holds office for two years and the coun
cil is elected The board of public works, police,
fire, and civil service commissioners, and the
board of health are appointed by the mayor and
council The -Rater works are owned by the city

Pop, 1010, 13,730, 1920, 15,820

COKNUKJ, EBASTUS (1794-1872) An Amer
aean capitalist, born in Connecticut In 1814 he
settled in Albany, N" T, where, as o^ner of the

large ironworks there and later as a banker,
he accumulated a large fortune He was largely
interested in, the formation of the New York
Central Railroad, of which he waa president for
12 years He was also active in promoting popu
lar education and, taking part in public affairs,
served as a State Senator in 1842-45 and as a
Democratic Representative in Congress in 1857-
58 and again in 1861-63

COBNUT^ J(AXLB) LEOKAED (1855-1923)
An American neurologist, born at Stamford,
Conn , and educated at the universities of Heidel

brg and Wurzburg He 19 known as the dia

CORN INSECTS

corerer of spinal anaesthesia and as the fiist

to inject liquid paraffin into the tistsueu, there

to sohdifr he al&o Jemonstiated that the action

of stimulants, sedatues and certain other medici

nal isub&t me& mav oe increabed if the subject

remains in compressed air Ab consulting neu

rologist he sened various Ne\\ lork hospitals

and, besidtb his, contributions to the medical

press, ^rote Carotid Compression (1882)

Brain Rest (1883) Bt am Exhaustion (1884),

Local Anesthesia (iSbb) Hysteria and Epilepsy

(1888) 1 Tieatise on Headache and Neuralgia

(18SS 3d ed , 1S94) ,
Pain in its A euro Patho

logical and \euio Thei apeutio Relations (1894) ,

and alt>o a romance, The Princess Ahmedee

(1900)
COB3ST INSECTS Insects affecting Indian

corn aic numerous and \aned Plant Lice An

iphis (Rhopalosiphiim, niaidis) is \videly dis

tnbuted bv means of its minatory ringed

rsbSCTS INJDBIOC9 TO IVDItN OOBN

1 Larger cornstalk borer (Durtrzo) a bonng Ion a
within the base of the stalk 2 Smaller borer (Pamfcha)
a the moth, at rest 3 A flea beetle (Diabrotica) and its

root-destrojmg grub

swarms, it lays its eggs on the stems of the
corn beneath the ground, and the young attack
the roots, the ants asbist this injury by can}
ing females heaiy with young and colonizing
them upon the roots {See In&eot Life, vols i,

111, Washington, 1888-90 ) Beetles Certain
weevils attack the roots and stems, especially
bill bugs of the genus SpJienophoms, the giubs
burrowing in. the bulbs of the young plants and
eating the roots of the tender leaves near the
surface of the ground, their work is sometimes
confounded with that of a cutworm (larva of

Eadena, tfipa-ta) Fall plowing is useful against
both The larvsB of several flea beetles (Dia
brotica) are often styled corn rootworme The
adult beetles, closely related to the cucumber,
melon and squash beetles, feed on the pollen and
silk of corn and the lance on the roots, and both
do great damage in the Mississippi valley Ro
tation of crops is the most effective remedy The
com silvanus (Sihanus sunnamen&is) is promi
neat as destructive to grain From an economic
standpoint this is the most important member of
the family Cueujidae It is a flat beetle with the

edges of the prothoraT sa* toothed Besides
Indian com, wheat, and other gram, it infests
dried fruits and other foodstuffs Another mem
ber of the same family, a bright scarlet beetle,
of the genus Ctofltyw, also infests stored grain

-

Moths The larv of moths, "cutworms" and
"webworma,*' do much damage The worst spe
cies, however, is the "com worm," or "corn bud
worm,

1*
the caterpillar of a noctuid moth (Helv-

which destroys the flower buds
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(See COTTON INJECTS
) The large stalk borer

often highly injurious in Southern field^ ib the
larva of a phaLenid moth (Diatroea sacchai alis )

which perforates the stems at their babe, wliuc,
in the axils of the starting leaves, the paiuit
moth lays its eggs in spring Ihis mqect is

better known as the "sugai caw borer '

of tin

American tropics Tidy methods of firming
are the best preventive Other smilltr l>wn>
are the caterpillars of the moths Pempelia Ivj
nosella and Gortyna nitela The cinch bug (q v

)

is also an enemy of Indian corn Consult

Rilev, 'Insects of Missouri," in United State*

Department of Agncultute, Division of Ento
mology, Repoits 1 avid, 3 (Washington, 1881),
Lmtner, "Insects of New lork," in Agncultwal
Eofpenment Station, Repwt 1 (Albany, 1882)
Comistock and Shngerland, "Wireworms, in

Jgricultuial Eaopenment Station, Bulletin 33

(Ithaca, 1891) , MyncL (ed ), "Corn Pests and
Diseat,eb," in The Book of Corn (New York,
1904), Chittenden, "Corn Root Worms," United
States Department of Agriculture (hashing
ton, 1905) , Webster, "The Corn Leaf Aphis,"
United States Entomological Buteau (Wash
mgton, 1907), Forbes, 'Experiments with Re
pellants agam&t the Cora Root Aphit>, 1905 and

1906," Illinois Experiment Station (Uibana,
1908 ) , Garman, "The Corn Root Worms," Ken-

tucky AgticuJtuial Experiment Station, Bulletin

Vo ISO (Lexington 1907), id, 'Corn Pests,"
Bulletin Ao 145 (1909), Vickery, 'Tapers on
Cereal and Foiage Insects," United States En-

tcmoJoffical Bureau (Washington, 1910) ,

Turner, Bud Worms m Corn," Uaoama Expeti
ment Station, Cucular Vo 8 (Opelika, 1911),

Kelly, 'The Maise Bill Bug," United States

Entomological Bureau, Bulletin 95, part 11

(Washington, 1911) Fulloway, "Insects Injuri-
ous to Corn," United States Entomological Bit

>cau (ib, 1912)
CORNISH LANGUAGE AND LITERA-

TURE The Coimsh language belongs to the

British subdivision of the Celtic family and

stands, on the whole, nearer to the Old Breton

than to the Old Welsh (See GELTIO LAN
GUAGES ) It ceased to be a living language in

the eighteenth century, although a small num.

her of Cornish woids are still used in the Eng
lish dialect of Cornwall

Only a small quantity of Cornish literature

has been preserved FOT the Old Cornish

period, of which the language is piaetically the

same as Old Breton, nothing exibts but a few

proper names in old records For Middle Corn
ish we are somewhat better off A vocabulary
of the twelfth or thirteenth century has been

pieserved, which appears to be a copy of a more
ancient original, and also a few texts dating
from the fourteenth century to the seventeenth
rlhe Middle Cornish literature, like the Middle

Breton, consists almost entirely of religious

poetry and drama These monuments scarcely

go beyond the fifteenth century
For Old Cornish, consult Stokes, "The Manu

missions in the Bodmin Gospels," Revue celtique,

vol i (Pans, 1870), and Urkelttscher Sprach
tchatz (Gottingen, 1894) , Henry, Lexvjue ety

mologique du Ireton moderne (Rennee, 1900) ,

Pedersen, Verglewhende Grammatik der keltw

chen Sprachen (Gottingen, 1909-13) The Mid
die Cornish vocabulary is pnnted in Zeuss,

Grammatica Geltwa, ed by Ebel (Berlin, 1868-

71) For the other monuments, consult Noi

ris, The Inctent Cornish Drama (Oxford, 1859) ,
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Stokes, 'Pascon Agan Arluth" Transactions of
the Philological Society (London 1861-62),
Bfiinans Menase! (ib, 1872 j Jenner, The Cor
nish Language (ib, 1873-74K Jago, The An
twit Language of Cotnuall (Truio, 1882) For

krammais, consult Jenner, Handbook of the
Cot nish language (London, 1904), which treats
of the language chieflv in its latest stages, with
some account oi its history and literature

DICTKAABIE& K Williams, Lexicon Cornu-
Bntanmcum (Llandoverv, 1865), Loth, Re-
mat ques et collections an lexicon de Williams

(Paris, 1902] further coirections and addi
tions in the Reiue celtique (vol x\m, pp 237-
302, Paris, 1002) , Stokes, Corniih Glossary
(London, 18Gb-C9) Jago English Cornish Die

tionary (ib, 1S87) , Loth, 'Etudes conuques,"
in Revue Celtique, vol& xvm-xxvi (1897-1905),
Les mots latins dans les langues bi ittoniques
gallow, armoncain, coinique (Paris, 1892)
CORN LA"WS A name given in England to

the long series of statutes dating as far back
as the reign of Edwaid III and terminating
onlv in the year 1846, which had for their oh

ject the regulation of the trade in gram The
tenor of these laws varied with the idea which
was uppermost in the mindb of the legislators
At one time designed to secure a, proper supply
of grain, the exportation of grain was pro
hibited, 01 allowed only when a surplus of the
home supplv revealed itself in the low pnce
for gram Later the underlying principle was
frankly the encouragement and support of the

agricultural mteiests, resulting in the prolii
bition of the importation of grain, or permitting
it only when the price of gram was extremely
high and importation seemed unavoidable to

prevent famine At times, moreover, in the

long and vaned history of this legislation, re

sort was had to bounties as means of encourag
ing and promoting home production The shift

ing of legislation attracted little comment and
less agitation until the beginning of the nine

teenth century At that time the manufactur

ing interests grew restive under the restnctions

which were placed upon the trade in grain, and

early in the century something m the nature

of a compromise was made bv the adoption of

a sliding scale m the duties on importation
The object of this device was to reduce the

import duties in proportion as the pnce of

grain increased, so that at famine prices grain

might be imported duty free By the Act of

1828, at the price of 62s a quarter for wheat,
the import duty was f1 4s 8d For every shill

ing less in the price, a shilling was added to

the duty, but when the pnce rose above this

point the duty decreased by a larger ratio than

the rise in price At the pnce of 69s the duty
was 15s 8<, and at 73s the duty sank to its

minimum of Is Such Ji arrangement not

only promoted speculative operations but also

prevented foreign countries from furnishing

gram habituallj for the British market
This legislation was obviously in the interest

of the landowners, but as the tendency of Great

Britain to be an importing rather than an

exporting country had already become manifest,

it seemed cleai that the effort to increase home

production by restrictions on importation was
virtuallv an attempt to aggrandize the landed

interest "by a tax upon the food of the people
The manufacturing interests, which were now

rapidly coming into power, devoted their ener

gies to combating this principle, which increased
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tl cu*t oi li\itig and tluuugh wages, tvie cost

oi mmm luunng But the public at large,

thudgli ^aguelv Lonsciou^ tliat the laws -were

it ^arnnie tuth the principles oi political econ

om\ uio not till tfte ven Ubt, earnebtlv unite

ir tailing for repeal There was a powerful

rart\ wfin repiesentPd vtitk wonderlul plaui
Inhtr that thew wtnctne statutes *en> idwi

tifkd with the bft intere^ of the country

I heir arunonts miJit thus be summed up
I Protection T\ is nt-ccsss^rv, m order to ket.p

iiitain pnoi land 5- m <ultnation 2 It ^as
aebir^bk to cultrvatf a& much land at. pu&sible

n urder to uupicnt. th^ countn 3 It imprme
ment b" that niean-v ^ere checked, England
would he dependtnt on foreigners ior a large

portion ut fie food ai the people 4 Such

dependence ^ould b< Iraught with immense

danger IP tin event of ivar supplies might be

^topped,
or the ports might he blockaded the

if suit homj nnjme di'-ease, and cml war 5

The ad^ \ntige gained Lv protection, enabled the

landed propnttis and their tenants to encour-

aii manntiaur^ and trade t>o much so that

it tut (.0111 laws vtie ibohshed, half the coun

tr\ bboptwupers would Ije ruined, that -would

be followed bv the stoppige of many of the

mills and futoiies and no one would venture

to bav "what -would he the final consequences
It cannot he unin^tructive to put on record

thit thes* arguments e\ersed a commanding
influence \er tte Ulwrmp i lasses the small

town slinpketpcrs, ilmoet all the memberb of

the learmd jirofts^iona and a ronsiderable sec

tioii 01 both liouseb of Parliament Yielding at

length to tlu ontinued agitation and recogniz

ing thit England's piospent\ lay in the develop
ment of her minufaeture'5 rather than in the

lurther enLouia^eratnt ot agriculture Sir Rob
ert Peel in 1846 at the time of the Irish famine,
effected the rtpeal oi tlie Corn Laws By this

act tlie iiiauinum dutv on foreign wheat was ira-

mediatelv reduced to 10s per quarter vhen the

price T* a under 4bs \vith lo^er duties as

puces ro-^e above that figurt these dutis to

ceae on Feb I I<W after which the dutv

should be Is per quarter (See Ann COBIT L&.W

LiuAt,LF COBOE\ RICHABD ) The area devoted

to wheat cuimatton in England is le9 to dar
th in it was 50 VMM ago although the popnla
tion has greath increa^d Modern methods of

communication however have opened Tip new
areas of supply, and the development of mann
factures and commercp has amply compensated
for tie lost* m agricultural production
The following tabks show the trade prior to

and following tae repeal of the Com Laws
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\eara impoit* ue meaauied in huudiulA eights
Th inireas* in gram imports i-s *-lo^n in the

lolloping txble

Wieatand . \alueofall
YFiS wheat flour in

|
breedatuffs

In tlie meantuue the iggiegate -value of all

Bntwh imports and txports has risen from
376 000 00(1 in 18t0 tj Ab)*s 000 000 in l&SO

idObjOlH) (Mill in 1903, md xl 2.2000000 m 1912

The growing dependence ot Great Britain upon
foreign lonrces of supply for breadatuffs is re

fled<d m thy decline of th* aifa %unn in gram
dopfcj xi'iiih m 1874 was reported as 9,431,276

tores, C 053 0*4 acre^ in 1^04 a.nd 7154742 m
1012 Ru'-su and other European countries con

tribute to the Bntibh impoits 11 does also India,

but the prmupil wurcet whence imports are

drivn \rt shown in the following statement

IMPOSTS Of 'WHBi.T Bt

India
Russia
Argenona
Australia

2> 379 000
9000000
18783000
11 90S 000
19 974 000
21 Sol 000
1 481 000

Bibhograpny The text of the Corn Lawa is

to be found in BufisA Statute* {rev ed, 16

\ols, London 1882-1900), and the speeches
on both &id( b of the qutbtion in Hansard, Parha
mentary Delmtet (1815-46) A comprehensive
and accurate presentation of the whole subject
and its bearing on trade is given m M'Culloch,
Dicttonam af fommfice and Commercial Aatn

gafton (London, 1870) , Acland and Ransome
Political fftvtoty of England (ib, 1894), sum
marges the Corn TJIW^ previous to 1815, and
the progress of legislation from that time until

1846, when the Corn Lavis were reppaled Other
sources of information are "The First and
Second Reports from the Pelect Committee on
the Epworth (Corn Law) Petitions," Great
Britain Part Papery 8es$ ISjfS, vol xi, Wjl
sou, Influences of the Corn Laws (London,
1840) Thornton Historical Summary of the

Com 7ffs (ib, 1841) Platt History of the

IMPORTS OF POftElGN WHE&.T CDREENT PRICES OF -V7HE1T A^ID DECL \JRED \VLUE OF All
BRITISH EXPORTS FROM 1801 TO 1868

Coincident^ with an increased importation Bntuk Own LQVV (ib 1845) , Morley, Life of
Df food stuffs there wa* a notable expansio of Mwhard roMi (ib 1881) McCarthy The

toreign trade, ai shown in the exports In later JBpoo* of Rtforrn J830^-50 (ib , 1882) jfi
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son, Eistoiif of thi r.;/rt 7<ms (ih, 190i) and
tor a full bil>liograph> \ en Tot I Public Libtaty
Bulletin, \ol \i No ) (Nen "iork, 1902)
COEN MAEIQOLD See CIIBYSA>TUTMT M
COENO, Wno MONTE (Mount Horn) Ihe

highest peak (0585 feet) of the Apennn e? (q v J

COEN OIL, CORN PITH See MUZF
COENOY"ER, PuL(I8G4-I023) An \rnei

ican paintti Hf i\ is born in St Loui*- anl
studied there at the School of Fine Arts and
in Puib undei lefebue, Benjamin Constant
ind Louis BUnc [n ISO 1

) he came to New
\ork, \vheie he devoted Inmselt piinupillv
to city scenes of a tianquil chaiacttr A sub
tie senbe of vihies and lan atmobpheiic quab
tieis constitute the great chaim oi lus pictures
His favorite bubjectb an, snou and run effects

and he is at his bcbt in <mch pamtingb as

'Morning, Madison Square
5

(\V M Chase

collection, New lork) , '\ Ramv Day, Madi
son Square' late Afternoon Washington
Squat e' , Aftei the Earn 3

(Biooklyn Museum i

1

Ha/y Alorning, Fifty ninth Street (1911)
"Old Ne\\ York' (1912), Libiaiv Lane
(1912) all mteiputations of a highly poetic
cfiaiatter Coinojer -nas elected m 1913 in

associate membei of the National Academv of

Design
COENTLANTEE (1732-1836) A cele

biated half bleed chitf of the Seneca Indians,
the son of a trider n lined John O'Bail During
the Fiendi and Indian War he led a war party
of the Senecas 'which had joined the French

against the English, and took part in the de

feat of Braddock m 1755 During the Revolu

tionary \Yai he joined the English, took an
active part in the bordei conflicts m New York,
ind seems to have been prebent at the massacre
of \\yoimng Afterward, however, be became
a steadfast fnend of the whites and with Red

Jacket, directed the afiairb of hit. tnbe for

many yeaia He spent much time and energy
in exhorting Ins nation to avoid intemperance
His Indian name was G-aryan T\ ah Gah Con
suit Snow den, Hittoncal SJ^etih of Oomptonfer
(1867)
COEN SALAD, or LAMB'S LETTUCE (Vale

iianella) A genus of plants belonging to the

family \alenanace* The species are annual

plants of humble growth, \uth repeatedly forked

sterna and very small flowers, natwe in Europe
Some of them aie frequently u^ed as spring

salads, and sometimes as a substitute for spin
ach particularly the common, coin salad (Taler
wnella ohtoua) For early spring plants the

seed is sown in September and cultivated,

mulched, and wintered like spinach Corn

salad lacks pungency as a salad plant, but comes

early in the spring when other salad plants
are scarce For illustration, see SALAD PLAJTTS

COBNSHELLEE See MAIZE
COEN SMUT See SMTJT

COEN SNAKE (so called from its color,

which resembles that of red Indian corn)

COBBT flHXKB (CobJtaf gvftatu,)

(Hatee of the top and nde of thfrhe&d)

ier of two harmless snakes in the southern

United Statea 1 Coluber guttatiu, found in

i COBirtJ

\irguua, and southwaid, 2 l It-tt long reddish
bro\vn with black bordei ed bnck red blotches

It climbs eabih and leeels upon voung birds

and small lodents 2 Tie m'lk nake (q\ I

COBN'STALK (c 1720-77 J A celebrated
Shan nee Indun ihief He coniminded the In
dianis m the stubboin battle of Point Pleasant

(q\ )
on Oct 10 1774 d inng Lord Dunmore'q

\\ar and won the pi use e\en of the whites
bv his great bia-mv and iddres,-. After the
battle he mad* i tieatv ot ptace \tith the

\ngmi m& m sp tt ot tht opposition ot a pait
or hib tube aiid ktpt it luvalh until 1777,
when the ^lavnets bung incited to rene^ hos
tilities he ippeare*! at Point Pleasant in person
and notified the bettlers that he might find

himsth foiced to run AMth the stream" The
bittlers decided to detain him and his ton as

hostages ind euon atteiwaid while still in

<. onfinemPnt, the t\\o were treacherou&lv mur
dered by sume whites, infuriated by continued
Miawnee outiages
COENSTALK DISEASE A fatal disease

that aftects eattle, and occabionally horseb and
&heep uhen turned into tlie fields in the fall

after the corn has been gatheied for the utiliza

tion of the stalkb The tau&e oi the dibease in

still undctei mined Bv borne iy\ estigators it

1 at been eonhidtred is due to corn smut or to
the oisanibms of the Burrill disease of corn
Others ha\e belieied that a poisonous prm
ciple IB bometimeb present in cornstalks which
c T.USCS the death of animals, The name toxemia
mmdii for the diseabe -nas babed on this theory
In some localities the disease has. been sup
posed to be due to the combined action of in

digestion and home poisonous substance ab
sorbed bv the corn, eg, saltpetre In a case

of cattle poisoning in Kansas from eating dried

cornstalks an m\ estimation revealed the pres
ence oi large quantities of potassium nitrate

This substance had formed m email white crys
tals -which resembled mold, but was readily

recogni/ed bj tasting By cutting a cornstalk

in two and tapping it on a table a considerable

quantity of powdered nitrate of potash was

jarred out A chemical analybis showed that

this substance constituted 18 per cent of the

dry weight of the cornstalks Feeding expen
ments with potassium nitrate showed that 500

grams would kill an adult animal weighing
1200 pounds It has been suggested that hydro
cjanic acid may form m the stalks and be the

cause, but sufficient evidence of thib is hacking
The symptoms are those of violent digestive

disturbances followed by delirium and complete
unconsciousness A pronounced weakness of the

hind parts ib Ubuallv observed, which finally
leads to paralysis

Corn smut has been extracted with alcohol

and injected into guinea pigs with negative re

suits, and no poisonous alkaloid has been iso

lated by chemical means Corn affected with

the Burrill com disease has been fed to cattle

without producing any poisonous effects Some

investigators consider cornstalk disease to be

a form of hemorrhagic septicaemia There is

no medicinal treatment that seems to be of

any benefit The disease may be prevented by

cutting the stalks early and feeding them only
after they have been carefully cured and re

mo>ed from the field

COEMTU, koTnu', Jtmros (1849- )
A

Swiss philologist, bom at Basel He was edu

oated in Pane, taught Romance philology m
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his ii^tm tu\\n iml m it>77 became proltbbor
in t'le L*Murs t\ oi Prague, later accepting the

* Lt u Hi at bra/ Among his workb are

PlwrJw <l Bagnaid (1877) Glanwes pko

ntlGfw *s (1S7S! rfurfe? <>> te poeme dit Cid

- l^Sl-1'Ml and the Portuguese grammar in

Uroebti a G undnw der ) owanischen Philologie

COR'NTTCO'PIA lLat horn of plenty from

tutna hi* n topui, plent\ )
Ihe hoin ol

plenty (regarding the origin ol -which .oeral

iibltsi ire told by tne ancient poets,) it. generalh

plattd in tne hindb of figures emblem iticil oi

PlmU Liber ihtv, etc who ire represented i&

pou-mg from it an abundance of Iruit- corn,

etc It ib irequentlv u<d in both architecture

ird I>eraldn On the arm* of banks and other

public institutions it it. otttn represented as

pouring forth cnms See AMALTEEA

COBNUTUS, Lucres A-\>.=EUS A Stoic

philosophei of the time of \ero He was a n*

tive ot Libva but a resident of Rome He -was

the teieher and friend of the poet Persius Flac

rub wno left to him all his books and a large
^um of mone\ He took the books, but gave
the monev to the bisters oi the donor Although
1 e -was i rr end of Nero, the tyrant banished

him beciust he did not like his ad\ice about

the number of books in which he (Xero) pro

posed to write the history of the Eomans
Lor utus. wab a \olunimous \mter, both in

Latin and m Greek but little is known con

cernmg his workb His treatibe in Greek, On
the Mature of the Gods, is extant it deals

\\ith popular mythology is expounded by the

^toics It is edited by Lang (Leipzig 1881)

Consult Arnold, Roman Stoicism (Cambudge,
1911)
CORSFWALL (AS Cornneallas from Welbh,

Ir, Bret corn horn, Lat cotnu, Gk K^OS, 7 etas,

Goth hauru, Eng hoin + AS iteallas, strangers,
\\elsh Weath (TIT uel<sch foreign, Lat Tolca?,

name of a ptople) A maritime county form

ing- the southwest extremity of England (Map
Tna;land B 6) Itb aiea is 1337 square miles,

most of which is amble or in meadow and pas
ture The mining of tin and copper is an impor
tant industry, and there are extensive pilchard
fisheries The chief towns are Bodmm (the

county town), Launceston Penzance, Falmouth,
and Truro Pop 1901, 318.5&1, 1911, 325,283
Cornwall is very rich in remains of some an
cient culture These comprise cromlechs or

dolmens (qy ), found chiefly m the Land's End
district, uninscnbed monoliths circles and av
times of stone, caves, cliff and hill castles

lie products of the Cornish tin mines were
famous in the ancient world, and furnished

the Phoenicians with one of their chief articles

of trade The absence of Eastern coins and

inscriptions, however, has seemed to some to

indicate that the Phoenicians never set foot in

Britain, but carried on their trade indirectly

through Gaul Consult, however, Holmes, An
cient Britain and the Invasions of Julwe Ooeaaf

(Oxford, 1907) After the Saxon Conquest
Cornwall constituted part of the British King
dom of Damnovia, which held out against the

kings of Wesser tall 926, when Athelstane cap
tured Exeter At the time of the Norman

Conquest the Saxons were in full possession of

the land Christianity was introduced from Ire-

land probably as early as the fifth century,
there are numerous Christian remains, eape

cially from the seventh and eighth centuries

The inhabitants maintained an independent

oa CORNWALLIS

pr eathood till the tenth century w hen the coun

i~\ <>b iihie\cd to the see ot Canterbury
\\ilhaa tie Cunqueior ga\e nearh the whole
of (.uinw ul tu hit hilr biuther Robert of Mon
tain, -nlo v s toileted b\ i hm, oi powerful
earlb, ol \\ bom the mot>t celebrated was Richard,
tie tecond son of John electtd in 1257 King
of the Ronin-> In 13J7 Cornwall wab created

a diiuhy tor the Punce of \Sales, by ^hom it

hab continued to be held During the civil

Rar the inhabit xntb of Cornwall were mtenbely
lo\al and supplied Charles I with some of his

bn est soldierb Royalist \ictories ^ere won
at BiiMoc Down (Ian 10 1643) and Stam
lord Hill (May 13 1643} Fiom Sudeley
Cifetle Chailes I on Sept 10, 1643, issued a
moclarmtion to the people of Cornwall, thank

ing them for their great demotion Copies of

thib letter ire still to be seen in a number
ot churches See COBMSH LAJVGUAGE AND
LTTESATIIE
OOS2TWAJJL A port of entry and the capi

ital of Ptornont Co, Ont\no, Canada on the
St La^ence Rr-er, the Cornwall Canal, of

which it in the terminus and the Grand Trunk
and the Ottawa ail !sew lork raikoads, 56
miles, ei'rt southeist of Ottawa (Map Ontario,
K 3) It lias steamship connections with the

pnncipil Canadian ports The public build

ings include the town hall, a commercial col

leae, and a high school Theie are three paiks
The torcn owns the -niter and sewerage sybtems
and is supplied ^vith electnc light and gas
Electric aud water po\\er ib Tillable for manu
factoring The product^ of the manufacturing
industries include cotton, furnituie, bedsteads,

chairs, paper, and lacrosse supplies Cornwall
lies in a mixed farming and dairying district

Good fibhmg and hunting abound and there is

a summer resort 8 miles distant, at Stanley
Island The town's lacrosse club is one of the
foremost in the Dominion The United States
is represented by a consular agent Pop , 1901,
6704 1011 6->98

COBITWALL A village in Orange Co
, N Y,

52 miles b\ ri'l from Ntw "iork City, on the
west bank of the Hudson River, a little north
of the Highlands, and on the New York, Ontario,
and Western and the West Shore railroads

(Map New York B 1) It is in a picturesque
region, much frequented as a place of summer
resort Idlewild Park and Storm King Moun
tain are among the prominent points of interest

Just outside the village limits there is a large
carpet mill which employs some 500 persons
There are also municipal water works and a pub
he library Pop, 1900, 1966, 1910, 2658

Cornwall was settled about 1684, became a
precinct m 1764, a township m 1778, and was
incorporated in 1885 From the original town

ship, Highlands Blooming Grove, and Monroe,
besides parts of Chester and Hamptonburg, have
since been taken Consult Eager, History of
Orange Govnty (Newburgh, 1846-47), and
Beach, Cornuall (Newburgh, 1873)

COEITWAIL, BABEY See PBOOTEB, BBYAN
WAIXBB
CORNWALL, EABL OF See GAVESTON, PIEBS

COBNWAI/LIS, CABOLDJB TRANCES (1786-
1858) An English author, who was a linguist
and a student of wide reading in" various fields,
and whose first work, Phtosophtoal Theories
and Philosophical JBatpenenoe, fy a Panah, &p
peared in 1842 It was the first of a series

entitled "Small Books on Great Subjects/*
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which she lad formed the idea of writing with
the help of a few friends Of the 22 volumes
of this series, which appealed between 1842
and 1854, all the most important were written
bv herself The bubjects discassed were \anous

science, ragged schools., grammar criminal

law, Greek philosophy, etc In 1S64 appeared
her letters aiid Remains

COB1TWALLIS, CHABIES, firut MABQUIS and
becond EABL (1738-lb05) An English general
and statesman The son of the firbt Eail Corn
walhb, he was bom in London Dec 31 1738
Alter an educxtion at Eton and Cambridge he
enteitd tht anm and stntd as aid de camp to
the Marquis of Granbv in the Se\en lears \\ ar
In 1760 he was elected member of Parliament
for ETC, in 1766 lecerved his promotion as

colonel, m 1770 w i-s mide governor of the Towei
of London, and in 1775 became major genual
Though personally oppobed to the war with

Imenca, he went with his regiment tlutl'ei,
and the first succcstes of the British aims wen.,
in the mam, due to him After the battle of

Long Island, in which he took a prominent part
he puisued Washington through New Jersey
A detachment of his army consisting of Hes
suns, was captuied by \\iblnngton at Trenton,
Dec 26, 1776, and part of hb forces suffered

a defeat at Princeton, Jan 3, 1777 He had
the puncipal share in the victory of the Brandy
wine, Sept 11, 1777, after which he secured
tor the British the commmd of the Delaware
Rner In disgust at Howes failure to grasp
the critical situation of affair and to attempt
opeiations on a laige scale Cornwallis sent in

his resignation, which the King refused to ac

cept He served under Clinton at the reduc

tion of Charleston in 17SO atlue\ed a great
victory o\er Gates at Cxinden S C, on August
16 of that year and delLited Greene at Guil
ford Court House, N C March 15, 1781 He
was in the end outgeneriled by Greene and with
drew into Virginia, where he earned on a vig
orous campaign against Lifayette, but without
avail Finally he was shut up in Yorktown

by Washington and Rocliambeau, aided by a
French fleet under De Grabse, and was com

pelled to surrender on Oct 10, 1781 With
the surrender of Cornwallis the triumph of

the American cause was virtually achieved

Although the disaster resulted in the resigna-
tion of the British ministry Cornwallis escaped
censure owing to royil f tvor In 1786 he was

appointed Governor General of Indu and com
mander in chief and distinguished himself by
his victories over Tippu Sahib and by his inde-

fatigable efforts to promote the welfare of

the natives He returned from India in 1703,

when he was raised to the rank of Marquis

Appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, he suc-

ceeded in quelling the rebellion of 1788 and et

tabhshed order in a manner that gained him
the good will of the Irish people As Plem

potentiary to France he negotiated the Peace of

\nnens Reappointed Go\ernor General of India

m 1804, he died at Ghazipur m the Province of

Benares, Get 5 1805, on his way to assume the

command of the aimy in the upper provinces
Consult Marshall, J/emo (Gateshead 1806),

Lord Cornwallis' Correspondence, ed by Ross

(London, 185*) RetonKarr, The Marquess
Oornwallis, m Rulers of India (Oxford, 1800)

COBO, k</r&, or SCTTA ANA DE COBO A city

of the State of Falcon Venezuela, situated east

of the Gulf of Coro (Map Vaaesuela, D 1) it
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is engaged in cattle raising and is a centre
for interior commeue Coio contains several
churches interesting for their antiquity, though
they either ha\e been rebuilt or lie in ruins
La Vela, its port, which is 6 miles to the east,
has a good harbor and a trade with the Dutch
T\est Indies and is the residence of a United
Stateb con&ular agent Population, 9432 Coro
one of the oldest cities in Venezuela, was settled

b\ Juan de Ampue& in 1527 and tor a time was
the Splash capital of Venezuela It was
created the first bibhopric of Venezuela in 1531,
but subsequently the see was remo-ved Its
decline dates fiora the trinsference of the gov
emmental and ecclesiistical authorities to Car
icas It -nab the ob]ectue point of Mirandas
firbt descent upon Venezuela n 1S05, when he
led an abortne e\pedition against the Spanish
in the hope of precipitating the resolution of
the Spanish American colonies

COBOADO, ko'roa'du (Portug, crowned, in
illusion to a peculiar stvle or weiring the hair)
A name without ethnic significance, applied by
the Poituguese to eeveial Brazilian tribes The
name "Coroados' (also Bugies) is now ap
plied to the people lormerh called 'Zuavanib
(of Tapuyan stock), and known also as Cain-

gangs
'

These are
'

the dread Bugres of South.

Brazil," who inflicted such destruction upon
the settler of the interior They are to be

distinguished from the "real Coroados
1

of the
states of Mmas and Matto Grosso
COBOI/LA (Lat, garland, dim of corona,

crown) In flowers, the inner one of the two
sets of floral leivt^ The individual parts are

called "petals," and they are usually delicate in

texture and \anously colored, forming the

showy part of the flower In case they are

absent tie flower is said to be "apetalous
" The

corolla is supposed to serve as an attraction

to inbects, so that the flower may secure cross

pollination Ste FLOWER
COB'OLLA/BT (Lat corollanum, deduction,

gratuity, money paid for a garland, from corolla,

garland) A proposition the truth of which

appenis so clearly from the proof of anothei

proposition at. not to require separate demon
stration For example, having pro\ed that the

angles at the ba&e of an isosceles triangle are

equal, it follows as a corollary that an equi
lateral triangle is equiangular
COB'OMAlfDEL COAST (Skt CSraman

dala, from Cfta, or Cola, name of a people +
inandala, circle kingdom) A region in British

Indii in former times comprising the portion
of the east coast of Madras lying between Point

Cahmere, in about lat 10 17' KT t and the

mouths of the Kistna, in about lat 15 40' N
(Map India, D 6) The name is sometimes

applied to the whole of the west shore of the

Bay of Bengal The coast hat> numerous inlets,

but possesaes no safe harbors Ships are com

pelled to anchor several miles off the coast,

which is visited by the northeast monsoon from

October till April "The districts along the coast

were the battlefields for supremacy in India

between England and France in the eighteenth
century
COBOMANDEL OOOSEBEBBY See CA

KAMBOLA
COB<XtfA (Lat, crown) In astronomy, the

name cjiven to the faint outermost luminous ap

pendage of the sun, seen only during total solar

eclipses, when the brilliant central disk is ob

acured See STO
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, in meteorology, are colored rings
seen around the moon through peculiar forms

oi cloud See HALO
COBOBTA In architecture, the upper part

ol the classical cornice especially the shelf

hke portion between the bed molding and the

e%nutium (^eeCoBMCL) The term corona 5

i" also applied, especially bv ecclesiastical wnt
ors to the apse or semicircular termination of

the choir, as in the case of Becket's crown,"
at Canterbury Corona IB also appbed in ec

cleaia^ticol nomenclature to a chandelier, in the

form of a crown or circlet suspended from the

roof of a church, or from the -vaulting of the

na\c or of chapels, to hold tapers which are

lighted on solemn occasions Famous mediaeval

tvunples are those in Charlemagne's Palatine

Chapel at Aix la Chapelle and in St Michael's,

Hildesheim

CORONA In plants, a word applied to any
crownhke appendage at or near the summit of

an organ It is usually restricted however, to

appendages -which occur in connection with

corollas For example in the species of Silene

and allied forms, members of the pink family,
there is a two lobed outgrowth at the junction
of the daw and blade of each petal Taking
the petalb together, the&e outgrowths form a
10 lobed crown at the base of the blades In
the passion flowers there is a \erv conspicuous
corona consisting ot many rows of filamentous

outgrowths Similar outgrowths are found m.

the flowers of other families but are most not
able in sympetalous corollas where they form
folds or projection* in the throat, as in ole

andfT yanoub borages, etc In the several spe
cut of \aiciwu9 the corona which nseb from
the throat of the corolla is often -very conspie
noun. In all cases these appendages are out

growths from the inner face of the petals, and
it has been suggested that they are the equiva-
lents of similar outgrowths from the inner face
of grass leaves, at the juncture of the blade
and sheath In this latter case the appendage
is called a "liguie"

COBORA A city in Riverside Co, Cal, 48
miles southeast of Los Angeles, on the Santa
Fe and the Pacific Electric railroads (Map
California H 9) The city contains a Carnegie
libiary, Woman's Improvement Club, and fine

high school and city hall buildings Theie is

also a splendid circular boulevard on which big
automobile races are held annually Corona
is an important shipping point for lemons and

oranges Citrus fruit growing, alfalfa milling,
and the manufacture of clay products and
crushed rocks are the duel industries Pop ,

1900 1434, 1910, 3540

COBOITA ATTSTRAO-IS (Lat, Southern

Crown) A small southern constellation, de

scribed by Ptolemy and consisting of stars of

moderate brightness It is situated between

Scorpio and Sagittarius
COBOITA BO'BEAIJS (Lat Northern

Crown) A small and bright northern constel

lation between Heicules and Bootes The ar

rangement of hix of its principal stars tlic

brightest of which, is of the second magnitude,
in the foim of an almost perfect semicircle ren

ders it easily recognizable In 1866 a noia,
or temporary stai, known as "T Coronte

' w is

disonered by Birmingham in this constellation

At first of the second magnitude, nine days
after its discovery it was again imisible to

the naked eve, it still exists as a star of the
tenth magnitude It is worthy of note as the
first noi a to which the then novel methods of

stellar spectrum analysis were applied

COBONACH, kor'G nA See CORA^CH
COBOffA CIVICA See CBOWN
COBONA COHVIVIALIS See CROWN
COBONADO, ko'rona'Dft (Sp, crowned)

The name among Spanish speaking fishermen
of the West Indies and Mexico for the amber
fishes of the genus Senola See AMBEB FISH

COBONADO, FBA.TCISCO VASQTTEZ ( '-c 1549)
A Spanish explorer He came to the New World
about 1535, and, by marrying Doua Beatm, the

daughter of Estrada, the royal Treasurer for

New Spam, secured preferment at the viceregal
court in Mexico He was appointed Governor
of the Prounce of New Galicia, and in 1539
secured the command of an, expedition for the

conquest of the
'
Se\en Cities of CTbola," which

the fnar Marcos de Niza- claimed to have dis

covered on a preliminary expedition earlier in

1539 On Feb 23, 1540, Coronado started from

Compostela with a large force of horsemen, in

fantry, and native allies, supplied with artil

lery and abundant munitions and food He fol

lowed the western coast of Mexico till some
distance beyond Guavmas and then crossed the
mountains into southeastern Arizona On July
7 he reached and stormed the chief city of

Otbola, the stone pueblo of Hawikuh, now repre
sented by large rums a short distance west of

the pueblo of Zufli, in New Mexico Making
this his headquarters, Coronado sent expeditions
to the West, which explored the country as far
as the Moqui villages of Tusayan, and to the
Grand Cafion of the Colorado, which was
first seen by Europeans when the soldiers under

Lopez de Cirdenas reached it early in September,
1540 Other parties explored towards the east

and in September, Coronado moved his forces

to the Rio Grande, camping in the village of

Tiguex, near BemaMlo, New Mexico During
the winter the natives of the river villages were
subjugated after a fierce resistance In April,
1541, Coronado led his whole army across tine

mountains into the great Buffalo plains of
Arkansas and Indian. Territory Finding that
he was being misled by a native guide, he sent
his foot soldiers back to the Boo Grande;, whilo

he, with. 30 horsemen, pushed, northward, hop
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ing to find a country rich in treasure In July
he reached a gioup of tepee villages, somewhere
near the border line between Kansas and Xe
braska Convinced that the country contained

nothing of value for ham, although he recognized
its splendid agricultural possibilities, Coronado
returned to Tiguex A severe fall from his
hoise induced Coronado to turn homeward m
the spring After several months of deprivation
he reached Memo with buch of his army as had
not deserted along the route The Viceroy
recerved him coldly and allots ed him to resign
the government of New Galieia Coronado lived

quietly on his ample estates until his death,
about 1549 The original documents describing
Coronado's journey, which contain much infor

mation concerning the southwestern United
States at the time it was first visited by Euro-

peans, are translated in Wmship, "The Coro-
nado Expedition," m the Fourteenth Report of
the United State? Bureau of Ethnology (Wash
ington, 1896) Consult also Wmship Jour

nei/ of Coronado (New York, 1904)
CORONA ITrNEBRIS See CBOWN
CORONA MHJBALIS See CBOWN
COBONA KATALTTIA See CBOWT
COBOWA iniPTIALIS See CBOWN
COBOMA OBSIDIOMTALIS See CBOW*
CORONA SACERDOTALIS See CBOWN
COBOHA SEPTTLCHBAUS See CBOWN
COB'ONATIOM' (from Lat coronare, to

crown, from corona, cnmn} The act or cere-

mony of crowning the sovereign of a monarchi
cal country The use of crowns in antiquity,
as a mark either of honor or of rejoicing, will

be explained under CBOWN It was, no doubt,
as an adaptation of this general custom to a

special use that the practice of placing a crown
on the head of a monarch at the commencement
of his reign was introduced The practice is

very ancient, as we may learn from the fact

that Solomon and Ahaziah were crowned, and
it has been followed, in one form or another,

m most civilized monarchies The ceremony is

religious AB well as political and is usually per
formed by a high ecclesiastic, as a recognition
that "the powers that be are ordained of God"

Generally it has been accompanied by what was

regarded as the still more solemn nte of anoint

ing with oil a ceremony which, from the time

of the ancient Hebrews to our own, has been

peculiarly significant of consecration or devo

turn to the service of God The term employed
for "crowned" in the Saxon chronicle is gehalgod,

fallowed' or 'consecrated', and it would seem

that the ceremony as then performed at Kings-
ton on Thames or Winchester was the same in

all essentials as that which now takes place

m Westminster Abbey
In the early days of the European monardnea

coronation WAS an. indispensable nte, without

which no accession to a throne would be recog

mzed by the people, but in our day, the line of

succession being clearly established, the cere-

mony is often deferred without prejudice to the

lovalty of the subject In most countries a
solemn pledge, known as the "coronation oath,"

is exacted from the new sovereign as an indis-

pensable preliminary to coronation There are

very early traces of this, both among the Jews

and among the rulers who established them

selves upon the ruin* of the Roman Empire.
Before the principle

of hereditary succession

was firmly established, the consent of fte people

was an important factor in a transfer of seven-

eignty and was purchased by the solemn pledge
to rule justly and to pre&erve e\ery man s

rights The present English coronation oath
is the most definite and carefully considered

agreement of the kind Alter the revolution

of 1688 it was made more explicit than e^er,

including an express engagement on the part
of the sovereign to maintain 'the laws of God,
the true protession of the Gospel, and the Proteb
tant reform >d religion as it is established by
law" The inns of this declaration were long
resented by Roman Catholics in England, and

finally, in 1910, the Accession Declaration Act
was passed, which substituted a short formula
for the objectionable clauses The formula now
runs 'I, , do solemnly and sincerely

in the presence of God, profess, testify, and
declare that I am a faithful Protestant, and
that I will, according to the true intent of the
enactments which secure the Protestant succes

sion to the Throne of the Realm uphold and
maintain the said enactments to the best of

my powers according to law" The oaths of

other countries are neither so elaborate nor so

specific as that of England
For a learned treatment of coronation usages

in general, as well as for a typical modern m
stance, consult Pascoe, The Pageant and Cete

mony of the Ooionation of their Majesties King
Edward the Seienth, and Queen Alexandra (Ne^v

York, 1902)

CORONATION, THE A play licensed bj

Shirley in 1635 It was, however, wrongly in

eluded in the earlier editions of Beaumont and

Fletcher, as theirs

CORONATION OHAIB The ancient throne
used at the coronation of English kings since

Edward I It is kept in a fair state of preserva
tion in Westminster Abbey Beneath the seat

rests the famous Lia Fail, the Stone of Destiny,
on which Scottish kings were crowned The
stone la said to be the one used by Jacob as a

pillow and to have been taken to Tara in Ire

land m the fifth century BC, whence it was

brought to Scotland and removed to England
by Edward I

COBONATION GULF An inlet of the Arc
tie Ocean, penetrating the continent of North

America, north of the Arctic circle, and in

eluded between long 107* and 116 W, Bath
urst Inlet being an extension towards the

southeast It is connected with other Arctic

channels by Dease Strait on the northeast and

Dolphin and Union Strait on the northwest

(Map America, North, G 3) It IB studded

with islands and receives the waters of the

Coppermine River from the south

COBONATION OATH See COBONATION

CORONEL, k6'r6-n6l' (Sp, from Lat ooro

flttJw, pertaining to a crown, from corona,

crown) A port in the Province of Concepci&n,

Chile, situated on the Bay of Arauco (Map
Chile, C 11) It is the commercial centre for

the highly productive coalmining district in

the vicinity and is a coaling station Pop,
1895, 2292, 1907, 6,258

CORONELU, koTo-nell*, MARCO VINCE>ZO

(1660-1718) An Italian geographer, born in

Venice He became a monk and devoted him
self to cosmography in Venice Hie then went

to Paris, where he waa commissioned by Louis

XIV to construct two large globes 4 meters in

diameter, which are m the BihUothegue Natio

nale in Pans They are considered among th?

greatest cunositua of the. buence of the seven
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teenth century In 1685 Coronelli returned to

Venice, was made geographer of the Republic
in 1702, and in that capacity published a ntun

her 01 maps and histories. His works include

hola di Rodt, geogi afica, stofica, antica e mod
eina (16S5-1702i and J/ewio/te istorico geo

giafiche del legno della J/o>ea (168o)
COSONEB A very ancient and important

county officer in England Ireland, and Wales,
whose original duty appears to have been that

->f keeping, as distinguished from holding, the

pleas of the crown for coroners are designated
in the earliest charters alluding to the office as

1 1 ^todes ptacitotinn cotonr? and coionatores

i he exact date of origin of the office is not

novn, but the better modern view is that it

nis firmly established under Henry II in the

twelith century Fiom England the office of

coroner has round its wav to the United States

and the self governing English colonies

The chief dutv of the coroner was described

by Lord Chancellor Campbell as follows "The
coroner next to the bheriff, is the most nnpor
tant civil officer in the county, and he performs
the duty of the sheriff when the sheriff is dis

abled from doing so and there are peculiar
duties prescribed to- him, more particularly to

inquire into the manner in which persons have
come to their deaths where there is any reason
to suppose that it may not have been by natural

means, and, on the inquiry, the jury being
sworn, the jury have all the rights of a grand
jury to find i verdict of murder, and on that

finding the accused may be tried and may be

sentenced to death
" The coroner s duties in

respect to this inquiry as to suspicious deaths

has hardly varied at all from the fourteenth

century to the present time, except as regards
the methods of procedure, such as summoning
jurors, witnefases, etc

Besides his duty of inquiring into causes of

suspicious deaths his other peculiar duties in

eluded that of inquiring concerning various
classes of pen>onil property, such as treasure

trove wrecks Ihe goods thrown away by a
thief in hia flight (known as "waifs"), to which
the crown laid claim, the holding of inquests
on certain felonies sueh as the breaking of a
house and the sudden injury of a person under

suspicious circumstances Until 1888, in Eng
land, the coroners were chosen by the freeholders

at a county court held for the purpose, but by
the Local Government Act of that year the

county council were made the electors. The
coroner is also ex officio a conservator of the

King's peace, and in this capacity may act as
a magistrate, his ministerial office is exercised

only when he acts in place of the sheriff

In the United States and in some of tbe colo-

nies of Great Britain the duties and powers of

coroners haye been enlarged or restricted, and
is some cases the office has been entirely abol-
ished The coroner is \ested by statute in some
jurisdictions with the power and duty to inves-

tigate into tbe causes and origins of fires which

appear to be of incendiary origin or of such a
nature as to require investigation, bt ex officio

the coroner has no authority to inquire into the
cause or origin of a fire except when death has
resulted from it

For a fuller description of the manner of

choosing coroners and of their duties and powers,
the statutes of the jurisdiction must be con
salted

Commit Sw&fopadM of ike Law* of &&

COEOT

land vol 111 (London 1897), Binmore, In-

structions for Shenfts Co/oneis, and Constables

(2d ed, Chicago 1S94) Bordem D Smith,

POILOS, Duties and Licbihties of Shenffs t Coro

tiers, and Constables i2d ed, Albany, 1897),

Jarvis, Office and Duties of Coronets, luth

Forms and Precedents (oth ed London 1888),

Stephen, History of tJif Cnnnnal Laio fib,

1883) ,
Pollock and Maitland, Bistoiy of Eng

lisli Law (2d ed, London and Boston, 1899)

Boys, Tteatise on Coioneis (Toionto, 1893)
COE'OJffET A special crown woin by princes

and nobles on state occasions and always repre-
sented abo\e their coats of arms Coronets TV ere

apparently intended originally as fillets to con

fine the hair, and during the reign of Edward III,

when they were not -\et used as distinctions of

rink TV ere oinamented with leaves Later they
came to be recognized as distinctions of nobility,

but were assumed arbitrarily without royal war
rant or restriction as to ube In more modern
times they have been strictly regulated, espe

cially in England The following rules apply to

that countrj the coronet of the Prince of ft ales

differs from the crown of England only in having
a single instead of a double arch a duke's coro

net has on the rim eight strawberry leases of

equal height that of a marquis, four strawberry
leaves and four pearls or balls of silver, alter

nately, that of an earl, eight pearls set on lofty

spikes, alternating with strawberry leaves set

lower, tliit of a viscount has 14 or 16 pearls
close together, that of a baron, si\ peails The

privilege of wearing coronets was first granted
to viscounts bv Tames I and to barons by Charles
II The French rules are essentially the same
COEONTNTI - CBOJSTBERO, u>'ra ns'ns kron'

b5rK, FRANZ, COUNT VON ( 1833-1901 ) An Aus
tnan statesman, son of the following, and one
of the early companions and schoolmates of Em
peror Francis Joseph After studying philos

ophy and law, he entered the army in 1850,
served in the campaigns of 1859, 1864, and 1866,
and was promoted to the rank of colonel in rec

ognition of his distinguished services at the
battle of Komgffntz Be was President of the
Chamber of Deputies from 1879 to 1881 and in

1882 founded the Coronim Club (Liberal Centre)
He became a member of the Upper House in

1897

COEONIHI-CEONBEEG, JOHANN BAPTIST

ALEXIUS, COUNT VON
( 1794-1880 ) An Austrian

general, father of the foregoing, born at Qorz
He entered the army in 1813 and partici

pated in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814 After

serving for several years in Italy, he was in 1836

appointed chamberlain of the Archduke Francis

Charles, in which capacity- he became preceptor
of the Emperoi Francis Joseph As major gen
era! he defended the passes of the Tirol against
the Italians in 1848, and m the Crimean War
(1854) was intrusted with the chief command
of the army of occupation in Wallachia He
was commanding general in Upper and Lower
Austria, Salzburg, and Styria m 1860, and m
1861 was appointed to the same position m Hun
gary He retired in 1865

COEOT, kd'ry JEAW BAPTISTE CAMILLE
(1796-1875) A French landscape painter, born
in Pans, July 17, 1796 His father was a petty
official who married a milliner and by shrewd

management of her business gamed a compe
tence CamiHe was educated in the college in

Boaen and at a school in Poussy, and on his

netatn to Parjs was- apprenticed to a draper,
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in accordance with his father's wishes But
trade had no charms for him, and in the mean

touches of bright color appear all the more ef

fective His values are perfect and, above all,
while he had acquired a taste for painting cich picture is an expression of deep sentiment-
After Seven VearS Of anDrentlCPs'hin TXlth t,l>{> t.h*> rnntA>.a-mn nf o hoan^+nl arvnl W,a ^nrlraAfter seven years of apprenticeship vuth
draper he resolved to be a painter Upon the
death of his sibter his father made o\er to him
her allowance, upon which Camille managed to
hubsist until finincul success crowned his ei

forts He first studied \uth Michallon, and upon
the latteiS death vuth Victoi Beitin a ClabSicist
and an apostle of the historical 1 \ndscape The
years 1825 to 1827 he bpent in Italy, and in the
latter veir he made his debut at the Salon \uth
two Italian landscapes a ' View of Narni" and
the Cimpigna at Pome" He again vient to

Italy m 1834 and m 1843, besides traveling in
France S^ itzerland, the Netherlands, and Eng moni?ed with the softness and delicacy of effect,
land But the greater pirt of his life \* as parsed which it was his chief effort to obtain As re
in Pans and "Ville d'Avrav, in the forest of Fon

- -

the coniebsion of a beautitul soul" His \vo___

have well been called painted music," and it is

no accident that he was himself a gifted
musician
His landscapes have often been criticized be

cause of their similarity, but they are only simi
lai in theme the tieatment is infinitely varied
It has also been urged that hi b works are too
even that they do not contain certain acid
tones and little defects which are found in na
ture and add to the effect of the picture Such
blemishes might indeed have made his work
more realistic but they would not have liar

tamebleau and the valley of the Seine In these

placet, he found subjects for his most beautiful

pictures
It vas some time before his works were lee

ogmzecl, but in his later life honors were heaped
upon him He received medals in 1848, 1855,
and 18)7 m 1846 he received the ciost> o the

Legion of Honor, and in 1867 he M ib made a
commander The younger artists almost wor

shiped him and in 1874 his fnends gave him
a gold medal to atone for the neglect of the
Salon Dealeib sought his pictmes ind it is

said that in the time of his prosperity fas income
from sales alone amounted to 200,000 francs a
year But Corot never cared for money except
to help his friends, which he did with a lavish

hand He was gentle jovial, and kind, and the

figure of Pere Corot, in his blue blouse and
woolen cap, with his long wnite hair and the in

evitable pipe, brought joy and sunshine HP
never married, but was devotedly attached to

his sister and his mother He died m. Paris on
Feb 22, 1875

gards the figures which usually form a part of

his picture, whether they be nymphs and god
desset> or French peasants, they rather heighten
the effect of the landscape than otherwise, and
with it they are always in perfect harmony So

great was his technical ability and so vivid his

imagination that Ins usual method was to paint
his works in his studio from sketches and notes

taken from nature
Corot has left a large number of works on a

great variety of subjects During his early

period he painted many Italian landscapes and
even religious subjects Of these landscapes
there are two good examples which he himself

bequeathed to tli< nation vi? ,
the

' Roman Fo
nun* and The Coliseum3

the latter is now in

the Louvre, v\ hich also possesses
' The Bridge

of Narni" (1827) Of Ins religious pictures the

"Baptism of Christ
"
in the church of St Nicolas

du Chardonnet in Paris is a good specimen, and
the Walters Gallen, Baltimore, the Havemeyer
collection, New \ ork, and the Boston Art Museum
contain examples of his historical compositions
The landscapes of his later period are incompar

Corot's art naturally falls into two periods, ably his best \\orks Among the best known
divided from each other by about the year 1843 is the "Dance of the Nymphs" (Louvre), a fresh

During the first of these he painted hke the con-

temporary ClassicistSj very detailed, with careful
morning sr>ene of a peculiar blue tone and the

f incomparable 'Passage
'

in the same collection,

and* severe drawing, but not without a certain showing his marvelous treatment of a lake with

charm of color The influence of this classical overhanging foliage There are about 80 of his

training may be seen in the nymphs with which pictures in the Lorn re, including, besides those
- - &- - - - ' * *,,. -i-

mentioned, 'Morning" (I860)
'
Souvenir of Gas

ndolfo" (1855), the "Road of Sin le

(1874), and "The Fisherman' Other
telgando
Noble" ,

.. ..

good examples are in the provincial muaeuma

he loved to people his landscapes, and the abso

lute mastery over technique which we see m
his second period This may be said to have

begun with his return from Italy in 1843, -when

he adopted the method of painting in the open and private collections of France and indeed of

air, which had been introduced from England by all Europe Corot is especially well represented

Constable and others The works of his second in the United States Ibe Metropolitan Museum

period are the works from which we chiefly know in New York possesses three good examples, in

him and which made him famous eluding "Ville d'Avray," a fine specimen of Co

Corot was the great lyric poet of the Bartozon rot's damty treatment of water, foliage, and

qchooL as Rousseau was the epic, and Dupre the distant buildings in the early morning light

dramatic As Rousseau portrayed the strong The faint rose of the sky suggests the coming

and vivid side of nature the oak, of all the dawn, and the touches of yellow and blue m the

trees the plains the hills, the nver, and the garb of the woman lend a soft brightness to the

forest-so Corot painted the tender, the waver scene There are other good examples m the

me the feminine side the poplar, the birch, the Vanderbilt collection (Metropolitan Museum)

w5low the wild flowers, sweet and shrinking and the Corcoran Gallery at Washington, m the

He was a painter of the misty morning and of Art Institute of Chicago, and the Walters Gal

the shadowy evening, of the hazy springtime A lery, Baltimore But not until the centenary

hffht mist or a haze of atmosphere usually en exhibition in Pans in 1885 did men know what

vdopB his pictures As with Rousseau drawing modern art possessed m Corot, "the greatest

was the most important feature, so with Corot poet and the tenderest soul of the nineteenth

it was the tone and values of color His pic century
'

browns, pale

pf hia favorite
tures are always in a- low key

greens, and silvery grays are a

colors, but in. this sad settu

VOL VI -8

i occasional

BibliogTaphy The principal authority for

Corot is the monumental work of Robaut,
L'Wuvre de Corot (4 vols fol, Pans, 1906),
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n r 'dm r ible illustrations and a complete list

or his pdintiQ^b Bneter biographies, with ac

t-nunt of lu& work, are bv Rousseau (ib 1884)

Ron r vlile& m /es arfufn celeltea (A, 1891 1

Ronnaon in Van Dvkes Modern Ftench J/os

f f* (New York 1306) Michel (Pans, 1*105)

i

r
mcl fib 1005j Cornu (ib, 1911) Conbult

Is i Vk\indre (reoffrov Oojof and Hillet,
\it'i critical ebsub (Xew lork 1HQ3) Mover
futip Cotot et Cjiitltet (Leipzig 1905) Gen
M! foof i/nrf TVuifMi (Bielefeld, 106| Mev
nU ' j/f nnd Azs Fnends (Nevr York, 1110 1

Mut'er Hivtom nt Modem fainting (London,
1107 1 and tl e luhliographv under BARBIZON
PUMtLS OF
CORTORAL (Fi ntpoial, It raporale, cor

p"i il from <vp< him Irom Lat taput, head,
iii'luonml M populir etvinologv with rvipotal,

hodilv, or coi/Ms bodv of troops) A military
t'tle ol bimilir rehtive noncommissioned rank

througnout the irnues of the world In the

I iiited ^tattb it is the lowebt noncommissioned
rank It mav be preceded b^ the appointment
of lance corporil jiven to private soldiers de

birmis 01 nnd selected for promotion In the

British navv the teim bhip'b corporal" is ap
plitd to i pcttv officer who takes orders from
tlu mister at uius

CORPOEAL (Ldt corporate, from corpus,
boi'v beimse the hobt or sacramental body of

Chri-t rests upon it) A square bnen cloth

\ilnch is spread upon the altar during the mass
and upon which rest the chaliee and paten It

Tias ongmalh large enough to be folded over

the chalice, but tins* w is later dibplaced bv a sep
arate piece now known as the pill (qv } The
older usige was lonsr preserved in the French
church and is still thp custom m the Carthusian
Ordtr Both corporal and pall must be blessed,

ind w ht n not in u-t ire earned in the burse, a

squire pocket ol cardboard covered with silk,

none except tho*>e in holy orders being allowed

to touch them ulien thei are in use

COBPOBAi, THE LITTLE (Fr, Le petit co-

poral) A term of fimilianty and affection

applied b\ the Fiench soldiery to Xapoleon I,

who began his military career as a sous lieuten-

ant m Corsica

COEPOEAL PTTUTSHMEITT Punishment
bv the infliction ot pain or hardship upon the

bod\, as bv confinement in the stocks, branding
or flogging Ordinarily the term is understood
to refer only to flogging or whipping of the

body
Much has been said for and against this last

Kind of punishment, aa a means of both public
and private correction The contention of those
who oppose itt> use and deny its value is that it

degrades the one punished and the one who ece
cotes the punishment, and that it tends to de-

teriorate the character of the person punished
by taking away hif self respect Those who
favor it generally admit that severe floggings
which lacerate the body or which are so con
tnved as to cause extreme agony, as in the

bastinado, do cause a degeneration in the moral
character of the victim which increases his tend
ency to repeat his offense or commit others in

spite of the danger of the second punishment, and
that this is ebpecially the case when such pun
ishment is inflicted publicly But the practice
is supported by the argument that whipping
whieh produces stinging but transient pain,
without mangling the body and without such

public disgrace as to destroy the sense of shame,
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is an efficient corrective for those cruel or brutal

or intractable offender*. M t }\ as \\ ife ind child

belters who are in-ensiMp to the punishment of

confinement or othei ordinary penalties Corpo
nl pum^hment at th? hinds ot publu officers

is a punishment for crime s u-uilly inflicted by

fogging in prison or jt the public shipping
post The practice la* teiierally been ahan
doned in cmh/cd commumtie- though it still

survues m Lngland and in many \mcncin
istateb is a mtana ot dibuphnt, of convicts

confined in piibons Further information

v\ill be given undei the title-? CAT FLOGGING
\\ HIPPING
Ihe authoritv of the husband, parent, guai

dian, and sdioolmister to inflict corporal pun
ishment upon the wife child or pupil will be

considered under HUSBAND A^D \\IFE, GUAB
DIA> \\ABD, PAEE.NT AND CHUD Scnoor
3IASTEB ETC bee albO \PPBENTICE For a

bibliography of corpoul punishment as a

punishment for cnme conbult the authorities

referred to under PE-\cuocrY, CEIMINOLOGY
COEPOEAL TEIM An old Boldiei, the serv

ant of Incle Tob 1 in Sttm^s rmf/am Shandy
COEPOEAL VIOLET, 01 FATHEB VIOI.ET

A name given to Napoleon Bonaparte bv his ad
herents in France v\hen he vvis m e\ik The
violet typified the Empire, which, in the per
son of Corpoi il Violet it wa* predicted, would
return m the spring
COEPOEATIOJT (Lat wrpotatio, from cor-

pot ate to embody, from cotpus, body, the cla&si

cal terms were cvpnt, unuetiitas, collegium)
Roman and Ctnl La\L The legal conception

of the corporation, was cleirlv \ioiked out at

Roman law As a bhip remains tlie same ship,

although all its parts be giadually lenewed by
successive repairs as a human body remains
the same bodv although w xste and repair pen
odicallv change all its minutest particles, so

a bodi of human beings, like a bench of judges,
a legion or the Roman people, remains the same
body in spite of all changes in its composition
In all cases in which such a body of persons
is recognized as a separate legal entity in all

cases le, in which the bodv itself is regarded
as owning property, holding claims, ind owing
debts a coipiis 01 unioerkitat exists, where,
on the other hand the members of an associa

tion aie treated as joint proprietors, joint credit

ors, and joint debtors, all that exists is a sone
tas or partnership
The Roman law recognized both piiwte and

public corporations Private corporations (at
least in the Imperial period) could not be estaJb

lished except by special automation or under
certain general statute* In the field of public
law the towns ( mumapta) , or, lather, the town
councils (collegia rfecwionum), were legarded
as corporations and the Imperial treasury (fis

ous) was recosfnired as an entity distinct from
the Empire From thw latter theory was de
nved the valuable conclusion that the fiscus

could be sued by pnvafo peisous to recover

property or enforce contiactual claims Cbari
table corporations were recognized, when the

Empire became Christian, churches and monas
tones received the rights of corporations, but
where property wafi devoted to a permanent
charitable use (pto oausa) it was not necessary
to give it to an existing charitable corporation
nor to create a new corporation to hold it The
Homan law did not treat the persons who ad
ministered such property as titular owners sub
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ject to a trust, noi was it usual, as at English
law, to incorporate boards of managers and to
treat the corporations thus creited as owners
of the property Ihe Roman law, in its final

de\elopment treated the foundation itself at.

a legal entit\, and Mewed the persons who man
aged the propeifr ab meie officers and repre
6(ntati\es> of the foundation
Modern crvil law us>tb the^e Roman concep

tions without substantnl change The German
jurist Gieike, indeed, maintains that mediae il

Geiman law de\ eloped and modern junspru
dence IB bound to recognize a third type of as>&o

ciation, intermediate between corporation and

partnership, which he terms the fellowship
(Genossensthaft) but his theory has obtained
no legislative 01 judicial recognition The Ger
man cml code (1896) declares that "societies

which are not incorporated are go\erned by the
rules relating to partnership

'

As regards the theory of the "juribtic per
son" modern civilians generally regard corpora
tions and foundations as persons only by virtue
of a legal fiction Thib legal fiction is generally

rtgaided is useful and indeed nccessin but
i few wnteis icyard it as unnecessary and
liaimful Ihese assert that a corporation is

nothing hut i plurality of natural pertonb act

ing undti speuil ruleu as regxids presentation
(ic \genc\ ) ind go\erned In spenal rules as

legards Mil cession and. they insert tint harm
is done hj obbcuung the fact that the pirvate

coipoiation is simply a pirticular method in

which nitmal persouo hold property and do
business Still mother school maintains that

p< im xnent associ itions public and pm ate, have
a character and a will which are not the sum
or the resultant of the characteis and wills of

the mdmduils who compose them and that

ttucb. associitions have thus a true personality
which the law does not create, but merely recog
m/es This is sometimes described as the an

thropomorphic theoiy

English Common Laii Three distinct fae

tors are to be recognized as essential to the

existence oi a corporation (1) one or more
natuial person b, who are the mcorporatort, or

bo called members (2) one or more trustees,

manages 01 directors, who haie the general
control of its afiairs and may or may not in

elude all and be coincident with, the mcorpora
tors and (3) the corporation or artificial

pirson, created by the fiat of the law, and al

w-ays separate and distinct from both its mem
bers and its trustees or managers It is this

separate existence, as a legal entity, which dis

tinguishes it from a partnership and from a

joint stock company
Classification Corporations are classified as

to either the number of members, or the ob-

jects for which they are formed, or the fullness

and completeness of their powers With regard
to the number of members, they are either aggre

gate or sole An aggregate corporation has

more members than one and is the more common
form A sole corporation consists of a single

member and his successors, who are by law in

vested with the same capacities as an aggregate

corporation Thus the King of England, or a

bishop, is a sole corporation A very few sole

corporations exist in the United States In

New York, e g ,
a joint stock company composed

of seven or more members may sue and be sued

in the name of its president, and the president
u for this purpose a sole corporation
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ftith respect to the purposes of their exist
ence corporations are classified as ecclesiastical

and lay, and the la^ aie frubdmded into cnii
and elpemoiyna) y Ecclesiastical corporations
are concerned wholly with religious matter^ in

eluding tne management rf ecclesiastical prop
erty, and aie composed wholly of spiritual per
sons, as distinguished irom la\men There are
none s,ueh propeih so c Ulcd in the United
State-, \n eleemob\ n 11 \ corporation ib one
formed foi pmpobeb oi chanty in the legal
sense of thvt woid le general public benefit

and utiht\ rxuipk-j arc found m schools

colkgeb and hospitals Cu \t to? potations are

thobe that are foimed for temporal purposes
They are either (1) putilu or mumc pnl it

created for go\ ernmt ntal purposes, buch is

cities and ullages or (2) pniate, including
others ot a civil nature such, ab railroad com

panies and manufacturing and general business

corporation Since nmnicipil corporations arc

pirt of the machmeiv ot g\ eminent, they nm
be dis&ohed rtstncttd 01 modified at the will

oi the- It^shrure hut an act which creates a

prnate toipoiation lias in the United States
been deemed to be in the nature of a contract
and (InxausH ot tint provision of the United
States Constitution which foibids the States
to pass any law* impairing the obligation of

contracts) eaniot be repealed or materially al

tered or impaired without the consent of the

corporation This doctrine of the inviolabilit\

of a coiporate clnrter rests upon the authont\
of the celebnted Dartmouth College Case (qv )

The opeianou of this mle is obuated in some
States In constitutional provisions or by special
cUuses ]ii the arts cieatmg corporations, to

tie effect that the legislature shall have power
to abrogate or nwdift such acts The divisions

of coiporUionb with reference to their powers
is into complete and quasi Those are quasi
which possess, some but not all, of the ordinary

powers of a corpoiation Counties, school dis

tricts, and in boine States, as New Ttork, towns,
aflord examples of quasi corporations

orations are created by charter or letters

fiom the crown, b\ legislative act, and

prescription Some loiporations which trace

eir origin to ro\al charter exist in the Unitea
States while others may be found which de

me their franchibe from immemorial usage or

prescription but the most common mode of

forming them is by act of the legislature This

latter method is either by special act or charter,

or by a general law which enables persons so

desiring, by conforming to prescribed conditions

and formalities, to become ipso facto a corpora
tion The formation under a general law is

most favored and is made mandatory by the

constitution of some of the States

Corporate Potteis The powers of a corpora
tion are those given by its charter, or the gen
eral law under which it ib organized, or fixed

and determined bv usage when it exists by

prescription, together with those which are im

plied by law as reasonably necessary or proper
to enable it to exercise its express powers and
to realize the objects for which it exists They
generally include the power to make contracts,

to sue and be sued, to hold property, to have

a corporate deal, to make by laws, and to elect

and remove members and officers If a corpora
tion exceed its proper functions, it is said to

act ultra vires An ultra vires act is, accord-

ing to the weight of *utaontyr void, but money
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paid or the value of propertv given to a cor

potation under in ultra vireb contract mav_be
ic-overed In a lew jurisdictions, eg, New
\oik, if the perhon dealing with a corporation
Las pt-rtormed on hib part an ultra -vires con

tract the corporation is held to be estopped
from tetting up itt> *ant of po^er (See Es
TOPPEI. i Corporations have been held liable

ior torts resulting irom their negligent per
lormance of in act, -nl'ether authorised or un

aathoriztd, in<i it ib nou generally held that a

corooriton imy bt. liable for any tort, the

ri ih^e or rtshsence ot the agent being imputed
to the corpontion It \i is, formerly held that a

i rpoi ition could legallv perform no act e\cept
ur der itb coiporate bLil out it may now act

Vit'icut a seal where natural persona may do so

Te quntity of land which, a corporation may
hold is u&u-illv fi\cd br its charter or a general
law and is commonh restricted in this country
to BO much as ib nectary for the proper per
lormance of its autiomed functions

Pull 10 Control of Co?po?arions The right
of tiaiting a corporation, conferred by charter

or legislative appointment, is that of exercising

legal tupei mtmdence and control over its ac

tionb It is an absolute, summary power -which

IB not review able bv the courts, unless its arbi

trary exercise ^ould result m gross injustice
It is strictly applicable only to ecclesiastical

and eleemosynary coipoiations, the visitor of

the former being the bishop of the diocese, and
of the latter the founder and his heirs, or per
bonb appointed by the founder la the United
States the Mbitotb of charitable corporations
ire nsuallv thur trustees, the right of visitation

being detumintd wholly by statute Civil cor

portions are subject to the general law, and
die amenable to the procebS of the courts, and
for misuse of poners or flagrant wrongs may
be dibsolved by proceedings instituted m behalf

of the State
A corporation may be dissolved by legislative

act, by judicial decree by surrender of its fran
chise and acceptance of the same by the State,
or by the death of so many members that enough
are not left to elect new members pursuant
to its charter The power to dissolve by legis
lative act is unlimited in England but in the

United States it is restricted as pointed out
above A judicial decree dissolves for the viola-

tion of the conditions of the charter or the law
under which it e-osts Upon dissolution the

property of the corporation becomes a trust

fund for the benefit of the State or the stock

holders, usually the latter If the institution

were charitable this fund is administered by
new trustees appointed by the court

Strictly speaking, a corporation can have no
legal existence outside the jurisdiction of the

sovereignty under which it was created By a

legal fiction, however, and by the comity of

nations and states, a corporation is held to
exist legally wherever it ia doing business, and
it may true and be sued, acquire property, etc,
outside of the state of its creation by authority
of the foreign state in which it is operating
and subject to such restrictions as the latter

may see fit to impose

CifwfeiwAtp of (t Corjwo*w Under the
Constitution of tie United States a corporation
18 deemed not to be a citizen of a State, so that
li cannot a* a foreign corporation claim equal
protection of the law with the citizen of a State
other than the State of its creation It follows

xo COKPSE

that a State may impose anv terms as a con

dition of a foreign corporation doing business

within the State provided it does not interfere

with the corporations constitutional right to

carry on interstate commeice \ corporation,
however is a citizen within the meaning of the

clause of the Constitution conferring jurisdic
tion on the Federal courts, and it may sue or

be bued in the Fedeiol courts, and may in a

pioper cate remove a caube from a State to a
Federal court Consult Angcll and Ames,
Treatise on the Law of Pniate Coipoiations

(Boston, 1882) Cook Tieatis? on the Law of

Corpoiations Hating a Capital Stock (Chicago,

181)8) Thompson, Comments les on the Law of

Corporations (San FranciseOj 1895-99) Clark
and Marshall, Ttfattse on the Law of Pnvate

CoipotaPons (St Paul, 1901) Purdy, Ticatise

on the Law of Private Corporations (Chicago,

1905) See CHABTEB, CERTIFICATE, DABTIIOUTS
COLLEGE CASE, CONTRACT, CITIZEN, ETC, Mu
\ICIPAL CORPORATION and its bibliography,
and for the treatment of the subject of corpora-
tions in its relation to crtil and Roman law,
see article on Crra LAW Consult also such

general treatises as those of Kent and Black
stone

CORPOSANTS See CASTOB AXD POLLUX

CORPS, kor (Fr corps) A military term

denoting a body of officeis, or officers and men,
generally a distinct military organization, as the

signal corps, corps of engineer^ and the coast

artillery corps, m the United States army,
and the various battalions of volunteers through
out England, locally knoxvn as the volunteer

corps More specifically it applies to the corps
d'armee, or army corps, which in the United
States formerly consisted normally of about

25,000 men, divided into three divisions, each
of three brigades of three regiments of infantry,
with cavalry and artillery in proportion, com
manded by a lieutenant general or major gen
eral The term "army corps" was abolished
in the British army in ID06 In the United
States army the corps has been replaced by the
field army, consisting of two or moie d wbions,
and is the appropriate command of a lieutenant

general Some European armies are organized
by combining army corps of yarying strength
and composition (See ABMY. OBQANIZATION )

In the navy it is used in the fiist sense, as the
medical corpa, the pay corps, the marine corps,
etc See NAVY
COSPS DIPLOMATIQUE, kor dfi'plo'ma'-

tek' (Fr, diplomatic body) The entire body of

foreign ambassadors and diplomatists assembled
at the court, or the capital, of a country
COB.PSE (OF, Fr corps, body, from Lat cor

pits, body) A dead human body is not prop
erty in the ordinary commercial sense of the
term In the absence of a statute authorizing
it, a contract for the sale of such a body is void,
as tending to outrage deeeaev, humanity, and
sound public policy , and an officer who seizes or
holds the body under any legal process issued

against the person while living is guilty of a
criminal offense But while a dead body is not

property, it is the object of certain well defined

rights The possessor of these rights is the

surviving husband or wife, or the next of kin
of thfr deceased, unless the deceased has ma.de a
Tahd disposition of his body bv will Accord

ingly, if one mutilates a dead body, or prevents
its burial, or unlawfully interfere^ with it after

burial, he may not only be punishable criminally,
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but be liable in an action for damages to the
husband or \ufe or nest of kin, of the deceased

Controversies between persons as to the place
of burial of a dead body, or as to its proper
treatment, are within the jurisdiction of a court
of equity in the United States and are not sub

ject to ecclesiastical decision, as has from an

early penod been the cise in England This is

upon the theoiy that the rights in a dead bodi
are in the nature of a sacred trust, in the proper
performance of winch all ire interested who
\\ere allied to the deceased by family ties

Not only IB a dead human bodv the object of

legal lights, but it is also the object of legal
duties on the part of the In nig The husbind
or the wife, or the noaiest 01 km, or, in the
ibsence or poverty of these, a stranger under
whose roof a death occurs, is bound to ge the

body of the deceased i decent bunal Any one
\vho cists it aT\iy without funeral rites or in

decently exposes it is liable to criminal punish
rnent On the other hxnd, the expenses of a

pioper burial ha\epnonto over e\ery other ctum
against the estate of the deceased Consult the

authorities referred to under SALE (of petsonal

piopeity) See BUBIAL, BODY SNATCHTVG

COBPS LEGISIATIF, kor' ll'zhe'sla'tef

(Fr , legislative body) The name of the Louver

House of the French national legitJature from
1852 to 1870 The number of members -was 251,
elected by universal suffrage for a term of six

years They were largely the creatures of K"apo
leon III Consult the histories of the period

by Granier de Casbagnac, Titile Delord, Beau

montVassy, and De la Gorce See FRA>GE,
NAPOIFOI? III

COBPS OP ENGHTEEBS See ENGINEER

IVG, MlLITAJttY, ABUT OfiGjLMZATIOJN , UMIED
STATES, 4tmi/
COBPULEITCE See OBESITY
COB'PTJS CATHOLTCO'BTrM: and COB-

PUS E'VANGELTCO'BITM (Lat, body of

Catholics and body of Evangelicals) The names

given in Germany after the Peace of Westphalia

(qv) to the Etonian Catholic and Protestant

divisions of the empire respectively The Elec

tor of Mainz was at the head of the former as

president It generally held its meetings in a

convent of that city in which the Diet happened
to meet The Elector of Saxony was at the

head of the latter When tie Electoral House

of Saxony became Roman Catholic, the control

was given to the Privy Council, which was a

Protestant body Both were extinguished by
the dissolution of the German Empire in 1806

COBPUS CHBIS'TI (Lat, body of Christ)

An important festival of the Roman Catholic

church, in honor of the sacrament of the Eu
chanst It was first celebrated in Liege in

1246 and decreed for the whole church in 1264

by Urban IV, partly in consequence of the vision

of a Flemish nun named Juliana, and partly

because the anniversary of the sacrament's in-

stitution fell at the moat solemn and mournful

time of the Christian year, when services of

a festal character were impossible It was

assigned to the Thursday after Trinity Sun

day, and thw day is still observed in most parts
of continental Europe by magnificent proces-

sions through streets decked witt flowers and

green boughs In the United States and some

other countries the solemnities are celebrated

on the Sunday after Trinity The office of

Corpus Chnsti, composed by St Thomas Aqui

nas, is one of the most beautiful in the breviary

:i COBPTIS CHBISTI COLLEGE

COBPTTS CHBISTI A citv, poit of entry,
and the count* seit oi Xueces to Tex 130
miles (dnecti bouth by ea&t of San Antonio
on Corpuo Chribti Ba^, and on the !National of

Mexico, the San Antonio and Aran&ab Pass
and the St Louib Bioun&ulle, and ileiico
railroad& and on the line oi the Texas and
Gulf Steamship Contain (ilap Tetas D 6)

Corpus Chnsti i! a popular health resoit, has
fine Loatmar and bathing jacihties hotels, and

boarding hout,ts, and the \iumty abounds in

ducks>, seeoe, and ot ler gxme It contain a

public libraiv samtinum and a fine county
courthouse The cit\ ib the centre of a market
gardening region his a canning factory, and

expoits hrge quantities of fish and oysteis
There is i good haibor attracting considerable

coasting: mde Corpus Chnsti adopted the

commission foim of government in 1900 The
city OTtns its water works Gen Zathaiy Tiy
lor encamped heie duri"^ the Mtxican "ttar,

and his intrenchments are btill pro- rved Pop
POO 4703 10108222 1920 10522
COBPTTS CHBISTI COLLEGE (Cambridge)

In 1152 the two guilds it Coiuus Chrihti and
St Man in tl,e to\-n oi Cimbudjc united to

found a hill or college tor edaciting clergy
to fill the phce& of those carried a-n iy by the
recent Mhit-ilion of Pe Lhck death The mas
ter ind two fellow b of tlu& new foundation
served as chiplimb of the guild and officiated

also in St Benets Church, at which the mem
hers of the fellowship of Corpus Chnsti wor

shiped and -which was impregnated to the col

lege The college was known as Benet College
down to 1827, when the piesent and more offi

cial title was adopted In the sixteenth century
the patronage of Sir Nicholas Bacon who was
a member and a benefactor of the college, to

gether with the mastership of Archbishop Par

ker, brought the foundation much profit and
honor The unrrviled collection of manuscnpts,
collected by the latter at the dissolution of the

monasteries and bequeathed to the college, are

among its chief treasures Besides this and
the Lewis collection oi pnnted books the col

lege owns the most interesting collection of

plate in the university Christopher Marlowe
and John Fletcher were members of Corpus
Chnsti The buildings are of much interest,

including the earliest closed quadrangle in the

university, standing almost unaltered since its

erection in the fourteenth century The col

lege consists of a master 11 fellows, and 22

scholars, besides undergraduates, who in 1913

numbered 103 Contult H P Stokes, Corpus
Christ* {London, 1808)
COBPTJS CHBISTI COLLEGE (Oxford)

One of the smaller colleges m the university It

was the first of the Renaissance foundations,

and its establishment marks an epoch in the

intellectual history of the university It waa
founded in 1516 by Richard Foxe, Bishop of

Winchester, and Lord Privy Seal, the principal

Secretary of State and chief counselor and dip
lomat of Henry VII partly at the suggestion
and cost of Hugh Oldham, Bishop of Ezeter,

and founder of the Minchebter Grammar School

in 1515 In Corpus Clnsti College we find

the first noteworthy attempt to depart from

the older educational tradition of the uruver

aity, in the establishment of an endowed chair

of Greek, the fiist in Oxford, and in throwing

open the professorial lectures to all members

of the university The honor of founding the
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when lu-5 guat I'uturative works began His

earlie&t worKs ir_ IKMJ executed before 1514,

of which according to tiie researches ot ilorelli,

tfcere are mm. n all to wlich modern critics

add si\ more V character etic exxmple is

i claramg Madonna in the Uffizi m Tlor

<jiu She sits enthroned in the tloudb, with

to angtls making music on either side Ihe

funeral disposition 01 t'ie picture rcstmbles

Mint-gnat but t 1
** tvecution and the delicate

transitions num IigK to shadow, the soft,

mund hgures and tne dreamy, magical tone

re characterise b ot Correggio The two

I untings mentioned abo\e as showing the in

jlutnce ol Leunaido also belong to tliib penod
In his large altarpiece for the Franciscan's of

Correggio (1514,, no* in Dresden, the painter

appears beiort us with a st\le already de

4 CORBEGGIO

t>t woikb. But in addition to these Correggio

pamted man\ other pictures during the period
1520-30 The tamous Marriage of St Cath

erme,' in the Lorn re, was painted in 1522 It

is impossible to conceive more beautiful and

expressive heads than these, or hands and hair

noie pertectlv painted Correggio 3 works of

this> period mav best be studied in the galleries
ol Parma and Dresden loremost among them
it, a series of in e great altarpiecea, the best of

winch are the so called Night' and Day"
The latter, which ib in Parma, represents the

Madonna and a veiy beautiful Magdalen,

punted in the full light of the day, which is

wonderfully diffused The famous Night," in

Dresden (ordered in 1522 but not painted until

1520), is in reahtv a birth of Christ in which
the light issues from the new born infant,

eloptd bhowmg the influence of ilantegna and lighting with wondious radiance the Madonna,
the "Emihan school The "\Iidonna sits on a

high Penais^nci throne, with two saints on

either hand The most interesting figure of

the composition is St Francis, whom she IB

blessing He ->t ms the incarnation, of t'le

happv and gentle spirit that softened and

changed tLe Middle Age A number of other

and the faces of the two women and the shep
herds, which stand out in vivid contrast to the

darkness above Never were light and shade

better handled than in these two pictures On
the other hand, Morelli has conclusively shown
that the well known Reading Magdalen" of the
Drebden Gallery is no Correggio at all, but

works of a religious" nature belong in the probably a copy by Adiian \an der Werff, or as

period of 1514-13 among which is the charm later czitics assume, by an Italian painter

ing Zingarella
1

of the Naples Gallery
~"

The frebcoes in the convent of San Paolo

(1518) form an epoch in Correggio a career,

for they were his fiist monumental efforts, and

The la'st period of Correggio's life was chiefly

spent in painting mythological pictures Eaithly
love was the theme he sought to portray, and
none could portray it better than he His work

with them he mav be said to ha\e begun the is sensuous, but not sensual Has Io" and lus

school of Parma They re\eal him as a master
of rnvthologioil representation, the peer of

Riohael himself On the principal wall of the

Abbess's chamber is the figure of Diana re

turning from the chiae in a car drawn bv
white stags The ceiling is decorated with a
trelhswork of vines from which peer 16 little

cupids, bearing attributes of the chase the

mobt bewitching figures imaginable Lower on
the walls art 16 lunettes filled with the mvth
ological figures, like the Fates, the Giaceb, and
Satyrs
In the cupola of San Giovanni of Parma

Correggio attempted a grander stole of composi
tion (1520-24) This was the first example of

a cupola to be treated with frescoes, and Cor

reggio had no precedents to follow He treated .. ,

the cupola as if it were the heavens, portraying times so pronounced that their movements seem
Christ and the Apostles amid the clouds In the exaggerated, as was also the case with those
centre was Chnst in glory, a specimen of keen of Michelangelo But in the case of Correg
est foreshortening The Twelve Apostles, rapt gio the effect 19 softened by the mystic lightm deepest wonder, are seated upon the cloud be- which envelops the picture His drawing is

low, and in the pendentives are the four Evan- said to be inaccurate, but such cases are cer
qeb&ts and four fathers of the Church in groups tamly exceptional Correggio drew with his
of two all %ures of the utmost nobility of brush, so to speak, and the general effect of the
conception The decorations of the rupola of pictures is most charming In the strength of
the cathedral of Paima (1526-30) are grander his individuality, m the subjectivity of his pic-
-till and constitute his most ambitious effort

' "" * ' '

J heir subject 19 the
'

Ascension of the Virgin
"

'Leda" are as innocent and charming as the

Greeks themselves conceived them Perhaps the
finest 01 thete productions are the "Jupiter and

Antiope" in the Louvre, and the ' Danae" of the

Borghese Gallery, Rome
Correggio s canvases are peculiarly impressive

because of his wonderful treatment of light and
shade, of which be was the greatest master

among the Italians He generally represents the
chief figuies in high light, which is vividly con
trasted with the surrounding gloom His colors

are soft and harmoniously blended, and the
values are accurately given, his carnation is

perfect His figures are faultlessly modeled, and
with him a picture is no longer a flat surface
Another chief characteristic of his work is the
dramatic action of his figures, which is some

In the tipper half of the cupola Christ goes for
u Ard to meet the Madonna, who 11 borne up
v\ird bv a host of angels In the lower part

tures, he is second only to Michelangelo His
place m the history of art is among the five

great Italian painters, with Michelangelo,
Leonardo, Raphael, and Titian The school of
Parma which he founded was not of great im

stand the Apostles gazing in rapt wonder upon portance, Pannigiano (qy ) being the only pupil
tfce <wene, and behind them are a large number of note But Correggio exercised great influence
of beautiful genii with candelabra and the upon the Carracci in the following century and
like, as if preparing for a great celebration was the great model of the Baroque painters
The innumerable hoste of the angels seem to Bibliography The researches of Morelli,
float beneath the Madonna, and the whole pie epoch making for Correggio, are stall an au
tore is animated with ecstatic joy The color thonty Of the, earlier monographs the most
w beautiful and soft the great fresco has well important was the comprehensive work by Lan
been termed an apotheosis of color don (Pans, 1803-20) By far the most nn-
These three senes df frescoes were his great portant work is that of Rioci (Eng trans Lon-
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"HOLY NIGHT," FROM THE PAINTING IN THE ROYAL MUSEUM, DRESDEN
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don, 18%) Others are by J Me^er (Eng
trans, ib, 1876) Heaton (ib, 1882) Thode,
"Correggio' in Eanstler Xonographien (Biele
feld, 1898) , Sturge 3ioore (London, 1896) , and
Gronau (Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1907) See
also Berenson, Studies m Italian Art (London,

CORBEGIDOU, kurrgj'idor, tfp pro* LSr
ra'H&dor' (Sp corregidor, Portug conegedoi,
corrector) Ihe Spanish and Poituguebe title
of the prmcipil magistrate of a town Tlie
term is soiretimes ppphed also to certain pro
Aincial magistrateb in Spam
COREEG-IDOE ISLAND, Philippine Wands,

lies in tbe entiance to Manila Bay (Mip L\uon,
D 9), and divides the entiance from the China
Sea into two channeL the Boca Chica to the
north, 3 miles \iide parting the iblind from
Bataan on the mainland of Luzon the Boca
Grande 6% miles wide from Cavite The island
ib 4 miles in its greatest dimension, from east to
A\est its area is 2 square miles, and 5 dependent
islands co\er 2 square miles The greatest ek
nation is 639 feet, neir the western end Three

sptings afford an abundant supply of water con

vemently placed for shipping Theie are four

lighthoubes San Jose is the only tonn its

hved population is about 500 The dependent
islinds aie El Fraile, Horadada, La Mon]a
Pulo Cabillo, and Santa Amaha The island

is the first post of the inner line of defense
of Luzon and is hea\ily fortified In the storm

ing of Manila Bar May 1, 1898, Admiral Devsey
steamed safely past the island, which was sup
po=ed to 1m e been strongly fortified by the

Spanish, containing the base operations for the
submarine defense of the bay
COIfBELATIOM' (ML correlatio, from Lat

com together -f relatus, p p of re/en e, to refer,

from re , back + / > e, to bear) The reciprocal
influence of plant organs The removal or un
usual development of one organ may affect the

mode of development of others For example, if

the terminal shoot of a pine be cut a\vay, one or

more neighboring laterals will grow erect and
in a measure take its place, and branches will be

formed on all sides of the new leader Other

+ t espondei et to answer from ? e
,
back + span

dei e, to prompt. ) A term used in mathematics
to express certain reeipiocal relations If each
individual of one s?oup of o'/ipct* bears a cer
tarn relation to a definite number of indmduals
of another group and a definite number of in

dividual of the first group bears the ->ame rela

tion to each im'mduxl ot t\e second group,
there ib said to be a corrcbpondence between the

objects 01 the group= Ii 1 m the firbt gioup
corresponds to B of the second, and 1 of the
second group correct oids, to J. ot the fir*t the
relation is called an L to B correspondence If
A = B = 1 it is cilled a 1 to 1 ( = 1) cor

re^pondence eg, two numbers ar-2 said to be

equal when there evibti, a 1 to 1 correspondent^
bitvecn their units In geometry the simplest
cases ot 1 to 1 correspondence, or conform.il
reuresentation are furnished by t\\o planes
superposed one upon the other Here to e-verv

po nt of the fir-t figure tn^re corresponds one
and only one point of the second figure, and to
e\ery point of the second figure there corre

spends one ard only one po nt of the first The

simplest case of Chasles's (qy ) correspondence
formula may he stated thus If two ranges of

points J?i and B lie upon a straight line so
that to e\en povt as of RI there correspond
in general a points y of I?,, and again to e%ery

point y of E there always correspond p points
X of J?, the confgurat on foimed from J^
and B has (a -f j3i coincidences, or there are

(a -f- j3) times in which a point % corresponds
'Rith a point a Fiom these linear transforma
tions Poi celet, Plucker Magnus, Sterner, passed
to the quadratic, \\here they first investigated
1 to 1 correspondence between t\vo separate

planes The 'Steiner projection" (1S32) em
plowed two planes EI and E together with two

straight lines g l and g not coplanar If we
draw through a point PI or PL of EI or E the

straight line ar, or x is Inch cuts p, as well as q^
and determines the intersection Zs or J^ with
S or S, f

then are Pt and J and Ps and Xi cor

responding points In this manner to every

straight line oi the one plane corresponds a

conic section in the other In 1847 Plucker had
wise it would ha\e grown almost horizontal and determined a point upon the hyperboloid of one

become branched only in a horizontal plane See
-1-- 1 - 1 - 1-- * A - "- -1

GROWTH
COBBENTC, korren't*, CESABE (1815-58)

An Italian statesman and revolutionist, born in

Milan and educated in that citv and in Pavia

He originated several important statistical

works and the almanac "Ntpote del Tetfaverde

As one of the stiongest opponents of Austrian

domination in Italy, he contnbuted materially
towards the establishment of unification In

the work entitled L'Austria e la Lombarcka

(1845) he set the popular sentiment against

Austria, and duimg the insurrection at Milan

(March 18-22, 1848) was appointed Councilor

of War and Secretary General of the provisional

government, of which he eventually became in

some respects the central figure In 1860 he

was appoint^ Councilor of State, in 1866 he

was intrusted with the organization of the

Venetian Provinces, and subsequently he served

as Minister of Education in the Eicasoli (1866)

and Lanza (1869-72) cabinets Correnti had

exceptional oratorical power and marked literary

tegments cut off bv two fi\ed generators upon the

two generators passing through the point This

was an example of a uniform representation of

a surface of the second order upon the plane

Correspondence relative to surfaces hab been

studied by Chasles Clebsch, Cremona, Cayley,
and others In space of three dimensions, only

a beginning lias been made in the development
of this theorv Consult Schubert, EalLul dei

oleahlenden Geometric (Leipzig, 1879), Klein,

Vergleichende Beti achtungen uber neuere geo
mttnscke Forschitngen (Erlangen, 1872), Ho
bxus, Der latycentmche Calwl (Leipzig, 1827) ,

Holzmulkr Theone der isoff&nalen Vericcmdt

sckaften (ib, 1882) Eiemann, Ueber due Htf

potheacn, die der Oeomettie an Grande hegen

(ib, 1854) Pasch, T orlevungen uber neuete

Geometne (ib 1882)
COBRESPONDE1TCE SCHOOLS Institu

tions for the provision of instruction in all

branches of education by mail to those who are

unable to avail themselves of the opportunities

ability The publications with which he became of attending ordinary schools and colleges The

identified, either as editor or as collaborator!

have advanced statistical science in Italy

system aims to provide plans of work, outlines,

and exercises bv correspondence The method

(Lai com-, together probably originated with tbe University Exten
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sion luuument in Lngland, there organized in

1S6S and introduced m America m 1873 In 1883

a Lorrespondent tmversitv was established m
Itiaca ^ \ 1he s-vsuni received its greatest
e\ttnoion t luu^u the T\ork of Pres William

E Harpu in ^unit-men with the Chautauqua
Institution, which abandoned this function -when

it Nds taken over h\ some o* tie umv ersitie*

nutiblv Chicago awl Wieeon-sin and mam pn
vate iL-titutiuns istihlshed lor thib puipot,f,

notibh tut Intematio i U Correspondence Schools

at Vranton TV Almost even branch or

knowledge hotu lor -tit improvement geuerallv
nr m conntttioi v\ith the tradtb or vocations,

tin be btuditd in this v iv

COBBESPONDrUG STATES, THEtm OF

See CBHICAL POIM
COBBEZE ko'iez' A south centrd depart

*n nt ot Frince iqv ) formerh part of the

Province ot Limousin taking its name irom an

affluent of tin. ^e/ere tne Coireze vvhit-h tra\

irsfs. tut depaitnunt Horn northeast to south

w^t (^ap Frmce b F ii \iea, 2273 square
mile-, pop 18% D10514 1001 318422 1*106,

JIT 430 1P11 W'tb4b The surface of the de

pirhntnt its mountainou18 e^ptcnll\ in the north

and east where it i broken m upon by offsets

from thp \trveigne "Mountains which range
from 2500 to J420 tiet (Mont Benson) above

the bpa It produce-, wlwat oats barlev rye,

maire ind potato^-, though not in quantities
suihuent for its ovn needs> Grazing is also

timed on Coal iron lead antimony, and

topper are icund in considerable quantities
Flour lxer oil lumber dvestuffs, hats, woolens

shoes chair- paper, and leather are manufac
tured Capital Tulle

COB/BIB, LOUGH A kke with an area of

GS bquare miles which divides Galvvav, in the

\vostern part of Ireland into an eastern and a
western action (3Iip Ireland, B 3) From its

southern end 4 miles north of Galway, it dia

charges its suiplus waters by Galway River

into Gal-wa^ Bav It recerves the waters of

the Clare and bmaller nvers and those of

1 ough Mask subterraneoualv through the Pigeon
Hole and other ca\<^ at its northern end On
its sides are metamorphie rock, Carboniferous

limestone, and marble Near it are many mouu
mental heaps and megalithic circles It con
tains 300 islet-., and to the west are mountains
3000 feet high

COBBJESFTES, korryan'tas A city of Ar
erentina and capitil of the province of that name
situated on the Parana, just below the month of

the Paraguav and not far below the mouth ot

the Bermejo (Mip Argentina, P 9) It has
beveral plazas, hospitals for men and women, a
poorhouse, a national college a normal school,
a theatre and a library The natural history
muwum \\as at one time managed by the natu-
ralist Bonpland The city is the centre of a
fertile district and has considerable trade jn
lumber and oraug< o Its chief mdubtry is ship
building but tluit are aLo meat curing eata-b

lishments and a ioundry Pop, 1909, 23904
Corntntca \\as founded in 1588 It occupied a

place of lomidwable prominence ia the revolu-
tionan movtments during the latter half of
Kit niDfteentli c'ntmy
COB'&IGAir, MICHAEL AtrcrusTiira! (1839-

1'WiJi \3i American Roman Catholic prelate,
Iwm at Xwsark, X T He graduated in 1859 at
ifount Rt Jiar\ s College (Emmitsburg Md.)
pursued a theological course at the American,

COEBOZOZO NTJTS

College ur lionw i- ii t'u 12 students with

\\hom thit Tahiti i < n ^ i ji ^ is oidamed

pne&t m 1M i id tm n Iso4 tu ISbS \ias pro-
tensor ot delimit chcoli*' * ana ^icred Scrip
tuit-s, in rh Dunes a ^ mman or bcton Hall

College iSmt'i () tii it N J i lioii 1868 to

is" 3 be ^a- vi s dtnt ot tlie iolkge ind in 1873

was appo'nttd Bishop oi >twark Duimg hie

adiuuiistunuu ot the diuccsc hi greatlv incieased

the imuilitr oi diuiclu-, xutioduced religious
eomniUQitn.*. *na rouidtd chu table in^titu

turns In ISSfl lr- bud ue toddiutoi (vvith right
of succession and the title ot Aiehbishop of

Petra/ to Cardinal HcUuskts Aiehbishop of

XCTV "lork and nom tint ti iu dmcted tLe

laraer pxrt of the -svuik of the uchdiocese He
entered into the oftut ot Aiehbishop of New
York m 1883 and uctivcd the pallium in 1886

His administration wa^ marked bv the prolonged
control erw betweeaDi Ed\\ ud McGlvnn (q-\ )

and the Eomaa Catholic church He effectively

developed the archjioctse which at the time of

IPS death was one of the lais^est and most nu

portant in the \vorld Although personally rr

turns: and unobtiusive he buame known

through Ins manv acti\itie& as one of the mobt

prominent Ixoraan CithoUc" m the Umttd
State4- He ^as a scholar of high attainments
Consult J A iloomv Michael lugustine Co?

ngan J Ifrmoiia/ ^evv Yoik 1902)
COBBOB'OBEE (Austiahan) A soit of

ceremonial dance of a man 01 less pubbc char

acter, m vogue among the Vustialian aboiigmes
Tlie coiroboiee is held at night and Various

types of it occur all over the countiy, or are bor
rowed, troin tribe, to tubi some of a Avarlikt

some of an histoncal otliera of a lascivious

character Generally the men do the dancing,
and the women furnish the aecomp xnving music
The songs that go -with the coiroboree give scope
for individual and tnbal invention The cor
roborw combines in itself the elements of the

public celebrations among civilized races and the

opera of to day It is the nearesi approach to
a national institution among these primitive
people The corroborpe seiveb also as a peace
ratification and as a means of intercommmnca
tion etc, Consult Roth, Ethnological Studies

among the Worthiest Oenti al Queensland 4.6o

rtfftnes (1897)

COEEODI, kdrrO'dfi, WILKBLM AUGLRT
(1826-85) Swiss poet and draftsman,
horn at Zurich He studied theology, but be
came a painter and from 1862 to 1881 taught
drawing in Wmterthur In his poems, many of

which are written in the popular dialect, he
mirrors the life of his native canton, celebrating
its customs and reviving many of its best tra
ditions His works, which are generally dis

tmguished bv a fine sense of humor, include
Dvr tmd Moll t< ^a,tllr und Lcb&i (1855)
Sw Buck ohne Ttttt, alet fur hinder von iiebcn
5w sielxinmal t6en Jahren (1855) , Waldleben,
a lyrical nov>el (1S57) The works of Corrodi
s\nttn in the dialect of Zurich include De Rv i

Piofever, an id^l (1868) D Her* Yilan
(1858) De Bcir Doktei, an id-yl (1860 dra
matued bv the author in 1872) , "Wte fffVanPt
lottrkt, a comedv (1887) and a translation of
the works of Robert Burns into Swiss German
(1872) Corrodi illustrated beveral of his oun
books

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE See MEBOTJBIO
CHTORIDB
OOBBOZ'OZO HUTS See IVOBY,
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COR'RUGATED IRON A name given to \ention \ct Altogether these statute*, conbti
sheet noa or stcd in uhi<.n gnxnes ana ridges tute a most compith^nsue and ^ ell de~v i&ed bodi.
have been produced h\ passing the sheet between ot legislation and thi \ lu\e proved therosehts
lolleis the buiiices ot \\hieh are formed into to be admirabh adipttd to t.ie end in Mev,
lounded gioo^es and iidges, the ridges of one Tim dehne with srt.it particularity the acts
i oiler tiling the grooves of the other B* cor is Inch hhall constitute the prohibited offenses

lugation the btitfnebb of the metal bheet is and prescnbt hie &tre penalties of d sfran

greatly increased, and it ib adapted tor use in chisement and the adding of the i lection* for
many places whtie a metal co\cnng of lightnebs
ind stiength is itquiied such as roofs a-nmngs,
and the side uallb 01 sheds and lacton build

ings Corrugated iroii is frequently galvanized
vuth a thin layer of zinc to make it lesb liable to
iorrode or iubt A snnll percentage of copper
is also alloyed \\itli iron btfor^ corrugating for

the same puiposc Tt is in inufactured in a
\anetv of tluckuessei ind with corrugations
\aning in si/e

CORRUPTION" OF BLOOD The blasting
of inheritance one ot the consequences of an
attaindei for treason or felony under the old

common la^, thereby the offender \*is cut otf

their commission Ihe personation 01 voters
IN made > telom and bnb*r\ and the other

practices enumerated an declared to be misdf
nieanors ilam of tne tebt provisions of these
statutes 1m e bem incorporated in the election
laws of Amuiean States For the history and
scope of these laws see EIECTIOX ELECTOBAI
3lFTOB\r The English lau nm be further
studied in Rogers Flrrtans (1 7th ed, London
ISO)) Mattmson and Macaskie Lau Relating
to fnnirpt ami Illegal Ptarticf><! (3d ed Lon
don, 1892)
COR'RY A. citv in Frie Co , Pa , 37 miles bv

rail southeast ot Erie on the Ene and the Penn
svhann railroids (ilip Ptnns\lvania B 2)or outlawed from all of his blood relationships ____ r ______________ _ _,

and so rendered incapable of inheriting lands or The State Fish Hitcherv and the high school

of transmitting them by detcent to his natural buildings are prominent features Com has

heirs, lineal or collattial The effect of the cor strehvorkb, mar lime shops four and feed mills

luption of blood being the extinction of the Ine bricks oiks ind manunetuzos of tram locomo
of heirs of the person attainted his lands at once, tnes, stationary, gas, and steam engines, leather

upon his execution, became subject to the- la\i of goods corsets furn ture radiators, shovels

escheat and bpcuut nested in his fcupenor lord vtrenches biusi>fs toys, etc It has also evten

In cases of ticabon the pnnciple of forfeiture ^"ve dairying inter* stN Time are three mineral

gave the lands to the king absolutely, and in springs of ^alue in tlit Mrinity Settled in

s of ordinal y felony they went to the cro^n I860 Corrv enjoyed a rapid grouth due to thi

for a ^eir and a day before escheating to the

lord This barbarous penxltv sunned in Eng
land, nominally at leist until 1870 when it \*as

abolished bi the Forfeiture Act It has never

been tolerated in the United States and is e\

pressly forbidden by the Constitution which,

declares (Art III, P.c 3, n 2) that 'no at

tamdei of treason shall -work corruption of blood,
or forfeiture, e\upt during the life of the per
son attainted" Tne constitutions of the several

States contain similar pro\isions See AT
TAINDEB FoBFETTUBr TREASON
CORRUPT PRACTICES Dishonest methods

employed with the intent to influence the results

of public elections The practices to which the

expression lefers aie the use of bribery, treating,

undue influence, personation of voters, making
false election retuins, and knowingly making a
false declaration as to election expenses Of

existciiie of petroleum in the \icmita Thecrh
adopted the commisbion frum 01 go\ eminent in

December 1013 Pop, 1800 5677 1000 5360

1910, 'jOOl

COR'RY
( from Olr coirs, ratine, Swiss

Kakre) A name applied to the recebses in a
mountain slope beneath a shirp peak Tilth ser

rate spurs, charartenstic of the high Alps
Thse are refeired by E Richter to glacial
trosion under specific conditions although no

glaciers occur in them at the present time See

CffiQlTF

COE/SAC (natrve name), or ADIVE A small
fox (Titlpes cm we) of the deserts of Central
Asia its range extending through the open

country from the Ural Mountains and Caspian
f>ea to Mongolia It is pale, reddish yellow in

hue, \ihite on the \entral smfaee, and with the

tip of the long bubhv tail black In the six_ _ ______
these, "bribenT perbouation" and making false tetnth century it was fashionable as a ladies'

returns are common law offenaeb and render the pit in France It digs holes for itself or seizes

upon marmot burrows pie^s chiefly at night
on young marmots small rodents insects, etc ,

offender liable to indictment, and so, it has been

held in England, is the gi\mg of entertainment

to voters with the corrupt intention oi influencing and resembles the American kit fox
|

an election Any of the acts enumerated above, Russian traveler Przevalskv reports it as abun

excepting that of making a false declaration as dant in Tibet *hm it is called Jcarsa by the

to election expenses (which is purely a statutory Mongols, and it. both trapped and run down hv

offense), whether criminally punishable or not, dogs During the ht ceding season in February

\vill at common law vitiate the result produced the high deserts resound with its owl like cries

by them, and, if the corruption be general, will night and mornim? See Fox and Plate of
, ,

have the effect of nullifying the election itself

The prevalence of bribery and other corrupt

practices at parliamentary elections in England,

JACK vi h

COR'SAIR (Fr coisavc, from Prov corsan,

p, Portug COISCIMO, It cotwro corsair, from

and at all partisan contests in the United States, toft, Sp T Portug rorso, It corsa, course, from

has in recent years led to the enactment of stat Lat CMW, course from cuitne, to run) A
utes in both countries to check the enl The pirate or freebooter, or the vessel used by one

English Parliament led the way in these reforms The term \ias used with special reference to the

by enacting the Corrupt Practices Prevention Act marauding vesselb of the Barbary Powers

in 1854, which waa aimed particularly at the CORSAIR One of the smallest and most

practice of electoral bribery This was followed brilliantly orange red rockfish (Sebasttohtfys

in 1868 by the Parliamentary Elections Act, and rosweu*} of the California coast See ROOK

1883 by the Corrupt and Illegal Practice* Pre JISH
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COESAJB,, THE A narrative poem by Bv
ron / 1514 1 Tt't romantic adventures of the

lofty bpinttd prate vtho b its hero are sup
oosfd to be eo itmued in Lm a

COBSE, JOH> MLBIUY (1835-93) An Amer
ican "clclier born in Pittsburgh Pa In his

e ghteentli vear he enteicd at ^ et>t Point, which

ie left to take up the studv ot la* He enlisted

in ''he Union armv ->t the outbreak ol the Civil

Uar, commanded a division at Memphib and
bee line brigadier general in 1863 He ditatm

gui&hed himsth in the Chattanooga campaign,
uas in command ot a dmsion in General Sher

man's March to the Sea
' and was brevetted

najor general tor hib heroism at Altoona Pass

jV j \\hile defending this place Sherman
sent him a sun telegram baying, Hold the fort,

i or I am coming" in exhortation taken bv Ira

J Dinkey as the topic of a hymn He -nab

itjn\ard* collector ol revenue in Chicago and

jto-tmifcter of Boston

COB/SET (Fi, dun of corps, OF cots, body,
irom Lit coipus, bodv) An article appertun
ing to tne costume of women, which wab intro

duced into Prime about the time of the Eeiolu
nun when tne French ladieb adopted the Greek
dress Previously they had been worn by Gei
nuns bv whom thev were invented Bandijes
resembling cor&ets> were used in Pome during
tne earlv pge*, but only as a support, until a
slender waibt was considered a mark of beaut\,
TV hen they were made to compress the form
Modern corsets, which vary with the dictates of

fashion as regards shape, design, and material,
are usually made of two thicknesses of white jean,
bilk or other material, quilted together so a- to

form vertical cases, in which steels or whale
bones are inseited, or they may be whollv, or m
part, of some elastic or webbing matmal
Lsuallv thev are in two pieces, closed m front
with steel or whalebone plates, which rest on
the breastbone verticallv, and laced at the hack
as tightly as the wearer may desire With the
more general pirticipation of women in various
athletic spoits there have been many modifica
tions in cor&ets aimed to secure freedom of

movement, while the change from the hourglass
figure, at one time fashionable, to classical or

Empire costumes led to important innovation's
As these stales demanded straight lines in prefer
ence to curve*., cornets were modified accordingly,
and at the same time a tendency developed to
do away with these one-time essentials to dress
and to emphasize the more natural figure
Whatever the changes called for by designers
of fashions, the corset maker was always ready
with new contrivances or substitutes to secure
the desired figure The manufacture of corsets
in the United States more than doubled in value
in the decade 1889-1909, and in 1909 the United
states Cenbus of Manufactures reported 138 es
Ubhshments (a decrease from 205 m 1800, but
increase in capital and product), with a canrtal
of $18,033000, devoted to the manufacture of
corsets The value of the product m 1909
was $33,2*7000 A& showing the tendency
towards concentration and consolidation in this
industry it may be said that while the number
of establishments in 1909 was no greater than in
1899 (138 at each census) the amount of capital
invested increased from $7,290,000 in 1899 to
$18,033,000 in 1909 and the value of the output
fiom $14 451,000 to $33,257,000

f
COB'SlCA'VGk Etyw, Kyrnos, Kopff&, Kor-

fw, Lat
Gorsfca,

Fr Corse) An island belong

ing to France (the fourth in &ize of the islands

in the Mediterranean ) bituited between lit 41

21' and 43 X and long 8 32' and 9 31' E

(Map France, S , L 7) It is separated by the

Strait ojt Bonifacio from Sardinia, on the south,

ind occupies an area of neaih 3368 square
miks In the northeast is a long, nanow penin
bula pointing in the direction of Genoa and ter

minatmg in Cape CorbO In its physical
formation Corsica undoubtedh belongs moie to

Itah than to Franre Its burface is traversed

bv numeioub mountain ranges of rugged appear
ante and covered with beautiful foreuts The

principal chiin runs from north to south, send

ng off numeioub otfbhoots m every direction

1 ie highest summitb of the island are Monte

Cmto, SSS1 feet Monte Rotondo, 8612 feet,

Monte P<idro 78 il feet, and Monte d'Oro, 7845

fe**t high The coibts are precipitous on the

wist, while on the eabt thev are low and in

sout paitb even s\vampv The chief geological
foimation is granite, oeeabionally interspersed
\\ith porphvrv and seipentme There are a

rumbu of short end avuft streams on the island,

the pimeipal of -nhich aie the Golo Tavignano,
uid laravo The climate is generally healthful

"nd the temperature model ate, the average for

the bummer being about 75 F The lower parts
of the ifchnd aie occasionally visited by malaria,
but the mountain regions aie very salubnous
The vegetition of the island is nch, and the fine

forcbts of chestnut, pine, and beech for which

LVsica VT&.S famout, in incient times are still

loind on the mountim slopeb The flora of the

\"llcv& does not differ materially from that of

Itih Theie is an abundance of olives, orangeb,
citions, vines and other Mediterranean plants
The inhabitants, numbering ibout 300000, are
not enterprising and because the island is some
\\hit apart from the lines of legular traffic and
mtei course with other peoples is wanting, they
have retained mam of their primitive customs
The soil is very fertile, but agriculture is in

a low btite, less than half the total area being
cultivated There is scarcity of both labor and

capital The chief products are wheat, barley

rje, corn, wine, fruits, and chestnuts, the latter

being used evtensively for food The agncul
tural work is done in part by laborers who com<
over from Tubcanj The number of cattle and
hor&eb is small but sheep and goats are numer
ous The silkworm is cultivated There aie

ilso good fisheries of tunny and pilchard Among
the minerals mined are iron, lead, copper, and
antimonv and there are quarnes of granite,
marble, and alabaster The chief imports are

foodbtuffb, building materials, and metal ware
The exportb consist mo&tlv of wine, olive oil,

fruits, and chestnuts Corsica forms a depart
ment of France, and is divided into the five

arrondiBsements of Ajaccio, Bastia, Calvi, Corte,
and Sartene The population in 1901 was 296,
589 in 1906, 291,160 in 1911, 288 820, or 85 8

per square mile The Corsicans are of mixed
origin, independent in spirit, passionate and re

vengeful (See VENDETTA ) They are simple
and soboi, but scom v\ork and pay little atten
tion to the development of the natural resources
of then island The vernacular is a coriupt
Italian Ihe capital is A]acao, with a com
munal population of 19,227 m 1911, Bastia had
29,412 inhabitants There are no other large
towns Corte had in 1911 *211 inhabitants, and
Sartene 4746

Corsica i& supposed to have been originally in-
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habited by Liguuan*. It wa^ btttkd in sue
cpbsion M the Etiuscans, the Phoenicians, and
the Phoc#ani and finally rame into the po
scbsion of the Carthaginians in the fifth centun
BC Wrested b\ the Romans from the Cartlm
ginians in the second lulf of the third centun
BC the island leinamcd for se\en centmies
under the swaA of Rome, until after repeated
attacks to the Vandals, it finalh fell into then
hands in 469 After the conquest or tht Vin
diK b\ Belibinub m 534, Corsici was oceup <d
successively bj the Byzantine Lmpire tiie

Goths Flanks, and the Saracens Towards tht,

end of the eleventh centun it came into the

pobsession of tie Pisans, by whom it wab ceded
in 1347 to the Genoese The rule of the latter
as marked by continuous revolts on the i&land,

and the ruling cit\ found ithelf compelled on
se\eral occasions to ask aswstance from Austria
and France In 1736 a Germar ad\enturei
Baron Theodor \on Xeuhof became King of

Corsica, but soon was obliged to kue the ibland,
ind was ne\ei able to it^uin The upribingb
undei the leadership of Paoli during the second
half of the eighteenth centun worp of the most
serious nature In 1768 Genoa mide Coisiei
o\er to France Paoli made an attempt to re

sist the French rule, but the dibpateh of French
troops to the island compelled him to seek safety
in England He returned in 1790, and in 1713
headed a successful rising in wJncL the British
lent assistance to the patriots In the following
Tear Corsica came under the piotection of Great

Bntam, from which it obtained a constitutional

foim of government Two >ears later the
Bntibh were foiced by the French to evacuate
the island, which has e\er since remained in the

possebsion of Fiance Corbica is noted as the

bnthplace of Napoleon Consult Girolami

Cortona, Geographic gcn&ale de la Ooioe

(Ajaecio, 1893), Vuilher, The Forgotten Isles

(New "iork 18%) , Caird, The History of Cot
tica (London, 180*))

CORSICAJJA, kcVseka'na A city and
the county seat of Na% arro Co , Tex , 62 miles, by
lail, south southeast of Dallas on the Houston
uid Texas Central, the St Louis Southwestern,
and the Trinity and Brazob Valley railroads

(Map Texas, D 31 It is the seat of the State

Orphan Asylum and has an Odd Fellows'

widows* and orphans' home a Carnegie Iibran,
sanitariums, a nne courthouse Federal and high
school buildings, a natatonum and an Elks

Home Corsicana is a progies&ive manufactur-

ing centre, ha\ing among its industries large
cotton mills, gins, and compresses sheet metal

works, broom, liaine&s, cand^ ovnall and sodi

water factories, cottonseed oil mills bnck-vaids,

flour mills a grain etoatoi, foundry pud mx-
chine shops, planing mills, etc an extensrve

oil mdustiy flouiish.es, theie being a number of

wells, oil machmeiy factories, and two laige re

fineries The sewage sjstem is owned bj tie

city Pop, 1910, 9749, 1920, 11,356

COB/SICA1T BBOTHEES, THE A romantic

drama adapted by Boucicault from a French

play, Le<i freres corses

COBSINI, korss'nfi A celebrated Floren-

tine family, which from the thirteenth century
was prominent in the history of Italy The

most famous was ANDBBA (1302-73), Bishop of

Fiesole, who was canonized in 1629 He was

for 40 years a monk in Florence and then was

made Bishop of Fiesole, and later legate to

Bologna That town was in the midst of a civil

9 COHSSEN

wai but the eloquence ot Curiai was su-'cesstU

"i subduing it Aubttrf in his lite and amhi
tious onh tor his church lie wpb a tope of the

medieval bishop LOBE>IZO became Pope Clem
ent XII in 1730 He restored t ie Corsini Palace
in Pvome mm containing the interesting Coruini

(AS coisncrd, from cot en, p p of

(KJSOM, Goth liusan, OHG liowi Ger kiesen,
to choose + snced bit irom snfyan, Goth snei

ipin OHG snidan, Ger wlmeiden, to cut) A
101m oi ordeal in early Enghssh law which con
* ^ted in administering to the accused a morsel
oi barto bread, about an ounce in weight which
lad pie^ioush been endowed to execration with
t 1 c magical power oi exposing his guilt or inno
ccnce If the accused wa& innount the bread
wa< readih swallowed if guilty it struck in hi*

turoat and killed him It va^, in tins wev (the

chromclerb tell usi that Godwin Earl of Kent,
net his fate in tie reign of Edward the Con
ft-bior when accused of the death ot the Kings
1 rotlur Compare the similar ordeal of the

flattr of jealousy whic
1
! according to the

Mosaic law was administered among the Je.is

to a woman charged with idultery (Xum y}
Conbult Blackstone, Con met tnt ics on the Laii s

of England bk i\ p 34s See OBDEAL
COB'SO (It , course) A word used to ex

prcbs
not onh the lacing of riderless horses,

but also the slow dm ing in procession of hand
some equipageb through the principal streets of

a town, nuch as almost always takes place in

Itah on festive occasions This custom has

giun the name Corbo" to the principal street^

n almost all the larger townb of Itah The
be=it known of these is the Corso in Rome
COB/

S02T, EIBCM (1828-1911) An Amen
can scholar, born at Geimantown, Pa He held

positions in the Libian of Congress and the

Libian of the Smithbonian Institution from
1849 to 1856, and taught in Girard College,

Philadelphia (1865-66), and St John's College,

Annapolis (1806-70), and \\as professor of the

Enarhsh language and literature at Cornell Um
\eisitv in 1870-1003 In 1906 he became a

pcnbioncr under the Carnegie fund His publi
cations include Handbook of Anglo Saxon and

Pail,/ English (1871) , Inttoduction to the Study
of Biowmnff (1886), Int> oduction to Shale

specue (1889) , Prtmer of English T erse (1892) ,

The Aim* of Litoary Study (18%!, Selections

pum the Cantetlwy Tales (1896) The Voice

and Spiritual Education (1896), Introduction

to the Prose and Poetical Wot 7 s of John Milton

(18W) His Shakespearean textual criticism is

of the highest value, and his interpretation of

poets especially of Browning, is luminous and

trt mpathetic
COBSON, JTOTET (1842-97) An American

educator and author, oorn in Boston She was

seeretaiy of the !Sew York Free Training School

for Women in 1872-73 and devoted herself to

stud} and experiments on healthful and eeonom
ical cookery and dietetics In 1876 she estab

lished the New York School of Cookery She

wrote several popular books, among them Fif
teen Cent Dinners for Worlmgmen's Families

(1877) Dietary for Schools (1878), prepared
at the reque&t of the United States Comnus
sioner of Education, Cooling Manual (1878) ,

Local Imenean Cookery (1885) Living on Fue
Hundred a Year (1886)

COBS'SEtf, WILHELM (1820-75) A noted

German philologist, who devoted himself espe-
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tidlh tu tut uuiuit Italic language!. <md dia

lett> He vs is born in Bremen, Jan 20, 1820,

studied p'ulologv m Berlin (1840-44) and be

panic piofe^m of classical philology at Schul

ptorta in 1846 On account of ill health he re

tired in 1866 and dedicated the remaining years
01 his lilt to it^eareh at Berlin He died at

Lichttrtelde, m T Berlin His most important
T\ork, Uclci Luwpinclic, To/ff/iswi/s and Beto

nunq det latcm \ihtn frpraclie, was published in

2 vols m Leipng (lS58-V)i, rtceiving the prize

offued bv the Pov il Prussian Academv of

i>uences for tht btst woik on that subject A
t,cond edition appi ue>d in 1868-70 It was

followed tnd complt teJ bv Krifsche Beitrage zut

latunutlie Fb> tnrnlch, < (1863) and Kntische
\acht) age (ISbbi Coisstn afterward vibited

Italv and then btt himself to prove that the

Etruscans were an Italic people, allied closely

to the Latm> m support of which theory he

published a monumental v^ork, rflei die Rprache
der Etrusler (2 vols, Leipzig, 1874-75) His

argument^ met at onct violent and universal op

position Isu esptualh \\ ilhelm Deecke Coissen

und die Kpiache det Ett uiket, pine Entik Stutt

gart, 187oj and have never found support

COB'STOBPHINE, GEOBGE STELABT (1868-

)
A British geologist, born in Edinburgh

He was educated at the universities of Edm
burgh and Munich, in 1S95 became professor of

geology and mineralogy at the South Afucan

College and keeper of the geological depart
ment of the South \iiican Museum, in 1896

director of the Geological Surrey of Cape Col

ony ind in 1902 consulting geologist of the

Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd

Irom 1008 to 1912 he \*ab m pmate practice,
after 1913 he sened at, principal of the South

African School of Mines and Technology Be
sides hih annual reportb of the Geological Sur
yev of South Africa (1896-1901), and papers
in the Transactions of the Geological Society

of Routh Africa (1905-04), he is coauthor with

F H Hatch of The Geology of Routh Africa

(1905)

COBT, tort, CoBNEUS (c 1533-78) An emi-

nent Dutch engraver and etcher He was born
in Hoorn, Holland, but removed to Antwerp,
where he was first instructed by Hieronvmus

Cock, for whom he executed plates which were

published vuth the signature of his master as

Ttell as original landscape? In 1566 he yisited

Venice, Tdiere, under the personal influence of

Titian, whose best pictures he reproduced, he

developed an. admirable style In 1571 he went
to Rome and established an influential school

there The art of engraving had previously been
confined to small plateb and Cort was the first

to uoe a larger size He was the chosen en

graver of the two Zuccbari, Miziano, and the

miniature painter Clovio, besides reproducing
works of Kaphael, Michelangelo, and other Ital

lan and foreign painters in Rome His work
furnished a model for an entire generation in

Italy, and until the appearance of Goltzma he
was considered the foremost engraver Among
his pupils were Philippe Thomasein and Agtm-
tino Carracci Consult Longhi, Oalcographw
(Milan, 1830), and Bartsch, Anleitung zur

Kupfertttchpvndff (Vienna, 1821}

COST, FBANS DE (1834-78) A Flemwh
Ivncal poet born in Antwerp After being
associated with the publication Qrondioet, he
was appointed editor of the Bchelde (1808)
He was secretary to the general auditor of the

o OOBTES

imhtaiv Loiut at Biuselt> troiu 1861 until

hih death He vsas one of the most diatin

guzshed hncal poets of Belgium, and hib songs,

although not conspicuoub tor fancy or imagina
tion, are full ot deep and genuine sentiment

His works comprise Liedeien (1857-59) ,

ZmgZang (18Gb; Liedeien (1868) He
trin^lated hncs of Burns and Jasmin and Ger
rain \eise, and after 1861 conducted the penod
ual De Tocloni^i He edited (1869) the pos
thumoub poems ot Daut/enbeig (qv ), his

fathu in law

COETE, kort The capital of an anondissse

nunt in the Depaitment of Corse (Corbica q \ ),

at the confluenci of the Taugnano and Reston

jca, 52 miles nnitheast of Ajiccio by rail (M\p
France, S M 6), picturesquely situated among
the mountains and protected by a commanding
citadel which has sustained nnny notable 'sieges
Corte was the seat of Paoh's reform govern
ment A univert>ity founded bv that patriot
bears his name a communal college, an ancient

palace, fiom which Paoh ruled, and an old

Frinciscan monastery which served as the par
liament hoube in 1765, and the bouse m which
Paoh lived also remain There are monuments
to Paoh, Geneial Gaffon, and General Casanova
Duke of Padua Marble is quarried extensively
in the neighborhood lumber, wine, oil, and
cheese are the staple pioducts Pop, 1901,

5425, 1911,5211

COSTEGIAWO, kOr'taja'no, IL (the Cour
tier) A famous work on etiquette by Baldas
sare Cabtighone (qv ), published in 1528 There
are English translations by Thomas Hoby(1561)
and bv L E Opdvcke (New YOTKTlOOSf
COBTELYOTT, kdr'telvotF, GEOB&E BHUCE

(
1862-

) An American public official and
capitalist He was born in New York City,
graduated from the State Normal School of

Westneld, Mass, m 1882 and in law from

Georgetown University in 1895, and was en

gaged in teaching until 1889, when he entered

public service as a post office inspector He be
came stenographer to President Cleveland in

1895, assistant secretary to President McKinley
in 1898, and two years later secretary He
\ias reappomted by President Roosevelt m
1901, and in 1903-04 was the first Secretary
of the Department of Commerce and Labor As
chairman of the Republican National Committee
he conducted the campaign of 1904 He was
Postmaster General of the United States in 1905-
07, and Secretary of the Treasury in 1907-09,
and in the latter vear became president of the
Consolidated Ga& Company
COBTE-BEAL, or OOBTEBBEAIi, kflr'tft-

ra'aF, GASPAB and MIGUEL (c!450-cl501)
Portuguese navigators In 1500 Gaspar seems
to have viwtted the North Amencan coast at
various points between Labrador and the Bay
of Fundv From his last voyage, begun in

1501, he did not return, although he sent baA
two of his vessels which did arrive safely His
brother Miguel m 1502 set out to find him and
reached the northeast coabt of America, but he
too failed to return In 1503 King Manuel of

Portugal sent an expedition to learn their fate,
but in vain Consult Earnsse, Les Corte Real et
lews voyages oit nowveau monde (Paris, 1883)

COBTES, kCr'tfts (Sp , Portug pi of oorfe,

court) The name given in Spain and Portugal
to the assembly of representatives of the nation
As one district of S^am after another was recoy
ered by the Ctnstiaii pnncs from the Moors,
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theie MOV. m i uli i immolation composed oi
the djthient ( st iti s oi oidti^ of the popula
tion limiting Hie ponu or the pimtes From
tlu, union ol se\eral ot the-*1 temtones were
formed the thie Itadmg kingdoms ut Castile
Leon and Aragon each h.mng itn Cortes rep
iPbentmg the cleig\, the nobihtv, and the citus
In Arafijan the C cites appointed a judge known
as the Ju<ttma, who decided disputes betwefn
the King and his subjects and conimed the
io-val power within constitutional limits In
Castile the lights of the burghers* -were le.-,s

rvtensi>e than in Aragon, but in both states
the King was dependent on the Cortes Alter
the union of Castik and LeOn with Arag6n the
di>\\n succeeded in greatly lessening the poweii
of the Cortes After 1713 it did not meet till

1789, on the accession of Charles IV In lt>09

the Cortes, as composed in 1789 was assembled

by the Junta, and framed a new constitution,
called the Constitution of 1812," which, how
ever, -was set abide at the Restoration See

&PATT, Govetnment
The Imtory of the Portuguese Cortes ib -ven

siuulai to that of the Spanish In 1826 Dom
Pedro piomulgated a new constitution after the
model of the French, calling the Cortes agun
into life, and abdicating at the same time in

favor of his daughter, Maria da Glona This
conbtitution was set aside during the usurpa
tion of Dom Miguel, but -was restored in 1842
The Constitution of the Republic, adopted Aug
21, 1911, pro\ides for a Cortes of two chambers,
the lower hoube chosen by the people, and the

uppei by the municipalities The Cortes elects

the president, who serves four years, is not re

eligible, and cannot be present at the debates of

the chambers The members of the cabinet ha\e

a light to the floor of both chambers Con
suit Muro y Martinez, Constituciones de

Hspaiia (Madrid, 1881) , Desdevisea du Dezert,

L'Espagne de lancien <>6gwie (Paris 1897-99)

Colmeiro Ooites de Jos antiguos teinos de Le6n

y de GastUla, (2 parts, Madrid, 1883-84) , Ste

phens, Portugal, in the "Stories of the Nations

Series", Piescott, Ferdinand and Isabella

CORTlBS, kortas', EERKiiT or HEBTSAMX)

(1485-1547) Conqueror of Mexico He was
born at Medellln, in Estremadura, Spain, and

was sent to the University of Salamanca, but

his superabundant animal spirits and unre

strained passions for the fair sex cut short his

university career The same cause made it

impossible for him to remain at home, and

so he decided to try his fortune in the New
World An accident, received in scaling a

tumbledown wall while on his way to a final

clandestine rendezvous, postponed his departure

until the spring of 1504, when he sailed for

Santo Domingo There he joined the forces

engaged in suppressing a native revolt and

quickly won promotion, so that in 1511 he was

the chief executive officer with the expedition

dispatched under Velasquez for the conquest of

Cuba, becoming subsequently alcalde of San

tiago Mining and stock raising, although,

profitable, were not sufficiently to his taste, and

he persuaded Velasquez to eive him the com

mand of an expedition to the mainland, made

known at that time bv the discoveries of Gri

jalva No expense was spared in equipping a

fleet of seven vessels, carrying 300 men Velfis-

duez, however, became suspicious lest Cortes

should refuse to recognize his authority when

once he ww In a position to establish himself

n COKTES

independently Learnny thai he \\a& to be

superseded Cortes gatheied hi* foices and set

sail on ZSo\ 17 1318 beiore Velasquez could
oidtr him to resign tue command btoppmg for

supplies at the settlements on the coast ot Cuba
he proceeded to (. ozumel Island sailed along the
lucatan coist and fought i blooih battle with
the uitues at laoasco In the eailv ^prmg of
1519 ne landed at San Juan de Llloa Theie he
obtained numeious capLHes, one ol \ horn was
tue famous Mariana whom lie made his, mis
tress and who, out of de%otiou to hint acted is

the inteipiettr, guide and counheloi <il the

bpamards and frequently sa^ed them tiorn sen
iiu* it\eises Finding a better haiboi a little

noith ol San Juan the Spaniards u mined
thither and established i town, naming it La
\illa Rica de la "Vera Ciuz An mdeptndent
government was organised bi -vote of the settlers,
who determined to renounce their alltgiance to

\ilisquez and to acknowledge onh the supieme
control of the King in Spam In older to pre
vent those who opposed this mo\ement from de

bertmg him and carrying- the newt> to Cuba,
Cortes dispatched one \essel to Jspain with me&

seugers to reprebent hit> cause at the court, and
tlun sank the rebt of his fleet

starting on hib march mkud, Corteb entered

the eountiy of the Tlascalaiu, who lought him

vigorously for a few da\s but soon came to

terms with the strangers and joined them

against the Aztecs fay whom the Tlascalans had
been subjugated not long before From this

time until the conquest was achieved, the tribe

continued the most impoitant and trusty of all

the nati\e allies of the Spaniards Advancing
into the country of the Cholulans, Cortes sue
ceeded after a little fighting, in persuading the

people to accept a reconciliation with their tra

ditional enemies from Tlascala and to join them
m his tiain for the march on Mexico Motecuh

zoma, or Montezuma, the Aztec chieftain, pur
sued an irresolute policy and finally determined
not to oppose the Spaniards directly by force

of arms, but to await then ainval and learn

more of their purposes On Xo\ 8, 1519, Cortes

entered the city of Mexico and established Tn*

self in one of its large communal dwellings,
which had belonged to the family of Motecuh
/omas predecessors Ihe Spaniard* were

allowed to roam thiough the city at their pleas
ure and found much gold and other tieasures

in the storehouses Realizing that a party

among the native leaders were talking of driv

ing the strangers out of town Coites induced

Motecuhzoma to come to his house where he

was kept as a hostage Shortly after, in April

1520, messengers brought word that an expedi
tion sent from Cuba by Velasquez under the

command of Narvaez had landed at San Juan
de Ulloa, with orders to arrest Cortes and send

him to Cuba for punishment Cortes promptly
started for the coast with a small forces He
found the camp of his enemies unguarded, en

tered on a dark night, captured Narvaez, ana
the next dav induced nearly all the soldiers to

join hib own standard Meanwhile in Mexico

Alvarado, who had been left in command, had

learned that the Aztecs intended to attack him
'at the- close of a great religious ceremony which

was then being held To prevent this, Alvarado

suddenly surrounded the leaders, who were all

busy with the sacrifices in one of the large

courtyards of the town and killed most of them

Cortes, as wxm aa all danger from Narvftez waa
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past, hastened back to ile\icu He wab allowed

to enter the citv peictabh Vvith his iollo\vers,

bat was immediatelv sunounded and attacked

As V cie was nu possibility ot mairtaimng his

pus, tion m the cuv
,
loi lack 01 lood 01 w ater,

and as all lope ol persuading the native* to

les> bt vanished v hen ilotecuh7oma died in

immediate i en eat wa-> decided on Selecting a

dirk lamv night the famoiib ~\oche Tnste, on

June 3i> the Spimards and then native allies

btaiteO out ot the city Ihe Mexicanb prested
on LtGind them Ihe bpaniaids were hurried

dlunj tie cause duVb 01 din en into the water,
\vnere fiev were heized b\ Mexicanb in canoes

aud draped off to the citv 101 sacrifice Some
40 Euiupe-iiB were captured alive the great

object ot titir enemieb Luckily for their fel

lovs, the pio oechve bacrifcces attracted the

lai,zer nait of their assailants back into the

.itv Coites= retreited towards Tlascala At
Otumhi he vis confion^ed bv an overwhelming
lorce of hib enemies In dc&pur the harassed

Spanurds hmkd themsehet. upon the Aztecs

and erubiitd them They nevertheleab continued

then rttieat to Ilascala, wheie the\ recuperated
duunsr the suiumei

The arrival of st^eial vebnelb with men and
war mumtionb embled Cortes to reorganize his

armv "0 tint he w 1-5 prepared to take the field

agun in Octobu The outlying Aztec strong
holds were cantured one by one and the various

suoiect tribeb, ever ready to rebel against their

native conquerors, gradually recovered confi

deni,e m the white men Carpenters had been

set to -work at Tlascala in constructing a fleet of

amill -vessels, which \vcie hauled along a canal

dug for the purpose into the Mexican lake, so

that it bee line possible to attack the city by
TV ater as -well as along the causeways which con

nected Mexico with the land By the end of

Apnl, 1521, with a force of over 900 Spaniards,
and 87 horses, Cortes again approached the cap
ital The city was attacked by columns along
each of the three causeways from the shore,
while the fleet of brigantines, with cannon, en

gaged the -vast number of canoes on the lake
For taree months the Aztecs defended their

homes stubbornly Street by street was taken

by the Spaniards, who were obliged to tear

down each house as soon as they had stormed it,

to prevent the natives from returning to the
attack At last, on August 13, the chief, Gua-
temozin, who had been the principal organizer
of the defense, was captured while trying to

escape m a canoe, and the war ended Cortes

promptly set to work to repair the loss he had
caused The rums of the city were used to fill

in the marshy ground so as to afford a secure
foundation for new edifices Colonists were
brought from Spam, and in a very short tune
the city of Mexico became the principal Euro-

pean city in America Numerous expeditions
were sent off in all directions, to Tampieo,
across Honduras to the Gulf coast, and to the

Pacific, where Cortes established a shipyard m
which were built the vessels he used later in
his explorations of the Pacific coast
Meanwhile his enemies in Cuba and Spain

were planning Cortes's destruction Officials
were sent to Mexico to investigate his acts and
supersede him, but he succeeded in persuading
them to return without disturbing him In
1628, however, when Estrada arrived with ex
plicit orders to take over the government
Cortes yielded without opposition and took ship

32 COB.THELL

for Spain There he wab welcomed with royal

honois, was ciextea Marquib ot
the^

Valley of

Oa\aca, the fairest domain m the New World,
and was icappomted captain general, although
not restored to the civil governorship of Mevico
He married the daughter of the Count of Agui
lar and niece of the Duke 01 Bejar In 1530

C 01 tea returned to Mexico where he amused
himseli foi the ne\t 10 \ears with schemes 01

fuither conquebtb But the civil go\ eminent

being in othei hande>, he found himself con

btantly cheeked in his actnitj, his property de

tamed fiom him, hu> rights interfered Tuth,

and his piebtige lapidly -waning In 153b he

dibcovered Lowei California and explored the

Pacihc ousts of AIe\ico, but no second treasuie

trove awaited him In 1539 Coronado secured

the right to seek for the 'Seven Citieb" of Mai
cos de Ni?a, and m disgust Cortes went back to

complain to the court He was received with

honor but could secuie no substantial assistance

towards recovering his rights or his property

Joining an expedition to Algieis, he was ship

wrecked, losing a large part of his foitune He
then retired to a small estate near Seville, where
he died, Dec 2, 1547 Prescott's Conquest of
Mexico iSj so far as Coites is conceined, little

moie than an admirers abstiact of the eon

queror's official dispatches, which may be con
suited m Folsoms translation (New York,
1843) The 'Fifth Letter,' describing Coites's

adventurous trip acioss Honduias in 1524, w m
the Hakluvt Society Series" for 18b8 Con
suit Obei, Hernando Cortiz (New York, 1905) ,

Antonio de Soils, Historic, de la, conquista de

Ifejico (Madrid, 1684, and a convenient edition

in 5 small vols , Paris, 1827 ) ,
and especially

tvto recent works by P A MacNutt, Lettets of
Cortes to Ghatles 1, Ttanslated and Edited,
u,ith a, Biographical Introduction and Notes (2

vols, New York, 1908), and Fernando Cortes
and the Conquest of Mexico I'fSS-lSfl, in

"Heroes of the Nation Series" (ib, 1909)

CORTES Jostf DOMIRGO (c 1830-84) A
Chilean author, born at Coquimbo He was
successively journalist, member of the Chilean

Legation in Belgium, and director general of
libraries in Bolivia He published anthologies,
histories, and biographical works, such as Die
cionano biografico amencano (1876), Htstorw
de Bohwi, Los rewlunonarios de la vndf

pertfencw de Chile, and Bepubhca de Mfytco
(1872)

COSTBS, SEA OP See CU-IFOBNIA G-TJLF or
COBTEX (Lat, bark) That region of a

stem or root which occurs between the central

vascular region (stele) and the epidermis In
those stems which increase in diameter each

year the cortex becomes very much modified by
the development of cork cells, being then usually
called "bark" See MOHPHOLOGT or PLANTS
COETEX See NERVOUS SYSTEM AKD Bati^
COBTHEL37, ELMEB LA-WHENCE (1840-1916)

An Amencan civil engmeei born at South
Abiagton (now Whitman), Mass From 1861
to 1865 he served in the First Rhode Island

Light Artillery in the Civil War, returning to

graduate from Brown University in 1867 and
take up the practice of civil engineering He
served on railroad surveys and construction in
Missouri and Illinois, with James B Eads was
resident engineer in constructing Mississippi
jetties, and also cooperated with hnn in build

ing a ship railroad over the Isthmus of Tehuan
tepee, Mexico, was chief engineer of the New
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York, ttebt Shore, and Bufialo Railroad, of ince of Arezzo central Italy situated 2170 feet
the Mei chants Bridge St Louis, the Brazos above the sea 72 nuleb houtheast of Florence and
Rrver jetties Texas, lampico (Mexico) harbor 4 miles north of Lake Trasimeno (ancient Trasi
works, and the port of Para, and Rio Grande menus) |\Iap Itab, F 4) It has wellpre
do Sul Brazil From 1900 to 1902 he was bened Cyclopean walls, built more than 3000
consulting engineer of the National Public years ago, S500 feet in circumference, the ruins
ftorks of the Argentine government He is of old Roman baths a museum 01 Etruscan an
author of History of the Mississippi Jetties Equities including a remarkable candelabrum
(1880) Report onBtussels ^aiigation Congress with 16 lights, assembled bv the Etruscan Acad
(1898), llantime Commeice of the World emv, founded in 1726 the cathedral of Santa
Past, Piesent, and Futwe (1898), Some Potts Maria, containing paintings bv Luca Signorelh
of the World (1901) , irgentine Past, Piesent,
and Future ( 1903) Allowable Pressure on Deep
Foundations (1907) , Engineering and Commer

lq\ ), who was born here in 1441, as was
Pietro Berettmi, known as Pietro da Cortona

(q\ ) in 1596 The fifteenth century church of
cial Conditions and Problems in Latin America San Domenico also contains excellent pamtmgb
(1911)

CORTINA, kdrte'na, JUAA NEPOSTOCENO
(1S30- ) A MiAican soldier and bngand,
born in La Higuera, State of Tamaulipas Dur
ing the Mexican War he organized a band of

The ancient Cortona, called "Kyrtoma* by Poly
bms, was the strongeist of the 12 cities of the
Etruscan League As a Roman colony it lost

its importance, but in the eleventh century

again probpered It sidid mobtlv with the Ghib

cowboy guerrillas, later incorporated in the ellmes, came into the possession of the Casale
Me-ucan army He fought at Palo Alto, rose family in the fourteenth centurr, in 1409 was
to the rank of captain, but at the conclusion gnen bv the last of the house to EJng Ladislaus

of the war was refused a commission in the of Naples, and by him in 1412 to Florence Pop
' -

----5, 1911,legular aimy Thereupon he turned smuggler
Later he rose to be a general in the liberal

(commune), 1881, 20,353, 1001, 29,343,
29,<>59 Consult G Dennis, Cities and Ceme

revolutionist forces, but after his defeat by tenca of Ettuna (London, 1883), and A Delia

General Hinojosa was forced to escape to the

United States From 1859 to 1863 he held sway
on the frontier, devastating the country and

Cella, Coitona Antica (Cortona, 1900)

COBTOWA, PIETRO DA, properly PIETBO
BEBETTIM (1596-1669) An Italian painter and

making such official appointments as he saw architect, born at Cortona He studied under

fit He supported the cause of Maximilian in Commodi and Ciarpi in Rome, where the greater

1864, in 1867 again joined the Republicans, and part of his life was passed He was the most

in 1869 was appointed, by Juarez, federal chief important painter of his day, and was employed
of Tamaulipas In 1876 he was arrested by by popes, cardinals, and princes Among the

Geneial Canales, but instead of being executed, gieat decorative works intrusted to him were

as General Diaz had directed, waa incarcerated the frescoes of the ceiling in the hall of the

without trial in the military pnson of Santiago Barbenni Palace, Rome, decoration of the suite

Tlaltelolco
* " ~ " ^

COBTHTA'BnJS
Plate

COBTISSOZ, ROYAL An American art critic,

born in New Yoik City He became literary and
art editor of the New York Tribune, lectured on

of rooms in the Pitti Palace, Florence, with

See FUNGI, EDIBLE, and paintings representing the seven virtues neces

sary for a sovereign (1640-47), and the frescoes

m the church of Santa Maria in Valheella He
*as also superintendent of the mosaics for St

Peter s, and himself designed those of the chapels,

art, edited an edition of Don Quixote and The of the right aisle Among his oil paintings are

Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellvnt, and, be 'The Battle of Arbela" (Louvre), painted for

sides contributions to magazines, is author of Louis i.Tv a "Nativity" (Prado) painted for

Augustus Saint Gaudens (1907), John La the Spanish King, 'Daniel in the Lion's Den'

Forge (1911), Art and Common Sense (1913)
His -wife, ELLEN MA.CKAY ETJTCHINSON COB

(Accademia, Venice) Cortona founded a new

style m Rome and did for painting what Ber

TI&SOZ, associated with him in critical work, mm did for sculpture, accentuating the personal

is author of Songs end. Lynca, and acted as asso

ciate editor of The Library of American Litera

ture ( 11 vols )

mdmdual tendency in opposition to the classical

trend of his age He had a remarkable power
of heightening the illusion in his freseoes> and

COBT'LAND A city and the county seat of the warn golden tones of his later works are

Cortland Co, N Y, 37 miles by ml south of admirable As an architect, he designed the

Syracuse, on the Tioughnioga River, and on the &&** * Santa Maria m Via Late the portico

Lackawanna and the Lehigh Valley railroads
nf *"** w **n* Pflne ftTld ttft fthnrrh of

(Map New York, p 5) It IB the seat
'

Santa Maria della Pace, and the church of

Martina, all in Rome Consult his

hies by Fabbniu (Cortona, 1896) , Gei-
normal school and the Cortland County biographies by Fal

!, and, .a,
. manuf*** centre, pro

-tor (Ita.* IK.) . M*.
,

duceg extensively wire, wire cloth, carriages and

carnage trimmings, drop forgingfl, co

(U
;
*2
L-, ftf Krwl

carnage m, ,
A town of Brazil,

r whe^fmotor trus, broad sflour, '* g
State of Matto Grosso on the wt bank

piano cases, wall paper, etc The government,
of &* %"&?? River, about 325 miles south

east of Matto Grosso (Map Braal, F 7 ) The
naval arsenal of Brml i. on the eaat bank of

the nv
"L. P ' 10*000

COBUNA, kd-roo/nya A fortified seaport
of Spain, capital of the province of the same

name, in Gahcia, situated on a small headland
in the Atlantic, formed by two Bays the Wa da

la Oorufia and the GOTO of El Orzan, 515 males-Mi of Madrid (Map Spain A 1) It is

nn th*- idon* *n/ .rHv t ft- t~*

1900, is vested in a mayor, a

il, and administrative bWda
and officials appointed by the executive, the ap

pomtmenta, except the board of educafeLon, being

subiect to the consent of the council First sei-

tied in 1792 Cortland was included in the town-

n) oa S-^er until set off as Gortlandville in

I82"9 The -rater works are owned by the city

Pop, 1900, 9014, IWO, U,504, 1920, 18,294
M-RTOWA Irft^W^nn A fltv in the Proi
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of a hill and is divided into the upper and lower

towns the lormei being the more ancient The
lower town which was, lonnerly an insignificant
fibbing village is now more important and is

well built with broad and well paved streets

The anuent section, which is partly surrounded
by the old walls, contains the more prominent
edifices, though there are comparatively lew

public buildings of note in Corufla The
churches 01 Santiago and Santa Maria del

Campo of the tw elrth centun , the barracks

the Capitanla General and the modern military

hospital 01 San Ca los, are worthy of mention

Tiic provincial institute has a considerable h
i.rarv and valuable bcientific collections, and the

city contains also a meteorological observatory,
and various educational institutions, including
a manne school Other features of interest are

the grave of Sir John Moore (qv ), with a
monument in the garden of San Carlos, and the

to called Torre de Hercules, of doubtful Phceni

man origin having been built more probably in

the time of Trajan which has served as a

Iighthoube for more than a century The harbor,

protected bv five forts, two of which, San Anton
and San Diego defend the entrance, is safe and
commodious CoruBa is the centie of an ex

tensive commerce, the exports comprising live romana, on me ouutuem JCUKUU. me jruruauu,

stock, nuits vegetables, wine, hams, sardines Eugene, and Eastern, the
Oregon^ Electuc, and

v\hich is purple In addition to these there is

the aatenated or star sapphne, which exhibits

an opalescent star of biv ravb The daik colored

vaneties are called coruniuin xnd granular
corundum is known is eaitty The colored

vaneties of corundum are tound chiefly in

Bui ma China Cevlon and in the Lnited States,

where it occurs in the crvbtillme rocks along
the Appalachian Mountains at Chester, Mass ,

in northern Geoigia and in Montana, TV here

sapphires of gem grade have been found Emery
(q v )

-which is used as an abiasive material, is

found in Asia Mmoi, at Cheater, Mats, and in

C anada The impoits into the United States

are about $100 000 annually, chiefly from Can
ada See ^BBA^IVE
COBTTNTJA. A city and the county seat of

Shiawansee Co Mich, 30 miles (direct) north

east of Lansing, on the Shiavassee Rivei, and
on the Ann Arbor and the Grand Trunk lail

loads (Map Michigan, E 5) The public librai v

and McCurdy Paik are among the featuies It

has a trade in coal and manufxctures flom

buffalo and asfcr ulian cloths, vitrified brick and
furniture Pop 1900 1310 1910, 1384

COBVAI/LIS A city and the county seit

of Benton Co Ore ,
96 miles south by -west of

Portland, on the Southern Pacific the Portland,

leather, peat, etc, while the principal imports
art. sugai, hides, coal, oil, and manufactured
articles There is also an important coastwise

trade The city has a variety of manufactures,

including cigars, Imen goods, canvas, cordage,
lumber barrels, paper, etc , and many of the

inhabitants are employed in the fisheries. Pop ,

1897, 40 500 1000, 43,971 , 1010, 45,650
The chronicled history of Corufia dates from

the Roman occupation In the Middle Ages it

was called Caromum It was part of the emirate

of Cordoba for some time, and suffered severely,

with the rest of Galicia, in the reconquest The

Portuguese captured the town in 1370 Here
John of Gaunt landed in 1386, to urge the claims

of his wife, DoSa Constanza to the Castihan

crown, and in 1554 Philip II sailed from the

port to marry Queen Mary of England Corufia

was the point of departure of the "Invincible

Armada" in 1588, and in the following year it

was taken by Drake and Norris and nearly de

stroyed The harbor was the scene of English
na\al victories over the French in 1747 and
1805 CoruBa is famous for the repulse, on
Jan 16, 1809, of the French under Marshal
Soult, by Sir John Moore, who succeeded in

withstanding the French attempt to stop the

English embarkation, but lost his life m the
battle The engagement took place on the

heights of Elvifia In 1823 the city fell into

the hands of the French In 1836 it was cap
tured by the Carlista The result of the Spanish
American War in 1898 was disastrous to
CorunVs trade with Cuba and Porto Rico
COBtnrinTM (NeoLat, from Hind ffurond,

corundum), or ADAMANTIHB SFAB An anhy
drous aluminum peroxide that crystallizes in

rhombohedral forms of the hexagonal system
Owing to their extreme hardness (in which
corundum ranks next to the diamond) and their

the Comllis and Eastein lailroids, and on the

Willamette Eiver (Map Oregon, B 0) Cor
valhs i-s the seat of the State Agricultural

College and contains a fine courthouse and city
hall and a large college aimorv River steam
boat lines add to the tnnspoi tation facilities

There is a consideiable trade in gram, lumber,
flour live stock, and wool Dai rv ing stock

raising and the raising of fiuit and beiries aie

important occupations The manufactures in

elude lumber, flour buck and tile, ice cream,
cigars, etc Pop, 1900, 1819, 1910, 4552

COBVEE, kOr'vl' (Fr, from ML conata,
demanded, from Lat corrogata, demanded sc

opera, work, from com , with -f- rogare, to de

mand) An obligation imposed under the Roman
law and continued under feudal law, whereby
the inhabitants of a district performed certain
services such as repairs of the highway and
bridges, for the sovereign or the feudal lord
Under the feudal lords corvees were greatly in

creased and diversified, but were usually deter
mined by the local customs Gradually the

people succeeded in escaping from most of the
eorvees by substituting payments But in some
countries some burdens viere long continued,
eg, French peasants were subject to some cor
vees until the French Revolution Under the
name of prMa*to the corvee system, was re

vived, and v>.~ made the subject of various legis
lative modifications in 1824 and 1871 In some
arrondissements all able bodied men may he
called upon to give three days' work for the

upkeep of the roads In England the Highways
Act of 1837 did away with all statutory labor on
the roads, but in Scotland the practice persisted
until 1883, when it was abolished by law The
system was enforced by the Dual Control in

Egypt, where, in 1882, 234,000 fellahe&n were
out for 100 days to claan the irrigating

high specific gravity (from 395 to 4 10) , the canals, but the obligation was gradually abol
colored varieties are much sought after ta gems ished until, m 1887, through the efforts of the
According to their colors, they are called British, the corvfc for this purpose was wholly
sapphire, which is blue, Oriental ruby, which is done away with, and the kbor performed by
red, Oriental topaz, which is yellow, Orwntal contract Other corrSes were abolished by 1891,
tanerald, which is green, aad Oriental amethyst, except the forced labor to gunrd against floods
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For the feudal cor\ees, consult Luchaire, Manuel
des institutions fian^aises (Pans, 1902)
COBVEI, WM (ML Corleia iota, New

forbeia, as it v&s first occupied to monks from
Coibie) A Benedictine abbey of Germany, on
the Weser, near Hovter, the oldest and most
famous abbey in Saxony It \vas founded by
Louis the Pious in the beginning of the ninth

century, being a colony fiom the mona^tciy of

the same name in Picardv It received rich en
dowments and uas the centre of great agucul
tural improvement and prosperity during the
earlier part of the Middle Ages, besides being
the seat of a famous school In 1793 it was
made a bishopric bv Pius VI Its territory then
embraced about 22 square miles, with 10,000
inhabitants In 1802 it ^as secularized and
annexed to Nassau, from which it -was trans

ferred, in 1807, to Westphalia, and in. 1815 to

Prussia The church of the abbey is built in

Gothic style, magnificently adorned in the in

tenor, and contains a multitude of monuments
of successive dynasties The library and ar
elmes of the cloister which contained most \alu
able records of the early ages of German history,
ha\e all been destroyed, the Chromcon Cor
beiense, an alleged record of this abbey from its

foundation to the end of the twelfth century,

being a forgery Certain brief Annales Corbei
enses from 648 to 1148 are, however, printed in

the Monumenta Germamte Histonca Consult

Wigand, Qeschtchte der Abtei Korvey (Eoxter,
1819)

CORVETTE, k&TvSf (Fr, from Sp coneta,
corteta, It conetta, corvette, from Lat corbifa,
slow ship of burden, from corbis, basket) In
the days of sailing men of war, a corvette waa a

ship ngged vessel (ic, having three masts, all

square rigged), carrying all her broadside guns
on one covered deck The upper deck, abo^e the

guns, was flush (i e , was continuous from stem

to stern, without poop or topgallant forecastle)
Coi \ettes occasionally had a bow or stem chaser

on the upper deck
CORr

VJ..L).25 (Neo Lat nom pi , from corvus,

ciow) A family of passerine birds which in

eludes the ravens, crows, magpies, jays, etc

Pee these words, and Plate of JAYS, MAGPIES,
1TC

COBVTNtTS, MATTHIAS See MATTHIAS
CORVINUS

COBVEST-WIEBSBITSZI, kOr v&i' v&rs bW
skfc, OLTO VON (1812-86) A German author,

born at Gumbinuen He took part in the revo

lutionary uprising m Baden in 1848 and 1849,

And became chief of the general staff of the

Republican forces at Eastatt He was con

demned to death, but the sentence was commuted
to SIT years' solitary confinement In 1855 he

went to London, whence in 1861 he proceeded to

the United States to act as the war correspond
ent of the Augsburg JLllgemeine Zeitung Dur

ing the Franco German War he was the oorre

spondent of the Vienna Weue Pro* Presse, and
his experiences are admirably described in his

well known book, In France <unth the Germana

(1872) In his earlier years Cotvm devised

"Commello," a species of metal work inlaid

with mother of pearl, stones, or other materials

His numerous historical and other writings in

dude Sistonsohe Denkmole des dtnsthohen

Fanattsmus (1845), the second edition of which

appeared under the title Pfvffenspiegel (1869),

and was furfsner supplemented by Die Gassier

(3d ed, 1892-98) Commit bis Erwtmenmgon

cus meitmni Leben (4th ed, Rudolstadt,
1890-92)
COB'VO (Sp, crow) The most northerly

and the smallest ot the Azores (q-v \ (Map
Portugal A 4)

COE'VITS, 3IABCLS VALEBILS (c 370-270 B c )

A geneial of the earlj Roman Republic He
flas tuice dictatoi and six tuneb consul, and

occupied the curule chair 21 times He defeated
the Gauls, the Tolaci, the Samnites, the Etrus

cans, and the Marsi He owed his name, tradi

tion said to the cot LUS, ^a^e3l, "which helped him
to defeat a gigantic Gaul
COB'WIN, EDW^BD TAXJOBE (1834-1914)

An American writer, and historian of the Re
foimed Dutch church He was born in New
York Citv, July 12, 1834 graduated at the

present College of the City of New York in 185J
and at the Theological Semmai y m New Brunt,

wick, X J in 1856 He has held various

pastorates, but his reputation, rests upon his

literary work, which has made him the recog
mzed histonan of his denomination His pub
lications include Manual of the Reformed Ptot
estant Dutch Chut eh in ~\otth America (ISjQ
4th ed 1902), Millstone Centennial (1866) J.

History of the Reformed Church, Dutch ( 1895 )

Ecclesiastical Records of 2few TotL (6 vols,,

Albany, 1901-05) This is a translation and
elaborate annotition of the letters which passed
between the Clissis of Amsterdam and the

churches in the New Netherlands and Province
of New York, and so aie an important historical

source It is published by the New York State

Library He contributed to the first edition of

the NEW I\TEB^ATIO>AL E\C*CLOP-EDIA

COBWINV THOMAS (1794-1865) An Amen
can lawver and statesman, born in Bourbon Co ,

Ky He studied and practiced law in Ohio
where his eloquence soon won him prominence
He was a member of the State Legislature from
1822 to 1823 and in 1829, and of Congress from
1831 to 1840, when he was chosen Governor of

Ohio From 1845 to 1850 he was a member of

the United States Senate, and in the latter year
he became Secretary of the Treasury in Prem
dent Fillmore'a cabinet He was again in Con

gress (1859-61) and *as Minister to Mraco
from 1861 to 1864 As an orator he won big

greatest distinction his speeches both on the

stump and in debate being examples of remark
able eloquence His arraignment of the adnunis

trataon for the war with Mexico in the Senate,

Feb 11, 1847, uas a notable effort which made
him many enemies and damas^d his political

career Consult Rubsell, Thomas Conun (Cm
cinnati, 1882), and J Morrow, Life and Speeches

of Thomas Corum (Cincinnati 189C)

CKKRY, CHABLES BABNEY (1857-1921) An
American ornithologist, born in Boston He
became professor and honorary curator of

zoology in the Field Columbian Museum in Chi

cago Hus publications include Birds of the

Bahama Islands (1880) , The Beautiful and

Cunous Birds of the World (1880), Southern

Rambles Florida (1881) Xantezicma's Castle

(1899), The Birds of Illinois and Wisconsin

(1909), Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin

(1912) , Description, of Tvxnty-eight yetoSpeeiet
and Subspecies of Xeotropunl Birds (1913)

COBT, WniiAM JOHNSON (1823-92) An

English poet, son of Charles Johnson, of Tor

rmgtoa, Devonshire, iis mother was a grand
niece of Sir Joshua Reynolds He was educated

at Eton, and at Bang's College, Cambridge, was
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graduated BA iu 1*4> and m the bame vear

becamt Mlow ot his college He was at once

appointed dsbibtant master of Eton where he

T*on great distinction as a tutor In 1872 ha\

ing inherited in estate at Halbdon, he retired

from Eton mJ changed his name to Cory His

subsequent home ua^s Hampbtead \\here lie died,

June 11 1892 Can ib mainly kno^n for a

\olume of Aeito^ entitled lonica 1 1858, repub
lu>hed with additional poemt, in 18.!), contain

ing ilimnermu^ in Clnuch and other poema
ol great tendeine&a ind bemt\ Tht volume was
lei&bued with iddition- m 1SU He is also

author of in asfieeablt? Guide to llodetn Enghsh
History from 1S1> to /M; (1SSO-S2) of Lucre

iilis, a twatibe on \\utma; Latin \erse (1871),
and of lophon 1 1873 1 on Greek Iambics After

his death appeared his Letters and Journals

(Oxford 1S97)

COBYAT, kOrVat or COBYATE, THOMAS
1 1577-1617 j

\n English traveler and author,
born at Odcombe and educated at Oxford He
made an extensive toui ol Europe traveling
mostly on foot and publibhed his experiences
in a volume entitled Cotyats Crudities (1611,
new ed 190o) It was the first manual of

continental tia\el and \va& illustrated with en

graving Partb of this work consisting of

mock \erse commending the author, were pub-
lished beparatelv under the title Odcomlian

Banquet (1611) Con at made other \ovages

through Greece Asia Minor, north Africa, and
India where he died

COBYBAHTES, kor'i ban'tSz (Gk Kopi/aw,
Kotybantes) ilvthical beingb, attendant upon
the Phrygian Cvbele (q-v ), as the Curetes (q\ )

belong to the Cretan cult of ZPUS and Rhea
Unlike the Curetes, with whom they were some
times confused the Corvbanteb were not believ ed

to dance m aimor, but rather to perform -wild

and orgiastic dances which frequently ended in

ecstasy The name does not properly denote

priests or human beings at all since the Cory-
bastes represent rather gods of procreative sig-

nificance, but, as the priests of Cvbele imitated
these dances the name ib sometimes extended to
them Consult Frazer, Idonis, Attis, Ostrw
(London, 1907), Part IV of his Golden Bough
COBYCIA, kfi rfslrl i (Lat , from Gk Kpu

ida, EGrylia) The mother of Lycoris, by
Apollo She TV as a nymph, whose name is pre
sened in that of the Corycian Cave on Mount
Parnabsus, and m the appellation. Corycides

applied to the nymphs of the cave and to the

muses, who were worshiped on Parnassus See
CASTALU
COBYIXALIS See FuMABiAoaa:
COBYDAUS (Neo Lat , from Gk KopuSoXXfc,

lorvdalli*, Kopvhs, korydos, crested lark from
Kopis, korys, helmet) or DOBSON A genus of

laige net \emed lusect 1

} (true Neuroptera) , rep
lesenting the family Siakdid, and peculiar to

America, where its larva, need for bait under
the names 'crawler

"
"dobson," "hell devil," and

many others, is the largest of our aquatic in
wets The single species (Corydalts oornutu),
often called "hell gra/nmite," is brownish green
in color, about 2 inches in length, and. expands
its four nearly equal wings fully 6 inches "In
the female the jaws are very large, flat, and
toothed at the extremity, but in the male they
are remarkably long and slender, not toothed,
and the sharp tips crossing each other, their

only use is evidently for seizing the soft, some
what yielding body of the female during the act

of pairing, hence during its short life the male,
at least, takes no food The female lays her

eggs in midsummer, in white chalkv mast.es al

most an inch ^ide, on tree leaves, rocks timber,

etc, overhanging water, into ^hich the young
drop as boon as hatched Thebe sink to the

bottom and srrovs rapidlv into large, slate gray,

tough, predatorv lar\ *, ^ hich hide under stones,

etc , in the rapid streams \\here thei most
abound clinging firmly to borne support with
their anal hookb, -while they seize in then ja\vs
buch living creatures as, come within their reach

They remain in the isater 2 veil b and 11 months
then cieep out upon land -nhere they wander
ibout at night foi a few d\vs, then pupate in

some letreat and speedily emerge as adults

The larva (dobsonb) aie regarded a? the most

satisfactory bait known for still fishing, and
are captured with netb, after o\erturnmff stones,

etc, and frightening them out into the open
\\ater For lie many interesting peculianties of

the structure and economy of this and other

species of the Sialididae (called "adder flies" in

England), consult Howard The Insect Book
(New York, 1901) Packard, Standard Natural

History, vol n (Boston 1884), Miall The
Natural History of Aquatic Insects (London,
1895) Kellogg Imencan Insects (New York,
1908} Da\is '

Sulididse," in iquatio Insects m
Sew Tori State (Albany, 1003)
COBTD01T A town and the county seat of

Harrison Co, Ind 25 miles west bv south of

liouibville, Kv, on Indian Creek and on the

Louisulle New Albany, and Corydon Railroad

(Map Indiana, C 4) It is known as a summer
resort, one of its atti actions being a sulphur
nell Corydon -was the capital of the Territory
of Indiana from 1813 to 1816, and of the State
of Indiana from 1816 to 1825, when the seat of

government was removed to Indnnapohs The
old capitol is still standing The Constitutional
Convention of 1816 met here In 1863 the town
was the scene of a sharp skirmish between a
small force of State militia and a superior force

of Confederate raiders under John Morgan Pop ,

1900, 1610, 1910, 1669

COBYDOM" A town and the county seat of

Wayne Co, Iowa, 81 mileb (by rail) south by
east of Des Momes on the Keokuk and Western
and the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific rail

roads (Map Iowa, D 4) Corydon is essentially
an agricultural town and expoitb a large amount
of timothy beed The electric bgbt plant, sewer,
and water works are under municipal ownership
and control Pop , 1900, 1477 1910, 1703
COBYDON 1 A shepherd in the Idyls of

Theocritus, and in the second and the seventh

Eclogue of Vergil, and hence a name conven

tionally used in literature to designate a country
swam, as in Spenser's Faerie Queene and Colin
Clout 2 A shoemaker in Scott's Count Robert

of Pans 3 A musical countryman in Walton's

Compleat Anqler, who fraternizes with Piscator
COB'YLTTS See H-IZELNUT
COBTSnO (from. Lat corynibw, from Gk

xofviifSot, Icorymbos, cluster, from Kopvt, Icorys,
helmet) A flat topped flower cluster, in which
the pedicels arise at different levels upon an

elongated ana and the outermost flowers bloom
first See IiraxoBESOENCE.
COBYIFBTTS (Lat, cluster) That mode of

dressing the hair which prevailed among the
Greek woman and which may be seen m ex

amples of the antique, particularly in the stat
ues representing Venus Thi* arrangement of
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the hair was also adopted bv the Romans It

consibted m gathering it upward upon the
cro\\n and back of the head in one knot It

ma> be seen in it& simplest form m the statue
of the \enus de' Medici in the Uffizi Gallery,
Florence

COBTNACTICS See SEA A^EMO^E
COB-TPHA See FAN PALM GEB^G PALM
COR/YPHEITE (Lat cwypJicena, from Gk

Aopi^flipa, koryphama a sort of flbh from Kopv<f>rit

konjpht summit) DOBADO or DOLPHI\ One
of a genus of fibheis (Go)yph(ena) of the family
Conphsenidse, to which the name dolphin,"

properb belonging to the Cetacea has been

popularly transferred The coryphenes are al

lied to the opahs and are remarkable for the

beauty and metallic brilliancy of their colors,
tthich delight the spectator as the grace
ful fish are seen gliding with extreme rapidity
near the surface of the water, gleaming in the

light and the changes the colors undergo "while

the fish is d'vmg ha\e acquired a poetic celeb

rity They haye an elongated compressed body
covered with small scales, the head rising m
a sharp crest the mouth large They are

large fishes, attaining a length of 6 feet, and
are inhabitants of the high seas of warm ch

mates, where they chase the flying fishes and
other surface pm with great speed and vora

city The common, almost cosmopolitan corr

phene (Cot ypfusna hippurus) occurs on the

coast of the United States as far north as Gape
Cod 'They are often caught by sailors at sea

and are considered most excellent food It is

an almost universal custom before eating them
to test the flesh by putting a piece of silver

into the vessel in \vhich the\ have been cooked,
it being a common belief that if the flesh is

poisonous the silver -will turn dark" (Goode )

See Plate of HORSE MACKEREL
CORYPH'ODOIT (NeoLat, from Gk jcopu^,

koryphS, summit + <Wouj, odous, tooth) A
fossil amblvpod mammal of the Lower Eocene

beds (Wasatch) of western America, related to

Tmocetas and the Umtathena A complete
skeleton of Oorvphodon radians has been found,

and is mounted in the American Museum of

Natural History in New York City It shows

an animal between 5 and 6 feet in length, with

large skull, formidable teeth, short neck, rather

long bodj, and short, strong, bowed legs with

spreading toes The brain cavity is remarkably
small The skeleton indicates a heavy, clumsy

animal that lived in the bordering marshes of

the Wasatch lakes, feeding on succulent water

plants Coryphodon remains have also been

found m the Eocene beds of Europe Consult

Osborn, A Complete Skeleton of Coryphodon
Radians," Bulletin of the American Museum of

Natural History, vol x (New York, 1898), and

Knipe, Evolution tn the Past (London, 1912)

See TEBXIAEY SYSTEM, TINOCERAS , UI^TA
THEKtUM
COBY'ZA An inflammation of the nasal and

ocular mucous membrane, with discharge of thin

mucus Preceded by a chilly feeling and a slight

rise of temperature, it constitutes the invasion

of measles, whooping cough, la- grippe, and certain

fevers, and is constant during hay fever (qv )

Constipation or uric acid diathesis is often the

underlying cause for its appearance, the exciting

cause is nearly always bacterial infection Re

hef in the simple forma follows the use of alka

hne laxatives, nasal spraying with mild anfa

septic solutions, and the correction of any

diathesis such as rheumatism If neglected, the
mucous membrane affords an inviting field for

the geims of gnppe pneumonia, etc

COS, or KOS (Gk Es, Eds, It Stanchio,
Turk /sfcmioi i One of the Dorian Sporades,
off the southwest coast of Asia Elinor, now be

longing to Turkev Cos is about 23 miles long,
and about 74 in circumference On the southern
side of the island a range of hill&, called Prion,
extends along the coast the wtstern half of the
ibland is albo mountainous but the eastern por
tion north of the jagged ridge of ilount Prion
is a fertile plain, producing the grapes and the
tsultant raiaint. which furnish the chief modern

exports The population is estimated at about
10 000 In ancient times the island was famous
lor its perfume^ winea and silk (probably pro
duced from an inferior \arietv of worm) from
TV Inch were wo\ra the transparent Coan gar
raents (Coa ipshs) worn by the courtesans of

Greece and Rome There are man\ mineral

springs on the island which earlv became an

important seat of the worship of Asclepins

(q% ) The precinct of Asdepius. on Mount
Pnon was e\ca\ated in 1000-04 it had a con
tmuous history from the sixth centun EC to

3)4 AD Cos was the birthplace of the great
plnsician Hippocrates (qv I and of Apelles
f q v ) The chief town Cos is situated on the
northeast coast on the site of the ancient citv

In the centre of the mam street is a gigantic
plane tree said to hate stood there before the

Christian era To the northwest is an old fort

ress of the Knights of Rt John The harbor is

braall and so filled with mud as to be available

only for small boats The inhabitants are em
plo\ed chiefh in agriculture Cos is mentioned
in the Iliad among the allies of the Greeks, and
the ihland seems to have been early colonized

Later it -was the seat of a Dorian colony, ap
parently from Epidauruia fq\ ), and became a

part of the Dorian Hexapohs It was a mem
her of the Athenian League, and in the fourth

eenturj Be enjoved a prosperity which in

creased under Alexander and his successors It

was the birthplace of Ptolemv II Philadelphia,
and the home of Philetas, the bucolic poet, who
founded on the island a school of which Theo
critus (qv) was the mot>t distinguished mem
ber From the Latin conquest of Constanti

nople ( 1204 A D ) till its capture bi the Turks
in 1523 Cos shared the wcissitndes of Rhodes
and the neighboring islands In 1912, in the

course of the Turco Italian War (qv), it was
seized by an Italian fleet but Italy by the

Treaty of Lausanne (Oct 15, 1912), engaged to

restore to Turkey the JEgean Islands on condi

tion that a general amnesty should be granted
to the inhabitants and that local autonomy and

public liberty should be guaranteed The con

teraporaneous outbreak of the Balkan War
(qv ) aroused a vigorous agitation among the

Greek islanders of Cob for union with the Greek

Kingdom It was agreed b-v the Treaty of Lon
don (May 30, 1913) that the final disposition
of all the JSgean Islands should be left to the

Powers , in the meanwhile Italian occupation of

Cos continued Consult Rayet, Mtmotre *wr

Vtle de Cos (1876) Patoa and Hacks, I**cnp
fton* of Cos (Oxford, 1891) Herzog, Kouohe
ForscJumyen (Leipzig, 1859) , ArdMologMohe
Anaetqer (1895)

COSA, Wsa JtrAN DE LA (c!460-elS12)
A Spanish navigator and cartographer, bora in

Santofia (SanUndfr) He accompanied Colum
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bus on 01- first ind second vovages and after

returning to Santoaa 101 a brief period settled

in tlv Puerto de Santa Maria tPiovinee of

Cadi7j vv lere he became limou^ as i cartoy

raplier He \\a& tie principal plot of the e\

peditions sent out under Ojeda 11400) and

Rodrigo Bastidas
(
1500 1 to explore the coais* of

Venezuela After two other s,ucctbbful vovaget.
(1504-07 and 1307-08 1 H nab appointed ov
Juana hereditary alguat.il ttiaitoi ot Urubi
I-abelli in 1303 had appointed him to thus

f

option but had not made the title hereditary

ate in 1509 he fitted ont three vebbels \iith

which he -et sai1 lor Siito Domingo to meet

Ojeda, TV ho had been apoomted ,tr>eral of Nueva
\ndaluc la In Santc Dom ngo he served as

arbiter between Ojeda ind Xicuesa in a dispute
o\ er the boundaries of their respective territories

and mribdiction In 1510 Coba Lad to defend
himsch from Portuguese accusations that he had
made discoveries and e-qDlorations beyond the

line set for the Spaniards Later Co&a accom

panied Ojeda to Pouth America, where the entire

part's vuth the exception of Ojeda and one
other vvab massacred bv Indians while tnmg to

land in Cartagena Bav Coiaa losing his life in

deliberate defense of Ojeda In 1500 Cosa made
a large map of the world, probibh the- first to
be prepared after 1402 and the first, therefore,
to include the Xew \\orld For tins reason it

is of the greatest value to cartographer aad
historians and many reproductions of tne part
relating to America have been made It \\as

accidentally discovered by Humboldt in the
library of Baron Walckenacr in Pans m 1832,
and since 1856, when it \vas acquired bv the

Spanish government has been in the Xaval
Museum m Madrid On several occasions paits
of it have been reproduced but M Jomard's is

the onh reproduction of the whole map on the

original scale and with the original colors

COSCnrOJEANCY (from Gk roffKaw, los

kmon, sieve + pan-eta, manteia, divination) A
species of divination, practiced from the earliest

times by means of a sieve and a pair of shears

or forceps Tylor (Primitive Cultute 4th ed,
TO! i, p 128) sajs 'The sieve was held hanging
M a thread, or by the points of a pair of shears

stuck into its rim, and it would turn, or swing,
or fan, at the mention of a thiefs name, and

give similar signs for other purposes" Ihe
ordeal of the Bible and key is a survival of the

old custom The fiftieth Psalm is read, and
when the verse beginning

' When thou sawest a
thief* is reached, the apparatus is expected to

torn towards the culprit See STIPEBSTTTIOH'

COSE'CAHT See TBIGOITOIOETBY

COSEG-OTBTA, kysa-gwe'na, or COSIGttoTA,
ko

-

'B6gwc
viu A volcano m the extreme north-

west corner of Nicaragua, Central America
(Map Central America, D 4) It is situated
on a small peninsula which partly separates the
Gulf of Fonseca from the Pacific, it has an alti

trade of over 3000 feet Its latest eruption on
Jan 20, 1836, is famous as the most violent in

history The sky was darkened by the ashes

during three days for a distance of 100 miles
from the crater, and ashes fell as far away as
Jamaica and Bogota, Colombia The explosion
was said to have been heard in the city of

Mexico, 900 miles away
CXXSEL, or KOSEL The capital of a district

of Silesia, Prussia, on the river Oder, at thftcon

fluence of the Klodnite, 25 miles southeast of

Oppeln (Map Prussia, H 3) It is a garrison

tov\n, ha& a ctstk iU wis> formerly sur

rounded In \\alls, the -ite 01 which has been

eomeited into boukvaids, A nne monument
commemorates the unbuceebbiul siege by the

Titnch in 1307 The town manufacturer cellu

loid lumber flour, malt beer brak-. and renned

petioleum It v-as the capital of a foimer duchy
in the fourteenth centurv Pop, 1005, 7085,
1010 7812

COSELET, kozli A manuf ictunng town in

Maiioids'im Pnaland a iuburh ot Wolverhamp
ton (Mip Tnghnd, D 4), vuth v^liich it*> indub

hies and public \voik-, are identited It has
iron co il ind cement minet manufactures! of

non ^oodb and fetoyts Pop 1001, 22,210, 1911,
22t>14

COSEJTTIA See COSENZ*.

COSENZ, ko'sanz, L^TBICO (1820-98) An
Italun boldier bom at Gaeta He entered the

nulitaiv bervice ot Naples in 1840, participated
m the campaign in upper Itah (1848) acd

iftunvard \vab prominent m the defense of \ emce

against the Austnans In 1850 he became a col

oncl in the Hunters of the Alps" Garibaldi's

corps and in 1860 took part in the expedition to

Sicilv Lpon Ganbaldib assumption of the die

tatorbhip of Xaples, he v\as appointed Llmister

ot \\ ar He commanded a division in the attack

on Home in 1870 and from 1SS1 until his retire

mcnt in 1893 was chief of the general staff of

the Italian armv He al&o held civil oflice as a

deputy fiom I860, and s>enatoi fiom 1S72

COSENZA, kuzgnt'sa (Lat Cosentia) The

capital of the Province of Cosenza (Calabria

Citenore) at the confluence of the Crati and
Buscnto rivers, in south Itily situated 120

miles southwest of Taianto, and only a short

distance from the Mediterranean (Map Italy,
L 8) It is commanded bv a castle, whose

Malls, 9 feet thick were shattered in the earth-

quakes of 1783 1854, and 1870 The older and
lower part of the town is infected with malaria
in bummer The catliedral of the thirteenth

eentun, which has been restored, contains the

tombs of Louis HI of An]ou, and Isabella, con

sort of Philip III of Prance who died here in

1433 In the attractive public gardens, near the

pietpcture and the new theatre, are a figure of

Libertv bv Giuseppe Paechioni erected m 1879
to the brothers Bandiera and others who took

part in the Calabnan rebellion of 1844, and
busts of Garibaldi, Cavour and Mazzmi There
are a seminary, a royal college a technical

school, two academies of science and fine arts,
and a chamber of commerce Cosenza markets

silk, oil, wine, manna, hemp, grain, and honey,
and manufactures faience, iron and steel ware

Alanc, King of the Visigoths, died here in 410
while on his way to Sicily after the spoliation
of Rome Tradition has it that he and his

treasures were buried just below the town in

the Busento (ancient Buxentius), where the

Crati joins it a spot now marked by the Ponte
Alenco The city is subject to earth<juakes

having suffered many severe shocks Pop (com
mune), 1881, 16263 1901, 21,545, 1911, 23,805

COSETTE, kft'zSt' The adopted daughter of
Jean Valjean in Hugo's Lev Miserable*

OOSHOCTOJT, k6 shdk'ton A city and the

county seat of Coshocton Co , Ohio, 69 miles
east northeast of Columbus, on the Pennsyl
vania, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and
St. Louis, and the Wheeling and Lake Ene
railroads, on the Ohio Canal, and on the

Muskutgum River (Map Ohio, G 5) It con
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tains a citv hospital, Carnegie libran paik
and fair grounds, and a fine courthoube Co
shocton is in the centre of a coal, gas, and oil

region, and has seveial novelty advertising
establishments, machine shops, pipe works, auto
mobile, carnage, furniture, and glass factories,
potteries, paper and flour mills, etc Settled in

1811, the city was incorporated m 1833 The
water works are owned and opeiated by the

municipality Here, after a long struggle, Colo
nel Boquet concluded a treaty with the Dela
ware Indians in 1765 Pop, 1900, 6473, 1910,

%03, 1920, 10,847

COSI FAN TTTTTE (It, all women act

alike) An opera by Mozait (qv ) first pro
dueed in Vienna, Jin 26, 1790

COSIQUIN'A Pee COSEGUIN\
COSIMO, ks'/emo PIEBO DI See PIERO DI

COSIMO
COSIMO DE' MEDICI, dl ma'de che See

MEOICI
COSIN kiiz'n, JOHN (1594-1672) 4n Eng

ligli, prelate He was bora at Norwich and was
educated at Cambridge After holding rectorateb
at Elwick, Brancepeth, and elsewhere he as
sumed charge of St Peter's College, Cambridge
in 1035 Three years afterward he was made
vice chancellor of the university and m 1640
was ippointed Dean of Peterborough He was
chaplain to Charles I and subsequently lomed
the roval family in Pans, where for nearly 20

years he conducted religious seruces in the
household of Queen Henrietta In 1660 he was
appointed Bishop of Durham Although by no
means inclined towaids Puritanism he was an
inveterate antagonist of Roman Catholicism and

during his long residence in France was re-

garded as the champion of the Protestant cause

in that country Many of the finest prayers in

treitise of the motion of the stars, and com
mentarieb on the Palms and Canticles, have
perished The lopography (which, among othei

things, gives the fiist account of the Uonu
nientum Aduhtanum , see ADUIE) was edited by
]\Iontfaucon in the }oia Collectio Patrum
GrtEcorum, vol 11 (Pans, 1707), reprinted by
iligne, Patrol GTCBCO, IXSCTIII, translated by
thai ton in his Toyagettrs (Paris, 1854), and
in English by MeCnndle (London, 1897) An
edition was edited by Wmstedt (Cambridge
1010)

COSMAS (Lat, from Gk Kooytos, Eosmas)
and DATHAinrS (Lat, from Gk Aa^awj)
Two Arabian brothers of the third century,
Christian martyrs under Diocletian They prae
ticed medicine without fee (whence they came to

be known as "The Silverless") at <3ea in

Cilicia, and, hav ing refused to sacrifice on pagan
altars w ere beheaded m 303 Their day in the
calendar of the Roman church is September 27
They are honored as the patron, saints of

pliys cians and apothecaries A short lived order
of knights spmtual named after them, was in

stituted during the Crusades A round temple
on tlie north side of the Roman Forum, built by
the Emperor llaxentius to his BOH Romulus was
converted into a church in their honor in 526

Its mosaics are among the most valuable in

Rome
COSMAS OE FBACKTE (c 1039-1125) A

Czech hibtonan, dean of the cathedral at Prague
His works, particularly his "Chromca Boe

monun," printed in the second volume of the

Fontes Rerum Bohenvicarum (Prague, 1874),
constitute a very complete and accurate record

of the history of tlie tunes.

COSMATt, fcoa-ma'te The popular name of
-

group of mediseval Roman architects and
the English church were written by him while decorative marble workers, from Oosmas, the

his other numerous writings are imbued with
* *~~ L~"1- v ""

the force and brilliancy of his interesting per-

sonality He was celebrated for the remarkable

frankness with which he defended his views,

even under the most unfavorable conditions, and

by his splendid administrative ability m the

church His works include Collection of Pri-

vate Devotions, prepared at the request of King
Charles I and first published m 1627, Scholastir

oal History of the Canon of Holy Scripture

name ot two important members The group
was composed of two families one descending
from a certain Tebaldo, who was father of

Lorenzo, grandfather of Giacomo and great-

grandfather of Cosmas I, and flourished about

1150-1250, the other founded by Pieter Mel
lini father of Cosmas II, the most prominent of

whose sons were Giovanni and Deodato, active

from about 1250 to 1350 It dispersed with the

departure of the popes for Avignon and the fall

(1657) ,
Histona 2Vowu&sfcmtzttem*a PopoZw of Rome as an artistic centre The specialty of

(1675) , Notes on fhe Bool of Common Prayers
Av"~ "v~1 " ^ * ~"^ 1 ~*

(1710) A collected edition of his works was

published (5 vols ) in 1843-55, and his Cor

respondence (2 yols )
in 1868-70

CO'SINE See TBIGONOMBTBY
COS'MAS (Lat, from Gk KO<TJUM, Kosmax),

snrnamed IispicoPLEtrsiES (ie, Indian naviga

tor) A merchant of Alexandria, in which city

he was probably born, who, after having traveled

much in eastern Asia, including India and Gey

Ion, returned to Egypt and ended his days an

monastic retirement about the middle of the

sixth century While a monk he wrote a Oftns

turn Topography in 12 vols , in the Greek Ian

waB the use of rich mosaic inlay in

geometric patterns in architecture and church

interiors and furniture a style often called

Cosmati worl But it was not confined to this

family, being a style common to all the other

family groups of artists of medieval Rome and
its neighborhood, such as the families of Paulus

and Vassallectus The beautiful cloisters of St

John Lateran, St Paul Without the Walls, and

Santa Sabina in Rome are the most familiar of

their large works The choir seats at San Lo

renzo, the tabernacles at Santa Cecilia and St

Paul's, the pulpits at the Aracoali, the tombs at

the Minerva and Santa Maria Maggiore, the

Ku-KC) containing much information about many paschal candlestick at Santa Cecilia, the pave

countries and particularly about India An at- ments of these and many other Roman churches,

tempt to reconcile everything to his notwms of show the versatility and universal use of this

the meaning of the Bible led him into many siyle But most of the finest works are scat

errors, but though deficient, and even absurd tered throughout the province, at Civita Castel

scientifically, as a record of travel and geo- lana, Subiaco, Corneto, Alatn, Anagm, Alba,

graphical information, the eleventh book, which Ferentmo, Terracma, and other citws The

gives a description of the animals of India and architectural as well aa tte decorative work was

of the island of Ceylon, takes high rank His probably designed and executed by these artists

other works, which seem to have included a That tha style was Roman is shown by the in
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scnption of 1229 in toe charming cloister of

Sa&wmvo in Umbna, where the artist calls it

Roman iroik However, there were two other

conttmporarv Italian schools which produced
similar work that of Campania, -Kith centres

at Salerno, Sessa, and Gaeta, and that of Sicilv,

in the churches of Palermo, Monreale, Cefalu,

and othen.

Consult Boito Architettina, Cosmates&t
i Milan i , Frothmgham, Notes on Eoman
Artists of the ^Middle Ages," m early -volumes

of JLmenran Journal of Archaeology, G Clausse,
'Lea Cosmati," in Reiue de I art cJiretien

(1S97) Les mariners tomams (Paris 1897),

Tommasseti, Bolletino della Commisstone Archi

tftturale Comunale (Home, 1906) Filippim, La
Scultuta nel ttecento in Roma, (Tunn, 1908}
COSMETICS (Gk mffiMta, LosmeS, I adorn)

The term is used to indicate (1) all the mix
ture& and preparations employed for the purpose
of beautifying and improving the appearance of

the hair or skin (2) the art which serves to

adorn, beautify, and improve a person's looks

and appearance
The preparations used are liquids, ointments,

creams, and powders Liquids are used chiefly

for the hair in order to produce a more luxun
ous gtowth or to impart to it a strong gloss
( r to effect a change in its color &b bj means
of hair dves and hair bleaches The liquids used

usually contain alcohol and oil m dilution, some

containing also medicinal substances, such as

quinine and eanthand.es, intended to act as a
stimulant to hair growth These preparations
are all applied to the hair and scalp, followed by
brifok rubbing or massage It is the massage
chiefly, if not wholly, that brings about the de

sired result, since the friction improves the

circulation of the scalp and thus by nourishing
the hair roots causes a more healthful condition

and rapid growth of the hair The cleanliness

imparted to the scalp bv the liquid preparation
used and the rubbing likewise enhances hair

growth The ordinary hair tonic is not in-

jurious, but hair dves and hair bleaches fre-

quentlv contain poisonous ingredients and are

apt to be injurious both to the hair and to the

general health

For the face and hands various massage
creams, vanishing creams, ointments, and

powders are prepared Some of the creams have
carmine red incorporated into them to act as a

rouge and to give a pink color to the skin of
the face The massage creams are made of

casein, glycerine, fat, and water with some per-
fume added thereto There are other prepara-
tions made of starch or chalk, and still others,
like the pearl white, contain a white bismuth

powder which is deposited as a fine white flour

upon the skin All these preparations for the
skin are more or less harmful, because they clog
Tip the skin's pores, thus interfering with its

proper physiological functions and with its

nutrition
The cosmetic art includes a variety of pro-

cedures and manipulations by means of the hand
and by the assistance of certain electrical ap
phances and vibrators Manicuring and artistic
hair dressing properly belong to the cosmetic
art Facial massage and the removal of wrinkles

manually and by the vibrator are likewise cos
mefae procedures Cosmetic surgery is that
branch of the surgical art practiced expressly
for the purpose of improving a person's looks
and not to cure diceate The procedures axe

various, ranging from the removal of super
fluous hairs bv means of the electric needle to

the removal of nsevi or birthmarks and moles

The correction of harelip and certain nasal de

formities, as the hammer nose, are procedures
of cosmetic surgery ^ee PEBFOTEBY, ROUGE
COS1HC DTTST See DUST
COSMOGfOKT (Gk xoff^oyopia, kosmogonta,

from Koa-fios, kosmos, order, world universe +
yovTj, gone, birth origin) A name used by
astronomerb to designate theories concerning the

origin and development of the solar system, stel

lar s> sstems, or the universe in general Many
remarkable facts connected with our solar system
tend to shovt that its present condition cannot

be the result of a purely accidental action of

natural forces Thus, the orbits of all the im

portant planets are \erv nearly circular and
are situated nearly in the same plane, the direc

tions of the planets' motions in their orbits are

the same for all all the planets, with the prob
able exception of Uranus and Neptune, rotate

in the same direction on their own axes, and
that direction is the same as the direction of

their orbital revolutions, etc Even the plane

tary satellites share in these peculiarities of the

solar system, the planes of their orbital revolu

tions about the primary planets are always very
near the corresponding planes of the planets'
own atial rotations, and the directions of the

satellites' revolutions also coincide with the

directions of the planets' a\ial rotations

The Nebular Hypothesis Kant and Laplace
hav e giv en us the w ell known 'Nebular Hy
pothesis," later developed bv Sir W Herschel, to

account for the state of affairs existing m the

solar system According to this hypothesis, the

material composing the system was originally a
mass of intensely hot nebulous or gaseous mat
ter that tended to assume a rotating globular
form under the action of gravitational forces

Gradually the mass contracted, and successive

rotating mags of matter were from time to time,
as it were, left behind These rings, in turn,
broke up and the matter of each formed a pkne
tarv system in which again rings and sate!

lites could form just as in the parent nebular
mass
Darwin's Hypothesis In 1885 Sir George

Howard Darwin showed mathematically that the

present condition of our earth and moon (the
revolution of the moon and its anal rotation

being synchronous) might have been brought
about by the action of the tidal friction work-

ing continuously through successive ages of
cosmic time Indeed, it is quite reasonable to

suppose that, when earth and moon were nearer

together, and as yet in a more or less plastic
condition, yery gigantic tides must have been
set up tides involving the earth's semisohd
matter, as well as the oceans of water and air
Darwin's researches have brought out the fact
that such tides must produce important modi-
fications in any system of celestial bodies

The Meteoric Hypothesis Sir Norman
Lockver's so-called Meteoritic Hypothesis as-
sumes that space was onginallv occupied by
swarms of meteors (qv), and that collisions

between these swarms gave rise to condensa
tions from which the stars have bean gradually
built up by accretion

The Planetaalmal Hypothesw Modem re-
search has shown that the nebular hypothesis
is unable to explain all the phenomena presented
by planetary systems, and, in order to overcome
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the difficulties -which arise, Professors Chamberhn
and Jloulton, of the Unrversitv of Chicago, have
jecentlv put forward a theory which the former
calls the Planetesimal Hypothecs

"
It may be.

regarded as a combination of the nebular and
meteoritic h\ pothers Led to the conclusion by
the large number of spiral nebulae which have
been brought to light b\ modern telescopes, the

propounders of this theory buppose the solar

system to have developed from such a nebula
This they imagine to have had its origin at a
time "when another sun. passed near our own
This nebulous mass -was composed of a great
number of small masses, but throughout it there
were primitive nuclei of considerable dimensions
around which ha\e gathered accretions of the
scattered material thus giving rise to the planets
See NEBULA, SOIAB SYSTEM, SUN, ETC
Ancient Cosmogonies Scarcely any people,

either ancient or modern, has been without some

theory concerning the creation of the world The

cosmogonies of chief interest in connection with
our own views are those of Babylonia, India,

Iran, Greece and ancient Germany The Baby
Ionian system resembles in many respects the

cosmogony of the Bible There was darkness
and water, with strange monsters Into this

chaos the god Bel entered, and clove the cosmic

sea, and parted the darkness Animals took the

place of the former monsters, and man himself

was created, as well as the sun and moon and
five planets In some of the latest hymns of the

Rigveda (qv) water was the source of all,

whence came fire and wind the breath of di

vinity Or, again, the world arose from the

sacrifice of Man (Skt purusha), whose head be-

came the sky, his feet the earth, his eye the

sun, his breath the wind, while from his mouth,
arms, thighs, and feet the four castes sprang
These ideas, developed more fully in the pseu

doepical Sanskrit Pwarns (q v ) , exhibit clearly
the pantheistic trend of Hindu thought The
rOle of Kama or Love in Indian cosmogony bears

some resemblance to that of the Greek Eros
Iranian cosmogony, as we find it in the Avesta.

and the writings in Pahlayi (qv ), corresponds
to the duahstic character of the Zoroastnan

religion Oraa/d, the god of everlasting light,
created the good in opposition to Ahriman, the

devil, who dwells in eternal darkness In the

course of a period of 3000 years Ormazd created

the heaven, water, earth, plants, animals, and
roan In the following 3000 years Ahriman pro-
duced evils to combat these creations of Ormazd,
but, despite some temporary success, he was

finally forced to yield to the powers of good
Greek cosmogony is more vaned The Homeric

poems regard Ocean as the source of the world,
while the Heeiodic account ascribes the first be

ginmngs to Chaos Thales followed the first

theory, and Anaximander the second, which has

its parallel also in India Anaximenes con-

sidered air to be the source of all, while Heracli

tus postulated fire as the primal element, and

supposed a constant flux of all things, where

only the divine law (Zeus) was immutable

The notion of Eroa or Love as a cosmic force

was introduced mto Greek philosophy ly Par-

menides and Empedocles, for which Anaxagoras
substituted Mind (Gfc ww)- Of special in-

terest in this connection is the atomic theory of

Democntus, according to whose view the world

is permeated by a soul which is composed of

atoms, in contjjjual motion, and which, partakes
of the nature of fLre Later Greek philosophy
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did hardly anything towards the development of

cosmogonic ideas
For Germanic beliefs on this subject, the most

comprehensive source is the Toluspa, an Ice

landio poem of the twelfth century of our
era

Bibliography For the cosmogomc ideas of
the Egyptian^ consult the studies of Naville
The cosmological views of the American Indian
and Ebkimo tnbes, of the African races, and of

the peoples of Farther Asia and the islands of
the Eabtern scab, may be gathered from the

writings of Brmton, Grey, TV lor, and others

The Hindu theories will be found in Hopkins,
Religion? of India (Boston 1895), and the Per
sian in Jackson, Iranische Kehgion," in Geiger
und Kuhn, Qiundtiss der iran&ichen Philologie
(Strassburg, 1900) Consult also Lukas,
Qtundbpgriffe in det Kosmogome der alten
Volker (Leipzig, 1893) , Jensen, Kosmologie
der Babyloniei (Strasbourg, 1800) Meyer,
Eddische Kosmogome (Freiburg, 1891) , Faye,
8ur I'ongme du monde theories cosmogo-
mques des anoiens et des modernes (2d ed

, Pans,
1885), Plunket, Ancient Calendvs and Con
stellations (London, 1903) , Chamberhn, "Fun
damental Problems m Geology," in Tear Boot,

Ao 3 of the Ccunegie Institution, Clerke,
Modern Cosmogonies (London, 1905), La

grange, Etudes sur lea lehgions smitiques
(Pans, 1905), Moulton, 'On the Evolution of

the Solar System," in Astrophysical Journal for

October, 1905, Hale, Study of Btellar Evolu
twn (Chicago, 1908) , Lowell, The Evolution

of Worlds (JXew York, 1910)
COSMOP'OUS (fiom Gk KO^OJ, losmos,

order, world, universe + vo\a, polw, wiy) A
French novel bj Paul Bourget (1892) The
characters come to Paris from all quarters of

the earth, forming an international society
The theme of the action is the persistence of

ethnical differences even where a ceAnplete cos

mopolitam&ra has apparently been reached
COSMOP'OLITE (Gk KwiiainMnjs, oosmopo

litte, citizen of the world, from, xooywj, Kosmos,
order, world, universe + a-oXforjy, pohtSa, citizen,

from jriXtf, polis, city) A plant which grows
spontaneously in every climate Kbt to be con-

fused with ubiquist (q\ )

COSMORATVTA, kfiz'md ra'ma (from Gk rfa-

fios, kosmot, order, world, universe + opcyio, ho-

rama, sight, from ipar, horan, to see) An ar-

rangement of lenses and mirrors for viewing

pictures, so that they appear as natural as

possible The name was applied to exhibitions

where representations of landscapes, buildings,
and other features of places in different parts
of the world could be seen By properly ar

ranging the lenses, mirrors, and {Humiliation,
the pictures were produced not only enlarged,
but with the effect of perspective Coamoramas
were first introduced in France at the beginning
of the nineteenth century

COSTCOS (Neo-Lat, from Gk. xteiua, kosmos,

order, world, universe) A gnus of annual and

perennial herbs of the family Composite The
20 or so species comprised in

, this genus are

natives of tropical America, mostly Mexico A
few annual species are cultivated in flower gar
dpn.3 ind have within recent years come into

increased prominence and popularity, especially

in the United States (For illustration, see

Plate of OBAOTBBBT, ETC } The plants "branch

freely and are sometimes 10 feet high, leaves

pinnately cut, flowers mostly rose, crimson,
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jurple, Yellow, or vihite generalh solitary on

long ptduncle A &and\ soil not too rich is

in uied The --eedb are sown indoors, and the

jiLm+s, when large enough are set in the garden,
liter danger or frost is pa^t Cosmos bipmnatut
and Cosmos sulphuieus are the species most

commonly grown The former grows 7 to 10

leet high, blooms in the late lall, and has manv
different forms A dwart \arietv about 4%
leet high blooms in. Julv Cosmo? sulphuieus

grows, 2*2 to 4 feet high, with sulphur or rich

orange mellow flowers 1 to S 1* inches in dia

meter It comes into blo&bom m borne of the

mon bouthern States m late spring and con

tmueb to bloom -without cessation until killed

bv tail irosts The black cosmos (Cosmot

eftum/ofiMsl is a tender annual growing onlv

12 to 1C inches high
COSMOS A great scientific work in four

volumes b\ Alexander \on Humboldt, which

appeared at intervals from 1845 to 1858 It is

a physical description of the tumerbe, setting

forth ph\bieal la\*s in logical order, though
modern sutnce shoub it faulty in some of its

matter

COSQTTIN, kfi'skaV, EsouKtrax (1841-
I A French writer on folklore He was

born at Yitrv le Frangois Alarne In his Contes

populairei de Lot tame (1887) he follows Benfey
in an attempt to show that the folklore of

Europe has been derived from India He also

wrote on ecclesiastical subjects, chiefly for the

paper Le Franpns, and translated into French

the \\orks of Joseph Fessler (qv )
on papal

infallibility (1873) and the Vatican Council

(1877)
COSS See AICERRA

COS'SA, FBANCESCO (c!435-c77) An Ital

lan painter of the Renaissance He was a pupil
of Tura of Terrara and -was aUo influenced

by Piero della Francesca, worked at Ferrara

and Bologna, and is considered, with Ercole

Roberti, to have been the founder of the Bolo-

gnese school He and his contemporary, Cosimo
Tura are the most important representatives
of Ferrarese art In the Palazzo Schifanoia
at Ferrara there is a curious fresco by him,
"The Glorification of March, ApnL and May,"
the other months having been done by lesser

artists In this composition there are a num
ber oi portraits of his contemporaries, remark
able for their fidelity to nature and for the

valuable studies of costume Indignant at the

slight compensation he received from Duke
Borso d'Este, he left Ferrara and settled at

Bologna Among his finest works are a Madonna
in the Pinacoteca, Bologna a Madonna m
the Johnston collection, Philadelphia (attrib-
uted to Tura), and 'Autumn" in the Berlin

Museum A distinguishing characteristic of

his art is his command of movement and of

line Consult Berenson, North Itakan Panniers

of Me Renaissance (New York, 1907)

COSSA, LUIGI (1831-96) An Italian econo-

mist He was bom in Milan, studied at the

universities of Pavia, Vienna, and Leipzig, and
in 1858 -nas appointed professor of political

economy in Pavia His moat important work
IB the JFnmt elements dt eoonomta pohtwa (8th
ed , 1888) , which has been translated into Eng
bsh and several other languages Among his

other publications may be mentioned Sotenea

delta finanee (1875, Eng trans, 1888, under
title Taxation, its Principles and Methods) ,

Qieulit allo studio dell' eoonomvt pohUca (1876,

Eng trans 1880) ,
and Saggi di econontia

politico. (1878)

COSSA, PIETBO (1830-81) An Italian ro

mantic dramatibt bom m Rome H fought m
the campaign ot 1840 going thereafter into

brief exile in South America His hr^t dramatic

succesb was the \erone (1870), followed by
Plauto e il sue secjlo (1876) Hessalma (1876),

Cleopatia, and other pla\s 01 classic subject
matter In liia best \voik Cobsa freeh the

clasbic drama from Alhenan imitation and the

anditv of the classic tradition, attaining great
excellence ot historical coloring, reducing hia

characters from abstractions to concrete \ital

human beings, combining beaut* of lyric mo\e
ment with delicate humoi, sound psjchology,
and realistic truth Consult Mazzom, L'Otto

cento (Milan) Franchetti m Vuoia Antologia
(1S81) WotJs (Tunn, 1S87)
COS'SACK ASPAEAGtTS See TTPHA
COSSACK POSTS The name of an observa

tion group of four men sent out from the sup

port of an outpost The cossae/ post is now in

eluded in the general term outgumds, which
varv in size from four men to a platoon Con
suit Field Bei vice Regulations, U 8 A (1913)
Each post consists of four men three reliefs of

one sentinel each and a non commissioned offi

cer as commander, or failing such, an old and

experienced soldier They are a substitute for

the usual line of pickets and sentinels They
are sufficient in number to cover the front of

the support and to connect with the outguards
of adjoining s,uppoits The interval between

posts and their distances from the support d

pends upon the situation and terrain The
sentinels are seldom posted more than 30 to 40

yards m front of the Cossack posts and are kept
under constant obbervation by the other mem
hers of their post They are relieved every
hour, and the posts every three hours The

advantages claimed for the Cossack system are

that it is more economical in point of men
required than is the ubual method and is be
sides less fatiguing and consequently more
effective, and that, above all else, it enables
the sentries to be more resolute in the per
formance of their duties, because backed up
by the nearness of their post, they are freed

from am tinuditv of loneliness See OUTPOST
COSSACKS (Russ kozakti, IcamM, from

Turk kazak, robber the same word in Tatar

designating a light armed warrior) A name
borne by a people In ing under a peculiar mill

tarv organization, who for several centuries
have constituted an important element in the

population of southern Russia Their principal
homes are the steppes of the Don and of Cis

caucasia and a region at the southern end of

the Ural Mountains, on the borders of European
Russia and Siberia They are a mixed race, of

Russian, Polish, Tatar, and other elements, with
the Russian predominating In fact, they are

distinguished from the other Russians by their

unsettled mode of life rather than by any differ

ence of race or fundamental character The
Cossacks make their appearance in history about
tie close of the Middle Ages as a frontier peo-
ple, on the border of Slavdom (Russia and Po-

land) on the one hand and the Tatar regions
to the southeast on the other A free, wild

people, accustomed to live m the saddle and in
constant warfare, they acquired by inheritance
the qualities of courage, endurance, self reliance,
and good howemanihip which gave them high
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rank among the irregular cavalry of the world

Long unaccustomed to the restraints of civili?ed

government, thev distinguished themselves bv
their predators habits The Don Cossacks who
at the present time constitute the principal bod 1

*

of the Cossackb, became powerful about the

cloi&e of the sixteenth tentun Jhe tovvn oi

Tcherka&k became the seat of their government
At the head of their democratic organization
was the Ataman (Hetman) In 1773 the Don
Coasacka joined the pietender Pugatcheff

again&t Catharine II, for which they vun
d<?pn\ed of all of their liberties and then demo
cratic institutions leimak Timofeuff, a Don
Cossack, belonging to a lawless band the Good

Companions of the Don, entered the service of

the Stroganofib a wealthy family living in the

Lral region and holding special trading pnvi
leges, crossed the Urals with a few hundred
followers in 1581, and in a few years conquered
and brought into a rude kind of subjection all

oi western Siberia From this time the history

oi the Cosbackb is clobeh connected with that
of the Russian progress eastward through
Siberia \\ith ^onderful persistence and en

durance, and a &pmt of enterprise that would
nave been impossible in the stolid Rutaian vnl

lage peasant, the\ explored and subdued this

vast addition to Russia's terntorv The Malo
russian (Little Russian) Cossacks or Cobhacks

of the Ukraine (Bolder Land), were organized
in the second half of the sixteenth century by

Stephen Bathory, King of Poland into a de

fensive bulwark on the southeastern frontiers

of the realm Tn the middle of the seventeenth

centun, harassed by Polish oppresbion, they

revolted under the lead of their Ataman, Chmiel
mcki (qv), and placed themselves under the

protection of Russia Under the lead of Ma
zeppa they joined Charles XII against Peter

the Great, whose victory at Poltava sealed their

fate Their liberties were abolished, and they

vtere treated with great harshness The Zapo
rogian Cossacks (Ruse Zaporog, beyond the

rapids), on the Dneiper, were one of the most
notable of the tribes down to the middle of the

seventeenth century, when they submitted to

Russia Their predatory incursions uere not

confined to the land, but included naval expedi
tions againat the Turkish towns of Asia, Minor

Among their peculiar tribal institutions was
the celibacy imposed upon the ruling clasa

The Cossacks are regarded by the Russian gov
ernment as a military division of the popula
tion They are organized in 11 voisloa, or corps

(Don, Kuban, Terek, Astrakhan, Orenburg, Ural,

Siberia, Semirj etehensk, Transbaikalia, Amur,
Usurf) Their military training begins in boy

hood, compulsory service in the stwmtsa, or

Cossack post, begins at 18, field service begins
at 20, 12 years being spent in active service

and five years in the reserve This service is

divided into three classes active, on furlough
with arms and horses, and on furlough with

arms but without horses Bach vowfco equips
and clothes ife soldiers and receives an allow

ance of land from the crown The Cossacks

wear a distinctive uniform of dark green
Part of them, in addition to other arms, still

carry a long lance The Kuban eotsfco enrolls

BIX battalion* of Cossack infantry, and there

are also 15 batteries (44 on a war footing) of

Coseaok field artillery The title of Ataman,
or chid of the Cossacks, is now vested in the

Inpenal family Tie Owaadm probably num
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ber nearlv 3,000000, and it is estimated that
over 300000 could take the field within a

comparativelv short space of time The Cos
sack regiments are aimed with a short magazine
rifle of 299 inch calibre, sighted to 3000 paces
Lverv cotsack up to any age can be called out
in time of emeigencT to assist in the national
defense Consult Erckert, Dn Ursp*unff der

Ku&aJen (Beilin 1882j, and Tettau, Die Kosa
1 eiiheere (ib 1802i A realistic picture of

Cctesack life nun be found in Gogol's celebrated

novd Tarat Bulha

COSSACKS, THE A novel by Count Tolstoy

(1852) It \vais translated into English m
1878

COSSOtf, kO'sOV, EE^ESI (1819-89) A
French botanist born in Pans He carried on

evtensive botanical studies in Algeria and ex

plored the flora in the suburbs of Paris His

published works include the following Flare

descriptive et analytique des enurona de Pans,
jointly with Saint Pierre (1845), tiynopais

analytique de la floe des eninons de Pans
(1845) Atla? df la fiore des emirons de Pans
(1882) Compendium Flora Atlantic^, on
Flore des 6tats barbaresqttes Alffeue, Tunisie,
Matoc (1881-87) Conspectus Flora Atlantic^

(1881J, Illustrations Flora Atlantic^ (1883-
92)

COSSTTTIUS, k5s su'shi us A Roman archi

tect noted for his selection bv King Antiochus

Epiphanes ( 175-164 B c ) to rebuild the great

temple of the Olympian Zens at Athens in the

Corinthian style He did not live to complete
the temple, which was finished by Hadrian
in the eailr second century AD
COST See COTISE

COSTA, kO'sta, Aurcmo AUOUSTO DE (1871-
1915) A Portuguese statesman, born in Geia,

Guarda, Portugal He studied at Counbra, re-

ceiv mg his doctor's degree in 1896, and in the fol

lowing year became professor of law Known as

an eloquent speaker, he affiliated himself with the

Republican partv and was elected by a great

majority deputy to the Cortes, in spite of the

machinations of government agents (Nov 26,

1890) The ministry annulled his election on a

futile pretext, but in the new elections, on Feb

18, 1000, he was again tnumphantlj elected

In the Cortes he was received as a recog
nized enemy of the monarchical regime, and he

soon gave more than ample proof of his enmity
by introducing, amid great protest, a- resolu

tion in the Cortes in which he proposed the

abolition of the monarchy After the fall of

the ministry he failed to be reelected, but threw
himself enthusiastically into the preparations
for the revolution which resulted m 1910 in

establishing the Republic Under the new

regime he became Minister of Justice, and in

January, 1913, Minister of Finance and Premier

The exiled Royahste in July, 1913, made an

attempt on his life but he escaped with slight

injuries, another plot to kill him in September,
1013, was also frustrated Dr Costa, more
than any other one man, typifies the spirit of

the new Republic of Portugal His publications
include A Egreje e a qvastio saoi&l, aermgo
de pentos no praceao criminal legttUg&o fortu
guesa, crtfcro e reform/aj Dtrato otetZ (1866) ,

fioonomvx politico (1399-98) , OryanutagSo jvdt
cwna (1897-1901)

COSTA, WrtA, Cwumo MABTTJDL DA (1729-
fQ.0) A Brazilian, poet, statesman, and juris
consult He was borp at Maramo (Province
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of Minas Geraes) He studied law at the Lni
vu'sitv ol Coimbia, and on hib itturn to Brazil

in 1751 devoted himself to his profession ind to

political economv From 1780 to 17bS he was

second Secretary of State His works, which

are numerous are highly valued bv the Portu.

guese, who consider them classics The best of

them is TiUanw, composed about 1773, but not

published until 1841

COSTA, IsA4.c DA See DA COSIA, ISAAC

COSTA, LOBENZO (1460-1535) An Italian

]i
iinter of the Renaissance He was a pupil of

H COSTA BICA

ballets and operas, of which the mo&t successful

were Don Ccrfos and MaleL Adel He died at

Brighton England
COSTA, PAOLO (1771-1336) An Italian au

thor, born in Ravenna, educated at Padua, and
a teacher successively at TrevibO, Bologna, and
Cortu He published a conunentarv on Dante,
a revision ol the Dictionary of the Crusca, and
translations of tht Battarhumyomachia and of

Schillu s Dun Catlos 11 ui 1* (Florence 1839-

40) biogiaphv hv Mordani (Forli, 1840)

COSTA CASUAL, kd'sta ka bral', ANTOVIO

tosinio Tura in hib birthplace, Ferrara, and BEBNABDO DA, COUNT DE THOMAB (1803-89)

influenced at hrst bv Ercole Roberti and A Poitugutse -statesman He became judge of

the Supreme Court in Oporto and in Lisbon,Francesco Cossa Of his supposed early paint

ings onlv the St Sebastian (Dresden Museum)
ib authentic In 1483 he went to Bologna,
ivhere he remained almost constantly until the

lall of hib patrons, the Bentnoglio family, an

1306, and there he began his connection -with

Francia The artists had a joint school and

worked as copamtera Cobta first influenced

Francia, and was in turn influenced by him
Hib landscape backgrounds are among the best

ol his day He \ias a master of linear com

position and in his be'-t pictures the color is

clear and refulgent, the figures dignified, and
the whole effect pleasing Among his best

paintings in Bolognese churches are A Ma
donna with Members of the Bentiyoglio Family"

(1488) in San Giacomo Maggiore, a character

istic example, admirable in itb fresh, simple,
sincere treatment and masterly drawing, The

Triumph of Life and Death, m the same
church a Madonna (1497), in San Giovanni
in Monti, a 4<;!anta Coni ersatione," m San
Petromo and frescoes m the Misencordia and
Santa Cecilia After leading Bologna he was

appointed court painter in Mantua, where his

chief work was the decoration of Palazzo San
Sebastiano Other \torks include Isabella

d'Este Crowned by the Muse' (Lorn re) and
the Dead Christ' (1504, Berlin Museum)
Costa played an important part in the history

of the schools of Bologna and Ferrara The

young Correggio, who accompanied him to Man-
tua, was his principal pupil

Consult Morelli, Italian Painters Critical

Studies of tJifir Works, translated bv Constance
Jocelyn Ffoulkes (London, 1892-93) Beren

and m 1835 was elected to the Chamber of

Deputies, where at first lie was one of the

leaders of the Radicals, but soon joined the Con
servative partv He was appointed Governor of

Lisbon in IbiS and Minister of Justice in 1839

For the purpose of setting aside the constitu

tion of 1820 with its restrictions of the royal

power, he fomented, in 1842, an insurrection in

Oporto, assumed contiol of the army, established

a censorship of the public schools, suppressed
the universities, and so oppressed the people
with taxes that he was driven from power in

1846 Once more appointed Prime Minister, in

1849, he again pla\ed the dictator, to the detri

ment especially of the state finances, but was

compelled to resign The Queen refused to ac

cept his resignation, and a revolution, was
started against him under the leadership of

Saldanha, which overthrew his administration
in Apnl, 1851 He fled to England, but re

turned the next Tear, and from 1859 to 1861

was Ambassador to Brazil In 1862 he became
a member of the Council of State and president
of the Superior Administrative Court
COSTANOA1T A linguistic family of In

dians, formerly occupying territory north of

San Francisco Bay In 1910 there were but 17

passing under the name ' Santa Cruz "

COSTA BICA, kyst& re^ka (Sp , rich coast)
The most southern of the Central American

States, bounded by Nicaragua on the north, the

Caribbean Sea on the east, Panama on the

southeast, and the Pacific on the southwest

(Map Central America, E 5) Its area is

estimated at 18,700 square miles Lake Nicara
son Aor*A Italian Painters of the Renaissance gua forms part of the" northern boundary
(Xew York, 1907) Gardner, The Painters of Topography The interior of the country is

Perrara, (London, 1911) ^ ^~ '-- J * - -

COSTA, SIB MICHAEL, really MICHELE (1808-
84) An Italian composer and conductor, born

taken up partly by the Talamanea Range of

mountains (a continuation of the Cordillera of

ChinquI), which runs from the southeast to
the northwest as far as lat 10 N The Talain Naples He was taught bv his father and ... _

Zmgarelli (qv ) When the litter's psalm was manca is of volcanic origin and reaches in its

to be performed at the Birmingham Festival highest peaks an altitude of over 12,700 feet

(1828), he sent Costa, then only 18 years old, North of the Cartago highland commences the
to conduct it Owing to a misunderstanding, second mountain range, which extends in the
Costa had, instead, to sing the tenor part, but same (northwesterly) direction to the northern

acquitted himself of the task brilliantly, and boundary of the Republic There are several
his reception induced him to settle in England
He became conductor of Italian opera in 1830
and in 1847 assumed the same post in the
Covent Garden Opera In addition he was ap-
pointed conductor of the Philharmonic Society

_[1846),_ Sacred Harmonic Society (1848),

volcanoes m this range Of them, however, but
two the Irazu (11,500 feet) and Turnalba
( 1 1,350 feet ) show any signs of activity Since

1841, when the town of Cartago was almost

completely destroyed, no serious eruption has
. ,, , ,, occurred Earthquakes are of frequent occur
Birmingham Festivals (1849), and Handel Fes- rence The last serious shock occurred in 1910,
favalfc (1857) His principal work, the oratorio when the Peace Palace and other buildings at
Sh, was successfully produced at the Binning- Cartago were destroyed, and 1000 lives were
ham Festival of 1855 and Naaman m 1864 In,

' J -

t he was knighted by Queen Victoria and
also received the royal order of Frederick from

lost The Atlantic coast, which, according to
the adjustment of the southern boundary in

1900, reaches only to apomt a little north of
the King of Wurtfcemberg Costa wrote several the mouth of the nver Tehn or Siiola, is, gen
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crallv low
, and, with the exception of Port not only for the development of agriculture but

Limon without any inlet The Pacific coast,
*-- -^ ---" -'-'* '

on the contrary, hat, a, more elevated surface
and forms the two spacious gulfs of Nicola and
Dulce, which are protected bv two mountainous
peninsulas There are A number of smaller
inlets in the northern part The rivers of
Costa Rica are short and, although abundant m
water unnavigable Most of them flow into
the Atlantic or the Pacific, while some join
the San Juan which forms the eastern half
of the northern boundary

Geology The interior highland region is

composed of Pileozoic and Mesozoit strata in

places broken through bv ancient emptives and
overlain In moie recent lava, flows Jlanv dis
tricts aie known to be mineralized, the de

positb of gold are especially important and have
attracted the attention of foreign capitalists,
who are now engaged in developing this branch
of the mining industry The east coast of

Costa Rica is an alluvial plain
Climate In regard to its climate Costa

Rica nm be divided into three zoneb The
torrid zone, below 3000 feet, comprising the
coast lands, has an average temperature rang
ing from 72 to 82 F The temperate zone

Iving between 3000 and 7500 feet, has the most
salubnous climate and a mean temperature
ranging from 57" to 68 F Above 7500 feet

the temperature is much lower, and frosts are

frequent, but snows rare On the tablelands
of San Jose, lying at an elevation of 3000 to
4000 feet, the climate is vv agreeable the

temperature having a range of onlv about 5, the
mean for the vear being 07' F The average
vearlv lamfall is about 100 inches, but occa

sionally it reaches 130 inches The dry season
lasts from December to Ma^v, while the months
of Denember, January, and Febiuary are the

coldest of the vear Owing to the proximity of

for the political stabihtv of the country Coffee
cultivation was letaided during the first decade
of the century bv the prevailing low prices In
1894 the export amounted to 23 120,000 pounds,
it increased to over 43,000000 in 1808, de
creased to about 24000,000 m 1004 advanced
to about 15 000,000 pounds in 1905, and in 1911
was 27,150,000 pounds This latter figure rep
lesents the approximate annual e\port from 1909
to 1012 Banana growing has developed rapidh,
chiefly under American management over three
fourtlib of the export goes to the United States
In 1881 about J500 bunches were exported bv

lt>90 the exports had inured to 1,034763
bunches,, while in 1003 they amounted to 7,2S3,

000, m 1010 to 9,097285, and m 1912 to 10,

647,702 bunches Besides coffee and bananas,
there are raised suijar cacao, rice corn, and
beans, but none of them is exported to any ex
tent Stock raising, though relatively unimpor
tant is developing The forests are exploited
on a steadilv increasing scile

Mining
1 and Manufactures The precious

metals, particularly gold, are mined TO some
exient, pnncipalh with the aid of American

capital Their export which was valued at
about $283,000 in 1005 increased to over

$1,184,000 in 1011 and then declined to about

$764 000 in 1012 Of manufacturing establish

ments Costa Eica has very few, the largest being
the national liquor factorv and the national

foundry at San Jose

Transportation, and Communication The
transcontinental railway connects the Caribbean

port lamfin with the Pacific port Puntarenas, by
wav of San Jose There are branches to the north

and the south of the main line, and these it is

planned to extend to various parts of the coun
tn and ultimately to connect with railways

in Nicaragua and Panama The railways aggro
the two oceans, winds blow almost continually gate over 430 miles There are over 130 tele

and occasion considerable discomfort /during
the dry season On the whole, the climate of

Costa Rica is healthful and fevers occur only
in regions below an elevation of 150 feet

Flora The vegetation of Costa Rica is char

actenstically tropical in its nature In the for

psts are found mahogany, brazilwood, cedar,

evergreen oak and ebonv Coffee and banana
aro the principal eultiv ited plants
Fauna Animal life is abundant and varied

The tapir and othor South American animals
are found Bird life is represented by about

700 species, including parrots toucans, hum
inmg birds, and members of the gallinaceous

graph offices with upward of 1520 miles of

wire

Commerce The chief ports are LimOn and
Puntarenas In 1012 there entered at the

former 538 vessels of 1120606 tons, and at

the latter 87 vessels of 178 004 tons Imports
increased from <?

J 17'5 637 m 1000 to $10,187
686 in 1012, and exports from $8,264174 to

$10,071,144 Of the imports in 1912, the value

of $5,365,1)08 represented the United btates

$1,503044 Germany, and $1391,003 the United

Kingdom The coffee export in 1912 was valued

at about $4,950,000, about five sixths of it

going to the Inited Kingdom the banana
lilv There are over 130 species of reptiles export, about $3,503,000, over three fourths to

and batrachians The most important life in the United States Other exports are gold bars,

the surrounding waters are the pearl and woods, hides, rubber, and cacao About 46 per
mother of pearl ov sters cent of the imports are drawn from the United

Agriculture Costa Rica is essentially an States, and about 55 per cent of the exports axe

agiicnltural country and is chiefly dependent to that country Costarica is economically one

on the cultivation of coffee and bananas

withstanding the sparse population of the coon

try and the lack of transportation facilities,

agriculture is in a flourishing condition, as

evidenced by the constantly increasing exports
of agricultural products This is due partly to

of the more promising Latin American, countries

Its favorable climate and soil and its compara
ti\e freedom from political disturbances have

attracted foreign capital
Government In its form of government

Costa Rica is a republic It is governed under

the fertility of the soil and favorable climatic a constitution adopted in 1871, but this did

conditions, and partly to the fact that more not come into force until 1882, and it has been

than two-thirds of the inhabitants belong to a

class of peasant proprietors The state domain

is Bold or leased on advantageous terms in lots

repeatedly modified The executive power
vested in the president, elected indirectly for

four years, he is ineligible for the next sue

of not over 500 hectares The presence of so ceeding term He is assisted by a cabinet of

large a proportion of working landowners makes four members The congrws consists of a
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single chamber ot 43 represent itivess elected m
directn lor lour ^carts For administrative

purpo&es tne republic is divided into satven prov-

inces, administered bv governors appointed bv
the president Justice is administered bv a

supreme court two courts ot appeals a court

of cassation, and also provincial courts Capi-
tal punishment is prohibited The constitution

provides for compulsory military service in

time of war On a peace footing the standing
irmv has a. maximum strength of 1000 men
and the militia about 5000 See ABIIIES A\D
XVVIES For national colors bee Colored Plate

or FLAGS
Finance The standard of value is gold the

monetary unit, the colon, par value 40 536

cents The budget lor 1014 showed estimattd

revenue 01 9200000 colones and estimated e\

penditure of 9,01 J 835 colones The estimated

rtceipts rrorn customs were 5,500,000 and from

liquor excise 2 200 000 colones Public debt as

converted at the tnd of 1911 foreign, 1,617,

200 internal $6 553 050 The metric system
is legalh established in the country, but Span
ish weights and measure*, are generally used.

Banks There are 5 banks in Costa Rica,
with a combined capital of 6,365,000 colones

At the end of 1011 notes in circulation

amounted to 40*17405 eolones Foreign gold
is legal but not foreign siher

Population Although there are many mixed
bloodu in Costa Rica, the percentage of Spanish
blood is greater than in the other Central Amer-
ican republics The majority of the inhabit

ants claim descent from the Spanish colonists,

chiefh Gahcians, \vlo arrived in the sixteenth

centurv and subsequently Through the indus

try and peaceful disposition of the people, Costa

Rica presents a favorable contrifat to the nst
of Central and much of South America The

population in 1904 vjas reported at 331 340

The enumeration of Dec 31, 1911, showed 388,
266 inhabitants, several districts being omitted

Intimated population Dec SI, 1920, 468,373
The largest town is the capital San Jose" (31,

G88) In 1910 and 1011 immigrants numbered

11,233 and 9537, emigrants, 7236 and 8170,
births, 15,847 and 16,83*) , deaths, 9723 and 9483

Elementary instruction is free and compul
sory, but the majority of the inhabitants are

still illiterate In 1911 about 30,000 pupils
were enrolled in the elementary schools There
are several institutions for secondary and pro
fessional education The Roman Catholic

chuich is recognized and supported bv the

state, but other religions are tolerated

History Costa Rica \tas fcr&t visited and

probably named, by Columbus in 1502 and set

tied permanently about 1530 It formed a part
of the audiencia and captaincy general of

Guatemala, till 1821 With other Central Amer
ican States Costa Rica was a part of Mexico
till 1823, when the proclamation oi a Mexican

republic caused them to withdraw from a con
necfaon which had always been distasteful and
which in effect had been merely nominal A
federal republic of the seceding states was first

tned It lasted until 1839, but its authority
does not seem to have extended over the Costa

Ricans, who busied themselves with commerce
and took little interest in public matters Af
fairs remained in an unsettled condition how
ever, and Costa Rica's exact status was not

definitely determined until 184S, when she suc-

cessfully declared herself an independent repub-

lic In !So6 Costa Rica vas> imohed in war

against the nhb aster ^\ilhaTi Walker (qv )

The countn has been freer rrom re\ olution than

its neighbors The present constitution dates

from 1871 In 1807 Costa Rica became a mem
her of the short In ed Greater Republic of Cen
tral America established in 1895 bv Honduras,

Mcaragua and Salvador for the purpose of

common defense and the harmonious adjustment
of foreign relation*. Since then nothing
more serioua than bound-m disputes has di&

tuibed the government of Costa Rica The
most importint of these with Colombia, was

adjected in 1^00 in lavor of Costa Rica,
by the award of President Loubet of France
But as Louhet in making that award had
been guilty of e\trahmitation the award was

rejected, and after many attempts to reach

a settlement (made somewhat more comph
cated by the fact that Panama had become

independent and had to be dealt with in

stead of Colombia), the whole matter was again
submitted to aibitration with the Chief Justice

of the Lnited State* Supreme Court as arbi

trator, by a protocol signed at Washington
March 17, 1910 Betides the general works
on Central America of which Squier, States of
Centtal America (New York, 1858) is the best

and Bancroft, Central America, \ol in (San
Fiancisco, 1890), is the most copious, cont>ult

the English translation of Calvo, Republic of
Costa Rica (Chicago, 18PO) This is a popular
ind patriotic work, authorized bv the Costa
Eican Government and gives the "version of

political and commercial events most accept
able to the men in power in 1890

Consult Barrantes, (leografia de Costa Rica

(Barcelona, 1892), Yillafranea, Costa Rica, the
Gem of imencan Repubhca The Land, its Se
somces and its People (New York, 1895),
Biollev, Costa Rica and her Future (Washing
ton, ISSfn Pchrotder Cotta Rica State Immi-

gration (S&n Jose, 1894) , Revista de Ooata Rica,
en el Biglo J/Z (ib, 1902), Barrantes, Ele
mentor de Hwtoria de Costa Rica

(
ib

, 1892) For
di tailed bibliography consult D J Maluquer,
Repulhca de Costa Rwa (Madrid, 1890) Maps
are published by the Bureau of American Re
publics (Washington, 1903), and the Royal Geo

graphical Society (London, 1897), the latter

being physical
COSTS, kost JEAJJT VIOTOB (1807-73) A

French naturalist, noted for researches in em
brvology and for efforts towards the cultivation

of fishes m his country In 1841 he became

professor of embiyogeny at the College de
France Mainly through his influence 600,000
salmon and trout were placed in the Rhone In
1862 he Mas appointed inspector general of the
n\er and coast fisheries He published Cows
tfembryogeme compare* (1837), Instructions

pratiques sur la pisciculture (1853), Ovologie
dv, Kanguroo (1838) , Sistotre generate et par
tmthere du developpement des corps organises
(1847-59) , Voyage d'&oploratton sur 1e httoral
de 1* France et de ?Itahe (1855)
COSTEAOTHG- (kostSn'Jng) DITCH (from

aostean, from Corn cothaa, dropped -f stem,,
tin, Welsh, ysfcwn, Gael staom, Manx atavnnyt
Lat stannun, tin) A ditch dug through the
surface soil to bed rock, at right angles to the
strike of the formation, for the purpose of

prospecting for or locating the outcrop of the
continuation of a mineral deposit, the presence
of which is suspected. In the United States,
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this method is known at. ttenching In the Irish home rale In the same jear he lett the
Cobalt District of Ontario mam miles of such Consenati\e partv and became a supporter of
trenches were dug in prospecting for siher the Launer administration In 1907 he was ap
veins in the ore bearing formation The same pointed to the Dominion Senate
method was adopted in the Porcupine District COST'lffAB.Y (from cos*, Lat coatum, an
of Ontario in the search for gold veins It is Oriental aromatic plant, from Gk KOCTOS, kostos,
the usual method followed in preliminary spice root + mary, Fr marine, Lat mannus,
prospecting when the presence of mineral is pertaining to the sea, from mate, sea, but con.

suspected or known from surface float, and the fubed b\ popular etymology with Mary) The
overlving soil is not too deep

' ' ' "
COSTEI/LO, LOUISA STUART-, (1799-1870)

An English author and miniature painter For
a time she occupied herself entirely with paint
ing miniatures and copying illuminated manu

ravless form of Chrysanthemum balsamita, a

perennial plant of the familv Compo&itse a na
tive of western Asia, long cultivated in gardens
for the agreeable fragrance ot the leases The
root leaves are o\ate, of a gravish color on

scripts, but having attracted the attention of long footbtalks the stem is 2 to 3 feet high
Scott and Moore, she adopted literature as her it has small heads 01 deep yellow flowers in loose

profession and produced many works which at corymbs
tamed popularity Some of them are Songs of COSTS (from cost, OF coster, couster, Fr
a St) anger (1825), The Maid of the Cypress confer, ML costare, to coht, from Lat constarf,
Isle and Other Poems (1815), Specimens of to cost, stand together from com, together +
the Eatly Poetry of France (1835) , The Rose stare, Gk tortou, htstanai, Skt stM, to stand)
Gat den of Persia ( 1845 ) ,

with illuminations In a litigated case, the sum of monev which the

by herself and her brother Dudley, and a successful partv is allowed to recover from his

number of semihistoncal novels, of which the opponent, as a partial compensation for the

most prominent is Memoirs of Mary, the Toung e\penses of the litigation In actions at com
Duchess of Burgundy (1853)

COSTEB, kfls'tSr, LOUBENS J Ana
mon law costs are the creation of statute, but
in equity and admiralty suits they are fixedVWJ.JBU, JS.UJT tcr, JUUUHJHilXB tlAlSBZUUN J3. litt

tive of Haarlem, Holland, reputed inventor of bv the court, except -where this power has been

printing (about 1440) He is said to have taken awav or modified bv legislation Even in

printed sentences from beech bark blocks, to common law actions discretion is often vested

have discovered a suitable ink, and to have in the court to grant an allowance to the pre
substituted types of lead and later of pewter vailing party in addition to the ordinary costs,

for beech wood As he is alleged to ha\e en
dea\ored to counterfeit manuscript, he is sup
posed to have worked in secret, but to ha\o
taken apprentices, one of whom, Johann

and in some jurisdictions paupers and i

may be relieved from costs altogether
Costs are either (a) interlocutory, IB, such

as are awarded upon motions or similar proiitu&.eu ttpyieutices, uiic ux wiiujn, tsunami vjtuii ao aic ttnttrucu upuu juj.ui.mua or BJ.UIU.EU piu
fleisch, a member of the Gutenberg family, is ceedmgs during the pendency of the action or

said in 1441 after Coster's death to have stolen (I) final, ic, such as follow upon the deter

types and matrices and fled to Mainz where mination of the action Upon the decision of a

he might have revealed the secret to Gutenberg motion, or upon a judgment on appeal reversing

(qv) Coster's claim, vigorously maintained the judgment appealed from and awarding a

by many Dutch scholars, was disproved by Van new trial, costs are often ordered to oofe the

der Linde (1870), who showed that Coster was event In such a case, if the final judgment is

a tallow chandler and tavern keeper, that he in favor of the party who succeeded on the

was confused with Lourens Janszoon, a wine motion or appeal, he gets his costs of those

merchant and town officer, and that the claim proceedings, otherwibe ht loses them
for him as inventor was first made by Gemt The taxation of costs IB the official adjustment,
Thomaszoon in 1550 Consult Morlev, English on notice, of the various items to which the

Writers, vol vi (London, 1890), also Wysz, successful party is entitled For details relating
"

to costs, consult the authorities referred to

under PRACTICE
COSTUME (Fr costume, from It costume,

from ML costuma, front Lat consuetudinem,

Zenfralblatt fur Bibhothekwesen (1888)

COSTEB, SAMUEL See KOSTEB, SAMUEL
COSTIGA1T, CAPTAIN A retired shabby

genteel Irish officer in Thackeray's Pendennis

COSTIGAN, JOHN (1836-1916) A Cana custom or habit)

dian statesman He was born at St Nicholas, Costume is dress (q v ) regarded from the

Quebec Province, and was educated at St Anne's point of view of style, the distinctive garments

College He became a judge of the Inferior Com worn at different periods by different human
mon Pleas Court, was in 1861-66 a Conservative groups, and including not only gowns, shirts,

member of the New Brunswick Legislature, and drawers, coats, vests, trousers, petticoats, skirts,

after confederation in 1867 was elected to the hoop skirts, waists, corsets, stockings, hats

Dominion House of Commons, of which he re boots, shoes, collars, belts, fans, garters,

mained a member until 1896 During the earlier gloves, but also jewelry, modes of dressing

part of his parliamentary career he took a promi the hair and beard, military and naval um
nent part in amending the school law of New forms, ecclesiastical vestments, university robes,

Brunswick which contained a provision obnoxi armor and coats of arms See EEBALDBY, AB

ous to Roman Catholics In 1882-92 he was MOB, COSTUME, ECCLESIASTICAL, HAIB DBFSS

Minister of Inland Revenue, from 1892 to 1894 IVG BEARD, UNHTOEUS, MSLTTAKY AND NAVAL,

was Secretary of State, and m 1894-96 was Min- JEWELRY, DBESS, FASHION, CBOWV, COBOXBT

nter of Marine and Fisheries In 1882 he pro- UHBRELLA, PARASOL, SHOES, CORSET, CBU,O

cured the adoption by the House of Commons LINE, TATOOINQ BTO

of a notable series of resolutions praying the Once it was the generally accepted opinion

British government to concede home rule to Ire- that the primary object of clothing IB to con

land- The resolutions were politely disregarded ceal nakedness and satisfy innate feelings of

in London In 180$ he was a delegate to tiie modesty This view was perhaps based to some

tfa&onal Convention, Dublin, in the interest of extent on the third chapter of Genesis, where,
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after Adam and E\e ate of the fruit, "the eyes
of them both were opened and they knew they
were naked and thev se\\ed fig leaves together
ind made themselves aprons and hid them
stlv t-a from fie presence ol the Lord God amongst
the trees in the garden

"
During the past tew

vears, however anthropologists ha\e accumu
hted and arranged facts about pnmitive peo-

ples which, in the works of Westennarck,
L

ap
pear to prove that the feeling of shame, far

irom being the cause of mans covering his

body, is on the contrary, the result of it, and
that the covering owes its origin, at least

m a grtat many cases to the desire of men and
women to make themselves mutually attractive

Certainly when we turn from primitive to

modern civilized humans, it is obvious that the

primary object 01 costume, which is merely
clothing that has style, is to increase the at

tractiveness of the individual or class of indi

viduals and to enhance the curiosity and desire

of the se\es for each other b\ exaggerating the

difference between them and the mystery of it

Structurally as well as decoratively the differ-

ence between pants and petticoats
* '

trousers

ind skirtb, is lundamental so thoroughly
fundamental that when women 'wear the trou

sers we are said to have 'petticoat govern
m.ent"

Climatically, clothing may be divided into

two classes (with apologies to Dr Stratz)
one tropical, based on skirts, the other arctic,

based on trousers both developed from the

girdle or waist cloth In the arctic regions both
men and women wear trousers, in the tropics
both wear skirts, while in between, the men ad
here to the arctic costume, the women to the

tropical one, apparently because most of the
women lead an inactive and house sheltered

life, while the men are active out of doors It

is noteworthv that when women work as la

borers they are apt to don trousers, e g , in the

Belgian mines or the Swiss fields The ancient
Greeks and Romans were much impressed by
the fact that the barbarians to the north wore
trousers Cicero speaks of the Transalpine
tribes as the 'panted people" (nationea bra

catv), while Pliny's term for what was after

ward called Galha TfarbonensM, is Gallw, bra
cato (Breeches Gaul) However, it will not do
to push the geographical division too far, for
trousers were the national costume not only of
the peoples to the north of the Greeks and Ko
mans Gauls, Belgians, Franks, Bntons, Ger
mans, Scjthians but also of those to the east

Medes, Persians, and Parthians, as well as Ar
menians and Phrygians
To judge from the artistic remains of ancient

Egypt and Assyria, the use of neh stuffs was
the primary thought of those Egyptians who
sought to be splendid in appearance Beauty of
material and of pattern at least held an even

place in their minds with jewelry Thus, from
the earliest era known to us hy the painted
monuments down to a penod later than the
Macedonian conquest, the little changing adorn,
ment of the Egyptian official or court lady was
something very magnificent indeed, in the way
of broad necklaces made up apparently of ring
within nng of carved gems, mounted in gold
with exquisite handling and taste, and covering
the shoulders and the junction of the throal
with the breast, as completely as the steel gor-
get of the sixteenth century The full wgxufi
caoce of these collars is not entirely certain
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It may be that in some cases the jewelry was
sewn upon a collar shaped piece of stuff which

has fallen away from those jewels which are

found in the ancient tombs Armlets worn on

the upper arm and also on the wrist like the

modern bracelet, are as common as the neck

laces, and there are evidences of a jewelled

girdle as rich and as broad as the combination

of necklaces although this, being worn as the

necklaces are directly upon the skin, is only

in part seen, being often covered by the folds of

the skirt, which is sometimes secured to the belt

and lalls below it The stuffs themselves are

found ol still greater splendor in the represen
tations of upholstered furniture, but this ap

pears to be in part because a larger surface

could be presented there than in the garment
worn by man or woman The patterns are so

similar to the earlier painted designs of the

tomb interiors that there becomes evident a close

connection in the mind of the Egyptian de

signer between one surface and another, the

beautifying of which was to be mtrustei to

color There are, however, stuffs of the eight
eenth dynasty, and perhaps earlier, usually of

linen, which have been found in a more or less

fragmentary condition in the tombs, and many
of these are of the most exquisite beauty, equal

ing m the perfect intelligence of the design

adapted to textile fabrics the finest work of

the Byzantines or Persians 2000 years later

In the warm climate of Egvpt the clothes even

of persons of rank were verv slight and rather

for ceremonial purposes than for utility In

the Assyrian monuments, on the other hand,
there is a marked tendency towards covering
the whole person with what seem to be heavy
draperies, whereas in the Egyptian has reliefs

the lines of the body are often made visible

through the opening which represents the outer

garments, suggesting either a partly transpar
ent material or at least a material so little

adjusted to the person and so slight that the

body itself was never forgotten The monn
ments of the Assyrian tombs, on the contrary,
show wrappings apparently opaque and stiff

It is evident, however, that embroidery was
much used, for parts of the garments, as of

a king, are sculptured in low relief upon relief,

and in a way which resembles closely the repre
sentation of the embroideries upon priestly
robes in the sculpture of the Italian Renais

eanee As for jewelry, it was as rich and splen
did in Assyria as in Egypt, though the forms

differ

Among the peoples of western Asia even par
tial nudity was considered dishonorable, or at

least the badge of inferiority Accordingly, the

heavy garments shown in the works of art of

Mesopotamia are easy of explanation, for where
only slaves are wholly or partially naked, the

tendency is strong towards the association of

high rank with complete clothing But then
another tendency appears, that of making the

garments of plainer stuff when the body is cov
ered by them from shoulders to ankles, and

using the richer stuffs as above explained, for

borders and the like The Egyptian, with body,
arms, and feet bare, might make his kilt of the

most splendid piece of weaving obtainable, but
the Assyrian, using yards of material for his

garment; would naturally employ a simpler
stuff not to avoid expense, but because people
of such refined taste as those of Mesopotamia
would shun the use of large surfaces, of uniform
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patterns, or the contrast, side by side, of differ-

ing patterns, of about equal size and brilliancy
This tendency is not maintained, however, in

that other ancient civilization in a sense equal
in antiquity at, in importance to the civilization

of -western Asia The Chinese, from the oldest

times of which we have anv knowledge, have
been among tlie greatest artists in textile fabrics,
as in other industrial arts, and history does not
tell us of the time -when the population, -whether
of true Chinese origin or of conquering Tatar

dynasties and their followers, have not been
more and more clothed in proportion to their
rink and station Porters may go barelegged
and barearmed and in warm -weather, with the

body naked above the belt, but as one ascends
in the orders of rank, the clothing becomes
more and more complete This tendency is not,
however, accompanied by any objection to bril

hant and rich stuffs The more abundant the
means of the wearer, the richer his costume
that seems to hive been the rule from all time
and this is partly explained by the beauty of

the floral and foliated designs Embroidery,
too, is used to heighten and complete the splen
did weaves, and at least from the tenth centurv
of our era until the present day, the most mag
niflcent stuffs in texture and in color are thobe
used by the ladies and gentlemen of the court
On the other hand, personal jewelry, that which
is worn apart from the garments, is not very
rich nor very costly, though it may be effective

Strings of pearls are known, and many stones
that we in the \\est ignorantly despise because

they are inexpensive, are made much of by the

Chinese, who will use a rough turquoise, a piece
of veined or spotted agate, or even a beautiful

piece of glass accidentally rich in. its veining
and cut deliberately from the vessel to which
it belonged setting them in bronze or silver

gilt, and making a very decorative clasp, or

buckle, or pommel of a sword hilt Chinese
costume should be most carefully studied, be-

cause it has been maintained in its traditional

character even to our own time The blue cot-

ton blouse of the workmgman, and the garment
of delicate blue and gold silk, woven in very
elaborate patterns expressly for this garment,
with gold or gilt buttons spherical in shape and

working in loops, are mainly the same garments
as those of a century ago
The people of India are even more divided

among themselves in details of costume than are

the people of Europe The general character

of the different races, north and south, leads

towards a great distinction between classes of

the population The simple piece of stuff, 4
feet wide by thrice as long, worn by the women,
is most gracefully draped about the shoulders
and breast, in very recent times it is often a

piece made in Europe of three large handVer

chiefs, with their several borders complete This

IB worn over a petticoat, arms and legs are

bare, and the feet, except for occasional use of

sandals, but the dark skin is barred and spotted
with many and large jewels Necklaces, broad

armlets and wristlets, nags for toes and fingers,

earrings, and nose rings, are all made of silver

wire for the poorer women, who often put their

whole savings into these adornments The neces

sity of providing for a very warm summer eh

mate, and in the south for a wholly tropical

year, has caused the making of muslins of

a fineness and perfection of weave never ap
preached in Europe, though these native manu
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factures have been destroyed by the competi
tion of British cottons A few of the native

princes alone encourage the making of these

exquisite weives Besides thes,e there are fig
ured cottons of such perfect make and so beau
tiful in design that thev are worn, even by
pnnces, as if of equal importance with silk

The gold flowered and silver flowered textiles

of silk and cotton or even of fine cotton alone,
are famous in Europe, under the name kinkab"
or kincob " The costume of India in general
is mainly an affair of beautiful stuffis, very
httle shaped to the body and usually worn
loosely, and of jewels in great abundance

Among the people of the tropical islands the

Malays, and the black and brown inhabitants of

Polynesia, the art of weaving has never reached
sufficient perfection to allow the stuffs to be

sought for their own sake Very beautiful pat
terns are pnnted upon cotton by the women of

the larger islands, wood blocks being used for

the purpose in a way almost exactly like that

employed in the pimting of cretonnes and wall

papers among the Western nations, but these

stuffs, however attractive to our eyes, however

superior in design are yet inexpensive they
could be produced by any one who has a little

skill in the use of the hands, and are therefore
not a part of ceremonial or decorative costume
A few very beautiful weaves e^ist, as m the
Solomon Islands, and especially in New Zealand,
but still thev are not of rare material, nor is

the elaboration of the design very great The
skill in the working of metals, which is great

among the Indians of the continent, is much
smaller among the islanders, and so it happens
that personal jewelry also is but little sought
for by the chiefs The result of all this is seen

m the simple and tasteful use of natural pro
ductions, brilliant flowers, and richly colored

fruits and seeds which, strung as necklaces or

worn as pendants, have especial significance and
are attached each in its way to the traditional

ceremonies of these cnnously civilized peoples.
If now we turn to the race which of all

peoples has had the most influence over modern
intellectual life, we shall find that the Greeks

of antiquity limited their desires in the way of

te-dale fabrics to very simple patterns, as of

stars or round spots diapered over the surface

of a stuff, with somewhat more elaborate pat
terns of zigzags and frets m the borders Their

costume, including their jewelry, was, m fact

marked throughout by extreme simplicity, which

increases as our studies bring us to a later time

The statues discovered on the Acropolis at

Athens since 1883 are
certainly

of the century

before the Persian invasion of 480 BO Thev

show a number of garments, certainly as many
as three, worn one over the other by the

priestesses represented m the statue, and each

of these garments is made of a different stuff

all the stuffs, or all but the craped undershirt

(the ch\ton of later dress), covered with elabo

rate patterns in several colors There is no
where a more interesting study of brilliant

coloring m costume than were these statues when
first discovered, and fortunately the finest of

them have been reproduced in water color paint

ing, and these water colors often multiplied in

chromolithography, and published by the arotoe

ological societies It is clear that, immediately
after the Persian War, during the penod of the

Athenian hegemony in Greece, beginning witfr

477 BO, the use of these striped and spotted
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stuffs becomes much less common, at least m the

mainland 01 Greece, and the use of plain mate

rials, white bordered -with stripes, or 01 one

rather bubdued color perhaps striped at the

edge, becomes the rule Those admirable bronze

statues which -were discovered in the famous
villa at Herculaneum and now stand in the

iluseum of Naples (the Room of the Greater

Bronzes) show perfectly w ell better than anv
has reliefs, however elaborately detailed the

true Greek sense of what was beautv in costume
The long chiton, which, left ungirdled, would
sw eep the floor, is belted up so far as to allow a
loot or more of its length to hang over the

girdle outside of the skirt or lower part form

ing a sort of pocket, known as the / olpos Out
side of this is seen hanging what looks like a

cape, and which generallv reaches ju&t the line

of the girdle or mav tall a little below it This,

however, is not a cape nor a separate garment at

all it is the reverse or turning o\er of the

chiton at the top Of the chiton there were
several forms The earliest was not sewn at all,

and therefore left the right side, thigh and leg,

exposed on the slightest movement A later form
was a sewn up cylinder, a long shirt in the

modern sense The stately maidens of the re

liefs and the vase paintings often wear one of

these two forms of chiton, and nothing else To
such a dress, even on occasions of great cere

mony, there is nothing to be added except per
hapb a more splendid brooch on the shoulder, a

broader and more brightiv colored border to the

chiton, perhaps an armlet, perhaps richei and
more glittering eanings Splendor in the more
modem sense was hardly desired and beauty
was shown in the perfect taste with which thesse

simple appliances were dispoiaed Other gar
ments, however, are seen in the sculptures and
vase paintings the himatwn and a -variety of

it, the chlamys, were square or oblong pieces of

woolen cloth, draped about the left shoulder and

covering the body more or less as it might be

adjusted it was held sometimes by brooches

Statues show a garment arranged nearly as the

Scotch plaid is at tunes folded long and narrow,

falling over one shoulder and parsing around the

waist, and this is thought to be a long and
narrow himation It is impossible to distinguish
these garments from the epiblemata The essen
tial fact is that the Greeks, both women and
men, wore a long shut and a loose, square shawl
over it and nothing else on body or limbs
The Etruscans were quite as simply clothed as

the Greeks The later Etruscan work passes
by insensible gradations into that Italian work
of the centuries during which the Eoman Be
public and the early Empire controlled the whole

peninsula, and introduced insensibly its own
strongly Hellenic tendencies into the arts of

the subject countries The effect of this on the
art of northern Italy ww altogether fortunate,

except in so far as the lover or strongly accen
tuated national peculiarities found reason to

regret their partial disappearance The terra
cotta sarcophagi, with high reliefs and with*

what are almost statues wrought upon, the

covers, the bronze statues and groups, the

yewelry of the fourth century B o , and the fol-

lowing
1

epoch, are almost Greek in. their charm,
while preserving & certain attractive local color

It is probably because of this constantly increas

ing influence of the Grecian artistic sense upon
all the nations of Italy that the Roman dress
from the earliest times known to TIB remains

Greek in its simplicity, although very different

in form There were different wava ot wearing
the toga some ot which were connected with

ceremonial occasions Ihus when a statue or

a bat. relief shows a Roman draped in a large
and elaborately folded toga, one fold 01 which

is brought over the head, he is assumed by
modern btudents, to be a person who ib per

lonnmg a sacrifice The toga, as ordinanlv

vvoin bhowed the tunica in front, from tub

throat nearly to the waist, but the long eni]

could be thrown over the right shoulder so as

to cover the tunica entirely and in this way tht

toga would cover the whole person from the

neck to the ankles Here, as among the Greeks,

good taste dictated the utmost simplicity of

effect, except in the mere airangement and care

ful disposition ot the folds There -was no other

garment of the men while in the city which in

any way concerned their appearance, as the

only leg coverings known were bandages or

wiappers, not unlike those worn today by the

peasantiy in some parts of Europe On the

other hind, the toga pi csteoitfy which was worn
by certain officials and even by some priests, had
a purple/' i e ,

a dark crimson border, and the

tiabea seems to have been a sort of cloak with
still more elaborate stupes, including perhaps
one made entirely of red cloth, which generals
were allowed to wear on the day of their tn

umph It is probable, however, that m this last

usage the military cloak of red was worn during
the triumphal procession, that being the one

occasion when the soldiers of the Republic were
allowed to appear within the walls with their

arms and military trappings The women were
dressed as simply as the men, wearing over the

tunica merely a garment called the stola, which

replaces for them the toga of the men, and when
the woman of rank went abroad, usually in a
litter, a shawl like garment called the polla

might also he added That which makes the

peculiar statehness of the dress seen in female
statues of the early Empire is the contrast of

the folds of the long tunica, reaching the floor,

nearly covering the feet, and forming a strongly
marked base as it were for the whole figure
while the more loosely folded stola above it

seems to reinforce the lines of the undergarment
A veil of more or less thin and floating material

covered the head and could be brought around to
the front to hide the face at pleasure It must
be constantly kept m mind that the idea of

beautv in dress was simply uniform whiteness
and many skillfully contrived folds

,
the white-

ness was kept up by the use for woolen garments
of the most elaborate system of cleansing ap
plied by the fullones, or cleansers, and, for the

folds of the drapery, highly trained experts-
body servants who knew their business were

employed It is evident that these peculiarities
of dress had much influence upon the art of

sculpture
In all the above discussion of costume one

thing is very noticeable the absence of anything
like tailoring, except, perhaps, among the Chi-
nese The clothes of the Greeks and the Romans,
like those of the people of the Pacific islands,

always approximated to the ideal of an uncut,
ungewed, unaltered piece of textile fabric , square
or oblong, as m toe himation, chlamvs, sagum,
or paludamentmn, semicircular or semioval in

shape, or approximately so, as in the toga, or

simply sewn down one side so as to make a
tabular garment of one piece of stuff, as m the
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later chiton, and m the tunica A cunous re

production of this ehaiactens>tic of ancient cos
tume eiibtb among the wilder Aiabb, the Bedou
ins of the desert and the hoisemen of the up
lands They wear a shut indeed, and this is

of thickei stuff and covers the bodj moie com
pletely than what we know bv tint name, but

apart from this then covering ib almobt \\holh
a matter of unaltered or bcarcelv alteied pieces
of woolen Perhaps two breadths, ot the nar
io\ver stuff are bewn togethei to make the haicl ,

or, as in the north of Afnci, a squaie of striped
woolen btufi is caught up in the middle of one
side so as to form a soit of hood, at m the

bunions, 01, as in the aba or abayeh, the bquare
of stuff mav have its two outer edges folded over

tonaids the middle, >o that the two edgeb meet
01 nearlv meet and then two openmgb are made
in the two outer foldb where the stuff is actually

treabed, which sene ab aimholes, so that tUe

squaie blanket lesembleb an overcoat But in

all this thei- is abbolutely no fitting of the

piece of stufi to the body It ib a heavy woolen

blanket, which is adapted moie or less to the
shoulders so ab not to slip off but is not other

wise altered in any way, and might cover a man
or a woman, and a person of any stature What
is curious about this costume is the enoimoubly
heavv woolen dress worn in the debert and under
the semitropical sun It is evident that nothing
but a heavy material is expected to keep ofi the

heat of the sun or the burning wind of the

desert, and theitfoie a man who wears onlj the

long shirt, and has the legs and feet, arms and

neck, absolutely naked, will pile two or three

of these heavy woolen things upon his shoulders

and head The Jesuit of this arrangement is

that the only decoration sought for is in the

beauty of two or three colors arranged in stripes
of diffeient widths, and broken moie or less by
the carrying of threads of different colors across

the stripes, like the countercharging of her

aldiy A much greater development of design
bv stripes alone is in the cotton dhumes of In

dia The aba may indeed be further adorned

by -very simple embroidery in woolen thread

The first appearance of any tendency to fit

the garments to the person among nations more
western than the Chinese is probably in the

leg coverings of the Persians and Syrians, as

represented in Grecian and Gieco Homan art

and yet these garments aie of extreme simplicity
and there is no appearance of tailoring in any
modern sense in connection with them They
are merely loose trousers, gathered at the ankles,

or sleeved tunics, and their use seems to have

come from the mountain regions of Asia Minor

and the shores of the Caspian Sea The barba

nans of Europe, Gauls, Scandinavians and Ger

mans made up suits of clothes in a not dissimi-

lar way, but it does not seem that their example
affected the Greco Roman world very much
The beginning of change is to be looked for in

the Byzantine Imperial epoch From a time as

early as the seventh century A D there is a con

stant increase in the number of garments worn,

and in the elaboration of their shape and their

combination, while at the same time the costli

ness and splendor of the stuffs are in no way
diminished, and the custom begins which wag

destined to have so much effect on the costume

of later fames in Europe, the sewing of jewelst

mounted in slender rings, or chatons, of gold or

silver gilt^ t *fc material Sometimes smaller

fragments of glittering material of no value -were

I COSTUME

used in this wav, as in a later time pieces of

mirror were uutd throughout the lands influ

enced by Persian decorative ideas In the By
zantme Empire the dress ol the officials shows a
certain disposition to lollow early Roman tradi

tions, but only in the general shape ot outer

garments and to a certain extent in tneir names
Ihe general aspect of a member of the Imperial
familv or an onieer of the court, as it is seen m
the mosaics of Ratenna or in the illuminated

nunubcripts ot the time is altogether different

fiom that of higher antiquity The robes
reached to the feet they were closely sewed up
and not verv loose or flowing not greatly tend

ing towards elaboration ot lolds or to what we
commonlv call draper\" and over them are
worn dalmatics maniples, and stoles, not merely

by the clergv but bv the laitv as well and

showing plainly where the peculiar clerical

dress took its origin See COSTUME, ECCLESI
ASTICAL
The Eastern influence was still strong and

all costume which was at all splendid was a
matter of long and ample robes, made of stuffs

of almobt inciedible richnebS, and more or less

richly decorated bv embroidery Western dresa
was at this eaily time very different from any
thing on common use in the Byzantine Empire,
e\cept in so far as that the poorer people, and
those engaged in out of door work would natu
lallv dress in almost the same careless fashion
East and West For one thing, it was more
nearly classical Roman in character If the cos
tume of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, in

the lands which are now France and Germany
and England, be studied in the sculptures of

Romanesque and Gothic buildings, or in the
rare illuminations of manuscripts of that time,
it will be seen that a certain antique or early
Roman character obtains in the garments worn
bv persons presented as kings and princes, which
had already been lost in the Eastern Empire
The robed figures of the porch of Chartres, or
the doorways of Le Mans, do not seem to record
much that was splendid in the way of stuffs or

of lewelrv, loose or applied to the garment
Their robes are still simply falling in loose

folds, girded at the waist and differing from
the garments of antiquity mainly in this, that
the arms are always coveied by sleeves Men
and women alike wore a gown that garment
which in the French archaeological vocabulary is

called the robe This garment, which is treated

under DEESS, served for people of every rank
and of both sexes, but its fashion changed very
much, and m like manner the resulting appeal
ance of the clothed figure in the sculptures

changed greatly between the twelfth and the
fourteenth centuries In the fourteenth century
it grew more and more into that stately but
most inconvenient garment, well known to us
from the paintings m manuscripts of the time ot

Richard II of England and his immediate sue

eessor, and Charles VI of France This gar
ment swept the floor It yeas girded around the

waist with the military belt, or some modifies

tion of it, it had sleeves, which also reached the
floor and were of fullness eoual to that of the

skirts, covering the hands also when the arms

hung down The collar covered the neck com-

pletely in a solid cylinder, and rose on the sides

nearly to the ears How this rich and grandiose
dress could be used at all in summer, and now it

could be girded and shortened in any way, in

time of necessity, does not appear, nor is it
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known -whether the men wore complete leg cover

mga of some kmd beneath this long and com

pletely closed skirt The dre&s of elegant -women
ot the same epoch was less elaborately conceived

the same habit of long sleeves pro ailed but
the upper part of the sleeve ^as pierced -with a

slit through -which the forearm could be e\

tended The result of thib -nab that the robe,

a& a garment tor -women, hardh changed during
the next two centuneb, whereas the use oi it

tor men went out %erv boon, and vrhile there

are still representations of gentlemen of the

farst half of the hiteenth centurv dress>ed in

robes reaching the ground, those robets are far

more convenient than before thev are e\identlv

capable of being tucked up and the man is

dresfaed beneath his skirt which can either be

rono-ted or shortened up to nothing when the

occasion of ceremonv is passed Finally as

early as the second decade of the fifteenth cen

tuiv, it disappears from the dress of men, and
from that time on the short skirted garment,
called rochet, or cornet became the dress of

business -while the name cotte was then and
thereafter given to a -very tight fitting garment,
laced or buttoned clobe to the body and having
a skirt reaching onh to mid thigh This last

named garment evicted under the name of cotte

daitnes as long as the complete suit of armor
was worn by gentlemen, and in this case it was
embroidered with the armorial bearings of the

wearer The French terms were commonly used

in England as -well, as Chaucer lets us know and
in modern study -we can hardly find English

equivalents Lnder all thebe garments were
worn the long close fitting stockings, sen ing as

the only covering from the waist to the toes,

eicept as the skirt covered the upper part of

the thigh These changes involved the complete
establishment of tailoring as the main thing
in elegant costume From the middle of the
fifteenth centun on, the dress of nobles and
courtiers, and of men who affected elegance, was
a matter of cutting out and shaping, fitting m
gores and gussets and, in fact adapting gar
ments closely to the bodv in the first place, and
then covering them with elaborate adornment
This might be applied in the way of passemen
terte, or bv modifying the whole surface of the
stuff bv what we now call quilting and the like

\ piece of brocade used for a doublet or the body
of a gown would be gathered up into puffs and

projecting rounded surfaces, the lines of sewing
between those projections being themselves deco
rated and even including the setting of a pearl
or of a jewel of some other kind set in a gold
chaton at the junction of these two lines of

stitching The stockings were the only part of

the dress that vias not elaborately decorated
and these stockings were half concealed in the
sixteenth century by the enormous haute de
chausses which, in 1530 and the following years,
are sometimes in two or three rings of puffs
like rounded ndges, passing horizontally around
the thigh, and -nhich, in the closing years of

Elizabeth s reign and the corresponding tunes in

France, the reigns of Henry m and Henry IV,
are closer in their fit and resemble not distantly
the knee breeches of the eighteenth century
They are, however made of costly stuff, and

elaborately adorned almost in the style of the

body garment Still again, m the tune of James
I of England, the hauts de chaustes were stuffed

fbombasted), or held with springs in a single
rounded projection, as if the man had been

thiu&t leet foremost throuah a rather flat

oblate spheroid Th^* projected so much all

around the hips that the swoid had to be hung
in a horizontal position and great pains taken

to present itb being entirely dislodged by the

monstrous garment
At no time during the Middle Ages and the

epoch of the Reniissanct was the tailoring and

mintuamakins; more iich and fantastic than

dunn? the French religious -Bars and the sue

ceedmg rugn ot Henry IV Painted portrait^

piinth nom famous engraMngs carved ivories,

medilhons, and painted enamels of the time,
e\ist in home quantity , and thev agree in telling
the most extraordmaiv tale of splendid extia^ \

gance m the dresas of both be\6b Embroidoiv
-was loaded upon bodice and doublet or was dis

pensed with only TV hen a -very rich brocade -was

employed and lace, 01 its earlier forms of cut

work and dra-wn work and needle embroidery
in pierced patterns like filigree, were used -with

freedom The circular ruff, projecting like a
dish on which the head seems to he, appeals,
but is not vet so popular as the broad and flat

laced collar, sometimes lying on the shoulders,
sometimes standing btiffly out horizontally, or

for women in bteep upward slope behind the

head and neck The fashion of bombasted thigh

coveimgb for the men is identified in artistic

history with the reign of Henry IV of France,
but it did not last very Ions:, being replaced by
the loose, short trouseis of about 1625 and after

No costume in the modern sense ib perhaps more

graceful and spirited at once than the dress of

the gentlemen of the tune of Louis XIII, which,
with its short trousers, the stocking below cover

ing the calf of the leg, -which was concealed by
the boots commonly worn out of doors, the

doublet, reaching a little below the waist, and
worn loose, generally unbuttoned in front and

bhowing the shirt in its full folds, the short

cloak, worn on the left shoulder, except when it

was gathered around the body, the flat hat, with

very broad brim, and soft falling feather, and
the broad, loose collar, is a complete and grace
ful translation into form of those ideas which
the modern world has concerted ideas abso

lutely contrary to those of antiquity Sim

pheity and grace have given place to picturesque
combination of small details and here is the
new theory, perfectly put into practice The

reign of Louis 5TV had but little influence on
this dress of men, except to stiffen it and make
it rigid and hard, but the dress of women im
proved on the whole, in tastefulness throughout
the seventeenth century and as late as 1670 was
introduced that admuable costume which we
identify with Madame de Sevigne a skirt not
very full over which was worn a short upper
skirt, open m front a bodice fitting snugly, but
not involving -very tight lacing, a stomacher, but
not excessive in its length ,

sleeves reaching the

elbow, and accompanied by lace ruffles, which

partly shroud the lower arm the bodice cut low,
but not to excess, and a cape worn over the
neck and shoulders on occasion of going out of

doors The same thing, in simpler stuffs and in

graver colors, was worn by the wives of the
wealthier bourgeon, and this is the dress which
we identify with the women of Holland and the

English Puritans It is preserved for us. in a

great number of paintings, and in the prints
from Hollar's engravings, and it has impressed
itself upon modern designers as the most cam
plete type of womanly costume which we know,
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but that ib because the richer dr&s of the tune
IB impossible to realize now adayt it seems non
human, as if of fairyland The eighteenth
centurj dre&s in England which was at times

popular and acceptable in decoiatue design, is

a modification of it, not foi the better The
fop of 1750 is less beautifully dressed than the

muguet of 1650, and the ladies ot 1775 with
their enormous hoops far le&s charming in

appeal ance than Madame de Se\igne 100 yeais
earlier

3 OOSTTTUE

ters on Gieek Dte&s (ib, 1593) Becher Chart-

UeSj id Gallus

MODERN COSTUME Easttrn Lane Account of
the Hanhets and Customs of the Modern Egyp
tians td bv TanePoole (London, 1871), the
article

'

Dress fullv illustrated, m Hughes,
Dictionary of Islam lib 18S5) Watson, Tex
tile Manufactii]e<t and Costume* oj the People
of India lib 18b8| -with numerous, colored

plates, Audlev and Bowc^ Keiamic Ait of
Japan (Lneipool 1875-80) European Coun

The French Resolution in 1789 biought in a tries Hefner Alteneck, Tiachten Kunsticeike,
number of strange -vagaries in dress, red and und Oetathschaftin loin fnihen Hittelaltet Ms
white striped waistcoats stockings stnped blue Ende ties l^ten Jahrhundetts (2d ed, 10 vols
and white in hon/ontil i ings, "white 'era-vats

wound round and lound the neck until they
reached the point of the chin, while at the bame
time the women wore the lightest and thinnest
costume possible, in fancied imitation of the
Romans Cocked hats of exaggerated shape for

Frankfort 1879-89) Talke Kostumgeschichte
der Kultmiolkcr, 377 illustiationsj (Stuttgart,
1882) , Planche, Cyclopcedia of Costume (Lon
don, 1876-79) Laeroi\ Hanneis, Customs, and
Dress of the Middle Age? and the Renaissance

(ib, 1877) id, The Eighteenth Century Its
the men alternated with steeple crowned hats Institutions, Custom*, Costume (ib, 1887)
with curly brims -while the female costume was
finished by the mobt elaborate pile of curls and

crimps, crowned by an enormous cap either

simply of muslin and lace, or with the^e com
bined with a sort of hat half concealed with

featheis, flowers, and luffles of lace The mo
mentary prohibition of elegances of this sort

under the Resolution led to a change in the
dress of both se\es, which was not to be tern

porary, except in details Thus the dress which
we call that of the "Empire," the famous "pink

' '

own," girded immediately below the

i and hanging thence to the ankles, but

Bonnard and Mercun, Costumes histonques des

XHe, Mile JT/Te et A7e siedes, 200 plates
(Pans, 1867) Che\ignard and Duplessis, Cos
tumea histonques des JLr/e, XTHe et ITIIIe
siecles (2 \ols, 150 plates, ib, 1867) , \iolletle

Due, Dictionnaire taiwnne du mobiher franrais,
vols in and iy fib, 1872-73), Jacquemm, ICQ

nographie genetale et methodigue du costume du
He an JZAe siede Sli-lSlo (.ib, 1876), a

large folio of 200 elaborate plates with supple
ment (Pans, n d ) ot 80 more, Strutt, Regal
and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Great Bnta-in,

..
, _ 72 plates (London, 1842) M'lan and Logan,

so close that a woman could hardly walk and Clans of the Scottish Highlands (2 yols, 72

was utterly unable to step across a gutter, was plates, ib, 1857) Planche, Histoiy of British

worn with low shoes and with an unprotected Costume (ib, 1874), Hill, Hittory of English

neck, while the cold of winter was met by a Dress (ib, 1900), Fairholt, Costume in Eng'~'
land, "Bohns Library" (ib, 1885), Strate, 10

FrauenUeidung und ihte naturaliohe Entwiclel

ung (Stuttgait, 1904), Westermarck History

of Human Marnage (London 1901), Buss, Das

pelisse, generally woin open in front and afford

ing meiely shelter for the shoulders and back,
however richly it might be furred The men
fell immediately into the simple and not im

pressive dress of a time when the civilian was of

little account, and any man who was elegant in

Kostum in Tergangenheit und Gegenvwrt (Leip-

zig, 1906) For the American aborigines Del

his aspirations found some etcuse to wear a lenbaugh, TortA Americans of Testeiday (New

military or official uniform The civilian dress

was then merely a waistcoat, over which was
worn a long skirted coat, and the pantalon, or

tight fitting breeches reaching to the ankle in

stead of the knee The large and loose white

cravat still continued From these dresses

all our modern fashions have followed See

FASHION
Bibliography Valuable for bibliography

aie Katalog der Freiherrhoh von Lippetheide
schen Eostumotbltothek an Berlin (2 vole , Biele

feld, 1897) , and Reading and Reference List on

Costume (Brooklyn Public Library, 1909)
General works are Racinet, Le costume his

Yoik, 1901) , for the English Colonies in Amer
ica Earle, Tito Centuries of Costume in

America (2 vols, New York, 1904), McClellan,
Historic Dress in Amenea 1607-1800 (Phila

delphia, 1904), with 385 illustrations, some in

color

Theie is also a wealth of material available in

the form of prints, paintings, and photographs,
as well as in books about engravings and

paintings
COSTUME, ACADEMIC See DEGBEE

COSTUME, ECCUESIAJ31ICAL The dress worn

by ministers of religion acting in their official

capacity, in distinction from the dress of ordi

tongue (6 vols, Pans, 1888), with 500 plates, nary life in different lands and penods TOuIe

of which 300 are colored, and with extensive practically all such officials do wear such dig

bibliography, Weiss, Eostumkunde (3 vols in tmctive dress, even though in certain cases it

4 1872-83), with 1239 woodcuts and 16 color

plates, Rosenberg, Ge&oJuchte des Kostums (Ber

1m, 1905) , Ferrano, II costume antico e moderno

is very simple it is necessary, in view of many
and often bitter controversies on the subject of

the relation between such costume and i

"

(?2 vols , Milano, 1815-34) , Countess of Wilton, doctrine, to emphasize the fact that costume be
- - - - - ,-... -^^v

laags to the discipline, not the doctrine, of re

hgious, more especially Christian, bodies The

competence of any such body acting in its corpo
rate and legislative capacity to prescribe a urn

form dress for purposes of edification, indication

of functions, or liturgical propnety, is un

doubted, and is analogous to the requirement of

Book of Costume (London, 1847)

ANOTEKT COSTUME Assyrian Layard, Mon
uments of Nvneveh, 100 plates (London, 1850) ,

Botta, Letters on the Discoveries at Nineveh,

trans by Tobin (ib, 1850) Egyptian Wil

kinson Manners and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians (ib, 1847) Greek and Roman

Hope Costume of the Anoients (A , 1809, distinctive uniform, eg, in the army or the law

new ed, with 340 plates, 1841), Evans, Chap courts An association, of such drew Witt
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official powers or as essentially doctunal in. it

stir is prroneoub though otten popularly ab

oumed The Christian era has witnebsed the

development or ecclesiastical costume in bo

marked a wav ab to make the subject one of

importance more than archaeological

History of Development Under tin, Jewish

dispensation tne costumes of the officiating

priests and Levites, like everything else peitam
mg to the dmne worship, was mmutelv pre
scnbed and rigidly observed The puipose seems

to have been, as with othei parts of the Jewish

s\btem, to distinguish the Jewb a& a people horn
all other nations, and their religion fiom all

other religions as one 01 special revelation and

positive injunctions rather than natural religion

accompanied bv a system of human origin The

attempt to trace the -vestments used in the Chris

*ian Church to the Jewish "vestments has been

made at different timeb The theory breaks down
historically and when applied carefully in detail

Certain features which are found in common are

accidental, not fundamental XJnderhing the

prescribed Jewish system of -vestments, howeyer,
is the principle that the dmne sanction is given
to the use of such costume for such purposes as

are mentioned aboye This principle rather than
anv special application of it, is characteristic

of both the Jew ish and Christian development of

costume
In all probability the Christian clergy at first

used no distinctive dress, and so long as the garb
of daily life continued unaltered in the higher
ranks of society, a celebrating or officntmg

bishop, pnest, or deacon differed only possibly
in a few slight variations from a well dressed

lawman This very absence of distinctive cos

tume, however, was really an indication that the

Christian clergy differed from the Jewish, ordtrs

and from the non Christian aaoerdos or other

minibter From tins early stage two principles
entered into the development of a more or less

characteristic dress for the clergy the principle
or fixity as opposed to changing fashions in lay
costume, and the principle of putting on the best

apparel when employed in the service and wor

ship of God The former resulted in the style

and articles of -vestments becoming permanent
and sub]ect to authoritative prescription, the
latter introduced the element of refinement,
beauty, and dignity in the dress of the clergy
The recognition of Christianity by the Roman
Empire under Constantine gave an impetus to
external splendor in all parts of Chnbtian wor

ship Canonical legislation prescribed as a rule

many thmgs which had been heretofore hallowed
by custom and religious association and also put
a check upon the discretion or caprice of mdivid
uals The growth of such regulation was slow
and local rather than general from the third to
the eighth century In the revival of interest

in the details of the Christian religion which
characterized the age of Charlemagne in the

eighth and ninth centuries is to be found ex

phratly the teaching that the vestments of the
Chnsiaan clergy are a matter of great unpor
tance and also m this period there is found the
custom of giving a mystical interpretation to
these vestments in relation to the services and
functions where they were worn The process in

development was practically the same throughout
the Church The gradual tendency of the East
and the West to diverge m matters political and
social also worked out in the externals of re

hgion, and the breaking off of intercommunion

between the Eastern and Wtstern parts of the

Chuich which leached a ciibis in 1054, em

phabized this tendency Although the pimciples
aie the bame throughout the Chuich, it is con

vement to considei the specific developments of

vestm-nt.. under different heads

Vestments in the "Western Church In the

Webt the use of eeclesiabtical vestments devel

oppd with consideiabk umtoimitv so fai as the

employment of certain article^ of dresb for oer

tarn htuigicil offices wab conceined but with

latitude bo iai as specific shape material, and

rigidity of ut,e weie concerned There grew up
a vanetv of uses, largely coterminous with na

tional or diocesan bubdiv isionh e g , Galhcan,

Italian, Sarum (Sahbburv), Milanese Not un
til the sixteenth century and the Reformation

movement do we find divergences rekting to the

authoritative employment of certain vestmentb

Since the sixteenth century the Roman Catholic

discipline on the subject of vestments has tended

strongly towards absolute uniformity, while the

Anglican discipline has tended more towards

specifying what is legal and what is allowable

In general, the same vestments are legal m all

parts of the Western church Roman, Anglican,

American, and Canadian Hence they may be

described as belonging to all and not confined to

inv one section Specific v anations will be men
tioned The laws sfoveining the use of costume
are set forth for the Roman communion in the

mbnccB geneiales of the xms&al and aie in foim
historical and descriptive not imperative (eg,
celebrani semper utitw, etc), while the Coun
cil of Trent merely mentions tester is p-ut of the

Apostolic traditions of the Church The Angh
can communion sets forth the use of vestments

in canons and in rubrics of the Book of Common
Prayer and in statements of general adherence

to the customs of the Westein church

Vestments, Sacnflcial The chasubh s the

principal vestment regarded as strictly sacerdotal

CHAKJBLH, KODZRN IOBH

or sacrificial It was originally an ample round
mantle falling over the arms, and was an out-
door garment gradually introduced inside the
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1 JEWISH HIGH PRIEST
2 WESTERN BISHOP, with mitre, cops, rochet,

stole and crosier

8 ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP, in rochet and
mantelletta

4 EASTERN BISHOP
6 ANGLICAN BISHOP, in rochet and chimera
6 Geneva gown and bands
7 Dalmatic and alb

8 Surplice, stole, cassock, and biretta
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Church Fiom it*, shape and fullness it was
found an incon\ ement garment to wear in minis
trations at the altar, and it was gradually modi
fied by cutting it A\\iy so as to lea\e the arma

CHASUBLE OLDER FOHM

free until, from the older form or the Gothic

chasuble, it assumed after the seventeenth cen

linen handkerchief longer and narrower than our
modern handkerchief The inample is like a
short stole and is worn hanging from the left

wrist by the celebrant deacon, and subdeaeon at

the altar Its origin teems to have been m the

napkin with which the consul gave the signal
for the start in a chariot race The all < Latin

albus, white) is a close fitting garment with

sleeveb, of plain white linen, reaching to the feet,

though the lower part nmv be made of lace It

sometimes has pieces 01 embroidery called
K
ap

parels,' sewn on it in four places Originally
it was probably nothing more than the 01 dinarv
tnmc of Greek and Roman costume It is con
fined around the waist by a linen girdle The
amice is a piece of fine linen, oblong in shape,
which the priest rests for a moment on his head
and then spreads on his shoulders tnng it by
strings in front It originally covered the head,
and to this day, m the rites of certain monastic
orders which have preserved some traditional

peculiarities, the piiest wears it in that position
until he reaches the altar to begin the service

These vestments are put on in the following
order amice, alb, girdle maniple, stole, chasuble

tury m the West very commonly the extreme The special vestments of the deacon and sub

modern, or fiddle back style as seen in the deacon are the dalmatic and tunicle, respectively,

accompanying illustrations The older shape has which differ \ery slightly both being close fitting
been retained m the Spanish and Anglican uses
and is to some extent being revived elsewhere
Tiaces of the use of the chasuble as a distinc

tively ecclesiastical vestment are found as early
as the first half of the sixth century, and the
Fourth Council of Toledo (633) expressly men
tions it as such Its use seems to have been
confined at first to priests, and even at the

present tune, m Advent, Lent, and other peni
tential seasons, the chasuble is worn at solemn

vestments of the same material as the chasuble,

reaching to the knees and having sleeves
The color of all vestments seems to have been

white at the first The introduction of colors

was very gradual and not without opposition
1o Innocent III (11Q&-12I6) is traced the set

ting forth of the simple sequence of colors which
has largely prevailed in the West The cus
tomarv modern use prescribes nTiite for the
feasts of our Lord, for feasts of the BlessedleaLitti seasons, uie uuaauuie ia worn HI Btueuiu icaata iu vui J<JLU., j.ui leaaws ui me .DietJBeu

mass in the Roman communion by the deacon and Virgin, and for other virgins who were not"
martyrs, and for confessors, red (the color of

fire and of blood) for the Feast of Whitsunday
and of all martyrs except the Holy Innocents,

nolet, the color of mourning and of penitence
for the season of Advent, from Septuagesima to

Easter, the Ember days, except in Whitsuntide,
and the Rogation davs, green, the color of hope,
for ferial or ordinary davs White is also used

consecration of

subdeaeon, hut laid aside when they sing the

Epistle and Gospel Chasubles are sometimes

worn in the Roman rite by canons and other dig
nitanes simply present at a pontifical mass In
most Western countries a large cross, either in

the Latin or m the Y form, is embroidered on
the back, while on the front is either a cross or

a long, straight piece of embroidery The stole

is a narrow strip of the same material aa the

chasuble, with more or less elaborate embroidery
The usual decoration consists of a cross where it

will be m the middle at the back of the neck and
a cross on each end as it hangs down It is

considered a symbol of pnestly jurisdiction, in

at confirmations, ordinations

churches^ baptisms, and weddings BlacL is

worn on Good Fndav and in services for the

dead Vestments of cloth of gold or very rich

and costly material are considered festal and

_, f . .
allowed to he used in place of white, red, or

which sense the Pope may wear it constantly, green This sequence was adopted generalh on

even when not officiating, and this is also the the Continent and m England in the important- " -
churches of Canterbury, York, London, and

Exeter, while the diocese of Salisbury developed
a use of its own confining the colors almost ex

clusively to white and red

Vestments, Episcopal The vestments offl-

use of prieste in the Roman and other com
munions when present at certain offices without

officiating It is worn, as a rule, in the rtunistra

tion of all the sacraments At the altar the

priest wears it crossed over the breast and the
.

deacon over the left shoulder, at other times, ciaUy worn by a bishop in the exercise of his

and also by a bishop, it is worn hanging straight functions are numerous In part they indicate

down The earliest traces of its use in the his position as including all the powers of the

West as a sacerdotal vestment are found in Christian ministry, in part they are peculiar to

Spain, where the Council of Braga (563) speaks
his episcopal office The full vestments of a

of the orwwm as worn by deacons, and the bishop when at the altar include (over a purple

Fourth Council of Toledo mentions it as a vest- or black cassock) the amwe, alb, girdle, stole,

ment of bishops, pnests, and deacons The name maniple, tunicle, dalmatic, chasuble, and mitre,

"stole" (Gk ffroM, stole) may indicate that a while the pastoral staff is earned in the hand

Western piece of apparel, adopted into Eastern At this and at other times the bishop wears a

use came back to the West later and passed into nng and pectoral cross Sandals and gloves, are

ecclesiastical use Thfl earlier use of the term included ra the Roman use The gremtal veil is

"stole" in Greek ecclesiastical writers is not an embroidered doth which IB spread over his

consistent with the article later called by the knees when he sits during the service In other

same name It seema to have been at first a functions such as confirmation, he wears cope
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anl nutit with a stole tor the administration

of the sacramtnts In ministrations of certain

junctions of le^s solemn kind he mav wear

bimplv the rochet The mitie is the ornament
worn in solemn ben ices bv bishops ird abbots

of certain monisttries which carry with them a

quasi epibcopal jurisdiction The mitre mav be

described as a tall, tongue shaped cap, termmat

ing in a twofold point, which la tuppoaed to

symbolize the clovtn tongues in the which form

the Eolv Ghobt came upon the Apostles The

pastoral staff, or crosier, in the case of bishops
resembles a bhepherds crook, and is given at

tfieir consecration as a symbol of the authontv

with which thev are to rule their flocks An

archbishop's pa&toral staff does not differ from

a bi-shop's, but he sometimes has earned in front

of him a staff surmounted bv a cross or crucifix

that of a patriarch having two cross bars

The pallium is a circular band of white woolen

stuff surrounding the neck, with a pendent strip
before and behind It is generally richlv em
broidered and marked with several crosses

There is much controversy among historical and

archaeological scholirs as to the origin and

significance of the pallium The two mam
theories are that it represents a vestment used

m the Imperial court and sent at first to certain

ecclebiastics a-, a mirk of Imperial favor, whence

it passed into similar use bv certain bishops of

patnarchal rank to confer upon archbishops in

the patr archate or that it is a symbol of

jurisdiction and is worn by the Pope to indicate

universal jurisdiction, and conferred bv him upon
archbishops who acknowledge his supremacy It

i* worn bv t>uch onlv within their own territorial

jurisdiction, at high mass on solemn davs The
sandals were not originally confined to- bishops,
the earliest authors who mention them allude

to a special shape worn by deacons and sub-

deacons The pectoial cross is a small gold
cross adorned with jewels which is worn by
bishops and mitred abbots as a mark of their

office The epitcopal ring, worn on the middle

finger of the right hand and generally set with a
large amethvst, is supposed to symbolize that

the bishop is wedded to his diocese Among
less formal vestments the rochet alluded to above
is a close fitting vestment of linen, somewhat
like a shorter alb or surplice with tigkt sleeves

It is confined to bishops and abbots, also some
times worn as a special privilege in the Roman
use bv canons The mozetta is a short cape
covering the shoulders, a part of the state dress

of the Bishop when not officiating, and is worn
with the rochet The mantelletta is a sleeveless

garment of silk or woolen stuff reaching to the

knees, worn according to Eoman use by cardi-

nals, bishops, and other prelates It is used to
cover the rochet, so that bishops wear it when
out of their own dioceses, the uncovered rochet

being a symbol of jurisdiction A bishop when
wearing a pectoral cross does not cross the
stole when preparing to celebrate

Vestments, general The most important
vestment to be mentioned under this head is the

cope, a wide cloak of silk or other costly ma-
terial reaching nearly to the feet and fastened

in front by a clasp called the morse, and having
a semicircular hood at the back While it is

worn by the officiating priest in benediction and
other solemn rites, it is not distinctly a sacer-

dotal vestment, and is worn by cantors at
solemn vespers and by other laymen The
humeral veil is an oblong scarf of the same ma

teiial as the chasuble worn bv the subdeacon at

high mabs whtn he holds the paten from the

ofierton to the Paternoster and bv the priest
when giving bentdiction or earning the blebsed

sacrament in procession It ib wom over the

shoulders, the paten, pv\, 01 monvtiance bung
wiapped in it The Leviteb (Num iv ) were

allowed to bear the sacred vesselb onlv when

wrapped in coverings, and although those in

hoh orders (and thev alone) are allowed to

touch the euchanstic vessels with the bare hands,
the use of the veil is piobablj an expression of

the feeling of reverence inculcated by the Jewish
rule The surplice (called al&o cotta at first in

Italy, now generally) is a garment of linen worn
by all clerics ind assistants in choir and by

priests in the administration of the sacraments
As late as the twelfth century it was supposed
to reach to the ankles, but in modern times it has
been very much curtailed, and since the seven

teenth centun commonly ornamented with lace

Under all the other vestments is worn the

cassock, a close fitting garment reaching to the

feet, which is the distinctive dress of clerics, in
church and out The color varies, being black
for a simple priest, purple for a bishop, and red
for a cardinal, the Pope alone wears a white
cassock The bnietta, (or biretta), which is

also a part of the priest's street or house dress,
must be mentioned under official costume, as the
rubrics prescribe it for the sacred ministers

going to the altar and for ecclesiastics in choir

It is a square cap with three ridges extending
outward from the centre of the top four in the

case of doctors of divinity 'At Rome," says
Benedict XIV, and in most churches the ber
retta was unknown as late as the ninth century
Its ecclesiastical use began when priests gave up
the ancient custom of covering their heads with
the amice till the actual beginning of the mass "

The zucchetto is a small, round skullcap, of
color suited to the wearer's rank, which, if worn
in church, is removed only at the most solemn

parts of the services

Eastern Vestments The influence which be
tween the eighth and twelfth centuries in the
West bore so strongly upon the development of

ecclesiastical costume, that of the numerous

liturgical writers, was almost wholly lacking in

the East, where between the Patriarch Germanus
of Constantinople in the eighth century and
Simeon, Archbishop of Thessaloiiiea, in the fif

teenth, scarcely one of importance is to be
named The natural conservatism of the Onen
tal mind has also militated against change in
the ecclesiastical usages The Western maniple,
amice, and cope are unknown in the Greek and
Russian churches, in place of the first named,
somewhat similar bands (epimamkia) are worn
around both arms by bishops, pnests, and dea

cons, those of the bishop being richly orna-
mented The lector and readers wear an ample
white or reddish vestment, called phelqwion, but

differing from the pnestly chasuble in reaching
only to the waist The subdeacon wears the

stichanon, a sort of dalmatic, narrower and
shorter than that of the deacon, who wears in
addition the orarwn or stole, hanging before and
behind over the left shoulder The sticharion
has undoubtedly developed from the alb, but
more closely resembles the dalmatic both in

shape and material The priest wears the

stichanon, the epvtraohelwn (a long narrow stole

something like an arohiepiscopal pallium in the
West) , the zone, or girdle, and the phelonion, or
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chasuble, which in Rustia is much abbreviated
in front, but hangs down to the ankles behind
The epibcopal vestments are in the mam similar
to those of the priests, but more richly deco

rated, the bishop's phelomon is adorned with
many small crosses Instead of this -vestment
the Greek metropolitans and in Russia all

bishops since the time of Peter the Great, \vear
the saklos, a tight fitting gaiment t>uppObed to

symbolize the beamless robe of Christ The epia
copal gloves, sandals, and ring are not in use
The head covering resembles a cro-nn more than
the Westein mitre

Anglican Usage The Anglican communion,
as a part of the Western church, hat, the same
history in regard to \estments, subject to the
same constitutional right to regulate -vestments
as a part of discipline In the Reformation
mo\ement of the sixteenth century in England,
which differs in essential features from the con

temporaneous movement m Germanv and France,
an element of confusion was introduced by the
influence of Lutheran and Calvmistic reformers
The continental reformers had assumed that
vestments might be identified with doctrine and
hence had reacted from "Western custom Ihe
disciplinarian Puritanism in the reign of Eliza
beth concentrated itself against externals in lit

urgy and worship Two parties accordingly

spring up one holding to the general use of the
Western church, the other desiring to abandon
absolutely that use The tendencv of Queen
Elizabeth in aiding the action of the Church
was in favor of the Western system The vague
ness and indefinite character of legislation in
the reign of Edward VI and the resulting doubt
led to the setting forth of the so called 'Orna-
ments Rubric," which authonzes the ''ornaments
of the Church and of the ministers thereof as
used bv the authority of Parliament in the sec

ond -\eir of Bang Edward VI" The contest,

however, for the principle of distinctive dress

for the clergy was at first, in the latter part of

the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries,

fought out on the minimum of the surplice,
and again, in the middle of the nineteenth cen

tury, in the Surplice Riots, principally in Lon
don The principle of vestments being thus

established, the character of such vestments was
not pressed The limited use of most of the

Western vestments, and the more rapid restora

tion of the elaborate eueharietic and other

vestments in connection with the Oxford move
ment of the nineteenth centurv, have illustrated

the position in general of the Anglican com
munion aa a national church and belonging to

the Western Catholic church as distinguished
from such sections as pay obedience to the

Bishop of Rome A simpler use, however, sprang

up during these troubled centuries which has

remained to a large extent This use provides,
for the general dress of the clergy, the surplice

With it are worn at certain offices the stole,

while dignitaries e g , chaplains to bishops,
canons in cathedrals, and members of university

colleges of clergy wear for choir offices the

broad black scarf, and over it the hood indicating
the academic degree of the wearer The cope
has in English cathedrals become an altar vest

ment, and is also worn by bishops at great state

functions, such as the coronation of the sovereign
The more usual dress for a bishop of the Angli
can communion in ordinary ministrations consists

of a rochet with black or scarlet chimere, a de

velopment of the street dress or convocation

robes of earlier times in England, analogous to
the original de\elopment of ordinarv costume
into ecclesiastical uc At present both the
\\estern and local Anglican uses are followed,
as one finds in other countries to some extent,

eg, in Spain, where the Spanish use prevails,
but the Italian u>-e is aKo found
Protestant Usage The universal tendencv

of the Reformers -was mturalh to dibbociate

them^ehes from tbe older Church b~v abandoning
to a greater or let* extent the ceremonies and
vestments used b\ it The Lutherans, ho^e\Lr,
showed a more conservative spirit than the
others Luther himself considered the matter
one of indifference and his follow erb for a long
time retained mo=-t of the old \estment^, eien
the chasuble being worn in Sweden and Den
mark, where the Lutheran bishops aL=o -wear

copes and pectoral crosses But the Calvimsts
and other more extreme Reformers on the Conti
nent abolished the older vestments completely
and adopted the black Geneva gown or robe de
Calim This, which is nothing more than the

ordinary dress of a scholar in the sixteenth cen

turv, with the white bands at the neck, has be
come a dibtmctwe costume of Protestant minis
ters for officiating In recent years there has
been a notable tendencv, especially among the
Scottish Presbyterians, towards the restoration

or adaptation of ancient customs, and surphced
choirs have been introduced among other

*
ritual

istic" usages The semimilitarv costume of the

Salvation Armv officers ma\ be referred to as in

some degree illustrating tbe same tendency
Monastic Costume The principle of uni

formity of dress to mark those who Ined a
common life was adopted even among the early

monks of the Egyptian deberts The charac

ter of the Eastern religious costumes was usu

ally, as far as can be determined from tht

\ague descriptions of early writers, such as to

express a spirit of penitence and differentiate

their wearers from the gayly dressed worldlings
The early Western founders, St Benedict and
even St Francis, prescribed the general char

J IN MANDABIN OOSTtPCB

acter, but not the exact shape and color, of the

garments to be worn by their followers Custom

gradually, in a community life, crystallized into

rule But since the thirteenth century the
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of regimental uniform The notable exceptions
are St Ignatius, St Philip Neri, and St Vincent

de Paul, whose followers have never worn any

thing but the ordinary dress of secular priests
The wearing of the habit at all times is most

strictly enjoined upon members of religious

orders, except when it is sometimeb dibpeused
with m non Catholic countries, the early Jesuits

in China, in pursuance of their pohcv of adapt

ing themselves to the customs of the country,

founders of orders have usually laid down the so called "Ancaster Box '
o\vned by the Earl

exact details of the habit to be worn, as a sort of Ancaster His oil portraits and religious pic~ '

tures are greatlv inferior to his miniatures In

1781 Cosway married Maria Hadfield, a well

known painter and etcher Consult his biogra

phy by G C Williamson (London, 1905)

COT, kt, PIEBBE AUGUSTS: (1837-83) A
French painter He was born at Bedarieux

(Harault) and studied under Cogniet, Cabanel,
and Bouguereau He painted at first historical

subjects in the academic style of his masters,
. later also portraits, and acquired great reputa

wore the native costume (See illustration of tion, especially by his female heads Among his

Father Adam Schall in the dress of a mandarin ) most noteworthy works are "Spring Time"

Normall}, however, the habit is always worn, (Brooklyn Museum) , "Day of the Dead at the

taking thf place for preaching (and in some Campo Santo of Pisa" ,

' Diomsia" "The Storm"

places for adminietenng the sacrament of pen (Metropolitan Museum, New York) , "Prome
ancei of the surplice and stole For specific theus', "Mireille" (Museum, Montpelher)
details of the coutume of the varioub orders see COTA DE MAG-ITAQTJE, ko'ta da ma gwa'ka
the articles under their titles RODBIGO (died c!498) A Spanish poet of the
Bibliography Rock, Hierurgia (London, fifteenth century, born at Toledo Hi reputa

1833), Pugin Glossary of Ecclesiastical Orna - ~ * -

ment and Costume (70 plates, ib, 1844), Mar-
nott Testianum Chribtianum (ib , 1868) , Bock,

Gctchichte der htuigischen Geuander des Hit
telalteis (3 vols Bonn, 1859-71), Maskell,
Monitmenta Rituaha Ecclesice Anghcanas (Lon

don, 184C-47) , Hefele, Bettrage sur Kirchenge
scJiichte, Atchaologie una Liturgd, (Tubingen,
1864-65 ) , iUealister, Ecclesiastical Vestments

,

Their Development and History (London, 1896) ,

rests upon the dainty, witty Dialogo entre

el Amor y un caballero wejo, which appeared
first in the Oanaionero general in 1511 The

authorship of this poem has been much dis

puted, but it seems quite safe to attribute it

to Cota He was less certainly the author
of Las Ooplas de Mmgo Revulgo (c 1472), and
the attribution to him of the first act of the

comedy Celestina (first known edition Burgos,
r a , 1499 but certainly not the first edition) has

Baldeschi, Esposvnone delle aacte ceremome been made on wholly unacceptable grounds He
(Rome, 1865) Scudamore, A oftfia Euchanstica algo produced 8OTJe satmc Eoems Consult

{Lpndon,_1872) , Dolby, Church Vestments
(_ib, Foulche Delbosc's ed of the "Epithalame bur

lesque," in Revue Hwpamque, vol i, pp 69-72

(Paris, 1894), and remarks by Bomlla y San
Martin in his Anales de la literatura espanolct,

pp 164-167 (Madrid, 1904)
COTANGENT See TBIGONOMETBY.

COT3S, kota', AUBBIJE SUZOB (1870- )

naments of the Chwch and its Ministers (ib,
A Canadian painter He was born at Artha

1908) baska, P Q , and was educated at the Commercial

COS'WAY, RICHABD (1742-1821) The most

n, , , urc ,

1868) Rajewski, Euchologion der orthodox

kathohwhen KtrcJie (Vienna 1861) Cathoho

Encyclopedia (New York, 1914), Dictionnaire

tfArcheologie Ghretienne (Pans, 1912) , Ste

rurgia Inghcana (London, 1902) , Duchesne,
trans Ongines du Culte Chretienne (ib , 1903) ,

John Wordsworth Bishop of Salisbury, The Or

Academy there After some experience as
church decorator, he went to Pans in 1891 and
studied under Bonnat and Lefebvre He exhibited

celebrated English miniature painter He was
horn at Okeford near Bampton (Devonshire) , .. _ . 1Dn , ,

and studied under Thomas Hudson, at several at <* Salon in 1894, where his pictures "Pas

London drawing schools, and at the Royal Acad- tourelle" and "Retour des Champs" were much

emy He was the greatest miniature painter of admired, the former being admitted to the reward

his age and raised this art, which had fallen llst In 1898 hls Picture "The Death of Archi

into disrepute, into universal favor In 1785 he m e*"T? th
A
e &*** Pnz H was appointed an

was appointed principal painter to the Pnnce officer of the Academy by the French government
of Wales and numbered the members of the m 1901 an(* in 1908 fle waa commissioned by the

fashionable world of London and Pans among
Dominion government to execute panel decora

his sitters He amassed a large fortune and

acquired a valuable collection of pictures and
cunos, but with his success he developed many
eccentricities, which caused him to be often
caricatured He was the first to bring out the
beauties of the ivory background in miniature

painting, his color ia brilliant, his brushwork of

extraordinary delicacy and skill, and he ex

pressed with consummate skill the rather arti

final grace and charm which characterised the

age He made use occasionally of parchment
and enamel as backgrounds The largest collec

tions of his miniatures are m Windsor Castle
and in the J Pierpont Morgan collection

tions and illustrations for the Parliament build

ings, Ottawa Among his best known works are

a portrait of Sir Wilfnd Launer, for the

Dominion Parliament buildings, "The Landing
of Champlam at Quebec", and "The Discovery
of Canada by Jacques Cartier"

COTE-D'OB, kot'dSr' (Fr, golden hill) A
department in the east of France (qv), for

merlv part of the Province of Burgundy (Map
France, N, K 5) Area, 3393 square miles,

pop, 1896, 368168, 1901, 361,626, 1911, 350,
044 The surface is in general elevated and is

traversed by the C6te d'Or ('golden hill'), which
_ _ - , f . -_ gives its name to the department and is so

Among the most celebrated are Lady Beechv called on account of the excellence of the wines

(sold in Pans, 1912, for 18,000 francs) Mis produced on its slopes A great part of the
Fitzherbert (Wallace collection, London) , "The department is covered with forests, there are
Pnnce of Wales as St George' (Gnmthorpe mines of iron, coal marble, and gypsum, stone

Castle) ,
the artist's wife and daughter An IB quarried, the valleys and plains are fertile,

gehca, Madame du Barry (Morgan collection) , producing wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, and

Lady Diana Sinclair, and the heads of the tobacco, and there is good pasture land, hut the
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peasants are not skilled in agriculture Manu
factmes include iron, steel machine, bricks,
leather good* oil, and beer Cote d Or is

watered b\ the Seine, which rises in the north
wet,t, and to se\eral of its affluents by the
Sa6ne by the Anoux, a tributary of the Loire
and the Armincon Capital, Dijon
COTELIEB, kotflyl' or COT'ELETHUS,

JFAJ* B\PIISTE (1027-86) A French Hellenist
He was born in Nimes, studied theology and phi
losoplu m Pans, and in Ib54 became counbelor
of the Archbishop of Embrun He was appointed
assistant libi man m the Royal Library m 1667,
and m Ib7b he became professor of Greek at the

College de France His pnncipal publication,
and one which made him widely famous, was his
edition of the ftanctotum Patium qm Tempon
ous Apottolitis rioruerunt Opeia Grace et La
tine (Pans, 1672)

COTEUTTIN, 4J.-SB HILABION DE See TOI/B

\ILLE, COX,XT DE

COTES, k5ts, ROQEB (1682-1716) An Eng
hsh mathematician and physicist He was born
at Burbage in Leicestershne was graduated at

Trinity College Cambridge, became a fellow in

1705, and in 1706, on the recommendation of

Newton, Winston, and Bentlev, was made Plu

of the second edition of Newton's Pnncipia
of his

w, t , TJ and

geometry, were published posthumously under
the title Harmoma Mensurarum (Cambridge,
1722) The only independent publication of hia

own, during his lifetime, was his essay entitled

Logometna This treated of methods of con

structing the Bnggs logarithms (qv) and ap
plied the theory laid down to the quadrature of

the hyperbola and other pioblems Several

theorems are known by his name, eg, to deter

mine the harmonic mean between the segment*
of a secant to a curve of the wth order reckoned

fiora a fKed point (see CUB>E CIRCLE) , and

0, and if the circumference is divided into

n equal parts BP* PJ> , PP, and into 2

equal parts J&&, &PU PiQ, ,
the product

4Pt APt AP, (n factors) = (01-
OB), and AQt AQ, AQt (n factors)

Cotes was held in the highest esteem by the

scholars and scientific men of his time Newton
remarked of him "If Cotes had lived, we might

1922- ) An English novelist She was born at

Brintford, Ontario, Canada and was educated at

the Collegiate School there She found her -way

to the novel through letters and sketches con

tnbuted to newspapers and periodicals and

made a brilliant success in A Bocwl Departure,
the observations oi a tour round the world in

1889-90 with Mrs Lilian Rood In 1801 Miss

Duncan married Everard C Cotes, a press cor

respondent of Simla, India Among her novels

are An Andean, &rl tn London (1891), A
Daughter of To Day (1894), Vernon's Awnt

(1894) , The Bvmpte Adventures of a, Memsa
hil (1893) ,

The Story of Sonny 8M (1894) ,

J? Honour and a> Lady (1898) , A Voyage of

Qonsolvkon ( 1898) The Path of a Btar (1899) ,

The Other Bide of the Latch, the diary of an

in Simla (1901), Those Delightful

M (1908), The Pool m the Desert

(1003), The Imperialist (1004), Burnt Offer
mg (iniO), The Consort (1912)

CdTES-DU-lTOED, Mfc'danfir' A depart
ment in northwest France (qy), formerly a
part of Brittany, bounded on the north by
the English Channel (Ittap France X C 4|

Area, 2787 square miles Pop, 1896, 616,074
1901, 609,349, 1911, 605,523 The Armonc hills,
tailed also the 3Iontagne Xoire and the JItne
^Mountains cioss the department from eawt to

w&st, guing a rude and broken aspect to the
coasts The chief riven> which are short but

na-vigable, are the Ranee Gouet, Tncux, and
\rguenon The cultivation of flas and hemp,

v\ ith the pasturing of cattle, and iron, coal, and
Itad mining, supply employment in the moun
timous districts, while in the sheltered valleys
and on the coast levels gram, potatoes flai,
with pears and apples and other fruits, are pro
duced It builds ships,, makes linen and paper,
and is a noted horse market Along the sea
coabt are many large flbhenes, and sardines
are canned Capital, Simt Bneuc

COT'GEA'TTI, RANDLE ( ?-c 1634) An Eng
hsh leMcographer, born in Cheshire and edu
cated at bt Johnj

s College, Cambridge It
1

to Wilha]
- - - -

COTHEN1

,
or KOTHEN", ke^ten An ancient

town of the German Duchy of Anhalt, situated
on the Ziethe, about 22 miles north of Halle

(Map Germany, D 3) It is surrounded by

high and ancient walls Among its notable

public buildings are the Jakobskirche, a Lu
theran church of the Gothic order, the church of

St James with some fine old stained glass and
a handsome organ, and the former palace of

the dukes of Anhalt Cothen, now used as a mu
seum and containing a library of about 20,000
volumes Cothen boasts a technical institute, a
school of gardening, and a* school of forestry
The chief industry is the manufacture of beet

sugar, there are also iron foundries, machine

works, boiler shops, and malting works, it also

manufactures cigars, vehicles, and leather Pop ,

1890, 18,215, 1900, 22,100, 1905, 22,978 Co
then was an old Slavic settlement and received

municipal privileges in tie twelfth century

In 1547 it joined the Schmalkaldic League and
was taken by Charles V Until 1853 it was the

capital of the Principality of Anhalt Cothen

A monument has been erected to Sebastian Bach,
1717-23

COTTDAL LINES A system of lines on a

globe or chart which show the movement of the

ocean tidal waves The lines join the places
where high water occurs at the same moment

COTHiLOir, ko-tfl-Von, Fr pron ko'tt'yoir'

A dance of French origin and performed to

quadrille music It was a fashionable dance

at the court of Charles X, where it had been

adapted from a peasant dance At first for one,

then for two performers, it soon became a ronde

dance, in which form it was introduced into

England There are hundreds of possible fig

ures in the modern dance, and tte accessories

aie most elaborate The cotillon is begun by
a small number of couples, who occupy the floor

while the rest of the guests sit about the ball-

room These couples select others from among
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those seated, and after going through a figure

all take seats and are replaced bv other couples

until the whole compan\ has danced that par
tieular figure Another method is for each set

of couples to dance a different figure For some

account of the dance and descriptions of many
of the figures consult Gro\e Dancing, Ihe

Badminton Librarj" (London and Boston,

18951

COTIN, ko'taV, CHABLES (1604-82) A
French poetaster born m Pans He \vas royal
councilor and almoner to the King under Louis

XIV, and in 1635 tv is admitted to the Academie

Franchise His kmrokdse of Oriental and chs
sic languages was extensive and he 'was a mem
ber of the literarv circle oi the Hotel Rambouil
let He wa" an abbe and a successful preacher
His \erse, of which the Potsies chtetiennes

(1657) are the mott creditable, is of no im

portance He is famoub as the object of Boi

leaub ndieule (tiatues, 3, 8, 9) and the onginal
of Tnsfaotin in \Ioheres Femmes saiantes

COTDTGA, k&ten'ga, or CHATTEEEB (native
South American) A bird of the family Cotm

gidie allied to the navsnngs and manakms
Cotingas are numerous, both m species and in

dividuals, inhabit tropical America e\clubivel>,

feeding on insects and fruit, and are remaikable
for the splendor of the nuptial plumage norn
bv the maleb in many ca^es, or for eccentricities

oi ornament The bell bird and umbrella bird,

elsewhere described, are cotingas exemplifying
such peculiarities, and the cocks of the rock are

included by some systemists They ha\e been

specially studied bv Dr Leonard Stejneger, TVho
refers to the group as follows in the Standard
Natural Hutory, vol iv (Boston 1885) "The

greater number of the species of cotmga are

plain colored, gray, rufous, or greenish

though even among these rather modest forms
there are borne which are more or less highly
adorned Among these is the rose breasted 'fly-

catcher/ or Xantus's Becard (Platypsans ag
laics alJnientris), ^ith a beautiful crimson rosy
patch on the breast, which just enters our fauna
across the southern frontier Nevertheless, the

cotingas are, generally considered, especially

bright colored and curiously adorned birds

Prom Central America we have the exquisite

Carpodectes, white all over, with a delicate

tinge of bluish gray washed over the upper
surface, from Guiana to Brazil are found the

deep purplish carmine Xipholcena, with white

renuges, and the great wing coverts singularly

lengthened, narrow and stiffened, like a wood-

pecker's tail feathers, the glorious cotmga,
shining azure blue, with purple throat, from
the same countries, the greenish, fork tailed

PAtooZuro from Brazil, and the small, pipra
like lodopleura, curious on account of the rare

lilac color of the sides of the body hidden under
the wings

" Of all these the females are plainly
colored, mostly gray, and are therefore ineon

spicuous when making their nests or brooding
an important precaution against the extinction

of the race, and the gaudy hues of the males
are molted to a gieat extent during the off sea

son, when their dress is much plainer than in

the season of courtship None of these birds

are notable as gingers, though several utter

loud and singular cnes See Plate of Corrjsr&AS

COTISE, kofls, or COST (Fr rite, side)
la heraldry (qy), one of the diminutives of

the bend

CO!"MAN, Jomr SELL (1782-1842) An

(o COTOPAXI

English landscape painter and etcher He was
born at Norwich tie son of wealthy parents,
and m 17^8 -svas sent to London There he

joined the group of water color painters led

by Girtin and Turner, but without adopting
their naturalistic tendencies Cotman is no^R

more appreciated than when he was alive and
is considered the most gifted artist, after Crome,
of the Norwich school In versatility he is

equaled only b\ lurner, his draftsmanship
is excellent, and his color is of unusual breadth
and often very beautiful The British Museum

Sossesbes

nearly 300 of his water colors and

ratings, including 'Greta Bridge" and the

famous India ink drawing,
'

Breaking the Clod
"

Among his much rarer oil paintings are "Wher
nes on Breydon (National Gallciy) , 'Fishing
Boats off Yarmouth' (Norwich Museum), the

'Waterfall," a fantastic landscape in classical

style, an "English Village" and "Worcester
Cathedral' in the Metropolitan Museum, New
York He is widely known through his archi

tectural etchings such as his Etch&ngs of Arch*
tectural and Picturesque Remains (1838) and
Architectural Antiquities of Normandy (1822)
His sons Miles Edmund and Joseph John were
able landscape painters, and his nephew Fred
enck George Cotman was an able painter in

\vater color Consult Binyon, John Crome and
John Sell Gotman (London, 1906)
COTO'NEASTER (Neo-Lat, from STeo-Lat

cotonea- quince, Lat cotonea, wallwort) A
genus of plants of the family Eosacese, allied

to the apple and quince The species are shrubs
or smill trees, some of them evergreen, with

simple, undn ided leaves, more or less woolly be-

neath, small flowers in lateral cymes, and small
fruit not agreeable to the palate, but the bright
color of which, and its remaining on the tree
in winter, make them very ornamental These

plants, while common in Europe, aeem little

known m the United States Most of the spe-
cies are natives of mountainous parts of Asia,
they are sufficiently hardy for the climate of
Great Britain, where they are among the most
common ornamental shrubs

COTOPAXI, ko'to paVse, 8p pron k5't6-

pa'Hfi The loftiest active volcano in the world
It is in Ecuador, in the eastern chain of the
Andes, about 40 miles nearly south of Quito,
and about 50 miles south of the equator, in
long 78 42' W (Map Brazil) La Condamine
estimated the height at 18,860 feet, Reiss,
the first to ascend it (in 1872), found it to be
19500 feet, and Whymper (m 1880), 19,613
feet The valley at its foot, however, is it-

self over 9000 feet abo\e the sea The upper
part of Cotopaxi, a perfect oone for a distance
of 4400 feet, is entirely covered with snow, with
the exception of the immediate margin of the
crater, which is a bare parapet of rock The
snow line on the northern exposure is 15,600
feet, and on the southern exposure 15,200 feet,
above sea level Reiss, whose measurements
are largely accordant with the more recent ones
of Whymper, estimated that the crater, which
is elliptical, has a depth of 1500 feet and a
maximum diameter of about 2600 feet Below
the snow line is a well marked barren belt eov
ered with lichens and shrubs, below which agam
is forest Smoke issues from the summit,
sounds as of explosions are occasionally heard,
and, also, a fiery glow is often visible by night
Lava rarely flows evea during eruptions, but
flame, smoke, and immenie volumes of aahra are
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1 BAND-TAILED PLANT CUTTER (Phytotoma rara) 4 GOLDEN-CAPPED MANAKIN CPipra auncapilla)

5 ECUADORIAN UMBRELLA-BIRD (Cephalopterus
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then ejected and \vheii the heat melts large
masses of the snow lying on the sides, de^truc
tive floods are occasioned in the valleys beneath
The first eruption recorded vat, m 1532, and
tradition makes a secondary cone, the Luca s

head ' on the slope of Cotopa\i, the peak of the
volcano blown off at this time Others followed
in 1698 and 1743, since which date numerous
eruptions have occurred One of the most MO

COMA
VON t OTTEMK>BF (1764-1832)

the most eminent publisher in German history
Educated ror the law he entered the book busi
ness at Tubingen in 1787 ind in 17'> begin to

publi&h Schilkrs Hoiea, tne Pohtische Annalen,
and an architectural annual In 1708 he issued
Die lllgememe Zeitung (qv |

the Damenal
manach, and other e,uch publications The
1 itteratwblatt and the Kunttllatt followed

lent v\as that of 1768 during which ashes, Cotta was publisher for nearlv all the distin,

thrown high into the nr, were transported bv
the winds and thickly strewn over an ait a uf

ihout 250 miles m diametei The more recent
\iolent eruptions weie in 1877 and 1903

COTEONE, k5 tro'nl An epiieopal city

(since the si\th centun ) on the Gulf of Ta
lanto, southern Itah, 146 miles, by the winding
railway, south of Taranto (Map Italy M 8 1

It his a castle of the time of Charles V a
cathedral, and an excellent though small, har
bor Of the temple of Heia on Cape Colonne,
sometimes called Cape Xau 7 miles to the south

east, which was the most magnificent structure
of the kind in Magna Graecia, only one solitary
Done column remains The worship of Hera
lias been replaced by that of the Madonna del

guished Iiteiarv men ot the classical epoch In
1810 he moved his printing house to Stuttgart
in 1824 at Augbhurg he introduced the first

steam printing press into Bavaria In politics
Cotta was a moderate but steadlast Liberal
He was a practical social retormer abolishing
serfdom on his estates, building model farms,
and making them in effect neighborhood e\pen
ment stations The house of Cotta is still

imong the greatest publishing firms in Germany,
since 1300 a stock compan\ in Stuttgart
COTTA, BEBNHVBD \ox (1808-79) A Ger-

man geologist born at Zielbach near Eisenach
After studying at the School of Mines at Frei

berg and at the University of Heidelberg he
was associated with Xaumann in the pubhca

Capo, to whose church, near the temple, the turn of a geologic tl map of Savray (12 sections,, ,

\oung girls of Cotrone go in barefoot proces
sion eyery Saturday The town markets oranges
and other semitropical fruit, oil licorice, wine,
olrves, grain, and turpentine Cotrone is the
modern name for the ancient Crotoni, founded

by the Achaans about 710 BC About 530 BC
Pvthagoras, after being banished b\ Polycrates
of Samos, established his brotherhood here and

acquired such influence in the oligarchical coun

,

1833-42 ), and from 1841 to 1874 was professor
01 geology at Freiberg His publications many
of which have been translated into English, in

elude Geugnostische Wanda ungen (1836-38)
Lrileitung sum fttudium det Geognove und Geo

logie (3d ed 1849) Deut<)chland<) Boden
(1854) Die Lehte ^on Erslagei fallen (1854-
01

) Die Geologic der Oegenicai t (5th ed , 1878 )

In the latter work he proved himself an evolu
oil that the people rebelled, and expelled the tionist and an adherent of Darw in s theory of

Pythagoreans and established a democracy Cro the origin of species He was one of the first

tona suffered severely during the Pyrrhic wars geologists to accept this theory and apply it

(see PTBEHUS) and in the later years of the to organic remains in sedimentarv rocks His
Second Punic War was Hannibal's headquarters treatise on ore deposits contributed greatly to

for three successive winters It did not appear the development of that branch of

again in history until the wars of Narses and _ COTTA, GAIUS AUBELIUS (el
r '

Belisanus (qv) against the Goths In the

dajs of Herodotus, and long after, the medical

school of Crotona was the most famous in the

Greek world This city has gi\en many famous

champions to the Olympian games of the Greeks,

among them Milo Pop (commune), 1881,

9649, 1901, 9610, 1911, 10,162 See CBOTONA
COTS'WOIiD See SHEEP

COTSWOLD, or COTESWOLD HILLS (vil

lage meadow, from cot, hut + u old, meadow )

A range of hills, running through the middle of

Gloucestershire, England, from Chipping Cam
den, in the northeast to near Bath in the south

west, and forming the inner ndge of the Eng
hsh coastal plain (Map England, D 5) Thev
are 54 miles long, in some parts 8 miles broad,

and cover 312 square miles, with an average

height of 500 to 600 feet The highest points
are Cleave Hill (1134 feet) and Broadway Hill

(1086 feet) The surface is generally bare but

corn, turnips, and sainfoin, a perennial herb

BO ) A
Roman, distinguished as stitesman and orator

He wai an intimate friend of M Livius Dru
sus, the champion of the people (See DHUISTIS,
2 SOCIAL WVB ) In 01 he sought unsuccessfully
the tribuneship of the people Soon afterward,
bv the terms of the Lex Vana a law aimed at

all who had supported the Italians against
Rome, he was accused, and went into voluntary
evile He returned in 82 As consul in 75, he

championed the popular cause by carrying a
law freeing the tribunes of the people from

legislation bv which Sulla had disqualified them
from holding higher magistracies He died sud

denl}, in 74, from the breaking out of an old

wound Cicero praises him highly as an orator

and makes him a participant in the dialogue
of his De Orators and his De ~\atura Deorum
Consult the introduction to Wilkms's edition

of the De Orators (2d ed, Oxford, 1888)

COTTA, HEINEIOH (1763-1844) A German
forester of distinction, born near Wasungen

cultivated as' a forage plant for sheep, are He studied at Jena, in 1801 became a master

grown, and coarse wooled sheep are raised less

for the wool than for their value in crosses

with less hardy breeds Consult Evans, EigJi

vugs and Byways vn Oxford and the Ootswolds

(New York, 1905)
COTTA The name of a family of German

publishers, whose establishment was founded in

Tubingen in 1659 It included the eminent

,

forester and a member of the Eisenach Col

lege of Forestry, and from 1795 to 1811 eon

ducted at Zillbach a school of sylviculture,
founded by himself In 1811 he was summoned
to Saxony as counselor of forestry, and thither

removed his school, which in 1816 received tie

title of "Royal Academy of Forestry" He
wrote a number of volumes, including Syste-

theologian, JOHANTTOS FBIEDBICH COTTA (1701- motecfte Anlettung *wr Taxation der

79), and his gnmdnephew, TOHANN FBUBDBIOH, gen (1804), AMOnnamg sum WaMbau (181?
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wab approximately 100 million pounds, \alued at nine grades of cotton based on middling cotton,

about *20 000,000 Most of this comes direct They are middling fiir, stnct middling, good

irom E Tpt but i small part from England middling strict good middling, middling, strict

The upland cotton of the United States is low middling, low middling btiict good oidinan,

mostly derived from Gossypium httsutum In and good ordman Standaid setb of these giades

tin* countrv the varieties of this specieh have have been prepared, and thev have been officially

white flowera, which turn red the second day adopted by the leading cotton exchanges of tins

after opening The fibre of this series is shorter, country

but the plmt cin be cultivated over a much Cultivation The plant requires for its beat

greiter t xtwit of territory than the others The development a peculiai boil and climate \\hile

seed 01 the upland varieties is usually of a the method of cultivation IB about the same in
* - ' ' - 1 ^ A

the various countries where it is grown, that in

the United States is the most perfect Al
greenish color and has, a closely adherent gray

z in addition to the longer lint, making the

process of ginning more difficult There are though the plant is not really an annual, and

doubtless many hvbnds between these series, in the tropics it can be grown as a perennial,

as mav be seen in the character of some upland vet it is treated as an annual in its cultivation

cottons In 18% descnptions were published in most countries The land is prepared in

in the United States Department of Agricul winter or early spring, the time of beginning
ture Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 33, varying with the locality After thorough plow
of more thin 130 varieties of cotton in culti ing, and after all frost has gone, the ground is

vation m the United States at that time, to bedded into rows from 3 to 4 feet wide, accord

gether with about an equal number of so called ing to situation and the quality of the soil, the

varieties wliich were only old ones renamed seed is sown along the centre of these beds,

ilost or thtse varieties were upland cottons, either in a straight furrow made with a small

and they varied widely in their production and plow or opener, or in holes 12 to 18 inches

character of lint Oossypium aiboreum is a apart Flat culture is also used Where arti

small tree rather common about the temples ficial fertilizers or cottonseed meal is drilled

of India and China, and also grows wild in in, this method of preparation is indispensable
\bvs^inia and Senegal, but it is said never to The usual date to begin preparing land is from
be cultivated as a regular crop The trees are January 15 in southern Texas to March 5 in

rather shortlived, and they yield a fine, silky South Carolina Sowing usually commences
fibre an inch or more in length This is called March 10 to April 15 and continues to May 15,
Xunna or Deo cotton and is little used except but late spring frosts may delay it longer The
by the priestly class It is probable that its young shoots, which appear in from 10 to 15

value has been overrated It will not mature days, are weeded and thinned when they have
in the United States The origin of the cottons attained a height of 2 to 6 inches, say, when

supposed to be derived from Chsayptum peru the third or first true leaf appears The aver

tianum is somewhat in doubt They are South age date of bloom is June 5 As a general rule,

Vmerican as their name would indicate, and cotton is a dry weather plant, heavy rainfall

their smooth black seeds adhere m a remform interfering with both the culture and the stand,

mass, hence the name "kidney cotton," which is
*" . . .

usually applied to them Their fibre is strong,
rather coarse and woolly, iy2 inches or less

although an extremely dry spring interferes

with the growth For plowing it is best to
have just enough rain to make the soil moist

in length, and from its great resemblance to and spongy When young, the crop flourishes
wool is frequently used in combination with best with warm steamy weather, with an occa
that staple About 4% million, pounds, valued sional shower until blooming An excess of

at nearlj $1,000,000, are annually imported into ram produces weeds and wood, severe drought
the United States, and it is claimed that most stunts the plant, matures it too early, and
of it is used by woolen manufacturers to mix in causes a small light stapled crop Early frost

making underwear, hosiery, etc, much of the causes the plant to turn brown, cold nights
material being sold as all-woolen goods cause many of the plants to die Lands in

In comm&mal wage, to fibres under 98 hilly or upland districts require more moisture
inch, or 25 millimeters, in length there has been than those lying in the plains and river bottoms
given the name ' short staple", "medium" means Overflowing often causes injury on bottom and
ftom 098 to 1 17 inches (25 to 30 millimeters), flat prairie lands, but replanting or recupera
and 'long," 1 18 to 1 57 inches (30 to 40 milli tion often redeems the most hopeless cases
meters) , 'extra," including those which are Where, however, overflowing causes "sanding,"
1 58 inches (40 millimeters) or more The the land is rendered utterly useless for cotton
ettra and the long in the United States seem culture that year The experiment stations
to come from Sea Island cotton or some of its in the Southern States have aided in introduc
hybrids, the short and medium from Gossy ing improved methods of cultivating, fertiliz

pivm hirsutem
The commercial classification of cotton in

,

, and handling the crop Rotation of crops
green manuring have been shown to be of

New York is as follows The "full grades" are great advantage From the date of bloom,
fair, middling fair, good middling, middling, low warm, dry weather is needful, until picking
middling, good ordinary, and ordinary Half

grades are designated by the prefix "strict,

quarter grades by prefixes "barely," meaning the

point above half grade and the next full grade to farther growth Dunng the harvest
above, and "fully," meaning the mean, point available hands are called into full employment
between the half grade and the next full grade
below Liverpool high grades are lower, and

, ,

time, which usually commences from July 10

, m southern Texas up to September 10 in Ten
quarter grades by prefixes "barely," meaning the nessee, and continues until frost puts a stop

to

,

low grades higher, than New York Acting

The cotton is gathered into baskets or bag*

hung from the shoulders of the pickers, and
as the crop IB secured it is either sent directly

under authorization from Congress, the United to the gin or dried, and then the fibre separated
States Department of Agriculture established from the seeds Recent investigations have
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shown the quality uf the fibre is improved by dew (Ramulana aieo'i) are common diw
storing cotton for a time before ginning For in the cotton field, but they seldom occasion
longbtaple or Sex Island cotton in South Caro much mjurvUna the usual date to begin preparing land is Another ol the serious Hindus diseases to
JFebruarr 1, planting begins April 1 and ends which the cotton plant is subject is the wilt

picking is from August 25 to Decem disease It makes its appearance usually inMay 1

her 10

The occurrence of the cotton boll weevil over The plants are dwaned have an "unhealthy" apmuch of the cotton area has caused some modifi peirance, the leaves turn yellow between the
cation in the growing of the crop Clean culti veins and their margins dry up Sometimes
vation, earlier planting, wider spicing and plants wilt and die at once while at other times
the use of early maturing varieties are reeom
jaended for infested regions
Insect Enemies of the Cotton Plant See

COTTOT* !>, SECTS

Cotton Diseases There are a number of well
chaiactenzed diseases 01 the cotton plant, some
of which are due to disturbances in the nutn
tion of the plant, others are caused by fungus ^
attacks, while still others are attributed to the to this disease, which attacks the plants through
presence of minute worms, called 'nematodes," the soil, and it is thought the means for over
in the roots Attention to the requirements coming this trouble lies in resistant plants
of the plants will conect the first clabS of This disease, as well as some others, is very
diseases For the fungus troubles but little in >nuch complicated by the presence in the roots

May, when the plants are 6 or 8 inches high

the progress of the disease is slowtr and the
1

ant may partly recover A plant attacked
this disease will show a brownish stained

color in the wood when cut across The cause
of the trouble is a fungus, Fusauum lasmfec
turn, and the same or a closely related form
occurs on the okra and watermelon Some
varieties and individual plants seem less liable

the way of prevention is known Among the
most important diseases due to physiological
causes are those known as the 'mosaic disease,"
or 'yellow leaf blight," and the bhedding of
bolls In the first, small areas of the leaves
become yellow, giving to the leaf a peculiar
checkered appearance Later these areas turn

of the cotton of nematodes (Seterofera radia
cola), minute worms that enter the roots of

cotton and a number of other plants, causing
a large number of galls to be formed The plant
is injured by the nourishment being taken from
other parts of the plant to make the galls
This weakens the plant so that it is more liable

for 30 centuries the plant has been grown
and its fibre manufactured For 400 years
before the Christian era cotton was well known
in what was then the civilized world, the writ

ings of the Greeks and Egyptians plainly in" ' ' *

of the vali
' "..*.--

dicatmg the knowledge of the value of this

fibre Columbus found it in the Western world,

although not so extensively cultivated as in the

East, but during the past 50 years its culture

here has distanced in quantity and in quality
the produce of the Old World Down to 1800
the cotton consumers of Europe depended upon

brown and dry up leaving the leaf in a more or to fungus attack When nematodes occur in

less ragged condition At this stage the disease abundance in the field no entirely efficient means
is usually refened to as the

fe
black rubt

" of eradication is known, as yet

Heavy applications of kaimte or similar ferti s Production and Distribution The oldest

lizei are said to correct this evil The shedding known cotton producing country is India, where
of the bolls, or their drying up while still at
tached to the plant, is often a serious trouble

Extreme dry or wet weather causes this disease

by interfering with the proper supply of mois
ture and nutriment furnished the plant through
its roots Among the diseases due to parasitic

fungi a few of the most serious and widely dis

tnbuted may be mentioned Damping off, sore

shin, or seedling rot is caused by Pythium, de

bon/antn and a number of other fungi They
attack the young plants at or near the surface

of the ground, producing ulcer like spots, and
later rot the plant off The sunken, ulcer like the Indies and the Levant for their raw mate

spots can be readily seen on the affected stems nil, but by I860, so far had the inventive

Another common disease is anthracnose (qv ), genius, the superior farming, and the greater

due to Glomerella, or Colletotnchum, gossypu, energy of the planters of our Southern States

It is a widely distributed fungus that attacks pushed the production of the fibre, that they

the bolls, stems, and leaves, and is probably furnished the greater part of the cotton used

the most destructive of cotton diseases Upon by Great Britain and the continent of Europe

the bolls small reddish spots appear which later From 1858 to 1860 America furnished 7fl per

become black The centre then becomes gray or cent of the cotton imported into Great Britain

pink, and the spots enlarge in a concentric man During our Cml War this dropped to 3% per

ner with well marked zones of color The boll is cent, rising to 58 per cent in 1871, and amount

killed outright or has its development checked so ing to 80 per cent in 1900 and 62 8 per cent

that the lint is worthless Upon the stems the in 1912 During the Cml War, when the price

fungus is somewhat similar in its behavior, al of cotton was abnormally high, attempts were

though the spots are not quite so definitely made to grow cotton in many counties. The

marked Upon the leaves the diuease is not industry flourished there for a while, btrt it

very well oharactemed Cotton anthracnose hau ceased to be profitable in Europe, Australia,

ia carried with the seed, and it may be pre- etc Russia in her Asiatic possessions has

vented by the use of good seed and rotation developed cotton growing greatly in recent

of crops A root rot i* very destructive in years, so that the imports into the Empire

some places Its behavior u so marked as to have fallen off 50 per cent in the past decade

need nTdeflcnption It is due to a rather Great Britain, Germany, tod France are mak

distributed fungus that has been called ing especial efforts to develop cotton growing

It attacks a number in Africa, and in 1912 nearly 60,000 bales were

to cotton Rotation of produced m their colonies, mostly in Africa

method of relief known Cotton Production o* the World. Thw is

goapypna) and a mil- difficult to state except approximately, aa a large

VOL VI -11
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proportion and amoiint ionsumtd i* produced in ot \ million m lbt>4 uu4 4i_ millions in

uiM.mli/ed or m stmicivilized countries, *heie ISbl In 1867 there A i* a dtdiue Horn tl,e high

no auui iti record i-. kept and in many coun prices consequent upon the Ciul \\ar to 7&d
tries iml dwtncS absolutely no data are anil (l\ cents) but in T tm months it it ached

able as in d,ma ^here soil and climte are Is Id ( 26 cents , In l^no it ranged from ^d
moriWp md the clothing of the population i*. to 63d in Liverpool and from 10& cents to

Hrjrelv f cotton yet thf extent of its cultna 12"i antb in New lork From 1891 to 1901

turn is. a do-*1 erret and in =>on< partb ot prices -were low, falling to an annual average

India Tthere the produetior can be tstimated ot 104 ceatb pfr pound in Xew York in 1S9S

only by the amount in sight and the known 01 pcnanrma: to 11 IS cents per pound in 1911 and

a^suijied requirements* for dress The amount in innual average of 15 11 cents per pound in

produced in the -vast unknown continent of 1910 the highest record since 1875 In 1912

\fnca is e\en more of a mystery, although tlit avenge price of middling cotton in Xe\\

ntive iottnns form theie a luge proportion Yoik -nas 1152 cents and in 1914 about 124
of the il-csb twit*

The world'b production of cotton has increased The acreage and yield of cotton, including

more rapidly ^n rttent years than that of am Imtirs for the season of 1912 ats reported b\

other of the chief materials of clothing, wool rte United States Bunau of the CenbUs, were

silk or *1i\ and the growth in world consump as tolluws

tion has bren far greater than that of popu
htion The total cotton production of the \\orld

in ISiO was approximately 3 million bales, in

1000 12' million and in the cotton \eai

1011-12 25 million, the production of 1*112 bema;

practical!* double that of 1900 and fully eisrht

times that of 1850 As the world population d

increased but about 50 per cent from 1S50 to TOUMUL

1912, whili cotton production increased 700 pu Mmwmpi
unt ind thit of ^ool about 200 per cent, it is oklahonif

apparent that the popularity of cotton as an

article of clothing has greatly mcieased
Cotton in the United States The first au

thfntic ncord of cotton cultivation in the

United State's was at Jamestown, Va, in 1607

The nrbt exportation was in 1747 when eight

bags were sit to England, the first shipment Th< -uooinpanvmg Table Xo 1, taken from
of anv importance being 2000 pounds in 1770 Bulletin \o J76, rnitpd fitatet Cws Bvxau
In 1791, 189316 pounds were exported Whit gi^s the cotton ciop in the United States by
neys indention of the saw gin in 1793 raised States according to censuses of 1870, 1880
this amount to 17789803 pounds by 1800 The 1890 1900 and 1910 for the crops of the pre
production reached 1,020,000000 pounds in ceding A ear The bale measm eraent of 1910
18bO 3,178000000 m 18SO 5,133,000000 m -was 5023 pounds in 1890 it *as 477 pounds
1900 0,840000000 in 1904, and 7157000,000 m 1880 it T^S 433 pounds, in 1870 it was 440
m 1912 Cheapening the processes of culti pounds Iho earlv settlers north of the Ohio
-vation and cleaning, and muease of acreage Rmr planted cotton for domestic uses between
have so lowered tht cost of the fibre that whi^e 1749 and 1780 The census for 1860 gave for

the average pnc* in Liverpool was Is 6d (say, Illinois 1482 bales, or 659,490 pounds, of cotton

TABLE 1

COTTON GROW\ I\ THE UNITED STATES IN THE YE\BS 1S69 1&79 188Q 1899 AND 1909 IN BALES

North C5aroL
Qfclalioma.*

South Carolina

AU others

Total

181842
350628
3148

691654
60825ft
64997
814441

963111
389 59&
17000

330 621
805284
41,28&

C7553W

91 j 210
691494
5792?,

1 191 b46

1 154 725
336 261

4 o40
747 190
1QO 57Q

1 471 242
22326

7,472 511

1095329
711 739
56875

1300184
713,929

J 257 772
477070
212 010
881 192
215668

2556413
29605

9507786

1 901 830
269573

1109580
649886
673786

1,164309
253397

2554520
62898

10386209

* Includes Indian Territory

36 cents) per pound in 1793 it was 5%d (sav, Among the States classed as "all others" are

11% cents) in 1851 averaging 7d (14 cents) Missouri, Virginia, California Kansas, Arizona
for the five vears* ending 1861 Bunng the period all of -which axe producing cotton in commercial
of the Civil War in the United States the prices amounts, and a number of other States where
were i ery high owing to the email production,, its cultivation aa a crop has been abandoned
the quantity produced being less than half a Stimulated by the high prices following the
million bales in 1863 and but about one fourth Civil War, the otdtivation of cotton was con-
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ducted to a limited extent m Lahfornu Illi

noi-, Indiana Nevada, Ltah, and Wes,t Virginia
ftith the coming of 1cm prices cotton culture

grtdualh disappeared from those sections not

peculiarly adapted to it, and censuses after
1870 credited none to Illinois, Indiana, Nevada,
Utah, or West Virginia Natural selection con
tmuts to eliminate the mdusti\ from sections
less favored to climatic conditions To illus

trate Kentucky is credited bv the censubCu ot

1880 and 1890 mth 1367 and 873 bales respec
trvely, but tbe census of 1900 finds in tins State

only 84 commercial bal<?b Tht losb in those
States lying along the noithern border of the
cotton belt is more than offset to the incieast
found in the territory west and southwest ol

the Mississippi Rnrr According to the elev

(nth census 2,872,524 bales or 38 per cent of

the entire American crop of 1880, uas gro\vnm that region, while in the censub of 1000 in
the same territory, the production reached

4,250,940 bales or 45 per cent of the ^hole

crop In 1912 the States of Arkansas Louisi

ana, Oklahoma, and Texas, all \\est of the

"Mississippi River produced 7 169 604 biless, or

52 3 per cent of the entire crop
The exports of cotton from the United States

averaged less than 2 billion poundb per annum
in the decade ending with 1880 and between 2

and 3 billions per \ ear up to 1895 During the

next decade the expoits a\eraged over 3 billion

pounds per annum, and from 1907 to 1914 avei

aged o\er 4 billion pounds per annum, the quan
tity exported m the fiscal year 1911 being 5 535
12 3,000 pounds, the high record up to that date,
and in 1913 was 4,562,926,000 pounds The

high record m \aluc of exports was in 1911,

being $585,318 869, that of 1913 being $547,357,
105 The exports to the principal countries in

1913 ueie to Great Bntun, $224,783457, Ger

many, $144,175,157 France, $64,137,024 Italy,

$30,169 663 and Tapan $25,022,050 The im

ports of cotton for 19H veie \alued at $22,

987 ?18 of which $18,753,197 was imported direct

from Egypt and between one and two million

dollirs' woith of Egyptian cotton from England
For the same fiscal year the exports of cotton

goods were valued at $53 743 977, and the im

ports it $66065857, of which $35776,301 was

laces, embroideries, and other articles of this

character

The amount of cotton consumed bv all the

mills m the world for the year ending Aug
31, 1913, nas appioumatelv 21,000,000 bales

At the sime date there were 30,590 553 active

spindles m the United States, 11,971,092 of which

were in the cotton producing States and 18,619,

461 in all other States The consumption of

domestic cotton in the United States for the

above period was 5,786,061 bales About one

third of the cotton grown in the United States

DS consumed in domestic manufactures, and about

two thirds is exported, chiefly to Europe
Manufacture The process of transforming

cotton from its raw condition into the thread

or cloth that is euch an essential of daily life is

one which involves many different operations

It must first be cleaned to remove aand dust

and other foreign substances It then contains,

about two thirds of its weight in seeds, which

nnifc* be removed
Cotton Gwwwn^ Before Eh Whitney's mven

tion of the cotton gin, the removal of the seeds

by "band was so difficult a task that very little

cotton was raised It would take one person
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two \edib to turn out <m <i\eiagc bile ot cotton
3 to 15 of which are produced to one machint
in one day Before the Cml TCar the gins
were run chiefly by mule po^er \\hich vhen
operated in connection with sla\e labor, ^as

cheaper than bttam Whitney & cotton gin
known as the &a~B gin, mi\ be briefly detcnbed
as a series of circular STWS vith nm teeth, re-

volving \vith an arc 01 their circumference pro-
jecting through a guide into a lectptack for

seed cotton These bA\is tear the lint from the
seed and carrv it thiough th< guide It i-s re-

moved from the sa\\^ to a biu^h and carrud to
a conuenser Great care must be t\t rased not
to injure the cotton (1) to Immg the bavih>

too close to the bars of the grate, so as to

rub, (2) by having them revohe too fast, or

(3) by hating the teeth too sharp The roller

gin is growing in fa\or among cotton producer^,
fbpeeiallv for the long staple or Sea Ibland cot

ton, and in the United States and Egypt all

long staple cotton is ginned in this way It re

mo\es the seed \vith orh ont1 fifth the rapiditv
of the saw gin, but it does not injure the fibre

In a primitne form it has been used in Egypt
and India for mam centuries It consists of

tno lolleis revolving in opposite directions, be
twten which the cotton is pabsed and the
smooth hard seeds thrown off Both the saw

gm and roller gin have bten much modified

and their effectiveness increased bv successive

improvements
In 1912 there were 28368 ginneries in the

United States, 25,279 of which were reported
as active by the Census Bureau The average
outturn was 535 bales, a somewhat lower aver

age than that of 1911, but a decided increase

o\er the a\erage for the preceding five yean.

The number of idle ginneries was 3079, or 203
more than in 1911 While the crop of 1912 ^as
sometvhat le% than that of 1911, vet it would
seem from the steadv increase m the number
of idle gins that the process of ginning is being

gradually concentrated in the larger establish

ments
In Bulletin Vo 38 on Cotton Ginning,

Twelfth United States Census, Daniel C Koper
dmdes cotton ginneries into three general
classes Those conducted exclusively for the

public, those conducted exclusively for the

plantation, and thobe conducted for both the

public and plantation The Bulletin states that

"the rapidity with which the prnate or planta
tion ginneries have been supplanted bv public
and more modern equipments is noteworthy

Through inquiries of the cenuus of 1880, cov-

ering the power and machinery of cotton,

ginning establishments it was ascertained that

a large percentage
of the crop of 1879 was

handled by ginneries of a private character

The motive po\\er of these ginning and baling

plants consisted of horses or mules, and each
had a dailv capacitv of from three to five bales

The general introduction of steam power brought
economic method*, that have crowded out pnmi
tne horse ginneries to such an extent that they

are now curiosities"

Baling The cotton having been separated
from the seed the next step is to pack it in

bales for shipment Different methods of baling

prevail among the cotton producing countries

The American product as put up m the old

fa&hioned tortoise back bales has the reputa
tion of being the ^orst baled cotton in the

v orld East Indian cotton is shipped in cubical
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bales vciglung about 400 pounds, covered with

thick Indian hemp and held together with

s*rng iron bands The Egyptian bale weighs
limit 7UO pound-, ib a httlt thicker and not

!-'> Ijng ata the Amencan, and has 11, instead

01 7 or 8, bands around it Brazilian cotton

comes in very light bales -weighing onh 200

poundb which are tied with trailing vines In

the cotton States 01 America the cotton -which

is not consumed by the Southern mills is

shipped to the exporting citv to rail steamboat,

or wagon It ! there graded by the exporter
who fa&tens a tag to each bale and also to a

sample taken irom it It ib irom these labeled

samples tliat the foreign manufacturer makes

his, purchases The bales are then subjected
to enonnoub pressure, usually by the trans

portahon companv, to reduce the size of the

export bile a standard bale weighing 500

pounds During its progress from the farm to

the lacton i bale of cotton is given a series

of brands by the farmer and the ginnery, as

well as the exporter so that fraud can easily

be traced One of the objections to the Ameri

can haling methods however, is that the cover

ing becones so torn that the marks on it

cannot lit deciphered
The. manner in which American cotton is gen

erally baled and pressed for transportation to

the market* and mill* is not only needlessly

expensive and wasteful but fails to protect the

cotton from damage and theft The bales are

covered with jute cloth, made of thread so coarse

and loosely woven that while it adds unneces

sarih to the weight of the bale, it does not

protect the cotton The bales are held together
bv steel bands which still further increase the

weight The weight of the bagging and ties on a

bale weighing 500 pounds is about 23 pounds
Besides the increased freight rates due to this

bulky method of baling, the necessity of a

second pressing, and the bad condition in which

the cotton reaches the factory, a more grave
defect IB its excessive inflammability, resulting
in high insurance charges So great is this

risk that on some passenger bteamers cotton is

not earned, on account of the danger of fire

An illustration of this danger was afforded by
the terrible fire which occurred on the docks

of the North German Lloyd Steamship Company
at Hoboken, N J

,
on June 30, 1900 The fire

started in some unknown manner in a lot of

cotton bales and spread with such rapidity that

efforts to check it were unavailing The loss of

property caused by this cotton fire has been

estimated variously at from $4000,000 to

$6,000,000, and the loss of life was about 200

persons
Some years ago a cylindrical bale was devised

that IB made directly from the gm This seemed
to meet with favor for a time, but the census

reports show a diminishing number of round
bales, only 99,916 such bales being reported for

the crop of 1913 The American Cotton Company
makes a bale 4 feet long and 2 feet in diameter,

weighing over 35 pounds per cubic foot The
cotton is pressed gradually, so as not to injure
the fibre, and is in the form of a continuous lap
or roll Since the air is pressed out of the

cotton, it has no tendency to expand, and the

covering is only sufficient to keep the cotton
clean The heavy bagging and ties are entirely

dispensed with The cotton IB compressed as
fast as ginned and is shipped direct from the

gmhouse to the warehouse or mill The cylra

drical bale of the Planters Compress Company
is 36 inches long, 18 inches in diameter, and

weighs 2oO pounds This bale is held together
by wires passing irom end to end through a
small opening in the centre It is covered with

cotton duck, and the weight of the cloth and
wire is about three poundb per bale Host
satisfactoiv tests hive been made with each

of these types of bale* showing that they are

both fire and water proof The other objections
to the old fashioned methods of baling are also

met bv the cylindrical bales descubed The rea

son for the f \ilure oi the lound bale to be more

widely adopted is not evident

Spinn ng When the cotton bales are re

ceived at the factorv, the cotton from the dif

ferent bales is nrst mixed in order that the
varn produced nm be of uniform quality It

is next submitted to a process of opening and

picking that loosens the nbres which became
closely packed together when the bale was
pressed Then follow the processes of carding,

bating, dubbing lonng, spinning, and don

bimg, bv which the cotton fibre is reduced by
successive stages from a web or sheet into

cotton varn The process ot carding is de
scnbed under that title Its obiect, besides

cleaning the cotton of anv foreign substances
still adhering, is to reduce the lap into a thin

fleece and then contract it into a ribbon or
sliver The sliver, after being doubled so that

inequalities in the single slivers are counter

balanced, is put through a drawing machine

consisting of successive pairs of i oilers, each of

which revolves more rapidly than the preceding
one, and which reduces the sliver to a finer and
finer thread Bv slubbing and rovmg the

process of attenuation is continued, the thread
m each case taking the name of the machine

through which it has just passed The thread
is also twisted, and when it leaves the roving
machine it is strong enough to be wound on a
bobbin Spinning is the concluding process, and
in this the thread is given the requisite firmness
and twist Doubling is the combining of two
or more threads into a single cord Every step
in the manufacture of cotton yarn has for its

object (1) the removal of finer and finer im
purities (2) the attenuation and strengthen
ing of the thread (3) correcting the mistakes
of the preceding process The whole process is

described in more detail in the article SPIMTING
The thread may be subjected to the additional

processes of gaming and polishing The object
of gassing is to singe off all the loose fibres and
so produce a very smooth jam This is accom

plished by passing the thread through a very
fine jet of gas, as it IB wound from one bobbin
to another The yarn is polished by applying
a sizing made of starch, beeswax, or other ma-
terials This not only gives the yarn a gloss,
but increases its strength and weight The
process of weaving cotton into cloth does not
differ materially from that of silk and wool
and is treated in the article WEAVER
The bulk of the world's cotton is shipped into

foreign countries and often across the ocean '

twice once to the factories to be transformed
into yam and cloth, and again, perhaps, back
to the very region where it was first raised, in
the form of cotton goods The best example
of this fact is offered by the United States,
which raises nearly three-fourths of the world's

cotton, yet in 1911 exported less cotton goods,
measured by values, than the Republic of Swit-
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zerland, \\liich raises not a pound of cotton and It is interesting to note that this enormous
has not e^tn a seaport Of course the United mdustir is concentrated about Lancashire in
States is an enormous consumer of cotton, ont a district whose area is about 50 per cent
third of its large crop being consumed bv its greater than that of the State of Rhode Island
o-wn mills, and this fact must be remembered in In the United States the moat marked develop
considering the e\tent of her export trade Ob ment is the relatne importance of Southern
\iously the amount of cotton goods imported, factories, situated in the verv locality where

cotton is produced Since 18*30 the number of
TIBLE II

spindles has greatly increased and now more
V4XUE OF THE WORLDS EXPORTS OP COTTON *^an one third of the whole number in the

GOODS B"i COUNTRIES country are in the cotton producing States

(From Bureau of Census Bulletin 103 110 113 and 1 Jo)
Tlie nun^er * the Southern States grew fiom

_1_ 4368000 in 1900 to 11,583000 in 1912 while
those in the Northern States onlv increased trom

911
15,104,000 to 18,996,000 in 1912 Other mdus

Austria-Hungary $13 2o7 982
54 004 530
64 b!9,295
95 534 870
o&S 269 108
2o 646 333
16116466
10 689 328
52 967 2oO
31 878 566
37428252
29 260 177

33 398 672
40216450
38446480

trial conditions besides the nearness to the
$!8io3373 cotton crop produced tins growth, chief of

67789127
^ldl has been the general industrial a*ak

114108624 ng experienced bv the South Capital
59o,3S4i60 ho\ve\er, m this section has shown greater
42003541

pl ogress than labor, so that the latter is still

clKip a working dav is long and there are
52206307 comparatrv ely few labor laws restricting +he

48478362 flg<?' SCX' and ther condltlons of labor

34049000 *n 1(10> according to the census report, there
were in the United States 1324 establishments

engaged m the manufacture of cotton good<
Hie materials used cost $371000,000 and the
minufaetured pioducts -were \alued at $628

and the amount produced and consumed at

home, are also impoitant factors

Table II gi\ eg the value of the world's export 302000 There were 387,771 persons engaged
trade in cotton, by countries, for 1009, 1910, in thesp industries, and the wages paid in l^OO
and 1911 The table is compiled from Bureau -nere $132850,000 against $6602oOOO in 1881,

of Census Bulletins Of more value, howe\er, hawng thus doubled in 20 years
as showing the actual extent of the cotton During the closing years of the nineteenth

T\BLE HI

NUMBER OF SPINTDLES IN COTTON MILLS

industry, including both home and foreign con- centurv the manufacture of cotton vaa much

sumption, and its geographical tendencies as advanced in China and Japan In China cotton

well, are the Tables III and IV, showing the has been made into cloth since 1260, and for

number of cotton mills and spindles, the amount four centuries it usurped the place of silk

consumed, and the value of the output By Steam power was introduced into Chinese cot

studying these tables certain facts and tendencies ton factories in 1865-67 and into Japan in

in the cotton trade are apparent Great Bntam 1889 Great difficulty has been experienced in

is and for many years has been at the head of both China and Japan m getting laborers There

the cotton goods trade, both in the amount is no factory legislation in either country limit

exported and in the actual amount produced, ing the hours of labor, and m China children

COTTON CONSUMPTION OP THE WORLD PT -jOO-POOVD B4LE8
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begin to wo-k at a verv earlv age The work

ing dav is 11 or more hour*, long and the

factories rjn se\en davs in the week Labor
is al=o >tr cheap as estimated bv the amount
of monp" paid for a davs work which a"verageb
from 10 to 15 centb but the standard of in

telligence and faithfulnets among operati\es is

<?o low that measured bv the amount and qual
itv of the product the real cost 01 labor is high
In Japan it is particularly hard to keep steadv

employes The girls are u&ed to the ireedom
and out of door lift, 01 the countrv and will not

'-tav long at their situations so that null

operators are eonstanth hampered with green
hands In Japan the wearing ot cotton and
other labrict, is still largely a household in

duistrv In 1816, according to the French Con
sul at Yokohama bCO,403 dwellings or estab

lishment" contained 949 123 looms, at which

1,043 866 pei>ons> were engaged in weaving The
yarn used in this household art i& largely
factory spun, thus me easing rather than dimm

ishing the demand for cotton factories

The piereding Table IV, compiled from various

sources shov s the cotton consumption of the

world for a number oi vtarb In China most of

the cotton cloth made is produced bv hand labor,

in part from yarns mide by the Chmet>e mills,

and in part from yarns imported from India and

Jap in The cotton mifls of China up to 100 1

produced onlv yarn but since that time l^e
begun the manufacture of cloth

Japan had 200 POO spindles in operation in

1880 1,338 123 spindles in 1800 and 2 102 000

in 1912 Japan consumed 00 375 bales of cot

ton m 1800 844 818 bales in 1898 and 1 190 000

bales m 1012 China had 670,000 spindles in

operation m 1800 and 831 000 in 1012 It is

estimated that on July 1, 1900 the world's

working spindles numbered 105000000 and
140006000 in 1912
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COTTOH", \BTinci\L Aitificial cotton is the

term sometimes applied to the products obtained

bv treating wood pulp or other foims of cellu

lose in various ways in order to make filaments

capable of being woien into textile material

These filaments are also called artificial silk, or,

from their source wood pulp yarns See WOOD
PLEP YAR>S
COTTON, MERCERIZED See MERCERIZED

COTTOT

COTTON, CHARLES (1630-57) An English
translator and poet He wa& a fuend of Iziak
Walton to whom he addressed se\eral poems,
and to the nfth edition (1676) of whote Com
pleat Ingler he contributed as the 'second

part
' an essay on fly fishing His works nearly

all m verse, include a translation of Coraeille's

Horace (1671) the Life of the Dule d'Esper
non (1670) The Fair One of Tunis, published
anonymously (1674), The Scarromdes, or TV
gil Tiaieitie (1684), a coarbe burlesque of the

Eneid that ran through 15 editions The Voy
age to Ireland in Burlesque (1670), The
Wondeis of the Peal (1681) Cotton was a
famous angler and was horticulturist enough
to write an excellent Planters' Manual (1675)
Some of his poems have been much admired
for their sweetness and directness of style, and
a volume of his Lyrical Poems was edited by
J R Tutin in 1903 Wordsworth and Lamb
particularly praised his 'Ode to Winter" His
best work, the English version of Montaigne's
Essays (1685 and frequently since), places
him among the greatest of translators

COTTON, CHABLES STANHOPE (1843-1909)
An American nwal officer born in Milwaukee,
Wis , and educated at the Naval Academy In
1861 he entered active service and participated
in several of the principal naval engagements
of the Civil War He was on the fngate 8t
Lawrence when that vessel captured the Petrel

(July 28, 1861) and took part in the fight
between the Hemmac and the Monitor (March,
1862) Poon after the close of the war he was

Ented

lieutenant commander During the
ish 4mencan War he was in command of

mxjliary cruiser Harvard, and after the
war he became commandant of the navy yard
at Norfolk, Va He was made a rear admiral
in 1900 and was placed in command of the

European squadron in 1903

COTTON, GBPBGE EDWARD LTKOH (1813-66)
An English divine and educator He was born
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at Chester and was iducated at Tnmtv College,

Cambridge From IS 37 to 1852 he tiught at

Rugb\ be ng th* ouny master ' mentioned in
Tom Bto>m<t tfrluai Dai/s He was for six

rears principal of Alarlborough College and in

1858 wv, mide Bishop ot Calcutta Ht founded
raanv schools md effected gitat improvement
in the tdutdtion or the pooler da-.sts of tliL

knglo Tndi in population HL w at, drowned in

the (} inat^ Consult the Memmt (London,
1871) I>\ lii', wift

COTTON, JOH\ (1585-lb52) An uninent
Puiitm dmue kno\ n as The, Patnareh ot

X(W Tiiglind' Ht was born in Deibv Eng
land and was educated at Jniut\ College and
Emmanuel College, Cambiidgc, at the latter

of which he w is bucctssivth a fellow head
lecturer dean, and eatochist Inclining towards
Puntamsm he left Cambridge ahout 1612, and
for the ne\t 21 years, with one shoit mtei
mission ht had charge ol the chuich of Rt

Botolph's, at Boston, in Lincolnshire where he
had an e\traoidinarv influence over his congre

gation g lined a -wide reputation for learning
and godliness and trained many vouug nun
for the nimistrv Whin Archbishop Laud be

came Primate of England (in 1633j Cotton
was summomd to appear befoie the Court of

High Commission, but escaped the purvaiv ints

sent to apprehend him and, after Ivmg in cor

ceilment for some time in London, embarked
for Boston New Fngland (which had been

named in compliment to him), where he landed

in September 163 3 Almost immediately theie

after he was chosen as ttacher of the Fust
Church in Boston, of which the Re\ lohn Wilson,

was tlun pastor, md he iontmutd to act m
this capacity until hig death Here, as in

England he had a wide reputation for learning
1

and putv and soon cime to witld a powerful
Influence over affairs both eulesi isti< al and
secular in New Engl md and fspec-iallv in "Massa

chusetts According to William Hubh ird ( q v )

a contempor irv historian, whatever he de

hvered in the pulpit was soon, put into an

order of court or &et up a* a piactiee in

the Church" and the enthusiastic Cotton

Mather speaking of his learning savs tint he

was a most universal scholar, and a living

system of the liberal arts and a walking li

brarv" "He 'was" sav& Tyltr, "the unmitnd

pope of a pope hating commonwealth He
look an n ctive part in the Antmomian contro

versv first supporting and aftcm ird opposing
Anne Hutchuxson (q\ ), and conducted an e\

tended controversy with "Roger Williams whose

expulsion from Massachusetts he approved He
was a v olummous writer and published as many
as 50 volumes, the most important of which

are Ret Fotmi of Ptayet (1642) TJie Eevs to

the Kingdom of Heaitn and the Fcuer Tfiettof

(1664) The Bloody Tenent Waited and Made
White in the Blood of the Laml (1647) *ritton

in answer to a letter from "Roger Williams t

Bnef Etrpotihon upon Ectlevaitr<. f
t Bnef Ft

portion vpiM Gantulei, 1 Treatise of the Cmc
*cmt of Ghace as It h Dispensed to the Elert

Seed L Treafae Concerning Predestination

and the famous catechism, entitled ftptnfaal

JftZTl for Babes, Draun Out of the Bieatte of

Both Tettamenti CMefly for the Spuiturt
Nourishment of Boston Babe* in Either England

(1646) A part of the controverBj between

him and Boger Williams maj be found in the

of Narragamaett (flub, vola i and

n (Providence 1866-67 J Conbult McClure,
The life of John Cotton (Boston, 1846), NOT
ton, J bel Being Dead, 1 et Spealeth o, the Life
and Death of That Deieue&y Fanwu* Jfa of
Gud, 1ft John Cotton (London 1658 repub
hshed Boston 1834) , an interesting sketch in

iTather, Jfagnaha I London, 1702 1 John, Cotton
Iftmonal EjLein&es, Boston first Chinch (Bos
ton, IfJOS; , and a critique of Cotton's \\ntmga
in Txler A History vf A.merican Literature

(Xew \ork, 137SJ

COTTON, XATIIAMEL (1705-88) An Eng
Kb. physician uid poet, the friend of Young,
author of ~\ight Thought*,, and ol the poet Cow
pei, -whom he i.ared for in 17b3-65 in his ^.ani

tarium or at> he rather grandiloquently shied
it Collegium Insanorum," at St Albans Hert
lordshire, where Ite treated mental diseases \tith

success Hib Tji.ons in Feise (1751; is his

btst know n \ olume and among his shorter

poems, The Fireside
5 and To a Child Five

Years Old '
are still round in anthologies Con

suit Meet Points or Dr Cuttun, vith a Life of
ike Author in the series The "ft oiks of the
Biitish Ports

'

(Philadelphia 181&-2 J)

COTTON, SIP ROBERT BEL CE ( 1571-1631 ) A
distinguished Frglish antiquman, founder of
the Cottonun Libraiv noa in the British
"\Iuseuin \tter Iii^ education it Westminster
Sehool under the iimou^ Camdtii, and at Cam
bridge, whtre he took a B \ digree in his six

teenth vear, he begin those arch^ological pur
suits \ihuh mide his name famous and \\hich

proved of immense \alue to historians As the
dissolution of the monistenes about half a
centurv btfore, bad dispersed mam valuable
tollichonis of manu^criptb amonfr private per
sons Cotton sought out and purchased these

documents wherever practicable On account of

his abilitv and knowledge he was frequently con
suited b\ minibteis of state on difficult constitu
tional points and international qutstions In

1600, at the request of Queen Eh/abeth, who
desmd antiquarian authont\ on the matter, he
\\iote JL Brief Attract of the Question of Pre

cidwcy Betueen England and kpam King
James, who knighted him in 1601 and gave him
a baioiietey in 1611, emploved him to vindicate

the conduct of lus mother 3Iau Queen of Scots

and also to examine whether the Roman Catho-

lics, on account of whom aome alarm was then

felt, should be imprisoned or put to death Cot

ton advocated toleiame His mtinucv with the
Eail of Somerset led him to be suspected of com

phuty m the death of Sir Thomas Overburv,
and m consequence he was imprisoned for about

eight months In 1629 a tract entitled 1 Pro

ject Sou a Pniue May MaJ^e Himself an J.&SQ

lute Tyrant was obtained from his libran, the

tendency of which Charles I and the Star Cham
ber considered dangerous to the liberty of the

state His hbrarv was accordingly declared un
fit for public inspection and he himself was
demid all use of it Depression at this edict

caused hiu death less than tra-o ye its, afterward

His son Sir Thomas (l'5
<)4-1662l regained

possession of the librxrj, a,nd his grandson, Sir

John (1621-1701 ), aud great giandson, Sir John

(1679-1731), added to it considerably The
latter bequeathed it in public tiust to the nation

m 1700 In 1730 the Iibraj> wus lodged with

the ro\al collection in Ashburnham House West
minster The following jear a fire occurred m
which 114 out of 038 manuscript volumes were

reported as
l

lot, burned, or entirely destroyed,
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and 08 damaged so as to be defective" For
tunateh a great number of these injured volumes
were skillfully restored bo that the librarv now
consists of nearh 900 volumes, of which, savs

Mr Edwards in his Memoirs of Libraries,

nearly 200 are state papers of the highest
value They include a -vast series relating to

the diplomatic intercourse between England and
almost e\er\ state of Europe, extending from
the reign of Edward III to that of James I A
large proportion of these documents consist of

the original letters of sovereigns and of states

men Even those papers which are not original
have a high degree of authority as eoe\al tran

scripts" The Cottonian Librarv was trans

ferred to the British Museum (qv) in 1757

In addition to the manuscripts, the collection

includes many valuable coins and antiquities

\mong Cotton's works mav be mentioned, in

addition to those referred to abo\e Povier of
the Peeres and Coitions of Pai ha-ment in point

of Judicature (1640) ,
Cottoni Postuma Choice

Pieces of that Ren.ou.ned Antiquaiy (1672),
Dtiers Short Pieces Exposed to PuohcL Light
by J HoiLell (1679) , 'Speech before the Privy
Council touching the Alteration of Covn" m
Shaw, Select Tracts end Documents (1896)
Consult albo Calendars of State Papers (Lon

don, 1591-1631) , Parharnentai y Journals (ib ) ,

Planta Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the

Cottonian Liorary {ib , 1802) , Smith Catalogue
(Oxford, 1696) containing a memoir Kippis,
*
Eobert Bruce Cotton,' in Biog Brit (London,
1797), DEwes Autobiography (2 vols

, ib,
1845) Xichols Progresses of James I (4 vols,

ib, 1828) id, Leicestershire (ib, 1795-1811),

Gardiner, History of England (ib, 1883-84)
COTTON BIBD A small South African tit

mousse ( iLgithalus capensis), called kapok vogel
(i e, 'cotton bird') bv the Cape Colony Dutch on
account of its -ftonderful nest, made of cottony
materials, which closely resemble the nest of its

congener the pendulme titmouse of Europe,
illustrated on the Plate of PENSILE NESTS OF
BIBDS with the article NIDIFICATIOW (See also

TITMOUSE ) This nest, first figured by Le Vail
lant (Oiseaua d'lfnque, Pans, 1806), whose

picture has been ^ idely copied, is usually wrongly
assigned to an entirely different bird Consult

Shelley, Birds of Africa (London, 1900)
COTTON FAMINE The name given to an

industrial crisis in the manufacturing towns of

northern England, occasioned by the almost com
plete disappearance of cotton imports from the

United States during the last three years of

theCmlWar As a result of the blockade of the

Southern ports by the Federal government, the

importation of cotton from the United States

into Great Britain sank from more than 1,000,

000,000 pounds in 1860 to 816,000,000 pounds in

1861, 13,000,000 pounds in 1862, and 6,000,000

pounds in 1863, and aa the imports from the

United States constituted more than three

fourths of the total supply, the blow to the

cotton industry in Lancashire was a stunning
one The suffering fell most heavily on the mifl

operatives, who, as a body, were brought to

the verge of starvation by the partial or com

plete suspension of production In November,
1862, it was estimated that more than 350,000

persons in Lancashire were subsisting on

parochial relief or private chanty It is a
notable fact that, in spite of their great pnva
tions, the factory population of Lancashire was
in thorough sympathy with the Northern cause,

Tvhich tbev regarded as a erut,ade against
slavery Consult Arnold History of the Cotton
Famjre (London 1861)

COTTON GUN A machine for separating
the cotton fibie irom the seed, indented bv Eli

\\hitnev of ilassaehusetts and patented March
14j 1794 Pre-viouslv the work had been done
bv hand, a slow and tedious process Two types
of gin are now in use the saw gin of the \\ hit

ne\ irpe, which does* verv npid work and is

generalh used and the roller gin which is much

slower, but is less likely to injure the fibre

and is therefore piefened for the long staple
Sea Island and Egyptian cottons See COTTOV
Vanufacture
COTTON GRASS (from its cottony spike)

Etiophonim \ genus, of plants of the family

Cvperacee, liaung the fruit accompanied with

long, silkv hairs which spring from the base of

the ovary The species, "which are about a

dozen, are natives chiefly of the colder regions of

the Northern Hemisphere Several are found in

\merica, and their \\hite, cottony fruit bearing

spikes are well known in our swamps and bogs
The cottony subbtanee it u^ed for stuffing pil
lows etc, and it is claimed that cloth may be

made from it The fibre lacks the twist of the

cotton fibre and cannot be spun ab readily The
stems of a Himalavan species Enophoruw can

nalinum, called ohabhur, yield a iery strong
fibre and are much employed for making cordage,

being simply twisted into cables, ot which rope
bridges are usualh made, but they are not
durable and require much repairing every year
Cotton grass ib said to be valuable for sheep
pa&ture
COTTON INSECTS One of the most iinpor

tant insects injurious to the American cotton
culture is the cotton worm, the larva of a noc
tuid moth (-Lletia asyhna,), which sometimes de-

foliates whole distncts It is believed to be
South American, and first became strikingly
harmful in the Southern States in 1804 It is

now known all over the Union, but its Northern
food plant is unknown A government commis
sion reported in 1879 that the average loss to

the cotton growing States due to its ravages was
then from $15,000,000 to $20,000000 annually
The moth is 1% inches in spread of wings, the

fore wings and body reddish brown, with delicate

zigzag markings, and the hinder wings pale

gray brown It flies at night and deposits eggs
singly or sparsely on the underside of the leaves

of the cotton plant, where they hatch in midsum
mer in about 50 to 60 hours The caterpillars

begin at once to devour the leaves, and so many
are they, sometimes that whole fields have been
defoliated in three days, when the caterpillars
swarm elsewhere in search of more food In mid
summer the caterpillars remain about 13 days,
then fold a leaf about themselves and spin a
cocoon in which they pupate In two to four

days after issuing from the chrysalis the female
moth begins to lav her average product being
400 eggs in the season The natural food is the

juice exuding from the glands on the leaf's

midrib and at the base of blooms and bolls, but
it will feed on any kind of fruit as it npens
Until the worms are numerous enough to riddle
the leaves badly, the moths continue to lay near
their birthplace, then they migrate to consider
able distances Seldom, however, until after the
thud generation of worms, say July 1, m south
era. Texas Migrations are most common ut the
felt months, ths moths flying at night and on
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cloudv davs In the Southern SUtes onlv the similar inbectb, viz , Prodema httoialw and Ea
mothb hibeinate (the -worms never, nor anv tt<z? tnsulana
where), hibernation heing more frequent in the The cotton stamer, or red bug (Dyaderau*
Southwestern than in the Atlantic Statu, The sutu,ellu<t), is a small suctoral bug, which
moths hibernate under bark, in logs and timbers, drains the sap trom the bolls by its puncture,
etc, and mild winters are more bevere on them caubmg them to become diminutive or abortive,
than cold ones, which, keep them torpid but the principal injurv it doe* is bv voiding an

In some districts there are as manr as ^en excretnentitious liquid which stains the cotton
generations in a season The average time from fibre yellow or reddish and verv much depreciates
the egg of one generation to that of the nea.t is its value in the market, the btains being in
a m nth dehble

"
It is aLo troublesome to orangeThe caterpillars \ibit earliest low alluvial growers in cotton grow ing districts See Insect

lauds where the plants are luxurious and thnftr Life, vol i (Washington, 18t>8), illustrated
Moibture is favorable to their development, hot, Several plant buga such a* the cap*>id (Psallus
dry weather unfavorable The damages to the defa-atas), known in Texas as the cottoii flea, and
crop may reach 25 per cent in the Southern dis certain small beetles, are also injunous to cotton
trictb, but in the Northern the worms mav do For a description of the weevil, see \\EEVH.

TH COTTOK BOLLWOBH
1 \dult moth (Hdtothisarmwera) 2 Destructive Ian a (the bolhrorm' or bud worm') with a unall boll pierced

a joumc caterpillar 3 Vertical section of anewh. expanded cotton flower showing aj ouuagboltaorm at -woric 4 Seobo
of a large green boll which contains & caterpillar that baa devoured the contents of the cell 5 A pupa -withmita earthen cas

more good than harm, by removing superabundant
leaves, thus facilitating the ripening of the bolls

For further and extensive information and

preventive measures, consult Comstock, 'Ke-

port on Cotton Insects," in United States De
partment of Agriculture (Washington, 1879),
illustrated, Eiley, United States Entomological
Commission, 4th Report (ib , 1885), Bulletin

No 18, is B (ib, 1898)
The bud worm is scarcely second in its evil

effects (See BOLLWORM
)

It is hatched from

eggs deposited Binglv on all parts of the plant,

taking only three to five days to hatch, in sum
met The worm IB much like the cotton cater

pillar, but larger Its principal food is the

flowers and bolls The chrysalis is found a few

inches underground The chrysalis state lasts

7 to 10 days in midsummer, double that in

cooler weather The moth is in appearance and
habits much like the A.leha, but seldom appears
before July or August Hibernation xs in the

chrysalis state only and underground. Breeding
continues until cold weather, but the first three

generations of each year generally feed in the

cornfields, the first lot seen on cotton being the

fourth brood
Other injurious moths infesting cotton and

eating the foliage include the yellow bear (Spdo-
oma mrgwwa,), the 10 (JSfatunwa to), the bas-

ket worm, or bagworm (qv ), and several others

Cotton culture in. Egypt is afflicted by two very

The natural enemies of the cotton worm and
of the bollworm are domestic fowls, birds,

spiders, beetles, wasps, ants, parasites, etc As
preventive measures, the free use of poisons la

good for both, and fall plowing, which upturns the

chrysalids of the bollwonn, exposes these to the

attacks of fowls and the fatal influences of cold

Consult "Mexican Cotton Boll "Weevil,"

Senate Document Vo 305 (Washington, 1912)

"Control of the Boll Weevil/* formers Bulletin

No 500 (ib , 1912) , The Boll Weevil Problem,"
Farmers Bulletin Yo 512 (ib, 1912), '"The

Cotton Boll," United States Department of
culture, Bureau Entomology, Bulletin "No 50

(ib, 1905)
COTTON MOTTSE A field mouse (Peromy*

cue ffossypinus), dark brown, with grayish feet,

prevalent in the southern United States and in

junous to cotton plants Its habits are similar

to those of the common white footed mouse of

the North See MOUSE
COTTONKOIJTH' (so named from the white,

cotton like streak about its mouth) Properly,
the moccaam snake (qv ), but also a name: in

the southern United States of the copperhead
COTTONSEED A1TD ITS PRODUCTS

Cottonseed Oil Cotton, which is described in

the article bearing that title, when it is picked
consists of the seeds and the lint or fibre adher-

ing to and covering the seeds The seeds COB

statute about two-thirds of this product The
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tiiiMis ut I'llO estimated the pioduetion of seed

at o 324,634 ton*,, vilued at ^121,076,084 It

constitutes a un valuable part or the product
and is u^ed for manutacturing cottonseed oil,

for fiedmg animals and for tertiliztr The
cottonseed afttr the removal of the frbrp

Imters" and Lull* yields, upon pretsure a

nrgp imount ot vellow oil with a hland nut
like ta*te fvtn before the invention of the

cotton gin in 1714 the utihzifron of iotton"-efd

was attempted and in 1770 samples of the oil

vure exhibited bv the Mormms in Bethlehem
Pi Previous to that time tht seed Lad been

allowed to rot on the ground bv nunv of tin.

planters while otheis more intelligent had uti

hzed it as food for tattle bheep and hoi set.

Others dug- iun ow trene'it s and buried it in the

rovvb on which the mxt ciop of cotton Mould b<

planted ?ome hd it ran to their stock while

other* boiled or nus-ttd it to make it po&ibh
more palit hie In Is20 i patent wis granted
for a proetss *r ivtr&ctmg the oil but the

construction 01 the mills w is bo slow thit at

the end 01 ">0 uirs onh 20 cotton oil nulls had
been erected Toward- the close of the nine

teenth centuiv tht v<luc of the cottonseed began
to be moit guiinllv appnciated In 1909 there

Mere in the Lmted ^titcs 817 cotton oil mills,

which, crushed i totil of 3 70S 549 tons of cotton

seed yielding 1)714~>6S9 gallons of crude oil

1 601 7^4 tons of cottonseed meal, and 1 25S,612
tonis of hulN Thf product of these nulls had a

combined \alue of $147,867,894 against total of

*5b 727 000 in 1890

In addition to the oil extracted fiom the

cottonseed, it yields the following bvpioductb
Lintets 01 bhort bits of hnt that adhere to the

seed in the ordinarv procosb of ginning and are

stripped bv a speciallr constructed gm These
short fibre* are u&ed ror the manufacture of bat-

ting and wadding Hulls, the outer casings~"of
the seed used e\tenssiveh for cattle food, -whose

propel ties ire discub^d below Cottonseed

meal, the residue left alter the oil is expressed
from tht meits This is extensively used as a
tattle feod and as a fertilizer Sludge, which
settles at the bottom of the oil tanks and IB u%< d
in the making of soap, stearin, etc

The process of manufacture is briefly as fol

lows The seed is shoveled from the cars into

conveyors, which are spiral screens revolving in

troughs with perforated bottoms through which
any loose soil, sand, and stones are shaken
This protest, of cleaning is continued in a separa
tor where by means of different sized screens all

dirt and impurities are removed A strong
magnet is also used to draw out bits of nails and
other iron The seed being sifted and cleansed,
it is now passed through the linter, a specially
constructed gin for removing these short fibres

lie lint is ginned twice, the second process

iemo\ing the shorter fibres, so that two brands
or qualities are thus obtained The next process
is to crack the hulls m a machine between re

volving blades and bars, and then the meats and
hulls are separated the latter being sold either

loose or in 100 pound bales The meats are now
ready to be passed through heavy calender rolls

to crush the oil cells There are two processes
of making cottonseed oil It may be expressed
directlv from the cold meats, this process mak
ing a high grade oil or the meats may first

be heated in cookers These cookers are steam
heated metal pans, covered with, nonheaixjon

ducting material and holding 700 pounds The

hted* an cuukid Horn out qiurtei to three

HUtrteib ot in hour according to their condition

a& determined l>\ the judgment ot the operator,
too little or too niu^h cooking giving a smaller

nda ot oil The COOKK! ire\ts art diopped into

a camels ban sWt spiead out on a steel plate

ftiipptd in this sh<et thp meatfs in subjected
to pitswuiv vuiich i" gradualh mciea^pd till it

reaches 1500 pouids pei square inch Under
this prrssuit a daik murkv oil flows out in

vtr^iins and i- leeeived in rt virvoirs beneath the

pipits whence it i> pumptd into settling tanks
Tlit takei aie now takui fiom then wrappings
of e mel s h-ur cooled and drifd Thfs are then
c lacked and g:oun<l into meal which is shipped
directh in sacks oi pres^d igam into cakes

After the crude oil has settled it i drawn off

ind refined bi ti eating it to a 10 or 15 per cent

solution ot ciustir soda and then allowed again
to settle As it bettles the mucilaginous, albumin
ou* coloiing matteii, and othei impuuties sink to

the bottopi having a cleai vellow oil which may
be still tmthei filteitd ind punned if desired

I he v Iiiti oil of commerce ib produced bi bhak

ing up the oil with a 2 or 3 per cent mixture of

fullers tarth and then allowing it to settle

Thi conimneial cottonseed oils are clibsified

as ciude summei stllow, summer white, winter

\dlow and wintei white The v* inter oils are

imde by cooling tht summer oils to the freezing

point when the pilmitin crvstalli/es and the oil

is preyed out of the remaining solidified ma
tenal Cotton^ed oil consists chiefly of palma
tin and olem the winter oilb being almost
entnelv olem It stands nudwav between the

dning and nondnmg oils, its diving pioperties

being mfenoi to those of linseed oil (See
OILS ) It solidifies at from 32 to 38 F, is

almo&t odorless and has a slight nutty taste

Its uses are constautlv mci easing It is em
plo\pd extensively in cooking and, prior to tbe

pi-^sage of pure food liwb vab also used as an
idulterant of hrd, olive oil and other staples

Large quantities art used in making oleomar

gaiinc (qv ) It is used in pharmacy, in mak
ing soap and paint as a lubricator and an
illuminant Consult Brooks, Cotton and tts Uses

(Xtw lork, 1818)

lecdmg and Fertilising Value Brief men
tion h is already b( t n made of the use of cotton

setd products foi feeding cattle and for fertilizer

V^ hole cottonseed has been shown b\ a large
number of analyses to range in composition as
follows

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF WHOLE
COTTONSEED

This material wab used in the pa&t to consider
able extent as a feeding stuff for cattle hogs, and

sheep, and was fed either raw, cooked, or roasted,
but, with the advent of oil mills, its use for this

purpose is much less in the ncimty of these,
because the seed is disposed of to better ad

vantage to the millers or can be exchanged for

cottonseed meal There are also the further rea-

sons that the lint on the deed and the dust it

collects are likely to be injurious, while at the
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siruc tu IK it is not easv to mi\. the seed itself

thorouglih \uth othci coarbe feeds It is a very
rich feeding "tufl and ammalb must be accub
tomtd to it gi idually The *hole seed is some
timt b used fm fertilizer, and then it is partially
rolled

Cottonseed meal is the ground residue left in
the manufacture of oil from the -seed It is

sometimtb called cottonseed cake and belongs to
the das'* of feeding stufls known as oil Cdkeb
Cotton&ced cike i* of tuo kinds undecortn.rbd
or tliat fiom the -whole seed and decorticated
or made Irom the kuntls after the hull-, Ime
been removca I ndccoiticated cake \\as for

merlv laigcl\ used but moit of the nullb no^\

icnKNe the hulls before expressing the oil Cot
tonseed meal is blight \ellow in coloi with a
s\itet nuttv fla\or It deteriorates and becomes
dibcolored vuth age The iolio-wing summary of

o\er 400 analyses shows its range in composi-
tion, which is due to diffeienccb in the composi
tion of the seed and the complete ss \iitli which
the hulls aie separated and the oil expressed

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF COTTO>,SEED
MB4.T (DECORTICATED^

Tins material is one of the richest feeding
stuffs in use considerably exceeding in protein
and fat such materials as linseed meal, but, in

spite of this, it is quite ^ell digested -when fed

in moderation On an average, 88 8 per cent of

the protein, 57 per cent of the fibre 77 6 per
cent of the nitrogen free extract, and 88 6 per
cent of the fat has been found to be digested by
ruminants It is fed extensively in the United
Statet to cows, cattle, sheep, and nearly all

kinds of farm stock Pigs do not seem for

some reason, to be able to ea.t the meal for any
considerable length of time without danger of

injurious effects An apparent antidote for cot

tonseed meal poisoning has been found by
Withers m iron salts Young animals like

calves, ha\ e also often been injured b~v cottonseed

meal, and its use with them is attended with

danger All experience goes to show that the

fresh meal can be fed to other kinds of animals

without danger and in large quantities after

they become accustomed to it Six 8, and even

10 pounds of cottonseed meal per head is often

fed to steers for short periods with good results,

using no other kind of gram except the hulls

It as undoubtedly best to mix some material like

corn meal with it Foi cows about two pounds
a day seem to be a safe limit for continued

feeding, although three and often four pounds
are often fed It tends to give a firmer, harder

butter, which will stand shipment better, but

large rations injure the quality Larger quan
titles can be fed with safety in winter than in

summer The meal was formerly adulterated

with finely ground hulls, but the foodstuff laws

now require the composition to be stated

Cottonseed meal is rich in fertilizing materials,

as shown by the following average of over 200

analyses water, 78, ash, 7, nitrogen, 68

phosphoric aoid, fc 9 , and potash, 1 8 per cent

It it chiefly u-,ed as a sourct of nitrogen, and
findi quite t\tensai\e U'ae for that purpose
through the southern poition of the Lmted
States It las gi\en excellent results \vith

sugar cane, cotton, and corn, and has been sue
cebsfullv substituted for barmard manure in the
culture of tobacco But its u^e as a fertilizer is

of Bourse w Jsterul, as the food constituents are
not utilized in that cast A more rational

practice in mam ca^es. is to feed the meal and
appli the resulting manuit to the oil biiice

from SO to MO pti cent of the fertih/ing ma
teiials \\ould be ieco\tred in the mumie, and
idditional benefit \\ould be secured in the pro
duetion of meat milk etc

Cottonseed hulls, -which are removed at the
millb bv meani of crushers., scieens, and shakers,
also possess somv feeding value and are much
used with the meal lhe\ constitute nearh one
half 01 the weight of the ginned seed They
contain about 11 per cert ol \\atcr 4 of protein,
46 of fibre 3 3 ot mtrogra free e\tract and 2 per
cent of fat Then digestibility ib low, less than
40 pei cent of the total dn matter being assimi
lated Ihe^ art bard and drv usualb coveied
^ith a fuz^ lint, and \en bulk 1

* Thej are
Ubed principally a-> a cheap substitute for hay
and foi the puipose of giung bulk to the ration

Large number ot cattle are tattened in the
Southern States of the United States on cotton,
seed meal ind hulls tixluin elv, in proportions
varTing fioin two to biv pound* of hulls to one

pound of meal Hie pi ictice is claimed to be
economical and piontable Cottonseed hulls -were

foimeil} burned it the oil milU as fuel the re

suiting cotton hull ashes being neh in potash
and much used as a fertih/er

( ^pe ASHES ) Con
suit Eopci Cottonseed Products" in Tuelfth
t mted Rtatf? Census, -\ol i\, part m (Washing
ton, 1902), Thirteenth Census, \ol viii (Wash
ington 1013) Tompkins Cotton and Cotton Oil

(Chailotte X f 1001) Tamborn, Cottonseed

Pioducts (Keu York 190 >)

COTTON STATE Alabama See STATES,
POPUIAB \ \\ics or

COTTONTAIL' An-v of the smaller Amen
can hares e^ptcialh the common wood hare, or

grat labbit The name refers to the fluffy white

scut and is orten personified as 'ilolly Cotton
tail Pet- HABF and Plate of EASES AND PIK<
COTTON "WHIGS See CONSCTJTSCE WHIGS
COTTONWOOD' A name applied to a num

ber of species of Populus on account of the abun
dant white cottony hairs> surrounding the seed

The trees are widely distributed Some attain

large size and are valuable for manv purposes
Sec POPIAB

COTTSELL, ItoiRioK GARDNER (1877-
) An American chemist, born at Oakland,

Gal He was educated at the universities of

California, Berlin, and Leipzig, from 1897 to

1900 taught chemistry at the Oakland High
School, and between 1902 and 1911 was instructor

and assistant professor in the department of

physical chemistry at the University of Califor

nia In 1011 he became chief physical chemist

of the United States Bureau of Mines He is

author of Der Restrom lei gcdvaMBeher Polansa

tion Igtracktet als DiffusionspnUem (1903)
COTTEE'DON (Gk JCOTI/X^, totyledfa,

cup shaped hollow socket, fiom KOT^I,, kotylS,

hollo* cup) The first leaf or leaves of an

embryo In seed plants the cotvledona are nau

allv formed within the seed, and in most cases

they escape during germination, but are usually
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ven difterent in appearance from the later

lea\e-a See SEED
COTTTLOSAU'BIA (\eo-Lat nom pl,trom

Gk i.o-i/\r, / otyle hollow cup + ffnvpos sauros,

h/ud 1' c oidcr which includes the most an

cient reptiles io^il in rockb of the Carboniferous

and Permian agts ILe Cofolosauna are gener
all\ agreed to be the ancestors of all later

reptilian tvpta and are most nearh allied to the

turtle^ among hung reptiles, though the\ are

much mure primitn e and show no e\ idencess of a

carapace The cotolosaunans are thus charac

tenzcd to Cope Quidiate bone united with

adjacent elements b\ suture temporal regions
with roof of a tew symmetrical segments Xo
distinct postorbital bars \ertebra amphiccelous
ilium narrow \ertical feet ambulaton 'Re
port Vnited Mates National Museum, JS9S

(Washington, 1MHM Consult Case, \ Review

of the Cofrlosiuria of North America' Carnegie
Intfituticn Publication (Washington, 1911)
COTYS or COTYTTO (Lat, from Gk

KOTII, Eotys, KOTVTTU, Eotyttd) A Thramn
goddess, whose fe&tnal, the Cotyttia, was held at

night and was notorious for its debaucheries Her

worship was adopted by some of the Greek states

COTTTTIA See COTI&

COUCAL, koU'kal (probably an African word,

although according to Cuuer it was coined in

17% bv Le \aillant in his 0\seaux d'Afrique,
from Fr COMCOU cuckoo + al ouette, sparrow)
\ kind of cuckoo mim species of which aie

widely distributed throughout Africa and south
eastern Awa to Australia, constituting the sub-

family Centropodinse especially characterized by
ha\ing the hind toe terminated by a straight,

fipmehke claw, whence they have been called
' lark heeled

" Thev are large, ground keeping
birds generally red and black more or less

glossed, and sometimes banded with brown, and
are known generally as

'

ground cuckoos " A
species of the Philippines has a rounded crest

and black, horn\ appendages to the feathers of

the head and throat Some other Asiatic spe
cies mimic pheasants in appearance and gait and
are called pheasant cuckoos " The best known
one, the ^e^v common Indian "crow pheasant"
(Centropus mnensis), is nearly 2 feet long, black,
with the mantle and wings chestnut, and utters
a curious howling cry, followed by a series of

rattling exclamations All these birds make their
own nests, sometimes elaborate roofed structures
in thorny bushes, and lay white eggs incrusted
like those of am They are closely allied to the
\mencan road runner See CUCKOO

COUCH, DABIUS NASH (1822-97) AnAmer
ican soldier He was born at South East, N Y ,

{graduated at West Point in 1846, served in the
\Ie\ican \Var (1846-47), and was breyetted first

lieutenant in 1847 for services at Buena Vista
In 1849-50 he served against the Semmoles and
in 1853 made an important exploring expedition
into northern Mexico In 1855 he resigned from
the army to become a merchant in New York,
but in June, 1861, reentered the service as a
colonel of volunteers, and in August became
brigadier general He served in 1861-62 with
the Army of the Potomac, rendering valuable
services at Fair Oaks, Williamsburg, and Mai
vern Hill , was promoted to be major general in

July, 1862, commanded the Second Army Corps
at Fredencksburg and Chancellorsville, was in
command of the Department of Susquehanna in
1863 and 1864 and was at the head of a dm
saon at the battle of Nashville He resigned in

COTTDEE

1865 and in tie same year was an unsuccessful

candidate on the Deraociatic ticket tor the gov

ernorship ot M issachusett* He was subse

quentlv collector ot the port of Boston in 1866-

67 "Has quirterma'-ter general of Connecticut in

1877-7b and wai adjutant general oi that State

in 18S3-S4

CQUCHANT, kou'chant (Fr, prea part of

cc,ucf>e? ,
to lie do^ n j In heraldn ,

a beast lying
down \uthhisheadup is couchant If the head
is down he i-* doimint See HERAT.DHY

COUCH GRASS (corrupted from quitoh

g>a<t<t, qu cl yrass, sso called from itb rapid

growth) Agtupyion repent Also called wheat

grassS, dos* grass, quicktns, and squich or quitch
A grass dueih kno^n as a troublesome weed
It is common in most parts of Europe and Xorth
America Pee AGROPYBCT

COUCY, koo'se', THE CH!.TELAJ\ DE A
Fiench troubadom who^e name was Gm al

though he has sometimes been identified with
Eenaud Gu\ s succi ssor, as Cliltelam of COUCT,

Guv became Chatelam of Coucv in 1186, took

part in the Thud Crusadr (1180-P1) and was
killed b\ the Saracens about 1203 His work
consists of about 16 songs, in the troubadour

stole, but with more sincerity and originality
than the usual clian-ions coiotoise? of the time
They were published by Fath as Die I icdet des

Castellan ion Cuucy (Heidelberg 1883) The

legend connected with his n\me is found in the

literature of man's countries though it is most
hkelf of Breton origin About the end of the

thirteenth centmv there appeared a story, or

roman, in verse by Jakemon Sakesep, of whom
nothing is known and whose name is taken from
an acrostic gnen in his work, Roman d'ai>enr

tuie He tells of the loves of the Chatelam de
Couev and the Dame de Fayel Falling ill on
his way flora the Holy Land, the Chltelain
ordered that after his death his heart be taken
to his lad-v But her husband intercepted the

messenger, took the sacred souvenir, and forced

his wife to eat it Thereupon the Dame starved
herself to death The itory was published with
a modern \ ersion by Crapelet ( Paris, 1829 ), and an

English romance on the same subject is printed
in vol in of Ritson's English Metrical Romances
(1885} See CABEBTALNG, GenLULUME DE

COUCY-LE-CHATEAU, k<5C's4
/le eha'ty A

small village and cantonal seat in the Depart
ment of Aisne, 1 ranee, 10 miles north of

Soiesons (Map France, N, J 3) It is cele

brated for the remains of its mediaeval castle

of the thirteenth century, standing on an

acehuty, accessible on one side alone, and one
of the most formidable fortresses of its period
The castle coders an area of 10,000 square yards
and is surrounded by lofty walls and a moat
Four towers flank the donjon, which is 210 feet

high, 100 feet in diameter, and has walls 34
feet thick Pop , 1901, 683, 1911, 657 Built by
Enguerrand III, a pretender to the throne of

France, it was purchased in 1396 by Louis of

Orleans and in 1498 became crown property It

was dismantled by Mazarm's order in 1652

COUDBB, koTJ'dftr', Louis CHABEES AUGUSTS
(1790-1873) A French historical, religious,
and decorative painter He was bora in Pans
and studied at the Beaux Arts under David and

Regnault He first attracted favorable attention
in the Salon of 1817 with "The Levite of

Ephraim" (Luxembourg), which was followed

by several historical and religious pictures His
frescoes in the Rotunda of the Louvre (1820)
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were severely criticized, but he was more success
ful with his decorations of seieral Parisian
churches and with his berieb ot large historical

compositions in the gallery at Versailles, he

ginning \vith the 'Battle of Lawfeld" and in

eluding the '

Siege of Yorktown '

Couder was
one of the most important representati es ol the
Classical school m France He was a member
of the conseil supeneur of the Ecole des Beaux
Arts and wrote some critical >norks on art
Consult Jules Breton, Acs peintres du siecle allied matters, and for a time * at, affiliated with

rected by Dr F \ Harden He resigned hig
commission in 1881, and tneneetorth \vas occu

pied wholly with scientific pursuits From 1877
to 1887 he Ttas professor of anatonn at the
National Medial College at Washington, D C
He was ekcted to the National Academv of
Sciences in 1877 ^as a founder ol the American

Ornithologists Lnion, and an editor ot the iul,
the journal of that society About 1S80 he
became interested m spintuali-m, theosoplvs and

(Par g n d )

COTJDERSPOBT, kou'dSrz port A borough
and the county seat of Potter Co, Pi 110 biologv and lor st^en voars was connected -nith

the Theosophical Society He \vas kno-nn as a
student of comparative anatomv and general

miles (direct) east by south of Erie, on the Al
leghenv River, and on the Coudersport and Port

Allegany Railroad (Map Pennsyhania F 21

the Centmy Dictionary as editor and contributor
in the departments of general zoology biologv,
and comparatue anatomv But while his field

It contains a public librarv and a hospital The of actmt\ * as wide, he was prominent chiefly

borough has flour milk a foundry, a tannerv,
' * " " '

and manufactures of furniture, rubber goods,
mangle rolleis, condensed milk, barrel headings
etc Pop 1800 1530 1900 3217 1910 3100

COTTDERT, kwder', FBEDEBIO RENE (1832-
1903) An American lawjer, born of French
larents in New York He graduated at Colum
na College in 1850 and \vas admitted to the New
York bar three Tears later In 1877 he was a1
delegate of the New lork Chamber ot Commerce pTete" BibHogi aphy"of

'

OinithoTog'y

as a writer on ornithology and in particular on
that of North American birds His Fey to

^orth Amencan Buds (1872 rewritten 1884

agim, 1001 5th ed
, 1003) has perhaps had a

greater influence on American ornithology than
am other -nork With this should be named his

Field Otmthology (1874) Buds of the Zorth
ueit (1874), Fur Brat ing intmals (1877),
Bnds of the Colorado Valley (1878) an incom

to the Antwerp Congress, which -was held for the

purpose of establishing a universal system of

general a-ierage He \vas counsel for the United
States befoie the International Bering Sea Com
mission (Pans, 1803-95) a member of Presi

dent Cleveland's Venezuela Boundary Commis
sion (1806-98) He received the Cross of the

Legion of Honor and also decorations from Italy
and Venezuela His publications include In-
ternational Law the Rights of Rhips ( 1895) ,

and
ldd> esses Historical Political Sociological (1905)

COTJDES, or COTJDIERES See FJUJOW
PlT'OE'3

COFDREATJ, koTTdro', Hffiirai ANATOUB (1859-

ment of Charente Inferieure and educated at

Cluny In 1881 he explored French Guiana and
the adjacent terntorv, and in 1895 he was com

England Bud Life f!881 with W
Stearns), Dicttonant and Check Liit of AorfA
.1 mer ican Birds (1882) Biogen (1882 4th ed,
1884 ) , The Damon of Dai vm (

1884 ) He also

made imestigations regarding the early explora
tion of the trans Mississippi region and edited

(1893) the Joutnals of Lewis and Clark As a

contributor to the technical advance of ormthol

ogy in America he ranked as not greatly inferior

to Spencer Baird (q\ )
and as a popular ex

positor of the subject probable had no equal
COUGAR, fco7>'gr (Fr couguar, Sp etiffu

ardo, from native South American cuguayuara,
cuguar uarana) One of the names of the

American panther (Felts conoolor), described i1809) A French, explorer, born in the Depart American panwier \rens concotori, uescriocu m
' *

this work under PTUCA ( q v ) Although widely

in use, the name should be abandoned because it

perpetuates an error of identification Cuvier

missioned by the government of Para to explore explained
its origin in his Segne animal (Gnf

the Tapajos, Xingu, and other branches of the fith s version, The inimal Kingdom, \ol u, Lon
J - -- L - y

don, 1827) as follows, speaking of the puma
It is called by the Mexicans Mixth, in Peru,

Puma, m Brazil, Cuguaruarana- (the word Cou

goua is contracted by Buffon from this latter

barbarous appellation) and in Paraguay Gua
zuara The name Cougoua, by which it la

most commonly known in Europe, particularly
in France, appears, probably, to have been bor

rowed from that proper to another animal

s Tapajos, Xi:
_, .

Anu/on Ihese explorations are described m
several interesting -volumes published in 1897

His other publications include Voyage au no
Btanoo ef auv Montagnes de la Lune (1886),
Etudes sw 7e9 Guyanes et I'Amassonie (1887),
Chess nos Indten* (1892) Quatre anne&> dans la

Guyanne ftan^aiie (1893), L'Etat de Para

(1897) , Voyage an Tapajots (1897) , Voyage au
Tocantins Araguaya (1807) Voyage au Xingu
(1807), Voyage d Itaboca et a I'llacayuna

(1898) Voyage
(1809) Voyage au Tumunda (1899)

COUES, kouz, ETXIOTT (1842-99) An Amer
ican naturali&t, particularly known for his re

searches in ornithology He was born at

Portsmouth, N H, graduated at Columbian (now

but puma is its native name" Elsewhere

(1898)' Voyage entre Tocantins et Xingu it appears that the
'

other animal" was the eyra_ a * _ , ,,,
(qv) A drawing of this cat brought to Europe
by John Maunee, Count of Nassau, when Gover

nor of Dutch Guiana in the seventeenth century
was labeled

'

^uguaguaraiia" and juguacatia

iruriBiuouw., >Bx.. u, ,-.. ma." This wasicqned bv Marcgrave-and Piso

George Washington) University in 1861, from and applied by Buffon m the contracted form

the medical department of that institution in above noted, probably under the belief that the

1863 became an assistant surgeon in the United cyra (which is concolorous) was the same

States army, and made extensive studies of the

flora and fauna in the vicinity of the variour

posts at which be chanced to be stationed Ii

1873-76 he was attached as surgeon and na-tu

animal as the puma
COTJGHTN-G (AS cohhetan, Dutch leugchm,

to cough, MHG ktichen, Kiohen, Ger keuchen,

keushen, to gasp , imitative of the sound) Con

rahst to the United States Northern Boundary sidered physiologically, coughing consists, first,

Commission and from 1876 to 1880 as secretary in a long inspiration which fills the lungs to a

and naturalist to the United States Geological greater extent than usual, second, m a closure

and Geographical Surrey of the Terntorwsj di of the glottis, or narrow opening in the oigan of
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\oice (see LABI'S^) it the commencement of the

act ot expnat on ind third in a sudden forcing

open of the glottic bv the T lolence of the expira
torv moTduiPnt In tlib wav a blast of air is

drnen upwxid from the lungs through thf

mouth vhicli cames with it anything tint mav
be present and cause irritation in the air pas

sages Coughing mav occur from irritation in

the back ol the throat, in the lannx, trachea, or

bronchi il tubes and may be excited bv iiritant

gases, or bj articles of food 01 drink s>uch as

t\en i drop of w ittr 01 a crumb of bread mik

ing their w u into the ur pass igeb instead of

into the cessopbagusi or b\ e\ceb&ne or morbid
stcretion from the avails of the air tubes,, or

e'vtn bv the entiancc of cold air "when tut lining
membrane of the an passages is abnormaDv ir

ritable, or M the tuklmg due to an elongated
uvula Reflex cough ib often set up bv irnta

tion of the extern il ear canal, as bv the presence
of cerumen Cough is reflex and involuntarv

generalh and ib due to nntation of the terminal

fibres of the pneumogastric nenes -which are

distributed to tlie mucous membrane of the le 1*

piratorv tract The object of coughing in the

animal organism is tinquestionabb to guird
againbt the danger of the entrance of mechanical

and chemical initmtb into the air passage*,
and according^ the mucous membrane, especially
of their upper part, is fndowtd -with a mo&t e\

quibite sensibility -which -when aroused bv me
chamcal irritation or b\ di^eabe pro\okes inces

sant coughing until the caue 01 the irritation is

removed Couch is a common svmptom of all

diseases of the organs of respiration as well as

of mflammaton affections of the throat, tonsils,

and nose The treatment of cough depends upon
the cause SeeP\EiatOMA BBcrscHrns, PLEU
RIS\ TrBEBCTLOSIS
COTJTX" A tree porcupine See POBCTTPETE

COTTLAUGES, kou'lais^h', PUSTEL DE See

PX&TTI DF COLLEGES
COTJIiAJSTGESj PHILIPPE EMMANUEL, SlAB

QUIS DE (1633-1716) A French courtier fa

mous for his correspondence with his cousin,
Madame de Soigne (q-\ }

His writings include

Reeueil des chansons (16P8) Lettiet (published
with those of Madame de Stugne) and Jle

mwes edited bv MonmerquS (Pam 1820)

GOtrLTN', koolin In Spenser's Faene
Queene, a British giant killed by falling into a
chasm when pursued by Debon

COUIiMTEBS, kSoTmyl' A village in the

Department of Loiret, trance, 13 miles north
west of Oileans Population 1901, 368 1011,
404 On Nov 9, 1870, the German and French

forces, under "\ on der Tann and Aurelle de Pala-
dines respectively met here in a seven hours'

battle, the former suffering a loss of 1166 and

being compelled to retreat to Artenay, the

French losing 1>00 and taking prisoners 1000
sick and wounded Germans Consult Lehaut

cour, CouJmiett et Orleans (Pans, 1893)

COTTLOMB, koTTW (named after the physi
citt Coulomb) The practical unit of quantity
of electricity In the United States the legal
unit is the international coulomb,

'

which is the

quantity of electricity transferred by a current

of one international ampere in one second"

Therefore, if in the ordinary form of silver

voltameter, m grams of silver are deposited, m
0001118 is the number of coulombs which

have phased, asaunung that an ampere deposits
0001118 gram of silver per second See AH
CTSE, EUKJTBffCAL UxiTS
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COULOMB, CHUJLES AUGtsxiN (1736-1806)
A French ph-vsici^t celebrated for his researches

particularly in electricity and magnetism He
was born at Augouleme in 1730 and in early
life became an oiScer of engineer* In 1777 he

gained a prize bv an es&av on the construction of

magnetic needles (&iu ?es aiguille* Mmantea)
In 1770 hit, Tlicone dft machine? simples gamed
the prize offered b\ the Academv and in 1781
he was a thud time &ucu&sful in an essa\ on the

friction and rt^istime of cordage etc, used in

machine-. In the same ^car he w\b elected a
member of the Academv and his service^ were

empkn td on all tue most difficult problems in

mediums Et ib knoun as the im enter of the

tor-ion bvlance (q-v )
bv \\hich the attraction

of electnutv and nugntti&m cm be measured,
while his memon has been perpetuated by the

use of hib name foi the unit oi electric quantity
Ha-un? offended certain influential pertons by
n porting unfa\orabh on a proiect for a navi

gal)le canal in Brotasne Coulomb wab for some
time impnsored, but receded from the states of

BnttanA a pie^ent of a hind-some ^natch, as a
regard of his nrm opposition to m expensive and

unpioiitable schenu He lived in retirement

during the Resolution but took pait in the
im t stigations attending the introduction of the
metnc Astern of ^eierlits and meabureb by the

new go\emment, being a member 01 the com
mibsion of 12 appomtd under the provisions of

the Law oi April 7 1703

COTJLOIOlJLtjitS, koo'l5'niya/ The capital
oi an anondisseinent and \ ganibon town in the

Dcpaitment of Seme-et Mime, France, on the
Grand Moi in 33 miles east of Pans (Map
France, X , T 4) Its parish, church of St Denis
dates fioin the thirteenth centuiy, and it has
remains of a castlt built in 1613 There is a
monument to the heioie Beaurepaire, Mho killed

himself in 1792 rather than surrender the town
of Yeidun It boasts a college, library, and
museum of antiquities Printing is the chief

industry It has woolen mills tanneries, flour

and bu<> ir nulls, and manufactories of starch and
ch<ese Maiket gardening is largely carried on
Jean de Boullonge or Le Valentin, the artist,
w is. a native of Coulommiers Pop 1901, 6505,
1911, 7224

COTILTEB, kol'tSr, JOHN LEE (1881- )

An Arnencin statistician born at Mallory, Minn
He was educated at the universities of North
Dakota Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and at Iowa
State College Between 1Q07 and 1000 he was
an instructor at Iowa State College, the Urn
verity of Wisconsin, and the University of Min
nesota, where he albo sened for two jears as
assistant professor of rural economics From
1010 to 1012 he was e-qiert special agent of the
United States Census Bureau, and during the
same period he also lectured at George Washing
ton University He is author of Economic fits

toiy of tie Red Rii.tr Talley of the Worth
(1910) Oo-operation among farmers (1911),
The Pioblem of Rural Credit, or Farm Finance
m the United States (1913)

COTTLTEB, kSKtSr, JOH\ MmtT.ff. (1851-
) An American botanist and educator,

brother of Stanley Coulter, born at Ningpo,
China He received his education at Hanover
CoFege, Ind, and subsequently studied at Har
yard After serving for two years (1872-73) M
botanist to the United States Geological Survey
in the Rocky Mountains, he was made professor
of natural science at Hanover College, where he
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remained for n\e tears He w is, appointed pro
feasor of biolojrv At ^ abash College in 1870,
from 1801 to 1893 he wab prtoident of Indiana
State University, and from 1393 to Ib9b he pre
sided o-ver Lake Fore-st Unr>ers,itj In 1806 be
became head of the department of botanv in
the tnnersity of Chicago His works include
Manual of Roclij Mountain Botany (188o K\
ed , 1900) Manual of Tenon Botany ( 1892-03 1

Plant Relations (1899 3d ed re\
, 1910) Plant

Stiuctiues (1899, 2d ed, 1904) Hwphology of
Spermatopkytes (1901) and 3lo>pholoqtf of
ingiosperma (190J) with Charles J Chamber
lam, Plant Studies (1902 rev ed, 1905) JL

Text Book or Botany (IDOb) , Elementing Agn-
cultwe (1909) Moiphdogy of Gymnoipeims
(1910) , A. Text Book of Botany fo Colleges and
Universities (2 vols 1910-11) Elementary
Studies in Botany (1913) Plant Bidding
(1914) In 1875 he fonnded the Botanical Ga
zette and thereafter continued to be its cdilui
He had chaige of the department of botanv m
the first (1903) and second (1914) edition*, of
the NEW IN TER> ArrowsAL ENOICTOPJEDIA

COULTER, STAOT.tr (1853- ) An
American biologist, brother of John M Coult* r,

born at Ningpo, China He wat, educated at
Hanover College In 1887 he TV as appointed
profesbor of biolog} and director of the biological
laboratoiy at Purdue Unnersitv and in 1907
dean of the School 01 Science In 1902 he be
came a member of the State Board of Forestn
His publications include moie than 123 pam
phlets on natme studv, suentinc rebeaichea,
skctchet and also 1 lota of Indiana, (1899), and
A Kei/ to the Geneia- of the Aofuer i oie&t Trees
and Xfc/wbs of Indiana (1907)

COTTMAEIN, kocfma nn Bee CUMABIA
COTTMOTJNDTTROS, koo roUGn du'rOs ALEX-

AStDBOfe See EXirU \DLB06
COT7WCIL (OF concile, cuncilie, Lat concil

turn, from com
, together + calare, Gk jcoXeip,

kalem, to call) In Church usage, an a&saembly
of ecclesiastical dignitaries held for the purpose
of restating the doctime or dibeipline 01 the

Church As eaily as the second century Church
councils were convened in which only one or two

provinces took part, the hishops and presbyters

binding themselves to cariv out the decision ar

roed at in then own communities These as
sembhes \\ere commonlv held in the chief town
or metropolis of the province, and the bishops
of such capitals who after the third century,
bore the title of metropolitan were wont to

preside over the meetings and to consider ques
tions of doctrine and discipline which had arisen

Tuthm the territory Over these metropolitan
councils were established, at a later period, the

provincial synods, exerciwng authority over sev

eral united provinces, and, finallv, the national

councils After the fourth century, when the

Christian religion was established in the Roman

Empire we read of ecumenical, ic, universal

councils, so called because all the bishops of

Christendom were invited or summoned bv the

Emperor In some early synods we find bishops,

presbyters, and others taking part in the de

liberations, but after the opening of the fourth

century only the bishops were convened Accord

ing to the doctrine of the Roman Catholic

church, the Pope alone, or, by way of exception,
in some cases the College of Cardinals, had the

power of convening ecumenical councils, which,

in the Catholic view, represent the universal

Church, under the guidance of the Holy Ghost,
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Questions weie determined bv the majority of

\otes, and the Pope or hib proxy presided and
confirmed the resolution earned in the council
In matters, of faith tne Holv Scr ptures and the
traditions ol the Church were the guide, while in

lighter matters lunim reason and evpediencv
weie con&ulti<I In tie tonptr, ecumenical eoun
oils are held to be iniallible but in other matter*
of disciphi' t etc, the latest council decides

question* The question ol the Popes subordi
nation to th decree^ of the ecumenical councils
\\ at> lon^ anc. warmlv debated during tue Middle

iges, but is not asserted bv anv Roman Catholic

theologian to diy
IttMity ecumenical councils are itcogmved bv

the Roman Catholic church 1 The first Coun
cil of ^icta held "25 AJ> in the heiqht ol the
Anan contro\em to define the doctrine of the
Godhead of Christ and to settle the proper time
of Ueping Easter \q\ J ag^m-t the Quartodea
mant, 2 The fust Council 01 Constantinople
(381) completed the Xicene symbol bv the defim
tion of the Godheid 01 the Holv Ghost 3 The
Council ol Ephejsus i431) defined tne unity of

prbOn m God the Son agunst Xestorius and
guarded the defiuitiun bv appl\mg the term

ffforoKos, theoto! os, to Hifa mother 4 The Coun
cil of Chalcedon (451) against the opposite
her.&v of Eutuhes asterted the twofold nature
of Chiist 5 The second Council of Constanti

nople (553) condemned borae sui \ivala ui Jfeito

nanism 6 Ihe third Cuuncil f Const intmople
I680-C81) condemned tlie iTonothehteb 7 The
second Council of Nica (7S7) i\a-> directed

against the iconocla-^tb and denned the respect
to be paid to images 8 The fourth Council of

Constantinople (809-870) vat, called to secure

the peace of the Eastern and \\ cistern churches,

by the deposition of Photiu*, vvho had unjustly
intruded into the see ol Conbtantmopfc The

following councils,, all held in the Wes>t, were

subsequent to the schism between the Eastern
and Western churches, and are consequently not

recognized as ecumenical by Eabterns or by

Anglicans Over the ne\t seven couneils> four

held m Rome and three m southern France, the

popes presided in person, without Impenal co

operation they were held now not so much to

condemn heresy as to deal with other pretsing
needs of the Church, such as the encroachments
of the Imperial power and refoim in ecclesiaa

tical discipline 9 The first Latcran Council

(1123) was called to settle the depute between

the spiritual and tempoial pOT,v-b on the ques
turn of investiture 10 The second Lateran

Council (1139) condemned the errors of Arnold
of Brescia and others 11 The third Lateran

Council (1179) condemned the Albigenbes and
Waldenses and passed a number of reforming
decrees 12 The fourth Lateran Council (1215),
the most important ecclesiastical gathering of

the Middle Ages, formulated a more detailed

confession of faith in opposition to the Albi

genses and other innovators, and passed 70

reforming decrees 13 The fir^t Council of

Lyons (1245) threatened the Emperor Frederick

II with excommunication and deposition and

called on Christendom to take up arms against
the Mohammedans 14 The second Council of

Lyons (1274) strove for the reunion of the

Greek and Latin churches and regulated papal
elections 15 The Council of Vienne (1311-12)

suppressed the Knights Templars and condemned
various secta of the tune, such aa the Fraticelli

and Btghards IS The Council of Constance
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( 1414-18) was called to restore the umtv of the

Church bv the recognition ol a legitimate pope
and condemned the doctrine ot Wiehf and Huss
17 The Council ot Babel, convoked in 1431 and
later remo\ed to Feirara and Florence, discussed

ecclesiastical retoimation and made a determined

attempt in consultation with Greek deputies
who came to Florence to bring about a union
with the East 18 The firth Lateran Council

(1512-17) annulled the Pragmatic Sanction and
confirmed the bull tnam Sanctum, besides occu

pving itself with ecclesiastical discipline 19

The Council of Trent (1545-63, with some inter

ruptions), called to meet the problems presented
bv the Reformation, was very rich in conae

quences both for the confirmation of doctrine and
the establishment of discipline 20 The Vatican
Council (1870) decreed the infallibility of the

Pope For further details of important councils,
see NICSA, BASEL CONSTANCE TREAT, CHAL
CEDON CONSTANTINOPLE, EPHESUS , LATEBAV,
LTO>S VATICAN

Among Congregationalitats and Baptists the

term council is applied to in assembh of mm
istera and delegates from neighboring chuiches,
called by a local church a* occasion antes to

act or assist in ordaining a minister or give
adyiee on matters referred to it, beyond which
its power does not extend They haye aho a
national council, composed of delegates from all

parts of the denomination and meeting for con
ference concerning its work The Par Presby
tenan Alliance, as the association of the re

formed churches holding the Presbyterian sys

tern is called, holds a council every four years
for conference on matters of general interest to

the allied churches So the Evangelical Alliance,
a loose undenominational body, holds councils,
and the Methodists throughout the world held
one in 1901
In England, the convocations of the Church of

England are practically councils, while the dis

senting bodies are represented in the Free
Church Council, meeting annuallj
The great history of the councils of all kinds

from the Apostolic age to the Council of Trent
is bv C J Hefele, assisted in the latter part by
A Knofler and Cardinal Hergenrother (9 voli,

Freiburg, 1855-90) there is an English transla
iaon bv Clark and Oxenham of the first two vol

times, and up to the eighteenth book of the ong
raal (i vols

, Edinburgh, 1871 et seq ) Consult
also the great collection of canons and other acts
of the councils, by G D Mansi (31 vols, Flor
ence and Venice, 1759-98) A study of the first

seven ecumenical councils from a doctrinal stand

point is presented by W P du Bose (New York,
1897), and their Canons and Dogmatic Decrees,
annotated with much additional matter, all in

English, by H E Percmil (ib, 1900) See

miles south of the cito and with Fainrount and
other parks Council Bluffs h the seat of the

Iowa School tor the Deal, and hab a ime public
library building Raihoad and was;on bridges
over the Missouri, and electric huts afford com
mumeition with Omaha with which city there

ib extensive traffic The exceptional railroad

lacilities of Council BlufiV make it an important

manufacturing and transportation point It is

one of the great agnculturil implement trade

centres of the world and ilso has a large trade

in fruit and produce There aie eight large

gram elevators The city government, under a

general State incoiporition lavr, re\ibed in 1897,
is -vested in a mat or elected for two years and
a city council, composed ot representatn eb from
the six wardb of the city and tvso members at

large The water works are owned and oper
ated bv the municipality In 1804 on the bite

of Foit Calhoun neai bj Lewis and Claik con

ferred with the Indians hence the name Here,
in 184b, the ilu uons established a settlement,

called 'KanebVille," which, however, they soon

abandoned for Salt Lake City The city was
chartered in 1850 Pop. 1900, 25802, 1910

COUNCIL, PMVY See PBIVY COUKCIL
COUNCIL BLUFFS A city and the county

seat of Pottawattanwe Co, Iowa, 5 miles east
ol Omaha, Neb, near the Missouri River, and
on the Union Pacific the Chicago and North
western, the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy,
the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific, the lib
nois Central, the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St
Paul, the Chicago Great Western, and the Wa
bash railroads (Map Iowa, B 3) The city is
well laid out, with bncfe paved streets, and lies
to great rarteut on a plain underlying high
bfanta Electee hnes connect Council Blafls with
Lake Manawa, a beautiful summer resort 3

COUNCIL CKROVE A city and the county
seat of Moms Co Kans 24 miles northwest of

Emporia, on the Missouri Kansas and Tetas,
and the Missouri Pxcific lailroads, and on the

Neosho Euei ("Map Kanbas, F 3) It is in a

fertile agricultural and stock laising region, and
has important dairying interests The city
is situated on the old Santa Fe trail It

contains a public library Council Grove was
settled in 1847 and u one of the oldest towns in

the State It adopted the commission form of gov
eminent m 1911 Pop , 1900, 2265, 1910, 2545

COUNCILMAN, WILLIAM THOMAS (1864-
) An American pathologist, born at Pikes

ville, Hd He was educated at St John's Col

lege (Annapolis, Md )
and at the universities of

Maryland Vienna, and Leipzig From 1886 to

1891 he was associate and associate professor of

pathology at Johns Hopkins University In
1892 he became Shattuek professor of path
ological anatomy at Harvard University In
1904 he was president of the Association of

American Physicians His publications include

4. Study of the Baotenology and Pathology of
Two Hundred and Twenty Fatal Cases of Diph
therw (1901), Pathology (1002), Pathology
4. Manual for Teachers and Students (1912),
Disease and its Cause* (1913)
COUNCIL OP ANOTEITTS See DIBBCTOBT
COUNCIL OF BLOOD See ALVA
COUNCIL OF FIVE HTOTDBjED See Di

BEOTORY
COUNCIL OF TEN (GonsigUo & diecv)

The supreme body in the Venetian government
from the beginning of the fourteenth century till

the overthrow of the republic m 1797 The crea
tion of the Council of Ten was but the final

step in the process by which the oligarchic

party succeeded in obtaining sole control of the

government, beginning with the so called "Clos

ing of the Grand Council" in 1297 Its imme
diate cause was a popular uprising in 1310
headed by the noble families of Tiepolo and Que
rim After the suppression of the revolt the

Council of Ten was constituted as a secret body
for the purpose of discovering and punishing
all the paitaapanta in the conspiracy Created
at first for a few days, ita existence was pro-

longed from feme to time until, in 1335, it was
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made permanent In times of great emergency from socius chiefly in expressing a less intimate
tne council

\\as^augmented by a giunta of 20 or and equal relation to the persons accompanied
A little later in Horaces time, it was applied
to those young men of family whom it had be
come cu&tomarv to send out as pupils wider the
eve ol a governor of a province or the com
mander ot an annv Very soon the fashion of

having attendants at home was introduced The

Emperor had many comites in thi& bent>e and to

these, as he gradually became the centre of

more of the noblest citizens, so that until 1595
it was officially kncran as the Convgho di diect
e giunta The po\vers exercised by the council
were unlimited and touched upon every affair of
public and private life Its decibions, from
ttluch there v\as no appeal, *ere arrived at in
secret, and its sentence TV ere orten carried out
in the same manner It employed assassins and
used poison to remove dangerous individuals

,

power, he transferred the various, offices of his
In spite, hxmever, of its arbiti iry acts and the household and of the state The example of the
relentlessness with -which it vi&ited punishment emperors ol the Weat v\as followed bv the em
upon those vvho offended it, the Council of Ten
msuied inteinal tianquilhtv and the administra
tion of ]ustice and preserved the state against
the ambition of powerful nobles In 1539 the
discovery of treasonable behavior on the part of
certain of the Ten led to the creation of the
Inquisitor di stato, or Council of Three to
whom the council delegated its police functions
and the trial of offenders From 1527 possibly
eaiher, the council exercised a censorship over
the pi ess The archives of the council, extend
ing from 1315 to the end of the republic aio of

great importance, as they deal vuth political,
ecclesiastical, and criminal subjects

' There we
find such papers as still suivive in connection
with the cases of the Carraresi, of Carmagnola,
of Foscan, of Catenna Cornaro, and of Fosca
rim " Consult Brown, Studies in- Venetian

Eistonj (2 vols, London 190T)
COUNCIL OP THE INDIES, THE A gov

erning council formed in 1511 bj King Ferdinand
foi the regulation of Spanish colonial affairs

COUNCIL OP WAS, A conference of officers

in "wai time, whom the commander voluntarily
calls together to discuss matters of moment It
is an unwritten but geneially understood rule
that the commandant of a garrison will accept,
or at least solicit the opinion of a council of

war before surrendering to an enemy
COUNCILS, COTTSTTY See COUNTY COUNCILS
COUN'SEL (OF consetl, cunseil, consel, from

Lat constlvum, consultation, from consulere, to

consult) A term applied to attorneys and coun
selors who become associated together in the con

duct of a cause at any stage of the proceedings,
or who jointly act as legal advisers in any mat
ter, whether litigated or not It is less fre

quently used in speaking of a single lawyer

perors ol the East Most of the titles at pres
ent applied to court officials are tiantJations of

the names applied to similar offices in the Bv
zantme Empire The comes sactarum largi
tionum was grand almoner and practically chan
cellor of the exchequer, the comes cut HE uas the

grand master of ceremonies the comes eqiioium,
the grand equerry The comes /noicarum or

count of the marches, was the original 01 the
later marquis
In France the count of the palace (comes

palatn) was the highest dignitary in the state

after the mayor of the palace, and in the
eleventh century had already acquired a rank

apart from that of the other counts He pre
sided in the court of the sovereign in his absence
and possessed sovereign jurisdiction The habit
of instituting counts palatine was adopted fay

Spam and England The counts of Chartres,

Champagne, Blois, and Toulouse arrogated to

themselves the authority to appoint palatine
counts and the ancient houses of Chartres and
of Blois continued to claim in perpetuity the
title of count palatine as that of their eldest

sons Counts of this sovereign class owed their

origin to the feebleness of the later Carolingian

kings, under whom they contrived gradually to

convert the provinces and towns which they had

governed as royal officers into principalities he

reditary in their families It *as then that the

counts came to be known by the names of their

counties The title was never used in England,
though its Latin equivalent has always been the

common translation for 'earl/
1 and the wife of

an earl from a very early period has been styled
"countess

" For the history of the office m Ger

many, where it was of great importance, see

GRAF Consult Rambaud, L Empit e grec av, J
acting in any of the above capacities The term sieole (Pans, 1870) , Luchaire, H*stmre des 1

'of counsel" is employed to designate a lawyer stituttons monarcJiiques de la France sous les

who assists the attorney of record in the manage premiers Capettens (ib, 1883), Maury, "La

ment, trial, and conduct of a case See ADVO noblesse et les titres nobiliaires en France/' m
Revue des Deux Monde* (December, 1882),GATE ATTORNEY, LAWYER

COUNSEL, BOOK OF GOOD See HITOPADESA
COUN'SELOB, In law, a person admitted

to practice law m any capacity, and who is by
reason of that fact an officer of the court The
term was formerly used to distinguish those

lawyers who were licensed to appear in court,

corresponding to the barrister in England and
the advocate in Scotland The distinction has,

however, been abolished m most, if not all, of the

United States, and the term "counselor" is now
used synonymously with "attorney" See

ATTORNEY, LAWYER
COUNT (OF mute, oomte, Fr oomtu, from

Lat comes, companions, from com , together +
\re, Gk ft*", <enot> Ski; ,

to go) In classical

writers down to the end of the fourth century
the meanings attached to the word comes were

comparativelyfew and simple At first the Trord have against one another, reducing the amount

signified merely an ''attendant^ and differed and coat of lifagataon and compelling the adjudi
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Pfaff, Oesohwhte des Pfalzgrafewmtes (Halle,

1847), Luchaire, Eseai mir longwe de la, no
blesse en France an moyen Age (Pans, 1902)
COUNTEBCEANGED A term in heraldry

{q v ) When several metals and colors are in

terchanged, one being set against another, they
are said to be counterchanged
COUNTERCLAIM:' In the law of pleading,

an affirmative cause of action asserted by the

defendant against the plaintiff and introduced

in connection with his answer or defense proper
The counterclaim is a modem statutory device

for enabling a person who is sued on a claim

against him to procure an adjudication, at the

same tune, of a legal claim which he has against
the party suing nun Its purpose id to consoli

date the causes of action which two parties may
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cation so 1 a is oo-^ibk of all open controver

MCS uetvuui them Xo bueh practice e-u&ted at

common hw but nett claim no matter how
her and opposing clxi
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the mfl munition Cot nttnmtants aie much
used tor strain 1* and deists of the joints m
horse*, but thould ne\er be applied as they too

oitt-n are m iteent cast-' 01 vilulj the part is
LLII in iu'uuiei iiu uppvBiiiy t iiiu, -jn.> " ** " .-^N.>, ~- -- -. ?

A si pv ate rause of action and had to hot or iirtimtd Prepirdt.uns of cinthandes

he sepaiAteh pmse<uted An enrH as the

1729 hoiuwr m act of the British Parliament

introduced the pnnciple of the set off (qv),
v, hereby, m c isc of mutual indebtedness gio\v

ing out of th< simt t1 insaction the detendint

was enibled to iit off hib claim againtt thit of

the pliratiff uid haic it allowed on the iudg
ment It was not until the Judicature Acts, m
1S75 towetpr that the defendant acquired the

right of setting up a counterclaim, conbtituting
a distinct cxu&t of action.

Both the set off and the counterclaim e\ist in

the Lnitwl States, the former geneiallv but the

latter onh m the so called 'code Stiteb
'

\vhich

have adopted the retorraed proceduie These

differ amung them<?ehes however, as to the na

ture 01 the Actions ^hieh can be pleaded bv way
ol counteiclum some following the modem
English practice under flinch any cause of ac

tion hcmtner di\eruent trom that alleged in the

complaint ma\ be bet up and others like New
ioik, limiting tht light of counterclaim to a mat
ttr ansmg out en the same transaction as> thit

on which the action is based, or, in an action on

contract, in> othei cause of action on contract

(New \ork Code of Cml Procedure, | 501)
See PLEA. PLEADIM, PLECOLPMLNT and consult

the luthorities i fttericd to under PLE^DI^G
COUN'TEEIEITING (from counterfeit, from

OF, Fr conttrfatt counteifeit fiom MI con

trafaceie, to imitate, from Lat contra, against
+ /aewe, to make) The criminal offense of

falsely and fi unlulentlv making an article in

the bembknce of another -with the intent to in

duce the acceptance ind use of such spurious
article for the genuine one The term '

counter

feit
1

is used most frequently of mutations of

coined mone^ or of the paper currency of the

government or of A bank, but is applied also to

other cabes of fraudulent imitation, as spurious
tidde-marks or dies The most important British

statute on this topic is the Coinage Offense Act,
1861 (24 and 25 Viet, c 99) In this countiv
the subject IB dealt ^ith in the Revised Statutes

of the United States (t W15 et seq ), especially
BO far as it relates to federal coinage and secun
ties and the money or securities of foreign na
tions and other forms of counterfeiting are
made punishable bv Statt legislation See COIN
AGE FOBQEBY

(iQTj'i^^TTT^^iyrR.'R.x/i^jM iffi Medical agents ap-

plied to the skin M> as to redden (rubefawents),
to -vesicate (bliaters or vesicants), or to produce
pu&tules, purulent issues, or even sloughs of skin
and of the subcutaneous textures (pustulants)
Countenmtanta act by icflex influence upon cen
tTAl nerve centres* Mhicb control the blood supply
to diseased internal oigans or deep seated sfcruc

turee The milder countenrritants are mustard

turpentine applied on hot cloths and tincture of

capsicum The stronger are blusters of cantha
rides or of ammonia, croton oil or tartar emebo
m ointment, and the actual cautery or hot iron

Setonsj mowe, and caustics are rarely, if ever,

employed None of the stronger eountenmtants
should be used without medical advice, great
mischief being done bj their improper use
Otantenmtants relieve internal pun and tend
to promote the absorption of effusions They
should V applied at ft distance from, the site ot

(q^v ) md ointment oi mei curie bimodule (ud
iodide of mercun / aie thf aio^ con\ement For

cows, u&e hot iomentations, tollowed by tlip

smart infnction ot mutstaul pibte tor do?^, so in

liniment stiength^ned if rtquned b\ ammonia
or turpentine Ve MO\A
COUNTERMINE See MINES ,

COTTNTEEPAS'SANT iFi coritre passant,

pi^mir oppofaitt Horn coiitie, Lat eontia,

a^xiust + pa^d ilT iin^aie to pace, from

I it pasw, 4ep fiom pawlcie, to stretch) In

heraldry (q~v ^ a teim denoting two beists

bound in opposite dilutions passing ench othn

COtTNTEBPOINT In music, the setting OT

one 01 more pait^ aganist a gnen melody s>

that all the voiceb die of equil import inoe ind

independence The name ^ is fii^t used in the

fouiteenth centun It suggested itself from the

fact that one note (punctus) wab set against
another, punctus contia punt turn A counter

point may be written in \aiious -nt\s igainst a

gi\en melody, Rb one t\so foui, or e\t>n moie
notes against one of the cintus The counter

point most useful m piacticil composition is one

where tfo> different paits are ^inouish con

btiucted, as in the following (Handel)

IP

When two voices aie used the counterpoint is

called two part \vhen three three part, etc

^Vhen the counterpoint lies uniformly above or

belo* the cantus, it ia single If the paits be

constructed in regard to one another so that

thev can be changed or tianbposed over or under
each other, without alteration in the mo\ement,
or injury to the naimony, it is then called

double counterpoint eg
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The mtenals most frequently used for trans

position m double counterpoint are the octane,
decima and duodecima The following admits
of diflfeient transpositions

CO U -W TEESIQ-IT

T cr r r

When thice %oices aie constiucted *o that they
cin be evenanged one against the othfi the

countei point ib triple, when four, quadruple
The hifat mdicitions of counterpoint we find ui

the thnteenth centuiy in the workb of Adam de

la Hale The development 01 the art or contra

puntal \Miting was then \erv rapid, and m the

school of the Netheilinds (m the fifteenth and
bixteenth untunes) the acme of technical skill

was reached But counterpoint Ttas then lebs a

genuine musical art than an exhibition of as

tounding technical tucks The great Italian

bchools ( soe PALLSTKINA) returned to a simpler
and artistic style As a genuine art counter

point fulminated m the loim of the fugue (qy )

The latent and best lieatises on counterpoint
are thobe of Dehn, Richter, Marx, Lobe Prout,

Jadassohn and Rieminn
COUNTERPOISE CABBIAGKE See OBD

NANCE
COTTIT'TEBPO'TENT A fur used in her

aldiy (qO
COTJWTEBPBOOF' An impression which

is obtained fiom i freshly punted proof of an

engraving by laying it, before the ink is dry

upon plain paper and pabsing it through the

pi ess By this means the ink is transferred

from the wet proof to the plain papei, and a

rwersed impresuon ib obtained, which is often

of use m enabling the engraier to judge of the

suecesi of his woik See ENGBXVING

COUN'TEBr-BEFOBMA'TIOir The term

ubed to describe the period of Catholic revival

between about 1560 and 1648 The Catholic

church undertook (1) to reform abuses, (2) to

counteract the Protestant movement in those

lands where it threatened to succeed, and (3) to

uproot it where it had entirely or very consider

ably succeeded Long before the Protestant re-

volt took place there had been a demand upon

the part of faithful *on of the Church for a

reform in "head and members/
5 from the Pope

down to the humblest Christian Efforts had

accomplished something, as m the Couucd of

Basel (
11 )

but not enough to stay the tide of

unrest At last the Council of Trent was as-

sembled, which, lasting with interruptions from

1546 to 1^63 solemnly reaffirmed and defined

Catholic doctrine and enacted disciplinary meas

ures to rectify widespread and prevalent abuses

Of the agents most active m raising the tone of

the Church, animating its pulpit and its schools,

and inspiring sell tacuflce ind ardent piety, the

chiei hi\e been tne Jtsuits K> much so indeed,

that the count* r mmmat uu is frequently

spoken ot is> their work Hie otner measures

spoken 01 ha\e nat'iralh incunul m> < censure

The check or e\t rpation or Protestantism has
been accomplished nect^sarilv with wolence

though it mubt be said tnat the intolerance of

the Romar Catnol c rulei or pi elate was

matched, when opportunity seued b~v that of

Piotestants in si tnlar portions 111 Ba\aru thf

nubility which hal ia\orid Protebtantism \veii

expelled m 1504 At Tie^es tht Electoi James
01 Eltz, in 1572 forbade Protestants his court

In other tcele&iaflticil state-, ot the Empire, as

Bamberg and Salzburg the rulers dro\e out the

tv angelic 1 clfrcr\ and ga^t the liity the alter

nati\e 01 contormity to the Catholic church or

evile Aubtna attempttd to upioot religious lib

TU in Hungan but ^yliJ torctd to restore it

In Bohemia Protebtintism .\ i^ extirpated dur

mg the Thirty Ye iris Wai At, iar as the Ger
man Emput \\a& eonccmenl tie arbitrary ex

erciue of powei to repress Piote-t-untism ended
with the Peace of T\ estplnh i in 164fc> In such

countn&s as s
paiji ind Itah Protetttantism

ne\er had moie thin x letble i u^ttnce and so

was rather eibih buppressbed b\ the Inquisition
In Frince theie \\ it, ne^er more th<>n a possi
bilifo of Piotestantibm gaining an ascendancy,
but in the sixteenth and s>e\enteenth ceatunes it

had many influential adherent-, CIM! wars, the

rebult of political intrigue nnd the acceptance
irom pei bt nil ambition ot Ronum-m by Henrj
IT, mined \vhate\er piospectb the Protestants

had, and \uth the re\ coition of the Edict of

Xantts in lbS5, all semblance of state fat or to

Protebtantiani ^a* removed and the faith out

laued In the Xethei lands persecution and war
wrebted the southern pio\mees fiom Protebtant

domination, but it remained in the northern

Scandinavia \tas not benoubH shaken in her

acceptance of Pioteatanti&m In Pngland, after

tireless, ingenious, and heroic attempts of semi

narv priests, upon \vhose head a price -\\ab fixed,

to effect a retuiu to Catholicism with the secret

cooperation of nnm nobles and othei prominent
men, the scheme had to be abandoned mainly
because the m\atdon of England b\ the Spanish
Armada m 1588 n elded the nation into a \shole

against foreign political 01 religious dominion

This was also the period of greatest heroism and

succebB m Catholic mission^

Consult Kanke Hiatoty of the Popet (Eng
tians, London, 1867} , A Ward History of the

Counts) Reformation (New York, 1889) A R
Pennmgton Eistoty of the Counter Reformation

(London, 1900)
COTjmrEBSCABP The side of the ditch of

a fortification oppobite to the parapet The

slopes of the scarp \vhich is the side of the ditch

next to the pars pet and of the counterscarp will

depend on the nature of the soil, and the action

on it of frost and ram The scarp, or outside

slope of the paiapet, is less steep than the coun

terbcarp, because it has to sustain the weight of

the parapet See ]ToraOTCi.Tio\

COTTM'TEESiair A watchword or sign dis

closed only to peisons authorized to pass a line

of sentinels The countersign may be changed
at anv moment, or a.ny number of times, but us

usually altered each 24 hours It is given pn
manly to commanders of guards, and outposts

and their sentries, to reconnoitring and visiting
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patrols, and to tlie field and regimental officers

ot t>>e dav All otheib desiring to pass through
the lines must fii^t be supplied with the counter

sign which is thus a guard against spies

strangers and surprise
COUNTERSUBJUCT A musical term See

IXCUE
COUNTERTENOR The highest adult male

voice most commonly the mile alto (qv )

COUNTERVAIL A fur used in heraldry

(q^ '

COUNTESS'S POWDER &ee CI>CHO>A
COUNTIES CORPORATE In England,

cities and towns which pob&essed the privilege of

being governed bv their own bhenfl and magis
trates independently of the county in which they

are situated

COUNTING-OUT' RHYMES See NUBSEBY
RHYMES
COUNT ROB'ERT OF PARIS A late novel

of Sir \Talter Scott <1S?3) the bcene of which

is laid at Corstaatmople in the eleventh century

COUNTRY-DANCE An old English dance

of lustic origin in hyely movement, usually in

2-4 time ( occas>ionalh 6-8) It was performed
by several pairs dancing agambt one another

Oiigmalh the music was perfoimed on a bag
pipe or fiddle 01 a pipe and tabor When intro

duced into refined society, the music became
more refined and was written for orchestral m
btruments The oldest collection of country
dances was published in 1651 under the title,

'The English Dancing Master
' In the eight

eenth eenturv it wa& introduced into France,
where it was first knuwn as Anqlaise From the

fact that the couples danced against one another

it also was called conttedance From France it

soon spread to Germany where it became e\

ceedingly popular and was known under its

French name The etvmologv regarding contre

dance a^ a corruption of country dance, or yice

\ersa, it> wiong
COUNTRY LASSES, or TEE CUSTOM OF THE

MANOB The title of a play by Charles Johnson

{1715), based on Fletcher and Massinger's Cus
lorn of the Country and Middleton's A Mad
World, My Masters

COUNTRY PARTY, THE The anti Royalist

party in England in Charles II 's time, which

opposed the court party It finally developed
into the "\\Ing

'

parfr
COUNTRY 'WXFJb!, THE A comedy by

ttycherley (1673), drawn largely from Moh&re's
L'Ecole des maris and L'Ecole des femmet
COUNTY (OF counte, rontee, FT oomte, It

contado, from Lat comitatus, county, escort,
from comes, count, companion) Either (a)
one of the ci\il divisions of a country for judi
cial and political purposes, or (6) a local sub
division of a state created by the sovereign
power of its own will, or (o) a local organiza
tion which, for the purpose of cml admmistra,
tion is invested -with the functions of a cor

porate existence" The Sawra term was "ehire,"
a name still preserved in England In the
United States counties are divided into a num
ber of townships or towns Cities and mcor
porated towns and villages are, generally speak
ing, subdivisions of counties and townships, but
in some instances a city may be geographically
coterminous with a county, as is the ease with
St Louis and Philadelphia, while "the city ot

New York" includes within its municipal limits
five distinct counties In Louisiana the similar
division is called a "parish" For purposes of
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local government, each countv has at least one

court and one prison and usually an almshouse

The smaller dm&ionb are townships, or precincts,

according to the tvstem of local government,
each 01 -which by popular suffrage chooses super
visors or commissioners, who form an admini&

trative board to conduct the financial and other

county affairs Counties are the creatures of

the legislative will They are vested with cer

tun corporate powers in order to enable them
to perform the duties required of them as part
of the machinery of the state and inasmuch as

all their powers are derived from the legislature,
the latter may enlaige, modify, or dimmish
them at any time Counties are generally in

vested with the following corporate powers to

sue and be sued by a coi porate name, to have
a county seat, a courthouse, and pribon, to

icqmre and hold title to real estate, to levy
taxes and to make such contracts as may be

necessary for their coiporate existence For an
historical sketch of the English county consult

Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law
(2d ed , Boston, 1899) See SHIRE, MUNICIPAL
LAW ind consult authorities there referred to

COUNTY COUNCILS Unfa! 1888 the county
goveinment of England was conducted in the

ner sessions, held by justices of the peace
bete magistrates were appointed by the

crown to attend to all admimstiation and the

minor judicial business of the county, there was

practically no local self government To remedy
this the first Local Government Act was passed
in 18S8 bv a Conservative ministry It estab

hshed representative county councils elected

every three years by all ratepayers, male and

female, of the shire, besides other nonresident

property holders, under certain conditions Prac

tically the same qualifications are necessary for

membership in the council, except that women
are not eligible The elected councilors choose
additional membeis called 'aldermen," one third
of the council in number, and also a mayor, who
mav or may not be of their number The council

controls all the administrative functions of the

county, such as the management of the roads,
insane asylums, county jails, and the issue of

liquor licenses, it shares the police control with
the justices of the peace
Mr Henry Fowler's second Local Government

Act, passed by the Liberals in 1894, perfected
the first by transforming the ancient vestries of

a population of 300 and over into parish coun
cils, for the management of local business

Smaller parishes, if they so desire, may, with
the consent of the county council, have the same

privilege The system closely resembles the
American township organization In Scotland
and Ireland counties have since been organized
along similar lines, except that there are no

coopted aldermen in the former country
Previous to 1885 all London lying without

the ancient city had no local government except
the church vestries It was brought under the

operation of the Act of 1888 and given a county
government In 1899 the administrative func
tions of the vestries not ecclesiastical were
turned over by the county council to subordinate

boroughs having mayors, aldermen, and coun
calors of their own The old city, though, repre
sented in the county council, retains most of its

antiquated constitution The personnel of the
London County Council is very high., and the
amount of work it has accomplished is remark-
able It has successfully provided public baths
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and libraries, paiks and playgrounds, better

dwellings for the poor, besides giving large sums
for technical education Consult ilatmorran
and Dill, The Local Government Act of 1891
(London, lt>9G)

COTTITTT COTTBT In English and Amen
can law a judicial tribunal of considerable dig
mty and importance, whose jurisdiction i& co
extensive with the limits of a counts (qv)
The counts courts are among the moat ancant
institutions in England dating back to the

popular tribunal of the Anglo Sa\on period
We find pro-visions regulating their procedure
as far back as the lawb of Edward the Elder

(901-925) and of Canute (1014-3o) Imder the

system of local self government which was char
actenstic of that period, the county courts (shire

gemots) were the chief ordinary tribunals of the

English people, their judicial authority being
superseded by that of the Witenagemot, or Great
Council of the Kingdom, only for particular pur
poses and on rare occasions

It TV ill be remembered that in England the

county, or shire, is not merelv a political sub
division of the state for administrate e pur
poses, as it is m most cases in the United States,
and as are the departments into which the tern

tory of Prance is divided but it is a separate
and distinct political division, in many cases

antedating, in organization and in its functions,
the state itself As the supreme judicial tribunal,

therefore, of such an ancient political orgamza
tion, the county court was not only the tountam
of justice for the people of England, high and

low, but a court of great dignity and authority
as TV ell It Mas presided over by the sheriff

(shwe reeve), who wat. the high judicial officer

of the county, and, like the court baron and
other popular tribunals, TV as composed of the

freeholders of the county who should be sum
moned by the sheriff for that purpose Its ong
inal lunadictaon extended to all civil and crim
inal matters, and it was the common court of

appeal from all the minor courts of the county
Under the Saxon regime there TV as no regular
tribunal of appeal from the judgments of the

county court, but after the Conquest the superior

authority of the new national tnbunal, the

Cuna Regis, or King's Court, drew to it appeals,

from the county courts The rapid growth in

power and importance of the King's courts, espe

dally of the so called common law courts the

King's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer
tended to reduce the authority of the more an

cient tribunals, and their jurisdiction was im

paired by successive acts of Parliament They
still exist, however, with a, limited though con

siderable authority See County Courts Act,

1888 (51 and 52 Viet, c 43)

as de the prerogatives of other parts 01 the bodv

politic The coup dttat Tvliich ii usually under
stood by thi* turn is. that effected by Louis,

Xapoleon in making MmtULt pi actually dictator

(Dec 2, 1851 1 Coup d* ltiam, a btruke oi the
hand is applied, in the language oi war, to a
sudden and sueLessml ittick Coap Se foud/e,
a thunderbolt, applied figurattvih t.anv a^,tun

ibhing occunence Coup da 1, a Stroke (or

glance) of tiie eve
3

is anpLtd in boeakip? of

peisons who have fie laeultv or uomp' trending
all the relations, oi a complicated mxtttr \t one
sunev, or, in art it t_^prc-Mes the gin^ral tffect

of a pictuie or group at fir&t sigjt Coup fie

tJittitre means piuperlv a tr ck oi the stige to

produce a bhock bv MII prise, and ib hente applied
to any anilocoub diamatic efft.it

The T\ord is, ilso u-sed ir> Canada to designate
a vi ar custom oi the Plains Indians* Among
many of tLese tribes the fii-* wamor to touch
an enemy or his bodT TV as credited vain a *

coup
'

or deed ot honor The social rx:k ot an mdi
vdual was largely dependent upon the number
of coups to his ciedit Thu Ecd Cloud iqv )

claimed SO coup's in unusual number, since 4

coups were generally considered sufficient to give
distinct on Conbult Gunnell The Coup, in

American Aathi opologisi (1011)

COUPE, kuo'py fir, literally, section, cut,
from coupes, to cut) A four wheeled one hoise,
clobed cainage, holding two peison*. with sepa
rite &eat for the driver (Ste C 4.BBIAGE IToTOB
VEHICLE ) The name is also given to a com

partment of a iiilway carnage in continental

COTJPED, koCpt (hybrid Eng, pp of Fr
couper, to cut) In heraldry, a ttrm Tised to

describe the head or any hinb ot an animal or a

part of a plant, represented as cut off smoothly
from the trunk It is distinguished from eia*ed

i e , forcibly torn off Ad stinction is made
also between couped and coupcd close, the latter

signifying that the head or lamb is cut off close,

leaving no part of the neck or trunk attached to

it When crosses, barb and bends are cut bo as

not to touch the sides of the escutcheon, they are

also said to be couped
COTJPEB, kou'pSr, WILLIAM (1853- )

An American sculptor He was born in Nor
folk, Ya, and studied at the Cooper Institute,

New York, and the Royal Academy at Munich
In 1875 he removed to Florence and entered the

studio of Thomas Ball In 1897 he returned to

America and established himself in New York
His art is modern Italian in manner but its

beauty and technique are somewhat marred by
overelaborate detail and neglect of powerful
lines and planes Hia management of drapery

especially good Among his works areIBB (Oi ana oa vxw,, u w/ ~_ ~f f a .

County courts m the United States exercise "Mothers Love," "The Falconer," 'Beauty's
both civil and criminal jurisdiction, and in some Wreath for Valor's Brow," the marble statue of

of the States the functions of probate, or surro- "Moses" on the Appellate Courthouse, New

gates, courts as well They are held by a county
----- - - *

judge, usually at the county seat or principal

town of the county The county judge is usually
elected by popular vote for a specified term

See OOTJBT See also CUBIA REGIS, SHERIFF

Consult Sucyclopedui of the Laws of England

(London, 1897) ,
and Raikes, Admiralty Juntdtc-

twn, and Practice m County Oowts (ib, 1896)

COTTP. k55 (Fr , stroke) A word often used

in a figurative sense Coup tfttat, 'stroke of

York City, "Te Deum Laudamus,
' and several

peculiarly sympathetic and exquisitely executed

angels for funeral monuments His portraits
include the heroic bronze bust of Prof Thomas

Bggleston, Columbia University, New York, and
that of President McKinley He won the com

petition for the monument to Colonel Hawkins,
at Pittsburgh, Pa Consult Lorado Taft, History

of Amenoan Sculpture (New York, 190&)

COUPEKEST, koTf'p'-rfi.Bp'' The name of

state,' means an arbitrary encroachment gud- family of famous French musicians The first

denty effected by the _
the constitution of the state,

authorities upon
or setting

nwimbers who became famous

brothers, loins (3630-35),

were three
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98) and CHABIES iloab-M; Ihe lattet a b"U

al-o called lBi\cors (lbo&-1733), wab the

greitefat 01 ill the Coupeimb and is generallr

spoken of aa rianroii Ic Q-ianrf He studied

under T Thomehn In 1603 be was appointed
couit icmlnlist and teacher ot the princes and

in IbOb he succeeded his unck Fiancois ai or

garust of Saint Gervais in Pins As a c< iiposer

Ceiupenn occupus an unpnitmt position in the

hibtoiv of piino mubic Hib woikt 101 the Imp
sichoid were not unlv the hist ot then kind but

aLo developed a ne\\ btvh ot imi^ic character

istie ol the inbtiumcnt wheitib hispredeceiasoia
hid cultivated the oigin btvle Hib compos
tions are not veiv pmluund, aie oveiluaded Viith

embellishment-, but c\eited a decided influence

upon the btvle ot his youngei conttmporanea,
Handel and Bid
COUPLE (OF cuple, cople, FT couple, Sp

copula fiom Lat copula, bond, trom co
, togethei

+ apeie, (A airrei^ 1 aptem to join) A couple
is the name given in statics to a pair of equal

parallel foieeb acting in opposite directions and
at different pomih of a both It is> bhovvn in the

article AlLcnAMCS Iqv )
that when two paral

lei foites ict in oppotite diiections on a body,
thev ma\ be icplaeed by one equal to their dif

ference acting pirallel to them and in the same

pi me v\ ith them the point of application of thia

rebultint being lei/onrf the points where thej
aie applied This pomn iccedes fiithei fiom the

points of application of the onymal toices the

nearei thev approach equihtv, getting to an
innnite distance when thcv become equal and
when their resultant accoidmifh ib MTO In

this limiting cifae the foices coiibtitute a couple
Thev have no tendency to irantfatt the bodv

their action goes wholly to make it rotite about
an avis pacing thiough its centie of meitia and

perpendicular to the pi me in which the couple
acts Such being the cise a couple cannot be

replaced or counteracted bv anv single force,

for such a foice would pioduce translation it

can only be repliced or balanced bv other cou

pies The length of the straight line which
meets the lines of action of the foicea at right

angles ib called the
* arm" of the couple and the

product of the arm and either force ib called the

strength
' or the moment of the couple It

IB evident that a couple can he replaced by one
of equal strength Consult Routh Tteatise on

Analytical Statics (Cambridge, Eng, 1892),
^nchin, Ftatics (New York 1892) Johnson,
Theoretical MecJianu* (ib, 1901), Ziwett and
Field, Introduction to Analytical Mechanics (ib ,

1912) See MECHAMOS
COUPLET (Fr, dim of couple, pair, from

Lat copula, bond) Any two lines ^hich rhyme
together They usually contain the expression
of a complete idea The poetic wits of the age of

Queen Anne excelled in this kind of aphoristic
versification Pope, it has been said, reasons in

couplets For example

TIB Trith our judgments a* our watohw, none
Go just alike yet each, believes hra own

COUPOIT, kUcTpftQ (Fr coupon, from couper,
to ( ut from coup, It colpo, Lat oolpa-, from Gk
K6\a<t>os, kolaphos, blow with the fist, from Ko\6v

TCIV, kolaptein, to strike) An undertaking on
the part of an obligor on a money bond or other
interest or dividend bearing obligation to pay
a definite amount of accrued interest or dm
dends to the holder thereof at a specified date
It IB usually so attached to the bond, debenture,

I7<> COTJBBET

ir utftti pimeipal inbtxumtnt tliat it can con

\enuntlv be cut off (whence the name; and pre
seated tor pument Etch interest 01 dividend

coupon constitutes in law a sepiiate claim or

deni"nd ind ina\ be &ppar\telv enforced Cor

porate bond" ->nd sinnlu securities are

usually issurd in this torm and so sometimes,
ne sliaies ot p tlened "tock, in which case the

coupons lepu-tnt the guaiinteed dividend pay
ments Ot com be the coupon does not in any of

these 101m& coutu any additional legal rights
on the holder ot the, becuntv againtt the peison
bound theiebv noi mciease tlie liability of the

littti A geneial agi cement to pay inteiest or

dnidendh at such i late would be equally valid

and efhcacious Tlie advantage of the coupon
heb in the convenience to the holder of fuinibh

ing him with a sepiiate undertaking for each

interebt or dividend payment for pie&entment
and collection, and m tlie fact that corporate

coupons aie usually of a negotiable or quasi

negotiable character, facilitating their trans

ler irom hand to hand See NEGOTIABLE

COUEANT, koorant7 (Fr, pres part of

com u, to lun) In heraldry, a term used fov

running
COUEANTE An old French dance, ongi

nated about the middle of the sixteenth century
The oldest specimenb aie rather rapid, in 3-2

time, beginning on the beat Later, the dance
became confubed with othei dance forms of

similar character, ebpecially the 3-2 time (three

beats) wab fiequentn confused with 6-4 time

(two beats) At the beginning of the eighteenth
century it became one of the movements of the
Suite (qv ) wheie it usually follows the Alle

mande (qv ), and i* contra&ted with it At
the same tune the tempo becime slower and, in

stead of proceeding mainly in notes of even

value, dotted notes became the usual movement
The Italian form (corrente) always preserved
the rapid tempo and even movement

COUEAYEB, koTJ'ra'ya', PIEBEB FRANCOIS
LB (1681-1776) A French Catholic theologian
He is chiefly known for the part which he took
in the discussion, which so inteiested Leibnitz
and others at the time, on the possibility of the
reunion of Christendom, and especially of unit

ing the Church of Fngland with the Roman
Catholic communion at the Reformation In
1723 he published anonymously a Dissertation
<tur U whditS de<* ordinations des Anglais (Eng
trans, London, 1725, new ed, Oxford, 1844), in
which he endeavored to prove that there had
been no break in the line of ordination from
the Apostles to the English clergy This was
naturally received with enthusiasm in England,
and Oxford conferred the degree of D D on him,
but it subjected him to so much criticism and

unpopularity m France that he presently fled

to England, where he remained until his death
In 1736 he published a French translation of

Sarpi'e Histoty of the Council of Trent, and in

1767 a translation of Sleidan's History of the

Reformation

COITRBET, kSoVba', AMSm&B AwATOLE PROS
PEB (1827-85) A French admiral, born at Abbe
ville He was educated at the Ecole Polytech
mque and entered the navy in 1849 In 1880 he
was made rear admiral and, after being Gover-
nor of New Caledonia, in 1883 commanded the
French fleet in the campaign of Tongking After
the violation of the

Treaty
of Tientsin by the

Chinese, Courbet, in a naval engagement (1884),
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destroyed the Liitu Lhiae&e fleet without losing
a vesbel In lfc> 3 lie Waited to icturn to France,
but his sheiisrth hia yncu out md he died at
sea Consult the biogi tphwa bv Juhen (1688)
and De la J-a>e 1 1S911 Loir, L Ls<adre de
larnnal Combet (Xanc\ 1S80) Cihu Com
let en ritnuicVnent (Pans 18%
COTJEBET, GLSTA\E (18 10-77 i A Frtneh

\ndscap< hjjuie and poitriit painter founder
ci the molun Re i list school H< -was bom at
Omanb (IrancheComte) un June 10 1819 of

\ talthy ptXbint paients His hibt instruction
in ait A\ is acquned it hi* home undei Fix

geoulet, a pupil of D u id In his t\i entieth M. IT

he \\cnt to P\us \\hei , he worked in diffeient

btudios, but ht. ttab in the num uelf taught He
speedily found iccognitiou, ind soon became the
chief leadei of tlie Iteihsth m opposition to both
Classicists and lloni mticistb Courbet was ol a

verj independent elm uter and had so little

regaid for the opinions of the judgeb of the Salon
that he uiuiiud loi si\ successive veais
a pictuic H|ccttd m 1841 When in the

E\position of 1S55 his pictures Tttie TP

fu^ed, he held i stpai.ite exposition, which
attiicted \\ide attention In 1870 he returned
the aobS of the Legion of Honoi to Napoleon
\\ith i piotcst ITe vis Radical and Socialist

in politics and under the Commune he wab
made dii( ctoi of the fine arts As &uch he saved
the collections of Thiei* and of the Luxembouig
fiom the mfui nted populace but he sacrificed

the Vendome Column in order to appease the

cro'wd For thib act ht \\aa imprisoned after

the downfill ot tie Commune, and all of his

paintings \\eie sold at public auction In order

to avoid tl e pajment of fiirthei damages he went
into -voluntaiv t\ilt, and died brokenhearted
near Veviy, in Swit/eiland, Dec 31, 1877 He
\vas a, strong but i ither coarse character,

blustering but good n itui ed a healthy animal
\uihout the Icxst apn ihiahty
His puntmgb poitray nature exactly as it is,

without the least addition of sentiment or ideal

ibin, for IIP conceded lealism to be possible only

thiough the absolute nogatiou of idealism As
he confined himself to the repioduction of nature,

tlieie could be no refined composition or real

action 111 Ins work for these depend on the

painter himself His figures were no more than

models in the positions painted, his landscapes
mere patches of foieat 01 country talen at ran

doin In figuie painting he was paitial to the

coaise tjpes prefeired by the Flemish school,

and he always painted them life size His color

ing wis e\crfl(nt, and m his figure subjects,

which are chiefly brushworks, it was pure

htrong, and mellow In his landscapes he used

the palette knife very freely, obtaining brilliant

ind sparkling effects of color His chief defect

is his lack of strength m di awing
The volume of Courbet's woik was enormous,

and his activity extends over a variety of sub

]ects Among the best of his figure paintings
ire the "Man with a Leather Belt" {Loinre} ,

the "Stone Breakers' ( Dresden ), representing
two workmen breaking atones, as. one can see

them in the stieet, the 'Demoiselles des bords de

la Seme" (Petit Palais), two typical gnsettes

leclming m ungraceful attitudes on the grass,

vet a picture of great beauty of color The
most ambitious of all is his "Bunal at Ornans"

(1850 Louvre), a village funeral This picture
is composed of 59 life-size figures admirably

balanced On the one hand ate the perfunctory

mouinuis, bueh as the pi'r-t be idles, pallbear
eib, graiediggei^ e>n the othti, the reil mourn
ers The Lumrt- also pusst-v^-, tio of his land

scapes the Combit 01 the stags' and the

'Retrpat oi tne DePr ^ minm pimtmsf "The
Wa\p the portnit nt Chinipl^ nv and other
of his \\oiks In ttie Ptt t Pihis ire The
Fither of the Uti-t Putflon and his

Childnn and se\praL otljti- In thf Mttropoli
tan ilusum Xt\\ loil an Pie Woman with
a Parrot, i marmt and i lindbeipe Combet
is also represented in the cl'itf pimmeial mu
beums m Fiance and in tin ^.illtnes of Beihn
Frankioit Cologne Munich \unni Amsteidam
The Haifiu Copenhagen i \\ Chic igo and m
many private collection^ including the V\idener
and Jolm-on colleetions Phil T Iphu, and the
Allbtnn Club Breton

Bibliography MopognpLb on tlie art and
lite of Couibet 1 lu Um ui tttn b\ Est gnard
'Pins 18741 DL'e\ilk it. 187s), Rihestre
in /cs ttiti tn pan ais ' ill ls"*4) Isham in
VauD\l-s llodfin t ten h llatfeis (Xe York
lb%\ MuerGiule < otot and Cwiliit (Leip
zig, 1%5), Ci7ier ^Paiis 1'I06\, Eiat (ib,
I'lOC) Muthei (Beilm 1000 1 Uobm < Paris,

1000) Bemdite (ill 1Q11) and Lazar Bela

(ib, 1911) Consult also Muthor, History of
Modetn Painting, \ol n (London 1890,1907)
Patoui, Coailut in Jrs aitwfFt celt bt da and
7 a ifnti s Cu1>f t (Pin^ 1870)
COTJBBEVOIE, kTnTr'b'vW (Fr, crooked

wa\ |
A to\ n m the Deputment of Seme

Frxnee on the lut bink ol the Seme, opposite
Xeuilh, 5 mUs northwest of Pant, Courbe
\oie hab ^ellbuilt house-, and large barracks
trertwl bv Iouis XV for th< S\M&S Guards In
lSb3 a bion/t> u;ioup, tlie Motiumrnt de la defense
de Pans bv E Buria^, was tiected here Ita

principal manuractures art white lead, brandy,

earrngt bodies,, and drugb Pop 1896, 20105,
1001 23 37*>'3 (tommunt I 253?0 1911 38138
COTTBCEL, koTFr'seK, B\BO^ AIPHOXSB Cno-

i>so> DE (1SJ5- ) A Fitmh diplomatist
He wih educated in Frmcp and Germany and
entered political and diplomatic life in 1859

Fiom 1"?81 to IbSO he was Ambassador to Ger

many In 1884-S5 he \\at> pint reporter with
Baron Lambirmont of the Berlin Conference

Courcel was an arbitrate! appointed by the

French President on the Bering Sea Aibitration

Commission m 1302 and -was elected president
of that bodv bv his absociates He became Sen
atoi in 1S02 and -was made Ambassador to

Great Biitam in 1S94 but rehigned m I89S

With Lair and others b edited for the Rociete

de 1 Histoire de Frame the J/mowes of Richelieu

(2\ols 1%7-00)
COITBCELIiE, LOTr'BSK, DA.MEL DE Rfiirr,

SOTLB DE Funeh Governor of Canada from
1665 to 1G72 He sucaeded Mezy and preceded
Frontenac In 16Gb, m the depth of winter, he

led a force of 100 men bv way of Lakes Cham
plain and George to the country of the Mo
hawks "who had perbisted m attacks upon the

colony He returned, hanng accomplished

nothing, and having lost a large number of his

troops through the severity of the weather Not

long after, ^itb Tracy the lieutenant general
and an army of 1300, he undertook a second

expedition, which resulted in the complete de-

duction of the five Mohawk forts The English
were considerably alarmed at this invasion of

temtorv claimed for the British crown, and
theie ensued a correspondence between Traey
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and Go-vernor Xicollb ot Xe\\ lork Courcelle

projected the post at King&ton (Katarakoui),
attensard estiblwhed In Frontcnac

COTJBCELLE-SEIfEiriL, kwir'bel' scne'^

JEI> GUSTME (1813-92) A French political

economist, born at Seneuil (Dordogne) He

occupied the chair of political economy at the

Lnuersitv of Santiago de Chile from IboS to

lbG3 and became a member oi the French Acad
unv of Moril and Political Sciences in 1882

Among his principal publications are the lollop

ing Tiaite theonqite et ptatique des operations
de oanque (1853 Cth ed, 1876), llanuel des

alfaie? (4th ed, 1833) Traite deconomie poh
tique (1S58 3d ed 1890) , and Libeite et so

etahsme 1 1808), in \shich, ab in se\enl others

of his writings he detends the principle of

indrudualism He translated into French the

Principles of J S Mill and borne of the writings
of \\ G bummr
COTTSCILLON, PHILIPPE DE See DVTGEAT:

COTTBDE DE MONTAI&LON, A DE See

MiO^TUOKA 4. DE COfUDE DF

COTTBETIBS DE BOIS, koo'rer' de bwa (Pr ,

wood runners) Canadian bushrangers of the

seventeenth century ^ho for*ook their families

and homes and took to the \voods to engage in

the bea\er trade The mo\ement became so

general that "whole communities were virtuallv

depmed of their male tuppoit, and much de^ti

tution ensued Stringent measures to restrain

the movement -were taken by the French King
but without much result The ranger^, declared

outlaws, built palisade forts at Detroit, on
Lake Superior and at \anous points in the

West and Northwest

COTJBIEB, koS'rle'r (OF, Fr coumer, run
ner from coum, Lat cut J ere, to run) A
bearer of dispatches or letters, usually sent on

public business Such messenger^ -were e^ten

sively used up to comparatively recent years

indeed, until the establishment of the postal and

telegraph systems Organized courier service

existed among the Medea, Assyrians, and Egyp
tians from very early times, and relays of run
ners were employed by the ancient Greeks until

the system of mounted couriers was introduced

by the Persians Among the Romans the change
from runners to mounted men took place in the

tune of Augustus During the Ibddle Ages,
besides the staff of couriers in the service of

sovereigns, the English and French nobility em
ployed professional runners, called in France

laquais and in England "running footmen "

They wore an elaborate costume, and carried a

long cane topped with a large, hollow silver

apple containing provisions for the jouiney
Towards the middle of the fifteenth century
formal permission was given to the government
couriers of Germany and Spain to carry ran

official letters

In modem time* correspondence between dip
lomatie representatives and their home gov
eminent is sometimes conducted by means of

special couriers, who, unless they happen to fall

into the hands of a hostile power in tune of war,
are considered inviolable messengers The office

of King's messenger in the English diplomatic
service used to be an honorable and coveted

position, but IB now practically obsolete The
word "courier" also signifies a hired attendant
who accompanies travelers abroad, and whose

special duty consists in making arrangements
for the journey, attending to passports, settling
hoteJ bills, and the like An important aualifica

tion for a counei in the latter capacity is the

abihtv to apeak beveial foreign languages

COTTBIES DE MEBE, kmTrja' de ma'ii'

PA.LL LOLIS (1772-1825 1 A French Liberal

politician and classical bcholai He was. born in

Parib Jan 4 1772, entered the armj in 1792,
and berved \uthout distinction until 1809, pur
bumg his studies at> he tound opportunity, and

publishing unimportant critical articles and
translations He from his youth cheribhed a bit

ter a\ erbion to the nobihto and a passionate lo\ e

01 Greek literature On resigning from the army
he went to Florence and disco\eied theie a com
plete manuscript of the Gieek pastoral Daphnis,
and CJiloe (see LONGLS) which he edited (1810)
ind translated into e\qui&ite French At the Res
toration (1815) he became active as a political

pamphleteer writing letterb for Le Censeur, com
parable to Leg pioiineuzles of Pascal or the
batires of Jumus Fined and imprisoned for his

Simple Discours (1821) ndiculing a plan to en
dow the rojal family he published a report of

his trial that had a sensational success through
out France His last political satire, Le pamphlet
des pamphlets (1824), is among the bitterest

and best witty, classical in form and scholarly
allusion, epigrammatic in itb common sense

A few months after, he was assassinated (April
10, 1825), by whom the go\ eminent could or

would never discover His rare style has sa\ed
his writings from oblivion Through communi
cation with the classics he acquired a poetic

grace a vividness of description, and a Socratic

irony which transformed vituperation into htera
ture Courier's (Envies completes were pub
lished in 4 vols, TVith an essay on his life by
Annand Carrel (Pans, 1830, new ed, 1890)
Consult Gasehet, La, jeunesse de Paul Louis

Courier, etude sut sa vie et ses asuvres de 1778
o 1812 (ib, 1911), and the same authors Les

pastorales de Longus, Edition antique, smvie
d une etude sur 1'essat, de style weilh de Courier

(ib, 1911), Schwab, Fw pohttque de P L
Courier (lleroure de France, 1909), Samte-
Beuve, Causeries du Lvndi, vol vi (1857-72)

COTJBLAJT, kSoVlan (Fr, probably from
native South American) The French book
name for a limpkin (Aramidse), called also

'crying bird" and "mad widow" (t,tuda, loca) by
Spanish Americans See LIMPED?

COTOLAJSTD, koUrTand, or ETJBLAND
(trans of Lett Ktirsemme, from Kw, Finnish
tribe inhabiting the region in mediaeval tunes +
semme, land, OCh Slav semlya, OPruss same,
land, Gk xa/tof, ohamm, on the ground, Lat

humus, soil) One of the "Baltic provinces",
a government of European Russia, bounded by
the Gulf of Riga and the Government of Livonia
on the north, Vitebsk on the east, Kovno on the

south, and the Baltic Sea on the west (Map
Russia, B 3) Area, 10,435 square miles The
surface is undulating, broken only by isolated

hills, while the coasts are very low There are
a number of lakes, and a large portion of the

area is covered with forests The climate 19 damp,
with very cold winters The chief occupations
are agriculture, cattle raising, and fishing
There are also a number of brewenes, dis

tillenes, and textile mills, but the manufacrtur

ing industries are very little developed The

commerce, on the other hand, is considerable

The seaport of Libau is the commercial centre

Courland had a population, Jan 1, 1911, oi

749,100 Letts form the bulk of the population,
a few owning- farms, but the majority working
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as agricultural laborers Large estates are sci

entifically conducted under German management,
and produce cereals, flai, potatoes, etc The
majority of the population are Lutherans Capi
tal, Mitau

F

Corn-land came under the rule of the Teutonic
Order m the thirteenth century In the second
half of the sixteenth century it became an hered
itary duchy under the sovereignty of Poland
After a long internal struggle between the Rus
sian and the Polish parties, the duchy came
under Russian influence with the appointment
of Biron as Duke of Courland in 1737 It was
annexed to Russia, in 179o In 1905 it was the
scene of a violent revolutionary uprising See
RUSSIA

COTTBLAND, DUKE OF See BIEON BB\ST
JOHN
COUBNOT, koUr'nd', ATTOFSE AUGL.STD,

(1801-77) A French mathematician, philoso

pher, and economist His work in philosophy
was important, anticipating in some particulars
the doctrines of Bergson relating to the adjust
ment of rational processes to inanimate physical
nature and their consequent inadequacy for the

analysis of vital phenomena But his fame
rests chiefly upon his application of mathe
matieal methods to the investigation of prob
lems of economic theory The chief results of

Cournot's studies were the simplification of the

theory of the equilibrium of demand and supply,
the discovery of the theory of monopoly price
now generally accepted in its essentials by econ

omists, and a theory of the incidence of excise

and customs taxes levied under conditions of

monopoly and of competition which, as further

elaborated by Marshall, Bastable, and Sehgman,
is generally accepted in public finance Perhaps
the most important service of Cournot to eco-

nomic and social science was his demonstration

of the applicability of the mathematical theory

of probabilities to the problems of statistics

His most important works are Reoherches sur

les pnnffipes mathematiques de la, theone dea

nchesses (1838), Easposihon de la theone des

chances et des prolabthtes (1843), Traite de

I'enchainement des idees fondamentales dan* les

sciences et dans I'htstoire (1861), Pnncipes de

la theone des nchesses ( 1863 , revised under the

title Revue sommanre des doctrines Sconomiqves

1877) ,
Con&d&ations sut la matohe des tdees

et des tenements dans les temps modernes

(1872)
COT7BSE OF TIME, THE A religious epic

in blank verse by Robert Pollok (1827)

COTTBS'EB (Fr, courier, from 07, FT

course, Lat cttrsus, course, from eurrere, to

run) The French name of 8 or 10 species of

plovers of various genera inhabiting desert re

gions of Africa and Asia The best known is the

cream colored courser (Oursonus galltcus), com
mon on arid plains from the western Sahara to

northern India All are sand colored above,

swift footed, and wary, and conceal themselves

by simply squatting and remaining motionless

and so practicaEy invisible, their food consists

of insects, mainly locusts The name "black

backed courser" is frequently given to the croco-

dile bird (qv )

COTTBS'ING- (from ooww, OF , Fr course)

The pursuit of a hare by greyhounds, who foJ

low it by sight and not by scent, is one of the

most ancient of field sporta Aman (150 A u )

made its history the subject of much research

There are two kinds of coursing "open," which

may be described is the haphazard pursuit of

any hare that can be discovered, without regard
to any set rules or regulation and 'close

coursing in which the course is determined by
fixed boundaries or otherwise lenced in In the
latter cas* the haies which have been previouslv
secured are rdea-e<I and after sufficient la\v

(time or distance! hi& been allowed them, the

dogs are slipped, ind the pursuit begins Both
these kinds of couisng are practiced under
similar rule* in Great Britain and America
ILe oldest coursing club in Ergland waa that
established at Swaffham in Norfolk in 1770,
and of existing orcamzttions tlu mcst important
is the Altcar Club, established in 1825 In
America the sport has been in existence since the
middle of tht nineteenth century but open meet

ings, in which competitors irom regular or

gamzahons tike pirt, are or comparative^ re

cent aate The supervising and controlling bodv
of the sport is The American Coursing Board '

and the principal meet* or meeting^ are in the

two Dakotas Kansas Xtbn^ka Iowa and Mm
nesota The open coursing oi the co\ote (prame
wolf) is frequently practiced (especially by
stockmen and cowboys) in this country and it,

an exciting and somewhat dangerous sport, often

involving a long chise on horbeback over a rousft

country
In England the sport is conducted under the

laws and rules of the National Coursing Club
and the principal meet is that held every Febru

iry over the Altcar Course near Liverpool, for

the Waterloo cup a pnze instituted in 1836
It was originally an 8 dog course increased the

next year to 16, the year after to 32, at which
it stood until 1857 when it became a 04 dog
stake, and as such it remains The best dogs
of the world compete In competitions the judge
follows the dogs throughout the course, noting

every movement from the moment they are

slipped until the 'kill" or conclusion of tht

course his decision being based on the following

general rules I For speed, according to the

degree of superiority shown 1, 2, or 3 II For
the go oy the starting of a grevhound a clear

len*th behind its opponent passing it in a

straight run and obtaining a clear length ahead
2 points or, if gained on the outer circle, J

points III The turn a sharp turn of not le&s

than a right angle in the hare's course when

pressed by a dog, 1 point TV The urenoh

a change of less than a right angle in a hare s

course when pressed, one half point V The

Attf, 2 points, or in a descending scale in pro

portion to the merit displayed, which may be

of no \alue VI The trip an unsuccessful ef

fort which threw the haie off its legs, or the

getting so close as to snatch it and lose hold,

1 point CoBbult The Encyclopedia of Sports
and Games, ed by the Earl of Suffolk (London,

1911)
COTJBT (Fr cour It courts, from Lat coRors,

mclosure, from to , together + *hor8t connected

with Lat hortus, garden, Gk xfyrw, chmtoa,

hay, Olr gort, sedge, Goth garde, court, OHG
garto, Ger Garten, AS geard, Eng yard)

Courts, in the legal sense i e authorities em

offenses against the public or state, and to settle

disputes regarding the rights and duties of indi

nduals ha\e existed among all peoples that

have emerged from savagery There is no single
root from which early judicial authority springs,
nor is there, even among the Aryan peoples,
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any single topical form of primitive court The

right oi the community to punish offenses

against the community a right which expresses
itsell onginalh in Ivnch lav, ma^ beget a popu
lar jurisdiction m cnminal tabes and tht in

tcrest of the c jmmuniu m pre^ entmi^ ieudh

maT make the popuHr assembly competent to

decide CIM! ca-scs The belief that fligrxnt
breiehes of the social order aie offenses agunst
the gods ma\ M.*t criminal juribdiction m the

priests ind tht dut\ ot the priests to see tint

\o~ws and pi onuses under oath ait performed
may be expanded into a fairlv broad ci\il iuri&

diction The attribution to the king of disci

plraarv powtia o\er the popular aim\ \nd. the

concentration in his handb of the power oi pre

serving mteiual ptice ma^ create an extensive

royal juusdittiun over cnmeb and also over

torts, ind the kuiga ci\il jurisdiction mav be

\videned bj asoibing to him a patnaichil
authority anilogous to tint exercised by the

heads of houses md of dans Private disputes
may be releired voluntanlv at hrst, to the

decision of king 01 pne^t or isspmbly and when
such references Imt become tu&toman the duty

of decision miv be tian^formed into judicial

authority Ti icrs <>i all these ideis and mflu

enccs aie dibteniiblt in the earh judicial bystems

of the An in peoples
Boman Courts Among the ancient Romans

(nminil luiisdittion was exercised by the King
01 1>\ ofhcnls ipponited bv the King From
the decisions ot such officials appeal to the popu
lar a&scmbh \v is sometimes granted In the

Republican period such, in appeal (ptoiocatio)
lay again bt all sentences condemnmg a citizen

to death, or scuuigmg, or exile and also against
fines be\ond i certain amount and this appeal
became the real tml The forms observed -were

substantial!** tht same as in legislation A pro

posal to condemn the iccuted to a certain pun-
ishment \ is submitted to the people, debated be-

fore them in inionnil assembly (contw), and

accepted or i elected bv them in formal assembly
(coimtta) (See COIUTIA ) During the last

centurv of the Republic criminal courts of a
different type, tht quasstiones, gradually ab

sorted the jurisdiction previously exercised by
the assembly The quaestio was a body of select

lurors sitting undei the presidency of a special

magistrate, usualh a praetor The jurors were
dra^n from a s-null panel, which included only
the most distinguished and wealthy citizens

Cuil jurisdiction, also is said to have been

exercised by the Roman kings It is probable,

howevei, that the King did not decide the con

trovemea submitted to him, but, like the pree
tor in later timts heard the pleadings only and
then sent the paities to a juder, or refeiee,

nominated (or at least accepted) by the parties
themselves It also seems probable that, in the

royal period, the referees we usually pnests
(ponttfices) In the Republican period there
were elected bo ink of jitdicea (decemvin, cen

tunitin) to which cases were sent by the pre
tor but reference to a single judea, regularly a

senator, seems to have been customary in ac

tions on tort or on contract, and was admissible,
durine tht last ctntun of the Republic, m all

cases

The fundamental principle which controlled

the ulnutnistration of civil ancl criminal
justice,

and tlu composition of the courts, in the Repub-
lican period, was the separation of jurisdiction

(jtw) and judgment (judtoivm) Pleas were

made ind tht civ \\ is toiimilited before a

magistrate bdt the tit -on \ is rtm'end b\ a

prrvate utizi n m b~v i boJi <u pin'tt t'ti/ens

Iti tht Tmpiiul pniod tl is s\-ttm (oido judi
ciontin\ wisi.ju'iilh s

iji
il inti (I li the cog

nitiu ectiaititlniami m \vliKh 'a Iiipetiil oiii

tial conduct) d the tml mil mu'eita the deci

sion Undei this s^sttin tht idiiimistiation of

justue \MS taken out i tut hinds oi tht people
and btcime a part ui the gtneial idminibti ition

tiLitetl ind controlled to the Lmpeioi As in

the geneial administi ition to in the idministia

tion ot lUbtite then utie courts ot lowei and

higher mbtanoe anu appt ils could be taken
li om the luniiti to tht lattei

Teutonic and Mediseval Courts The primi
ti\e Teutomc couit a^ i fullunuot ni popular
court in which the decision \\a& piopo^ed b%

the piesiding dignitan (king or pnnee 01 hun
diedman), or In a ku speakei appointed by the

presiding digmtan and \\as appioved oi dis

appro\ed by the assfnibled ireemen In tnp
later Frankibh (Caiolin^xn) Empire special

judgment finders lt,cal/ini tfchoften, ecAeuns)
gradually took the place ot the body of fieemen
These judges 01 i&'st^ois weie at hist ap
pointed by the count but after the dissolution

of the Empire their orace, like most offices, be
came heieditan

Ihe eirh Teutonic eouits -were those of the
hundred of the county and of the tribe In the
Frinkish Empire the couit of the tube -was re

placed by the ro\ il couit held hi the count

palatine and in the Carohngian period circuit

comts weie held by Imperial missi E\en in

the Carohngian period the courts of the hun
dred ind of the county were being supplanted by
manorial comts held by the bailiffs of the

seigneurs and after the dissolution of the Em
pire the popular fiee couitt, disappeared in many
parts of Euiope Dining the Sliddle Ages ap
peared special feudal eouits and independent
city courts Nearly all the medisevxl couits -were

courts at once of fiist and list instance there
vas no s\stem of appeals the Kmgb couit was
usually nothing but a feudal court foi the great
vassals In all of these couiti fiom the King's
couit down to the manorial court the decision
was usually rendered (01 at least approved) by
a limited number of judges or assessors \\ho
-were regularly the paiei of the defendant ic

pertons of the same okas and rank Throughout
the Middle Ages thcie \\eie alao special ecclesi

istical courts (ee CANOV LAW), ^ith juns
diction not only o-vei chmch matteis, but 01 ei

the persons of the clergy and ovei many matters

today regarded is mil In these courts the

judicial organization and piocedure of the late

Roman Empire were peipetuated From the
ordinary (bishop's) courts appeals ran to Rome,
and the Pope could appoint legates to hold

special courts

Modern European Courts When the admin
istration of justice T,\ is ieoiarini/ed by the abso
lute monarch), the new loyal courts were mod
eled on the ecclesiastical courts of the Middle

Ages Professional 01 "leained" judges replaced
the mediaeval lay ludges, the judge or bench, of

judges rendered decision both upon the law and
the facts, appeals ian from the courts of lower
instance to those of higher, and finally to the

King's court The modern European courts aie
still essentially, courts of this Roman Imperial
ecclesiastical type except that the court of last

instance haa usually caaaational jurisdiction.
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only, not refoimitoiv jurisdiction The onlv

important modification which has been intro
duced is juiy tual in criminal cases Lay
assessors Ime been retained or remtroduced, in
some countries in the police courts and in the
commercial couits Thebe latter courts, with
special junsdiction o^er merchants, and commer
wal cises, aie sunn alb of the independent city
courts ol the Middle Ajres, The number 01

ludgeb in a Euiopean court it> Ubuallv proper
tional to the amount of bubinesb with which the
comt has to deal In the Hrger courts the

judicial foice it, dmded into btctionb (borne

times teimed senates') and the judicial bubi
ness is dibtnbuted according to itb character
criminal caseb going to one bection commercial
cabes to another etc When a doubtful quebtion
of general importance comes before such a sec

tion, a session of the entire court may be called
In all the leading Euiopean states the inde

pendence of the iudge is safeguarded by life

tenure and fixed silary and in the German Em
pire by the rule that a transler even when it is

technically & promotion cannot be made w ithout
the consent uf the jud^e concerned

English and American Courts Originally
of wider signific \tion the teim 'court' has come
to represent a permanent oiganization or tnbu
nal for the public administration of justice

composed of one 01 more judges -who, ^hen en

gaged in the transaction ot business, are

attended ordminh by attorneys and counselors,
^ ho repie&ent the htigmts, by clerks who keep
records of what is done and by marshals,
shenffb, constables, or like officeis who enforce

judicul mandates and preserve order
In primitive communities courts perform

legislative and executive as well as judicial func

tioii's The sci/> esffemot, county court, or sher

ifT s turn of Anglo Sa^on England was not simply
a judicial tribunal presided over by a bishop
and sheriff, but ~\\as an assemblage of freemen
for the dibcussion ind transaction of local affairs

generally The Aula Regis, or Great Council of

the Kingdom, in eaily English history performed

legislative as well as judicial duties, and so

did the stated assemblages of the ruling class in

some of the English colonies in this country
In Masstchusetts the present names of the legis

lative and the judicial bodies the General Court

and the Supreme Judicial Court respectively
bear testimony to the fact that the primitive
court of the colony performed both legislative

and judicial functions

I English couits may be classified in various

nays One basis of classification is their rela

tive authority, and this divides them into su

penor and infenoi courts (a) The latter class

includes those tribunals over which, courts of the

former class may exercise a supervisory juris-

diction by writs of mandamus (qv ), certioran

(q\ ) or prohibition They are of four kinds

1 Local courts of criminal or quasi-criminal

jurisdiction, such as borough sessions, held by
a recorder or the justices of a municipal bor

ough, licensing sessions, held by borough jus

ticea for granting or withdrawing lujuor licenses,

petty sessions and special sessions, or courts

held by two justices or a borough police magis
trate in the exercise of a summary junsdiction

over minor offenses, general or quarter aeaswns

of the borough and of the county, for the trial

of felonies and misdemeanors within the borough
or county jurisdiction, and for appeals from

petty and special seswona

2 Local cnil couits of tecoid, such as bor

ough cml courts and county courts The latter
are lineal descendant's of the scyresgemots of

King Alfred but their present constitution,

lun&diction, and prutice aie regulated b\ the

Counts Courts Act, 18S8 (51 and 52 Viet c 43)
Lndtr this statute, Englimt with the exception
ol London, ib dmded into 401 cuunfr court dis

tucts, each court having a judge who must DP
a binister 01 t leibt -.< \en vdr>> itxnding, and
who is appointed b\ the Loid Chincellor is al

lowed trvrelinsr e^jtn^ i c\u pt the judge
within the Duchy or Lain ibtur ^ho ib pud bv

bilnrv) is aadies-ed ib His Honor Judge
'

and rankb ntxt after knights bauielors Pome 01

tlw-e judgeb lia-ve a histli proitssional reputation
Fiom the decisions 01 these courts an appeal lies

in minv castb to the Hi,jh Court and the latter

possesses the power or supervising the proceed
ings of the former bv isiits ol certioran and
prohibition, and In ordeib to show cause,
which have been substituted foi the old writ of

mandamus
3 The wneisity courts or Oxrord and

Cambridge which exercise mil jurisdiction in

some cases in which members of the uni>ersity
are concerned

4 National couitt,, ha\mg a limited juns
diction in some pait& of the kingdom See
^L^OB COTTBT B^BON

(B) The supeno) couits ot Englird prior to

the Judicature Act of 1873 embraced those of

Common Law and of Equifr the Probate and
Divoice Couit the Admiralty Court, and the
London Court ol Bankrupts The superior
courts of common law and of equity were e\ohed
from the iula Jleyis, or Great Council of the

Kingdom It was provided by ITagna Charta
that common pleas shill not follow one court
but shall bf holden m borao certain place'

Accordinglv new )u^titts were appointed, and
the Court of Common Pleas -wad established at
Westminstei Hall with junsdiction o\er all

civil actions bi t\ een mdr\ idual litiirants i e

o\er all common pleas or suits as distinguished
from pleas of the ciown or ciiminil actions

A century liter Edward I detached from the

Aula Regis the Court of Emgv Bench, the

Coutt of Excheque) and the Court of CJiancery
thus settling the superior courts of law and

equity upon the basis which they occupied until

recently

Originally the Kings Bench (or Queens
Bench during the reign of a queen) \*as a
criminal court and the conseivator of the public

peace By a series of fictions, however, its

jurisdiction was extended to civil actions

So the Exchequw, which at first was a court

of revenue only extended its junsdiction by a
series of legal fictions to a > anetv of suits be

tween individual litigants
Under Edward I the Court of Chancery (q\ )

became an established judicial tribunal It was

presided ov b\ the Chancellor, who had the

custody of the Gicat Seal, and with it the power
to issue writs returnable in chancery, and thus

to act as a check upon the common law couits

Later the Loid Chancelloi was assisted in the

performance of his judicial functions by the

Master of tht Rollb md bv \ ice chancellors For

the influence of this court upon the develop
ment of English law, see UiUNCEay, EQUITY

(c) Beference has been made already to the

fact that one of the presiding officers of the

Anglo-Saxon local court* was a bishop After
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tue Xoiimn Conquest the bishops ceased to take

part in those asbembhes and were accorded ex
elusive cognizance of spiritual matters This

luiisdiction was bteadih extended until it em
briced not simply the discipline of the clergy
ind the regulation of ecclesiastical affairs but
albo the control of marriage and divorce and the

dispo" tion of the estateb of deceased persons
At present, howe\ei etcfesiasfical comts in Eng
land are confined to the decision of ecclesiastical

questions, while duorce and matrimonial causes,
as well as the piobate iqA ) of willb and testa

ments and tV idminibtration of decedents'

ebtites aie \vithin the juiisdiction of secular

courtb

irf) The Ccmt of Adimtalty is one of great

antiquity ,
ha\ mg its origin, undoubtedly, in the

period wht,n the King was in truth the source

of all jadicial power After the courts of com
tnon hw described xbo%e, acquired a degree of

independence of the -sov creign tliey did not hesi-

tite to issue writs of prohibition to the Court
of Admirilty ind to tieat it a^> an miciior

tribunal Its present juribdietion is mainly
statutory

The London Court of Banl ruptcy -was created

and regulated by modem bankruptcy iqv )

statutes

(e) By a smes of judiciture acts beginning
with that of 1873 ill of the foregoing becular

courtb w*re consolidated into one Supreme
Couit This consists at present, of two per
mantnt drvioions, one of -which, styled His

Majesty s Hiijh Ooutt of Justice, has original

jurisdiction of all actions formerly brought in

either ot the ^upirior courts of common law or

of equity 01 m the idmmlty, or probate, or

dnoree, or bankruptcy courts and an appellate

jurisdiction over \inous cas^s brought up from
inferior courts The other division is styled His

Majesty s Court of Appeal, its jurisdiction being
almost evclubnclv appellate The High Court
is separated into three parts known respectively
as the Chancery Diution, with the Lord Chan
eellor as president and fi\e judges, the King's
Bench Division, with the Lord Chief Justice as

president and 14 judges and the Probate,
Duoice and Admiralty Dntaton, with a presi
dent and a ludge thf general character of the

subjects of which eich division has cognizance
being indicated by its name
The Court of Appeal consists of the Lord

Chancellor, every Irving person "who has held
the office of Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief

Justice, the Master of the Rolls, the president of

the Probate, Drvoice, and Admiralty Division,
ind five judges with the title of Lords Justices
of Appeal It is an august tribunal, whose de
< ibions of appeals from the various branches of
the High Court command great respect

In addition to this permanent and impressive
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, there
ire divisional courts, in the King's Bench Dm
oion and in the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty
Diviwon, composed of two judges, ordinarily,
for the disposition of appeals from the petty
01 quarter sessions, from the county court, and
fiom divers other inferior tribunals

(/) Above the Supreme Court, as a final court
of appeal, is the House of Lords, whose appellate
[imsdiction dates back to the thirteenth cen
tuiv At present however, only a few of its

members take any part in the performance of its

fudicial functions They are known as Lords

of Appeal The Lord Chancellor presides over

them (See LORDS, HOTTSE OF ) The final court

of appeal tor cases arising in India and the colo

nits is the Privy Council I q \ | which has also

final appellate jurisdiction o^ier judgments of

the ecclebiastical couits and of the Naval Prize

Court
From the foregoing sketch of the English

courts it is apparent that a litigated case may
be passed upon bv four buccessne tnbunalb It

ma\ be instituted, e g in a counfc court, thence

appealed to a drvibional court, thence to the

Court of Appeals and finally to the House of

lords A similar series of appeals may ter

minate in the Prm Council

II In the United States dibtinct systems of

courts exist one organized under the Federal

Constitution and statutes, the others under the

constitutions and statuteb of the several States

1 Federal Courts (a) Sec 1 of Art in of

the Federal Conbtitution declares that 'the

judicial power of the Lmted States shall be

vested in one Supreme Court, and in such in

ferior courts as CongrebS may from time to

time establish" Bj the second section of the

same article, as modified by the Eleventh Amend-
ment to the Constitution the judicial power of

these courts is extended to all cases in law and

equity arising under the Federal Constitution,

laws, and treaties, to all cases affecting foreign

ambasbadors, minibters, or consuls, to all ad-

miralty and maritime cases, to controversies to

which the United States shall be a party, to

controversies between two 01 more States, be

t^cen citizens of different States, between citi

zens of the same State claiming lands under

grants of different States, between a State or the

citizens thereof and foreign States, citizens, or

subjects, and to suits by a State against a citi

zen of another State

(6) Under the power conferred upon it to es

tabhsh judicial tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court, Congress has established a Court of

Claims, district courts, and circuit courts, the

latter ha\ing formerly an extensive original

jurisdiction, but now, by a recent Act of Con

gress (Judicial Code, 1911), only an appellate

jurisdiction Besides these it has provided for

\anous courts in the Territories The latter are

not, however, United States courts under Article

HI of the Constitution, but are rather congres
sional courts They are called into being as an
incident to the congressional authority to make
all needful rules and regulations respecting the

territory of the United States Their judges are

not entitled to hold office during good behavior,
but may be appointed for a term of years, and

may be subject to suspension or removal from
office bv the President

(c) The Court of Glwma was established in

1855 to hear and determine certain classes of

claims against the United States, thus permit
fang citizens in many cases to sue the govern
ment See CLAIMS, COTJBT OF

(d) The Commerce Court, instituted by Act
of Congress for the enforcement of orders and
decrees of the Interstate Commerce Commission

(qv ), with power to set aside, modify, or annul
such orders, consisted of five circuit judges of

the United States After a brief existence it

was abolished by Act of Congress, 1914

(e) By the Act of 1789 the States were
divided into 13 districts, which have increased

to 76 (1906), each district usually having a

judge, a clerk, a marshal, and an attorney ap-

pointed by the Federal government The dia-
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tnct courts have an extensrve jurisdiction, em
bracing jurisdiction o\er admiralty (qv ) and
maritime causes, suits arising under the revenue
laws, the cml rights statutes and various other

legislation, prosecutions for crimes against the
United States or for the reco^en ot penalties
under Federal la^vs proceedings m bankrupted,
and many other subjects of litigation See Dis
TBICT COLBT

(/) Bv an Act of Congress passed in 1911
(the Judiciary Code), the appellate jurisdiction
formerly exercised b\ circuit courts ^as trans
furred to the circuit courts of appeal, of -which
there are nine one in each circuit Each of
these courts consists of three judges, am two
of whom constitute a quorum Its members are
selected from the following list the Supreme
Court justice assigned to the circuit in question,
the circuit judges and the district judges of that

cucuit, but no justice or judge is allcnud to sit

in this tribunal in a case \vhich was tried before
him while holding a circuit or dis.trict court It
is apparent, therefore, that the personnel of these
courts changes frequtnth

(g) The final appellate tribunal of the Fed
eral judiciary is the Supreme Court, which is

unique and probably the most influential judicial

bodj in the world See SLPBEUE COIBT OF THE
UJMTED STATES

2 The State courts are modeled after those
of England It is true the-* do not include ad

miralty nor ecclesiastical tribunals, but this is

because admiralty <ind maritime jurisdiction la

confined e\clusrv<?h to the Federal courts b\

the Federal Constitution and because theie is

no state church, in any of the various States

That part of the po^ era of the English ecclesias

tical courts relating to the estates of deceased

persons and kindred subjects has been devohed
in many States upon tribunals bearing various

names, such as surrogates' probate, or orphans*
courts Most of the local or inferior courts,

however, as well as the superior courts of law
and of equity, -were copied by State constitutions

and statutes from English originals In. many
of the States courts of chancery (qv) and of

common law (qv) have been united into a

single supreme court It is impossible in this

aiticle to describe the judiciarj system of each

of the States, for m matters of detail they
differ not a little, but a brief sketch of the

New York courts will give the reader an idea of

those existing in other States

(a,) To some extent these courts correspond
to the territorial subdivisions of the State For

example, each town (qv )
the territorial unit

in New York is required to elect justwes of
the peace (qv), who are empowered to hold

courts and to- exercise a limited criminal as

well as civil jurisdiction In each county a

county court is provided for, and also a yurro

gate* court, although m some counties these

courts are held by the same judge Other local

courts, with a limited jurisdiction, have been

erected by the Legislature, especially m cities

and large villages The Supreme dour* pos
seeses a general jurisdiction

in law and equity

throughout the State It is composed (1914)
of 100 justices, each of which is empowered
to hold court in any county, although they are

not elected, by the State at large, but each is

chosen by the electors in one of the nine judi

cial districts into which thje State is divided

Some of these jusfciCflB hold courts for the trial

of cases or the determination of motions, while

otners, upon the select on ot the Governor con
stitute four courts ot appeal called appellate
diiitirni the Stite beine

r d \ided into lour de

purtnunts in each ol vhich one of these courts
has appellate jurisdiction From determination
b\ an appellate drv 1^,1011 an appeal may be taken
m many easts (see Art VI 01 Xew lork
Constitution I to the Cwtt of i.ppeai, tne h gh
est regular judicial tr bunal or the ^tite, from
\vhose decision there IB no appt.il It consists

of a chief judge and ^ as=ouatt! judges A
Court uf Impeachments is aUo proudtd for by
the State constitution This, however, is not a

regular, but an c \.traordinan tribunal, which
rareh assembles

(6) In some State* the Supreme Court poa
sesses oiigmal jurisdichor and is also the final

court of appeal-, That is the cae in Ma-^acnu
setts, where an action brought in the Supreme
Comt mai be tried and decided frv a single jus
tice, and from his decision an appeal ma^ be
taken to the full court In that State the Su
pi <me Court is the final tribunal for appeals
from the decisions of a single justice also from
the Probate Court the Iisohenn Court and
the Superior Court the Superior Court in

tuin pos^sing both original and appellate

jurisdiction, appeals running to it from mu
nicipal, district, police, and justice courts

Consult Encifclnpadia of the Laics of Eng
land (London 1807) Curtis Jurisdiction of
the Fnited States Courts (2d ed, Boston,
1806) Foster, Treatise on federal Practice

(Chicago 1901) Cummings and Gilbert Offi
cial Clint RuJes of \eic FoiA (Xew lork
1900) the United States Constitution and Re
\ised Statutes the constitutions and statutes

of the several States For a separate treatment
of special courts see individual titles such as

COMMON PLEAS COTOT OF, STTRSOGATE, COCBTS,
MILITABY PBOBATE COUBT, ABCKES, CODBT
OF, SUPEEATE COfBT OF THE UNITED STVTES
ETC Consult also the authorities referred to

under such titles as CIML Lvw, AOMULALTY
LAW PLEAD^G ETC
COUBT 1 A name originally applied to the

square or space inclosed by the buildings of a
feudal castle In time it came to denote the

persons immediatelj surrounding a feudal chief

or superior Its application is no\v confined to

the residence and surroundings of sovereign

princes, together with such persons of distinc

tion as are in the habit of approaching the

monarch and of associating with the other

members of the ro-val family, both in a public
and a private capacity In this sense its use

is sometimes extended to the government of

which the sovereign is the titular head, as when
an ambassador is said to be appointed to (or

"near") the court of St James, ic, of Great

Britain

2 In architecture, an open space around

which a building is constructed The term is

commonly used even where the space is not

entirely surrounded, as in many modern public

and commercial buildings which inclose three

sides of a reserved space left open on the fourth

An inclosed space is still called a "court" when
roofed with glass, but not when covered with

hall

,

opaque roof or vault it is then called a

ll"

In ancient times, before the invention of

glazed windows, light and air for dwellings, as

for temples was obtained through unprotected

openings POT greater safety and pnvaqy such
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vundottb, ah \\tll is the doin> t<j the \ inous*

roomb, -nere made to optn upon a common area

called in from the street or public land In

order to economize footsteps as \\ell a-a space,

it rarlv became the custom to build the hou^e

frtireU around one or more such courts as in

Bahv Ionian and Assvnan palace" and the great
Almoan palace group at Cnosus fqv) in

Crete This arrangement of the house plan
hifa persisted in vinous form* to tl c pre^-ent

div m the subtropical ind M mmr t> mperate
climes It is seen m i uigl h divlr>pid foim

in Pompenan houst>a in vvlith ditfLTtnt tvpes
of court were called ahmm cnidmrn"

peristyle" etc Except in the closer built

tjuarters of the cities tht houbes in Spain and

Spanish American cities are still commonh
built around a court cilled a patio In France

also, the larger citv hou-eb lie built at the

back of a court of which the other three sides

are occupied bv the dependencies the entrance

from the street bting through in imposing dooi

\*a\ and passage called the putte cocheie, or

carnage door
All the great palaces of Europe erected since

the fifteenth centurv are built around court

vards (thib term i* synonymous -with court )

In this ther follow the precedents set bv the

later feudal fortiesse* and castles, as at Cham
boid and S unt Gernum in France, the louvrt,

Heidelberg Castle and manv others, SOON times

follow ing the verv outline ot the median U
bailey The Mlumbn and several other Moor
i>h buildings in Spam preserve for us the nrli

decoration of tte Moslem courtyards of the

twelfth to the fifteenth centuries In Italv the

Renaissance architects developed several topes
of court architecture and nude of the courts

of their pal tev btiuctureb of extraordinary

beautv and dignity Three main tvpes are

recognizible tl'e Florentine in which the upper
walls of the court \r boine on an arcade of

arches earned by columns the Lombard, in
which the court arcade is in two superposed
stones and the Roman, in -which the arcade
in one or more stones does not carry the

court \valls and is designed after the Roman
fashion with arches borne on piers fronted

bv columns or pilasters The Riccardi and
Strozzi palaces and the Palazzo Vecchio at
Florence illustrate the first the Bevilaequci
Palace at Bologna And. the Brera at Milan,
the second the Farnese Palace at Rome the
third of these tvpes Incomparablv the finest

of French courtyards is that of the Louvre
at Pans Perhaps the moat famous of Euro
pean courts IB the lesser Belvedere Court of

the Vatican at Rome, which has given itb name
to two celebrated sculptures exposed in or near
it the Apollo and the Hercules torso next
to it in artistic fame is the court of San
Damabo -with its beautiful arcadeo called the

Loggie, decorated bv Raphael and his succes
sors In Inland and the United States and
other northern countnes the court is usually
less an architectural than a utilitarian feature
to provide light and air, and as such its mun
mum dimensions are prescribed bv the laws of
manv cities in the case of dwellings and tene
ments The Public Library of Boston is a fine

example among the few modern public build

ings in the United States which are built around
an architecturally imposing court

Closeh related to the courts of houses and

palaces are the cloisters (qv) or cloister

giithti ol moiubterits ind cathedral chapter
the tuiennirt- <>i attia ot amunt babilicis sur

rounded to arcades ab at San Ambrogio, Milan
i see A.TBII"\[ ' tne courts of ablution of Mo
Mmmedan mobque- (--le MO^QTTE) and the

great pillirrd rounS ot Lsrrptian temple" See

HOT SB, ?AIA(F

COTTB,T, CUM t vii i 01 s^e COMTAUT
COURT, PBESFNT-I.TION vr What m monar

chical cozm-iie"- is ronsidued the honoi of being

piesenttd at couit 01 fonnallv introduced to tht

bovcreign i^ valued not unlv for the eclat of

the ceiemomal but albO foi it* stnice as a

ciedentnl Huing been received In hib own

sovereign i person rna\ e\put to he iecti\(d

anvwhere elst and mav claim to be presented
bv the reprebentative of his countrv at anv

foreign court The privilege i* therefore cart

fulh guarded from abuse Thus Queen Victoria,

dunng her long reign, exercibed the most scru

puloub personal bupenision over the names of

those flho Bought the honor, excluding all whose

reputation was in the leabt tarnibhed In Eng
land the names of those desiring to be pre
bented and of their presenter muht be sent to

the Loid Chamberlains, office several davs pre
viouslv for approbation Those ^ho are not

British subjtctb mav be presented by their o\sn

Ambasqodor ^n elaborate ceremonial, mclud
in* the weanng of full court dress, is con
neeted Tilth the ceremony For fuller informa
tion as to court dress, etc consult Armvtage,
Oltl Customs and Jfodein Coiut Rules (London,
188o), liendell Drew TTom at Hf> Majesty's
Court, I<)iucd vith the Authority of the Lord
Chamber Jam (ib , 1908), Hodgetts The House

of Hohenzollein Tuo Centuries of Berlin

Couit Life (ib, 1011)

COTJBT, TEEM or See TEEM OF COUBT

COTTET, koTTr, AwTOnre (1696-1760) A
French Reformer, called the 'Rebtorer of Prot
estantiim in France" He was born at Ville

neuve de Berg, in Languedoc, March 27, 1696
His parents were ptasants, adherents of the

Reformed church, which was then undergoing
cruel persecution When but 17 years old,

Court began to speak at the secret meetings
of the Protestants held literally 'in dens and
caves of the earth" and often in darkness, with
no pastor present to teach or counsel He
entertained a great desire to build up the

church i>o ruthlishh persecuted, and to this

end he proposed four things (1) regular reh

gious meetings for teaching and worship, (2)

suppression of the fanaticism of those who pro
fesbed to be inspired, and of the consequent
disorders, (3) restoration of discipline by the
establishment of consistories, conferences, and
svnods (4) the careful training of a body of

pastor
1* To the performance of this great task

he devoted his life From audiences of half a
dozen meeting in secret, he came to address

openly 10 000 at one tune In 1715 he con
yoked the nrst (Synod of the Desert In 1724
further fury -was hurled at the Protestants in

a decree which assumed that there were no
Protestants in France and prohibited the most
secret exercise of the Reformed religion A
pnce was set on Court's head, and in 1730
he fled to Lausanne There, after great exertion,
he founded a college for the education of the

clergy, of which, dunng the remaining 30 years
of hie life, he wafa the chief director This

college sent forth all the pastors of the Re
formed church of France until the close of the
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1725 died m Pans Mn 10 1784) who took CorBT Lrrr Ct STOIC \PI Lw MiNOB
COTJET BEGGAE TTTE A play by Richard

Brunip 1 1032 ,

COTTET CEEEMOIJTAI; ^ee CEBEMOMAL
C oi ' T

COTJETEILLE, AFEL PUET DC ^ee PAVEP

tht i imc of hia giandmother uas a
man of nco^ni ed rank and rendered excellent

seuice, flist as his fathers imanuensis and
absistant and afterward as a schohr at the

capital Ht is itmtmlnud in connection mth
the famous cast of TVan C^las (qi ) by his

nork let Tuuluinainet on It-tttp^ hiitouqiiPi
et aitolorjetiquit, en fait ID tlf la religion re

foniiee (Lausanne 176 i)

COTTET BAEON (Lat Curia- Baronis) In
mcdi u il Pngland the loral court of a manor
Sueh courts nert incident to eien manor
baroni, or lordship of land, in the Norman philosophy thm in

COtTETElTAY, keit'n'i FDWAED HE NET

( 1803-53 ) An Aimr-ran matlu nntician Lorn
m Mar Imd Ht^ sidduated in 1S21 at the
United Statt^ Mihtm Academi nhtre until

IS24 he vas an assistant professor In 1829-34
he nas professor of natuial and expenmeutal

and 4ingeiin period of English histon and in

subhequent agtb came to be regarded a.", the
characteristic and essential quality of a minoi
insomuch that Cokt dedans that ' a court baron
is the chief prop ind pillir of a manor \vhich

no sooner faileth hut the manor falleth to

the ground
"

Being of tustomarr origin, and
custom being a nutter of immemorial usage,
no nei\ courts baron and con^equenth no new
manors, can be created ind it ib asserted bv
Black&tore that all minors existing m hib time
'must have e\it>ted as carli as King Edward
the First

" Howei er this mav be, the manonal
courts of ivhich ne hair anv knowledge are of

great antiquitv, though those that remain haie
bv successive acts of Parliament and social

>rofes",oi of matht
matica at the Uniiersiti of Ptnnsilvania, and
in 1842-53 profebsor of irathimatics at the Um
versitv of Vuginia He was an engineer m the
construction in 1837-41, of Fort Independence
in Boston hirboi, aid in 1S41-42 ivis chief

( ngineer of the dry dock u ork in the Brooklyn
Xaii Yard He tranblatl and edited the Ele

mentary Tieatise on J/^cAcnie? of Boucharlat

(1S33) and prepared a Tnatite on the Diffet
ential and Integial r<ilculu>, and on the Col
culut of Tanatiiim (is

1

)"))

COTTETESY nTIJBS ^ee TITLES or HOXOB
COTJET POOL From \en ancient time*

there existed a chss ot pci^ons -wliobc bubinebs

it Tta* to while ana 1 the time of the noble and
the -vtealthi, partuulaih at table, bi ]ebts and

changes been reduced to mere shadows of their \uttv savings The custom is so old that it is

former authority and importance, mobt of them
ha\ mg to dav onh a nominil existence

The court baron -was and is the court of the

frecholdeis of the manor The lord, or his

steward, is the presiding officer of the court

mentioned in the grfat Sanskut epic Ramayana
(qv ) Plutarch bpeaks of a jester o^ned bv
the King of Persia Philip of Macedon, Attila

Harun al Ra&lud, and e\en ilontezuma, employed
them Only m the Middle Age> boueier, did

which is composed of those freehold tenants of the office of court fool become a regular and

the manor who owe as one of the services or

incidents of their tenure, the service of suit
mdibpensable function At the end of the foui

teenth ct-nturv the fashion dei eloped lapidlv

or attendance, at the court While the judicial Queens, dauphins, dukes, and wealthy baron*,

functions of the court varied considerably, ac all maintained their fools The symbols of

cording to the customs of the manor, in general such a personage -weie the shaven head, the

it exercised an ordinary jurisdiction in civil fools cap of ga\ colors -mill ass ears and

suits among the tenants of the manor, deter cock's comb the fool's sceptre, -which, was

mined proprietary rights of land, regulated variously formed the bells, which were mobth

rights of common sanctioned grants of the attached to the cap, but in borne cases to other

waste, etc Until the reform of legal pro- parts of the dress and a larg? collar The rest

cedure in IBngland m 1833 the great proprietary of the costume was regulated by the taste of the

action for the recovery of land, known as the master Of these professional fools, some ob

"writ of right
" was properly instituted ui the tamed an histoiical reputation as Tnboulet

court baron, though the great authority of the jester of King Francis I of France, and his

regular tribunals of the kingdom had long since successor Brusquet Klaus Narr, at the court

brought safer and more convenient processes of the Elector Frederick the Wise of Prussia

within the readi of persons asserting claims to and Scogan, court fool to Edward IV of Eng
land Many of the manorial courts have died land The kings and regents of Scotland had
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their jesters and the sarcastic savingh of t>ome

of these privileged personages such as> those of

Patnc Bonnv, jebter to the Regent Morton
are still remembered Enghbh court jesterb died

out with the Stuartt one ot the last ot the race

being the famous Archie Armstrong (died

lb/2) Besides the regular fools recognized and

dressed ab such there w \s a higher clats, called

merrr counsselorb,' gencralh men of talent,

who aviiled thmn-elves of the pri\ ilege of free

speech to ridicule the follies and vice* of their

eontempoiarie> Of tluse Kunz von der Rosen,

jester to the Emperor Mavirmlun I John Hev
wood a prolific dramatic poet and epigramma
tist at the court of Henry YII and Angeh a

French courtier, were particularly distinguished
for talent and wit In all times there have

existed at courts persons -who, -without becom

ing }esterh by proies&ion, were allowed the

privikgt of castigating the company bv their

witfr and satirical attacks or who served as

an object for the -wit of others Among thebe

were the Ra\on general Ktaw celebrated lor

his blunt jestss and the learned Jacob Paul

Baron Gundling, whom Frederick William I of

Prussia to show hit> contempt for science and
the artificial court system loaded with titles

Often imbecile or weak minded persons were

kept for the entertainment of the company The
custom sur\i\ed long in Russia, where Peter

the Great had so man\ fools that he divided

them into distinct classes, and kept them with
him wheroer he went As late as the nine

teenth century the Czar of Russia kept a jester
at court and in France just before the Reso-

lution Mane Antoinette had her fool Consult
Nick Die Hof ttnd T ott&ncrren. (Stuttgart,

1861) Flogel, GescJiicJite der 1 omischen Littera

tui (Leip/ig 1784) Doran, History of Court
Pooh (London 1858)

COTJRT'HOPE. WILLIAM TOHV (1842-1917 )

An English scholar and author educated at

Harrow and at New College Oxford, -where his

career was most distinguished He was pro-
fessor of poetry at Oxford (1895-1901) and was

appointed honorary felloe of Xew College in

1896 He gave promise of distinction in the
kind of poetry exemplified in his Ludilna,
Luna (1869) and The Paradise of Birds (1870),
but scholarship and criticism of a distinctively
academic stripe came to occupy him almost ex

clusively Among his more important works
are Addison ( 'English Men of Letters Series,"
Xew York and London, 1882), The Liberal
Movement tn English Literature (1885), Life
in Poetry (London, 1901), flirtory of English
Poetry (6 vols, ib, 1895-1009) He was made
CB in 1892, and received the degrees of D
litt and LLD respectively from Durham
(1895) and Edinburgh University (1898) He
also edited, with biography, the last five vol
umes of the standard edition of Pope ( 10 vols

,

1871-89), which was begun with. Whitwell as
editor

COTTBT LEET (from court + Zee*, AS Zfioefe,

OHG hut, Ger leute, people, connected with
OCh Slav Gudu, Lett laudts, people, and ulti

mately -with Skt ruh, to grow) In English
law, a local customary court of great antiquity
and of a popular character, having a limited
criminal jurisdiction It has been declared to

be "the most ancient court in the land for cum
rnal matters, the court baron being of no less

antiquity in civil," and it is supposed to have
been derived from the Anglo-Saxon "foUonote,"

COXTRTNEY

in contradistinction, perhaps to the
'

hallmote,"
or court biron which cwn&i'sted oi the free

holders, sitting in the hall ot the manor

Though usnalh found in connection with

manorb the leet was not pioperlv speaking a

manorial couit There v>ere to\\n leetb borough
leet!,, and hundred leets But it was in con

nection with the manor, to who&e internal or

ganizition it wd^ pecuharh adapted that tlie

court leet reached itb highest development

Though held tn the steward, with the aid 01

the freemen of the minor (they -were not re

quired to be freeholders, a& in the court baron
) ,

it was still regaided ab belonging to the King
It was in effect a nnal magistrates or police

court, having complete jurisdiction onh of

minor offenses (misdemeanors) and the juris
diction of a committing magistrate in cases of

felons and treason Thete latter it referred to

the superior tribunals of the country for trial

and punishment Ihe court has now completely
lost its importance ha\mg been superseded by
the police and comm courts though it still

has a nominal existence in some manors See
Cotnt-r BABO^T MA^OR and consult the au
thonties referred to under MA.^OS, also Jacob,
Lait Dictionary, title

'

Couit Leet" (London,
1809) Pollock and Maitland, History of English
Law (2d ed, London and Boston, 1899) , Gur
don, History of Couit Baion wid Court
Leet (London, 1731)

COTTBTLEIGKE, WILLIAM Louis (1869-
) An American actor, born at Guelph,

Ontario, Canada In 1889 he made his first

appearance on the stage in Biotfa} and Sister
under John Dillon He appeared in more than
50 plays in }otthetn Liqhts (1896) as John
Stufhund in The Great Vorthuest (1897) aa

Donelli, and in Hedda, Galler (1898), A Rich
Mans Son (1899), Los* Rner (1900), The
Merchant of lenice (1901) Sherlocl, Holmes
(1905), What Ails Ton, (1912), and Duorfons
(191?)

COTTBT'LY, Sra EABCotrKT An old beau in
Dion Boucicault's London Assurance His son
Charles wins away from him the heiress he was
to marry
COTJBTLY MICE, SIB An insignificant fop,

the principal character of Crowne's comedy Sir

Courtly *\ice

COTTRTMAUrS-BEECHaLflJTS, kSorfmans
bSrK'mans, JOANNA. DBSIDEBIA (1811-90) A
Flemish author, born (Joanna Berchmans) at
Oudegend, East Flanders After the death of
her husband, in 1856, she conducted a school
at Maldegem She was closely identified with
the movement aiming at the advancement of
Flemish literature Se\ral of her poems and
e\en more of her stones enjoy great popularity
They include Het gtschenk wo, den jager
(1864), which won the Flemish literature prizem 1864, De ewarte Hoeve (2d ed, 1866), Do
Eoeiiachter (1873) De Hooqmoedige (1882)
COTTBT-MABTIAl See CODBTS, MniTABr
COURTNEY, koTt'nt. LEOIUBD EEMIY COUBT

ABT, BABON (1832- ) An English Liberal
Unionist statesman, born at Penzance He
graduated at Cambridge in 1855 and was called
to the bar three years later From 1872 to
1875 he occupied the chair of political economy
at University College, London He was a mem
ber of Parliament in 1876-1900, and became
Undersecretary of State for the Home Depart
raent in 1880, and for the Colonies in 1881,
Governor of Madra* m 1882, and Privy Cotm
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cilor in 1889 He sened on the Labor Commis

COI7ET OF SESSION
cilor in 1889 He sened on the Labor Commis and Re\nouard, Choix de poesies 01 ginales des
sion in 1893-94, and became known as a strong troubadours, \ol 11 nb 1S17)
adiocate of pioportional representation In COTTET OP LOVE. THE A poem assigned
1906 he *as raised to the peerage as Baron to Chaucer, but possiolv of later origin ItTap-
Courtney of Penwith He fa\ored the -woman's pears in the edition of 1561
movement He -wrote The Working Constitu
turn of the United Kingdom (WOU and con
tubuted to the Times and Nineteenth Ctntiny
COUETNEY, WILLIAM: LEOVABD (ISaO-

) An English author, born at Poona,
India and educated at Oxford In 1873 he be
came headmaster of Somersetshire College Bath,
and in 1894 editor of the Fortnightly Reneu
Among his -noiks are Studies on Philosophy
(1882), Gonshuctne Ethics (1886) Studies
Aeu? and Old (1888) , Life of John Stuart Mill

(1889) , The Idea of Tiagedy (1900) , The De
telopment of Maeterlinck (1904) , The Feminine
A ote in Fiction

( 1904 ) Rosemary's Letter Book
(1909), In Seat oh of Egena (1911)

COUETNEY, WILLIAM PBIDEAUX (1845-
1913) An English retired official and writer,
brother of Baron Courtney He was born at

Penzance and early (1865) entered the office of

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, from which

pear>
COUBT OF BEQUESTS An inferior court

of equit\ jurisdiction instituted in the reign of
Henry "Mil for the purpose ot affording relief
to the Lord Chancellor Its, authority was
limited to cases coming -within the jurisdiction
of the High Court of Chancery but deemed of
too small importance to engage the attention of
that august tribunal It -na-, presided over bv
the Lord Privy Seal assisted bv judges known
as Masters of Requests It never attained great
importance and was abolished bv Act of Parlia
ment in 1641 (Stat 16 and 17 Car I, c 10)
The courts of conscience T\ere also known as

courts of requests ^ee CONSCIENCE, COUBTS or
COTTET OF SESSION The highest civil

tribunal in Scotland instituted in the reign of

he was retired in 1892 He wrote on political

biography and history and published Regitfe)

of National Bibliography (3 vols, 1905-12)
and, with Q C Boase, Biblwtheea Gornubenw

was to discharge the judicial functions \vhieh

originally belonged to the King and his council
and T*hich, since 1425, had in a great measure
de\ohed on a committee 01 Parliament as the

great council of the nation The Court ot Se&
sion consisted at first of 14 ordinary judges and
a president One half of these judges and the

president were churchmen and the practice of

appointing ecclesiastics to the bench did not
cease for some time even after the Reformation
The King had the privilege of appointing, in ad
dition to the ordinary judges, three or four

peers or members of nis great council to sit and
See COMMENCE vote with the Lords of Session The president of

the court was the Lord Chancellor His ofece

was abolished at the union, and the practice of

appointing peers to sit as members of the court

gradually fell into disuse

From its foundation, till 1808, the Court of

(3 vols, 1874-82), and contributed to the

JSncyclopcedia Britanmca. and the Dictionary of
Rational Biography
COTTET OF CHI VALEY See CHTVALBT,

COCET or
COTTET OF CLAIMS See CLAIMS, COTJBT OF
COUBT OF COMMEECE " ~

COLBT
COTTET OF COMMON PLEAS See COM

MO^T PLEAS, COUBT OF
COUBT OF INQUIRY See COTJBTS, MELI

TABT
COUET OF LIONS The most famous court Session consisted of one court, in that year it

of the Alhambra, taking its name from 12 white was divided into \ihat are known as the first

marble lions from whose mouths streams of and second divisions constituting ordinarily two

-water flowed into a central alabaster basin separate courts possessing coordinate junsdic
The tiled court is surrounded by 124 columns tion The Lord President is still president of

dehcatelj ornamented in filigree and colors, sup the whole court when called together for con

porting a low gallery For illustration, see sultation, but on ordinary occasions he officiates

ALE\MBEA simply as president of the first division In

COUET OF LOVE (Fr Cow d'Amour) 1830 the number of judges in the Court of

The name applied in the later Middle Ages to Session was reduced to 13, and that is still the

groups of noble ladies who often, while as full number Of the fi\e lords ordinary, only

eembled to listen to the declamations of the four sit daily The judgments of the outer

troubadours, took occasion, to decide upon ques house, with a few statutory exceptions, are ap
tions of courtesy and etiquette, particularly in pealable to the inner house The youngest

affairs of love According to some authorities judge, or junior lord ordinarv, officiates m a

these courts formed regular institutions during separate department of the outer house, called

the twelfth century, the custom flourishing espe the "bill chamber," where summary petitions

dally in Provence There was a code (still and other branches of business peculiarly re-

preserved) of 31 articles called De Arte Ama quiring dispatch are disposed of This depart

torn et Reprolatoone Amoris, by Andre, a ment alone is open during the vacations of rhe

royal chaplain, who lived in the middle of the court, the judges, with the exception of the Lord

twelfth century Decisions are said to have been President and Lord Justice Clerk, officiating in

based upon this code A typical example of the it in rotation Either division of the Court of

questions submitted to such tribunals is the fol Session may call m fee aid of three judges of

lowing If a lady listened to one admirer, pressed the other, when equally divided in opinion In

S hand of another, and touched with er toe cases of still greater difficulty, the lork ordinary

the foot of a third, which of these three was the are also called m, and a hearing before the whole

favored suitor? Among the eminent ladies who court, or tn presence, as it is called, takes place

presided over these "courts" were Queen Eleanor Since the Act 31-32 Viet , c 100, no hearings

oToSTLidtar daughter Mane de France, before the whole court have taken place, the

Countess of Champagne Rene" of Anjou, in the cases being decided on written argumentsi siib-

tSS'itayTmSa an ineffectual effort to mitted to the judges The judges of the Court

resuscitate thesi "courts" Consult Meray, La of Session are appointed by the crowi
inj

hold

^TwMMf* des oours d'omour (Pans, 1876), iheir offices for We No one is eligible to the

VOL. VI 13
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0^1.0 unk lit In 8! served as an advocate or

pnrcipi
1 ckrk 01 session tor five Tears or as a

\ nt i to ti ( -ignct ror 10 \ears See COCET

COXFETOIS, kuoi twa', GUSTAVE CLAUDE
EIIENAE (1^2-1 23 1 A Trench figure and
nortiait painttr bom at Pusev Haute baOne
He studied Wh GerOme in Pans and m 1889

von the gold medal at the Parib Exposition
His genre and historical pictures include Nar
"i^e" (^lar^alles I and Dante and Virgil in

Hell* (Besan'on) Among his recent vtorks,
exhibited at ^t Louib in 1904, ire Adam and
Eve in Eden," Ctipid Feasting,

' and a portrait
of Mrae G From 1880 to 1800 he was the most
fashionable portrait painter m Pans

COTNRTOIS, JACQTLES (1621-76), called Le

Bourgignon (the Buigundian) and known in

Itah is Gncorao Cortete and II Borgognone
\ RoTian battle and historical painter and
etcher He wat> born in St Hippolyte ( Franche

Comte) and vi ib a pupil of his father Jean

CourtoiB, but Tsent to Italv at the age of 15 and

bpent three -"-ears vuth the Spanish armv in

Lombardr He then -norked in Bologna, Flor

(.nee Siena, and Rome influenced successively

In Guido Rem and Francesco Albani in Bologna,
ind bv Cerquozzi and Pieter de Laar in Rome
Cerquozza encouraged him to make battle scenes

Ins bptcultv Tfrs compositions, which, usually

represent cavaln combats, are remarkable for

their fresh and spmted conception and their

ma-terlv treatment of light and atmosphere
llicv excited great admiration and found many
mitatorb, and are to be seen in most of the

pnncipal galleries of Europe At the age of 36
hx. entered a Jesuit convent and thereafter de

v oted himself to religious pictures His brother

GL ILLAT. ME, or Guglielmo, also called II Bor

gognone, painted frescoes in the Quirinal Palace

and in several Roman churches, among others

the Lateran Basilica and San Marco
COURT PAETT, THE A term applied as

early as 1620 to the supporters of the political

policy of the Stuart dvnasty as opposed to the

Country pat ty, during the disputes of King and
Commons At the end of the century the partv
represented high Toryism, Jacobitism, and High
Church principles

COTTaHLAI, kSoT'trA' (Flemish Eortryk)
A town in the Province of West Flanders, Bel

gium, on the IAS, 26 miles southwest of Ghent

{Map Belgium, B 4) CourtTai is built on both
sides of the river, surrounded by walls, has a
castle, a citadel, a fine old bridge flanked with
Flemish towers, a noble town hall, and a beauti

ful Gothic church, founded in 1238 by Baldwin,
Count of Flanders The town hall, dating from
the sixteenth century and now restored, con
tains fine chimney pieces, frescoes, and statu-

ettes Behind it is the museum of antiquities
In the church of Notre Dame is one of Van
Dyck's most celebrated paintings, "Raising of

the Cross
" An old belfry is an interesting

antique Table damask, cotton, woolen, and
bleached goods, sugar, tobacco, and oils are the
aiticles of manufacture for which Courtrai IB

celebrated, as well as its Valenciennes lace and
the excellent flax grown near br The city
boasts a, college, an academy of painting and

architecture, and an industrial school Pop ,

1890, 30,400, 1905, 34,760, 1910, 35,872 Oour
trai dates back to Roman times, when it was
called Cortoriacum During the Middle Ages it

was an important industrial centre On July
11, 1302, the Flemings, citizens of Ghent and
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Bruges chieflv numbering 20 000, ^ on a splendid
victors over 47000 Frencn beneath the "nalLa of

Courtrai "Moie than 700 purs or golden spurs,
\vorn by the French nobility were gathered by
the Flemings, ana the battle was henceforth

colled the Battle oi the Spui>
" The town suf

fered gieatly in the French viars of the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries

CODltTS CniLDBEVs or JTTVEMLE See

JUtEMLD OlTENDEPS

COURTS, AIILITAPT ililitary courts are dib

tinguiahed fron cml courts both in their organ
ization and proceduie Thej aie divided into

courtbnnitial and courts, of inquiry, which in

their various torm aie desciibed below
Courts-Martial (Fr mihtarv courts) are

statutory institutions foi the enforcement ot

order and discipline in armies and na^ ics The
American aimv is governed by a military code
mainly derived fioin that of England The mill

taiy tribunals inst tuted in Ameiiea and Eng
land for the admmistrrtion of this code do not
differ materially in composition power, or pio
cedure The court of the constable and marshal

recognized in the Statute of Richard II, c 2, ap
pears to have been the fhbt in England to ad-

minister military justice The office of high con
stable v\as abolished in the icign of Henry VIII,
and with it lapsed all the criminal jurisdiction
of this court From tins time until 1689, T\ hen
military courts were recognized by statute, mill

tarv law wis adimnistued by means of commis
sioners, by the general in command of troops, or

by means of deputies appointed by him These
comnusbioners or deputies were usually officers

of the armv and conttituted courts oi councils

of v, ir Some time prior to the passing of the

ilutiny Act thebC councils of war were called

courts martial and with few modifications are
now the e\istmg military tribunals

American courts martial are instituted by au-
thority of Coneys, in pursuance of a po\\er,
confeired by the Constitution, to try offenses

committed while the party is in the military
service These courts are (1) the general court-

martial, (2) the special courts martial, (3) the

summary courts martial The jurisdiction of the

general court martial extends to every person
subject to military law for any offense within
the cognizance of a military court It is the

only military court that can try a commissioned

officer, and it takes cognizance of the serious

offenses committed by enlisted men The power
to assemble a general court martial is given by
statute to the President of the United States, the

commanding officer of a territorial division or

department, the superintendent of the military

academy, the commanding officer of an army, a
field army, an army corps, a division, or a sepa
rate brigade, and, when empowered by the Presi

dent, the commanding officer of any district or
of any force or body of troops The statute pro
Tides that a general court martial may consist

of any number of officers from 5 to 13 inclusive,
and that it shall not consist of less than 13 when
that number can be convened without manifest

injury to the service The officeis who are com

pctent to appoint a court martial are competent
to appoint a judge advocate for the same The

judge advocate prosecutes in the name of the

United States and is, under certain circum

stances, counsel for the prisoner He summons
witnesses for prosecution, and defense The origi-

nal charges ere sent to tho* officer, and if he con-

siders any amendment necessary he communi-
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cates with tlie officer appointing the court When
the convening ofiicei has satibfaed himself that
the clurge piefeired discloses an often&e under
the Aiticleb of War (qv ) ind that tht e\\
dence forthcoming is sulhuent to justify the tn il

of the accused, he issuer an older defining the

place and time of the meeting 01 the couit, and
naming, m the order of their lank m the ser
vice the officei s who ait to compose it

When a commissioned officer is to be tried the
officer appointing the couit details n he can
without prejudice to the sauce ofhcerb of rank

equil 01 buptnor to that of the iccusid He
also avoids detailing the officer Mho has invent!

gated the eliarges against the accused, or oue
^ho ^ ill be a principal witness against him, or
the immediate commanding officer of the accused
A member of a court of inquiry respecting the
matter on -which the charges are founded, or an
officer who has a personal interest in the cise,
is not detailed An officer who is the accuser or
is a, Tutneas for the prosecution is forbidden bv
statute from sitting as a member of the couit
martial foi the tual of the case m which he is

such witnebS or aceut,er Court nnrtiai pro
cedure does not differ material!? from that of

the ordinary criminal courts of the coimtrv This
comt is however a judge of the law as well as
of the facts of the cabe it tries Before it pro
ceeds upon any tual the judge advocate admin
isters an oath to each member which requires
him, as a juror, to well and truly try and de

teimme, according to evidence the matter
before him, etc

,
and as a judge to duh admin

liter justice without partiality, favor, or affec

tion, etc This oath includes also one of secrecy

as to the votes of members, and of the sentence

of the court, until approved The judge advocate

is alho required to take a similar oath of se-

ciccy Congiess has powei to prescribe not onlv

the organization and jurisdiction of courts mar

tial, but also their practice, and the mode of

<.\ecuting then sentences It has secured to the

accused a right of challenge to a member of his

court, and immunity from a second tnal for the

same offense It has fived the period of time

within which the accused must be prosecuted
The form of procedure for a general court mar
tial is laid down in works treating of the subject
of military law and in the

' Manual for Courts

Martial," a government publication issued gen

erally to the service

Special Courts-Martial were established by
the Act of March 3, 1913, which became effectne

July 1, 1913 By the operation of this act the

garrison and regimental courts formerly pro

vided for cases not capital were abolished Spe
cial courts martial may consist of any number

of officers, from three to five inclusive, and a

]udge advocate The same eligibility rules as

in general courts martial apply Special courts

martial may be appointed by the commanding
officer of a district, garrison, fort, camp, or other

place wheie troops are on duty, and the com

manding officer of a brigade, regiment, detached

battalion, or other detached command, may ap-

point special courts martial for his command, but

such special courts martial may in any case be

appointed by superior authority when by the

latter deemed desirable Special courts-martial

may try any person subject to- military law, ex-

cept an officer, for any crime or offense not

capital made punishable by the Articles of War
These courts have power to adjudge punwhment
not to exceed confinement at hard labor for six
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months or forfeiture of pay for sis months, or
both and in addition thereto icduction to the
rankb in cases of nonLomiiiias=ionett officers The
procedure and itcurd are tut b imc as lor ceneril
coiuts miit 1

\l, evcept tint testin &nv is not ordi

uirilv recorded

Summary Couits-Martial conb &t of one oi

ficcr and n iv oe appointed Lv the commanding
oaicer of any tort gimson, or ot'itr place where

t'oup's lie on duty or of am regiment battalion
or detachment Its proceedings are summarv in

chiiictw and its record is meigie It may try

tiiv soldier, euept one holding a certificate oi

eluilnlitv to pi emotion, for am ofit-iiae not
e imtal ind may adjudge punishment not to e\

iced confinement at hard Mor lor three months
01 tortuture of three months' pay, or both and
in addition thereto reduction to the ranks in

cibes of noncommissioned officers The author
itv appointing a summary court approves or

divipproTes itb action Thi> touit as instituted

in the Ini'ed Stateb has no power to try eapi
til ci'its or commissioned o'ficerb In England
tl'is couit his bton instituted for the purpose
of tmng offenses committed in active service,

\ilnrb, with due regird to the public service

could not be tued by the ordinal v courts It

iu competent to try any officers,, soldiers, or other

persons subject to military law for any offense,

and, if composed of thiee ofhers can award all

the punibhments of a gt.neril court martial

A Court of Inquiry i<<, in its iunction, anal

ogous to a grand jury in civil procedure It la

convened to euunme into the nituie of any
transaction of, or iccu^ation. or imputation
against, any officer or soldier in the service Ln
leas specially ordered to do so it does not give
an opinion on the merits of the case it mvesti

gates A dissenting opinion is authoiized A
court of inqun y may be ordered bv the President
or bv any connranding officer, but shall never be

ordered bv a commanding officer except upon a

demand by the officer or soldier whose conduct
is to be inquired into It consists of one or

more officers, not e\ceedmg three and a recorder

The order convening a court of inquiry details

the members and recorder bv name specifies the

subject matter of inquiry and directs a report
of the facts, or of the facts vuth opinion Under
the military laws of the United States a court of

inquiry and the recorder thereof have the power
to summon witnesses and to- tike evidence on

oath This is not so in the English service,

where it has no judicial power, and is simply a

board directed to collect evidence with respect to

a transaction into which the commanding officer

himself cannot conveniently inquire A court of

inquiry, wrote Sir Charles Napier, "ought gen

eially to be a closed court, no one allowed to

enter but such individuals as are called for,

and who, being prrvately examined, are sent out

It is generally objectionable to make a

court of inquiry an open court
"

Military Courts of Other Countries In

the army of Germanj there are general and

regimental courts In trials of enlisted men a

certain proportion of the members of the court

are of the rank of the accused In the Russian

army there is a supreme tribunal at St Peters

burg, and district and regimental courts martial

In the French army individual officers have large

powers of imprisonment, and there are regimente
and courts of discipline for hard characters In

the Austrian army there are courts of fitst in-

Btance, and courts of appeal from the former
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Mihtai\ 1m \ufe UL a.l-o attached to each regi
ment to help in tht administration of military
justice

Bibliography A Manual for Courts Martial
T*as prepaied to direction of the Seuetarv of
War for the u*e of the army of the United
States m 1010 and has been amended to contain
all changes up to August 1910 For the Eng
hsh practice Simmons, Courts Martial (London,
1873) mir be consulted See MILTTABY LAW
COURTSHIP OF MILES STAUDISH,

IHJ A hexametiic poem M Longfellow (1838)
COTTB.T TENNIS Indoor tennis, (see dia

gram I tsuilh the court occupies an entire

building and is lighted from the roof The play
ing space la usually about 96 by 32 feet, sur-

rounded on three sides by a comdor about 6

feet wide (the penthouse), which has a sloping
roof about 7 feet high The spectators occupy
the dedans, or the part of the penthouse situated

in the rear of the court, and separated from the

same by an open grating The most complete
courts have floors of asphalt, and cement walls

painted black to a height of 18 feet The nets

divide the court, and also the service and hazard
sides of the game The tambour is a projection
on the hazard side, resembling a chimney, and

near it (in the penthou&e I it, the grille Ihe
chases are numbeied on the floor (from 1 to 6)

and are employed to dmde part ot the court

into the number ot spaces required bv the game
In plaving the game the sener must stand in

the seruee court and sene the ball o\er the

penthouse it being required to strike on the

penthouse roof and then roll off into the receiv

ing couit The placer on the hazard side strikes

it on the bound wherever he ehoo^et it onlv it

nr t (strikes tht ground on the opposite side of

the nt eg he ma-v strike it against the

nearest vail, to that it rebounds across the net

A chase
'

is c ilkd TV hen the placer fails to

stnke the ball before the second bound, unless he
is on the hazard &ide and be\ ond tht service line

Further, a record is made of the cioss lines at
which the ball boundb \v hich, howe\ er, does not
affect the score unless the game stands at 40,
in \vlnch t\ent sides are changed and the con
testants play for the chase

' The pla\er
responsible for the chase," bv permitting the

same to be made, is ill attempt to return the ball

nearer to the end wall than the point at which
it was marked, to inbure its bounding a second

time, making the attempt db often as his op

ponent returns the ball until he either succeeds

or missies In the former e\ent he is credited

with the btrike
3

while in the hitter his op

ponent scores For more detailed information

regarding the game, its scoring, and its hibtorv,
see TEN\IS
COTJET TEEATBE, THE A playhouse for

comedies and farces situated in Sloane Square,
London Originally a chapel built in 1818, it

was turned into a theatre

COUSA, JOE^ See AMSANDEB JOHN I

COTTSE, E(A^QBE) IBTI^G (1866- ) An
American painter He -was born in Saginaw,
Mich

, and studied at the Art Institute, Chicago,
the National Academy of Design, New York, and
in Paris at the Ecole des Beaux Arts and
Academie Julian under Bouguereau and Robert

Fleury He lived 10 years in France, where he

painted charming scenes of the Normandv coast

After his return to America he devoted himself

to depicting the life and habits of the Taos

Indians, a Pueblo tnbe in >-ew Mexico He re

>eals the poetical and philosophical rather than
the savage and warlike side of the Indians, and
hib skillfully executed pictures are full of senti

ment Among those in public galleries are

'Elkfoot" (National Gallery, Washington),
'The Forest Camp" (Brooklyn Museum) 'The

Tom Tom Maker" (Lotos Club, New York),
'Medicine Fires

3 '

(Montclair Gallery, New
Jersey) , "Shapanagons, a Chippewa Chief" (De
troit Museum) He was elected to the National

Academy of Design m 1911 Among nis more
recent works are "Mending the War Bonnet",

Making Pottery" (awarded the Carnegie

prize), Rushing Water" (1912), "Twilight,
Taos Pueblo" (1913)

COUSIN", kWaaN' The name of two promi
ncnt French artists of the sixteenth cenrary
JEAN the elder (1490-1560), sculptor, painter,
and wood engraver, was probably bom at Sens,
where he passed most of his life, and is said to

have designed some of the stained-glass windows
in the cathedral In 1540 he was occupied in

Pans with the festive decorations for the entry
of Emperor Charles V His only authentic

painting is "The Last Judgment" (Louvre), al

though many others have been ascribed to ham
As a sculptor he modeled the fine tomb of
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Admiral Chabot, now in the Louvre, and the

sculptures formerly m the chapel of Pagny (Bur-
gundy) A large number of wood engravings
have also been credited to him Shortly before
his death he published Line de Perspective de
Jean (Jousm Benonoi^ (1560) His son and
pupil, JE^ the younger (c 1522-94), was. born
in Sens He certainly designed the glass win
dows and probablv the sculptures 01 the castle
of Fleurigny (Senb), md probably the glasses m
the church of Sunt Genais, Paris, but not those
of the Sainte Chapelle at \ mcennes He painted
nve portraits of the Bouvver family, and was
the author of a book on The Ttue' Science of
Poitxiiture and also probablv a Bool, of Fot

tune, containing 200 drawings He is baid to
have illustrated many other works, including
Ovid and Esop Conbult Eoy, Les deu\ Jehan
Cousin," in Mem de la, Bociet6 Archfol de Sens,
vol vuv (1909) , Dinner, Ftench Painting in

the Sixteenth Century (1004) id, Bulletin di

I'art ancien et moderne (1909)

COUSIN, YIOTOB (1792-1867) A French

philosopher and historian He was born in

Pans and studied with such brilliant succesb at

the Lcole Xormale that in 1815 he was appointed
absistant to Eoyer Collard m the chair of phi

losophy at the Sorbonne He threw himseli

neartilv into the reaction against the sensa

tionahstic philosophy and literature of the eight
eenth century, which was then in possession of

the field (See SEVSAJTIOXALISM ) In 1817 he

vibited Germany, where he was introduced to
bolder and more speculative systems of philos

ophy than any he had yet known, becoming ac-

quainted with Jacobi Sehelling, Hegel, and
Goethe During a later visit to Germany, in

1824-25, he wab suspected of revolutionary ten

dencies and impnsoned in Berlin, where he was
detained for six months He took advantage of

his compulsory detention in Prussia to study

the philosophy of Hegel which had no small
influence on his susceptible intellect On his

return to France he took a decided stand against
the reactionary policy of Charles X, and in 1828

when the comparatively liberal ministry of

Martignac came into office Cousin, who had for

some years been suspended from his profes
sorial functions, was reinstated in his chair

Meanwhile he had become known as an author

bv his editions of Proclus and Descartes (1820-

26) ,
and by the earlier volumes of his celebrated

translation of Plato, which was finished in

1840 Cousin reached the height of his popu

lanty and influence as a piilosopluc teacher m
the years 1828-30, when often as many as 2000

enthusiastic hearers gathered around him He
was young, simple, and pure in his habits his

doctnnes were for the most part new to his

audience, bold, and in harmony with the spint
of the time The finest qualities of the national

lucidity of exposition, an exquisite beauty of

style, such as few philosophers
have equaled, a
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of the University His efforts for the organiza-
tion of primarv instruction are to be seen m
the valuable reports which he drew up from

personal obbervation on the state of public edu
cation m Germany and Holland His influence

shows itself m this spheie even to the present
dav In 1S40 he was elected a member of the
Academic des Sciences ilorales et Politiques, and
in the same vear berame Minister ol Public
Instruction in the cabinet of Thiers After the

revolution of 1848 Cousin aided the government
of Cavaignac, and published an antisocialibtic

brochure called Justice rf cJianti Arter 1849
he disappeared from public life

Cousin wab gi eater as an expounder of his

toncol systems of philosophy than as an original
thinker At first a disciple of Rover Collard and
the Scottish school he was attached to the pay
chological method of investigating afterward a
ketn student of the German school he expounded
the views of Schellmg and Hegel with such en
thusiasm that he might legitimated enough have
bten considered a German idealist

' But he
ende \vored to mediate between the German
btmdpomt of an impersonal reason and that of

empirical pwchologv In the later years of his

life his views earned him to a modified Car
ttjsiam&m See DFSOABTES

Cousin's chief works, besides those already
mentioned are Fiagmenti philosophiques
(1826) Du irai du beau et du lien (1837

Lng trans, 1854) <'ois dhutoue de la phi
losophie morale au TVIIIe siecle (1839-42, con

taming discus&ions of the "sensationalists school
the Scottish school, and Kant) Cows de

philosophic ( 1828 containing an introduction to

the history of philoiaophy, and lectures on the

philosophv of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries) He also contributed a great variety
of papers to the French reviewb Bebides his

philosophical work he rendered a very real sery

Ke to the hibtorv of the seventeenth century
in France by his luminous and stimulating
sk( tches of Mesdames de Longueville, de Haute
fort, de Sable, and a number of other great per

sonages of the penod Consult Hamilton, Dis
cessions on Philosophy, Literature, Education,
a-nd University Reform (London 1852) , Tame,
in Les philosophes fran^ais du JTZXe 9i$cle

(Pans, 1857) , Janet, T tctor Cousin et son ceture

fib, 1885), Barthelemy Samt Eilaire, Victor

Cousin, so- vie et sa eorrespondance (3 vols
, ib,

1895) , Jules Simon, Victor Cousin (ib , 1887) ,

Charles Vtaddington "Un grand homme et son

secretaire," in Seances et traiaux de I'academie

des science* morales et pohtiques, vol clxx (ib,

1908) Babbitt, The Masters of Modem Cnti
asm (Boston, 1912)
COUSINE BETTE, koS'z&a/ bet, LA A novel

by Balzac (1846) dealing with the love of an
aunt and a meet for the same vouth
COUSIN MICHEL, mS'Kel A humorous

appellation for the German native, correspond

ing to Brother Jonathan as applied to the

philosophy so as to make each illustrate the

other and reveal their most mtncate relations

At this penod Cousin was one of the most in

fluential leaders of opinion among the educated

dasses in Pans After the revolution of 1830,

when his friend Guizot became Pnme Minister,

he was made a member of the Council of Public

Instruction, m 1832 a peer of France, and later

director of the Ecole Normale and virtual head

bdN', CHABLES GLUJULVEMABIE See PAIJKAO,
COLNT 01

COUSIN PONS, Wzan' pOT, La A novel

by Balzac (1847 ) , dealing with the last moments
and death of an old bachelor whose invaluable

collection of paintings made him an object of

solicitude and intrigue to relatives and strangers

COUSINS, kftz'nz, SAMTJKL (1801-87) An
English mezzotint engraver He wras born in
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Exeter and was earlv apprenticed to the mezzo
tint engraver S \\ Reynolds The famous

plates oi Ladv Acland and children and of

MibtirLiPiliton ( liter Lawrence) ire among his

first independent works These vere followed ^
manv portrait's and pictuies after Reynolds,

Lawrence, Gam-borough J E Millais, Wilkie,

Landseer, and otlars His work is charactemed
b\ extreme del cacv and versatility of treatment

and mteipretb the origin ils in a truthful and

graphic mi nncr Ihe British Museum contains

a large tollution oi his mezzotints Cousms \\a>>

the hr^t to reecne the rank of Academician En

gra\nr (1S>>I Consult his biography by A
Whitman (London 1904)

COTTSSEMAKEB, kuUb'ma'kar', CIIABLES To
MOM) HEM*! DE (lS05-76i A French histon xn.

of mus,ic born at Bailleul (\ordj He studied

at the Douai Lvcee and completed his musical

edutation under Moreau and Lefcb\re He de

voted himself principally to researches on

mediwal music and published Hitfoiie de I'Jai-

monie au tiioyen age (1852 1 Dtames litutgiqura
du moyrnage (1861) Les litu rwontsfes des

Xlleme et SIHeme siecles (ISb4j, Les Tun

monisfts du tITeme si'de (1SGO) and Snip
tores de Mu&ica Uedn u (1866-75), his

principal work, reprinted by Mo^er in 1908

COTJSTOU LTKJ'stoo' A funily of French

sculptors \ICOLAS (1058-1733) ,
bora in Ltons,

studied firtt -with hi>s father, Francois a wood
cancr and liter with his uncle Antoine Co^ze
>ov in Pans Atter three years in Rome he

returned to Paris -where he wis appointed rector

of the Academy in 1720, and chancellor in 1733

Hib extremely numerous works include decora

tions for the palaces of \ eraailleb, Trianon, and

Marl's, in which he nas a&bisted by his brother

GuiUaume they inelude Union of the Seme
and the Maine" and 'Daphne Pursued by

Apollo," m the Garden of the Tuilenes, statues

of Julius Osar and of Louis XTV, in the

Lorn re and The Descent from the Cross," in

the choir of Notre Dame His younger brother,
GunLATjME TIIE ELDER (1677-1746), studied

tinder his father and Antoine Coyzeyox and tpent
several years in Rome, -where he asbisted Pierre

Legros Besides work done in collaboration TV ith

his brother and many portrait busts and myth

ological statues, he modeled the kneeling statue

of Louis XTII in Notre Dame, the fine group of

"Ocean and Mediterranean," and the vigorous
and spirited marble groups of the ^Horses of

Marh '

at the entrance to the Champs Eh sees,
which inaugurated a new and more natural era
of French sculpture He was appointed director

of the Academy m 1735 GmLLiTiME THE
ILOLNGBB (1716-77) eon and pupil of the

former, -won the Prix de Rome m 1735 His
works include religious and mythological
statues, such as 'Apotheosis of St Francois
Xavier" in the Eglise Saint Paul, Bordeaux, and
"Mare and Venus" in the castle of Sans Souci,

Potsdam, and the tomb of the Dauphin, father

of Louis XVI, in the cathedral of Sens Consult

Lady Dilke French Architects owi Sculptors of
the Eighteenth Century (I960), and "Lea Cous-

tou," Gazette des Beaux A.rte, vol i (1901)

COTJTANCESj koU'taNs' A picturesque town
in the Department of La Manche, France, on the

Soulle, 41 miles south of Cherbourg (Map
France, N, D 3) An old city, it is built on a
conical hill 7 miles from the English Channel,
and is the seat of a bishopric Its cathedral of

Notre Dame IB one of the finest specimens

of ecclesiastical architecture in the early Pointed

shle or Normandy Other noteworthy features

are the Gothic church oi Saint Pierre, the public

garden* and mu-eum and tbe ruins ot an an
cient aqueduct Coutancei has manufactures of

mu&lins, lace yarnb cotton goods pianos and
onran^ inJ a trade in anam \tarblp iis quarned,
and tnere ib a good maik^t tor horsey ,?nd cittle

Pop 1801 8145 noi OWl 1911 6509 The
to\\n is the Con^tantia oi the Romans For a
hibton and discretion consult -innuaue guide
de Cout(inCL<i (Coutenceb, 1897), U Cheyaher,

JlcpntQ'ip dti fOHjrts et topobibhogiaphie
(3Iontbuiird 1804-90)

COUTHON, kOo'tGV GEOEGES (1735-94) A
Frtnch politician and reyolutionarv leadei boin
at Oiva\, in Auyergne, Dec 22 1755 He prae
tietd law succcbfetulh at Clermont -nheie he
icomred great popularity on account of hib fine

intellectual powers and gra\e eentleness of char
acter At first a moderate Republican he was
elected to municipal office and later in 1791,
uaa bent bj the electois of Puy de Dome to rep
resent them in the Legislate e Assembly He
became more a,nd inoie ridieal -nith the progress
of the Revolution and though a eluome imahd,
he poured forth mvectneb against royalty and
the Church from the tribune He -voted for the

death of the French monarch without delav or

appeal to the country Elected to the Conven

tion, Couthon attached himself to Robespierre,
was appointed a member of the Committee of

Public Safety in 1703, and sent against the in

suigent city of L\ons After the entrance of

the Republican anm Couthon showed compara
tive moderation and controlled the soldiery
Only 24 of the insurgents were put to death, and

fiough property was ruthlessly destroy ed, the

lues of the citizens were respected until the
am\al of Collot dHcrbois (q\ ) Couthon re
turned to Pans, formed with Robespierre and
Saint Jui>t a supreme tribunal, and made him
self conspicuous by his extreme wrulenee against
England He assisted Robespierre in destroy

ing the partisans of Hebert and Danton, but
was himself involved in the ruin -which o-vertook

his chief After a vain attempt at suicide

Couthon was borne to the guillotine, July 28,

1704, together with Saint Ju&t and Robespierre
Consult Mege, Oorrespondance de Couthon

(Paris, 1872) , Aulard Les oratews de la> leg is

lative et de la convention (Pans, 1885-86),
Morse Stephens, The French Resolution (New
York, 1801)

COTJTBAS, Wtra' A town in the Depart
ment of Gironde, France, on the left bank of the

Dronne, 26 miles northeast of Bordeaux (Map
France, S ,

D 3) Coutras has a trade in flour,

and the district produces red wine and brandy
The place is noteworthy on account of the bloody
victory gained here in 1587 by Henry of Navarre
o^er the forces of the Catholic League Pop,
3801 4231, 1%1,4062, 1011,4807

COTTTTS, koUts See BUBDBTT COTJTTS

COtmiBB, G-DiiLima: (1851- ) A
Canadian musician and composer, born and edu
cated in Montreal He early manifested an un
usual talent for music and when 13 years old,

became organist of St Bridget's Church, Mont
real, and, when 16, organist of the church of

St James Later he studied for five years in

Pans, where he was admitted to toe National

Society of Music and the Pans Conservatory of

Music and was appointed organist of Samte-
Clotiulde's Church He returned to Canada in
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1878, founded the Societe dee aymphontstes, and
in 1880 became dirLctoi ot the Montreal Phdhar
momc Society He \\is appointed profebsor of
musical th<?or\ in ee\eial educational institu
tions in Montreal, including the McGill Con
senaton of Muhie, and became dneetor of the
Amatcui Operatic Club and of the Montreal
Sjmphom Oichcstra He published man^ mubi
cal compositions, borne of \vhieh A\crt accepted
and performed to the National Soeiefc of Music,
Paris the onh Canadian compobitionb thub
honored In 1000 he wab named b\ the French

go\ eminent Officiei d'Institut Public

COUTURE, kuu'tnr', THOMAS ( 1815-79 ) A
French historical and genre painter He wab
born at Renhs, Dec 21 1815 He studied under
Gros and Delaroche \vithout being a follower of
either In 1837 he obtained the Prix de Rome,
and in 1843 his picture The Thirst for Gold"

(Touloube Museum replica in Amsterdam),
brought him a \vide reputation His "Romans
of the Decadence' (1847) obtained a first class
medal and creited a great and lasting sensation
and is now in the Louvre Among his other
works are the 'Falconer" (1855), 'Damocles 5

(1872), and Dav Dreams" ( 1855, m the Metro-

politan Museum) Under Napoleon III he be
came court painter, but he \vab not enough of a
courtier to please the Emperor and resigned his

pobition In 1869 he retired to Tilliers le Bel,
near Pans where he died He \\aa neglected in

France, but his pictures -were purchased by
foreigners, especially bv Americans He also

painted the frescoes in the chapel of the Virgin,
Saint Eubtache, Paris and during his last penod
many portiaits, of which there are frequent ex

amples in the museums of touthern France The
chief beauty of his art 19 its rich, glowing color,
and it is also good in line He "was "very im
portant as a teacher counting Fuerbaeh, Victor

Muller, PUMS de Cha\annes, Manet, and many
Americans, Eubbians, and Germans among his

pupils His book, Comet sations on 1 t Methods,
^as translated b> Stewart and published in New
York in 1870 Consult Eealev "Couture," in

\an Dyck's Modern French Masteta (New York,
1896) Claretie, Peinties et sculpteura eontem

pojctins (Paris, 1873), Flat, "Un pemtre as

similateur," in Jtevue Pohtique et Lvttera/vre

(Pans, 1013)

COUVADE, kWvad'' (Fr, a brooding, from

couier, to hatch, from Lat cubare, to lie down)
A custom of certain primitive peoples in accord

ance with, which the father of a newborn babe

adopts the rOle of invalid while the mother goes
about her ordinary occupations The custom
was well developed on both hemispheres On the

authority of Strabo and later writers it was
ascribed to the Basques of Europe, a theory
which has been much discussed, while Eipley
is skeptical as to the present existence of the

custom among the Basques Traces of it are

found in Asia and in North America, and it has

been well observed in South. America by Rodway
(In the Quwwa, Forest, 1895) and others In-

deed, South America and the West Indies are

the areas in which the couvade has been de-

veloped to the highest degree Tylor was at first

inclined to explain the usage as implying a

physical bond between parent and child, so that

the father's actions are believed to affect the

child's condition Later Tylor adopted Bacho

fen's theory that the couvade was the signpost

of a change from maternal to paternal descent,

the motive he originally assigned to the practice

remains valid, but the sympathetic prohibitions
mav be interpreted as ongmallv practiced bv the
mother onh, and aftenvaid adopted bv the
father also" This later explanation was in
acooid with the theory, until recently current

among anthropologists that maternal descent
mvariablv preceded paternal descent This> posi
tion, ho\te\er, has betn so vigoroubly assailed

that T\lors original interpretation of the coa
vade as *>implv a result ot belief in sympathetic
magic seernb prererable Consult further Rip
lev TTie Racct of Eutope USn9) McGee, 'The
Sen Indians" 17fh Rep Bur Am. Ethnology
1\lar fiestai che<> into the Eaily History of
Xanlmd pp 291 ff id On a Method of In

vestigatmg the Development of Inbtitutions,"
Journal of the Anth> opological Institute, vol

XMII, pp 254 ff {18801 Ploss, Das Weib
(1807) etc See M\N SCIENCE OF

COUXIA, koU"shea, or COUZIO, kou'she 6
A South American monkey See SAET
COVA-BIANTS See FOBMS
COVE (AS cofa, chamber, Icel Lofi, hut,

MHG Lobe, Ger Koben, stall) In architecture,
a long conca\e surface approximately a quarter
circle in section interposed in place of a cornice

between the \vall and ceiling, or employed to

support a projecting story or balconv, or evtn
to form a crooning feature to a btmcture, as on
the gateway of the Certosa at Pavia, or the front
of San Lorenzo fuon at Rome Tht co\es (or

coving) of many splendid Italian and French

ceilings of the sixteenth to the eighteenth cen

turies Mere intersected by -vaulted lunettes called

penetrations, and both co\es and penetrations
were richly decorated with paintings, stucco re-

lief, and gilding Famous examples are in the

library of Siena Cathedral and the Loggia of

the Farnesma at Rome, decorated by Raphael
and his pupils
COVENANT (OF coienant, Fr comenant,

It conienente, from Lat contenire, to agree,
from com , together -f- tent re, to come) A term
much used in theology, demed from the Hebrew
lervth of the Old Testament and the Greek
dtatheJuS of the XewT both meaning "co\enant"
It -was emphasized in the federal theology din-

ing the constructive Protestant period (bv Coc

ceius, 1603-69 (q v ) ), and *as incorporated in

the Westminster Confession God is represented
as making successively, with Adam, Noah, Abra

ham, and all Israel, covenants, which are substan

tially the same covenant, under which Israel is

adopted as God's special and chosen people and is

bound to Him m close and mutual obligations
The covenants of the Old Tebtament are all sub

stantially "co\enants of works '

putting blessing

upon the basis of obedience the one covenant

of the New Testament which replaces the others,

conditions blessing upon faith in Jesus Chnst
See FEDEEAL THEOLOGY
COVENANT In English law, a contract by

deed or specialty, i e
,
one in which the validity

of the promise does not depend upon considera-

tion (q v ) as in the case of simple contracts but

upon the formality of execution of the contract

by sealing and delivery The essential charac

tenstic of covenants distinguishing them from

other specialties is the express promise to pav
a sum of money or to perform a certain act

Thus a bond differs from a covenant only m that

it is a mere acknowledgment of indebtedness

without an express promise to pay the amount of

the bond
The term

'

covenant" is also wed in a nar
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rower sense to indicate the promise or stipula
tion contained in a bpecialty or deed -which is

incidental to its mam purpose as, eg, the

covenants oi warrantv contained in a deed of

conveyance Although consideration was not

required to render a covenant valid and enforce-

able at law, courts of equitv deemed the seal to

be preemptive e\idence of consideration only,
and vv ould not compel the co\ enantor to perform
his promise if it appeared that no consideration

was given for it This is probabh the effect of

modern statutes providing that the beal on
sealed instruments is only presumptive e\idence

of consideration

In general, covenants, from their nature, are

required to be expressed in the instrument bv
which thev are created, but in certain exeep
tional cases thev are implied from the character

of the instrument itself, as, eg, the covenants

implied in a lease (q\ )

At common law the form of action used to

recover damages for breach of covenant was also

known as covenant Under modern codes of pro
cedure and practice acts, the action of covenant

has become obsolete, the same office being per
formed bv the various statutory forms of con
tract action Covenants contained in the same
instrument are said to be mutual concurrent,
or dependent Covenants are said to be mutual
when performance bv each of the parties enter

ing into the covenant is a condition of perform
ance bv the other, so that no action for breach

of covenant will lie unless the partv suing has

performed or tendered performance of his cove

nant before bringing his action An independent
coienant is one which must be performed bv the

covenantor, irrespective of the performance of the
co\enantee's covenant in the same instrument

Real ooienant?, or covenants \vhich at early
common law bound the covenantor's heirs to the

extent to which thev inherited real estate, are
now of slight importance, since all of the prop
erty of a deceased person, real as well as per-
sonal, may be subjected to the payment of his

debts See ADMINISTRATION
Covenant? running uith the land are real

covenants which relate to the use of real estate

or require the covenantor to do something with
reference to it Their peculiarity is that any

subsequent transferee of the real estate is en
titled to the benefit of the covenant, and may
sue upon it, and that in certain exceptional
instances, when the covenant imposes a burden

upon the owner of the real estate, the liability
to perform the covenant passes to the transferee
of the real estate Strictly speaking, at com
mon law the burden of a covenant will run with
the land onlv where the relation of landlord and
tenant subsists between the parties or, in some
of the United States, where the covenant relates
to a subordinate interest, as an easement, which
the covenants has in the land of the covenantor
In equity, however, land may be subjected to cer
tain restrictions by covenant of the owner which
are enforceable against a subsequent purchaser
with notice See ASSIGNMENT, BASEMENT

Covenants for title are particular forms of
covenant which run with the land and are made
by the grantor in a deed or instrument convey-
ing real estate The usual covenants for title
are "The covenant of seisin (ie, that the

grantor is seised of the estate which he under
takes to convey) , the covenant that the grantor
has the right to convey, the covenant for quiet
enjoyment (i e , that the grantor will not inter

fere with the use or enjovment of the real

estate b\ his grantee i the covenant for further

assurance (ie, that the grantor will make any
further necessarv comevance to perfect his

grantees title J , and the covenant of warranty,
which binds the co\enantee to warrant and de

fend the title against anv one claiming under

paramount title or interest in the real estate

convened
Formerlv the effect oi the covenant of war

rantv is as to require the covenantor or his heirs

to give the grantee other lands in case the title

proved to be detective In modern practice the

effect of breach ot anv covenant for title is to

entitle the covenantee or his grantee to recover

damages Covenants for quiet enjovment and

warranty, however, are not deemed to be broken

until the grantee is actuallv disturbed in his

possession An important effect of certain co>e

nants for title is to estop the grantor, and all

claiming under or through him, from claiming
anv interest in the property conveyed, thus con

fernng upon his grantee a title by estoppel
See ESTOPPEL, WARRAMY

Covenants to stand seitedy formerlv of great

importance, were covenants bv the owner of real

estate to hold it to the use of, or in trust for, a
relative See USES, TBUST

Consult Sims, Treatise on Ootenawte (Chi

cago, 1901), and Rawle, Tteatise on the Law of
Covenants for Title (5th ed, Boston, 1887)
See BOND, COMBACT, SPECIALTY, RESTRAINT
OP TBADE, ETC , and consult the authorities

there referred to

COVENANTERS See COVENANTS, THE,
PBESBYrEBrANISU

COVENANTS, THE A term by which the
Scottish people denoted association of "bands"
under oath to support each other in tames of

danger or to maintain some principle The most
famous ones are the yational Covenant of 1838,
and the Solemn- League and Covenant of 1843,
which are often referred to simply as the Cove
nant3 though they should be clearly distinguished
The A ational Covenant was an agreement signed
bv all classes in Scotland to resist by force the

introduction into Scotland by Charles I of a
modified form of the English Book of Common
Prayer, and a new body of canons increasing the
nominal power of the Scottish bishops The
nobles disliked the increased power of the

bishops because they were beginning to look upon
them as rivals, and because they feared that

Charles would proceed to a recovery of the
church lands, while the commons disliked the

Prayer Book, not only because it was English,
but also because they looked upon it as a popish
innovation The Covenant was based upon a

previous one of 1581, whose object was to main
tain the Scottish Presbyterian church against a
Catholic conspiracy, but it added numerous cita

tions of parliamentary acts bearing upon the

subject of religion, and a mutual oath "to labor

by all means lawful to recover the purity and

liberty of the gospel as it was established and
professed before the aforesaid innovations" It

became the basis of the Scotch resistance to the

Bang, which culminated in the two Bishops'
wars and the termination of Charles's arbitrary
rule

The Solemn League and Covenant was an

agreement between the English and Scottish

parliaments by which the Scotch came with an

army to the assistance of the English Parlia-

ment in the war against Charles I on condition
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that Piesbytenamsm should be introduced into place in pla^s of Charles II s time It has ar
England and Ireland The Parliament accepted tistic associations of Marvell, Dryden, Fielding,
the condition bomewhat unwillingh, but in view Steele, Otom Foote, Garnck, Hogarth, Yol
of the Royalist succehtes in 1643, Scottish aid tane De Qumce\, Charles and Mary Lamb, Tur
seemed mdibptnbable The Co\enant was ner and other celebrities

generally bigned b\ the members of the House
of Commonb and the \ssemblv of Divim It
was imposed bt ordinance upon all persons o\er
18 \eais of age, upon members of the universi

ties, and upon ofhcerb and soldiers of the New
Model, although the ordmancet could not be
stncth enforced It wais not onlv the bond of
union between England and Scotland during
the war, but was used as a test against the

ribing Independents and as such, encountered
hvelv opposition The signers took oath to labor
for

'
the preservation of the reformed religion m

the Church of Scotland, in doctrine, worship,
dibCipline, and government, the reformation
of religion in the kingdoms of England and
Ireland, in doctrine, worship, discipline, and

go-\ eminent, according to the Word of God,
and the example of the best reformed churches,"
and to endea\or "to bring the churches of God
in the three kingdoms to the nearest conjunction
and unifoimity in religion, confession of faith,
form of church go\ eminent, direction for wor

ship, and catechizing
" The force of the Solemn

League and Covenant of 1643 was greatly ham

COVENT GARDEN JOTTRNA1 A short-
lived biweekly periodical first issued in Janu
an, 1752, Tan Henrv Fielding, under the name
of Sir Alexander Drawcansir, Knight oi the
Censor of Great Britain" It soon involved

Fielding in hteran quarrels
COVENT GARDEN MARKET A great

London vegetable fruit, and flower market, es

tabl^hed m the first hall of the seventeenth
centun b\ small gardeners from the suburbs
In 1829 the rough sheds were succeeded by a
market house cohering about three acres oi

ground, from designs by Mr Fowler In 1859 a
flower market, cohered with glass, was built on
the south side of the Opera House
COVENT GARDEN THEATRE A famous

London theatre on Bow Street, the home of

grand opera It was built in 1731 bv the harle

qum Rich under a patent from Charles n to
Sir William Davenant, 1662 It has been several
times rebuilt It was burned in 1808, and re
built m 1809 at great cost The increased prices
of admission, intended to defray part of the ex

penses, gaie rise to the Old Prices Riots In
peied in England by the success of Cromwell and 1847 it~was called the Roval Italian Opera
the Independents, who desired a wider form of House On March 4 1856, it was burned aam,
toleration, but the final blow did not come until

" ...
the Restoration, when both covenants were

and the present structure was erected in 1858

COVENTRY, kuv'entrl (OE Coientre, AS
cofatrto, COTC tree, from cofa, cove + trio, tree,abolished and their adherents severely perse-

cuted That the idea of the Covenant has not or tree of Cofa popularly 'etymologized as Con'
died out among the Scotch is seen by the Cove- vent Town, from the consent established there by
nant drawn up in 1912 by the Scottish Presbv Leofnc) A manufacturing city parliamentary
tenans of Ulster m their resistance to the Irish and municipal borough m Warwickshire, Eng
Home Rule Bill introduced by the Liberal gov land, on the Sherbourne 18% miles east south
ernment of Mr Asquith This solemn co\enant east of Birmingham (Map England, E 4) It

was first signed by Sir E Carson on September stands on a gentle eminence in a -valley with a
28 In its general phases it follows the earlier ridge of bills on the south, and contains many
covenants, viz, m its declaration of resistance old houses with timbered fronts projecting into

to religious, change or anything that might en narrow streets and belonging to the fifteenth and

danger Protestantism This new Covenant sixteenth centuries The modern part of Co>en

proves how deep seated is this method of pro- try, ho\ve\er, is well, though not regularly, built

cedure with Scottish Presbyterianism Its most interesting public buildings are the

The covenants of 1638 and of 1643 are printed three chuicb.es composing the "three tall spires"
in Gardiner, Constitutional Documents of the of Co-v entry St Michael's, built of red sand

Pimtcm Revolution (London, 1897) Consult stone, in the Perpendicular style, about the four-

also Gardiner, History of England (ib, 1883- teenth century, is said to be the largest parish

84), id, Cheat Civil War, vol i (ib, 1886), church in England, Trinity Church, another

Smelhe, Men of the Covenant (New York, 1904) Perpendicular structure, has a spire o\er 230

COVENT (kuv'ent) GARDEN (properly feet high, the third of the spires is that of the

Convent Garden, from having been originally the old Gray Friars' church St Mary's Guildhall,

garden of Westminster Abbey) A square in built in 1450, for the united guilds, is one of

London, chiefly notable for its celebrated history the finest examples of ornamental architecture

and for its great market of fruit, vegetables, and in England The rapid industrial growth of

flowers As the kitchen garden of the West Coventry is responsible for the recent extension

minster monks it was a walled inclosure, which of its boundaries and the widening of many of

extended from the Strand to Longacre It the old streets The municipality owns its

came, as a crown gift, into the possession of the Ttater supply, on which it nets a substantial an

Bedford family m 1552, and remained in the nual pront It also supplies gas and electricity

same hands until sold by the Duke of Bedford and maintains public baths, libraries, a technical

Dec 16, 1913 The price paid was from $25, institute, markets, crematory, and cemeteries

000,000 to $50,000,000 and closed the largest The city has an excellent modern sewerage sys-

real estate deal ever made in London The tern, with which is connected a sewage farm

square was laid out by Inigo Jones in 1632, and The chief manufactures are ribbons, artificial

the ancient garden was perpetuated by the con- silk, watches, sewing machines, and naval ord

tmued sale of vegetables (See Ooymre GABDEST nance It is the centre of the cycle and motor

MABKBT ) Here also is the famous opera house ear industries The town sends one member to

(See Com GABDES THEAME ) In the seven Parliament Pop, 1891, 58,500, 1901, 69,800,

teenth century the neighborhood of Covent 1905 (est), 75,134, 1911, 106,377

Garden was a very fashionable quarter of the History Coventry is a very ancient place In

town, and frequent allusion* are made to the 1044 Earl Leofnc and his wife, Lady Godiva,
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lounded here i magnificent Benedictine monas
teiv For manv ear* the traditional deed 01

(rodua (q v
)
was celebrated bv a piocession In

1344 the town wis incorporated In the fif

teenth century religious masteries 01 plavs were

orten acted lieie bv the members of the \anous

guild-, before king*. Henrv \T3I demolished the

beautiful cathedral ol Co\entrv, a*> well as the

ancient walls which foimerly surrounded it

Hie occuned the famous meeting for the in

tended trial bv battle between the Dukes of Xoi

folk and Hereiord munortahzed in Shakespeare's
Richatd II fwo memorable parliaments were

held in the monasterv of Coventry in the nf

teenth century The one contained no lawyer*,
while the other pasted many attainders! against
the Duke oi York etc In the fifteenth and

sixteenth and seventeenth centimes Coventry was

famous tor woolens broadcloths, caps and blue

thread bonnets Consult Fretton, Antiquamn
Losses in Cov entry," in Archaeological Joutnal,

vol xxivi (London, 1880) and Dormer, Histoty

of Coieniiif (Xew York 1898J

COVENTRY A town in Kent Co, E, I,
13- miles (direct) southwest of Providence, on

the Pawtuxet River, and on the Xew York, New
Haven and Hartiord Railroad (Hap Rhode Is

land, B 3 1 The chief industries are agriculture
and the manufacture oi cotton and woolen

goods and dyeing bleaching, and mercerizing
The government is administered by town meet

inge Coventry taken irom Warwick and in

corporated in 1741, was the home of Gen
Nathanael Greene (qv \ after 1770 Pop, 1900,

5279 1910, 5848

COVENTRY PLAYS A set of 42 plays,

combining the Morality' and the Mystery,"
acted during the sixteenth century at Coventry

or thereabouts on Corpus Christi Day and proba-

bly written bv the clergv They were extremely

popular and widely attended The following ref

erence is made to them by the elder Hevwood

'

Thjs devjll and I were of olde aoquentaunce
TOT oft m the plav of Corpus Chnsta
He hath pla>ed the devylfat Coventiy

'

For further information, consult Morley, English
Writers, iv (London, 1887 efc seq )

COVE OIF CORK See QUEENSTOWN
COVERDALE, MILES ( 1488-1568 ) An Eng-

lish Bible translator He was born at Cover

dale in lorkshire, was educated at Cambridge,
was ordained m 15H at Norwich, and became
the same year an Augustiman at Cambridge
By 1526, however, hist religious opinions had so

far changed that he left his convent and devoted

himself earnestly to the work of the Reforma
tion Dressed like a secular priest, he preached

against confession and image worship Shortly
after that he went abroad In 1535 ne brought
out his first translation of the Bible "out of

Douche (German) and Latyn into Enghshe,"
with a dedication by himself to Henry VIII
This was the first complete translation of the

Bible printed in the English language The
Psalms of this translation are those still used

in the Book of Common Prayer The vexed

question as to the printer of the volume has
been settled, probably, by recent discoveries in

favor of Christopher Froschouer, the famous
Zurich printer It also seems probable that

Jacob Van Meteren, the Antwerp printer, em
ployed Coverdale to make the translation, which
was done m Antwerp The basis was the Zurich

Swiss-German Bible and Tyndale's New Testa

nunt alonj with the Vulgate It was reprinted
in London in 1537 with the roval licence In
1338 Coverdale with, the consent of King Henry
VTII and w ith tHe permission of Francis I w ent

to Pans to superintend arother English edition

or the Scupturei his iea*>on xor going to Pans
being that papor and wo kmanship were there

cheaper and better thin m Enghnd The In

quisition, howe\er, notwithstanding the royal

license of I^ancis mtcifered 'ei-id the whole

unpiession consisting oi 2500 copits and con

demned them to the fhmes But through the

cupidity oi ore of then executive officers, who
sold i consideraMe number of the heretical

books to & haberdasher as waste paper, some

copies were saved and brought to London, along
w ith the presses types, etc ,

which had been

cmplov ed in printing them Several of the work
men also came over to London and Grafton
and Whitchurch the noted printers of that day,
were thus enabled to bring out in 1539, under
Coverdale's superintendence the Great Bible,"
as it is called on account of its size Cov erdale

ilso in 1540 edited a second edition commonlv
called Cranmers Bible because that prelate
wrote a preface to it From 1540 to 1548 Cover
dale was on the Continent He married in the
former vear On his return he became a roval

chaplain and m 1551 was appointed to the see

of E\eter the duties of which office he dis

charged with great zeal until the accession of

Mary in 1553, when he was ejected and thrown
into prison, from which he was only released

after a v ear's confinement, on the earnest inter

cession of the King of Denmiik whose interest

was evoked bv his chaplain Coverdale's brother

mlaw, and on the condition that he should
leave the country Coverdale went to Denmark
and subsequently to Westphalia Deux Ponts,
and Geneva In 1558 he was in Geneva and is

said to have had some part m the preparation
of the Geneva Bible In 1550, after the acces-

sion of Elizabeth, he returned to England, but
ceitam notions concerning ecclesiastical cere

monies, imbibed at Geneva, operated against his

restoration to the see of Exeter, and made him
refuse an appointment as Bishop of Llandaff
In 1564 he was collated to the rectory of St

Magnus, London but, owing to age and mfirmi
ties, he resigned it in 1566 and died ahout two
vears afterward He was buried Feb 19, 1568
Coverdale was the author of several tracts de

signed to promote the Reformation and made
various translations from the works of the con
tinental reformers His works and letters were

published with a memoir, by the Parker Society

(Cambridge, 1844-46) Consult also Memorial*

ofMyle* Ooverdale (London, 1838), and F Fn,
The Bible by Ooterdale (ib, 1867) For his

work on the English Bible, consult Hoare The
Evolution of the English Bible (ib, 2d ed

1902), and Pollard, Records of the English Bible

(Oxford 1911)

COVERED WAY, or COVERT WAY A
term used in fortification to describe a passage
constructed on the side of the ditch towards the

enemy As its name indicates, this passage
affords covered communication along the ditch
for sentinels and small bodies of men posted
therein See FoErmcATiorr

COVERLEY, kuv^rU, SIB ROGER DE An
old English dance, so called from the tune used

during its performance Neither the author of
the tune nor the date of its composition is

known, but the editor of the Skene Manuscript
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claims the tune is Scotch, on the authority of
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COVINGTON

In the Iatt r ^ ear he became connected
m-inubcnpt dated l,0b and Wb that north of with the Initcd States Depirtnunt of Agnailthe i weed it i* knoun as> the Mautman comps ture, and arttr semnj fte ^ear- a* a-sistantm
on Monday The tune is \arioush called Old Lotam, TI * nude 1 Pt<uut anJ aho curator of
Rogei of

^
Co^erlj foi evermore, a Lancashire the Lnited States National Herbarium In 1899

Hornpipe", Roger of Coverh", Roger a

Coveily," in Ga\'s opin Polly ind R<jttT de
Covcilv" in JRobm Hood and Sir r tiger de

Co\erly," in Fielding s Tom Tones A song,
'0 Brave Roger de Coverh,' is contained in
Pills to Purge Melancholy The dance is an old
iashioned countn dince (01 conttrdanse) and
is knoTvn in the United States at, the Virginia
icel

" Addison took the name for his Sir Roger
de Co\erley in the tfpectatui

COVEELET, SIB ROGEB, DE A quaint and
amiable countij gentleman uho makes repeated
appeaiances in ^.ddibon's Spectator The por
trayal of Sir Roger and his friends by its com
pleteness, vitality and hteran deftness, and by
the ingenious selection of incident and situation

as vehicles for expi easing character, had a
marked effect upon the de\elopment of English
notion The papers, concerning Sir Roger ha\e

el cted preside it ot t 1
e Biological Society

of ttaslnngton His publication* include a

monogriph on the Botan i of the Death Valley
Expedition (181J the autior ha\mg taken

part in the expedition during ISHO-Ol He also

prtpirtd a number ot reports including Botany
of 2 al ntnt Ban Alatf a f ISQtt C; imsow Cloi e)

Han Balls ilS%i Ejepeiimenta in Bluelejry
Cultwe f 1010> TIP ignctiltiue I filiation of
JLtrf Laarl (1013)

COVINGTOIT, kfirlngton A city and the
counts seit ot Xentrm Co Ga , 41 miles, ea*t

BoutLei'-t of Atlinti on tie Georgia and the
Central o Geoign. rulroads (Map Georgia
C 2\ The cih lut^ a public hbran, and Emory
College (Alethodifati is, situated 1 mile to the
north Co^ington is in a fertile cotton growing
region and has cotton and oil milk marbli
norks and manufactories of ice and fertilizer

JOSEPH
COVEBSED (kdrerst') SI2ffE See TBIGO

been manj times collected and published and The *ater vorks and electric light plant are
now are accepted as English classics See craned by the municipality Pop, 1SOO, 1823,T

19QO 2QQ2 m^ 2g()7

COVTNQTON A city and the county seat of
Fountain Co Ind 72 milets ivest b\ north 01

Indi \napohb on the Cleveland Cincinnati, Chi

cago and St Louis and the Wabash railroads,
and on the Wabish Ri\er (Map Indiana B 2)

There ib a canning facton, and the city has a

Carnegie libian and municipal water \orks
and electric light plant Pop , 1900, 2213 1910,
2060
COVrKTGTOK

1 A city and one of the county
seats of Kenton Co , K\ ,

at the junction of the
Ohio and Licking mers, opposite Cincinnati,
of which it is practically a suburb (Map Ken
tuckv, F 1 ) It is on the Louisville and Nash
ville and the Chesapeake and Ohio railroads,
and electiic railroads also connect it with the

neighboring to^n" Bridges to Cincinnati and
to Newport, Kv , add to the facilities for com
munication, the great suspension bridge to the

former citv being a noteworthy specimen of

engineering (See Cr\crsXATi 1 Covington oc

cupies an area of about 5* square miles on a
beautiful plain partly surrounded by hills, and
resembles Cincinnati in its general arrangement
The city has many fine lesidences, a public

library, city hall race track, and a Federal

building noteworthy as a specimen of modern
Gothic and among charitable institutions, a

hospital for contagious diseases, Catholic and

COVEETITBE (OF ooierture, Fr comer
ture, covenng, fiorn ML cuoptuia, from Lat

coopenre, to co\er, from co , together -f-

opente, to covei, for optenre, Lith uzh venu,
1 shut) Under the common law the legal con

dition or status of a married woman B-v that

law an unmarried woman whether spinster or

widow, is a-
'

complete juristic person," having
the same standing before the law as a man

Upon marrvmg however, i e , coming under the

protection of a man, her legal position is radi

cally altered, and in mam respects completely

merged in that of her husband This is espe

cially true of her property rights Her goods
and chattels at once become his property He

acquires custody of her claims against others

(choses vn action) and may collect them for his

o-ttn benefit Her land passes under his control,

and he acquires a- joint seisin with her therein

and may take the rents and profits to his

own use during the continuance 01 the marriage
relation On the other hand, he becomes liable

to pay her debts, those contracted before as

well as those contracted after marriage, and

tinder some circumstances he is responsible for

her torts and crimes The modern legislation

which has almost restored to the married woman
her lost personality will be described under the Protestant orphan abvlums, and a home for aged
titles HUSBAND AND WiFB and M.ABBIED WOMAN women Covington is an important centre of

Consult the authorities referred to under these Roman Catholic influence, the cathedral, a type

titles, and also those under COMMON

GOVTELLO, kC'vySnd The clown of old

Italian popular comedy

COVILHJLO, ko*v lyouN
' A twvn of Portu

of flamboyant Gothic being one of the finest

ecclesiastical structures in the State Connected

with this denomination there are also a Benedic-

tine priory, a consent a hospital and foundling

sal in the modern Distrust of Castello Branco asylum, Notre Dame Academy, and La Sallette

(but formerly included m the Province of Academy The facilities for transportation,

Beiral situated on the southeastern slope of both by rail and bv ivater, placing the city in

the Serra da Estrella at an altitude of 2180 feet communication with a wide territory possessing

(Map Portugal, B 2) It is commanded by a valuable natural advantages, have contributed to

castle and is one of the chief centres of cloth the city's commercial importance Its industrial

manufacturing in Portugal Pop , 1890, IT 562, interests are also important, and include esten

19Mi isSj sive pork packing establishments, distilleries,

CXXVILLE, ffBHraBiOK Ynwow (1867- } breweries, steam engine fjwtones, tobacco fee

n American botanist, born at Preston, F Y tones, cotton
factory, wonwork^

and manufao-An American botanist, , ,

He received bis education at Cornell University turcs of vinegar, fanuture, stoves, tmware,

and wS^nsteuctor m botany there from 1887 bncks, tile, potfetf, rope, contractors' machinery,
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metal bigns, automobile trucks, X raj machines, digmt\ and independence of tlie executiv e office,

circus tenth, pianos cordage, etc Covington but hi^ protestb were unheeded, and in June the
' ' - " - '

committee made it- repoit the Republican ma
jontv bupporting the charge and the Democratic

minontv denouncing it The committee how-

ever, -was considered to have bi ought forward

(sufficient evidence to prove Buchanans, favont

has adopted the comnubSion lorm of government
There aie municipal water -works built in 18S7,

furnishing an abundant supply of water drawn
from the Ohio River at a distance of about 13

miles abov e the cit\ C'ovington t> annual budget

appro\imates >Gi>0 000 the main itemb of ex and his. questionable Ubc oi patronage The

pense being *llte 000 foi schools, $111000 for leport wa* printed in a bulkv volume For

interest on debt, ^47,000 foi police department,
a^~ - " ^"'^ 1A r< *" r "e"

$33 0(10 lor the hie department,
k 55 000 for

~'reet expendituies, and tpl 5,000 for public h
!i uv, fuid Settled in lt12 and 1 nd out time
\ears later, Covngton wab chartered is a utv
in IS 34 Pop, 1860, 16471, 1SSO 2 C 720 li*

(

>0,

37,371, 19UO, 42,938, 1910, o3,270, 1920, 57,121
COVnrGTOH" A city and the parish seat of

St Jamminv Parish La 60 miles by rail north

of Xevv Oilean-^, with which it ha^ bteamboat

detente ot Buchanan, consult Curtib, Life of

Buchanan iXew loik Ib83)

COW Sec CATTir DAIBTI>.G

COW'AGE, COWHAGE, or COW1TCH
(irtim Hmd Rananch, Koanch) Short, slender,

bi ttk Inn*. \\lnth grow on the outbide of the

podb of plants ot the genus Ifitcuna, natives of

the tiopHdl paitb of America and Abia The

genus belongs to the tamily Leguminosae and
has a knotted, two valved pod, divided bv tranb

connection on tlie Bogue Faliva River, on the \erbe paititionb The bpecicb, about 25 in num
Xe\> Orletnb Gu it Northern and the Yazoo and bir, are twining pUnts shrubby or herbaceous,

ItaBibSippi Vallev railroadb (Map Louisiana \vithkavesofthreeleafletb That which yields

E 3) It contains St P ml b College St Vhol mo>t of the cow ige brought to market is

astica's Academy a fane public park, and high Mucuna ptnuent, a native of the East Indies,

school There are lumbci turpentine, bottbng, with racemes of fine purple flowers, which have
i disagreeable alhaceoub smell, and pods about
4 inches long Mitcuna urens, the oxeye bean
of the "V\es>t Indies, yields cowage of similar

quality The hairs readilv stick in the skin and
cause intolerable itching Cowage is sometimes
used in medicine acting mechanically in killing
and expelling worm*,, particularlv the species of

Ascatts (qv ) That it does not act on the

inner surface of the intestinal canal is supposed

, ,

and canning interest-, Pop, 1<00, 1205, 1910,

2601
COYHTGTOUr A city and the county seat

of Tipton Co, Term 37 miles northeast of

Memphis, on the Illinois Central Railroad (Map
Tennebsee, A3) It is a shipping point for

cotton and oil, and has flour and saw mills,

cotton and cottonbeed oil mills, cotton comprebs,
etc The water works and electric light plant
are owned by the city Pop , 1900, 2787, 1910,
2990
COVnrGTOM" A town and the county seat

of Alleghany Co, Ta about 50 miles (direct)
northwest of Lvnchburg, on the Chesapeake and

to be owing to the mucous secretion It is

generally administered m syrup or honey Be
fore the pods of cowage plants are ripe, they
are used as a vegetable, like kidney beans, and
are very palatable Muouna utilis, velvet bean,
is Ubuallv considered specifically the same asOhio Railroad, and on the Jackson River (Map

Virginia D 4) It has several manufacturing llucuna piunens but velvet bean pods are with

plants including a large pulp and papei mill, out the stinging hair of the other The velvet

iron furnace, tannery, foundry, ice, extract and bean has lately attracted much attention as a

fertilizer plants, and planing and flouring nulls

The town contains a home for homeless boys and
owns its water works Pop, 1900, 2950, 1910,
4234

CtWODE, JOHV (1808-71) An American

legislator, born in Westmoreland Co, Pa He
worked for several years on a farm, was ap

forage crop It is well adapted to Florida and
the Gulf States, having about the same value

as the better varieties of cowpeas As a greets
manure and mulch crop for orchards, it is highly
considered

COW ANT See HOESB ANT
COWABD, EDWABD FAMES (1862- ) An

American plavw right, born in New York City
and educated at Lyons Collegiate Institute and

prenticed to a blacksmith, and afterward at

tained considerable wealth as a woolen manu
facturer He served for two terms in the at Columbia College During a long period of

Pennsylvania Legislature and was a member of active interest in amateur dramatics he played
Congress, first as an anfa Masonic Whig and more than 150 parts For two years he was
then as a Republican from 1855 to 1863, and

again from 1867 to 1870 In politics he took &

leading part as a supporter of Lincoln and as an

opponent of Johnson, but is chiefly remembered
for his connection as chairman with the special

congressional committee appointed in 1860 to

investigate the charges brought against Presi
dent Buchanan in connection with the passage
of the Lecompton Bill See COVODB INVKSTIGA
T10N
GOVODB nSTVESTIQATION An mvesti

gafcon (1860) by a congressional committee of

dramatic editor and critic of the New York

Evening Sivn, and for more than six years, of

the New York World He also wrote for The

Theatre, adapted The Belle's Stratagem, col

laborated on Tlie Lady from Chicago, and
Around New YorA, tn 80 Mvnvtes (musical
comedies) , and wrote Hearts Are Trumps, a

comedy, and Kvn,g Stephen An Historical

Diama in Seven Tableaux Completed from John
Keats' Fragment (1912)
COWBEKRT See CBANBESBT
COWBIBD A small North American black

five, neaded by Covode of Pennsylvania, into the bird (Molothnts ater), closely related to the red
charge made by two anti Lecompton Democrats
that the administration bad endeavored to per
suade them corruptly to support the Lecompton
Bill (See LEOOMPTON CONSTITUTION )

Presi
dent Buchanan vigorously protested against the

wing, remarkable for its parasitic habits, and
frequenting in small flocks fields where cattle

pasture, often alighting upon them to eat para
sites, or clustering about their feet to snap up
the insects disturbed by their movements, to

appointment of a committee for such a purpose, this habit it owes its names, cow blackbird, cow-
on the ground that it would detract from the pen bird or bunting, buffalo bird, etc This
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common species (see Plate of BLACKBIRDS) is

about 8 inches long the adult male is neh
glossy black with greenish reflections except
the head, which is chocolate bro\\n the female
and young are simply bro\vnibh gra\, paler
beneath The cowbird is found throughout the
Lnited States, from Texas northward noarh to
Hudson Bav In the north it it. migraton but
bouth of the Ohio it is, a permanent resident It

is to be seen in small bandb frequenting neldb
and pabtuieb, where its principal food is vege
table (mamlv seeds of v\eeds), -with msectb

caught upon the ground and about cattle There
are usually several more male* than femaleb in
each band for these birds do not pair and the
antics and spluttering and guttural squeaks
^ith \*hich the males try to attract the females
are most queer and amusing In the autumn
they gather in large flocks and absociate with
other blackbirdb Other species are found in

the southwestern United States, in Mexico and
Central America, and several in various parts
of South America
The patasitism of the con'biids is their most

striking characteristic, their behavior resembling
that of the European cuckoo None, except one,
takes a mate, or makes a nest, or incubates its

eggs Instead of this, when the breeding season

(May and June) is at hand the female ready
to lav an egg quietly leaves the flock and stealth

ily seeks the home of some bird, from which the
mother is temporarily absent, incubation not

having begun There she deposits her egg (see

Colored Plate of EGGS OF AaiERiCA\ SONG
BIBDS), to which, she pays no more attention
It matters not whether the nest she visits has

already its full supply of eggi, or even whether
it already contains one or several eggs of her
own species, she will sometimes throw out eggs
of the owner to make room for her own The

egg of the cowbird usually hatches in less time
than do the eggs of the bird on which it is

imposed, whereupon the rightful eggs may be
abandoned or thrown out, or, if some of them
hatch, the young are speedily starved or

smothered or elbowed out of the nest, while
the foster paients de-vote themselves to the care

of the greedy stranger He regains in the nest

until it is really outgrown, but even after he has

left it he is cared for, for a time, by the birds

that bi ought him up But at last, when well

able to fly, he seeks out others of his own kind,
and the birds that have devoted themselves to

him so assiduoush ha\e nothing to reward their

pains Over 100 species of birds are thus bur
dened with more or less frequencyj but some
will desert the nest rather than incubate the

strange egg, others build a second story on the

nest, leaving the cowbird's egg to perish below,
while they raise their own brood in the super
structure

The egg of the cowbird is a rather blunt oval,

measuring, on the average, 84 by 65 of an

inch, and is white or grayish, profusely speckled
with browns, the general effect of wbioh is in

distinct and pale, it is not easily mistaken for

any other bird's egg of its size Several species

of cowbirds inhabit Central and South America,

and have similar habite, except in one instance,

the bay winged cowbird (Molotftrtw ladius) of

Argentina and Bolivia, -which differs from the

ordinary type in, several ways, among others m
having a low and pleasing song, which it delivers

more or leas all the year around It does not

abandon its eggs to the care of other nurses, but

ig COWELL

forms conjugal ties> and occasionallv makes a

nest of itb own more orten however it seizes

upon the ne-ti ot ot ier birds* and in their de

spoiled property lavs its eggs and rears, its own
vouner ^ circumst xntial hi&ton of this inter

eating group and ? diMUs^ion ot bird parasitism
mav le found m S later and Hud&on Aigentinc
Ornithology (London I&S8-SOI largeh re

pnnttd in Bendirt m The Ccmbird^ ' m Rr

put of the \ntional Muslim jot 1^3 (illuiu-

trat*d \\a"hmgton 1S05I

CO'W'BOYS 1 The name applied during the
Revolution in "\\ar to robbers, Ubuallv of cattle

and sometimes of other proptrtv Ttho infesttd

the roadh east of the Hudson River between the

British and ^mtncan lines, Thev professed to

be Tories i. similar band professing to b*.

Whigs, called Skinners plundered wayfarers
at the same period and in the same placet ^et,

Cooper'b romance The tfpy
2 The name given to the mounted herd&men

hired by the own? rb of cattle m the United States
to look after their stock In the great herding
districts of the TUst ^here cattle roam over
vast are^s without fences or roads and with
only scattered ard irusular places for water and
shelter the cowboys occupy an important place
It is their bu&ine&s lo keep the cattle together, to

guide thtm to pasture, to present their being
mixed with other drove b, to protect them from
Indian and other thiev es to brand them at the

proper seasons, and to dine them to the shipping
point when thev are bei f

COW CEEEK INTDIAKS An Athapaskan
tribe in Oregon and also a division of the

Seminoles in Florida

COWDRAY, OP MIDHTKST, WEETMAIT DICK
rrso\ PEARSON, BABOV (lts5t)-lP27) A British

capitalist He became president of the con

tricting firm of fe> Peaison and Son, Ltd, and
in this connection he bupenntended the construe

tion of the Dcmr Harbor Works, the tunnels

under the Last Rntvr 2sew "iork, and the Black

wall Tunnd London In 1894 he was made a
baronet and in I'llO a baron He was a mem
her of the Hoube of Commons for Co-khester

from 1803 to 1010, when he took his seat in the

House of Lords and also became high steward

for Colche&ter The Pearson syndicate acquired
evtenbive oil concebsions in Ecuador and in

Mexico Its intercuts in the latter countrv,
xvhich were obtained from the Porfirio Diaz

government covered an area of more than 500,

000 acres and represented a capitalization of

$30,000,000 (Mexican currency $25,000,000

American) It is considered by manj that the

rival giant oil interests of Mexico, the Pearson

syndicate and the Standard Oil Company repre
sented by the Waterb-Pierce Oil Company, had an

important if not a leading part in the revolu

tions of that country It is known that Fran
Cisco Madero, the leader of the successful re-

volt (1913) against the Diaz regime, -was favor

able to the interests of the Standard Oil Com
pany, and, although Lord Cowdraj denied the

charge, it vias abberted that the Pearson in

terebts aided Euerta and Felix Diaz m the

counter revolution against Madero In Novem
ber, 1913, Lord Cowdrav formally requested the

United States government to protect his oil

properties in Mexico See MEXICO, History

COWELL> EDWABD BZLBS (1826-1903) An
English Sanskrit scholar Born at Ipswich, he
was educated at Oxford He went to Calcutta

zn 1856, where he was professor of history itt
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the Presidency College and later (1858) prmci
pd 01 the Sanbkrit College He left India in

I&b4 and in 1S67 he wab made profe&aor of

Sanskrit in fit Unnereifc of Cambridge His
contnbut ons to advancing the knowledge of

India were made not onh through Ins wntngb,
out al-o thruagli the inspiration he ga\e to Ms
pupils, whobe numbers v en. large Hit> associa

tion With Fdward Fit^Gtrald of Omar Kha-vsam
lame i ot mterot in English literan histoiv

Among Cera til's mon important vorkt. ma% be

mentioned Ihe PtaJrit Grammar of tataruci

(1S54 2d td, Ibosi The Black 1 ajiu T eda,
bookb i u edited in colhbordtion with Roer

Ub58-64) the Kuwmunjah (1804) The Hindu
Laic 1 1871 1 The Hindu Digett (1873) The

Aphonsms of Nnndi 1 '
la (1878), The Sana

daaana SanqinJm ti inslited conjomth with

Gough (1882) , Thr Hat 90 Canta of Bana Bhatta

(1897), and Tke Buddha Canta of A&iaghosa,
in Sanskrit and English (1802-94) At the

time of his dtath he -was editing the transla

tions of The HtaJa, or, Stones of the Bud
dhas Formet Butln (7 \ols 1805-1013), of

which the &i\th -volume published in 1907, was
translated by him in conjunction -with Rouse
His Life a}tl Ifttus were edited b\ George
Cow (11 his kinsman (CKtord 1904)

COWER, kou'en Sat PEEDEBIC HYMEN (1852-
1 An English mubieiaii born at Kingston,

Jamaica Hib parents took him to London
when tour Vf-ars old, and he became a pupil of

Benedict ind Gosb in that ut\ In 186o he

went to Lapzig where he studied under Haupt
nunn, IToiuclieles, Remecke Richter, and Pliidy
In 1S82 lie became director of the Edinburgh
Academy of Music, and m 1SS7 succeeded Sir

Arthur Sulli\an as conductor of the London
Philharmonic He was musical director of the
Melbourne Centennial Evhibition (1888-89),
and m 1806 was choaen conductor of the Liver

pool Philharmonic and of the Manchester Con
certb In 1000-10 he wa& conductor of the
Scottish Orchestra at Glasgow In 1903, 1006,
1900 and 1912 he dnected the Cr\btal Palace
Handel festivals He was knighted in 1911
His compositions include the operas Pauhne
(1876), Thotann (1890), Signa (1803), and
Harold, ot the \orman Conquest (1895), A
Phantaiy of Life and Love (1901) , Coronation
Ode (1902) Indian Rhapsody (1003), four

oratorios, The Deluge (1878),tff Urusla (1881),
Siith (1887), The TeiZ (1910), and a num
her of cantatas, including The Corsair (1878)
and John Gilpm (1904), six symphonies, four

overtures, three suites for orchestra, a piano
concerto, a string quartet, a trio, and over
300 songs He published his memons under
the title Ify Art and my Fnends (London,

COWES, kouz A seaport and watering place
on the north coast of the Isle of Wight 12
miles southeast of Southampton (Map Eng-
land, E 6) It consists of East and West
Cowes, lying on opposite sides of the Medina
West Cowes is the headquarters of the Royal
Yacht Squadron, located since 1856 in an old
castle once used as a fort Over 2000 of the

pick of English sailors are employed as crews
of tiie numerous vachts of the members Sev
eral regattas are held annually, the one held
in the month of August attracting crowds of

visitors Near East Cowes are several fine

countryseats, Whippingham Church, East Cowes
Castle, and Osborne House, the former royal

oo COWLES

seabide retidence ot Queen Victona, now, with

its ground^ a public memorial and park, do-

nated to tiie nation bi Edward VII Cowes
is famoub for tt> \achtbuildmg tards and

engineering works, and has a considerable trade

a& the port or the island Pop 1901, 11,834,
111 14204
COWTISH (bo named from the shape of its

head) 1 A tiunkhsh (Lactophrys trwsornis)

of the tropical Atlantic, \arieolored in bright

huei, and also railed cuckold" (See Cow
PnoT and Phte of PLECTOGNATH FISHES ) 2

A grampus (q\ ) 3 A cow shark (qv )

COW/
CrATE, THE A well known street in

the Old lown Edinburgh It was once a, fash

lonable place of residence, but is now given over

to the poortr classes

COWHAGE See COWAQE
COWHEEM" The local name in eastern

Canida of the long tailed dmJL, or old squaw
(qi )

Hatelda or Clangula, hyemalts)
COWICHAN See SAUSHA>I STOCK

COWIE, kou'i, FREDERICK WILLIAM (1863-
) A Canadian ci\ il engineer He was born

in Haldimand Co, Ontario, and graduated at

McCill Univer^itv in 1886 For three years
(until 1889) he was a m<mber of the engineer

ing stiff or the Montreal Harbor Commission,

organized to increase the capacity of Montreal
as a great shipping port and in 1907 he was

appointed chief bupermtendmg engineer of this

commission Meanwhile, in 1889-97, he had
been chief assibtant engineer of the Department
of Public Works Ottawa, and in charge of the

St Lawrence channel between Quebec and Mon
treal, chief superintending engineer of the

channel from 1897 to 1907, and in 1892-97

engaged in making surve\s and reports on most
of the haibors of the Great Lakes When a

Royal Commission was appointed in 1903 to

inquire into the St Lawrence route and winter

na\igation, Cowie became ita consulting engi
neer He invented a contrivance for facilitating
the loading and discharging of ships cargoes,
and he published Repot t on Bntish and Con
tvnental Poits, urth a Tiew to the Develop
ment of the Port of Montreal and Canadian

Tran<tportation, with G W Stephens (1908),
Winter "\angation (1008), designed to show
that the Hudson Bav route is not practicable,
and ~\aitgation on the 8t Lawrence R^ler

(1910)
COW-TTCH See COWAGE
COWL (AS oale, cuhle, cugle, Icel JUj/Z, OHG

cugelil, Ger Kugel, Logel, OF coule, It ouculla,
racolla, from Lat cucullus, cap ) A hood, vary
ing in length in different ages, generally at-

tached to a loose cloak and worn on the head
It was common m ] ngland in the Middle Ages,
but hag come to be used chieflv by monks or
members of some religious oidcr, such as the
Benedictines and Franciscanb See COSTUME,
ECCLESIASTICAL

COWLES, kolz, HENBY CHANDLEB (1869-
) An American botanist, born at Kensing

ton, Conn He was educated at Oberhn College
and at the University of Chicago, and in 1894-
95 was professoi of natural sciences at Gates
College (Neb ) and a special field assistant of the
United States Geological Survey At the Urn
\ersity of Chicago he was instructor m botany
in 1002-07, assistant professor m 1907-11, and
in 1911 became associate professor He con
tributed to th first edition of the NEW INTER
tfvnoNAL ENOYOLOP^DIA His publications m
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elude Vegetation of Sand Dunes of Lake Jfichi
gan (1899), Text Bool of Plant Ecology
1911

, Plant Societies or Chicago and T unnity
(1913)

COWLES, kolz, WILLIAM: LrMA\ (1856-
) An American scholar and educ-tor, born

at Belchertwin, Mast, He graduated at Amherst
College in 1878 TV as instructor in Latin tlere
from 1880 to 1883, studied at the um\ er&ities
of Berlin, Gottmgen, and Leipzig m 1883-84,
and became associate prottssor 01 Latin at Am
her*,t in 1884 In 1804 he \\ab appointed a
professor From 1886 to 1804 he was lecturtr
in Latin literature at Smith College, wneie he
u as also acting professor ot Latin in 1SOO-1900
In the study of classical archaologv he
traveled extensively throughout the Itihan
peninsula Hit, publications include, besides aiti
cles for periodicals, an annotated edition of the
Adelpha of leience (1896), Selections pom
Catullus (1900) and Selections fiom Ennius,
Catullus Tibullus and Propei tius, irith Parallel

Postages pom Hot ace, Olid, and Maitial
(1909)

COWLES, kub, WILLIAM SHEFFIELD (1846-
1923 ) An American nav al officer born at Farm
ington, Conn After graduating from the 1mted
States Na\al Academy m 1867, he was promoted
through the \anous grades to be captain in
1902 and iear admiral in 1908 Besides ser*

mg at the Mediterranean, North Atlantic, Pa
cific, and Asiatic stations he was on dut\ at the
Ibthrnub of Panama in 1884 to guird the prop
erty of American citizens He was naval at
tache at London in 1893-97, assistant to the
Bureau of Navigation and aid to the President
in 1899, commanded the Missouri in 1903-05,
and became chief of the Bureau of Equipment
and a member of the Board of Construction in

1006 He was in Mexican waters on the cruiser

Pittsbttigh in 1913-14, looking after American
interests during the Mexican troubles

COWLET, kouli, ABRAHAM (1618-87) An
English poet and essayist He was born in Lon
don and was educated at Westminster School

and Trinity College Cambridge According to

his own statement, he received his poetical in

spiration from Spenser's Faerie Queene, a copy
of which lay in his mother's parlor A \olnme
of poems, entitled Poetical Blossoms, was pub
hshed by him at the age of 15, and one of the

pieces contained therein was written when he

was only 10 years old At Cambridge he ob

tamed distinction for the elegance of his trans

lations, and while there he composed the greater

part of the Dawdeis an epic in four books on
the life of David a work which he never com

pleted He was attached to the court party,

and, in consequence, was ejected from his col

lege in 1643, after he had taken his degree of

MA In 1648 he followed the Queen to Pans,
where he remained 10 years, and on his return

to England, being under suspicion, he was seized

and bound in heavy securities for his future

behavior In the same year (1656) he pub
hshed an impoitant collection of his poems, in

eluding his. elegies on Harvey and Craahaw,,

Pindaric odes, Jhe Mistress, and the Dander
He now studied medicine, receiving his degree
the following year After the Restoration he

obtained a lease of the Queen's Lands at Chert

sey in Surrey, whither he retired in 1665 He
was buned in Westminster Abbey, near Chaucer

and Spenser Cowley belongs to what Dr John

son called tie
'

metaplrvwcaF school of poets

>x COW PABSNTP

He abounds in &uatli t e=> ot tiiou^ut ind ei.pres
won, enjov ed in uiis o v n <uv but long since
out ot tashion To us, his lanuiul love poems,
displacing no emotion, btem ven strange Ot
his longer poems tne elepes uted aoove are
tne kbt His mjtat natural verte is raftered
tnroujh ms e^-a t>, w n n are graceful and beau
t tul Convenient modern eainuob are Com
Site Wotl led Gro&art, London 1S&0-S1 1

Pofaii (ed A P WaLer Cimbndge 1903/
E^ai/s, Pin it, etc (ed A R Waller, ib

,
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John-Man^ Lit* A of ///" Pt>*ts mav be conuulted

COWLET, ABTHUB Es>Esr (1861- )

An Lnghbii Heo^ivt scholar Ht nas educated
at St PiulS Sciioal ind at Tnnitv College,
0\foid He T\a- as>ai=tint master at Sherborne
School in 1SS3-SO Lecime xellow 01 ila^dalen
College and in 10QO sublibrarian of the Bod
leiin Librir\ He \uute lor reviews and rei

erence \vorks on Hebrew language and literature
and cognate topus and published The Oi 4mal
Helieir of a Pottion or Eicl&ia9tirus (1897
xuth Xeuoiucr) an English version of Gese
nuib' Helieu Giamiaai (IS^S 2d ed , 1910),
Aiamaic Papt/n (1906 *iith Sitce) the second
^olunle (1906) of a Catalogue of Selific Hbtf
in the BndJeian Libta)^ TJie f\amcfitan Lit

uiqu (1100)

COWLET, EA\ViH (1743-1809) An Eng-
lish poet and plvnvnqht ^lie was born at

Tuerton, Dc\on)shire \fhere her father, Philip
Parkhouse was i bookseller It wa> not until

sever xl Tears afttr her marriage to Cowley, a

captain in the East Indian senice that she

began to -write pla^s Her first production, The
Rttnataijs, she wrote m les thin a fortnight
It \vis presented bv Garnek at the Drurv Lane
in 1776, and TVIS instantly successful Her
other comedies include the following played at

Drurv Lane TFftos the Ditpe* (1770) and at

Cavent Garden The Belles Rt>atagem, which
is still popular (1780 pub, 3782), Which Is
the Xan '

\ 1782 ) Xorf Wajs than One (1783) ,

and 1 Bold Stroke for a Husband (1783)

COWLET, HEXET RICHABD CHABLES WEHES-
LET, first EABL (1804-84) An English diplo-

matist, nephew of the Duke of Wellington and
of Marquis Welleslev He was an attache at

"Vienna m 1824 and -was promoted to be Secre

tarv to the Legation at Stuttgart and to the

Embassy at Constantinople He became ilin

ister Plenipotentnn to Switzerland (1848)
and to the Germanic Confederation (1851), and
in 1852 succeeded the Marquis of Xormanbv as

Ambassador at Pans, and he held the appoint

ment, \vhether his party wa.s in or out o! office,

through a particularly trying period, till 1867,
when ne resigned With the Earl of Clarendon

he represented Great Britain at the Paris Con

gress of 18 .16 He was created Viscount Dan-

gan and Earl Cowley in 1857

COWLITZ See SALISHAX STOCK
COW PABSNXP (Heracleum) A genus of

plants of the family Umbelhferse One species,

fferadeum spondyhum, is a native of Great

Britain, the common cow parsnip, or hog weed,
called Lwih in Scotland, a common and ;rank

weed, vnth coarsely hairy leaves, and stem

about 3 to 5 feet high It is gathered in some

parts of England for fattening hogs and is said

to afford wholesome food for cattle. Some
Siberian species are much larger and have been

recommended for cultivation on account of the

great quantity of herbage which they yield very

early in the season, particularly IforocZewn
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, which sometimes attains a height oi

10 feet, and whobe root leaves are 3 to 5 feet

long Eeiacleum lanatum a tall stout, woolv

perennial vn.Ha. grooved stems and large com

pound leaves, is known as cow parsnip in the

United States and Canada, being quite widely

distributed In Alaska the leafstalks are peeled
and eaten It is there sometimes called wild

celery
" The stalks when drying e\ude a sweet

substance, and they are said to be fermented

and a liquor distilled irom them in Siberia

COWPEA. (T iqna sinentis) A leguminous

plant closely related to the asparagus bean

(T sesquipedalis] ind the catjang (T cat

jang] the other cultivated hpecieu of the genus
All readilv hvbridoze, and intermediate lorms

exist The cowpea, bv lar the most important
of the group -was cultivated in prehistoric times

in India, China, and the Malayan region, and

was known in southern Europe at the beginning
of the Christian era It is, now widely distrib

uted in the torrid and temperate zones It was
introduced into the United States early in the

eighteenth century At present it is a very com
mon forage crop in the South, and is also grown
to some extent in the Northern Stateb The
tendency oi the cowpea to vary in habit of

growth, color of leaf, stem, and pod, and in

the shape and color of the seed, gives rise to

numerous varieties These include prostrate,

procumbent bushy, and tall and erect forms

(For illustration, see Plate of LEGUMES )
In

addition to being a very important forage plant,
it ifa especially valuable as a soil renovator,

haying the power of gathering the free nitrogen
of the air in common, with the clover (qy )

Consult United States Department of Agncul
ture, Fanners' Bulletin 318, and Bweau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin 2'fl

Food and Feeding Value The green fodder

has the following average percentage compo-
sition water, 83 6, protein, 24, fat, 04, nitro-

gen free extract, 71, crude fibre, 48, and ash,
1 7 , the cowpea hay the following water, 10 7 ,

protein, 166, fat, 2 9 nitrogen free extract,

422, crude fibre, 20 1, and ash, 75 The silage
resembles the green crop in composition, eon

taming some 80 per cent of water, 3 per cent

of protein, and 8 per cent of nitrogen free ex

tract, in addition to small amounts of the other

constituents Young pigs thrive on the cowpea
forage and well filled pods, and it is a custom
to turn them into the fields planted for green
manuring about the time the first pods are

ripening An acre will pasture 15 or 20 pigs
for several weeks The manure more than com
pensates for the vines eaten Turkeys and
chickens eat the npe peas and do well on them
Cattle, sheep, and horses are sometimes pas
tured on cowpea, but the safest and most eco

nomical method is to cut or pull the vines and
feed them partially wilted Cattle and sheep
are liable to bloat if they are allowed to eat
too ravenously of cowpea- vines, as is the case

with other succulent crops Cowpea hay com
pares favorably with other leguminous havft

m digestibility, 59 per cent of the total dry
matter, 65 per cent of the protein, 71 per cent
of the nitrogen free extract, and 42 per cent of

the crude fibre being digested on an average
Like other leguminous seeds, the cowpea seed

is rich in protein It contains on an average
water, 148, protein, 208, fat, 14, nitrogen
free extract, 557 crude fibre, 41, and ash,
32 per cent Cowpeas, whole or ground, are

02 COWPEB

sometimes fed to farm animals, but it is usual

to harvest only enough for seed

As a food for man, some varieties of cowpeas
are much relished The shelled peas are cooked

in the same way ass shell beans or garden peas
The whole pod when \oung is also eaten like

string beans For \nnter use the dry cowpeas
are cooked like other dry beant and have a very

agreeable flavor In composition and digesti

bility cowpeas closely resemble navy beans and
are an important loodstufF The plant is in

jured by a weevil (B)ucJiis ckinensis), to be

recognued by two elevated, ivoryhke lobes on
the thorax and by the September brood of the

bollworm (qv )

COWPEW A town in Northumberland,
England, on the south shore of the Blyth Estu

ary, 6% miles ea&t southeast of ilorpeth The
town owns its markets and water works Its

industries are coal Tinning, glass manufacture
and shipbuilding Pop, 1801, 13000, 1901,
17879 1911 21,295
COWPENS A town m Spartanburg Co,

S C (pop, 1909, 1101), noted chiefly for the
battle -which took place there on Jan 17,

1781, between 1100 British under Colonel Tarle
ton and about 1000 Americans under General

Morgan This engagement sometimes called the

"Benmngton of the South," for its decisiveness,
was won for the Amencanb, partly by the rash
ness of the impetuous Tarleton, but especially

by the daring position assumed by the American
commander and the tactical skill he displayed
in defending it Losses British 800 killed,

wounded, and captured, American, 12 killed, 60
wounded

COWPEB,, koo'per or kou'pSr, FRANCIS
THOMAS DB GBET, EABT, (1834-1905) An Eng
hsh statesman He was educated at Christ

Church, Oxford, and succeeded to the hereditary
title in 1856 His grandmother's death (1869)
and his mother's (1880) greatly enlarged his es
tates He was a Liberal in politics and would
have entered Parliament as a career, had he
not so early succeeded his father He was Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, with W E Forster as
Chief Secretary, from 1880 to 1882, when he
was succeeded by Lord Spencer, and proved an
able administrator during the critical period
of the Land League He opposed Gladstone's
Home Rule policy He was one of the founders
of the Unionist party and presided as chairman
at the so called "Opera House Meeting" to op
pose the first Home Rule Bill Upon the in
stallation of Lord Salisbury he was appointed
chairman of the commission in the Irish Land
Act of October, 1881 He was also a member
of the Gresham University Commission of 1892

CO'W^EB, FBANK CADOGAK (1877- )

An English genre and historical painter He
was born at Wicken (Northamptonshire) and
studied at St John's Wood School, the Royal
Academy, and under Abbey and Sargent He
began ae a portrait painter, then turned to

imaginative genre m the English Pre Raphael
ite style, which qmokly brought him into promi
nence Among the best known of his paintings
are "The Churchyard Scene from Hamlet"
(1902, National Gallery, Brisbane), "St Agnesm Prison" (1904, National Gallery, London) ,

'The Devil and the Nuns" (1907), "Venetian
Ladies Listening to the Serenade" (1909) His
water colors, which are usually illustrations of

faory tales and fanciful stones,, are brilliant

in color and charming in conception Good ex-



amples are "Molly, Duchess of Nona" (1905) ,

"Patient Gnuelda' (1807) 'Rapunzel Sings
from the To\vu" (1908) In 1910-12 he

painted, m a cleverly archaic sfole, a senes of
mural decorations in the east corridor of the
London Houses of Parliament He was elected
absoeiate of the Ro^al Academy and a member
of the T\ater Color Society

COWPER, WILLIAM, EABL (c 1664-1723)
An. English judge, the first Loid Chancellor of
Great Butiin He -was called to tne bar in

1688, joined the Prince of Orange as soon as
he landed, and was made Kings Counsel in
1604 In the following year he entered Parha
ment, where he became kno'wn aa an excellent

debater, and vas made Loid Keeper of the
Great Seal In 1706 he -was* one of the commis
sioners to negotiate the union of Scotland \vith

England and was made a peer In 1707 he
wai> made Loid Chancellor, in 1716 Lord High
Steward, and in 1718 became an earl He was
a great orator, but neither a logical nor well
trained lawyer Consult his Pniate Diaty, ed
ited (1833) by Hartley, cohering 1705-14, and
Lady Cowpers Diaty for the next two years,
edited (I8b4) by Spencer Cowper
COWPER, WILLIAM (1666-1709) An Eng

hsh surgeon, born at Petei afield m Sussex He
Tvas made a barber sm&eon m 1691 and became
kno-nn not only as a skillful piactitioner, but
also as a thorough anatomist and pathologist
Among his permanent contributions to anatom
ical science the discoveiy of the now so called

Cooper's glands (qy ) will presene his name
In 1696 he was made a fellow of the Royal So

ciety His published works include the follow

ing Mi/otomia Refotmata (1694, 2d ed, ley

by Jurm, Pemberton and Tannei, 1724) The
Anatomy of Human Bodus (1698, 2d ed, 1737),
the bert English -work oa anatomy up to that
date CHandularum Quarmdam, nuper Detec
tarum Ductuumque ear<trn, Excretionum De
scnptio cum, Figuns (1702)

COWPER, ko^pgr or kou'per, WILLIAM (1731-
1800) An English poet, son of John Cowper,
DD Ho TV as born at his fathers rectory at

Great Berkhampstead, Hertfordshire Losing
his mother when he was only six years old, Cow
per, who was naturally a delicate and sensitive

child, became, as a boy, yery deeply melancholy
and depressed Just after his mother's death,

he was placed in the school of a Dr Pitman,
in Market Street, Hertfordshire Removed be

cause of cruel treatment by another boy, he was

sent, at the age of 10, to Westminster School

The period he spent here was very miserable

and laid the foundation of that settled gloom
which oppressed him till death It is to the

remembrance of these wretched days that we
are indebted for the fierce invective that burns

in the Tvrowwum, or a, Review of Schools

(1784) Shortly after leaving Westminster

Cowper was articled to a Mr Chapman, an

attorney in London Upon leaving Chapman's
office he entered the Middle Temple In 1754

he was called to the bar, but never practiced

His father died in 1756 and left him a small

patrimony In 1759 he removed to the Inner

Temple, but his hatred of the law was so great
that he seldom opened a hook that bore on his

profession Yet he was industrious enough,
he scribbled poetry, read Homer, and, in con

junction with his brother, translated some of

the books of Voltaire's Ben/node In 1763 his

cousin Major Cowper offered him the office of
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clerk of the journals of the House ot Lords,
which he accepted, but having to undeigo an
examination at the bar of the Eou^e he was
seized -with nen outness and could not appear
He e\en attempted suicide, but fortunately
failed for \*ant of courage In December 1763,
he was removed to the prn xte asylum of Dr
Cotton at St Albany a puy to tfle deepest re
morse Alter his, remoxal from St Albaas
(1765) he went to rebide in the town of Him
tmgdon Here he met Mrs Unwin the iLuv
of his poems an acquaintance which npened
into the deepest friendship and continued till

death After a few months in lodging^ he re

sided with the Unpins and enjoyed much tran

quil happiness under tnat religious root Soon
after the death of Mr L>n\\in (1767) lira Un
win and Cowper removed to Olney in Burking
hamshire Here Cowper's malady returned At
this time he \vas engaged to marry Sirs Unwin
She carefully tended him through hit. long and
slow reco\ery HL found amusement in garden
ing, writing playful poems and in building the
famous summer hout,e Mrs Unwin alo su

gested, as a subject suited to his geniub, The

Piogiess of Enoi During the winter of 1780-
81 he wrote fruth, Talle lall. The Piogieis
of Ertor, and Expostulation, published in 1732
In 17S1 Cowper nude the acquaintance of Ladv
Austen, -who suggested to him The Tail., urged
him to translate Homer, and what the world
is perhaps still more graterul for she related
to him the history of John G-ilpm The Task
was begun in the summer of 1783 and published
in 1785 Its success was great, and Cowper
began to be con&idered the first poet of his day
In 1784 he began the translation of Homer,
which appeared in 1791 It was recened with

great applause Though Cowper wrote after

this the beautiful and tender poem To Mary,
his powers rapidly declined He died at East

Dereham, Norfolk The centenary of his death
was appropriately observed at Olnev Cowper s

poetry is eminently healthy, natural, and un
affected He and Burns brought back nature

to English poetry Besides being a poet he

was perhaps the most delightful letter writer

in the English language Xothing can surpass
the charm of his epistles full of humor, gentle
sarcasm, anecdote, acute remark, and a fender

shadow of melancholy thrown over and toning
down the whole See Southev, Life and Letters,

etc (15 vols, London, 1834-37, and reprinted
in Bohn Libiary) Poems of William Cowpet
(1905, ed J C Bailey), the Globe Edition of

Poetical Work 1

), ed Benham (London 1870)

the Aldme Edition, by Bruce (ib, 1896), The

Unpublished and Uncollected Poems, ed Wnght
(ib, 1900) Correspondence id (New York

1904) , J Neave A Concordance to the Poetic

Worte of William Coiryer (1887), S A Brooke,

Theology \n the English, Poets (New York

1910) , and the lives by Smith (London, 1880)

and by Wnght (ib, 1802)
COWPER'S GLAITDS (discovered by the

English anatomist William Cowper) Two
small yellow glands, which, are situated beneath

the anterior portion of the membranous urethra

m the male The glands are of the racemose

variety (see GLAKDS), each one being made up
of a number of small lobes, which are again sub

divided into lobules The acini are lined with

columnar epithelium The gland secretes mu
cus, which is earned by a small duct, nearly
an inch m length, to the posterior part of the
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bulbous urethra These glands dimmish in

size as age advances The vulvovagmal glands,
or glands of Bartholm of the lemale, are the

analogies 01 Coopers glands
COW-PILOT A small fish (Pomacentrus

saxatilis), so called in Bermuda because it is

believed ahvajs to accompany the cowfish (Os
ttacum) It is one of the demoiselles and is

albo called mojarra
'

COWPLA3TT See GYit>T3iA
COWPOX T at wla laccina, or "cowpox," as

it lit more commonly kno^n, is a contagious
dibeise of cattle characterized bv an elevation

of temperature, a shrinkage in milk production,
and characteristic puutular eruptions, ebpeeially

upon the teats and udders of dairy cows The

dibeasse, which is benign in its courte, is quite
common in the Lnited States, ebpecially in the

Eastern States The cowpoi virus,, which ap

pears to be ultramicrobcopic, is usually trans

nutted from one animal to -mother by the liands

of milkers bv calves, or by direct contact In

about a week after a cow becomes infected small

pimples appear on the skin, which at first con

tain a waterv fluid and later turn to pus After

the pustule is broken a thick dark scab forms,

which later comes off, leaving a small pock
mark
Cowpox can be transmitted to man by direct

inoculation as by sores on the hands, the fluid

from the pustules being used to vaccinate per
sons against smallpox
Treatment consists in the application of soft

ening and disinfecting agents, such as carbolized

vaseline and zinc otide ointment In moie per
sistent cabes a milking tube may be used in

order to prevent opening of the pustules during

milking
Milk from affected cows should not he used

for food, since it may become contaminated

from the pustules and ulcers on the teats and
in the sinuses of the udder, and produce in

fection by the alimentary canal of young chil-

dren if it is consumed in a raw state

Consult Hutyra and Marek, Pathology and

Therapeutics of Diseases of Domestic Am
mats, vol i, and E W Hoare, A System of

Veterinary Medicine, vol i See also VACCTNA
TION, SMALLPOX
COWHY (Hind kauri, Beng Ian, from Skt

lapardikH, shell) A gastropod mollusk of the

family Cyprseidse, whose shells are shaped some
what like coffee beans, richly enameled and often

beautifully marked They are most abundant
and attain their largest size in the seas of warm

The animal M shown in the attitude ot creeping (towards
the left) Toe mantle is however withdrawnnmnrhat
reveabnc the normally clothed and protected shell The
riiori mphona and long tentacles appear the lt bearing
the eyes one of which appears as a black dot

climates The money cowry (Oyprata moneta)
has long been in general use as a substitute for
com in many parts of Asia and Africa It is

yellow or white, about an inch long and nearly

as broad, is found on the Indian coasts, and
in particular abundance on thobe of the Maldive

Islands, and has been one of their principal

exportb In Bengal 3200 cowries -were reckoned

(in 1900) equal to a rupee so that a cowry
was then about equal in value to 7jfo of a cent

Yet cowries to the value 01 200,000 rupees are

said to have been at one time imported annually
into Bengal Many tons of cowries are an

nually used in trade with west central Africa,

but their circulation ib fabt disappearing Con
suit Stearnt, Ethno conchologv A Study of

Primitive Money," in Smithsonian Repot ts for

1897, part n (Washington, 1889) See SHELL
MONET also Colored Plate of MAKING GAS
TBOFODS isith the article GASTROPODA
COW SHARK A large shark of the tropical

family Eexanchidse See Plate of LAMPBEYS
AND DOGFISH
COWSLIP (AS cuslyppe, ousloppe, from cu,

cow + slyppe, sloppe, uloppy droppings, from

slupan, to dissolve, Eng slop, alluding to the

pastures where it is Ubually found, according
to a euphemistic popular etvmology coio's lip)

(Primula officinalis or Pnmula vulgans) A
common native of pastures in Europe, a deli-

cate and modest little flower, a universal fa

vorite, both for its beauty and its fragrance
(For illustration, see Plate of CBANBKBBY, ETC )

The flowers have sedative properties and are

sometimes used as an anodyne and antispaa
modic They are fermented with sugar to make

cowslip wine, an agreeable and favorite soporific
domestic medicine The name "American cow

slip," or 'shooting star," is given to Dodecatheort

meadia, a perennial plant, albO of the family
Priraulaeeae, a native of North America, with
a stalk about 8 inches high, bearing an umbel
of gracefully pendant lilac, rose color, or white

flowers, the petals reflexed over the calyt, the
stamens and pistil long, and the anthers of a

golden color It is very ornamental in the
flower border, resembling a cyclamen There
are a dozen or more additional species and
numerous varieties in the United States See
PBIMULA
COWTKEE See GALACTODENDBON

COX, DAVID ( 1783-1859 ) An English painter
in water colors and oils, the greatest English
water eolonst He was born at Deritend, near

Birmingham, April 29, 1783, the son of a black

smith He studied drawing under Joseph Bar
her of Birmingham, and water color under John

Yarley in London He was at first a scene

painter in theatres, and for a long tune sup
ported himself by teaching drawing and selling
water color sketches, until at length there came

patronage sufficient for his moderate desires

In 1805 he traveled in Wales the scenery of

which from this time became the favorite sub

ject of his paintings In 1813 he was made a
member of the Society of Painters and Water
Colorists, and in 1814 he published his Treatise
on Landscape Painting and Effect in Water
Colors He did not begin the study of oil paint
mg until his fifty sixth year, under Muller in

London, but he attained great proficiency In

deed, there is some reason to believe that had
he practiced it from the beginning he might
have equaled Constable In 1841 he retired

to Harbourne, near Birmingham, where he re

sided until his death on June 7, 1850 Although
his true greatness was never recognized during
his lifetime, Cox is certainly the most impor
tant of the successors of Constable His work



is bold and aimu at a general effect, disregarding
small and conflicting details His color's are
thobe of nature, puie fiesh, and rich, and ho
handles light with conuummite skill His tieat
ment of atmosphere and atmospheric mood is

of the highest order Hi& small pioductions
are usually better than the laiger He is the

gieat painter of ^eHi scener\, of wl'ith he
was particularly fond The British Museum
and the South Kensington Museum possess, some
of his \\ater colors and drivings, but the best
of his work is in the Birmingham Art Gallery
and in prnate possession Se\eril general e\
hibitions or his \\ork haie bten held, the best
of Tthich Tias that or ilmchet>ter in 1SS7
Amonsr his best uatcr colas arc the 'Hay
Field" (1843), 'Bolton AbbeV (1847), and the
"Welsh Funeial' (1850), among his oils, the
"A ale of ClttTd" and Peace and War ' His
son DAVID Cot, the vomger (1809-85), was
also a \\atercoloiibt of rtpute, but not of the
bame ability as hit, father Conbult Hall, Biog
taphy of Dawd Cux (London, 18S1) Solly,
Memon of Dand Cox (ib, 1873) Baldry, in

Masters of Enghtfi Landscape Painting, ed by
Charles Holmes (Xe\v York, 1003)

COX, GEOBGE AiBniTrs (1S40-1914) A
Canadian capitalist and financiei He was born
at Colbome, Ontario, and wab educated at the
Oolboine grammar school In eaily life he
became an employee of the Montreal Telegraph
Company, but removed to Peterboro in 1858,
^here he entered municipal life and Ined for

thirty T, ears He was ma>or during seien terms
He engaged in man\ and \arioub business enter

prises \\ith much success and rapidly amasbed
a considerable fortune, ^vhich -nab gieatly in

created alter his remo\al to Toronto in 1888
In 1880-1%7 he ^as president 01 the Canadian
Bank of Commerce He \\as also president of

the Canada Life Assurance Company, and either

president of, or a prominent director in, a

large number of financial, manufacturing, and
industrial concerrs In 1872 he was an un
successful Liberal candidate for the Ontario

Legislature and in 1887 he TV as again an un-

successful Liberal candidate for the House of

Commons In 1898 be was appointed to the

Senate

COX, SIB GEOBGE WILLIAM (1827-1902) A
British divine and author He wab bora at

Benares, India, but \*as taken to England when

eight yeais old He studied at Rugby and Oi

ford, took orders in 1850, -was appointed curate

of Salcombe Regis, near Sidmouth, and later

was rector of Scrayingham, York, from 1881

to 1897 He was a leading e'sponent of the

sun myth theory in comparative mythology, and

published Poems, Legendaiy and Eistoncal

(1850), with E A Freeman, Life of St Boni

face (1853) ,
Tales of Anment Greece (1868) ,

Latin and Teutonic Christianity (1870) , Myth
oloqv of the Aryan "VorfwMW (1870), History

of Greece (1874), The CruKwfes (1874), The

Athenian Empire (1876) , British Rule tit India

(1881) Lues of Greek Statesmen (1885-86),

Life of Bishop Colenso (1888), The Church of

England and the Teaohmg of Bwhop Qolenso

( 1888) In 1891 he was chosen Bishop of Natal

by the friends of Bishop Colenso (qv), but

the archbishops and bishops of England refused

him consecration

COX, HABOXD (1859- ) A British editor

and economist, educated at Jesus College, Cam

bridge. He lectured on political economy for

tiie Cambridge Unnertitv Extension Society,
made special investigation or rarm labor con-

ditions in Kent and Surm, and taught mathe
matics ror t\ o i tarb n the ilo!iammedan Col

Icge at Align 1 Indn Arter hia return to

England in 1S&7 ie btuditd for the oar, but
e\tntuallv g^c uy la,\ ror journalism as i

profession He va& becretarv ol the Cobden
Club (iS99-l%4i a member or Parliament
i 1106-00 i aldtman in the London County
Council (1010-12. and puohshed Land ^a
Ponali ation (1S')2| Ammcan Ptogress and
fritish Cummejce (1902, and pamphlets on
iree trade and economics In 1012 he became ed
itor of the Ed ribuigh Reiien

COX, L>AAC JOSLIN (1873- ) An Amen
can putesi>or of history bora at West Creek,
Octan Co, X Y, and educated at Dartmouth

Colkgt aid at the unnersities of Texas, Chi

cago, Wisconsin and Pennsylyania Between
1806 and 1%C he wa& instructor and yice prra
cipil at San Antonio (Tex ) Academy and in

structor in history at the University of Cmcm
nati, where he \v is afterward assistant profes
sor In 1911-12 he -nab Shaw lecturer at Johns

Hopkins Lnuertity Bts detj writing articleb

ior the firist edition (1903) of the ^EW INTER
NATIO>AL E>cycLOPXDLA he pubhshed The

Journej? of La SaUe and his Companions (2
vols, 10>) The Early Exploration of lorns
lana (1906) , The Indian as a. Diplomatic
Factor in the History of the Old YorfAttest

(1910)

COX, JACOB DOLSCT? (1828-1900) An Amen
can soldier, politician, educator, and military
hihtonan He ^as born in Montreal, Canada,
n as taken by his pirents to New York City in

1829, graduated at Oberlm College in 18ol,

taught school at Warren, Ohio, in 1852, and
there in the following jear began the practice
of law From 1859 to 1861 he was a member
of the State Senate, and in April, 1861, upon
the outbreak of the Civil "War, was appointed

brigadier general of Ohio volunteers He took

an important part in the Kanawha Talley cam

paign under McCIelUn in the summer of 1861,
commanded the ^mth Corps of the Army of the

Potomac in the battles of South Mountain and
Antittam in 18&2, \vas promoted major general
of volunteers, Oct 6, 1862, commanded the

Federal forces an TVest Virginia in the winter of

1862-63 and the military district of Ohio from

April to December, 1863 ^as occasionally com
mander of the Twenty third Army Corps during
General Shermans Atlanta campaign, was re-

commissioned major general of volunteers in

December, 1864, having been reduced from this

rank in April, 1863, on account of the number of

appointments being in excess of those provided
for by law, and earh m 1865 was sent to Xortb.

Carolina to open communications with General

Sherman, with whom he effected a junction at

Goldsboio soon afterward In 1866 he resigned
from the service After the close of the war he

served as Governor of Ohio in 1866 and 1867, at

tractmg attention by his opposition to the policy

of hi& party (the Republican) on the question
of negro suffrage, and from March, 1869, until

December, 1870, when he resigned, was Secre

tary of the Interior in the cabinet of President

Grant He then again practiced law, was presi

dent of the Wabash Kailroad for several years,

was a Republican member of Congress from 1877

to 1870, was dean of the Cincinnati Law School

from 1881 to 1897, and from 1885 to 1889 was
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also president of the Umversitv of Cincinnati

He ^rote manv magazine articles, mosstlv on sub

jects connected -with the Cml War and \uth

nucroscop-v, in which he attained considerable

eminence and published the following works on
the military histon of the Cml War Atlanta,

(1882) The March to the bea Fianlhn and
^ athi ille ( 1882) , The Second Battle of Bull Run
as Connected icith the I itz John Portn Case

(1882) The Battle of FianUm (1897) Hs
Militaty Reminiscences of the Cml War (2
vols ) -uere publibhed posthumously in 1900
Consult J II Ewing, Public Seinces of Jacob
Dolwn Cox (Washington, 1902)

COX, JAUES M (1870- ) An American

newspaper propnetor and public official, born at

JacLaonbmg, Ohio Alter a publ c school edu
cation he worked in a printers offtVc tiucht a

country school, then became i newbp<?i> r re

porter, and \vas for a time on the editmwl staff

of the Cincinnati Enquirer In 1S9S he became

propnetor of the Da\ton Da ly A CILS and in

1903 also of the Springneld Pi ess Republic, this

forming the Xe^s League of Ohio Fiona 1000
to 1913 he nas a member of Conjfrefas lie bi

came Governor of Ohio for the term of 1913-15

COX, KEVSTOX (1856-1910 ) One of the fore

most American mural and figure painters, albo

i writer on art He was born in Warren, Ohio,
the son of Gen J D Cox, ^ho later became
Go^ ernor of Ohio He studied at the academics
of Cincinnati and Philadelphia and for fhe
years in Pans under Carolus Duran and chiefly
under Ger6me On hi& return to America he

settled in New York, becoming a pi eminent
leader of the younger element which founded
the Society of American Artibtb and for years
he Mas an influential teacher in the Art Stu
dents' League (qv) He soon became kno-nn

for his figure subjects and especially, among
ms fellow artists, for his nudes, painted in

conservative academic manner But his great

reputation rests upon his mural paintings,
which rank among the finest in America Im
portant examples of the hitter are "Venice,"
Bowdoin College, Me , "Art and Science," an

the Library of Congress, Washington, eight
lunettes illustrating 'The Progress of Civilizi

tion" in the State House, Des Moines, Iowa,
The Beneficence of the Law,' in the Essex

County Courthouse at Newark, N J and

paintings in the Appellate Court, New York,
tlie State Capitol at St Paul, the Citizens Bank
and Federal Building in Cleveland, the Luzerne
County Courthouse at Wilkes Barre, Pa

, and
the Public Library at Wmona, Minn Among
the best of his pictures are "Hope and Mem
ory," in the collection of J D Cox Cleveland
The Hunting Nvmph," m the Lotos Club, New
York "A Book of Pictures" (1910, awarded
the Isidor medal) "A Vision of Moonrise"
(1011), October Afternoon" (1913) In the

Metropolitan Museum, New York, are his "Harp
Player" and the portrait of Saint Gaudens
(1887) awarded a medal at the Pans Exposi
tion Cox IB one of the most prominent represen
tati^es of the academic tendencies in American

painting His line is strong and vigorous, yet
rhythmic, the figures show sound knowledge of

anatomy, his composition is dignified, but the
color is sometimes harsh He received medals
at various expositions, and waa awarded the
medal of honor for mural painting by the Archi
teotural League in 1909 He was elected; a
member of the National Academy of "Design

in 1003 His sound and bdiolarlv writings on

art subject, include Hired Beasts (1904),
Old Hasten atd ^ea? (l

l
>05) Paintets and

Rculptots 11907), The Classic Point of View

(1911)

COX, LOUISE HOWLAND KING (1865- )

An American painter born in San Francisco

She studied at the Xe\\ York Academy and

Art Students League undei Kenvon Co\, the

well know n figure p xinter T\ horn she married

in 1812 Mrs Co\ lanks amongst the foremost

American women, artiitb Her decorative woik

is similar to that of her husband and, if less

robust, ib more graceful Good examples are

her rruial painting of The Fates" (1S94) and

the duoratue c images Psyche" (1803) 'The
Annunuat'on '

(1895), ind 'Pomona' (1896,

third Hallgarten prize) She is at her best,

however in her charming poi traits of children,

nhom she portrays vtith a delightful naturalism

Good examples, are Master Austin Smithers
1

and Lucile' (1910) My Children' and

Goldilocks" (1011) The Wonder Book" and

'Mis Homer Saint Giudins and Child" (1913)
She -was elected a member of the National

Academe of Debign, ind won, besides the third

Hilli?aiten pn/e in 1806 a bronze medal at

the Pans 1 \position of 1000

COX, PALMES (Ib40-1024) An American
illustutor and author born in Granby, Prov
ince of Quebec He Ined for i time in Call

fornia and be<,m his caieer by anting for the

(lolden Eia and other Western papeib, but in

1875 went to New \ork Cifa, where he still

h\es Mr Co\s productions, are almost e\

clubively in the field of humorous fancy, the

most widely known being his sprightly verses

and drawings of the Btounies, whose expe
nences fill several -volumes

COX, RICHABD ( 1500-81 ) An English bishop
born in Buckmgh imshire He was educated at
Eton and Cambridge and TIIS tutor to Prince

Edward, -nho when he became King, made Cox
one of the Pn\y Council and King's almoner
In 1537 he had been made chaplain to Arch

bishop Cranmer and in 1542 to Henry VIII,
and a member of the commission that nullified

the marriage of Anne of Cleves In 1549 he
TV as made Dean of Westminster and one of the
se-ven royal visitors TV ho led Edwards attack
on religious, educational, and charitable estab

hbhments Mary put him in prison, but he

escaped to Frankfort, where he becime the bit

ter opponent of John Kno\ Elizabeth restored
him to the see of Ely (1550), from which he

resigned in 1580 after a quarrel with Elizabeth
o-ver a grant to Sir Christopher Hatton He
translated the Gospels, the Acts, and the Epistle
to the Romans, for the Bishop's Bible, and

helped compile the Book of Common Prayer
COX, SAMUEL (1828-93) An English Bap

tibt biblical expositoi born in London He
graduated at Stepney Baptist Theological Col

lege London in IS^l was pastor at Southsea

(1852-54) and at Ryde Isle of Wight (1854-
59) He was compelled by throat trouble to

stop preaching for a while, but was pastor in

Nottingham from 1863 till 1888, when failing
health compelled his resignation He died at

Hastings, March 27 1893 His fame rests upon
his biblical exposition and his connection with
The Expositor, a monthly devoted to biblical

topics, which he originated and whose first 20
volumes he edited (1875-84) Having become
an advocate of Umyerwiligt views, he was obliged



to resign Lib position Bis publications were

very popular and merited their wide sale Of
them mav be mentioned The Pniate Letters

of 8t Paul and St John (London, 18b7), The
Quest of the Chief (j-ood (1868 rewritten as
The Book of Ecolesiastes, uith a ^elu Transla

tion, 1890) , in Expositor s ~\oteBool (1872)
The Pilgnni Psalms (1874) tfa'iatoi Uundi
(1877) and The I at get Hope (IbSO) which
two books on ebchatologv atnrtd up much con

troversj A Commentaiy on the Bool of Job,
iLith a Translation (1880), Expositions (4

^ola, 1885-99), The Buds Aesf and Othet Ser
mons foi OhMten of All Age* (1886) The
Hebiew Tmns A Vindication of ttods TFaj/9
iuth Jacob and Esau, (London, 1894) Consult
the prefatory memoir b\ his wife in the last

mentioned -nork

COX, SAMUEL HA\SO\ (1793-1880) An
Amencan clergyman, born at Rab*av, N J,
of Quaker ancestry He began to study law,
but left it for theology, and was ordained a
Presbvterian minister in 1817 Foui years later

he took chaige of a church in New York City,
where lie was mobbed for his antitsla1

! en senti

ments, his house and church being sacked He
Has one of the founders of ^hat is now New
York University In 1834 he became professor
of sacred rhetoric in the theological seminary
at Auburn, X Y, and in 1837 pifator of the
Firbt Presbvterian Church in Brooklyn, "where

he remained until 1854, being pi ofes^,or of eccle

suatical history in Union Theological Seminary,
and a leader of the New School' Prebbvte
nans In 1854 his voice failed, and he resigned
his pastorate He Tirote Quakerism not Chni>

tianity (1833) and Intetiieus, Memotable and

Useful (1853)

COX, SAITCEL SULLIVAN (1824-89) An
American politician and author, born in Zanes

ville, Ohio He graduated at Brown University

in 1846 and was later admitted to the bar but

forsook the law in 1S53 to become editor of the

Oftto Statesman at Columbus For one year he

was Secretary of Legation in Peru He repre
sented Ohio in Congress for eight years (18>7-

65), and New York whither he removed in

1866 for 20 years (1869-85, and 1886-89) In
1885-86 he was Minister to Turkey He was

popularly known as the "letter earners' friend"

in reference to legislation proposed by him for

increase in their salary and the concession to

them of a \acation with pay A statue of him
was erected by the letter carriers in New York

City Mr Cox wrote and lectured a great deal,

some of his works being Eight Tears in Con

(1865), The Bitcleye Abroad (1851),
T*e Laugh (1876), irfftio Sunbeams

), Ot tent Sunbeams (1882), Three De
cades of Federal Legislation (1885), Diver

stons of a Diplomat in Turkey ( 1887 )
A glow-

ing piece of descnptive writing published in

the Statesman dunng his editorship won him the

nickname "Sunset," which clung to him through
life

COXAI/OHA (NeoLat, from Lat coma, hip,

Gk aX-yoj, algos, pain) , or Coxrns An obsolete

name of hip joint disease Inflammation, with

or without suppuration, occurs in the joint,

with the result that its usefulness is destroyed
either from stiffness or necrosis

COXCIE, kfil^sft, or OOXIE, Mromix (1499-

1592) A Flemish painter He was born in

Mecklin and studied with Barend yon Orley
in Brussels, spent many years in Italy, and

though piubablv not a pupil of RapL\el, mu
tated him clotelv He wab the first Fleming
to attempt lite si/e frescoes m the sftle ot the

Roman school, \ihich gi^eb historical impor
tance to uis decoration ot tae ^anta Barbara

Chaptl in ^anta Maria dell' Anima He was

appointed court painter br Philip II of Spam
and commissioned to cypv the altarpiece of tht

brothers Van Evck (j\ ) in Ghent ^Ithou^h
hib art is cold and lathti unplca&mg, he Ttas

fcomething of an mnmitui and his style is

clearlv defined Good examples of his painting
are m tht Fscorial and the Museums ot Brus
s>elb Antwerp Madrid Vienna and Pntrue

COXCOMB, kuksTofan THE A comedy by

Beaumont, Fletcher, Ro\slev, and others (1612J
COX'COX' The legendary Noah of the Mei

lean tribes \\ho with his \nte escaped the

Deluge In its present form the legend shows

probable Chribtian influence from early Span
ish missionaries

COXE, ABTnra CLEVELAND (1818-96) An
Amencan prelate second Protefatant Episcopal
Bibhop of Western New "iork, son of Samuel
Hanson Cox He ^ ib born at Mendham, N J ,

graduated at the University of New "iork in

1838, and at the General Theobgical Seminary
in 1841, and in 1842 was ordained priest Rec
tor in Hartford, Conn (1842-&4), Baltimore,
lid (1834-631 and New York City (1863-6o),
he was in 1865 appointed Bishop of Western
New York In 1872 he visited Haiti, to es

tablieh churches and ordain clergy He also

founded the Chribtian Literature Company, of

whose publications he edited a series of the

AnteNicene Fatherb His writings include

se\eral volumes of \eise of -which the Christian

Ballads (1840, rev ed r 1SS7) is the best

known, and several theological works, such aa
The Cnterian (1866), in opposition to the

Tractanans, though he had been in sympathy
*ith the earlier Oxford mo\ement Apollos, or
the Way of God (1873) The Institutes of
Christian Eitton/ (1887)

COXE, HEMJY OCTAVIUS (1811-81) An
English scholar He was born at Bucklebury
and was educated at Oxford From his appoint
ment as underhbranan at the Bodleian Li

brary in 1838 until his death he devoted him
self to the compilation of the colossal catalogue,

comprising 723 folio -volumes In 1857 he was
sent by the British government to inspect the

libraries in the monasteries of the Levant, and
in 1860 he became chief librarian of the Bod
leian Library His other important publica
tions include Roger de Wendovers Chromca
sue Flores Htstonarum (5 vols, 1841-44),
Met) ical Life of Edtiaid the Black Prince (writ
ten m French, by Chandos Herald), TVith a
translation and notes (1842), Gowert Toa;

Clamantis (1850)

COXE, TT^CH (1755-1824) An Amencan
economist, born in Philadelphia He served

m the Continental Congress (1788) and was

appointed Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
m 1789 In the same year he proposed the in

troduction of Sir Richard Arkwnght's cotton

spuming frame into the United States The ex

tensive planting of cotton in the South was due

chiefly to his initiative, for this reason, he is

frequently called the "father of the Amencan
cotton industry" Among his works on eco

nonwc subjects are An Inquiry into the Pruir

ciples for a- Commercial System for the United

States (1787), Tteto of the United States
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(1787-94 1 On tJie \angation Act (1809)
Statement of the Arts and Manufactures of the

United States ;oj the Tear 1810 (1814)

COXE, TCILLIAII (1747-18231 An English
historian He MIS bom m London and naa tdu

cated at King s College, Cambridge In 1771 he

took the curacy of Dentarn, but soon resigned
to become the tutor 01 several voung noblemen
With them he spent many years in tra\el, and
with g eat industry collected information ot all

kinds which appeals in manv volumts of tiavels

and history, all of which are characterized
Jby

close observation, caie, and research In 1786

he became a vicar again He was made prebend
oi Salibbun m 1701 and archdeacon of Wiltshue

in 1804 One of his best known works ! his

Histaiy of the House of Austna from 1?1S to

1192 (1S07) He also wrote Memtms of the

Bourbon Kings of tfpam from 1700 to 11SS

(1813) , ITenzoua of John, Duke of Matlborough

(1818-19) a Lire oj Gay published separately
from his Fablei (1897) , llemoas of Sir Robert

VTalpole (1798), Xenious of Horatio, Lord

'Walpole 11802)

COXIE, MICHIEL See CO^CIE, MICHIBL
COZ'SWAIN (also cocksuam, from coot,

from OF ,
I*r coque, boat, probably from ML

conrha, small boat from Lat concha, G-k KOTX^I

konche, Skt tanJha shell + stum, AS sit-cm,

from Icel sifinn, OHG- sitetn, herdsman) A
petty omcer in the na\v who has ehaige of a

boat and crew in the absence of officers In

double banked boats he steers, and bas a small

seat in the cosesuams box, or after part of the

boat abaft the stern sheets The coxswain of a

steam launch or large motor launch always
stands while steering The steering station is

forward, aft, or on deck, depending upon the

sue and type of boat In single banked boats

the coxswain, usually pulls the stroke oar The
steerbman of a racing or other erew is also

known as a coxswain

COX'WELL, EETOT TRACEY (1819-1100)
An English aeronaut He was born at Would
ham near Rochester Castle, and was educated

at the Chatham Military School He invented

a balloon from which aerial torpedoes could be

discharged, and made hundreds of ascensions,

the rnout important being that undertaken with
Glaisher in 1862, when the balloon sailed to a

height of seven miles
(
See AEBOJN JTICS )

During the Fianco German ^ar he joined the

aeronautic corps of the German Army In 1845

he established the Aerostatic Magazine Con
suit his Life and Balloon Eafpenencea (1887-89)

OOTLE, ROBERT FBANCIS (1850- ) An
American Presbyterian clergyman, born in Rose-

neath, Ontario He got his early education m
Canada, graduated at Wabash College in 1877,
studied theology at Auburn Seminary, and was
ordained to the Presbyterian ministry in 1879
He held pastorates at Fort Dodge, Chicago
( 1885-91 ) , Oakland, Cal ( 1891-1900) , and Den
ver, and in 1903 was moderator of the General

Assembly He wrote Foundation Btones

(1887), Worlingmen and the GhwroJi (1896),
a volume of sermons called The GhuroK and the

ftmes (1905)

COYOTE, kl&'te or lofto (Sp, from Mex
coyotl) The modified native Mexican name of

the praine wolf (Cants latrans), now umver

sally adopted throughout the western United
States The coyote in several varieties is abun
dant almost everywhere from the Plains to the

Pacific, south of central British Columbia, and

ib famous for its monotonous and reiterated

yelping at night This more resembles the bark

ing of a dog than the howl ot the ordinary wolf,

and an eirh name wao barking wolf One
thinks half a dozen are velping in choius as he

h&tens to t It geneially travels in packs, like

other wohc 1

!, out unlike them, it never attacks

human beings I* is of rather small size, about
as bag as a setter dog ot a light reddish or

yellow ish grav coloi, the longer bans of the

back tipped with black The pelage is :ather

full and soft the tail is butshv the ears are

upnght, and the muzzle is slender and pointed
About 12 species are leeognized b\ naturalists,
while there ire a number of subspecies or well

marked geographical iace^ Coyotes live in hoi

lows amonsr locks, or tike possession of old

burrows in the ground ind usually produce four

puppies in kte spring, although the number
varies from thiee to ton Thev hunt chiefly in

the dusk They are \eiy fleet of foot, and two
or three by utmg m concert -will run down a

pronghorn, they seek to detach and seize the

fawns, however, rathei than to pull down adults

Their food consi&ts mainly of gophers, ground
squirrels, mice, ground nesting birds, and similar

small animals and they have become a great
nuisance in the neighboihood of ranches and
isolated settlements especially m winter, by
attacking sheep, poultry, cal\es, etc To such

an extent do they destroy sheep that many of

the \\estern States oner a bounty for the scalp
and foiepaws Adapting themselves thus readily
to circumstances, and hiving extreme cunning in

avoiding tiaps and poison, the^ suni\e among
the sparser settlements of the West and in some

regions increase rather thin dimmish Thev will

cross with the domestic dog, producing feitile

hybrids, and the Indians weie accustomed to

induce such mixture of blood This animal en
tered more largely than almost any other into the

mythology and folklore of the aborigines, es

pecialTy^vtest of th"e~ Rockies Consult Ingersoll,
WdT Kngtoots (Sew lork 1897), Elliot,

Synopsis of Mammals (Chicago 1901) , and es

pecially Seton, Life Histories of Vorthetn Ant
male (New York, 1900) See WOLF, and
illustrations on Colored Plate of Curcixffi and on
Plate of VUIAE& AM) WILD DOGS with the

OyY-EL, kwa'pel' A family of French,

painters NOEL (1628-1707), the eldest, was a
follower of LeBrun, in whose theatrical style
he painted, though with more individuality and

greater regard to color than most of hu> con

temporaries He was employed by Louis XIV on
decorative work in Versailles, the Trianon, the

Tuilenes, and the Hotel des Invalides, he also

painted religious pictuies and published several
works on art In 1672 he was appointed di-

rector of the French Academy in Rome, and in
1695 director of the Academy in Pans His
son and pupil ANTOINE (1661-1722) became a
member of the Academy at 20, en]oved high pro-
tection at court, and was charged with important
commissions by the King He furnished many
eartoona for tapestries, and his paintings are
found in most French museums His art marks
tie transition from the style of LeBrun to
thtit of Watteau His color is cold and hard,

especially in hia later works, and his manner
artificial His half brother, NOEL NICOLAS
(1690-1734), painted mythological and religious
pictures and portraits in pastel CHABLES Aw-
rono! (1694r-1752), son and pupil of Antome
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Covpel, WSLI the mobt celebrated of the family
He was admitted to the Academy at 21 and T
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and attained hitherto unseen atmosphere effects

His conception 01 nature ranks him as a precur
appointed diiector in 1747 He painted religious sor 01 the Impre-sbion tta Turier and Con
pictures in many churches,, and decorations, for

' " " ~

Versailles and the Tiianon but was most sue
cebsful m his genre pieces Modern critics, re

proach him with lack of originality, power, or
charm His discourses at the Academy, pub
lished in 1721, and theatrical pieces wiitten for
the court, procured him quite a literary reputa
tion Conbult Callus, Vie des peintiea (Paris.

1910)

COTPTT, koipoTy (natrve South American
name) or NCTBIA An aquatic rodent ( Vyopo
tamus coypu or Myocastor coypm), widely com
mon in South Amenca Its name in Chile is

"co^ pu/ and on the Pampas quuiya
" but it is

always called by Spanish speaking people 01

education "nutria" (' otter '), by which name its

fur is known in commerce It ib not an otter,

however, but is nearly allied to the bea\er, vet
somewhat smaller, and with a ratlike tail It

is dull brow n, with a grayish muzzle and bright
red incisors , the nostrils are very high, allowing
it to breathe w ith only the tip of the nose above

water, and the teats are high on the flanks

When the beaver became scarce, the fur (nutna)
of this animal was in great demand for making
hats, etc, and the coypus were nearly extermi

nated, but with less demand and the protection
of local laws they have again become numerous

stable owe much to Cozing and ha\e spoken in

terms ot adnuiation ot his hnrUapo, Tbere
are a number ot them in the British and South

Kensington museums biit the mobt iamous in
his dav was Hanntual Crossing tie Alps'
(1776J which cannot now be located

COZTTMEL, ko'soUmal' An island off the
east coast of the Mexican Province ol Yucatan
in lat 20 X xnd extending east of long S7W (Map Mexico P7l It is about 40 milt b

long and about 15 rnile^ wide Its burfate us

Ion and the cmstsi ar^ bordered by reefs There
is a &mall Indian bettlement at San llitniel
The chief industry is cattle raising The inland
HIS discovered in 151S and here in 1519 Cortes
first Hnded
COZZENS, kuznz, FBEDEBICK SwAsnvorr

(181S-69) \n American humorist, born in

Xew York City He became in early life a
wine merchant and later editor of the Wine
Pi ess He had pre\iousl\ contributed humorous

poems and articles to magazines, and in 1853
he issued his fust -volume, Pnvnatics, under the

pen name '

Richard Hayw arde ' Then came the

ftpairou grass Papets, his best penonnance first

published in the KnicJ erbocJ et Magazine, and
in 1850 is a widely lead yolume They dealt

\\ith the trials, of a uty man who undertakes to

It is thoroughly aquatic, duelling preferably in run a country home (near Yonkers), and al
the permanent ponds (lagunas) of the La Pkta though their hi

valley, and inhabiting burrows in the banks,
where there are banks, or making a platform
net>t among the rushes "Of an evening they are

all out swimming and playing in the -water, con

versing together in their strange tones, which
sound like the moans and cries of wounded and

suffering men, and among them the mother

coypu is seen with her progeny, numbering eight
or nine, with as many on her back as she can

accommodate, while the others swim after her,

crying for a ride
" For further interesting facts,

consult Hudson, The "\ aturalist on the La Plata

(London, 1875) , Proceedings Zoological Society

(ib, 1894) Semper Animal Life (London and
New York 1881) See Plate of BEAVEB, ETC

COYZEVOX, kwaV voks', AOTonnc (CHARLES
ANTorra) (1C40-1720) A French sculptor
He was born in Lyons, studied with Lerambert,
and also trained himself by careful study of the

antique He was admitted to the Royal Acad

emy in 1676 and was employed by Louis XIV
in decorating Versailles and the palace at

Marly His most notable works are many por
trait busts and statues of the most famous men
of the day They include Richelieu, Mazarin,

Bossuet, Conde the Great Fenelon, Racine,

Charles LeBnra, also Louis XTV, Louis XV, and

Maria Theresa of Spam Coyzevox also carved

a number of memorials

COZEJTEBS, kuz"n 5rz, THE A comedy by
Samuel Foote (1774)

COZENS, kftz'nz, Jomr HOBEBX (1752-99)

An English landscape painter in water color

His father was one of the two natural sons of

Peter the Great of Russia by a woman of Dept
ford He traveled in Italy and the Tirol and

left valuable drawings made on that tour

Towards the end of his life he became insane

In his day water color landscapes were very
conventional an drawing and dry in oolor

Cozens was one of the first to show the value of

m the poetical quahiy of his work,

lumor is mild, they are still fairly

readable Three years later (1859) he pub
lished a volume of travel sketches Acadia or,

i Sojoirn among the Blue 3<ose<t Soon after

the war he failed in a business for which he had
labored earnestly, especially bv promoting the
sale of natrve wines, and retired from Yonkera
to Rahway, N J Of his other works onlv

Poems (1S67) and a Memorial of Fits Greene
Halted (1868) need be named
CKAB (AS Lrabba, Icel Xnx&fe, Ger

Kraole) A crustacean of the order Decapoda
and suborder Brachyura, characterized by the
small size of the abdomen, wnich resembles a
short tail curved under tlie thorat all important
viscera being included m the thorax The term
e-rtends also to some of the suborder Anomura
(puree crabs, hermit crabs, etc ), characterized

by a condition of abdomen intermediate between
that of the Brachyura and that of the Maciura,
or long tailed decapod crustaceans, such as the

lobster, crayfish, etc All the crabs besides

many other crustaceans, were comprehended
m the Lmnoan genus Cancer but the num
ber of species is very great, considerably more
than 1000, and the Brachyura alone are now

arranged in many genera and families

These various crabs differ very much in the

form of the carapace (the back), which in some
is orbicular or nearly so

,
in some, much broader

than it is long, in others, longer than broad in

some, prolonged in front into a kind of beak,
etc , also in its smoothness, or roughness with

hairs, tubercles, or spines, in the length of the

legs, etc The eyes are compound, with, he-taj?

onal facets and are elevated on stalks, which

are generally short, but sometimes considerably

lengthened, and which have the power of mo
tion, so as to turn the eye ia different directions

The first pair of limbs are not used for locomo-

tion, but exhibit m great perfection the char

aetenstic claws or pincers (chela) of the

decapod crustaceans Crabs are inhabitants of
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almost all sta& mobt of them, however, are

lotmd ehieflv near the coast Some crabs inhabit

fret>h water, particularlv in the manner parts
of the world, and other a, known as land crabs,

live among moist herbage, or burrow in tand or

earth Crabs are generally flesh or carnon
eiteis though borne forms seem to prefer a

\egetanan diet Thev are alwavs, active and
ue noted for lunning sidewavs rather than

fatiaijht ahead Some lu%e the laut pair of

limbs expanded at the e\trenut\ into a broad

blide for shimming, and some ha^e even all the

lour pairb oi hmb-s intended for locomotion thus

expanded, and tometimea occur far out at sea

LABV4L STIGBb OF CBABS

a zoea stage b megalops stage

Their deielopment is accomplished by meta

morphosis thiough succeeding stages In the

crabs the nauphus stage (tee CELSTACEA) is

passed through in the egg, and the young is

hatched in the form of a peculiarly modified

aroea, with an immense cephalothorat produced
into spines, laige stalked e%es, and a slender

abdomen This parses bv successive molts into

the megalops stage, which resembles an adult

macruran [and] pasues by successive molts
into the adult form "

Crabs, like all arthropods (see ARTEBOPODA),
molt or change their shell, not at fixed intervals

or seasons, but according to the exigencies of

their growth, the change being made with great
frequency when they are verv young, but raiely
in advanced age, indeed, from the mollusks and
other animals sometimes found adhering to the

carapace, it is inferred that the same covering
is sometimes worn for a number of years

Crabs become interesting in the aquarium,
from their readiness in seizing food, their ac

tmty in tearing and eating it, and their pug
nacity Hie number of specimens is apt, how
ever, to be soon diminished by the stronger

killing and eating the weaker Crabs vary
greatly in size and color, as might be expected
from the great number of species and their wide
distribution The giant crab of Japan (JWocro
ckeita L&mpfen), although only a foot across
the disk, which is 18 inches long, has such long
legs as occasionally to be 15 to 18 feet from tip
to tip of the first pair The great stone crab of

Tasmania, which has short and very thick legs,
has been known to reach a weight of over 30

pounds On the other hand, many species of
crab are only a fraction of an mch across In
color crabs varv from black to white, through all

the colors of the rainbow Shades of green, blue,
and gray are perhaps the moat common, but the

brightest shades of red and yellow are by no
means rare The sexes of crabs are easily dis

tinguished, as the females are usually larger,
and their abdomens broader and more oval,

co CRAB

while males have the chelse more powerfullv de

\eloped notabh to in tne fiddlers

Economic Importance of Ctabs These am
mala supplv food for load fi= LB are oi gieat
ben ice as scavenger and aie used as human
lood in \anous partb o the world In the

Lnited States tne piincipal crab so used is. the

blue crab \Calhnecfe<t Mstatus], hundreds of

thousands oi which are &ent to nmket everv

vear fiom the witeib or Chesapeake Bar alone

The little pea ciabs (P nnotheies) often found
in ov^ter*) (bee COHITE'SSA.LISM:) are regarded
ass a great hrau\ In Europe the species most

trequentlv used aie those of the genub Cancel,

especially the great Cancel pagiaus, and there

is no reason why the two eastern Amencan
species of thit genus, the "rock" and "Jonah'
ciabs (qq\ ), should not be fii more utilized as

food than thev are To thi^ gioup belong the

principal edible crab of the American Pacific

coast (Cancer magistet), and otheis smaller

which are eaten by the Chinese, etc This

species usuallv measures 7 to 9 inches in bieadth

oi body and abounds from Alaska to Mexico,

usually below low tide le^el on sandy bottom

Crabs which ha\e just shed their shell, and are

covered only bv a soft skin, are regarded as

best and are called "ahedders' or
'

soft shelled
"

The wa-\s of fishing are -various Many are

taken m wicker tiaps or "pots," baited with
meat or offal another common method is to

sink shallow hoop nets of coarse material and

mesh, which are baited and hauled up rapidly
at mteivals, bringing the crabs with them
Hand line fishing, with bundles oi meat to w hich

the ciabs cling until lifted out of water, is more
a sport than a method of maiket fishing but
in the Gulf of Mexico trawls or 'trot lines" are

set in se\eral wa^9, and vast quantities of crabs

are thus taken Thev are kept for market in

floating pens or "cars/ and shipped alive packed
in wet seaweed Thev aie also preserved by
canning, etc Consult Caiman, "Crustacea" in

Lankester's Treatise on Zoology (London, 1909)
and Caiman. The Life of Crustacea (New York,
1911)
Fossil Forms With the exception of some

doubtful genera ((htoci agnon, etc) from later

Paleozoic rocks, no unmistakable fossil crabs

are known from depobits antedating those of

Hesozoie age Fossil crabs firbt appear in the

Jurassic, where occur members of the family
Dromiacea, much smaller than the modern

species, such as the genus Protopon, which con
tmues into the Cretaceous In the Upper Cre
taceous Dronnopsis is the ancestor of Dromia,
which latter appears in the Eocene and continues
to modern time Se-veial other small genera
of this same family are found in Cietaceous

rocks, in which the family enjoyed its greatest
expansion The Ranmoidea, with elongated cara

paces, broadly truncated in front, began in the

Upper Cretaceous, had its ma-umum m the

Eocene, and has since then declined to the pres
ent Large numbers of the Oxystomata, or
round crabs are found fossil in the Uppei
Cretaceous and Eocene rocks The Oxyrhyncha,
which at present are very abundant, have few
fossil Ancestors, and these are of small size

The arcuate crabs, of the family Cyclometopa,
contain the largest number of fossil genera
They appeared in the Cretaceous, attained a

great expansion m the Eocene, declined during
the later Tertiary, and in modern times seem
to be again on tie increase This family con
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a

1 FIDDLER CRAB (Qelaelmus pugnax) 4- EASTERN EDIBLE o- BLUE CRAB ICallinectes hattatua)
2 HERMIT CRAB (Eupagurua lonflloarpua) In a shell of 6 A DEEP-SEA CRAB (North Atlantic) ha arms closed Into

Natloa heroa a defensive box
8 HERMIT, out of Its borrowed shell, ahowing reduced 6 COCOANUT CRAB (Wrgvis latro)

and defenseless posterior parts 7 COMMON CRAB OF PACIFIC COAST (Cancer n
8 SPIDER CRAB (Ublnla emarglnata)





CRAB APPLE an CRABETH
ta ns most of the modern genera, such as and then to a surgeon Bv 1772 he was con
Cance>, Ca,umi9 Pottunut, Xantho, \eptunus, tributing vers.es to Whrbles Maqa- nr, and two
Panopaus Ciitun of thete are of old age years lat

,

years later he published at Ip^ch a moral

poem entitled Inebi ictj At this time he v, as in

love with Sarah Elmv wnom he audre^ed in

antho began m the Cretaceous had a repre
sentatue (Xantf-opsi*) that is very common in
the Eocene of England France and Germanv, his poem* a 'Mn-a' and ^om he alter* ard
and continued with little change to the present married Continuing hib stumer in London he
day Lobocajcinus, with itb broad, nodose cara began the practice ot medicine in the place 01

pace, deeply denticulate on the front margin, is his birth D silking a protection m *h ch he
a common and often beautifully preened fossil was not succeeding, he went to Lonaon in 1
crah from the Eocene locks of Wurttemberg,

' ' * ' " " '

Wurttemberg,
Germany, and Cairo Eg^pt The Catometopa,
or quadrangular crabs, ha^e man> ancestors of
Eocene age The first land crab of the modern

to begin a literary career In that year ap
peared a poem called Tie Candidate, whicn vas
received coldlv Much distressed, ne called upon
Burke, Ttho after reading some ol Crabbt -

genus Geca-i cm us, ind the first freshwater crab, verses took him under his protection, gettns
also of a modern genus, Telphusa both members
of this family, are found in the Pliocene deposits
of Oemngen, Germany
Fiom the abo^e remarks it will be seen that

Dodsley to publish The Libmry ( 17S1 ) While

staying ivith Burke at Bevconsneld, he began
hib best known poem The Tillage (published

1783) At Burkts suggestion Crahbe took or
all the families, of modern crabs, \uth the single ders After a short period as rector 01 Aide
exception of the OTyrhyncha, were initiated dur

' " . - . - ...-,,
ing Cretaceous tune that they expanded rapidly
so that their periods of maximum evolution
\vere during the Eocene, when indeed crabs
foimed the dominant feature of the fauna in
certain seas, that during the Miocene the gen-
eral expansion was less than before, although
certain geneia were extiemelv abundant in par-
ticular localities, and that those of the Pliocene
are mostly of recent species During the pres
ent time the crabs seem to be enjoying another

peiiod of etpanbion but along different lines
from those of the Eocene evolution The best

collecting grounds are found in the Eocene de

poszts of the south of England, the nummuhtic
limestones of southern France, Switzerlmd
southern Germanvj and of northern Italy, and
those of central India, and the Miocene beds of

Italy, Austria, Hungary, and Germany
Consult Zittel and Eastman, Textlool of

Paleontology, vol i (London and New York,
1900) , Zittel and Barrois, Travte de paleonMo
gie, vol 11 (Pans, Leipzig, and Munich, 1887) ,

Bell, "Monograph of the Fossil Malacostracoua
Crustacea of Great Britain," Paleontographical
Society Monographs (London, 1857-62) , Ort-

mann, "Das S\stem der Decapodenkrebsen,"
Zoologische Jahrbucher, \ol ix (Jena, 1896) ,

Lorenthey, "Ueber die Brachyuren der palaologi
schen Sammlung des Bayerischen Staates," Ter

rn.e8ssetra.jist Fuzetek, vol xxi (Budapest, 1898)
See CBUSTACEA. and special articles under names
of various crabs, as KING CBAB, SPIDER GRAB,
ETC
CBAB APPLE See APPLE

CBABB, GEOBGE (1778-1851) An English

lawyer and author, bom at Palgrave (Suffolk)
He was educated at Oxford, admitted to the bar

at the Inner Temple (1829), and practiced his

profession in London For a tune, also, he \vas

instructor m the classics in a Yorkshire school

His beat known work is the Dictionary of Eng
hsh Bynonymes (1816, 10th ed, 1849), a care

ful, if not always scholarly, reference book,
\thich has appeared in numerous editions

Others of his publications are a History of Eng
hsh Law (1829) , a laborious Diqest and Index

of All the Statutes at Large (4 vols
, 1841-i7) ,

Mythology of All Nations (1847)

CBABBE, GEOBGE (1754-1832) An English

poet He was born, Dec 24, 1754, at Aldeburgh,

burgh he was appointed chaplain to the Duke of

Rutland (17S2) and thus made Behoir, Leiees

ter^hire, his home Alter occupying several

other church livings he \* *s given that of

Tro\vbndare \\iltshire (1814) where he re

mamed till his death (Feb 3, 1832) Besides the

poems already cited Crabbe wrote The lens
paper (1785), The Parish Register (1807),
The Borough (1810), Tales m Terse (1812),
Tales of the Hall (1S19) Crabbe was a popu
lar poet in his own time, numbering fnends

among the greatest He was lavishly praised by
Dr Johnson, Scott Wordsworth, and Bvron
Jane Austen, charmed with humor akin to her

o^n declared that, were she e\er to marrv, she

could fancy herself Mrs Crabbe Though his

reputation has declined, he nevertheless occu

pies an important place in the progress of

English poetry Crabbe s stern descriptions of

English life in old East Angha were in marked
contrast to Goldsmith's idvllic scenes and led

the way to the realism of Wordsworth What he

lacked was the imagination necessary to give

lasting interest to hia subject His great ex

eellence is the directness with which he portrays
the tragic life of men and women whom he

knew and the scenes in which they Irved Con
suit TTojA.8, Tvith memoir, by his son G Crabbe

(8 vols, London, 1854-35 1 \ol 1901) , selec

tiona from poems, by Lamplough (ib ,
1888) ,

and

by Holland (ib, 1899), Stephen's essay in

Hours tn a Library (London, 1876)
%n Gralbe (selected by Edward Fitzged Fitzgerald, Lon

don, 1882), Courthope's essay in Vvard, Eng
hsh Poets (ib , 1884) , the Life, by Kebbel (ib

1888), Ainger, Grdble, m English Men of

Letters Series" (New York, 1902), Rene

Huchon, George CraWe and Ats Times (1907),

trans from the French bv F Clarke An ex

cellent recent edition of the Works is that of

Ward (1906) in Cambridge Press Classics

CEAB-EATEB, or COKU See

CBAB-EATHTG DOG, BACCOON', ETC

See DOG RACCOON, ETC

CBABETH, krfc'bet, DESK and WOUTER Dutch

painters on glass They were brothers, born at

Gouda, in South Holland, and they flourished

in the latter half of the sixteenth century As
the brothers worked together and were the most
famous glass painters of their tune, they can

Suffolk, where his father was collector of salt not be separated in biography Very little is

duties Crabbe showed early a love for books, known of their lives but they executed a num-

with a bias towards poetry After some school- ber of excellent works in the churches of Bd

ing he was apprenticed first to a village doctor gram, France, mod Italy Their chief wrka are
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13 of the 46 colossal windows of the great church
at Gouda Among the best of these are the

'Baptism of Christ' and 'John the Baptist

Preaching, bv Dirk, and the
'

Nativity' and the
'

Sacnlege of Heliodorus,
5

by "Wouter The lat

ter is superior in drawing and composition but

Dirk excels m brilliancy of color The works
of both show a somewhat mannered imitation of

the Italian but they still retain much of the

brightness of the mediaeal coloring Dirk died

m 1577 his brother about 1590 Consult West

lake, History of Design in Painted Qlas&, \ol

iv (London 1S94)
CBAB Q-EASS A name applied to Pamcum

sangumtfe, also known a& Digitaria sangumahs,
an annual grass common throughout many parts
01 the United States It is. frequently seen to

sprung up in fields, after the period oi cultivation

has passed It grows to a height of 2 to 3 feet,

bearing at the top 3 to 12 spreading purplish

spii.es -which carry the flowers and seed In

many places it is considered a weed, but in the

South it is %alued for the hay it yields as well

as for pa&turage The hay must be cured with-

out ram falling upon it or its value is greatly

impaired It ranks close to Bermuda grass in

value and in the cheapness with which a crop
may be produced Eleumie indica is sometimes

called crab grass

CEABIEE, kra'bvl' (Fr, crab eater) The
name in the French "fl est Indies and Jamaica for

se%eral herons, especially the common night
herons C\ t/ifteoraa) See NIGHT HEBOS
CBAB'S EYES See ABBLS, CONGESTION-

CEAB SPIDER A spider of the family
Thomibidje, so named on account of the short,

broad body and the fact that, like a crab, it

runs more successfully sideways or backward
than forward These spiders spin no web, but

await their prey hidden among foliage, and are

colored in haimony with their background, but

? few species are bright colored and hide m
flowers The most common American form

(Hisumena tatia) is milk, white, occasionally
with light crimson markings Another species

(Philodromw mlgwns] eats house flies almost

exclusively Consult Emerton, The Common
Sptdeis of the United States (Boston, 1902),
and Fabre, The Life of the Spider, trans bv De
Mattos (New York, 1913) Compare Bnu>

CBAB'S PLOVEB A angular shore bird

(Dramas ardeola) nearly related to the oyster

catchers, but set apart in a family, Dromadidse,
of its own, which is to be found sparingly on the

coasts and islands of the Indian Ocean "Its

habits remind us both of the ploxers and the

terns and eo do the unusually large eggs," but
in India, according to Hume, it nests in bur
rows in sand hills

CKABTBBB, CHABLOTDB (1847-1024) Aa
American actress, known as Lotta She was
born in New lork and when a child of six

began her career m California After starring
for a time! in the West, she came again to

Hew York about 1860 In 1867, as Little Nell
and the Marchioness in a dramatization of Old

Gunostty Shop, she made her first great im
pression there and became a popular favorite

Her success was entirely due to her personal
charm Critics found little to approve in the

pieces in. which she appeared, such as The Little

Detective, Ztp, Musette, and The Ftrefly, but her

stage appearance was characterized by a natural

ness and grace which won the hearts of the

is CBACOW

audience She retired from the stage still

unmarried, in 1891, haung acquired a fortune

Consult \\ekh in McKa~\ and TCingates Fa
mous American Actois of To Day (Xew Yoik,
18D6) and CUpp and Edgett Flaws of the

Present, Dunhp Society Publications lib , 1899)
CRACKED HEELS See HOESE
CBACK'EB See Biscurr

CBACKEBS A name given in the southern

part of the Inited States to the poor and ig
norant -whites, probably because of their usual

diet which is cracked corn ground into a coarse

meal The term corn crackerb" is employed in

the t,dme sense

CBACZEB STATE Georgia See STATES,
POPULVB XAHES OF

CEACK-XUr, or CEACKLE WAKE A kind
oi china ware, the glazing of which is purposely
cracked m the kiln, as an ornament, the effect

being produced by a glaze which tends to contract

m the burning more rapidly than the vessel

itself This ware is produced for the most part
in China and Japan, but it has also been made
at a pottery it Dedham, Mass

,
where two vane

ties of crackle ware are made Both have a gray
body, resembling true porcelain and are fired at

a high temperature To one of these various
colored glazes are applied, ranging through \an
ous shades of red, green, and olive, while the

other, the gray crackle ware, differs only in

color and is usually decorated in blue Consult
"Ameiican Art Pottery" in Special Reports of
ihe Census Office Manufactures, part in, 1905

(Washington 1908)

CEACOW, kra'kO (Pol Krakow, Ger EtaLau,
Fr Cracone, Lat Ctacoua, Catodiuium said

to be named after its founder, Krakus, a legend

ary Slavic chief) The ancient capital of the

Kingdom of Poland and residence of the Polish

kings, now a fortified citv of the Austrian Crown
land of Galicia (Map Austria, F 1) It is situ

ated on the left bank of the Vistula, at its conflu

ence with the Rudowa, about 10 miles from the
frontier of Russian Poland and 200 miles north
east of Vienna Cracow, with its numerous
churches, towers, and old castle, presents an im
posing aspect from without It consists of the
inner town and a number of suburbs The old

walls surrounding the inner town have been de

raolished, and promenades laid out on their site

Cracow is one of the oldest cities of Poland

(according to tradition, a stronghold was bu^lt

here about 700 AD }, and it bears the marks of

its age in its imposing buildings as well as in
its general appearance The city has about 40

churches, scarcely more than half the number it

formerly had, and about 25 convents The most

important church is the Stanislaus Cathedral, a
Gothic structure, situated near the castle It

was erected under Casimir the Great, being con
secrated in 1359 Here the Polish kings were
crowned and here are they buned, together with

many national heroes including Sobieski Ponia
tow ski, and Koscraszko Also the remains of

St Stanislaus, the patron saint of the Poles, are
said to rest here The church is also adorned
with numerous monuments, aeveral of them bv
Thorwaldsen, and with notable paintings and
other objects of art The church of St Mary,
a Gothic basilica, was founded early in the
thirteenth century and has been rebuilt several
tunes It contains a magnificent high, altar by
Vest Stosa and a number of monuments Be
aides these churches there are a number of other

very interesting mediaeval ones Among the
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interesting becul 11 building-, i the former royal independence under
castle, situated on a broad hill at the southwest
era end of the town jt was built in the thir

in 1794, and
came into the posbe^sion 01 \ustni at the third

partition of Poland, in 1705 From 1809 to
teenth century (and subsequently enlarged) and 1M5 Cracow lormed a part or the Duchy of
suffeied greatly from conflagrations tntil 1610 \\arsa\v The short In ed Republ'c ol Cracow
it was the residence of the Polish kmgb, from established at the Congie-s ot Vienna in 1815
1846 it was used as a barrackb and military under the protectorate of Russia Piussia and
hospital, but it is, now lestoied The old cloth Austria, was the last rtmnant ot an independent
hall, dating from the thirteenth centuiv it, now Poland It consisted ot the c t\ or Cracow and
Ubed as an ait museum and contains paintings some adjacent fcrntorv \uw a total population
by Polish aitibtb, such as "Matejko, Riemiradzki of about 140,000 Tae participation ol a per
and otherb In front of the cloth hall 11 a tion of the population in toe Pulisut uprising of
bronze statue of Mickiewicz one or Polinds 1830 gi\e Russia an omwitunitv for military
gieatest poets Among othei notable buildmgo occupation Alter that Cracow was repeatedly
and historical monuments are the old and new occupied by foreign tioops The little republic
theatres and the Rondell, a relic ol the old for took a leading part in the Polish ms,urrect on or
tifications The chief educational institution is 1846 The patriots were at r-t successful but
the famous university, styled the Ja^elloman their o\erthiow soon ensued, and Cracow was
Unnersity, lounded b\ Casimir the Great in annexed to Austria in the bame year In 1S49
1364 It de^ eloped very rapidly and e-tenturtlv it was incorporated with Galicia Cracow re
became the intellectual centie of Poland It has mims to the present day a great focus of Polish
faculties of junsprudence medicine philosophy national hfp
and theology, with an attendance (1111) of
2805 students The university librarv contains
over 300 000 volumes, besides numeious manu
scripts, engiaungs, ancient documents, etc At
tached to the university are also an obsen atory,
a botanical garden, a natural history museum,
and a number of other institutions The uni
versity occupies a splendid Gothic building
erected in 1881-87, the library is housed in the
old fifteenth century buildings Among other

3 __ 7

prominent educational establishments are the 4 miles west of Pittt,buigh on the Pittsburgh,
Royal Academy of Sciences, and the art school Cincinnati, Chicago and St Louis Railroad

(until 1893 under the supervision of Matejko),
'" ~ -~. -.

several seminaries, and a number of artistic

and literary societies The Czartoryski Museum
contains a collection of sculptures and antiqui
ties and a fine picture gallery, with examples
of the Italian and Dutch schools Cracow re

mams the intellectual centre of the Polish

CEA.COW, IxivcBsnT or See CHVCOW
CEAD1)OCK, CHJUBUES EGBERT The nom de

plume of Mary X Murfree (q-v ), the Southern
novelist

CRADLE OP LIBERTY THE The name
popularly gi\en to Faneml Hall, Boston, as the

- scene of eailv popular protests against British

splendid Gothic building rule" * ' * " "
CEADOCK, krad'ok PIE See CARADOC
CBAPTON A borough m Alleghenv Co , Pa ,

(Map Pennsylvania, B 6) It is in a coal

mining and oil district Pop , 1900, 1927, 1910,
4583

CEAITS, JAMES MASQAT (1839-1017) An
American chemist He was born m Boston and
recened his education at the Lawrence Scien

tiflo School of Hanard In 1859 he went to

Germany and studied at the Academy of Minesnation

There are manufactures of machinery, textiles, of Freiberg and at the Lmveisity of Heidelberg

leather, chemicals, etc , but industrially Cracow At the latter institution he acted for some time

has not greatly developed It is more im

portant for its trade in grain, timber, salt, tex

tiles, and cattle In the vicinity of the city la

situated Koscmszko Hill, a mound 65 feet high,

as private assistant to Bunsen In 1861 he

went to Pans, and there, m Wurtz s laboratory,

he first met Charles Friedel, in conjunction with

whom he later carried out some of his most

erected in 1820-23 by the residents of Cracow, in brilliant researches In 1865 he returned to the

honor of Koscmszko, and since converted into a Lnited States, and, after devoting some tune to

fort The fortifications of Cracow are very mining, accepted the position of head professor

extensive Eight miles southeast of Cracnw is of chemistry and dean of the faculty at Cornell

Wiehczka, famous for its salt mines Across Lniversity, where he remained until 1870 Dur

the Vistula from Cracow is the town of Pod ing the following four years he acted as profea

gOrze, with 22,232 inhabitants In 1900 the city sor of chemistry at the Masbachusetts Institute

had 91,323 inhabitants, the census of Dec 31, of Technology, but in 1874 took leave of absence,

1910, returned 151,886 Of the latter, the ver- joined Fnedel m Pans, and devoted himself ex

nacular of 133 158 was Polish, Roman Catholics clusively to scientific research His imestiga

numbered 116,656, Jews, 32,321 In 1012 Pla

szOw (pop, 2255) was annexed to Cracow
toons were mainly in the field of organic ehemis

try, but his name is connected also with many
Cracow rose into importance in the Middle interesting achievements in physics and in phys-

Ages as the seat of a bishopric and a centre of ical chemistry He inventied a new hydrogen

commerce and trade, its piospenty being en thermometer, measured the densities of iodine

hanced by the influx of German immigrants It at very high temperatures, demonstrated an in

suffered terribly at tne hands of the Tatars in teresting regularity m the variation of the boil

the thirteenth century It became the capital ing points of chemically allied substances with

of Poland early in the fourteenth century, and the external pressure, prepared a number of

after having been superseded by Warsaw in nsw compounds of the element silicon, which

1610, it still remained, until 1764, the place are interesting because of their chemical resem

where the Polish kings were crowned and buried blanee to the corresponding compounds of car

It later became exceedingly impoverished, so hon, and also prepared new compounds of

that at the end of the eighteenth century its. arsenic But his most important achievement

population was only about 10,000 In 1655 and was the discovery, jointly with Fnedel, of one

1702 the town was taken by the Swedes It was of the most fruitful synthetic methods in. organic

the starting point of the rising of tho Polas for chemistry Hundreds of new carbon compound*
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ha\ e bet n bi ought into existence by this method
^hich is bated on the catalvtic action of the

chlonde of aluminum
In recognition of Crafts s sen ices to science,

the French government maae him a chevalier of

the Legion of Honor (
18b5 ) , and the British

Assomtion for the Advancement of Science

made him one ot its corresponding members In
1891 he again returned to this country, and
from 1802 to ISO7 acted as professor ot organic
chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology In li>08 he became the president of

the institute, and in the same year Hanard
Uimersity conierred upon him tlip honorary

degree of Doctor 01 Tans In 1900 however he

resigned the presidency ot the Institute of Tech

nology and again turned to the in\ estigition
ot problems in oiganic and physical chemistry

The numeroub results of Di Crafts's researches

T\ere published in various bcientrfie periodicals,
mainly foreign He also wrote a textbook of

Qualitative Analysis (1809, and several later

edition^

CBATTS, WILBLTB FISK (1850-1922) An
American clergyman He wa& born in Frveburg,
lie graduated it Wet.lt \ an Um\ersity m I860

and at the Boston Unnersitv School of Theology
in 1S72 held various positions, in the Methodist

Episcopal church and m 1880 became a Con

gregational minister From 1883 to 1888, how
ever he was the pastor of the Fust Union Pres

bttenan. Church of Xew York He conducted an
Internation il Sunday School Parliament at the

Thousand Inlands in 1876-77, "wrote many books
for the Sunday school, and founded the Amen
can Sabbath Lnion in IS89 and the International

Reform Bureau in 189o He also published
J/ua* the Old Testament Go* (1883) Successful
Men of To Day (1883) The BallatK for Man
( 18^5) , The Ma)ch of CJnist donn the Centuries

(1902) That Boif and Qul of Tours (1905) ,

Internationalism (1908), Wot Id Book of Tern

perance (1908) Prohibition Hand Book (1911)

CBAETSMAU-, THE A powerful journal

organized in 1726 by Bolingbroke and Pulteney,
ttith Nicholas Amhurst, who conducted it under
the name of

'
Caleb D Anvers of Gray's Inn "

It

was the organ of the Opposition against Sir

Robert Walpole
CBAG- MCABTTN", or ROCK SWALLOW A

shallow (Chiicola, mpesttis), closely allied to

the bank swallow (q\ )
-which is found from

Portugal eastward to China in the breeding sea

son, migrating to tl e tropics for the winter It

frequents mountains and rocky river banks

among hills, but does not ascend to Alpine re

gions It builds in niches of the rocks a large,

open topped nest of mud, occasionally (as in

the villages of the Pyrenees) placing this on the
timbers of buildings or among ruins, and lays

profusely speckled eggs "The general color of

the adult bird is a light ashy brown above, the
lower parts being creamy buff, and the tail

feathers are dark brown, the central and outer

pairs being conspicuously spotted with white"
Consult Sharpe and Wyatt, Monograph of the

Htrundimdas (London, 1885-94)

CBAIG, krag, CHABLES FBASTKLIN (1872-
) An American army officer and bacteriolo-

gist He was born in Danbury, Conn , graduated
from the Yale Medical School in 1894, was ap
pointed acting assistant surgeon m the United
States army in 1898, and in 1908 became captain
md assistant surgeon Thereafter as biologist
and bacteriologist he served in army hospitals at

Chickamau^a Park Ga Fortre-^ Monroe Ha
\ana the Presidio, Cal and Manila In 1896-

97 he was a member ot the Army Boird for the

^tudy of Tropical Diseisefa alter 1000 he TV as

assistant curator of the Army Medical Museum
in Washington at the same time acting as

instructor m clinic il miciusiopi and bacten

ology at the Aiinv Medical School in Washing
ton, and in 1910-11 he uas also as&istant pio
lessor of bacteriology in the medical department
of Geoij>e Waslunatun Innerisitv He published
The JEstuo Autiunial Malarial Feiets (1901)
The Jlalaiiol Feiers and the Blood of Protozoa

of Man (1909) The Patasitic Amoeba of Man
1 1011), also Malarial Fevers," in Osier's

Modem Medicine (1907), 'Pirasitic Disease,"
in Hares Modem Tteatrnent (1911)

CEAIG, EDWARD GOBDCTN (1872- ) An
English actor, pioducmg managei, and writer

on the theatre the son of Ellen Terry He
nas bom near London, played his first part in a
London theatre when only sn. veais old, and

appeared again in Chicago when he was 13, but

his regular debut was made m 1889 undei Sir

Henrv In ing, his mother appealing in the same

5erfoimance
He continued with Irving till

897 when he left the stage and devoted him-
self to the study of drawing and wood engraving
In 1900 he began a series of operatic and theatri

cal productions in which he put in practice some
no\el ideas in iegard to scenery and the me-
chanical details of stage management His sue

cesa with these inno-sations led him to devote

his time wholly to the art of production and in

1913 he founded a school in Florence, Italy for

the dissemmatior of his theories of theatrical

art He published besides numerous magazine
articleb The Ait of the Theatre (1905), On
the Art of the Theatre (1911), Towards a Taew

Theatre (1913)

CRAIG, FBA>E (1874- ) An English
painter and illustrator He was born in 1874
in Abbey Wood (Kent) and studied at the

Royal Academy under Edwin Abbey He began
as a painter of modern English life and con

temporary histon, such as the Boer War, and
as an illustrator for Kipling's poems and for the
London Gtaphio and other magazines In 1905
he joined the new Pre Raphaelite movement, and
thereafter painted historical pictures full of

evpressive figures and quaint costumes, in their

general color scheme often resembling Gobelin

tapestries Good examples are "The Heretic"

(1906, National Gallery, London) "The Maid"
(1907, Luxembourg) , and "The Meeting House
of Nonconformists" (1908) Among his more
recent work the curiously characteristic por
traits of Sir John Jardine and Major General

Douglas Scott (1910) deserve mention A good
example of his early style is the "Communion
on the Velt" (1900, Durban Museum, South

Africa)

CEAIG, JAMES ALEXAHDKB (1855- )

An American Semitic scholar, born at Fitzroy
Harbor, Ontario He was educated at McGill,

Yale, and Leipzig universities was instructor

and adjunct professor at Lane Theological Semi

nary (1886-90), professor of Old Testament
literature and exegesis at Oberlm Theological

Seminary (1891), and, after 1893, professor of

Semitic languages and literatures and Hellenis-

tic Greek at the Umveisity of Michigan In
1904 he was a member of the Congress of Arts
and Sciences at St Louis Besides editing The
Semitic Senes of S<tndoook& hit publications in-
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elude lnt>cnptiotis of balmana6t,at , King of \ .Edinburgh 1^5 1 with introduction by T
-Lssi/Mf, bjO-i"^ BC (1887), Mctmal Tiansla Graves Law
tion of the Epic of Ishta) ffeb>eu Wo)d J/anuaZ CRAIG KATHSBINE L An Amencan edu
(1890) Assynan and Balyloman Religious cator She attended Missouri Taller College
Texts 12 vol* 189o-07) Asttonomical Astto

logical Texts of Babylonians (1S99)
CBAIG, SIB JAMES HE>BY (1748-1812)

was elected supei intendtnt or public instruction
of Colorado in 19U4 iretltctcd 1906 1 and be
came field secret in ol Color ido TVomanb Col

An Enghbh soldier, bom m Gibraltar son ot Itge in 1909 Beside^ innotating the bdiool law
the Judge Advocate Geneial there In 1763 he of Colorado and compiling Arbor Dai Flag Da v,
was gazetted an en&ign and in 1771 was ap and ^as^mgton and Lincoln Dav books for Vie

pointed captain in the Forty seventh Foot He public achooL,, bhe n, authoi of Pnaiaiy Geog
accompanied his legmient to America wab laphy and a not el Judge
wounded at Bunker Hill, in 177G wa& tran&feired Icne ff>e (10021
to Canada, and m 1777 was at the eaptuie of
Fort licondeioga Geneial Burgovne before

Saratoga intrusted him with dispatches to Eng
land He was promoted to be mapr in the

and Kath

CRAIG-, SIB THOMAS (1538-lbOS) A Scot
ti^li lawvei autLoi, <ind poet Educated at
^t Andrew b and in Pius,, he pa^ed ib advo
cate at the Scottish bir in Februan 1563, and

Eighty second, proceeded to Nova Scotia, and was appointed lustiee depute He gained the
in 1781 sened under Lord Cornvallia in Xorth ta\or ot James VI who notwithstanding his
Cirolma In 1795, having then usen to the modest and pm>it,tent refuel, created hum a
rank of major general he was placed m com knight in loin Be&ides some much admired
mand of the expedition to the Cape of Good Latin ven* and pro&t he -wrote Jn\ Feuriale (ed
Hope Aided by Rear Admiral Elphmstone and Burnet

Major Geneial Clarke, lie obtained the surrender tionb

of the colony on September 14 He went in

1797 to India, was promoted lieutenant general
in 1801, and in 1805, as a local geneial in the

Mediterranean, landed with 7000 troops at Cis

1655 ntw ed With notes and eorrec

James Bullu, I76b) This Itarned
vvoik is still an authonh on feudal law

CEAIGENPTTTTOCE, kra'^m put'tui A
fiim in the southw extern part of Dumfriesshire,
Scotland, situited 12 miles noith ot Castle

tellamare, with orders to cooperate with the Doughs and celebrated a-a the residence of
Russian forces under General Lacv in an attack

upon the French After Austerlitz he withdrew
Thomas Carlyle It belonged to Jane Welsh be

lore her mamage to the author The Carlvles

to Sicily In 1807 he TVas appointed Governor Irved theie most of the time between 1S28 and
General of Canada After a somewhat vexed
administration he resigned in 1811, and in 1812

was promoted to be general

CRAia, JOIPT (1512-1600) A preacher of

the Scottish Reformation He was born in Aber
deenshire and educated at St Andrews He
entered the Dominican Order, but soon fell under
the suspicion of heresy and was cast into prison
On his release (1536) he traveled on the Conti

nent, and after some time was, through Cardinal

IS34 Much of Carhles writing was done at

Criigenputtock and there are frequent references

to it in his published coireispondence Consult
' Homes and Haunts of Carlvle,' in Westminster
Gazette (London 1895)

CBAIGHILL, LrVgil, WILLIAM PBICB (1S33-
1900) An Amenean mihtarv engineer, born at

Charlebtown \\ Ta He graduated in 1853 at
the United States Military Academy, m 1854-55

superintended the building ol Tort Sumter, and

Pole's influence, made nonce mahter in the in 1858 that of Fort Delaware, and was for sev

Dominican convent at Bologna and later was
rector While here Cahm's Institutes fell in

his way and con-verted him to Protestant doc-

trines He was brought before the Inquisition
and sentenced to be burnt a fate from which

he was saved bv the mob, on the death of Pope
Paul TV, breaking open the prisons of Rome

eral years an instructor at the academv In

1803 he constructed the defenses of Pittsburgh
and m 1865 wa^ broetted a lieutenant colonel

for service in the defense of Cumberland Gap
He was promoted to the rank of major, and from
1865 to 1867 wa&> in charge of the detenses of

Baltimore harbor Subsequently he was con

Craig escaped to Vienna and obtained fa\or at cerned with several public works such as the

the court- of Maximilian II, but the Pope de

manded his surrender as one condemned for

heresy The Emperor, however, instead of com

plying with the request, gave Craig a safe con

duct out of Germany He now returned to Scot

land (1560) and was appointed the colleague

of John Knot in the parish church of Edinburgh

Thinking the marriage of Queen Mary and Both

improvement of the Potomac River (1870-74)
and the Delaware River (1873) He was chief

of engineers of the United States armv, with the

rank of brigadier general, from 1895 until his

retirement at his own request in 1897 In 1894

he was president of the American Society of

Civil Engineers His publications include an

Army Officers Pocket Companion (1862) and a

CKAIGIE, kra'gS, PEABL BICHABDS

OBBES, JOH& OllTEB
CBAJGLBITH (krSg'leth') STONE

See

mdstone belonging to the Carbomf
imed at Craigleith, near Edin

used in that city for build

well contrary to the Word of God, he boldly translation/ of Dufour^Coursdetaatiquf) (1863)

refused to proclaim the banns, but afterward
"*- ' '- ~ -o,-. c

yielded under protest In 1572 Craig was sent

"to illuminate the dark places" in Forfarshire

until 1579, when he was appointed chaplain to siliceous

King James VI He now took a leading part in erous series,

the affairs of the Church, was the compiler of burgh It is ._,

part of the Second Book of Discipline, and the ing purposes, for which, it is admirably adapted

w liter of the national covenant signed in 1580 by its puntv, durability, and the ease with which

by the King and his household He was a man it can be wrought

of great conscientiousness and was not slow to CBAIK, Lrlk, DINAH MART A (1826-87) As

oppose the proceedings of the court when he English novelist, better known as Miss MULOOK

deemed them^contrary to Scripture and to speak She was born at Stoke upon Trent, Stafford

wholesome but unpleasant truths to majesty it shire In 1849 she published The Oydm&i, her

self He died Dec 12, 1600 Consult the black first novel, and rapidly afterward Ohve (1850) ,

letter facsimile reprint of Craig's OatecJnsms The Head of the Family (1851), A.hce Lear
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mount (1852) Aaathas Hualand (1853, 6th

ed, 18b5) John Halifax Gentleman 11857)

A Lift tot a Life ilS59) Chiutians Histal e

(lSl>5) ana i giwrt numbei of bhoit papeis
A pension ol ^U \as granted to hei in 1804 In

ISbS she marned George LJhe Craik Among
her later \vorkb ib kermons Out of Chuich

(1875) Her liteiarv reputation rests chieflj

upon John Hahfac Gentleman, a classic picture
of middle clasb English life, -which had a remark
able success, and appealed in frequent later edi

tions Some of her Poems of Thnty Teai, ~\eu

and Old 1 1881) buch a* Duuglab and Philip,

my King,
'

have been popul ir She wrote several

stoneu for her own children that ran thiough
manv edition These include The Adientuies

of a Bioume (1872, new ed, 1911 1, and The
Little Lame Prince (new ed, 1009)

CBAIK, GEOSGE Limm (1798-1866) An

Englibh miscellaneous writer He was born at

Kennowav, Fifeshire, and was educated for the

Church at St Andrew* Lnrversity, but, pre
ferring a liteiaiv careei, he went to London in

182b His first work ol importance -was the

Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties (1830-

31), forming part of the series of publications
issued bv tie Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge He also contnbuted largely to the

Penny Magazine and the Penny Cyclopaedia In

1837 Craik became editor of the Pictcnial His

tory of England, some of the most valuable

chapters of which were written by himself, and
afterward enlarged and repubhshed separately
as independent works Such are his sketches of

the History of Literature and Leaining in Eng
land from the ~\o)inan Conquest to the Piesent

Time (1844-46), and his Histoiy of Bntish
Commerce

( 1844) In 1845 he published Spenser
and his Poetry, and in 1840-47 Bacon and his

Wntmgt In 1849 Craik was appointed to the

chair of history and English literature in

Queens College, Belfast, a situation which he

occupied till his death In 1848-50 appeared
his Romance of the Pe&age, in 1851 his Out
hues of the History of the English Language,
which has passed through various editions, and
in 1856 his essays on The English of Shale

spearf, which parsed through several editions

His Manual of English Literature was reprinted

(1910) in "Everyman's Library"
CBAIZ, JAMES (1731-1814) The physician

of George Washington, who referred to him as

my compatriot in arms, my old and intimate

friend
" He was born in Scotland He accom

pamed Washington in the Braddock expedition
and subsequently entered the medical ser\ice of

the Revolutionary army and was director of

the hospital at Yorktown He was active in the

disclosure of the plot to remove Washington
from command during the winter at Valley
Forge (see CONWAY, THOMAS) and was present
at the surrender of Lord Cornwallis at York
town After the war he settled near Mount
Yemen and attended Washington in his last

illness

ORATE, ROBEST (1829-1906) A Canadian

physician and surgeon He was born in Montreal
and was educated at the public schools and
McGhll Lmversity, where he graduated with the

highest honors in 1854 He then became house

surgeon to the Montreal General Hospital and
in 1856 also entered McGiII University as demon
strator of anatomy, becoming- professor of dim
eal surgery in 1860 While in this position he

distinguished himself for his work in the reaec-

CBAJKE

t on 01 lomtb and lor operations in o\anotomy
In Ibb7~79 he wab prole^aoi ot chemibtrv In

1889 he litLane d an ot tU mei1
. 1 u.ult\ and

iroji l&b (J to 191)1 vvio al-o pioit,s.ir ot hvgiene
and public hetlth In audition 10 Ins profes
siouil woik Ciaii ably ab-s bted an the organ
azation and extension oi the mtdical aepartment

during the 17 jLiib t'nt he wab dein He aided

in obtiming addit onal umvtibitv endowments
in promoting the building and opening of the

Royal Tictona Hospital, and in the remodeling
ot the Montreal Ckneial Hospital As early as

1854 he wiote on the geim theory of infectious

di^-eabCb Hib othei publications include

Pftpett, on Put put a and Tetanus 1 1885) , Medical
Education (1890j , Hospital and Diatnct Aws
tng (1897)

CRAXLSH
him A town of Wuittembeig

1

, &ernMnj, on the

Jagbt, 47 miles noitheait of Stuttgart (Map
German Empue, D 4j Its. municipal offices are

situated in the ancient cattle of the Hohenlohes
the fitteenth century church of St John a
Gothic edifice contains paintings and othei tea

turet It his consideiatile trade, and minufac
tures of woolens, cement, leather lumber, and
machinery It is a centre for agricultural prod
ucts Pop l')00 o2:>5 1905 5747 1910,6101

CBAIOVA, or KSAJOVA, kra y^a The

capital of the Pro\inee of Doljiu, Rumania, on
the n\er Jiu, 112 miles we&t of Bucharest

(Map Balkan Peninsula, D 2) It is the centie

of a rich agncultuial and forebt region and
trades in tmibei, agricultural produce, and
cattle Salt is e\tensnely mined in the neigh
borhood It ib a gamson town and has large

go\ ei nmental industrial establishments lor the
manufactuie ol leathei, rope, and carriages
Trade in cattle, ceieals, fish, linen, pottery, and

glue is important Being headquarters of the
First Army Corps, it has a military tiainmg
school It has two old ruined monasteries, Obe
deanu and Saint Demctie The ancient Roman
Castra Nova, in the Middle Ages it became the
rebidence of a ban and the capital of Lower Wai
laehia Pop, 1899, 45,438, 1005, 45,756
CBAIT See KBAIT

CRAKE, or COBN CRAKE (fiom led Irala,
ciow, so named fiom its ciy) An English name
for the landrail (Crex oex), formed in imita
tion of its familiar ciy, "crek, crek," which is

heard from every field of grain in valleys and
low grounds in Great Britain in early summer
and is associated with all that 19 pleabant in
that pleasant season It is a very pretty bird,
of a reddish brown color, marked with dark
brown in streaks along the middle of the

feathers, lighter below (See Plate of RAILS,
ETC ) Several otter similar short balled rails of
the genera Great and Porzwuj, are often termed

"crakes," as the spotted crake (Porzana por
zana-) ,

which is smaller than the corn crake and
is very similar to the American sora

CEAKE, AUGUSTINE DAVID (1836-90) An
English author He was educated at London
University, entered the ministry of the Church
of England, and after holding pastorates at Blo^
ham and in the Isle of Wight became vicar of

Cholsev, near Wallingford, in 1885, where he re
mained until his death He was the author of a
number of devotional books and of & long series
of historical storybooks, illustrating the history
of the Church m England His works include
MiMhus (1871), Ewwts (1872), Sdwy the
Futr (1874, 5th ed, 1885), Alfgar the Dane
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(1874), Fauleigh Hall { 1882), The Last Abbot eotant clmnhes ot frtiiarn and -ome have

f^la^onluiif (ISftij, luleLog atones been tranblated into Lnjli-li A hymnal he

Jof-
' **"M P m Old English Histoiy edited in 17SO remained in u-e lor a century

(188<) His best known historical work is a His collected pomis weie published under the
History of the Chutch und& the Roman Empire respective title> frainthchc Grdirhte ll7b2) and
'"lo>r:K

Hmteilaetene Gedichte (1701i Consult Blu
emcke Bcittapgt zu Kentiti is dp Lylt 1 Johann
4.ndieas Ciamus (Greiiswald 1^10)

CEAJiIEB, JOHA>,X BAPTIST (1771-1858) A
German pianist ana composer He wan born
m Mannheim, out in Ins infancy w ent to London
with las lather the violinist WiiHelm C tamer
who isah also hi= fcrbt teacher Having com

pleted his studies undir Clcrawiti, lie appeared

(1873)

CRATrF/BEBBY See CBOWBEBBY
CRAM, RALPH ADAMS (1863- } An

American aiclutect and author, born at Hamp
ton Falls, N H He began practice as an archi
tect in Ib89 As senior member of the firm of
Cram Goodhue and Ferguson he helped to plan
some of thp most notable academic and ecclesi

astical buildings in the Lmted States Among
theue aie Graduate College and Cleveland in public with great bucetsb at the age* oi 17,

Tower, Pimceton Lnner&itj Rice Institute
Houston Tex , Richmond and Sweet Briar col

leges (Virginia) , buildings for Williams College
and Phillips E\eter Academy, and St Albans
Cathedral, Toronto, Canada, St Paul's Cathe
dial, Detroit, Mich

,
St ThomabS Church, New

Yoik, Cahary Chiirph Pittsburgh, Pa Eudid
Avenue Piebbyterian Church, Cleveland, Ohio,
Fourth Piesbytenan Church, Chicago, 111 He
became confaulting architect for the Cathedral of

St John the Divine, Xew York City, and, in

1914, pioiesbor in Massachusetts Institute of

Technology His writings include Church-

Building (1901), The Ruined Abbeys of Great
Britain (1905), Impiesswns of Japanese Atchi
tecture and the Allied- Aita (1906) , The Gothto

Quest (1007)
CBAMBE See SEA KALE
CBAJCBB, kra'mer, GABBIEL (1704-52) A

Swiss mathematician He was born in Geneva

and after a concept tout m 17SS-91 settled in

London as a ttacher He repeitedlv traveled

on the Continent and from 1S32 lived in Paris,
whence he rtturned to London in 1S45 He was
much admired as a pianibt tor his correct tech

nique and sympathetic mterpretat on, his

numerous compositirmq fnr the pianoforte arp

now antiquated, with the exception of the

Eighty lout Studies, Op 50, which in their raie

combination of superior technical requirements
with the highest mubical value have become an

accepted classic and are used in the entire musi
cal world as models of fundamental studies for

the acquirement of solid and tasteful pianoiorte

playing

CBAMEB, JOH\ AMO^Y (1793-1848) An
English classical scholar, born at ilitludi

Switzerland, of German parentage, and educated

at Christ Church, Oxford He was professor of

modem history at Oxford from 1842 until his

and was subsequently professor of mathematics death, and dunng the last lour years of his life

there His chief work is a treatise on algebraic was also dean of Carlisle The following are
' ' - -

a few of his principal T^orks Dwaertofion on the

Passage of Hannibal oier tlie Alps (in collabo

curves (Geneva, 1750) , but he contributed to

the subject of equations (qv ), revived the study . .

of determinants (qv), which had been begun ration with H L Wickham, 2d ed, 1828) an

by Leibnitz, and wrote on the physical cause of important work, Anecdote Grosco, e Codmbua
the bpheroidal shape of the planets and the mo Manuscnptis Bdlwthecarum Oxontensium De

"""' " '

scnpta, (4 vols, 1835-37), Catena Groscontm

Patrum in }oium Testamentvm (8 vols,

1838-44)
CBA2Q1B. bra/mSr, TTA^T. EDTTABD (1831

1901) A Swiss botanist born in Zurich He
studied there and in Freiburg, taught for se\

produced shall pass through Tihree collmear eral years at the technological institute of

points, proved Newton's rule for determining Zurich, and in 1861 was appointed professor of

the infinite branches of a curve, and completed botany at the Polytechnikum In 1880 he be

the classification of cubic curves Consult Can came professor in the university there and in

tor, Geschrthte der Mathematik (Leipzig, 1898 \,

""
and Muir, Theory of Determinants t the His
toncal Order of -its Development (London,
18)0) See CLR\E

OBAMEB, JOHANN: AITOBEAS (1723-88)

tion of their apsides (Paris, 1730) He also

edited the ^orks of Johann Bernoulli (4 vols,

Lausanne, 1742) and Jakob Bernoulli (2 yols,

Geneia, 1744) In his investigation of curves

Cramer generalized the problem of Pappus, to in

scribe in a given circle a triangle wnose sides

German pieacher and poet, born m Johstadt,

Saxony He studied theology m Leipzig, and m
1750 became chief court preacher in .

In 1754 the influence of his friends

and Bernstorff secured for him an a

to a similar position in Copenhagen, where he

1882 was made director of the botanic garden
in Zurich His published works include the

following Pflanssmphy&iologiache Unteraueh

ungen, jointly with Nageh (1855-58), Unter

suckungen uler dte Cetamiaceen (1863) , Bd
dungsabweiohungen bei einigen, inchtigeren

Pflanzmfanthen (1864) He was also the

author of a number of important monographs on

botanical subjects, published in scientific

periodicals
CEAMP (OHG chrampfa, Ger Erampe,

became professor of theology Owing to the cramp, from OHG Krampf, curved, Icel krappr,

antagonism of Struensee, he was banished, and narrow connected also with AS, OS crumb,

accepted an appointment as superintendent in OHG krump, Ger fcrwrom, crooked) An irregu

Lubeck, whence he was recalled to Denmark T ' J " " '

after Struensee's esecutaon in 1772, and ap
pointed professor of theology and chancellor at

lar, involuntary, and generally painful contrac

tion of a voluntary muscle, without insensibility

e r or other disturbance of the general systeir

the University of Kiel ( 1774) As a preacher he Cramp is often the effect of cold, and has proveo
was unexcelled in his day, and his odes and fatal to swimmers by attacking them auddenly-

hymns were very popular Many of them, such, when m the water It IB readily removed by
as "Er ist ^ekommen her," ^Dem bin ich, warmth and friction when due to a strained

Herr," and "Der Eerr ist Gott und Kemer position, to cold, or prolonged contraction of a

mehr," are still frequently sung
1 in the Prot- group of muscles, aa ID lifting a weight above the
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head A bvummer attacked with cramp in the

legb should turn on his back and, while floating

grasp and knead the affected muscles violently

Crampb are a distressing symptom in cholera

<qv ) Thev occui in colic (qv), in tetanus

lq ^ ), and in some eabts ot poisoning Writers

Liamp is an occupation neurosis" Iqv ;
con

sibt ng of a spasmodic closure of the hand on

attempting to write, which tuirs the pen over

and preventb its moMng Telegraphers, brake

men on railroads ballet dancerb cigar makert,

ghbb blowers viulmbtb clarinet and cornet plaj
trb and mam otuers sulier Irom a- cramp in the

pioup ot mubclet, which they use constantly in

their occupation*.

CBAJffiP, CH^BLES HENBY (1828-1913) An
Amencan bhipbmlder, born in Philadelphia He
became a paztner in, and later president of,

William Ciamp i Co ,
the largest shipbuilding

enterprise m the United States, which has built

manv of the finest naval and merchant vessels

afloat He built ironclads and monitors for the

Imted States government in the Civil War and
assisted in the reconsti uction of the United
States navv and the reestablishment of the

Lnited State* mei chant marine The destroyed

battleship J/aie wab built at the Cramp vards,
in whose 31 acres of ground nearly 6000 work
men are employed Consult Buell, Hemoita of
V E Ciamp (New "iork 1906)

CBAMPEL, kroN'pel', PAUL (1863-91) A
French tiavelei in Africa He first went to the

French Congo in 1886 as secretary to Sa\org
nan de Brazza, and in 1888-89 conducted most
successtully an expedition from the Ogorce River

into the Fan countiy north and back to Corisco

Bav In the follow ing year he was commissioned

by the Comite de PAfnque Francaise to pene
trate to Lake Chad, and started from Stanley
Pool v> ith a small force of 30 Senegalese soldiers

and 250 earners and accompanied by three Euro

peans Having marched under great difficulties

from Bangui on the Ubangi River northward to

El Kuti, he was abandoned by his earners, and,
while trjmg to force their way farther north,
he and his remaining companions -were surprised
and massacred by the Senussi Moslems Only
one European escaped to bring the news to the

Congo (July, 1891)
CEAMFTISH' (so called from the temporary

paralysis caused by its shock) The electric ray
See TOBPEDO

CBAKPTOIT, CHARLKH ALBERT { 1858- )

An Amencan chemist, born at Davenport, Iowa
He received his education at the University of

Michigan, became assistant chemist in the

United States Department of Agriculture in

1SS3, and, seven years later, was made chemist
and in 1893 chief chemist to the Internal

Revenue Bureau In 1910 he became chief of the
dn ision of food and drugs products He earned
out a number of investigations in agricultural
chemistry and published memoirs and reports on

special topics of the chemistry of food and agri
cultural products, including the composition of

plant tissues, the composition of butter and
other fats, etc He contributed to the first

edition of the NEW luTEBBATioBrAL ENCYCLO-
PEDIA

OBAMPT01T, HEISBT EDWABD (1875- )

An American zoologist, born in New York Oity
He was educated at the College of the City of

New York and at Columbia College, where he
was an assistant m biology in 1893-96, and to

which, after one year as instructor in the Mas-

Eathubtttb Inbtitute ot Itclmologv, he returned

to be tellow lecturer, and mstructoi in zoology,

adjunct profeisbor m 1901-04 and thereatter pro
iesbor Ht wab a member ol scientific evpedi
tions to the islands ol the South Pacific Ocean
in 1906, 190r, 19Ui> 1009 and to British Guiana
and the interior ot Brazil m 1M11 Betides his

monographs in scientific publicitions he is

author of The Doctnne of Eiolutwn (1911, 2d

ed, 1912)

CRATVTPTON, IHOMAS RUSSELL (1816-88)
An Enghbh railwav engmeei He wab born in

Kent and \\as educated by piivate tutors En
tenng the engmeeimg profession he earlv turned

his attention to locomotive and railway building
In 1843 he designed and patented the locomotive

known by his name, which won him the crobs of

the French Legion of Honoi from Napoleon III

m 1855 His best known work was the success-

ful laying of the telegraphic cable from Dover to

Calais in 1851 He also constiueted the Smyrna
Railway the Varna Railroad in Bulgaria vari-

ous lines in England, and the Beilin Water
Woiks
CRANACH, kra'naG LUCAS THE ELDEB

( 1472-

1553) A German painter of the Renaissance

He was born at Cronach in Upper Francoma
It e is much dispute m regaid to his family
name, according to Schuchardt, on Cranach's

own testimony, it was Muller, others say Sunder
Cranach was a pupil of his father, and in 1504

became court painter to Fiedeiick the Wise,
Elector of Sa\ony, at Wittenberg, by whom he
was held in high repute His office included the

duties of matter of ceremonies at court and be

sides this he found time for different business

ventures at Wittenbeig In 1519 he was elected

chairman of the town council he became burgo
master m 1537 and again in 1540 Cranach was
in equal favor with the two following Electors of

Satony, and for two years remained with John
Frederick during hig imprisonment He died at

Weimar, Oct 16, 1553
Cranach has been called the painter of the

Reformation, because of his active part in spread
ing its doctrines This he did by means of

paintings and woodcuts ridiculing the Pope
and explaining the teachings of the reformers,
and bv his numerous portrait, of Luther (see
Plate of LUTHEE) ancl Melanchthon, who were
both his personal friends Because of this

activity and also on account of his great
productiveness he became the controlling in

fluence in the art of middle and northern Ger-

many and founded what may be called the
Saxon school He painted with great facility
in fact, the inscription upon his gravestone gives
him the title of "celernmus pictor

" His early

paintings weie caiefully executed, but in later

life he did much negligent work He paid great
attention to detail, for which reason his smaller

pictures were more attractive His color was
bright and clear, but his drawing was deficient,
and he failed utterly whenever he attempted to

represent the nude on a large scale His work
was always original, and though we see the influ

ence of the Renaissance in his mythological sub

jecta, his art was thoroughly German and na
tional It was, moreover, naff and rich in fan

tasy, being best wherever there was a chance
for genre

Cranacb/s works survive in large numbers,
especially in the German galleries But he m
trusted so much to his large school of pupils
that it is difficult to decide how ^mich is actually



CRANBERRY ETC

1 COSMOS (Cosmos tenulfoliu.)

2 CRANBERRY (VaccJnlum macrooarpon)
t COREOPSIS (Coraopals lmncolata)

4 CORN COCKLE (Lyehnte gftlwjo)
5 COWSLIP (Primula vtirw)
6 SUNN HEMP (Crotal.ri. Junce)
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due to him Among his best works are the
'Kepose in Egvpt' (1504), now in the Berlin

Museum,
' Chnst Blesbing the Children in the

Baring collection in London, Samson and De
hlah, in the Museum of Aug&burg, and the
Fountain of "iouth" in the Berlin Museum

All of these pictures possebs a charming naivete
Of his larger lehgiouh paintings good e\ampleis
are the Marriage of &t Catharine," m the
cathedral of Erfurt of his earliest period, and
his last great work, the Crucifixion

' m the
town church 01 Weimar Thib depicts the object
of the Reformation, quaintly introducing the

figures of Luthei and of Cranach himself His
best works are probably his portraits tor in
these the detailed execution is more appropriate
But e-ven here he falls far short of the sticugth
of chaiacter of Duiei and Holbein Among the
best are 'Cardinal Albrecht of Mainz as St

Jerome/' in the Berlin Museum, John Frederick
of Sa\onv, in Dresden, and an 'Unknown Fe
male' (No 291), m the National Gallery Lon
don Cranach wab also an excellent painter of

miniatures, as mav be seen m the album of the

University of Wittenberg now at Halle, and

especially in John Frederick^ 'Book ot Tour

nevs," now at Coburg, a -work of 144 leases

He also executed a few copperplates and a large
number of drawmgb for woodcuts

Consult Schuchardt, Cranach des alteren

Leben und WerLe (Leipzig, 1851-71) Dodgson
m Bibhotkeque des liblwgrapliiei critiques

(Pans, n d ) , Flechsig, Tafellildei Lucas Cra
naches die Alterenf Cranach Studien (Leipzig,

1900) ,
also the monographs by Heller (Bam

berg, 1844), Warnecke (Gorhtz, 1879), Lindau

(Leipzig 1883), and Miehaelson (ib, 1902)

CBA3STAGH, LUOAS (1515-86) THE YOTJKGEB
A German painter, the second son and pupil of

the preceding His works are hard to distin

guish from his father's and are often assigned to

him His coloring is brighter than his father s

and his drawing is worse A number of his

authentic works are in the Dresden Gallery, in

eluding Elijah and the Priests of Baal
"

'Her

cules -with the Pygmies," and a portrait of Elec

tor Maunce of Sa\ony and his wife A portrait

by him of "An Unknown Woman" is in the

Boston Ait Museum
CBAHVBERKY (from crane + Berry) A

name given to the fruit of a few creeping, vine-

like species of the genus Toeemvffi, family En-
cacea The smaller cranberry (Vaccmtum oscy-

oocous) grows wild in the peaty bogs and marsh-

lands of the temperate and colder regions of both

Europe and America The larger cranberry

(Toccwutm macrooarpum) is native in similar

situations m the United States and is extensively

cultivated for commercial purposes in Massachu

setts, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and a few other

Northern States The cranberry is a firm, red,

acid berry, of good keeping quality, and is used

for sauce, tarts, and the like In the improved
commercial culture of cranberries natural

swamps or bogs are selected which can be

drained by open ditches and flooded when de

sired The native moss and swamp growth are

removed, and the peat covered 2 to 4 inches

deep with sand The vines are planted about 14

inches apart, cuttmgs 6 to 8 inches in length

being used The sand keeps down the weeds,

makes cultivation easy, and helps retain the

moisture in the soil below Additional sandings

are given every four or five years, which keep

the vines snort and close In some localities

7ot. VI 15

sanding is omitted altogetner The object of

flooding is to piotect the vines in winter and
from tarlv lall and late spring frosts, to destroy
insects, prevent drought and protect against fire

The ben les are gathered preit-ablv by hand, but
often with special rakes, and combs There are
three principal typtb or cultivated varieties de
termmed by the form oi the berries bell shaped,
bugle shiped and chern shaped with many
varieties oi each Over I 000 000 bushels of cran
berries are marketed in the Lnited States
annually
The cowberry, or mountain cranberry (Vac

cmutm iittBidcea) is common in both Europe
and America, and, like Taccimum oxycoccus, is

gathered and sold in considerable quantities but
is not cultivated The shrub Itbutnum opului
is known as the high bush cranberry The fruit

is tart, but is of little value and is seldom eaten
The Tasmaman cranberry is the fruit of Astro
loma humifitsum of the family Epacndacese
Consult Corbett, Cranberry Culture, Farmers'
Bulletin, To 176, United States Department of
Agncultwe (Washington, 1903), Tear Book of
the Department of Agnculture (Washington,
1911)

CBAMTJEBBY DISEASES The scald and
spot are the most serious fungus troubles of the

cranberry, the names being derived from the ap
pearance oi the fruit They are of fungus
ongin, the scald it> due to Guignardia wcnnu
and the spot to Pestalozsia guepini vaccinn
and may be recognized by the appearance of soft

spots on one side of the berry The skin be
comes tense and of a reddish brown color Later
the berry becomes shriveled and may or may not
fall to the ground Distinct brownish spots may
also be seen on the leaves The diseases are most
troublesome in hot moist seasons, and the most

satisfactory treatment, where it can be followed,
IB to cover the bog with a thin layer of sand,
which can best be done when the bog is flooded,
and spraying with Bordeaux mixture, to which is

added a resin fish oil mixture These diseases

have been known to destroy more than half the

berries on a bog in a short time A gall produc
ing fungus, Synchytnum iczccmii, it) common on
the cranberry and related plants The presence
of the fungus on the leaves and other parts of

the plant causes the formation of red galls

Burning over the bog in autumn is recommended
as a preventive means, since the spores are

ripened the second year Common and conspicu
ous malformations of leaves, flowers, and young
shoots of the cranberry are due to Exobagtdtum
uocctntt The parts attacked are swollen and the

green color replaced by rose or red This disease

is seldom severe Consult Shear, "Cranberry

Diseases," United States Department of Agn
culture, Bureau of Plant Industry, BuUetm HO
(Washington, 1907)
CBA1JTJEBBY INSECTS The worst ene-

mies of the cranberry are two moth caterpillars
the black headed fireworm (Rhopotota vao-

ointana), which defoliates the bushes, and a

spanworm (AcrobasiA vacomtt), wnich, attacks

the fruit For the first, Prof J B Smith,
author of a treatise on "Insects Injuriously Af-

fecting Cranberries," ro Special Bulletin K, New
Jersey Agricultural College Eaopenment Station

(New Brunswick, N J, 1890), recommends re-

flowmg the land and application of kerosene or

Paris green, for the second, Pans green or Lon
don purple applied after tbe leaves are mostly

gone and the bemes are set, A scale, a leaf
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hulpU aill (.t tll'l Joists Ull Ctlekets IK allaO

hmnrul Consult liankhn How to Fight
Lran'jem Injects Bulletin 116, Ifastachu.sett'i

iomulfuial ripct'inatt Station (\mherst
100M
CBAN'BSOOK A town m the Kootenay

\all<?^ bft\Ufii the Selkirk ind Jljnky Moun
tuns Kooteuu Distrnt B 1 ti-Ji C ilumuia

(.anath It is A dmsioial point on the Crovs t,

Xcst branch ot the Cmirhan Picine Railed 35

milts \\i>t ubnctl of Fame and is about 330

miles tast i duett i ol "S anroinei {Map Butisli

(.ohmi'ju F*>) It is m a- rich nuitgrouiiy
jiiultiuil tnd inning ngon, and IB the j;eo

stinducal and distiilnitmg centie ot the south

Last pait t Kooteim Di'-ti ct Its growth dates

horn 1001 Tie nimcipal public edinus are tUe

prouncnl buildings and it contain^ a high
sthool and a manual training

1

school The nunu

ficturmg industries include sash ana door tac

tones, sa\ and planing mills bnck\voika ati ited

uater T*uiks \nd foundnes Pop 1011 ..090

CBANBBOOK, GvTrppM1 CTMPOBM: H\an\
fnstEutLOJ ( 1^14-lWn An Enslisl- states,

man born at Bradford He vis tducittd it

CKfnid (BA 13361 attidied lin and uas ap

pointed Undeisecrptan of State for fie Koine

Dcpaitmtnt an Ifijb two rears utei his election

to Parliament In 1805 lit i\a-. xaun elected to

Puliament a* the lepiesaeititiie of tue Inner
siH of Oxfoul <lt ft .tin.: (rladstonc In 18G7-

OS he vas Honit Fmettn anJ vas Subsequently
Minihter ol Wai (1S74-7S) ^ecietau of ^tate

for India (l
sr>-8fll undci Loid B<"icrm stfield

and lord President of the Council under the

Muqms ot ^alisburv (1835 and I8SMJ2) He
\\as raised to the peeng* m 187^ TS Viscount

Tranbrook and \\as created Baron Medlar in

lt>92 H" was a strong churchiuin Consult the

T/emoij (London 1010 \ hv A B Gathorne
Hardv

GEAITCH, CHBISTOPHFB PEABSE (1813-^8)
\n \mPI icon artist and poet horn at Ale^andna,

"\ a He studied thpolor\ at Cambridge Mass ,

and became i Lint-man cleijrvmnn In 1842 he

jetired fiom the nnnistrv He a&ionated him
self with the Transcendentalism, and n rotp i erse

for The Dial, hut in 1846 vient to Em ope to

stud> art, remiiniug tliwe until 18G3 He re

turned to America in 1834 but after 1871

demoted hinisolf \vhollv to hteratuio, to which
IK had already contiibuted Pocwi? (1844), two

jmeniles, The Last of the Hugriermuqqeis
(1^50), and holloltoso (18^7) His later n orks

include notaldy The Bud and the Sell, with other

poems (1875) and Anel and Caliban (1887)
lie \*ab a man. of genuine culture TVho, growing
up m the midst of moi e gifted spirits, failed to

nuke a deep impression upon his generation
CaAJTOE, WmuLWt (1769-1855) An. Amer

it in judge bom at Wevmouth He graduated at

Har\ard, and was admitted to the bar in 1790
In 1801 he *ias appointed a justice of the United
States Cncuit Court for the District of Colum
bia and in 1S05 was made Chief Justice, and
tins office he held until his death He published
Jfepoits of f*fl9ps in the United States Dwtnct
Court of the District of Columbia, (1801-41) and
the Supieme Court Report* (1800-15)
CRAIT'DALL (PHILLEO), PRUDENCE (1803-

90) An Amencan educator and philanthropist
She i*as boin at Hopkmton, R I, of Quaker
parentage was educated at the Friends' School

in Providence, B I , taught for a time at Plaan

field Conn and in 1831 e&tibhsaed a pirrate

School foi gills Jli L

she admitted a c

ulr in 1^^>

uol and
thereby aiou^ed tk. \ ole^t up^i i-/ 'u 01 hei

neighbor Thib hd her t) u>ai <lui hei oiia^nal

I Ian and to * pen he M jlo 1 uniescneilh to
'

yoimsr Ivi t-. and little missts of color Ac

(ordinal -li issiu i i" inrounrompnt to that

f fleet in ('f / hcidtni o* ^f^ ch 2 iiil ea'lv in

ipn' ifdM i
1 1 > 01 2) "o^'itd pupils Her

iiUt'Uus 11 n *i an1 i systematic couite 01

p<rsiCiiti
" 1*' idtM'ned h v noxcott insult

md i> i->i nn' to I'lH'u.ieiit <>t in obsolete

M_I na U i In IK ip tin M.IIOO! Public

iiint'ig- v, ii (i 1
! (I ielt'0 s ue t circulated

aiid on M * 24 t'u. cclebiatul Blick Law ot

Lnniicctj'"tit \ is pished foibidi^nsf my oiw tc

set UK 01 t^t liii&h in tbis s-tilc in^ school

atadcui 01 htnaiy mstitition rcu the i istiuc

tion 01 education of colon d persons whn 11 e not

inhibit ints or this State 01 to instmct 01

teacn in any sjch school Foi ipfusing to obey

this law Aii-53 Ciindall \\ \s anested T\as un

pii'soned in the Canteibun inl and in Octobei

w is conyicted though the Comt of Enois ie

reispd tlie decision ot the IOTUI couit on i

technicality m July 1834 ^oon aftti^aid A[iss

Ciindall's house was as&aulted and paitiilh
destroyed and she finally decided to abindon
hei project The uho'e affan attracted much
attention throughout the countiv and sened to

mtcn-sify the conflict between the abolitionst

and anti abolitionist elements among the Xorth
em people A short time aftei gnmg up hn
school A[i<3s Grand ill manied the Ro\ Cah m
Pmlleo, and passed the ies>t of hei life in Xcu
loik Illinois anrl Kansas Consult May R(cvl

lections of tne AntiRlaiety Conflict (Boston

1SG9)
CEANE The largest of the wading bird-,

(Grall-p) They constitute the fairily Giuidr
T\hieh occupiet a vu^ distmctiye position be
tvveen the tiumpeters and the rail? being con
neeted with the latter by the limpkms 01 Ara
midse All are till, long legged long necked

birds, \uth the head more 01 loss naked, but
sometimes tuftod rather long, stiaight com

pressed beaks short but po^eiful Tungs, shoit
tails the feet un\v ebbed, and the hind toe greath
ele'vated they aie like heions in appearauc(
but resemble rails in structure One remaikable
feiture is the enoimous r'e; elopment of the wind
pipe within the keel of the breastbone, where
it is coiled and twisted befoie emerging into the

neck, the extreme development of this is found
m oui American \\hooping crane ^heie the

trachea reaches 4 or 5 feet in length in old age
(it is perfectly stiaight and simple at birth)
and the con\olutions act like those of a Fiench

hunting horn in pioducmg the e-ttraordman
rebonance of tone for which the \oice of this

species (see IBIS) is noted About 18 species of

crane are known, representing throe geneia and
all parts of the orld except South Amcnc i and
the Malayan and Pohnesian archipelagoes Th<

best known, perhaps, is the European cuin<

which is about 4 feet high ashy gray, with i

blackish face and throit The tortial feitluib

of the wings aio so prolonged as to droop out
the quills their \vebs ire fibioxw and diseon

nected, and formerly they ^ere much used is

oinamental plumes This peculiarity charactir

izes most other species to a greater or less extent

a,nd some species have the power to elevate tht s<

plumes at will, forming a striking ornament
All the cranes of the temperate zone migrate,
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some going muuillv to the tar nuith to bleed,
11 d fie onii ig ( t liockb in the bprmg alwaib in

a Yroim tion ud tV c\tr lordmarv danceb
\\iih rthirh &<jme a^coTipiFv courtship ha\e been
obscued for Centuries md laie ciusui a large
bod\ ot mvth and folk! >i e to grow up about the
bird dm ng tla-^ieal ind medical timob On
ttis point consult C ile Ka% Bud Gods (New
loik, IbOS)

T! e remote bi ceding ol the European crine

(Otus 0i MS) in Lipland ind ilong tin. uoithern
border of Russu ,\a-s little known until the

m\btery w is, solved b\ J Wolle\ in 1833 who
dibcoi < red among other ne\, i tcts that th T, oun*
run about is boon as th li.a\c the e^ 11 d tfut
the bitting bud would not cim awa^ tjgb tliat

l>ad been handled, is, had been coinmunh bt

he\td Tlie biida make then nests on the tpound
in the maishy plains that bolder tl ^ Arctic Sea
The whole account (J&is London 1859) is ev

ceedmgly interesting and is hrgth quoted DV

Sttjneger in the Mandaid ^ntntal Histoiy, \ol

n (Bobton, 18S5) Other oineb ot the Old
World are the noithwebt African downed oi

Balearic crine (Baleanca paionina) which Ins
a topknot like that of a pe icnck and the -'nill

Xumidian ei me 01 demoibelle i (\i u& N / f/w I

which in summei resides and breeds liom lurkev
e ibtward to China and which is the one mobt
famous for its dancing The Mancliunan crane

(Gin? japonensit, or iindiiottris) is especially
common in winter in Koiea, -where it is trapped
in luge numbeis and sold to the Chmebe and

Japintbe, who are e&peciallv fond ol it and
endow it with many folklore quahtieb The laige
iustiahsian ciane {Gius auitialasiana) is one

of the most conspicuous buds of that legion and
is known to the Australians ab nati\e com

panion" because of its fuendl^ disposition It

will sometimes follow the plowman picking up
the miaeets he turns out of the soil Consult

Blvth, ^atwal History of the Ciancs (London,
18S1), and Bhauw, J. Munogi apk of the C)anfi>

(Leiden and London, 1807)
American cjanes are of three species The

gieitest is the -whooping crane (Gius amencana,
or Limnogeranus a/encnMs), which is larger
than the European ciane ind is seldom seen

e\cept on the Western plains, \theie it has be

come rare In fact, it may be wholly evtmct at

ptebent, as none hive been seen for be\eral leais
1 nere aie a few Iniiisf m zoologital gaidens
T^o otheis are alto species of the Western in

tenor and are diminishing in numbers, one is

the sandhill crane (Grus mencana), and the

other the little brown crane (Grus canadensis)
both until leccntly icgarded as one apecieh

Consult Coues, Bitds of tJie "\cnthiie8t (Wash
ington, 1874) Set Plate of CHAFES, ETC

CBA1TB (AS cran, cornoch, OHG oranuh,

chramJi, Ger KtanicJi, ciane connected with

Wdsh, Coin, Bret gut an, OChurch Slay sherau,
Lith gfrtw, Gk yepavos, geranos, crane so

called from the re&emblance of the arm of the

machine to the neck of the bird) A term used

in applied mechanics to designate a hoist which

can also mo^e the load in a horizontal or lateral

dii ection Cranes aie dmded into two classes, as

to their motions viz , rotary and rectilinear

and into four groups as to their motive power
viz, hand, when opeiated fav manual power,

po^er, -when driven by power derived from line

shaftincr steam, electnc hydraulic, or pneu
matic when dm en b-v an engine or motor at

Uched to the crane, and operated by steam, elec

11 CBAtfE

tiiut\, watei, 01 an innsmitlcii to the uane
fmm a fixed touice ol supph loeouotnt Tvhen
tlie crane ia pio^iJed \\it> it- uv-i boiler or
other gererator ot j ^ er ind i& stL propelling
Ubually being capiLle or hot^ lotau and recti

linear motion Rotaiv and rcctihntir cr neu
aie thus subdnidea (I) srmg crane;, ha%!ng
rotation but no trolley motion 2' jib crane",

having rotation and a tiull tii^Llmsr on tht
houzontal ]ib, (3) column cTinrb idi rticil ^itb
the jib crane but rotating uouid i fi\td cul

umn wu ch UbUalh ^ujipoit's i tlnci oi ioui
abo\e |4| derrick ei me~ hi\mg tl't he id ol

the ma^t held m position b\ ja\ mds. n-^uid ot

\)\ attathment to d roof or etil ng an 1 a boom
\\ho-e outer end ib ri bed and In in d rrom the

top ot the iiast to "tcuu tin radul motion ot

tie load lol pillircianeb haxmj: rotumn only,
tae pillar or (dunoi btm r bupportel entireh
irom the toandatioT b 'bf pillar yb ciane^
identical with t' e hbt e\upt in humg a jib
and t ollfV mdti n iT) v illmpf ertnes, consist

ing ot t pilhi or |ib time mounted on wheels
and iiianyed to trntl loiuntudm illy upon one
or mon iails ib;

1
r>ci;moti'VL e t ints consisting

ot i pillir cune iiountfd on a tiuck and pio
Mded vth i ^t* im engine cipiLle ol propelling
and rotatinof the cnre and 01 hoisting and lower
112 the load i9| bridge cr nes ha\ing a fixed

budge bpanmnij in opening and a tiollev moving
aeroaS the budge ilO) tram eiants consisting
of a tiunk or shoit bridge traveling longitu
dina"T on overhead rulb and without trolls
motion (11) traveling eraneb consibtmg of a

bridge, trauling longitudinally on overhead

tracU, and a trollev nio-img tianb\erselv on the

budge (12) gantries con-aibting of an o\trhead
bndne caintd at e-ich end b\ a trestle traveling
on longitudmil tracks on the ground and hav

ing a tiollev moving on the bridge (13) rotary

bridge cianes combining rotaiy and rectilinear

mo\ements and counting of a bridge pivoted at

one end to a central pin or post and supported
at the other end on a circular truck provided
Mith a trolley moving on the Inidge

Cranes are built of wood and iron but at the

present time cabt iron and steel are employed
nearly e\clubuely Hand crineb are employed
for handling eomparatnely light loads, and the

manual power ib u^uilly applied by means ol a

crank or cranks operating a windlass, around the

drum of which the hoisting rope is wound and
unwound For heavy loads some form of

mechanical power ib always employed, -which is

applied through a suitable train of mechanism
foi performing the i inous movements ol hoist

ing, rotition, and horizontal tra\el A great

variety of such nuehamsms irt* in common use

foi each of the principal kinds of motive power,
and for details the leader should consult special
treatises on hoisting machinery and the cata

logues of manufutureis Cranes are built with

capacities of from a few hundred pounds to as

much as 150 tons The traveling crane m the

gun shop at the Washington navy yard has a

capacity of 150 tons the span of the bridge is

59^ feet, the maximum travel of the trolley

lengthwise of the budge is 44 feet 2 inches, and
its traveling speed ib Horn 25 to 50 feet per nun
ute, the effective lift is 40 feet, with four speeda
of hoist, the speed of travel of the bridge is

from 30 to 60 feet per minute
The Fmmsston Quay at Glasgow-, Scotland, is

equipped with a pillar crane of 160 tons' ca

pacity The jib is formed of two steel tubes,
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each 39 inches m diameter and 90 feet long, the

iidms ot -rtutp fui heTv\ lifts IB 65 feet the jib
and its load are counta balanced by a "weight of

100 tons and m a ttt a 130 ton load was
lilted at a ritt of 4 leet per minute, and a com

jlete resolution was made with this load in frve

mmutts Ihe floating crane at Cramps ship
vard, in Philidelphia, Pa hab a steel mast 116

feet high and 3 feet in diameter, earning a hon
/ontil jib 65 feLt long -with a counterbal inee

urn 50 feet long \\hich is staved to the bottom
of the mist and to the hull of the birge The

baige is 69 feet long 02 leet \ude and 13 feet

dup Tins ciine has. a luting capacity of 125

tonb A floating crane o-nned by the Chapman
\\ recking Company, of New York Cifo ,

h is A

mist 92 feet high and a jib 98 feet long and is

capable of lifting a load of 263 tons

Shears, or shear legs, IB a fape of crane for

shipyard u-se, in which a long boom made of tvio

converging members is pnoted at the bottom on

the ground, and carries the pulley or hoisting

purchase at its upper end It has a small hon
zontal range by reason of the in and out vx ing
of the long legged boom but considerable vertical

range It 19 used for placing boilers and engines
m the hulls of -vessels

On board ship cranes are fitted for handling

cargo, coal, boats, anchor etc The boat crane

of a large modern man of v>&r it, built up bo^

girdei fashion it ribes 20 or 25 feet abo\e the

skid beims on -which the boats are stowed, and
extendb 10 or 15 feet be-yond the ships side

hen turned out for the purpose of lowering or

hoisting a boat The power is either electricity
or steam and sen es to hoist and lower the boat,

run it in or out on the horizontal arm of the

rane, or tram (i e
, turn horizontally) the lat

ter Consult Glynn, Treatise on the Construe

tion of Cranes and Oilier Hoisting Machinery
(London, 18S7) , Marks, ^otes on -the Construe

tion of Cranes and Lifting Hachineiy (ib,

1889), and Ttrone, A Treatise on Cranes (New
"iork, 1883) See DEBBICK, EXE\ATOB

CBANE, Bares (B.OBEBT BBUCE) (1857-
) An American landscape painter He -was

born in New York, Oct 17, 1857, and studied

there under Alexander Wvant and later in

Europe His landscapes are idyllic in character

and show the influence of the painters of Bar
bizon They are veracious but highly poetical

interpretations of commonplace nature, treat-

ing such subjects as broad stretches of plowed or

snowco-vered fields, finely modulated in color

and often of a rich golden color Good examples
are "Autumn Uplands" (Metropolitan Museum,
New loik) , "Autumn" (National Gallery,

Washington), "March" (Brooklyn Museum),
'Springtime" (Peabody Institute, Baltimore),
"The Hills," awarded the Saltus pnze (National
Academy) , "Autumnal Hills" and "Indian Sum
mer" (1912) , "Grey Morning" and "Golden Af
teinoon" (1913) He was elected a member of

the National Academy of Design (1901) and of

the American Water Color Society and received

numerous medals and prizes

CRANE, FBANK (1861- ) An American

clergyman and author, born in Urbana, 111 , and
educated at Illinois Wesleyan University He
was ordained to the Methodist Episcopal mm
istry in 1882 and preached in Chicago Methodist
churches from 1806 to 1903, when he entered the

Congregational ministry From 1904 to 1909
he was pastor of the Union Congregational
Church of Worcester, Mass, and then devoted

22 CBAJNTE

hrm&ell to authorship He wrote articles for

syndicated newspapers, daily and weekly, and

for women b monthlies, on subjtcts ot contem

porary interest, and published in book form

The Religion, of Tomonoiu (1899) Vision

(1907) The Bong of the Infinite (1909) Su
man Confessions ilOllj, God and the Democ
lam 1 1^11 1 Lame and loiely (1912)

CBANE, ICHABCD The heio ot the adventure

Mith the IIeidle~s Hoistman in Inings 'Legend
of ^leppv Hollow in The M etch Bool

CBANE, STEPHEN (1870-1900) An 4men
can jouinilist ind no\ehst bom at Newark
X J He -was edacated at Lafayette College and
Syracuse Limersity beean actne lite as a re

portei and newspaper \vnter i\ai& corrcbpondent
for the Nevt loik Journal in the GiecoTuikish
\\ar (1897) and in Cuba, and then remo\ed to

England His fii^t essay in fiction v\as a story

of slum, life Maggie a Git I of the fttteets

(1891) Ihifa \vns followed by a collection of

%er&es The Slack Rideis and Other Lines

(1895) The Red Badge of Com age (1896), a
realistic though imaginary pi assentation of hor

rors in the Cnil War brought him desened rep
utation Lesb significant aie &eotges Moihei

(189b) The Little Regiment (1S97) , TJie Open
Boat (1808), Whilom ulle Stones (1000), and
other tiles, although in such a shoit story
as The Mastct he showed that he still possessed

great power Posthumous manuscripts ha\e been
collectid by his \vife under the title Wounds in
the Sain- (1900) and Qteat Battles of the World
(1000) In 1)03 appeared O'Ruddy, written in

collaboration ^ith Robert Barr

CEANE, THOMAS FBEDEBICK (1844- )

An American folklorist and educator, born in

New York He giaduated in 1864 at Princeton,
was appointed professor of modern languages at

Cornell, and in 1868 professor of the Romance
languages In 1902 he became detn of the gen
eral faculty of the mmersitj and in 1909 pro
fessor emeritus His researches m the history
of the de\elopment of European folklore are

especially \iluable His work? include Italian

Popular Tales (1885), The Lxempla, m Illus

tratne Stones from the Sermoncs Tulgares of

Jacques de litry (1890) Chansons populates
de la France (1891) , Tableau de la revolution

ftancaise (6th ed
, 1892) He albo edited Le

romantisme fran$ais (1887, 5th ed, 1907)

CEANB, WALTEB (1845-1015) One of the
foremost English illustrators, also a painter,
decoratoi, and writer He was born in Liver

pool, Aug 15, 1845, received instruction fiom hia

father, Thomas Crane, a miniature painter, and
after*ard studied vtood engraving under Linton
in London Although influenced by the Pre

Raphaehte painters, Rossetti, Holman Hunt, and
Millais, he was largely self taught During his

tra\els in Italj in 1871 and 1888 he was strongly
influenced, especially in his painting, by the

early Florentines, above all by Botticelli He
is, however, preeminently an illustrator, who has

popularized Morris's ideas of bookmakmg, and
on the Continent he, rather than William Mor
ris, is considered the leader of the Romantic
movement in British decorative art Like
Morns, he also seeks to identify art with Social
wn and to introduce it into social and domestic
life He is perhaps best known for his illustra

tions mostly of juvenile books published m
collaboration with Edmund Evans, contributing
largely in reforming the artistic conception of
decorative illustration His drawings, executed.
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in a kind of antique style mostly in outlines,
are lull of imagination, charm, and humor, and
aho\v complete ma&teiv of the medium Among
the best are

'

The Babv s Opera ( 1877 1 Pan
Pipes." (1882), Grimms Housthold Tales
( 1882 ) ,

'

Echoes from Hellas
'

[ 18^8 ) Flora 8

Feast Queen Summer' (1SS9) , ^hakebpeare't,
\\orkb (1883-94), and Spender b Faerie Que<.ne
As a painter, he is classed with the Pre Paphael
ites <q\ ) Among his, beatknoun punting*
are "Ihe Birth of Venus" ilS77 Tate Gal
lery) 'The Chaiiot of the Horns (medil at

Munich, 1895) Mask of the Four Season-,
1

(1905)
'

Prometheub Inbound' <190b), por
trait of himselt in the Lffizi Gallen (19121 He
is also knovin as a designei for ghbt, \undoTv s>,

tapestnes, \vall paper, and the like, and ab a

writer, with pedagogical intent upon subjects
of general artistic interest He recened many
medalb and -n as chosen president of the Artb and
Crafts Society of London Consult the mono
graphs by "Von Berlepsch {Vienna 1897) and
Sehleinitz (Bielefeld, 1902), and Konodv, The
Ait of Walter Ctanp (London 1902)

CRANE, WILLIAM HEMIY (1845- ) An
American comedian He -was born in Leicester,

Mass, and was educated in the Boston schools.

In 1803, after some amateur eipenence, he made
his debut at Ltica, N Y, with the Holman
Opera Company, taking the part of the notan
in Donizetti s Daughtet of the Regiment In
1870 he became a member of the Alice Oatcs

Company, with which he remained for four years
In 1874 he plaved at Hooley's Theatre in Chi

cago, filling the leading comedy rOles, and later

he acted in San Francisco for nearly a year Re
turning East, he made his first marked success

with Stuart Robson ( 1877) at the Park Theatre,
New York City, in Grower's farcical play Our
Boa)ding Souse Among their other successes

weie those in the Comedy of Errors and The
Henrietta (1889), after which he separated from
Mr Robaon His subsequent plays include The
Senator The imencan Minister, On Probation ,

A. Fool of Fortunej A Tirgima Oouttship

(1898) DawdHarum (1900) Business is Busi

ness (1905) , She Stoops to Conquer (1906-07) ,

Father and the Boyi ( 1907) The Senator Keeps
House (1911) , The ~Se& Henrietta, a revision of

The Henrietta (1914)

CRANE, WINTHBOP MTJBBAT (1853-1920)
An American politician and a manufacturer,
born in Dalton, Mass ,

and educated in the pub
he schools In 1897 he was elected Lieutenant

Governor of Massachusetts, and m 1900 Gover

nor From 1892 to 1900 and from 1904 to 1912

he i&as a member of the Republican National

Committee He was appointed to fill the vacancy
in the United States Senate caused by the death

of Senator Hoar in 1904 and later \*as elected

for the term ending in 1913, when he retired

from public life

CRANE PLY (so called from its long legs)

A big, slender bodied fly of the family Tipulidse,

haying excessively long, slender legs These flies

appear, often in swarms, in. late summer, and

about 300 of the 1000 or more known species be-

long to the United States Their modes of life

and reproduction are not well known "The

larva of most species," according to Howard,
"live in the earth, but some Ine in water, in de

composing wood, and even upon the leaves of

plants Some of the earth inhabiting forms de

stroy grass and gram by injuring the roots

The wings of the crane flies are generally dear,

but are sometimes beautifully marked and

spotted
"

See DMJDT LONGLEGS
CRANE'S-BILL See GEHAMUM
CRAIOAL INDEX See AVTHBOPOJEETBY,

INDEX, CEPHALIC
CRA'NIOlt'ETRYffrom Gk kpaj.lov, J ranion,

skull -f- pe-por, metton, measure I and CBAMOL
OGI Systematic measurement and comparison
of human ciami See A\THBOPO}EETBT
CRAimJM: See SKULL
CRANK A mechanical dence consisting of

a bend or arm on an a\le or shitt by which

reciprocating motion ib converted into rotary
motion The reciprocating motion of the piston
rod of a bteam engine is concerted into rotarv
motion 01 the engine shart by means of a crank
The crank may consist or an irm on the end of

a shaft or of a similarly located disk \uth a
cnnK. pin or of a U shaped bend in the ^hift

bit\\een the end*. The piston rod tiansmits its

CPtNKS

1 single prank at end of aa axle 2 double crank in the
middle of a shaft 3 bell crank

motion to the crank by means or an intermediate

connecting rod The connecting rod evert ibtib tne

maximum force on the crank arm \\hen this

arm 13 at right angles to the line of motion of

the connecting rod, and it exercises no force tend

ing to produce rotation \\hcn the crank arm is

parallel to the line of motion of the piston rod

Maximum force occurs at two points in the rota

tion of the crank, and no force occurs at two

points nearly at right angles to the points of

maximum force The two points of no force are

called the
'
dead points' and in order to carry

the crank shaft past these dead points, where
only a single crank is used, the shaft is prm ided

^ith a hea\y fh wheel, the momentum of which

supplies the necessary power to keep up rotation

\vhen the connecting rod is not supplying power
When two connecting rods are connected with
the shaft bv separate cranks the two crank

arms may he set at nght angles to each other,

so that one rod is exerting its maximum force

while the other is at the dead points of the

revolution

GRANTOR, THOMAS (1489-1556) Re-

former of the English church and the first Prot

estant Archbishop of Canterbury He was born

at Aslacton, in the County of [Nottingham, on

July 2, 1489 In his fourteenth year he went to

Jesus College, Cambridge, of ^hich he was
elected a fellow in 1510, but lost his position

temporarily by marriage, being reelected on his

wife's death In 1523 he took hia degree of D D
and was appointed lecturer on theology In 1529,

during the prevalence of the sweating sickness

in Cambridge, he retired with two pupils to

Waltham Abbey, and Henry VHI, in company
with Gardiner and For, afterward bishops of

Winchester and Hereford, happening to be in the

neighborhood, the event proved a tunung point
m the life of Cranmer The King was then tak

rag steps to secure his divorce from Catharine of

Aragon, and in conversation on the subject with

Gardiner and Fox, Cranmer suggested that if the
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universities could be induced to declare that, an

their opinion, the first marriage was unlawful,
the King would be free to marry again Henry
was greatly pleased with this idea, and is said

to have swoin bv the Mother of God, that man
hith the right sow bv the ear

' Cranmer was
asked to reduce his, tugge&tion to writing and
to ha\e it submitted to the European umver
sitie*. After this he was appointed archdeacon
of Taunton and one of the royal chaplains He
\ias also bent to Rome on a fapecial embassy in

tlie matter of the dnorce but met with little sue

cess Subsequently he -was dispatched to the

Emperoi Charles V on the same errand, and
Mb ile in Germany he married a second tune a
ritce of the German dmne Osiander Shortlv

ifteiward, on the death of Archbishop Warham,
lie was recalled to fill the % leant see 01 Cinter

fiurv He was consented Archbishop Much 30,

x533 Lnder hi& auspices Henrrb divorce was

speedily earned thiough the Archbishop s Court

it Dunstable, and on Mav 2S he announced the

legality of the Km^s miimge to Anne Boleyn,

\^ich had taktn place tour months before In

umes subsequent disgiice, "nd a^iin in the

iffair of Anne of Ge^es the Archbishop took a

part not verv creditable to him His position
\ias no doubt a difficult one, but bib character

vas naturally pliable and timid rither than xe

M3hed and consistent The sime spirit char

icterizes the meisuies of leligious reform which
Teie promoted by him On the one hand he

joined actively with Htnrv in restnctmg the

power of the Pope thjuarh he seems to ha\eW less to do with suppressing the monasteries

but, on the other hand, he wab no leas active in

persecuting men like Frith, Fomst, and others,

Tiho on mattert. of religious futh were disposed
to advance further than himself or the Km? The
key to the dilemma, probibb lies in Cranmer s

idea of the royal supremacy To his mind the

power of the King in ecclesiastical affairs was

^b-^olute, and the dut\ of the Aichbishop was to

tarry out the views of his royal master Hence
his advocacy of the 'Ma media" under Hemv,
his advanced Protestantism under Edward VI,

and, perhaps, his recant itions under Mary He
did what he could, howevei, to resist the reaction

ary movement \\lnch took place in 1530, and
which is known by the institution of the u>

articles He was also instrumental in promoting
the translation and circulation of the Scriptures
On Henry YlIFs death Cranmer was appointed
one of the regents of the kingdom and, along
with Latimer and otheie, largely contributed to

the advance of the Protestant cause during the

leign of Edward VI He assisted m the compila
tiou of the service book and the articles of re

Iigion The latter aie said to have been chiefly

composed by him He was also the author of

four of the homilies
On the accession of Mary he was committed

to the Tower, together with Latizner and Ridley
In March 1554, they were removed to Oxford
and confined there in the common prison, called

tie "Bocardo ' Latimei and Ridley bore their

cruel fate with magnanimous courage, but the

spirit and principles of Cranmer temporarily
gave way under the severity of his sufferings
He was induced to sign no fewer than seven re-

cantations, though there is no ground for sup-

posing that a hope of pardon was held out to

him On Maich 21, 1556, he Buffered martyrdom,
as his fellow reformers had done, opposite Bal-

liol College Hii courage returned at the end,

and he showed an unexpected lortitude m the

midst of the flames

Cranmer s principil writing^ hive been edited

by Jenkvns Retrains of AicJilnhop C)anmer

(Oxford 1833 1 ml bv Co\ lor the Parker So

cietv undu the t ties IViiiinrjs and Di^puta
tions Bclntite to tie Lo/ds Clipper (Cambridge,
1S44) and Mwellfiiitout Wtitmys and Letters

ub lb4Gi Additional mitenal is to be found

m the appendix of t^trype 3femo) mis of Thomas
( xinnif (0\tord 1S4S-54), ind his Ectfesias

tical Heiiiona^ (ib 1322) in Nichols ~\arra,

tnes of tJie Rcfoi matwn, Camden Society, from

the papers ot John Fo\e (Tondon, 1859) but

above all in Brewer ind Gairdntr Calendars of

1 1 tiers atrf Papers Foieicfn and Domestic of the

Jteiqn of S>m if Till ( ib ,
1862-80 1 Among

older w oiks, consult Foxe Act? atd Monuments

(ib, 1S77) , Burnet, Histoiy of the Reformation
(Xew Toik 1S42) ,

and the Lues by Todd (Lon
rlon, 1861) and Le Bas fib , 1833) More recent

works ire Dein Hook 'Thomas Cianmer in

his Lues of the bcft&tsfcops >, s (ib,1868)
Gieen, History of the Enghih People, vol n
(Xew Yoik, 1879) Froude, History of England,
vols i-vi (ib, 1870) Pollard T Ctanmer and
the English Jtefoi nation, l r

fS9-lS56 (London,

1904)

CEAlTOSTOaS, orCSAirarOGES (Ii crannog,
Gael crannag, pulpit top of a mast from IT,
Gael ciafln, tree, TVelsh p>enn Corn pten, tree,

probably connected with Gk tpavov, J ranon, Tat

comus, cornel tiee Lith Inna, OPruss ID no,

siiiub) Ancient lake dwellings of Ireland and
Scotland Lsuallv the dwellings were extended
into v illigesa, often occupv ing islands , they w ere

analogous to the lake dwellings (qv ), or pala
fittes, of Switzerland, and to types of stiucture

still existing in vinous regions Commonly they
were supported wholly or in part on piles set

in the lake bottom and were connected by plat
forms The tape persisted in Ireland fiom an
early prehistoric period, when stone implements
were used, until the present millennium The
liter examples were built by me ins of bronze and
e\ en iron tools, which are sometimes found in the

ruins The refuse heaps below the ancient struc

tures are rich sources of lehcs, indicating the

industrial and artistic status of the buddera,
their food habits, domestic and game animals,
etc Historical references to the stiuctures be

gan with the earliest Irish annals, about the

ninth century, and continued until the middle
of the seventeenth century The aichseologic
survey and excavation of the ruins began in

1839, when Wilde explored a crannog in Lake

Lagore, County Meath Consult T\ tide's Oata

log-lie of the Museum or the Boyal Itish Acad
emy, Munro's Lake Dioelhngs of Europe, An
cient Scottish LaKe Dwellings, or Crannogs, etc ,

Reeve's
'

Crannogs in Antrim and Derrv," in

Ulster Journal of bch&ology (Belfast, 1903-

04) , Arty's "Account of the Excavations of Two
Lake Dwellings

"
in Journal of Royal Society of

intiquanei of Ireland (Dublin 1900)
CBAN'STOR A residential city in Provi

denee Co, R I, including several villages on
the New York New Haven, and Hartfoid Rait

road, and on Providence Rivei (Map Rhode
Wand, C 2) Within the precincts of the town
are four village libraries, State reformatones
for boys and girls, the State puson, abmshouse,
insane asylum and workhouse The principal
industries aie maiket gardening, brewing, dairy
ing, and the manufacture of cotton and print
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goods tubing, aiid WITL The go% eminent s id

mmihtticd b\ a nu\oi ind cito council <_ ins

ton, hettkd in 1638 ^aa bet on* from Piuviltnu
and n cGipoiated as, a. twin m 17)4 ml is a
city m 1410 I* recedes itb w mi bupph li^m
Proudence Pop, 1900, 1334; IMi) 21 '07,
1920 20407
CBANSTON, LAKL a^O- ) An Amen

can Mtethudist 1 p'^o]> 1 b s !

iop boMi t A
L tils

Ohio Vtt(.r tiiuu'i 3 at Oh j LMH iMtv in

1861, be tnt(T d t' . io inf ntu M ul intO
Ib64 ir it md t"t, V t t \iijn c \ In and
nas adi i ic d <. j t !<_ i i c 1 1 \ n 1 < \\as

orda ntd to tk m ^\\ m Isj7 i l ( t IT ou
clurues ind \ >s \ii

1> '

ig aa*. i vu tK ^ktn
odist Fpiscoj il uli i 1 om ls^-1 t< i % vlun
he -uas elected bis'iu,' In ]<>04 lit U RLM
dent Bishcp of Y^ shii]_ti i fn I'-'ifc-l'lOO He
niadi. i torn tin mm Uim T

1,111 ind Koiei
CBAN'TOB, (Lat iron Gk Kpar,,p, A/nn

fo? ) A Gittk >iiufciim ji'1 lobuph i i\ho fluur

is] id ajuut jO> PC IT <s boiii at Mi, in

Cilicia He \\asthe hist coiunu.ii+aTGi or PI to and
wrote untrag other voil b, Ilepi He,<?oi'j Pen Pen
fTiows Ort djlxtuji \ littti c* coidoieniL to a
friend on tl'e death ol 11 s cluldien p used by
Cicero, ituduuita, n 135 11 i b>ok nut lirge,
but gollen, ma to be k iiiL'l bv L ait to the
la&t void Cu.cro uttd the treatise m anting
his De ( onvjlatibnc pi'ts or it \ppcai too in

Plutaich s Po isolatio ad Apollomuin Consult

Kayser, Dissertatio de Cratitore Academico
( 1841 ) Buresch, "Consolationum a Grsecis Ro-
munsaue ^iiiptarum Hihtona Cntic i

"
in Leip-

s^ci Wi rfon JY (1886) , Ritter and Preller His
two, Philosophies Graces (9thed . Gotha, 1913 j

CEAW'WOBTH, ROBBBT MONSET ROLTB,
B^EON (1790-1868) An English jun&t born at

Cranworth, Nortolk He \\ in educ vted at Cam
bridge, \vas called to the bar in ISlb and v i- a

member of Pirhament and Solicitor T,enu il

t (im 1832 to 18^0 ulun IK lt(inw i Buon ot

tht P \chcquei In IbTl lu ^ 1^.1 p-,edtntht. peer

age, and in the following year was chosen Loid
Uiancellor in Lord Abeideins cabin t lie

resigned in 1858, but again occupied tiu post in

1865-66 Consult J B 4tln, Litf*, of the

Chancellory \ol 11 (London l f)OS)

CBAPAXTD, lia'pfl', JEA>, or Joins vr An
English nicknnne foi a Fuuchman iiom the

popuhr behel th\t ill Fienchmen \\ere frog
eateis u<i]>aud intaning a fiuyoitoul'
CBAPE (Fr cipe, OF cresne, crinkled, from

Lat cnspus, cusp) A tliin fabric mide of raw
silk winch hab be. en tightb hvisted vithcut re

moun^ the \iscouh uiatui 'with \vhich it ib co\

ered ^ htn spun bv the ^ 01 ui It is simply ^ oven

as a thin gauze then drchbtnl ^ith a thick sola

tion of gum winch 'n drun^ caubes the threids

paitiallv to unt\\ibt, and thus gnes. a crinkled

and lough appearance to tlie fabric It is manu
factured both in black and coloru Black ciape
is usually worn ib mourning Apparel a ue of

the material \ihieh ongmattdat Bologna itah

The Tapanete and Chinese ciapes are often white

01 Inghlv (oloiwl and sometimes aie adorned

with ornamental designs Crape cloth ib made
to imitate the silk fabnr bv passing a form of

woolen cloth through jolUis ^nich impart the

crinkled suifaco

CBAPE MTBTLB Sw LAGEBSTSCEanA
CBAPTIE (posably connected with Fr

ctapt crab fibh) A fcunfish (Pomotts annnla

tit\ of the rivers of the Missibsippi valH and

^.lleghanies, a food fish resembling- m appear
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ance and habits the calico bass Also called

'bachelor" nen light, Campbellite,' etc See
Plat" or B\ss.

CBAPS A ga*ne or chance, plaved bv any
ni'Tu l p<

s n^ nrta tio dce Tue ptrcon
1 d.] ni, t''e d ce isl oct<- Sboald h fir-t tj row
be 2 J 01 12, r is criT>s, a"d he loses should
hf fa ujt 7 or 11 he ^ m ^h >uld he throw anv
ot' (.1* numl.tr taen he uortinuess to (

ihoot until

lt t'uj\>s tlat nuTibtr a^ur and wins ui 7

aiid liw s

CBAP'SEY, ALOEBXO^ SIDNET 11347- )

A 101 iiici A> >ei can Prott >tant tpi-copatian
ckr^\nan, ui in in Ifamiltoii Co Ohio Hi prt

piud lor t le m n Bt^ at bt Stephen s C tdltct

^nn^nrhle X Y ai d at the G*ntial Tliet/Ioc

K 1 Semnarv, \ihere lie pnr^duitefl in 1872 Hi
v b ord lined to fie pre&tln od in 1S7? and in

1874 wa-> placed on t1 e permanent staff of Tnn
itv Cl urch, Nt;\\ \ ork tru i AI Inch ne resigiie 1

n> 1^79 to accept the rect isinp or ^t And^fft s

C' uch, in a newlv oigaaized pinsh in Eocheia

ter X \ In 1906 Dr Cran^r ^aa tued bv
ati ecclesiastical court or his dioct-^ round

guiltv or hert&v, and dHDOtd inr liteiudox
MLWb m sermons in 1904-05 dwumg the doc
tine of the \irgin br th ot Cbiist, and the
rt feuiiection and asctnsion or the huialh phvsi
ctl bo<lv of Chi ist, thouorh he bad admitted the

puitual VLritx or the itbUireition In 1907 he

louiidcd in Roehe>-tei a biotbeihood His pubb
ctti mb include The Fi e ^onontitl Hn>teiies

(lSb3), The Fne Jonful Mytfnie^ <1SS5) A
Toire in tlif- Wilderness (1897) Rdigion and
Politics (11)051 containing the htrctical ser

mons The Jir^ttth 0} Religion (l')07i

CBASH'AW, RICHARD ( c 1613-19 ) An Eng
lish pott He was the son of a clerg\min in the

Lnjtfiijh church and was educated at the Char
tei houie and at Cambndge where he obtained
a icllo^ijhip in 1637 In 1643 he ^au ejected
i*om hi* lello^bhip by the Parliament for re

fuo'ns to take the coAenant He ^vent to France,
aduottd the Roman Catholic faith and suffered

gieit pfcumarv distrebb until through Copley s

influence, he was introduced to Queen Henrietta

Ham, who recommended him to Cardinal
Palotta ft Rome The Cardinal made him au
attendant and aftenvaid subcanon in the church
of Our Lady of Loretto Just after this latter

appointment Crasha-n died, Aug 25, 1649 In

11H4 Crashaw published a -volume of Latin

poems, m which appeared the famous bne on
the miracle at Cana, *\ympha pudica Devm
tidvt et entbuit (The modest water saw its God
and blushed') In 1646 appeared a volume of

poems in two parts one containing rehgioub
and the other secular poems, under the titles

(abbre\iated) 8tepi to the Temple and Tfo Dt

lights of the Mute? Another (third) edition

with additions, was published m Paris in 1052

This volume is ornamented with 12 iignettc

engra>ings drawn bv Crabhaw himself Later

editions* of Crashaw aie b\ W D Turnbull

(1858) A B Giooart (1872 with supplement
in 1888) and A R Waller, Poems in

Cambridge English f7aic<? (1908(
CBA'SIS See OBTHOGBAPH.Y, FIGT.BES 01

CBAS'STJS, Lucrus LICINIUS (140-91 BO)
A Roman orator, who excelled all others of his

tirm In 05 B< h< ^ab elected consul, with

Qnmtus Mucius Sc*vola (whx> had been his

colleague in ill his previo<us offices) During
their consulship -was enacted the Irs lAcinia

Mutia dc fmlus Redujundw, banishing from
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Rome to their own cities all freemen -who had
not the full right*) of citizens This embittered

the feelmgb of foieigncis towards Rome and

pirtlv led to the Social War As censor (92
B c )

he closed all the schools of the rhetors,

ibseitmg that they everciaed a bid influence on
the minds of young men He died in conse

quence ot the excitement attending a debate in

the Senate Crassus ib one of the chief speakers
in Cicero's De Qratore, representing Cicero s ov\n

point of Me\\ Consult the Introduction to Wil
Una's edition of that work, 8-13 (2d ed , Oxford,
1888)

CRASSUS, MABCUS LICIMCS (c 115-53 B c )

A Roman tnunvvir He was a zealous partisan
of Sulla, and rendered him efficient sen ice in

the battle at the Colline Gate t q v ) , 82 BC,
\vluch sealed the fate of the Marians As praetor
lie crushed the re\olt of the gladiators under

Spartacus in 71 BC, and in the folio-wing year
\\as made consul with Pompems, a colleague
whom he hated On the other hand, Cffisar val

ucd the friendship 01 Crassus, the most wealthy
of Roman citizens Dm ing his consulate Cras

s>ufa gave a feast to the people, which was spread
on 10,000 tables and distributed gram for three

months Plutarch estimates the wealth of

Crassus at more than 7000 talents and Pliny
btates that his lands were \iorth 8000 talents

In 60 B c Csesar, Pompems, and Crassus entered

into the first tnunninte (SeeCssAB) In 55
B c , as consul v, ith Pompeius, he obtained the

Pro\ince of Syria, and professed to make prepa
rations of war agambt the Parthians, but the

acquisition of moie wealth seems to lune been

his main object, and this he effected by plunder
ing the towns and temples in Svna At length,

however, he undertook a campaign in 54 BO,
after which he returned to Svria In the follow-

ing year he set out again, but was misguided by
a treacherous Arab and utteily defeated at the

mer Bilechas by the Parthians Crassus now-

retreated to the town of Canhse, intending to

pass into Armenia, but was beguiled into a

conference with the Parthian general, Surenas,
and wag slam at the appointed place of meeting
His quasstor, Cassius, with 500 cavalry, escaped
into Syria, but the remaining Romans were
scattered and made prisoners or put to death
CRAT.ffi'GUS (NeoLat, from Gk uparaiyos,

kratatgos, a kind of thorn) A genus of plants
of the family Rosieeas, very nearly allied to

Me&pdw (medlar) andPyrus (pear, apple, etc )

The species, which are difficult of limitation, are
natives of the temperate parta of the Northern,

Hemisphere, being well represented in North
America, and in general have flowers in beauti-

ful terminal corymbs They are all large shrubs
or small trees, more or lees spiny, hence the
name "thorn" has been very generally applied
to them The only native of Great Britain is

the common hawthorn (qv) (Grat&gus ovya
cantha) Most of the species resemble it in

1'abit, size, form of leaf, etc A number of

opecies are now frequent in plantations and
shrubberies Of these, perhaps the most common
IB the cockspur thorn (Cratagus orusgalh), a
native of North America from Canada to South,

Carolina Its leaves are not lobed, its fruit is

rather larger than that of the hawthorn The
azarole (CratcBgus azarofas) and the aroma, a
native of the south of Europe and of the Levant,
are occasionally cultivated for their fruit, which
is about the size of the Siberian crab and is

used either for dessert or for pies Oratagua

onentahs and Ctatagus tanaretifoha hi\e also

fruit of consideiable size The latter is much
eaten in Arznenii Cfat&qus mexicana haj> a

large, but inedible, apple like iruit It is how
ever, \ery ornamental Alter the cockspur thorn,
the best known of the Aniencan specieb are

probably the scarlet thorn \Ciatcequs cocnnea),

Washington thorn I Ciatccgus coidata
) , Ctatcegus

douglazu, and Cmtceyus punctata The wood of

most of the species, much resembles, that of the

hawthorn It ib common to giaft the rarer

species on the hiv, thorn

CRATCH CRADLE (from OF cfeche, Ger

Enppe, ciibl also called Cvrs CBADIJ: and
SCBMCH CBADLE A childish game played by
two persons holding an endless string hvmmetri
cally in the fingers of the t^o hinds and taking
it off each other s hands so as to foim a new

pattern at once

CRATCH/IT, BOB The father of Tiny Tim
in Dickens's Chnstmas Catol a good hearted
little man, the poorly paid clerk of the miserly
Scrooge
CEA'TER See VASE
CRATER (Lat, from Gk Kpanjp, Lratu, mi\

ing bowl, from Kcpavvvvai kerannynai, to nm)
The bowl shaped or conical ca\it\ through which
materials are ejected during a -volcanic eruption
At the bottom the crater communicates by a

pipe or chimney \uth the heated interior of the

earth When of small size a -volcano usually

erupts through a single crater at the summit,
but, as the mountain mas>s increases by accumu
lation of material the lava may find lines of

lesser resistance through nWues in the sides

In this way subsidiary craters are formed, one
of which in the course of tune may become the

principal crater, or they all may be buried be
neath the renewed outpounngs of the primary
crater The Peak of Teneriffe has a number of

minor funnels on its sides and summit In vol

canoes of an e\plo-sne type the whole top of

the mountain may be blown off during an eiup
tion, forming an immense crater, within which

subsequently new cones may arise in concentric

arrangement This structure, called "cone in

cone," is shown by Vesuvius, whose active crater

is partially encircled by a rampart (Monte
Somma) many miles in diameter Volcanello
of the Lipan Islands has three craters on the

summit The craters of extinct or dormant vol

canoes are sometimes filled Tvith water, and thus
are formed crater lakes Many of the beautiful

lakes of Italy and the well known Crater Lake
of Oregon originated in this way See VOLCANO

CRATER, THE A novel by James Femmore
Cooper (1847), describing a Utopian settlement
on the Pacific coast

CEATEE LATTR See CBATEB LAKE NA
TTONAL PABE
CRATER LATTR NATIONAL PAEK A

United States government reservation in the
Cascade Mountains, in Klamath Co, Oreg, ere

ated by an Act of Congress approved May 22
1902 (Map Oregon, C 5) It has an area of

249 square miles Its pnncipal feature is Crater

Lake, lying in the crater of an extinct volcano
which destroyed what geologists believe to have
been a mountain more than 16,000 feet high, per

haps the loftiest peak on the western coast of

what is now the United States The lake is in

pendicular walla of the great caldera in 1
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the lake lies tower from 500 to 2000 feet above
its surface, which is 6177 feet above sea level

Soundings have been taken showing a depth of
2001 feet It was discovered in 1853 bv John
Eillman, the leader of a party of gold hunter^,
and was known to United States aimy officers

and enlisted men as earlv as 1865, but not to
the general public until about 1885 since when
its remarkable beauty and the majestic grandeur
of the surrounding landscape have attracted
thousands of tourists to its shoreb In 1913 the

park contained two hotels (one on the nm of
the lake and the othei 5 miles distant), and a

telephone service connected various buildings
within the leserve Several wagon roads are

maintained, and these means of communication
are being increased and improved All hunting
is forbidden within the reserve, but fishing is

permitted, and the lake contains an abundance
of rainbow trout with which it has been stocked

by the government There are no other fish in

the lake, and none in the other waters of the
reserve Consult Dillcr, Geological History of
Ciate) Lake, Oiegon, pub by the Department
of the Interior (Washington, 1912)
CBATEBUS (Lat, from Gk Kparep6j Kra

teros) A favorite general of Alexander the
Great He commanded a division of the royal

bodyguard in the Asiatic campaigns, and was
sent to Macedonia as regent in 323 BC After
the death of Alexander, Craterus received jointly
with Antipater, the government of Macedonia,
Gieece, Ulyna, and Epirus, Antipater taking
command of the military forces and Craterus

attending to civil affairs He formed an alii

ance with Antigonus (qv ) against Perdiccas

and invaded Asia with an army but was defeated

and slain by Eumenes in Cappadocia (321 B c )

CBATES, kra'tez (Lat, from Gk Epcmp,
Kiatts) An Athenian comic poet of the fifth

centuiv B c He began his career as an actor in

Cratinus' plays, and won his first victory in

449 BC Aristotle sivs that he was the first

Attic poet to give up peisonal satire in eomedv,
lie likewise made the innovation of introducing
a drunken character on the stage We have the

titles of 15 plays and scanty fragments Con
suit Kock, Conncorum Atticorum Fragmenta
(Leipzig, 1880)
CBATES A cynic philosopher of Thebes, of

the fourth century B c Scorning the large prop
erty which he inherited, he moved to Athena and
became an eager disciple of Diogenes and one

of the most eminent of the Cynics He was an

excellent orator and skillful poet As the teacher

of Zeno, the founder of Stoicism, Crates formed

the link between Cvmcism and Stoicism Inter

eating fragments of his poetry have been edited

by Bergk, Poeta Lynoi Gfrcsci (Leipzig, 1882)

Diogenes Laertius states that he wrote letters

and tragedies on philosophic subjects The 36

letters which bear his name are, however, gener

rlly thought to be spurious They are edited by
Hercher, Eptstolographi Grcect (Pans, 1873)

Consult also Zeller, Phtlosophte der Gnechen,
vol i (Tubingen, 1892}
CBATES OF HALLOS A Greek grammarian

and Stoic of the second century B c ,
head of the

Pergamene Library and the chief opponent of

Anstarchus He devoted himself to the inter

pretation of Greek authors, especially of Homer,
he likewise defended the grammatical theory of

anomaly in opposition to the Alexandrian doc

tnne of analogy (See ANOJIALISTS AND ABFALO

QISXS ) He enlarged and catalogued the Per

7 CBATTX

gamene Library, his wor^ on the Attic dialect

was much emploved by later grammarians
About Ib7 BC he v as sent hv King Attalus on
an embassv to Rome where be introduced the

study of lornial granur-ar Consult Suetonius,
De Crramtiiatieis, 2, ttacb-n-uth De Ciatete-

Mallota (Leipzig, 1-560 1 Suicmihl, Geschichte
der gnerhiwhen Li+tnatur in der Alemndnwr
serf vol 11 ub 1892t Sandys,, A History of
Clascal Scholarship vol i i2d ed. Cambridge.
lOflbi

CBATFUTTS fLat, irom Gk E>mroy, Kra
tmos\ | '-c421 BC 1 An Athenian comic poet
He was bom in the latter part 01 the sixth

centurr BC, and was one of the seven pwts of

the Old Comedy named in the Canon Alexan
drums (qv ) He first presented a comedy in

453, in all he left 21 plav>, with which he had
won nine victories He wat> among the first

to give comedy a political turn Bv the intro

duction oi a th rd actor he placed comedy on a
level with tragedv A follower of Cunon and
the Conservative party, he sharply attacked
Pericles in two plays in his 'Apx^oxoi, Arehi
lochoi he represented a content of poets which
may well have been Aristophanes model in his

Frogs Aristophanes defeated Cratmus in 425
with his Acharnians, and in 424 with the

Knights In the parabasis of the latter play he
refers to his elder rival as an ancient rum,"
"a doting drunkard,

'

whereupon Cratinus re

torted m 423 with his WineflasJ which won the

first prize over Aristophanes Clouds The 400

fragments of his work then known were collected

bv Kock, Comicorum Itticorum Fragmenta,, vol

i (Leipzig, 1880) In the Oxyrhynchus Papyri,
\ol iv (1904), appeared the newly discovered

argument of a play, Dionysalexander, of which
nine fragments had been known, though they did

not reveal the plot, on this consult Korte,
Hermes (1904), and Morgan Addresses and

Essays, 25-33 (New York, 1910)
CBATTP/PtTS (KpaTHnros7 Kratipptis) An

Athenian historian, of the fourth century BO,
of whom very little is known He has gained

importance in recent times because of an histori

cal fragment discovered bv Grenfell and Hunt,
and published by them in Oxyrhwchus Papyri, v

(1907-08) The fragment, which has come to

be known aa the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, has been

ascribed to Cratippus by various scholars Con
suit Hunt, in TJiP I ear's "Work in Classical Stud
tea (London, 1908) The present tendency is to

ascribe the work rather to some one other than

Cratippus Consult Walker, The Hellenic* Oxy
rhynchia Its Authorship and Authority (Ox
ford, 1913) See EPHOEUS
CBATIPPT7S (Lat ,

from Gk EpiTiimw, Kra-

tippos) A Peripatetic philosopher He was a
native of Mitylene and a contemporary of

Cicero He appears to have been held id the

highest estimation bj the great men of hia age
Cicero calls him the prince of all the philoso

phers whom he had known Cratippus accom

panied Pompeius m the latter's flight after the

defeat at Pharsalus, and conferred upon him the

consolations of philosophy, and Brutus went

to Athens, where Cratippus had lately settled, to

listen to his lectures even while making prepara-
tions to meet Octavius and Antomus Nothing
that Oratippus wrote has survived

CBATTK, kra'ufc', GTTSTATE AJXHJPHE Dfeisft

( 1827-1905 ) A French sculptor, bom m Valen-

ciennes He waa a pupil of Pradier, Barney, and

Dumont, and won the Prut de Borne in 1851 BIB
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norks \rt to br r<mii<l m mim ot tht public

building^ and elmrt'ie- of Parih and the prov
mces Tluv include the monununt to idnnial

Colignv (Issfli before the Oiatoiv m tlu Rue
de Tin nh Pii"> tue touab of Ciiclnial Lavigene
in Lutings 1 10(10) and tin, ideal vvorkb Youth
andTou ( T ii\enilom g) and Omphale,' in the

couitviid >t the LnuviL He wa& one of the

most populai pmt i c -jculptors of the Second

Empire, and imons Ins sitter* ueie the Empu-*
Eugenie (1^63) Marshals Mcilahon and Niel

I ISbl I Gener il Gillitet and Casimir Perier

CRA'VEN, AIXBED WrsGATE ( 1810-T9 ) An
Amu ic in cial engineer bom in Washington,
D C He was appointed enfineer comniibbionei

to the Cioton Watei Board in New York Citv in

1849 and his connection -with that board -was

notable for the number ind value of the works
which he pi ejected and siipei intended Among
these vtere the Central Park Pesenoir com

pleted in 1867, the reservoir at Bovdb Corneis,
and the survey of the Croton valley Theses
tabhshment of tliA bevveragf

1 system of New York
is Hrgelv due to his endexvors He wis presi
dent of tlu Animcan Society of Civil Engineers
in 1870-71

CRAVEN, ELIJAH RICHABDSCW (1824-1908)
An American clergvman born in Washington,
D C He jriaduated it the College of New
Jeraev (later Princeton University) in 1842 and
at Pnnceton Therlogical Pemmaiy in 1S48 and
became i trustee of the former (1S59) and a
director of the latter ( 1S65 ) la 1878-84 he was
chairman of the committee to revise the Book of

Dibciplme of the Presbytenan church, and he
was moderator of the General Assembly in 1835
He was president of the board of directors of the

Newark German Theological Seminary, Bloom
field, N T in ISS'l-lPOS and for more than 30
yeais (1854-87) was pdbtor of the Third Pres

bytenan Church in Neuirk N J In 1887-
1904 lie VMS spcretarv of the Presbyterian Board
of Publication and Sabbath School Work He
revised (1874) Moore s translation of Lange's
Commentaiy on Rei elation

GRAVEN, Eu/iBETH BEBKEXET, LADT See
ANSPACH MUIGEAVI>E OF

CRAVEN", PAULINE DE LA FEBBOHAYB, MA-
DAME AUGT. STLs (1S20-91) A French, religious
romancer, horn in Pans She is best known for

her Hietoiie dune sceur (1866), an idyllic pic
ture of an aristocratic Roman Catholic French

familj and of the slow passing away, through
consumption, of a simple-minded, noble, and
deeply religious woman Madame Craven's
father was at one time French Ambassador to
Berlin In 1834 she married an Englishman,
Augustus Craven, a descendant of the famous
Margiaune of Anspach, he w known only

through hie Le prince Albert de Saxe Qobowrg,
epoux de la reine T tctona (1883) She traveled
widely and after marriage lived much in Eng
land, writing articles on English politics, and
biographical sketches of Suter Nathahe tfan<th
it and of Lady Georgians Fvllerton, aa well as
Remwitrences of England and Italy She died
in Pans, Apnl 1, 1891 Her novels have been
as popular perhaps in English translations as in
the original The best are inne Sevenn, TJie

Eniawia s Answer, and Flevrange, in all of which
she pleads persuasively the cause of Roman
Catholicism and seeks in emotional ecstasy the
only life that seems to her worth the living To
some her books will seem morbid, to others

strong, but her fervid spirit appeals to all

I unbult Marv Bishop, 1/emtj t oj Mn> Ciaien

(London, ls')4j ind J I A fcmith The Life

unci fiteia,y YJo//* ut Us iimspfs C)aien

nu <lr la rmanuiis I \viiibeiff I'Mfl)

CaAVEN T-nnv^ II\GET llbils-87) An
Amei'i an iu^ il oi tei IL n u \\ T4iin,*tcHi D C
He cnt led tlu i %v i^ ^12 tk inrt in the

faptuio of tl'i puatt I rili-
'

\ tin Ui-.t In

diet m 1^2^ ind (.cnuun 1 ' Li >t in Wilkes s

PiQsjhip in tin \ntacf < ,ilnnns expedition in

IhJS He vis LcipimT-MO i i iptin m 1S61,

commanded the Potomac flotilli an L in the -,-ine

yp\r took pirt in the captuu of Xt\i Oika.na

and the opu^tionb on the ilib-jis&ippi In I860

he A as asbisrped to the command 01 the ilare

Island Nv\ Yiiu ind ^as ri''-e'l to the lank

of leai a^mual He ^ds let ifd in 1^09

CRAVEN, TUMS ALGLSTLS }IiCDO\oroH

(1813-64) in Amfiican ni\il olhcei Mother
of Tlomis Tingey Crx\en H< i" bom in

Poitsmouth N H tnteied tht na^\ in 1829,

took part in the eonqieet of Cihfoima and in

1^37 mide n buiyt\ of the lithniut ot Danen
for a prospective ship cinal He sued the tort

at Kt-v West lor the United Statfb govimuent
it tne begiimins of tht Cu'l TVai iiid v 's, pio
mottd to the iank of commindei \^ ]nle chasing
the Confederate lam fennewe in tlie battle ot

Mobile B"V, his -vebsel, the inomtoi Tecuwsili,

stiuck a torpedo and * nk v^itli Graven and
nenilv eieiy one else on board

CRAWFISH, 01 CRAYFISH (OF a nice,

cvpmsr, Fr ecrenste from OHG cluebi* Gi
Kie^s crxvfibh) A fiesh \iter or tentbtml
ciustxcein (Astacus fluitatilii] neaih allied to

the lobster, from -which however it difftis in

haung the middle plate of tie tail nn tians

^e^sely divided bj a suture It inhabits the

rivers and streams of nmny parts of Europe,

making burrow b in clucv banks and coming
forth at night in seaich of food, -nliich consists

chiefly of mollusks, snull fishes, larva of aquatic
insects, and aninul sub^tancts of almost any
kind It is esteemed for the table, and is leadilv

attracted bv a bait of decaying flesh or animal

garbasje induced in a net 01 in a bundle of

twigs bv which many ci aw fish may be ciptured
at a time The use of the name has been e<
tended until it is DOTV applied to any of the
fieblivater species of the family Astacid^e In
the Unite 1 States it is universally applied to

any one of several speues of Cambarus, which

as?ee ury closely in structure and habits with
the common cia-fffish of Europe They lie C

inches or so in length and of a greenish brown
color They frequently do much damage to dikes

and levees by opening -nater passages as told in

Ptoc A.8800 Econovi Entomologists for 1895

(United States Department of Agriculture,
1896) For genual facts, consult Huxley, The

CtaiffisJi 4.n Introduction to Zoology (London
1887), "Revision of the Astacidee/' Memoirs
Museum Compaxitua Zoology, vol x, No 4

(Cambridge, Mass, 1885) , Sterle, The Crayfish

of Missouri (Cincinnati 1902) Fisher, "Cm
fish as Crop Destroy en" in Tear Bool of the

United State? Department of Aqnoulture (Wash
ington, 1912)

CRAWFORD, ALBXANDBB WILIIAM CBAW
roBD LINDSAT, E^Et OF (1812-80) An English
author Aftei gi iduating at Oambndge he trav
eled estensivelv in Egypt and Asia Minor He
took a considerable interest in astronomical in

vestigations, and the expedition to the island
of Mauritius JP 1^74, to observe the transit of
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Venus,, wab organized by bun For borne ine\
plKible ici&on hit. body \*as btolen bhorth liter
its bu'ial at Dunecht, \nd \\a& no 1"

disco^eied
until about 14 months later in tlu v\ccds nt u
M Among ins publications are /; ei rf the
]indscs (lt>:>5) letter on 1 r/i/pA, Ldom, avd
he Holy Laid (18J8) , M etel rs uf tlit ffisto/y
(ifthiututn ut f3%ol s Ib47 2d id 1^85 1 ,

Into, 01 tut Conquest of tin (Joltleii I !ec<e, an

epic in ID bookb H876i lie laiMon o* \Lat

I 18b2 )

CEAWTOED, COE LsAU3 ilbSS- j An
Amu ican kgishtui, boin neai Volne\, Iowa
lie giaduitcd in 1^2 nom the law depaitment
of tne lni\eisitv ol loua piaeticed la^ lur one
uar in that Statt and for 15 -vearts in Pierre
S Dak, \\as meuibtr ol the Dikoti Tuiitonal
LeEfi'alcitui e in 1S89 and upon the admibbiun ol

South Dakota into the Lmon m that year be
came a 'ncmbei of the fiibt Sute Senite yas
AttorneA Geiienl in Ib92-9b and alter unw il

to Huion & Dak (loT) w ib attonnM foi the

Chicago and Xortln\e&tein Railway Company
until 1003 In 1907 he vit, elected Go%e nor ol

South Dakoti on the Republican ticket and in

the following yeai Uaited States Senatoi lor

the toim expiring Alarch 3 1915

CEAWPOED, FBA-NCIS HABION ( Ito4-1909 )

An Ameiuan no\elist chiefly rebident in Europe
lie i at> boin at Bim di Lucca, Italy a son of

the bculptor Thomas Crrsiord Of cosmopolitan
cducition in Amcuea England, and Germans,
ln& fiibt liteiarv venture uas as editor of tht.

Alhhabad Indian Hetald (1S79-80J Hih \olu
nunous fiction v, as begun by Jf/ Isaacs, a stoi \

of moJem India
( 1S82) ,

^hich piompth brought
him a populant\ and a fame at home and abroid
tint its many buceesbor'* sened to \viden and
make more tecuie Tlie more sign ftcant of his

other worki, are Di Claudius (1SS3( 1

Roman Bmgei (1884) Zoroastei (1S85) A Tale

of a Lonely Pansh (188t) Satacinesca (18S7)
Paul Patofr (1887) Cheifennem (1880) Kant
llano (1889) A Cigatctte Malers Romance
(1890) The Wittli of Prague (1891), Don
Otsino (1S92) Pietio Qhiilen (1893) The
Ralstons (1894) , Casa Bracow (1895), Corleonc

(1897) Tta Cntcis (1899), In the Palace of
the King (1000) , hanetta, a Haid of Yenict

( 1901 ) The Heart of Rome ( 1903) , Whosoeiet
Miall Offend (1904) Soprano, a portrait

(1905) , Fair Margaitt (1005) and its sequel
Pjima Donna (1908) The Saracmesca senes,
stones of modern Rome, is generally legarded as

his most important perfoimance Hib stnctly
American fiction is less popular A romantic

no\chst, Mai ion Cia\vfoid probed no depths of

human natuie and untangled no complex psy

chological Inots, but he had the beguiling gift

of the bom storyteller who has also become

an accomplished master of the art of fiction

Ingenious plots, a varied company of interesting
dramatic persona faithfully studied and fteahlv

portrayed, picturesque settings, and behind all

the attractive personality of an intelligent and
cultivated man of the world these and other

characteristics e\plam and fully ostifv the de

light with which, for more than a quarter of a

centurv, an immense audience, American and

European, welcomed the annual appearance of

one of the long series of his novels Though
his fame rasts on his fiction, he showed, in ite

XOMQ, ImnortalM (1898), Rulers of the South

(1900), and Gtteamnqs ftom Venetian History

(1805), a gift of conjuring up the life of the

19 CBAWFOSD
It il' m p t ^t 11 ni'irtr t lat makes, the apint
and thi uet- ol mstun a>- t ntertaimnn; as a

SGE^E nAsri\r-o* (1798-
i' 1 VM~ an l -tt t-m n He
a ^nduatui tpr.ncttmin

-

l!s~2i

in i

1^2'J ml '11^22, . i(iL Etc* 1 1 J t^e btr Tiom
l!s27 to 1811 le ^ is 'stit- Vtnir x 'T ntral,

and iruni I^j7 t 1 G42 i n iV (\te>jtion ot

one ytar \\ is i u ( m'i ' 01 t'n st ite Letri'-latuiL

In lfc.43 h? w i-, in Cwuiies m Is4j and 1S43
\ is ehittd Gmenioi ol 0' o rna IPI' nu i 1S49
tn lb>0 ua, ^eeittny L* Wu in Piesiatnt

la\loi s eibiiie

CEAWEOED, ISABELIA VA.LiNCT (1851-87)
V L inidiu poet

vne T\as> bom in Dubl>n Ire

lina went to Ontuio as a child ard lued at

P*terboio and Tountn ^iie A\rote yeiae slura

m? maiked 01 giniliU ard hncal power, com

pi4ed mo^th 11 '/ X^oo/srs Pnis llaholm s

Aati , and Oth i Puemi> (Ib84^ Consult the

appuuition pu*i\eu to Pnewi i Toronto, 1'JOl

CEAWTOED JviiEsLiDO\rcLrsDSAT EAHL
or (Is47-10]]j A Briti^i astronomer born at
Sunt Girmiucr I u Fane He vats tdu
cated at Etnn and at Tnnitv College Cambridge
and tiom 1^74 to 18SH y i>> a member ot Pai
li iment He \va^ al-o 101 ^ tunt president of

th< Abtionomicil Socurv Hib Bibhotheia Lin
dr^taaa w pml'shed in p rtb from 1^83 to

101] hi* philitthe hbrirv wii bequeathed to

tlif Bntish ni*um
CEAWTOED Jom WALLACE (CiPTAD*

TVCK) (1847-1917) An Vmeiican autlior born
11 Count* "Donegal Irtl ud He tsei^ed m the

Fortv eiarbth Ptnn^yhania Volunteers ir the

( i il War and while lying Bounded in the

hospital at West Philadelphia was taught to

re id aul mitt \\\ a si-ter of chants As a
scout he aeiifd under General C ouk in the

fMttmg Bull campaign m 1876 and later against
the Ap icheb in New Mexico In 1886 he retired

from tlu aiim was a miner and ranchman in

^BAV Mexico *a- m the Klondike (1898-1900),
and finally becanir a i ubhc lecturer Bewdes
many poema, se\eidl songs and moie than 100

shoil stones,
*

Captam J?ck" is author of The
Poet Scout t Bool of Song and ktoty (1885)

Campftre Sparks (IbSSl Tat, a drama pio
dured in San Fianusco in 1000 Colonel Bob
a diama \?ith Mane Sladison (1909) , Whar' the

Hand o God u Keen and Other Poems (1911)

CEAWTOED, MABI CABOLI\C (Ife74- }

An American authoi born in Boston She was
educated at Radchffe College From 1898 to

1902 she was hteran critic of the Boston Budget
and m 1907-08 was secretary of the Women s

Trade Union League she then became secretary
of the Ford Hall meetings Her publications
include The Romance of Old A>ir England Roof
trees (1902) The Romanes of Old ~\eit Eng
land Chwchet (1903) The Colleqe forl of

America (1905) Among Old Xeif Enqland Inns

(1907) Bt Botolph's Toun (1908) , Old Boston

Days and Way? (1000) Romantic Days tn Old

Boston (1910) Goethe and his Woman Ft vends

(1911 2d ed 1913) RoAiantie Days M the

Early Republic (1912) The Romance of the

Amencan Thcattc (191J)

CEAWTOED, TnoaiAS (1813-57) An early
American sculptor He wib boin in New York,

March 22, 1814, and in 1854 he went to Rome,
where he studied under Thoryaldsen He passed
much of hia life in Rome, where his studio was
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the resort of tra\elers and lowers of art Al

though his hie was comparatively short, he left

nan\ interesting evamplts ol his -work and is

justly considered one oi the most important
piunetTb ot Amencxn sculpture Judged from
the pseudoelassic stindpomt ot his dav his

t ork ranks high and it alvut* has a distinct

hteran and pottic fUnor But it is rareh in

I>i
T ed and in modeling is cold and hard The

figure of "Liberty on the dome of the Capitol
at Washington, the statue 01 James Otib in

Mount Auburn Cemetery Cambridge and the

statues of Patuck Henry and Jefferson be

longing to the Washington Monument in Rich
mond ha\e oiigmahtv^ strength, and nobihfr

He ^as less happily inspired in the main figure
of the Richmond monument, an equestnan statue

of Washington and m the pediment and bronze

doors of the Senate wing of the Capitol Other

interesting -noiks are the bust of Beetho\en, now
in S\mphonv Hall, Boston, the casting of which
was enthusiastically celebrated in a great festi

\alin Munich The Indian" (New York Histori

cal Society) , Orpheus' (Boston Art Museum I ,

Adam and E\e after the Expulsion" and a bust
of Josiah Qmncy (Boston Athenaeum), "The

Dancer," 'Dung Indian Maiden ' and "Flora"

(Metropolitan Museum New lork) Crawford
e\ecuted many bas reliefs, and 87 of his plaster
casts were presented by his wife to the Commis
sioners of Central Park who arranged them in a

building for public exhibition They ha\e since

been de<*tro\ed by fire Consult Lorado Taft,

Histoiy of American Sculpture (New York,
1003), and Tuckerman Book of the Attist fib,

1867)

CEAWPOUD, WILLIAM: (1733-82) An
American soldier, born in Berkeley Co, Va
He was for a time assistant surveyor to George
Washington, and he served as ensign of Virginia
Rifles in the French and Indian War He ac

compelled Braddock's luckless expedition against
Fort Duquesne in 1755, served through the
Pontiac War (1763-64), and in 1776 \tas ap
pointed lieutenant colonel of the Fifth Virginia
Regiment In 1781 he resigned from the army
with the rank of colonel At the request of

Washington and of General Irvine, he assumed
command in 1782 of an expedition against the
Delaware and Wvandot Indians near the San

dusky Rner, who had long devastated the
frontier On June 4, on the plains northeast
of the present site of Sandusky, he encountered
a combined force of about 300 Indiana and
British soldiers from Detroit His troops hav

ing been discouraged by the accession of rein
forcements to the enemy, he ordered a retreat
^hieh soon became a confused flight He was
himself separated from the main body, captured
by a band of Delawares, and burned at the
stake amid fearful torture Notwithstanding
hie wholly creditable Revolutionary record, his

leadership on this occasion appears scarcely to
have been efficient Consult Butterfield, Ea>

pedition against Sandusky (Cincinnati, 1873) ,

Roosevelt, The Wtnntng of the West, vol 11

(New lork, 1896), N N Hill, "Crawford's

Campaign," in Magasnne of Western Statory
(Chicago, 1885)

CRAWFORD, WHXIAM EABBIS (1772-1834)
An American politician He was born in Am-
herst Co, Va, Feb 24, 1772, but removed with
his parents to South Carolina in 1779 and to

Georgia in 1783, where in, 1798 he was admitted
to the bar In 1802 he was chosen a member

of the State Stnate and in 1807 was chosen to

nil a \icana in the Lmted States Senate

Dunn? the cam ass ht lought tvvo duels in the

first of Thich he killed a man while in the

second he \\as hunsph \voundtd He was elected

to the Senite m 1811 and in 1S12 -was chosen

president pro tempoie of that body He at

first opposed, but finally suppoited, the \\ar

\ ith England In Ibl3 he A\as appointed Min
ibter to liance, uheie he became a general
ia\orite and m paHuculai Mas an intimate

friend of Lata^ette In 1815 he was made Sec

letaiv of Mai and the ne\t tear Secietaiy of

tin. Treasury an office which he retained until

]S25 Cra^torcl lud been a candidate for the

presidential nomination in IblG and in 1824

thought hunstlf entitled to succeed Monroe as

Piesident, and ^as legulaily nominated by the

congiessional caucus -which \vas then controlled

bv him but the caucus system was then tern

poranlv supeiseded (see GU.CUS), and there

were four other candidates against him Cal

houn, John Qumcv Adams, Jackson, and Clay

C ilhoun \\as pacified uith the \ice presidency,
to -which he \\ is chosen by 182 out of 200 votes

There was no choice for President, the yote

being Jackson, 99, Aaams, 84 Crawford, 41,

Clay, 37 About tl>e time of the election Cra^i

ford isas stricken Tuth paralysis, from \vhich

he ne\er wholly recovered His condition ren

dered it impossible to consider him a candidate

v*hen the election came to be decided in the

House of Representatives, although, e\en in

such a condition, he received four of the 24
votes Fiom tins time Ciaufoid -was out of

the political field He sei\ed as ]udge of the

northern cncuit of Georgia from 1827 until his

death, which occuired Sept 15, 1834

CEAWFOED, WILLIAM HBNEY (1855- )

An American educator, born at Wilton Center,
111 He graduated at the Northwestern Um
\ersity and the Garrett Biblical Institute and
became a minister in the Methodist Episcopal
church He \vas appointed professor of his

toncal theology in the Gammon Theological

Seminary, Atlanta, Ga, in 1889, and in 1893

became piesident of Allegheny College (Mead
ville, Pa ) His publications include Life of
Savonarola (1906) , The Church and the Blums

(1908), Thotwn and India (1909)
CBAWFOBD NOTCH A defile in the White

Mountains, N H at an elevation of 1915 feet,

between Mount Webster and Mount Willey, each
about 4000 feet high The Saco River, entering

through a narrow passage, traverses the Notch,
which is remarkable for its impressive rock

scenery
CaAWFOBDSVILLE A city and the

county seat of Montgomery Co , Ind
, 43 miles

west northwest of Indianapolis, on the Cleve

land, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St Louis, the

Vandaha, the New York Central, and the Chi

cago, Indianapolis, and Louisville railroads

(Map Indiana, C 2) It is the seat of Wabash

College, established in 1832, and contains a fine

county courthouse, a community house for

women, a country club, and a Carnegie library
The city is the home of five insurance companies,
has manufactuies of matches, paving bricks,
bunal furnishings, flour, foundry products, lum
ber, metal polish, barbed wire, etc Settled in

1822, Crawfordsville was incorporated in 1865

and is governed under a charter of that date,
which provides for a mayor, elected every four

years, and a city council The electric light
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plant ib ovned by the nty Crawiordsville was
the home ot Gen Lew Wallace, author oi Ben
Ear, to whom a monument ha been erected

Pop 1900,6640 1910,
' .71 i'2ll 10 110

CRAWTTJRD, JOH*
( 1783-1868 , A Scot

tihh Orientalist, bom in the iblind ot Ishv
Hebrides He went as a phvsieian to Indu and
served foi hve years in the army of the North
webt Provinces Tranbferred to Pcnang, Alilav

Peninsula, he acquned a knowledge of tl e lialay

language, which proved valuable on the occasion
of Loid Minto s conquest of J-u a

(
1S11 1 From

1811 to 1817 he held various pobts m Jiva
in 1821 was sent as envoy to Siam ard Cochin
China, from 1823 to 1826 administered tue gov
eminent of Singapore, and in 1827 was sent on a
difficult diplomatic mission to the couit of Ava
lie published, in addition to an account oi this
mission (1829) History of the Indian Aiclu

pelago (3 vols, 1820) Gtammar and Diction

ary of the Malay Language (2 vols 1S52)
Descriptive Dictionary of ike Indian Islands
and Adjacent Countries (1856), China and its

Tiade (1868), and, finally the journals oi his
embabSies to the courts of Siam and Cochin
China (London, 1828) and to the conrt of Ava
(1829, 2d ed, 2 vols 1834)
CRAWL-A-BOTTOM A local name in the

Baptist' (Ghent Cathedral 'Judgment oi

Solomcn' and Alirtvdom of St Blasras"

'lG6tji, his la&t work, both in the Ghent
3Iubeum His portraits include thoise ol the
Cardinal Intant i Priuo ana Philip IV lOGa)
Jan an CLve, tat most i jpoitint of his pupils,
abbibted mm in munv ot his v oiks Consult his

biography by Maeterlmch. in Bulletin de la,

borutt tl H stoire et fl Arrttolomr de Gand
tG'ieni., 1000,

CRAYTTSH See CBVWIISH
CRAY'ON >Fr crayon, from craie, chalk,

fnm Tit OP/I, clulki A teim uisually ap
plied to pfn-il mid*, ni chaicoal pipe thy or
cliilk colo^tJ with v ir ous pigments and Ubed
for di iw mg on paper, wood or ot^er matcnalb
Bl>Lkljoird cny&nb aie made largclv ol chalk,
\vMle hhck cravons are composed oi pipe clay
"ml lampblack Tho^e used tor drawing on

lithographic limestone arc commonh made of a
mixture ol WTA lampblack, soap and ressin

Pastel is a mi\ture ol chalk and oolormg mate
nals vorked into a piste with gum water The

vegttabk colors u eed are tuimenc litmus, saf

fion, ard sap green, but should in every case be
free from acid, as the Ktter reacts on the chalk

7 lenna unite, used b\ artists, is simply purified
chalk lied chall is made fiom an ocherj clav,

!MissibSippi valley for two small fibhes 1 The i e , one containing much iron oxide B) iat>con

largest of the darters (Hadropterue nigtofascia
-*-" --=-- ' * " ---* *-

tus) See DABTEE 2 The hog sucker or stone

roller (qv )

CRAWSHAW, WILLIAM HHSKT (1801-
) An American educator and author born

at Newburgh, N Y He graduated in 1887 at

Colgate University, where thereafter he was an
instructor (1887-89), associate professor of Eng
hsh (1889-93), professor of Englibh (after

1893) and albO (after 1897) dean He wab also

acting president during several vears The Um
verbitv of Rochester conferred on him the degree
of LittD (1909), and Syracuse University that

of LLD (1910) He published an edition of

Drvden's Palamon and Arcite (1898), two e\

cellently suggestive little works in criticism,

The Intet pretation of Literature (1896) and
Literal y Interpretation of Life (1900) and

The Ifalwq of English Literature (1907)

GRAYER, kri'Sr, Fr pron kra'ya', GASPAB,
or JASPEB DE (1584-1669) A Flemish histon

cal and portrait painter, born in Antwerp He
studied under Raphael Coxcie (son of Michiel

Coxae) in Brussels, where he lived manv*

years, and in 1664 went to Ghent, for the

churches of which he painted more than

20 altarpieces He was appointed court painter
to the Cardinal Infant Ferdinand and after

ward to King Philip II of Spain Though per

haps the most prolific of all religious painters
and pione to exaggerated sentiment, he yet
maintained a certain excellence in composition
and execution He was strongly influenced es

peciallv in color, bv his friend Rubens His

works are to be found throughout Flanders and

Brabant and in the provincial museums in

France, where many were earned during the

French invasion Among the best known are

"The Four Crowned Martyrs" (Lille Museum;

chall and Ftcnch chall are popuhr names for

faoipvtone, which is very different from chalk

in ito compos'tion bein,| a silicate of magnesia

CRAYON, GEOFTBEr The nom de plume
luoptul bv ^jbhingtoji Irving m The Stetch
Boo! ttc

CRAZY HORSE A distinguished chief

of the Otflala feiou\ who wab joint leader with
the famous Sitting Bull in the \\ar ol 1875
and was prominent in Cubter s defeat He was
killed vvh L resisting arrest m September 1877
Consult 31 Itb Pci wntd Recollections (Akron,

CREAM (OF creame, Fr crene, from Lat
demur thick juice) The thick, lyht yellow

feubstance, rich in fat, which rises to the surface

of milk on standing The methods ot creaming
milks, by setting and bv the separator, are de

sciibed under BUTTER MAKING The composition
of cream is influenced bv the method and condi

tion of creaming, and varies within wide limits

Cream contains the same constituents as milk,
but in very different proportions The fat maj
vary from 10 to 70 per cent good cream for

butter making, or for household use, contains

from 18 to 25 per cent of fat, and very rich

cream from 35 to 40 per cent The richness of

cream raised by the separator can be regulated
at will Cream is sometimes thickened artifi

dally by adding gelatin, isinglass, etc Cream
which has been pasteurized, or heated to prevent

fcounng loses some of its thickness or viscosity,

and the addition of sucrate of lime has been

proposed to make xt whip better The famous
clotted or 'clouted" cream of Devonshire, Eng-
land, is prepared by heating milk which has

stood for 24 hours in a shallow pan over a slow

charcoal fire for a half to three quarters of an

srv pictures celebrating the entrance of the hour, without boiling, allowing it to stand for

Cardinal Infant (Ghent), "Alexander and

Diogenes" (Metropolitan Museum, New York) ,

"Glorification of St Oathanne" (in St

Michael's, Ghent) , "The Miraculous Draught of

Fishes," "Adoration of the Shepherds" (Brus

aela Museum), "Decapitation of St John the

24 hours, and then skimming off the cream,
which is sprinkled with sugar
OREAM'ERY A factory where butter is

made bv machinery from milk or erem, fur-

nished bv the neighborhood It is an American

institution, and originated m New York about
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1864, being suggested bv the succei&s of the

cheese factory (q\ ), TVInch had been in opera
t'on foi serial \eirs Within the past 15 or

20 %eais the growth of the creanieiv system hat.

been \en npul, and cieamcms are now thickly

disti ibu
Aed cnei the principal danv itjions

Ihev diffu in then form ot organization and
also in +he method ot opeiation Copeiati\e
factories are ovtned b\ the larmerb ('patrons ),

who supply the milk and -who choose from thai
mn number a manigmg committee, or boaid

The cost of running the rieton ind the pro
ceeds of sales, are dmded pio nti ircrnding to

the milk, cream, or butter fat contributed This

IB the oldest and in many icspicts the nio&t

desirable form of orgam/ihon In the joint
stock and proprietary creameries the milk or

cream is bought of the finners under a contiact,

or the factory may make butter and dispose of

it for its patronb for a fhed ehanre per pound
The milk maj be delivered at the creairery,

where the cream is> separated by povcr, the

farmers recemng the skim milk for feeding or

the cream mav be raised 01 separated by the

farmers themsehes and sent to tlie factorv e\erv

tao or three days The latter &ie called

'gathered cream creameries
' The cream gitlur

ing plan originated in "Wisconsin, and u-ib t^e

basis upon which creamenes -were established m
New England where it continues popular The
cream is raised b\ gravity in detp cvns or 1>^

means of hand separators and 13 paid for h" the

"space" The 'space has been sho^n to br an
unreliable measure, as the yalue of a t.paec of

cream for butter making \aneb \udelv aid

payment on the bisis ol the fat furnished, as

determined by tesst, is now generally adopted
Where the ^ 1 ole milk is furnished to the

creamery it is> dtlnered daily, which involves

a great deal of labor in hauling In almost all

cases the hauling de^ohes upon the milk pro
duccr oiten the farmeis In ing near together

cooperate in this, or contract with some pel son

who makes a business of doing the hauling The
milk was formerly paid for by the pound, this

being a convenient means of measurement, but
the injustice of this to the producers of rich

milk, and the introduction of the Babcock milk

test, have led to payment on the basis of the

butter fat The milk of each patron is weighed
as it is reeened and a sample taken for testing,

usually the samples for a week or so are combined
into a composite, to reduce the labor of testing
From the amount of milk delivered, and the fat

content, the amount of butter fat fuinished by
each pation is calculated at the end of the

month In most of the leading creamery dis

tnets the separator factory is now the favorite

system In many places these creameries haie
located 'skimming stations" at points con
lenient for the patrons, where the milk is run

through the separator and the cream then taken
to the creamery This reduces the labor of

hauling to a minimum The system of making
butter at creameries is, m many respects, a vast

jmpiovement o\er the ordinary farm dairy prac
face The use of machinery reduces the cost of

butter making, and the milk and cream are
handled by experienced butter makers according
to the most approved methods The result is a
uniform product equal to the best of the single

dairies, and a great improvement over the aver

age uhich sells for a high price Furthermore,
there is less loss of fat in making than at farm
dairies, and hence a largei quantity of butter is

produced Horn the same cows The labor ard

expense of making and maiketing tne butter are

removed irom the firms ind households Cream
enes have been 01 gieit acuantagt. to the

farmers uheie they aie locnd and the paj
ment tor milk on its> lit content has stimulated

the faimera to keep bitter and nure piohtable
CM* Some of tl e nioie modcir cieimenes ha~ve

a %eiy larsre cap XL t\ T'le Pianklin County

Country, at St Albxns, Vt
,
was fonneily the

large-t an the countiv, haung a cipaeity of

inc 01 six tons of buttei a day Theie are now
a consider ible number equallv a& large and
sevu il much lamer runn nsr up to 15 tons of

L ittei a day in some c 's - ^. 1'r^e cieamerv in

Xebi isska has o\er 100 bkimming stations con
nectid Tuth it The thirteeith cenaus reported
4733 creamenes in opeution in t' c Lmted
States m !%<, uluch made 6247G4633 pounds
of butter as compxred A ith 420 12t> 540 pounds
in 1890 Wwcon-sin led all other States in

creamciv output Tie fhs>t Uanibh cooperatne
crearaeiy \t i-> pat in opcrxtion in Jutland in

1882 lie muubtr it pr sent mounts into the

thousands Tie no in en or factory system of

Imtttr nnkirs; has spieid gentrilly throaghout
European countnts, Australix and South imer

lea, wherevei butttr is made on an extensne
"tile In some countries the coopentne plan

piedominates and in other t> the factories are

moie lnt,Llv pioputt n 01 opeiatpj by pnvite
firiiK Q e BiTirs JUKI'Sc
CSEAM 3SHJT St e BE VZIL XLT
CBEAM OF TARTAE (OF taitie from

III tt'ttaxini "MGk Tapropov tmtmon, tartar,

piobahly fiom Lit Taitnnt Gk Haprapos, Tar
ttiro<i Imllv a conuption of Ai diud dregs,
from danda to lose the teeth) A potassium
bitartiate that is contained in \igol (qv )

and
is prepaied bv dibBobinsr the iigol in hot -water

and remoMns; any eoloimg matter bv means of

cl iv or egg albumen , the cream of tai tar is then

separated from the filtered solution by crys

talliration and nm be punfied by iccrystalliza

tion Creim of taitar is a white crystalline

compound that 19 soluble in watei and is used
in medicine as a lefngerant and purcrati\e
TSith sodium bicarbonate it is u&ed as a
substitute for yeast in raising biead It is also

the souicc of taitanc acid and of tartrates

CEEASB See KBIS
CEEASOTE See CBEOSOIK

CEEAST, kie'sl, Sis EDWABD SHEPHEBD(1812-
78) An English historian, born at Bexler,
Kent He became fellow of King's College,

Cambridge in 1834 ind in 1837 was called to

the bar In 1840 he 'was appointed professor of

modern and ancient histon m the Unrveisitv of

London, and in 1860 vthen he *as knighted,
Chief Justice of Ceylon a post he held for 10

\eais He is moet widely known for his Fifteen
Derime Battle* of the World (1852), a woik
nhieh has been Tery favorably leceived alike bv
the critic and the general leader His other

works, leias known but in many cases of almost

equal merit, include an Historical and Cnticcl
Account of the Seieral Imasions of England,
(1852), History of the Ottoman Turk? (1854-
56) , Imperial and Colonial Constitutions of the

Bntish Empire (1872) , and two excellent books
on Eton
GBWATIN See KBEATIN

CBEATINIBr, krS-atTi nm See KBBA,TINIH
CBEATION (Lat create, fiom creare, to

rt

reat^ connected with mesome, to grow) The
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act or icts bv winch the world is supposed to and thp moon say on hi-* potter < % Leel but
hive been brju_ t into e\i tence Wtie'n mm -

mind nituits --u'lici. n+h to lefleit upon LU^
aid i tat 1+ s

j)t tt> riis nuest n >

to thi o igm ot the objects b vhvh li i

i inn ci itch Minrundt-d aid t i> j.r Juill'

lt n ds to i iqum in 114 ml to t'u hegi mn_, o
the v^holf schune of things Cunosit wMl
i& tht. m insjiimjr of all sci.ntifii

gcsts tht li"ts 01 n ipmv ami cmlulTtt
ib the biake previntirg t\eess\e <

tindencv to be s-iti-fied vuth the

planition As m n became himself a eiLitor,
fas'i omng thins 1- foi hi puipo^- nd gitvv
cun cious of the value ot his achievements he
i ituralh began to womVi how various objects
had beon fonipd The simplest explination

ocfurnng to him 'vtaa thit borne one hd mide

the pru^t- ot

i/!usi/td tint he t
1

'

t it

t... t he

aid
1

ot gods a id 1 1-
1

iu n

ilv tijae em
^

( bpoke fnd
v -t ( \ LT IK MJOkt
it u t e un god

e ti * tiau-.r< rmition
' lk|j ' 1-5 Lttr t'u littler

i 01 uitn aid tilings
ntt'il is a mm and mav

have bein t iiiffit <i is -uth bttun1 lit Leeame
.d his a the god ot t . Xile i id tae vt^ttat on depend

ent upon i He nude the earth and the
cultures uj w it In B '.vlobw the grtat
Sn nt inn de tie Fll'l ot Xippur, Anu of
Lruk Fa of Enda and lluduk ot Babvlon
vv'io act i^ creitor- t-re all tiouaut of as men

The earhe-t vision of tnt ^umenan htorv of
the n Xor \\ is he it a loss for an an& ver to creition, pubh&licd or Poebel in 1<)13 assigns
fie qm<;tiou as to who tliLbe producp b could
1m c bieii They must hive bt<n in IMS n is'

borlmod once and tlun gone, awav to 1 \e so^e
vliue else They veie not god-> Hnce no vvor

ship v\a<5 pnd to them, nor ancts^oi-,, . uce the
seciet of fatheihood had not y^t bten dis

covered but being b conceived ot as ILIH, or
aminils 01 partly human and pirtiv animal,

pos^es^ed of tliat eiiraoidinaiv power which
mikes some things obiectb of special interests

different puts to Ellil, Anu, ard Ea which
mav indicite a fusion of turee "tones Another
\erbion in ^umei in wth an Akkadiin tran^
lat on wa* alri. <?v known and the longebt re
censton in Vudi "\Iarduk \tttr a struggles
vith the chios morster li nmt ind her helpers,
ci <ates heaven aiiJ. eirt'i, ^as lou'id m the

palace of Asurbimpal in 1373 and deciphered
It George Smith Before that time only the

fragmentiry qnotitioiis nom BciuiUb (q\ )j

wonder and diead Such aie the cunuptions iveie kno'nn The Gernnn excavation* at Assur
of peoples that haw 1m d until recent time
in ^tone ige conditions in ililaiiLsn, Pol\nesu,
Austrilu, Amfnca, -nd Air ca and such in

ill piobabilit\ were the ideas ot Stone age

ppopltjb in the rtmotf pist Ftudits of the
Mclancsian mana 01 pune^ the Pohnesjian

talm, or dinga attuhms; to ohiLcta possessed

(ij\ 1 hi\e brought to light the fact that
Sennacherib a-^nbtd the en ition of t (ie world
to Asur (&ee ASSLB) The wors,hipirs of Aliura
Muda in Ir^n ie<?arded him ag the creator
Already Darius E^staspis, m hi& inscription
at Behibtun ( q v ) declareb that he has created
thib earth and yonder hea\en ' In the A^eita

of mono, the AmeiKxn totun 01 the ammil a distinction is introduced between the good
(or other object) mcu ising aiid heliung the

tnbe the Austrilim altjuangt mitiuw, or the
uncwated totem tie j/ioduceib of eirly times,
and the nnsttry cults and evogimy of \anous
tubes the lesultt, of \vhich mu Iw be^t seen in

the recent -noils of Duikheim Uaiett Fiazer,
\\ Schmidt and bodeiblom, as 'well as of the

notions thit COUK to -yuw in m\na earliest

pictorial reprtbentationt of himself in the

things in the -world flight, y^rtue, love good
spirits, life) that are created by Ahura Mazda
and the evil things (darkness, Mce hatred

durons, death) thit are the work of Angra,
llnn\u The dualism resulting from this is

however, overcome by the ultimate -victory of
Ahuia Mazda In India the primitive notion i

of a heaven father and earth mother -who made
all things, or the Puruaa the male principle

Magdaleman" period of the Paleolithic age (see which originated them, gave place to the idea

MAO, ha\e led to a growing appreciation of of Brahma, the creator, which in turn yielded
" " ' J

to the pantheistic conception of the universe
that left no room for an evtra cosmic dmmtv
or a creation (see TEDA>TA) among the more

thoughtful, whUe even the popular cults of the
Tiimurti (qv) and Kali, the symbol of the

ruthless forces of nature, are based on the

assumption of the infinite and eternal character

the importance of these primitive cieatorg

fiodeiblom has shown in his latfbt woik on
the subject (1914) that this crude idea of

makers" possessed of extraordinary povier
cannot be adduced as evidence of an original

monotheism, as has been done by Andrew Lang
and W Schmidt but reveals one of the roots

of the god belief, and may be traced into his

tone times, eg
Shang Ti

The predynastic Egyptians represented Honis
falcon His totemistic origin is ob\i

of the world Early Greek thought, as seen in

in the "case of the Chinebe Homer, Eesiod and the Orphic Inmns, ex

plained the origin of gods and men by a pn
meval triad Xight, Eeav en and Earth and did

not attempt to go further The Ionian phi

ous, but, however probable it mav be, it has losophers endeavored to find the essential nature-
, ,

not yet been proved that he was then consid

ered as a creator But Khnumu, the god of

the cataract district, who fashioned on his

potter's wheel heaven and earth gods and men,
is always represented with a ram's head, the

unnmtakable sign of his original character as

totem Thoth of Eennopolis, who created

of things which would explain the forms thaj
assume, thus, HerichtUb. regarded the first

principle as on one bide Fire, on tlie other

Intelligence An independent and immaterial

vorld forming agency, expressing itself in Love

and Discord, was assumed by Empedoclee, while

Anaxagoras found it in Reason To Plato's

heaven and earth, had the head of an ibis, thought matter is eternal, and creation means

probably, before he became the god of the moon the activity of God by which, he impresses upon
the conception grew up, how aarlv cannot be the shapeless material forms or patterns, con

determined with certainty, that Keb and Nut ceived of as a system of ideas "The Creator

were created at his command Ptah, wao al made the universe because be -was good and

ways appears as a man, formed the sun egg desired that all things should be as like nim-
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self as possible' (Timaus, m, 613) , but there

is something in the intractable material that

resists the a enter, and m the residue beyond
his power evil has itb place Aristotle rejected
the system of ideas, but himself retained the

essential dualism winch Epicureanism sought
to overcome by a materialistic Stoicism bv a
more idealistic monism Ovid's Metamotphases
and Fasti re\eal some of the popular concep-
tions in the Latin world on the subject of

creation -while De return natura b\ Lucretius

is the grandest and most characteristic effort

of the Roman mind to explain the origin of

things along Epicurean lines The Icelandic

Gvlfaginning and Yoluspa have been suspected
of showing Christian influence Such a color-

ing in tranhiniisbion is not impobsible, but it is

likely to have affected the figure of Balder

and the eschatologv more than the story of

the original chaos and the struggle with its

powers, the creation of the world bv the three

jEsir, and the fashioning of the first human pair
out or the trees \sk aad Embla, and it is diffi-

cult to prove anywhere
In the Hebrew account of creation there seem

to be indications of more than one original
version Gen i 1 u 4a gives a complete de

senption of how the heavens and the earth

and all that is in them, including the human
race, came into existence during a period of

six days at the command of God, who then
rested upon the seventh day On the first day
light was produced and da\ and night divided,
on the second dav the firmament (q\ )

was
created and the waters separated, on the third

dav the dry land appeared and plant life began,
on the fourth da\ the heavenly luminaries ^sere

made, on the fifth dav fishes and birds "were

made, on the sixth dav land animate and man
were created The Greek version by its tv apm,
en arche, without the article shows that the
first word was read bettshith and not "bartshith

already in the third century B c The construct

relation with what follows, thus demanded by
tradition, is of importance as it suggests this

translation 'When God began to fashion the
heavens and the earth, the earth was in a
chaotic state, and darkness lav upon the great
abyss, though the spirit of God was brooding
over the waters, but God said, Xet there be

light
1

' and light came" The correctness of
this rendering seems to be indicated also by the
fact that the heavens are created on the second

day and provided with luminaries on the

fourth, and the earth is made on the third

Chaos, with its darkness and its waters, ap
pears, therefore, to have existed before God
began to form it into a Cosmos, and the

^brooding" hints at the underlying conception
of a world egg The creation of the human
race is preceded by a council in heaven, the
words ' Let us make men in our image" are
understood by many scholars as a remnant of

the original polytheistic setting, the image re

fernng to the outward form, while others think
of the persons of the Trinity, God and His

angels, or a plural of majesty (which, however,
is without analogy in Hebrew literature), and
of "the image of God" as referring to those

godlike qualities that distinguish man from
the animals As there are two works on the
third and two on the sixth day, it has been

supposed that a division into eight classes pre-
ceded the arrangement into a week of six dava
followed by a sabbath The practical purpose

of giving a reason lor billowing the sabbath

dav is obvious That an earlier lorm ot the story

has been worked over mav lie interred trom
the fact that Job u. 1 3 xiu 12 13, Isa li 9,

Ps hrxiv 12 ft and othtr pabbagth bhow how
lamihar the Jewish mind vta-s wit'i the struggle
between Yahwe md the chaos, monster (Rahab,
Tehom, Leviathan i beiore creation, while this

nature mvth stems to have been intentionally

suppresbed in Gen i The statement in Isa

\lv 7 I form the light and creite darkness

I make pcact and create tvil
'

is probably not

meant either a^> an attack upon this nrvth or a

correction of the dualism of Avesta but only as

an absertion that piospentv and adversity alike

come from Yahwe, the only living God As the

original Mazdaism and Plato Gen i empha
sizes the goodness of all the objects in nature
ab they came from the hand ot the creator

Gen 11 4b-25 seems to be an excerpt from an
other storj of creation It begins bv relating
how on the day when God made earth and heaven

there wab no vegetation, because no ram had
fallen and man did not exist to till the ground,
but that a stream began to rise so as to water
the ground from which God then fashioned a
man and blew into his nostrils the breath of

life There follows the description of the plant

ing of a garden the making of animals which
are brought to man to be named, and since none
of them proves a help" to him, the creation

of a woman out of a rib taken from him while

in a deep hvpnotic sleep There is no account
of the creation of heaven such as the introduc

tion leads the reader to expect, and it is

probable that this version has also been ab

brewated by the suppression of some original
featureb llany scholars consider it the work
of a writer whom thev call the Yahwist (see
ELOHIST and YAHWIST), but N Schmidt has

shown, in Journal of BilhcaJ Literature xxi.ni,

1, pp 25 ff (1914), that the original text had
"Elohim" everywhere, and not 'Yahwe Elo-

him" As to the age of the two narratives in

their earliest form nothing is known with cer

tainty Babylonian influence, mediated through
the Amontes, is not improbable, and may be

much older than is generallv thought in view
of the spread of Babylonian myths in the Tell

elAmarna period (see ADAM), but the native

element need not be limited to a gradual elinx

ination of the polytheistic features A creation

out of nothing is firbt taught in 2 Maccabees
vii 28, though the ex nihilo of the Latin version

is more unmistakable than the OVK SPTUP, ouL

ontSn, 'things not ejastmg,' of the Greek
The early Christians adopted the views prev

alent among the Jews Those influenced by
Hellenistic thought regarded the things seen

as having come from "things not seen" (Heb
xi 3), and the Logos (John i 3), or the Son
(Col i 15 ff), as the medium of creation

Ongen considered the work of creation as with
out beginning or end, and Augustine looked

upon the preservation of the world as a con

tmuous creation Johannes Scotus Erigena also

taught that God's working was equally eternal

with His being Through Descartes, Spinoza,
Fichte, Hegel, and Schleiermacher it has be
come a view very widely adopted among theis

tic philosophers and theologians that the crea

tive activity 01 God is as eternal as himself
In the sense of natura naturans the word has
been used even by thinkers who disavow its

pantheistic implications, whether denying all
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teleology or simph accepting it as inherent in
nature and Haeckel has published a "\afur
hche Schopfungsgeschichte The u^e of such a
term mav to some extent be justified bv the

etymological connection \uth rtesceie to grow,
but has been criticized, not altogether unjustly,
on the ground of its departing trom the hi*
tone meaning attached to the "ttord, though in
a measure this criticism also applies to every

attempt made in iccent tunes to square the
idea of a creation with what are regarded as
the established results ol natural science Con
bult Lukas, Die UnindbcgiiQc in den Ko3
mologien do alien Toilet (Leipzig, 1893)
T^lor, Pnmitiie Cultuie (2 \ols Xew "iork

1891) Andiew Lang Haling of Rehqion (3d
ed New Iork, 1910) ilarett, The fhieshold

of Religion {London 1900) Schmidt, Grand
linien emer Vergleichung der Religionen und
llvthologien der auatronesischen "Wlker" in
Denl jcft? iften d J AJ d TT tss t Wien (Wien
1910), Durkheim, I cs formes tlementai) e<i de
la tie rehgiense (Pans 1913) Soderblom,
Gudsttons uppLomst (Stockholm 1914) Er
man, Die aegijptische Rchqion (Berlin 1909}
Breasted Religion and Thought in Ancient

Egi/pt (New Yoik 1912) , Jastrow, Die Reh
gion Babi/lon tens und Assifi ten? (Giessen 1002-

12) id, Eebren and Babylonian Traditions

(New Iork, 1914) Poebel in Babylonian
Publications of the Mineum of Aichcrology of
the T?niiei8ity of Pennsylvania, vi (Philadel

phia, 1913) Rogers, Cuneifotm Parallel* to

the Old Testament (New York 1912), R^d
berg, GeimanisL mijthologi (Stockholm, 1886-

89), Mullenhoff, Deutsche Alteitumsl unde v

(Berlin 1892) Gunkel, Bchopfung und Chaos

(Guttmgen, 1895) id, Die Ztrgewhichte und
die Patnaichen (ib 1911) H P Smith, Tin,

Religion of Isiae? (New York 1914) , Strachau,

'Creation," in Hastings, Encyclopaedia, of Reh
gion and Ethics, iv (Xew York, 1912)

CREATION, THE 1 A philosophical poem
by Sir Richard Blackmore (1712), which waa

highly commended bv Addison and Johnson 2

A celebrated oratorio by Haydn, first produced
in Vienna in 1798
CREATIONISM A term applied in the lat

ter half of the nineteenth century to the theory

of the origin of man which is opposed to evolu

tion (See A^TTHBOPOLOGY, EvonmoT ) As a

theological term, it has long been in use to

designate the theory of the origin of man's soul by
the special creative act of God m the case of each

individual It is opposed to
'
traducianism,"

which is the theory that the soul of the indi-

vidual is dervved bv generation from the souls

of his parents as truly aa is his body The

Scriptures give no decision upon this question
Creationism goes back of the Christian Church
and is found in Aristotle It was the prevailing
view in the Church after the fifth century and
was held bv Jerome and Pelagius and by most

of the schoolmen In modern times it has been

frequent in the Reformed (Calvmistic) churches

and is generally approved today in. Catholic

teaching Aquinas distinguished between the

sensitive or animal soul, which, man has in

common with brutes and which is inherited,

and the soul which is the basis of the human

intellect, which comes directly from God to

every individual by creation This distinction,

under the teraw of "spirit" and "soul/' was

often made later by both Catholic and Protestant

theologians Tradumanism was advocated by
VOL VI 16
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Tsrtullian (c200 , bv Gregory of Xvssa, and
some of the otner Greek fathers In modern
theology it has tieen tie prevailing Lutheran
theorv Augustine i curae-d for botn sides

He seems to hue bten re-Oh a ereat om&t, but
sa\v some of the uilneultiea o clearH that he
sometimes tvprtsed iJe 3 s ! ich imph tradu
eiamsm In a letter to Jtrone Im 156 1 he

begs to knoA ]\o n t^e soul comt^ from God
bv creation it cjntnet" g ut so that children

need baptism but he doe- njt tuin to the remge
of tradueianivm Tie inetfnt Church found

arguments tor creation am in tlio^e pipages of

the Bible nluch repie^nted God aa tie creator
of the indmdual man in the simplicity ot the
soul which could rot be dnided and so piopa
gated m the sinlsne*-s of C1 rist reasoning
that only it souls come fre-h fiom the hand of

God could Christ s soul be tiuly human and vet
smles- in the marked mdmdualitv of persons,
and in the immateriality of the soul The doc
time of ougiml sin constituted the great source
of argument lor traduciansm How could man
be guilty of mn unless he had descended, in ^oul

as -well as in body from the source of human sin

in Adim 7 It was ilso claimed that the theory
WTS analogous with God s action, in nature and
that it best explains the complex facts of human
heredity It aceords \\ell -nith the theory of

realism which 4ugUbtine held that human na
ture was deposited in Adim and all men shire
it from him Many theologians, both ancient

and modern have regarded the whole subject
as a mystery and ha\e been \ulhng to agree
with \ugustine s modest statement,

* When I

vrote my former book, I did not know how the

soul demcg its being, and I do not know now '

Modern studies of personality and heredity
ha^e shifted discussion from this problem to

the scientific considelation of the facts of human
life, so that most of the historic theoretical

arguments on both sides command little interest

now See TRADLCIV?ISM OBIGI-SVL Si5
CREATIVEEVOLUTION (L'Eiolittton erea

tne) A memorable philosophical treatment of

e\olution bv Henri Bergson (1*)09), presenting
a new and stimulating consideration of its

processes m nature and man See BEEGSO>T,
HLNBI

CREBILIiON, kralMs'yOV, CIAUDE PBOSTOB
JOIYOT DE (1707-77) A noted French story

teller and wit He -was born m Pans, Feb 14,

1707, the son of the dramatist Prosper Jolvot

Crebillon Except for a fhe j ears' exile for

political and theological allusions in his novels,

especially concerning the papal bull Umgenttui
which led also to a brief imprisonment m the

Bastile, he passed his life m Pans Though he

occupied at one time the office of literary censor,

through the good graces of Madame de Pompa-
dour, his fiction is a byword for its licentious

snpgestivertess It shows a graceful talent, bow
ever, which was unfortunately wasted, together
with a thorough mastery of style and keen powers
of observation, in the most trivial manner Hw
best known tales are L'Ecvmoire ou Taneal et

A fadarn ( 1734) foUowed in 1735 by the noton
ous Les egaremenfs du ooeur et de I'etpnt, and
in 1745 by Le sopha, than which, it has not been

possible to descend further m the refinements

of immorality not a gross word and not a
decent thought The conversation is witty, the

manners refined after their kind This smirk-

tag voluptuousness IB only the completest liter

ary expression of the spint of the time, that
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was sapping the foundation of national strength
and charactei md preparing the wav for the

Revolution Strange to sav he was u reproach
able in hi* pi iv ate life and pro: ed to be a model
husband to Lady Henrietta liana Stafford an

Englishwoman vUio fell in love vith him aiter

leading hit \\oiks He died in Paris, April 12,

1m Comailt C E Amanton, Partiiulantes

su> let deux Citlillon (Paris, 1S35)

CBEBILLON, PBObPEs IOIAOT DE (Ib74-
1762 1 A noted Fiench ti igic puet, born in

Di]on Tan 13 lt>74 He abindoned the law
for the stige on tht success ol Idomente 1 170o),
and with itne ct Thirerte (1707) took first

rank amon? tht tiajjic poets or his time Among
the moie noteworthv 01 his subsequent tragedies
are Electre (1708; Kliadann&tr et Zenobie

(1711), his bist woik Pi/uhus (1726) Cati

hne (1748) Crebillon became an Academician
in 1731 and htld several minor public offices,

among them that of bta?e censor Later he

became indigent but died in comfort through
the profits of in edition of his Worls (1750),
made at the rural older and charge He died

m Pins Jun~ 17 17(>2 Crebillon suffered as

did his fame trom the i\v and enmity of

Voltaire himaelf \ tragic poet of greater polish

though lebS rugged power HP is apt to mis
take the hoirible for the grandiose and infli-

tion tor enczsrv m diction as did Corneille,

whom among Fiench di unatists he mo&t rtbem
bles both in his quahtie-s and his defectb At a
time when Funt e no longer potbessed a great

tragic poet of the calibre of Racine capable of

fathoming the depthb of the human soul

Crebillon was most useful to the drama of his

da\ if only bv the example of his rugged genius
for inventing tenst and trigic situations, in

nhich verv fat fetched mistaken identities helped
to piolong the buspenbe Voltaire himself used

foui of Citfbillonis plots Crebillons Worts
have been often edited best peihapa by Didot
1 1 R12 ) Thei e is a Life bv the Abbe de la Porte,
ind a discriminating entical essay on Crebillon's

place in the development of Fiench drama in

Biuneti&re s Epwues du the&tre franfais Con
suit also Dutrait Etude tut CieMlon (1S95),
and C H Anunton Patticufantes sur lea deux
freoitfoiv (1835)

CBfiCHB ^e "NiBSEar, DAT NLBSEEY

CE3SCT, kra'b*' A small town of France,
in the Department of Somme, on the Maye,
about 12 miles north of Abbeville (Map France,

^T, G 2) It is celebrated as the scene of a bill

haai victory gained Aug 26 1 346, by Edward ni,
Tilth about 19,000 English and Welsh soldiers,

over a French army amounting to about 60,000
men under the command of Philip VI In this

great battle vast numbers of the French nobility

perished as well as King John of Bohemia and
11 other punces who were fighting on the side

of France Altogether about 30,000 of the

French army fell At Crdcy the Black Pnnce
greatly distinguished himself and gained his

spurs Consult George, Battle* of Enqtoh His

tory (New York, 1895), and Oman, History of
the Art of TVat (London 1898)

CRED, kri da', KART., SiGisarorro FBAN/
(1819-92) A German gynecologist, born in

Berlin He studied medicine in Berlin and in

Heidelberg, and in 1852 was made diiector of

the School of Midwifery and of the obstetric

department of the Ohante in Berlin Four years
later he was made professor of obstetrics and

director of the lung m hn^pitil in Leipzig H o

pubhbhed woiks include tb i tollmvma Khmwhc
\ortiaqp ttbet fataiM Ifr 1 1853-54), Die

pi ezmisr/ien Hclammtn ilue titellung *um
titaat und rio tieututihitlte (1355) Qb<,cn.a

tiones de Fatm, \itn intti f,Kiiuhtatcm 1 1SG2-

64j Die lethutunff aei iiijpnnitzuitdung de)

}euqebotnen (1^S4) Gemmae und JtatiJc

Wochndinnen < IssU; ,
LcJ Inch dei Hebaiiuncn

(6th ed reused bv Ltopold nnd Zweitel, Leip

?'g 1897) From 1^53 to ISfiO lu \\aa cotditor

of the Vonnt'isi.linft fin (reliittt>J unrle ^nd fo1

nunv vtars of the J. elm fin Gynal olog t

CBET3ENCB (It aeden a belief, cupboticl
^EL vedentia fiom Lat aednc to believe) i

bide table, bufFtt <n -sulpboaid, rn which dishe*.

v^ere placed or kept betuie meals a cupboaid
in v\hich stores or household crear wtre kt.pt

AlbO, in tht ecclesiastical teiminolocrv of tlie

Roman Catholic and Episcopalian rhurchc, a

small table or bheli neai the Hi n or commumo i

table ou \\hitli the bit id ami vuiie aie liul

befoie being consecrated, in thf ftieek chmdi
it is called the tmpeza pyotJimt The CKford

movement wi-^ hrgtlv ifspousible foi ts ices

tahlishment m the Episcopal chuiches of Gieat
Butain md Amend
CBEDI, krVdc, LORENZO DI (1459-1537) A

Florentine puntii of the Remits tnce He v\ib

boin in Floitncc ind was i pupil of Andiea
Verocchio at the same tine vuth Leonaido, and

Perugmo His shle vv is at In^t seveie hkt
tint of Verocch o but m Utei life his manner
b ime bolter He p\tj

cii'f ed his v\oik v\itli crit it

care in fact, he pud ilmost too much ittcnt on
to detail, and, though full of del cate benliment

hia pictures are licking in ongmility Tlnough
out hi& life he was influenced bv the quality of

Da Vincis art His favoiite sublet -nas the

Madonna and Child, fine exampkb of winch 11 e

in the Louvre the National (rilleiy, London,
and the gallerieo of Dresden, Tuiin, Munz, and
the Holdcn collection, Clevehiid He also

painted the
' Adoi ition of the Shepheids" many

times, ampng the finest examples being those in

the Quenm Stampiglia Gallery, Venice and
the Florence Academy Credi is seen at his

best in the "Annunciation" and the "Venus" in

the Uflizi He is lepresented m the Metropoh
tan Museum New York, by a "Madonna Ador
ing the Christ Child" and in the Bobton Art
Museum by a beautiful boVs head He was
albo a sculptor, and was designated by Vtrocchio
to complete his statue of Colleoni

OBED-IT (Fr crtdit, from Lat creditum, a

loan, neut pp of oretfete, to tiust) In pohti
cal economy this tirm indicates broadly the con
fidence ^hicb. is reposed in the ability and pur
pose of men to meet futuie obligations It 13

denned by J S Mill as permission to use an
other's capital, and bv H D MacLeod as 'a

right of action" While it ic^ts etymolosficauV

upon trust m human nature the term embiaces

many operations in which this plavs a small

part, in which bv the < stabliehruent of claims
to portions of the debtoi's estate the creditor

assures himself of the icpiyment A familiar

illustration of such tiansactions are the loans
of bankers upon collateral security

From an objective point of new the essence

of a credit transaction ts that on one side the
transfer of goods or money is immediate on the
other that the return is deferred Personal
credit resting solely upon the good faith of the
u editor it. the earhf^t form in which credit ap-
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peais, and n, still vudeh prevalent as in the
book accounts oi retul mi.rdnnts But in the

laigcr tnusictions CL commerce crtdit could not
haie gained its

t>ioniuent place without the in

tuunt'on ni instiium-nts ol ciedit These
assume \mmis roiiib notes diirts, mortatajMb
hond^ etc but ill hi\e a common purpose to
insure the tr msfei ibihtv ot the chini aiin*>t
tlie debtoi \\ ithoit them tlu lender for ,\hat

e\er foim tin. credit inn s&jrut it IB alvva\b in
the nature of a loan r> ibt avait the pleasure ol

the debtor 01 the tpimma+ion of tht contract
bdoie 1 e i m entei into possession of his own
\\ith thep mstium nts nt credit he practically
has control of his npitxl uhtne\er lie dcsirta to
use it LT ti msferanc his e^m to others he
em secure Ins cip tal at any tune

Ciedit icbtb ultmulelv upon the fact that

many pcr&ons posses wealth vvho have no pres
cnt use foi it ind are vv ill ng that it should be

employed hv otliu^ If circumatancts ant* as
m times of panic nUn etch seckb to setuic for

himself tht ictual possession of hit wealth then
ciedit cannot be obtained and those vihuse tnns
actions lequiit it must utki pi\ exoibitant

prices, for it or be ciushed out Thib explanation
of credit "nill sei\e to mdicitc tlit impoitant
function "which banks pliv in tlu vtorld of bu^i

ness Thev are reseivons of cudit In than
aie gatheied claims upon the nnemplovtd wealth

of the community, and thioiigh them tlu-. wealth
is directed bv loans into channels ot list iuln< ss

It is brought together m small and laige qun
titles from all classes of peiaons -who do not

immediately need it and \iho aie unable OT un

lulling- to loan it directly Fiom the point of

view of individuals credit is frequently spoken
of as capital because like capital it incases
their productive pcmer But credit from a m
tional point of view is to be regarded a capital
only m so far as it diminibheb the imount ol

wealth which would otherwise lie idle and in

i peases that which is devoted to pioduch\e pui

poses An effective organization of credit d< es

not produce wealth, but draws out wealth and

enhances its usefulness Hence a nation in

T\ hich credit, as in Anglo Saton communities is

highly organized will have a higher pioductue

capacity than one in which a primitive organiza
tion preyaik Credit is not without its dangers,

and when the ciedit organization is out of

lomt the Tesult-3 aie disastrous TLub IB the

puce of progress As the disaster?, to a railroad

express ti un are more severe than thos* which

overtake the lumbering wagons which preceded

it so the commercial disasters of a highly or

ganized nation with a broad development of

oedit aie more serious than those of less ad

\anced peoples The remedy is not to go back

to the wagons, but to apply every device to

insure the safety of the modern \ehicle For

a clear analysis of credit, consult MacLeod,

Theory of Credit (London, 1889-91) Dunbar,

Chapters in the History and Theory of Banlinq

(New York, 1892) , Report of Comptrollti of

the Currency, 1896, Veblen The Theoiy of

BuvM3s Ent&pite (Sew York, 1904), W C

Mitchell, Business Cycles (Berkeley Cal
, 1913) ,

Taylor, The Credit System (New York, 1913)

See BATK, BANKTRTG, CBISIS, ECOAOMIC

CREDIT, AGBICTULTORAL See RUBAL CKFDTT

OBEDIT, LETTEB off This term is applied

in geneial to commercial instruments usually in

the form of a letter in which one partv addresses

a- second, lequesting him to pay certain sums of

money to a third It is in effect a draft, except
tiat the amount tu be paid is ^ted not ab^t
lutelv but i^ i inixinijui nut to be exceeded
It prebupoosr t 1 ' it irraugeL.en*s e\ist b\ \\liicL

tie pan\ ^'u stn s the letta sia 7! reimburM
h m njo m ke- tu fa\ni*r Such letters of
credit max be Oi 1 TI MT one or on several par
i C 1- Dtmcr 11 tnc 1 ttttr Lat somttimes called

tmular lettirs r cu it T t v are much u'td
lt\ trueh'-i ml tin. lending nouses issuing
thtni hue (unta (i t it- a all pai

1
-^ ot tie

^trlj Tiose ^ >o it> t'e t'nn a e g rtrally so
it.ll kiovin to ti< oin1

n^ nattrniti; *hat an
limkn v\]iftur i corr-fsp rndt nt o1 not T\ill

t non pioptr ident'iicit en ratke pavn ent on tl e

kttcr \M<Ln t)*e htter H is- ,td tat person ti

nh un it is <nun titntr py^ outnght the

amount n \nied ra the hncr or furnishes accept
il*le =LCur tr that tae makti <=tiall be reimbur ed
foi th* dufts upon hi"i

The altanatue 101 tht Mt<r ot credit is the

tnulrs note This ditfers irom the letter m
lx mcr issued in coupons sometimes expressed on
t 1^ late ot the coupons lor the currencies of

other countries Suci traveleis notes were for

i leilv i&'aue'd e\tens \tlv bv the Cheque Bank of

London but the business in the United Statu,
his recently passed largely into tne hands ot

the e\press companies *such travelers' notes art
sometimes design ittd "circular notes"

CREDIT iFONCEEB kri'de' fCVarii' fFr
luided credit) Ihe French namv for a method
ot borrow mt; mone^ on the seruntv of landed

proputv -nh ih i \Mdelv practiced in France
in>l other continental countries The borrower
tikes a loin in rtttnn lor \rhich he contracts
to make ueitam aiinuil pavmtnts, TV Inch are so

aiiyu'-tcd as to m^kt purt'sion foi the interest

>nd fi the irradml e\timtian of the principal
^]uch is fulh pud Tjhtn tit term of the con

ti<ict his bwn contludtd 1 he** contracts an
generally midn Tilth ((Hnpinn** orjrani7ed for

the purpose ot loannsr tmir capital m this

fisliraj Anothf r \ inctv of this form of crtht
' fourd in tV PfnniJJii iff in-titute of the larei

landoT\neis ot Heimanv Loans are invle in

the same wav but in nturn for the debt th

hirruwer rwwes ttie semntaes of the atsoai
tifm He does not actually contract a debt until

le dls thee ^wunties which he may do in

\\hole or in part

CREDIT MOBILISE ^cmrfi GE^rfeALE

DC kri'd</ mo'be'vl' A financial institution

charteifd In tin French #ov eminent in. 1S>2

ivitli a capital of 60 000 000 francs As its name
indicates it ua^ irtended to furnish loans on

personal piopeit^ m contract to the \armus
credit fonciei institutions, which loaned upon
real property The ditlared object of the neu

bank na-s espetiallv to promote industrial en

terpriseb of all kinds, such as the construction

ot railuavs and the opening of mines by plac

ing loans and handling stock Various prm
leges Ttere conferred upon it under its charter

among others it was allowed to acquire shares

in public companies and to pay calls made upon
it in. retpect of such shares in its own notes or

obligations albo to sell or give m security all

shares thus acquired The operations oi the

society were conducted upon a very extensive

scale In 1854 it subscribed largely to the gov
eminent war loan raised during the Crimean

campaign to the Grand Central Railway Com

pam to tlu General Omnibus Company of Paris,
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and to various other impoitant undertaking-.
Tlie dividend declared for 1854 nab 12 per cent

In 1855 it loaned two sums to the go\ernraent
the one of 250,000,000 and the other ol 375 000
000 Irancs, its operation** were v asst during this.

Tear and the net dividend declared amounted
to 40 per cent The directors then propobed
to avail themsehes ot their privilege ot ibbumg
their own obligations under two toimb tht one
at short dates the other at long dates and re

deemable bv installments The propoted issue

wass to amount to 240000,000 francb but the

public became alarmed at the probptct ot bo

vast an issue and in March, l$3t> the Fienoh

government prohibited the earning out of the

propo&td scheme This was a severe blow to

the institution In 1856 its dmdcndb did not

exceed 22 per cent in 1867 they were onlv 5

per cent Several attempts to resutjtitite itb

credit tailed, and finally, in November, 187 1 it

was reorganized and put under a new boaid ot

management In 1877 its awsetb were 77,000000
francs, but its shares, the par value of wh ih

wab 500 francs, sold lor 200 francs onl\ In

1878-79 the capital was first reduced to 32

000000 iranes and then laibed to 40,000,000
In 1884 it was reduced to 30,000000 ftanct,

but the company nev er regained itb lost ground
The Credit Hobilier was undoubtedly useful in

developing the indubtrial power of France, but
its operations were hazardous, and had they
not been checked in time, they would in all

probabilitv have ended in dibaster See CBDIT
MOBILISE OF AIIEHICA

CBEDIT MOBILIEB OF AMERICA A
joint stock company, whose alleged corrupt op
erations in connection with the building of the

Union Pacific Railroad gave rise, in 1872-73,
to the greatest congressional scandal in Amen
can history The company was chaitered as

the Pennsylvania Fiscal Agency" m 1850, was

organised for a general loan and contract busi

nebs in 1863 and was reorganised undei the

above name in 1867 for the purpose of building
the Union Pacific This work, completed m 186Q,
was paid for largely in stock and bonds of the

Union Pacific, so that the stockholders of the
two companies soon came to be identical The
Mobiher stock, at first almost worthless, soon

began to pay enormous dividends suspicions
were aroused, and in the presidential campaign
of 1872 the company was charged with gross
dishonesty, and many prominent Republicans
including the Vice President, the Speaker of
the House, three Senators, and a number of

well known Representatives, were freely accused

by the Democratic press of having been bribed
in 1867-71 to use their influence and votes in

favor of the Union Pacific, the alleged bribes

having consisted of the sale of Mobiher stock
to the accused at prices below its actual value
A prolonged investigation, conducted in 1872-
73 by special committees in both the Senate
and the House, resulted in a recommendation
of the expulsion of one Senator, upon which,
however, no action was taken, and the censure
of two Representatives, Oakes Ames of Masaa
chusetts and James Brooks of New York, re

spectively, for having sold Credit Mobiher stock
to members of Congress "with intent to m
fluence the votes of such members" and for

having indirectly received such stock The
scandal caused intense excitement throughout
the country, and the Mobiher Company met
With almost universal execration, but subse-

quent investigation has* shown that the charges
wire git_atlv e\aggerated and were at least

never conclusrtdv proved Conbult Craw lord,

The Ciedit Mobihet of Amenca Its Ongm and

Histoiy (Boston 1SSO) and Hazard, The

Citdit Uoliliet of Amenta (Providence, 1881)

the latter being a paper lead before the Rhode
Island Historical Souetv in February 1881

For ^n impartial account of the affair, see

Rhodes Histoiy or the United titates pom the

Compromise of 1850, vol vii (Xew Ttork 1906)

CBEDITON, kredl ton colloquially, kurton,
or KTBETOEr A market town of Devonshire,

England in a \alle\ on the Greedy a tributary
of the Ei.e 8 miles northwest of Exeter (Map
England, 06) Itb chiet industry is the manu
lacture of boots and shoes, albo chemicals, tin

plate, and confections In the Middle Ages it

was noted for its looms, and the sajmg 'as fine

is Kirton spinning' was proverbial Crediton

was the birthplace of the Anglo Sa\on Win
fnd or St Boniface It was the seat of the

bishopric of Devonshire until 1050, when the

see was removed to Eieter Pop, 1901, 3974,
1911 3640

CREDITOR (Lat creditor, one who trusts,

fioin ctcdete, to trubt) In its broadest sense,

any person in whose favor a legal obligation

eiists, whether that obligation anses from the

mutual absent of the parties, as in the case of

contact (qv ), or from a rule of law, as in the

eabe of a, tott (qv), or from a judgment or

decree of a court of competent jurisdiction
In legal parlance however, as in ordinary usage,
the term is ordinarily restricted to one who
has voluntarily given credit to another

A genual (simple or unsecured) creditor is

one who has no hen (qv )
on any property of

hib debtor, but only a personal claim or right
of action If a hen on property has been given
to him by way of collateral security, mortgage,
or pledge, he is called a secured creditor If

the debtor or the law secures a priority to one

creditor, or to a class of creditors over others,
such favored ones are said to be preferred cred

itors In the absence of statutory provision to

the contrary, a debtor may pay one creditor in

preference to others, or he may make an assign
ment for the benefit of creditors, and direct that

one or more shall be paid in full before any
thing is paid to the others

The common law gave certain creditors a pri
or'ty over others For example, creditors of a
deceased person were to be paid out of his es

tate in the following order (1) those having
claims for funeral and probate expenses (2)

the State (3) judgment creditors, (4) land

lords having claims for rent, and bond oied

itors i e
, those who held bonds or sealed con

tracts of the deceased, (5) creditors by simple
contract This order has been modified to some
extent by statute in the different States, and
sueh legislation must be examined for detailed

information on this, point The United States

Bankruptcy Law of 1898 secures a preference
to workmen, clerks, or servants for wages earned

within three months before the commencement
of proceedings, not to exceed $300 to eoch

claimant

When a person obtains a
judgment for money

against another, he is called a "judgment cred

itor", and if an execution is issued and levied,

he becomes an 'execution creditor
" See ABBEST

ATTACHMENT, DHBTOB, COMPOSITION, ETC, and
consult the authorities there referred to
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CBEDITOE-'S BILL \ proceeding in equity
bv a ci editor to reach asbttb which could not
be levied upon under a common law execution

because of their chiracter or the disposition
made of them b\ the debtor Thus an interest

of a debtor in a trubt e&tate or property con

\eved b\ a debtor m fraud of his creditors not

being legal assetb in the hands of the toimer
and therefore not subject to execution on at

tachment m a common lav\ proceeding, can be
made av \ilable for the creditoi onh bv a pio
ceeding in equih See BELL i> LQUITT
CREDITER, kiad'ner EEBILA^ (1841-1913)

A German geologist, son of the lollow ing, born at
Gotha and educated at Claubthal, Bretlau and

Uuttmgen H made extensive geological in

v estimations in North and Central America,

(1864-68), the results, of which were pubhshed
in the Zettschnft dei Deutsrhen Geologischrrt

Ge&eUscliaft and the ^e^tes Jah burh fut Mm
eralogie In 1870 he became professor of geology
at the Lnrversi^ of Gottmgen, and director of

the Geological Commission for the Kingdom of

fvai.on\ In 1895 he became regular professor
of geology at the University of Leipzig In
addition to a geological chart of the Kingdom
of Saxony (1877 et beq ), and numerous works
on the geological formations of that country
his works include Elemente det Geologic (8th
ed, 1897), Die Stegoceptialen und Sautter

(1881-93} Die Umeiflus&lei des sacfaischfn

Rothhegenden (1891)

CBEDlflBB, KABT. FBIEDBICH HE^BICH (1809-
76) A German geologist, born at Waltershau

sen, near Gotha He studied at the umversi
ties of Freiberg and Gottmgen, and in 1836

was appointed by the ducal government warden
of the mint In 1839 he became surveyor of

mines, m 1850 mining councilor, and in 1854

btate and mining councilor He was in 18o8

appointed bv the government of Hanover supe
nor mining councilor and reporting councilor

to the Finance Ministry, in Which capacity he
had under his supervision all the Hanoverian

mining works, including the important ones of

the Harz From 1868 until his death he was

mining priyy councilor and director of mining
in the Halle district As a scientist, he was
known for his study of the geology of those

regions of Germany connected -with his duties

in the mining industry He discovered a com

pound of oxides of copper and manganese, called

in his honor '

Orednente," and published some
valuable treatises, including Terswcft evner Bil

dangsgeschichte der geognostisdhen Verhaltnwse
des thurwger TP aides (1855), and TJeber die

Gliedening der oberen Juraformation und die

Walder Btldung t norduesthchen Deutsehland

(1863)
CBEE, kr (possibly a corruption of creek)

One of the largest and most important tribes

of Algonquian stock, living chiefly in the Brit

ish American territories of Manitoba, Assmi

boia, Saskatchewan, about Lake Winnipeg and
the Saskatchewan Haver, and eastward around
James Bay They are on friendly terms with
the Assmibom, but until brought under govern
raent control were constantly at war with the

SiOUT and Blackfeet They have numerous

bands, commonly grouped under two mam di

visions, viz, Plains and Wood Creea Soon
after obtaining firearms from the traders they

began a war of conquest against the weaker
Athabascan tribes, as far even as the Great
cQave Lake and the Rocky Mountains, but after
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ward retired tu tntir prt,ent portion They
number now probably 10000, on several reser

tations within the territories mentioned Con
suit Skinner ^otes on the Eastern Ciee and
~\orthetn tiaultpauz (American Museum of

Natunl History, 1911)

OBEECH, TnoiiAS (1659-1700) An Eng
lith translator He was educated at TVadham
College, 0\ford elected lellow or All Saints Col

lege in 16SJ, and ^as head master oi Sher
borne School from 1694 to 1696 He afterward
returned to Oxlord and in a st ite ot melancholy
committed suicide Creech was a man of solid

learning He transited Lucretms (16S2)
Horace (1684i elegieb of Ovid two eclogues
ot Vergil some ol Plutarch s Lues, Theocntub,
thirteenth b-vtire of Ju\t?nal etc The Luneiiut
was long ranked by the side oi Drydens fetgil
and Popes Hornet

OBEECH, WILLIAM (1745-1815) A Scottish

publibher and author He was born in Edin

Irargh and in 1770 was the travehng com

pamon of Lord Kilmiurs, afterward Earl of

Glencairn, on the tour of that nobleman tirough
central and western Europe His publishers
shop in Edinburgh was much frequented bv
men interested in literary pursuitb 4mong
the workb published by him were those ot Burns
Blair Seattle, Cullen Mackenzie, and other
notables of the time He made a rather poor
translation of Horace, and this led Pope, in

the preface to his imitation of Horace, to add
the couplet

Plain truth dear Morraj needs no flowers of speech
&o take it m the very words of Creech

Burns's poem Willie's Aua3 wa* addressed to

CBEEDE A city and the county seat of

Mineral Co, Colo aboat 165 miles (direct)
southwest of Demer, on the Denver and Bio
Grande Railroad (Map Colorado, 04) It is

in a narrow gulch on Willow Creek, high, up
among the mountains and is engaged exclu

sively in mining, having- been foimerly noted

for its highly productive silver mines Since

1903, however, the mining of lead and zinc has

been more profitable Wagon Wheel Gap, Hot

Springs, and Antelope Springs are of scenic

interest and make the region attractive for

tourists Creede was founded in. 1800 by N C

Creede, who had established a mining claim

there the previous year It was nearly de

stroyed by fire in 1892, the year of its mcorpora
tion Pop , 1910, 741

CEEEIKMOOE A village on Long Island,

in the eountv of Queens, now included in New
York City, 14 miles east of the borough of

Brooklyn (Map Greater New York, G 6} The

rifle range located here was founded as a pn
vate enterprise by the National Rifle Associa

tion and was later acquired by the Btate of

New York It is now being used by the New
York State Armory Commission Creedmoor is

the seat of a State Insane Asylum Pop ,
1914

(est ) 600
CBJSED OF PITTS IV See Pius IV, CBBED OF
CREEDS AUT) CONTESSIONS ( 4.S credo,

OF, Fr, Prov, Portug, Sp , It credo, creed,

from Lat credo, I believe, the first word oi the

Apostles' and Nicene creeds} The names given
to the authorized expressions, of the doctrine of

the Church at large, or of the several TTMITI sec

txons into which it is divided Such statements

of doctrine sprang up naturally in the course
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of the Church & lau^ic-- \fa coiitiovem and
discussion arose tit finil opinion of the Chtucli

was expressed in i ileir, definite and compact
form The great creeds mark the chmai oi

successive controversial epochs m the Church
md are the waning expressions of the Chnstian
< onsciouwess and reason, in their efforts more

completely to realize, comprehend, and express
the growing thought of the Church Each
need was evolved to meet a special need

TSe find that the creedh 01 Christendom in

<rease in complexitv, in elaborate analvsis and

precision of doctrinal statement as tuev sue

ceed one xnother The nist \re compiiativelv
brief and simple m sense and form the hat
aie piolix and largt.lv didactic From the \pos
ties Creed to the ckueta of the Council of

Trent, or the chapLeis of the \\estminster Con
fcssion or Faith theic is a wide change, during
which the Christian consciousness has grown
fiom a comparativelv bimple faith to a bodv
of comprehensiv e critical opinions

In the Christian Church creeds may be di

\ided into ecumenical cieeds Oriental creeds

the creeds of the Catholic church after the

Reformation and the creeds of the Protestant

churches Ecumenical cieeds are those which
arose befoie the great historic divisions of the

Church and which ue recognized as being the

eiprts^ion of the iajth of fie eailv united

Church at least m the \U*t The simplest,
ind in ite orunnil foim the earliest, is that

caJled the Apostles Cretd The name is a

misnomer, the result or a late tradition The
tarly form of the cieed is known as the Old
Roman Symbol and was used as a baptismal
confession in the chinch it Rome Its ear

best preserved form in Latin is given by Rufi

nus (c400), TV ho, m commenting on the creed

used in his church at Aquileia Italy, gives
the variations between it and the Roman form
A Greek version is yiven bv Marcellus of An
cvra, in Galatia, (336-341) These do not

igree evactlv Tertulli in and Irenseus, at the

dose of the second century give such informal

quotations as make it possible to reconstruct

the creed used in Rome between 150 and 200
In English such reconstructions are available

m McGiffert's The i pasties Cieed (New York,
1902) and an article bv Harnack, Nineteenth

Centuty, Tulv, 1803 The following is from
McGifiert I believe m God the Father Al

mighty and m Christ Jesus His Son, who was
born of Mary the Virgin, was crucified under
Pontius Pilate and buried on the third day
rose from the dead, ascended into Heaven,
&itteth on the right hand of the Father, from
whence He comtth to judge the quick and the

dead, and in the Holy Ghost, and resurrection
of the flesh" This earliest symbol seems to
have been made to guard the Church against
the Gnostic (qv) heresies, which were rife in
Rome in the second century perhaps especially

against the doctimes of Marcion (qv), who
held that Jesus was not the son of the Creator
of the world, but of a higher God, that he was
wholly spirit, and so was not born in the flesh,

did not die nor rise in the flesh, and that the
Christian resurrection is from the flesh, not in
the flesh The creed, with its omission of all

mention of the ministry and teaching of Jesus,
affirms exactly the points that the Gnostics
denied (In both Greek and Latin forms it

states the resurrection of the flesh, not of the

body, as in the English translation ) The most

impoitant ut the dau&cs added beiuu the time
of Ruhnu-. weie hoh churcn, and toisiveness

of sins 11 ise sreiii to reflect the \o\atian
controvert is to wnethei tLe Cimich could

jemun hoh it it fdgave \i.u tooe. buk those

who had lips' andtr tin. stress it ptibetution
In the sixth lentun Rome diopped tlie USL

ot the \postle- CitPil ind put the Xicene Cited

in its place is a baptism 1 s-vrabol Perhaps
this was the bettei to extlude Aruns who ne u
the end ot tht nftli ctntuiv took Rome Mean
time the Roman Symbol lived on with various

changes m the piovmces and at last in the

time o Chaileniagne was brought bick to Rome
in its final foirn probably from southern Gaul
From heie it spread in the ninth and tenth

untunes, throughout the Western church The
hrst quotation of it in its final form is given
in a book entitled Sccuapsus bv PiimmiUb, a

Benedictine missionaiy in southern Geimany
(c730) Consult Harnack, in Herzeg, Aposto
hsches tfytribolu.mt also his Geschichte det alt

cJtii'ithclien Littetatui (Leipzig 18931

The A icene, or rather the Xiceno Constantino

politan, Cieed sprang out of the conflict which
had begun even in the second eenturv, as to the

explanation of the Christ From the beginning
Ebiomti&m had looked upon Christ as merely
a lewish teacher of distinction, Theodotus and
Artemon openlj taught such a doctrine m Rome
tow ards the close of the second century Others
on the eontian, tiug;ht a doctrine which identi

fied Christ with God absolutely in such a man
ner as to destiov all distinction of persons in

the Godlieid Monarchiamsm, as it was called,

which held rigoiously and tormally to the unity
of God, was the ruling principle of both doc

tnnes, opposite as weie the expiessions it as

sumed m the two cases

The controversv thus begun in the second, per

petuated itself m the third, century under
various modifications The problem was to

explain the divine nature of Christ Anus,
a presbyter of Alexandria, brought foiwird the

doctrine that Chiist although in a tiue sense

divine, or the Son of God, was vet not the very
God He denied tint He wis "of the substance
of God," or without beginning', He was only
the highest created being, promoted

5

to dmn
ity, but not the same in substance with the

Father, nor equal with Him in power and glory
Athanaeius, also an Alexandrian, came forward
as the opponent of Anus
The Council of Nusa was summoned in 325

Ijy Constantme, with the view of settling this

controversy, and the Nicene Creed was the re

suit There were three parties m the council

the Athanasians, or extreme oithodox partv ,

the Eusebians, or middle party, and the Arians,
or heretical party The heretics were few in

number and possessed but little influence but
the Eusebians were a strong party, and for

some time resisted certain eipres&ions of the
orthodox or Athanasians, which seemed to them
extreme and unwan anted, but at length the

Homoousians, as the Athanasians were called,
earned the day, and Christ was declared not

merely to be of like substance (komowusws) ,

but of the same substance (homoousws) with
the Father
The creed was formed by extending the Apos

ties' Creed to include the new definitions The
essential parts are "And [I believe] in one
Lord Jesus Chri&t, the only-begotten Son of

God, begotten of the Father before all worlds,
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Light of Litjkt vti\ dod ut vtiy God, begotten, divided mtu Deciees and Canons ILe Decrees
not made i ons.ubstantia.1 [of one bubbtance, are the full statement ot doctrines,, and the
7

vutli tut iatlitr' The Council
" "

ol Coustantmopk Ublj b mplv reafhrmed this
need Later the &o called Zviceno Constantino

politin Cued nost bv, the incorporation of the
Xicent, Crctd m the baptismal confession of
the Chmeh it Jt-iUbalem an! -was erromoublv
ictogmzcel b\ the Council ot Chalcedon (451)
as the en cd ot ( ons^ant noplt It adus defini

tions, as to the PIulv Spnit Tom ind Giver
ot Life pie-ceedmj; tiom. tht Titlui [Latin
form adds and tht S>n (see FIUOQIEI] who
with the, Fithti md bou togcthei ib worshiped
and loi fied who spike, bv tbt proplietb It
iKo addb tie uuid out,

1

to the definitions of
the Chuich md of Baptism putting tht, latterW contfjs one baptism 101 i emission ot sins
8ee Xici >c CPELD
The Xictne Cieid aflnmed the full divimtr

of Christ, but lett uudtnned tht relation oi

His 1 umin natuie to Hib divine nature A
smeg of contiovubitb irosc (s,ee CHEISTOLOGT i

which finallv is-,atd in tht treed of tin Council
of Chalcedon (-ill) This creed affirms tint
Christ IB < f i substantial with the Fither ac

coidmg to His Godhnat1
, ind consubstantial

v ith Ub acconling to Hia manhood two natures

icmcuninc, in one pcibon and one. substance
1 his \rab the fin il st itt ment of a full and com

pletc humanity ind divmitv of Christ
This senes of deeds still leaves a certain

suboidjmtion of Chiist to the Father which
was xlwivb con(m\l to Greek thought The
Athanasia'n (retd does ivv i\ with the last \es

tige of subordination ind affirnib the perfect

equality of Christ and the Father Tins creed

often cilled, from jts first words, the Qimunque
T ult ou^ia-itcd in the, Latin church, perhaps
in Gaul or Atnc tfttr the fifth century It

is fiibt found in its modem toim not earlier

than the close of the eighth ctntury and was
never given lull 'uthonty m the Greek chuuh
It set nib to Tebt on expressions Horn Augustine
It is lon^tr than the earlier creedb and affirms

that belief ia the tquahtj of the persons of

the Godhead w neccssaiy for <ulvition The
lather is God, tin? Son is God and the Holv

Spuit ib God and vet thcie aie not three Gods,
but there is one God See ^THANA&IA^ CBEED
The creeds of the Oriental churches are of

It SB impoitime The Orthodox Greek churches,

priding themselves cm then unchanging aflher

enrt to the ecumenical creeds, have found little

Canons lollowing the several Decrtes are bnet
^tatenients) and condemnations of the opposinft
positions ending with anatht-ma& Xhe creed
is one ot the grfitc-t dein-t and most im

portint statements ot religious belief that any
of the rel'>jionb ot the vorld po^stss^es Tae
Deuee? of Itfnl wth the additions made in

1854 >nd 1S70 an tue fiitd authoritative svm
bol or confusion of taith ot the Clmrch of Rome
Ste IBENT COLNCII 01-

Ht the Protestant ciiurches fie most notable
ion ession-. oi iaith are the Lutheran the Con
tmcntil Cilviiibtu cr Rttorrieil the Anglican
or Thirty mnt Artirlys of tin CImrth ot Enj
land j nd the Purinr, or \^ estirintster Conies
sion ot Fnth
The Lutht rans call the r standard books of

faith and dibCipline Lihn Ktftnbo }ici Ecclewe
Eiin<)fhe and return amont them besides

the three (atholu cretcls the Au^sbuig Conieb
sion 15jO <i[\ } the lpoloj,y foz that conies

sion br Slelanchthon the AituVi ol bmalkald
drawn up by Luthci 13^7 Luther s catechisms

I520, and in eomc cl ui clips t>e Formula of

Concurd 1*576 or the Book ot Turgau
The moist import mt oi these is the Augsburg

Confession which is a tutmtnt clear in ex

preisbion and moderite in tone ot the points
on which the German reformers agreed with
and differed from tht Pieman church and also

on which thev differ**! fioin tlie Zwmglians
and the Anabaptibth It touches, on practicalh
all the points regarded as impoitant to Chris

tian belief in that period
The Reformed (Cihmwtic) churches pro

duced over 30 creeds itost of thest were either

local or were superseded bv later creeds 2fo

one ha* the universal authority among the

Peformed churches that the Augsburg Confes
sion his among tlie Tutherins The First

Helvetic Confusion (I'^bi \m the earliest

reformed creed of nation il authority but was

superseded by the Second Htlvetic Confession

(1^66) ThebG repustnt thi Zwinglian theology
of the RWIBS reformers The Gallican Contes

tion (ITJ^) is based rn a first draft written

by Calvin and was the creed of the French
churcheb Xetherknd Ctlvmism produced the

Belgic Confesbion (1561) the Canons of the

Synod of Dort (I619> against the Arminuns
who<e Remonstrance i& in the form of a brief

creed (1610) Calvinism in Germany ibaued

need for new creeds The most important are the Tetrapohtan Confession (1530) and the

the confession or catechism of Peter Mogila Heidelberg Catechism (156?) These creeds are

authorities in the Dutch and German Reformed

churches

England has produced two important creeds

For the Thirty nine Articles of the Church of

England see Awnciss THE THIRTY^E The^

were originally 42 and are supposed to have

been, chiefly composed by Cranmer In 1571 thev

revved and approved bv Convocation and

(1640), the Decrees of the Synod of Jerusalem

(1672), and the Confessions of Gennadms

(14")3) presented to the Sultan as a statement

of the Christian faith The Russian standards

are embodied in the Longer and Shorter Gate

<hjsm of Philaret (1839, 1840) After the

Athinasian Creed no important symbol was

produced m the \\ estern church till the Refor

ination At that time new creeds and confes raruameni ine uAnuretn Arwciea j.yy, au
bions began to epung up On the one hand, the Irish Articles, 1615 became of great im

Protestantism had to defend and state its posi portance a& affecting essentialh the contents of

tion md its scriptural anthoiity, and, on the the neit great creed the Westminster Confession

other hand the Church of Rome, after many of Faith This wai the product of the great

deUvs, gave forth at the Council of Trent Puritan agitation of the seventeenth century

(1W3-61) an extende4 creed This creed was It was produced by the Westminster Assem

the result of patient and long continued labor, bly (<jv) was completed in the third var of

is an elaborate statement of the position the Assembly '8 sessions ( 1646 ),_
and laid before

of the Roman Catholic church on all the subjects

ol the contioveisv in the Reformation It is

Parliament in the same year It was approved
b\ the General Abeembh of the Church of
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Scotland m 1647 and again m 1690, taking the

place of the Scottibh Confession a Calvinistic

creed which had been the standard from 1560

to 16S8
The Confession of Faith is the latest of the

great Protestant creeds, and the creed of the

Presbyterian churches throughout the world It

is also one of the most elaborate of all creeds

It extends to 33 chapters, beginning with Huly

ticriptine and ending -with The Last Judgment
The tone of the doctrinal elnpters is that of

the later and formal Cahinism which spread
from Holland among the English Puritans, The

ecclebiastieil spirit is Puritan Presbyterian

God alone
'
is declared to be Lord of the Con

science', vet the publishing of opinions con

trarv to the light ot nature 01 to the known

principles of Christianity, is at the same time

declared to be matter of censure by the church

and of punishment hv the civil magistrate See

CO\E\A^S
The work of forming creeds did not, however,

cease with Westminster The gieat Methodist

revival in the eighteenth centurv led to a re-

vision of the Articles of the Church of England
for the use of the newlv ansen body, the Uni-

tarian controversy in New England at the be

ginning of the nineteenth, to the formation of

many more or less elaborate church and semi

nary creeds The Congregationahsts of Amer
ica put forth a new creed in 1883, the Pres

bvtenans of England one in 1000, and the

Northern Presbvterian Church of the United

States in the General Assembly of 1902 adopted
the revision of certain article^ of the Confession

of Faith and a declarati\e statement of 16

articles, which was substantially a new creed

The best work on the subject is Schaff, Creeds

of Christendom (3 vols, New York, 1877-78),
history and teits Consult also T\iner Com
paratue Tieu> of the Doctrines and Confessions

of the Forums Communities of Christendom,

(Edinburgh, 1873) , Green, The Christian Creed

and the Creeds of Christendom (London, 1898) ,

Curtis, History of Cteeds and Confessions (Edm
burgh, 1911)
CREEK CHUB The horned dace See DACE
CREEK PISH See CHUB SUCKEB
GREEKS (so called from the numerous creeks

running through their land), or MUSOOGEB,
nais ko'gfi (Algonquin maskoki, creeks) An
Indian confederacy formerly holding the greater

portions of Alabama and Georgia, and second m
importance among the Gulf tribes only to the

Cherokee The ruling tribe was the Muscogee,
whose language was the court language, besides

which there were the Alabama, Eichitee, Eoa-
sati, and others of the same Muskhogean stock,
with the Uchee and Natchez (qv ), and a con
siderable incorporated band of Shawano The
Seminole of Florida were an offshoot from the

Muscogee confederacy They were agricultural,
but warlike, living in villages of log houses,

plastered on. the outside with clay, and arranged
in a rectangle about a central space reserved for

public ceremonies, chief of which was the annual

Husk," or green corn dance In the Colonial
wars and during the Eevolution they generally
adhered to the English side They made a
treaty of peace with the United States in 1790,
but in 1813, instigated by the English, again
took up arms against the Americans, beginning
hostilities by tie terrible massacre of Fort
Mims They were completely crushed by Gen-
eral Jackson in a brie! but bloody campaign,

in three battle* in which they lost respectively

200, 300, and 800 warnurs killed Utterly bro

ken the Clucks were compelled to sue for peace,
which TV is gi anted onh on submission to a

peiemptor\ demand lor the surrender of more
than half their ancient territory Other
cessions quiuklv followed, until in 1832 they
sold all their remaining territory and agreed
to remo\e be\ond thf iiississippi to their pres
ent habitat in Oklahoma A few small groups,
ho\\e\er, still leside in Alabama and other

States Like the other Southern tubes, they
were divided in sentiment during the Crul \\ar

and suffered se^eielv in that struggle Under
the name of the Creek Nation" tney formerly
conducted an autonomous, go-vernment, similar

in form to that of the Cherokees (q\ )
In

1910 the Creeks proper numbered 6945

See lIusKHOGEA^ STOCK

CREEI/MAJBT, JAMES (1859-1015) An
American editor and nc\vspapei correspondent,
born in Montreal, Canada He was first asso

ciated with the New York Eeiald (1877) and
eventually became editor of its London and
Paris editions During the war between China
and Japan he was correspondent for the New
York World in 1804, and in the Turco Greek
Y^ar for the New 'iork Journal in 1897, and
this paper he also represented at Santiago
during the Spanish American War, where his

gallant conduct met with wide and w elide
served recognition He vas a voluntaiy aid

on General Lawtons staff during the Philip
pine insurrection From 1900 to 1906 he
was a special and editorial writer on the
New York TToild, and from 1906 to 1910 was
associate editor of Pearsons Magazine He
was a member of the New York Board of Edu
cation (1911-12) and president of the Munici

pal Cnil Service Commission (1911-13), and

during the following year cohered important
political assignments for the Evening Mail
His publications include On, the Great High
u ay Wanderings and Adventures of a Special

Correspondent (1001), Eagle Blood (1902^,
Why We Love Lincoln (1908), Diaz, Master

of Mejnco (1911)
CREEP (from creep, AS creopan, Icel Tcrjapa,

OHG ohnochan Ger Iriechen, to creep) A
miner's term for the depression which takes

place in underground workings from the removal
of beds of coal or ore Masses of the coal seam,
like huge pillars, are left by the miners for the

support of the superincumbent strata, the pres
sure however, of these beds is so great that in

course of time the roof gradually sinks, or, as
is more frequently the case, because of the roof

consisting of hard rock, the softer shale pave
ment nses up, until the intervening spaces
between the pillars left by the removal of the

coal, are filled up A consequent depression
takes place m the beds above, as also an altera

tion of the surface level But this, being BO

gradual, is seldom noticed, except when it is

made evident from the accumulation of surface

water, or m districts where railways pass over

the coal fields The term is also used in geology
to designate the movement of soil or rock out

croppmgs down a slope
OREF/FER A name very generally applied

to any bird, especially if of small size, which
seeks its food DV running or creeping about

upon the trunks of trees It is more properly

applied to the members of the family Certhiidsa

and especially of the genus QertlvM They have
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a slender, arched, and pointed bill a long, nar
row sharp pointed tongue, jagged near its tip,
the tail rather long, and the tips of the tail

feathers firm and pointed e\tendmg beyond
the webs The feet are rather slender the
hinder toe about as long as the other toes Of
this conformation of feet and tail great u&e
is made in climbing tiees the stiff leathers of

the tail being employed for support Creepers
display great agihtv m clambering often back

down, about the branches, and probe every
cranny for hiding insects or insect eggs They
make their nests m crevices m trees, old wood
peckers holes etc Although the family is

large, it is doubtful if the genus contains more
than one tiue species the common streaked
brown creeper (Ceithia familiatu), a bird
found in all temperate parts of tne Northern

Hemisphere wherever wood abounds In the
United States the word creeper' is very gen
erallv used as a part of the name of several

warblers, as the pine creeping warbler (Den
droico, pmus) and the bl ick and white creeper
(JInintilta vana) In Jamaica the name is

given to a small species (Certhiola lahamensis) ,

otherwise known as 'banana bird," because it

frequents and nests m the banana trees See
HCTSET CBEEPEB TBET CEEEPFE
CHEEPING- PLANTS Plants whose stems

run along the surtace of the soil and root at

intervals See STEM VEGETATIVE PBOPAGATION

CEEESE, or GBEASE See KBIS

CEEFELD, kra'felt See KBEFEIJD

CBEIGHTON, kri'ton JAMES EDWET (1861-
1024) An Amencan philosopher He was born
at Pictou Nova Scotia graduated from Dal
hout,ie College at Halifax, 1ST S studied m
Germany and received the degree of Ph D from
Cornell University in 18<)2 He became connected

with The Philosophical Relieve m its second year

(1803), first as coeditor and subsequentlv aa

editor, be was also chosen the Amencan editor

of Kant Studim In 1895 he was appointed

professor of logic and metaphysics in Cornell

University, after having served in that institu-

tion as instructor and associate professor for

six years He helped to organize the Amencan
Philosophical Association and was its first presi
dent (1902-03) He published An Introduc

tory Logic (1898) and some English transla

tions of German philosophical and psychologi
cal works, and contnbuted frequently to philo-

sophical journals In 1900 he received the

honorary degree of LLD from Queen's Umver
eity Canada

CBEIGHTON, krfi'ton, MANDBLL (1843-
1901 )

An Anglican prelate and historian He
was born at Carlisle Northumberland, gradu
ated from Merton College, Oiford, in 1866, with

the highest honors, and continued there as tutor

until 1873 In 1870 he became deacon, in 1873

priest, and in 1875 assumed the college living at

Embleton in his native shire He was appointed
rural dean of Alnwick in 1879, honorary canon

of Newcastle in 1882, and professor of ecclesias

one of the ablest bishop- ot the see of London
His stanch Ligh enure 1

! raanahip striking and

piquant personality an 1 imtssant activity com
Lined to make him t ic T3*-t nutaWe Anglican
diune ot the nineteenth < titurv His historical

writing*, are ol
ft
rre tt importance Amonsr them

"re Jhe Age ot Elizabeth <1S:6 14th al
1S09 1 Histoty of the Papacy dui ing tJ r Pet tod

of the Reformation (4 -\oK 1882-S7) Cajdi
nal Watery (ISbSt Hitfoiy of the Papacit fiom
the Great SVtftsm to the >Sac/ or Rome (new ed,
6 vols 1007 1 Litp of s't/rton De Muntfort
(new ed 1005 Historical Essays and Be
licit? 1 1002

) Hitfoncal I crimes and id
daises (1003i Con^alt hi-, wire ^ Life and
Lettets of Jfand*tt Cmfjht'm (2 voN London.
1903 new ed 101

3jCEEIGHTON TTNI^EESITT An institu
tion lor hightr learning, founded under the

auspices of tlw PiOinn Catholic church in 187fe,
at Omiha Neb The Lmversitv includes de

pirtments of law, mcdicire dentistry, pharmacy
and the college There is also a high bchool

preparatory department The total enrollment
in the^e several departments in 1914 was 1116,
divided is lollovs lavr 173 medicine 187

dentistry, 117 pharmacy 1>3 college 112

high school 374 The faculty numbered 150
The productive fundb of the university amount
to about $2 750,000 and the annual income to

about $210000 The library contains about
50000 volumes The president in 1914 *as
Hev E A llagevnev S J

OEEIL, kriy The capital of a canton in

the Department of Case, France, on the Oise,
32 miles north of Paris by rail (Map Fnnce,
N, H 3) The parish church dates from the

twelfth century a ruined twelfth century
church is situated on an island m the river, and
there are remains of a royal castle where Charles
V was kept during his madness Hardware,

copper, machinery bricks, tiles, glass, nails,
and pottery manufacture are its chief mdus
tries The Northern Railway has large repair

shops, and neir bv are extensive engineering
works Pop 1001, 0125 1011 10,214

CBEIZEKACHj kn'tsenac, THEODOB ADOLF

(1818-77) A German poet and literary his

tonan He vtas born m Mainz the son of

Michael Creizenaeh, a famous Hebrew scholar,

studied at Giessen, Gottingen and Heidelberg,
and wis one of the founders of the Je^ihh

Reform Society in Frankfort on the Main He
embraced Christianity m 1854 and in 1863 was

appointed professor at the Frankfort Gvm
nasium He was a ver&atile writer, his poems,

Dtchtungen (1839) and Ge&chte (1851), being

distinguished by simplicity and an elegiac char

acter His publication of the correspondence
between Goethe and Marianne von Willemer

(1878) is a valuable contribution to the litera

ture on the great poet
CBELUTGEB, LralingSr, ATOUSTK (Dim-

ETC) (1795-1865) A German actress, born in

Berlin She made her first appearance at the
01 J,>eWU4W.t3 JUl iOO^, aim. UIUJ.CDDUX uj. CU^IGDICUJ jjw.m * ~ ""-' ~~ rr ,

tical history at Cambridge m 1884 In 1891 he Court Theatre, Berlin, May 4, 1812, subse-

became Bishop of Peterborough and remained quently became one of the most famous ac

there until 1897, when he was transferred to the tresses of her day, and frequently appeared as

see of London and *as made a Privy Councilor a star at the leading theatres of Germany as

He represented Emmanuel College, Cambridge, well as in St Petersburg Sappho, Lady Mac-

at the celebration of the two hundred and fiffci- beth, Iphigenia, Phadra, and Adelaeid m Gotz

eth anniversary of Harvard University (1886) on Bertehvngen were some of her favorite

and m 1896 attended the coronation of Czar rCIes She excelled also in comedy parts ana

Nicholas II as delegate of the Church of Eng was distinguished alike for her beauty, ntuner

land Dr Creoghton will be lemembered as ous histnome accomphakmeata, and consummate
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artistic training Her maiden name was During
She \vas mained m ]817 to an actor Wilhelm
Stuh after whose death in 1824 she became the

Tufp af a Berlin b inker, Otto Crehnger
CBELL, XIKOLUS ^ee KPETL NIKOLALS
CBELLE, krelle At GUST LEOPOLD (17bO-

1833) A t,elf educated Geraun mathematicun
He uas born at Lichnerdf mar ^rieren and
was an architect by profession but is chieflv

known at tlie toundei of the Joiitnal pit tftnc

und tugeirandie Mathtwitrt (Berlin 182b)

This journil gave e\pies&ioii to manv of tlit-

greatest mithematic il developments. 01 the nine

teenth century Abtl b proof of the impossi
Inhtv of sohug the gcnenl equation of the nfth

degree to algebras methods appeared in the

first volume Ste'iici tie greatest geometri
eian since the tine of Fuchd TV as a leading

contributor, and ilnbms intni-ted to it the

publication of his ncibt nuportuit rebeirchcs

Crelle wrote quite extensively on algebra, trig

onometrv, the tneorr of r umber's, the theory of

functions, ind Aanous subjects of mathematicil

physics His chiPt ^oiks are Tc/<tULJi einet

allqemnnm The<>i c dft niiah/tischen Faiul
tutcn (1823) FttniUr>ptid sthe Datstellung den

Theone tier Zalilen (1843) Hammlunq mathe
>aato(ka B< met Lunqrn (1S20-22) Wemente
der Oeometnc inifl rhenen und tpJianichen Tnq
enometiip i!S2C-27) He vvab also editor of

the fomaal <Jt> Bnnl un^t

CBEMA, krVm An episcopal city in the
Province of Citmoni, north ItiVv situated on
the nsrht bink ot the S.no 23 nuleb boutheast

of ZMilm (ilip Itah D 2} The c \thectral

lias a Roniantbjue ti^dn and the chureh of

Santa Mum delle Gi i/ie has interesting fres

coes The circuhr (hmeh of Ranta Maria della

Cioce I mile fiom the cit\, built in 1490, has
an octagonal intuior idorned with paintings
b% Campi Crem i also has a ruined castle and a
technical school The thiel products of the

dibtrict aie 'nine hmt, fli\, hemp, rice, and
cheese hee, &ilk ind linen goods are raanu

factured here, which are famous throughout
Lurope Crtraa was founded by the Lombards
in the si\th centuiv and suffered much during
the ^ars of the Gnelphb and Ghibellmes It

was besieged taken, and destroyed bv Fred
mck Baibarossi in 1159-00 Pop (commune),
1881, 9111 1001, 1755 1011 11411
CREMATION- OP THE DEAD (Lat ere

matio, fiom uetnate to bmn connected with
(ioth ftffurt coil Icel hyt>, file) The proceed
of dispobing of the bodies of the dead by rednc

ing them to anhes Thret methods of deposing
of the bodies of the human dead ha\e prevailed
since the earliest times simple exposure bur
nl m the taith in la'ves or in artificial tombs
and cremation Among the factors which have
determined which of the<w methods should be

adopted b-v a nition or r\<e have been physical
conditions such as the ch iricter of the soil and
climate and the ibundtnce or scirutv of fuel

sonitarr consulei ition<* md religious beliefs

Only the most uncmlued tnbes have practiced
simple evposurt, depending on the elements vnd
the Y ild beasts to dispuse of the bodies of their
dead Such \va& the prictice of the early Col
ch ans who \u ne told hung dead bodies on
tbe limbs of tiees \\lnle the Svriana a-bandoned
then dcid to wild animals

Disposal of the Dead among the Ancienta
and among Uncivilized Tribes Of the two
method^ unplo\td by ci\ih/ed nations, crerna

t'on im' lap-ill tii< tf>inr s tl < one oiiGinplIv

prf\ ilt iniiin tit In '> J uu^in '^(.0 The

jjraux ot noit} Purofj t r i^hc
^ the Bion^e

ae oontur not ski h his but onh urrs, tor tlip

reception nf tuneial i<its 'he. E_\ptians on

the otlur hm(' Hp'aliel tUn di id the TI\IB

laid tlum i\n m -tiiuhiucs iinl t^ inticpt

as> utll a& the raodun Chine SL buned them m
tht tirtli Tic Cluutot influtnced b"v religion
doctnnt nov\ as ot ol<l in^i&t on proptih

placed jrra\ts m thtii o\vn luid and lor this

reason co pscb ire stnt home from abroad

Thei do not line cemeteries specially set apart
lor tht buml of tbe dead but nu\ bmy them
anw her* and the litquent occuiience 01 these

halloaed spnt^ \\huh mar not ue desecrated

has pm\ed i serious obstacle to nibva^ proj
eits The dr\ hot climate of Eg\pt made the

tmbalming process possible and the scarciti

ot fuel mide it lebs e\penbne than burning
The saint natural cause lack of fuel, may have
led to the piactice of buml among the Je\ra

md other tnbes Among the ancient Persians

the bodies of the dead ^ere exposed to the ele

nientb as is tie practice of the modern Parsis

or followers of Zoroaster It is, however prob
able that in some instances, especially in the

case of kings, burial -nith a coating of vnv
vsas* allowed The incient Greeks practiced
both crcmition and burial, the former hem?
introduced bv the Phrygians, and burial bv the

Egyptians In Greece only suicides unteethed

infants and persons struck b\ lightning weie.

denied the njht to be burntd Bunal n is

forbidden witbin the walls of Athens Among
the Romans cremation ^nas the genpral piactice

during the latter dns of the Republic ind

through four centuricb of tbe Empire Many
of the early Amenciu Indians burned their

dead and disposed of their abhes in various

ways Recent eva-vationb in Gueirero, Mexico,
showed th it the immense populition which
once inhabited this region incinerated their

dead before bmying them The body T\as placed
on a large slab in the bottom of a deep giave
It was then cohered \vith a glowing mabs of

coals and emberb, on top of which was placed
another "lab elaborately caived Two plain
slabs were placed above, and after the body
was consumed the grave was filled ^ith earth

Cremation ^as once common in England and
was but slowly supplanted bv inhumation The
same is true of the Gallic and Germanic races

It is said that Charlemagne in his zeal for

Christian bunal punished the act of cremation
with the death penaltv Cremation is still prac
ticed in India and among some othei Oriental

nations In Tapan the Shinto sect practices
bunal, and the Monto sect cremation
While natmal causts undoubtedly had a great

influence in determining the method of disposal,

especially in very early times icligious belief

in the resurrection of the physical man has

usually been the chief factoi which has caused
the spread of the custom 01 inteiment rather
than the more sanitary method of disposal by
fire The Egyptians Jews, Mohammedans, and
Christians all believe more or less fully in the

physical lesurrection of the body and the ques
tion arises, whether cremation does not impan
the prospect of a future life With the spread
of Christianity bunal wa-* substituted for erema

tion, both in the heait of the Roman Empire
and among the converted pagans on its out
skirts
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in a paper on
Problem I so

The Eoman Catholic church remains actively

opposed to ruination Decrets of Roman Con
gregations fiom 1SS4 to Ib02 prohibit burning
the bodies ot the dead In 1300 Boniface VIII
condemned anilogous practices Some ot the
reasons win tht Poman Catholic church ib

iigidlv opposed to cremation (though her de
cision relates not to doctrine but to discipline!
are that bunal conceives an old tradition that that vtrv special pennons 1,

the r tuals of tremationi&ts snor ot irreligion, tain tne e\ut ciu-t <>i <'iat
ind that it is still in improved thesis that
cremation benefit-) the race more than burial

Cre"iatmr -^s i Lilf Insurance
tm fir tor T 1Tiuarv lOuli calls

attention t > this pins, ''it sii 1tl r and points
out that t>4 or tl j2s ivi-'in- lu mttd at St
Lom Mo in 1^0)-00 ti t 1 i om K it'eits v o

1< nc( or SUK (It In v i
' ot t

1
e number <>f mur

ders bv pis n o> fit f 1-1
*

i* <?n tnmpitti 1

to obtain msurnci i>nn

tw iscer

i -uimr a
iermit for citmition In in it this dimmltv
le Ciemation ^ueutv nt Eiyl 1 ! d i

Itb precise pobition las been defined bv one tht condition ot df \th m t'w <ase ui evuv Lodv
of its eleigv as follow b 1 The church ib

oppo*>ed to cremation 2 It a dvmg per
t>on declares hib resolve to have hi-, body
cremated, putsts will not give him the sacra
ment nor bury him with Catholic ntea 3
But if the body is to be cremated against the

ror whuse mcmciitujii ipm i iti< n H i a*< Jt

has also seemed the SMVIO- u i di^tip^m^ed
pathologist to make vutip^<^ wmn nnesaan
History of th.e Modem Crematioii Move-

ment In Trieit Britiin the rew al oi tl e pi ic

tice of cremation v* x^ diu^;ed i-

will of the decea-sed it mav be brought to the when Sir Thorna-> Browie p 'blis
1

<
< in-. Hyfln

church for mass or blessing or blessed at the otephw a Fin Bin al Dur nj? tin till- pirt
home Tihere tht deceived died After the rrema of tht nineteenth centur Di Lord In 1th omcer
tion the ashess without my leligious service may for Htmtl Hemp-ttid cuutmucd to aj tite the
be deposited m consecrated ground The priest, subject but nn prictical i. suits veit* achieved
howevei mav not accompany the bod\ to the In 1871 Sn HMIIV llimo^jn msrmizHl tue TT^

mition 'crematory for my rites, nor even for social or
civil reasons Consult addrebses of the late

Tames E Chadvviek foimer president of the

Cremation Society Boston

oi Towlou \vho-e object 11 to

introduce smie lapid proc<&!= or d<-un<>il which
cannot offend the limg irr hiull rinder the
remains ibsolutelv innocuous \ d^nntorv w i-

Miny Protest uit cleigvmen ire actively m erected at Wokins n< ar TurcUm uid lue i

"
nrtt incineration took place in 18^ The fir-t

mumcipalh owned cr. nutorv w is optntd r r

use at Hull in 1001 Tiie Bntirt Uer? a'

Journal of June 14 1013 states, that the v irh

numbers of cremitions his doulled s.nec 1
(I04

fayor of this method of disposing of the dead

Arguments for and against Cremation
T^ithm the last levy decades the comiction has

spread that a moie rapid and sanitar\ method
of disposal must be substituted for burial espe
cially m the gieit ctntiea of population To but the number^ are still 'niigmtc-irit
find enough land for burial purposes is becoming
a more and moie difficult matter If 4000

coipses aie crowded into an acre, and a mortal

ity late of 15 per 1000 be assumed then nearly

In France iftei iMich imitation * liv\

passed m 1SS7 legalizing the pnctiee Soon
after the city of Panh erected a crematory
where cremation i- compulsory for crtiin

four acres per 1000000 population are required clpsbes including all unduraed hospital dead

annuillv to bmv the dead A similar computa the remains from
' '

tion of population death rate and space re bodies from strreti

quired for burial will show that unless the tones have ban erected

custom is changed, much of the available space In Italv th< subject wa-

in the vicinity of all lirge cities will eventuaDy
be required for bunal purposes

table* and dead
and sewers Other eremi

untmuallv agitated
by scientific socuties aitor 1S52 and finally the

incineration ot human dead \v is made legal ]

The sanitary objections to burial are of still a provision to that effect in the National Sam

greater importance than the economic difficulties

In 1900 Sir Henry Thompson in an address

befoie the Cremation Society of England, advo

eated that while cremation remained optional
for ordinary cases it should be made obligatory
when death is due to such transmissible diseases

as smallpo\, diphtheria, scarlet ferer, typhoid

fever, and tuberculosis In cases of epidemics
and after battles, when there are large numbers

tary Code The process has rapidly grown
fa\or and there are ciematoiifs in mott of th*

larger cities

In Germany the subject TV as discu^ed it

scientific meeting almost as early as in Ttih

but greater legal difficulties were eneountein!

and at first little was accomplished At piewni
Germany leads in the movement Siv cremv
tones were built in 1H13 making about 40 in

of bodies to be dispoted of at once, cremation the Empire at which it t, estimated that ova

seems especially advisable

An objection to cremation, in the mmda of

some, is that trace of the dead is obliterated

from the sight of the living But the condition

and ultimate fate of graveyards, especially in

the heart of great cities, is a proof that in many landb was built in 1913 neai Amsterdam The

cases such memorials are but transitory In
~ *"~ "" 1-"u ri

continental Europe an average of 25 years is

allowed for the occupancy of a grave after

10,000 cremations were performed in 1913

In the other countries of Europe cremation

beans to be ga ninur ground There were two
crematories in Norway in 1012 where 143 were

incinerated The fiist ciematoiy in the Nether

same \ear a trtraatorv vsas built in Cairo,

st plate in the I mted States where theThefii f

which, in most cases, the ownership reyertb to subject of crwnation was, bVstematieaUy agitated

the municipality and the grave may be opened

again See CEMETEBTT

Aside from the sentimental objection to ere

was in Xew York, in 1873, but it was not until

1881 that a ciemator> was built for the use of

its population In. the meantime a few crenta

maiion already mentioned, the chief argument turns were made m pnyate furnace* at Wash

against cremation is the medicolegal one, that mgton, Pa, and Salt Lake Citv During the

with the burning of the body possible traces of last decade of the nineteenth, centurj the move

crane are obliterated Frederick L Hoffman, went grew rapidly, and at the close of the cen
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trurv 24 crematoues vsere in operation, at which

13,281 bodies had been reduced to ashes The
latebt statistic available 11 e for the \ear 1911,
tthtii the total number of crimations (including
those in one Canadian citv) had men to 62,465
These v\ere dibtributed among 38 crematories at

the tolling places Boston Cambridge and

Sprmgoeld Mass New \ork Citv Buffalo,

Troj, and \Vater\ille, X \ Chicago Cmein
nati and Cle\ eland, Ohio San Francisco, Los

Angeles Pasadena, Saciamento, and Oakland,
Cal , Milwaukee, V*i& Davenport Iowa, Hm
neapohb and St Paul, Minn , Indianapolis and
Fort Wa-vne, Ind , Denver, Colo , Baltimore
Md Philadelphia, Lancaster, and Pittsburgh,
Pa , Poitland, Ore* , Detroit, Mich St Louis,
Mo , Seattle and Tacoma, Wauh "ft a&lungton,
D C , Monti eal, Canada It appeals that the

giowth of cremation it, most rapid on the

Pacific coast, and it is stated that in Oakland
and Pasadena the number of incinerations has

equaled 50 per cent of the number of deaths

Philadelphia operates the first municipally
ouned crematou in the United Stateh heie the

remains of unclaimed dead and those t\ho die in

the pest hou&t are incinerated In 191 J a con

tiaxt \\as let bv the natumil government for the

piution of a citnutoiv m the c\nil /one The
same 3 ear a national oig miration wis formed,
and the First National Cremation Comention
met at Detroit Hugo Enchsen, M D , was made

president
Method of Cremation. In the earlier fur

naces bodv and coffin Tveie buined separately,
but in the latest furnaces the remains are incin

erited m tlit rasket without handling x-> ic

cei\ecL A chapel is connected with the mma

torium where services in 17 be held if digued
The casket i& then lowered into the incinerating
room, and, after metal handles and name plate
are removed, introduced into the retort Ihe
heat is so intense that altti a few hours onlj the
ashes of the bones remain all else, including the
structure of the casket, having disappeaied m
light ash or giseoug products Screws and
nails are removed by a magnet and about four

pounds of pure ash remain This is placed in
a metallic receptacle, labeled, and sealed

Bibliography A chapter on cremation, treat

ing the subject from the sanitary and economic

standpoint, is contained in Baker, Municipal En-

gineering and Sanitation (New York, 1901)
Cobb, Quartet Centwy of Cremation in ^otth
America (Boston, 1901), includes a complete
history and statistics of the movement m the
United States, also a bibliography Consult H
Enchsen, Cremation of the Drad (Detroit, 1887) ,

\ G Cobb, EattkBunal and Ctemation (Xew
loik, 1892] Freeman, Crematoria m (Jreat

Britain and Abroad (London, 1906), contains

descriptions with diagrams and illustrations of
some of the principal crematoria in the world
An introductory chapter contains an historical
sketch The Sumy Side, an undertaker's trade

publication, contains a department devoted to
cremation news and propaganda

CBEMER, kra'mlr, AUGUST EEBMAOT ( 1834-
1903) A German Protestant theologian He
was born at Unna, Westphalia, Oct 18, 1834,
studied at Halle and Tubingen, and since 1870
has been professor ot systematic theology at
Greifswald Two of his publications have been

translated, Bibfach theologutokea TTortertmcft
der neutettamentlichen Graxitot (1863-37, 9th

ed, 1902, Eng trans 1872, 3d ed, 1886), and

CV&ej den 7ustand nach dem Tode (1883, 6th

ed, 1901 Eng trans 18S5) , Des Wesen des

CTinttentums (1901 Eng trans, as Reply to

HarnacT on The Essence or Chnstianity,"
1003)

CBEMEB, JACOBUS JA** ( 1827-80) A Dutch
no\elM bom at Amkeim Especially note

T\orth^ ait his rural taleb in dialect Betuusche

^OleUcn (ISobl He \\rote also the novels De
Lehe ions <r tai<>nliage (1851) Daniel Sils

I1S50), Anna llou^e ilSb7), Doktei Helmond
en zijn i joint (1S70) Tor Cremers biography,
consult J ten Brink, Gewhiedems dot Aoord
^rdrtltuHlcviii leitnen (1S87-89)
G&WyfEB, Sm WILLIAM HWSDAL (1838-

1908 J An English advocate of intei national

peace, born at Faieham He -was prominent m
English trade uniont in 1860-70 In 18S5, at, a

Libeial he cnttied the House of Commons, to

which he ua& reelected in 1886, 1892, 1000, and
1906 To furthei the cause ot uni\ersal peace he

founded (1887) the Inter Paihamentary Confer

ences ^hich have met since 1888 at frequent in

tervals He \isited the United States repeatedly
in the interest of an Anglo American treats of

arbitration and in support of the International

Arbitration League, of ^hich he -nas secretary

foz 37 'sears he journeyed through all Europe
He ilso edittd the lilittatot a monthh dt/voted

to the cause of peace The Xobel peice prize,
uhich uas awarded to him in 1903, he ^e as

an endowment to the International Arbitration

Leaa^ie He wab knighted in 1907

CREMrETTX, kra'm^l/, ISAAC MOISE (called

Auaur) 1 1790-1 880) A French statesman and

]>luhnthiopist, boin at Nimes He studied law,
md T*as admitted to the bar at Art in 1817

About 18 30 he uent to Pins -nhere he soon

became famous, particularly in the defense of

the political prisoners He became in 1842 a

deputy from Chmon and served till 1848 Under
the Republic of 1848 he was elected as deputy to

the Constituent Assembly and the Legislative
Assembly and was one of the first seven named
by the Chamber on February 24 to form the

provision il government, in which, he acted as

Minister of Justice On the night of Louis

Napoleons coup dtat Cienueut was anested
md thrown into puson He was soon released,

and -voluntinh retired into private life until

\ en ember 1869 -nhtn he was elected a deputy
to the Coips legiblatif On Sept 4, 1870, he

was pioclaimed a member of the Government
of National Defense, and the following day he
uas made Minister of Justice He rendered the
famous decree which expelled from their seats
t
1
e infamous magistrates composing the '"mixed

commissions" under the Empire Another de
cree bearing his name the Decree Cretmeux,
naturalized in mass 30000 of his coreligionists
in Algeria, In 1871 he subscribed 100,000 francs

towards the payment of the war indemnity for

the liberation of the French territory from the

Germans In 1875 he was elected life senator

He was one of the founders of the Alliance

Israelite Umverselle (qv) and its president
from 1863 to 1866 and from 1868 to 1880 Con
suit Jacquot, Les contemporatna (Pans, 1867),
and Blane, Htstoire de due an* (Brussels, 1846)
CBEM13TTZ See KBEMHTTZ
CREMONA, krAmS'na The capital of the

province of the same name m Lombardy, north.

Italy, situated 48 miles southeast of Milan, in

a fertile plain on the left bank of the Po (Map
Italy, E 2) It ha 1* broad bat irregular streets.
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and attractive public squads and a bridge 3100
feet long over the Po it is fanned into an oval
bv old walls that surround it and a parth
covered canal passes through it The twehth
centun Romanesque Lombard cathedial has a
rich mam facade of red and white maible and
many mural paintings bv masters of the Cre
mona school Adjacent is an octagonal bip
tisterv, also of the twelfth centun From the
Torrazzo (397 feet), the highest clock totter m
north Itah is a view of the entne course of the
Po through Lombaidv Others of itb 44 (for

merh 87) churches aie the nchl\ decorated si^

teenth centuiv San Pietro al Po the fourteenth
century Sant' Agostmo e Giacomo in Braidi
with paintings b\ Perugmo and others the si\

teenth centuiv Santa Maighenta built and die

orated by Giuho Campi, Sant Agata with four

laige fine frescoes, and in a suburb San Sigis

mondo, with frescoes and paintings bv Ciuno
nese masters Also noteworthy are the restored

thirteenth century citv hall and the thirteenth

centuiv Palazzo de' Gonfalonien, and the Pa,

lazzo Realc with natuial history and othei col

lections A memonal tablet marks the house
TV here Antomo Stradrvanus iqv) made his

violins Cremonese Molm makers who preceded
him were the two Amati and Guarneri Cre
mona w as also fxmous for its painters Boccaccio

Boccaccino, the founder of the Cremona school

Melone, Bembo, the three Campis and Sofonisba
d Angussola, whose five sisters also piacticed the

art Cremona has a seminan a Iveeum a gvm
nasram, a school of industnal ait, a school for

voice culture a technical school two theatres, a
library of 100,000 -volumes, and a chamber of

commerce The town has an active trade by rail

and water, markets gram, flas., cheese, etc, and
manufactures silk cotton and wool fabrics,

machinery, and earthenware, and is thoroughly
modern Cremona was colonized by the Romans
in 218 Be and grew to be an important com
raercial centre It -was destroyed in 70 AD by
Vespasian, -who afterward helped rebuild it, but

it was again laid waste by the Lombards in 605

It became important in the tenth century and in

the fourteenth century came into the possession
of Milan Pop (commune), 1881, 31,788, 1901,

37,693, 1911, 40,436 Consult Holder Egger,
"Die Annales Cremonenbes," ^eues Arckiv der

Gesellschaft fur alteie deutscJie fleschichts^unde,

vol vs. (Hanover, 1900) , Robaloth, Cremona
sua prowicw (Milan, 1859) Guida di Cremona

(Cremona 1904)

CBEMOHA, LUIGI (1830-1903) An Italian

mathematician, born in Pavia He participated
m the struggle for independence against Austria

in 1848-49, later studied at the University of

Pavia, obtained a mathematical professorship in

Bologna, and in 1873 became professor of higher

mathematics m the University of Rome and di

rector of the engineering school of the mstitu

tion In 1879 he became senator of the King
dom of Italy, and was for a short tune in 1898

Deputy Minister His contributions to the

study of projeotive geometry and of graphical
statics are important He introduced these sub

jects into the curricula of Italian technical

schools His works include Introduztone ad

una teona ffeometnoa delle oune piane (1882) ,

Le figure reoiproche netta stefrca grafica (3d ed ,

1879), Element*. di geometna projettu,*

(1873) ,
Element* dt oalfolo grafico (1874) He

w*s a contributor after 1856, and for many

years joint editor, of the 4nna/t d* matematw

put a ed api>! mta Vol i ot an important edi

tion of Cremona s Wot Is was published in 1914
under the title Opete mateinat cle publlicate
<=totto gh auspici delta R Accaaeni a dei Lmcei
(Milan)
CBEMOBNE (kremurn'i (JABDENS A

lamous resort in Londun clotcd in 1677

CBENEI/, or CEENELLB' (OP crenel,
notch embrasure irom ML rrCitdliis dim of
Lit ctena notch) Am tmbrdbuie OT optnmg
in the walls of a fortified place especulh the

space-j between meilon* (ijv ( on a Mtthnwnted
pnapet, fiom TV Inch missile could be cits

charged Hence it is sometimes u*.ed to dt>u
nite a battleiunt Cruidbted '

is used u

building supplied witn trenela See BATTLE
AIENT

CEE'UIC ACID mom Gk WIHI, Jun,
fountimi, C H O^ One 01 t'e constituents oi

^Lg(^able mold produced wLeiever knes a^J
otUr plant matttT aie decaving, e^peualh in

p*-at bogs and mn shea Btr^ehua eitiicttd a
JiiUure of trenic and apocrtnic acids ironi 1 1<.

watei of Poili I Sweden) Cremc acid u a pa,k
vellou amorphous substance ol &uui taste and
somewhat astringent aftertaste Its salts an.

soluble m watti in wl'ic
1
! t'itT are gradualh

transformed, in part into salts of apocrenit
acid

CBE'ODOWTA (NeoLat, nom pi of Gk
Wens, kieas,, flesh + ofiou, odous tooth) A
subordei ot extinct mammals ancestral to the
true carniv ore's and hence aometimeo called Car
nivora prinusema and lound fos>il in the Low^r
Tertiary rocks The creodonts compribe puini
ti\e or synthetic tvpes 01 animals that vary in

size from that of a weasel to that of a gnzzlv
bear and that combine the characters of the true

carnivorous families in such manner as to render

determination of the ta\onomic rank of an\

particular specie^ a matter of some difficultv

The members of the suborder present resem
bknces to the bears civet*, and dogs among the

true carnivores the genus Patnofclia seems

prophetic of the Pinnipedia or seals and Me
jwnz/jr resembles the carnivorous marsupials of

Australia The more primitive forms show char
acters possessed also by the Inseetivora Tillo

dontia, and Condvlarthra Creodont remains are
found in the Lower Tertian of Patijroma and
these are of interest because they resemble the
carnivorous marsupials of Australia and New
Zealand much moie closely than do the Xorth
American creodonts The range of the suboider
in both. North America and Europe is from the

base of the Eocene into the Lower Miocene Dui

ing Eocene tune the creodonts plaved that im

portant rdle among land animals which subse

quently, during later Eocene and Miocene time,
was assumed by the true carnivores Among the

more interesting and important genera are Arc

tooyon, Hy&nodon, Ueaotiyx, Oxycena, Patno

felis, Stylolophus

Bibliography Matthew "A Revision of the

Puerco Fauna,* Bulletin of the American M-u

sevm of Natural Hiatoty, \ol ix (New York,
18&7) id 'Additional Observations OB the

Cieodonta," Bulletin of the American Museum
of Natural Hwtory, vol MV (ib, 1%1), Scott,
* A Revision of the North American Creo

donta," Journal of the Academy of Natural
Smenaes of Philadelpkta, vol ix (Philadelphia

1887) Martin, 'Revision der Creodonten Euro

pas,' Revue Sutsae de Zoology Geneve (Geneva,

1906) , Ameghmo, "Lea formations aedimentaires
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du cretace bUpuiem et du teitiaire <lt JPata

Some," innl d Musco \a<.wt>al de Buenot,

dies (Buenos, AUPS lOOb) Mxtthew, Gate
'

Ingi. of Sinojia P,occf>duqs Un tted Mates
\ nr onnl J/i iewf? ( \v ishington, 1900) Obborn,
New G-unuorous Mamrmlb ti<m the Fa-vtLn

(Jhcuccnc, Lg\pt Bu'Jetin iwetican. Museum
^atu}a! ffftuiv (2fo \oik 1000) See

MESOM\ O\YJ>I HICNODON P VTBIOFELIS

AfAiTMAI I_i IalISODO^

CBE'OLE (Fi cteJe, sp t/w/to, piobablv i

negro ion upturn of Sp t/itir/itfo oiado ben
mt fiom Liiai tu cicate, icu) A nanu

piopeih Ubed m tht soutl'on United {states ami

in Latin America to dtsiguate tle pun. blooded

dibcendants of onginil lunch Spanish 01

Poituguese st**- By I ijlisjli wiiteib it has

sometimes bcui inuinec+h suppo&td to nuin a

mestizo or mulatto but it caniot propeilv be

appl ed to an> peison of nn\ed iace, non Latin

-tock, or Euiopean birth mither is t ut>eJ in

speaking of tlu ('inadnn Tune1
!

CBEOLE CASE, niE An incident m Amen
cm luston ^hieli ciUMd souu fuction between

tlie go-veinnicntb of the lint d States and Great

Butam and was the ou<t-ion of in animated

debate between tlie pioslueiv and mhslaiery
dements in Coiigiess, I*i 1S41 19 of the 135

sli\eb on boaid the Amciican bug Cieole le

\olted, while being ti m&poited coastwise

between Hampton Rnds \nd New Oilcans, and

securing cnntiol atter killing the captain and

voundmg e\cial (itlierts, dutcted tlie xe^bel to

y^i1!5^^ Xew Pro\idence, \\kere ill tioue who
had not been darettlr eonurned in the ie\olt

weie immediately hbtiited hv the Bntibh au

thontieb the othei^ be ug hdd for trial on JL

charge of muidLi m the local omits DmitI
Webster \\lio -n i*. thtn ^uictan 01 Ptate, de

manded the leturn 01 the >li-ves, on the ground
that they "Hue le^illv pioptrt\ aud \\ere on

imencan soil ^ccl uider the junsdiction of the

United States so L>ng is they TV ere under the

American flasr t\tn ^hen on board a sship Tliey

\\eie ne^er ictuined ho^^e^e^ b^ the British

go\mrnient The incident caused T R G-id

dingb (q> ) to offtr a senes of lesolutioni m the

House of Repie-tJitatnes, on March 21 1842,

declaring that bla\eir could e^ast only bv posi
tive lavr of the sepaiate States that thefee

States hid delegated no control o\er sU\eiy to

the Federal government \\hich alone had juris

diction on the high aeas and, therefote that

slaves on the high seas became fiee and the

coastwise slave tiade \\as unconstitutional The
House passed a resolution of cenbure, and Grid

<hngs immcdi \telv icsispied, but was trmui

phantly reelected His resolutions e\pressed the

basis of one phase of the constitutional anti

sla\crv agitation Thev are given in full in

Giddmgs s Hittorg of the Rebellion (New York

1864) The Statute of March 2, 1807, legulat

ing the coastwise &la\e trade, is in 2 U S
Statutes at Targe 426 See SLAVES*
CREOLE STATE Louisiana See STATES,

fopuiAB NAMES OF

CRE'OLIM' (origin uncertain) An unofficial

dark brown, siiupy liquid, of tarry odor, derned
from coal tar It is soluble in alcohol and forms

a milky fluid (an emulsion) 'vnth'watei Differ

ent specimens vary considerably m composition
and strength, and the caieless use of the sub

stance may cause poisoning It is a good anti

septic, particularly against organisms that bear

no spores, and is a poweiful deodorizer In

opu-ame -surgen it lu the di&advantage that

the milky charxctcr <it the solution makes it

dithiult to ^ie n-t ' mcjt 1- phtid in it Its

chitf ust i 11 ^uurnliyu il ifi-Ctois It his

been c;i\en nn ^ ' ill rioM-s) xnternillv for gis
trie famtn'itum (n^nrnu and typhoid le\ei

CEE'OH" (L\t trom Gk Epew? Kievn\
In Gierk ht;ci d tl < MI i >it ALinneceui and
brother ot Jotisti \\A(. <>t LalUh King ot

flubps Atte tit dt 'tii oi Iamb he assumed
the gmumnint ad oiniul tin ciown and Jo

caista to the mui who bhcnili 1 tiet the citv from
the ^pluuv (({\ ) ddipu& H[\ ) aciomplished
the task and tl>u- uncon&ciouih btctzue the hu&
band ot hib own raotlei Alter CCdiput, tail

(icon once moie assumed the ink as uuudnn
or the sons of Ohdipus Eteuclei and Pohaices

(y\ ) After the death of the brotheis Cieon

again became King, ind foibadt the buiial ot

Pohmces and the Aigi\es Antigone (qv)
however defied Lieon and binied her brothers
body whereupon Cieon sentenced her to b
buried alne Creon'b son HBIUOU, the betrothtd

of Antigone, killed himseli on her bodi Tins

is substantially the ston ab it appeals in tin

plays of Sophocles Othei leibionb told ho\\

Creon sac ificed a sun fiorn the wallb of Thebes
in older to a^eit the fall of the city and hov
later he ga^e hib daughter Megaia to Heiacles,
who succeeded him on the throne of Thebeb

CRE'OSOTE, or CEE'ASOTE (Gk gpau,
lieas flesh + O-OTTJP, sota piesenei from <ru\eiv,

wsem to sa\* ) An oih liquid produced in the

destructm distill itiun ol wood, paiticularh
tbat of the beech (Faqus <ti/hatica Lmne nat
uial oider Cupubfen ) The wood tu obtained

it first is t

nib]ected to fractional distilHtion

and the fractions hea\iei than water are dis

bohed in caustic potash the resulting solution

is e\po9Rd to the air and heated, the icsmous
matter pioduced ib separated out, and the cie

osote is bet free in the solution br neutralizing
nith dilute sulphuric acid To obtain creosote

in a state of purity, the piocess ju&t described

of dibsohing m potash and hbeiating wnth sul

phuric acid is leptated beveral times, as a final

step in the punficition, the creosote is dned and
lectified bi distillation Commercial creosote

ib liable to contain moie or less caibolit ac d
whose piesence howevei, is not ^ery easy to

detect if drops of a sample of aeosote do not \

leadilv sink in water and do not remain trans

paitnt attti contact with water for some time
the sample bhould be considered as suspicious
Pure creosote is almost colorless when freshly

obtained but giadually assumes a darker color

if exposed to the action of light It has a pene
hating, smoky odor and a burrnng taste and
is slighth heavier than watei, in which it is

soluble onh lo a -very limited extent It is com

pletely soluble in alkalies and mixes readilv

with alcohol, ether, chloioform, and glacial ace

tic acid It is composed mainly of gitaiacol and
cresol and has a high refractive power Creosote

acts as an antiseptic and has been used in the

preservation of meat whence its name At pret
ent it is largelv used in the treatment of tubei

culosis with mixed infection For this purpose
it may be administered in the form of an emul
sion with cod liver oil and other substances, or

else a mixture of creosote with alcohol and
chloroform may be inhaled by the patient, mod
erate doses of pure creosote being perfectly
harmless and causing no disagreeable symptoms
whatever Creosote was first prepared by Eei-
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cheub th in Is 2 a d jxiuitti d and Pimbert
Vire t c i -* t > ph t lu tl L t'tatraent of

tubi'culo-i IL i Ku vstd in In on Uitih with
proi'is,_ i jjt'^i

f op umt'ipi., the stitpt'icoc
rvs biiiilu- i i ia ijmcit'tte dv-jiepbia,
diairha i aiddv^tntu\ ilu -o cillid urwjff
oi/ u<-ed fui bit, pi i -in tor ol tin'litr i dc
mod bv tie nirt.ii al di-tj'htmn ol coal tar

con-htu+jng tl't 1 it t ion t> it distill- our b*
between 230 and 270 C 440 "nd 518 F It
is conposcd nnuih ol phtrol iciibobc icidi,
crtbol, n phthiltue ind iiithracene

Hie 'aeobutt plint (Inn a a t>itx<cana} pro
ducts a subbtuiit, siimlai to Indian gum lac and
na\m,j a stunsj ueowjtelke odor Junce tht
name of tl e pi irt

CBEOSOTE BUSH See ZYGOPHIILACE E
CBEOSOTE OIL ^ee COAL TAB
CEEOSOTOL, kie'G wt !' (fiom aeo^ote +

ol) 01 HFi'ONArc or Cfirot,OTE A pale-vuUovv

sirupy liquid hini'hr to eieosoh but hating less

odor and ta&tc It ib Ubtd in tubcrculohis, and
bionchitib ind is betta tolerated to the stomach

CBEQUI, kra'ke', CHABLES ILvayns DL
(157S-1U3S) A iicnch suldiei He was a

piommtut oihctr under Hemy IV, in Iu22 vas
MV>mted a nmslnl ol Tianct b\ Louis XIII
iiid iought \utii git it hiaverv againbt Span
jarda <iiid Huguenots He ditd in the biege of

Cicnia His mihtart ability i\aa highh praibed
by Saint Simon and Voltaire Consult Chorier,
Hiitoue flu Uaiethal de Ctcquy de Blanchefort
Klrenoble lGs>)

CBE'BAB, IOHY (1827-88) An American

phiUnthiopist bun in XCAV lork City He was
a mei chant in X"ew Yoik and from 1862 in Chi

capo wheic he bicime head of the firm of

Creiar Adtm* &, Co and an mcnrpoistoi and
one of the duectors of the Pullman Palace Car

Compan^ He contributed $2,500000 as an en
dowment fund foi a library in Chicago now
kno\\n bv hia name, $100,000 for a statue of

Abiiham Lincoln and bequeathed $1,000 000 to

chai liable and ulisnous orgamzafaons
CBE'SAP 8 WAB, See DUMCOBE'S WAB
CBESCENDO, kr shgn'do or kr sSn'do (It ,

increasing, pies pait 01 crescete, from Lat

uesrete, to arrow ) In music a gradual mcrem>e
of the volume of sound, or change from piano to

twte and fottimmo It is nniked thus =^^
(r with the abbreviation cteic The even svipll

of an org^n produces a peifwrt crpscendo

CEES'CENT (from Lat crescens, pres part
nf ct escete, to grow ) 1 A representation of the

Inlf moon with the horns turned upward called

a crescent," 19 often Ubed as an emblem of

progiess and success It ib generally spoken of

13 'the arms" of the Turkish Empire, but is

a btarmg or t'laue uid is a dithitiKt. 01 mark
nf cidticv 3a tbi littt' t-i-t it d'&;f?nites. the
strord cm ml thos* t'i t dt^.nd truiu him

CBESCENT, OPDEB or TT- A Turk sh oider
of kiMjiUutil It i- t idnd h Nlim II in

1700 itttr tUn battk ot Abukir o be conlerifd
on (Unshins lor MHJU to th. F i'kiJi stitt

Xtlson via- t'if /n-t 11 in to rr( i\t tit hono''

Ihe fitter I>KUEU tvfn>t a tn nl i ttntun
An Order c.f t'n. C t^eut is loan led Irt ^t

Louisi ol Tiart* in 126 f
) and t\ ' ite-titdi-'itt1

bv tht bnu-t (*i An fuu rn^-n *g m ^juli ain'

Xapki riiii) i*. iNo < \inict l'it <.i<&tuit iml
the stu m vuiu> u'wiu i ml bitLnoiuni ton
^titute tilt lu vi-h ili|f It - -upi>o ed that t'i(

appiuamt ot the luittut in i't horustupp o

the gieat Uthm in ltd tu tin aceptanu D+
it i-

the natiom 1 -oulol
OBESCENT CITY A nan e applied to Xt M

Orltanb bt<i ist o itb siti tmn nn i btnd ol the

CBESCENTHS, krs sfn'shi is PETBCS DC
or CBESCENZI, krl si'gn't^ PIETBO (c 1230-

c!310) \n It thin a^iuulturil writer th

loundtr ol niudcin latiopomic- m Europe He
\vab born in Bolo^jni but httr -,ojounud in

x inous title- jt Itih wher< hi Tict(uenth acttd
in the capacih ot ]id,t httial to thf pode&tls
Upon hiss leturn to Bulocni atttr an absence ol

10 -veari duimsj vhuh h*. mide viluable obsseiva

tions on agriculture he published his famous

ivork, entitled Bwaliuw romtitvtloruui Libn \1I

(1471) This \vork has been fiequentlv re

printed and has been tnnslateA into Italian

G'erman and French His Mnp/ofes iei nnticce

(1735) is famous also The genub Ctetieatta

wass named b\ Linnseu- in honor of the famouu

author, who wab prolnbh tht first since the

tiays of the Ronnna to point out the high -value

of agriculrur u science

CBESCEWTOn, kra ahSn. te'ng GriROLAito

(1766-1846) An Italian singer born near Lr
bino Italy He studied with Gibelh at Bologna
made his dtbut at Rome in 1785 and bub-t

quently sang at Leghorn Pxdua Venice Turin

London Milan ind Naples Xapoleon, who first

heard him sing in 1805 decor ited him with tht

Iron CioTun and v^as hiis patron from 1806 to

IS 12 He left Pans on account of \ocal dis

ordeis liter (1816) becoming professor of sing

ing at Naples He published in French, and
Italian a treatise on vocalization

CBESCENTTITS, krSs sen'shi us, JOH^ {
*-

098) Leader (Patneiu& in 085) of the na

tional party m Rome against the authority of

the Emperor in the labt quarter of the tenth

century About 991, probably, Crebcentras -was

all powerful in Home With a short interm>re properly the emblem of the Empire and f

nc ople The crescent and star occur in the mission, when Otho m visited the city in 896

otoscope of Osman, the founder of the Turkish his rule lasted until 998, when he was beheaded
1 _, i .1.. . _ Tk J. V rU.V_ T OOT Via l.J iTnA-n +liA> PnTUk

T mpire* The crescent was also a Byzantine

Mem, however, and at the present day is fre-

quently to be seen on churches in Bussia, gener

illy surmounted with the cross, marking the

Ihzantine origin of the Russian churchyzantine origin of the Russian church THIS,

2 A Turkish musical instrument introduced 1895)

by Otno In 9^7 he had driven the Pope,

Gregory V, from the city and appointed an anti

pope Creseentius wah long remembered as the

champion of Roman liberty Consult Gregoro

THIS, Rome the Xiddle A<?es, vol m (London,

into the German military bands at the time of

the Turkish wars and now m general use in

military bands It consists of a staff sur

mounted by a cap and supporting several ores

cent shaped brass plates upon each of which

little bells are hung The instrument is plaved
by being jingled in time with the music

3 In heraldry the crescent IB used both as

CBESCENZI, krl shen tse, Pnauo
cmmis PETBUS DE

CBESCnOENI, kra'shfem-ba'ne, (JioyAim
MARIO (1663-1728) An Italian cntic and poet,

born at Macerata, and one of the 14 poeta asso-

ciated with Christine of Sweden m founding the

Academy of Iroadta, of which he was the first

piesident (1690) As Arcadia expanded, dur
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ing the 38 veais of hit. presidency, to embrace
almost the entire hteraiv set of Italy, Crescim
beni became the high priest of good taste, which
was reflected in tlie pompous ceienicmils of the

Arcadian branches, the shallow dillettantism of

literary production, idealistic sensualism in

morals, and arrogant preceptualism in aesthetics

The vast but inaccurate and scattered erudition

of Crescimbeni is collected in his Istona della

lolgar poesia (best ed Venice 1730-31, 6 vols )

Thousrh infLrior to the best btandaids of scholar

ship even in its own time, this woik is still of

use Its critical cntenon wab tliat of Arcadia

accuracy of imitation, not nobility of subbtance

CBES'CO A town and the county seat of

Howard Co Iowa, about 150 miles fdnect)

northeast of Des Momes, on the Chicago, Mil

waukee, and Rt Paul Railroad (Mip Iowa,

El) It maintains a hospital, has extensive

daining and livestock interetts and manu.

factures machinery, cupolas telephone conden

sers, electrical supplies ateel corn cnbb light

ning rods, furniture, stump pullers, tow, flour,

and bnck and tile A Fanners' \lhance" store

IB successfully operated here, and there is also

a hospital The city is goyei ned by a mayor and
council and owns its water workb Pop , 1890,

2018 1400, 2806 1010, 2658

CKES11AS (Lat, from Gk K/j<r&as, ErSsi-

las) A Greek irtigt of the Attic school, born

at Cydonia in Crete who -worked in the latter

part of the fifth century B c He made a statue

of Pericles, of the base of which fragments with
the artist's signature have been found on the

Acropolis of Athens This is the earliest Greek

portrait statue which has been suiely identified

I^om this work seem to be denied the busts

of Pericles in the British Museum, the Vatican,
and Munich He also made a statue of a
wounded Amazon, which is probably represented

by the Capitoline type (See AMAZOTS ) Other
statues have been claimed as copies of his works,
as the Munich Diomedes, and the Athena of

Velletn Consult Furtwangler, Masterpieces of
Greek Soulptute, trans by Sellers (New York,

1895), and E A Gardner, A Handbook of Greet,

Sculptute (London, 1911)

CBESPIW, kraspaV, JEAK (c 1520-72) A
French Protestant author He was born in

Arras, studied law m Louvam and Paris, became
advocate m Parliament, 1540, fled on account of

his religious opinions to Stra&sburg in 1545, re

moved to Geneva m 1548, and carried on the

printer's trade there until his death in 1572
His fame rests upon his Lwre des martyrs
(1554), with its continuations or recastmgs
under different names Reeved (1554) , His
toire (1570) , new edition of the whole as fits

tovre des martyra (3 yola, 1886-89) It was
translated into Latin and has been the basis

of many similar Protestant martvrologies
CHESS (AS crease, carat, OHG cresso,

cresw, Ger Xteste, probably from OHG oJtreaan,
MHG kresen, to creep ) A name given to many
plants, of which the foliage has a pungent, mus
tardliXe taste, and is used as a salad It is

sometimes more strictly confined to the genus
Lepwlwm, of the family Crucifera The com
mon cress, or garden cress (Leptdwm atttwum) ,

is an annual, a native of the East, frequently
cultivated m European and American gardens
It is powerfully antiscorbutic Virginian, cress

(lepidwm mrgwicum) resembles the garden
cress in its properties and is eaten as a salad,
and used as a diaphoretic medicine m North
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America and the West Indies Lepidmm pisci

dium, a native of the South Sea Islands, is one
of the plants used by bailors for prevention or
cure of bcurvv The name winter cress 19

given to bpecies of the genub Batbarea, also

cruciferoub biennial or perennial plants The
common winter cress (Baibaiea i/uZgraiwl is

plentiful in moist pastuits and hedge banks

throughout Euiope and North America It

is oecasionallv cultuated a* a winter salad

in Sweden it ! Ubed ab a boiled vegetable
Itb pungency is combined with some degree of

bitterness Verv similar to thib and also occa

sionallv cultivated, is the earh w inter cress,

or American cress (Baibatea picscox), a native
of Great Britain, the continent of Europe and
North America Ihe common bitter cresb, or
cuckooflower (Catdamme piatensis), is also

known by the name of ladv 's smock Cat da
mine amaia and Co? damme hnsuta are culti

vated to a considerable e\tent m Europe and are
also found m 4meiica Watercress (^astui
tium, officmaJe] is a perennial aquatic plant,
much used m the United States and Europe as
a cold weather salad It is a native of almost
all parts of the world The leaves have a pun
gent, bitteiish taste with a little saltness The

plant is of easy cultivation and grows best m
clear, shallow, running water, with a bottom
of sand or gravel Mud is injurious both to its

growth and to the flavor of itb leaves Tor
Indian cress or nasturtium see TBOPJEOLUJI
CBES'SET (OP cresset, Jr creuset, from

ODutch kiuysel, hanging lamp dim of Xmi/se,

cup Icel krua, Ger Eiause, Eng cruse) A
name given to a great light kindled upon a
beacon or watch-tower, and also to a lamp or

torch, or to a light fixed on a pole The name
owes its origin to the former custom of BUT

mounting beacons by a crosb

CBESSID, or CBESEIDB, TESTAMENT OF,
and CoaiPLiUNT OF CBESSKTOE Poems by Robert

Henryson, wrongly included in the earlier edi

tions of Chaucer

CEES'SEDA, or CRES'SID The lover of

Troilus in the Trotlua and Cresatda (qv) of

Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dekker and Chettle, and

Dryden, and a tvpe of infidelity The name is

probably a mediseval invention representing
Briseis, the daughter of Calchas, the Trojan seer

CfiES'SON' A borough and pleasure resort
in Cambria Co

,
Pa , 75 miles east of Pittsburgh,

on the Pennsylvania Railroad (Map Pennsyl

vama, D 6) It is situated at an elevation of

over 2000 feet and is noted for the beauty of its

scenery Mineral springs add to its attractions
as a resort It has an academy and hotel,

lumber, coal, and coke yards, and a brewery
Pop, 1910, 1470

CBESSOtf, ELLIOTT (1796-1854) A Quaker
merchant and philanthropist of Philadelphia,
Pa , who devoted much attention to the emanci

pation of the negroes from shivery He was
president for some tune of the Colonization

Society (qv), and subsequently as its agent
labored to establish the colony at Bassa Cove,
on the Gram Coast, Africa

CKESS'WELL. SIB Ciutsswmi (1794-1863)
An English jurist He was born, at Newcastle,
graduated at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, m
1814, and in 1819 "was called to the bar Inl834
he was created King's counsel, in 1842 a puisne
judge of the common pleas court, and in 1858
first judge of the newly created probate and
divorce court He was largely employed aa an
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ad\ocate in important navigation and me-cantile
cases Consult E Manson, Builders of our Law
(London, 1904)
CBES'SY See Calcr
CHEST (OP create, FT crete, Sp Portug,

It cresta, crest from Lat crista, comb tuft
connected with Lat minis, hair) Though
popularh regarded a* the most important fea
ture m heraldic emblems, the crebt, in the eves
of heralds, is an external adjunct to the bhield,
without Tvhicb. the hearing ib complete, and
which may tonbequentlv he altered without
materially affecting it'n significance Occupving
the highest place on the helmet it is the mem
her of the bearing b\ "which the knight "nab

commonly known in battle From this circum
stance it is to the crest that the term cognisance
(from cognosce, to know ) is properlv gi\en Its

claim to a classical origin is probably better

than that of any other portion of coat armor
The helmet, as represented on ancient statues
and gems was frequently adorned with a crest

Sometimes it was of horsehair at other times
a lion or other animal, erect or couchant, was
placed on the helmet
The first crest to be met with in the monu

ments of English chivalry IB that on the great
seal of Richard Coeur de Lion Crests came
into general use about the time of Henry III,
and were used as marks of distinction bv com
manders in the holy wars, as they had formerly
been by the Roman centurions For lightness
they "were often made of stuffed leather, gilt,

sihered, or painted a circumstance which ex

plains their greater size then than in later times,
when they were made either of wood or metal
The earliest example of the wreath on which
the crest la now urvanablv placed is that on
the monument of Sir John Harsick It con
sisted of two pieces of silk, of the colors of the

armonal bearings of the wearer, twisted to

gether by the lady who had chosen him. for her

knight It is now represented as consisting of

two stripes of gold or siher lace, twisted into

a circular cord Its tinctures are always those

of the principal metal and color of the arms
It is a rule in delineating the wreath, which is

shown edgewise above the shield, that the first

coil shall be of metal, and the second of color

Civic, triumphal, and other crowns were used

as wreaths, and this practice is supposed to have

given rise to the use of coronets

Consult Fairbairn, Book of Crests of the

Farnthes of Great Britain and Ireland (Edin
burgh, 1892) ,

and for foreign crests, consult

Reitstap, Armonal general (Gouda, 1884r-87)

See also HEEALDBY and the authorities there

referred to

CREST, or CHESTING In architecture, an
ornamental finishing in stone, tiles, or metal,

running along the top of a wall or the ndge of

a roof or surmounting a gable Oreat idea, or,

as they are corruptly called, cress tiles, or crease

tiles, are frequently in the form either of small

battlements or Tudor flowers See Conire
CBEST'ED A team in heraldry When a

cock or other bird has its comb of a different

tincture from its body, it is said to be crested

of such a tincture, naming the tincture

CBEST'ED DOG'S-TAIL GBASS See DOG'S

TAIL GRABS
CBESTTtEffE A village in Crawford Co,

Ohio, 76 miles southwest of Cleveland, on tha

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St Louis,

and the Pennsylvania railroads (Map Ohio, E
VOL VI 17

4) It !> cHiefU inau-trial in its interests

having plow, sto^e nd furnace pump and buggv
factories a ear manui>ctorv a woodworking
ebtabhshment ett Tae water works are owned
and operated bi the Milage Pop, 1910, 3807
CBESTOH" 1 citr and the county seat of

Union Co Iowa 55 milts. (direct 1 southwest
of Des Momea on the Caicago Burlington and
Qumcv Railroad (Map Iowa, C 3) It baa a

public hbran and Elk* Moose, and Eagle homes
There are e\tenhi\e n ichine shops car works,

planing milL and a cold stonge plant Creston
wat settled in 1868 and incorporated t\e tollow

ing year It i- governed at present under a char
ter oi 1870 re\i&ea m 1S<>0 which provides for

a mavor, chosen frenmallv and a city council,
elected bv wards Pop , 1800, 7200 1900, 7752

1910, 6024

CBET, Px PHILIPPE (1876- } A
Franco American arciiitect, born at Lyons
France He was educated at the Ecole des

Beaux irts, Ltons and the Ecole des Beaux
Artb, Pans in 100 i was an architect of the
French government and beeame in the same
vear professor of design at the University of

Pennsvhama He receded the Paris pnze m
1896, the Rougevin pn/e in 1P01 grand medal
of the Ecole des Beau\ \rtb oi Pans in 1901,
and the gold medal oi the Salon des Champa
Eh sees of Paris in 1903 He was architect of

the Pan American Union building at Washing
ton and of the Yallev Forge memorial arch

CBETACEOT7S (krStl'shus) SYSTEM, or

CHAIK FOBICATIO> (Lat cietaceus chalky, from

creta, chalk) A term applied to a series of

strata underhmg the Tertiary and resting on
the Jura Trias, the name being derived from the

chalk beds which form such a prominent mem
her of the Cretaceous in England and France,

although such chalk beds are rare in the United

States, occurring only in Texas and Arkansas
There exists at times an unconformity between
the Upper Cretaceous and the Eocene, or lower

member of the Tertiarv, especially in the Lmted
States The classification of the Cretaceous

presents many difficulties, owing to the variable

section which it exhibits in different areas, but

European and American geologists are agreed on
a division into an upper and a lower member,
while for divisions of lesser size local names are

employed
The Lower Cretaceous, designated by some

geologists as the Comanchean svatem, is repre-
sented along the Atlantic coast bv the Potomac

beds, in the northern
1

Gulf States by the Tusca
loosa stage, in Texas and the western Gulf

borders by (a,) Tnnitv, (b) Fredericksburg,
and ( c) Washita stages The Upper Cretaceous

in the Rocky Mountain region has the following
subdivisions (<t) Dakota stage, (&) Colorado

series, (c) Montana series, (d) Laranue series,

while in the Atlantic border States it is divided

into (a) Matawan, (I) Monmouth, (c) Banco-

cas, and (d) Manasquan stages
The Cretaceous rocks of North America form

a belt of increasing width, extending south-

ward along the Atlantic coast from New York,

through New Jersey, Maryland, North Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida, then around the northern

and western shores of the Mexican Gulf, up the

Mississippi valley to the mouth of the Ohio,

and from Texas northward to the foothills of

the Rocky Mountains They occur also in Ne-

braska, Kansas, and Iowa The greatest derail

opment of the Cretaceous system is m Wyo
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ming Utah Colorado and west of tbe Sierra

Xevadas in Calif01ma In some portions of

tluse list named icgions it is found at heights
of 10,000 and 12,000 feet It occurs also in

\utic Amenca, n.ai the mouth of the Macken
?ip Paver The Imencan CiPticeous heds con

sibt of green&and called also marl,
' and much

used in New Jerse\ and elsewhere for fertilizing

land binds of other kinds, cPns, shell depo&itb,

and on the Gulf of Mexico, especially in Texas,

limestone or chalk In New- Jeisev the foirna

tion IB 400 or 500 feet thick in \hbama 2000

feet in le^as, o\er 1000 feet, represented by

sands, cla^b mails, and chalk, in the upper
Missouri basin, more than 4000 feet, and east of

the Wasatch more thin 0000 feet

The rocks of the CiotaceoUb contain an abun
dance of both annual ind plant remains, fo: this

was a closing period of an era in which reptiles

predominated, and, curiously enough, but few

or none of the Cretaceous species lu\e continued

into the Tertiary The plant? found in the Cie

taceous reprcbtnt; angiobperms, which weie not

found before thib en both dicotyledons and

palms, the foimei including species of the oak,

willow, poplai, b<edi, nuplc, fig, tulip, sasba

fras, eucalyptus, and sequoia Many palm-, and
ncads are found in the Cietxceous of North
America The appear ince of the dicotyledons in

this formation is lather sudden The animal

runams found include both the smallest and

largest foims Thtie ire foiammifeia, sponges
(which were >ery common in the chalk), ecln

noids, many mollusks especially spirally coiled

ammonites and ojsteis The fishes show a con

tinuation of the placoids and ganoids of the

foimer era but tcleostb, or tiue bony fishes,

made their first appeal auce There was also an

cxtraoidmary alundmce of reptiles, including
emliosaurs, dinosaurs, pterosaurs, and croco

dilce Some of the pterosaurs from tbe Kansas
lock measured from 20 to 25 feet in cs.panbe of

wing The sea simians wcic from 10 to 50 feet

long Cope describes the elasmosauius as a
snikelike form 40 feet long, with an arrow

shaped head on a ewanlikp neck that rost 20
feet out of the watei Consequently it could
swim many feet below the suiface and yet luwo
its head extended into the air for breath The
American rocks supply 40 species of sea sor

pents Moie curious still weie the birds with
teeth, found in New Jersty and Kansas (See
IOIITIIYOBNIS ) The mammalian remain* weie
mostly those of lower ordeis, such as marsupials
and monotremes
The geographical developments in North Amor

ica dunng the Cretaceous were great In the

clewing stages the <oa withdrew from the coastal

plains of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico The
Appalachians were subjected to renewed uplift
after having been planed down by erosion The
interior continental sea was shallowed, and
finally obliterated by the uplifting of the land, so
that the eastern and western portion of the
United States were joined into one continent
This uplift became emphasized towards the end
of the Cretaceous, when the Rocky Mountains
were formed Violent volcanic eruptions ac

eompanud tins uplift and the lava flows of the
Yellowstone and of many other sections of the
west of the United States date from this tame
The economic products include moat of the

coal and lignite deposits of the Western States
As a coal making period tbe Cretaceous ranks
second onlj to the Carboniferous period Pe-

troleum is found in the Cretaceous stiata of

Coining Mim of the i>old and sihei bcaung
fisbuie \cins of the Rockies \\en foimed in the

Creticcous while othei pioducts ue hie clays,

chall gicensiud, and non oies

In Fuiope the Cu taceous locks assume great

importance Vccordma to Geikie, they miy be

giouped into two fanh distinct anas, of which

the noithein includes Greit Britain, the low

lands of cential Em ope, with poitions of Rilesu

Bohemia, and noithein Fiance, while the south

ein embiaees the centril and soutnern pait of

Fiance, the Alps, and the M\_chtcir\ncan basin

The northern uea IB ch n xcttri/ed by shillow

water deposits bandston^s conejlomciatcs, md
nrul& moie 01 less ^laucomtic, and passing
into a loosely tcvtuiecl limestone 01 elulk In

the southern bism the fjpic il rocks aie mas

sue, compict linii'stonob, wlneh indicate condi

tions of da pel water and fioei coramuiucation

with the open sea The entne wrica of locks

is usuilly giouped by geologists as follows

lower Cieticpous (a) Neoconnau, (6) Ur

gonian, (c) Aptian, Upper Cioiictous (a)

GUult or Albian, (b) Ccnomanian (c) Tuionuu,
(d) S<nouian, (c) Dmnn Tho diuding line

between the l T

ppei and Lower Cretaceous is re

gaidcd by the Fnmh geologists as occmimg
at the top of the Albian The most conspicuous
mcmbei of the Cutiecous is the white elulk

(Upper Cietaeeous) which forms the icniaik

able cluTs of southeastein England and noith
westein Pi uicf

Bibliography Consult Dina Manual of

Geology (tlh ed, N(\v Yoik, 1800) (1( ikiei,

TcftJiool 0} Qeulogi/ (London, lio j) , \\hite,

Correlation PapeiB, C^iotaeoous
"

Luutcd Ntahi

Giolngical Ntuni/, Bulletin 8'i (Washington,
1*391), Chimboilin ind Salisbury, (Jtulogy, xol

in (New "iork ])07)
CBETE (Lai Onta, Gk Kpijnj, Af, NOk

Kpiri, Ariti, link Am/), 01 CANDIA An islanel

in thu Moditeiranoan, bituittd south of <huu,
consideiod tho most southerly put of luiropo
It lieu between lat 34 57' and J5 4J' N and
between long 23* 30' md 20 20' K (Map
Greece, F 6) It is oblong in shape

1

hiving a

length of about 160 rmlos, and \ui\ini; from
6 to 35 nulcb m width, with in ana of 3i27

squaip miles Its mountainous nurfui1 boais
some resiiinblftiK c to tlut of Owcc Tho WOH!
ern part of the island is tho more elovatod, and
contains tho massive White*, or Mad nan, "Range,

rising at ITa^ios T hcodoros to i hoighl of SI 04
fret Tlu catial inaft-i of Ida, or PHilonti,
leaches in Rtavios 710 i foot The eastern part
is lowoi, hut theie are se'voul ixal^H botwctn
5000 and 7000 feet high Tin not them count
is welt indented and abounds in good harbors,
that of fluda Biv on tho northwest coast boing
one of the best in tlu> Levant The southern
coast 19 mainly unbroken and inaccessible TVia
arc &evtral rnera, but they run dry during the
summer nca<ion The'rt are numerous springs
throughout the island The climate of Croto
is one of the most salubrious in Europe In

spite of its mountainous surface, Crete has a
soil of remarkable fertility, producing most of
the southern fonts and grains The thick
forests whicb. formerly covered the mountains
have almost entirely disappeared, but thpro are
still found Borne treen, such as the cyprqas, tho

chestnui, and th<* olive, cultivated mostly in
the lowlands
The chief products are olive oil, grapes,
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oranges, lemons, and other southern fruitb The
vine of Crete, which enjoyed such fame in the
Middle \gcs, has gieatb deteriorated One of

the chief manufactured productb c\ported is

soap which is made of olrve o 1 The commeice
is chiefly tilth Greece, Austria Hungary, the
United Kingdom, Turkey, and Itah In 1911

impoits were \alucd it 21 359,000 drachmas, and

exports, at 15 til 000 The chief exports were
oh\e oil, 5 571 000 drichmas, raisirs, 2,303 000,
carobs 1811000, southern faults 1516,000
wmc 1436000 and soap 1138,000 (drachma
= 103 cents,) The principal portb aie Cam a,,

Retimo and Candia Hie Bank of Cittt was
founded in 1899 with i capital of 5 000 000

drachmas, and obtained the, pii\ilege of issuing
notes for 30 3 ears

Crete was foimcilv a Turkish dependencr
The inhabitants in laige pait Christian, frc

quently xobe against the Tuikish authorities,
who were suppoitod b> i stiong Mohammedan
minority A long series of outbreaks culram ited

in a general rebellion in 1897, -Hindi led to the

mtcrfeicnce of Greece Thereupon the foui

Great Powers Russia, Fiance, Italy, and the

United Kingdom intervened and established an
autonomous Cretan go\trnment undei the

su/crarnty of the Porto A constitution, which
came into force in 1800, vested the supieme
authority m Prince George of Greece as High
Commissioner of the Powers A reprcsentatn e

legislitive assembly was established, and repre
stntitivos at Rome of the four POULTS were

given contiol of the islands foreign affaua
r

lhe conbtitution as modified in 1007 curtailed

the powers of tbe High Comrmswoner, under it

the Assembly was composed of 65 members
elected for thite -\ e ira Jn 1 ()06 the Powers gave
to the King of thi Hellenes the right of naming
the High Commissioner in ease of vacancy
Fnnce Geoit>e resigned, and was succeeded

(early in 1907) by Alexander ZaimiSj a former

Oicek piemiei In October, 1008, the Assembly
declared the union of Ciete with Gieece, and in

the absence of the High Commissionci , chose a

committee of six to govern the island in the

nam<> of the Hellenic King In the following year

the Powers decided that a high commissioner

bo not appointed nor the status quo changed
On Oct 14, 1912, the Prime Minister of Greece

declared formally in the Greek Chamber the

annexation of Crete
Revenue is derived chiefly from customs, ex

use and monopolies, expenditure rs mostly for

public works and security, instiuetion, and

fin me e In 1910 revenue and expenditure
amounted to 6465,760 and 7,308,632 drachmas,

respectively in I 1

)!!, 6,618,594 and 6,792,829

The public debt in 1912 was 4,615,709 drachmas

Primary instruction is nominally compulsory,
but the school enrollment shows only about one

pupil for 10 inhabitants There are a few m
stitutions for secondary education

Under the Venetians the population of Crete

was estimated at about 250,000 A decreise

follow* d the Turkish conquest, but by 1821 the

number had risen to an estimated 260,000
Another great decrease resulted from the War
of 1821-30, so that an estimate of 1836 placed
the popuUtion at only 130,000 The census of

1881 showed 279 165 inhabitants (about 205,000

Christians and 73,000 Mohammedans , census of

June 17, 1900, 310,056 (269,718 Christiana,

33,496 Mohammedans) , census of June 17, 1911,

844,001 (807,812 Christians, 27852 Mohamme-
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dans, 4S7 Te\t ind 7S50 foreigners) The
Christians ait ilnio^t cntneh of the Orthodox
Gretk faith It is to be noted that the lloham
medans ha\e rapidly detieisfd, the^, as well as

the Christians, aie of Greek oiigin and speak
Greek Of the ioieignerb about too thuds were
Greeks and about one sixth Turks Canea, the

capital, had, in 1011 24 309 inhabitants Candia

(Iraklion), 25,185, Retirno (Rethvmnon), 9086

History Archaeological discoveries tend to

show thit the ishnd via* settled at a -\ery

earh penod bi Phcemeians and Fg^ptians, and
that it undoubtedly was a stepping stone for

those tOio biought the culture of the valto of

the Nile to the mamlind 01 Greece These dis

co\enes hue shown alto that the civilization

known sometimes as iXImoan," sometimes as
'

TSgean," extended bael many millennia before

Chust by 2500 or 2000 B c Ciete was the domi
nant powei in the JEgcan woilds Traces of

this Cretsn civiL/ation extend fiom Canaan to

Sicily Thus the Greek stones about Mmoh
(q\ ), once regirded as whollj mythical, ha\e
been m miny wais remark ibh conflimed

One of the earliest histonoal notices of the

island i-s that embodied m the Odyssey (xiXj

172-170} Here it ib spoken of as well popu
lated by \arious peoples pure Cretans, Achaeans

Dorians, and otheis The main element in the

population was Greek, but whether Dorian or

some other tope i& uncertain TV hen the Odys
&ey was eompofaed, Cnosus, Mmos's capital, situ

ated in the northern pait, was the greatest of

the 90 cities of Crete B\ the side of Cnosub,
the city republics of Gortvna in the south and

C"ydoma m the northwest rose to great piomi
nenee See ABCHJEOLOGY, I, The Pre Mycenaean
or Mmoun Pcnod, and II, 3ycen(ean Penod,
CANDID, MEQU.OKASTBOV C-NOSUS GOETINA,
GOLEMA, Mixes PH^STUS Foi brief sum
manes of the more rmportant 'works bearrng on

the recent discoveries in Crete, see in addition

to the bibliography under ABCILBOLOQY, Shf>ai,
"The Discover icb in Crete" in The Clatnoal

TTflfWy \ol 11, pp 242-244 (1909), and id,
'Crete and Cretan Archaeology," in The Class*
cal TTce7?v, -vol vn, pp 82-85 (1914) Con
suit also AECHTOLOGT and CKETE in The Voio

International 1 ear Book, the volumes for 1908-

As alhes of Mithndates the Great and later,
the Crlician pirates, the inhabitants of Crete
cam into conflict with Home, and after a des

perate resistance of two leais were finally sub
dued by !&!< tellus, in 66 B c On the division of

the Empire the island fell to the Byzantine

rulers, who held it till the year 823, when it was

conquered by an army of Saracens from Anda
lusia In 0G3 the By/antmes drove out the

Saracens and reestablished Christianity m the

country Upon the establishment of the Latin

Empire of the East, in 1204, Crete was given to

Bomface of Montfcrrat, who sold it to the

Venetians These retained therr power trll I860,
when the Turks, after a blockade la&tmg 21

}ea.rs, took the fortress of Candia The last

vestiges of Venetian authonty disappeared in

1715 and Crete remained a part of the Ottoman

Empire, in spite of various attempts at revolt,

in 1770 and in 1821-24 When Greece became
independent in 1830, Crete, through the mfluence

of the Allied Powers England, Russia, and
France was ceded to Egypt, under Mustafa
Pasha (1832-52) the island flourished In 1840
Crete passed again under Turkish control.
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Tlie hostility prevailing between the Clinstian

and the Mussulman inhabitants led to repeated
revolts and crul v^ais tluoughout the nineteenth

century An insunection lasting tiom !Sb6 to

1868 extorted from the Po:te the piomiso of

reforms in the go\einment, the pledge remained
unredeemed however till 1878, ^hen the Sultan,

spurred on bv the Congress of Berlin, issued a

pact or chditer, and appointed a Christian

Governoi General of the iblmd This v&i offset

bv a Mussulman nulitaiv liovmioi In 1889

the Christians rose in urns, but the molt VMS

suppressed the pict vas abiogated and the

inland htld under military iul< till 1S94 vUien

the inteivention of the Powtis led to the re

appointment of a Chiistnn govtmor
In 1896 a fresh upnsim? took plict The Sul

tin ga\e his consent to the cilling of a national

assembly, but the Chnstnn moments ipfused

to lay down their aims in e xpwt iti on of as

sibtance from Greece In Febiunv 1897, a

Greek foice landed in Or ftp ind attacked the

Tuikish troops But Gieeee, v-hich had counted

in Euiopean s\mpathy in its strus^lp with

luikcy found itself alom Austru Fnjiland

Funce, Genninv Itih, and Russia cUelutd
that Ciete should he ytantod complete auton

omv, hut that innovation to Qrecu wis im

possible Italy, Prance, Rusbia, arid England
then established a, peaceful blockade of the

island and demanded that Greta ucall its

troops The refusal of Gmc< plunged it into

war -with Turkev, the outcome of which dcbtroycd
all hopes ot innovation Fiom 1807 to nc ir

the end of 1898 Crete was tlu scene of continu

oua violence At length the Ottomin forces

were withdrawn from the island, ind in Dccom

her, 1808, Prince Gkorge of Greece vias ciextcd

High Commissioner of Cieto for the Powers for

thiee ^ears A national isnemblv nut and
formed a constitution piovidmg for the creation

of a legislature and guai mtccinff freedom of

religion to all inhabitants Although order -was

restored, popular sentiment continued to be in

creasingly m favor of annexation to Greece, and
m 1904 the High Commisbiontr attempted to

gain the consent of the Powers to such a step,
but without success There were revolts agamtit
the High Commissioner's arbitrary policy m
1904 find 1905, in the latter year a revolutionary

assembly proclaimed the union of the island

with Greece, and this was followed bv a similai

proclamation on the pait of the regular Cham
ber The Powers intervened, and after some

desultory fighting the insurgents laid down their

arms in November, 1905
In 1906 Prince George resigned the High

Commissioncrship of Crete and returned to

Athene, but the designation of his successor wad
accorded by the protecting Powers to King
George of Greece as a satisfaction to Greek
national sentiment This arrangdnent lasted
six yeais, but by no means satisfied any of the

parties directly interested The overwhelming
majority of Greeks in the Cretan Assembly
persisted in treating their island as an integral

part of the Greek Kingdom while the govern
ment at Athens, out of defeience to the four

protecting Powers, was obliged to respect Crete
as a shadowy vassal of Turkey The six years
wore marked by almost constant political un
rest on the island A renewed proclamation of
union with Greece in 1908, the exclusion of

Mohammedan deputies who refused to take an
oath of allegiance to Bang George in 1910, and

the election of dtleaatts to represent Crete in

the National Assembly vfcbich revised the con

stitution of the Greek Kingdom in 1912, pro
voked in each ease icpeited intervention of the

Pov* en>

It was a Cretan leader, Eleuthenos Venezelos

(qv), who in 1910 became Premier of Greece

and organi/ed the Bilkan League that prepared
to wage v,\r agunst Turkey A popular upris

ing of Cretins in Maich 1912, put an end to

the government that hid been foiced upon the

jsland bv the protecting Poweis, and erected in

its steid i pioubional gounmient, the recep
tion of TV hose delegates at Athens in October,
19] 2, wis one of the exuises for the outbreak
of the Bilkan \\ar (qv) In that T/var the

Cretans ouj>lit shouldei to shoulder with their

fellow Greeks of the Gieek Kingdom, and bv
the Tieity of London (Mi> 31, 1913) Tuikoy
renounced all soveieignty over the ishnd The
union of Ciett with Gieeee wis formallv. iccog
m^ed bv the otlui Bilkan states bj the Treaty
of Bwhaiest (Aug 10 1913)

Con-nli Pashle^ Tiaieh in Crete (Cam
budge, 1637) , Rptatt, JT/ai/efo and Rcwatchei
in Cteh (London 1805), Stillmvn, The Cretan
Imturrrtiun of J866-68 (New York, 1874),
Mitchell, The GiceJ, the Cretan, and the Turk
(London, 1897) Fi<ese, Sfiott Popular History
uf dtte (ib, 1897) Howes, Cute the Fixe
iiinnet of (heece (ib 1907), Nevor Battoje,

Camping in Crete (ib, 1014) See also

\HOEC EOLOGY

CBBTE A city m flalme Co, Neb, 20
miles sontlmest ot Lincoln, on the Chicago,

Burlington, and Qumcv and the Missouri Pacific

lailioadb and on the Blue Uivei (Map Ne
braska, H 4) It las a public library and is

the seat of Doane College (Congiogationa,!),
established in 1872, -which has A woll equipped
observatoiv Tho principal industries com
prise flour mills, a crameiy and a voting
booth factory Settled in 1807, Crete was

mcorpoiatod as a village in 1871 and is at

?
resent govorwd undoi a revised charter of

880 Thei council is made up of tho mavor
and repi(scntatives from the city wards The
city owns and operates its watei -works and
dortric light plant Pop, 1900, 2199, 1010,
2404

CBfiTTNT, krltaN', JOSEPH (1800-57) An
American ecclesiastic, hrst Boman Catholic

Bishop of fit Paul, Minn He was bom in

Lyons, France, studied there, was ordained a

priest, and m 1838 volunteered to assist Bishop
Loras, ot Dubuquc,, JOWL, aa a workor in the

Ameiicin missions Vicar genoral of Dubuque
until 1851, ind pastor of the cathedral church
of Rt Raphael for much of the time, he in that

yenr received episcopal consecration as pioneer
Bishop of Rt Paul, and entered upon his work
with a clergy of nine Ho soon established a

school, a Ronnnaiy, a hospital, and an asylum,
restored the mission among the Winncbagoes
at Long Prairie founded new missions among
the Ojibwaya, and began a cathedral Tn three

years h<? had increased the number of churches

horn 1 to 29, and to those had added 35

stations

CBfiTINEAtr-JOLY, kri'tS'ny zhftlf,

JACQWES (1803-75) A French author He
was born at Fontcnav lo Comte, Vende'e Of
his veise Let cAonfr romoAns (1826) are beat

known He wrote for the newspapers and
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made special historical studies, particularly of produced on the loom When a pattern ia

the \\ar of the Vendee Hia principal work is printed on this uneven surface, it las a rich,
L'Histoue rehgieuse, pohtique et htteraire de soft appearance A cretonne is rarely calen
la Oompagme de Jesus (6 vols, 1844^*6), dered or glazed The thick weft threads of
wntten from unedited and authentic docu
mints and piactically an official hibtory Con
suit Ma-vnard's biography (Paris, 1875)
CBE'TINTSM (Fr cretimsme, from cretin,

idiot possibh from OF christien, chiestien,
Fr ohiehen, an innocent or from Lat creta,
chalk fauggested by the chalky pallor of cietms,
or, more probably, from Rlisfto Romanic cret,

d\\aif, cictm, diminutue) A term applied in
a genual sense to idiocy or defective mental

development, depending upon loeal causes and
associated \iith bodily deformity or arrested

growth Endemic cretmibm is found associated
with goitre (q^ )

in the lower Alpine valleys,
not only of Switzerland and Italy, but of the

Pyrenees, Sjria, India, and China Families

moving into goitrous districts are apt to de

velop goitre in the first generation, cretinism
in the second and succeeding generations In

Europe it is raielv met with at a higher
elevation than 3000 feet, and haunts chiefly the
valleys surrounded by high and steep walls of

rock, which exclude the light and limit the
free cuculation of air Cretins are either im
beciles with intelligence or idiots their bodies
are dwaifed, ^ith cmvature of the spine,

pendulous bellj ,
distorted legs, small wide apart

eyes, large mouth, with protruding lower lip,

sparse harbh hair, div skin, low forehead, and

irregularly large or small skull

Cretinism is believed to be due to lime in
the drinking water of the districts in which
these people live, its immediate cause, how
ever, has been proved to be dependent upon

of the thyroid gland Treatment of

by the mouth, has resulted in some improve
ment Tieatment of infant cretins with doses

of the gland has resulted in a cure, but the

thyroid must be taken as food for life, otherwise
the patient relapses into an imbecile and the

physical changes return Sporadic cretinism, or

infantile myxoedema, is related both to endemic

disease, alcoholism, or emotional shock in the

parents, results m deficient thyroid secretion,

hut changes m tlia pituitary body and the

thymus gland have also been observed The

physical and mental changes are like those of

endemic cretinism The skin is coarse and

thick, the nostrils broad and flattened Develop
ment is exceedingly slow, the teeth appear

late, tlie child is helpless In this form of

cretinism, a cure, if treatment is begun early,
~ -

TTT , j

IB generally brought about by the continuous Sweden and the United

adxnWration of thyroid exteact which may ^^J^ldUw"
be considered a specific in this disease The

improvement wrought in a, child within a few

months is remarkable See QonBB, THTBOID
GLAND MTXOBDEMA

CBETOITNE, kreton' (so named after ita

inferior qualities are commonly formed of waste

cotton, and the patterns upon these, though
often bright and showy, are, as a rule, printedm moie or less fugitive colors Some cretonnes
are printed on both sides with different patterns

CBETTSA, kre-u'sa. (Lat, from Ok Ep&vra,
JLreou&a) 1 The wife of Jason and daughter
of King Creon of Corinth She was burned to

death with her father by the magical poisoned
diadem and robe given to her as bridal gifts

by Medea Consult the Medea, of Euripides
2 The daughter of Priam and Hecuba and wife

of J5neas She disappeared during the flight
from Troy, and when JEneas returned to the

burning city to search for her she reappeared,

announcing her adoption as a nymph by C^

bele, and prophesying his coming good fortune
in Italy Consult Vergil, Jflneid, 11, 730-794

CBEUSE, krgz (Fr, hollow) A central de

partment of France, -watered by the river

Cieufae (Map France S, F 3) Area, 2164

square miles Pop 1896 279366, 1901,277,
831, 1911, 266188 The streams, with the

exception of the Creuse, are insignificant The
climate is cold, moist, and variable and the

soil poor except in the infrequent valleys The

pioducts ai*. r\e, viheat, buckwheat, oats, and

potatoes but the raising of cattle foims the

chief brinch of rural industry Large quanti
ties of chestnuts and fruit aie gio^vn Coal is

mined at Aliun and Bourganeuf, while iron,

lead, tin and antimony are found at various

places Carpets, d^e&tuffs, lumber, shoes, hats,

and porcelain aie manufactmed The people
of Creuse annually migrate in large numbers
to nnd work in various parts of France, making
local labor scarce and high priced Capital,
Gueret

CBETJSE A roer of France, rising in the

mountains on the (southern border of the De-

partment of Creuise, flowing in a generally
north northwest direction through that depart

ment, then in a northerly and westerly direc

departments of Vienne and Indre et Loire, and

falling into the Vienne, a tributary of the

Loire, about 12 miles north of Chatellerault,

after a course of 150 miles

CBETTTZ, kroits, GTTSTAT PHILIP, COUKT

(1731-85) A Swedish politician and poet
born in Finland In 1763 he was sent as Mm
ister to Madrid, and in 1766 as Minister to

Paris, where m 1783 he concluded with Benja
mm Franklin a commercial treaty between

States He is chiefly

Camilla, 17&1), which with 10 other poems,

appeared edited bv G^lenborg (1795) ,
a new

edition (1862)

CBEUZEB, kroi'tser GEOBG FMEDBICH (1771-

___ 1858) A German philologist He was bora at

manufacturer)
'

Originally a "white cloth of Marburg and studied there and at Jena In

French manufacture The name is now applied 1802 he was appointed a professoi at Marburg

to a printed cotton fabric introduced about 1860 and in 1804 obtained the chair of philology and

and used for curtains or for covering furniture ancient history at Heidelberg, which he occu

Chintz (qv ), so much employed for the same

purpobe m foimer years, is a comparatively

pied, with great credit for 44 years In 1848

he retired to private life He died at Eeidel

thm'"pnnted "cloth Vighl> glazed Cretonne, berg, Feb 15, 1858 &8 first and probably his

however, is generally thick and strong, and with greatest woik was BymbohKwti fVttdkww dor

a twilled, crape, basket, wave, or other figure ato Volte* t besondfers <^r Gntohm (1810-12)
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Tins treatise, which asserted the symbolical
character of ancient mjthologies, excited a

lively controversy, in "which Gottfried Hermann
and J H Voss appealed as the opponents of

Creuzor His next uoik in importance was a

complete edition of the woiks of Plotmus (3

vols, Oxford, 1833) With Gr H Moscr, Cieu/er

edited several woiks of Cicero De }atuta
Deofum (1818), De Legilus (1824), De Re
Pullica (1826), and De Dumatione (1828)
Between 1837 and 1848 he published i partial
collection, of his -\\ntings m 10 \olfa (Deiit&che

Bchnften, Leipzig and Daimstadt), the last of

^hich contains his autobiogiapln under the

title J.HS dem, Lelen euiw allei Ptofesso s

This was &uppkmented by his Pai ahpomena, dor

Leben-sktzze ewes alien P>o/r9sors (Frankfoit,

1858) He was also a prolific wiitor of cbbajs
on archaeological topics Consult Stark, Fried

iioh Creuser, sein Bildungsgang v.nd seine

lleibende Bedevtimg (Heidelberg, 1873), and

Sandys, A Histoi y of Classical Scholarship, vol

in (Cambiidge, 190S)

CRETTZNACH, krovts'naG See KKEUZNAOH
CREVAI/L^ (from Sp cctballa, horse mack

ertl, fiom t,aballo, hoite, fiom Lat calalluf,

hoibe), or CAVVTIY A name in Florida and
the West Indies tor vaiious cdiblo mickcrcl

like sea fish of the genus Gat ant (fiinily

Carangidje), especially the hige horse crcvalll,

or jack (Caranyus hippos,), which is found on

both coasts of the waim paitt, of Vmciica and
also in the fast Indies It is olniceous above,
sides and below goldin, opeiclt maikcd -with a

large black blotch, cxnmib of the Jowu jaw
very prominent It frequently exceeds 15

pounds in weight lud 11 common in Florida,
where it ia regarded ns i fine food iish A
closely related species (Oaiangm caftof/d?) of

the Pacific coast of MOMCO is called 'cocmero,"
or "cocmero dorado" See Juan, Plate of

HOUSE MACKEEEI

CREVASSE, ki& vas' See QLAOIEJJ
CREVATJZ. krlW, Junes NICOLAS (1847-

82) A French explorer, born at Lor<ium, Lor
raine He made four extensive tours through
South America On the first of these (1877) he
visited the interior of Guiana and crested to
the Tumuchumac Mountains, the first European
to perform that feat In the following year he
visited the valley of the Rio Ojapok arid, after

exploring the Amazon region, returned to Pans
On his next tour, undertaken for the purpose of

exploring the left affluents of the Orinoco, he
tiaveled from Bogota, along the upper Rio

Negro to the RJo Ouavuie, which he reached
OcF 20, 1880 In 1882 he journeyed through
the vallev of the Parana, explored the Tapajos
and several other rivers, and discovered numcr
ous remain*, of Inca civilization While en

deavonng to ascend the Pilcomayo, in order to
visit certain Indian tribes, he was attacked by
the Tobis and killed with 10 of his companions,
two Bolivians of his escort alone escaped to re

late the details of the catastrophe An account
of his explorations has since appealed under
the title Voyage* dans I'Amenque <? 8ud
(1883) A woik published by the Geograplu
cal Society of Paris, and entitled Flewes de

r4.mSn.que du Sud (1883), is aleo based upon
his reseaiches

CREVECCETTR, krgv'kSi/, JexiT HBOTOB SAIWT
JOHN DE (1781-1813) A French agriculturist,
traveler, and author He TVas born at Caen
and was educated in England He came to

America in 1734, bought an estate near New
Vork, and married the daughter of an American
mci chant He suffered much fiom the Revolu

tionary *Vai and in 1780 was impiisoned three

months in New York on suspicion of being a

spA He ^\as sent to Englind as a pnsonei,
T\as e^chingcd, leached France in 1782 and
mtioduccd theie the culture of the American

potato On Ins retuiu to New York (November,
1783) as French Consul he found his uife

deid, In*, house buined his children, too had

disappear* d, but ^ere iinalH found in the care

of a kmdlv muchint He had prcvioublj- pub
1'shed Letter of an Line)ican, Fatmcr (1782)
which he tianslated into Fieneh ind published
in Pius Hie; gave such globing accounts of

the climate and fertility of America that 500
families no sud to IUVL left France for the

Ohio M\\<\ on the sticngth of his statements
He wrote ilso i volume on Potato Culture (in

French), and 1 Journey in Lpper Penmi/liania
and in \cin 30/k State (2 vols in liench,

1801) In his most impoitint \voik, the Let
ft? 1

?, CrSvecceur, though a man of much culti

vition, wntc^ is i simple hearted American
faimer Inteinil evidence in his writings tends

to mdicite tint he wxs a Quols.er, and the

likelihood that he was such is strengthened by
lus icfu^il to take any part in the military
conti ovcrMes of the Revolution His id\llic

descriptions of lift in the New Woild, with its

appioximition to I?ouss<nu's state of niture,
liansformed crudit> into an idealistic mirage
that fascinated the philosopher The Letto s

were translated into Oennan and Dutch, and
tlxir ideilj/cd treatnunt of American rural

life may perhaps be traced in Campbell,
Southcj, Coleridge, and Byron possibly in

Chateaubriand Alter holding his consulship
for JO ycais Ci&vaaur rclmmd to France,

d> mg at Sareclles Consult Tvler, Literal y

Bwton/ of the favohtum (New York, 1807)

CREVrLLEWTE, kra'yfi lyan't\ A town of

Spam, in the Pi ounce of Alicuite, about 20
miles west bouthwest of the city of that name
(Map Spam, E 3) It is picturesquely situ

atcd at the foot of the hills some 10 miles from
the boundary of Murcia, and has a pretentious
town hall and a castle, formerly the possession
of the Count of Altamira Weaving and agri
cultuie are the principal industries Crevillente

is supposed to have btcn founded by the Ro
mans Undei the Goths it formed part of tho

Kingdom of Todmir, it passed into the hands
of the Moors, by whom it was held until 1263,
when it was takea by Jaime el Conquistador
Pop, inoo, 10,726, 1910, 10,452

CREW (older form also oruc, apocopated from
cocn ue, OF aoieioe, act me, increment, from

acteistte, Fr atoioitre, to increase, from Lat

acorescerc, to increase, from ad to + oresoere,
to grow) A term used to designate the body
of men employed to man a ship, boat, gun,
etc The crew of a full rigged sailing ship is

divided into hve parts forecastlemen, foretop
men, maintopmen, miz^ntopmen, and after

guard, these are called the jwrtt of the ship,
and they are again subdivided into port and
starboard loaiohfs, and each watch is again
separated into first and second parti fort (or

starboard) Modern meEofvar without sail

power usually have the crew divided according
to the arrangement of the battery It is cue

tomary to have as many gun divisions as th

arrangement of the battery demands In ad
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dition to these there are the powder division,
engmecr'b dnision, and marines

CBEW, HENBY (Ib59- ) An American
physicist, born at Richmond, Ohio He gradu.
ited at Pimceton in 1882, was fellow in physic*
at Johns Hopkins University in 1884-87,
and m&tructoi in phjsics at Haverford Collegem 1888-91 In 1801-02 he \vas astronomer of
Lick Observaton, and in 1802 -was appointed
profebbor of physics at Northwestern Unrvei-s'ti

(Evanston, 111) He uib piesident of the
American Physical Society in 1009-10 In 1012
he became president of the Illinois Academy of

Science He also became abSibtant editor of tho
\.tt> ophysical Joutnal and published Elements

of P/M/SMW (1899 M ed rev, 1909) , Prmnplii
of Mechanics (1008), General Physics (190S
1911)

"CEBWE, kioo A town of Cheshire, England,
about 34 miles southeabt of Liverpool (Mip
England, D 3) II ib a cential station ot b(\

eial railwajs and o\\c.s itb importance to the
establishment in 1S43 of the immense woik

shops of the London and Northwebtern Hail

way, which employ more than 7000 men Cre^p
was incorporated in 1877 Its affairs are ad
ministered by a nmor a municipal council of

21, and a, board of aldcrmtn of set en membeib
(See GREAT BBIIAI\, Local Government) In
order not to interfere \vith its immense pib
senger traffic, many miles of railway have been
tunneled under the cit\ to tran&poit freight
It is also a mail distributing centre Its supph
of gas and water is piovided by the London
and North-western Railway It has a modem
system of sewerage connected with a sewagi
farm Two hospitals, a technical school and
school of art, a library, public baths, and i

large general market are maintained by tli

corporation Among it? chief industries aif

the manufacture of locomotives, railway cais
clothing, and fustian Pop {municipal

borough), 1891, 32,774, 1901, 42,074, 1011,
44070

CBEWEj E.OBBBT OKBXET ASHBUBTON CEBWE
MILNES, MAEQUIS OF (1858- ) A British

statesman, educated at Irmity College, Cam
bridge He was asbiatmt private secretary
to the Secret\ry for Foreign Affairs in 1883-84

Lord in Waiting to the Queen in 1886, and
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in 1892-05 In

1905-08 he was Loid President of the Council,

in 1008 Lord Pnvy Seal, and in 1908-10 Sec

rotary of State for the Colonies He became

Secretary of State foi India- in 1010, again
Lord Privy Seal in 1912, and also His Maj
fsty's Lieutenant for the County of London
in the same year He received the Oxford
DCL in 1912 Besides several articles on

Ireland, he is author of a volume of Stray
Verses (1889-90, 2d ed, 1893)

OBBTTOW, kra'ton, PATJL A pseudonym of

J T Trowbndge
OBIB See FOUNDATION
CEIBTAGB (from on&, rack, Ger Knppe,

OHG inppo, also chnvfo, connected with

MHO- foeH basket, which is probably related

to Lat cot&w, basket) A game of cards, -which

can be played bv two, three, or four persons,
but is mostly played by two with a pack of 52

cards When four persona are engaged, they
take aides The value ot the cards is face

cards 10, ace one, and the rest as marked The
number of cards dealt is usually five or six,

The points ai <s acoied on a board, and 61

constitutes game The pLrverb cut for deal,
the placer Tvho lose-* the deal takes thiee points,
as a makeweight for the adversary's advantage
Fi\e (or si\) cards in alternate succession

are then dealt, the rest of the pack being placed
face downward on the table The players gather
up their cards, inspect them, and select two
to place them on the table face down These
cards aie called 'the crib" and become the

pioperty of the dealer The nondealcr then
cuts the remainder of the pick and the dealer

turns up the top caid The play then begins,
the player announcing the -value of eich card
es he pla-ts it thus, suppose it is a king, he

cills 10 the next placer says, eg 8, then
another card ib pk\ed b\ the fir-st placer, and
so on until the whole amount reaches 31, or

as near it, without exceeding it, as can be ac

complished The details of counting the points
made in play are too intricate to exemplify in

a general description After the plav of the

hand is completed, each pkjei counts all the

fifteens he can by any combination make out of

the cards he holds in conjunction with the

'turn up" caid Then the dealer takes up
the four cards thrown out for the crib" by the

two playeis as already mentioned, and counts

them in the same vaj in conjunction \nth the

turn up or start card Each player is entitled,
in addition to the pointh made in plav or in

crib, to count "pairs," pairs royal," double

pairs royal,
3 and for the knave ("his nobs")

as well as to count sequences three or more
cards following in successive numbeis and

flushes, nhen all the cards in crib are of the

same suit Consult Cady Ctibbage (New
York, 1897) 'Aquarius" Piquet and Ctibbags
(London 1883) .Fosfo's Complete Hoyle
(New York, 1900)

CKrlB'BrN'G, or GBJB BITnra A bad

habit, met vith csppciallj in the lighter breeds

of hor&es and thobe spending a considerable

amount of time in the stable The act consists

in the animal seizing with his teeth the manger,
rack, or any other such object, and then arch

ing the neck, git ing a giunt, and apparently

swallowing air, and is technically calfed wind

sucking" Cribbing spungs often from idle

play, may be first indulged in during groom
ing, cbpecially if the operation is conducted m
the stall, and the animal be needlessly teased or

tickled, is occasionally learned apparently, by
imitation from a neighbor, and in the first m
stance is frequentlv a symptom of some form of

indigestion Its indulgence ma> be suspected
where the anterior edge of the front teeth la

T*om off, and will soon be proved by turning the

animal loose where he can find suitable objects
to lay hold of It usually interferes with, thnv

ing and condition and leads to attacks of mdi

gestion It can be pievented only bv the use

of a muzzle or throat strap by covering the

mangers and othei stable fittings with iron, or

by using box stalls without any manger or

projecting wood

CBICHTOIT, kn'ton, JAMBS (1560-82),
called THE \D;MIBA.BI.E CBiCETou1 A Scotchman
famous for Ins versatility and his universal ac

complishmenls He was the son of Robert

Gnchton, of Bliock, Dumfriesshire, who was

joint Lord Advocate of Scotland from 1562 to

1573 and from 1573 to 1581 On hie mother's

side he claimed descent from the old. Scottish

kings He was educated at Si Andrews Um
versity Before lie reached his twentieth year



he had, it seems, "run through the whole circle

of the sciencea," mastered 10 different languages,
and perfected himself in every knightly ac

complishment In Parib, Home, Venice, Padua,
and Mantua he achieved the most extraordinary
victories in disputation on all branches of

human knowledge and excited tmneraal amaze
ment and applaube The beauty of hib person
and the elegance of his manners also made him
a great favorite, while, as if to leave no ex

eellente unattained, he vanquished a famous

swordsman in a duel it Mantua (1582) Ihe

Duke of Mantua appointed him preceptor to

his son, Vmcenzo di Gonzaga a dissolute and

profligate youth On Juh 3, 1582, according
to Douglas Crichton, in his Idmrable d ichton

the Real Ghwraoter, Cnehton was attacked in

the streets of Mantua by six masked men He

j8 CRICKET

(1866- )
A British soldier and explorer,

educated at Magdalene College, Cambridge He
became a lieutenant in the British army in

1884 He -was a member of Joseph Thomsons

exploring expedition to the Atlas Mountains,
reached the top of Tizi Likumpt (15,000 feet)

in 1888, and after the recall of Thomson had
sole charge of the expedition In 1800 he re-

ceived a commission in the Bechuanaland
Border Police In 1892 he was taken prisoner
by a Matabele impi, and in 1900-02 he served

in South Africa He was promoted lieutenant

colonel in 1911 A fellow of the Roval Geo

graphical Society, his writings on e^cploration
include In the Heart of the Atlas, Two Afrt
can Cities Across the Veldt to Bulwaayo
CEICKOST (OF crequet, Fr onquet, ulfa

mately imitative in ongin) Any of the salta

1 Common black cricket (GryUut lughatw) 2 A vraacleaa onoket (CWepWw moculadu) 3 A tow cricket the small
green or

'

snowy crudest (CEcw&va nwt/ut) female 4 Same male 5 A mole onoket (Orvttetalfa bortaltt)

pushed them BO hard that their leader pulled
o<T his mask and disclosed the features of Vin
cenzo With an excess of loyalty Crichton
threw himself upon his knees and begged the

voung prince's pardon, at the same time pre
siting him with his sword, which the heartless

> outh plunged into the body of his tutor What
degree of truth there may be in the eulogies
of his biographers it is impossible to determine,
but he is known to have associated himself
with the Venetian publisher Aldus Manutvus,
who is the authority for many otherwis& un
authenticated biographical details W H Ains
worth wrote a romance founded on the story
of Crichton in 1837 Consult P F Tytler,
The l%fe of Jam?3 Onohton (London, 1819,
rev cd, 1823), Douglas Cnehton, The Admi
rabte Onchton the Real Ohwaoter (ib , 1909) ,

Whibley, Sways vn Biography (ib, 1913)
CBICHTON-BBOWNE, HABQMJ W A, F

tonal insects of the orthopteroua family Gryl
lidse, distinguished from the Locustid by the

cylindrical spear shaped ovipositor of the fc

male The family contains three very distinct

ps (1) mole crickets (qv), with fore

developed for burrowing, (2) tree crickets
v

) , (3) true crickets, including the common
neld and house cnckets Most of them in all

parts of the world are black or of some dull
color and are mainly nocturnal They are

herbivorous, and the American black field cnck
ets are most abundant in neglected fields, or
where layers of old straw, etc

f give them
warmth and hiding They dig holes in the

ground and sit there during the day, chirping,
as if with contented enjovment, and going abroad
at night, but any disturbance near them will

produce instant quiet Their eggs are laid in
the loose soil, chiefly m the autumn, and hatch
in the spring, few adults anrvmng the winter*



>f cold climates The commonest apeciea in
the northeastern United States (Gryllus neg
lectus) occasionally comes into houses, but the
house cricket proper is a European one (Oryllus
Jomesticus] which habitually domesticates it

self, and is especially fond of the crevices about
old fashioned fireplaces, -where its merry chirp
ing has wo\en itself into the romance and
poetry of all Western nations, as a sound sug
gehtive of domestic cheer This species is now
uchmatized in Canada and some of the North
(astern States The wingless crickets are rep
i evented in the United States by a species

(Ceutophtlus maculatus) common in New
England
The chirping of these insects, which begins

in midsummer, is produced by rubbing a filehke

ndge of one wing over a scraping surface of

the other Only the males have these organs,
and it is generally agreed that the sounds serve

either to call or excite the mute females A
ceitun Sicilian species is said to make a noise

audible a mile awaj The apparatus and the
musical characteristics of the sound have been

e\haustively studied by S H Scudder, who
&aya that the notes of the black field cncket
art pitched at E natural two octaves above
middle C The songs of other sorts of crickets

\arj from this, each in its own way To this

same group belong some curious forms of the

tropics in which '

the front of the bead is pro-
duced into a leaflike projection

" Another group
are of -very diminutive size and resemble minute
roaches one genus (Myrmecophila) dwells al

together in the nebts of ants, both in Europe
and in North America Several species have
been described Other Grvllids are among the

insects inhabiting caves Consult Howard and

Marlitt, 'Principal Household Insects of the

United States," in Vmted States Department of

Agtioultwe, Division of Entomology, Bulletin

4, N s (Washington, 1896) See CAVE ANI
MAIS and SYMBIOSIS, and compare LOCUST,
KAITDD), MOLE CBICKET, TEES CBICKET
CRICKET (probablv from OF onquet, stick

used as a marker in the game of bowls) The
national game of England is plajed wherever

Englishmen have colonized, and in many of

Great Britain's possessions, notably in the West

Indies, it has become popular with the natives

In America it is played in certain portions of

the United States and in the larger cities of

Canada The rules which govern the game all

over the world are those made by the Maryle
bone Cricket Club of London and from time to

time are regulated at meetings of this club

llus has always been the custom since the club

*as founded, about the year 1744 Philadel

phia, which is the home of cricket in America,
has more clubs than any other place in the

United States or Canada, and the four larger
clubs ^ermantown, Belmont, Menon, and

Philadelphia-compete annually for the Halifax

cup ATwo other cups
are also competed for by

somenf? mlSor clubs and second elevens from

the principal clubs Cricket in Philadelphia is

controlled by the Associated Cncket Clubs of

Philadelphia, in an organization composed of

three delegates from each of the four large

clubs This organization publishes a periodical,

the 4mencon Oncketer, founded in 1877 The

Metropolitan District Cncket League, and the

New York Cricket Association, which has ae

sumed more importance of late years, regulate

the matches within 20 miles of the city hall

i0 QBlGKET

in New York The other organizations in the

United States are the California Cncket Asso

ciation, the Northwestern Cricket Association,
vnth headquarters in Chicago, and the Mas
sachusetts Cricket Association International
matches are pkyed annually between the United
States and Canada, and on several occasions

teams from Philadelphia have visited England
In 1912 the Philadelphia Cncket Club made
an excellent showing abroad by winning fi\e

matches and drawing one out of nine plaved
Almost annuallv, in recent years, either an

English, Australian, or Irish eleven has visited

Philadelphia, New York, and Toronto The

Intercollegiate Cricket League is composed of

teams representing the University of Penn

s-vhania, Harvard, and Haverford
The game is played between two teams of

11 men each, on a level grass field, but the

exigencies of climate in Australia and the Pa
cific slope of California sometimes necessitate

a cement based, matted stretch In the centre

of the field a wicket is pitched, le, three

stumps of wood about 1% inches in
J
diameter

and 27 inches high are placed in a line so that

with the space between them they oo\er 8

inches, on the top of these are two light wooden
bails Twenty two yards in a, direct line from
and opposite these, three similar bail topped
stumps are erected A line from each wicket
or set of stumps 8 feet, 8 inches in length, with
the stumps in the centre, is drawn This is

the bowling crease, beyond which the bowler
must not pass when delrvenng the ball In
front of the stumps, 4 feet from them and par
allel with them, another white line IB drawn,
called the popping crease, within which is the

batsman's domain The bat used must not be

longer than 38 inches or wider than 4% inches

The ball is 3 inches in diameter and weighs
about 5% ounces An umpire is appointed by
each team, and, before starting a match, they
settle what shall be considered boundaries and
other conditions of play Then the captains
toss for the right to select which team shall

go to the bat first The team which so elects

sends two men in, one to each wicket, the other

team sends a bowler to one end and disperses
the other 10 men about the field in such posi
tions as the captain's knowledge of the kind of

bowler and the kind of batter indicates to him
as likely to be most efficacious The umpire
then calls "play," and the bowler bowls, not

throws, the ball from the end opposite the

batter If it is a ball which the batsman can

reach, he either blocks it or hits it to some

part of the field, if he thinks he can run to

the opposite wicket and the other batsman

change places with him before the ball is re-

turned and either wicket thrown down with it,

he runs, and a "run" IB scored each time the

batsmen cross each other The bowler bowls four,

five, or six balls (four in a three days' match)
from one end, and then the hall is handed over

to a second bowler, who bo* la an equal number
of balls from the opposite end The batsman
may be put out in any of the following ways
if he fails to defend his wicket and the bowled

ball knocks off the bails ("bowled") ,
a fielder

catches a batted ball before it touches the

ground ( 'caught") , should the batsman fail to

have his bat or any part of his person within

the popping crease before his wicket is thrown
down with the ball ("run out") , if he steps out

of his ground to play a ball, misses it, and the.
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wicket keepci thio^vs his \ueket down witli it

befoie lit can btp back ( stumped") if -when

a fetr light ball has been bowled to him which
m the judgment ot the umpire would ha\e hit

his Tucket had he not prevented it bv inter

posing any part of his body except his hand

I lig betoic \\icket') if in placing at the bill

lie knocks doun his onn wicket (
'hit ticket") ,

or if he \\illfulU obstructs the fieldcis When
a, bailsman ib put out, anothei takes his place,
and the game pioeeeds until the tenth man
:s out lhen thore being no moie batsmen to

fome, the ele\onth mans innings conies to an

end, he being not out
" The total number of

luns made off tne bats with a few penalties
added \ihieh it is not necessary to detail hciG

make up that hide'b scoie Then the other side

goib in to bit Each ele-ven has normally t\\o

innings taktn allematih, the total score of each

hide deteiminmc; the aesult of the match

Tilhwhite, Ci id etas' Annual and Wisdcn,
Cticket llmaraLJi are the standaid authorities

on the rules for the cm rent fears Consult

Muidoch, CucJet (London, 1893), Ljttelton,
Outdoor Game's Ctu,ltf and Golf (ib, 1001)

Piince Hanjitsmhji, The Jubilee BooJe of C> icJ ot

(Edinburgh 1807) Head, innate of CiicJct

(London, 1897), Spplding's Cnc7*et Guide (is

sued annualh ) , \Sarnu, CncAe* t J/ani/

dimes (Philadelphia,, 1001), and GncLet Ae/ow
the Sea* (New Yoik, 1003)
CRICKET IHOG A small frog ( icrw gryl

lutf not them speumcng aie vanety ciepitan*,),

abundant througliout thp waimer pa-tts of the

United States, east of the plains, and noted for

its latthng cmkethke CIILS in spring (Ste
Colored Plate \vith TOAD ) It is about an inch

long, brownish, \utli a blackibh tnan^ular patch
(ape\ backward) bctwctn the eyes, the borders
of which are lictht coloiod, contmuod as a doi

sal band to the iear end ot the k^ , throat

m spring jellow, and lct>s birred, but all these

eoloTS change vrth sunoundings, as the species

possesses the power of mitaeluo&is in a high de

gree "The note of this ppccies," sa^s Cope,
'may be exactly imitated b> striking two
marbles together first slowh, then, faster and

faster, for a succession of about 20 or 30 beats
J he noise cannot be lieard at a very great dis

tance It keeps on the high gtass in and
aiound marshy places seldom if ever ascending
trees or bushes When pursued, it leaps with

prodigious agility ind hides under water"
Their eggs are

deposited
in April, in little

masses attached to the blades of coarse grass A
short time afterward all the great numbcis
uluch make the marshes so noisy in Apnl and
May die off, so that until the eggs hatch and
the young "peepers" develop late in August,
the species is practically extinct Consult

\bbott, "Notes on the Habits of the Savannah
Cucket Frog," in American Naturalist (Phila
delphia 1882) and Dickerson, The Frog Book
(Ne* \ork 1006)
CRICKET ON THE HEARTH (Das Heim

ohen am Herde) An opera by Goldmark (qv ),
first produced m Vienna, March 21, 1899, m
the United States, Nor 7, 1012 (Philadelphia)
CRICKET 01T THE HEARTH, THE A

Christmas tale by Chailes Dickens (1845)
CRIEBT, krSf A police burgh and health re

sort in Perthshire, Scotland, on the Bam, 17

miles \vcst of Perth (Ma-p Scotland, B 3) It

is beautifully situated at the foot of the Gram
piane, near the entrant to the Highlands It

has a public library and a mechanics' institute

Itb healthful climate mikes it a summer ictreat

for imalids, who reboit to its hydropathic es

tabhshmints Ihcic aio numerous handsome
countn at tb in the vicmiU The greatebt Scotch

cattle maiket \\as held here till 1770, when it

\ as romov ed to Falkirk Its industru s include

the manufictiue of leather, Imrn, fotton and
woolen goods Pop 1001 5208 1011 5571

CRILE, GEOBGE W (1864- ) An Amer
ican surgeon, l>om at Chili Ohio He graduated
horn Ohio Noithan University (^B, 1884)
and Wooster (MD 1887), and studied alt.o m
Vnnni, london, and Paris He \\as lecturer

on the punciples and practice ot suigtn &t

Wooster fiom 1803 to 1000, -when he became

Sofpssor
of clinical hurgery at Western Reserve

nmisity In 1013 he vis gixnkd an lion

oiary fcllowfclup in the E.o^ il College of Sm
geons Els look, Oil the Blood Pte^n)f in

Sutqay (100
1

}) is espeailly important (See
BLOOD PBrssuiE) He published besides

Surgical tfhacl (1807) Mm go ij of the Itcspita

toiil 8i/3tcm (1000) , Ccttant I'toblemt Relating
to Kwgieal Opantion* (1001), Hemorrhage
and Ti antfuiion, (1000) Su>gical inctnia and
Reiuwitatwn (lOlt)

CRILLOM", kre'yoiSi'', Lours BALBIS (or DBS

BALBTS) DE BFBTOV DB (1543-1615) A cele

brated Pioncli gcnoi il smnimod "L'homme
sans peur," and Le bravo" He wab born
at Muis, in Pi ov once and was trnnod foi vtar

under Fianoois de Loiraine, Duke of Guise, then

the model of militan cluvah> In 1WS ho ga\c
proof of his valor at th< siege of Ciliib and
soon aftenvud at tlie capluit of Oiunp& He
fought against the Huqumots jnd distinguished
hmibtlf at the battlis of Dicux, Jainac, and
Moncontour He was at the battle1 of I

in 1)71, and, though wound<d, was nppomixd
to cariy the news of the ~\ letorv to the Pope and
the lipnch Km? ITo disappiovtd shon^h of

the massitre of St Hailholonuw, but in H73
he took part in the siege

1 of La Roclullo He
accoinpimed Htmy of Anjou to Poland, and
after the lattci 3 acoesfiion as Tleiuv III con
tinued faithful to him in Ins struggle with the

Catholic League Henry IV found in him a
smcoie friend and adviner, and called him "Le
Brave des Braver '

After the peaee with Savoy
Cnllon -"ctnrd to Avignon Consult Montrond,
Bwtwc dn In we Qnllon, (Tillc 5th ed 1874)
CRIME (OF Fr onme, Tt cfimme, from

Lat orimen, iccusition fiom ^ccttia?, Ok
kplveu, Awietn, to decide) In law, an offense

against the poaw oidti, and digmtv of the

state dime has been moit Hjxuncall} defined

as "disobedience to a command or piohibition
made with reference to a matter affecting pub
he peace, order, or good government to which
a sanction is attached by way of compensation
for the imury which the act or omission may
have oatiied to an individual

"

The same wrongful act, eg, assault and bat

tery, may subject the wrongdoer to a criminal

prosecution by the state and to a civil action
in tort by the injured individual Sueh an act
is at once a breach of the. public peace and an
invasion of the injured person's rights In

England and in each of the States of the
United States certain offenses are crimes at com
toon law, while others are made so by statute
Criminal offenses against the United States, how
ever, are all of statutory origin The common law
classification of crimes was into treason (qv ),
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felony (qv ), and misdemeanor (qv ) , treason

being separated from other high crimes because
of its character, its mode of trial, and its,

punishment, and the chief distinction between
a felon} and a misdemeanor being that the
former occasioned the forfeitme of lands and

goods, while the latter did not The statuton
definitions of the various classes of crimes now
Ubually includes treason undu the head of

felony and makes the distinction between felo

nies and misdemeanois tuin upon the disgrace
ful or infamous character of the punishment
pi escribed for the crime a felony being usually
punishable b\ loss of life or by imprisonment
in a State prison for a jeai at least and b>
the depmation of civil lights, while a mi&
demeanor is punished bv fine or by imprison
went in a woikhouse or by both
In order that an act shall amount to a

cnme, it must be committed with a criminal
intent It is not a crime to take the life of

a human being if thit, is done pursuant to a
legal command, is in the case of a sheriff

inflicting capital punishment upon a dulj con
victed and sentenced criminal, nor if it is the
result of accident Tu neither ca.se doe? the

person causing the others death intend to com
nut a wrongful or forbidden act But criminal

inttnt is not necessanlv svnonymous with ac
tual mtont to become a criminal A geneial
criminal intent exists when the actor has an
intellectual apprehension of the natuie of the
act which the law pronounces criminal and

voluntarily assents to its commission In most
crimes no othei intent is required At times,

however, the law requires a specific intent as

in the case of the transfer of one's propertj
With intent to defraud his creditors or sending
poison to another with intent to injure him
Here something more than knowingly and volun

tarily deposing of the piopcity 01 sending the

poison is necessary to the commission of the

crime, viz, the disposition or the sending with
the specific intent to defraud or to injure In

sanity (q\ )
relieves its victim from criminal

liability when it renders him incapable of form

ing a cuminal intention Voluntary drunken

ness, even when causing temporary insanity,

does not BO relieve its victim, although it nm
be taken into account in crimes requiring a

specific intent on the part of the actor, A deter

mining whether he did the particular act with

the specific inttnt Infancy also relieves from
criminal liabihtj when the infant is incapable
of forming a criminal intent (See AGE) Anal

ogous to insanity and infancy, as an excuse for

an act otherwise criminal, is coercion or duress

(q v ) when of such a character as to destroy
the voluntary nature of the act See Aeons

SOBT, PRINCIPAL, PUNISHMENT, also CBIMINAL

LAW, CRIMINOLOGY, and the authorities there

referred to

CHIME AND PUNISHMENT A novel by
Dostoycvsky, published in 1866 It is a studv

m abnoimal psychology
CBMffE'A (Eusa Knm, Rrym, Lat GTiersone

sus Tawnca) A peninsula in the south of Rus
sia forming part of the government of Taunda,
and comprising the districts of Perekop, Eupa
torn, Simferopol, Yalta, and Feodosia (Map
Russia, D 5) It is united to the mainland by

the very narrow isthmus of Perekop, between the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azov, and separated

from the peninsula of Tainan, on the east, bv

the narrow Kertch Strait The Crimea, is thus

almost surrounded b\ wata on three sides by
the Black Sea and on the fourth bv the Sea of

Azo\ A tiencli 70 feet wide and 2o feet deey
aci oss the isthmus of Pcrekop cuts it off fi o n
the mainland Ihe Crimea ib quadi ilateral in

shape, but a long nairow peninsula juts out
on the east which increases the e\treme length
of the tenitorj fiom east to \ust to nearly
200 mileb, the breadth being 110 miles The
area is about 9800 squue miles The peninsula
is peopled by about 833,000 inhabitants, mosth
Turkish speaking 1 itars Greeks, Russians,
Gernnns and Tews mike up the othei co i

stituenls of the population The coast is in

dented, paiticularly on the side bordeiing on

the Sea of Azo\ It has good harborb and is

the seat of a thrmng fishing industry through
out its extent Noithern Ciimea is a continua
tion of the southern Russian steppes The

Salgir River divides the peninsula into two
dibtinct regions Southern Crimea is \ull

watered and feitile Alonsf the side facing the

southeast there 39 a highland region, the Yaila

Mountains, forming the watershed These
mountains rise to a height of over 5000 feet,

then most intcit sting ptik being the Tchatir

Dagh (Tent Mountain) the Mons Ttapetus of

the ancients The streams rise in the southeast

coast highlands and while a few very short ones

flow towards the east and southeast, moat of

the drainage goes into the Bay of Kalamita,
the Gulf of Pcrekop, and the Snash or Putrid

Sea, which is a poition of the Sea of Azov
almost cut off fiom it M the tongutlike penin
sula of Arabat The noithwest section of the

Crimea has but little fluvial diamage The
southern district of the pcmn&ula rises with

steep slopes from the sea, while spurs and

secondary chains extend north-wild These arc

richly wooded, but the beautiful intermediate

valleys graduallv sink into the uniform and
desolate steppe which forms the noithern and
much greater part of the peninsula The south

em district of the Ciimea is well cultivated,

and is a favorite resort foi Russian soqietv
llanv noblemen maintain in it their country

seats, parka and gaidens surpa&sed by none in

Europe The famous Imperial countrvseat of

Lividia is situated near the southern extremity
of the peninsula Tatar villages, mosques, and
Greek convents are to be seen in most pictur

esque situations among the woods and rocks,

with many rums of ancient fortresses

The southeast highland region produces a rich

and varied flora On the northern slopes and

valleys grow hardv fruit and various forest

trees, in the central mountain region are for

csts of oak, bcc-eli, elm, and other deciduous

trees of central Europe, while on the higher
southern slope the pine occurs, and at lower

altitudes the vegetation is Mediterranean in

character, and the vine and the olive flourish

Grain of various kinds is produced abundantly,
and silk, wax, and honey Fruit culture is

being rapidly developed in the Crimea, under
the favoiable climatic and soil conditions found

in the peninsula The Yalta district and parts
of the Simferopol and Feodoaia districts have

a hoaw vearly output, among which almonds,

apricots, medlars, peaches, pomegranates, and

qU'nces grow m profusion Some small rodents,

hares, and foxes are the chief mammals, rep

tiles and insects are not numerous Much air

tention is bestowed upon hoi sea, oxen, and

sheep, in which no email part of the wealth of
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the country consists The climate of the

Crimea vanes considenblj for such a slight e\

tent m latitude The noithern part has cold

winters and hot summers, while in the southern

part the winters are waim and the heat of

the summer is tempered b% proximity to the

sea and the sheltei afforded by the mountainous
barrier emerging northward
The chief industry of the Crimea is agneul

ture The raising of ccieals is earned on

mostly by the Russians and the colonists, chiefly

Germans, while the Tatars and Gieeks aie en

gaged primanlj in gardening Owing to the

scai city of labor and the prevalence of large

holdings, agriculture m the Crimea is based

on modern lines Cereals are raised, fruit

abounds, and wine of an excellent quality is

produced Tobacco plantations aie numerous
Tho southeastern littoral enjoys a mild and
healthful climate and is neh in flowers, shrubs,

and flowering trees, here the olive, the pome
granate and the fig flourish, and the hills aie

o\ergrown with fir and pine beech, oak, and
elm On the open steppes beyond the Yaila

dagh the glass is parched by midsummer

droughts and bitten by winter frosts Saline

lakes yield quantities of salt porphyry, lime

fctono, and ironstone exist The rearing of live

stock (which includes camels) is extensivch

earned on Beekeeping, scricultuie, and fishing
are important industries The manufactures in

elude flour, leather wool, soap, preserved fiuits

and vegetables metals, and ships In the coun

trv districts the bulk of the inhabitants art

Tatars height, 1644 meters, cephalic index,

80 Cleanliness and moralitv are proveibial

among them Other elements of the population
are Russians, Greeks, Armenians, Germans
Karaite Jews, and Albanians The two pnn
cipal cities of the Crimea are Sebastopol a

great foi tress and na\al station, and Simfero

pol, tho capital of the government of Taurida
An interesting town is Bakhehisaray, celebrated

as the ancient capital of the Tatar khans

History lo the ancients the Crimea was
known as Chft&oncius Taunca, flora the Txun,
a mountain tribe of the south, who are sup
pobed to have been the lenmants of a Cimmenan
people driven out by the Scythians in the

seventh century BC (See CHEBSONESTJS Cm
MEBII

) In the sixth century B o the Greeks
of Miletus jounded flourishing colonies at Nym
phaum, TheodoBia, and Panticapseum (the pres
ent Kertch, q v ) About 500 B o these cities,

together with several other towns, united to

form the Kingdom of Bosporus, which existed

till the fifth century AD and embraced, at the

period of its greatest ettont, the entire penin
sula and the eastern coast of tie Sea of Azov
The Chersonesua stood m close commercial and
social relations with the Greeks of Europe and

especially with the Athenians, who imported
from the country great quantities of grain and
hides as well as many slaves In 114, B o Pan-
sadcs, the ruler of Bosporus, haid pressed by tho

Scythians, acknowledged himself the vassal of
Mithndates (qv) of Pontus Pharnacos (qv),
son of Mithndates, who had sided with the Ro
mans against his father, received as a reward
from Pompey the Kingdom of Bosporus (See
BOSPOBLS, KINGDOM OF ) Subsequently, under the
nominal suzerainty of the Romans and later of
the Byzantines, the Kingdom of Bosporus pros-
pered, till about the end, probably, of the fourth

centurj, when it fell before the Huns The

6a O&IMBAN WAE
countiy, with the exception ot the southern coast

lind, which was held by the By/antmes, was
hencefoith devattxted bi a succession of bar

banan imasions About the middle of the

seventh centurj the Khazars, a fierce tnbe from
the region of the Volga, took possession of the

peninsula and established a poweiful kingdom
thc^e, chiefh lenuikable for the fact that the

mler the entire nobility, and hrge numbers of

the people became xtalous adheienth of the Jew
ish faith In the thuteenth century the country
was ccjnquued b\ the Mongols, and it consti

tuted till about 1430 A pait of the Khanate of

Kiptcluk (q\ )
At the same time the Genoese

founded a number of trading colonies on the

south toast, which w is known as Gothia Among
these were Cafla (Kafla), on the site of Theo-

dosia, which became a gicat emponum of the

commeice between Euiope and Asia (See
KAITA )

After foiming a part of the mdepend
ent Khanate of Knm for about 45 jeais, the

Crimea was conquered in 1475 by the Turks and
waa ruled b) a kb.au under the suzerainty of the
Sultan In 1571 the Khan raided Moscow and
sacked the town Russian aggressions on the

Ciimea began in 173 5, and in the following year
an aimy under Genor il Munnich laid the country
waste Bf the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, in

1774, the Porte was forced to recognue the in

dependence of the Klian In 1783 the country
was mcorpoiat<d with Russia In 1854-56 the

Ciimea was the scene of conflict between the
Rubfaiau armies and the allied forces of England,
Prance, Sardmii, and Tuikev (See CRIMEAN
WAB ) Consult intiquitvi du BospJuyre Civn
wttnew. (St Poteisburg, 1854, lepnnted at

Paris, 1802) Tclfer, The Crimea ana Tians
caucasw (2d ed, London, 1877), Wood, The
Cnmea tn J85J and 1894 (&, 1805), Beau
lieu The Pmpite of TSOJS and the Jtuvnans

(New lork, 1803) , Minns, Scythians and Qieeks

(Cambridge, 1007)
CRIME'AIT WAB The name given to the

War of 1R54-56 between Russia on the one hand,
and Turkey with, hei allies, France, England,
and R irdinia, on the other Its cause was the

struggle between Russia and Turkey, which
broke out in 1853, over the assertion b> Russia
of a protectorate over the Greek Christians
in the Turkish dominions Coupled with this

was a dispute between Russia and France over
the guardianship of the holy places in Palestine
The real ground, how(ver, for the attitude
assumed by France and Great Britain was re

sistanco to tho aggiesaive policy of the Russian

Emperor, Nicliolas I The latter believed that
the other Powers of Europe were not in a posi
tion to mtciferc, and saw an opportunity to

continue the Russian advance winch had Con
stantmople for its objective Accordingly, m
the spring of 1853 he submitted to the Porte,

through Prince Menslukoflf, an ultimatum in

regard to the Greek Christians and other mat
ttrs England and France prepared to sustain
the SulUn against Russia and stationed their
fleets in Besika Bay In July the Russian forces

advanced into the Danubian principalities The
Vienna Note, prepared by Austria and signed
bv the neutral Powers as a basis of settlement,
was BO modified bj Turkey as to be unacceptable
to Russia, and on Oct 4, 1853, Turkey declared
war The English and French fleets thereupon
passed through, the Dardanelles Though the
Turks were at first victorious- upon land, the
Russian admiral, Naklumoff, won an important
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naval victoiy at Sinope, November 30, on March
12, 1854, Fiance and Great Britain concluded
an alliance with Turkev, and two -weeks lattr

they declared war against Russia Prussia and
Austria remained neutial The allied \\ebtcm
Powers determined to assist the Sultan by a
naval expedition against Kronstadt, in the Bal

tic, and bv a combined attack with land foiccs
in the south The Baltic expedition proved a

complete failuu, achieving nothing bevond the

capture of Bomaisund on Au^Ubt Ib

haih in the sumniei 20 000 Fnglish troops,
under Lord Raglan and 50 000 French soldiers,
undci Maishal Saint Arnaud asbembled at
Vain i on the Black Sea \gainiat the advice of

the Turks, who wished to drive Russia out of tho

Caucasus, Saint \inaud and "Raglan decided upon
the sies;e of Rcbastopol, Russia s stionghold and
depot in the Cumea Ihe war was thus nar
rowed down to a limited sphere and was fought
m a long siege and a series of stubborn engage
ments The first of these occurred at the uvor
Mmi, on Sept 20 1854 giv da\s after the

landing of tlie Allies Saint Arnaud died on

fioptemboi 29, and was succeeded bv General
Cmrobert \t the beginning of Octobei the
Allies btgan the regular siege of Sebastopol, the
defente of TV Inch TV it, dn acted bv Todleben On
October 25 the Russians attacked the British at
Baliklua (c]v ) Ihe engagement was marked
by Lad generalship on the British side and bv
tht gallant hut ill advised charge of the Light
Bngxde The Russians followed this up with
an unsuccessful attack at Inkermann on No
Ktnbor *5 The severe winter caused the suspen
sion of actue operations, and the English and
Turks enduud terrible hardships because of the

inadequate coromissaiv arrangements Indeed,
had it not been for the emrgv and patriotism of

Florence Nightingale (qv ), the famous nurse,
the British forcts would have succumbed in huge
nuznbeis As it was, the moitahty fiom disease

m this war was frightfully above the average

During the winter an international conference

attempted to adjust matters, but without avail

Yustria entered into an alliance with France
and Gieat Britain but as Prussia could not be
drawn into action unfavorable to Russia, Aus
trn refrained from entering into hostilities

Sardinia, on the other hand, joined the Allies

in January, 1855, and sent 10000 men of her
new armv, under Gtneial La Marmora, to the

Crimea (flee CAVOUR and ITALY ) The Rus
sians resumed activities in February, assailing
the Turkish positions at Eupatona, but without
result After the death of the Emperor Nicholas

and the accession of Alexander II, in March, 1855,

"Prince Michael Gortchakoff succeeded Pnnce
Menshikoff in command of the Russian forces

Operations were renewed with great vigor in

the spring, the Allies having 174000 men in

the field and the Russians about 150,000 Gen
oral Pelissier succeeded Canrobert m command in

May, and General Simpson succeeded Lord Rag
Ian upon the latter s death in June A Russian

army, advancing to the lehef of Sebastopol, was
defeated at the Tchernaya on August 16 From
the 19th of August to the 8th of September a

terrible bombardment of the besieged city was

kept up and was followed on the latter dav by
a general assault, m which the French took the

Malakoff Town and the British took the Little

Redan Goitcbakoff now blew up the south

era fortihcatjons, evacuated the city, and xetired

into the lulla All the parties were read} for

peace, which was signed at Pans, where a con

gresss of the Poweis had been in session, on
March 30, 1856 The integrity of the Ottoman

Empire was guaranteed bv the Powers, which

also renounced all right of intervention in Otto
man affiirs, refoimt. were promised bv the Sul
tan Russia renounced her protectorate over the

Danubian principalities and ceded a strip of

Beiasaiabia to Moldavia the navigation of the
Danube was declired fiee to all nations under
the supervision of a commission of members
from the bordering states the Black Sea was
neutralized The Congress united in the Declara
tion of Pans (q\ I, which laid down certain

pnnciples of intei national law Consult Ham
lev The Mar tn the Gnmea (London, 1891), the

best short treatment in English The standard
work is Kmglake The Invasion of the Crimea
(9 vols , ib

, 1863-87 ) also Russell The War t

the Cnmea, B5'i-5b (ib 1855-58) Mart, The
Eatfein Question 18j3-j6, trans bv E M and
E Avelmg (ib , 1897) Lodomir, La, guerre de
18~>3-o6 (Pans 1857) Kovalev&ki Der Kneg
Rutilanda mit dcr TutJci in den Jahren IStf-ob
(Lcip/is; 1869) Rein Die Tetlnahme Sai dvn\ew
am KnmJtieg and die offenthche JUemung tn
Jtahen (ib, 1910)

CRIME DE STLVESTRE BONNARD,
kiem He sft'ves'tr' bo'nar', LE A graceful ro
nance bv Analole Funce (1881) The hero,
M Bonnard, is an old member of the Institute

whose 'ciime' consists in releasing a voung girl
from a boaidmg school in which she was un

happy and bnnging about a happv marriage for

her

CRIMINAL CONVERSATION (usually, in

law, abbreviated to CBIM CON ) The technical

terra for adultery with another man's wife It

is no defense to an action b\ the husband, in

such a case, that the wife freeh assented to the

defendant's solicitation foi the husband does not

sue for a wrong done to her, but to himself The

gist of the action is the shame which has been

inflicted upon him and the hazard to which he

is subject of maintaining spurious issue It is

therefore quite distinct from the wrong of en

ticing the wife awav from the husband, al

though, like seduction (q v ) it is looked upon
as a personal in]urv to the husband He nw
condone the wifes offense, and thus lose his right
to secure a divorce, without affecting his right
to damages against the paramour It has been

judicially declared that the lav\ will not hold a

party remediless for an injuiv of this kind be

cause, through the exercise of Christian -virtue,

the influence of familv interest, or for anv other

reason, he forgives an erring wife nnd trusts in

her reformation and promise of futuie good con

duct He mav forgive the wife without forgiv

insf the author of the virong done him See
ADTTLTERY and consult the authorities there

refeired to

CRIMtTNAL LAW That branch of publu
law which defines and piescribes the penalties
for crime or public wrongs, ae, wrongs or m
junes bv individuals against the state or

sovereign as distinguished from injuries by in

dividuals against others, which aie dealt with

by the pnvate law of wrongs, or torts All

civilized systems of law now agree in drawing
this distinction between public and jpnvato
wrongs There is no doubt, however, that the

law of crime had its origin in the law of tort,

and that in primitive societv the consequence
of the \ariou* acts now recogni7od as cnmea
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was to give me exclusively to an obligation to

the injured perbon or his repicsentative which

might be bitibfied bv the payment of monev
Lmdcr the eul> Anglo Sa\on law, which cor

responded substantiallv in this particular Vvith

other ancient sybtenii) of law, a bum TV as placed
on the life of everv free man accoidmg to his

lank, and a coi responding sura on evei> wound
that could be inflicted on his person foi nearly

everj mjurj winch could be done to his civil

rights, honor or peace, tne sum being aggra
vated accoidmg to adventitious circumstances'

3

(Kcmble A.nglo tfaowis, vul i, p 177) (See
BLOOD MONEY, \\ERGILD LTC )

The eulicbt

recognition in ancient law of dibtinct vuongg
against the state appeals in the isolated aets,

legiblative in chaiactcr b> which the btate

avenged it&clf for wi ongs done in the "nine man
ner that piivate individuals were permitted
under sanction of law to avenge or i equate them
selves for private w-ong
Fiom these occabioiul legislative acts by which

the state avenged itself upon the criminal for the

wlong which his cunuml ict inflicted upou its

peace and security, it was a natural tiansition

to a bystcm by which this particular function

yas delegated to a permanent commibsion, still

legislative rithcr than judicul in character,

whose duty it was to investigate and punibh
wrongful actb, u&ually of violence, which, though
inflicted on an individual, thieatcned the peico
and public oider of the community, and finally

to the moie modem svbtcm under winch a per
manent tiibunal wholly judicial in chaiactei do

fines and applies the law relating to crime
r

lhe

history of the Ouna, Ittgis or King's Court,
which was at once the legislative admmistri
tive and judicial body undei the Norman kin^s,
shows these successive &tiges of development m
our o'wn criminal junspiudence The Oouit of

King's Bench, which was the Minimal blanch of

the King's, Court, flab oig mixed in thr> leign of

Edward I (1274-00) It follows, from the
character of all public wrongs that the first

essential of a crime is some act which, because
of its effect upon the community, is deemed an
oflense to the state This may happen eithei

(a) becaute the act is directly an in]uix to the

state, or (b) becaube the act is a direct inter

ference with the pertoimance of some duty, as

of protecting the life, property, safety, and
morals of citizens, which, upon grounds of

public policy, the state has assumed
Crimes maj be conveniently clas^ififd ab fol

lows (a) offenses against goveinment, (I)
offenses against public peace and health, (o)
offenses against religion and morality , (d) of

fenses against personal libeity and security, (e)
offenses against the dwelling house, (/) offenses

against property, (7) maritime offenses At
common law also crimes were classified as
felonies and misdemeanors, and the distinction

has been preserved to some extent by the modern
law and the various criminal codes Sec

CBIME, PETONY MI^DBMIIAISOR
Criminal Procedure The first step towards

placing one charged with crime upon his trial is

his arrest (See AKBBST ) After the arrest
the prisoner must be brought for examination
before the magistrate who may hold him for the
action of the grand jury, or, if an indictment has
already been found, may hold lura for trial be
fore a petit jury Pending trial, the prisoner is

committed to jail, unless admitted to bail See
BAIL

CKTMINAL LAW
The method of finallv accusing one with the

commission of a cnme is In indictment by the

giand jun, which mav titbci precede or follow

the airebt I See JUKI GR*.ND JUB* ) The in

dictment is the final pleading corresponding to

the declaration or complaint in a civil action,
vi Inch sets out all of the essential elements of

the eiime and all factb necessaiy to give the
court juiibdiction to try the pusonei for the

ollense charged (See iNDiciMBm ) Upon the

tual the indictment must be read to the accused,
and he ib then given opportunity to plead to it

The prisoner may demur to the indictment on,

the ground that it is in la\v insufficient in force

01 bubstance (See DETMUKBEB ) He may plead
in abatement, sotting up any facts showing want
of jurisdiction in the court or other reabon why
he bhould not be placed upon his tnal, or he

maj plead a former conviction or acquittal
See A.UIBEFOIS ACQUIT, JEOPARDY

If the prisoner is unsuccessful upon his de
murrer or the pleas already referred to, he must

plead to the men*? by a plea of either guilty or

not guilty 4 plea of gmlty in effect admits
the charge and is equivalent to a conviction aft( r

tiial A plea of not guilty puts in issue the

indictment and places the prisoner upon his trial

before a juiy (See JUBT, PLEADING TfirAi )

Upon vcidict of the jury of not guilty the

prisonir must be dischaiged If the jury fails

to agree upon a verdict, the prisoner may again
be placed upon tiial before a new jury, 01 if

the vudict bo guilty, he must be sentenced bv
the court to undergo \vhatevoi penalty the Hvv

provides for the crime (See PUWISHMPNT )

\ftcr conviction, but before sentence, the

pnsoner or his counsel may move to airtst the

judgment because of some matciial ciroi m the

proceedings, appealing on the jecord, 01 he may
move to set aside the verdict because not sup
ported by the evidence, or because of n< wly dis

covered evidence Upon denial of tliib motion
the pnsoner must bo sentenced, the sentence

being the judgment of the couit flung and di

rooting the punishment of the prisoner accoid

ing to law
The English common law of enmo has been

adopted in most of the States of the United

SUtes, with some statutory modification and ad
dition Tn a few States the criminal law has
been codified, and in these jurisdictions it is

entirely statutory The law of procedure, while

bubstantully changed by statute in all of the

States in nutter of form, vanes in no important
paiticular fiom the substance of the procedure
at common law which has here been outlined

4.s the several States upon the formation of

the Fedeial Union ictaincd their junsdiction
over enme, the Federal government has no com
mon law juiiddiction owr crime, nor can it have

any statutory jurisdiction over crime except over

such crimes as in some way interfere with the

power delegated to it m the Constitution by the
several States, including such as arise in tern

toiy aubjtct to its exclusive jurisdiction

Bibliography Blackstone, Oornm&ntanes on

the Law of JSnglcmd, Bishop, "Yew Grmwal
lau (Boston, 1000) , Robinson, El&mmts of
\m0nccm Jwwprudence (ib, 1900), also the

JUnfyolopadia of the Laus of Englwd (London,
1897) , Archbold Pleading, flwdoncc, and Prao
ttoe w Qrvmvnal Caw (2d ed xb, 1900),

Harris, Principles of Criminal Law (8th ed, ib.

1809) , Pollock and Maitland, Bistort/ of Engl^h
taio (2d ed, Boston, 1800) , Stephen, History of
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the Criminal Lan. of England (London, 1883) ,

id, Genet al T ieu of the Cnminal Law of Eng
land (New 1 oik, 1890), Phillips, Oompw atue
Criminal Jui isptudence (Calcutta, 18S<5) ,

Clarke and Maz shall Tieatise on tlie Law of
Cnmes (St Paul, 1005) Consult also authon
ties under JL.BISPBUDEMCE, CRIMINOLOGY, PE
JSOIOGl, CONSTIHJIIONAT L\\\
For a discussion ol tlie elements of a crime

of the place where a cnme is punishable, and
othei matteis affecting the liability, trial de

fense, and punishment of crime, see such, topics
as AITEMPI JUSTIFICATION , JUBISDICTIOIS
JUDGIIE\T PRINCIPAL ETC
For a discussion ot particular offenseb against

a govcinment see IKEASOW, BBIBEBY Exros
TION C'HAMPEBrY M-aNrEN\NOE, BiBBAfBY,
Euros VCEBY CONTEJJCPT, PEBJTIBY RESCUE,
PBISON BBE\CH \FFBAY
lor olienses against public peace and health,

see AFFBAI RIOT FOBCIBLE ENTTBY, LJBEI
Si AffDLP E NGBOSSING FOBESTALLING
For dimes against zeligion and morality, see

BL V3PUE\n ADTJTTERY BIGAMY SEDUCTIO'N

ABDUCTION, ABOBTION FORNICATION
For ott<ns<s against the perbon, see Ass^trc/r

BArisBi MviiiEv HOMICIDE MANSIATJGHTER
MTIKOFP FALSI IATLBISONMEN.!, RA.PE ROBBERY
For off(n^cs agiinst the duelling liouse, bee

ABSON BuEor ^BY
Foi offenses agunst property, see LABCE^Y

E\rnt//n\ipNi FAL&F PBFTBTNSFS MUICIOTIS
MISOHTFF ItrcBnnsG STOIE* GOODS, FOEC-EBY
CoLwrLBrFm>c
For maritime ofTensps see PIBACY, B^BBACBY
CBIMTM-AL NEGLIGENCE See NEGLI

GKNCF
CBJQff'INOI/OGY (fiom Lat crvmen, crime

+ Ok \oyta,, logia, account, from \eyeiv, legetn,
to bu ) The science which treats of the nature
and causes ot crime AB a separate study it is

of comp natively recent growth, and the credit

foi its foundation as an independent branch of

knowledge is usiullv given to Cesaie Lombroso,
an Italian piofessor in the University of Turin,
who in 1876 published a remarkable book en

titled L'Uomo delinquents ('Criminal Man')
Since its vppcaranoe quite a number of eminent

scKntists, phvsieians, jurists, economists, and

sociologists have taken up the studv of crime

and eliminate There is, however, such a differ

ence of opinion concerning the fundamental
causes or factors of crime that crumnologists
arc divided into several gioups These groups
may be classified under two large divisions, their

di/Taence turning upon the emphasis laid upon
the individual causes of cnme, on tlie one hand,
or upon its social causes, on the other hand
The criminal, one party asserts, is born, not

made, he is a criminal by nature, and the cir

rumstances of education or environment have

little or nothing to do with his law breaking
oareei Tlie opposing party maintains that

social oiganization, education, environment

causes lying outside the individual really deter

mine whether or not he will become a criminal

As a rule, those who adhere to the former point
of view conceive the study of cnme as a pait
of anthropology, a part of the study ol man,
while those who believe that social conditions

furnish the causes and explanation of crime con

aider this Study a part of sociology Thus the

two terms usually appbed to criminology,

"criminal anthropology" and "criminal socio

logy/' each indicate a prejudice in favor of one

or the other of tie tendencies cliaiactenzed
abo\e

The subject of criminology is a complicated
T,nd difficult one It is onh within the present
geneiation that the possibility ha*> ariuen of con

ducting the stud\ ol criminal p^ obiems on an-y

thing appi caching an exact and scientific basis

Before the introduction of a system of eiimmal
statistics it -was impobsible to ascertain -whether

ciime \ias increasing or deeieising, \vhat tians

foiniation it was pawsing through, in consequence
of the social political and economic changes
constantly taking pla.ce in all highly organi/ed
societies, and ^hit \\as the effect of punishment
on the criminal population Statistics more
ovei, e\tn when carefully collected, often mis
lead Suppose, eg, that the number of con
victions for cnmes and misdemeanois has in

ci eased in Belgium from 22,359 in 1870 to 40 372
in 18<)0, this does not necebsanly mein that
cnme has increased, for the total population may
have increased more rapidly than the number of

offenses, and in tueh an e\ent criminality has

really diminished The laiger number of con
victions in 1SOO mat perhaps, be due to an
increase in the numbei of punibhable offenses

bee ause of the enactment of severer laws certain

acts legally permissible in 1870 may have be

come misdimeanois in 1890 Another possible

explanation of a mereh apparent increase in

crimmalitv is ofleied bj the fact that perhaps
the police have become more efficient or more

vigilant, and that theiefore rnanv offenders who
escaped in 1870 are now bi ought before the

courts and condemned These three possible ea.

planations are sufficient to show how careful 'Re

must bo in the emplos ment of criminal statistics

Particularlv when we go bevond the statistics of

a single nation and attempt to compare two or

more nations with a view to their relative

criminality we must be even more cautious In
no two countries is the criminal law the same,
and an act which is perfectly harmless when
committed in one counlrv is considered in an
other as a contra-vent on of the law Each conn-

tiv has also a nomenclature of crime and methods
of criminal proctduie peculiar to itself In each

eountiy the police are organized on a different

pimciple and act on a different code of rules

Great dificienees of opinion ei.ist also among
diffeient nations as to the gravity of certain

offenses Whenever it shall be possible to collect

criminal statistics in the se\eral nations ac

cording to a uniform system, then criminology
will have the necessary inductive basis for fruit

ful comparisons between nations

The narrow legal definition of crime as a

violation of tlie law is scarcely of any value for

philosophical purposes, and a scientific definition

which shall include all acts which at any time

have been called crimes, but include none other

which, shall, moreover, specify their common
characteristics lemams vet to be found It

seems highly piobahle that the sfcudv of pnnu
tive religious ideas and primitive social or

ganization will throw considerable light upon
the problem of discovering the essential nature

of crime It ahould be noted, meanwhile, that

originally the question whether a ceitain act

was criminal or not, and if criminal, how the

perpetrator should be punished, was answered

by the offended party individual, family, or

clan and not by the political organization of

the whole people (the state) That the state

should determine these matters and reserve to
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itself the right to judge and to punish is a result

of quite recent evolution Even to day the state

is far from being the only coercive institution,

duels, and, in a measure, lynching, are survivals

of the previous status

The question whether crime is increasing has

been very widely discussed, pro and con The
statistics for England seem to indicate a slight

decrease in the ratio of criminals to the general

population, and the same thing holds true of

the German Empire In neither country do the

more senous forms of crime show a tendency
to decrease, and in Germany the number con

victed for second and additional offenses the

lecidmsts, or true criminal class is steadily

on the increase From 1882 to 1901 first of

fenders diminished from 736 per 100,000 persons
of punishable age to 664 Those convicted for

second or other offenses increased from 03 per

100,000 to 135 In the United States there are

no statistics that give conclusive evidence as to

the relative changes in volume of cnmmahtv,
but it is the opinion of most statisticians that

crime is increasing more rapidly than the

general population
Causes of Crime The factors responsible for

crime may conveniently be divided into three

great categories cosmic, social, and individual

The cosmic factors of crime arc climate and the

variations of temperature the social factors are

the political, economic, and moral conditions in

the midst of which man lives as a member of

society, the individual factors are those at

tiibutes inherent m the individual, such is

descent, sex, age, bodily and mental character

istics It is often extremely difficult to discn

tangle these factors, many of them, indeed, are

indirectly at work where they appear to be

absent Heredity, eg, seems to belong clearly
to the individual factors, but if we trace an
inherited charactenstic back through a long
line of ancestors, it may finally be found to have

its origin in the circumstances of environment
or education

Cosmic Factors How profoundly the phya
ical structure, and likewise the mental life of

man, is affected by his natural surroundings, by
climate, seasons soil, the configuration of the

earth's surface and the nature of its products,
is illustrated by the low type of life exhibited by
the primitive inhabitants of inhospitable, barren
countries Concerning the influence of climate

on crime, statisticians have concluded that

cnra.es against the person, as assault and homi-

cide, are relatively more numerous in warm
climates, while crimes against property are more

frequent in colder regions The statistics of

homicide in Europe show that the warmer coun

tucs, Italy and Spain, head the list in the pro

portion of murders to the
population, wliile

lilngland, Scotland, and Holland stand at the

bottom of the list Prof Ennco Fern, after a

thorough examination of French judicial statis

tics for a series of years, concludes that a maxi
mum of ciimes against the person is reached in

I he hot months, while crimes against property
come to a climax in the winter Aschanenburg,
by a study of the criminal statistics for the
Gciman Empire for the period 1883-92, estab

lished similar conclusions Crimes against the

person reach their maximum in July and

August, being more than twice ag numerous in

thobe months as in December and January
Crimes against property are more uniformly
distributed they are, however, nearly 88 per

cent more frequent in December, when at their

maximum, than in Miv and September Crimes

against the person are unduly high in the south

and west of the United States, but here we have
to consider not merely climate, but also race

conflicts, pioneer conditions, and uncertain legal
control

Social Factors Concerning the social factors

of crime, it must be observed that the action of

society upon the individual is so complex that
it will here be impossible to discuss, even briefly,

all thebe factors

Considering, first, the conjugal condition of

criminals, it appears that there is a higher ratio

of criminality among the unmarried and di

vorced than among the married A partial et

planation of this fact may he in the cucum
stance that married men and women, being
subject to the restraining influences of home
life, are much less apt to yield to those anti

social tendencies which manifest themselves in

crime

Considering, secondly, occupation, puson
statistics show that the higher the character of

a man's daily pursuits the greater the unhkeli
hood of his falling into crime According to the
census Report on Pnsonei s cmd Juvenile Delin

guentf m 1904, of male prisoners committed in

the year 1004, 50 1 per cent weie laborers and
servants, 23 7 per cent were from manufacturing
and mechanical uidustry, 172percentfiom agri
culture French official statistics summari/mg
the results of over 50 years indicate the follow

ing number of indictments for everv 100000
members of each class agriculture, 8, liberal

professions and proprietors 0, industry, 14,
commerce, 18, domestic service, 29, vagabonds
and without trade or regular occupation,
40o

Thirdly, and closely related to occupation, is

the influence of rural or city life on crime In

Germany, in cities of 20,000 and over, the de

linquents average 1342 per 100,000 adults, in
the smaller towns and the country the average
is 06 6 In France the cities, having less than
one third of the population, furnish about one
half the criminals Nearly the same proper
tions hold for Italy, and the digpioportiouate
share of the cities in criminality has been ob
served in the United States, although trust

worthy statistics are lacking The city 19 the

refuge and hiding place of questionable char
acters, it intensifies the struggle for ovistence,
and by the shaip contrast it otters between rich
and poor, between luxury and penury, excites

envy and class hatred
A fourth point of great importance 19 the in

fluence of poverty If poverty in itself were a
decisive factor, we should expect poor countries
to produce the most criminals, but poor coun
tries like Ireland, Spain, and Hungary show a
smaller ratio of theft m the population than
rich England It is rather where great poverty
exists Bide by aide with great wealth that temp
tation is greatest and crime most frequent,
especially crimes against property Swift and
unexpected industrial and commercial changes
and hard times put character to unusual strains
and increase the number of lawbreakers Von
Mavr, on the basis of statistics for a part of
Bavaria for the period 1835-41, concluded that

every half groachen added to the price of grain
called forth one additional theft per 100,000 in
habitants Asehaffenburg has compared the
number of thefts per 100,000 of population in the
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German Empire, 1880-1909, with fluctuations
in the price of biead, and has established a re

markably close eon elation Inventions and prog
ress in industrial piocesses often make it more
difficult for men to auppoit existence in their
accustomed wajs. There can be no doubt, more
over that the kten struggle for existence im
posed upon the poor clabses disorganizes the

family and destrovs many of the beneficent in

fiuences of home life It may reasonably be

maintained, on the othei hand, that excesbive

wealth, with the idleness that it fiequentlj be

gets in tlic possesbor, is quite as apt as destitu
tion to lead to viciousn^ss and crime A wealthy
criminal has, of couise, more numeious and effi

cicnt means for escaping detection and punibh
ment than a poor oflendei

Among the other factors of crime which may
properly be classed as (

social" are the influence

of socul theories whicli tend to engendei con

tempt for human life and the institution of

pmate propcito the absence of a widespread,
deep seated religious spirit which restrains men
from yielding to evil impulses, the corruption
of partisan, politics which permits the worst ele

ments of the population to become the official

guxrdians of the public peace and prosperity,

lynching and public exhibitions of cruelty which
debase human character detailed accounts of

crimes in the daily press the influence of asso
ciatton and suggestion by which gangs of shift

less men or boys form centres of criminal life

under the leadership of unscrupulous chiefs,
social disturbances like war, crises, revolutions,
and exposures, which disturb the even tenor of
social progress and rela.\ the social bond
Individual Eactors Finally, the individual

factors of cume should be briefly considered

They have been carefully studied by a score of

scientists, beginning with Lombroao, the founder
of criminology, who was disposed at first to

overlook all but the individual factors Seas

In all civili/ed nations women are less addicted
to crime than men, and girls less than boys

Among most European peoples between five and
MX males are tried for offenses against the law
to every one female Women are less inclined

to acts of violence than men on account of their

physical weakness, but when women do become
criminals their crimes are frequently character

ized by a cruelty and relentlessness not found in

male1 offenders The crimes of women are mostly
infanticide, abortion, poisoning, domestic theft

Thty aie addicted equally with men to the per

petration of parricide, and more frequently con
noted than mon of parricide Women are also

more hardened criminals than men, probably
because a woman may regain her rank in so-

ciety only with the greatest difficulty Age
In propoition to the population crime is, as we
should expect, at its lowest level from infancy
till the age of 16 From that age it goes on

steadily increasing in volume till it reaches

a maximum between 30 and 40 Females do
not enter upon a criminal career so early as

males, and the criminal age is earlier in coming
to a close for women than in the case of men
Education The question whether education re

duoia or increases criminality IB far from being
conclusively answered Those states which have

the best systems of education have also the most

criminals in their jails and prisons But, as a

lule, the proportion of our prison population un
able to read or write is considerably higher than

in the free population M Henri Joly, an enu

Voj vT18
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nent French criminologist, maintains that most

frequently passions and vices which have noth-

ing to do with instruction are the veritable

motives of crime It seems reasonably certain,

however, that the lack of instruction in manual
and trade processes and the absence of personal,

moral, and spiritual influences account for much
of the tendency to crime Drunlewness All

authorities agree that intemperance is a serious

cause of crime It weakens the will, leads to

evil associations, dulls the conscience Statis

tical information concerning this point is usually
nonofficial and of little scientific value German
statistics for 1902 show that, of 97 376 persons
convicted of aggravated absault, 34,632 had com
nutted their offenses on Sundays or holidays, the

diys of heaviest drinking H&edity Indi

vidual degeneracy, which Dr Fern has abxmn
to be closelv connectpd with crime, is frequently

passed on from geneiation to generation The

diagrammatic history of eight families given by
Dr Strahan in his book on Mamage and Disease
illustrates the degenerate tendencies transmitted
from father to children throughout several

generations Similarly Dugdale, in his book on
the Jukes, has traced the posterity of a criminal

and found that the great majority of his de
scendants possessed vicious or criminal instincts

Lombroso advanced the hypothesis that the

criminal is essentially atavistic a type harking
back to remote progenitors and characterized by
the psychology of the savage rather than that
of the civilized man Later study led him to

admit pathologic qualities not essentially ata

vistic, and, above all, epilepsy, as an additional

cause ot criminality Evidence of atavism is

found by Lombroso and his school in anatomical
and psychological peculiarities that appear with

greater frequency among criminals than in the

nonerinunal population The characteristics

enumerated by LombrobO as indicative in certain

combinations of the criminal type include height
and weight above the average , asymmetry of the

skull, brain, and face, brain lighter m weight
than the normal, light hair, scant beard, re

treating forehead, projecting eyebro-ws and ears,

long arms, insensibility to physical pain

pointed skull heavy lower jaw, defective

lungs, tendency to diseases of the heart and of

the sexual organs, etc Criminal anthropolo

gists, however are far from agreeing upon those

anomalies, and often reach conclusions divergent
from and sometimes contradictory to those of

Lombroso The weight of opinion among cumi

nologists of the present day is that while

criminality is somewhat more common among
atavistic types than in the general population

only a small fraction of present day criminality

is attributable to such types The heredity
criminal exists, but criminality produced bi

social and economic causes is far more common
and of far greater significance For bibho

"reaches graphy, see MacDonald, Hearing on the Bill t >

Estabhih a Laboratory for the Study of tl\c

Criminal, Paupei , and Dffeotwe Classes (wash

ington, 1902) Wigmore, A. Prebvmwuiry Bibh

ography of Modem, Criminal Law and Cnmvnol

ogy (Chicago, 1909) Consult also Morrison,

Gnme and %ts Cause? (London, 1891) , Rylands,
Oume Its Causes and Remedy (ib , 1899) ,

Mac
Donald, Orminology (New York, 1893), Joly,

Le onme, etude sowale (Pans, 1894) , Marsh,
Cnme and the Grvmwal (London, 1899)

Drahma, The Orwnwwl ffw Personnel and En
(New York, 1900) Forel and Ma
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ham, Grime et anomalies mentales constitu

tionelles (Geneva, 1902) , Hall, Crime vn tti Re
lation to Social Progress (New York, 1902) ,

Boies, Science of Penology (ib, IWl), Kellor,

Experimental Sociology (ib, 1901) , MacDonald,
Ifan and Abnormal Man (Washington, 1905),
Lmited States Census Bureau, Report on Pn*
oners and Juvenile Delinquents in, 1904 (& ,

1007), Munsterberg, On the Witness Stand

i Mew York, 1908) , Sutherland, Recidivism

( Edinburgh, 1908) ,
De Quiroa, Modern, Theories

>f Cnrmnahty (Boston, 191 11, Reform of the

Criminal Law and Procedure,' in Proceedings

of the Academy of Political Science (New York,

1911), Robinson Histoiy and Organisation of

Onmmal Statistics in the United Sta-tet (ib,

1011), Gross, Criminal Psychology (Boston,

1911) Aschaffenburg, Gnme and its Repression

(Boston, 1913) See LOMBROSO, PENOLOGY,
PBI&ONS RETOBMWOREES
CKIMMITSCIIAU, krim'mit shou A town

of the Kingdom of Ra\onv on the Pleisse about

39 miles south of Leipzig (Mip Germany, E 3)

It lias extensile cotton and woolen mills and
machine \\orks, ind manufaetuies yarn, wool,

dyestuffi, ehronomittrs, .md metal ware Pop ,

1900 22840 1003 23420, 1010,28818
CHIMP (from Dutch Anmpen, OHG chump

fan, krwifan, to bond together from chrampfa,
Ger Erampe, Eng cramp) The name given to

an agent for supplying ships with seamen They
are usually in league with the most disicputable
class of lodging house and saloon keepers and
with prostitutes in the endeavor to fleece the

sailors as rapidly as possible The latter can

then be forced aboard ship There aie numerous
laws for the protection of seamen Against the

extortion of cumpb and their dealings with

masters of vessels who need creus, but these

laws are unable to leach a very Uigc proportion
of cages, and some of the laws, while not greatly

injuring the crimp, seriously affect the interests

of a sailor ^ho is not in need of legal pro
tection and thobe of the honest lodging house

keeper
CIMHSOU* See RED
CHINED, krind (from archaic Eng crvne,

from Fr cm Lat onms, hair) A term in

heraldry When the hair of a man or an animal
difiers in tincture from the rest of the charge,
the object is said to be & med of such a metal
or color

CRINGLES (Ger Knngel, Icel kringla, circ

let, dim of knngi, pulley, knng, round) Short

pieces of rope, with each end spliced into the

boltrope of a sail, commonly confining an iron
or brass ring or thimble Smaller lopes arc

passed through thorn to aid in managing the
sails See Kworrm AND SPLICING
CRTKTOFDEA (tfeoLat nom pi, from Gk

Kptvoetdfa krvnoetdes, bke a lily, from Kptvov,

Innon, lily + efow, ados, form) A class of

pelmato/oan echmoderms related to the Cystoi
dea and characterized by the regular pentameral
arrangement of the polygonal plates of the

body wall, that form a usually stalked calyx,
and by the presence of five generally well de

veloped flexible arms The graceful flowerhke

appearance of the stalked crinoids has given
them the names of "sea lilies" for the living

species, and "stone lilies" for the fossil varieties

The group is of great interest both to the

zoologist and
paleontologist,

but the Complex
modifications of the plates of the calyx, and the

usually imperfect conditions of preservation,

make their stud\ a matter of considerable diffi

culty At the present time the group is on the

decline, and most of the modern

species, those free swimming kinds

like Antedon and ActwornetKi,s.i6

regressive descendants from earhei

stalked forms Although about
300 living species of crinoids are

known, the developmental stages of

only one genus intcdon, a stem
less form ha-ve been worked out,
and the habits of the living stalked

crinoids are little known
Structure and Development

The crmoid animal consists es

sentially of two parts the head,

STlBTOfG flHNOlPB

Representative upe(u from tho Atlantic 1 Advvmttm
puWwWa, 3 Rhuoennw lofoicnw (After A Agaasui )

or calyx, and the stem, or column The calyx
beats 5 or 10 gcneially forked pmnulated arms
attached Ob its sides, has upon its upp< r ventral

surface a central mouth and an eccentric or
lateial anal opening, and is itself supported by
the column attached to its lower or cloisal sur
face The calyx is a spherical or cup shaped
box made up of polygonal stony plates that are

arranged in more or less regular hon/ontal

seiics, and in vertical series according to the

pi in of pentaraerous bilateral symmitiy so

prominent in the higher J?clmato/oa The
calv\ contains the body cavity, in which are the
vital organs, consisting of the simply coiled all

mcntary canal and the central portions of the

nervous, generative-, and water vascular systems

1 An encntute (Enonnua) fossil in the Tnas 2 Larva
of a ftethtr star (see Figs 10 and 7) 3 Botoonnw pvn-
formw to <nl m tho Suboarbomfaroua of Iowa 4 Puo-
ertnu Jtogrttiftr fossil in the Biluiua of Gotland, a pos-
terior viw of a perfect oalvx, b oabrx seen from one side
5 Type of calyx with a coriaceous eUa in whioh calcareous

plates are imbedded 6 A free-swimming ciinotd (Soc-
cocoma pKsttnato) fossil in tho Uppor Jurassic lithographic
slates of Bavaria 7 Diagram of arrangement or pnn-
cipal piooos in the oalvz of a cnnoid b, basaU tft, infra

baaals r radials cd oentrodonal (compare Fig 2 where
the letters are the same plua o orah) 8 Woodocnnut
moerodaati/lw from the CarbomferouB of Yorkshire England
9 Apioonmu B, longitudinal section throuab. the upper-
most stem joints of ipwcntww jwrfenwm (Oohtio) sW-
mg empty spaces betmen them, A restoration of the base
of another species (4.pwcr*mii n>wvantM Upper Jura)
10 A feather star (Anfefcm rotoota) now Ixving on Euro-

1 " "
is the larva at this showing developing

of the oftlra 11 An enatuog dep*ea
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Prolongations of these latter 93 stems extend
into the arms These are outgrowths of certain
vertical rows of the cahx plates, termed the

"radials," and are capable of free movement
In many of the earher, moie pumitive cnnoids,
like Pisocrmus, the arms are simple, in the more
specialized forms, Pentactmus, they are quite
complex and fork fiequentlv In all cnnoids
the aims bear pinnules and are provided \\ith

cilia The featheiv branches of the arms scieen
food fiom the water, while the ciliated grooiog
transport the food to the mouth through the
food grooves which aie continued o\er the \cn
tral surface from the bases of the anna to the
rnouth opening
The Aential surface of the caly

1

^ in modern

genera is usualh covered by a tough skin, but
in the Paleozoic- forms it was often covered by a

superficial "vault" or "tegmen" of calcareous

plates The mouth IB then underneath the

tegmen or \entral covering and communicates
with thp fond grooves of the arm? through closed

stony tubes In these genera the plates of the

vault are often so anangcd as to form an ele

vatcd proboscis" ( Bofocnnus) ,
at the summit

of which is the anal opening, which is thus placed
above the ends oi the arm&> The cimoid stem is

attached to the base of the cahT, and consists

of calcareous plates loot>ely jointed together to

allow of a considerable degree of fle'ability In
crease in the length of the stem is accomplished
by the growth of new columnai plates between
the base of the caljx and the top of the column
In form the columnar plates are discoid and of

circular or pentagonal outline, and all aie

pierced by a central cavity through which passes
the neuiovascular canal of the column Most
cnnoid stems aie furnished at their lower ends

with rootlike branches that berve to anchoi the

animal in muddy or sandy bottoms, otheib,

4.pwti tniw, hive a disklike expansion that is

cemented to rocky surf ices and one genus

(Sci/phioarinnv) was fixed m the mud by large

epheiical bulbs, dcbcubed as Camarocrtnus, and
until recently considered as floats of cnnoids

Several geneia, especially in later geologic and
modern times, have columns Hipphed with

lateial branches, called
'

cmi," -which are similar

in construction to the stem itself The penta
crinids have the longest stems known, some of

the fossil forma from the Upper Lias rocks of

Wurttcmberg having been found with stems

ranging fiom 15 feet to the eztraordmary length
of 50 feet Many of the crmoids with stems

seem to have been fixed in their early stages

only and detached in maturity Some forms of

crmoids, such as Agatstssooriims of the Carbomf

erous, Umtaonnus of the Cretaceous, and Ante

don of recent seas, have no stem and are free

swimming animals using their arms for loco

motive purposes Uintaonnus is the most re

markable of these, for, with a body only 2 or

3 inches in diameter, it has delicate feathery

tentacles nearly 6 feet long, that served both as

swimming organs and as food screens Living

Antedon, without a stem, has a waorl of cirri at

the base of the calyx, and by means of these it

anchors itflflf to the bottom la other "tetnmed

foims, as Woodoonu9 from the Carboniferous,

the babe of the stem appears never to have been

attached, as it ends in a simple point

The development of Cnnoidea is known for

only one genus, Antedon, the feather star, and

this LAnnot be considered as typical of the class

as a .whole, as it presents a case of regressive

development Antedon appears from the egg as.

an elliptical free swimming lai\a that is Crossed
by four trans\erse ridges, has a posterior bundle
of bristles and a lateral mouth, and resem
bles in many respects an annelid larva This
larva increases in size, and inside of it develops
an animal with the form of a ci&toid, with a
head of loosely jointed perforated plates, a
eolumn, and a bas,al columnar plate For a time
this stalked larva is attached, and it resembles
a primitive cnnoid, but soon the stem is ab

borbed, and the animal asoumes the form of the
adult free swimming Antedon Almost nothing
i& known of the ontogeny of the host of fossil

cnnoids

Habits and Distribution The modern Coma
tulidaj, like Antedon, Aotinometra etc, have a
urv wide di&ti ibution and are usually found in

waters less than 150 fathoms in depth, although
one species of the Antedon has been dredged from
the great depth of 2900 fathoms The habits of

intedon are best known It is a ffreganoui ani

mal, and Vernll has obtained 10 000 individuals
in a single trawl m the north Atlantic It lives

mostly in the upper la\eis of the water, but when

expObcd to the dnect rivb of the sun, it curls up
its arms and sinks When clinging ty its cim
to i coral or rockv point and disturbed, it re
leases itself immediately and swims awav by
graceful movements of the arms, or crawls on its

arms like a spider over the bottom Sudden

changes of temperature stun it it sinks to the

bottom and soon dies When these animals find

themselves in uneomfortable surroundings, as
when taken in the dredge and placed in aquaria,
they drop off their arms, which break at specially
fused joints, called s^zygies," but the arms are

restored through regeneration if the cnnoid sur

\ivcs The stalked crmoids are also gregarious
animals, but they are more restricted in their

distribution and inhabit deeper waters The ma
jonty of fossil stalked crmoids are found in

rocks that were undoubtedly comparatively shal

low water deposits and because the calcareous

plates of the cahx, and to a lesser degree those

of the stem, fall readily apart aftei the death
of the animal, pertect specimens are quite rare

finds The food of crmoids has been ascertained

to consist of minute ciustaceans, diatoms, spores
of algse, foramimfera, and radiolarians

Tossil Cnnoids About 175 genera and 2000

species of fossil Tinoids are known Tlie\ ap

pear first as verv simple forms in Ordovician

rocks, and they increase rapidly, becoming im

portant elements of the faunas in the Silunan,

Devonian, and Carboniferous periods In some

regions they were exceedingly abundant, for then
fossil remains form great beds of limestone

known as "cnnoidal" or "encrmal limestone,"
which are found in foimations of various ages
In the Silurian system alone, about 400 species
distributed among 70 genera, have been obtained

from mostly three localities the island of Got

land, the Wenlock of England, and the Niagara
group of North America Some of the more
characteristic genera are Pnoortww, Orotalo

onw<), Caloeocrmui, CalUcrmus, and Ewsalypto
cnnus In the Devonian s\stem some localities

have yielded good material The Lower Car
bomferous rocks of the upper Mississippi valley

are the most renowned sources of fossil cnnoids

The shaly limestone beds at Burlington, Iowa,
and Crawfordsville, Ind, have furnished hosts

of finely preserved specimens, which are to be

seen in geological collections all over the world
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The Mesozoic rocks of Europe, especially the

Liassic and Jurassic, have furnished some fine

examples of Encrmui, Apiocnnus, and the pen
tacrmids but the rocks of this era in America
hold only rare occurrences of members of this

class The only find of note and that was one

of great importance was that of Umtaorinus
in the Cretaceous chalk of western Kansas The
Tertiarv rocks seem to be poor in fossil remains

of thife group
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CSI1TOLINE (Fr, from Lat cnnts, hair +

hnum, flax^ A name originally given by French
dressmakers to a fabric made of horsehair,

capable of great stiffness, and employed to dis

tend women's attire, it is also applied in a gtn
eral wav to those structures of steel wire or

hoops bv means of which women some years ago
were able to wear skirte of extraordinary size at
the bottom The first device for producing an

expansion of the dress skirt is the fardvnqale,
introduced by Queen Eli7abeth Walpole, in his

fancy descriptions of her, speaks of her "enor
mous ruff and vaster fardingale" The tipper
part of the body was incased in a cuirass of

whalebone, which -was united at the waist with
the equally stiff fardingale of the same materal,
descending to the feet without a

single fold, in
the form of a great bell In the end of the reign
of James I this fashion gradually declined, and,
as a result of the Puntan feeling in the tame of

Charleb I and Cromwell it quite disappeared
It is next heard of in 1711 as that startling

novelty the hoop petticoat," which differed from
the fardingale in bung gatheied in at the "waist

About tlu ^oar 1700 hoops TV ere discarded m
private life, but were btill the mode at court,

whore thei flourished until the time of George
IV, when the> were abolished by ro\ al command
The next development of this fashion, about

the middle of the nineteenth century, began with

cimolme in its original md pioper sense, first

in the form of the bubtle" in the upper part of

tho skiit, then the whole petticoat The hoops
\\eic sometimes made \uth a circumference of

four and e\cn fi\e \iid-. At last aftci in

dignation and ridieulc had for jeais afasailed the

moiisti Obity in vain and ^lien people had ceased

speaking about it the mihtion began, about

1806, without any appiunt cause, to collapse
and rushing to the opposite extreme, ladies

might be seen walking about as slim as if

merely wi appcd an a morning gown At the

elo&e of the nineteenth cinturv the name cnn
olme" was applied to a (otton gaure stiffened

with a dicssmg of *lup and sold by the yard
for use bv millmois and drossniakeis

CBI1TUM: (Neo Lat
,
fiom Gk Kplvov, Innon,

lily) A genus of bulbous rooted plants of the
family Amarylhdaceif having long tubular
flowers It contains about 80 species nitms
ot different tropical and subtropical countries,

generally witli umbels of lar^i and be tutiful

flowers, some of them among the most admned
ornaments of our hothouses Cimum awabik,
an Indian species, is much ehtccnud Tlu

plants are mostlv cultivated m greenhouses, al

though Gniwm, Jouqifohiim is somihaidv and,
with slight protection \ull cnduio tlu winters
as fir north as Washington Numerous hybrids
have been pioduccd, some of them of exceeding
beaut> and possessing exquisite perfume Cn
mini amencanum is a natue of Flonda
dUP/PLE CREEK A town anel tho county-

seat of Teller Co, Colo about 20 nules (direct)
we dt southwest of Ooloi ido Springs on the

Midland Terminal and the Florence and Cripple
Cieesk lailroads (Map Ooloiado, D 3) It

w vs founded, m 1800 as a muamg town, de

veloped rapidh after 1S03, and was nearly

destroyed by fire in 1800 The district in

wluoh it is situated is n complete network of

gold bearing \eins and mining gave nse to

the subsequent founding of Victor, Altnian,

Ooldfleld, and other near by towns The mining
district covers an area of about miles, of

whioh onh about one tenth has been dereloped
The total gold output of thin region up to 1014

was more than $300,000,000 The mines have
attracted the attention of metallurgists, owing
to the peculiar nature of the ores, which has
necessitated new methods of treatment The

completion of the Roosevelt Drainage Tunnel
in November 1010 at a cost of $750,000, solved

the problem of unwatenng the mines and made

deep mining possible Cnpplc Creek, at an
elevation of 0800 feet, is known also for its

scenery and healthful climate Pop, 1900,

10,147, 1010, 6206, though the whole district

contains about 20 000

CB/U"PUEGATE An ancient London crate

probably dating from the restoration of the
walls by King Alfred in 886 It is said to

have taken its name from the lame beggars who
congregated there, in 1010 AD to touch the

body of Edmund the Martyr as it was passing
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through It was twice rebuilt, and was pulled
down in 1760 The name was also applied to

the district lound it

CRISA, or CRISSA See DELPHI
CRIS'EIELD A city m Somerset Co

,
Md

about 100 miles (dnect) south southeast of

Baltimore, with which it is connected by a

steamship line, on the New York Philadelphia,
and Norfolk Railroad, and on Chesapeake Bav

(Map Maryland, 9) Ovster and ciab pack
ing is the leading industry Cusfield was in

corpoiated as a city in 1910 It contains a
marine hospital Pop , 1910, 3408

CRFSIS {Lat, fiom Gk Kpi<ris, Insis deci

sion, from Kpiveiv, bnnein, Lat cerneie, to de

cide) A name used bv the older plnsicians to

denote the rapid or sudden determination of an
acute disease in the direction of convalescence

or of death It is opposed in signification to
'

lysis" (luo, I relax), which denotes the giadual
subsidence of the symptoms and improvement
in condition in most chronic and in some acute
diseases The doctrine of crises was closely

bound up with that of a matenea motbi, or

material of disease, in the blood, which was

presumed to be undti going changes, during the

whole course of the malady, tending to- an
evacuation of gome kind fiom the system in

the form of a critical discharge (apostasis, or

abscess), which, when observed, was supposed
to contain the matter of disease in a state of

coction and to be the direct cause of the sudden
rdief of the patient Thus, according to the

character and seat of the critical discharge,
it was common to speak of a crisis by sweating,

by., diarrhoea, by expeetoiation, by urine, by
parotid swellings, etc , and no crisis was con
sidered regular that was not attended by some

symptom of this kind Another curious doc

trine associated with that of crises was the

belief in certain days as ruling the beneficent or

injurious, the complete or incomplete, character

of a crisis The seventh, fourteenth, and twen
ticth (according to some, the twenty first) da\s
of the disease were regarded as emincntlj cnti

cal, less so, but still favor ibly critical, were
the third, fifth, eleventh, and seventeenth, the

fourth day was the indicator of a complete
crisis on the seventh, the sixth day was the

tyrant, notonous for unfavorable crises, the

second, eighth, tenth, thirteenth, and the rest

were noncritieal Physicians now use the term
in diseases which run a certain cours*1

, such as

typhoid fever and pneumonia, and then chieflv

in relation to the temperature A fever is said

to fall by crisis when it reaches the normal in

a few hours, by lysis, when it takes three or

four days gradually to disappear
CRISIS A series of patriotic writings, 14

in number, published by Thomas Paine at

Philadelphia during the Revolution They ap

pcared at intervals from 1776 to 1783

CRISIS, ECONOMIC A term employed by
economic wnteis somewhat loosely to designate
either the acute phase or the whole course of

the disturbances in economic life which have

characterized the last century and which have

recurred with such frequency as to make them

appear inevitable results of the modern indus

trial order The phenomena involved are so

complex that they must be described rather

than defined

The salient fact in the economic history of

recent times is the "business cycle," or the al

ternation of prosperity and depression, of good
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timco and bad A peuod oi pio&perity with

expanding busmebS, great actrvitj in production
and commerce, is followed bv. a period in which
some entei prises then others, find costs ad

vancing so rapidly as to tncroach upon profits
Conti action of operations folio-Hi, with decline

in demand for matenaK and labor, and with

resulting embairassmcnt for the industrie-i sup
phmg matenal, and declining demand for

products, intended foi general consumption
Thus the distress extends in widening circles

until it affects eventually the whole business
system The process of readjustment mav be

giadual, or it mav be greatlv accelerated by
the failure of a great banking house, an event
Iikelv to drig down other banking and mer
cantile fltms Such an event results m wide

spiead uncertainty and suspicion, creditors de
mand the payment of claims debtors even

though sohent, find the banks unwilling to

provide meins of payment Panic rules and
for a time the whole mercantile structure

threatens to collapse Fiom such a shock busi
ness recovers but slowly, its activity is re

duced to the lowest ebb atid some time elapses
before the restoration of confidence takes place
This period of depiession is much more pro
longed than tlie acuter phase which precedes it

After a time business revives and begins to

expand Prices rise, and activitv becomes

greater A wave of prosperity again appears
which seems to carry everything before it un
til it, in. turn, is checked suddenly, and a
new cusis is at hand Lord Overstone, in an
oft quoted passage, descnbes these successive

phases as follows "State of quiescence, im

provement, growing confidence, prosperity, ex

citement, overtrading convulsions, pressure,

stagnation, distress ending again in quiescence
"

This related sequence of phenomena is now
generally known as a business cvcle The term
"crisis" is often employed to cover the whole

part of the ejcle in which hard times prevail
It is, however, more properlv applied to the

point m the process when contraction proceeds

rapidly and liquidation becomes fairly general
The long period of stagnation that usually fol

lows is pioperly denominated by the term 'de

pression" The term 'panic" is often used

mterchangeablv with 'crisis," but it is more

properlv restricted to an acute phase, not al

ways appearing in crises, when the consciousness

of impending disaster is widespread and leads

to more or less unreasoning acts calculated to

aggravate the conditions dreaded

Crises are designated as financial, commercial,
and industrial These qualifying phrases mark
the places m the economic organism where the

disturbance is felt In a purely financial crisis

the stock market is the storm centre, the dis

turbance affecting but slightly commercial or

productive enterprises A commercial crisis is

of wider area and embraces the trading classes,

while an industrial crisis extends its baneful in

fluence to producers in all lines of agriculture,

manufactures, and the like These expressions

do not designate so much different classes of

crises as crises of different degrees of intensity,

inasmuch as an industrial disturbance will al

ways imply disturbance in trade and the money
market, while trade upheavals imply commotion
in the money market, though a financial panic
does not necessarily imply the others

Wliile crisis and depression, are usually asso

ciated, this is not always the case Panic and
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crises may occur, and after a brief mtirval

affairs may prosper as before This is paiticu

laily tiue of the purely financial cnsea, which

are not deep rooted enough to affect \i ider

areas The crisis in its laiger sense hoTve\ei,

is invariably followed by haid times It should

be observed, moreover, that crises may be local

01 general, and while they haie many pointb in

common, it ib particularly the latter vith which

we ha\e to deal

General crises affecting the economic situa

tion of an entne countiy, and extending them
sehes to othei countries which ha\e tride rt

lations -with the former, are peculiarly a mark
of the modern organization of business A
century ago bad har\ests or other calamities

might cause local distress, or speculation such

as was exhibited in the days of the South Sea

Bubble and the Mississippi Scheme might cause

a panic, but suck occurrences did not show the

pertinacity and wide reaching effects which

characterize the modern industrial disturbances

That such crises are inevitable consequences
of modern methods of doing business and in

separable from the economic activities of our

times, seems to- be well established by their

frequent recurrence and by their gi eater severity
m the most advanced nitions

Cnses more 01 less pionouncod occurred in

England in the veirs 1815, 1825-26, 1836-37,

1847, 1857, 1866, 1873, 1890, 1000, and 1007,

while in the United States like disturbances

were felt in 1814, 1818-10, 1837, 1857, 1873,

1884, 1880, 1903-04, and 1007 The pcno
dicity of these oecuriences is marked and cor

tain writers have gone so far as to estabhhh a

normal interval of 10 or 12 years between

crises The facts as far as we know them do

not warrant us in fixing anv absolute rule,

though the hibtory of these cases rerveals muiy
common features

It will further be observed that the dates

given for Great Britain and our own countiy
coincide in several instances, and if space per
mitted us to draw upon the history of Belgium,
Holland, France, and Germany, further com
cidences would be obvious Certain crises, not

ably that of 1873, were felt quite generally
The actual crash did not occur in the same
month, or even in the same year in all the

countries involved, but it is a frequent occur
rence that local circumstances may hasten or

postpone an event for which the general condi

tions aie preparing
The concrete manifestations of a crisis can

best be studied m an historical instance, and
none is better adapted for this purpose than
the crisis of 1873 in the United State* With
the close of the Civil War an extraoidinary
activity m all lines of enterprise was mam
fested The public lands had been thrown open
to settlement, and large tracts had been granted
to tlie Pacific railroads This, together with
the return of the annj to the pursuits of

peace, and an enormous increase in immigra
tion, was the condition for an era of speculative
development in the Western States The im
pulse which had been given to manufacturer,
not only by the highly protective duties which
marked the war tariffs, but also by the de

preciation of the currency, which acted as a
check upon foreign competition, caused a sum
lar actmty in the manufacturing States of

the East Business prospered, prices and

profits were high The census of 1870 showed
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in even blanch of mdustn a great advance
ovei that of ISfoO, and the greater part of this

advance -was m the lattei half of the decade

Nowhere was this confidence in the future shown
more than in raihoad building and in the iron

mdustiy In 1867 thue were 2249 miles of

rail>va\ conducted in 1800, 4615, m 1871,
7379 A like expansion ot lailwavs had marked
the approach of the panic of 18*57 In like

manner, the outlaw toi constructing lailways
rose from $271,310,000 in 1804-68 to $841,260,
000 in 1869-73 The consumption of pig non,
which hid been 1416000 tons in 1868, lose to

2,910,000 tons in 1873 High pncos ruled The
maximum puces in the pmod following I860

were, it is tiue, attained in ISbfl but if they
fell m tlie >ears 1807 and 1868 it w ib only to

rise again to a point neiils equal to that of

18C6 m 1871 and 1872 The activity in the

commcicial centres is icflectcd in th iiso of

clearings in the New York Clearing House from

$28000,000,000 in 1808 to 1135,000000,000 in

1873 The foieign trade of the United States

showed a like activity, the asfgugiti. of expoits
and imports rising fiom $b JO 000 000 in the

fiscal ^eir 1868 to $1 165 000 000 in 1873 But
even moie sispaiilcant of the expansion of aetiv

ity m tie United States was the fact of in

creased importations from abioad In 1870 the

imports exceeded tho exports by $43000,000,
but m 1872 this exuss had become $182,000,000
and in 1873 $120,000,000
The ciifais of 1873 is usually dated fiom the

f ulurc of Jay Cooke & Co , September 18 The
Stock Exchange of Now "ioik uas closrd on the

20th and was not reopenrd until the end of

the month Clc xrmg House loan certificates

were issued m large quantities Theie had been
certain premonitory symptoms of the appioach
ing collapse Kaihoad building ic ached its high
cst point in 1871, pig iion its lughoht price in

September 1872 The ci ibis lasted a few months

only, the last Cleaning House loan certificates

being r< doomed Jan 14, 1874 But there fol

lowed a long period of depression which reached
its lowest point three voirs later The activi

tics winch had marked the pievious era were
not entirely stopped, enterpmes begun had to
be finished to save what was already invested,
the daily needs of tho people must be mot, but
all enterprise was timid and cautious The

buoyancy of the previous years was gone, and
new enterprises were not undertaken Railroad
construction fell off, and in 1875 reached a
minimum of 1711 milea, while in tlie period
1874-78 the outlay for eonstruetion was only
$357,000,000 Prices fell until 1879, to rise

thereafter until 1882 The consumption of pig
iron dcelmed until it reached 1,000000 tons
in 1878 Clearings in New York City fell off

from $35 000,000,000 m 1873 to $23,000,000,000
in 1874, and reached their lowest point since

1863 at $22,000,000,000 in 1870 In foreign
trade the excess of imports disappeared m 1875

Every msis, panic, and depression is marked
by analogous characterises Whatever data are

appropriate to show expanding conditions and
an inflated condition of business at any par
ticular time and place will exhibit a similar

showing In the United States, particularly
amoe 1840, railroad construction has been a

favorite index of conditions, but before the
crisis of 1837 similar activity was shown in

canal construction Before tlie panic of 1825,
u England, there were large investments in
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manufacturing establishments uhile the panic
of 1803 was preceded bj reckless investments
in foieign countues
As the \ear 1873 mirks the outbreak of the

crisis, so the year 1870 seues to mark the kra

eat point in the ^ubbpqucnt depression The
whole story of the crisis, its antecedents and
results, is succinctly told in the statistic* of

business failures, as reported by R G Dun &
Co, as followb

CEISP

A. ponod of depression cuts do\\n the equating
stock of goods, and the retrenchment of pro
duction, coupled with the constant increase of

population, creates a -void in the market To
fill this theie is a renewed actmft , as prices

begin to use, existing plants nnd it difficult

to meet the demand Plants are remodeled and
extended Preparation for future production
on a large scale takes place Large invest

incnts of nxed capital aie made in buildings,

machinery, md the like, and those branches of

industry which chiefly serve the purposes of

construction, such as the iror industry, make
extraordinary advances Mills and railroads

are built to supply an anticipated demand
This is usually overdone, and the facilities of

production increase more rapidly than the

effective demand for products Credit is unduly

expanded, and it is natural that the money
nurkets feel the first shock when the inevitable

readjustment takes place
While the phenomena of a crisis and its at

tendant consequences are generally recognized,

the widest variety of opinion exists as to the

causes of &uch economic disturbances Writeis

are prone to lay stress upon local or temporary

conditions, and to generah/e from them In

truth, the phenomena of a crisis are so com

plcx, and the conditions which may aggravate
it so numerous, that it is not surprising to see

the latter considered as primary causes Thus,

speculation, the currency, the tariff, bad har

vests, have all been made responsible for crises

These are frequently concomitant forces im

polling a crisis, but crises are so numerous that

there must be some deeper underlying cause

It is m the countries that are economically

farthest advanced that the successive phases of

the business cycle are most clearly marked

Whore production is organized on a small scale,

and is chiefly dependent on a local market,

similar fluctuations do not appear Students

of crises are agreed that an important circum

stance in connection with them is the extent to

which credit is employed in industry In a

period of prosperity prices rise, and with them,

profits On the basis of high profits credit

is expanded to meet the need for new equip

ment, etc, and the expansion of credit gives

further impetus to the rise in prices Within
the expanding structure of industry and com
merce certain stie^es appear The full em
plo\ment of labor raises wages and reduces
the efficiency of labor, the great demand for

loans products a rise in the late of loan inter

est In the period of good times the vigilance
of managers is relaxed and many small wastes
accumulate The existing -volume of currency
becomes inadequate to effect the exchange of

the increasing -volume of products at high
prices, bank xesenes decline, and bank loans
are curtailed The gams of prosperity are not

uniformly distributed some prices are kept
from rising bv public regulation or custom,
others b\ circumstances peculiar to each These

industries, however, feel the effect of advancing
costs and advancing interest rates They are
the first to sho\i signs of weakness In the
end the various stresses become so great that
the structure collapses

Certain features of crises are clearly traceable
to local conditionb In recent years the United
States alone of the great nations has suffered

from panics in time of crisis This fact is

ascnbable to the want of an elastic and centrally
controlled currency system With the adoption
of an improved system of banking (see BVNB^
BANKING) it is believed that this distressing
feature of the panic will be eliminated
\Vhether it will be possible to reduce the

frequency and seventy of crises through legis-
lative measures is still a disputed point It has

been proposed to manipulate the funds devoted
to public improvements in such a way as to

create employment and demand for materials

in time of crisis and depression It has also

been proposed, by Prof Irving Fisher, so to

regulate the monei supply that general pnces
will remain practically stationary Many be-

lieve that a more thoioughgoing publicity in

matters pertaining to industry and finance w 11

reduce the extent of ill advised investment, and
hence check the development of stresses in the

industrial structure At one time it was be

he\ed that trusts and similar forms of organ
ization would make for stability in prices and
hence prevent the recurrence of crises Hence
it ^as proposed to give state support to the

consolidation movement, instead of attempting
to check it, as now But recent crises in the

United States and Germany indicate that trusts

and cartels have not perceptibly reduced their

seventy Most observers of the phenomena of

crises have little faith in any proposed method
of checking them by law, so long as enterprise
is BO completely dominated by motives of private

profit as at present

Bibliography Consult "Industrial Depres
sions," First Annual Report of the Untied
States Commissioner of Labor (1886), Von
Bergmann, Gesohichte der nationaloJconomtschen

Ensentheoiien (Stuttgart, 1895), Veblen, The

ory of Business Enterprise (New York, 1904) ,

Jones, Economic Cnses (ib, 1900), Burton,
Financial Crises and Periods of Industrial

and Commercial Depression (ib , 1902) , Lescure,
Des ontes generates et penodtques de svrpro
dwstwn (Paris, 1907), Hull, Industrial De

fressions (New York, 1911) , Mitchdl, Business

Cycles (Berkeley, Cal, 1913)

CEISP, CnABLES FSEDEBIO (1845-96) An
American jurist and politician He wag born

in Sheffield, England, but came to the United

States when a child He served m the Confed
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erate aimj fiom 1861 to 1884, when he was
made a piiboner He ^as admitted to the bar

in 1866, and seived ab Solicitor General of

Geoigia from 1872 to 1877, and as judge of

the Superior Cou t from 1877 to 1882 From
this time until his death he was a Democratic
member of Congiets and from 1891 until 1895

WAS Speaker of the House

CBISPI, krt/bpe, FRANCESCO (1819-1901)
An Italian btatesinan, born at Ribera, in Sieilj ,

Oct 4, 1819 He studied law at Palermo and
was admitted to the bar there and m 1846 at

Naples He took an active part in the Sicilian

upribing of 1848 and after its disastrous issue

engaged in journalism in Piedmont In 1860

he aided Garibaldi in his expedition for the

deliverance of the Two Sicilies He became

the first lepresentative of Palermo in the Italian

Paihament, began immediately to play a pioui
ment role, and, after having been the leader

of the radical Left, became an exponent of

monarchical constitutionalism In 1876 he -was

elected President of the Chamber of Deputies
lo promote the interests of his country, he

visited the European courts in the following

uar and soon after uas made Minister of the

Intei 101 Denounced by hie opponents on a

charge of bigamy, he was obliged to resign m
1878 and, although acquitted, did not take office

again until 1887, m the cabinet of Dcpretis,
iffcer vthobe death, in the same vear, he became
head of the cabinet and Minister of Foreign Af
fairs He was an caineat advocate of the Tuple
Alliance ( q v ) between. Germany, Italy and

Aubtna, and in lus endeavor to strengthen ib

visited Bismarck at Friednchsruhe in 1887 and

accompanied King Humbert to Berlin in 1889,

conferring also with Oaprivi at Milan in the

following year Hit, policy was approved by an

overwhelming majority of the electors in 1890,
but his ministry was oveithrown on a matter
of financial policy m February 1801 He now
resumed Ins law piactice in Rome, and in the

Chamber of Deputies lod the Opposition against
hia successor m office, the Maiquis di Hudim
In 1803 he resumed the office of Premier, and
held it till the defeat of the Italians in Abya
sinia in 1896, when he was again succeeded by
Rndim (qv ) In March, 1898, he resigned
his seat in the Lower Chamber as a result
of the charges brought against him in connec

tion with extensive swindles perpetrated on the

Banca d' Italia Sa\e for a few ai tides which
he published in favor of the Triple Alliance, he
took no fuithcr active interest in affairs, and
he died on Aug 11, 1901, at Naples Cnspi
was the greatest statesman that southern Italy
gave to the united kingdom In his lifetime ha
was much misunderstood and maligned Dis
trusted by the Conservatives* as a Radical and

he fled during a persecution of the Christians

from Rome to Gaul, wheic he worked as a shoe

maker in Soisbons and dibtmguishcd himbelf

by his exertions, for the spiead of Chnstiaiutv

as *ell as to his uorks of charity According
to the legend, his benevolence was w gtext
that he even btole leathei to make shoeb for the

poor
' From this charities done at the evpenbe

of others have been called Cnspmadcs In the

vear 285 01 286 he and hib brothci suitered a

ciud maitMdom Both brothers aie commem
orated on the 25th of October Crispin is the

univci sally itcognmjd patron saint of shoe

makcia Consult Sutler, Lvoes o/ the Saints,
for October 25, The Accurate History of Cn?
pin and Cnspmiamts, the Royal SJioemakrrs

(Dublin, ISlb), Saint Cnspin and the Gentle

Oiaft (London, 1808)
CRISPIN 1 The old name for shoemakers,

applied to them fiorn the fact that St Ciibpm
was thear patron saint 2 A conventional cliar

actor in French comedy

CRISPING E LA COTVTARE, krCspe'nO a

la k&ma'ia (It The Cobbler and the Fairy)
An opera by Ricci, fiist produced in Venice, Feb

28, 1850 in the Unitid States 1861 (New York)
CRISS CROSS ROW See CuRisr CBOSS

How
CRISTINOS, kn ste'n&s (Sp, adherents of

Chribtina,) A politic il puty in Spam duung
the regency of Quocn Maria Claibtixu, mothei
of Isabella II They wue opposed to the Carl
ists and upheld the Pragmatic Sanction of

Ferdinand VII (qv), by winch Hie ciowa of

Spam was made inheritable in the feniile line

They were also known as Isibelmos

CBIST6BAL DB LA LAGXTNA See LA
GtTNA

CRISTOFORI, krA sWfo rS, BABTOLOMMBO
(1655-1731) An Jtihan harpsichoid maker,
and the inventor of the hammer action used in

the modern pianoforte He was born in Padua
Aftir manufacturing instruments in that city
until about 1687 he w IB persuaded by Pnnce
Ferdinand, son of the Grand Duke Commo III,
to remove to Florence An authentic gland
pianoforte made by the urn ntor in 1720 is sud
still to be preserved in Florence Sw PJANO
FOEIE
CRE3TOFORO COLOMBO An opera by

Franthotti (qv )
first pioduced m Genoa, Oct

6, 1802, in America, Nov 20, 1913 (Philadcl

pliia)

CRISTTJS. Pmtrs (f-1473) A Flemish

painter of the fift<H>nth century He was born
at Bacrle, date unknown, and may La\o been
a pupil of Jan van Eyck, who m any case in

fluenced ham strongly As regards perspective
and the treatment of landscape, Cri&tua is

Republican, he incurred the hostility of the step in advance of Van Eyck m all else he is

Republicans by his famous dictum in his letter greatly inferior His work is recognizable by"- - *
of tho faces

~
to Mazzmi, Maich 18, 1865, "Monarchy unites

us, while a republic would separate us
" From

that time lie was a firm supporter of the mon
archy, but never a friend of the court Con

the masklike appearance of tho faces His
works include the portrait of Edward Grim
stone (1446), now m possession of the Earl of

Verulam, a Madonna in the Stadel Institute,
suit Stillman, Frcenoesoo Gnapt, Inwgwt, Frankfort, "St Kligius," in the Opppnheim
Ernie, Revolutionist, and Statesman, (London, collection at Cologne Two paintings in the

1809) , T Palamenghi Crispi, Fwnoesco Onwi, Metropolitan Museum, New York, "A Virgin and
question* wtematstonak (Milan, 1913), also Child" and fcTV Deposition from the Cross"
the translation of his memoirs mix) English by formerly attributed to Jan van Bjck, are now
Agnetti (London, 1912) assigned to Orietus

CRISTIM
1 A saint and martyr of the third CRITCHECT, R D See CABTOIT, R C

century, who was descended from a noble Ro CBITIAS, krtshl-oB (Lat, from Qk Kwrfw,
man family With his brother Cnspmianus, JTrttM/ ( ?-403 BO) An Athenian orator and
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poet, the pupil both of Socrates and of Gorgias
of Leontmi He wat a leader in the oligarchical

party at Athene and was exiled after the down
fall of tlit I<oui Hundred in 411 BO After
the bubjugation of Athens by the Spartans he
returned, and in 404 became head of the Com
nuttee of Thnfy, known as the Thirty Tyrants,
and was notorious for his cruelty In 403 he
was killed in battle, in the general revolt led

against the Tyrants by Thras^bulub (qv }

His activity was varied in the faelda of oratorv,

tragic and elegiac poetry, and historical prose
Fragments of his elegies are in Bergk, Poet&
Lyttoi G-icsct, vol 11 (Leipzig, 1900) , of his his

torical woik, in Muller, Fragmenta Histoucorum
Gtcetoium, vol 11 (Pans, 1868-83)

CRITIC, THE A three act farce by Richard

Brinsley Sheridan in imitation of Bucking
ham's Keheatsal, produced at Covent Garden in

1770

CRITICAL POINT Experience shows that
there is. for e\en gas a certain temperature
abo\e which it cannot be liquefied, no matter
how great the pressure exerted upon it Thus,
above 31 1 C (87 98 P ) it is impossible to

liquefy carbonic acid gas, water cannot exist in
the liquid state above 374 C (705 F ), etc

Such temperatures are termed the critical points
or critical temperatures of substances The
vapor pressure of a liquid at its critical tem
perature is termed the critical pressure," and
the bpecific volume of the substance at the
cntical temperature and under the cntical pres
sure is termed the

'

critical volume "

The following table gives the critical tempera
tures and pressures for some of the more com
mon substances (the critical preBsureb in terms
of pounds per square inch may be obtained

approximately by multipljing the pressures
given in the table by 15)

CnHoal
temperature
(centigrade)

pressure
atmospheres)

By whom and -when
determined

..o aoid
n dioxide

Caibon disulphide

Carbon tetraohloride

"

robronuc acid gas
roohlono acid gas

Methyl chloride

Naphthalene

Pyndme
Sulphur dioxide

Sulphurated hydrogen
Toluene
Turpentine oil

Water
Wood alcohol

Xylene

5711
22
616
6296
llbO

7300
7287
355
4498
935
649

7190

JS?
6585
392
290

624?
330
508

7825
8935
416

2175
7850
358

CRITICAL ANGLE See LIGHT
CRITICAL PHILOSOPHT, or CRITI-

CISM The name applied to Kant's philosophy,
because it was not willing to accept all dicta

that seemed to have the support of reason (see

DOGMATISM: ), but sought critically to mvesti

gate the conditions of the possibility of knowl

edge and rejected all so called knowledge that

did not conform to these conditions See

KANT

The critical temperature of a liquid is uau

ally determined by introducing the liquid into

a strong walled glass tube about 3 or 4 nulh
meters in internal diameter The tube IB sealed

at one end and drawn out to a thin capillary
at the other end It is at first filled with the

liquid completely, then about one third of the

liquid is allowed to boil away, and the capillary
end is scaled off without allowing the air to

entor The two thirds-full tube is now placed
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in an appiopuate bath, and the temperature
is gradually laised As the critical point is

approached, the liquid meniscus is seen to be

come fainter and fainter, and when the critical

temperature is reached, the meniscus disappears
altogether For a short time the tube looks as

if filled -with a cloud of bluish smoke in up
ind down commotion then this too disappears,
and the contentb of the tube are perfecth

homogeneous all is vapor If the temperature
is now allowed to fall, a similar phenomenon
occurs as the critical point it i Cached from
abo\e the meniscus reappears and the contents

of the tube are again divided into two layers,

liquid and \apor In this maunci, if the liquid
is only pure enough, the critical temperature
can be determined within a tenth of a degree
4. convenient modification of the method has

been lecommended b\ Kmetsch, according to

whom the glass tube as descubed may be re

placed by a thin glass capillary which re

quires, of course, less liquid for a determination

and is easier to manipulate
A simple method foi determining the cnti

cal pressure was devised in 1893 by Altschul

in Ostwald's laboratory A strong walled capil
lary tube of glass is filled hilf with the liquid
under consideration and half with mercurv
The upper end is sealed, the lower (mercury)
end is hrmh connected with a narrow copper
tube filled with paraffin oil and leading to a

small pump which is likewise filled with oil

The pump is also connected with a spring gauge
indicating pressures within a ienth of an atmos

phere Now the extiemc upper end of the

gliss tube is heated o&ote the ciitical tcmpeia
ture of the liquid, &o that the liquid within
the tube become" divided into two poitions
an upper which is completely gasified, and a
cooler lo\ver one which lemams liquid But,
as a general rule, thue is no meniscus between
the two portions If, however, the pressure is now
graduallj raised, a moment arrives at which tho

meniscus appears at a certain point m the tube,
U7 at the point where the temper xture is equal
to the critical tempei ature of the liquid For at
that temperature and under the critical pressure
liquid and vapor are in equilibrium and there
fore normally separated ty a meniscus The
critical pressure sought i& thus the pressure tt

which a meniscus appears m the fluid

The critical temperature, as well as the cut
loal pressure, of muntures is usually inter

mediate between those of the components and

<iccoiding to Pawlewski'a rule each component
contributes its property in proportion to its

percentage amount in the mixture This rule,

however, is only a rough approximation to the
truth \ similarly crude empirical rule IB that
of Guldberg, according to which the critical

temperature of a single liquid (on the absolute
scale ie, in centigrade degrees fJut 273) may
be calculated by multiplying the temperature
of the boiling point (again on the absolute

scale) under normal atmospheric pressure by
1 55 For instance, the boiling point of ether
is 35 C , or 35 + 273 = 308 absolute W8
X 1 55 =4774, 477 - 273 = 204, and this

should, according to Guldberg's rule, be ap
proxiraately the critical centigrade temperature
of ether As a matter of fact, that tempera
ture is only about ]94 C, or 10 lower In
some cases the agreement between Guldberg's
rule and experiment is somewhat better, in

other "ases it is even worse

CRITICAL POINT

\s to the critical \olume the e'tpenmental
determination is extremely difficult And cnti

oil -volumes are usually Calculated on the basis

of a reliable empiiical lule found bv Cailletet

and Mathias and gencralU refened to undei
their nimcb It must be rtmembcied that
when a liquid is ordinarily heated it expands
as the temperature naes, i e

, its density con
tmuoush diminishes at the same time the

density of its vapoi continuously increases

with rising tunperdture, therefore, the d^nai

ties of liquid and vapoi tend to equalize, and
finallv at tht criticil point the densitieb be

come exactly equal Thib is why all difference

between liquid and vapoi, and with it the

sepuating meniscus, disappear Caillotet and
Mathias discovered that if the arithmetical
means of the densities of liquid and vapor are

plotted against the temperature^ tho result is

a stiaight line which at *he critical tempeiiture
passes thiough the point indicitmg the critical

densitj of the substance (->nd hence rtveals also

the critical volume) If therefoic a few points
are deteimmcd on this line at tempeiatuies con

siderably below tho critnal point where ev

perimentation is still sufficiently convenient, the

pi elongation of the line to the critical tempera,
tuie grves thi desired densitv and volume, and
the determination may be considered aa quite
reliable

If two substances whose ciitical temperatures
are lespettively Si and 6 aie at two diffeient

temperatures TI and Tt (all on the absolute

!Ti Ti
scale), such that TTS-T-, *h(T are said to be

"l 6t

at the same "reduced tempei atures
"

Similarly,
substinces aic said to be under the sime "TO

duced pressures" when tho prcesmiR under which
thev ftie phced aie equal fractions of their

ciitical prcv-siue T
t and IT linally, they arc

sud to ha%e the same 'i educed volumes" when
their specific volumes are equal fmotions of thoir

cntical volumes 0, and When at the sime
reduced temperature and under tho same ro

ducod pressure, substances are also said to be

in oorrosyondtny itatc<i \ number of interest

ing theorems arc connected with thwe "corre

spending states
"

It can bo shown e g , that

when substances arc it the same reduced torn

pcraturos and pressures their reduced volume,
too, are the sam*4

Altogether the theory of

corresponding states forms an important chap
ter of modern physical chemistry, ewn though
many exceptions to it have been observed and
not vet accounted for

The cntical point of substances can be taken

advantage of for pansmg from tho gaseous to

the liquid state of aggravation and convcrsdy
in a "continuous" way, 10, without having to

deal, at any moment dunns? the process, with a

mass consisting partly of liquid, partly of

vapor, and hence having two different specific

volumes Thus, remembering that the critical

temperature of carbonic acid is 311 C and
its critical pressure 73 atmospheres, let it b*

required to transform continuously a given
amount of the gas into liquid To accomplish
this we may fir&t heat the gas, say, to 35

0, raise the pressure, say, to 80 atmospheres,
and then, keeping the pressure unchanged, let

the temperature fall, say, to 20" , we shall

then find the substance entirely liquid, for a
sudden liquefaction of the entire mass (witb
out separation, mto a layer of liquid and one of
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vapor) will ha\e taken place when, during
the piousb of cooling, the temperature of 31 1'
is reached At no moment lull liquid ha\e
existed simultaneously with gas Similarly, if

it should be required to transform continuously
a given amount of liquid carbonic acid into gas,
we might proceed as follows lower the tempera
tuie, sa-v, to 20 C, raise the piessuie, say, to
80 atmospheres, and then allow the temperature
to nse sav, to 35" C , we should then find the
substance entnelv gaseous, without however,
the ma&s having at any moment duung the

process consisted partlv of liquid, parth of gas
Continuous changes like those just described
wore at one time expected to break down the
barrier between the gaseous and the liquid
states of aggregation, and to permit of extend

ing to liquids the simple gis laws For at leist

at the cnticdl point liquids and their vapor's
are identical m pin sicochemical

propeities and
must theiefore be governed by the same laws
But the hope has not vet come true
Consult Van der Waals, Die Oontimntat des

gasformigen und fliwigen Zustandes (2 vols
2d ed, Leip/ig, 1899-1900) Simplei account^
of the subject mav be found in the works on

physical chemistry recommended in the article

CHEMISTRY (qv ) See also GUsEs, GENERAL
PROPFRTIES or HPAT
CBIOyiCISM (Fr criticisms, from Lat criti

cus, Gk ii.piTih.os, knttloi, cntic, from Kplveiv,

Jcnnetn, to judge) Cntieism, as the art of

judgment, whether favorable or adverse is ap
phcable in all fields of human accomplishment,
and all inventions, all institutions, all life, are,

broadly speaking, within its scope It is, how
ever, with literature and with art that criticism

has most significantly busied itself, with the re

suit that the teim his come to mean the inter

pretative study of these greatest expiebsions of

man's nature The Poetics of Aristotle has for

centuries boon regarded as the first important
work of enticism, and many of the rules there

laid down have maintained their value to this

day Aristotle's manner of approach was the

scientific method of induction, and his under

standing of the fundamental laws of human
nature, his perception of those traits, emotions,
and desires which, transcending any one

age, belong to the men of all ages, underlaid

and formed the firm basis of his criticism

Briefly summarised, Aristotle's chief doctrines

were that all art and literature should have
as function the pleasure giving representation
or "imitation" of what was universal apper
taming to all human nature and not particu
larly or insignificantly individual, and that

Sfreat art was measured by the high and laatmg

pleasure it afforded to society To study the

impressive woiks that have stood the test of

time the Bible, Homer, Vergil, Dante, Shake

spearc, Milton, and lesser but well loved poets
in the light of Aristotle's illuminating laws, is

to discover how striking in its essence is the

similarity in the greatest art, the sameness

of man's soul, its passions and aspirations, re

maining the keynote of art as it is of life

The technical side of criticism questions of

metrical and dramatic construction and minor

points of style was approached by Aristotle,

and the systematic nature of the Pottos is

probably the chief reason for the reaction that

has now and again set in against what is some
times termed purely academic criticism Yet
it is just because Aristotle appreciated a&d,

showed that all art must ha-ve laws that the
student will find him so useful, more so even
than Plato, whose lightning flashes of inter

pretation must be ranked with the highest
creative critical literature The cntical writers
after Aristotle are so numerout Gieek, Bv
zantme Latin and for the most pait so oc

cupied with the linguistic phase of composition,
that one s glad to passs In almost all their
iheftorical treatises until thero loomt up in the
thud century the figuie of Longinus whose

refreshing enthusiasm foi the lpaut^ of letteis

places him abo\e the mechanical student of
lules Notable among his Latin ji edecessors
were Cicero, Horace and Qumtihan whose ob
servations on stvle have be<n of permanent
service From the time of Qumtihan to Dante
there is no great mine in criticism nor is

this to be wondered at when one reflects that
the meduei al attitude tow ard 1

-, literature was, on
the whole, that of distrust and disapprobation
Dante's poetrx has so o\orshadowed his critical

treatises that there are probably many lovers

of the Diune Comedy ^ho have no conception
of the interest of the master's reflections on

poetic form and beauty nor any knowledge of

his limitations of the subiect matter of great

poetiy to love war, and virtue or moral

philosophy Of more sen ice than Dante's trea

ti^es were the writings of the poets and critics

of the Italian Renaibsance Through them the

classical tradition was passed on to England
and to the ret.t of Europe, in art and litera

ture as in science and in politics the Italy of

the Renaissance was the great rcjuvenator and

originator in the realm of the intellect

In more modern times the names of Corneille,

Boileau, Voltaire, Diderot Hugo, and Samte
Beuve in France, of Kant Schiller, and Les

sing in Germany of Sidney, Pope, Addison,

Dnden, Wordsworth, and Shelley in England,
represent differing views and opinions Boi
lean's Art pottique, reminiscent of Horace's Ars

Poetica, and Pope's Essay on Ontiotsm have
their distinct value as volumes of often au
thontative formal instruction, furnishing use

ful analyses of the different kinds of verse com

positions Of far more worth IB Sir Philip

Sidney's Defen&e of Poene (an essay richly
reminiscent of the Italian Renaissance), wherein

he quaintly reminds us that "though the poet
cometh to you with words set in delightful

proportion," yet "it is not rhyming and versing
that maketh a poet" Lessing's great achieve

ment was to disperse the fog that Corneillp

had raised around the dramatic principles of

Anstotle, and by clarifying the classic doctrines,

to make possible their application to all art

under modern conditions And here, without

going into any details concerning any present
dav doctrines, even though they be so interest

ing as the evolutionary theories with which wt

readily connect the name of M Brunetiere, it

may be well to suggest the wider paths open
to criticism through modern conditions Tho
Greek and Roman critics had only their own
work to study We of to day have the dramas,
the epics, the novels of many nations and. ages

The study of comparative literature, now DOS

sible, opens up opportunities for tracing those

influences which affected the literatures of all

Europe, and affords the student the chance of

building up from raryifflg yet interrelated

sources a standard of criticism The differences

due to national character and individual genius
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will teach him the limitations of hard and fast

formal rules while his faith in the fundamental
canons of great art can onlv be made firmer by
such comparative study He will learn that

criticism is of u&e as a method of judgment for

the reader rather thin an inspiring guide to

the poet whose highest achievements are ne\er

the result of the rules whose vitality the'V at

teat The critic \vho disregards the universal

message of gieat art and, maintaining that

there is no disputing concerning taste claims

for his personal opinion as much -value as can,

attach to any judgment, resets for his impres
sionibtic mesa of pottage the buthright of many
ages of culture The subjective element of

criticism is not, however, piecludcd by the posi
ti\e laws revealed through the inductive method

applied to works of art 4,s Lowell pointed out

in his essay on Don Quixote, a book is great
in proportion to what can bt gotten from it, and

many an artist has btulded better than he knew
The individual critic can be so keen and yet
true in his interpretations and BO inspiring in

his expression as to make his criticism itself

creative literature The qualities which are

necessaiY to the ideal critic are, therefoie, not

alone knowledge of human nature and of the

characteristics of the literature which has en

dured, he must himself have true power of

intuition, sympathy combined with impartiality
in judgment, a rational appreciation of the

relative importance of form and content, the

sense of beauty which will enable him to judge
style and the capacity foi making others see

what he sees Method and technique arc al

ways valuable, and Amencans have much reason

to be grateful to Child and Ticknor and Long-
fellow for their contribution to America's scliokr

ship, for criticism is to be thought of, first of all,

not as a formidable and nxrrowmg system but
indeed as a broad viewpoint, occupying the same
lolation to literature that literature holds to

life and as law is the condition of true liberty
in life, so criticism IB the bar to anaichy in lit-

erature 'Wo do not possess what wo do not

understand," said Goethe Tho true critic, like

the rhapsodist of old, can bo the connecting
link between the artist and the public, leading
his readers to understand the beauty of a work
and so to possess it The technical beauty may
well be a matter of formal development, but
the emotional beauty and appeal rest on tho
basis of the essential oneness of human nature,
whether in the days of Athena, of Rome, of

London, or of New York
Criticism thus underatood is freed from the

charges to which certain critics have exposed
it It is not, on the side of form, a narrowing
method of petty rules, but a rational study of

fitting construction and adequate expression,
on the side of content its most lasting dicta are

opposed to the contention of those who, like

Ruskm, would make art a handmaiden of moral-

ity It does not wstriot genius, because genius
precedes it, and genius connotes the sense of

form and beauty, and can but be aided by ref

erence to the simple laws of formal beauty
As the art of judgment concerning the fairest

flowering of the human spirit, criticism has one
of the highest of judicial functions , as the art
of interpretation, admitting individual intuition
and inspiring teaching, it has a creative function
of wide and lofty worth

Consult the following representative work*
$, H Butcher, Tte Poet** of Arwtvtk (Lou

don, 1808) H L Ha\el aad Andrew Lang,
Longmut on tJie Sublime (ib 1800) Horace,
trs Poehca (translations are tasilv accessible) ,

Sir Philip Sidney, ipoloq\e for Poettte (c!581,
and published faubsequenth as The Defense

of Poetic, easily accessible in recent editions)

English critical thought in the si\temth and
seventeenth ccntuncs is utll represented, -with

scholarly commentai\ in G Smith, Elma
lethan Critical Essays (2 \ols Ovford, 1004) ,

P H Fne Dn/den and the Critical Canon* of
the Rcvtntecnth Century (Univeisity of Nr
hiaska, 1007) and Critical Essays of the flerpfl

teenth Crntwy (1 veils CKfoid, 1008-00), id

J E fipingain Conbult too Boileau, L' \tt

poetique (1(>74, eisih uccsaible in iccent cdi

turns and in translation) Alexander Pope
JE/ssay on Cntui\m (17111 Phelto, Dcfente of

Poetiij (published in 1840 (.asil> accessible in

recent editions) Colendge, Literary Criticism

(0\ford, 1008), Matthew Arnold, JBway* t

Cnticiim (1st sones, IBbS, 2d acnes, 1868),
and pasbim, Walter Paters works, passim See

also the critic \l writings of Goethe and Les

sing, and of Ramte Bcuvc, Tame, Brunolidrc,
and ^atole Fiance The works cited mav be

supplemented by tho following J E Spingarn,
Literati/ Cntmtm in the Renwiswnce (New
Yoik and London, 1800), C M Gayley and
F N Scott, Intiodnction to the Methods and
Matenah of hitciaty Cr hewn (2 xols, Bos

ton, 1800), G- IS Woodhern, I New Defence
of Poctty (New York, 1000) George Saints

bury, Ifistottj of OnticKm (3 vols
, London,

1003-04) IViv, Hiitoite <7e? opinion* litU
laitc? (Pans, 1840) , Bourgom, Let maittef de
la cutiqiw au AT/Te ticdo (Paris, 1880), P
H imohus, Die Kntil in dcr engh<H hen Littot atw
(Boilm, 1807)

CEITICISM, BmriCAL See EXEGESIS

CBITICISM, TPXTUAT Ftec TEXTUAL Cam
ClfeM

CHITIQtJE DE L'ECOLE DBS FEMMES,
Kre'tok' de Ift'koF da fam (Fr, criticism of the
School for Wives) An amusing comedy bv Mo
h&re, produced Juno 1, 1W>3, written m defense

of his earlier comedy, L'Mcole dos femmei, which
had been attacked by Le Vise, editor of Le Mer
owe galwnt, in the third sones of his Nouvtlle*
nouvclles It consists of a discussion of the

merits of the former piece, chiefly carried on
between a hypercritical marquin and an amiable
chevalier

CRITIQUE Or PURE REASON, krl tek'

(Gor K.nM der rcwen \ernwift] A philo

sophical work by Immannei TCant (1781), the
baRie of modern German philosophy
CKETIirs A Greek sculptor See HABMO

mtis AND ABISTOGITON
CBI'TO (Lat, from Gk Kptruv, KnMn) A

wealthy friend and disciple of Socrates He
arranged for his master's escape from prison,
but Socrates refused to take advantage of the

plan Plato's dialogue representing the last

conversation between Socrates and Onto bears
the latter's name
CBIT'OLA/XJS (Lat, from Gk KpwdXaoi,

Krtfolaos) A Greek philosopher, born at Pha
selis, m Lycift, in the second century BO He
succeeded Anston of CeoR as the head of the

Peripatetic school at Athens and acquired a

high reputation as a philosopher and orator
About 155 BO he went to Rome, and, with
Oarneades and Diogenes, obtained a remission
of the fine of 500 talents which the Romans had



imposed upon Athens foi the destruction of

Oropus See CABNEADES

CBITTEITDEH', GEOBGE BIBB (1812-80)
An American soldier, the son of T T Cuttenden
(qv ) He \vas born at Russellville, Ky gradu
ated at the United States Military Academy in

1832, served with distinction in the Mexican
War and was promoted to be lieutenant colonel

(1856) He resigned and joined the Confederate

aimy m 1861, was appointed maioi geneial and
\\as placed in command of southeastti n Ken
tucky and a part of Tennessee Foi hi-, defeat
it Mill Spring (1862), ho\ie\ei, he was ceu
suied He subbequently sened as \ volunteer,
and from 1867 to 1871 \\as State Libranan of

Kentucky

CEITTE1TDEN, JOHN JOBDAK (1787-1863)
An Amciican statesman, born neai Versailles,

Ky He giaduated at WiUiam and Mary College
in 1807 seived in the \\ai of 1812 T\as a
United States Senator from 1817 to 1819, United
StaUs Distnct Attorney from 1827 to 1829,
and a United States Senator again from 1835
to 1841 In 1841 he *as appointed Attorney
Geueial by Piesident Hamson, but resigned
when Tylei became President, and ^as again in
the Senate ftom 1842 to 1848, after which he
was Governor of Kentucky from 1848 to 1850
He TV as again Attorney Geneial under President
Fillmoie and m 1855 \*as a fourth tune sent

to the Senate Although a Southerner, Cntten
den consistently devoted his energy and elo

quence to the preservation of the Union, and he
exerted every effort, first, to avert the impending
Civil War, and later to assist the Admimstra
tiou in its prosecution In the Senate (1900-
01) he mged unsuccessfully his famous com-

promise (S.e CBITTEI<DEN COMPROMISE ) Re-

tiring from the Senate in 1861, he served one

turn m the House, and m that body also strove

foi the supremacy of the Constitution Con
suit The Life of John, J Onttenden, by his

daughter, Mis Chapman Coleman (2 vols,

Philadelphia, 1871)

CBITTENDEN, THOMAS LEONIDAS (1815-
93) An American soldier, the son of John
Jordan Cnttenden, horn in RussellviUe, Ky He
\*as a private in the Kentucky Volunteers in

1836, studied law, and in 1842 became common-
wealth's attorney During the Mexican War he
seived as lieutenant colonel under both Geneial

Tayloi and General Scott and, when the former

became President, was appointed United States

Consul at Liverpool He entered the Federal

aimy at the beginning of the Civil War, be

came a brigadier general of volunteers in Octo

bei, 1861 and for his services at Shiloh, where

he commanded a division, was raised to the

rank of major general (July 17, 186-2} He
afterward commanded a division under General

Buell and took an important part in the battles

of Murfreesboro and Chickamauga, but resigned

from the service in December, 1864 He entered

the legular armv as colonel of the Thirty second

Infantry m 1866, was brevetted brigadier general

in 1867, and served on the frontier until his

retirement in 1881

CRITTENDEN COMPROMISE In Amen
can history, a measure proposed in Congress in

1860 bv Senator T J Crittenden (qv ) as a

means of preventing the secession of the Southern

States, through the adoption of certain constitu

tional amendments These amendments were

five in number, and provided (1) that tie right

to property in slaves wa to be recognized, and

'$ CEIVBLLI

tint slavery was to be permitted and protected
m all the common territory south of 36

C
30'

ind prohibited north of that line, vvhile the land
remained in its territorial status, (2) that Con
gress Tias not to have power to abolish slavery in

the places under its exclusive jurisdiction ^hich

lay vnthin a State where slavery existed (3)
that Congress was to have no poner to abolish

slavery in the District of Columbia so long as

it e\isted in either Maryland or Virginia, and
then only after the owners of the slaves had
been compensated, (4) that Congress was to

ha\e no power to prohibit or hinder the trans

portation of slaves from one State to another,
or to a Territory where slavery was legal, (5)
that Congress might provide that in case*, where

escaped slaves "were rescued or their arrest pre
vented by mobs, the owners should be compen
sated by the United States, which in turn

might lecover damages from the county in

which the illegal act occurred All of these

amendments were to be peimanent and "un
amendable ' The compromise was defeated in

a committee of the Senate and failed of consid

eiation in the House

CBJTTEMTOU', CHARLES NELSON (1833-
1909) An Ameucan philanthropist born in

Adams, Jeffeison Co
,
N Y He \ient into the

diug business in Nevs lork City in 1861, but
after 1882, -when his five year old daughter
Florence died he devoted his time and wealth to
the establishment of Floience Cnttenton Homes
foi homeless and unfoitunate girls and their

infant children In 1895 the National Florence

Cnttenton Mission was incorpoiated to carry on
this work Of these mission homes more than
70 were organized m Mr Cnttcnton's lifetime

in all the larger cities of the United States and
in Marseilles, Tokio, Shanghai the city of

Mexico etc The drug manufactuiin company
which bore his name was om, of the first profit

shaiing concerns in the United States He was
an active member of the Prohibition party
CBrlTTElTTON MISSION" See FLORENCE

CBITTENTON MISSION CBITTEJSTON, C N
CKTVELLI, kre velle, CABLO (c 1430-c 1495)

A Venetian painter of the early Renaissance

He was bom in Venice, probably the son of

Jacopo Crnelb, a painter, and studied with
Antonio and Bartolommeo da Murano, and was
later influenced by the schools of Padua and
Ferrara Of his life m Venice nothing is re

corded except that he was convicted of adultery
in 1457, and this was probably the cause of

his leaving Venice, never to return In 1468

he began his nork in the Marches, where he prac
ticed the remaindei of his life, residing after

1473 m Ascoh In 1490 he was named '^Miles,"

and shortly before his death "Eques Laureatus"

ty Ferdinand II of Capua, as the signatures of

his later paintings proudly record Among his

early works are a "Madonna" in the Verona

Museum, and a "Pietft with Saints" in the

Berlin Gallery, which show the influence of

Kegroponte and Squarcione After he left

Venice in 1467, his works, owing to Mantegna's
influence, inci eased in earnestness and pathos
and improved in color and technique, as IB

shown in the altarpiece in five compartments
with predella in the cathedral of Ascoli (1473)
and "St George on Horseback" in the Gardner

collection, Boston In the so called "DemidofT

Altarpiece" (1476), in 13 compartments (Na
tional Gallery, London), he has fully developed
an individual style, and between 1480 and 1400
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he reached the height of his power At this

time he painted the "Madonna" in the Vatican

Galleiy, the triptych "Madonna" in the Brera,
the "Pieta" in the Boston Art Museum, the same

&ubject in the Johnson collection, Philadelphia,
the "Madonna with St Peter and six Saints"

in the Berlin Gallery, and "The Annunciation"
m the National Gallery Such woiks combine

giace, charm, and elaboiate idilhc accessories

\vith intense pathos and femd religious feeling

They are characterized bv wonderful strength
of line and a metallic lustre ot color Both m
technique and sentiment Cuvelh was a con

seivative and stood apait fiom the general de

velopment of Venetian pointing He painted

only in tempeia and maintained the early
scheme of division of his altars into separate

panels He excelled in the tieatmcnt of such

luolated figures, which, although stiff and ar

chaic, are in e\preswon calm and deep as the

sea After 1400 Ins work shows less originality
and intensity but more peifcct technique and

increasing, almost riotous, oinamentation "The
Coronation of the Virgin" (1493) and the 'Ma
donna della Candeletta," both in the Biera, are

good examples of his latest style Consult

Berenson, T enetian Painters of the Renaissance

(New York 1909), and Rushfoith, Carlo Cnvelb

(London, 1900)
CBQAZ'ER See DRUM, GBUNT, QUJUKJSFISH
CBOAKEB AND CO The pseudonym

adopted by Joseph Hodman Drake and Pitz

Greene Kalleck in the Qroale/r Pieces, in the

New York Evening Post (1819)

CBOATAN, kro'tln' An island off the
coast of Noith Carolina, south of Roanoke

Island, at the time of the first English attempt
at colonization, about 1585 By the shifting of

the sands it is now probably a part of Eatteias
or Ocracoke Island A colony of 117 persons who
were landed by Sir Walter Raleigh upon Roanoke
Island in 1587, and of whose ultimate fate

nothing definite was ever afterward leained, is

supposed to have taken refuge with friendly
Indians upon Croatan Island and to have even

tually become absorbed into that tribe Recently
new interest has been given to the story through
the claim of descent from these colonists,

asserted by a considerable body of mixed blood

stock in Robeson County, m the southern part
of the State Although their claim has probably
no sound historical basis, they have been ofh

cially recognized bv the State as a separate

people under the name of "Croatan Indians "

According to the census of 1910 they numbered
5865
CEOATIA (kraa'sMa) AND SLAVONIA

(Slav Jlrvatska i SlawMya, Hung HoroatSto
vonorsnag, from Croat JRrvat, OChurch Slav

RhrUwtwd, Slov Khrwt, Pol Karwat, Euss
Khrovate, Croat and OChurch Slav RlovienvnH,
Buss Skivyanwii, MGk 'E^Xa/S^s, Esklabt.no*,
a Slav, whence Ger Sklwe, Eng slave] A
kingdom of Austna Hungary, constituting one
of the lands of the Hungarian crown (Map
Hungary, D 4) It is separated by the Drave
and the Danube from Hungary proper on the

northeast, by the Save from Servia and Bosnia
on the south, has Dalmatia and the Adriatic on
the southwest, and Styria, Carmola, and Istna
on the west Croatia constitutes the south
west portion, Slavoma, the northeastern part
Its area is 16,425 square miles

A large part of the surface consists of moun
tain chains ranging in height from about 2000

to 4000 feet, principal!} spurs of the Julian

and Styrian Alps In Croatia aie the Agram
highlands, the Cioatiin Karst (see KABST),
\\ith an ele\ation of about 500 feet, the two

langes of Gieat and Little Kapelli, the former
ic iching a height of about 500 feet, and the

Vclebit Range, whose highest summit is about

5750 feet On the bordus of Ciimola are the

Uskok Mountains The beautiful mountain

region on the noitliuest is cilled "Cioatian
S\utzciland" The mteiior along the Save con

eists of an e\tensive and fruitful valley The
eastein pirt contains feitile, well cultivated

valleys, while the \\estern part is covered with
f01 cats There aie several bnull livers fkwinef
into the Sa\e and Dia\e, and a number of lakes

on the coafat The Kulpa River, a tnbutarv of

the Save rising in Caimola and flowing acioss

Croatia, is gcnci illy considered the northern

boundaiy of the Balkan Pemnbula
The climate is uot uniform thioughout the

kingdom Along the coast of Cioitia the sum
mcis aie dry and the wmtus long with con
sidciable piocipitation, but the annual rango
of tompciatuie is less than in Slavoma In this

westun poition the winters aie vuy raw, and
the land is subject to the bora, a cold, fierce

northeastein wind, which renders navigation
dangerous and bungs lua\y snows to the high
lands In the inteiior the continental type of

climate pievails, with winter tempeiaturts fie

rntly
below zero and excessive summer boat

paits of Sla\onia the climate is very insalu

buous on account of numaous swunps The
soil is f urly fertile, and the range of vegetation

very wide About 32 por cent of the productive
area is arable land, 23 per cent is in rat idows
and pastures, 38 per cent is under forests, and
1 per cent is covucd with vmeymls The com
mon European ceioals are raised extensively,

especially wheat and corn The yield of pota
toes is considerable Fruits aie giown in abun-

dance, notably apples, plums, nuts, and grapes
in the southern part of the countiy Agram
in Croatia is the capital and railroad centre

A number of railroads under government eon
tiol cross the kingdom, and over 2000 miles of

highways have been constructed
Inc Jtnmeial production of Croatia and Slavo

nia is unimportant Some coal, iron, marble,

copper, and sulphur figure in the expoits There
aro but fow modern industnal establishments,
the bulk of the manufactures originating in the
domestic industiv of the peasant families

Thcio aro some silk mills, glass and sugar mills,
a few shipbuilding, milling, paper, and leather

establishments in the coast districts, and a
number of distilleries and breweries Tho plum
brandy of Slavoma is famous under the name of

"Shwowitz" There is a considerable transit

trade, laigely carried on through the ports of

Piume, Zengg, and Porto Re" The chief articles

of export are grain fruits, wine, lumber, flour,

horses, and flwmc The crownland had, in 1911,

11,997 miles of public roads and 1329 miles of

railway Of the railway, 541 miles Mere owned
by the state, and 536 were also operated bv the
state though privately owned AgVani (ZagrRb)
is the principal railway centre Thero is water

tianspoitation on the Danube, Save, Drave, and
Una

Croatia and Slavoma, a titular kingdom, 1$

autonomous in its internal affairs Its OYGOU
tive head, or governor, is the Ban, responsible
to the Provincial Diet and to the Hungarian Pre-
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mier, who appoints him with the approval of

the King (the soveiugn of Austna Hungary)
There are three ministries Interior, Public In
stiuction and Worship, and Justice The Diet,
or National Assembly, is a single chambei of 88
elected deputies and certain privileged members,
as the heads of the nobility and high ecclesias

tics and officials The privileged members, who
must not exceed in numbei half the deputies,

usually sympathize with Hungarian policy The
crownland is represented by thiee membeis in

the Upper House and 40 in the Lowei House of

the Hung man Parliament and is entitled to a
minister m the Hungarian cabinet who coun

tuiignb all important acts affecting it In 1908
the icvemie of the autonomous government was
25 610,000 kronen, and the expenditure 24,710,
000 kronen The trovvnland is divided into

eight counties and four municipal towns
The huhties for both elementarv and sec

ondary education aie improving In 1910, 52 6

per cent of the population over six years of

age could read and write as compiled with 444
pei cent m 1900 Agram (q v ), the capital, h< s

a unvvei&vfcy The population in 1890 -was 2,201,
927 m 1900, 2,410,304 (9 7 pei cent mciease) ,

in 1910 (census of December 31), 2,621,954 (85
PCT cent in ci ease) The last census returned by
langu ige 62 5 per cent of the people as Croats,
24 per cent Sirbs, 5 1 per cent Germans and
4 1 pei cent ITungai ians The percentage of

Romin Catholics in 1910 was 716 and Greek
Orthodox 249 Agiam had 79,038 inhabitants,
Es/6k (Ewg, Osjck), 31,388, Zimony (Setnlm),

17,111, Kiliolyvaios (Karlatadt, Karlovxc),
1C 112, Virxsd (Warasdin), 13,898 Aveiage
birth rate, 1906-10 404, 1011, 368 death rate,
250 and 251, illegitimacy, 73 and 79 (for

Tluncjaiy proper, 97 and 96)
History Croatia and Slavonia were included

m the Roman Piovmce of Pannoma The Croats
\TO a southern Slavic

people, speaking a

language which diffeis but slightly from that of

tin 11 neighbors the Seibs They came down in

the seventh century from the Carpathians In
the ninth century the Croats adopted Latin

Christianity, while the Serbs received Chris

tianity
from Constantinople About the year

910 Croatia asserted its political independence
of the Byzantine emperors and under its own
km? extended its power over Bosnia and Dal
matia A great part of Cioatia was annexed
to Hungary towards the close of the eleventh

century, and m 1102 Koloman of Hungary had
himself crowned King of Croatia and Dalmatia
The countrv was involved m the dynastic stiug

git's and wars for self preservation which were

the lot of Hungary for centuries In the great
democratic and nationalistic uprising through
out Europe m 1848 Croatia played a prominent
rOle Bv stirring up the race pre]udice of the

Croats against the Hungarians the reactionary
Austrian government was enabled to subdue the

grtat Hungarian icbelhon in that 5 ear, Jella

chich, Ban of Croatia, acting as the ready tool

of Austria and the Eapsburg dynasty After the

icvolution Croatia was ruled by the Hapsburgs
m a purely despotic fashion for 10 years It was
then incorporated again in Hungary by a com

promise treaty which gave the Croats representa
tion in the Hungarian Diet Hungary, Ixowever,

annexed Fiunie outright, and the Croats, far

from satisfied with the compromise have never

ceased to demand complete autonomy The oc

oupation and subsequent annexation of Bosnia
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and Herzegovina bv Ausln a Hungary, with
their large Croatian populition has given addi
tional fervoi to this de-,uc, and it has been
made a constant issue, throughout the last 40

years, b> a succession of riots The more sen
ous of thebe occuncd m 1883 and 1903 The
iccent Balkan TUr (qv )

fanned the flame still

fuither, and the Croats, aroused by the success

of their neighbors, the Servians, took occasion

to lenew their demands with unusual vehemence
Consult Matkovitch, Eioatien und Blavomen
nach seinen physischen und gei&toqen Yerhaltnis
sen (Agram, 1873), Kiau^s Die IGI einigten

Konigjeiche faoatien vnd tilavomen (Vienna,
1889), Luksic, Fuhtrr dutch Ungain, dutch
Ctoatien und 8lau.on.ien (Vienna, 1902) See

AUSTBIA HU^bAJJT

CBOOE, kro"cha BENEDETTO (1866- )

An Italian philosopher and critic He was born
at Pescasseroli (Avez?ano) but earlv made
Naples his residence His contributions to liter

ory history are or the nist importance both for

bulk and for rigorous method coupled with
pnwmous erudition Typical of his specialize
tion on Spanish influences in Italy and on the
w liters and general intellectual history of

Niplcg, are Studi lettetan del wicento (Ban
1910), / teatn di Xapoh (Naples, 1890), and
the critical editions in his monumental series

1 scnttou d' Italia (Ban, 1911), which, now
continued by F Nicolim will reach 600 volumes
At the same time he stimulated a great revival

of philosophical studies in Italy, collaborating
with G Gentile on the Ban series of Glassici

della filosopa moderna, (24 vols ), to which he

contnbuted important works on Vico and Hegel
A worldwide influence has been exerted by
Crocc's Fdosofia, dello ^pnito, a work in three

parts Estetioa, (new ed, Ban, 1908), Logica,

(1909), Etica, (1909), available in English
translations by Amshe (JEsthehk, London,
1909, Ethics, 1913, consult Amslie in the

North American Remew, vol 198 (1913), "In
troduction to Croce's Philosophy of the Prac-

tical") The Estetica is of the three most in

fluential and, in spite of the animated criticism

aroused by it, remains a classic Proceeding
from the criticism of Vico, whom he calls the

"discoverer of the science of aesthetics," Croce

sets himself against the Aristotelian and classic

schools of esthetics as well as against Le&smg
Kant, Hegel, and other moderns The cardinal

point in his theory is the entire distinction of

logic from intuitwn, logic dealing with the ap

piehenaion of relationships, of uvHoersaU, intui

tion with the apprehension of the parttow/ar, the

mdnuLual The act of intuition is the act of

expteision all expression is "art," and all art

is expression The creative act m art is the

act of expression in the mind of the artist

the material execution of the work of art IB

postenor to this creative act, of which it is only
a copy Croce thus excludes from aesthetics the

idea of "beauty" as it is commonly understood,

questions of artifetic "technique" become irrele

vant to esthetic criticism, while his insistence

on the intuitive nature of art destroys the cnti

cal value of rhetoncal categories, and the ter

mmology of literary genres and artistic olassi

ncation becomes devoid of sense, since each pro
duotion is a work aiw gnen*, representing a

moment, a mental state, that has intrinsically

nothing to do with any other mental state The
function of criticism becomes pnmanly interpre

tative, its object being to reconstruct the mental
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state m its causal and final elements The sas

thetic judgment is possible only with reference

to tlie intention of the artist and the extent to

\Unch that puipose has been realized

Cioces methods are applied extenarvelv, ea

piLiill} to Italian literature of the nineteenth

untuiy, in his jouinal La, Cntica (Ban, 1902-

) Selected essays are given in Pioblemi di

ntetica (Ban, 1910) and the Breiarw dt es

tttica (Ban, 1913) A comprehensive applica
tion of the theory to grammar appeals in

liibabifa Storm della giammattca ttaliana,

(Milan, 1908), and its influence appears in

Gii many in Karl Vossler's studies on the Divine

Comedy of Dante Croee's chief American inter

pietei is Spingarn, The New Cnttotsm (New
\oik, 1909) As an ethical teacher, Ooce rep
i events and leads m Italy the revolt against the

ittempt to treat the spirit in a materialistic or

nj,tui alistic manner, and theiefore he is to be

classed with Bergson and Eucken (qqv), in

fepite of the fact that he repiesents none of their

anti intellectual tendencies The honorary sen

atorship of the kingdom was conferred on Croce
in 19 09, and he wis chosen secretary of the So
cietl Napohtana di Storia Patna and awarded
an honoiary doctorate by the Umveisity of

Freiburg
CB.OOE, Gimio CESABE DBLLA (1550-1609)

An Italian storyteller, born at Persiceto, near

Bologna He wrote a number of romances and

pla^s and created the \vorld famous types of

Beiloldo, Bertoldmo, and Cacasenno in the often

tianblated Astuvie di Bettoldo and the 8m
phcitu diB&toldmo (1020) Consult biography
and bibhogiaphy by Guenuu (Bologna, 1879)

SpBOCHET, krd shl' (Fr crochet, hook, dim
of <yoe, hook, from Icel Krokr, hook, perhaps
fiom Gael eracan, Welsh crwg, hook, and con
ntcted with Lat CTIKD, cross) J& form of fancy
\\ork where threads of linen, cotton, worsted,
01 silk are looped with hooks called ciochet

needles to form vanous decorative and useful

articles Endless varieties of patterns mav be

foimed, and lightness and elegance attained,

by twisting the thread one or more times in

t iking up the loop, while openwork is formed

by passing one or more loops
CROCnXOLITE (from Gk pocfo, fcrofcw,

nip on cloth, connected with KPOKJI, krcke,
thread, from Kpticew, krekein, to weave + XWor,

hlhos, stone) A sodium iron silicate of the

amphibole group that occurs in fibrous or

Asbestos like filaments, and also sometimes
massive or earthy It has a silky lustre and is

mdigo blue to green in color The best speci
nuns are found in Griqualand, in the Orange
TUvei country, South Africa This mineral fre-

quently contains a siliceous base, such as ferrugi
nous quartz, which imparts to it a golden yellow
to yellowish brown color, often handsomely
mottled with the blue or green of the original
mineral This, when out en cctboohon, with a

high summit and the longer diameter of the

oval at right angles to the direction of the
fibres of which the mineral is made up, yields
the catfa eye ray, in consequence of -which the
mineral is popularly known as tiger eye, and
has soma value as a gem stone, being used when

polished for umbrella handles, charms, etc In
the United States specimens are found in North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Efaode Island, but
these are of no value for ornamental purposes
CBOCK'EB, FHANCIS BACON ( 166 J -1921)

An American electrical engineer He was bom

in New lork City, received from Columbia Uni

\erwty the EM in 1882 and the PhD m 1894,

and at Columbia \\as instructoi m electrical

engineering (1889-92), adjunct professoi (1892-

93), ind profcs&oi thereaftei In 1SQ2-95 he

was president of the New York Electrical So

ciety and in 1897-98 of the Ajnmcin Institute

of Electrical Enginceis He pubhhhed The
PtactHXil Management of Dynamos and Motais

(1892), revised under the title Management of

Electrical Machine) y (7th ed, 1907), Bleat

lighting (2 vols, 1896-1901, 8th ed, 1908),
Electric Motot? (1910) In 1914 he uctued an

honwarv MS fiom Columbia
CEOCKOEEY See PoriEBY

(
CROCK'EIT (from OF croquet, vanant of

crochit, hook) An ornamental knob 01 leaf pro

jectmg boldly from a plane suifice, or fiom

the edge of a coping or gable, 01 fiom the hip
or arris of a spire or pinnacle, or from the bell

of a, capital, usually in the foim of a single

heavy stem ending in leafage or uo\m This

oinament is piobably derived onginally from
the eornei volutes of the Corinthian type of

capital with the acanthus leaves cuiled up undtr
them Tins form per&ists through all Ro

manesque styks and was developed by the Gothic

architects into an independent ornament
CROCK/BIT A city and the county scat of

Houston Co, Tc\, IB miles noith of Houston,
on the Intelnational and Great Noilhun Rul
road (Map Texas, E 4) It has a fine coiut

house and the Majy Allen Sommarv Fiuit,

cotton, stock, and coin growing, lumbering and
the manufacture of cottonseed oil arc th< prm
cipal industries The watei woiks an owned

by the city Pop, 1900, 2012 ]<)10, ?947

CROCKETT, DAVID (1786-1836) An Amori
can pioneer and politician, born in Oiepne Co,
Tenn lie was a typical ba< kwoodaman, un
lettered but shrewd, and skillful as a hunter
He scned under Jackson in the war against
the Creek Indians, was elected to the Tennessee

Legislature in 1821 and 1823, and in 1820, 1828,
and 1832 was elected to Congress, whew his

oddities of diess attracted consideiable atton
tion At the close of his third term he enlisted

with the Texan forces, then in arms against
Mexico, and m 1830 was one of the BIT sur
vivors of the 140 defenders of the Alamo (qv ),

where, on March 0, the entire garzison was
killed by Santa Anna's troops Crockett was
massacr(d by order of Santa, Anna at his sur
lender Crockett's well known maxim was, "Be
sure you are right, then go ahead" He very
probably dictated or authorized A Narrative of
the Life of David Crockett (1834), A Tour to

the North and Z>otw East ( 1835) He has been

credited, probably erroneously, -with SJippJott-i

and Adventures tn Texas (1836) , and 8ketches
and Ecctntrioihes (1847), all of which are char
aoten/ed by crude wit Tlie best popular biog
iiphy is that by E S Ellis (Philadelphia,

CBOCKETT, SAMUEL RUTHEBFOBD (1860-
1914) A Scottish novelist He was bora at

Duchrae, Galloway , graduated at Edinburgh
University ua 1879 His first publication, Duloe
Oar, a book of poems, appeared m 1880 He waa
Free Church minister at Penicuik until the
close of 1894, when he resigned to devote him
self to writmg He wrote, notably The Stwtot
Mvmter (1893), The Rwders (1894), Bog
Myrtle and Peat (1896) , The Qrty Man (1896) ,

The Stondwd Bearer (1898) , Joan of the Sword
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Eand (1900) The Bann&i of Blue (1902), Red
Cape Tales (1904) , Maid Margaret (1905) , The
Bloom of the Heather (1908), The White
Plumes of Vai/orre (1909), Love m a, Per

ntcketty Town (1911) , Anne of the Barricades

(1912), Patsy (1913), Sandy (1914)
OBOC'ODILE (Lat cro^lus, Gk KPoK6dti

Xos, It oLodedoe) An aquatic lacertifonn car

nivoroua reptile, compaiatively gigantic in size

(several feet in length), representing the exten
sive subclass Crocodilia, regarded as the most

highly organized of reptiles more strictly one
of the type genus Orocodtlus, of the family
C'-ocodilidm, typical of the order Eustachia
Ciocodilians differ from Iizaids in many points
of structure, and prominently in the horny
plates within the thick skin which form a

on by civets, a monitor lizard, and many other

enemies In warm countries crocodiles bury
themselves in mud in times of drought, and in

cold countries during winter They feed on fish,

birds, and mammals, and human beings are

sometimes their victims The necessity of tak

ing small pieces of food, induced by their rigidly
articulated JEMS and unelastic throat, compels
them to sink all their large prey and keep it

until it is sufficiently macerated to be torn into

small pieces
All the species have a voice, described as a

loud short bark or croak, heard at night or when
the reptile is angry The age to which they live

is unknown, but they amve at reproductive ma
turity when about 10 vears old and seem to con
tmue to grow for a century or more Captives,

1 rstewoww (extinct) 2 Gavial 3 Nile erocodOe 4 American alligator 5 Bade part of the senes of tedfc of

the lower ]aw of an alligator with the inner wall of the alveolar groove cut away ahowmg the abaence of partrturaB and the

germ* of the suooeseional teeth 6 Middle part of the tama series ahowmg the partitions forming here distract socket*

From which the teeth are rawed to show gerra of euocewional teeth and dentmarous cavities a, a tooth tamed around to

aho* the effect (a hole) of the new germ on its base b ahell of an old tooth and two successorsflhow the effect (a hole) of the new germ

dorsal armor, and the firm setting of the strong
teeth into alveoli, the fourth tooth often being
much enlarged as a seizer The skull has greater

solidity, and the internal anatomy generally is

much advanced The heart has four distinct

chambers, preventing an admixture of arterial

and venous blood, and the organs of sense are

well developed Their limbs are of much more

use to them in walking- than are those of either

turtles or newts, yet their real home is in the

water, where they swim by means of twisting

strokes of their compressed tails, which are also

powerful weapons, and of aid in gaming food,

since animals standing at the edge of a piece of

water deep enough to permit a crocodile to swim

close to the shore unobserved are frequently

swept into the stream by a blow of the tail,

then seized and drowned
All crocodilians are oviparous The eggs are

about the size of those of a goose and are buried

in the sand or mud to be hatched by the heat

of the sutt alone The females of some, if not all,

of the species guard them and take care of their

young, yet the egga and very young aie preyed

Vor VI 19

and those often alarmed, show an ability to

learn from experience
"The recent geographical distribution of the

various kinds of Crocodilia loses its mystery,"

says Gadow, "when we recollect that during the

Tertiary period alligators, crocodiles, and long
snouted gavials existed in Europe The solitary

species of alligator in China is the last living

reminder of their former Penarctic distribution

The group, taken as a whole, is otherwise now

mtertropical, crocodiles alone inhabiting the

Paleotropical region, together with long snouted

forms in the Oriental subregion, while alligators
and caymans, with a few crocodiles, live in

America "

The order Eustachia contains the crooodilians,

ancient and modern Two other (extinct) orders

are recognized by Qadow (1902), both small and

peculiar groups known only in late Mesozoic

rocks The genus JStosaunu represents the

order Pseudosuchua, and Selodon the order

Parasuohia These and other Mesozoic crocodiles

were marine and seem to have been descended

from some terrestrial dinoeaurian. stock, "Bo
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fai as modem icptilosi die concerned, only the

Ckelonia and Sphenodon aie i elated to the

Orocodiha, while monitors and other lizards

lesemble them onlf superficially
'

The cTocodihans (Euatachia) fall into seven

fimilies 1 Teleosauridtr, fossil in the Lias

and Oolite of Europe, mannt, and of thegeneial
ippeaiaixe of gaMahj with veiy long and slcndei

snoiils (see Fig 1) 2 Metriorh.vncb.idie, fossil

in the Uppei Oolite of Euiope niaiim >

Macrorhynchid1? fossil in freshwater deposits
of Weilden, etc, of Euiope 4 Gavialid?, the

gavials (bit- Gm*JL) foatil And uowit 3

Uopsauucte, fossil m the Uppei Oolite of

iiance, diminutive alligator like itptikb, onh
about a foot long C Goniopholidi, laigt fossil

uocodiles of the lite Meso/oic 7 Ciocodihdje,
tine crocodile ami alligatois

Of the ciocodilcB piopu (\vhich are chancier

used b^ their nanou, elonsrated headb and much
u ebbed feet), the best and longest kno\\u is

tlu celt hi ateil CWocMus n/tyaus of tlie Nile,

which \i is IP-UK d, picketed and when dead em
balmed, to ceitun sects of the ancient Egyp
taans Ciocodilu woishij), iccordm? to Fhnderb
ftetue vis indJGienous and oru. of the oldest

\*oishiph of Ejopt It vi is most pieviknt in

JTa-vnni, tlu Like of the Cioeodilc' whose

maishv shoitb \\cic especially favor iblc to that

reptilt, ami ubich \vis the sint of the ciocodile

god Sebtk Up tht Nile other places wac
devoted to tlna pinmti\e \ioislup while it

neighboring to^ns, suth as Denduak, Apolli

nopohs, and Heiaclcopohs, Jl \vas detested In

the \erj e \ilust times the ciocodilc uas re

garded as. a mmistei of \cngcince but not

divine Nowadays these a,mmalb arc so much
hunted that feu itmain in the lover Nil< hut
m its uppei \\atois and in othei African inns
ciocodiles aie still dangerously plentiful The

reptiles also abound in Madagascar, but the

"common' one on the West Coast, from Sinegil
to tlie Congo is Ciocodilu'i cataphiatfiu Two
species inhibit the fresh waters and estuaries

of India (Bee MUG<.EB) one langmcr to Ceylon,
and eastern d to C'hma. the Malay Islands, and
Australia A loul species alao inhabits noilhein

Auhtialia and Qu<cnsland TJieic arc three

eiocodiUs in Noith and South Vmcnoa and
the Mcsl Judith Om (Fiocodilw* aineneanut)

ranges a 1- fui noith as Florida

Tlie eggs of ooiodiles are piuzed by some

people as food, the musk glands RIO tikeu for

perfume and th< skin and fat arc articles of

coBSiderAbl< comtnciual value

Consult Cxadow l/?p/t*bw and Rapid?* (Lon
don and New "iork, 1902) and authorities on

Egypt, Cential ^fiica, India, Ceylon, and Aus
tralasia Set AUIC.AIOB
Fossil rorms Fossil aneestors of the eroco

dihans aie known from rocks as old as those of

the TiUbaic and they aie found throughout the

latei rocks of Jur XBBIO, Orqtaceoub, and 1 L,rtiai>

time The moic primitive forms, comprising the

totally extinct subordei Parasuchia aio leprc
sentcd by BeloAon, fiom the upptr Koupei of

Wurttembeig and tho Triassic sandatonon of

North America Btaqonolrpis of the TruHSiC of

Scotland, and Pomsuo/(s from the (rondwana,

sol ies of ctntral India These three liavt, long,
narrow snouts, producfed by the elongation of tho

piemaxillary bones, and in the structure of their

flkulls thev present some points of resemblance

to the primitive dinosaurs and to ttoe rhvnxshoc(

The Mcsusuchia of Turisttic age,

mostly reptiles ot biiull -=i/e lnvt b tli lorn, ui I

shoit snoutefl fouiib thit diltn horn tin

Eusuchia in itspttt of rh* fon ot l)ic {>ilt<

Eustacluan tubes and \dtbn Iht pimripal
gcnei i iu Pelnqowun^, MrtnoiJiyHchus, Ffioi

owc.hu'i, ~\ ntowrlnts PplPoittinui, Uttenosaurii'i

fiom the hnn^sic of Euiope, and tfotochanipw
f'ora .South Afncn The Fusuchn, also with
both bioid inil lonj ^nonted spetiets, lange from
tho lTppe , j massif Ihiough the Cretaceous and
Tortiai^ md wunpiiH all the itcent species, in

\\liuh tlie Fustiduan tubes aie inclosed hv bom
inl tlit \ntebial ntii ire piocalou's Dmct
iiicestois of tlie Mali} an Qenus Tonnaioina in
found in tht Atiocene beds of the easttin Medi
teiianovn legion <tf south Emopt Duimg Hit

Locuie hpicxl g wills Inul in tin seas of Eiig
land hut thn migntetl soiithwaid timing sub

s((|iunt Tcitian tune md tht it lemanis at
f(mnfl fossih/(d in tlu Pliocene deposits of tht

Rrw ilik Ihlls of India The laigest kno\\u tioio
dil< vis ]iiobibl\ tht ginus Khamphosndui^,
fiom the Pliixeiu. of tin Swalik Hills, Indi i

AMth i Itugtli of o\n ^0 foil

Bibhogiaphy Parkei, "On the Stiuttuu
uul T)i\(lo])iuuit of tht Skull in the Unxcxhlc

Zoolofinrtl tiotutif of Lomldn TtanwttioM (Lon
don, 18S)) Poinid, Du Ciotoilile" Bdhcjt
IIM IK/IJU fin \atuigewliKlite (Berlin, 1901)

>oi fossil toimR (onault Dollo 'Picmieit nott

sui li s CiouKliliuis de Btrnissait, Bulletin <li<

Mime nujdl tftHktmir natuiello <lc Helqique \ol

ji (Binssds ISSi) \Soodwcii<l Outlimva} \t>

td(ite l^lroutoloqy ftn flttidMt*, of Zoology
(ramiuulgo 1S<)Si IIuvl\ On St igonolepis
ami the huilutum of tht CiocodiliA Qua) lull/
Itnnnul uf flic ((coluqual RoiMty oj London, vol

>.\M (Fondon, 137*5) Woodwird, The Historv
of I'ossil Cionhl(s l'ir>((((hnq* of th< (ttolo

//i<f/s IwHiatinn, \ol i\ (ib, 1886) Oadtm,
VniphiliM iud Htptiles," t7oi? idgf Xatutal

Ifi^onf, \ol MII (Ni\\ ^oik, 1002) Dilnuis,
Jtrptild <>l UK Voild (ib, 1010) Rie also Vi

i K A JOB G v\ TAI Norosirt iirs PFI AflOdAiraus

lnrohAdKis I in itiosTicniTs

CEOCODILE BIBD A plover (Plvvwnus
(rqi/ittiit*,) of tlu \il( \alltv, plactel among tlu

touisds (stiboider Cuitoui) li is reninrk<iblt

foi its issocntion with the crocodile and
now is usuilh identified with the troclu
lutt or leech cater" of Herodotu&, whosf
IK oiint of it, long r< gtirdt d as fabulous, is quoti d
b^ StojrKftOT JK follows Ab tht cro(odile U\<s
< luefly on the nvcr, it has the inside of its mouth
constantly oovond witli leeches, honoe it hap
pens that, while all othd birds and beasts avoid

jt, vnth the troehilus it lives at peace, smte it

owes mu<h to that bird, for the crocodile, when
b(> haws the witer and corner out upon the land
JH in tho h&bit of

lying
viith his mouth witli

opm, faomg the western bree/e, at such tmi<s
tUe trochilus goes into his mouth and devoms
the Iwhes This benefits the crocodile, *ho H
pl(a*.(d and takes care not to hurt the trochilus

Modem writeih wholly denied this, but it IB now
known to be mainly true, le, these birds do

mn about the bodus of crocodiles asleep 01

basking on the sand m search of the insects 01

nufltaceaua clinging to then hides and may it

fa\orablt* moments pick parasites and partulth
of food from their lips, teeth, and gums This

has been actually seen by euch good observer^ as

Alfred Brehtn and others and has also been a*,

serted of a related bird, the Egyptian bvpv?m
A very complete account of the endejace of this
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fact, ind foi identifying thib bptxieb \\ith the
bird of the Herodotus tradition will be found in
New tons Dutionaty of Buds (London, 1894),
article Plo\er" The colors of this species are
la^ ender and cream, strikingly marked with black
on the ciown and on the sides of the he id,
the black stripes joining and passing broadly
ilong the back and also extending down the
sides of the bieast Consult Whvmper, Egyp
tian Buds (London, 1909) See Plate of
Pi OVEBSs

CEOCODILE EIVEE See LIMPOPO
CEOCODILE TEAES Hypocritical forced

i \pussions of giief This m>e of the teim his

bjnung from the fiction of tiavelers that cioco
diles shed tears over then prey The conceit of
( tutodilei' teats (the animals have laige hehry
mal glands) wab common in the sixteenth ccn-

tuiy See Ppnisers Faerie Queene, i 14-18

CEO'COITE (from Gk Kpoxoeis, kroJoeis,
saffion colored, from KJOOMJS, i/oAofi, saffron)
A lead chronutt It civstallires in the mono
clinic sj stern, has an adunaiituie to vitieous

lustie, ind occurs in "vinous (shades from a

blight hyacinth red to orange -\ellou It is

found in ci^stalb in quart/ vims or in inter

sicting gneisu 01 giamte and is commonly at>bO

eiatcd with gold p)nte and other metallic oies

Ciocoite occurs in the Urals, Hungan, Bia/iL,

Tibinama, and with \\ulfemte m Mancopa Co,
An/
CEO'CUS (Lat, from Gk Kponos, krolos, saf

fiou) A i^nus of the family Induce u The

species about 70 in numbu have much general
wnulaiity and aie natures chiefly of the south
of Europe and of the Eabt They set seed, bufc

since the seed pods aie underground iud are

frequently overlooked, and since proihution of

llo\uri from seed sown plants is sW they are

(Imfly piopagated by their conns Sailion, pie

jnufl fiom the stmvns of Crocus satnua is

ustd medicinally and for dyeing, for the latter

puipose, howe^vtr, aniline colors arc replacing
it Some of the ^peeien are much cultivated

in gardens for the beuity of their flo\vprs, par
ticulaily those \vhich, as CIMUS vrrnus and
Ciocus unpeiati ind the Dutch hybrids of Oro

cv9 WNTSIOXUS, flowti \try early m the spring
Ihe saffron crocus and some other specie flo\ver

m autumn The flowers of some species aie

fiigrant It ib necessary frequently to tike

up tiocus roots and plant ane\\, on account of

the manner in \vluch the corms multiply the

new forming in some species above the old, thus.,

in time, raising the corm to 01 even above the

siuface of the giound When planted in lawns

the bulbs must be replaced every two or three

vtars, because they soon become smothered by
the grass The autumn flowering speeies are

seldom cultivated in the United States See

Colored Plate with IBIS For illustration of

Ctucus a*tvs sec article SAmcw.
CEOCITS OF ANTUffOKT, or CBOCtrs MFT

AITOBUM Ihe bright led antimony ox>sulphido

that is found natne as lumesite

CEOCTTS OF MAES, or CEOCUS MAETIS
\ polishing substance consisting of finely pow
dered ferric oxides

CEOES. JOHW JAMBS ROBERTSON (1834WL9Q6)

\n American civil engineer, born at Richmond,

Va After graduating jn 1853 from the Col

Ie*e of St James (Md ) be served as engineer

of the first high, masonry dam m the United

htatt'B at Boycfs Corners, N Y (1865-70), as

topographical engineer of the New Yoik Park

85 CECESUS

Department (1872-7b), and ab chief engineer
of the Suburban Rapid Tr-uibit Railroad, New
York

( 1885-9 1J He made several reports on
'water supph for New Yoik and other cities

In 1903-05 he tias consulting engineer of the
New York State Health Department He -was

treasurer in 1877-87 -*nd president in 1001 of

the American Society of Ci\il Engineers Be
sides contiilmtinsf to othet miga^meb he -was
editorial \mtei foi the Hamtcuu Engineer
(1880-90)
CECB/SITS (Q-k Kpoi<ros Jbotsoh) A Lydiau

king of the Mermnid^ line The son of Al\at
tes, whom he succeeded he flourished in the
sivth centuiy B c He tame to the. tin one about
the age of 35 (560 BC ), and found the wran
gling JEolians, Dorians, and lonnns an eas-\

prey, but he did not prebS his advantage as

conqueror beyond the exaction of tribute
ta;e Ljcia and Cihcia, all Asia Minor west of
the Hahs fell before him His ibihty in pi at
tical altans soou made his wealth a pro\erb
His capital, Saidis, became the brilliant centic
of arts and letters, and Creesus was a munifi
cent patron Herodotus asserts (i, 29 ff ) that
Solon -usited Lis court, and that, when asked
bv Croesus whether the possessor of so great
riches might not be deemed the happiest of

men, he replied in effect that no man can be
called happy who is yet alive, to be called

luppy he must have a fortunate death When
the long peace of the kingdom was evidently
about to be disturbed by the encroaching Per
sians under Gvrus the Great (qv), Croesus

formed a league with the Lacedaemonians, and

sought the aid albo of Nabonidos of Babylon
He tued to propitiate the gods by bestowing
rich gifts upon Apollo's shnne, and, encouraged
by the oracle's deliverance that he "would de

stroy a great empire," lie determined to take
the offensive With his Lydiau forces only, he

joined battle with the enemv, but achieved no

advantage a failure which he attributed to

the inadequate support of his mercenaries Re
turning to Sardis, he called upon the Lace
dsemomans for their promised aid and invited

the assistance of the Egyptian King, Amasis,

meaning to renew the contest early in the next

year Cvrus, howe^tr, forced immediate action

Croesus, almost totally unprepared, -was defeated

at Th\mbra and, after a short siege of Sardis,
surrendered his capital After a reign of 14

years he gave up his crown to the Persian

The oracle spoke truth he destroyed a great

empire, but it was his own Herodotus further

relates that, as the Lydian awaited the fire

which, by command of Cyrus, was to consume

him, he remembered his conversation with the

Athenian philosopher and called out "Solon

Solon, Solon'" Desmng to know the reason of

the exclamation, Cynib heaid the story and

straightway commanded that the victim be

spared But the fire was by this time blazing

vigorously However, through Apollo's mterces

si on merciful ram fell, and Croesus was saved

fiom the flames now raging about him Recently

however, on the basis of a newly discovered

poem of Bacchyhdes (qv ) in, 22 ff, it has

bcKsn held that Creesus had sought to escape

capture by burning himself with hia treasure*,

but that he was unable to effect his purpose
Consult How and Wells A. Commentary on Hero

dotus, vol i, pp 90-100 (Oxford, 1912) , Jebb,

Bacchyhdea (London, 1005) Croesus, given
a residence near Eebatana, was taken into bis
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conqueror's favor and later into that of Cam
toseb To both monarcha be is said to have
rendered valuable seivice as a counselor, and
both he suui\td His end IB not known
CBOF'FITT, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS (183b-

1915) Au Amencan journilist and author,
born at Redding, Conn During the Cu il \\ ar

he was first a soldier and then a, coriespondent
in the iuld foi the Ne\v \ork Tiilune After

ward he became editorially connected \uth
various journals and wat executue officer of

the United States Geological Survey, whose

publication he edited for some time He IB

the author of The TTar History of Connecticut

(1867) , A Helpvng Hand for Amencan Homes

(1868), A Midsummet Lark (1882), The Van
derbilts (1886) , Folks Neat Door (1892 3 3d ed,

1904) , The Pioptecy and Other Poems (1893) ,

a volume of poems, Bourbon Ballads (1880),
the opening ode for the World's Columbian Ex
hibition (1893), Deseret, the libretto for the

opeia by Dudley Buck
CBOFT (AS, small field) A piece of in

closed land, usually connected with a humble
kind of dwelling, whose inhabitant the rentei

of the land, is called a 'crofter
" This method

of letting small pieces of land, either for tillage

or for pasture, is known as "the crofting sys
tern

"
This kind of petty farming was formerly

common in Scotland, more particularly in the

Highlands See CBOFTEB

CROFT, krdft, SIB HEBBKET (1751-1818)
An English wnter He was educated at Umver

sity College, Oxford, took orders, and was ap

pointed to the living of Prittlewell, in Easex,
which he retained till his death, passing, how
ever, much of his time abroad He wrote ev

tensively, but is mainly remembered by his

"Life" of the poet Young, which he contributed

to Johnsons Lwet of the Poets (1779-81) He
succeeded capitally in imitating Johnson's style

A novel in letter form called Love and Mad
ness (1780) became notorious on account of the

insertion of certain letters of Chatterton ob

tained under talse pretense

CBOFT, or CROFTS, WILLIAM (1678-1727)
An English musician He was born at Nether

Eatington, Warwickshire, and studied music in

tho choir of the Chapel Royal, then under the

dnection of Dr John Blow He was organist
of St Anne's, Westminster, from 1700 to 1711

In 1707 he was also appointed organist at the

Ctapel Royal, and it was in this capacity that

he produced the beautiful anthems which have

perpetuated his fame In 1724 he published his

Musioa Sacra (2 vols ) , containing a collection

of 30 anthems and a burial service Accord

ing to the preface of the composer, this was the

first attempt made in England to print the score

of a sacred composition from engravings on

plates Among the best anthems of Dr Croft

are the following I mil Give Thanks (1704),
for the thanksgiving after the battle of Blen-

heim, The Soul of the Righteous (1714), for

Queen Anne's funeral, The Lord ts a Sitn and
SJneld (1714), for the coronation of George I,

Qwt Thanks (1715), for the suppression of

the rebellion

CBOFTANGRY, CnEYfiTAL The imaginary
editor of Scott's Chronicles of the Canongate
He is said to have been intended for Scott's

father

CBOFOXEB A term designating a class of

small tenants of the Scottish Highlands and
" "

i who hold arable laad in severalty and

186 CBOFTON

usually certain rights of pasture in common.
The crofter is foi the mobt part a descendant of

the lowebt class undci the early elan system,
and the rights of common pasturage are trace

able to the communal proprietorship of the clan

Aftei the breaking up of the clans the legal
status of the eiofter becime that of a tenant
at will, by cubtom, howe\er, he was usually
accorded a certain nxitv of tenure

During the first lulf of the eighteenth cen

tury the chieftain of the clan, while losing his

political leadeiship, came to be regaided as the

propnetoi of the soil In some districts the

chieftain* \\lio had been at war with the royal

powei vne displaced, aud the land granted to

bujipoittrs of the king In either case the foi

lovuis of the chieftain became tenants, owing
icnt tor their land instead of personal services

and dues, as formerly Nevertheless their eco

nomic position was fairly satisfactory, especially
in the islands But with the expansion of the

woolen industry it became piofitable for the

landlord to turn his estate into 'sheep runs,

accordingly wholesale ewctions of the crofters

took place in many of the Highland districts

Moieoui natural increase of population had
necessitated a reduction in the si/e of the in

dividual holdings so thit at the end of the

eighteenth century the whole ckss of crofters

had been reduced to a condition of abject pov
erty In the early part of tho nineteenth cen

tury emigration of the crofters to America and
the British colonies was officially encouraged,
workhouses were established, and extensive

measures for relief in time of famine were un
dertaken, but no permanent improvement was
thus secured In 188? a parliamentary comima
sion w-w appointed to investigate the conditions
of life of the crofters A^ a result of the inves

tigation, the Crofters' Act of 1886 was passed
By this act the crofter is granted permanence of

tenure so long as he does not violate the speci
fied conditions of his tenure, rents are fixed by
a commission, compensation w allowed for

improvements which the tenant any make,
and the tenant has a right to demand the assist

ance of the landlord in making other perma
nent improvements In order to remedy the
evil effects of the excessive subdivision of hold

ings, the crofter is empowered to call upon the
landloid to rent him additional land when tho

original holding is deemed by tho commission
to be insufficient

Since the passage of this act the position of

the crofter lias materiall} improved Rents
have been lowered > and the crofter, assured
that improvements which ho may make will not
have the effect of raising his rent and will

not be taken from him through eviction, has
advanced appreciably in methods of agriculture
and in industry See SCOTLAND, Agriculture

Consult Dalnad, The Crofter m Hwtoiy
(Edinburgh, 1888) , Gwrnier, Lea crofters
eoosiMA (Pans, 1897), Crofter Colonisation
Eleventh Report of #19 Majesty's Commission
(London, 1901), "Crofters Past and Present,"
in JBlackwooffis Magazvne (Edinburgh, 1906),
Croftfrs

1

Zoldvngi, Scotland, Act (London,
1907)

CEOFTON, FHATCIS BLAHB (1841-1911) A
Canadian author He waa born at Croesboyne,
County Mayo, Ireland, and was educated at
the Royal School, Dungannon, and at Trinity
College, Dublin, where he graduated in 1863
He came to Canada and m 1864-65 was pro
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lessor of classics in Bishop's College, Lennox

ville, Frounce of Quebec For several years
afterward he lued in New York City, -where

he was a contributor to various periodicals
In 1882 he was appointed librarian to the No-va

Scotia Legislature, retiring fiom that pobition
in 1906 He was an aident advocate of Impe
nal federation He published several humorous

books, including The Bewildered Quensts and
Other Nonsense (1875), The Mali's Big Talk
Stones (1881), The Uau'brcadth Escapes of

Majot Mendax (1889) , also biographical and

political studies, as Hahburton, the Van, the

Vnte) (1889), For Closer Union (1807), The

Impel lahsm of Haliburton (1898), Somite
Tints (poems), and /* Suiwte Sin" In 1897

he became a -vice president of the International

Librirv Conference, London, England, and in

1901 a vice president of the Canadian Society
of Authors

CBOFTS, krOfts, ESNEST (1847-1911) An
English pamtei, born at Leeds He studied

under A B Clay in London, and with E J
Hunten in Dusseldorf, where he Irved for many
years Among his works are 'Cromwell at

Marston Moor" (1877), "Napoleon and the

Old Guard at Waterloo" (1895), "Funeral of

Charles I" (1907, Bristol Museum) They are

distinguished for accuracy and truth of detail,

but are deficient in action and often merely
theatrical in effect However, Crofts stands

among the first of the few English battle paint
era He was elected to the Royal Academy in

1890 and named keeper in 1898

CBOGHAIT, kro'gon, GHDBGE (1791-1849)
An American soldier, born near Louisville, Ky
He graduated at William and Mary College in

1810, entered the army in 1812, distinguished
himself under General Harrison at Fort Meigs,
and on Aug 1-2, 1813, defended Fort Stephen

son (on the present site of Fremont, Ohio)

against the attack of a greatly superior force
1

of British and Indians, for which he received

the thanks of Congress and a gold medal In

1814 he was promoted to be lieutenant colonel,

but resigned in 1817 and was appointed post
master at New Orleans in 1824 He became

inspector general with the rank of colonel in

1825, joined General Taylor's forces m Mexico

m 1846, and took part in the battle of Monterey

CBOISET, krwa'za', MABTB JOSEPH ALFRED

(1845- )
A French classical philologist,

born in Paris He was appointed professor of

Greek at the Faculte" des Lettres in 1885 and

became a member of the Academy of Inscnp
tions in the following year He is the editor

of various Greek authors and wrote De Per

eonui apud Anstophanem (1873), lenophon,
son oaratere et son talent (1873), La poesw?

de Pvndare et les lots du, lyrume greo (1880) ,

and, in conjunction with Maunce Croiset, His

toire de la, MtSrature grecqve (5 vols, 1887-

99, new ed, 1913), an admirable work An
excellent abridgment of the last named work,

entitled Manuel ffihtstwe de la htterature

giccque, appeared in 1901 (Pans, new ed,

1913) With J Petitjean he wrote Orammaire

grwque (3d ed, Paris, 1896)

CBOISBT, MATJBIOB (1846- ) A French

classical philologist, brother of the preceding,

born in Pans H$ became professor of the

Greek language and literature at Montpelher in

1876, and professor of the Greek language and

Uterature at the College de France m 1*93

He is the author of De Pullwee Eloquentwe Pnn-

wptw apud Orcecos in Homencis
(1874) , Des idees morales dans I'Sloquenoe poll

toque de Demosthene (1874) , Essat svr la tie et
SID /<?s (rititet de Lueien (1882), Anstophanes
and trif Political Parties at Athens (Eng trans
by Jameb Loeb, London, 1909), and, in con

junction with Alfred Croiset, Hwtotre de la

httttature gteoque, 5 \ols, and Manuel ffhis

toire de la litterature grecque
CBOIX, krwa, CARLOS FBAJTOISOO DE, MAR

QUES DE CBOIX (1699-1786) A Spanish gen
eral and administrator He was born at Lille,
French Flanders, and after serving in the Span
ish armv was appointed commandant at Ceuta,
whence he was transferred m the same capacity
to Puerto de Santa Maria He afterward be
came captain general of Gahcia and was Viceroy
of New Spam (Mexico) from 1766 to 1771
He -was distinguished by strict integrity and

high administrative ability During the last

15 years of his life he was Viceroy and captain
general of Valencia

CBOIX, CHILES DE See CLEBFAYT
CBOIX, TEODOBO DE, CABAILEBO DE CBOIX

(c 1730-91) A Spanish soldier He was born
at Lille French Flanders, and was a brother
of the Viceroy of New Spain (Mexico) In
1777 he was appointed Governor of the newly
established district known aa the "Interior Prov
mces" of the country and of Sonora, and served
in thia capacity until 1784 During hia brief

term as Viceroy of Peru (1784-90) he did

much to ameliorate the condition of the Indians
and enicted several laws for their protection
He died soon after his return to Madrid

CBOIZETTE, krwaW SOPHIE (1848-1901)
A Freaeh actress She was born in St Peters

burg After two years at the, Conservatory she

obtained the first prize for comedy In 1869 she

appeared at the Theatre Frangaia as Queen
Anne in Un verte ffeau and four years after

ward was made a "soentaire
" Mademoiselle

Croi/ette rarely appeared in classic rdlea Her
best work was in the Sphinx (Octave Feuil

let), L'Etrangere (Dumas flla), Fourchambault

(Enule Angler), and La prmcesse de Bagdad
(Dumas fils) her last and greatest creation

She married and retired from the stage in 1885

CBO/ZEB, B M ( '-1920) An English nov-

elist She was a daughter of William Sheppard,
rector of Kilgefin, Roseommon, Ireland, was ed

ucated in England, married John Croker, of the

Royal Minister Fusiliers, and traveled exten

bively in India and other parts of the East Mrs
Croker wrote some good Irish peasant stones,
as Terence (1899), and excels in depicting

Anglo Indian life, particularly the fashionable

feminine world The scenes of Jason and Other
Stones (1899), comedy running into farce, are

laid in India, Australia, and England Her
novels are commonly translated into French
and German Besides those above may be

cited Proper Pnde (1882), Pretty Mw He
mile (1883) , Village Tales and Jungle Trage
dies (1894) ,

In the Kingdom of Kerry (1896) ,

Beyond the Pale (1897) ,
A State Secret (1901) ,

Angel (1901), Johanna (1903), Nwe Days'
Wonder (1905), Old Cantonment (1905), 8er

penFs Tooth (1913)

CSOKEB, JOHN WILSOIT (1780-1857) An
English writer and politician He was born at

Galway, Ireland Educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, he entered Lincoln's Inn as a student in

1800 and two years later was called to the Irish

bar In 1804 he published Fatmhar Eptstlet, a



clever satire in. verge on the Irish stage, and An
Intercepted Letter fiotn Canton, a satire in

prose on Dublin society Both ran through
several editions In 1808 he issued a treatise

on the State of It eland Past and Present
a pamphlet on Catholic emancipation which

brought him to the notice of politicians, and in

the same year he was elected member of Parlia

inent for Downpatrick A warm defense m
Parliament, in 1809, of the Duke of York,

dmged with corrupt administration, helped
Orokcr m the same year to the office of Secre

tan to the Admiralty a post which he held

foi moie than 20 voais He "was one of the

founders of the Quarterly Review and contnh
utcd many violent party articles to its pages,
as well as a large number of personal and abu
snc leMews, one of the most famous being on

Keats's Endymion As Eighy he was canca
tured by Disraeli in Contngsby In Parliament

he steadily opposed, the Reform Bill in all its

stages atld aftei its enactment he refused to

enter Parliament again He took an active part
in the establishment of the Athensum Club

xnd rendered good service to literature bv his

annotated edition of BoswelPs Johnson (18U),
famous for Macaulay's saA xge review of it, and

by his publication of the Suffolk Papets (1823)

and Lord Heney's Memoirs of the Coint of

Ucoige II (1848) His fttoiiea pom the HtJ

toty of England fot Childten (1817) supplied
Scott vuth the idei of Tales of a Chandfather
He also continued for i time to write \erse

His Sattle of Talaveia (1809) pleased Welling
ton and was praised by Scott Consult Jon

nmgs, Dianes and Con eyaondencr of Ctoler

(London, 1884)

OBOKBB, RICHARD (
1843-1922 ) An Ameri-

can politicun, \\ell known is a leader of Tain

miny Hall in New York City He was born at

Blick Rock, Ireland, but when tv\o >i>atH of

age was taken by his pairats to America, and
for a short time attended the public schools

in New York City Tie was then for seven,

years employed as a machinist, became proim
nent in the New York volunteer fire dcpui la-

ment, and took an active interest in local poli-

tics, and about 1865 identified himself with the

Tammany Hall oigani/ation From 1868 to

1870 he served as an aldeiman, was reeloctwl

in 1872, but was forced out of office by Tweed,
and acted for several months, on Mayor Have
mever's appointment, as city marshal, his *>pe

cial duty hemg the collection of arrears in ta\es

He was elected city coroner in 1873 and again
in 1876, was appointed fire commisRioner m
1883, and was reappomted to that position by
Mayor Abram S Hewitt m 1887 In 1886, on
the death of John Kelly (q v ), he became chair

man of the finance committee of that orgam
zation ind its recognised leader From April,

188% to Febiuaiy, 1800, lie was city chamber
lain Ho conducted the buccesbful mayoralty
campaigns of Hugh Grant, Thomas P Gilroy,
and Robert A Van Wyck in 1889, 1893, and
1807 respectively, and during the presidential

campaign of 1000 supported W J Bryan. In

1902, soon iftcr the election of Setb Low to

the mayoralty, he xesigned as leader of Tarn

many Hall, and the following year went to

England, and later to Ireland In 1807 he
won the De:by with his race horse Orby Con
suit Ltuw, Richard Croker (New York, 1001)
CBOKEE, THOMAS CBOFTCOT (1798-1854)

An Irinli author tnd antiquarian He \nas liom

88 CSOLT

in Cork Jan 15, 1798 He eailv devoted him
self to the collection of legends and songs of the
Irish peasantry and in 1824 he published his

Researches w, the South of Ireland, character

ized by a liappv blending of humor ind senti

ment -with irch eologic il learning The work
\vas followed b\ the Faity Legends and Ttadi
toons of the Houth of It eland (1825), trans

into German M Grimm (1826) Legends of
the Lai es (1829) Populat Songi of Ireland

(1839) Cioker also edited Vwiotts of Joseph
Holt, Genet al of the Itish Releh, -wrote two
no\els ind contributed to the magazines He
devoted much time to aichseology, being member
of minv mtiquanan societies Thiough the in

fluence of Tolin Prison Croker a friend but no
iclative he obtained at the age of 20 a clerk

ship in the Admiralty, a position which he
held till 1S0 He died Aug 8, 1854 Consult

Life," by his son, prefixed to Faity Legends
(London, 18*50) and "Memoir of T Croker"
in the introduction of his Walk from London
to Fulliain (ib, 1860) The Populat Sonqs
were edited bv Morley (ib , 1886) Other works
that deserve to be mentioned arc Adventutea

of Baincy Mahoncy (2d pd, 1832) Kwtoncal
Rony? of Ireland (1841), relating especially
to the molutionaiy struggle b<?tw<en James II
and Willwm III, The Keen of the South of
h eland (1844), which illustrates Irish poht
ical and domestic historv manners, rnnsic, and

superstitions, Narrative* Hluttiative of the don
tests tn Ireland in 1^1 and 1690 (1841),
and Bntannia't Pastoral? (with W Browne,
1852)

CKOLL, krol, JAMBS (1821-90) A Scottish

geologist He was born at Whitoficld, Perth

shire, and meivod only the usual brief school

ing of a peasant's son ITe studied philosophy
and physical science and published a troatisr

on the Phyitcal Oavse of the Change of Climate

dwwj (he Glacwl J'enod (1864) He was ap
pointed an ollicer of tlic geological survey of

Scotland md in that post (1867-81) prosecuttd
icscarehcs which resulted in works including
the tioatw on Climate and Time in then Geo

logical Helatwns (1875), in which he ascribed

ehmatic changes during geological epochs to

secular variations in the eccentricity of the
earth's orbit, and Climate and Cosmology
(1885), containing a discussion of the origin of
the sun s boat and the probable development of

the nebulae and atari Though considerable dif

fcrcnco of opinion < \ists as to the real value of

these views m relation te> the establishment of a
sound geological thcoiy, Ihcie is gewral recog-
nition of the value of hm works as stimulating
and directing innuirv Tn his later life he ro

turned to the field of philosophical speculation
and published The Phihtophu) Bans of Evolv
tion (1SOO), in which IIP discusses the funda
mental principle underlying the doctrine of

evolution Consult (utabiographwd Sketoh of
lames Croll, with Memoir of fcw L\fe and Work,
by T Trons (London 1896)

CEOXT, DAVID GOODMABT (1829-89) An
American

journalist, born in New York and edu
cated at the Now York University He was
associated with the Evening Post and tho New
York Herald (1854-^8) and then became city
editor and subsequently managing editor of the

New York World In 1872 he predicted the

panic of 1873 and the failures of Jay Cooke &
Co and th Northern Pacific Railroad Ptotn
1872 to 1878 he was editor of the Duly tfrctpfcc
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He mairied Jtnmc Jun< (ste LBOTI, JANE
GLivMNdiLiM:) His published work's include*

tfei/moiw and Bliui Thin 1 im and tfouees,
with an appendix contain ng a Hi\loty of Re
constitution (1868), and a Pnmei ot Positivism

(187b)

CBOLT, GEOBGE (1780-1860) An Iiish au
thor and tleig\uuu HL nat Loin in Dublin
md \\ab eduiattd at iimitj College thue In
18 ]0 he -wass oidanud \ pnebt of the Inglibh
church ind m 1845 becaim. icitoi ot St fete

phens, \\albiook London His fhbt voik \\ is

a poem, entitled Pans in 1&15 which appealed
in 1817 Fioin this time up to within a shoit

period from his death he TV rote almost mi.es

santly as diamatie critic of the > en. Tunes, is

a contiibutor to Blatl u,ood s and the Litetaiy
Gazette and as the authoi of numeiou-s satires,

romances, and biogiapbies Among his woiks
we The Angel of the World (1820) Tales of
8t Bet not d (1829) , the no\el Manton (1846) ,

and the poem The Modern Otlando (184G)
He \vas an imitator of the grandiose style of

Ihron aud AIooic, \et H<i
1
<itlurl (1829), his

chief publication, contains many effective bcenes

and is still good leading It TVIS iepiuitt?d in

\ew York in 1001 ab Tan
if

TJiou till I Com*
CEOLY, JAVE CUNMNXIIIAJI (183i-1901)

An Aniencan authoi and puinilibt bettir

knoiin as JIAML TLN& She was bom in En^
land, tame to the United States when a girl, and
at an carl} agf became a amti ibutor to nn\s

papeis and magazines She tilled the fast

congressea of women in tip Lnitod States in

1856 and ISC^, caganiredfloiosis in 1868, founded
the New York Worn ui's Piosg Club in 1889,
and m 1892 became protebhoi of jouinalism
and liteisture in the Kutgcis Women s College
She was niarned to Dawd Croh in 1850

Her works include Pot Bcttu of Wotte

(1876), Jmme Juntiana Talks on Womtns
Topics (1864) Conli< i y Bool fat 1 ouny Jloifse

keepers (1806), Knitting and Crochet (IBbl)
Throiin on het OIDI K^uuncs (18'U), Hisloty

of the WomansClult Jfomntut in Imcnca

(1898 and 1900) Slit AVAS the editor of Demo-
lett's Magazine horn IbOO to 1887, and later

was editor of the Cyde (\vhich slie founded)
ind the Home Valu Consult Mtmonet of

Tane Cunningham Ctolyt Jennie June" (New
lork, 1004)
CBO-HAGM-ON, krA'ma'nyON' A type of

mankind supposed to ha\ inliabited southwett

crn Em ope at the end of the Magdalcnian epoch.^

at the close of the Pleibtoceno Thej were

marked by the most dolichocephalic of crania,

elongated at the baek (index W-74 8), with low

face and oibits, but by good etatun. In 18)8

workmen uneirthenl, in, the CUM. called 'Cro

Magnou," near lies E>/ieB, in the Depaitment
of Dordogne, Franco, imperfect skeleton of

three mon, two women, and a child A peasant
found a human bone in a rabbit hole, and at

the Cave of Aungnac the remains of 17 persons

\*cre recovered At Laugerie Basse, m the

\e/$rc valley, another discovery was made In

the Cave of Baumes Chaudes, m LozSre, 35

c ian w, were collected, all of this long, lovi faced

type To this t>pe, vtherevor found, the name

of CroMagnon ^yiven Contult ^[oitillefc,

he tlitfiiatorujuv (Pans, 1S82) Dtmkei Race?

of Van (London, 1900) TUplc\ The Raiei of

Ewwe (New Yoik, J8<)0) and, for exitical

observation* MPI^J The M<ditnranecut Hate

(London, l')01), Oberttuxr r
JU& MenecTi der

39 CBOME

lotseit (1912) Keith, Ancient Types of Man
(1912) See MAN
OaOMCAB-TY PERTH, krom'Sr ti fgrth (from

Gael ctom, Olr <,romb, Welsh & it m, Bret a urn,
crooked + Olr cut Gall aitos, stone, and pth,
fnth, from Icel f}or^r} ford, ultimately con
nected with Lat pottvs, port, Skt par to cross)
A landlocked inlet of the North Sea, on the
northeist coast of Scotland, ju&t northwest of

the Moray Firth, 18 miles long 3 to 5 miles

bioad, and 5 to 35 fathoms deep (Map Scot

land, D 2) The entrance is between the North
and South Soutars, two high w coded headlands
and is 1% miles across, with 12 to 30 fathoms of

water, and with the Three Kings Reef about
half a mile off land Neai the filth aie the
townb of Dingwall, In\ ergordon, and Cromart\
In the red sandstone, near the entrance, Hu&h
Miller discovered the fossil fishes Ptenchthys,
Osteolepis etc

CHOHtABTYSHrRE gee Eoss AND CBOM
ABTY
CROM'TXSLLE (fiom Gael crom, crooked +

Eng dale) A village m In\einess shire, Scot

land, on the east bank of the Spey It wab the
bcene of a battle fought May 1, 1690, between
the Scottibh Jacobites and 800 of William Ills

troops, m which the latter were victorious The
event is celebiated in a song entitled 'The

Haughb of Cromdale J

CB03QJ, JOHN (1768-1821) An eminent

English landscape painter and etcher, founder
of the Norwich school He is usually called

'Old Crome, to distinguish him from his son
of the same name Born on Dec 22, 1768, he

passed his youth in humble circumstances, ac

quiring his taste for painting during an appren
ticebhip to a bign painter Together with Rob
ert Ladbrook, a printers apprentice, he rented
a gariet and btarted upon his career as a

painter The two artists spent their leisuie

time sketching in the field, endeavoring to

icproduce nature exactly drome's pictures
thus became (

e\act views" of the places he

loved His technique ib reminiscent of the

Dutch masters, whom he studied m the houses

of the Noifolk gentry, in his cipatifo as a dra-n

mg teacher, and in a vi&it to Pans Hobbema,
in especial, was his favonte master, but the

foundation of Crome's art was a genuine Eng
hbh realism, and his pictures combine great
breadth with delicacy of color and lightness of

brushwork, and although they are occasionally

marred by overattention to detail, they alwajq
contain a true feeling for light and air He

painted trees with great force and indmdu \litv

His "Oak at Ponnglam," in the National Gal

lery, and the "Willow" are highest master

pieces of their kind His woiks are mostly in

private possession especially among the gentry
of Norfolk The National Gallerv contains

three good examples, 'Household Heath" and

"Chapel Fields, Norwich," besides the one al

ready mentioned In the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, are two good examples, "Haut
bois Common" and "The Old Oak " His favorite

subjects were taken from the scenery about

his native home, but he was capable of adapt

mg himself to the livelier tones of French land

scape, as is indicated in hia "Pishmarket at

Boulogne" and his 'Boulevard des Itahens,

Paria," both in Kesvuch Hall near Norwich

Although he followed etching as a pasting
only, he was an excellent etcher, working with

great cace and detail, though wmetimps not
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achieving tone and atmosphere His etchings
were published after his death, in 1834, under
the title of Noifoll Picturesque Scenery and

again in 1838 and 1850 Crome seldom e\

hibited in London, but he displayed at different

tunes no less than 288 pictures in the Norwich
Society of Artists This society he himself

founded in 1803, becoming its president m 1808

He died, April 22, 1821, at Norwich, where

nearly all of his hie had been passed Consult

his biography by Turner (Norwich, 1838), Wod
derspoon (ib, 1868), and Hardie, in the Con
nomeur (London, 1904) ,

also Van Dyck, Old

English Masters (New York, 1902) Dickes,
The Hforunoh School of Painting (London, 1905) ,

Bmyon J Crome and J 8 Cotman (ib, 1906),
Theobald John Crome's Etchings (ib, 1906)

CBOME, JOHN BEBNET (1794-1842) An
English landscape painter, son and pupil of

John Crome, usually called "Young Crome"
He was born in Norwich and was appointed

president of the Norwich Society of Artists

in 1819 He painted usually coast and river

scenes of England, France, Holland, and Italy,

and his best pictures are so like those of his

father that his "Yarmouth Water Frolic" ( 1821)

was long considered Old Crome's masterpiece
Towards the end of his life his art degenerated,
and he produced little besides potboilers, in

eluding many moonlight effects Consult W F
Dickes, The Norwoh School of Painting (Lon
don, 1905)
CBO'MEB A seaport and watering place on

the north coast of Norfolk, England, 21 miles

north of Norwich (Map England, H 4) It

stands on the top of one of the highest cliffs on

the coast Nearly all the old town, called "Ship
den," with one of the churches, was swept away
by the sea about the year 1500 As the sea

is encroaching on the land, vessels have to load

and unload on the open beach In 1825 gome
cliffs 200 feet high fell into the sea Seamen
call Cromer Bay the Devil's Throat, from its

dangers to navigation There is an excellent

golf course in the neighborhood Pop, 1901,

3781, 1911 4073

CBOMEB, EVELYN BAHOG, first EABL (1841-
1917) An English diplomatist and administra

tor-born at Cromcr Hall, Norfolk, and educated

at Woolwich Academy After a brilliant oareor

in the Royal Artillery, he was private secretary
to the Earl of Northbrook, Governor General

of India, from 1872 to 1876, was Commissioner
on th Egyptian public debt from 1877 to 1879,
was Controller General of Egyptian finances

from 1879 to 1880, was Finance Minister of

India from 1880 to 1883, when he became Con
sul General and Agent in Egypt He was
created first Baron Cromer in 1892, Viscount in

1898, and Earl in 1901 He became virtually
British Viceroy of

Egypt,
and his efficient ad

ministration won for him the appellation of

"Maker of Modem Egypt" He rescued it

from bankruptcy, replaced corrupt administra
tors by honest officials, reduced taxes, reformed
the army, increased trade, and greatly extended

railway, postal, and telegraph facilities He
resigned in 1907 and returned to England,
where m 1911 he was active in securing Union
ist votes for the passage of the Parliament

Bill, s6 as to prevent the creation of new peers
He wrote Modern Egypt (1908) and Anoint
and Modern Imperialism, (1910)

CBOMEB, MABTOT (1512-89) A Polish his
tonan and geographer, born at Biecz, near

Cracow, and educated at the academy in that

city He was becretary to the eldest son of

King Sigismund I and was intrusted with dip
lomatic missions to Pope Paul V and to the

emperors Charles V and Ferdinand I In 1578

he was appointed Bishop of Ermeland His

history of Poland, from its beginning to the

year 1506, De Ongine et Rebus Gestis Polonorum

(1555, frequently reprinted), is a valuable

source of information on this subject Another

important work, is the geographical and statis

tical publication Polonia (in Latin, 1586, Ger
trans 1741)
CEOMLECH, krSm'lek See DOLMEN
CBOMP'TON A town in Lancashire, Eng

land, 3 miles noitheast of Oldham, and 11 miles

northeast of Manchester It has important
cotton manufactures and collieries Pop, 1901,

13,427, 1911, 14,750

CBOMPTON, SAMtmL (1753-1827) An Eng
lish inventor, whose spinning mule revolution
ized the cotton weaving industry In his jouth
he was largely occupied with weaving at home,
and it TV as the dissatisfaction caused by the

machine he used that led to the perfection of

his invention in 1779 Unable to bear the ex

pense of taking out a patent, he exploited his

machine by private anangement with manu
facturers, some of whom later denied their ob

ligations to him, so that for his valuable in

vention he received less than 70 In 1812,
after much labor, he secuied from the House
of Commons a grant of 5000, the only official

recognition bestowed upon him Consult French,

Life and Timet of Crompton (London, 1860)
CBOMPTON'S SPINBTEB See SPINNING
CBOVWELL A dramatic work by Victor

Hugo (1827) It was not intended for the

stage The preface to its first edition has since

become famous as containing the breviary of

French dramatic "Romanticism "

GBOMWELL, BABTLETT JEPFEESON (1840"
) An American naval officer, born mar

Sprmgplace, Ga He attended the Naval Acad

emy (1857-60) Duiing the Civil War he
served in the South Atlantic blockading and
Eastern Gulf squadrons, and rose to the rank
of lieutenant commander Ho was promoted
commander in 1874, and as such was intrusted

with the navigation of the flagship Ticonderoaa

during Admiral Schufeldt's voyage around the
world in 1879-81 He thereafter successively
became captain in 1880, commodore in 1898,
and rear admiral in 1899 After the liberation

of Cuba from Spain Cromwell was ordered to

take charge of the naval station at Havana
In 1901 he was appointed to the command of

the United States fleet in South American
waters In addition to his service at sea, Crora
well was inspector of ordnance at the Phila

delphia navy yard (1874-78), at the Porta
mouth navy yard (1882-84), and captain of

the Norfolk navy yard (1891-94) He retired

in 1902

CBOHW1LL, EENBT ( 1028-74) The fourth
son of Oliver Cromwell At the age of 16 he
served as a soldier in the Parliamentary army
In the Barebones Parliament he was one of the
BIX Irish members In 1655 he went to Ireland
as a major general, and was appointed Lord
Lieutenant in 1657 His rule was popular, and
hia moderation to Royalists received the ap
proval of Charles XI, who at the Restoration
confirmed his Irish estates under the Act of

Settlement His latter years were passed as
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a farmer on his estate, Spenway Abbey, in

Cambridgeshire He died March 23, 1674 His

great grandson the last representative of the
house of Cromwell, died m 1821

CBOMWELL, OLIVES (1599-1658) Lord
Protector of England He was born at Hunting
don, April 25, 1599, and was the only surviving
son and heir of Robeit Cromwell and Elizabeth,

daughter of William Steward, whose family, tra
dition notwithstanding, has no connection with
the royal house of Stuart 'The Cromwell family
sprang from Katherine, who was the sister of

Thomas Cromwell, the Hammer of the Monks,
and who married Morgan Williams, a Welsh
brewer of means Their son Richard took the
surname Cromwell and, profiting by his uncle's

influence, rose to wealth and honor in the service

of Henry VIII, retaining his sovereign's favor
even after his uncle's fall in 1540 The family
continued to be prominent from that time and
was noted for its lavish entertainment of roy
alty, but, owing to the extravagance of Oliver's

uncle of the same name, the fortunes of the

family had been squandered, and in 1627 the

family seat at Hinehinbrook was aold to Sir

Sidney Montague Oliver's father was the sec

ond son of Henry, the Golden Knight, and the

grandson of Richard (Williams) Cromwell, and
he therefore represents a younger branch of the

family, whose income was never large
Little is known of Cromwell's early life He

was educated at the free school of Huntingdon
under Dr Thomas Beard, an austere Puritan
In 1616 he entered Sidney Sussex College at

Cambridge, a stronghold of Puritanism, but
soon withdrew, probably owing to his father's

death, in 1617 There is no foundation for the

reports by royalist biographers of wildness and

piofbgacy in his early years, though he was
boisterous and only moderately successful at

his studies He probably studied law for a
short time at Lincoln's Inn In 1620 he mar
ried Elizabeth Bourchier, daughter of a London
merchant, and she seems to have brought him a
considerable dowry * The few glimpses that we
have of his life before the beginning

of his

active public career, which may be said to date

from, the meeting of the Long Parliament in

1640, leave no doubt as to which side he would

espouse in the approaching struggle For some

years he was in the throes of a religious con

flict, from, which he emerged in a triumphant
conversion Throughout the rest of his life he

was deeply religious, an ardent though tolerant

PuritanI The earliest letter from his pen which

has come down to us (1636) is a solicitation for

a subscription to maintain a lectureship, by
which means the Puritans supported preachers,

owing to the neglect of this function by the

established clergy He was elected to the Par

hament of 1628, where his only recorded speech
is directed against the opponents of Puritanism

He watched the career of Gustavus Adolphus
with, eager sympathy, and it is thought that

his own early military successes were in part

a result of has careful study of Gustavus Adol

phus' campaigns He took less interest in

purely political matters, but we know of three

instances where he championed the poorer in-

habitants of his districts whose rights of pas

turage were threatened He was fined 10 in

16JO for having neglected to be knighted, but

we have no record of his having resisted the

forced loan or the payment of ship money Yet

there can be no doubt that he was dissatisfied

with Charles's arbitrary rule, and there is a
tradition which corresponds well with eircum

stances, that he once intended to emigrate to
New England If this is true, it was probably
between 1631 and 1636, and it may have been

prevented by a legacy which fell to him in
the latter year He was elected to the Short
Parliament in 1640 and to the Long Parliament
in the same year

Cromwell played a subordinate part in the
deliberations of the Long Parliament He had
no share in the impeachment of Strafford He
waa rather more interested in the constitutional

reforms, but most of all in ecclesiastical mat
ters, and joined Sir Henry Vane and Hampden.
in demanding the abolition of the episcopacy,
"root and branch" On the outbreak of the
Irish insurrection of 1641 it was he who pro-
posed that Parliament should assume control
of the militia \Vhen the Civil War broke out
in 1642, he was very active in securing the

authority of Parliament in the eastern coun
ties and commanded a troop of horse in the
battle of Edgehill, Oct 23, 1642 In 1643 the
war e\erywhere went against Parliament ex

cept in the Eastern Association, where Crom
well not only kept the Royalists at bay, but
even gained ground His one troop had grown
to 10, and afterward grew to 14, forming two
regiments of the best drilled cavalry in England
For his services in the Eastern Association
Parliament made him lieutenant general of
the army of the Eastern Association (1644),
and appointed him a member of the committee
of both kingdoms In the battle of Marston
Moor, July 2, 1644, he commanded the Parlia

mentary horse, whose final charge decided the
fortunes of the day Hitherto the Parliamen
tarians had been inferior in cavalry, whose
military importance was greater in those days
than now It was due to Cromwell that this

inferiority was overcome It is at about this

tune that the division of the Puritans into

two parties clearly appears The Presbyterians,
who were largely in the majority in Parliament,
were alarmed at the growth of religious sects

in the army, and they were anxious for an
accommodation with Charles in order to be
free to suppress Independency The army, on
the other hand, had become the stronghold of

Independency and desired religious toleration

and a rigorous prosecution of the war Crom
well was the spokesman of the party of tolera

tion He impeached Manchester for half hearted

ness in the prosecution of the campaign and
found support with the Commons, but not with

the Lords He then disinterestedly proposed
the reorganization of the army under new lead

era, and on the adoption of the New Model

(qv), and the Self Denying Ordinance (qv ),

assumed that his military career waa over

On the contrary, he was appointed lieutenant

general in command of the cavalry, and by a

charge of the Parliamentary horse decided the

day at Naseby, the last battle of the First Cml
War, June 14, 1645 The distrust between the

Presbyterian Parliament and the Independent

army became an open breach when the Parha
ment not only proposed to disband the army
without paying the arrears due to the men,
but made overtures to Charles which seemed

to the army a surrender of what they had been

fighting for Cromwell, now the recognized
leader of the army, hesitated, as was his wont,
and tned to mediate between the two parties,
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but in the end thiew m his lot with the army
It was he who oideied the abduction of the

King from Holmby In the Second Civil War,
a conbequence of this ruptuie, in which the

King played off one party against the other,

Cionroell defeated the Scots under Hamilton,
who v\eie over twice his number, in a remark
able three days' battle near Pieston, Aug 17-

10, 1648 The aimy now clamored for the life

of the King, whose duplicity had caused the

unewal of the vvai For a time Ciomxvell

held biek, hut when his mind was once made

up no legal technicality could stop him "I

tell you we will cut off hib head with his ciown

upon it" he cried roughly, in xnswer to an

argument denying the luribdiction of the High
Oouit of Justice He had nothing to do with

Pride's Purge, being absent at the time but he

accepted the result of it, and vtis foremost in

all the events leading up to the King's execution

(Jan 30, 1640)
On the abolition of the monaiehv the position

of the Commonwealth was extiemolv peiilous
It was torn asunder b\ paitisan strife, and it

was without a ftiend in Europe Scotland,

alienated by the execution of the King and

hostile to the dominant Independent and Mil)

tan party, proclaimed Charles II King, not

onlv of Scotland, but of England and Ii eland

as well Ireland demanded immediate attcn

tion, for the Second Civil War had its coun

terpart theie, and i coalition of the various par
ties had all but dm en the Parliamentary forces

out of the island Ciomwell accepted the com
mand of the forces destined for its reeonquest
on March 30, 1640, and landed at Dublin, Au
guat 15, with tliice regiments At Drogheda,

'being in the heat of action," he ordered the

fimoua massacres of tlu garrison of 2800 men,
winch had refused to capitulate (September)
This was in accordance with the strict rules of

war of the time though it had not been put
into practice in England Cromwill explained
that it was a just punishment for the outrages
of 1641, which he looked upon as entirely
wanton and without provocation The imnie

diate military effect of the massacre was ad

vanlageous, since for a time town after town
surrendered with little resistance, but its un
fortunate political effect lasts until tho present

day At Wexford there was another massacre,

though not by Cromwell's order In May, 1650,
the resistance was so nearly broken that Crom
well left the completion of the conquest to

his successors, Ireton and Ludlow, and has
tened back to confront the danger from tho

side of Scotland He swept away with irapa
tience Fairfax's legal objection that the Scots

had a right to choose their own King, for he
saw clearly that England must either coerce

the Scots or be coerced by them He defeated
one Scottish army at Dunbar, Sept 3, 1650,
and another, commanded by Charles II in per
son, exactly one year later at Worcester While
he had to be on his guard from this tune forth

against plots and uprisings, Worcester marks
the end of armed resistance to the Eepublic
He brought Scotland and Ireland (or the Prot
estant part of Ireland) into legislative union,

with England, the first union of the three

kingdoms, and gave them free trade and a better

administration of justice, but the taxes to sup-
port the English garrisons were heavy In

addition, Ireland groaned under the attempt to

transplant Ler Catholic population, or, as the
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plan wab aftei \\ard modified, her Catholic laud

owneis, to the wilds of Connaught in order to

make way for English setUerb Cromwell s

treatment of Ireland was pitifully harsh, but
it was caused pimcipallv by his complete ig
norance of lush affans, though his ignoiance
was not greatei than that of Ins countivmen
The pioblein which now confronted the

leaders of tho Commonwealth was the substitu

tion of a pumantnt constitutional government
in the place of the piovisional Rump The
withdrwul of the Cavalier partv on the out

bicak of the Civil \\ai and the expulsion of

tht Piesbvtman mcmbeis in the Pride's Piuge,
hid hft onlv 60 01 70 munbeis in habitual

attendance m Paihament, whose power de

pended solely upon the buppoit of the vieto

nous mm Not onh had they made themselves
veiv unpopulai by their haish measures, but

they lefufacd to give wav to a new!*} elected

and more tiuh i epresontativ e Parliament which
the1 army desned, unless they vveie made nuin
beis of the new Parliament without election

and elothed with powu to exclude undesnable
new meml)om (specialh those of Kovalist svtu

pathies In tlu eouibo of the piolonged dispute
the^ were guiltv ot what Cromwell consulted
a bicaeh of good futh, when upon ho angiilv

expelled them on Apul 20, 105 i to tho gitat
satisfaction of the English nation But with
thorn went the last vestige of civil authontv
in tht lind, and Fnland VMS left fieo to fiet

with tlu arnu a stite of iflans which m
view ot the woll known English detestation of

mihtau rule, could not Ion*? endure [
Tndcr

the influence of Harnson and the extreme Pun
tans he cilled on the vinous Congugational
churches to iiommato mombeis for a Pailia

mcnt, which it suited in tlu Ncmunxtert 01 Baie
bones Parliament (qv )

of J40 mcmbeis (of
whom four lopiosontod Scotlind and six

Ireland) This Pailuuuont soon showed swh
a readiness to adopt radical and imposBibk*
measures, and was K> toai asunder by pait\
strife, that when tlu Moderates rose, eaily
on the inornmg of Doc 12 1653, and voted its

dissolution, Oiomwell was greath relieved,

though ho had no previous knowledge of the

conspiracy Tho ofhcws thereupon adopted a
written constitution, eallod the In<st)um(,t of
Goveiiwient (qv), which ih of groat interest

from the point of view of constitutional Imtoiy
under which Cromwell, on December ](>, as

sumed tho title of Protector An elected Pai
Iiament of one House was provided for, whose

powers were defined by the Instiument The
first Parliament which mot under its pion
sions, on Sept 3 1654, is of groat impoitance
to a correct understanding of the Protector's

treatment of lus paihaments He invited a
revision of the Instrument, but in the debates
on it the Parliament showed signs of making
itself perpetual of taking away liberty of eon

science, and of reducing both the army and
the Prottctoi to its exclusive control, thus

breaking down the balance of power between
the Protector and Parliament which the In
fitrument had sought to establish Cromwell
interfered, by force and excluded from the Dfou.se

all who refused to sign an agreement not to

alter the Instrument in these "four fimda
mentals" This incident is crucial in the an

preciation of Cromwell's parliamentary dim
culty The leaders of the popular party failed
to understand that government bj consent of
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the people meant the retuin of the Stuarts and
that the sole sahation of the Commonwealth
lay in a stiong executive backed by the ainrv

Furtheimoie, his demands were moderate, for,

says, Mr Gardiner, "his four fundamental*, ha\c
been accepted IA the nation and 11 e at this

day as nimh rooted in its conscience as par
hamentan supiomacv itself" Cromwell dis

solved the Paihanient without coming to an

agreement with it and without receiving the

neee&san supplies In the \eai following, Pen
luddockb using dio'u tht Protectoi to acts

as illegal \s xn\ of which Chaileb I had bftn

guilts He duided Fngland into 10 mihtm
dibtiicts, o\ei which lit placed maioi gcncnlb
with extensile pohce powei& backed by militau

foice, the estates of Ro\alibtb being taxed b'v

his own arbitral-} powei to support the scheme
It "Rag a success as a police measure, but the

nation groaned when Cromwell used this method
to enforce a stnctei standaid of Puritan mo
lahty than the people were ready to accept
Ihe foitign wais made ncu (supplies nccessan,
and in 1036 the Piotector called his last Parha
ment, from \vhich his council first excluded 100

undesirable members Lpon the dibto\cn of a

plot againbt the Piotector's life Parliament
drew up a new constitution called the Humble
Petition and Admce, pio\iding for an Upper
House and offering Cromwell the title of King
Cromwell hesitated for some weeks, but, finding
the title unpopular with the arm*, he at la-,t

declined it The Petition and Advice was then

passed with the title Protector substituted for

that of King, and was adopted in place of the

Initmment of Goionment Upon the second

session of the Parliament in January, 1658,
it was found that the promotion of Cromwell's

supporters to the Upper House had gnen the

Republicans \ nujoiit\ in the Lower House

They not only insisted upon re-vising the eon

stitution anew, but were forming conspiracies
ot a dangerous sort, whereupon Cromwell dis

sohed them, Febiuary 4 He had failed to

tiansfonu the military into a civil state

The vigoi with which Cromwell conducted

England's foreign aflfaus has been much ad

mired He had little to do with the Dutch

War, which he disliked as a war against a
Protestant power Tins he brought to a sue

cessful conclUbion, April 5, 1654 The two

leading nations of Europe were at war and

bidding for his alliance He was at fhst in

clincd to favor Spain, partly from his sympathy
for the French Huguenots and partly because

France supported Henrietta Maria and the

Stuait cause Spain, however, had prohibited

English ships from sailing in West Indian

waters, even though bound for an English

colony In December, 1664, Cromwell sent out

a badly equipped expedition under Penn and

Venables, which suffered a disastrous repulse in

an attack against Santo Domingo, but seized

Jamaica, whose importance was little appre
dated at that time This attack naturally pre

cipitated a war with Spain in Europe in which

Blake, having previously brought the Bey of

Tunis to terms (April 4, 1655), destroyed one

Spanish treasure fleet at sea (Sept 8, 1656)
and sank another in the harbor of Cadiz (April

20, 1657) Two treaties were signed with

France the first on Oct 24, 1655, providing
for the expulsion of the Stuarts from French

territory the second on March 23, 1657, pro

vidmg for a joint attack upon the Spanish

Netherlands, m which the English greatlv dis

tinguished themaehes before Dunkirk, in the

battle of the Dunes, June, 1658, and stcured

Mardick and Dunkiik as their share of the

spoils But while Cromwell succeeded by force

of arms in making England universally feared

he was ven ignorant of Luropein politics and
his aims were faults He was completely under
the illusion that the Cathoh*1

powers weie on
the point of combining to cru^h Protestantism,
and he wa> constantlv negotiating with Charles
X of Sweden whom he erroneously regarded as

a second Gusta^us Adolphub to foiin a count* r
Protestant league not knowing that it was im
posbible to itconcile foi religious purposes
either Sweden ind Holland on the one hand or

France and Spain on the other Moreover, in

allying with France against Spain he did much
to prepare the wav for Louis XIV and the

penod of French agsfression in Europe Nor
should it be forgotten that his foreign enter

puses greatly increasfd the buidens of a heavy
taxation which alienated the people of England
from his mle He died on Sept 3 160*8

In 1899 Parliament erected a statue to Crom
well in Westminster, facing Whitehall The
debates winch the erection of this tardy
memoml to the great Puritan leader occi

siontd in Parliament show how vital to man\
Englishmen are e\en yet, the principles foi

which their forffithers struggled in the penod
of the Greit Cuil War
Bibliography The chief source of informa-

tion in foimmg an estimate of Cromwell's char
acter will alwa\s be his own words, first col

lected b\ Carlyle, Lettet <t and Speeches of Oliver

Grown ell (London, 1845) The speeches are to

be found in Rtamer Speeches of Oliver Ciom
uell 1641-58 (ib 1901) His parliamentary
career is to be followed in Parliamentary His

toiy, -vote iv. xxi (ib 1760-62), together with
the numerous memoirs of which those of

Whitelock and Ludlow dt*w?ne special mention
The Calendar? of fttate Papeis, Domestic Series

together with the great collections of Rush
worth, Claiendon Somert and Carte, are rich

mines of material while the Thurloe State

Papers (ib, 1742) contain the greater part of

the diplomatic correspondence Gardiner, Con
stitutional Documents of the Put itan Revolution

(ib, 1899), is invaluable Of the older writers

Gui/ot and Ranke are still useful, but they are

largely superseded by the great works of Gar

dmei, History of England 1608-4% (10 vols
(

London and New York, 1883-84) The Great
Civil War (ib, 1893), and the History of the

Oommonv ealth- and Ptotectorate (ib, 1894-

1901) Gardiner has summarized the results of

his researches m Cromuell's Plaoe in History
(ib, 1897) and Oliver Cromwell (London,
1901) Hardly inferior to Gardiner's work is

Firth, Ohier Cromuell and the Rule of the
Puritans M England (London and New York,
1900) The biographies by Harrison (London,

1888) and Morley (New York, 1900) are bril

hant, but hardly of equal value The Oliver

Cromuell of Theodore Roosevelt (ib, 1900) is

brief and readable Gardiner and Mullmger,
Introduction to the fttwdy of English History,

part 11 (London, 1894), contains an account of

the literatuie of the penod, both contemporary
and modern Later works include Marshall,
Btory of Oliver Cromwell (New York, 1908) ,

Rhodes, "A New Estimate of Cromwell," in his

Hittoncal Essays (ib, 1909), Firth, The Last
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Tear* o/ the Protectorate (London, 1909) , Wil

kinson, "A Narrative of the Circumstances Con

cermng the Head of Oliver Cromwell" in the

irohasologioal Journal, vol Ixvm (ib, 1011),

Lamed, A Study of Gteatnesv in Men (Boston,

1011), Johnstone, Oliver GtomioeU (London,

1912), Marshall, Through Gteat Bntain and

hdand with Ctomwell (New York, 1912)

CROMWELL, RKJHAED (1626-1712) Lord

Protector of England The third and eldest sur

viving son ot Oliver Cromwell he was born at

Huntingdon, Oct 4 1626 When Oliver became

Protectoi, he wished to tiain his son as his sue

cessor Richard entered Parliament, \vas ap

pointed one of the Committee of Trade, and

became Chancellor of O^foid But, of an

amiable temperament, he was more addicted to

pleasure and sport than statecraft, and after his

father's death, in 1G58, retained the protector

ship for not quite nine months, until his willing

demission in May, 1659 He lived in retirement

on the Continent during 20 years and returned

to England in 1680 Richard was of a peaceful,
bueohc temperament that little fltted him to play
his part in stirring times He died at Cheshunt,
Julv 12, 1712 Consult Guizot, fottoty of Ung
land under Richard Ctomuell (London 1856)

CROMWELL, THOMAS, EABL or ESSEX
(c 1485-1 540) An English statesman and
Henry VIII's prime agent in effecting the Refor

mation He was born at Putney, near London,
where his father, a man of peculiarly evil

character, engaged in the varied pursuits of

blacksmith, brewer, innkeeper, fuller, and
shearer of cloth After a meagre education ho

^ent to Antwerp as a clerk in. a faetory and

successfully devoted his spare time to learn

mg languages He spent some time in Italy as

a soldier and trader He returned to England in

1513 and, while following the paternal vocations,

developed into a money lender, a lawjer, and
an influential citizen He received a trusted ap
pomtment from Cardinal Wolsey and under his

patronage entered Parliament, where his able

speeches attracted attention He successfully
defended hie master against the bill of impeach
ment, and Henry VIII, appreciating his talent,

made him his private secretary He received a
succession of honors, which, after knighthood in

1531, included the Chancellorship of the Esche

quer (1533), Mastership of the Rolls and Vicar-

ship General of Ecclesiastical Affairs ( 1535 ) ,
the

office of Lord Privy Seal (1536), and that of

Lord Chamberlain (1539), and culminated m his

creation as Earl of Essex in 1540 For seven

years, by subservience to the King, ho held

supreme sway in the royal councils and con
trolled all the administrative departments He
carried out faithfully the monarch's schemes to
establish the Reformation HIS methods in sup
pressing the monasteries earned him the designa
tion of malleus monaohorum, the 'Hammer of
the Monks ' He was very unpopular, and after

promoting the marriage of Henry with Anne of

Cleves, the King's aversion to the Queen was
extended to the instigator of the union Henry
assented to a bill of attainder for treason on a

long list of offenses, and, after a piteous entreaty
for mercy, Cromwell was beheaded on July 28,
1540 Proude praises his character Dixon calls

him "the worst enemy the Church of England
ever had" Consult Drayton, Hutone of the

JAfe and Death of the Lord Oromwvll (London,
1609) , Hook, Lwea of the Arohbuthop* cf Qan
tertwry, vol vi (ib, X868) , Froude, History of

England (ib, 1881-82), Merriman, Life and
Letter* of Thomas Ciomu,fll (Oxford, 1902),
Van Dyle, Rena^cnce Portraits (New Yoik,

1005) , Divon History of the Ohwch of Eng
land, l i (London, 1884-1902) , Gairdner, The

Enqhsh Chwch in the Sixteenth Centuiy (ib,

1002)

CROMWELL, THE LUD AND DTATII off

THOMAS, I OBD A plaj of unknown authorship,
once attributed to Rhakcspcuc and entered at

Stationers Hall in 1G02 It was founded on the

tiagic fate of the Earl of Essex See CBOM
WEI I TllOMAfa

CRONACA, kio'naka, IL See POLLAITJOLO,
SlMONF LIE1

CRONEGE, krynek, JOIIANN FBECDBICH,
BAKON \oiv (1731-58) A promising joung
Qeinnn dramatist of the prcLeshing period
He wab born at Ansbach (in the pnneipality of

that name) \via educated at Leip/ig, where he
came under Gollcrt s influence, and at Halle, and
in 1754 rcceivid the title of Hop at His best

known woik is his tragedy Godnit (1757), in

rhjrned Alt \andrmes a somewhat rhetorical

but sonorous imitation of the French classic

manner which was aw aided the prize oflercd

by the Berlin bookseller Nicolai for the best

German tragedy His ode Drt Ktieg (1756)
was praised b> Leasing He WAS among the first

to direct Gonnan bcholarship towards the study
of Spanish literature Consult the biography by
Genticl (Lcip/ig, 1894)

CRONENBERG-, kronen bSrK See KBONEN
BBBO

CRONHOLM, krOnttfllm, ABRAHAM PJPTEB

(1809-79) A Swedish historian E< was born
at Landskiona, was educated at Lund, and in

1849 became professor of history in that city
His works, which aio based upon a careful per
sonal study of the archives of Stockholm, Gopcn
hagon, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, and of other

leading Euiopcan cities, include the following
Fotmtordida Mwnen (1833-35) , JUftoltia I*

gan ooh Hugucnottema (1839) , SMnes pohtwka
hwtoria (1847-51), Bvenges hiitoria under

Quitaf 77 Adolphs tcgmng (1857-72)

CRONJE, krSn'ye, PIBTBUS ABNOIDUS (1835-
1911) A Boci soldier In the campaign of

1881 against England he distinguished himself
at Doornkop and at Majuba Hill, whore ho was
second in command In 1806 he captured tho

raiders led by Dr Jameson into the Transvaal
At the outbreak of tho war against England in

1899 ho was stationed with 6000 troops on the
western frontier At Modder River (November
28) he fought an indecisive battle with Lord
Methuen, who was marching with his division

to the relief of Kimberley, in which he inflicted

terrible IOB& on the enemy, and at Magcrsfontem
(December 11) he won a brilliant victory over

the same general Immediately upon the be-

ginning of Lord Roberta's invasion of the Orange
Free State, in 1900, he sent a portion of his

army to the north, and with the remainder

sought to opposo tho English advance on Pre
toria At last surrounded, he intrenched him
self at Paardebcrg and, tinder a scathing artillery

fixe, sustained that position until tho failure) of

food and ammunition compelled him to BUT

render, with some 4000 troops and six guns, on

February 27, the anniversary of Majuba Hill

He was thereupon sent as a prisoner of war to

St Helena He was one of the most sagacious
of the Boer leaders and was a member of the

Executive Council of the Transvaal In 1905
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he was forced by poverty to appear in the United An English physicist and chemist, born m Lon
States m a mimic war J T *- ~ -

CBOIT'OS See SATURN
CB01TSTADT, krOn'stat See KBONSTADT
CBOOK. krnk A coal mining town in Dur

ham, England 4% miles northwest of Bis"

Auckland Pop, 1001, 11,470, 1911, 12,308
CBOOK (ME cioke, crok, Icel kiolr, hook)

In musical instruments, such as the French horn
or trumpet, a circular tube, which fits into the

don, June 17, 1832 He studied at the Royal
College of Chemistn where he later assisted
Hofmann In 1854 he became superintendent

, .
- - a -- of the meteorological department of the Rad

land 4% miles northwest of Bishop cliffe Observatorv, Oxford, and in 1855 professorr,^ ,AI * Iftl1 ,00
of chemistry at the Chester Training College
After 1809 he was editor and proprietor of the
Chemical ~\eios, which he had founded, and after

.-y-A--'
~

>. T r'A' in
1864 he alb ed1*6*1 the Quarterly Journal of

end of the mstiument next the mouthpiece, for Science He was foreign secretary of the Royal
the purpose of lengthening the tube of the m ---'--

strumtnt and thus altering the pitch to suit the

key of the music These crooks save the player
the great inconvenience of carrying as many
instruments as there are keys in which he is

to play

CBOOK, GBOBQE (1828-90) An American
soldier, born near Dayton, Ohio He graduated

Society m 1908-12, at \arious times was presi
dent of the Chemical Society the British As
sociation, and the Institute of Electrical

Engineers, and was chosen corresponding mem
her of numerous continental societies In 1897
he was knighted, in 1007, with Edouard Buch
ner, he was awarded the Nobel pnze for

chemistry, and in 1910 the Order of Merit was
at West Point in 1852 and spent the next nine conferred upon him He is an authority of the
jeais in California He became colonel of the first rank on sanitary questions, especially the
Thirty eighth Ohio Volunteers and captain of

' ' " ' '

the Fourth Infantry in the Federal army in

1861 seivcd throughout the Civil War, and in

March, 1865, was brevetted brigadier general
and major general for services during the war
In March and April, 1865, he was in command
of the cavalry of the Army of the Potomac In

1866, as lieutenant colonel in the regular arnrv,

,

disposal of the sewage of towns, and his method
of producing extreme vacua rendered mean
descent electric lighting a practical possibility
His original researches m chemistrv and physics
led to the discovery of the metal thallium m
18C1 Subsequently he devoted several years to
an elaborate investigation on the atomic weight
of that element Among his other discoveriesJ.WV, oo ucubcuaut uuiuuci ill LUC icgnidi aiwr, a .

he was sent to Idaho, where he remained until may be mentioned the sodium amalgamation
1872, in almost con&tant warfare with the pi ocess for separating gold and silver from their

Indians there He subdued the tribes in An " ' " ' '

7ona in 1872 and in 1875-77 completely crushed
the power of those in the Northwest after

Custer's defeat at their hands He protected the

Apaches (1882) from the encroachments of the

Mormons and others on their lands, and defeated

the Chincahuas in 1883 Obtaining sole charge
of all the tnbts, he encouraged them in their

industries and made them self supporting com
mumtios He was promoted to the rank of

brigadier general in 1873 and to that of major
general in 1888 From this vear until his death

he *as in command of the Department of the

Missouri

CBOOK, ISA.A.O (1833- )
An American

clergyman and educator, born at Crossenville,

Perry Co, Ohio In 1859 he graduated from

Ohio Wesleyan University, and, having been

ordained (1804) to the Methodist Episcopal
mumtrv, he held pastorates in Ohio, Illinois,

Michigan, Minnesota, and Kentucky He was

pie&ident of the University of the Pacific in

1801-02 and of Ohio University in 1806-08-, and

chancelloi of Nebraska Wesleyan University in

1802-06 After serving for four years as pastor
at Ironton, Ohio, he -was presiding elder of the

ores (1865), and especially his new method for

the spectroscopie investigation of substances
one of the numerous and brilliant results of his

prolonged studies of "radiant matter " He also

devised the radiometer (qv ) and later the

otheo&cope, a greatly improved form of the

radiometer Among his publications may be
mentioned 4. Practical ffandlook of Dyeing and
Calico Pnnting (2d ed, 1883), an English
translation of Wagners Chemical Technology
(2d ed, 1894), Select Methods of Chemical

Analysis (4th ed, 1905), Diamonds (1909),
papers on spectroscopv and psychic research His

original views on the genesis of the elements

may, with the development of knowledge, form an

important contribution to chemical philosophy
CBOOKES TUBE A sealed vessel of glass

cioitj, tuiu, ju^
fi

UTO* from which the air has been exhausted and a

the Methodist Episcopal high vacuum obtained, through which a current

from an induction coil or other source of high-

potential electricity is passed A Crookes tube

differs from a Geissler tube (qv ) in the higher

degree of its exhaustion and in several impor
tant particulars which will appear in the de

soription of its operation gi\en below The
name is derived from Sir William Crookes

(qv), who was able by his improvements inGholhcothe District from 1902 to 1908 He is ,.1 .,,.._...... ......

author of Character Sketch of Eon C White, the Sprengel pump (see Ant PUMP) to obtain

of Giete, \ebraska (1896) , Jonathan EduMrdt vacuum tubes of greater efficiency than those of

(1903), Earnest flapectotion (1905)' John pre\ious investigators Crookes was not the
- - - - " "

inventor of the highly exhausted tube, as Hit

tori, of Munster (1869), had performed a num

,

Knoa>, the ttefoimor (1906), The Great Fwe

CBOOKBILL flee WBTODCL her of experiments with tubes having ft

CBOOKED ISLANDS A group of the comparatively high vacuum, but it remained for
" ~

Iced Island, ,

* ' i--* ^- -v xv. - -

Bahamas, consisting of Crooked Island, Acklm
Island, Fortune Key, and Castle Island The

largest, Crooked Ifeland, contains 76 square

miles (Map West Indies, D 2) In* common
with some others of the group, it is valuable

chiefly for its salt Pop, 1911, Acklm, Island

1733, Crooked Island 1541 Chief town, Pitt's

To^n
CROOKED LAZE See KEUKA LAKHI

CBOOKES, kruks, SIB WHJ3AH (1832-4919;

the English investigator to push the expen
ments still further and to formulate hypotheses
and theories

A Crookes tube contains two or more ejec

trodes known as the cathodes and anodes These

are formed by platinum wires which pass through
the glass walla of the tube and terminate in

metallw plates of the material and shape de-

sired for the experiment The exhaustion is

effected by connecting the tnbe to a mercurial
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air pump and then sealing it when the proper
point is reached The terminals are then con

nected with an induction coil, or other source of

high potential, which is set in operation The

important peculiarity of such a \a.cuum tube

noticed by Professor Hittorf consists of a fluo

ic sconce (qv ) or golden greea glow produced on
the glass opposite the cathode There is not the

bnlhancv of glou that is found throughout the

tube as in the Goisslor tube, and the ra^ which

produce the fluorescence issue from the surface

of the cathode in stiaight lines noinul or per
pendicular to that surface not being bont to

follow the shape of the tube, as would be wen
in tubes of a less deforce of exhaustion These
cathode ravs have manv other interesting prop
ertiea They mav be deflected by a magnet and

they cause a number of substances, such as

diamonds and rubies on which thev impinge, to

become brilliantly phosphorescent their energy
is sufficient to heat to a high temperature a
surface on which they fall and can also be

exhibited in causing a small wheel with mica

yanes, mounted within the tube, to resolve as a
result of the impact Crookes used cathodes of

plane, convex, and conerve suifice from which

the rays would be emitted in beams either

parallel, diverging, or comeigmg After stud's

ing these ra\ s and their properties he conclude
that the discharge fiom the cathode repn sented
a new form of matter which he ecm-iidtied as

existing in an ultragaseous or rxdiant state

The most important use of the Crook* s tube is

for the production of Rontgen ra\s or Xius
(q v ), which are the ra)s passing out from the

tube opposite the cathode To produce thepe

rays a tube must be employed where the vacuum
is adapted to the work in hind, and there are

self regulating tubes on the mark<t in winch this

property is obtained In 1913 a tul>e susceptible
of more exact regulation and power, as well as

requiring less time of exposure, was dtvised byW D Coohdge, m \\hich the cathode is formed
of a tungsten filament maintained at a high
temperature thiough the passage of cmrent

from a storage batter? These tubes ha>e a ACIJ

high vacuum and give a pure electric discharge
The absence of fluorescence is a notable feature
See ELECTRICITY for an account of the passage
of a current through rarefied gases
CHOOKES VACUUM See MATTEB, Theories

of Matter

CROOKS, GEOBGE RICHARD (1822-07) An
American Methodist theologian He was born
in, Philadelphia and graduated in 1840 from
Dickinson College, where he later taught for
several years Between 1848 and 1880 ho held

pastorates in. Philadelphia, Wilmington (Del ),

New York City, and Brooklyn (NY), there
after until his death he was professor of his

toncal theology at Drew Theological Seminary
Professor Crooks, one of the moat influential

and distinguished Methodist theologians of his

time, was instrumental in inducing his church
to sanction seminaries as a training for tt<? nun
istry He edited the Methodist from I860 to
1876 and published an edition of Butler's Anal
ogy (1852), The Life and Letters of Rev Dr
John MoGlmtock (1876) Sermon* (1885) and

Life (1800) of Bishop Matthew Simpson and
The Story of the flhnshan Ohitroh (1897)
CROOKS, WTT.T.TAV (1852-1021) An Eng

hsh labor leader He was bom in a London

poorhouae ^as apprenticed to a cooper when he
was 14

?
and

t
became active in the labor union

movement He was a member of the London
County Council after 1892, ma>or of Poplar in

1001, was elected to Parliament fiom Woolwich
in 1903 and uas reelected in 1906 and 1910

CROOKSTON, kruks'ton A. city and the

county seat of Polk Co
,
Hmu ,

230 miles west

by north of Duluth, on the Red Lake River,
\\hich affords abundant water power, and on the

Great Northern and the Northein Pacific rail

roads (Map Minnesota, A 3) Among note

\voitlu features are the Government Land Office,

Carnegie library, Federal building, couithouse,
Rt Joseph's Academy Bethesda Hospital, and
the Northwestern School of Agncultuie The

city dern cs a considerable trade from a tributary

<ipricultural country and manufactures lumber,
farm machinery gas engines, castings, sishes

and doors leather goods, finmture, \\igona,

biscuits, etc Crookston was ineoiporuted in

1879 The government is admimstc i ed by a

mayor ind a council Pop 1900, 5359, 1910,

7559
CROOKSVTLLE A town in Perry Co , Ohio,

64 miles h\ lail southeast of Columbus, on the

ZanosMlle and \\istun ind the Cle\ eland,

Akion, and Cmcmuvh jaihoids (Map Ohio,
F 6) Tt has laiie dtposits of potter's clay and
thei e are a numhc i of pottery plants, a crate fac

ton biuLwoils ind coil inmes Oil is also

pioduo d in consult T ible quantities Pop , 1900,
855 1910 W2S
CROP'PIES A derisne nickname given by

the Piotistmt Tush to their Catholic opponents
in tin tune of tlu Englibh "Revolution of 1088

The name Mas applied to tho Irish rebels of

1798 because- of then s^ipathv with the French
RM olutiomsts The. Roundheads TNCK flo rilled

in 1642 A fietionil Irish song callod 'Crop
pies Lie DoTvn'

1

\uis i tivonto with Oranc^mcn
CROP'SEY, TWFEB FBANCH (1823-1000)

An American landscape painter boin at Ross

ville, N Y At fiist he studml ai e lute cture,
but he abandoned it to study art and m 1847
Msitod Itah He spent sovcn years m London
ind exhibited at the1 Ro>al Academy His

' Autumn on tin Hudson" and '^Richmond Hill"
were praised b> John Huskm Ciopsey belonged
to the BO called Hudson Ttner school (qv ) and

?amted
mostly \ic\\ u of the White Mountains or

he Hudson and English landscape) of similar

typu His earlier woiks wore m great demand,
they are good m coloi and show much skill and

fooling, of which flcaioely a trace remains in lm
later pictures Other pictures by him aro

Niagara Falls" (Brookhn Museum) , "Land
scapo" (Metiopolitan Museum, Now York) ,

'Lake George," \ri<w near Rome," and "Sun
set Lake George" (New York Public Library)
"The SiMl's Temple" "High Tom RocUand
Lake" Consult Tshain, tfittori} of

Ponnt\ng (N<sv "Soik, 1905)

OROQUBMITAIirai, krfik'mA'tan' (Fr, from

croqufr, to cruneh) A Fiench monster or bogy
invoked b^ nuisoh to frighten unruly children

Jn L'Epine's Ltgende de Croqwmtcnne, Mi
tame, a goddaughter of Charlemagne, searches

for the castle of Oroquemitaine, near Saragossa
CROQUET flee ROQTJE
CRORE Sco LAO
CROSBY, krazW, Ax,i?nEUS (1810-74) An

American educator and author He was born
at Sandwich, N TT, graduated at Dartmouth
in 1827, and fltudied theology at Andover from
1831 to 1832 He became professor of Latin
and Greek at Dartmouth in 1838 and of QreA
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only in 1837 From 1857 to 1865 he was pnn
cipal of the Salem (Mass ) Normal School He
published an edition of the Anabasis, The Sec
ond idvent (1850) First Lessons m Geometry
(1851) , A Compendious Grammar of the Gieek

Language (1871), Cheek Tables (re\ ed,
1871), Gteel Lessons (rev ed, 1872)

CROSBY, EB*EST EOWABD (1856-1907) An
American reformer and author, born in Ne\^

York City He Mas educated at New York
I Diversity and the Columbia Law School While
i member of the State Assembh (1887-89) he
inhoduced three high license bills, all -vetoed bv
the Go-vernoi From 1889 to 1804 he was judge
of the Court of the First Instance at Alev
andua Egypt He became an exponent of the

theones of Count Tolstoy, whom he visited before

his ictmn to America, his relations with the

gioat Russian later ripened into intimate friend

ship, and he demoted himself in America largely
to piomulgatmg Tolstoy's ideas of univeisal

peice His book Plain Tall in Psalm and
Potable (1809), was widely commended by such

writers a*> Bjiunson Kiopotkin, and Zanguill
lie is ilso author of Captnvn JinJ s Heto (1902)
8u orct? and Plowshare* (1902) Tolstoi/ and Jus

Metwqe (lOOi 2d ed 1904) ToMou as a
Schoolmaster (1004), Gammon, the \onRc
sistant (1905) BioadCart (1005), Labot and

AYtf/Moj (1008)

CROSBY, FAXNT (Mas FBANCES TA>E VAT
AISTYNE) (1820-1915) An American hymn
nntti born at South East, Putnam Co N Y
She lost her eyesight when an infant si\ weeks

old After attending the Institution for the

Blind, in New York City, for nine years she

became instructor in Greek and Roman history

and in various other blanches at that institu

tion, until her marruge to Ale-winder Van
Alstvne in 1858 Some of her several thousand

hymns ate contained m Moody and Sankev's

Gospel Hymns and in Mr Sankey's Sacred Songs
and /Solas Among her best known verses are

Safe in the Arms of Jisus" "Pass Me Not O
Gentle Saviour" Jraus is Calling", and "I am
Thine, Lord" Hor songa include the well

known 'There's Music in the Air" and "Hazel

Dell" Her secular poems have been published
under the titles The Blind Girl and Other Poenti

(1844) and Belli at Evening and Other Poems

(1808) Consult her Memone* of Eighty Teat

(1906)

CROSBY, HOWABD (1826-91) An American

Piosbyterian clergjraan, born in New York

City He graduated at New York University in

1844, was professor of Greek there in 1851-59,
and subsequently held the same chair in Rutgers

College He was oidamcd in 1861 and became

pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in

New Brunswick N J From 1863 to 1891 he

was pastor of the Fourth Avenue Presbvtpnan

Church, New York, and from 1870 to 1881 was
chancellor of his alma mater He was modera

tor of the General Assembly of 1873 He was

instrumental in organizing, and for several years
was president of, the Society for the Prevention

of Crime and was prominent in his activity

against the illegal liquor traffic, but distin

guished between temperance and total ab

stinence He was a member of the American

Committee which revised the New Testa

ment Besides sermons and addresses, he

published The Land* of the Moslem (1851)

Votes ou ihe JVw Testament (1863) Sonal

jffmte/o? FrJtrtij Ohnittans (1866), Jtws ffis

ft CROSIER

Life and Works (1870) , Thoughts on the Pen
tateueh (187d), and commentaries on Nehe
miah, Jobhua etc

CROSBY, JOHN Rcmmasa (1839-1914) \n
American soldier He was born in Albany Co ,

N Y, was educated at New York University

was appointed second lieutenant of the Fust
Artillery in 1861, served throughout the Civil

War, and, ifter being three times brevetted

acted for a time as adjutant general on the start

of General ' anby Subsequently he served a

aid, with i ink of lieutenant colonel, under
Sheridan and duster againbt the Indians, and

le&igned from the army in Ib71 He was United
States Consul at Florence, Italy, from 1876 to

18^2 was Governor of Montana Territory from
1882 to 1884, and from 1884 to 1886, when he

lesigncd, was Finat AbShtant Postmaster
General In 1889 he berved as school com
mibSioner of the city of New "iork

CROSBY, PKTBCE (1823-99) An American
nav^l officer He was born near Chester Pa ,

entered the navy in 1838, and in 1861 served in

Chesapeake Bay He participated in the captui e

of New Orleans and the bombardment of Viek^

burg, and in 1863-64 was emploved chiefly in

blockade duty In 1864 he was

placed in command of the Heta
cowet and participated in the at

tack on Mobile He was promoted
to be captain in 1868, commanded
the South Atlantic squadron was
made rear admiial in 1882, and in

1883 was retired

CROSBY FALL A medieval
Gothic dwelling house in London
on Bishopsgate Street, bmlt m
1466 by Sir John Crosbv It is the

scene of a part of Shakespeare's
Richard III Richard of Glouces
ter lived here for a tune, and
Sir Thomas More, who purchased
the house, wrote his Utopta m it

Some of the original chambers still

remain The hall, after having
been used for a variety of pur
poses, is now an eating house

CRO'SIER (ME oroser, crocar,
from oros, orosse, croce cross from
Latin onto?, cross) The pastoral
staff of a bishop Throughout an

tiquity a hooked or curved staff

had been an emblem of civil and

particularly of religious authority
The crosier is sometimes regarded
as derived from the staff of the
Roman augurs It was adopted
by early Christian bishops as a

symbol of authority It took two
forms that of the tau (T) with
a short transverse top piece, giving
the shape of a small cruv com
mtssa, in which the cross appears
as a symbol of the authority by
which the bishop ruled, and that
of the curved end or volute, imi eww.
fcating the shepherd's crook, em

c* "

blem of the office of the bishop to keep the
Lord's sheep The tau form Seems the earlier,

judging from extant monuments for no records

of the crook form exist as early as the Car

lovmgian penod The tau often ends in the

head of a lion, emblem of episcopal powei , the
crook often impales a1

serpent or a dragon, sym
bo 1

of the triumph over evil Abbots were often
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privileged to carry the crosier, aa a symbol of

their pastoral office, as early as the fifth cen

tury, and long before the other episcopal in

sigma of mitre and cross were allowed to them
Some of them still retain the panniaellum (a

small silk veil hanging to the staff), which has

long disappeared from those of bishops Con
suit Barraud and Martin, Le baton pastoial

(Paris, 1856), Lind, Ueber den Krummstab
(Vienna, 1863) See COSTUMF, ECCIESIASTICAL

CB.OSLAND, THOKAS W(ILLIAMS) H(ODG-
80*0 A British editor and author He be-

came known as a contributor to the Leeds

Mercury supplement, lorkshire Weekly Post,

Black and White, Saturday Review, The Gentle

woman, Public Opinion, and the Evening Stand
curd From 1899 to 1902 he was assistant editor

of the Outlook (London) In 1905 he became
editor of the English Review, in 1911 editor of

the Penny Illustrated Paper, and later assistant

editor and director of the Academy His writ

ings include The Unspeakable Bcot (1902),

Lovely Woman (1903), The Lord of Creation

(1904), The Enemy (1904), The Wild MsA
man (1905) , The Suburbans (1905) , Red Rose,

verge (1905), The Country Life (1006), The

Beautiful Teetotaller (
1907 ) English Bongs and

Balladi (1907), Sonnets (1912), Taffy Was a
Welshman (1913)

CBOS'MAW, HBOTIETTA (1870- ) An
American actress, born at Wheeling, W Va,
Sept 2, 1870 She made her debut in 1889 in

The White Slave and later was successively
under the management of Daly and the Froh
mans In 1897 she was married to Maurice

Campbell In the following year she became a
star Her greatest successes have been her pro
duction of George C Hazleton's Mistress Nell,

Oct 9, 1900, in New York, where it ran for

over 100 performances, and her Kosahnd in

A.S 7ou Like It (Feb 27, 1902), which ran
for eight weeks at the Iheatre Republic, New
York After this she appeared in many popular
successes, including The Sword of the King
(1902), Sweet Kitty Bellavn (1903), AUofa
Sudden Peggy (1906-07), Sham (1909), 4nfe-

Uatrmony (1910), The Real Thing (1911)
CROSS (AS cruc, OHG orta, chr&ct, dhrfige,

Qer Kreuz, Prov cros, crotz, OF orow, crove,

crow, cruvs, Fr CTOMJ, It croce, cross, from Lat

oruso, cross) The cross was a common instru

ment of capital punishment among tho ancients,
and the death on the cross was deemed so die

honorable that only slaves and malefactors of

the lowest class were subjected to it by the

Romans It was customary to proclaim the

name and offense of the person crucified, or to

affix to the cross a tablet (album) on which
name and offense were inscribed Malefactors
were sometimes fastened on a simple upright
stake, and so left to die, or they were impaled
upon it, and to this upright stake the Latin
name crux was originally and more strictly

applicable, but very generally a crosspiece

(patibulum) was added to the stake, to which
the arms of the criminal were tied, or to which
his hands were nailed The person crucified

often lived for days When the crosspiece was
fastened at right angles below the summit of the

upright stake, the cross was called crux uwntssa,

(the Latin cross) , the Greek cross, where the

crosspiece was set so low as to form four equal
0) nearly equal arms, is a variant of thus form,
when the crosepiece was fastened at right
angles across the top of the upright stake, the

cross was crux oommissa (also called "cross of

St Anthony") , and when it was formed of

two beams crossing one another obliquely, it

was orua decussata (also called "cross of St

Andrew") The cioss was erected outside

the gates of towns, but in places of frequent
resoit

It appears that the cross was m use as an era

blem, having certain idigious and mjstic moan

ings attached to it, long before tho Christian

era The Spanish conquerors were astonished

to find it an object of religious veneration

among the natives of America But the death

of Christ by crucifixion led Christians to regard
it with peculiar feelings of veneration and to

adopt it as a symbol with expiess rrfeience to

the central fact of their religion It was scon

evervwhere in Christian countries in the home
as ^ell as in the church, \vhcre it formed an m
variable ornament of the altar Tho Iconoclastic

party contended against the worship of the

cross, but the Church, while defining the sense

in which worship might be offered to it, con

demned their views Though the word latreia,

'adoration,' is used of tho veneration paid to

the cross, it is explained as only relative, and
referred back to the person of tho Crucified

This species of veneration, which is sometimes
misunderstood on account of the restricted use

of the word "\vorship" in modern English, is

solemnly paid in the Roman Catholic church to

pieces of the true cross (considered the most
sacred of all relics) whenever exposed, and to

other crosses, especially on Good Friday Tho
cross on the high altar, which has been wrapped
in a violet covering throughout Passiontide, is

unveiled during fho singing of the anthem "Be*

hold the wood of the Cross, on which the Saviour
of the world hung

"
It is then laid on the altar

steps, and the celebrant and other sacred minis
ters approach with genuflections and kiss it

After this a smaller cross is offered to the con

gregation, kneeling at the altir rails, to be
kissed (Consult Cardinal Wiseman, Lecturer on
the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, Lon
don, 1839 ) The earliest account of the solemn
veneration of the cross occurs in the Peregn
natio Sanctce Silvia ad Loca Sanota, recently
discovered by Gamurnm and published in Home,
1887-88, which describes a pilgrimage to Jerusa
lem during the episcopate of fit Cyril, probably
in the year 384 or 88") The sign of the cross

has been made in Christian worship, since the
second century at least as an aot of homage to
God in remembrance of the Redemption, and of

blessing to the person or object over which the

sign is made It is differently made m tho
Roman Catholic and Eastern churches, and has
been disused among most Protestants, as a cere

mony of human invention tending to supersti
tion A cross was in the Middle Ages prefixed
to most inscriptions and documents as a sort of

consecration, and placed before signatures for
the same reason, the latter practice is still re
tamed by Roman Catholic bishops At the timo
of the Reformat)on the use of the cross was
discontinued in the Anglican church, but later
a reaction in its favor set m At the present
time it is often wen upon the altar of the
churches of the Anglican communion and is also

frequently earned before the procession of choir
and clergy The Lutheran churches have re
tamed the cross behind the altar, and they
occasionally use the sign of the cross in liturgy
This is the authoritative practice in the Anglican
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churches at baptism and in the anointing of the
monarch at the coronation
The forms given to crosses in art are endless,

but the two leading types are the Latin cross, or
cruso tmmtssa, supposed to be that on which
Christ suffered, and the Greek cross, both of
which are subject to many fantastic variations
The Greek cross forms the well known cross of
St George, which, adopted from the legends
of tbat hero, \vas the national ensign of the

English previous to the union with Scotland

(See UNIO\ JACK ) The cross of St Andrew,
according to the legend, was the form of cross
on which St Andrew, the national saint of

Scotland, suffered martjrdom As the Scot
tisb. ensign, it is now blended -with the cross of
St George in the Union Jack The Maltese
cross with its eight forked ends, was a form
used by the Knights of Malta It is similar to
the crosslet form \\here small crosses are formed
at the ends

Sanctuary, Boundary, or Monumental
Crosses, as they are called, consist of an up
right flat pillar, or obelisk, covered with sculp
tured devices and set in a socket level with the

giound Occasionally they appear to have
marked boundaries, but more frequently were
monuments over the graves of heroes, kings,
bishops, etc In some instances they probablv
marked the verge of a sanctuary The older of
these crosses are said to be Scandinavian or

Danish, and such are known as runic orosiet,

being mscnbed with runes We are told that
the island of lona at one time possessed 360

crosses, but all are now destroyed or dispersed,

except one, called St Martin's Cross, standing
in the grounds of the cathedral It is a column
of compact mica schist, 14 feet high, 18 inches

broad, and 6 inches thick, and is fixed in. a

pedestal formed out of a massive block of r d

granite, about 3 feet high In connection vith
certain ancient religious houses in Ireland, there

were some very fine crosses of this kind, the

most gigantic and impressive which still exists

being that of St Luke's in the County of Louth
The prominence of such crosses extended to

the Sast, where the Gothic and other tribes of

the Caucasus, Georgia, and Armenia also used

them prominently in church sculpture and in

cemeteries

Memorial Crosses are those which were
erected in memory of some beloved object, or in

commemoration of some event of local impor
tance In England there are some superb crosses

of this kind, they are popularly called Norman
crosses This species of cross resembled a

Gothic turret set on the ground or on a base of

a few steps, and was erected by Edward I

(1290) in memory of his queen, Eleanor, being

placed on the spots where the body rested in its

funeral progress to Westminster Of the 15,

three remain at Geddmgton, Northampton, and
Waltham
Town or Market Crosses were erected as

stands to preach from, or in commemoration of

events regarding winch it was deemed proper to

evoke pious feelings As these structures were

incorporated with or surmounted by a crucifix,

the term cross was so indelibly associated with

them that it survived the religious character of

the fabrics The earliest examples of this kind

consisted, probably, of tall crucifixes of wood,
rach as are still seen by the wayside in some

continental countries Afterward stone shafts

would be substituted, and according to the in
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crease of market revenues, or progress of taste,
these town crosses assumed that imposing char
acter which they latterly possessed Of the

larger ornamental crosses of this kind, there are
some striking specimens in England, such as
that at Cheddar in Somersetshire, and that at

Malmesbury in Wiltshire, both are open vaulted

structures, with a commodious space beneath,
as a refuge for poor market folks during ram,
and surmounted with a kmd of Gothic turret
At Chichester, Bristol, and Winchester the mar
kct crosses, while similar in form, are of a

higher architectural quilitv Adjoining St
Paul's in London, stood Paul's Cross, a struc

ture which we read of as early as 1259 in the

reign of Henry III It was essentially a town

preaching cross and is associated with some in

teresting occurrences in history Before this

cross the unfortunate Jane Shore, the mistress

of Edward IV from 1470 to 1483, was forced to
do penance in the reign of Richard in Here
Dr Sha-ne, in his inf unous sermon, attempted to
bastardize the children of Edward and eulogized
Richard In front of this cross sat Cardinal

Wolsey to hear fulminations against Luther , and
about 10 years later, by order of Henrv VIII,
preachers here delivered sermons in favor of the

Reformation At this cross Queen Elizabeth at
tended to hear a thanksgiving sermon for the
defeat of the Spanish Armada Here sermons
continued to be delivered until 1643, when, with
other so called relics of popery, it was de-

molished bv order of Parliament Whatever
was the original form of Paul's Cross, it was
in later times a plain, pulpit like fabric of

wood, covered with lead

The Scottish town crosses, while simple, had
some distinguishing features The more simple
kind consisted of a shaft of stone, generally

octangular in shape, and 12 or more feet in

height At the top was an ornamental capital,
which bore a dial and vane, or the figure of a
unicorn The shaft sprang from the top of a

graduated flight of circular or octangular steps
A specimen of this species of cross is seen in

the market place of Melrose The grander
market cross consisted of a tall stone shaft,

such as just described, but instead of having

steps it sprang from the centre of an imposing
substructure This structure was circular, hexag
onal, or octagonal, and from 10 to 16 feet high
The top formed a platform, which was BUT

rounded with an ornamental stone parapet and
was reached by a stair inside The sides of the

building were decorated with pilasters and bore

various heraldic and other devices Such were

the crosses of Edinburgh, and such is the reno

vated cross of Aberdeen, the sides of which,

however, are open Losing their religious char

acter, the Scottish market crosses were employed
for royal and civic proclamations, and as places

where certain judicial writs were executed The

general removal of these ancient and inter

esting structures has often been a matter of

lamentation
In the history of the cross as a Christian

symbol, it is evident that it was used at first

as a symbol of triumph, not of suffering In the

sarcophagi and mosaics from the fourth to the

ninth century it often stands alone on the

sacred rock from which flow the Four Rivers

of Paradise It is sometimes surmounted by
the Constantmian monogram of Ohnst, the

Labarum, and thus became the standard of vie

torious Christianity It was inscribed within
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the circle aiound the head of Christ, thus form

ing the ciuciform nimbus (q\ ) As an em
blew of Christ, it preceded the crucifii, and it

vtas not until the tenth and eleventh centimes
that the figure of Christ had quite generally

^placed on the otoas the omamentation which
had previously been its Usual dworition Even.

\\heh tlp monumental crucifixes hid come into

Kenoyal use m central and southern Europe, the

northern nationc (eg, Great Britain and
Scandma m) continucef for centuries the use of

the mrtfa doss The form of the cross given to

the majority of chuichcs In the latei Middle

iVgcs is more connected with the specific ciucl

nxiott than the mere cross, as is shown "by

bond

(Catechetical l^ertum IV 10) \ncl IIP Uludes

to the finding of the cioss wlun anting to

Conntantmti, the *ion of Constantino (Ep
<ld Canit, c 3) , though the authenticity of this

ktter has been questioned but not disproved
That Helen t found tliue crow-, and that she

and nunv others Inhered that OIK ot tlutn was
the cross of Chnst nm be uuptert though -WP

have no confhmator} proof of its authenticity
The festival of the ln%ntion of tlu Cioss may

date? fiom the visit of TTdpni, but unless it was
at fiist local, tin oiliest aitam mention of it

is in the pighth ecntun Tn tlie Litin cliuioh

the daV is MiV .! Tn tho Urock clmich thene

,
._. is a festival of the F\iltation of the Cross on

gnen in some church giound September 14 Consult in favoi of the1 hton
imitated fiom the twist of the bodv, on J H Ni \vnun Ps-jct/ on Tlctlcwttical JUitaclrt,

and as against it \\ C Prime, t 77isfr>? if of tJif

/Mtptto, hrwrMtinn, and Diwppcataiicc of

the Wood Ktimin ets. tfic Tuie Ciow (New York

1877) , B Ne&tlo, DC Rancia Cutcc, Em Jirihdq
K\ir chi itfhclicn L(gpndcngc^i(htr (Bcilm,

t (Berlin, 1876), Alger, Histoiy of 1889), Staler, The Litinqtcal loat (London,
the Grots (Boston, 1858) Mortillct Lc itqne 1907)

- - - ~
CROSS, TtiDGMLftT Of R<* ORDEAL

CROSS, ORDER QJ i IIP IIoiY iSee HOIY
:BOS&, OBDI P or

CROSS, Sounn
CROSS, VICTORIA

Consult StocUntter, Sumtgetchichte
t Kteuses (Schftfthausen, 1870) Fulda Da*
eu& rf die Kteuzigung (Breslau, 1878) J

Dpbbeit ?ur Entitchungsgevchidite des Kreuvca
""**v 't -

Bunsen, Da* Symbol des JTrcwscs

de In crowcaumt h chnstiamvne (Pans, 1866) ,

ZeJckler, 7>a9 Kteia Chutti (Gutersloh, 187^)

J^otirer and Mullei Kieu& wid Kieuzigunff
Cii*i8*ti ihiu Kunstentuickelung (Strassburg,
18<)3 ) See also the bibliographies of CRXJCIFIX

and JESUS CHBXSI v* ART

? Cnu\
See VICIORIA CROSS

CROSS; CIIATWILS ROBIKT (iws-ioai) An
CBOSfik In heraldiy (qv ), one of the charges American physicist boin it Trtn, V \ Tlo

knouu db oldmaius' graduated in WO at th< Mis><uhus<tts Institute

CROSS) CONGREGATION or THE HOLY See

Hoil CROSS Co>ORt&AlIOIT OF TEO.

dtOSS, INVENTION 01 FINDING OF THE The
ToAmc of the Church festival commemorative of

the finding of the crews upon which Christ died

b> the EmpiPRS Hilona the mother of Constan

tine, in the \car i2b Ah related by Socrates

(ficd&iattical Wistojy, I, \vu) who wrote
about 439, the story is this In Christ's

sopulchie she found three ciosses, along with

Pilate's tablet, and on the advice of Macanus,
JBiahop of Jeiusakm dttei mined which WAS
Chust's cross bi taking tho three to a sick

^oman, who touched the first two without avail,

but was restored as boon as she had touched the

third so that was accepted as Christ's Similar

of Technology and \us msttuctoi theTc m 1870-

77 In 1877 he v\ in ippoint<d pierfesMoi of

pli}sics and director of tin ttogen hbotuorv
He eatabhshed at the institute, in H82 the lust

Aincncm couisc m electiuil I'nuniaunp JTis

public itiona include Cfnnw JH filcvinitanf

P/Vcs (1873) , Iodine Notts on Vccfcajw? and

OptHt (1884), Vote? on Mechanic (1*108 2el

eel 1011)

CROSS, MARY AJTN, or MAJIIAN See Frroi,
^ tU

flee (^irCROSS, ilRS GlORGB" FRPDrBTOL.

BEIIK,l, \I>A

CROSS, RrcfiABi) \sisin TON, first VISCOUNT
CROSS (1824-1 014) An English politician IIo

was boin at TCed kScai, T^iine ttrtmo graduate-d at
is the story in So/orm>n (Eaalewstical Hntorif, Tnnitv College, Cambridge, in 1810 and in 18W
II i), who vtrote a little liter From this was oallod to thi bu He sat in Parlumont as
time on for man\ centuries there -was no ques-
tion of the fact Doubt has been cast upon it

a Consei votive, for Picnton from 18tf7 to 1862,
.. ..... t for Southwest Lane islim from 1868 to lSh>, uiel

bj the consideration that Eusebms, who wrote for the- Newton Division Southwest Uwashuo,
in the fourth century, and who was particulaily from 1886 to 1886 From 1874 to 1880 and in

raplicit regarding everything relative to the 1885-86 he WAS Home floeretaiv, and fiom 1886,
Constantine family m his account of Helena's when he* WAS made Viseotunt to 1802 flwottwy
visit to the Holy Land (Life of Oonstantwe, of State for India Tn 1887 he headed a com
III, hi), says nothing of her discovery of mifihion on the woikmg of the Education Acts,
the crosses, nor when speaking of the erection which brought in le pints dmmotiically opposed"" " " "' '"

to each othu Ho imblinhod The Ach R?\Q,tw,g
of the church over the Holy Sepulchre (ib,
III x\v ui et sey) It is also notoworthj
that the Bordeaux Pilgrim, the author of the
Itineranum Bw degalense, writing in 333, says
nothing m his description of the holy places.

to tho Rctllewnt awl Kanoval of tJio Pooi

(18W and 77ic <1<w<il nnd Qi/artn >Sf<"sion<

of the Prut (18581

CROSS, (CHAROB) WnmrAV (1854- )

of anv cross being discovered in the Holy Sepul- An Amorieah gcetlogis't boin at \inherst,, Mans
chre (Itinerary from Bortlewua to Jerusalem. He was educate el it Amhoist Colle^ap and thr
Palestine Pilgiim's Tert Society's Eng trans,

- ' ' * ...-*..*...
London, 1877, p 24) fitill Cyril of Jeruaalom,
writing in the Holy City in 347-348, uaos this

language "He WAS truly crucified for our sins

For if thou wouldcst deny it, the place refutes
thoe visibly, this blpase-d Golgotha, in which we
Are now assembled for the sake of 3EDm who was
crucified and the- whole woyld hat) since been . T , . ,.,.,, ,. v
filled with pieces of the wood of tbe crews" nomenclature (ece PwrBoaRAPHY) , He also pro

University of Lenp/ig In tho United

Geological fiurvov he was assistant geologist in

1880-88, geologist after 1888 and chief of the

section on petrology in 1001-06 In 1013 ho

became treasurer of tho National Academy of

Sciences He is author, with tluce others, of

the important Quantitative Classification of
Rooks (100$), a new system with, new
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pared a numbei of Geological Survey bulletins United States and m Canada -They breed in
and in 1002 published The Development of 8yv the late winter 01 early spring, sometimes dur
tematic Pctrogtaphy in the \ineteenth Century
CBOSS, WIIBUB LUOILS (1862- ) An

American educator and authoi, born at Mans
field, Conn He giaduatcd in 1885 at Yale Urn
\ersit\, and from 1894 to 1897 was instructor
in English in the Sheilidd Scientific School In
1897 he vis appomttd an hbifotant professor in

English and in 1002 protestor In addition to

magazine, contnlmtions on Ibisen, the novel, and
editions (with notes and ebsa^s) of Macleth
(1900) the iroiAi of Laurence Stone (1004),
a,nd Detot s /?o?nso Cnitoe (1011), his pub
hoations include an excellent handbook The
Development of the English Tope? (1899), and
/ ife and Times of Laurence Sterne (1909) He
contributed to the first edition of the NEW

F> CYCLOPEDIA Under his

ing vciv scveie weather
CBOSS BILL In chancery or equity, a bill,

or petition, filed b\ the defendant in an equity
proceeding against the plimtiff or against other

deftndants, or both in the sime suit either to

obtain a discown of facts in aid of the defense,
or to bring *ht matters in dispute more com

plettly befoie the couit thin could be done by a

nitre anther to the onginil bill Ihe cross bill

must not introduce new paities noi new matter
not embracid in the ongmal suit, and is con

sidered a& an auxiliary suit in the nature of a

deftnse to the onginal bill the too proceeding

togethei as one cause However, the persons
made defendants m it must answei, plead, or

demur to it, or the relief demanded Trill be

granted bv default Cross bills aie used in the

editorship the Tale Review at once took a high equity piaetiee of the United States and many
place among contempomy periodicals of the State courts and in the Fnghsh chancery
CBOSS/BILLf A bud of the genus Loxm, courts Sec BILL DISCOVERY, BILL OF EQJJITT

large finches with a singular bill, the mandibles also PTEADING and consult the authorities there
which are rather long, thick at the base, and rifeiredto

much cmv<d uossing each other at the points CBOSSBOW
when the bill is closed These mandibles are

capable not nurelv of veitical but of lateral

Roe ABBALCST, ARCHEBY
CEOSS BREEDING See BREEDIMJ
CBOSS BREEDING IK ICAJT Intercross-

t .ng in animals, as among plants mav, within

piovided for moung them so that the crobsbills due limits, be beneficial These limits are con
readily obtain their principal food the seeds of fined to the same variety, lace, or stock Tf
firs and pines by tearing off the scales of the

~

The^ bring the points of the mandibles

motion, and muscles of extraordinary power are

<-oues ... r

together (which thev can do eo as to pick up a

very small seed) and insert them into the cone,
when the act of allowing the points to slip past
one another everts a powerful lateral movement,
opening the scale and the tongue, which ter

inmates in a singular movable scoop, formed of

a bone articulated to the os hjoides, or ordinary
bone of the tongue, is inserted to detach the seed

BBA.K 07 THE CBO8SBIU,

Side new, shut and open and top new

of widely different laces or breeds

intermix, the lesult is degenuacv and sterility,

the outcome of such unions being of the same
natuie as Inbuds between different though
allied species As Dirwm states After plants
hate been propagated bv &elf fertili/ation for

several generations, A single cross with a fresh

stock re&toies their pristine -vigor and we have
a stiicth analogoub result with our domestic

animals ' This w ill applv to man also When
the French ariatocracv was, as the result of the

Revolution, broktn up and forced to intermarry
with the louigtwsie, the icsult was an increase

in the population and additional vigor in the

race An old family m its decline may be re

jmenatcd and restored by intermarriage with

a more \igoious even if a coarser, stock or

strain The population of our cities is main
tamed bv the constant influx of fiesh blood from

The power of the bill is such that wood may be the rural districts

torn to pieces, and crossbills in confinement seem Tie mixture of the European races now so

to take a mischievous pleasure in destroying the maiked has been going on from early prehistoric

cage An apple is cut to pieces almost in an (Neolithic) times The French population is

instant, in order that its seeds nw be reached, highly composite The Anglo Saxon race is

and, flocks of these buds sometimes do great equally or still more so, and the American people
mischief m orchards Three or four species are so in a still moie m irked degree, the inter

known, two of which are found in America, al mixture bung the result of emigration from the

though only one, the common red crossbill (Loaw countries of northern and central Europe It is

cut wostra ), is numerous, and even this in mott not only that the old mixeb with new stock,

fears is scarcely to be seen in the United States but the litttr conies from zegions differing in

It is a native of Europe, Asia, and Isorth soil, climate, ek Intermanuges between the

America, dwelling chieflj in evergreen forests stocks or breeds or stiains of the white race are

and extending as far north as they do, not happy in thni effects, resulting m increased

dreading the coldest climates The American vigor and fertility , and so with the stocks of

bird is regarded as a bubspecies, and a second the yellow, brown, 01 black races The same

subspecies is found from the southern Eocky law prevails tliroughout the animal world,

Mountain region to central Mexico The white everj where Nature abhors too close inbreeding

winged crossbill (Loa>ia leucoptero,) is the other Interracial Marriage Miscegenation, or

American species, but is not so common as the "messuage," ia marriage between individuals of

preceding Both species are red in the males widely different races, i e , a high and a low race
' ' ' ^ '----- ^ *

or varaety Its effects are bad physically and

nwrallv, since the pioduct, like mules or hybrids
between species, js inferior to the higher though

and olive brown in the females, the former

bpecies with blackish wings and the latter hav

ing wings crossed by two conspicuous white bars c , , ...... .^.

3 hey go about in small chattering flocks and superior to the lower race, the result is that,

rewdent in the most northern parts of the when general, the higher race is pulled down, or
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tends to degeneracy, while the lower is in a de

gree elevated Hybrids, or half castes, are no

tonously inferior to either pure race, though
so partly from bocial causes The results, so ap

parent in human history, show that crosses arc

injurious between races too far removed in

physical characters and constitution, or where

living under remote climatic conditions While

marriages between black or other backward races

and white races are markedly evil in their

effects, unions between those nearer allied, such

as those between the wliite race and the Japanese
or the Polynesian or Malajan or North Amen
can Indian, also tend to result in sterility on

the other hand, crosses between the jellow and

brown races, and the brown and black, are ap

parpntly fertile, and the results not harmful

In-and-in Breeding The deleterious effects

of self fertilization, or of marriage between blood

relatives, are recognized both by Darwin and by
Wallace Darwin found that certain plants
which had been naturally cross fertilised for

many or all previous generations suffered to an

extreme degree from a single act of self fer

tilization "Nothing of the kind," he adds, "has

been observed in our domestic animals but then

one mutt remember that the closest possible

interbreeding with such animals that is, be

tween brothers and bisters <annot be considered

as nearly so close a union as that between the

pollen and ovules of the same flower
"

Consanguineous Marriages The bearings
of the previoub statements on this important

subject are obvious Yet the matter is involved

in doubt, authorities differing The popular
notion is that marriages between first cousins

result in disease, idiocy, insanity, sterility, etc

That the results are not, however, always dele

tenous is a matter of frequent observation Dar
win refers to bis ton's (G H Darwin) attempt
to discover bv a statistical investigation whether

the marriages of fiist cousins are at all in

jurious, "although this is a degree of relation

ship which would not be objected to in our

domestic animals
"

It appears from these and
other researches that "the evidence as to any
evil thus caused is conflicting, but on the whole

points to its being very small" He concludes

'that with mankind the marriages of nearly
related persons, some of whose parents or an
ccstors had lived under very different conditions,
Tvould be much less injurious than that of per
sons who had always Ined in the same place and
followed the same habits of life Nor can I

<jee reason to doubt that the widely different

habits of life of men and women in civilized

nations, especially among the upper classes,

would tend to counterbalance any evil from mar
iiages between healthy and somewhat closely
related persons

"

Finally, to sum up the results thus far ob

tamed, it appears, as concluded by Wallace, that
a slight amount of crossing, attended by slight
changes of the conditions of life, is beneficial,
while extreme changes and crosses between indi

viduals too far removed in structure or consta

tution are injurious For the literature, consult

many of the volumes under EVOLUTION'
CROSS-BUN A small cake specially pre

pared for Good Friday and ID many English
towns cried about the streets on Good Friday
morning as "hot cross buns " Good Friday buns
were appropriately marked with the cross,
hence the name The origin of the practice is

obscure Most piobably it is a relic of some

heathen observance, to which the early Church

gave a Christian significance
CROSSCUT A horizontal, or nearly hon

zontal passageway driven between two levels,

drifts, or underground workings in a mine In
coal mining crosscuts are often driven in the

coal for ventilation, whereas in metal mines they
are usually driven across the formation, at right

angles to the strike, to piospect for or connect

parallel veins

CEOSSE, ANDBEW (1784r-1855) An English

phjsicist He was born at Fjne Court, in the

Quantock Hillb, Somersetshire, and was educated

at Bristol and Biasenose College, Oxford He
earl} devoted himself to the study of electricity
and in 1807 he commenced expenmenta with
the view of forming artificial crystals These
discoveries and investigations in electricity were
described at the meeting of the British Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, at Bristol,
in 1836 A few months later, while etpeiiment
ing \vith some highly caustic solution, out of

contact with atmospheric air, theie appeared, as

if gradually growing from spockg between the

poles of the voltaic cucuit, certain animals of

tho genus Acants Crosse never affirmed that

he had developed animal life out of inorganic
elements, but simply that under physical con

ditions he could make Aeon appear, and not
otherwise This discovery aroubed such violent

criticism that Crosse retired from the world and
for some time neglected his researches , but later

he published papers on Mode of Extracting
Metals from their Oret, On the Perforation of
"ft on conducting Rub stances "by the Mechanical
Action, of the Eleotno Fluid, and On the Ap
pat ent Mechanical A otion 1 ccompanying Electro

Transfer
CEOSS-EXAMINATION The examination

of a witness on bthalf of the party against
whobe interest he has been called and against
*hom he has given te&timony The object is to
test the correctness of the testimony given, to

disclose any prejudice, lack of intelligence, weak
ness of memory, 01 untruthfulncss that may
exist, and to br ak in anv proper wa\ the force

of the direct examination Greater latitude is

allowed to counat 1 in cross examination of an
adverse witness than in adducing direet test)

roony for his own client Thus, 'leading qucs
tions" i e , those which in their form suggest or

indicate the answer desired are allowed in cross

but not in direct examination In the United
States generally it in held that cross examination
should be limited to inquire into matters draft 11

out on the direct examination, and if counsel
asks questions as to new matter he thereby
makes the witness his own and cannot thereafter

impeach his credibility
Counsel are required to confine the questions

on cross examination to material and relevant

matters, but the determination of the question
whether the facts sought to be shown are mate
rial and relevant rests in the discretion of the

court, and, when occasion seems to demand it,

this discretion is liberally exercised, ^specialty
in cases of cross examination of expert witnesses,
where it is necessary to show the standing and
ability of the expert Previous mistakes in col

lateral matters not connected with the cause in

issue hare been allowed to be shown on this

point
The right to cross examination Should be ex

excised immediately after the examination its.

chief, hut it is in the discretion of the court,
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upon good reason shown, to allow the privilege
at a later stage of the trial Consult Wellman,
A.rt of Cross Examination (New York, 1904)
See EVIDENCE, EXAMINATION, TESTIMOI.Y, and
authorities there cited

CBOSS-FEBTHIZATION, IN PLANTS See
PoLLINAriON
CBOSS-FOX A valuable variety of the

American red fo^, marked by a daik line along
the back, crossed by one upon the withers, whence
the name See Fox
CBOSS KEYS A post village m Eockmg

ham Co , Va , about 20 miles northeast of Staun-
ton Here, on June 8, 1862, during the Civil

War an indecisive engagement occurred between
18 000 Federals, under General Fremont, and a

part of Jackson's retreating army, numbering
about 8000, under Geneial Ewell, the latter

withdrawing during the night to effect a junction
with Jackson Each side lost about 500 The

engagement was a strategic success for the Con
federates, in that it checked the pursuit bv Fre
mont and prevented his joining with General
Shields for a combined attack

CBOSS'LEY SIB FBANOIS (1817-72) An
English philanthropist, born at Halifax, York
shire He succeeded to the proprietorship of

the Dean dough carpet mills and accumulated
a vast fortune His many benefactions included

the gift to Halifax of 21 almshouses in 1855

and an endowed public park, and to the London

Missionary Society of 20,000 He was created

a baronet in 1863 and published a lecture,

Canada and the United States, in 1856

CBOSSOPTEBYGII, kr6s sop'ter ijl I (Neo-
Lat nom pi ,

from Gk Kpoacol, krosso*, fringe +
vrepvytov, pteiygion, dim of irrpv, pt&yas,

wing) An order of ganoid fibhes, numerous in

former ages, but surviving only in the ganoid
like genera Polypter its (see BICHIB) and Gala-

moichthys They are described as "Teleostomi,
in which the pectoral fin consists of a rounded
basal lobe, supported by endoskeletal structures

and fringed by dermal rays There are no bran

chiostegal rays The vertebral column is well

ossified, and the caudal fin is diphycercal The

pelvic fins are abdominal A spiral valve and
a conus artenosus are present, and the optic
nerves form a chiasma

"

CBOSS RIVER See CALABAR
CBOSS STONE See MACLK
CEOSSWELL, kroz/wel, EDWIN (1797-1871)

An American journalist and leader in Demo
cratic politics as a member of the Albany

Regency (q v ) He was born at CatskiU, N Y
,

began his journalistic career on the Catskill

Recorder, a journal established by his father,

and in 1824 became editor of the Albany Argus,
which he made the official organ of his party
in the State He was also State printer from
1824 to 1840 and from 1844 to 1847 In 1854

he gave up journalism and went into business

in New York City Crosswell was. the great

antagonist of Thurlow Weed and exerted power
ful influence by his editorial utterances in both

State and national politics

CBOSWELL, HAUBT ( 1778-1858 ) An Amer-
ican journalist and clergyman, born at West

Hartford, Conn In 1802 he became editor of

the Balance, a Federalist newspaper, at Hudson,
K Y , and later of the Wasp In the latter he

charged Jefferson with paying Callender to de-

fame Washington He was sued for libel and

defended by Alexander Hamilton, whose plea in

this case Kent called "the greatest forensic effort

03 CBOTCHET

Hamilton ever made" In 1814 Croswell took
orders and in 1815 became rector of Trinity
Church, New Ha\en, Conn He was the author
of The Young Chwchman's Guide, Manual of
Family Prayets (1857), Guide to the Holy
Saoiament (1867)

CBOT'ALA'BIA (NeoLat nom pi, from
Gk Kp6ra.\ov, Itotalon, rattle) A genus of

plants of the family Leguminosse, deriving its

name from the inflated pods in which the seeds
rattle when ripe The species, about 250 in

number, are annual, perennial, and shrubbv

plants, natues of the temperate and tropical
parts of the world (See Pkte of CBANBEBBY )

Many of them have long, straight, slender stems
and branches, and some of these yield valuable

fibre, particularlv the Sunn (q v ), or Sunn hemp
of India, Crotalana juncea an annual species,
the fibre of which is now an important article

of commerce Jubbulpore hemp, also an im
portant fibre, and regarded as stronger than
Sunn, is the produce of Crotalana tenmfoha,
usually considered a vanetv of Ciotalaita jun
ceo, a perennial species about 9 feet high, a
native of the south of India, winch, vshen grow
ing in abundant space, throws* out many
branches but when sown thick, grows with little

branching Ctotalaria liuhta, which naturally
glows in very arid places, is also culti\ated in

Snide for its fibre There are a dozen species
native of the United States, one of which, Cio
talaria sagittahs, and perhaps others, are re

puted to be injurious to horses, causing what
is termed "crotalism," a disease something like

loco (qv)
OBOTAJyTDJB (Neo Lat nom pi , from Gk

Kp6ra.\ov, krotalon, rattle) A family of ven
omous serpents, the pit vipers, viper like in

form, but distinctively characterized by the

presence of a deep pit on each side of the face

between the nostril and the eye It includes the

American rattlesnakes moccasins, and copper
heads and some Asiatic species See RATTLE
SNAKE
OBOT'.AIiISM See CBOTAIABIA

CBOTAPH'xT Q S See COLLABED LIZABD

CBOTOH, WILLIAM (1775-1847) A distin

guished liinghsh composer, born at Norwich He
was quite as precocious as Mozart When little

more than three years old he could play "God
Save the King" almost throughout with chords,
and could detect in a moment what note was
struck and in what key music was composed
When only 22, Crotch was appointed professor
of music in Oxford University, and the degree
of doctor of music was conferred upon him In

1822 he obtained the piincipalship of the Ro>al

Academy of Music He composed much for the

organ and piano, as well as many glees Among
several oratorios which he wrote, two, Palestine

(1812) and The Captivity of JudaK (1834), are

especially noteworthy He died at Taunton,

England
CBOTCB/ET A musical term used in Eng

land to denote the quarter note
(J)

In

France the crochet denotes the eighth note (/)
The semimmmfr of the older notation (see

MEN8T3BABLE Music) was called in Italy oro

cheta and was written as an open note with one

hook (^) When later on the larger values

of notes were abandoned and all notes of lesser

value were written black, the French applied
the old name to the shape, the English to the

valMi of the note.
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CBOTHEBS, kiiuu'ci/, SA^IIJ McCHOHD great athlete JMilo (q v )
About 530 BC the

(1857- )
Vn \muiunilirgiman and et> ut> became tin homt of IMhagoras (qv )

- - "" ~ ' - " ..,,11. ..... -*
lybanssa\ibt, born at Obvego III He giaduated from

Pnncoton in 1S74 mi fiom the Union Theo

logical Remindn Vftei holding se\eial chaiges
in tlie \\c&t, IIP onleied the Unitarian mm
istrv and uas ettkd m Brattleboro, Vt He
was called 111 IbOi to the Fust Parish of

Cambridge, Mass, when" he became also one

of tht priacherb to Hauaid Univeisifrv

Ilia csbi^b aie of the familiar tope, humoious,

shrewd, and dibcieitl> communicative, \ct pio

ucding iiom i iipc md cultmcd mind, stoied

with htum lou, ind of a scholarly type

Ilie^ aic happiest pi i hips, m dealing wjth

tlie intellectual \uikiu uses and frailties of the

time and are often ]ile\sed to treat with xe

freshing irom Euiope 11 conditions, which, from

the Amu ican tandpomt, do not fail in humor
ous appeal His woiks include The Gentle

Keadet (1003), The Pardonci'i Mallet (1005),

T/K, Entiles fife (WO
1

!) By the Chiutmw
Fit c (1008) huoN0 F/ienrfs (1910), Humanly
tiptaLing (1012) The? loifa of Deitmy
(!!*)
CEOTOJT (Neo Lat ,

fiom Gk Kporfo,w Kf6ruv,

kioton, tick, shiub btiiing the castor berr},

vlucli \vab thought to icsemble a tick) A genus
of plant? of tlie fnuih Eupliorbiaccje The

species, about 700 in number, aie mostly trop

ical or bubtiopual ti.4 or shiubb a few hxrba

ceoub fiomt ot them possess m a very high

device the aciid pioptrlub so characteristic of

tin iaimly to \ilmh the\ belong \niong tht so

the most impoitxut is tin. Jtuigmg uotou

(Giotun tiyliitm), i bin ill tru, i native of

But soon after the distinction of Syl

(510 uc )
a leaction set in and the Pvthago

reans WCIP expelled Ihe powei of Crotona sank

lapidlv duimg the fifth and tho fouith cen

tunrs BC It was captuied In Dionysius the

Eldei of S\] anise and ltn by Agathocles,
and m the wai b<t\u<n Pyrhus and the Ro
manb was plundued and neiilv destroyed It

iccovmd somewhit but suffcied severely in

the Second Pumt TCai, when it was for thiee

Mais, the wmtoi quarteis of Hanmbal Though
made th< scat of a Roman colony in 194 BC
it w is ne\ci afttr a plact of importance The
niodprn name is Cotronc (qt ) Pop (com
mum ) , about 9000
CEO'TOUT AQ1TED1TCT Set AQDFDUCT for

descuptions ot both tho old and the new Croton

Aqupdutt See Plate of DVMS
CBOTON BUG- See COOKBOAOH
CBOTON EL'EtTTlXBlA See CASc\BrrLA
CBOTON OIL Tlie fixe^ oil obtained by

expipssmg the beeds of the Ctoton, tiqhuin, cul

tiv xttd in India anil the Philippine Islands It

is a \iscid liquid \ining m color fiom a pale
Bellow to a reddish bioun or deep sherry It

is insoluble in watu and but spaimgly soluble

in alcohol, ethor, caibon disulphnle, and many
othei organic bohents It has an acrid taste

and an unpleasant fatt> odoi It contains

tight, acid, CH8 ct atonal, C.HA, and the

ghundeb of sovoial fatt^ acids Croton oil

ib a powuful iiutant \\hen lubbed upon the

skin, it pioduetb iub( faction and pustular eiup
lion It ib now iai<h used in mcdicmo, being

India and the mole easkrh tropical parts of pi escribed for tin purpose of stimuhtmg thi

Abia Tht Urns ait ixtienieh acrid, thpi bkin in alopceia, and mtcinalh to relieve very
wood in a fusli stite is A diaatit, and in a

and thodiied state i mou mild puigative
heeds {ctoton ?ccJi, 01 liUy ?fe(fs) arc an ei.

tremelv ]io\\oiful diastic puigativt, foiinerlv

much einplojcd in Euiopt, but latttrlj disustd

on account of violence and uncertainty of ac

tiou, although atill \aluablc as yielding cioton

oil (qv )

r

lhi\ au oval, 01 oval oblong, about

the bizc of iield beans The oil is obtained

mostly bj expulsion, and partlj by treating
tht cake with alcohol Vtrv dilteunt piopei
ties are found in the spccieb which yield cas

canlla (q\ )
and copalchc (qv ) barkb, to

\\huh i great itsembl mte exiata in the barks
of a number of spccioa, natives chiefly of South
Amenta Othei specitb ue still moro aromatit,

obbtmiix eonstipation
CBOT01T ETvTlB A river of New York,

about 00 mikb long and foimod by the con
fluenee of three branch a, the East, tho Middle
and the Wpbt, which use in tho southern pait
of Dutclu bs Count) , flow in a southerly direc

tion, and unite near tht southein boundary of

that countv, whence the mam stream followb

a southwesterly course tluough Wcstchestcr

Count>, and empties into tlu Eudson Lli\<r at
Croton Point, *0 milts noith of New Yoik
Its puncipal tiibutaiios aie the Tituus, CrofiK,

Kisco, and Mustoot liveis Its catchment
arc i le about 33 mikfl north and south by 11
nules east and wibt, hing almobt entirely in

New "frork, and involving about 300 square
and some delightfully fiagiant, containing Hi miles above the* new Orotim dam Within this

gnat abundance a thickish balsamic sap The

sap of Cioton giatiiwnus is much employed as

a jjdfume and cosmetic at the Cape of Good

Hope1

, that ot Ctoton or\gaw,folius is used in

the Wtbt Indies as a substitute for balsam of

cop in a that ot CtQton jlaiens, also West In

than, furnisliiB COM dtt l/antes by distillation,
aud the balfcanue Hap of somo South. American

species IB dried and usrd as incense Oroton
aromatinit, which gro^s abundantly in Ceylon,
is an important lac tree The plants cultivated

area aio about JO lakes and ponds, many of

which are utUuod as natural storage basins
For many yeara New \ork City (10, the

present Borough of Manhattan) was dependent
chiefly upon this sourtc for its water supply
Tor an account of the ulj's enlarged watci

supply s>btoin, see A.QIUDIICT

CEOtrCH, FBEDBBIOK Ntcnotis (1808-9C)
An Anglo American music ian, born in London
HP oam< of a musical family and was himself

remarkably precocious lie studied at tho Royal
by florists m hothousca fl.8 trotons belong to Academy of Music and with Bochna, and when
the genus Godiaum Rot Plate of CTPKBSS only nine ypais old was a cellist m the Royal
CEOT01TA, or CEOTON (Lat, from Gk Coburf Theatre Subsequently he was in the

Kp6T<av, KrotSn) A Greek colony in South orchestras of Queen Adelaide and a-t Drury Lane
Italy, on the t-aat ceust of Bruttium, founded Theatre, after which, he became a teacher and
piobably about 710 BO by Achoana Situated singei m Plymouth In ]849 he came to th
near a good harbor and in a fertile territory, United States, acting in various capacities aa
Crotona rapidlv became wealthy and was ia musical director, teacher, and ohoiister in New
mous foi ita Oljmpuut victors, especially the Yoik, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, and
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Baltimoit He died ui Puitland, Me His com
positions \\eit almost tvi lusiielj tongs and com
piib Kathleen ilavouimen,

' "lhe Soldiers

<*i<no,' The Emiisiant s Liment ' He also
wiott h\o opens tfij Roqej de Covetlei/ and
Th* riftk of \oiewlici
GROUP (Scotch ctoupe, ctope, to croak make

a haibh noise) Since the discover* of the
c-iube of diphtheria it has been found that there
aie two foims of disc ISP foimeiH known as

doup (1) spismodie 01 false croup and (2)
niembianous uoup ^which is diphthuia of the

liivn\ Talse cioup is, caused in feeble 01 ill

fed childun, 01 in those who luve a eataiihal

tendiiicv, bj evposuie to cold and vet, digestive

dibtuibxnccs, 01, in some cat>es the gnppe (qv )

Ihc child his a running fioin the nose and a

cough, he awakens coughing hoarsely, with

noisj and laboifd bieathing or gasping, with
iveiv appe nance of suftoeation, the ace becom
mef led or purplish, and teais starting from
the eves The ittack lasts from a hilf hour to

fhe 01 si\ houis, and then lehtf comes in a
loose roxi^h, abatement of the fe\er and free

puspuation The -itlack niw be lepeated on

succeeding nights No nieinbiane is coughed up
The treatment consists of inhalation of TV arm
moist air ftom a hakettle plated under a
sheet thrown ovei the child s bed, frequent
diaughts of wiim milk, ind a dose of a half

teaspoonful of svrup of ipecac repeated every
15 minutes till vomiting occius

Membranous croup JB cauted by the bacillus of

diphtheria (qv ), and is very daru*eiou&ly con

tagious as well as largely fatal The symptoms
ire much the same as in false croup except that

they ate steadily pioafressive, the child is gen
erally diowsy foi a few hours before the diffi

culty in breathing and the cough begin, and after

a time becomes exceedingly restless, the lips and
tace become blue, pieces of membrane are coughed
up, coma and possibly convulsions follow, and
death ocuirs unless relief is obtained Belief

fiom suffocation may be obtained in desperate
cases by the use of the tiacheotomy tube This
is a metal or hird rubber tube inserted into the

windpipe below the Iirvm: by a surgeon, through
an incision in the neck More generalh relief

is afforded by the use of the intubation tube

invented by Dr Joseph O'Dwyer, of New York,
which is passed down the throat and between

the vocal cords These procedures do not

however, check the disease, for which anti

totin (qv ) is the only effective remedy See

CBOTJTH See CROWD
CHOW (AS craioe, OHG chroMtt, chraja, Get

Itahe, crow, from AS arawan, OHGr chrajan,
Ger kralien, to crow, probably onomatopoetic
m ongin) A bird of the genus Gorvus, the

type of the family Comdffi The crows are a

widely distributed group of birds found in

luarlv all parts of the world, but especiallv in

the Northern Hemisphere The largest species
of the genus is the raven, the rook and the

jackdaw of England also belong to it Crows
ire always more or less black, frequently wholly

so, but differ from each other not only in color,

but especially in size and in the amount of space
at the base of the bill, which is bare of feathers

Ml are smaller than the raven, but moat of them
UL more than 15 inohes in length They are

omnivorous eating almost anything edible, and

some species live largely on fish All are intelli

gent to a high degree, and many stonee are cur

rent regaiding their avoiding daugei and com
municatmg \vith each othei Thej ire easily
domesticated Most of the bpeueb aie more or
less gregaiious, at least at certain seasons of the

\eai, and frequently resort in mci edible numbers
to certain favorite places of \\oodland to loost
at night
Three species of crow occur m tlu United

States, besides the tv\o ravens The common
crow (Tonus L)ar tiytliiint Acs 01 amci Kami?) is

generally di&tnbuted over Noitli America but is

most abundant m the East and is appnently
\\inting from tcrtdin pa^ts of the Eockv Moun
tarn legion, \\Iieie i uens lit common Al

though it foimcrly hid a bad reputation as a
corn thief3 ind is known to oe guilty not only of

stealing coin, but even of bteahn^ eit^s and kill

ing buds (including poulti\) it is now iccog
nmd as a reallv beneficial bird and a hue fnend
of the firmei, because of tin ^aat numbei of

injurious insects w hich it desti ov b It was prim
itavely ronnned niaml} to the Eabtern coast

belt, but has ateadih progi eased westward vnth
the advance of civih/ation ab the riven has

comspondmgh disapppaied
The fiah cio\\ (Can us owpaym) frequents

the coabt and the soutliein uveis of the United
fcstates (See FISII Caov

)
The 'jabbering"

crow (Forms ^aiitattewsis) of the Blue Moun
tains of Jamaica is i email iblc foi the lesem
blance of its voice to hunim ^pwch, uhich some
of the other species of tins ytnu-s ma> be taugtit
to imitate The bmall >lossv tro^ of India and

Ceylon (Conns splendent) frequints the towns,

feeding on offal, and boldlv enteung rooms

through open \\mdov\b to snatch some morsel
from the dinnt-i table, thete birds called

hooded cro\vb m Fnghbh India, aie a nuisanc*

by their boldness and thievih ways about camps
and v lilies
CB.OW (translation of the Hidatsa name of

the tribe dbsnrola, hawk) A -warlike nomadic
tribe of Sioudn stock foinuily roaming over the

upper "i ellow stone i ( i>ion of Wyoming and Mon
tana and now gathered upon a reseivation in the

southeastern part ot th< lattrt Wtat< to the num
btr of about 1750 Tht> weie foimerly almost

conbtantly at war \vith all their neighbors, par
ticularl> the Sioux, but have uniformly re

mained at pence with the whites, frequently

furnishing a contingent of bcouts against the

hostile tribes

In language the Crow are most closely related

to th? Hidatsa with whom the} also share car

tain cultural featuies notablv a clan system
with maternal descent, which is, however, com
bined m both tubes with social usages dependent
on the fathcr'b elan The Crow had a series of

Tingraded mihtarj societies, and still engage in

the ceremonial planting of a sacied tobacco plant
under the auspices of esotenc organizations

Consult Curtis, The Aoito American Indian,

vol iv (Cambridge 1909) Lowie Social Lt/e of

the Crow Indtan& (New York 1912), id, Socie

ttes of the Crow Hidatw and Afandan Jndtan*

(ib, 1913)

CBOWBEBRY, or CBAZE'BBREY (so

called from its black color) (Smpetrum ntr

qrum) A small procumbent shrub, of the

family Empetracese, a native of northern lati

tudes, abundant in moors and highlands The

family consists of a few heathhke shrubs The
bernes of the crowberry are nearly black BUT

round the branches in crowded clusters, and each

contains six to nine bonv seeds and a wat< n ,
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acidulous juice, which is sometimes thought to

be refreshing, but they are generally little

esteemed A fermented 01 -vinous liquor is pre

pared fiom them in some northern countiies

Thev aie a favorite food of game A second

species, Empetium tubtum, of. southein South

America, difleis little from the northern plant,

evcept in having led bernes
CBOW BLACKBIRD See GBA.CKLE
CEOWD (AS uoda, gecrod, throng, of un

known oiigm), or MOB In the popular sense,

an aggregation of individuals icgaidless of their

chaiacter 01 the purposeh which hi ought them

together The psychological signification of a

crowd is different The aggregation becomes a

crowd only "when the sentiments and ideas of

all the persons in the gathering take one and
the same direction, and their conscious peisonal

ity -vanishes" A half dozen individuals gath
ered together may hccome a crowd more easily

than hundieds assembled accidentally
The most distinctive characteristic of a crowd

is that the individuals composing it do not think

and act as each one would think and act inde

pendentlr Back of the avowed causes of our

actb aie unconscious motives or foices that defy

investigation, and these aie the mainsprings of

crowd activity They are the common character

istics of the race, and it is in these points that

people are more alike than in the acquired char

actenstica which lesult from education It is

owing to the fact that these forces -which are

requisite for crowd or mob activity aie the

primitive ones that ciowds are incapable of

rising above veiy mediocre intellectual attain

ments This also explains why the crowd de

ecends in the scale of civih/ation below the

average individuals composing it If this TV ere

not true, it would be impossible to explain the

conduct of otheiwise respectable persons at

lynchmgs and the degrading forms of toiture

imposed by them
The causes which determine the appearance of

the characteristics of the crowd arc (1) a
sentiment of invincible power, (2) suggestion,
and (3) contagion Through the mere force of

numbers and also through the irresponsibility
of the individual of the ciowd, a feeling of in

vincible power takes possession of him Noth

ing is permitted to stand between him and the

realization of his aims On this account the

soldier in battle, actmg under a common im

pulse, is braver and stronger than he would bo

otherwise By means of suggestion contagion in

the crowd is produced, the individuals are more
or less m a hypnotic state, and the individual

will and personality disappear in a common pur
pose or aim
Crowds are not premeditative, they are im

pulsive and mobile Aroused one minute to acts

of generosity and heroism, they may descend the
nevt to acts of extreme violence and torture
Thev are credulous, believing things wholly
incomprehensible to those outside of crowd
influence

Much difference of opinion prevails concerning
the rflle which mob action is to play in the

civilisation of the future Quetave Le Bon, The
Ground (Eng trans

, London, 1900), asserts that
"while all our ancient beliefs are tottering and

disappearing, while the old pillars of society are

giving way ono by one, the power of the crowd
IB the only thing that nothing menaces, and of

Which the prestige is on the increase The age
ve are about to enter will in truth be the -era

of crowds' Piofessor Baldwin, Social and
Ethical Interpretation* (New York, 1897), dif

fers -widely fioin this point of view, claiming
that "the attempt to build a fiuitful conception
of society upon the actions of the croud under

the influence of these imitative suggestions,
seems to be ciude ind unphilosophical in the

extreme "
Consult Lee, Crowds A Moving Pic-

ture of Demon acy (New York, 1913) See

SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

CEOWD, kioud, dial kiood CEOTJTH, or,

Welsh, CEWTH, krooth (from Welsh otioth,

Gael cruit, Olr trot, violin, ultimately idcnti

cal with Welsh crwth, bulge, on account of the

lounded shape of the instiument) A musical

bow instrument, of Welsh or Irish origin, and

probably the oldest European instrument of th it

class It is mentioned as a ohiotta bv Venantius
Foitunatus in 600, and fiom then till the begin

ning of the nineteenth century when it was still

in use in Ii eland, Wales, and Bnttany, it seems
to have piesened its form But on the Conti
nent the instiument underwent radical changes

Originally its body was square and was pro
longed by two parallel arms, connected at the
end by a crossbar Prom this bar a nariow

finger board extended to the middle of the &ound
box The strings originally three, latu six in

number wue sti etched fiom the top of the

parallel arms to the bottom of the sound box
and were supported bv a bridge placed between
two sound holes Foi illustration, see MUSICAL
IWSTBUMENTS Consult F W Galpm, Old Eng
lish In<itiume)it<} of Uusio (London, 1911)
CBOW DUCK, or SEA CBOW A coot

CEOWE, CAfHEBiNE STEVENS (c 1800-76)
An English author She was bom at Boiough
Green, Kent, and lived chiefly in Edinburgh
Her principal work, entitled The Night Side of
Nature (1848, now ed , 1904), has perhaps never
been surpassed for weirdnesa of conception In
her novels, among which arc Adoenturct, of
Susan Soplcy (1841), Lilly Dawson (1847), and

Lwny Lookuood (1854), she showed much skill

and ingenuity in the development of the plot

CEOWE, EYBE (1824-1910) An English
painter, born m London Ho was a pupil of

William Barley and later of Paul Delaroche m
Paris He travdod in the United States as

amanuensis to Thackeray in 1852 and remained
until 1857 In 1876 he was elected an associate
of the Royal Academy His painting is some
what dry and hard and his color poor, but he
tieats his subjects with great care and feeling
His pictures include "Goldsmith's Mourners"

(1863), "Nelson Leaving England" (1888),
"The Brigs of Ayr" (1894) ,

"The Gipsy's Best"

(1897) , "Tames II at the Battle of La Hogue"
(1898), "Napoleon's Abdication" (1902) He
published With Thackeray in America (1893)
CEOWE, Sia JOSEPH ABOHEB (1825-96) An

English journalist Ho was born in London and
began bis journalistic career as foreign editor
of the Daily News During the Crimean War he
was the correspondent of the Illustrated London
News, and he acted m the same capacity for the
Timed during the Indian Mutiny Whilo in

India he was also director of the Art School at

Bombay from 1857 to 1859 He was Consul
General at Leipzig in 1860-72 and at DUaftel

dorf in 1872-80 In the latter year he became
commercial attache in Berlin, and two years
later attache* in Paris, and was secretary And
protoooh&t to the Danubian Conference, London
(1883), and British Plenipotentiary to the Sv
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moan Conference, Berlin (1889) He wrote,
with G B Ca^alcaselle, The Early Flemish
Painters (1857) and History of Painting in

Italy (5 vols, 1804-71)

CJLOWELL, krO'el, EDWABD PAYSON (1830-
1911) An American scholar and educator, born
at Essex, Mass He graduated at Amherst Col

lege in 1853, at Andover Theological Seminary
in 1858, and in 1859 was licensed to preach by
the Congregational church From 1858 to 1864
he was instructor in Geiman and professor of

Latin at Amherst In 1864 he was appointed to

the chair of Latin languages and literature and
in 1880-94 was dean His publications include
editions of Latin classics, such as those of the
De Senectute and De Amicitw of Cicero (1871),
the De Officiis of Cicero (1873), the ndi la and
Adelphce of Teience (1874) and the De Oratoie
of Cicero ( 1879) He also translated and edited

Bender's Grundriss det romischen Intteraturge
schichte (1870) under the title, A. Brief History
of Roman Literature (1880), jointly with H B
Richardson prepared a useful volume of Seleo

tions from Latin Poets, with notes (1882), and
wrote -1 Clue to the Prose Writings of the Silver

Age (1897)

CEOWELL, JOHN FBANKIIN (1857- )

An American economist, born in York, Pa , and
educated at Yale, Columbia, and Berlin univer
sities He was principal of Schuylkill Seminary,
Fiedencksburg, Pa, for several years, president
of Trinity College, N C (1887-94) , head of the

department of economics and sociology at

Smith College (1895-97), and in 1900-04 an

expert of the United States Industnal Commis
sion and also expert on internal commerce for

the Bureau of Statistics in the Treasury De-

partment In 1900 he became editor of the Wall
Strtft Journal, New York Citv, and in 1910-11
was president of the American Civic Alliance

His publications include The Logical Process

of Racial Development (1898), Internal Corn-

met ce of the United States (1902), Report to

War Department on Deepening the Mississippi
River (1903), Trunk Line Differentials (1904),
Competition, Fair and Unfair (1913)

CBOWTTELD, kro'feld, CHRISTOPHER A
name which Mrs Harriet Beecher Stowe some
times used as a pseudonym
CBOWTOOT See RAJTOITOTILUS

CEOWTOOT EATMTLY See RAITOWOU

CEOW GAELIC See ALLTUM
CEOWLET, kro^li A city and the county

seat of Acadia Parish, La , 135 miles west by north

of New Orleans, on the Louisiana Western, the

New Orleans, Texas, and Mexico, and the Opelou
sas, Gulf, and North Western railroads (Map
Louisiana, 03) Its principal industries are

the cultivation of rice and rice nulling A nee

growing experiment station has been established

here under State and Federal control Petro

leum in large quantities is produced in the

vicinity Settled about 1887, Crowley was in-

corporated two years later and grew rapidly
The government is administered by a mayor,
elected biennially, and a council The city con

taina an Odd Fellows Home and owns and

operates it? water works, electric light plant,

and sewerage system Pop, 1890, 420, 1900,

4214, 1910, 5099

CEOWN (MDutch krune, krone, loel fcrOjto,

Ger Krone, OHG oorOne, oorSna^ OF oorone,

Fr oowonne, from Lat corona, crown, Gk KO

privy, korSni, curved end of a bow, connected

with Gael crmnn, \\ elsh oru-n, round, Lat our

vus, curved) The crown, as we understand it

toda>, resembles in some degree the fillets,

wreaths, and garlands which were worn among
the Greeks as an emblem of office (in the case of
the archons) , as a distinction foi the victors in

the public games, or for citizens who had ren
deied exceptional service to their country The
Romans used them chiefly as icwards for valor
The most highlv prized was the cotona oosidi

onalis, made of grass or wild flowers, bestowed

by a beleaguered gamson on the general who
lescued them Next came the coiona civica, of

oak leaves and acorns, as a regard to any
soldier who had saved the life of a Roman citi

zen in battle, a, place ne\t to the senators was
reserved for the wearer at public spectacles, and
the whole assemblv rose at his entrance The
cotona murahs, a golden ling surmounted with
turrets or battlements, was bestowed on the man
who first scaled the wall of a besieged city, and
the corona tnumphahs, of three kinds, upon a

general who obtained a triumph There were
other crowns not honorary, but emblematical,
and regulated not by law, as were the former

ones, but bv custom Of these the most im
portant were the coiona sac&dotalis, worn by
priests and others engaged in sacrifice, corona

funeoris, or sepulohtalis, with which the dead
were crowned, corona convioialis, w-orn on festive

occasions by banqueters cotona nuptials, or

bridal wreath, and corona natahtia, a chaplet

suspended over the door of a house in which a
child was born
As the emblem of sovereignty in modern

Europe, the crown was borrowed rather from the
diadem than from the above-mentioned crowns
The Roman emperois are represented as wear

ing either the diadem, the laurel crown (a simple
emblem of glory), or the radiating crown, prob
ably of Eastern origin, which symbolized among
the Romans the deification of the emperors
From the tune of Constantme the Great (306-
337) the diadem was the established emblem of

Imperial power but it was supplanted under
Justinian (627-565) by the crown, called

stemma, a slight elaboration upon the golden
fillet, and this in turn was replaced by still

more elaborate crowns, until the crown with

arches became the accepted form The ordinary

type of the Imperial crown of the Middle Ages,
as assumed in imitation of the Greek emperois
by Charles the Bald (840-877), is found in an
illuminated manuscript at Munich representing
the Emperor Henry II (1002-24) crowned by
Christ The crown actually used at the corona

tion of many subsequent emperors, and now

preserved in the Imperial treasury in Vienna,
is a, round cap surrounded by eight small shields

with semicircular tops alternately adorned with

precious stones and with pictures It IB sur

mounted by a small cross resting on an arch

inscribed "Chonradus Dei gratia Romanonun

unperator augustus" (Conrad II, 1024-39) The

present Austrian Imperial crown is of the style

adopted by the Emperor Ma-nmilian n in 1570

It is cleft m the centre BO as partly to resemble

a mitre, the golden circlet is jeweled and
adorned with fleurs de lis and surmounted by a

cap, above which rises a single arch surmounted

by a cross The new German Imperial crown
resembles the old crown of Charlemagne and
consists of eight shields ornamented with

precious stones, the larger shields show a cross

made of precious stones, the smaller the Imperial
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eagle set with diamonds, above it rise four
arches sui mounted by i cioss The loyal crown
of Gieit Bntain is a circle of gold enriched with

pipcious stones xnd pearls and heightened bj
fom riossis pitec ami four fleurs delis alter

natelj , fioui the&t use four aiches -which clost

undei a mound ensignul with a cioss patto Set1

IIVRV, OoHtrsn
Po cntucl} was the ueiwu regarded as the

sjmbol of soveuignt'v that the word came to be

used ib synommoua with the monuchy, the

state ind nuttus trade: the contiol of the*

executive authontv Thus w< speak of ciown

livsjeis down linds etc the teim haMng no
connection witn tlie suAuiepi personally
GROWN ind HALF CBOW1T (ao called

from the crown which generally appeals on the

mezse) Euqhsh &ili coins since 1551, befou
which dvtf the-v \\eie nmdt of gold The ciown
^ Inch is the fhe shilling piece is worth approxi
match VI 20 in [Tinted btatcb cuiienc\

CEOWN, OEAITON ON TIIE See DE CORO'V*
CEOWN- DEBTS Tn Englibh law, all debts

due to the uovm, which uc on ruoid 01 cu
denced bj a bond OL otlui specialty and also

those due fiom wouutints to the ciown on

account of moneys rcuiud fo: the. use and bem
flt of the crown Poimeih the linds of the

debtor wcie biibitxt to i hen toi the amount due,

even in the hands of an innocent purclusu fui

\ilue without notiu of the lien, if thev were
com eyed iftei tin debt became due At present
the lien is not binding on i iona fide purchasei
or moitgigte ten \alui unity? a -writ of execu
tion has bun issued nul rfgistcied bcfoie the

evocution of tin innitgige or conveyance
Simple oniti ict debts ba\c no such lien, but

the crowu his in all cabes pnference over pn
v ito crcditois in the distribution of the estates

of bankiupts <ind decease*! persons See AD
MmistRiiroi* , DFUT TREHOUATIVL , E\OIISQUEB
Conault Pndcam Lew, of ludqinmts and Cioit.n

Debt*,, a<, they l])at ttt.al Ptopeity (4th od,
London 18 "54)

CEOWNE, JOHN (c 1040-cl703) An Bng
hsh di unatibt lie began his hti'rai^ cuter
with Pandion wvl Ltuphtgcnw (1665), interest

ing as oiu of the -\eiy few English heroic

romances in mutation ot Siudery His contem

poraij reputation as dramatist was gained by
The DcitiitrlHiM of fetuwleni, m two partti (pio
duced m Ki77) tlis comedy Nir Cowtty Nice

(produced m IhS
1

)) held th<k
stage through tlu

eighteenth teniuu IIH numorous other plays
have onh shijlii int<iest OonHult Dramatw
TTo^A? (4 vols Kdniburgh I87J)
CEOWN" GAXL A veiy destructive diseao

that atlatku nearly all kinds of fruit tr?s,

giapes, iiluionds walnuts, blackberries, lasp
berries, poplau, and chtrttnuts, frequcntlv kill

ing them II \mts m two forms crown gill

piopcr whuli is dcsriibod below, and ham root,
rhaMctm/ul 1 uuiiK'i oiw thin fibrous roots
The <xict relation b<twn the two forms has
not been powtneU determined The pomt of

attack is at the erown of the roots whei*4 the
ie>otb inel btem join, the galls formed on 'voimg
trees being halt an mob or more in diameter
When yemnsf, fchev have th color of the young
loots but latei they aie considerably darker
Ihe y increase with the age of the tree, becoming
is laigt as a mail's flat or even larger When
small, thov aie soft masses of irregtilar fibres,
and whe n older the*y exhibit concentric rings in
cross section. On account of the deep wounds

ind the attack miek upon the \itaht\ of its

host the tree H fue^uenth killed, and whole
oichiids aie icpoited in \vhuh tvuj tiee has

suce limbed to this cause Llie disease is widely

dmttibuteel, beniy known in 1* mope in miny
parts of the I nittd Status and iccently upoited
fiom Xew ZL iknd Tlie HHJII eemmion CIUBO

of ciown gill ib the baeteuiun Baotcnum tumi

facicns ilus ois^anism hat, been lepeatedly iso

lated fiom s>xlh em mim kinds of pUnts ind

galls pioduce'd bv the inouihtion of sound

phntb Aumnl inspection (if the tiees cutting
ofl all a^lls ind coitmg the cut sinfices with

A paste nndt of copper atilpliate md hmo is

the most edicient piotection known
A cio\\n gall of alfalfa that is nther common

in puts of Euiope nid his been recited m this

<ounti> is due to the fungus Ltophli/cti>>

alfalpt
CEOWN GLASS The method of blowing

sod i lime tflmu in \\hith the? onginal balloon

is ltd tuied, ci own shaped \ uteel rod tipped
with molten glass is now attached opposite to

the blowpipe, whuh latter id then iwnmul
Bv rapidly revolving the lod on a horizontal

i vis opposite the laigo opening of the glass
inmate the. mass of glass softens and spreads
out into a disk, thick at the centre ami thinning
tow ads the edges The limit of the dmmcUi of

thtbc disks is about 4 feet On cooling and
dnne xling, hiuall "w mdowpaues may be cut fiemi

tin disk, lea\ing the mcyilai centie or "bulls

eve.
'

Plus type of gla*.s is no longer made in

epjantity (Acept foi irt weiik, whore it utims
its plan

1 on tieteiuut of its peculiar brilliant

CEOWU1 IMPEEIAL Sw FBiiirrAmL

CEOWKT'IN'SHIELD, Afc,N r Ffcirutn R ( 184V
190H) \ I'nitetl Stales ua\til oiluti, l>oin at

Seneca Fills N \ He gi ulualexl at the* United

Rtite.8 Nu >1 Aoaelanv m 1HOJ w is a paitici

pul in both e>f the nltatku on Koit Finhei

(Dpctuitxi 1S04 md tannin, 18(>5), and m
18t>8 att uned the* i ink of lie utun int tounu uule i

Iliy fuithei pteinuiliuiH ^ne to the1 rank of

toumutulii (1HSO) and eaiilam (1804) He
bee uue elnef e>f tlie Buuau o\ Navigation of tlu

luv\ Oejmtimut m I (

)()t2, dining tlie Spanish
\jiiciiean V\ai w is a mtmlm ot tlu Boiud of

Naval Stnteg\, and was tetiied in 1 ()03 Hi

immediate h ]>u<edl ( tpt (' I) Sigsbce in

the (oiuma IK! ot th< lnttlslii|> Maine

CEOWNINSHIELD, 1< RKi)i me (
1 84W 018 )

An Amenedii <le)iflne' panitci indwutei flo

was bom m Uostou giiulmte>d at tfarvard C'ol

logo m J8fl(, *iud Httielicd abioid 11 ve iar uniloi

"Kowbotham in London, Coutuie m llnh, and

Oabanel in Pans Fiom 1870 to 1880 ho wah
an uistiuctoi in the lioste)H Ait School, aftoi

whuh li* removed to N<w \oik, wlure1 lu was

president of Ihe hmc \its Fedeiation from
190() to 100) tn ]011 he VHS appointexl dne>cte

ef the An^ruan \eademvmRome1 lie demoted

himself principally to mural deneuation, e\<evl

ling ywuliculailv in tlu didicult wotk of liai

moni/uig eolor, planning an augment, and de

signing borders and to ab( squfe, and contributcnl

\m matuiallj to the development of this

branch of art in Ameiica ITis Htamedqlasa
windows and landscapes also deserve nutition

His writing*) include 1 Mural Painting (1887),
Pt&fotts Patmma (1900) 1 Panntet't Moods
(1%2) Tnlft, w tfo/te (1003)
CEOWNLAiSTDS The English sovereign

ww At on* time t)t only the nominal ow,
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as lord paramount of all the lands in England
but was also in his lojol capacity one of the

gieat landowners in the kingdom He was the
loid of many manors and in htm -were vested
most of the wastes, foiests and common lands

throughout the realm The ancient demesne
lands of the a own ire now contracted within
narrow limits ha\mg bten almost entneb
granted aw ly to subjects King William III &o

impoverished the ciown m this m inner that an
not was parsed (1 Anm c 7 5) the effect

of which and of subseqwnt statutes is that all

grants 01 leases from tin ciownotnnxl manois,
or other possessions connected with land for a

ptiiod exceeding 31 T<ais aic void At a much
cxi her period (1455 c 41) a Scottish statute

had rcndeicd the consent ot Parliament neces

saiv to the alien ition of the property of the
crown but neither it nor the subsequent stat

utes which were passed with a, similar object
succeeded in checking the practice Since the

beginning of the reign of Gcoi^e Til the Fnghsh
so\ereign sunendtrs during lus life the heredi

tiry ie\enu<s demed from the crownlands in

exchange foi a fKed mil list granted by Parha
nicnt The coniiol of crowulands is now vested
in commissioners appointed for that purpose,
called the comnmsionei s of woods, foiests and
land re\enucs These restrictions do not apph
to estates pmchas<d M the sovereign out of

the prny purse or coming to the sovereign, his

hens, 01 suceosson bv decent or othuwi&c
from pei sons not bemjjs kings or queens of tho

lealm, for although there i& no mirkcd line

drawn between the proptietary rights -which the

King has as Tving and those which he has in his

private capacity, and there are no lands which

belong to the nation or state as a pei sonified

body, -\et x distinction is mide between the lands

of ancit nt demesne and those coming by modern

title, by winch the alienation of the former is

ustiioted ind tint of the lattei left free Con
suit Cox, Institution* of the English Goietn

went, etc (London 1863) and Stephen, A en

Commentane* on the laws of England (Uth
id, London, 100}) See CniL LIST, DEME&ITI,
I EITDALISII

In Austria the teun 'ciownlaud" is applied
to the \anous temtonal divisions into which

that countn is druded
CROWN POINT A city and the county

seat of Liko Co Tnd, W miles gmith southeast

of Chicago, 111 on the Chicago and Erie, and
the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and 8t

Louis railroads (Map Indiana, B 1) Among
the noteworthy features aie the county jail and

iliushouse, the juvenile home for delinquents,
and the Carnegie library It lus grain elevators,

machine shops, w igon works and a shirt and
overall factory Pop , 1000, 2336 1910, 2526

CROWN" POINT A town m Essex Co,
"ST Y, on the west shore of Lake Champlun on

the Barge Canal and on the Delaware and Hud
son Railroad HO mileb north b> east of \lbany

(Map New York, 02) II contains the Ham
mond hbraiy and thapel, Congo Park, and a

memorial lighthouse elected to the memory of

Samuel de Champlam The town manufactures

building matmal and ata\es and has sash and

door factories, gram elevatoi B spar mills, and a

(ieamery In the vicimtj are deposits of graph
ite and iron Pop 1900, 2112, 1910, 16flO

Crown Point was first visited by Charaplam,

who, on Tuly 5, 1609, fought and defeated the

iroquois Indians heio Tn 17H it became an

important English trading station About 1731
the French built upon the site Fort St Frederic,
which in spite of hobtile English expeditions
directed against it in 1755 and 17oo they held
until 1759, when it was partly destiojed after

being abandoned by Montcalm and Dieskau
who retuined to the defense of Quebec Lord
Jeffrey Amherst then took posbeswon xnd dur

mg the winter of 1759-60 began the erection
of Foitie^s Crown Point the nuns of which
still remain and which, though ne\ei completed,
ultimately cost fully $10000000 On !Mav 11,
1775 Seth Wainei at the head of a company
of "Gieen Mount un Bo\s" captured the fort

then gariiboned by only 12 men In 1777 on
the approach of General Buigoyne, it was tern

poranly abandoned by the Americans The.

giounds containing the ruins of Forts Ft Fied
eric and Crown Point were presented to New
York State in 1910 foi a public paik and
reservation

CEOWUT SOLICITOR The solicitor to the
Treasury who, in state prosecutions in England,
icts ass (solicitor for the crown in piepanng the

piosecution In Ireland there are ciovm sohci

tois attached to each cncuit, whose duties coi

lespond in some degiee to those of the piocma
tor fiscal and ciown agent in Scotland In En<z

land there are no analogous local officeis sucn

prosecutions being conducted by solicitois leprc

senting the paiish or by pinate pirties
CROW PHEASANT, fea^nt See COTTCAI

CBOW'QTJILL, AIFBED See FOSBESTEB,_CHOW SHRIKE See PIPTXG CROW
CROW'S NEST A perch for the lookout

man of a \essel It is placed on the foremast at
as great a height abme the deck as is found

desirable, protection from the weather is af

forded b> a platform surrounded by canvas

CROW STEP See COBPIE STEPS

CROWTHEE, krou'THgr, SAMUEL ADJAI

(c 1810-01) The first natne Bishop of Africa,
bom m the Yoruba countiy He was captured
in a slave raid when a lad and vas seveial

times sold, was retcued by x British man of wai
from a Portuguese slater, and plxced in the mis
sion school at Bathurst, and was the first stu

dent enrolled in the Fourah. Bay College where
he subsequently sened as an asbistant in

structor Ordained in 1843, he beeune a mis

sirmiry at Aketsi In 1864 he was consecrated

Bishop of the Niger countiy Ciowthei accom

panied both of the Butish Niger expeditions, a

journal of which he published ( 1859 1872 )
His

other works include a dictionary and grammar
(1852) of the loruba language, a primer (1860),
and a grammar (1864) of Nupe, and a transla

lion of part of the New Testament into the

loruba Consult Good out of Eiil (London,

1852) and The Slave Boy Who Berawe Bi^Jiop of
the ^iqer (1888), and i bio^nphy (New York,

1889) by Page
CROY'DON' (OEng Croidene from FT crate,

It ueta, OHO knda GM Tueirfe chalk from

Lat ireta chalk AS OEG dun, hill, Eng
dune, from Ir dun, Gael duiion, Welsh din,

hill foil connected with VS tun Eng toun,
OHG zHn, Gel Zaun, hedge) \paihamentary
and municipal borough and market town of Sur

re>, England 10^ miles 'south of London Bridge

(Map England F 5) Its pariah church of John
the Baptist dates from the fourteenth oi fif

teentb ctntmy and hat been rebuilt three times

It lies on the edge of fch? ehfclk and plastic clay,
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near the Banstead Downs, at the source of the

Wandle, and is an important railway centre

Among its public buildings are the former

palace of the archbishops of Canterbury (now
used as a girls' school), Whitgift's Hospital, a
handsome Elizabethan structure with which is

connected a giammai school, and the municipal
buildings containing the law courts and central

public hbraiy Owing to its proximity to Lon

don, a healthful climate, and the absence of fac

tones, Crovdon is a favonte residence place of

London business men This accounts for its

great progiess in municipal improvements and

ownership of public utilities, libraries, water

supply, artisans' dwellings and lodging houses,

parks and lecreation giounds, hospitals, baths,
electric lighting, and street railways It is

go\erned by a mayor, 12 aldeimen, and 36

councilors Its death late in 1914 was a little

over 10 per 1000, the smallest in England for a

city of its size Pop, 1851 10,000, 1901 133,

895 1911 169,559 Consult Stemman, History

of Gioydon (London, 1836)

CROZAT, kro'za/ A prominent French family
of financiers and xrt collectoib PICBBE (1601-
1740) was tieasuier to the King, and his various

acquisitions included 19,000 original drawings,
2000 engravings, 400 paintings, 1382 intaglios
and cameos, and a library of 20,000 volumes
Two series of engravings of the drawings and

paintings in his and other collections were pub
lished in 1729-12 under the title of Le cabinet

de Crovat His nephews Louis FBA.NCOIS (d

1750), JOSEPH ANTOINE (d 1750), and Louis
AHTOINE (d 1770), inheiited the greater part
of his collection, to which they added After
their deaths it was dispersed and the treasures

of Louis Antome ultimately came into the pos
session of the Russian crown
CBOZET (kro'zl') ISLANDS (m honor of

the second m command of the French expedition
under Marion Dufresne which discovered the
islands in 1772) A volcanic group in the In
dian Ocean, between ELciguelen and Prince
Edwaid Islands (Map World, 26) The
larger islands are Pofeseision (15 miles long, 8

miles wide, fan anchorage at Naviro Bay) , East,

Apostle, and Hog The total area is about 200

square miles Thev have no permanent popula
tion, but ate visited by sci lion hunters and
war vessels They were recently annexed by
France Consult Tloth, Crosets Voyage to Tots

mama (London, 1801)

CBOZIEB, kriVzltfr, JOHTT BEATTIE (1849-
1921

)
An English writer on philosophy and his

torv He was born of Scottish parents, at Gait,

Ontario, and was educated at the Gait Grammar
School ind at the University of Toronto Grad
uating M D in 1872, he at once settled as physi
cian in London His Rehgwn of the Future
(1880) v*as followed by Gwibaation and Prog
j69 (1885) To aid him in carrying out his

studios he received m 1894 a cml liot pension of

50, which was doubled four years later In
1897 appeared the first volume of The Hwtory of
Intellectual Development on the Lines of Modern
Fvolutton Dr Crosier has also published My
Inner Life, Bevng a Chapter tn Pertonat Evolu
tion and Autooioqraphy (1898) , Lord Randolph
OJiurohill A. Study of English Democracy
(1887), Sociology as 4.pp!ted to Practical
Polities (1911) In 189Q he revived from the

University of Toronto the degree of LL D
GBOZIH1B, WrxiJAM (1855- ) A United

State 1

? artillery officer and inreator of ordnance

He was born in Carrollton, Ohio, and on his

graduation from West Point in 1876 was

assigned to the Fourth Artillery, in which he

served three years, taking part in campaigns
against the Sioui and Bannock Indians while at

Western posts From 1879 to 1884 he was in

structor m mathematics at West Point, and in

1881 won Tjy competitive examination an assign
ment to the Ordnance Department In 1808 ho

was major and mspector general of volunteers

With General Buffington he invented the Buffing
ton Crozier diaappeaimg gun carnage (see illus

trition and description under ORDNANCE), which
ranks high among modern mihtaiy inventions,
and which has been installed in all the impor
tant coast defense works of the United States

He is also the inventor of a wire wound cannon

In 1899 he was appointed by President McKinley
one of the American delegates to The Hague
Peace Conference In the Peking relief evpedi
tion in 1900 he served under Genoial Chaffee as

chief ordnance officer, and in November, 1901,
was appointed chief of ordnance, with rank of

bngadier general, and reappointcd in 1905, 1909,
and 1913, the detail being for four yeais In

1912-13 he was detailed as president of the

Army War College, Washington, D C Many of

the notes and pamphlets on the construction of

ordnance published by the War Department arc

from his pen He is of international reputation

regarding all matters connected with his depart
ment of mihtaiy sen nee

CKTTCE, LEE (1863- ) An American

public official, born in Crittenden Co, Ky Tie

was educated at Marion Academy and Vandcr
bilt University In 1801 he removed to Ard
more, then in Indian Territory, -where he con
turned to practice law until 1901 From 1903 to

1910 he was president of the Ardmore National
Bank Tn the latter year he was oloctod Cover
nor of Oklahoma on the Democratic ticket for

the term 1911-15

CBTTCIAN, kiotfshan (Dutch karuts, Ger
fiardttscfce, older Katas, Kamteo, Karutaih,
from Fr coraaiw, It ooracino, crucian, from
Lat coramnus, Gk KopetKiny, korakwos, fish lik

a perch, from *pa(, froraa, raven , so called on ax

count of its color) A tpwios of carp ( COW<WM/S
lulgans), differing from the common German
carp (Cyprvftua) in tho Ittigw scales, in the ab
senoe of borbulos at the mouth, and in tho

pharyngeal teeth It may attain a large ei7o

and inhabits lakes, ponds, and slowly flowing
rivers m northern Europe and Asia
OBTTCIBLX (ML crucibulum, onwtowZwnr,

melting pot, from OF critcfo, Portug crugo,

crock, from OHG ohruag, Gkr Krug, AS crdg,

jar, or Ir crojron, Gael orog, Wolsh croohan,

pitcher, confused by popular etymology with Lat

(jruoj, cross) A highly refractory vessel in which

metals, glass, or other material requiring a high
temperature may be fused, melted, or troatod

Crucibles are made in all sizes, from that of a

lady's thimble to one which will hold 400 pounds
of molten zinc The essentials in their con
struction are that they be made to endure ex

treme heat without fusing and sudden changes
of temperature without breaking A great

variety of materials are used for making cru

ciblce, as clay, porcelain, graphite, lime, alumi

num, silver, and platinum. Tfc* most common
form is the Setwm oructole, made of equal
parts of fire clay and coarse sand It will stand
extreme heat, but not very sudden changes in

temperature This is the cheapest variety and 18
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adequate for all ordinaly piocessea of assaying
ores and refining metals or alloys They come
m nests, in sizes varying from 2 to 8 inches in

diameter Poicelain crucibles are largely used
for special fusions in chemical analyses Cole
crucibles are of value in the fusion of certain

metals Graphite crucibles meet all temperature
conditions! but are slowly acted on by metallic

oxides or gases They are largely used m mak
ing crucible steel and various allots and in

refineries for the melting of gold silver bullion

lime oucibles are absolutely infusible Alumi
num ci ucibles possess the advantage of not being
readily acted on by the materials fused, e\en so

dium having no effect on them The Berlin cru

cities are made of a composition of fire claj,
black lead, pondered coke, and old crucibles

Silver crucibles are of use for special analyses
Platinum crucibles are of utmost importance in

chemical laboratories on account of the mfusi

bility and noncorrosive character of the metal

Compounds of lead, mercury, and other metals

which will combine with platinum when heated

cannot be treated in these crucibles

CSTTCEF'EB.ffl (Neo Lat nom pi , from Lat
ctux, cross + fene, to cany, bear), the mustard

family One of the most characteristic families

of dicotyledons, including about 200 genera and
1800 species of very wide geographic distnbu
tion It is a very well marked and therefore

easily distinguished family There are four

conspicuous characters by which it may be rec

ognized (1) the plants are more or less pun
gent, as the name "mustard family" would

suggest, (2) there are four petals that spread
in such a way as to form a Greek cross, from
\vhich the family name was taken, (3) there are

six stamens, four of which are longer and

stronger than the other two (tetradynamous) ,

and (4) the fruit is the characteristic pod
called a sihque, which means that it is divided

into two compartments by a false partition and
that each half usually opens fiom below, leav

ing the seeds attached to the partition The
amount of variation in the family is indicated

by the fact that 10 distinct tribes are recognized,
the differences being based largely on the char

acters of the pods Among the useful plants
included in the fajnily are mustard, raddish, tur

nip, cabbage, cauliflower, cress, etc Some of

the ornamental plants are sweet alyssum, wall

flower, the various stocks, etc The family also

contains many common weeds, such as shepherd's

purse, wild mustard, pepper grass, etc Sulphur

compounds are common in many, as may be

recognized from the odor given off when cook

ing The pungence and acridity of the Cru

ciferte seem to depend on a volatile ail, or on

different volatile oils of a very similar character,

present in various degrees in different species,

or in the same species under different circum

stances, and in different parts of the same plant
This diversity is very well illustrated m the

common turnip, m the different qualities of the

root as to sweetness and acridity in different

soils or seasons, and in the difference between

the flesh and the rind The seed* of the Cru
ciferse contain a fixed oil, which is extracted from

some (rape, colza, in Europe, Oamehna aatwa

and Erysvmum perfohatum, in Japan), to be

used as a lamp oil and in the arts, and the oil

cake of which is valuable for feeding cattle

CRUCIFIX (Lat oruot flams, fastened to the

cross, from oruos, cross + fiqere, to fasten) A
cross with the effigy

of Christ affixed to it It

must be distinguished, as an instrument of de
votion and liturgical ube, from the pictorial or
other representations of the scene of the Cruci
fmon (qv) The cross (qv), at firbt used
for devotional and symbolic purposes in its sun

plest form, came first to be decoiated with the

symbolic saenflcial lamb (see CUBIST iv ABT),
with the addition sometimes of the medallion
bust of Christ, as in the Vatican cross Per

haps the earliest crucifixes were small devotional

objects which contained portions of the supposed
true cross, such as that of Mount Athoa, or were

pictorial crosbes, like that of Queen Theodohnda
at Monza (sr\th century) Dunng the Carlovin

gian age the crucifix came into somewhat more

geneial use in the West, but, having been op
posed m the East shortly after its introduction

by the image hating iconoclasts (eighth cen

tury), it obtained a foothold there, not as a

plastic image, but in the form of a pictured
Crucifixion The mannei in which thu figuie of

Christ was represented on the crucifix is the
same as that in pictures of the Crucifixion

During the Romanesque and Gothic periods there

was an increasing number of large crucifixes, in

some of which the figure wat almost or wholly
life size These \\ere mainly of four classes the

stationary altar crucifix, that stood in the centre

of the altar or at the entrance to the choir,
sometimes with accompanying statues of the Vn
gin and St John (eg, at Wechselburg, Saxonj,
thirteenth century) ,

the road crucifia, at cross

roads, or to mark certain spots for devotion, the
station crucifix, -which often crowns a hall at

the end of a line of devotional stations (qv)
known as the Way of the Cross , the processional

crucifix, usually smaller and of metal, earned in

religious processions All such crucifixes became

very numerous from the thirteenth to the six

teenth century and were sometimes carved by
the greatest sculptors, as in the case of Brunei
leschi's crucifix in Santa Mana Novella and
Donatello's in Santa Croce Florence
A curious compromise between a picture of the

Crucifixion and a crucifix is a clasa of repreaen
tations in which the figure of Christ is painted
on a panel cut in the shape of a cross A very
early instance is in the cathedial of Spoleto
Others by the Berhnghien, Marghentone, and
other early painters (thirteenth century) exist

at Lucca, Pisa, and Florence The plastic cruci

fix was more popular in northern Europe than in

Italy before the fifteenth century and was often

executed in wood, while for smaller example?
ivory and metals were most used The realistic

schools of North Italy, however, during the fif

teenth and sixteenth centuries, especially the

artists of Modena, gloried in realistic crucifixes

of painted wood and terra cotta The most im

pressive are the large station crucifixes, such as

that of the Sacro Monte at Varallo Consult

Stockbauer, Kunstgeschichte des Kreuzet

(Schaffhausen, 1820) , Lazar, Dte betden Wur
eeln der Erusnfi$ Darstellung (Strassburg,

1012) , Schonermark, Der Erusnfiarua m der

Wdenden Kuntt (ib 1908) See also the

bibliographies under Caoes and JESUS CEEIST
nr ABT

CRUCIFIXION', THE A favorite subject in

Christian art since the sixth century, before

which time effigies of Chnst were unusual The
treatment of the subject may be divided into

two periods in the first, which lasts until about
*
the twelfth century, Christ is represented adher

ing to the cross without signs of suffering, in
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stead of hanging upon it tht, nguie geneially
robed and rearing a ro\al crown Christ living

and tnumphant Aftei the eighth century the

tao thieves, the centurion, the soldier with the

sponge, the \ irgin and St John are usually in

tiodured, together with symbolical figures One
of the e-ulKst representations is the Cruxifixion

caned on the \\onden dooi of the Santa Sabina,
Rome dating flora the sixth centuiv In the

tenth century the subject ih tieated more realib

ticall\ and aftei the twelfth the Christ Tiium

Shant
ib leplaccd b\ tin. humiliated, dtad, or

\mg Chiibt, the suffeniigs ut accentuated, tht

uown of thoins ippcais The Magdalene ml
sometimes the othei Mans in. ibsociated with

the Yir^n and bt John and often many othei

flguieb aie intioduced This treatment, rendered

populai by the schools of Cunabue and Giotto,

was followed by the great misters of the Renaib

bance, almost all of v\hom painted the Crua
h\ion Among the most famous are those by the

Italian mabtcrs Antonello da Messina ( \nt

werp Gallen) Fra Angelico (San Marco,

Hoience) Penujino (Santa Mana del Pa7/i,

Floienee) , Andiea, Mantegna (Loime) Luca

Signoielli (Florence Academy) , Guido Reni

( Bologna Gallery and Ran Loi enzo in Lucino,

Rome) , and Tintoretto (Scuola di San Roeco,
Santi Giovanni e Piolo, and San Cassiano,

Venice) Other famous examples are by the

German masters Lucas Cranach (Stadtkirche,

Weimai), and Albiecht Duier (Dresden Mu
&eum) , b> the Flemish maateis Rubens (Ant

weip Museum) \nd Tin Dvck (cathedril of

Mabnes) by Munllo (Heimitage, St Peters

burg) Commit the bibliography of JESTJS

CHBIST IN ABI

CBTTDEN, krolTdsn, ALEXAKDEB (1701-70)
4n Enghfeh schoki, maker of a well known Bible

concoidanct He was bom at \beideen and edu
cated at Mansclial College in that city, -with a
new to the chuich, but having exhibited de

cided svmptoms of insanity, he was for some
time placed in confinement On his release he
lift Aberdeen and, aftei spending several yeais
as a tutoi in and about London, settled in Lon
don in 1732 as a bookseller In 1735 he received

the title of "bookseller to the Queen
" In 1737

he published his Complete Concordance of tJie

Holy Scttpture<i of the Old and Aeie Testament*
Soon aften* aid he i elapsed into insanity and
hi & friends vere obliged to remove him to a

prnate asylum, where he appears to have been

haishly tieated On. his iccoveiy he published
au account of his Bufferings (1738) He then
acted as a corrector foi the press Cruden now-

believed himself divinely commissioned to refoim
the manners of the world, styled himself Alex
ander the Corrector, and went about exhorting
the people to refrain from Sabbath breaking and

piofamtv He also petitioned the King for the
honor of knighthood, and Parliament to consti
tutc him by act "the conector of the people,"
hoping by such honors to influence the people
more effectually He was mentally unbalanced

during the rest of his life, and died at Islington,
London, Nov 1, 1770 The second edition of

his concordance appeared m 1761 and the third
in 1769, since then it has been repeatedly re

printed in full, with his definitions, which mak&
it a Bible dictionary, or m abridgment, and has
been made the bawa of other concordance^ Per

haps the beet edition of the complete work is by
Alexander Chalmers (London, 1812, 10th ed,
1824) ,

with his life See CONCOBDANCE

312 TO AtflMALS

CRUELTY (OP t ualte, cruelte, ir ctuautt,
from Lat ?)itdehta<s ciueltj, fiom ctudelit,

duel, ctudus, ran.) The intentional infliction

of unnecessaij pain As a legal term, it is

used chieflj in connection with dnoicc, with the

treatment of children, and the treatment of

animals
As a gtound toi duoicc, cruelty is not limited

to phv&ical violence, although foimerlj it was

thought to be thus rebtncted It is now held to

include any un)Ubtifiable conduct on the pait of

eithei husband 01 vift \vlnch bo gtie-voualy
svoimdb the feelings or de&tro-vu the peace of

nund of the othei as seriou&lj to impa,ii bodily
health 01 endanger life, 01 \vhich utterly destroys
the legitimate ends and ejects of matrimony
Set DI\OBOE
While the common law does not peimit a child

to bue a parent in tort for injuries inflicted by
cruel tieatment, it does pioude foi the cummal
punishment of parent*, guilty of such ciuelty,
and courts of equity have not hesitated to take

childien away fiom a paient vho abusos their

persons or conupts then morals Ciudi treat

ment of animals by their owners is not a crim

inal offense at common law unless it is of such

an aggia-vated kind as to amount to a nuisance

See CauBLii TO ANIMALS, CETJELIY TO Gun,
DKBis HUSBAND AAD WIFE PABLNT AND CHILD
CBUELTY TO ANIMALS, PREVENTION 01

The eailier laws on thib subject weic not so

much the outcome of Humane principles as for

the protection of animals coimJeiod as piopnty
At the common law cruel treatment of ammala
by their ownei was a cinnmal offense only when
it yias so aggravated as to be a nuisance But
the general tendency of the nineteenth centuiy
towards the organisation of philanthropy was
not slow to opeiate in this direction England
TV as the nrst country to orgam/e (in 1824) a

society for the purpose Legislative enactments

followed, and the Statute of 1840 provides a

penalty not exceeding 5 (in addition to a
further sum recoverable as damages by the

ounei) for any person who "shall cruelly beat,
ill treat, overdrive, abuse, or torture" a variety
of domestic animals The movement epiead to

Germany, France, and the United States The
fiifet American society was chartered by the

Legi&latme of N&w York in 1866, chiefly through
the efforts of Henry Bergh, who was its presi
dent for 22 years Cruelty to domestic animals
is now punishable in moat of the United States

by fines langing from $5 to $100, or imprison
mont from 30 to 00 days, or both The Ohio

law, as amended in 1898, specifies cruelty by
beating, mutilating, lack of good food and water,

carrying in an inhuman manner, overwork, and
crowded transportation The New Hampshire
Law of 1897 gives the officer making an arrest

the light to eeue the animal, notifying the

owner, and to kill it if disabled, or to hold it as

security for proper damages
The Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals (founded 1867, mcorpo
rated 1868) is generally accepted as a. model
It endeavors to prevent cruelty by moral sua
sion and well considered advice rather than by
coercion It tries to educate where cruelty as

doe to ignorance and thus attempts to secure
the use of proper harness and bits for horses and
the abolition of the cheokrein A similar move
ment in England against the checkrem, excessive

curbing, and the docking of horses' tails received

great impetus from the hearty suppoit of Bang
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Ed\\aid \il lluu Piniu. ot \\alet, The Penn
syhania touch \\a,s the iii<t to provide (1874)
an ambulmc( ioi the removal of disabled ani

mals ind i deirick with chain pulley and sling
for hoisting animals out of holts In several

States the weight of a load \\lnch mav be drawn
uphill is ruefully legulafrd bv the voik of such
societies nnd homes are ven generally estab
hshod foi shav dogs and cats where the animals
aie painlessly put to death in case of need
Similai societies now euat in nearly everv Euro

pean counhv, in Algeria and South Africa, in

Austialia, and in Mexico, Biazil, and the Argen
tme Republic Set VIMSFCTION, CBUELrr TO
( IIUDHE^ PBIAEVTIO-S OF OBMTJIOLOGICAL
S of rents
CRUELTY TO CHTLDBEir, PREVENTION OF

fhung to the long &m vival of the Roman idea of

parental power (see CBUELTY), and the com

paiahvely late giowth of a tendency towards
social legislation, it was not until very recent

times that organized effoit m this direction be

c line common Cuiiously enough, the movement
m the direction of oigamzation, in the United
Stitis it least, did not take definite shape until

eight Tears after that for the prevention of

cruelty to animals The New York Society for

the Pievention of Cruelty to Children was oigan
i/ed m January, 1875, and within five years 10

otha societies followed, from Boston to San
iianci&co As the movement grew, some so

cieties originally ml ended for the protection of

amni ils added the care of children to their pur
pose In other cases "humane societies" were

organized to cover both purposes The total num
her of societies m the United States in 1913 for

the piotection of children, or children and am
mals, was 354 They weie brought into close

relations by the Humane Association (qv),
which has included societies for the protection
of children since 1887 As in the case of am
mals, their work IB twofold the promotion of

better legislation in their field and the diligent
enforcement of existing laws They also investi

gate cases of alleged cruelty or neglect and pre
sent to the courts sucL facts as thev learn The
New York society exceptionally includes the

investigation of cases of destitution By the

work of the agents whom it stations m all the

maepstiates' courts it has come to have a power
ful advisory influence on the commitment of des

titute, neglected, and wayward children in New
York City, thus affecting the lives, on an aver

age, of about 15,000 children These societies in

geneial aie private corporations, supported by

subscuptions, although in New York, Philadel

phia, and a few other places, some aid has been

given from public funds In the State of In

diana since 1889 boards of children's guardians
have been oigamzed by law, which not only in

vcstigate cases of cruelty and neglect and secure

the punishment of the offenders, but also under

take subsequent oversight of the children The

Colorado Humane Society waa made by the Leg
islature of 1901 a "State bureau of child and

animal protection," with an appropriation of

$3000 per annum for two years, this, however,
remains under private control, though three

State officers are mode ex offioio members of its

board of directors Consult Folks, Fte Care

of Destitute, Neglected, and Delmqvmt OM
dren (New York, 1902) , Hart, Preventive Treat

nient of Neglected Children (ib, 1910), An
nual Reports of the American Humane Associa-

tion (1876- ), The National Humane Re

new (Albany, 1913- ) bee DEPBWDBM
CHILDBED

CBTTGER, kru'gSr, JOHANNES (1598-1662)
A German choral composer and musical author
He was born at Grosabresen, Province of Bran

denburg, and was educated at the Jesuit College
m Olmutz, under Hamburger at Ratisbon, and
at the University of Wittenberg He was cantoi
of the Nikolaikirche, Berlin, from 1622 until his

death As a composer of Luthuan chorals, li<

his never been excelled and many of lus meln
dies such as Aw danket alle flott, Jesus, incun

Ziib&sichtj Schmucke dich o hebe Seele, hn<
survived to the present dav His sacied com
positions were published undei the title Pj<ms
Ptetatis Helioa, oder Kit chenmelodien ulct

Luthers und andeier Qesange, for four voius
and too instruments (45th ed 1736)

CBtriCKSELAITK, kruk'bhank, EB^EST \i

FSAM>6JB (1854- ) A Canadian histoiu il

and military writer He v\as born in Wellaml
Co , Ontario, and \vaa educated at Upper Can ida

College, eaily acquiring an extensive acquaint
ance with several modern languages Foi j. fev\

vears he was engaged m ne^spapor work in tin.

United States, but he leturned to Fort Erie On
tario became warden of Welland County (1886),

police magistrate at Niagara Falls, Ontano
(1903), and -was in 1908 military archivist at

Ottawa In 1809-1904 he wa& lieutenant colonel

commanding the Foityfouith Regiment of mi
htia, and afteiward he was appointed a di&tuct
officer commanding In 1007 he was elected a

fellow of the Eoval Society ot Canada His

principal publications are Battle of Lundy
3
?

Lane (1889 3d ed, 1894) Bctttle of Queenston
Heights (1891) Battlefields of the Niagwa
Peninsula (1891) J. Centuty of Municipal Sit

tory (1892-93) Battle of Foit Geoige (1896)
Documentaly History of the Campaigns on the

Niagara Frontier in 1812-J1 (9 vols, 1896-

1910)

CBTJTKSHAWK, kruk'shank QBOBQB (1792-
1878) An English caricaturist etcher, and

painter He was born in London, Sept 27, 1792,
the younger son of Isaac Cruikshank, himself a

caricaturist His early wish to follow the sea

was opposed by his mother, who desired that his

father should instruct him in art, but his father

refused, and George, failing to secure entrance

into the Royal Academy schools, was almost en

tirely self taught His apprentice work aa can
caturist appeared in the monthly periodicals

called, respectively, The Boowge and The

Meteor, and about the same period he made the

sketches referring to the trial of Queen Caro
line Indeed, a great deal of his work, which at

that time reflected the political situations of the

day, may be looked upon now as being fairly
historical in its bearing By his "Bank Note
not to be Imitated' (1818) he contributed

largely to the abolishment of hanging for minor
offenses As early as 1823 he began, the illustra

tions for Grimm's .Fairy Tales In 1835 he pub
lished the first number of the famous Comic

Almanac, which flourished under various man
agements until 1853 In 1847 he made a series

of woodcuts on "The Bottle,'* and his
'

Sunday in

London," "The Gin Trap," and "The Cm Jugger
naut," published at tins tune, had a wide circu

lation It is said that the unfortunate life of a

personal friend influenced him to exercise his

gifts in a crusade against intemperance A
strong moral was enforced in these drawings
His beet-known illustrations were those made
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of its loss aroused great alarm in the West, turned against him Constantinople was cap

and a new Crusade was initiated, in which spe
al privileges \*ere offered to all participants

Bernaid of Clairvaux was the great preacher
of this nwement Conrad III of Germany
-md Louis VII of France took the cross and
Ifd great armies to the relief of the Holv Land,
Conrad and Frederick Baibarossa starting from

fUtisbon, in Apnl, 1147 The march was very

disoiderly, and Avhen the Crusaders entered the

Bwintme Empire they came to blows \vith

tiu Gieeks After much trouble the Bosporus,
is ciossed, and the army advanced into Asia

Minor, led bv Greek guides The guides proved

tured a second time and sacked (1204) Much
of the citv uas bmned, piecious uoiks of art

^ere destroyed, and enormous quantities of

boot} were secured The Ciusiders and the

Venetians dmded their conquests,, and the Latin

Empire (q\ ) was established

The last three Crusades effected httfc pcima
nent good for the Christian cause The Fifth
Ctusade took place in 1228-20 The German

Fmperor, Frederick II (qv), who had taken

the \ow, went to the Holy Land and, by a

treaty with the Mohammedan powers, secured

Jerusalem In 1244 the Holy Gift fell into

unbitibfactory the troops *eie harassed by the the hands of the Kharefainianb The Sixth &
luiks and finally threatened with famine and

death, they retreated, closely pursued by the

enemy, only a -very few getting back to Nicsea

Louib had better foitune, hia arnw was more
orderh and he was well received by the Greek

Empinoi, although, \vhen the French King
erobsed to Abia Minor, the Emperor refused to

furnish guides until Louis, and his barons had
taken the oath of homage Near Nicsa the-v

met the Gtrnian fugitives, with whom the>

joined foiccs and marched along the coast

Conrad soon turned back and spent the winter
in Constantinople but Louis went on, and, after

meeting \uth a terrible defeat, in which the

loss \vas -very gieat he and hia knights
went bv ships to Antioch, while the common
people were left behind to be slaughtered From
Antioch Louis proceeded to Jerusalem, where
lie v> is joint d In Conrid Together they planned
the renewal of hostilities on a grand scale, but
their schemes miscarried, and the kings went
home in disgust
The Third Crusade, 1189-91 The capture of

Jerusalem by Saladin, in 1187, caused Frederick

Barbaiosea, Philip Augubtus of France, and
fhchard the Lion Hearted of England to take

sade (1248-54) T*as led by Louis I\ of Fiance

(St Louis) He invaded Egypt and, although
at first successful, was soon defeated, iaptured,
and compelled to pay an enormoub lanaom He
then went to the Holy Land, rtbuilt borne for

tusseb, but accomplished little of impoitance
In 1270 he staited on the Seventh OnsacZe,
but was induced to turn aside to Tunib, where

he died Edward PHntagenet associated hira

self vith Louis IX in that Crusade He aban

doned the Holy Land in 1272, and this yeai is

generally conbideied to raaik the end of the

Crubades
In addition to the seven principal Crusades,

there were countless other expeditions In some
of these large armies took pirt, as in the Cru
side of 1101, of which mention has been made
the German Crusade of 1197 the Children s

Ciusade (qv) in 1212 and the Crusade of

John of Buenne and Andiew II of Hungaiv in

1217-21, which achieved the conquest of Dinu
etta, m Egvpt, in 1219 The last is ofton

called the Fifth Crusade, and in fact the first

four Crusades are the onh onos to which the

same numbers are assigned by unanimous con

sent In addition, almost cveiy year, fiom 1100

to 1270, small bands of Crusaders went to thethe cross Frederick was drowned soon after
,

he reached Syria lUchard and Philip captured Holy Land, and after 1270 many attempts weio
Acre after a long siege, but the two kings made to reconquer Te

" ""

quarreled so bitterly that Philip went home
~

soon after the capture Richard, thwaited at
iven turn by Saladin (qv ), was compelled to

,.... Jerusalem There were also

Crusades in the West against the Moors in

Spain and against the heathen Prussians (See
TEUTONIC KNIGHTS ) Besides these

make a truce without accomplishing anything against pagans many Crusades were preached

against the Albigenses (qv ), the Hohenstaufen

(qv), and other opponents of the popes, the

name being used for all kinds of expeditions in

which the Church was interested

The Besults of the Crusades The Crusades
were of very great importance in the history of

Europe in that they accelerated many move
ments which without them would probably have

27101 C

The Fourth Crusade, 1201-04 Innocent HI
Iqv ) made cvci} effort to bring about a new
Crusade A great number of Latin nobles and
knightb were induced to take the cross, and the
onthtiisiaam of the people was unbounded
Among the leaders in this Crusade were Baldwin
of Flanders, Boniface of Montferratj Geoffroyuj. iduuciB, jpuiumw ui lYiuuiierrtu/, vxtsonroy
de Villehardoum, Louis of Blois, and Simon de advanced much moie gradually 'They contrib
Montfort Arrangements were made with uted to the growth of the great Italian sea
Venice that the Republic should supply the ves
sols and provisions for the journey, but, when

ports by establishing closer commercial com
_

, , ..,.., tnumcations between Europe and the East,
the Crusaders reached Venice, they could not they enriched the Church and increased its

raise the amount agreed upon for* payment
"

After a long delay they made a new bargain
with Venice by undertaking to capture for her
the city of Zara, in Dalmatia The common
soldiers ivere kept in ignorance of the infamous

plan until it was too late for effectual protest
Zara was sacked, and the army spent the winter
there In the meantime a new plot was hatched

by which, under pretense of reinstating the

rightful Byzantine Emperor, Isaac Angelus, the
Crusade was diverted to Constantinople Isaac

Amgelus was restored to his throne, but, as he
was not able to fulfill the conditions to which
lie had been compelled to agree, the Crusaders

powers, and they helped to develop the strength
of the French monarchy by killing off large
numbers of the turbulent nobility, or remov

ing them to a more grateful field of activity
in Asia and Africa For Europe at large the
most important results were these 1> They
checked the advance of the MoliaounecWs for
a considerable period of time, for, by carrying
the war into the enemy's country, the> pre
vented hid advance into Europe It is true
that too much stress may be laid on this fact,
for the Crusades undoubtedly weaken<J the

Byzantine Empire and made it an easier

for tne Tmks m the fifteenth century,
~
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the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the Cru

sading states in the Eiat served as outposts to

guard against tho invasion of Europe 2 The
Crusade*, emiched Europe greatly b} pionotmg
the growth of commeice In oidez to tiansftr

the Crusading ftimios and to supph their \anous
needs, lirge ships had to be built These

brought bick to the \\est the products of the

Orient In Asia ind Africa the Crusaders ac

quired new tastes and desires, which had to be

gratified b> a moit extensive commerce wit
ness the remarl able growth in the utse of sucrar

and spices in the tw tlfth century Mone^ which

previously had been hoarded, was put into cir

culation to equip the crusading hosts All of

these causes led to a remarkable growth in

wealth and prosperity which benefited especially
the inhabitants of the cities in western Europe
llns is regaided b\ manj ib the most important
result of the Crusades 3 The Crusades caused
a bioadening of the intellectual horizon and

originated a tendency towards skepticism "On
its Oriental Studiem eisen joung Em ope studied

industriously and with great resultb
" The con

stant contact for two centuries with the more
advanced Byzantine and Arabic culture taught
the Ciusiders many lessons in civih/ation The
admiration which they learned to feel for here

tics and Mohammedans dispelled many of their

preiudices Some Crusaders became Moham
medans, others became freethinkers There was
a rapid spread of heresies "The roots of the

Renaissance are to be found in the civilization

of the Crusades " There ha>e been three period?
of great advance in the history of Europe the

Crusades the Reformation, and the French
Resolution and of these three the Crusades
were not the least important and influential

Bibliography The literature of the Crusades
is vett extensive, and only a few of the punci
pal titles can be grven The most important
collection of sources is the Recueil det his

toi tens Act croisadei, of which 1^ folio volumes

h\\e been published (Paris, 1841 et seq ) Con
suit also Bongais, Qetta Dm p& Francos

(Hano\er, 1611), the publicitions of the So

ciete de I'Onent (Pans 1878-84) Villehar

doum and De Jomville, Chronicles of the Crusades

('Everyman's Library," 1908) Of general his

tones the best are Wilken, Gewhichte der

Kt eussKuge ( 7 vols , Leipzig, 1807-32 ) Michaud,
L'Hwtove des crowodes (Pans, 1825-29, many
later editions), and also an English translation

by Robaon, .fihstory of the Gruiades (London,

1881) , Kugler, Qmcluohte der Kreususuge (Ber

lin, 1891) , Archer and Kmgsford, The Cm
sades (New York, 1895) Brehier, L'Egtise
et I'Onent au Moyen Age (Paris, 1907) , Prutz,

Eidturg&cMchte der Ereuvsuge (Berlin, 1883) ,

Von. Sybel, Gewhichte de? ersten Kreuxzuges
(Leipzig, 1900), Rohncht, Gesohichte des

Komgrwchs Jerusalem (Berlin, 1898) See

4NTIOOH, PBOTOIPUJTY OF, DANDOLO, LATIN
KINGDOM OF JERUSALEM

CBTTSADE, CmtDBEiT's See CHnDBEN'a
CBUSACE
CEUSCA, kroTT'ska, AOOADEMIA DELLA See

,
krS&rzen stol'pe, MAGTOS

vof (1795-1865) A Swedish publicist

and ftuttftr, bora in Jonkopmg He became

editor oi Btajfywgar ooK forMllanden in 1838

for publishing thereon certain expressions

nst the government was imprisoned from
i to 1841 He is best known for hifl his

toncal fiction, such as Morianen ("The Moor/
1840-44) and Catl Johan och Bientl aine (

Carl

Johan and the Swedes,' 1845-46) Consult
Almfelt Magnus Ja7 ob (2 vols, 1880-81)
CETTSHIlTGr IffACHINEBY See GRINDING

4AD PtLMJJI7I\G MACHINERY
CRTJSITTS, kioo'ztm,, OTTO (1857- )

A
German classical scholar, born at Hano-ver

He became professor at the University of Heidel

buj m 1808 and at Munich in 1903 His
works include Ziir gi icchischen Rehgionsge
schichte (1886) Intetsuchungen zu Heiondas

(1S92), etc He edited Philologus, Heiondas

(1901), Fabdn ties Baltm? (1897), and
6ne(hische Lynl er (1897 et seq) Since 1910
he has, with others, published sc\eral -volumes

of Das E)be det Ute> Bclinften uber Wesen
ttnd TT tt / ung de ) Intike (Leipzig)

CETTSOE, kroo'so, ROBINso^ See ROBDSSON
CBUSOE

CETTSQTTE, JAOQUBS DK See Latinized form
CBUQUIUS
CETTSTA'CEA (Neo Lat nom pi ,

from Lat

crusta, crust) A class of gill bearing aquatic

anthropods, diffenng from other Branchiata in

ha\mg h\e pans of appendages on the head, the

fiist two of which aie antenna, and in having
all of the limbs except the first pair of antenna
hirimose

Structure The Crustacea derive their name
fiom the hard armor which in most of them
covers the whole body, forming a complex exo

skeleton, calcareous and intermediate between
shell and bone in the higher forms, while in the

lower and smaller kinds it consists principally
of chitm and corresponds more nearly in its

nature with the integuments of insects It is

secreted by the epidermis on its outer side and
senea not merely for protection, but also foi the

attachment of the muscles Its color is depend
ent upon the absence or presence and amount
of pigment, which is also a product of the epi
dormis and is formed during the growth of tho

skeleton These pigment cells are often very

oinimental, especially under the microscope,
at, their shape is beautifully and very uregu
larly stellate Usually, however, the pigment
is to abundant as to make the body wall opaque
and the individual pigment cells are no longer
visible The mineral matter of the skeleton, is

chiefly carbonate of lime The smallest crusta

ceans have little or none in the skeleton, but
in all of the larger forms it is present in greater
or less abundance In the so called "stone

crabs" so much is present that the skeleton is

really as hard as a rock In all cases, however,
where the skeleton covers a joint it is thin

and free from mineral matter, thus permitting
perfect freedom of movement The bnstles and
hairs often found on the outside of the skele

ton are of the same essential structure as it and
have a central core of epidermis In. barnacles

(o v ), ostracods, water fleas (qv ), and a few
otaer crustaceans, there is, in addition to the
external skeleton, and formed as an outgrowth
of it, a true shell, whose only function is

protection This shell may consist of several

pieces, as in barnacles, or be strictly bivalve as

in water fleas, and it may be wholly ehitmous
or very firmly calcified Sometimes it is capable
of inclosing the entire animal but often it only
seems to protect certain parts It is usually
hinged along the dorsaj. side of the animal,
where it is attached to the skeleton and 19

supplied with muscles for closing it
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The crustacean bod\ is coinpobed of segmeatb,
some verv distinct while others coalesce or are

consolidated, of -flinch the thoiaa. of a crab af

fords an excellent example lie fiist five rings
are regarded as forming the head, the ne\t

eight the thorax, when that part of the body
is separable from \vhat follo-vsb

Epidermis and Molting The crustaccoub cov

enng has beneath it a true skin and like the

epidermis, is east off fiom time to time and sup

plied anew, as the growth of the animal itqune*
more room lor the mieinal paits In this

molting or casting of the shell the annual dm it-,

itself of its eoveimg not in teparatt paits but

in one piece including the coverings of the

limbs and even of the antennae, although tin

membraneb which conmct the hard plates are

bpht and torn A period of apparent aicknebs

precedes, and agitation accompanies the proems
and the thick muscular partb of the limbs of

crabs and lobsters become soft and flaccid, so

as to be more easil7 extricated from, their lard

covering The loss of a limb, which sometimes

takes place in this process and is otherwise a

frequent occunence is easily repaired, for a
new one grows in its stead, but it is a curious

circumstance that in order to this reproduction
the limb must be broken off at a particuHr

joint, the second from the body, thus leaving
only a short stump, and when a limb is broken

elsewhere, the animal itself exercises tht le

markable po^ver of throwing it off by this joint

Locomotive and Qthet Organs The principal

organ of locomotion in many Cnibtacea as in

the lobster, shrimp etc, is the abdomen, ter

minatmg in fanlike appendages, by bending
the abdomen suddenly do^n under the bodv, the

animal darts backward in the water The

limbs, TV Inch are connected with the thoracic

rings, are, in some, organs of swimming those

of others are used for walking at the bottom
of the water or on dry ground Some have

"swimming feet" or pleopods attached to the

abdomen, often very diffeient from the thoracic

legs The legs of some are fitted for buno*
ing The first pair of legs is not infrequently
transformed into a pair of powerful pmc<rs or

claws," the last joint but one being piolongcd
so as to oppose the last joint, which becomes
attached as to the side of it and these are
used for seizing and tearing food The first

pair of appendages are organs of touch called

"antennules" , following these are the an

tennae, also sense organs, then come a pair of

powerful jaws, the mandibles , and back of those
are two pairs of accessory jaws, the ma-all-B

The thoracic feet, which follow in regular order
are sometimes modified to function as jaws and
are then called "maulhpeds

" In some forms
the mouth parts are greatly modified to form

sucking instead of masticating oigans Tlie

digestive organs are very simple, there is a
short but capacious gullet, a large stomach, and
a straight and simple intestinal tube A well

developed digestive gland called the "liver" is

often present The pylonc region of the stotn

ach is sometimes furnished with a remarkable

apparatus of hard tubercles or sharp teeth for

grinding or tearing food Many of the Cms
tacea feed on animal food and are very vora

cious, many, however feed on vegetable food
The nervous system of crustaceans agrees gen
erally with that of other anthropods and ex
hibits many gradations of concentration The

tvts are eithei bimple (ocelli), aggregate (con

sibting of seveial ocelli under a common cornea),
01 compound and the compound eyes are

often elevated on stalks Besides eves some
ciustaceans have ciliated pits or cavities that

seem to be sense oigans perhaps lor smell or

taste Others have otocvsts or positional

oigans, but it is doubtful whether any have

the sense of hearing In home Schizopoda there

aie also accessor; eves' on the basal points
of certain thoiacic feet and in the middle line

of the ibdomen The gillb are variously placed,
on the sideb of the bodv, 01 on the thoracic

limbs, on the abdominal legs, etc The heart is

ahvavb in the middle line of the body on the

doibal side is of -variable foim, and distributes

the blood by a number of trunkb through the

bv&tcm, but the blood returns to venous si

nuses, from which, ind not from the heart, it is

sent into the gills, and it is not until after its

aeration in the gills that it comes to the heart

again

[Reproduction aad Ecology The se^es are

distinct in most Crustacea, and all are ovipa
rous The eggs art almost invariably hatched

in water, even those of terrestrial forms, and a
sort of incubation often takes place, as the eggs
are earned about under the abdomen or thorax
of the female, attached to the pleopoda or other

appendages Except in a few cases the develop
ment takes place by metamorphosis through a

vv remarkable series of larval stages All the

lower Crustacea hatch as minute, oval, unseg
mented cieatures with three pairs of append
iges, and this laiva is called a nauphus

" Al

though the higher Crustacea hatch as a more

highly orgam/ed form called 'zoca," and later

pabS thiough an intermediate larval form, the

megalops," all pass thiough a tuuplius stage
in the egg See BABNACLE for illustration of

nauphus, and see CBAB for illustrations of zoea

ind megalops
More than 10,000 species of Imng Crustacea

are known of which the gi eater numbei are

nianne, borne inhabit fresh waters, running or

stagnant comparatively few are terrestrial

Many exhibit a high degree of intelligence The
CiUbticea constitute, m an economic sense, per
haps the most important gioup of invertebrates

7 he myriads of the smaller forms that drift

xbout the ocean and the great lakes furnish the

gi eater part of the faic of the important food

iishes and are thus indirectly of value to man
1 ind In the economy of the ocean itself Crus
tacea are also of great importance, for they act
as the natural scavengers of the bea

Classification and Phylogeny Classifica

twn of the Crustacea is based upon the number
and manner of consolidation of the segments of

thp body and upon the number and character of

the appendages There are three large groups,
(T) Trilobita, (II) Entomostraea, and (HI)
Malacostraca (qqv), which may be considered
to constitute subclasses The principal charac
tors of these subclasses and their component
orders, together with some notes of the geologi
cal history of the groups, are here briefly given

I TBILOBITA This is an extinct group of

Orustacea that lived during Paleozoic time only
No near relatives are known, though they ex

hibit some affinities with the Phyllopoda The

body consists of three regions head, thorax,
and abdomen and it is further divided by a
raised median dorsal ridge into three longitod
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mal lobes fiom T\hich character the group de

rives its namt The thora\ has a variable

number (2 to 19) of segments that are so

articulated as t enable the animal to coil itself

more or lets cosely after the manner of an

armadillo The tnlobites constitute a very

primitive group ot Crubtacea and, as their

remains aie fouid in the oldest sedimentary
rocks, they were among the earliest inhabitants

of the earth Ttey are of great importance to

the geologist, as the various species are very
charactenstic cf fee particular layers of rock in

which they ocoir and for this reason they will

be more fully described in an article under their

ovin name
II ENTOMOSTRACA The members of this sub

class pie^ent < great variety of form and habit

of life, but thy are alike in the variability of

the degree of >egmentation of the body They
are "Kith, le^ exceptions small, and all are

aquatic The are divided into four orders 1

In the ordstPhyllopoda, the segmentation is

distinct, the ntenor portion of the body is

covered by aephahc shield, and the thoracic

appendages a leafhke, this latter character

giving the gr<p its name In some phjllopods,

as 42WS, ancthe brine shrimps (Bmnchipus
and :L?tCT7wa}tae body is elongated, uell seg

niented, partl'-overed by a single dorsal shield

and dmded IB three regions In other genera,
as Daphma a Esthena, the body is not well

segmented an is inclosed in a buahe shell

articulated ba hinge at the dorbal median

line The phopods are doubtfully represented

m the Cambn rocks One genus, Ettheria,

has enjoyed amarkably long life period, since

it has eMste<rom Devonian to rerent times

During the Hunan and Carboniferous periods

the Ph>llopodbounded in the "brackish, waters

of the coastswamps, in the rocks of the

Tertiary era members of this order are less

common A igle doubtful representative of

the suborder iadocera, the genus Lynceites,

has been foum the Carboniferous rocks 2

Osttaooda Ihis order the animals are all

small, mostljicroscopic, and with the body
inclosed m aiged bivalve shell that can be

tightly shut a specially developed adductor

muscle Thesmnals occur by myriads in the

modern oceanis, and lakes, mostly swimming
near the sur of the water, and thev seem

to have livedequal abundance in the seas of

past time, foEir fossil shells are common in

all the aquecocks from those of Cambrian

to those of nt time Their greatest ex

pansion was le Ordovician and Silurian, and

again m tHarboniferous and Cretaceous

periods Exles are BeynoJwt, Lepercktta,

and Cyprw opepoda These are all recent

forms, with fated well segmented bodies in

all except thjenerate parasitic members of

the order hmos of the free swimming
species are Ions, those of the parasites

are greatly r*d m size or entirely wanting

Examples tkter flea (Cyclops), the fish

lice (I/enwHond carp lice (A.rgulus) 4

CtmpedM* us order, the barnacles, we

eee perhaps most aberrant of all crusta

ceans Becarf the usual sessile habit of

life, the bod the animal has suffered so

great modific that only the study of the

developmentages shows that the peculiar

forms of the barnacles are acquired after

passing throiscnes of laiyal stages exactly

parallel
to tof other Entomoatraca Tha

body of the adult is attached by the head It is

inclosed in a leathery integument that develops
articulated calcareous plates and is raised upon
a peduncle as in the goose barnacle (Lepas) , or
it may he contained in a calcareous box made
of a series of ston\ plates firmly joined to each
other and to the foreign object that serves as a

support as in the acorn shell (Balanus} The
earliest members of the order Turtilepas and
Pliimuhtea, appeared in Cambrian and Ordo-
vician time, and were ancestors of Lepus while
the oldest relatne of Balanus, viz

, Palceo
ct eusia, occurs m the Lower Devonian rocks, and
the genus Balanus itself has been found in the
Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits The Cirrmedia
afford the largest examples of Entomostraca in

some of the goose barnacles that attain a length
of 8 or 9 inches, and they furnish also the
most degenerate forms in those Rhizocephala
that live as parasites in the bodies of crabs
See BAENACLE, COPEPODA OSTRACODA, PBTO
LOPODA EM-OMO&TBACA, and Plate of BAB
3SACLES

III MALAOOSTEAOA (crabs, lobsters, etc )

The most commonly known, the largest, and the
most highly organized Gins-Dacca belong to this

divibion The body consists of a constant num
ber of segments (20 OT 21) distributed between
the head (5) the thorax (8), and the abdomen
(7) In most of the orders the head and thorax
are fused to form a cephalothorax of 13 seg
ments, and each segment bears a pair of append
ages, all of which are usually well differentiated

to perform special functions The compound
eyes are stalked in all orders except the Cuma
eea and Arthrostraca 1 The order PJiyllo
canda was much more fully represented in

Paleozoic times than it is now by such genera
as Ceratiocans, JBcAroocam, Pephtcans, etc,
in \*hich the cephalothorax was covered by a

hinged bivalve shell provided with an adductor
muscle like that in the bi\alve phyllopods and
the ostracods The order enjoyed a long life

period, as it first appeared in the Upper Catn

bnan, and it lasted to the end of the Paleozoic

Through the Mesoroie and Tertiary eras the
order could not b/vve been very abundant, as no
fos&il remains referable to it lave been found
in the rocks of those ages, and the modern

genera, three m number, show considerable modi
fieationa from their early ancestors Thia

group presents synthetic types which may have

given rise on the one hand to the Phvllopoda,
and on the other to the higher Crustacea repre
sented by the Schizopoda and Decapoda (See
PHTLLOO \BIDA ) 2 BcTvwopQfa The animals
of this order, the opossum shrimps (Jtfysw),
resemble m their general form the shrimps and

prawns among the decapods They are, how
ever, more loosely built and the thoracic limbs,
of which there are eight pairs, are biramoue

(whence the name) and all alike These char

acters mark the group as of primitive rauk
Its relation, as one of lower phylogenetic rank,
to the Decapoda, is shown by the fact that c&r

tain decapods, such as the prawns, pass in their

ontogeny, le, in their development from egg
to adult, through a "mysis stage," m which

schizopod characteristics are strongly marked
The fossil genera ArcTuxocana, Orangopsts, and

Pygocephalus from the Carboniferous, and pew
sibly also Paloeocwris and Qanpsonyx, the latter

from the Permian, are the earliest ancestors of

the Schizopoda These all present very pnmi
tive characters mid are epAratd from tbc
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modern descendants bv the interval of Mebozoic
and Tertiary time, from which we ha\e no
traces of the group

3 Decapoda The character upon "which the

order (shrimps, lobsters, and crabs) is based ib

the prominence of the nve posterior pairs of

thoracic limbs developed as walking feet the

three anterior paira being adapted as mi\ilh

pedes or accessory mouth parts The firbt pair
of walking feet is Ubuallj piowded with strong

chelae, or nipping claws The cephalothorav ib

covered b^ a single firm carapace, v\ Inch in manv
crabs !> so shaped as to afford a most efficient

protective cohering for the entire animal, includ

ing the legs The fiontal portion of this oaia

pace is produced into an anterior rostrum that

is often of considerable length, and the lateral

portions are extended downwaid to co\er the

gills, which are borne on the bases of the thoracic

limbs The order is dmded into two suborders

the Macrura, with long tailed bodies as the

shrimp, prawn (Pal&mon), and lobster (ffo

mams) , and the Brachyura, or crabs, with the

abdomen reduced and elobelv applied to the

under surface of the cephalothorax A number
of species allied to the hermit crab (Pagunti),
often distinguished under the subordinal desig
nation Anomura, are either Maciura or Brichv
ura which, through adaptation to their peculiar
habits of life, in occupying the discaidcd shells

of gastropods, have lost the regularity of their

thoracic and abdominal segment^ The com

pound eves of all decapods are rused on stalkb,

which in manv crabs are de\ eloped to e\tiaoi

dinary lengths Some of the largest among
Crustacea are found among the decapods As a

rule, the quick swimming decapods (prawns)
may be recogni/ed by the lateral compression
of the bod1

}, while the bottom crawlers ha\e a
more or lets flattened form The crabs are the

most highly specialized forms of all Crustacea,
and thev exhibit many interesting and peculiar

adaptations to habit of life (See CRAB, LOB
STBS, PBAWW, ETC) The early ancestry of

the decapods is not well known for those period

previous to Mesozoic time Some doubtful

Paleozoic forms that seem to be transitional

between the achizopods and decapods are Palceo

palcetnon, from the Devonian of Ohio, and

knthrapalcemon, from the coal measures of Illi

nois, but during this era the order was greatly
subordinated to other crustaceans like the

tnlobites and ostracods, and to the meiosto-

mates, represented by Ewryptems In the Meso
zoic of Europe the group attained a great
development, and this continued through the

early Tertiary period Fossil decapod remains
are peculiarly sparse in the American deposits
of these periods The Jurassic lithographic
slates of Bavaria have afforded large numbers
of finely preserved specimens of fossil decapods
of manv genera and species Some of these, as

Eiyon, have modern representatives, as "Wills

nassia, still living in the abysmal depths of the
ocean Other genera, among them the prawn
(Penceus), began in the Jurassic and Cretaceous

pmods and have survived without changes of

greater than specific rank throughout the sue

ceeding ages, and are now abundant in, the
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic and Indian
oceans Tie Macrura declined towards the end
of Cretaceous time and gave way to the Brachy
ura, which attained great expansion during the
Eocene or early Tertiary period In fact, the

crabs were the dominant types of invertebrate

Lfe in man} parts of the Tertiary seas of

Europe, and their fossil remami are now found
in abundance in the rocks that are lelics of

those seab The Eocene depobits of the London
CUv of England those of Banana and Hungarj,
and eapecialh thobe of Vicenza in noithea&tern

Italv, ha\e alforded the finest speciment,, nearly
all of \vhith belong to modern families

4 Btornatopoda This is a small ordei com

pming nine manne genera of which the bct>t

known is the mantis, shrimp (Squilla) Thev
ha\e the bodv looseh built, elongated, and flat

tcned, \\ith an incomplete caiapxce that lea\es

the three pobtenor thoracic segment's uncovered,
and Tvith a disproportionately large abdomen
The five anterior pairs of thoracic limbs func
tion as maxillipedes, the second pan being much
the largest and provided uith a spiny terminal

segment that folds, back upon the penultimate
segment, like a knife blade into its handle, to

form a verv efficient clasping oigan A powerful

burroMing organ, developed by the union of the

si\th pair of abdominal appendages -with the

terminal plate, or telson, enables the animal to

buiv itself in tho sandv bottoms near short

Fobbil forms of this group aie rare The earli

est, Neooscylla, from the coal measures of Eng
land resembles SqmUa Another allied genus,
Rciilda, is found m fine prebervation in the

hthogiaphic slates of the Ba-vanan Juiassic,
and tiquilla is found in the same horizon and
in succeeding honzons of the Cretaceous and

Tcrtiaiy
5 Cumaoca Another small order of prawn

like Crustacea, in which the compound e^es
41 e sessile and sometimes fused together or

are entirely absent The carapace is further re

tluced than in the Stomatopoda, for it loaves the
fho posterior pairs of thoracic segments unco^
ered Only two pairs of thoracic limbs function
as maxillipedes, and six: pairs are logs, of which
tuo or three anterior pairs are biramous Tina

gioup is related to the Schizopoda and Isopoda,
no fossil representatives of it are known

6 Aithtostraca In this large order tho
fusion of the segments is still further reduced
only one or two of the anterior being united
\iith the head to form a rudimentary cephalo-
thoiax Those fused segments bear ma\illi

pedes, while the remaining free segments bear

legs that end in claws or are built for swim

nimg The two suborders are quite different m
outward appearances The Amphipoda have the

body laterally compressed and the legs adapted
for swimming and jumping, as in the sand fleas

(Qammarus and Orohestw,
) The Isopoda ha\e

the body doisoventrally flattened, the legs

adapted for crawling, and the abdominal seg
ments are fused to form a single terminal plate

EXPLANATION OF PLATB OF CBUSTACHA FOSSIL

1 Dromiopnt a round crab from the Upper Cretaceous

of Gotland 3 Jfoer a prawn Jurassic lithographic Lime-

stones, Havana 4 tanitopsw a oyolometopan crab,
Eooene Havana 5 Tumlepai a primitive oirnped al-

lied to the goose barnacle Silurian Dudley, England 6
Sculda fennata a storaatopod Upper Jura of Bavaria A
outline of the fossil, B dorsal view of head, C ventral view
of entire body showing thoracic and abdominal appendages
7 Cercfrocum aphyllooand, Ordovioian Lanarkshire Soot-
land showing the bivalve shell, some of the head append
ages and the segmented long abdomen with terminal spines
8 PalcMcrmuM a barnacle allied to the acorn shell, im-
bedded in a fossil coral of Lower Devonian age, New York
State 9 PspTmcorw, a phyllocand with spinosc oarapaoe,
Chemuna New York State 10 Ervon a maoraran htho-

graphioliinestonee of Havana, J,, ventral aapeut, JB, dorsal
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The amphipods (see AMPHIPODA) are wholly
aquitic, in bota rnirine and fresh water, and are
often also found In ing in the damp flotsam and
jetsam of the beach between low and high tides
The isopoda, while generally aquatic, afford some
fine examples of adaptation to terrestrial con
ditions in the wood louse (Onwcws) and pill
bug (JLrmadilhdium) , which are commonly
found under the bark of dead trees and in other
like situations Paleontologically the amphipods
are of little importance The eaihest indis

putable ancestor is 4.canthotelson, of the Car
boniferous, and the genus Qammanis itself is

found in the Tertiary rocks The isopods are
better known in a fossil state, and the ancestors
seem to 1m e been, as a rule, of larger size than
the recent forms Artlirapleura of the Car
boniferous attained a length of about 20 inches
Pi ceat cturus, also a large form, from the Old
Red Sandstone of the English Devonian, is the
earliest isopod known ArcJiceoniseus, Cyclo
sp/wwoma, and Eosphceroma aie other genera
from the Jleaozoic and Teitiaiy rocks that are
closely allied to modern forms

Geological Distubution. The accompanying
table indicates m a rough way the larger classi

HISTORICAL VHTW 0V CBUBTA0114.

fication of the Crustacea and the distribution
and expansion of the various subdivisions in

past geologic tames It shows that certain types,

especially the more primitive, played more im

portant roles in the early ages than they do
at present, and that they have been superseded
by the more specialized types The letters at

the heads of the vertical columns indicate the

geological systems as follows G, Cambrian, 0,

Ordovician, S, Silurian, D, Devonian, Cb Cajr

bomferous, P, Permian T, Triassic, J,
Jurassic, Cr, Cretaceous, L, Eocene, M,
Miocene, PI, Pliocene, R, Recent An interro-

gation point indicates the doubtful prebcnce of
a member of the group, and the width of the
black line indicates in a \en imperfect way
the relative amount of e\pansion of the group
The articles on the different orders, and subor
ders should be consulted for furthei information
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CBTTST OF THE EABTH It was formerly

believed bv scientists that the interior of our

globe is m a state of fusion due to excessive

heat, and they accordingly gave the name "crust
of the earth" to the external solid portion of the

earth with which we are familiar Modern in

vestigation has tended to show that the interior

of the earth mav not be liquid, as this term is

ordinarily understood, and the term "crust of

the earth" suggesting, as it does, the liquidity
of the earth's interior, has fallen somewhat into

disfavor among scientists The term "litho

sphere," meaning "rock sphere," has beea pro
posed as a substitute, but in popular usage it

has not displaced the earlier term The crust
of the earth is composed of igneous and sedi

mentary rooks The rocks occurring deepest
below the surface, chiefly of the Archfflao. age,
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are igneous Resting on them, and forming
the surface rocks for much of the globe are

sedimentary rocks, which have everywhere the

same general geological succession, although

varying widely in minor stratigraphy and struc

ture The basal igneous rocks,, owing to erosion,

are now exposed at the surface over consider

able areas, and later igneous rocks are asho

ciated with the sediments which they have in

vaded by deep seated or volcanic procebses
The rocks of the earth's crust are fractured

and folded, the folding involving an actual plas
tie deformation or "flowage" or the rock mass
It is probable that fractures are confined to the

outer portion of the earth's crust, while at a

considerable depth, perhaps 10,000 meters or

more, the pressure is so great that fractures

cannot be developed, and the rock is deformed

by flowage For convenience in discubsmg its

structure, Van Hise has accordingly proposed
a division of the earth's crust into (1) a deep
seated zone of flotage, where rocks are deformed

by flowage and where fractures cannot e^ist,

(2) an upper zone of fracture, where the rocks

are deformed by fracture alone, and (3) an
intermediate zone of fracture and flowage By
fcuiface erosion rocks which have been deformed

in the zone of flowage may ultimately reach the

surface of the earth, and hence it is that we
have, side by side, the effects of deformation in

all zones Consult Van Base, "Principles of

North American PreCambnan Geology," in.

Sixteenth Annual Report United States Geolog
icaZ Survey, part i (Washington, 1896} See

GEOLOGY. METAMOBEEIC ROOKS

CRTJVEILHIER, kru'vi'ya', JEAF (1791-
1874) A French anatomist He was educated

in the University of Pans and became pro
fessor of pathological anatomy at Montpelher
in 1824 and at Pans in 1836 His publications
include Estai sur I'anatomie pathologique en

general (181fa) , Anatomic descriptive (1834-
36) , Anatomie pathologtque av, corps Tiumam
(2 vols, 1828-42), Anatomic du systeme ner
tens df Ihomme (1845) ,

Traits d'anytomie fa
thologique gtn&ale (5 vols, 1849-64), Ttaite

danatomie descriptive (3 vols, 1833-38, 5th ed,
1872-79)

CBTJVELLI, kruvSKU, SOPHDD, COUNTESS
VIGRB (1826-1907) A German singer Her
real name was Cruwell She studied under

Bordogm in Pans, made her debut in Venice m
1847, and sang with increasing success in various
Italian theatres and afterward in London and
Pans Endowed with a contralto voice of great
strength and purity, she was one of the most

popular vocalists of her time On marrying
Count Vigier, in 1856, she left the stage and
thereafter lived at Nice

CETJZ (Lat cruaj, a cross) A southern con

stellation, commonly known as the Southern
Cross It is situated near the Antarctic circle

and therefore never visible in northern lati

tudes It consists of four bnght stars, to which
fancy, aided by Chnstian associations, gives
the cruciform shape The two brilliant stars

which mark the summit and foot of the South
em Cross have nearly the same right ascension

The constellation, therefore, is almost vertical

when passing the meridian, and these two stars

act as pointers to the Antarctic Pole

CUTTY'S, krois, or XRTTYS, Cosimis (1657-
1727) A Russian rear admiral of Norwegian
extraction He entered the service of Peter the

Great in 1698 and rose to be a vice admiral and

vice president of the Rust>ian Admiralty Board
He served Peter faithfullj in the Mars with Swe
den and Turkev, but \vas hampered by the jeal
ousy of the native Russian officers, and in 1714,
after an unsuccessful tncountei \\ith some Swe
dish vessels, he was arrested and tried by court
martial Sentenced to death he t\ is reprieved
by order of the Czar and e\iled to Kazan, but
later in the year TV a? recalled and lestored to
his office As chief assistant to Count Apraxin
(qy ), Cms did much to build up the Russian
navv He promoted the building of dockyards,
canals, and the drawing up of charts At the
time of his death, in 1727, he owned a large
estate at Ke\holm and the island of Birken in
Finland In memoiy of hit> work, the Russian
men of war still fly a white flag with a blue
cioss (lituis) Consult "The Rusuun Fleet un
der Peter the Great" in English Nwy Recoids

Society (London, 1899), and Browning, Peter
the (heat (ib, 1808)

CBtrz, kroUs, Josfi MABii DE IA (1801-75)
\ Chilean general He was born at Concepci&n
and became a member of the Republican cadet
class when 10 years old In 1838 he became
chief of staff in the Peruvian campaign, was
twice appointed Minister of War, and in 1842
was elected Governor of Valparaiso In 1851,
defeated as the candidate or the Liberals for
the presidency, he organized a revolution which
terminated in the disastrous defeat of Lon
comilla (Dee 8, 1851) and was followed by haa
retirement fiom public life

CRUZ, JUAN PAIVTOJA DE IA See PANTO TA
DE tv CBFZ, JUAN
CRUZ, kiwth, SAN JUAN DE LA (1542-91)A great Spanish mystic, born at Fontiveros

His leal name was Juan de Yepes y Alvarez,
but upon entering the Order of the Carmelites
(1563) Le assumed that of de la Cruz ('of the
Cross') St Theresa was then engaged in the
reformation of the Order of Camel, and San
Juan became her ardent disciple His efforts

brought him into constant trouble, and into one
imprisonment of seven months, and he was
practically in exile at the time of his death
He TUS canonized m 1726 The many writings
of Juan de la Cruz in prose and verse contain
some passages of great beauty and others of
untranslatable vagueness, but wonderfully har
momoua In his Olras espintudes Spanish
mjsticism finds its loftiest expression Many
of his poems have been translated into English
by Arthur Symons His best single works are
Noche osoura del alma and Sulida del Monte
Oarmelo His works, published first at Bar
celona in 1580, were translated into French by
P Maillard in 1694 and have frequently been
repnnted Consult M Domlnguez Berruete, El
tMaticwmo de San Juan de la Cruss en SMS poestas
(Madrid, 1894), and R Enemas y L6per de
Espinosa, La poem* de San Juan de la Onus
(Valencia, 1905)

CBUZADA, kroTSz&'da or za'da, BuLt or
THE This was one of many special dispen
sations from the rigors of Lenten abstinence
and was originally granted for war against
the Moors Later it was practically forced

upon the people for a money consideration
and became a regular source of consider
able revenue It was promulgated by Pope
Pius II, who reigned from 1458 to 1464 By
a bnef dated at Rome, Jan 28, 1555, Pope
Julius III conceded to HIB Catholic Majesty the
sale of the Bull of the Cruxada The Corten
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more than once complained of the Bull and
claimed the prerogative of deciding for them
selves whether the Bull should be published 01

not They also claimed that if the Bull were
to be sold, the purchase must be purely volun

tary and not forced, as has been asseited, on
the people by itinerant friars who kept con

gregations for dais in church and refused ab
solution to all who did not buj Those who
sold the Bull were known as bulderos The
abuses practiced in the sale were frequently the

subject of witty, satirical works The sale by
the Kin<r of Spain was also a stock subject for

i quariel between the King and the Pope Pius
IV withdrew the right, and Pius V renewed it

CRUZ C-AJNTO T OLMEDILLA, krooth
ka'no 6 ol'ma oel'ya, IUH6N FBA& Cisco DE LA.

(1731-94), commonly known as DON RAMPS'
DE LA CBUZ The most important dramatist

produced by Spam during the eighteenth cen

turv, also a poet He essayed nearly every
kind of drama tragedy, tragi comedy, com

edy drama, comedy, farce, comic opera, and,
last of all, the sainete, a short, witty piece,
with little or no plot (since its length, of

one act, forbade), that gives a faithful pic
ture of some little scene in everyday fife

Tins gente is the further development of

the older pases and entremeses, and in Cruz's

hands foims the natural bridge between rigid
classicism and elastic romanticism in things

diamaturgic In his early days Cruz attempted
the classic drama along lines stuctly classic

and even carried his admiration thereof so far

as to imitate in some cases, and to translate

in others, certain French and Italian plays
But in the sainete he was himself, and a Span
lard, with no debts to foreign influences or

models The effect of this lesson in patriotism
and independence \\as later felt even in senous

drima, and thus prepared the way for the

modern renaissance of the drama in Spain
Before the time of Cruz the zanzuela (a kind

of Spanish comic, opera) had been the pastime
almost exclusively of the nch Not the least

of Cruz's achievements was its democratization

as we now know it During 30 years he kept
the Madrid theatres supplied with his plays, at

a time when long runs were unknown, and runs

even of a week practically unheard of His

productivity cauted one of his editors to call

mm the Lope de Vega of the eighteenth century
We know the titles of more than 600 of his

plays, of which number nearly two thirds are

still inedited Although Cruz realized the im

portanee of what he was doing (as shown by
his celebrated phrase, "Truth dictates and I

write"), posterity long failed to recognize him
as a master Only in relatively recent years
have we come to realize that his works are an

inexhaustible source of information concerning

Spanish life in his period, and that he is en

titled to be called, as he has been, "the Goya of

the theatre" Consult Cruz y Cano, Te&tro

(10 vols, Madrid, 1786-91), Goleccitn de

savnetes, etc, ed of A Durftn (2 vols, ib,

1843) ,
Sainetes vnedttos, etc, ed of C Cam

bronero (ib, 1900), Samatea desconondos (1st

series, ib, 1906), Pe"re/ Galdos, "Ramon de

la Cruz y su e"poca," m Revtsta de Sspafitk,

(1870-71) , Cotarelo y Mori, Ramdn de la Cruet

y *us obras (ib, 1899), Perez y Gonzalez

"Cuatro sametes 'anfinimos' de Don Ramon
de la Cruz," in Ilusiracitn Eqpa&ola y Amen-

cwa, vol Ixrov (1907)

ORTIZ E SILVA, AMO^TIO DIMZ DA See
DIMZ DA CBLZ E SII\A, AXTOMO
CRUZ Y GOYEHTECHE, kroos gS'yi nl'

cha Louis DD LA (1768-1828) A Chilean gen
eral HL "was bom at Concepcion, where he held
several municipal offices His exploration of

the Andes in 1806 lesulted in the discovery of

feeveral important mountain passes, which are
descnbed in a leport published in the Angelis
collection at Buenos Aues in 1835 Four years
after his famous Andean e\pedition, he became
a member 01 the rex olutioniry junta of Concep
cion, but was eaptuied during the ensuing cam
paign and imprisoned until 1817 He was
afterward for a time acting President of Chile
and upon the outbreak of the Peruvian cam
paign joined San Martin's aimy (1820), ad

\ancmg to the rank of grand marshal Shortly
befoie nis death he was appointed Minister of

Marine
CRYING BIRD See COUBLAN, LIIIPEIN
CRYOHYDRATES See FBEEZIXG POI>T
CRY'OLITE (Gk Kprfoy, knjos, host -f XWw,

hthos, stone) A sodium and aluminium flonde
that crystallizes in the monoclime system It is

found chiefly in "west Greenland, near Arksuk
where it occurs as a large bed in a granite vein,
and in El Paso Co, Colo Cryolite is an im
portant oie of aluminium (qi ) and is used in

the manufacture of alum, sodium hydrate (for

making soap), sodium carbonate, and other
salts It is also employed in the making of an

opaque white glats, sometimes called hot cast

porcelain, which is said to be prepared bv fusing

together 100 parts of silica, 35 parts of cryolite,
and 15 parts of /me oxide

CRYOPH'ORTTS (NeoLat, from Gk p<5os,

Kryos, frost + Qipeiv, phetein, to bear) An in

strument consisting of a glass tube -with a bulb
at both ends, from which the air has been ex-

hausted A little -water is present in one of

the bulbs, and when the second bulb, containing
onh 'water \apoi, is placed in a fueling mis

ture the vapor condenses, thus producing a

diminution of pressure, which causes more

vapor to rise from the -water in the first bulb

The result of this evaporation from the first

bulb is the abstraction of much heat, and even

tually the remaining water freezes

CRYOSCOPY See Moi^OTJLES--MoLBomAB
WEIGHTS
CRYPT, krfpt (Lat orypta, Gk Kpvmj,

krypte, crypt, vault, from tcptitretv, krypton, to

hide) In its ancient meaning, a subterranean

chapel in the catacombs, hence, in more gen
eral usage, a chamber under a church, wholly
or partly subterranean The erypt was the

logical enlargement of the confession (qv),
which became a crypt when so expanded as to

provide space for an altar This expansion

progressed, with the development of ecclesiasti-

cal architecture, until in many cases the crypt

occupied the entire space under the choir and

apse It -was reached from the church by a

single or a double staircase, usually in the

neighborhood of the high altar, in the nave or
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side aisles Although some civpts existed as

cirly as the siith century, it was not until

the Carolmgian penod (ninth century) that

such chambers attained to any size but from

that time until the thirteenth century they
formed a very important part of church archi

tecture, ebpecialh ot the Romanesque stole In

raie instances they e\tend under the entire

bodv of the church, including na\e and aisles,

as in St Eutrope at Saintes, the cathedral of

Otianto San Xiccolo, Ban, and certain con

centric chuiches of the Holy Sepulchre tope,

such as St Bemgne at Dijon Crvpts were

invariably and almost of necessity vaulted,

usually with groin \ lulta carried on rows of

columns or, in Pomanesque and Gothic ex

amples, on heavy round or clusteied pieis In a

number of important churches great height is

secured for the crypt under the choir by raising
the floor of the choir considerably above that

of the nave, v.ith picturesque effect Sometimes

the change of le\el ih so great that the centre

of the crypt opens widely upon the na\e by
one long central stairway, and too side stair

caies ibcend to the choir In such cases the

crypt i& apt to be a very monumental structure

Such are the crypts of San Zeno at Veiona, of

San llimato at Florence, of the cathedial of

Arezzo, of the abbey chuich of St Denis, of

the cathedral of Strassburg (the laigest in

German\
) ,

and many others Some German
churches, having a choir at the west as well

as east end, had crypts under both choirs, as

m the cathedral ot Bamberg In England the

finest crvpt is that of Canterbury , ne\t to jt

that of Glasgow Cathedral It is not always

easy to draw a clear distinction between such

crypts and the lo\ier church or undercroft of

two storied edifices like St Francis at Assisi,

the Sainte Chapelle (Pans), and the church of

Schwarz Rbemdorf Civpts are not only in

tereating in themselves, and from their great
variety of plan and arrangement, but also be-

cause, on account of their protected subterra

nean situation, they ha\e suffered less from
vandalism than the more exposed structures

aboveground and are often the only remaining
part of a mediaeval church The age of cathe

dral building of the Mendicant ordeis, in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, put an end
to the building of crrpta, because the cardinal

idea of this era was to provide immense in

tenors on a single level for large congregations,
instead of interiors divided by a raised choir

into two sections

CBYPTO-CAI/VINISTS A name gi\ea
to Melanehthon and those who agreed with him
in wishing to unite the Lutherans and Calvin

ists, and especially in his supposed leaning
towards the Calvinistic view of the Lords Sup
per as shown in the difference between the ongi
nal and the altered Augsburg Confession (qv )

The former said
' The body and blood of Christ

are truly present in the Lord's Supper in the
form of bread and wine and are there dis

tnbuted and received by the communicants,
therefore the opposite doctrine is rejected

" In
the latter the last clause is omitted Luther
did not approve the alteration, but tolerated
Melanchthon's change of doctrine Many, how
ever, called him a Crypto Calvimst The truth
seems to have been that he did not consider
that either opinion was a sufficient bar to com
muoion with Christ and therefore thought that
both of them ought to be allowed The con

troreisv was becoming Molent before hib death,
but afterward it broke out with great virulence,
and continued \vith alternate success on each

side for 50 ^earis during -which time frequent

attempts weie made to suppress the Calvinistic

opinions fr impiisaoning their leading advocates

and at last, in loll, by the execution of Chan
cellor Nicolas Crcll The teim has aiso been

applied to the Missouri Lutherans because of

their acceptance of the doctime of uncondi-

t on\l election Consult Richard, Phihp Me
lanchthon (!New York, 1808)
CRYP'TOGAMS (from Gk Kpvirros, kryptos,

hidden + TO/MS, gamos, marriage) A general
term that includes all plants belox* the sper

matoplntes (heed plants), ie
,
the ptendophytes

(ferns and then allies), brvophytes (mosses
and their allies), and thallophvtes (algse and

fungi) The name means 'hidden se\ lepioduc
tion," and, in contrast with it, the spernu
tophytes aie often called 'phanerogams" which
means "endent sex repioduction

3

The names
aie not appropriate, since the se\ reproduction
of cryptogams is

'

very evident" and that of

phanerogams is very much (

hidden
" The mis

take arose from regarding stamens and pistils
as sex organs The term cryptogam," how
ever, remains one of great convenience, but
the teim "phanerogam" is being replaced by the

much moi e significant term
'

spermatophyte
'

(seed plant) The old distinction between

cnptogams and phanerogams, that the former

leproduce by spores and the latter by seeds is

a false one Both gioups produce spoicb, but
the cryptogams do not pioduee seeds Since

the ptendophytes aie distinct from the bryo

pliytes and thallophvtes in de^ eloping a vafacular

system, they are very frequently called 'vas

cular cryptogams" For full account, see

articles under the different group names
CBYPTOGKRAPHY (Gk qmrrh, kryptos,

seciet + fpafeiv, graphem, to write) The art

of anting messages and documents in cipher,
intended to be read only by those possessing
the key The use of secret methods of corre

spondence in import int matters of state is of

considerable antiquity Plutarch and Gelhus
tell of a method employed by Spaitan ephors
in communicating with their generals abroad,
\vhich has received the name of wytale, from
the staff used in deciphering it A narrow strip
of parchment was first wound spirally upon the

staff, its edges just meeting, and the message
was then \mtten along the line of jointure
When it was unbound, the broken letters could

afterward be read only by rolling the parch
ment upon a duplicate staff in possession of

the general to whom it was sent This is but
one of a large number of mechanical devices

for reading secret dispatches, such as papers
pierced with holes, to be laid over the docu

ment, revealing only such words or letters as

compose the secret message
Cryptography, in its stricter sense of a cipher

alphabet formed either by changing the value
of the different letters or by substituting for

them groups of letters, numbers, or arbitrary
symbols, if not of Semitic origin, was at least

already known to and used by the sacred writers,
in its simplest form of using the alphabet in its

inverted order By the Jews this form is known
by the name of Atbos, a word formed from A,
the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, T, the
last letter B, the second, and 8, the last but
one An instance of its use occurs m Jeremiah
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xiv, where the prophet, wishing to veil his

meaning from all but the initiated, writes
"Shehach" instead of 'Babel," using the second
and twelfth letteis from the end of the alpha
bet instead of from the beginning Julius
Caesai's quaita elementonim littera," in which
D takes the place of A and E of B, is only a
vanant of this simplest form of cipher Sue
tonms states that a similai method 'was em
ployed by Augustus In medieval and modern
tunes many scholars have turned their attention

to crjptography Among them are John
Tnthemius, Abbot of Sponheim, in his Poliqtar

phia- (1500), Anabtasms Kircher, and his

pupil, Kaspar Schott, whose work, De Ma-gut
Universal* (Wur/burg, 1676), contains a ciyp
tographic table that lies at the foundation of the
modern cipher telegraph systems It consists

simply of the alphabet repeated 24 times in
hon/ontal rows, each successive row dropping
off one or more letters from the beginning and
adding it at the end Thus, in the second row
B stands under A, under B, etc In the

third represents A, in the fourth D = A,
etc Thus coi respondents ha\e a choice of 24

alphabets it being necessary only to agree be
tween themselves upon the first or key letter

For diplomatic purposes tins form is much too

simple, since by the simple mechanical task
of making at most 24 versions, any one could

decipher dispatches made in this way Accord

mgly various methods of complicating the ci-

pher have been tried, one simple and effective

way being that ^luch is known in France as the
method of Saint Cvr It consists in using alter

nately two or more of these 24 alphabets, the

order in which they are to be used being deter

mined by a key word previously agreed upon
Thus, if the key word is 'Army," four alpha
bets are to be used, viz those in the rows

beginning respectively with A, R, M, and Y
Various other elaborations have been sometimes

employed, such as arbitrarily changing the se

quence of the letters of the alphabet, inserting
at regular intervals letters or symbols that have
no meaning ( 'nulls and insignificants," Bacon
called them), or Ubing groups of letters to rep-
resent sepaiate letters Of the last named
variety is the famous bihteral cipher of Bacon

himself, consisting of various combinations of
A and B, arranged m groups of five Thus,
aa-bab, ababa, babba = fly So used such a
cipher would be but little more difficult to
detect than any ordmarj set of single symbols
But Bacon went a step further, for the a's

and the J's of his groups he substituted two
fonts of type, differing so slightly as to present
httle distinction to the untrained eye These,
called respectively the a, font and the It font,
can be used for setting up any ordinary page
of printed matter when, by the proper admix
ture of the two fonts, each successive group of

five letters on the page may be made to stand
for a single letter in Bacon's bihteral system
The fact that Bacon took a deep interest in

cryptograms is probably the origin of Ignatius
Donnelly's theory that the Shakespearean plays
contain a cipher which, if interpreted, would

prove that Bacon wrote them And recently a

still bolder attempt has been made by a certain

Mrs Gallup to apply the bihteral cipher to

the early Shakespeare folios, in which, as is

generally known, more tnan one variety of type
was used The general principle involved in

Bacon's method that of representing the whole

alphabet with groups and combinations of two
symbols onl} lies at the basis of manv modern
methods of sign xhng

It is hardb too much to sav that ingenuity
and perseverance vill solve an^ code based upon
a regular mathematical punciple If the Ian

guage of the document ib knoun in advance,
the relative frequence with which the letters

of the alphabet normally occur in that language
forms in impoitant initial clue Thub e is the

letter of moist frequent occurience, not only
m our own language, but in French and German
as well In English tne next in ordei of fre

quency are t, a, o, n, i, , s, h, d, I, c, u, u m
etc Single letteis must be either a t or o

"Rords of two letters most likely to occur arc

of, to, vn, it, t?, be, Jie, by, or etc Double lettert

are most apt to be ee, oo, ff, II, or ss If there is

doubt whether the cipher is in Latin, English,
French, or Geiman the lack of double letters at
the end of -words suggests that it is Latin if

but few words end with double letters, it is

probably French, if double letters are very
numerous it is German Those who make a

science of inteipretmg cipher documents receive

no small assistance from a knowledge of the

frequency with which ceitam symmetrical com
binxtions of letters occur in the vocabulary of a

language Thus, the combination \thich may
be represented for convenience by the formula

o&ab, is comparatively rare in English one

may cite papa, dodo, in French, Ute, bebe

The foim abeba, is found in Iciel, Fr rever

In German, the formula, abba gives only Anna,
Ebbe, Eggc, Ei>se, Otto, in French, the formula

ctbcda-la gives only two -woids, cherche and

qvelgue An interesting example of the relative

frequency of letters being used to solve a crvp

togiam will be found in. Poe's tale, The Gold

Bug
Consult John Baptist Porta, De Furtwts

Literal nm Notts (1593), Blaise de Vigenere,
Ttaite des chiffrca (1587) , Thicknesse, A treor

tise on the J.?* of Deciphering and of Writing MI

Cipher (1772), and among more modern

enters, J L Kluber, Kryptographtl (Tubingen,
1809) , Romam, La- cryptogiaplne devoilfo

(1875), Fleissner, Handbuah der Ktimto-

giaphil (Vienna, 1881) ,
A J Butler's 'Eliza

bothan Cipher Books," m Transactions of Bti-

licgtaphicaJ fioetcfy (London, 1801)
CRYPTTT'EI (NeoLat nom pi, from Gk

xpvirT6s, Iryptos, hidden + avpa, oura, tail)

An order of birds, the tinamous, occupying a

singular position and placed by Stejneger near

the Apteryr and certain extmot forms They
are now included in the subclass Cannatse, in

the order Tinamiformes They differ from all

other Gannatse (qv) in the character of the

palate, which is like tha,t of the ostrich The
order contains only a, single family, of eight

genera, which include nearly 70 forms, all con

fined to South America See TINAMOTJ

CRYSTAL See CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
CRYSTAL CLASS and CEYSTAL SYS-

TEM See CBYSTATLOGBAPHY
CEYSTAX PALLS A city and the county

seat of Iron Co , Mich , about 210 miles

(direct) north of Milwaukee, Wis, on the Chi

cago, Milwaukee, an4 St Paul, and the Chicago
and Northwestern railroads (Map Michigan,
A 2) The courthouse and high school build

ings are noteworthy The city is of considerable

importance commercially as the centre of a lum-

bering and iron mining region Crystal Falls
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T\aa cbatteied db a eitv in 1899 and owns its

lighting and water plants It is governed by
a mayor and a unicameiai council Pop 1910,
37T5

CRYSTAL GAZING- See CBYSTALLOHA-S CY
CRYSTALLIN See GLOBULINS
CRYS'TALLEffE LENS (Fr cnstalhn, Lat

crystellwus, Gk Kpi/<raXXip6s , Irystalhnos, fiom

icpuffToXXos, Krystallos, crystal, from Kpt/fl-ramp,

Irysianein, to freeze, from icpios, liyos, fiobt)

A biconvex, tranbpartnt, solid bod^, situated

immediately behind the pupil of the eve and
imbedded in the vitreous humor Through it

the rays of light from am object must pass to

reach the retina The crystalline lens is more
convex on its postenor than on the anterior

surface, and its shape and consistency vary at

different periods of life In early youth it is

nearly spherical and soft, as age advances, it

becomes flattened and firm In the adult human

being it measures three eighths of an inch trans

versely, and one sixth of an inch in antero

postenor diameter The lens is retained in

position bv a capsule of equal transparency,

composed of tissue exactly similar to the elastic

layer of the cornea The lens has no vascular

connection with its capsule, but is nourished by
means of a very delicate layer of nucleated cells

on its surface, which absorb nourishment from
the capsule Opacity of the lens IB called

(
cata

ract" (qv ) In rare instances the lens may be

entirely absent It may be dislocated either

congenitally or from traumatism
An increase in the refracting power of the e>e

for the purpose of near vision is called "accom
modation" The mechanism of accommodation
is as follows The ciliary muscle contracts,

drawing forward the choroid and ciliary proc
esses and relaxing the zonula The lens, which
had been flattened by the tension of the zonula,

assumes, through its own elasticity, a more

spherical shape The posterior surface of the

lens alters but little in shape, being fixed rather

firmly in place, but the anterior surface be-

comes more convex, and thus its refracting

power is increased The eye can see objects

accurately at every distance between the "far

point" (the most distant point of distinct vision

for that eye) and the near point" The near

point is situated at that place at which the eye
can begin to see clearly the fine pnnt on &

page held close to the eye and then moved

slowly from it Between the near point and the

eye vision is indistinct, because the ciliary
muscle cannot by any effort produce the amount
of convexity of the lens requisite for so short a
distance

CRYSTALLINE ROOKS A term used to

include the igneous rocks (qv ) and the meta

morphic rocks (qv ), both of which classes have
a more crystalline texture than that of the sedi

mentary rocks

CRYSTALLINE SCHISTS See METAMOB
pure ROCKS
CHYSTALLOaENY, krls'tal loj'S ni See

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
CRYSTALLOG'RAPHY (from Gk icptf

m-aXXoj, kryttallos, crystal + ypfyew, graph&M,
to write) The science which treats of crys
tals A crystal is a portion of inorganic matter
which has a definite molecular structure and an
outward form bounded by plane surfaces called

"crystal faces
" These crystal faces result from

the regular arrangement of the particles of

toe aubetance which is undergoing solidification,

every addition of mxttei to the crystal in the

process of formation being piled upon the parti
cks already tohdified in much the bame manner
as cannon balls 01 oiangcs are built up into a

pile The reabon which ^e assume foi thib is

that every minute paiticle of a crystallizing

subbtanee, -which we call a 'crystal molecule,"
has certain lines of attractive force bj which
it gathers to itbelf other crystal molecules of

the same bub>tance in much the same way that
a magnet attaches itself to a piece of iron or
to anothei magnet Cijstal molecules of differ

ent substances have, in geneial, different lines

of attiaction, some of -which aie of different in

ttnsity hence it follows that in most cases

the solid foimed by the piling together of the

crystal molecules of a certain chemical com

pound hat. in outward shape -which is char
acteribtic of that compound It is also as

sumed that the directions of attraction of the

unit of crystal accretion, le, the crjstal mole

cule, ib dependent upon the structure of the
chemical molecule of the substance crystallizing

being, it is supposed, made up of a number of

chemical molecules grouped together Hence

only elementary chemical substances and definite

chemical compounds form crystals In order
that the crystal molecules of a substance may
come into sufficiently close proximity to admit
of their being mutually attracted along then
lines of crystallizing force, it is necessary that

they should be crowded together by reason of the
contraction of the space in which they are con

fined This happens where a mass solidified

by cooling, or when by evaporation the amount
of a substance dissolved in a liquid, such as

water, exceeds in quantity the amount which
the solvent can retain in solution under the
conditions obtaining Either of these condi

tions results in the formation of crystals A
condition of formation more rarely met with is

that in which crystals form directly from

vapors as in the case of iodine or chloride of

ammonia By far the best means of studying
the formation of crystals is afforded by the

evaporation of a solution of some soluble com
pound, such as salt or blue vitriol, until it is

supersaturated when crystals of the dissolved

substance will be thrown down If two sub

stances, such as salt and borax, are dissolved
in the bame solution, the result of evaporation
will be crystals of both substances, each set of

molecules building themselves up in distinctive

forms Solutions show considerable inertness,
and it is often necessary to start the process
of crystallization by introducing some solid

substance best of all, a crystal of the substance
to form a nucleus for the growing crystal

The outward form le, the solid bounded by
plane faces is only an expression of the regular
grouping of molecules which takes place when
a substance crystallizes, and consequently we
may expect other evidences of this molecular

arrangement These evidences become apparent
when we consider the physical properties, such
as the transmission of light, heat, and electric

ity through crystals A sphere cut from a

quartz crystal, eg, does not expand equally in

all directions when heated, as does a sphere of

an uncrystallized substance, euch as glass or

amber, neither does a piece of beryl transmit

polarized light in the same way as does a

piece of glass of the same shape This latter

property of crystals is of great use in the de-

tection of mutation gems In the case of the
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spheie of quartz we find that the action of

heat pulls apart the molecules more in one
direction than in all other directions, so that
the sphere becomes an ellipsoid Subbtances

which, like glass, show no evidences of cnb
talhzation are said to be amorphous A sub
stance in which the molecules ha\e responded
to crystallization but in -which crystal fices

ha\e not been de\eloped is said to be cnfatalhnc

Crystalline masses aie ofttn the lesult of the

close crowding of crystils to the exclusion of

the development of enbtal outlines

Symmetry Just as in the oigame kingdoms
we are familiar with unfailing regulaiity of

repetition in parts of a flower or of an oigan
ism, as the opposite hahes of a leaf 01 the
arms of a starfish, so, as the result of the

growth by regular accietions in crystals, \\e

find a symmetrical recuirence of crvbtnl faces

corresponding to the lines of attraction of the

crystal molecules This is beautifulh illus,

trated in the familiar snow crystals, \vhich

throughout their innnite vaiietj of complex
foimb show a sixfold grouping ic, thiough
the centie of every such cnstal there pasbcs an
axis of sixfold symmetry Similarly in a cubic

crystal of salt there aie axes of fouifold, thiee

fold, and twofold s>mmetry about -which the

crystal edges and angles are grouped m fours,

threes, and twos respectively A plane of sim
metry is one which divides a crystal into equal
halves, each of -which is the reflected counter

part of the other such a plane as \iould pass

through the opposite edges of a cube The point
within a crystal in which the axes and planes
of sjmmetry mteisect is known as the centre of
the crystal and is a centie of s\mmetr\ , le,
every line through this point intersects the

cijstal in similai faces edges, or solid angles
These elements of s\mmeti\ foim the basis of
the mathematical study of crystals and fiom
them 32 groups of crystals, divided into sit

systems have been mathematically deduced
Any substance of \vhich definite crystals are
formed produces foima which show the svm
metry of a distinct group, and it is impossible
to find in nature a crystal whose symmetry
would place it m more than one group Begin
mng at the lowest degree of symmetry, the six

crystallographic systems are

The trtcZtfttc si/sfem, based on three inclined

axes, corresponding to three uonrectangnlar
and noninterchangeable hnea of crystalh/ing
force Crystals referred to this system which
includes two groups, are symmetrical only to a

point
The monoohnw system, based on three non

interchangeable axes, two of which are at right

angles and the third inclined to the plane of

these This system includes three groups all

crystals of which show one plane of sjmmetry
The orthorhowibic system, based on three non

interchangeable rectangular a\es of twofold sym
metrv, the highest of the three groups under
the system having three planes of symmetry
The kenagongl system, based on three inter

changeable axes in the same plane equally in

chned to each other (le, 60" apart), and
one axis at right angles to the other three

and noninterchangeable with them This system
includes two subdivisions, (1) the trigonal,

comprising seven groups, and (2) the liexago

nal, made up of five groups The character

istic feature of the system is that the non

interchangeable axis is always an axis of three

fold symmetry (tiigonal division) or of sixfold

symmetry (hexagonal division)
The tetragonal system, based on three rectan

gular axes two of which are interchangeable
Fne of the se\en gioups under this system
show fourfold symmetry with respect to the

noninterchangeable axis

The tsometi ic system, based on three rectan

gular intei changeable Axes giving, in the normal

gioup of the n\e included under the syt>tem,
the highest symmetry possible

Crystal Forms From the fact that rn five

of the six s> stems enumerated abo\e at least

one axib, or direction of crystallizing force, is

different from the others, it tollows that this

difference may vary in degree between sub

stinces ciystallmng in the same system eg
the fundamental six sided pyramid of benl is

not as steep as the corresponding pyramid of

apatite, although both civstallize in hexagonal
forms This characteristic relation constitutes

a means of differentiation between substances

crystallizing in the same system, so that with
a knowledge of these relations crystals of any

substance, except those of the isometric system
mav be readily iecogni?ed from one another
This is done by measuring the angles between
the faces of the crystal, these angles being al

ways constant between the same kind of faces,

provided the substance is pure and the tempera
ture constant Instruments for measuring the

angles bet-ween crystal faces are known as

goniometers and are of %anous forms, the more
accurate of which depend on the reflection of a
beam of light from the smooth surface of the

cnstal face

Although the simple action of the cry&talliz

mar forces produces comparatively simple geo
metrical solids, like the cube of salt or the

six sided pribra of quartz we frequently find

them acting in combination, the resultants pro

duung secondary forms, as, eg, when the re

sultant of three forces at right angles to the

faces of a cube acting together produce faces

which cut off the corners of the cube The

cijstal in the latter instance would be made up
of a combination of two crjstal forms the cube
and the octahedron In the same way a, series

of faces may be produced which bevel the edges
between the cube and the octahedron, consti-

tuting a form of 24 planes From this it will

be readily seen that extremely complicated
cr>&tals are possible The multiplication of

crystal forms is, however, subject to the law

of rational *dtces, which admits of the usual

occurrence of such forms as will intercept the

civstallographic axes in proportion to a series

of low numbers and simple fractions It is this

law, tiacmg as it does a direct relation between

the simplicity of the axial intercepts of a crystal
form and the frequency of its occurrence in na

ture, whioh goes far towards proving the theory
of regular molecular structure m crystals

A. very significant fact in relation to the

connection between the molecular structure of

crvstalb and their chemical molecules is that in

many instances substances related chemically

crystallize in similar forms of the same crys

tallographio system This is known as iso

morphism (See MINERALOGY, Mweral CTiero-

tstiy ) Among certain chemical compounds a

reversal of the order of molecular grouping
often takes place, resulting in the production
of turn crystals, which are formed by the unit

ing of two or individual crystals in reversed
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juxtaposition The interrelation of twin crys
tals ib alwajs referable to some simple ciys

tallographic axis or plane
Divisions of Crystallography The science

of crvstallography is dmded into (1) moi

phological crystallography, \ihich deals with the

external foima of crystals and includes the

mathematical relations of crystals (2) crjb

tallogeny, or chemical crystallography, which
treats of the genesis or growth of crjstals, and

(3) physical crystallography, which disciibses

the phjsical properties of crystals, a very im

portant branch of which in its relation to

petrography ib optical cmtallography Con
suit Dana, Text Book of Mmei alogij, parts
i-m (New York, 1902), Williams, Elements

of Crystallogiaphy (ib, 1891) Groth, Physi
kalische E.ry<ttallogiaphie (Leipzig, 1895),

1899), Philhpa, Mineralogy parti (ib,1912)
See MIXES ULOGY
CEYSTAIiOEDS (Gk KpuffraXXoetSijr, krya

CSABA, cht/bO, 01 BEKBS-CSABA, ba>

kash ch/bo, a fawn of Hungary, in the Countv of

Btkts ) milefa ttom the \\ lute Euros, \\ith which

it is connoted to canal and 105 miles east

boutheast of Budapest (Map Hungaij, G 3)

Its industneb are principallv agricultural
cattle raising, -wine pi eduction, \\heat and hemp
globing The ttomen aie noted foi tneir skill

in making linen and hemp fabrics Csaba has

the largest Piotestant community of any town
in Hungary, excepting Budapebt It is an im

portant milway centie Pop 1890 32244,

laigely Slovaks, 1900, 37,547 1910,42,599 The
Lutheran religion piedominateb

CSANYI, cha'nye, LASZL^ (LADISLATJS)

(1790-1849) An Hunganan statesman He
\\a& born at Csiny (County of Zala), and sened

fetted an interest in local politics and became
intimate with Francis Deak In 184S he \vas

appointed commissioner plenipotentiary to van

proteid granules (see ALEBEONE) in the endo

sperm (the food bearing tissue sm rounding the

embrvo), and in the embryo of various seeds

Similar crystals are found free in the outer cells

of potato tubers and in certain seaweeds Crys
talloids aie angular in foim, but their facets and

the surrender of the

Hungarian aimy at Vilfigos he icfused to avail

himself of the opportunity for flight, but as he
had previously been one of the most active or

ganizers of the revolution, so he now became a

maitvr to his convictions, and aftei a voluntary
sm render to the Russians at Sarkad he was

angles are nSnstant Ihey are insoluble m delivered
by them to the Austnans and executed

water, but absorb it and swell, as ordinary
on Ott 10

>
1849

mineral wjstals do not They are insoluble in CSABDAS, chai/dash (Hung, fiom csaida,

weak solutions, but dissolve in strong solutions ta\em) Tlie national dance of Hungaiy It

consists 01 two mo-vcments the fiist a slow

/oss it in lied foim and in foui fouith or two
fourth time It is mostly in the minor mode
The second nunement, frias or fnsohka, is an

exceedingly lively dance, also in four tourth or

two fourth time This is m the major mode

of common salt The proteid material compos
ing crystalloids belongs to the group of globu
1ms See also COU.OID&

CBYBTAIiLOMAlT'CYtfrom Gk /c/tforaXXoj,

kryttallos, crybtal + tiavreia., manteia, divma
tion) At one time a popular practice of divi

nation, accomplished by means of transparent and consists of 8 and 16 bar phrases, which are

bodies Commonly a transparent jewel would repeated Towards the end the time is greatly
be employed, but a beryl vias deemed most effec accelerated, and the rhythm becomes more and
tive The operatoi first muttered o%ei it certain more complex, so that the whole piece has a

formulas of prayer and then ga\e it into the \vild, tumultuous, and abrupt character In

hands of a jouth or virgin none others viere both parts of the csardfis the accent comes on

pure enough to discern, its revelations who read the weak beat The alternation from the lazsv,

in it the iniormation required The desired to the frtss is made at the will of the dancer,
facts \*ere conveyed by means of written char TVho motions to the players when the change is

acters on the crystal, but sometimes the bpints to he made The figures of the csardfis vaiy
invoked were supposed to appear in the crystal greatly m different districts The usual form
to answer the questions asked This method of opens with a stately promenade, \vhich changes
divination is still practiced by magicians Con into a rapid whirling motion The dancers then,

suit Shorthouse, Jo/m 7npZeoft (London, 1881),
'

Thomas, Crystal (h&vng Its History and Prac
ttoe (New York 190*5)

CRYSTAL PALACE (so called because

made of glass) An edifice erected in Hyde
Park, London, for the World's Fair held in

1851 Designed by Sir Joseph Paxton, it was couples, but as no two couples are ever dancing
built of glass and iron, with floors of wood Its identically the same figures at the same time,

length was 1608 feet, and its area 21 acres It the whole presents a -varied and complex appear
cost 1,450,000 Every department of art and ance See MAOY^B Music
science was represented, and the visitors num CSENG-EBY, chSn'gSrl, ANTON (1822-80)
bered over 6,000,000 Its materials were ic An Hungarian statesman and publicist He was
mo\ed in 1854, and the structure rebuilt at born at Gross*ardem and early devoted himself

Sydenham, 8 miles from London There the to }ournalism After editing the Pe&fa Hurlap
park and grounds cover nearly 200 acres, and a for three years he was in 1848 appointed minis

permanent fair is held In 18fi3 a similar but tenal councilor and followed the Hunganan mm
smaller "crystal palace" was erected between istry to Debreczin In 1849 he returned to

Fortieth and Forty second streets on Sixth Ave Budapest and devoted himself to literary pur
nue, New York It was used for exhibitions suite In 1857 he founded the review entitled

and grand conceits but was destroyed by fire Budapesti Sstemle, which he conducted for 12

in 1858 The locality is now Bryant Park years He was aa. active promoter of agricultural

separate and carry on a sort of pantomime, the

girl alteinately approaching and retreating fiom
her partner, who follows and finally seizes her

Again they whirl wildly around, then separate
and go through much the same performance
The dance may be performed by any number of



and tiadt societies and \vas one of the chief

foundeis and afterwaid the directoi of the

Hungarian Institute of Land Credits In 1961
he -was elected to the Diet, nhere ht became as
the most intimate friend of Deak, a powerful
leader of the Deak party In addition to his

excellent tianslation of Macaulay's Histoiy of

England (latest ed, 1874) he \vas the authoi of

bevual important and brilliantly wntten works
in Hungarian, among which may be mentioned
Historical Studies and Chaiaeter Sketches (2

vols, 1870), History and Histonans (1874),
Memorial Address on Francis Deak (1877) His
collected works were published in Budapest in

1884

CSEET, chft'ke, GEBGELY, or GBEQOB (1842-
91) An Hungaiian dramatist, born at Pankota
( irad) After studying Catholic theologj at

Budapest and Vienna he became piofe&sor at the
Priests' Seminary in Temesvar After an acti\

itj here of several years he became a convert to

Protestantism m 1878 Csiky is con&idoied one
of the greatest of modern Kungamn drama
tists, he was equally effectue in tiagedv and

comedy He also wiote several successful novels,

among them As Atlaszcsalad ('The Atlas Earn
ilv' 1890), and translated into Hungaiian the
woiks of Sophocles, Euripides, and Plautus as
well as standard works of Fiench and English
diamatists Among his numeroub plavu, most
of which have been, highly successful, may be
mentioned the comedies A Joslat ('The Ora

cle'), Mukanyi, and Kavwtj the tragedies Janus,

Hpa-ttaous, Noia, and Theodoiaj and the popu
lar drama The Proletarians (A Ptolet&to! )

CSOKONAI, chc^kO nfl , Vrrfiz MinlLT
(1773-1805) An Hungarian poet born at De
bieczin He was appointed profeusoi of poetrv
in the college at Debreczm in 1794, but lesigncd
the post in 1795, in order to study la\v, and,

with the exception of a bnef connection with

the gymnasium of Csurgo, he lived thenceforth

in private, devoting himself wholly to literature

His acquirements, particularly in linguistics,

were notable In poetrv he was to some extent

influenced by Foldi, but remained essentially

independent He was preeminently a Ivrist, in

both the narrower domain of the folk song and
the larger realm of artistic poetiy His diction

is. simple and often naive Some pronounced de

fects of taste have met with the censure of the

rntics, but a distinguished place among modern

Hungarian poets has been conceded to him He
\\rote a most original mock heroic poem called

Dorottya, or the Tnwnph of the Ladies at the

Carnvoal (1804), several comedies, and a num
ber of odes which enjoyed considerable popu

lanty principally because they opposed Napoleon
and the French Revolution A collective edition

of his works was published by Toldy m 1846

Two specimen poems rendered into German mav
be found in Schwicker, (Mc/ftcftte der ungan
schen Littera-tw (Leipzig, 1889) The city of

Debreczin erected a statue of him in 1871 For

his biography, consult the works of Szana (Peart,

1869) and Haraszti (ib, 1880)

CSOMA DE KOBOS, chfi'mo" de kS'rosh, SAtf

DOB (1784-1842) An Hungarian traveler and

Tibetan scholar He was born, April 4, 1784 at

Koroa, in Transylvania, and was educated first

at the college of Nagy Bnyed, and subsequently

at Gottmgen, where he devoted himself especially

to the study of Oriental languages It was the

dream of his life to discover the original home

Z9 CTE2STOID FISHES

of his race, the Magyars, in Asia In 1820 he
set, out on bib pilgrimage foi that purpose He
\\ent to Egypt, then to Teheran, and, disguised
as an Armenian, to Little Bokhara, and finally
settled for four years (1S27-JO) at the Buddhist

monastery of Kanam on the confines of Tibet
and India, where he studied Tibetan He found
to his disappointment that the Tibetan language
had little bearing on the Magj ai problem, but it

ltd him to Calcutta to studj Sansknt, as the
liteiatuie of Tibet is laigeh tianslated fiom the
Sanskrit At Calcutta, where he became the

object of general attention on the part of But
ish scholars, he devoted himself to cataloguing
the Tibetan books, upward of 1000 volumes, m
the hbraiv of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Ho
prepired, likewise, a Tibetan Gtammar (1834)
and a Dictionaiy (1834) which is still a stand
aid work, and he wrote a number of articles on
Tibetan hteiature m the Astatic Researches
Once more he set out on his old time search to

find the euly home of the Magyais and bent hia

way towards the western confine* of China, but
while on this journey he died at Darjilmg, north
eastein India, April 11, 1842 Consult Th Duka,
Life and TTo/As of A C de Kotos (London,
1885)

CSOITGHtAD, chon'grad A market town of

Hungary in the cointv of the same name
situated neii the confluence of the Theiss and
the Koi os, 70 mileb southeast of Budapest
(Map Hungai\, G >} The inhabitants are

chienj engaged in the raising of cattle, agncul
tuie, the making of \une and nShmg Pop,
1900 22,t>19 1010 28310 mostly Magyars
CTEITACODOM', tS nak'o don One of the

rare primitive
fofasil mammals found in the

Upper Juiassic rocks ot Wyoming It is known

only by the lower laws and a portion of the

uppei The former has a length of about one

half inch and indicates an animal of the sire of

a mouse The teeth aie of the multituberculate

type and consist of a prominent chisel shaped
incisor, four longitudinally compressed pre
molars which aie distinctly cutting teeth with

seriated edges and grooved sides, and of which

the fouith is much the largest, and too small

molars vith tubercles surrounding the central

cavities on then crowns This type of dentition

indicates relationship to the Monotremata (Or

withorhynchus and Echidna), which together
with the fossil Qtenncodon and its allies Pla

giwlaa) and Polymastodon from the Eocene and

other Mesozoic and Tertiary genera, foim the

order Multituberculata of the subclass Proto

theru Consult Cope, "The Tertiaiy Marsupi
alia," in Ameruxtn Naturalist (Philadelphia,

1884) , Marsh, "American Jurassic Mammals,"
in American Journal of Science, \ol xxxin,
31st series (New Ha\en, 1887) , Osborn, 'On the

Structure and Classification of the Mesozoio

Mammalia" m Journal of the Academy of

Natural Rcietice, Philadelphia, 2d series, vol IT

(
1888

) , id
, "Supplementary Note on the Above,"

in Proceedings of the Academy of Natural

Science (ib, 1888)

CTENOID (tS'noid) FISHES (Gk KTCVO

ctiv, KtmoeutSs, comblike, from KTC/I, fctew,

comb -f- elSos, etcfos, form) One of the four

orders into which Agassiz classified fishes, the

others bn? cycloid, plaooid, and ganoid The

name refers to the scales, which bear teeth or

sharp projections on the posterior or free mar

gin These teeth may be in one or more rows
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This classification has been abandoned, since

evidently unrelated forms may show this charac

ter Such ctenoid scales characterize the more
recent fibhes as peich and flounders

CTENOPHOBA, tSnSf'ora (Neo Lat nom

pi ,
from Gk KTIS, kteis, comb + fop*1"} P^ie

rein, to bear, carry) A class of coelenterates,

composed of ]ellvfibh, characterized by the ab

sence of nettle cells and the near appioach to

bilateial symmetry The ctenophoies are dis

tmguished by the presence of eight external rows

of minute plates, made from fused cilia, bcgm
ning near the aboral pole and running down
towardh the mouth, which have given the name
comb jellies" to this group The body is almost

transparent and is o\al, more or less elongated,

arely band shaped, as in the girdle of Venus

(qy ) The gastrovabculai svstem of canals is

rather complicated and differs from that of

other eoslenterates by opening at the aboral

pole, with two small outlets, between these IB

a remarkable and complicated sense organ, which

senes as an eye and a positional organ, which

body is often prolonged on each side of the

mouth as a flap or fold, by the movements of

which the animals swim The eight rows of

BO called swimming plates are probably quite as

much lespiratory as locomotive On each side

of the body is a long tentacle, with branches on

one side, capable of being greatly extended or

completely retiacted into a projecting sheath

In a few forms these tentacles aie wanting
More than 100 species of ctenophoies aie known,
all marine The largest ones aie only 3 or 4

inches in length, but the girdle of Venus is

sometimes 5 feet broad They are usually coloi

less, but are sometimes yellowish or biowmsh,
and the movement of the swimming plates some
tunes makes them strikingly iridescent Many
species are notably phosphorescent Consult L
Agassiz, Contributions to the Natural Eistoiy of
the United States, \ol m, part n (Bobton,

1860) , A Agassiz, papers m Memoits of the

KuseitOT o/ Compaiatne Zoology (Cambudge,
Mass, 1875 et seq ) , Mayer, "Ctenophores of

Atlantic Coast of North Ameiica,," in Cameg le

Institute Publication No Ib2 (Washington,
1912) See CCBUENTEBATA

CTESTAS, tS'sias (Lat, from Gk Knjo-fej,

EUsias} A Gieek physician and historian of

the fifth century BC, a native of Cnidus In
415 he was captured by the Peisians and on
account of his knowledge of medicine was kept
at the Persian court 17 years In 398 he re

turned to his home, where he wrote a compre
tensive work on Assyria and Persia (Hepo-uca,

Perstka), in 23 books, based on the knowledge
he had gained by his residence and researches at

the Persian capital Of this only fragments re

main, and an abridgment in Photius, the latter

has likewise preserved an abridgment of another
work by Ctesias on India We also hear of a

geographical treatise The fragments are edited

by C Muller in an appendix to Dmdorf, Eetodo
tut (Pans, 1844) ,

those of the Pernka by J
Gilmore (1888) Consult Blum, Herodotus w>4
Ctesias (Heidelberg, 1836), and Wachsmuth,
Einleitung in das Studtum der alien Geschichte

(Leipzig, 1895)

CTESIBITTS, tfi wVl us (Lat , from Gk Kj
elfins, Ktesibios) A Greek who was famous for

his inventions in mechanics He lived about
250 B c He was born at Alexandria We owe
to him and his pupil, Hero of Alexandria, the

force pump, the water organ, and also the dis

co^try of the elastic force of air and its appli-
cation as a motive power His woik on hy-
diauhc machines, ib lost See CLEPSTDBA,
PUMPS AND PUMPING, Historical Sketch

CTESIPHOIT tes'ifon (Lat, from Gk
Kn^wF, Ktf-siphSn), now TAKTIKJESBV (The
Thione of Chosioes) A city on the eastern

bonk of the Ti>iii, the common wintei lesidence

of the Paithun kinqs, and finally the capital
of the Parthian Kingdom (Map

r

luike^ in Asia,
L 6) It fell into the hands of the Arabs m
637 A D ard wab later abandoned, its nuns being
used to furnibh material for the neighboring
Bagdad Its site is to day maiked by scanty
itmains, including howe\ei, the facade and
arched hall of the Parthian Pakce On the op

posite bank aie the imns of Scleucu, and the
two cities aie together called by the Aiabs
El Madam (The Citieb')

CTESIPHON An Athenian orator of the

fourth centurv B c See ESCIIINEB, DEMOS
TIIETES

CTETOLOGY See PALEONTOLOGY
CITATJHTEMOC See GTJATEMOT/IIS

CTTATJTLA DE MOBELOS, kwaoutli da
mfl rVlos, or CTTATTTtA MOBELOS A city m
the State of Morclos, Mftvico, situated on the
river Cuautla (Map Mexico, K 8) It is the

centie of a feitile sugai growing district and
has seveial sugar mills Cnautla de Moielos
was at one time the residence of the Governor of

the state and is famous for its heroic lesistance

under Jose Maria Morelos y Pavon in 1812

against the attacks of a superior aimj of Royal
ibts It is well known as a health rcsoit on
account of its hot sulphur spnngs Pop ,

1900.

6269, 1910, 7000

CTTBA, ktrTu, 8p pjon kc^Ba (West Indian

Cubanaccm) An island lepublic of the West
Indies, the largest of the Greater Antilles, situ

ated between lat 10 40' and 23 13' N and

long 74 and 85 W, and lyim? south of the
Floiida peninsula, from which it is separated
by Florida Straits, 110 miles wide, east of the
\uoatan Peninsula, fiom which it is separated
by the Yucatan Channel, 130 miles wide, and
west of Haiti, from which it is separated by the

YVmdward Passage, 50 miles wide (Map T\est

Indies, G 2 and special map) The island ot

Cuba lies in a slight northwest and soutlieisterly

diiection, it is long and nairow, bomeuhat re

semblmg a cioeodile in ihape having lit, gi edtest

bieadtb. of about 150 miles at the southeast, and
a width of less than 30 mileb in its nai lowest

part, near Havana The a\erage width is about
50 miles The total length of Cuba is about
730 miles, and it has an area of 45 881 square
miles, including its small islands and the Isle

of Pines

Topography The coast of Cuba is exceed

mgly broken, being indented by numerous gulfs
or bays, and has an extent of 2500 miles The
chief gulfs on the south coast, commencing at
the west, are the following Corrientes, Oort4s,

Mataman6, Cazones Broa, and Guacanayabo
There are many fine harbors with narrow, tor
tuous entrances opening within into broad et

panses, as at Havana, Santiago de Cuba, Guan
tananio, N"ipe, and Cienfuegos The north coast
is in great part bordered by coral islands or

reefs, which stretch from Nuevitas to CAr
denas, and render approach to this part of the
coast extremely difficult and dangerous On the
south is the large Isle of Pines (Tsla de PUJOB),
with many small islets associated with it, and,
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farther eastward, a group of many islets, known
as the Jai dines de la Rcma
The western province of Pinar del Rio is hilly,

and la traversed by a mountain range, Siena de
los Organos, 2500 feet high The cclebiated
tobacco region, Vuelta Abajo, ib on ito south

slope The centnl pio-vmceb of Havana, Ma
tanzas, Santa CLua, ind Camaguey ha\e an

undulating surface, broken only heie and theie

by hills, such as the gioup near Trinidad, on the
south coast The most elevated portion of the

island is in the eastein Piownce of Santiago de

Cuba, which consists in the mam oi an ele\ated

plateau, 1000 to 2000 feet high, deeplv facorcd by
sti earns Along the south coast of this pioMnce,
stretching from Cape Cru/ eaatwaid, is the
Sierra Maestra, the highest land of the island,
its highest peak Turqumo being 8320 feet in

height The south coast, except m the Province
of Santiago, is low and marshy In the prov
inces of Santa Clara and Matanzas is the great
Zapata swamp, having an area of GOO squaie
miles Just west of the city of Matanzas 10 the
beautiful Yumurl valley, the most attiacti e

scenic feature of the island The rneib aie

numeious, but shoit, and in geneial unfitted for

navigation, the rrver Cauto, in the southeastern

part, is ibout 150 miles in length, and is nan
gable for a distance of 50 miles to Cauto
Embarcadeio
Climate The climate of Cuba on the coast is

extremely equable, but less so inland The avei

age temperatuies for January vary from 72 F
at the north, to 75 F at the south, and the

July temperatures average about 82 P the

coaat temperatures seldom exceed 90 F in

summer, nor go below 65 F in winter In the

mountain regions however the temperature
often falls below 50 F The rainfall is esces

bive in the northeastern section, reaching over

100 inches in some places, at Havana it is over

50 inches, the southern coast region has, how
e\er, much less rainfall The chief rainy season

is in summer, but ram falls throughout the

year The prevailing winds are the trades, from
the northeast Cuba lies within the path of the

West Indian hurricanes, which are liable to

occur during August, September, and October

The unhealthful conditions formerly prevalent
were due to the absence of sanitary precautions
Yellow fever was an annual epidemic The
recommendation of sanitary measures by a com
mission of American scientists, m 1901, and the

energetic administration of these measuies, first

by the United States military authorities and

subsequently by the Cuban national government,
have resulted in the practically complete extir

pation of this disease See HAVANA, YELLOW
FEVEB
Flora The vegetation of Cuba is tropical in

its species and luxuriance, although, strangely

enough, trees usually found only in colder cli

mates are also found even in the Cuban lowlands

Thus, the pine grows side by side with the ma
hogany tree Palms are plentiful, including the

magnificent and useful royal palm The maja
gua, granadillo, Cuban ebony, lignum vita,

Cuban cedar, Cuban mahogany, the acana, jiqul,

cottonwood, logwood, rosewood, and the odd

laguey are all indigenous The plants of great
esc economic value are sugar cane and tobacco,

coffee, cacao and henequen are also cultivated

Among the economic fruit and vegetable products
mav be mentioned the banana, coconut, pine

apple, orange, lemon, lime fig, date, tamarind,
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mango, gua\a, zapote pomegranate, custard

apple, alligator pear, melon, bean, cassava, and
sweet potato
Pauna The fauna of Cuba includes rabbits,

the hutia (qv), and bats, the domestic hog,

dog, and cat (which have run wild and become

ierj numeious) , o\er 200 species of birds, in

eluding sca-venger buzzards and lultures, grouse,

quail, snipe, and \vild turkeys, alligators, chamt
Icons, iguanas, small lizards, and tree toads
Few species of snakes are found, although some
like the maja, gro\v to large size (16 to 18 feetj
The land crabs which mo\e ovei the country in

countlesb numbeis and grow in size up to ^

inches in diametei, are \ery annoying, as 11

also the flying cockroaches Scorpions, cent

pedes, and tarantulas are plentiful Insects aie

numerous in species and limitless in number^

among these aie ants beautiful fireflies, and
what has been described as the "worst pest on
the island,' the mgua, or jigger Nearly 650

species of fish have been found m Cuban waters,

among -which are large sharks, the giant aguja
(\\eighmg sometimes 500 pounds) the smmng
ronco, gallego, gaiflsh, and the parego, or red

snippei The porpoibe and manatee are also

found in numbeis m the coast waters Over
1600 species of mollusks are found in Cuba

Geology Cuba was largely formed in late

Teitiary times The rocks composing it are

mainly recent stratified deposits There are ir

regular areas of granite, serpentine, and erup
ti\e rocks near the middle of the island, sur
rounded by Tertiary beds extending over most
of the island to the coast The Sierra de los

Orgaflos is composed mainly of Triassic sand

stones, and the Sierra Maestra of Cretaceous and

Teitiary beds The mineral resources consist of

iron, asphalt, manganese, coal, and copper
Mineral Resources The mineral deposits of

Cuba are confined chiefly to Onente, and are

exploited almost exclusively by American com

pames The chief mineral, iron, was first

worked on a large scale in 1884, and the output
has since then grown at a steady rate, increas

ing from 23977 tons in 1884 to over 600000
tons annually at present, almost all of it going
to the United States The ore is of good quality
and especially adapted for the manufacture of

Bessemer steel Another mineral product of

importance is manganese, which is also found in

Oriente and exported to the United States Cop
per was mined in Cuba as early as the sixteenth

century in the Sierra del Cobre, near Santiago
de Cuba, Oriente, and prior to the discovery of

copper m the United States the latter imported
most of the copper for its domestic use from
Cuba Owing to unfavorable circumstances cop

per mining ceased in 1869, not to be resumed
until after the Spanish American War In

general, the mining industries of the island arc

little developed

Agriculture Owing to its climate and soil

Cuba is exceptionally well adapted for agneul
tuie, but long years of political oppression and
unfavorable labor conditions, combined some
what with the indisposition, for work inherent in

the natives, retarded the agricultural develop
ment of the island Prior to the last war with

Spain the number of farms was estimated at

over 90,000, valued at nearly $200,000,000 But
the war, with the Spanish recottcentrado policy,

caused a great destruction of farms and lire

stock In 1905 it was estimated that about 16

per Cent was under cultivation Ownership on
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the part of colored inhabitants is confined largely
to the smallei faims

Bugd) Sugar w as one of the earliest products
of the island Cane is supposed to have been

introduced in 1523, but its cultivation for three

centuries was insignificant The annual output

prior to the opening of the nineteenth century

averaged about 28,000 tons, which was increased

to 70,000 in 1817 and by the end of the first

half of the century to about 300,000 During
the latter half of the nineteenth century also the

tendency was upward, although the industry was

greatly handicapped by frequent internal dis

turbances and by the low price of sugar, brought
about largely by the competition of beet sugar
In 1853 the output of the island was 322,000

tons, the average from 1850 to 1878 was about

470,000 tons, and in 1870 the output was 726,000
In 1881 the amount had fallen to 493,000 tons,

but in 1S94 there Mere produced 1,054,214 tons,

or nearly 50 per cent of the world's output of

cane sugar Even in 1895, the first vear of the

Cuban war, the output exceeded 1,000,000 tons,

but in the following year it fell to 225,221, with

a further decrease in 1897 of 13,221 tons Since

the Spanish American war the figures have

rapidly grown, 335,608 tons in 1899, 1,132,482
tons m 1906, 1,459,630 tons in 1911, 1,896,000
tone m 1912, and in 1913 (le, the season of

1912-13), 2,285,000 tons The cultivation of

sugar itquires a large outlay of capital The
successful coloma, or sugar estate, generally con

tains several thousands of acres, several miles

of pi iv ate railway for transporting the cane

to the mills, numerous buildings and costly

plants of machinery for the manufacture of the

wigar, besides buildings far the housing of

1000 or more employees The cane, which re

quires replanting but once m seven years, is

chiefly grown on elevated land, no fertilizer be

ing required About one half the cultivated land

is given over to sugar In 1912 the sugar e\

port was valued at $102,033,516, most of which

(valued at $94,264,287) went to the United
States

Tobacco Next to sugar, tobacco is the most

important agncultuial product of the island

The cultivation of that plant in Cuba dates from
about 1580, when it was introduced into the

Vuelta Abajo, which has since been famous for

the quality of its tobacco The Vuelta Abajo is

generally regarded as that part of Cuba west of

the meridian of Havana, and thus includes Pinar
del Rio Province and part of La Habana Prov
ince, sometimes the term is applied to a re

btncted area within Pinar del Rio The output
of Pinar del Rib is over 70 per cent of the
entire crop of the island, La Habana yields less

than 25 per cent, Santa Clara producing the
bulk of the remainder At the outbreak of the
war for independence the normal annual output
was over 62,000,000 pounds, but m 1896-97 the
amount had dwindled to about 41,000,000
pounds, in 1904-05 it reached about 45,700 000

pounds, and in 1911 it was 37,019,640 pounds

doubtful whether the output of wheat will ever

meet the home demand Sweet potatoes are

raised almost eveivwhere and form a very im

portant article of food The natural conditions

are exceedingly la\orable for the cultivation of

fruit The banana is grown in enoimous quanti
ties and, besides being extensively exported to

the United States, figures very prominently m
the diet of the poorer classes Coffee, once an

important product, is now in a state of decline,

and the output is barely sufficient for home con

sumption Pineapples, oranges, coconuts, limes,

lemons, and numeroub other southern fruitb

grow m abundance, their cultivation and ex

portation have increased notably in recent years
The fruit intercuts are largely m the hands of

foreign (chiefly American) companieb
The foie&ts of Cuba are supposed to occupy

about 50 per cent of the total area of the island

Besides the valuable mahogany and cedir woods
which find their \vay to foreign markets, there

aie about 30 species of the palm, of which the

royal palm is probably the most useful tree on
the island, every part of it, from the leaves and
fibre to the roots, being utilized by the natives

Of the forest area the fetate owns 1,250,000 acres

The natuial conditions for the raising of live

stock are very favorable, and at one time this

industry was in a high state of development

During the decades preceding the war for inde

pendence, however, the supply was far short of

the natural demand, and most of the animals

necessary for agricultural purposes and slaugh
taring had to be imported in 1894 the live

stock of the island numbered 584,725 horses,

2,485,766 cattle, 570,104 hogs, and 78,494 sheep,
with a total value of over $101,000,000 The
effect of the late war on the live stock of the
island may be seen from the census figures of

1899, which give the number of horses at 88,000,

cattle, 376,650, hogs, 358,868, and sheep, 9982
In January, 1902, there were 805,000 cattle,

137,000 horses and 25,700 mules In Juno, 1912,
there were 2,829,553 cattle, 560,580 horses, 41,192
mules, and 2298 asses

Manufactures The manufacturing indus
tries of Cuba are almost wholly confined to the

production of sugar and of cigars and cigarettes
both industries closely connected with agncul

tare In fact the first is so intimately connected
with the plantations that it is rather to be

regarded as an adjunct of agriculture than a

separate industry In the case of tobacco prod
ucts the line of demarcation is more distinct,

and, while some of the large manufacturing
companies have their own plantations, most of

them prefer to buy the raw material of the

planters The centre of the cigar manufacturing
is Havana, and most of the large firms are in the
hands of foreigners
Labor Conditions One of the prominent re

tardmg factors m the agricultural and indus
trial development of Cuba is the scarcity of
labor The liberation, of slaves had a detn
mental effect on the economic development of

In 1912, 23,684,944 pounds of leaf tobacco were Cuba as well as the West Indies in" general
exported, of which 18,769,318 pounds went to With the supply of black labor cut off, the,,
the United States Tobacco covers about one
tenth of the cultivated area

,

Chinese coolies became the chief factor in the
Cuban labor market, but, owing to real or al

en o e cuivae area Cuban labor market, but, owing to rea
Other Agricultural Products Corn, or maize, leged whuman treatment, the Chinese

is grown throughout the island and is used ex ment prohibited further emigration to the is

tensively for the feeding of domestic animals land Since then, Spam and toe Canary Islands
Rice is also cultivated, but the harvest goes have been drawn upon to some extent but the
entirely to satisfy the domestic demand Wheat, supply falls short of the demand The war still

barley, and oats are little cultivated, and it is further depleted the ranks of labor, and accord
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ing to the census of 1899 only 299 197 persons annual value of imports by countries for 1894-95
were engaged in agi iculture, fishing, and mining ,

93,034 m manufacturing and mechanical pur
suits The 1907 census showed that of all wage
earners 485 per cent were engaged m agncul
ture, mining, and fishing, 16 3 m manufacturing,
and 17 7 in trade and transportation To the

sugar planter the problem of securing competent
laborers is serious In the tobacco industry the
labor question does not offer such difficulties,

owing to the fact that the work requires great
skill, and white labor can be utilized to a large
extent In the mining industry the problem is

also simplified, largely because of more favoiable
climatic cond tions in the mountain districts

Transportation Existing transportation fa
cilities are inadequate The roads are mostly
uncared for and during the rainy season become
almost impassable Much of even the Qamino

($67,335,800) with that for the period of 1899-
1900 ($64,965,800), we find that Spain's share

fell off from about 44 to less than 16 per cent,
that of the United States increased from about
33 to over 45 per cent, while that of the United

Kingdom practically remained the same, over 15

per cent Ihe export trade of Cuba lor 1900

was distributed ab follows United States and

possessions, 68 per cent, United Kingdom and

possessions, 12 per cent, Spam 2 per cent, and

Germany, 11 per cent In 1903 the imports
amounted to $67,000,000, and the exports to

$78,000 000 The principal imports in that year
weie foods and drinks, 36 per cent, textile*.,

10 per cent, animals and animal pioducts, 13

per cent, metals, machinery, and chemicals, 15

per cent The principal exports were sugar
and its products, 54 per cent, tobacco and its

Central, the chief highway of the island running products! 20 per cent,* the remainder consisting
from Havana to Santiago de Cuba, is in poor of woods, fruitfa, minerals, and ammalb Im
condition However, the impetus given to pub ports mw eased from about $77,000,000 in 1904
lie improvements during the American occupa to $91,447,581 in the fiscal year 1909, and ex
tion has been continued to some extent by the ports from about $80,000,000 to $124,711,069
Cuban government, which is steadily impioving
the highways of the country In the mtioduc
tion of the railroad Cuba was 12 years in ad
vance of Spam, the first railway in a Spanish
country was the line from Havana to Guines,

In the fiscal year 1910 imports and exports were

$103,675581 and $150000,020 respectively, m
1911, $108,097,782 and $129,178,365, in 1912,

$120,229,317 and $146,787,205 Principal ex

ports in the fiscal \ears 1011 and 1912 sugar,

opened in 1837 A system was built up between $85,168,933 and $102,033,516 (of which $85,
the city of Pinar del Rio in the west and the 081,624 and $94,264,287 to the United States) ,

city of Santa Clara in the middle of the island, unmanufactured tobacco, $16 888,761 and $17,
- - - - .... _

300,403 (of which $14,310,155 and $14,954,309and short lines were constructed from several

ports into the interior In 1902 Santa Clara
wis connected with Santiago de Cuba, through
communication being thus established nearly
from one end of the island to the other For the

most part the railways are narrow gauge, with

light i ails and poor roadbeds Havana is the

ccntie of the railway system Among the ports
connected with the line running from Havana to

Santiago de Cuba are Cienfuegos, Cardenas,
Caibanen, Nuevitas (connecting with Cama
guey), and Manzamllo All the railways are
owned and opeiated by private companies In
1913 the length of railway in operation, includ

ing the private lines owned by the great sugar
estates, was upward of 2200 miles At the end

of 1010 there were 5848 miles of telegraph line,

with 6184 miles of wire and 180 offices, post
office*, 496
Commerce The commerce of Cuba, under the

Spanish legune, notwithstanding the restrictions

placed upon it, was, iclatively speaking, exten

sive By a system of heavy protection, which

to the United States) , manufactures of tobacco,

$13,097,082 and $13,057,484, iron gold, and

copper ores, $3,874,172 and $3,910,305, fruits,

$1835,952 and $2,264229 The growth of

Cuba's trade with the United States after the

reciprocity treaty of December, 1903, may be

seen in the following figures impoits from and

exports to the United States in 1903, $26,000,000
and $00,000,000, m 1904, $33,000000 and $74,

000000, in 1005 $44,000,000 and $05,000,000,
in 1900, $46,330000 and $100,408,000, in 1910,

$54,569 and $129,320,000, in 1911, $57,128,000
and $113,451,000, in 1912, $62,826,000 and

$122,069,000 Second to- the United States in

commercial importance is the United Kingdom
imports from which in 1911 and 1912 amounted
to $12,759,000 and $14,834,000, exports, $5,087,

000 and $11,067,000
Banks Of all the banks founded in Cuba in

the course of the last three decades of the past

century, only two survived the Spanish Amen
can War, viz, the Spanish Bank of the Isknd

had grown out of the monopoly idea of the of Cuba and the Bank of Commerce The for

seventeenth century, most of the commerce was mer, though owned by private stockholders, was

diverted into Spanish channels, although only a a semiofficial institution under the Spanish re

few of the demands of the island could be sup

plied by Spanish domestic products But the

adoption of a reciprocal treaty between the

United States and Spam gave an impetus to

commercial relations between the former country
and Cuba The exports of merchandise from

the United States to Cuba rose from $12,224,888

in 1891 to $24,157,698 in 1893, while the rai

ports of Cuban products into the United States

increased during the game period from $61,714,

gime, being subject to certain official regulations,
and its governor appointed by the Spanish gov
ernment It acted as fiscal agent of the gov
ernment, collecting the internal revenue and

floating the paper currency The Bank of Com
merce owes its uninterrupted, though by no

means entirely piosperous, existence to its

valuable railway and other properties, which
have helped indirectly to swell its banking buai

ness and have yielded a revenue outside of thaiincreased during une game periuu num. $uj.,/i^, ueo ami uavo jr.it.iucu. icvouuo UUUDIUO u ui.

395 to $78 706,506 With the expiration of this derived from its purely banking operations

treaty in 1894 and the beginning of the war
"" mt ~ 1~"l -* "--

for independence in the following year, Cuban
commerce began to decline and the exports and

imports in 1899 amounted to $49,700,000 and

$75,300,000 respectively, as against $64,000,000

and $93,000,000 in 1892
^

Pittance The history of the currency of

Cuba does not differ much from the lamentable

record made by nearly all of the Spanish Amen
can countries as well as Spam It is the story
of desperate, but in the end of vain, attempts to

Comparing the mean make the flat of government pass for commodj-
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Ues of intrinsic worth in the monetary trans

actions of the people Tor a time such attempt^
succeeded, but in the end the government wab

compelled to refuse its own "worthless current's

This is particularly true of the paper cuirencv
of the Spanish government, -which was -worth at

the time of American occupation but se\en cents

on the dollar Even before that event, when the

Spanish government accepted 10 per cent of

customs dues in that currency, the price rose

only to 15 cents, varying between that \ alue and
12 cents The last issue of Spanish paper ctu

rency took place during the -war for independ
ence, when $20,000 000 of paper money w is put
in circulation through the Spanish Bank of tV
Island of Cuba upon the security of $6,3JO,000

(silver) deposited with the bank In spite of

having been made legal tender, the paper went
at a discount from the start, and as soon as the

government had shown by its illegal withdrawal
of the silver fund from the bank that it did not

mean to depart from its old time methods the

paper "ft as repudiated throughout the island,

until as stated abo\e, the action, of the govern
ment in accepting the paper in payment of 10

per cent of customs dues raised it to from 12 to

15
jpei

cent of its par value

The standard of money in Spanish Cuba was

Spanish gold a 25 peseta piece being the prm
cipal com In addition to that there was a

large amount of silver currency The principal
silver coins in circulation were the peso (dol

lar), medio peto (half dollar), peseta (quarter

dollar), real (bit), medio real (half dime)
Since silver was not exchangeable for gold at

its face value it tended, as is alwavs the case,

to drive the gold out of circulation To countei

act that tendency the government by a royal
decree artificially inflated the value of the gold
25 peseta piece to $5 30 the real value being
only about $4 80 In 1893 the French louis a
20 franc piece (real value $3 86), was similarly

and for the same reason inflated to $4 24

Upon assuming temporary administration of

the island, the government of the United States

found itself in, a predicament The only rational

course lay in reducing the coin to its face

value and putting an end to all inflation and
artificial substitutes for currency of intrinsic

worth On the other hand, the people had be

come accustomed to existing conditions prices
had adjusted themselves to the level of the in

flated currency, and all contracts had been

concluded on that basis Nevertheless, by order

of the President of the United States, which
took effect Jan 1, 1899, the United States gold
dollar was declared the standard in which all

customs, taxes, public and postal dues in Cuba
should be paid, and foreign gold coins should be

current at their real value At the same time
since retail pnces and wages have been usually
fixed on the island on the basis of silver mone\
and in order to prevent a sudden rise of wages
to the detriment of the planters who could not

expect a corresponding rise in prices of their

products in the foreign markets the Spanish
silver money was also declared legal tender

The old inconveniences of a fluctuating currency
were done away with by giving the coins a
fixed rate in exchange for gold as follows peso,
60 cents, medio peso, 30, peseta, 12, real,

6, medio real, 3 cents A fixed value Mas also

given to the bronze and copper coins, which
were made legal tender for sums not exceeding
one dollar
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During the last 30 Years of Spanish sover

eignfr in Cuba the budget of the island remained
almost stationary at from 26 000,000 to 30,000
000 pesos Although the entire revenue was
denied from the people of the ibland, only about
15 per cent of thp expenditure was incurred

for local needs while ibout 85 pei cent went to

defi ay so\ erugnty expenses,
'

i e ,
the expenses

of the general go\eimmnt The a\ erage annual

budget for the peiiod July, 1890 to June, 1895,
was AS follow b

Customs
Itxtern-il revenu
I ottenes
Other sources

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Government
Justice and instruction

Fmin.ce
Public aorks

Total civil administration

811 599 270
5882205
2 919 945
2 058 305

634 439
902449
684911

is compared with the foregoing average bud
e^t of the FSpuush return tho following budgtt
for the fiscal ^ear 1900-01 (dunne; the American

oicupation) is of interest

REVENUE

Postal

Miscellaneous

EXPENDITURE
State and government
Justice

Public instruction
Finance

Agriculture industry and commerce
Public works

SIS 945 686 42
36795028
BIS S'J'S 92
182 736 96

$1,756 689 53
8711 "52 52
734V57S

Military department

Total

223 588 56
1 735 231 38
8 22fi 748 3,
1 732,885 04

117 644 494 81

The chi<f sources of re\enu<? under Spanish
rule were (1) taxes and excise duties voiding
Ks than one fourth of the total (2) import
and expoit duties, which furnished about W
per cent of the entire inrenue (3) stamp taxes
6 per cent of the levenue (4) lotteries, over 7

per cent (5) state pioperh rent and sale of

public lands and rent from docket producing
about ! 1

/> per <ent of the total revenue (6)
miscellaneous ovei 5 pei cent Thus the great
bulk of taxation fell upon the consumer while
tho expenditures took little account of the needs
of the people \s the above table shows the

arnn absorbed almost 30 per cent of the entire

expenditure nearlv *50 per cent went to pav
the debt incurred bv the Spanish government,
while onh about one fourth of the total went
for civil administration, of which the greater

part was absorbed by salaries of Spanish officers

Tt will be observed that under the new regime
the customs duties furnished over 90 p*r cent of

thp entire revenue of the island On the other

hand, on the side of expenditures a radical

change may be noted The expenses of tho nub.
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tarv department decreased from nearly one half
of the total expenditure to leas than. 10 per
cent The service of the debt naturalb disap
peared from the budget because it uas not the
business of the United States to pay the debts
incurred by the Spanish got eminent and the
Cuban Convention, by repudiating that debt,
relieved the people of a gieat burden A de
tailed comparison of expenditures under thetuo
regimes is impossible owing to the different

method of classification lumeiei, a compaiihon
of the four leading itemh common to both

budgets shows the following changes
The expense for state and government de

creased from $3,634,439 to $1 756,689 53, or 52

per cent, although the latter sum includes the
cost of the census The expense for justice and
instruction, on the other hand, increased from

$902,449 to $1,605,488 30, or 78 per cent The
finance department showed also an increased ex

penditure of 255 per cent, and that of public
works increased from $880,685 to $1,735231 38,

or 99 per cent An unusually large item, ?8

226,748, almost one half of the total budget, ^as
formed by the supplementaly grants to munici

pahties These subsidies were occasioned bv
the poverty stricken condition of the people
who were unable to raise the necessary local

revenue, and the money was advanced largely to

defray expenditures affecting the mobt vital in

terests of the people, such as instruction, sanita-

tion, hospitals and asylums, public buildings,
etc

Such were the finances of Cuba during the

penod of American military occupation The
national budget for 1905-06 showed estimated

revenue of $19,699,805 (of which $17,862,000,

customs) and estimated expenditure of $19 138,

104 for 1912-13 estimated revenue and ex

penditure were $37,940000 and $33974,147

respectively Estimated receipts for the Ktter

year were as follows customs, $26,434,000

excise, $3,900,000, lottery, $3,700,000, direct

taxes, $1,113,000, posts and telegraphs, $1076,

000, consular dues, $500,000 other, $1,217,000,

total, $37,940,000 Ebtimated disbursements

for 1912-13 administration, $10,117,394, public

instruction, $4,782,653 , sanitary service, $3,784,

987, public debt, $3,710,500, public works

$3,704,625, finance, $3,329,504, justice, $2,038,

220, executive, $1,000,540, foreign affairs, $717,-

224, agriculture, industry, and commerce,

$488,400, total, $33974,147 The public debt

in 1911 was $62083,100, charge, $2,464,585

Government The constitution of Cuba was

adopted by the constitutional convention on
Feb 21, 1901 It provides for a republican
form of government and in its main provisions
differs but slightly from the Constitution of the

United States The President, who must be

either a native Cuban or & naturalized citizen

with at least 10 years' service m the Cuban

army during the wars for independence, is

chosen by an electoral college for a term of four

years and is disqualified for more than two con

secutive terms He has the right of appoint

ing and removing the members of his cabinet

The legislative power IB vested in the Con

gross, which consists of a Senate and a House of

Representatives The former is composed of

four senators from each province, chosen by an

electoral board composed of the provincial

councilmen and electors, the latter being twice

the number of the former and choeen by popular
vote Provision IB made for the retirement of

one half of the senators e\eiy four years The
Eou^e of Repiesentativcs consists of one mem
her for e\uv 25,000 inhabitants 01 foi a fiac

tion of more than 12,500 The\ are elected

duectft foi foui 3eai>s, one half letning every

two years Congress meets twice annually (on
the fir'st Monday in April and November) and
is endowed vuth extensne po-neis, controlling,
besides the financial affairs and foreign relations

of the republic also the pieparation of electoral

law*, foi the pi ounces and municipalities The

appmal of two thirds of tht. members of both

legislative bodies is necessan for a change in

the constitution

For administrative purposes the republic is

dmded into six provinces The provincial gov
ernors and assemblies are elected directly for a

period of four yeais The provinces are mde
pendent in their internal administration, but
the President has the right of interference in

case of abuses of po^er on the part of the

Go\ernor or the Assembly The municipalities
are administered to mayors and assemblies

elected directly by popular vote The judges
of the Supreme Court are appointed by the
Piesident with the appioial of the Senate The
voting franchise is accorded to e\ery male Cuban
over 21 years of age, and not mentally incapaci
tated, convicted of crime, nor serving m the

army or navy to all Spanish male residentb of

like age who have been on the island since Apiil
11, 1899, and to all male foreigners of like age
who have resided in Cuba since Jan 1, 1899

For foreigners -who have arrived on the wland
after Jan 1, 1899, a five years' residence is re

quired for natuiahration
Education Primary education, according to

the provisions of the constitution, is free and

compulsory, and the expenses are to be paid by
the central government in case of inability on
the part of a province or a municipality to

maintain its primary schools Secondary and
advanced education is under the control of the

state During the Spanish regime education

was controlled to a large extent by the church,
and the provisions for primary education were

very inadequate According to the census of

1809 the proportion of imtciacy among the

voting population \vas Cubans, 59 per cent,

Spaniards, 12 per cent In 1804, just before the

war for independence, there were about 900

puLhc and about 700 private schools, with an
enrollment of not more than 60,000 With the

American occupation the school system was en

tirely reoiganized, and the facilities for teach

ing as TV ell as the enrollment inci eased with an

extraordinary rapidity, so that in 1900 the

number of public schools was 3550, with an en

rollment of 172,000 and an average attendance

of 123,000 In February, 1911, there were 3774

public schools, with an enrollment of 152,658

and an average attendance of 105774, enroll

ment in private schools, 24 434 The 1907 cen

BUB showed that 66 6 per cent of the people
above 10 years could read (as compared with

43 3 per cent in 1899) Cuba has a university
at Havana The population is Koman Catholic

The island forms one archiepiscopal diocese

Population The population of Cuba in 1910

is stated at 2,220,278, the estimate of 1912 is

2,473,600 There have been various censuses,

beginning with 1774, but the results of those

prior to 1887 are regarded as untrustworthy
The census returns have been as follows 1774,

173,620, 1792, 272,300, 1817, 572,363, 1827,
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704,487, 18*1, 1007,624, 1861, 1,396,630,

1877, 1,500,291, 1887, 1631687, 1809, 1,572,

7, 1007 (census of September 30), 2,048,080,

November 1919, 2 808 905 The decrease of 3 6

pel cent shoTvn in 1809 isas due to the \var The
increase sho\tn in 1907 was 30 3 per cent, the in

crease fcas largest in Pinar del Rio (41 1 per
cent), ne-st largest in Onente (38 8), and t.nn.11

est in Matanzaa (135) Tie 1907 population
was returned by race and set as follows

The percentage of whites was 6975 negioes

1328, mixed 1640, and yellow 057 Among
the white population males exceeded females by

115,046, \\hile among the negroes females ex

ceeded males by 6962, and among the mixed

inhabitants by 18 745 Of the total population,

1,820,239 were bora in Cuba, 185,393 in Spain,

11,217 in China, 7948 in Africa, and 6713 in

the United States The percentage of negroes
was largest in Onente (431) and smallest m
Camaguey (183) The inhabitants dependent

upon agriculture, fisheries, or mining were 48 1

per cent of the total, domestic and personal

service, 228 per cent, manufacturing and me
chanical pursuitsj 149 per cent trade and

transportation;, 128 per cent, professional serv

ice, 14 per cent The larger cities were

Havana 1 capital of the republic), 297,159,

Santiago de Cuba, 45,470, Matanzas 36,009

Cienfuegos, 30,100, Camaguey, 29,616 Car-

denas, 24280 There were 13 other towns

having over 8000 Sancti Splntus (17 thou

sand), Santa Clara (17), Manranillo (16),
Guantanamo (15), Guanabacoa, (14), Sagua la

Grande (12), Pmar del Rio (11), Trinidad

(11), San Antonio de los Bafios (9), Jovellanos

(9),Mamnao (9), Caibarien (8), Guinea (8)

The area of the Republic of Cuba de, the

island of Cuba and tie adjacent islea) is offi

daily stated at 44,164 square miles (the pro
\incial areas in the table below are ap
pro^imations) By provinces the total popu
lation and the density per square mile were as

follows in 1907

In 1904 immigrants numbered 28,467 (from
Spam, 23,759), in 1905, 54,219 (47,902), in

1910, 32,606 (26,947) , in 1911, 38,053 (82,104)
In 1911 there were 12,846 marriages, 74,286

births, and 33,194 deaths

History The "Pearl (or Queen) of tie An
tiUes," the "Ever Faithful Isle," as the Spaniards
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used to term Cuba (from the attitude of the

Cubans at the tune of the Napoleonic overthrow

of the Spanish Bourbons) nis discovered by
Columbus Juiing his first \o^age, on Oct 28,

H92 He landed it ib suppoted, on the north

coaist, neai Nuevitae, bj the river Miumo, and
belie\id it to be a, pait of the mainland until

assured b\ the natives that it vias, an island

but in 1494 on his second trip, he reiterated

his pieuoub belief and called the land Juana,
after Juan the son of Feidinand and Isabella

Subsequently he changed the name to Per

nandina in honor of Ferdinand, and utill later

to Santiago the name of the patron saint ot

Spain, and finally to <Vve Maria, in itcognition
of the kind offices of the Virgin Mar\ , but the

aboiiginal name of Cuba clung to the island

and -naq never supplanted A peaceable race of

Indianb, calling themselves Cibone^es, were its

inhabitants living under nine caciques In

1502 Columbus visited Cuba a third time and in

1511 his &on Diego Columbus, fitted out a

colonizing expedition of 300 men, under Difgo

Velasquer who in 1514 founded Santiago and
Trinidad and also a phce on the soutbein coist

called San Cristobal de la Habana, a name soon

transferred to another settlement on the noithern

coa&t, and m 1519 to the present locality The
natives -were t>o cruelly treated that by H53
their race was almost extinct, notwithstanding
the appeals of Las Casas, the Roman Catholic

apostle to the Indians, to the home goveinment
in tlieir behalf This humane misbionaif nav

ing obsen ed in Santo Domingo that the negroes
seemed to possess a capacity ior enduiance su

penor to that of the Indians, in ordei to save

the latter, went so far as to suggest that negroes
should be imported to take their places in the
mines and cane fields The colonists were not
slow to act upon this suggestion, and thus negro
slavery gained a foothold in the Western world
The Indians of Cuba, however, did not escape
extermination, while the negroes were subjected
to cruelties that checked their natural increase

and made it necessary to recruit their numbers
by constant importations In 1W Diego Co
lumbus relinquished to the crown his right to

appoint a governor for the island, and Hernando
de Soto was appointed, under the title of captain
general Ha\ana was destroyed by the French
m 1538 and again in 1654, and for a century
and a half the people of the island were in

almost continual fear of invasion by the French,
Dutch, or English, or the pirates infesting the

adjacent waters Many laws v, ere also made in

Spain that were exceedingly disastrous to the

prosperity of the island e g a law prohibiting
all foreigners, even Spaniards not native Cas

tihans, from trading with or settling in the

island This led to smuggling, which was
carried on largely, especially after the English
captured Jamaica in 1655 Whatever un
portance and prosperity Cuba has attained seems
to date from the Treaty of Pans, 1763, which
ended the Seven Years' War during wTuch the

English had captured Havana The island was
restored to Spain, and for the rest of the cen

tury it enjoyed unusual prosperity Las Casas,

appointed captain general in 1790, was espe
dally indefatigable in his efforts for the public
good, removing many restrictions from com
merce and promoting many useful public works
Dunng the nineteenth century the island was
ruled by a succession of captains general pos
sessing almost absolute power, and, although
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some of these in the face of gra\e racial and
social difficulties did e\cellent v, ork the majority
proved both tjianmcal and inefficient, as the

great numbei of lebellions thioughout the

century indicate 4mong them were a number
from 1820 to 1830, a sympathetic reflection of

the revolutions in South America the Black

Eagle revolt of 1830, to some extent a servile

insurrection , the great Ten Years' \\ar, from
1867 to 1877, which, was suppressed with

levolting cruelty, and, finally, the insurrection

in 1895, which was to end with the independence
of Cuba, In the meantime the United States

made repeated efforts to purchase the island

Ihe fiist of these wab by John Quincy Adams
in 1825 In 1848 Piesident Polk authorized
the American Minister at Madrid to oftor $100,

000,000, and in 1858 a proposal was made in

the Senate to authorize an offer of $30,000,000,
but this TV as finallj withdrawn In 1854 what
is known as the "Ostend Manifesto" (qv),
drawn up m the intercut of the slaveholdinff

South by Buchanan, Mason, and Soule, United
States ministers to Great Britain, Prance, and

Spam respectively, claimed the right of this

country to annex Cuba if Spam refused to sell

Various attempts were made to secure the in

dependence of the island and the abolition of

slavery The insurrections of 1849-51, under

Lopez ( q v ) , and of 1854 failed to accomplish
anything and were suppressed by the most
cruel measures and, finally, under President

Grant these efforts were renewed Ihe constant

jeopardizing of American interests, killing of

American citi/ens, and interference with Amen
can shipping, as is illustrated in the Virginia?
and Black Wamor affair, led to constant fric

tion between the United States and Spain and,

though the rebellion of 1808-78 induced the

Spanish government to piomise the representa
tion of Cuba in the Cortes by her own deputies,
and a Liberal party was formed to secure the

fulfillment of this pledge, to encourage white

immigration, and to promote free trade, the

general discontent remained In 1895 came the

imal revolt The insurgents, under Generals

Gomez, Maceo, and Garcia, succeeded in keep

ing the field in spite of every effort to exter

mmate them, and became so bold as in Feb

ruary, 1890, to approach so near to Havana
that the sound of their flnng was heard within

the capital In the same month General Cam
pos was recalled by the home government, and

General Weyler, a soldier reputed to be savage
in his measures, succeeded him The revolu-

tionists were able to maintain the semblance of

a government, and their conduct, as well as that

of Spam, aroused for them much sympathy
throughout the United States Before the close

of 1897 General Weyler was recalled and super
seded by General Blanco In the United States

the criticism of Spanish methods suddenly de-

veloped into widespread and outspoken hostility

to Spain upon the mvstenous destruction of

the American warship Jfowe in the harbor of

Havana on Feb 15, 1898 Diplomatic relations

became strained, and in Apnl, 1898, owing to

the apparent success of the insurrection and

justified by that, President McKinley called the

attention of Congress to the situation in such

words that Congress, on April 19, declared that

the people of Cuba were "and of right ought to

be free and independent" War followed, and

by the Treaty of Dec 10, 1898 Spam relin

quashed all right and sovereignty over Cuba,

and the United States took temporary possession
of the island and assumed all the international

obligations arising from such occupation For
three years thereafter the aflairs of the island

were administered exclusively by the War De
partment of the United States, and e\tensne

public improvements were effected In Decem
ber, 1901, after the people had adopted a con

stitution, a president of the republic was
elected in the person of Estrada Palma On
May 20, 1002, the United States formally with
drew from the island, and Governor General
Ylood was replaced by President Palma
The conditions set for the withdrawal of the

American occupation, as incorporated in the
Cuban constitution and in the permanent treaty
with the United States in 1903, were that the

Cuban goveinment should enter into no treaty
with a foreign power tending to impair the inde-

pendence of the republic or permitting a military
or naval

occupation of the island, and that no
loans should be issued beyond the limit justi
fied by the public revenue The acts of the
United States military go\ eminent were recog
nized as valid, and the United States received
the right to intervene for the discharge of its

obligations under the Treaty of Pans Pro
vision was also made for the lease of coaling and
naval stations to the United States The ques
tion of the ownership of the Isle of Pines was
reberved for future settlement The first Con

gress of the Cuban republic met on May 5,

1902 In August a public loan of $35,000000
was authorized for the purpose of facilitating
the revival of the sugar cane industry With
the Spanish market closed to Cuban sugar and
the United States as the leading available

market, a modification of the American tariff

laws in so far as they affected Cuban sugar be-

came a matter of vital necessity A reciprocity
treaty between the two countries was ratified by
the United States Senate in March, 1903, but
the House of Representatives did not enact the

necessary legislation until November A tariff

reduction of 20 per cent on Cuban products
was granted In September, 1903, the United
States obtained the lease of the naval stations

at Bahia Honda, near Havana, and Guanta-
namo, not far from Santiago In April, 1904,
an extradition treaty was concluded with the

United States In the latter part of 1005 the
American residents of the Isle of Pines set on
foot a movement for the annexation of the
island to the United States, but the agitation
received its quietus from the American Secre

tary of State, who announced that the United
States government recognized the sovereignty
of Cuba over the Isle of Pines, a position,
affirmed in a formal treaty between the two

governments, then under consideration by the

United States Senate

Party politics entered on an ominous course

in 1905 At that time the two leading parties
were the Liberals, formerly the National party,
and the Moderates The latter comprised the
conservative elements, including the great ccan

mercial and industrial interests The Liberal

party, embracing probably a great majority of

the nation, consisted of the more democratic

elements, including the colored population which,

had supplied the bulk of the forces in the war

against Spam Up to the beginning of 1905
President Talma carried on his administration
with Liberal support, but at that tune he

abruptly went over to the Moderate camp,
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actuated probably by the widespread corruption
and inefficiency that characterized the muni

cipal goveinments under Liberal rule lhe

Liberal cabinet resigned and \\as replaced bv

one composed of Moderates,, and there followed

wholesale removals of Liberal municipal omceis

tliroughout the inland Both parties made ac

ti\e preparation for the presidential and con

gressional elections at the end of 1005 and

there is no doubt that the Palma administration

had extensive lecourte to illegal methods Thus

the register of votes for the primary elections

of September, 1905, contained 432000 name-,,

or 'one half larger than any possible number
of voters

" Intimidation was also practiced by
the government Convinced of the hopelessness
of their cause, the Liberals remained away from

the polls President Palma was reelected, and
a unanimously Moderate Lower Eoute was
chosen

There \vere trivial uprisings m August and

December, 1905, but at wab not till the third

week of August, 1006 that the Liberal outbieak

came The mbunectionaiy movement TV at, be

gun by Pino Guerra m the Prov mce of Pmar del

Rfo, the first notable incident occurring on

August 20, about 20 miles from Havana, \vhtn

Gen Quentin Bandera, a noted veteran of the

War of Independence was captured by a govern
rnent force and brutally murdered The govei n

ment attempted to check the insurrection bv ai

jesting some of the Liberil leaders including
Gen Jose Gomez, the candidate of the Libeials

for the presidency in 1905 On Augubt 27

President Palma issued a proclamation of am
nesty in the hope of bringing the Liberals to

terms, but it failed signally Ho* great *as
the general discontent throughout the island

was attested by the helpless condition to which
the government was reduced almost at a blow-

It had at its command only 3000 rural guaids,
and it proceeded to organize a machine gun bat

tery which proved effective m one engagement
with Pino Guerra's troops But as early as

September 8 President Palma secretly appeilod
to the United States government {or inteiven

tion, professing his inability to cope with the

insurrection In the following week he gave
public acknowledgment of the desperate state

of affairs by suspending the constitution in the

provinces of Havana, Pmar del Rio, and Santa
Clara On September 12 the United Statts

cruiser Des Movnes arrived at Havana At
the request of President Palma a detachment of

marines was landed the following day for the

protection of the presidential palace, but re

ceived orders from Washington to reembark
On September 14 the Congress bestowed on
President Palma full powers to deal with the

situation, and on. the 16th the latter, after a
conference with a number of m&m rectionarv

leaders, proclaimed a cessation of hostilities m
view of the expected amval of Mr Taft, United
States Secretary of War, who had been ordcied
to Cuba by President Roosevelt in the r61e of

a mediator and with the hope of obviating the

necessity of intervention by the United States

Secretary Taft landed m Havana on September
19, and immediately proceeded to inform himself
of the merits of the issues at stake by soliciting
testimony from the adherents of both parties
The weakness of the Moderate cause, in fact as
well as in law, was speedily made apparent
Havana, as well as other large cities, was at
the mercy of the insurgents

It M is decided to Seeretan Taft tliat peace

might be reestablished b\ declaring null the

elation of all candidates chosen m 1905 with

the exception of President Palma, whose icten

tion was necebsary to maintain the contmuifrv

ot constitutional government But this possible
bolution \vat, frubtiated bj the lebignation, on

September 28 of Piebident Palma who dcdiud
it incompatible with his dignity to remain m
office undei the specified conditions A cusis

van thub precipitated and intervention made IE

editable On September 29 Mr Taft as&umid
the office of provisional Go\einor, and the dis

patch of United States troops Tva& hastened

The disarmament of the Cuban forceb v\ab at

once begun, and rapidly completed ior the

ne\t three uars the United State*, occupied
Cuba In 1909, order having been rettoied, the

lepublic wxs decHied established for the second

time, and the American tioops left the ibland

Foi two ^ ears the new goveinmcnt undci Genci a,l

Gomez prospered, but in 1911 the discontent of

old voteians, who felt insufficiently lewaidecl foi

then services to the fatherland, led to tiouble

American intervention vtas threatened, but the

Cuban authorities quelled the incipient revolt,
and order -was icbtored In 1912 the Conseiva
trie paity under Menocal ^ere victorious at the

polls The question of amnesty to those who op

posed the government now became the foremost

political issue, and it has not vet been settled

The new administration, however, has proven
itself wide awake to the necessity of economic
and indubtrial progress in Cuba, and to further
this has succeeded in floating a large loan in

the United States in 1914 ,-See SPATT, UNIIED
STATES, SPANISH AMERICAN WAE
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CUBAN tfEVES See CAIENTOBE
CUBAN L1TEBATTJBE "In Cuba every

body versifies/' said the eminent cntic Menen
dez y Pelayo It is certainly true that in her

compositions in verse Cuba hag made her most
important contribution to literature in the

Spanish tongue The earliest poem known to
have been written on the island is the Etpejo
de pa&GMia (1608) of Silvestre de Balboa, a
native of the Canaries, but neither the seven
teenth nor the first half of the eighteenth cen

tury produced any Cuban poet of great mont
Mention may, however, be made of the names
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of Jose Surf y igmla (1696-1762), who wrote speech, Ignacio Valdes Machuca, who imitated
some religious loos, Mariano Jose de Alva and Melendez Valdes m his Ocios poeticos (1819)
Lorenzo Martinez de Avileira, authors of glosas

' * ' '

and coplasj an unknown poete&s of Havana,
who indited a little poem on the English in .. r r _, _
vasionof 1762, and the cleric Diego de Campos, de las Husos (1827), etc A protege of Del
who commemorated the same event in ~his

deoimas To another cleric of the eighteenth
century, Fray Jose Rodriguez (Capacho), who
likewise wrote decimas on various subjects, has
been attubuted the earliest dramatic work com

Sosed

in Cuba, El pnnmpe jardmero y fingido
londano, but the bibliophile Barrera ascribes

the play to one Santiago de Pita The Uni-

versity of Havana was established in 1721, and
at an early date in the century the first print
ing press was set up In 1790 the first news

paper, El papel pentidtco, made its appear
ance and had among its most active collabora
tors such men of force as the teacher of phi
losophy Jose Agustln Caballero, the physician
Tomas Romay, and, above all, the poet Manuel
de Zequeira Quite a number of epigrams are
due to the pen of Manuel del Socorro Rodriguez,
a journalist who founded several papers eke
where in Spanish America The epic was at

tempted with little success by Count Colombini
in his Olonas de la Babana All thus far pro
duced was rather \erse than poetry, the first

real poets of Cuba are Manuel de Zequeira
(1760-1846) and Manuel Justo de Rubalcava

(1769-1805) Zequeira, perhaps the most at
tractive Cuban poet anterior to Heredia, echoed
m the colonies the note of patriotic fervor

called forth in Spain by the stnnng events of

and aho tranblated and imitated Jean Jacques
Rousseau, Manuel Gonzalez del Yalle, a teacher
of philosophv and the author of a Diccionano

Monte s was the romantic spirit Jose Jacinto
Milanes (1814-03), a man of supenoi powers,
whose lyrics are now gently sentimental and
again madly socialistic Milanes is also deemed
one of the best playwrights that the island has
had so far His pieces include M Conde Alai

cos, El poeta en la coite, Par el puente 6 poi
el no, and A. buena hambte no hay pan duio
Pictuies of manners in dialogue form are to
be seen in his Uiron cubano (cf the 1st ed of
his Obras, Havana, 1846, 2d ed, New lork,
1865) Another true poet was Gabriel de la

ConcepciOn Valdes, best known by his psra
domm Placido (1809-44) He TV as a mulatto
and a foundling and had but slight training,
yet few Cuban lyrics will live longer than his
ronunce entitled \icotencal, and his sonnets,
La miierte de Getsler, Fatahdad, and Plegana
(cf the editions of his verse, New York, 1856

,

and Ha-vana 1886) Of undisputed excellence

is the \vork of the poetess Gertrudis Gomez
de ivellaneda (1814-73) She was eminently
successful as a, hnc poet and as a dramatist,
less so as a novelist (cf an edition of her
works Madrid, 1869) Juan Valera sais tint
as a lyric poet she haa no rival of her se\ m
any literature, unless we go back to Rappho and
Corinna, or perhaps to the Italian Renaissance
and Vittona Colonna, and m some lespects he

1808, in the heroic strains of hie Batalla naval prefers the Cuban to the Italian
de Cortes, of his Dos de Mayo, and his Pnmer

'

yitio de Zaragoea, he is as much a Spaniard as

Quintana and Gallego in their heroic odes (ef

his Poesias, New York, 1829) Rubalcava, who
was bucolic in temperament, translated the

Eclogues of Vergil and composed some original

idyls and descriptive poems (cf the Poesias de

M J Rubalcava, Santiago de Cuba, 1848)
But towering above the countless poetasters

of the time, the greatest of all the poets that

Cuba has -yet produced was Jose" Maria de

Herodia (1803-39) A patriotic poet, -who was
exiled from Cuba because of hia opposition to

Spanish government, Heredia is held in high
esteem, not only for his political poems like

the Hinwo del deiterrado, hut also for his

descriptive poems like the Ntdgara, the Teocalh

de Cholula, and the Tempevtad (often called

also the Huraodn), pervaded by a melancholy
sentiment and full of- most noble imagery
Among Heredia's works are many translations

Among the countless writers of verse that
have arisen in Cuba later than Avcllaneda,
three are of particular merit Joaquln Loren/o
Luaces (1826-67), the author of war songs (the
Caida de Afwtolonghi, etc ), of odes (see es

pecially the Oracion de Matatias of "biblical

inspiration and the ode A Cyru-s Field, on the

laying of the Atlantic cable), and of one or
another drama (cf the Poesias de J L Luacw,
Havana, 1857, and the Noohes htctanas en
casa de V Azcdrate, Havana, 1866) ,

Juan
Clemente Zenea (1831-71), whose elegiac verse

is full of a tender melancholy (cf the complete
edition of his Poewas, New York, 1872) , and
Rafael Maria de Mendive (1821-86), noted for

his translation of the Irish Melodies of Thomas

Moore, whose influence is also easily discernible

in his original Cuban verse (cf the Poesias

of Mendive, Havana, 1883, and the Melodias

trlandeias, New York, 1875) To the list of

the nineteenth century poets theie mav further

and imitations of the poems of English, French, be added the names of Ramon Velez y Herrcra

and Italian writers, such as Young, Campbell, (born 1808), Miguel Tefirbe de Tol6n (1820-
the pseudo Oman, Lamartme, Delavigne, Mille 58), Francisco Orgaz (1815^73), Ram&n de

, ,

voye, Arnault, Foscolo, and Pindemonte (cf

the edition of Hercdia's poems and his transla

tions and imitations of foreign dramas, pub
lished at New York, 1875, his prose Leomones
de hwtona universal, Toluoa, 1831, and other

prose works, and consult Villemam, Essa* sitr

le genie de Pmdare et sur la poetne lynque,

Paris, 1850, J Kennedy, Modern Poets and

Poetry of Spain, London, 1852) Among the

lesser lights must be counted Domingo del

Monte, a Venezuelan, who, residing in Cuba,

,

Palraa y Romay (1812-60), Ramon Jjambrana

(1817-66), Jose" Fornans (1827-90), Jose" Guell

y Rente, etc

As compared with her poets, it is clear that

the prose writers of Cuba are distinctly in

ferior in importance In the eighteenth cen

tuiy she has the historians Arrati and Urrutia,
in the nineteenth, Valdfa, Jose" Arrange y Caa

tillo, etc Among her legal writers have figured

Conde, Avala, Annas, Bermudez, Cmtra, etc,

and among her morali&ts and writers on phil

there composed pleasing romances, played the osophical matters, Barea, Veranes, Jos6 Au

part of a generous patron of other poets, and gusttn Caballero, Felix Varela, Jose
1

de la Luz

strove energetically to have purity of idiom Caballero, etc In the fine nrtn Yerraav and

maintained in the Cuban use of the Castilian Peiouani have earned some recognition, and m
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music Yillate has gained notice by his operatic Thus any number has three cube roots one

composition A really good critical account ieal and two imaginary In extensile calcu

of Cuban prose and poetry has yet to be written, lations tables of roots and of logarithms are

more light on the subject may be expected from employed
the publication of the BiblMteatt sefacta his Duplication of the cube or the Delian prob

pano-cuoana de jproswfos and the Antologta de lem, according to tradition, originated with the

poesia cttiana, which a commission of httera oracle of Delos, who declared to the Athenians

teurs has presented to the Spanish Academy that a pestilence pre\ ailing among them would
cease if they doubled the altar of Apollo, i e ,

replaced his cubical altar by another of twice

its contents The problem reduces to the solu

tion of the continued proportion o <e = a> y
= y 2a, or to the solution of a?

3 = 2a This was
effected geometrically by Hippocrates, Plato,

Mensechmus, tochytas, and others, but not by
elementary geometry This is one of the three

great problems whose appearance has been of

yonderful significance in the development of

mathematics Consult Gow Si&toiy of Cheek
Mathematics (Cambridge, 1884=), and Klein,

Vortrage uber ausgewahlte Fiagen der Elemen-

targeometne (Leipzig, 1895, Em> tiauB, Bos

ton, 1897)

CT7<BEBS, or CUBES PEP'PEE {Fr oubebe
from Ar halabar) The dried unripe bemes of

Piper cubebOf a species of climbing shrub of

the family Piperaces, very closely allied to the

. . . true peppers Piper eubeba is a native of

de las letr&s y de la in&tnic&dn puUuxir en la Peaang, Java, New Guinea, etc , and is said to
'-

de Cular (Haiana, 1859), Mitjana, aa be extensively cultivated in some parts of Java
tobre el moumeenfo eienfi/wo y Ztterano

" ' ' '

On Cuban lync poets an excellent essay has

been written by M Menradez y Pelayo and now

appears aa the preface to the second volume of

the Antologia de poetas hispanoameruxmos
(Madrid, 1893), which contains verv good se

lections from the works of the most important
Cuban poets Consult also the Parnaso

cubano, Coleccton de poetas selectas de autnres

oubanos desde Zequeira, etc , by A Lfipez Pneto

(Havana, 1881), the Cuba, poeUca, colec&on

escogida Ae 7<w composictones i verso de los

poetas cubanos de&de Zequevra,, prepared by
Fornans and luaces (24 ed , ib , 1861 ) Hills,

Bardos cuftonos, antologia fa las mejores poesias
hncta de Heredia, "Plawdo," Avellaneda,

Milanes, Mendiw, Luaces, y Zenea, with bio

graphical notices of each of the poets and a

comprehensive bibliography of their works and
of Cuban poetry in general (Boston, 1901) ,

Bachiller y Morales, Apunies para, la

de Ovb& (ib , 1890) , Jlerehin, Estudwa cnti

oos (Bogota, 1886), Calcagno, Diociontno

InogrAftoo oubcmo (New Icork, 1878) ,
Gonzalez

del VaLte, L<t poesta hnoa en Cuba {new ed
,

Barcelona, 1900) ,
A del Valle Parnoso cubano

(ib, 1912), C M Trelles, Bibliogt-afta cubana
del sifflo -T7JT (2d vol appeared at Matanzas,
1912 and carries the account from 1826 to

1840)

CUBE (Lat owSua, Or nijJos, X#Bos cube), or
RBGULiB HiEXAHiDBOir A regular solid with
six square faces, each of which ia parallel to the
one opposite to it It is a form of frequent oc

cuirence in nature, especially among crystals
The cube, or third power, of a number is the

product formed by taking the number three
times aa a factor, eg, the cube of 4 or 4? =
4 4 4 = 64 Thia use of the term arises

from the circumstance that the sohd contents
of a cube may be

expressed by the third power
of the number which expresses the length of
one of its edges Thus, if the edge of a cube
18 4 inches, its volume is 4 4 4 1 cubic

inch, or 64 cubic inches The cube root of a
number is one of the three equal factors of the
number eg, the cube root of 8 is 2, since
2 2 2 = 8 The number of which the root
is sought is called the power, and if it is a
power of a commensurable (qv ) number, it ia

Called a perfect power Roots of perfect powers
are often readily obtained by factoring, eg,
to find the cube root of 216, 216 = 6 6 8,
therefore 6 is the cube root of 216 If the
root is incommensurable, the binomial formula,
logarithms, or the equation (qv) ia available

Every number which satisfies the equation
of = 1, or of 1 = 0, is a cube root of 1 But
if 1 = is the same as (a 1 ) (j? +
a + 1) =0, and equating each factor to and

solving^ = 1,
-

the three cube re

The three cube roots of 8 are

Its spiles are solitary, opposite to the leaves,

and usually produce about 60 berries, which
are globular and, when dried, 1m e much re

semblance to black pepper, except in their

lighter color and the stalk with which they
are furnished Piper oantnum, a native of the

Sunda and Molucca islands, is supposed also to

jield part of the cubebs of commerce, and the

berries of Piper nbe&oides possess similar

properties Cubebs are less pungent and more

pkasantly aromatic than black pepper, they
are used in the East as a condiment, but in

Europe chiefly for medicinal purposes They
act as a stimulant and are sometimes tound

useful in cases of indigestion, also in chronic

catarrh and in many affections of the mucous
membrane, particularly those of the unno-

genital system The chief constituents of cubebs

are a volatile oil, resin cubebic acid, cubebin,
and wax Cubebs are administered in many
wajs For illustration, see Plate of CTEKESS,

CUBE BOOT See OOHE, !

CUBIC EQUATION A rational integral

equation of the third degree IB called a cubic

equation It is called binary, ternary, or qua
ternary according as it is homogeneous of the

third degree in two, three, or four unknowns
The general form of a cubic equation of one un
known is ooj

1
-)- bo? + <XD -I- d = It is shown

in algebra that this equation can be reduced to

one of fcbe form of -f pa -f- q = Every cubic

equation of this form has three roots, of which
one is real and the others real or imaginary
The roots will all be real when p is negative, and

S > ? This is known as the irreducible case

in -solving the equation Only one root ia real

when f is positive, or when it IB negative and
i ana i ^ if ^
1~3 -27<4 If p IB negative and -|-

=
J-

two of

roote are

^ ^^ ^ t]je following formula/due to TaT
taglia and Ferro, Italian mfttheiuatioiane of



CUCKOOS

1 AMERICAN YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO (Ooccyzus
ricanus)

culus canorus)

4 AN I or RAIN CROW (Crotophaga am)
5 CRESTED CUCKOO (Lepidogrammus cummrngi)
6 CHANNEL-BILL (Scythrops novae hollandue)
7 CHAPARRAL COCK, or ROAD RUNNER (Geo

coccyx californianus)
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the srvteenth tenturv, but known as Cardan's
formula

Besides Feiio, Tartagha and Cardan, there
were Vieta Euler, and vanous otherb who con
tributed to the early theory of cubic equations
In case the rootb of a cubic equation are all

real their values, are more readilj calculated

bj means of trigonometric formulas , e g ,
at>

sume a? = n cofaa, and the equation to* + p#

+ q = may be e\presbed by eos'a + cosa
a n

+
3
= But it is shown in trigonometry that

cosfy f coso r-^ = therefore, equating

corresponding coefficients of cos a, and solving the

equations, n=\ -^and coaSo = 4<? ( 7)
Y o \ 4p/

Hence j may now be computed from a? = n cosa ,

/2x . 2ir \ _ , ,n
cosly

+ a, n
cosy-al

For history and

methods, consult Matthicssen Grunfauge der
antil en und modernen Algebra der htteralen

Gleichungen (Leipzig, 1896) See also CABDAN,
JEROME
CUBICITL'OU (Lat, bedroom, from culare,

to he down) A teim ubed to designate a small

room or cell in a Roman house, containing a
bed or couch, and opening off the court, also a
recess or alco\e, a box at the theatre or circus,
and lastlj, a nnal resting place or burial recess

for one or more bodies in the early Christian

catacombs In England, and less commonly in

the United States, the teim is applied to the
bed alco'ves of a common sleeping loom or dormi

tory in a lodging hoiibe, school, or other institu

tion, often in the Anglicized form cubicle

CtT'BISTS A group of poat Impressionist
painters, who see and depict natural objects
as if composed of innumerable cubes They
are best treated with painters of similar ten

dencies under POST IiCPBESSiorasn (qv)
CU'BIT (Lat cttbttits, elbow) A measure

employed by the ancients, equal to the length
of the arm from the elbow to the tip of the mid
die hnger The cubit of the Romans was about

17% inches and that of the Hebrews 22 inches,

but its length is now generally given as 18

English inches

CU'BITT, SIB WTT.TJAM (1785-1861) An
English civil engineer, born at Dilham, Norfolk

In 1800-04 he was apprenticed to a cabinet

maker at Stalham, and at Swanton was asso-

ciated with a manufacturer of agricultural ma
chines and devised self regulating sails for

windmills In 1818 he began the manufacture
of his invention known as the "treadmill,"

which was quickly introduced into the principal

jails of Great Britain From 1826 he was con

nected as engineer with important works in the

improvement of canals and rivers and the con

struction of bridges and railways He conducted

the improvement of the Severn and the building
of the Southeastern, Railway The water works
of Berlin were also executed by him In 1860-

51 he was president of the Institution of Cml
Engineers
CUCKOO, kiiVCo" (Fr oowcoi^ Lat otewlitt,

Gk K&KKV^ kokl ya>, cuckoo, Skt koMa, cuckoo)
A name grven to many birdb of the picanan
family Cuculida, which contains about 175 spe
cies, mostly confined to the wanner regions of

the globe, although some of them are summer
visitors to cool chnntes Onlj 35 of the known

species lue in the New T\orld The beak is

slightlv compressed and somewhat arched, the

tail long, rounded, and usually of 10 feathers,
the wings rather long, the tarsi short, with two
toes directed forward and two backward, the

outer hind toe capable of being brought half

round to the front The feet are thus adapted
for grasping and moving about upon branches
rather than for climbing

Cucloo-i of the Old World The name
"cuckoo" is derived from the note of the male of

the common European cuckoo (Cuculus cano

tits), which, although monotonous, is alwavs
heard with pleasure, being associated with all

that is delightful in returning spring A simi

lar name is grv en to the bird in many languages
This common cuckoo is veiy -widely diffused,

as it is also found in India, Africa, and, in

summer, e\en in Lapland and Kamchatka It

appears in Great Britain in Apnl, and all e\

cept the young birds are believed to migrate
southward again before the middle of August
The adult cuckoo is about a foot in length,

ashy gray, barred beneath with black, the wings
are black, and the tail is black, marked with

white It frequents both cultivated districts

and moors There is no pairing or continued

attachment of the male and female and the

female, after having laid an egg on the ground,
takes it in her mouth and deposits it, by means
of her beak, in the nest of some other smaller

bird, leaving the egg to be hatched and the

young one to be fed by the proper owners of the

nest This egg ib very small for so large a

bird, not larger than a skylark's, and the num
her laid is uncertain The young one, soon

after hatching, acquires size and strength enough
to eject from the nest anv eggs or young birds

the true offspring of its foster parents which

may remain in it, and it seems restless and

uneasy till this is accomplished It works it

self under them and then jerks them out by
a motion of its rump Other species of cuckoo,

closely allied to the European cuckoo, inhabit

Africa, Asia, and Australia, and have essen

tially the same habits, one, about the Mediter

ranean, victimizing pies alone, its eggs having
a remarkable resemblance to those of the mag
pie Equally parasitic are many Old World

tropical species of various other geneia, yet
some of them (see COTTGAL) do not shirk paren
tal responsibility, but incubate and rear their

own offspring This extraordinary practice of

bird parasitism, in respect to its facts and

probable origin and development, is thoroughly
discussed by A Newton, Diotwnary of Birds,
article "Cuckoo" (London, 1896), and Baker,
The His (ib, 1913)
The American cuckoos represent three dif-

ferent subfamilies the ams, the road runners,
and the tree cuckoos The last compose the

group Coccyzin and are characteristic of and
confined to America The best known species
are the black billed cuckoo (Goocynus erythro

phthalmwi) and the yellow billed (Coccyms
amen&mus) Both species occur commonly in

summer throughout the United States and east

em Canada, but pass the winter in Central and
South America, The black billed cuckoo does
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not occur wes>t of tlie Rocky Mountains Tlie

two species are of about the same size, a foot

long, and are olrve brown above, white beneath,
but are easily distinguished by the color of

the bill and the amount of white on the tail

YELLOW BILLED CUCKOO

Unlike the Old World cuckoos, they are not

parabiteb but build their own nests and incu

bate thai own eggs The nests, are fhmsv htruc

tures of twigs, the eggs large and pale blue In

cubation begins T*hen the first egg is laid, so

that no two of the eygs or young are in just
the same stage of de\elopment The American
cuckoos are msectrvoious and are very useful

birds Their note or call is a series of icceler

ated chucks," not exactly harhh, but fai fiom
mubical In the Middle, Western, and Southern
States the yellow bill is known as ram aow '

because its note is buppoaed to predict ram
an idei prevalent in legard to these birds in

other partb of the world Consult Beal Food of

Cucloos (Department of Agricultuie \\aslung
ton, 1808) See Plate of CUCKOOS, and Coloicd

Plate of EGGS OP SONG BIBPS
CTJCKOO AND THE NIGHTINGALE,

THE 4 poem attributed in the sixteenth cen

tuiy to Chaucer, but probably not composed by
him The bub^ect is the discussion between i

nightingale and a cuckoo on the comparative
blcssingb of love

CUCKOO BEE A naked, somewhat wasp
like bee of the family Nomadid-e, all the nnnv
species of which are parasitic in tlie nests of

other bees, after the manner of the Europe in

cuckoo Each genus makes its home with borne

particular form or forms of wild bee thus our
common Nomada imbnoato is found in nests of

Andrena and Hahctus 8teh? Irves on Ot>mia

etc These mguilmes ha\e no meinb of collect

ing or carrying pollen and w> h<ne been forced

to seek the hospitality of forms able to do ^o

Tlie investigations of J H Emeiton sho^ that

this forced association arouses no quiiiehng
but that there is frequently enough food for the

larva of both the pioper ownei of the cell and
of the guest, whose ege is laid in the same pol
len mass The term "cuckoo bee" is also ap
plied, to hymenopteious insects of the family

Chrvsididse See BEE, CUCKOO FIY
CUCKOO PLOWER See CBES&
CUCKOO FLY One of a family (Chryai

didse) of diminutive beautiful metallic green

wasps, in which the abdomen has only three,

four, or five visible segments, and can be turned
under the thorax and closely applied to it This

"fly" seeks out the neat of a solitary wasp or

bee, and, when, the rightful owner is absent

collecting food, the cuckoo fly deposits an egg
in each cell These eggs aie walled in by the

bee, together with her own eggs The cuckoo

fly larvae hatch, eat the food stored up in the

coll In tlif Iieo and perchance even the rightful
larva? Jhe adult fly, when seen, by the wasp,

is fought desperateh, ind during such encoun
t<=rs it lolls itself up in a defenbue bill In

Europe, Mhere the Gernunb call them Gold

irespen, one of the cuckoo flieb is paiasitic on
the cunant uoi n
CUCKOO SPIT See FROG Spirna:

CUCU'JUxail (NeoLat nom pi, from Oitcu

jus, of South Aintncan oiigin) A laige family
chiefly tiopical -of oblong flattened beetles, must
of which h\e undii baik bee COB\ Iibtcrfa

CU'CTHOEB. (OF cocombie, Fi conoomfa e,

from ]\IL iiicumet, fiom Lat IUCUIIMG, cueum

ber), Cticitnus wtiuts A common garden
\egetable, natne of Abia, and cultivated from
the etrlicbt times The plant is \mehke and
somewhat similar in appeal ance to the musk
melon The oblong fimt (4 to JO inches long)
is eat<n in the green btate i& a bilad and is ex

tenbiulv used foi pickling The biniller sorts

of pickling eucumlieib UP sometimes called

gliukins
' Ihe many % mutus of cucumber in

cultivation tliflcr guitlj in si/e and shape of

the fiuit Cueumbel's aie \try bensitive to

fiost liny aie ^iown dm ing the waim months
in neaily all paitb of the United States The
Cecils lie planted in hills* 4 by 6 feet apirt The
soil bhould be a. fertile waim loxm, and the

hillb made rich with a few shovelfuls of well

lotted manuie The long Lnghsh vain.ties e\

tenwtl} used for forcing in Europe are less

Ubed in America the white spine vineties bf ing
u^ed more extensively for thib purpose To this

genus belong other bpecies valued for their

edible fruit Cufumii angittia is known as the
\\ebt Indian gherkin The snake cucumber

(Cucumis me/o, variety fiexuosus) grows to a

fti eat length and is similar in quality to the
common cucumber Cucuniis serotvnus is cul

tnated in Turkey, Cweuwm maot ocarpos in

Bia/il, the conomon (Cuoumis conomum) is

much cultivated in Japan The dudaim (Cu
tumis dudaim) is very generally cultivated in

gardens in the East, for the fragrance of itg

fruit The musk cucumber is Cucumit moschata,

CUCU3OEE, BEETLE Of several beetles

\vhose grubs attack cucumbers, the most impor
tant ones ire described under MET ON INSFOTS

(qT ) A species of flea beetle found about
cucumber vines is Haltico. ciKumeui, which is

about the Bi/e of a gmill grain of wheat, black,
with ck\ colored antenna; and legs The larvse

mine the seed leaves of the young plmts, and
both old and young feed upon the mituie vine
leases and al-w) upon otlur garden vegetables
CTTCUMBEB, DISEASES The cucumber is

subject to the attick of a number of fungi, only
the moie important of which can be mentioned
In the seed bed it is liable to the attack of

Phytfaum debaryanwn, the disease being oallod

"damping off" (qv) In the field ono of the
worst pests is Platmopara nibensis, producing
mildew It attacks the foliage, causing the
leaves to turn yellow, to wilt, and die the whole
vine being involved Spraying with some fungi
cide, as Bordeaux mixture or potassium sul-

phide, will prevent this disease if applied
early and often Care must be taken to spray
the mixture upon the under sides of the
leaves In addition to cucumbers thw maldew
occurs on muskmelonSj squashes, and pumpkins
Anothei fungus, Oladosportum woumenwm,,
attacks the fruit of the cucumber and melons,
producing upon the young fruits small sunkn
areas that later b<come Mack, rotteu plac^
Often a sort of gummy exudation is associated



CUCUMBER ALLIES

1 LUFFA OR DISHRAQ GOURD (Luff* wgyptlaca)
2 BOTTLE OR CALABASH QOURD (Lagenarla vulgarlj)
8 SNAKE GOURD (Trlchoaanthes Angvlna)
4 FLOWERS OF MUSK-MELON (Cuoumte m.lo)
6 SUMMER SQUASH (Cucurblta), a, Crookneck. b Cus-

tard or Pj>tty-pan C Vegetable Marrow

6 a, WATERMELON (Cttrullus vulgarla). *. MUSK'
MELON (Cucumls melo)

7 CUCUMBER (Cucumla aatlvus)
8 a, PUMPKIN (Cuourblta pepo), 6. WINTER OR HUB*

BARD SQUASH (Cuourblta maxima)
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with this disease liie treatment &i\en above
is recommended foi this dibease In the green
houtc a serious tiouble to cucumbei foicing i&

the powdery mildew (Eiysiphe cichot area? um)
It mn be known by the nlute, flourhke splashes,
on the leases The leases become yellow, then

brown, and drj up, killing the plant The
disease spreads -with gieat iipidit* but miy
be kept under control as in the abo-ve catea

A diseate kno-nn as the wilt disease is often

of gieat destruction to cucumbers, mcionb etc

It is caused by a kind of bactcua to which the
name Bacillus faacheiphilus has been guen
The organisms fill the water ducts of the plant,

causing it suddenlj to collipse The leaf blades
shirvel and dry up, and Htei the petioles
and stem become flaccid, and the whole plant
perishes If a stem be cut aciost., a sticky,
milk white substance e\udes The diseabe is

icadily produced by inoculation and is lately
spread through the ageno of insects A some
\\hat similar disease is caused bi a species of

Fusarium, a fungus A disease due to JLfyco

iphcetella cittulhna hab lecentlj become serious

on cucumbers and othei cucurbits gro\vn under

ylass It also attacks tomatoes
OtTCTTMBEB INSECTS See MELOV IN

bLCTS

CTJC'CltBEB TEEE An Ameucan forest

tree, Magnolia acuminata, growing in nearly
all the States from New lork to Aikansas and
southward The fruit, which looks like a cu

cumber, when macerated in spirit, makes a bit

ter tonic drink The timber is light and useful
for boat building See MAGNOLIA

CTT'CTTBBITA'CE-ffiJ (NeoLat nom pi, from
Lat cucurbita, gourd) A family of dieotvle

donous plants (the gourd family), consisting

chiefly of herbaceous plants, natnes of the

warmer parts of the world, having succulent

stems which climb by means of literal tenduls
rJhe epigynous flowers are monoacious or dice

cious and sympetalous The c\ly\ and coiollx

are fi\e parted and moie or lesb coherent The
stamens exhibit a number of peculiarities m
some cases having both umlocular and bilocular

anthers, in other cases the often tortuous

anthers adhere, and sometimes the filaments

are united The fruit, called a "pepo
"

is peeul

lar, is more or less succulent, has a fleshy nnd,
and the seed bearing placentae either surround
i central cavity or send pi elongations into it

The seeds are flat and more or less imbedded in

the pulp, which may be dry or ]Uicy The coty
ledons are large and leaf like This family con

tains 90 genera, with about 700 species, many
of which produce edible fruits and are culti

vated in temperate regions To this family

belong- the cucumber, melon, gourd, pumpkin,

squash, vegetable marrow, etc (qqv) In some,

important medicinal properties abound, as in

bryony, colocynth, momordica, etc (qqv)
Telfcnna pedata, a tropical African species, is

cultivated for its seeds, which are used for

food and from which oil is expressed

CtfCTTTA, koTHtoo-ta See SAN Josd DK

CUOOTA
OTJDAHT, kud'ahl A city m Milwaukee

Go, Wis, 6 miles south of Milwaukee, on the

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad and on Lake

Michigan (Map Wisconsin F 6) The manu-
factures of the city include rubber goods, ma-

chinery, vinegai, and gloves, and there are foun

dries and a meatpacking establishment Pop,
1900, 1386

j 1910, 3691

CUDBEAB, kud'bar' See ARUIII

CUDDALOBE, kuddakV, 01 ETTDALITB,
kud'alooj/ Ihe chief tov<n in the southern di

vibion ot South Aieot, Madias Buti-h India,
at the junction of the Pounaiyu and Gadelun
rrvers, 15 miles south of Pondichcm and 125
south of Midi is by rail (Map India D 6)
It has an ancient Sit a temple and i ruined fort

The rnei, obstructed bj a bar, admits onl\ \es

sels of modei ate size but there is good inchor

age li/t miles off shoie and the poit is the

largebt in South 4rcot Ihe chief manufactures
ire cotton goods and caipets There are a num.
ber of sugar refineries, oil prevsts and papei
mills, and an extensive e\poit tride in cotton

ind gram Cuddxlore A\as tlie went of exciting

struggles between the Fienr>h and the English
from 1738 to 1795, when it \\as finally acquired
bv the latter Pop, 1891, 47,400, 1901, 52,216
1911 -i6->74

CITDDAPAH, kM'dipa' 8ee KADAPA
CTJDILLERO, kuoDtlyyro A mantime

to\vn in the Province of OMedo Spun, 20 miles
northuest of the city of Oviedo (Map Spim,
B 1) The harbor, pioteeted by a jetty, has a

lighthouse which muks its eistein point It

whnits, however, only small crift Tlie poit
is engiged lareeh in fishing, and there are

fish cunng esteblishments and mmufactuies of
linen and chocolate, stock laiaing and agricul
ture also aie c lined on, and in the vicinity aie

mines of manganese Pop (commune), 1900,

10,160, 1010, 10703

QTJDEAKA, shoo'dra k i The reputed author
of the Sanskrit drama MiiLtliaLati] a (q\ )

See SUDIUII*.

CTTIVWOBTE:, RALPH (1017-88) An Eng
lish theologian and philosopher He -was bom
at Aller, in Someisetslnre and admitted pen
sioner of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, in 1632,
where he took his degree of MA and became
a prominent tutoi In 1645 he was appointed
master of Clare Hill and regius professoi of

Hebrew, in 1C34 he \\as chosen master of

Christ's College in 1682 appointed to the rec

tory of Ashwell, and in 1678 installed preben
dary of Gloucester Cudworth's chief work,
entitled The Tnig Intellectual Rifitem of the

Unib&se (1678), advocates a Platom/ing doc

trine of philosophy, especially emplusi/mg the

necessity of a telcological view against the eon
tention of the mechanists of the day, and defend

ing the doctrine of innate ideas From such

views the icmarkable group of which he was a
leader obtained the name of the Cambridge Pla
tonists (qv ) His Tieatise Concerning Eteinal

and Immutable Moiahty, Tvhich was posthu
mously published in 1731, champions the innate

character of our moial ideas, which are held

to cognize the objective reality of good and eul
with the same immediateness and certainty
which attend our geometiical knowledge Selec

tions from this treatise appear in Selby Bigge's
Bnttsh Moralist* (1807) Consult Marfcineau,

Type* of Ethical Theory vOl u (Ovfoid, 1898) ,

Lowrey, The Philosophy of Ralph Cuditotth

(New York, 1885) Birch, L*/e, in the edition

of Cudworth's works (1743, reprinted 1820),
and the preface to Mosheim's Latin translation

of Cudworth's works (1733), Seth, English

Philosophers and Sohooli of Philosophy (1912)

CTTENCA, kwanlca The capital of the Prov
mce of Azuay Ecuador, situated on the Rio

Matadero, 864O feet above sea level 190 milts

south southwest of Qm,to (Map Ecuadoi, B 4^
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It has straight streets and contains, among
the chief buildings, the cathedral, the high
school (fonneilj a Jesuit college), the prison,
and the go\ernment building It is the centie

of a fertile gi<un, cotton, sugai, and cochineal

pioducing region, and nch metal deposit* aie

worked m the neighborhood Ihe most impor
tant manufactures are pottery, hats, and wool

ens, and a considerable trade in preserved fruits,

cheese, and grain is earned on It is the thud
most important city in Ecuador and hat. a

population of about 30 000 Cuenca vas founded

in 1557, on the site of the old native -village

Tumibamba, and in 1786 wab created an epis

copal see Theie are numerous interesting Az
tec remains in the vicinity The mountain of

Tirqm on the south -was chosen in 1742 for

deteimmmg the meridian line of La Condamine,

Bouguer, and Godin \t the base of the moun
tain occtured the battle of larqm in 1828 be

tween the Colombian and Peruvian forces

CTTE1TCA A city of Spain, the capital of

the province of the same name and the seat

of a bishopric, about midway between Valencia

and Madrid (llap Spam, D 2) It is pic

turesquely situated, at an elevation of about
3000 feet, on the roer Jucar, at the confluence

of the Huecar, and is poorly built, with narrow,
crooked streets The walls are in rums, and
the city once celebrated for industry and art,

but faintly suggests its former prosperity A
fine bridge spans the Jficar, and there are a

college and several notable churches, the most

pretentious of which is the Gothic cathedral,

\nth the chapel of the Albornoees The city has

some manufacturing interests and a trade in

lumber and wine Pop, 1900, 10,505, 1910,

11,721
Cuenca first appears in the history of the

ninth century, under Saracen power In 1177,
after a long siege, it fell into Christian hands,

though earlier in the century it had been cap
tured, but retaken It TVas granted the dignity
of a municipality m. 1257 The city was taken

by the English in 1706 after bombardment, and
in 1808 and 1810 was sacked and burned by the

French disasters which contributed materially
to its decline In 1874 Cuenca fell into the

power of the Carlists, who ravaged the city,

infuriated by its stubborn resistance

CUEBWAVACA, kwar'na va'ka The capital
of the State of Moielos, Mexico, magnificently
situated in the valley of the Cuernavaca 47

miles south of Mexico City, 5000 feet above
sea level (Map Mexico, J 8) It contains a
church built by Cortes, an agricultural academy,
a fine government building, a theatre (with a

capacity for 2000 spectators), a hospital, and
a literary institute The city is the centre of

a fertile district and has extensive sugar refin

eries and distilleries Near by are the ruins of

an Aztec temple, 400 feet high, composed of

five terraces Cuernavaca, at the advent of

the Spaniards, was an old Indian village and
became, after its capture, the favorite residence

of Cortes, his palace being still extant In
1863 Maximilian made it his residence It bears

many marks of has royal favor, especially in

its public gardens As a health resort it is

frequented by those who cannot stand the ex
cessive altitude of Mexico City Pop, 1895,

8747, 1900, 9584, 1910, 12,776

CITEBO, kwa'rfi A town and the county
seat of Dewitt Co

,
Tex , 105 miles bv rail east

southeast of San -Vntonio, on the Ran tatomo

and Aransab Pis* and the Southern Pacific

railroadb, and on the Guadi'upe River (Map
Te\ab, D 5) It ib in a rich agricultural belt

pioducmg corn, nee, tiurk, and cotton, carne*.

on a large trade in tuikevs and cattle, and has
cotton ginb md completes a cotton mill, cot

tonseed oil millb, machine shops, tuikev dressing

plants, and a cieameiy The water woiks and
"-enuaJte sjstem aie owned by the tov\n Pop,
1900, 3422, 1010 3100

CTJBEVO, k\\xi'v&, RUTINO Josfi (1844-
1911) A Spanish Amencan humanist and phil

ologian, born at Bogota, Colombia the son of

Dr Rufino Cuervo, a dibtingmshed lawyer ind

stitebtnan Owing to various revolutionary dis

turbances Rufino Jo&e Cuervo was obliged to

give up his professorship in Latin and help

recoup the familj fortunes \\ith his elder

bi other Angel he went into the brewing business
about 1871 All duung the darkest days the

brothers held to their ideal of keeping the path
as clear as possible for the studies of the younger
one, and about 1882 they retned and went to

Pans to spend the rest of their lives on the
work Rufino Jose had planned This work
made of Cuervo the greatest Spanish gramma
nan and lexicographer of the nineteenth cen

tury, without dulling his delicate appreciation
of literary values so much so that Juan Valera,
the most Attic stylist of them all, called him
el mas profundo concredot d? la, Icngua castel

lana In addition to the work he (in collahora

tion with his hi other) devoted to his father's

career, Vida de Rufino Cnetio y notwias de sit

epoea (2 \ols, Pans, 1892), he pubhbhed five

successively revved and enlarged editions of his

ip-untaetowes cntiros so&te el lenguaje logo
two (5th ed , ib, 1907) , repeated new editions,

thoroughly revised and brought up to date, of

the. Bello Cuervo Gramatioa casieZZana, and his

magnum opus, the Dtcctonano de convtruwidn

y regimen de la lengua, caitellana Although
the work was completed, Cuervos bad health
after his brother's dexth prevented him from

publishing more than the first two volumes
vol i (Paris, 1885), letters A and B vol u
(ib, 1893), letters C, Ch and D The manu
script of the remainder was intrusted, by Cuer
vo's will, to the Colombian Academy for publi
cation Consult Fr Pedro Fabo, Rufino Joi6
Cueno y la lengua, (astcUana (3 voh , Bogota,
1912), and articles in the BttUettn htspaniquc,m (1901) and xui (1011) and the Romanic
JRewir, m (1012)

CTJESTAS, kwa'stas, JUAN LnrooLFo (1837-
1905) A South American politician and a

president of Uruguay, born at Paisandu In
1879 he became collector of customs, in 1880

Secretary of the Treasury in 1884 Secretary
of Justice, Worship, and Public Instruction, in

1886 Secretary of State, and m 1801 Senator
for PaisandU He was appointed President of
the Senate in 1897 m 1898, after the assasama
tion of President Borda, was placed in charge
of the provisional government, and from 1899
to 1903 was President of the republic
CTTEVA, kwa'va, JUAN DB LA (c 1550-e 1609)

A Spanish poet and dramatist, born m (Seville

Despite his importance as one of the most m
fluential of Lope de Vega's predecessors, modern
scholarship has not yet succeeded in learning
much about his life He is supposed to have
been a pupil of Mai Lara and to have spent
five years in New Spain (je, Mexico) with
Ins brother CUudio, an officer pf
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tion Th> date of this \oyage is uncertain, as
is aLo tht of Lib \isit to the Canary Islands

During many years he acknowledges himself
as being in lo\e with Felipa de la Par, whom
he celebrate \s Felicia, He VB ileo credited
with a lo\e affair with Brfgida Lucia de Bel

monte, whom he is supposed to ha\e met m
the home of -irgote de Molina, but there seems
to be little ground for this second tale He
lued m his native city until 1607, whtn he
went to Cuenta \\e do not know exactly the
date& of his Urth and death The last certain
date we ha\e s 1609 the date of his signature
to a new copj of his Escemplai poetico which
he had wiittei in 1606 He left a quantity of

woiks (plays, poems, letteis, epigrams, lomances,
etc

} , but he is of interest and importance
only as a dianatist and dramaturge In these

respects it is difficult to exaggerate his iinpor
tance and infUence He expounded his drama,

turgic theonei in 1606 in the third epistle of

hib EorempJar yoetico, after he had long been

putting them into practice His fame rests

faecuie on seieral important innovations the
introduction of the historical drami, the sue
cessful us> of the old romances the refusal to
be bound b\ the rule of the three unities, the

sketching of the main lines of the comefaa de

tapa, y etyada, and the embellishment of the
drama by the use of metrical forms thitherto

unknown o the drama (nnless they had been

Ubed, as Walberg conjectures, in the lost plays
of Ouesta'a master, Mai Lara) He believed,

too, that he was the first to reduce the number
of acts to four (not knowing that Micael de

Carvajal had preceded him), and the first to

use a national theme (unaware that Bartolome
Palau had written, c 1524, his Santa Ona) But
e\eu in these respects Cue\a was the first to

make a deliberate effort to reform the drama
Only two of his plays have been reprinted El
flaco de Roma, which demonstrated the drama

tuigic possibilities of modern history, and SI

Lifamadoi, which is a foretaste of the peculiar
form that is later to be taken by the Spanish
drama of manners, and gives us in the character

of the libertine Leucmo a first sketch of the

type that TOLS to become immortal under the

name of Don Juan Consult B de Ochoa,
Tewto del teatro egpafiol vol i (Paris, 1838),
for the two plays , B Walberg, Juan de la Ctteta

et son "18tocm,pla,r poetwo" (Lund, 1004} , R
Menendez Pidftl, L'Epopee cathllane a travers

la htterature espagnole (Pane, 1910)

CTTEVA, ZTCRlQTTEZ ABIAS DE SAAVE-
DBA, enrS>kith a'r& as da sava'dni BAL
TAZAB DE LA (1626-86) A Spanish states

man He was born in Madrid, and was the sec

ond son of the seventh Duke of Alburquerque
and his third wife, Ana Enilquez He waa

educated at the University of Salamanca and

successively became Councilor of State, Cotm
cilor of the Indies, Ambassador to Germany,
and Viceroy of Peru, Tierra Pirma, and Chile,

in which capacity
he introduced many beneficent

reforms and greatly improved the condition of

the Indians, He married Teresa Maria Anas
de Saavedra, seventh Countess of Castellar and

Marchioness of Malagon and by courtesy as

Bumed her names and titles

CTTEVAS DH VESA, kwfi'vas da va'ri A
town of Spam, the Province of Almerfa, 42

miles northeast o* Almerla (Map Spain, D 4)

It is situated m * plain on the right bank of

the Almansow,, 9 miles from its entrance into

the Mediterranean, and is generally well built,
with broad and regular strtetb It has two

spacious plazas, and among the principal edi

fkes are an old Moorish castle and the parish
church of the Incirnation, a handsome Doric

structure, dating from 1738 A laijjp number
of persons are employed m the siher mines of

the vicinity, agriculture and stock raising are

also important industries There are some

manufactures, pnncipillv of pottery Pop,
1890, 20,341 1900, 20603, 1910, 26,130
CUTA, koTJ'fa A ruined city in the Turkish

vilayet of Bagdad It was founded by the Arab

conquerors of Persia about a year after the

decisne battle of Cadesia, in 637, and speedily
became one of the most important centres of

Moslem life After the murder of Uthman, in

656, Ah made it his capital E\en when
Muawiva had overthrown the son in law of the

prophet m 661, established the Umayyad cali-

phate, and made Damascus the capital, Cufa
continued to flouiibh At the height of its pros
penty it is stid to have numbered from 150 000
to 200000 inhabitants, for the most part of

South Arabian stock Cufa was the strong-
hold of \anous revolutionary movements The
schools of Cufa exercised the yery greatest in

fluence on the development of Arabian literature

and theology It possessed a famous school of

grammarians ( See ARABIC LANGUAGE AND LIT
EaATUBE ) The peculiar script affected by its

scholars spread far and wide and waa for some
time generally used by calhgraphists in manu
scripts of the Koran and maciiptions (See
Kraic WBirmo

) Owing to the unsuccessful

political rivalry with Damascus and after the

establishment of the Abbasid caliphate, the

growth of Bagdad, the city began to decline

already towards the end of the eighth century
Consult A Muller, Der Islam tin Morgen und
Abendlaad (1885) , Wellhausen, Das araluthe
Reich (1902), C Huart, Histoire des Atabes

(1912-13)

CTJTFB, WHIIAM ULICK O'CoiraoB See

DESABT, fourth EABL OF

CTTFTEE, PAUL (1759-1818) An American
sea captain, half Indian, half negro, born near
New Bedford, Mass He was a member of the

Society of Friends and used his wealth, acquired
at sea, in the effort to encourage the coloniza

tion of his people in Sierra Leone He earned
out 38 colonists on his own ship in 1815 and
died while waiting for permission from England
to make further settlements in the colony

CtTP'TET A name formerly gnen to ne

groes in the West Indies and common among
the maroons of Jamaica
CTT'EIC WHITING See KOTIO WBITT^G

CTTI, ku'tf, CfiSAB A*rro*ovrroH (1835-1018 )

A Russian composer and military engineer,
born at Vilna He studied at the gymnasium,
where his father, a survivor of Napoleon's army
of invasion, taught French After studying
music with Monmszko (qv ) for some sis

months at Vilna, he entered the School of Bngi
neenng and the Engineering Academy at St

Petersburg, becoming subsequently professor of

fortification in several military academies, and

gradually rising to the rank of lieutenant gen
eral Among hia pupils have been several grand
dukes, the famous Skobeleff, and Nicholas II

During the Eusso Turkish War he was sent to

examine the fortifications on the Danube His

report, Tour Note tf EnguM&rmg Qffioor

from the Theatre, of Jftbtary Operation* w
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Eutopean Tutkey, \v<u> tianslated into beveral

Janguage& and attracted considerable attention

\jnong lus textbooks the best knoxin are I

hhott Manual of Field Fortification (7th ed
,

1804) ami i Khcnt HirtQiwal Sketch of Pet ma
nent Fortification (1889) His musical studies
he continued with Bilakireff (qv ), making
his debut with a Scherzo in F major for oichet>

tra (1859) His opera The Pnsona of Can
casus (1857-58) and the comic opeia The Man
<lann<! Man were peifoimed privately and ex
hibited no departuies fiorn established tradi

tion In 1864 lie became mutual uitic of the
St Petersburg Gazette He championed the
theones of the loung Rutasun school, attacking
the conservative attitude of the critics, rejudg
ing established reputations, subjecting every
thing to \ keen ind searching analysis He
received the nickname Musical Nihilist," and
his opera William Ratchff (1869) based on
Heine s drama and embody ing the new theories

of
'

melodic recitativ e/ me t TV ith se\ ere enti

cibm Angela (1S76), babed on Victor Hugo's
drima carried the theouts even lurther and
met with a similar fate In 18S3 he rewrote
Vhe Pnsoner of Caucasus, adding a new act,
and the work had considerable buccess Le
Fhbustier (1804), woids by Richepm, was sue

cessful at the Paris Opeia Comiquc, and The
4'aKictii wau favorably received in 1899 In
the following -veai Mam elle Fifi wab wiitten,
in 1908 Matteo Falcom, and m 1909 The Cap
tain s Daughter His purebv instrumental works
include two scfwvi and four suites for orchestia

and a number of works for piano But his

talent shows to best advantage where inspira
turn is darned from words His muneious

songs, both to Russian and to French "Wordb,
are ventible gems, while his pieces for chorus

enjov great vogue He -was ne\er fond of orches

tration and is far behind his Russian colleagues
m that line but for this shortcoming he makes
amends through the sincerity and passion of

his works As a cntic in Russian periodicals
and the French Revue et Gazette Muatcale, Cm
enjoys an enviable reputation His La mvsique
en Russie (Pans, 1880) is the only sketch of

Russian music written with authority, even

though it is at times marred by the authoi s

esthetic views The Russian Lied (1806) is

a detailed study of all important Russian song
writers, with careful reference to both music
and text Consult Countess de Mei cy Argen
teau, Cesar Cwt (Pans, 1888), and Pougm,
Etsai historian* sur la musique en Russie

(Turin, 1897)

OTJIABA See CUTAB!

CUIRASS, kwsras' or lews' (Fr ctwxwwe,
from ML coratwm breastplate, from Lat con-

acevs, leathern, from oonum, leather) Ongi
nalh a jerkin, or garment of leather for sol

diers, so thick and strong as to be pistol proof
and even musket proof The name was after

ward applied to a portion of armor made of

metal, consisting of a backplate and a breast

plate hooked or buckled together, with a piece
joined to the back called a oulet, or garde de

reins, and still worn bv some European regi
ments of cavalry For illustration, see ABMOB
CDXBASSIBE, kwS'ras sfeV (Fr, from owr

ruste, cuirass) In modern armies, the name
given to certain soldiers of heavy cavalry They
are survivals of the troopers of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, who wore helmet and
cuirass There are four regiments of cuirassiers

in the RubSian airnv and 12 mgiment each in

the German and Fiench aimieb (
roi illus

tration, see Plate of AsupB )
Tit Russian

cunafas is of iron coated with loppci, and

weighb 30 pounds the Geiman ib oi white metal

with a brafas plate, and the Fiench it ^tcel with
a brabb plau, then lebpective weights being
13 1

/, and 16 pounds There ai> no cuiras

sier& in the British army, althoo>n the Life

Guardb and Roval Horse Guards wtai dress

cun asses of steel, costing 3 6s etch, which

aie discarded on active seivice In the time
of Queen Maiv there were hei\y hoiaemen
know n as

'

^uirassierb," who \v ore body ai mor
over buff coats They carried avoids and pis

tols, and their remb weie btreigthened with
iron chains The bodyguard of Napoleon III,

Leb Cent Gardes, woie aluminum cmribses No
cuirass is bullet proot against i direct shot

See GA.VALSY, where an histori al sketch of

mounted troops is given

CTJISSABT, kwssart' (OF, Iran cuwse,

thigh, from Lat coxa, hip) A yanetv of an
cient armor worn by troopers Cuibsaits con

biated of small strips of lion plate laid horizon

tally over each other round the thigh aid riveted

together

CtnTLAHTTATZDr, kwet k watscn', or

dTLAHTTATZIH (1470-1520) Vn Aztec

prince, younger brother of Montczuma II

When the Utter was seized by the Spaniards,

Cuitldhuatzin, often mentioned as Quetlavaca,
or Cmtkhuac, was also for some time in their

hands, but was ultimately released As the

acknowledged leader of the Aztecs after the

capture of Montezuma, he led the lamous at
tacks upon the army of Cortes He also di

rected the operations of the Aztecs during the

retreit of the Spaniards to the coast He was
afterward elected to succeed Montezuma, but
died of a pestilence after his installation and
was succeeded bv his cousin. Guatemotzm, the

la&t of the Aztec rulers

CTTJACTUS, kfijl'siiis or kuya'slus, prop
erly JACQUES DE C1TTAS, zhak de kn'

abas', or CTJJATJS, ku'zhfl*' (1522-90) A
French jurist ot the srsteenth century, born at

Toulouse After studying law he was appointed
teacher of the law at Cahors (1554) and in the

following vear gained the chair of law in the

Unrversity of Bourges, after which he taught
successively at Valence, again at Bourges, at

Valence, at Paris, and at Bourges, at which
last place he resided from 1577 till his death

He was one of the most eminent jurists of his

day and is recognized as the founder of the

historical school of jurisprudence His learning
was founded on the most diligent study of ong
inal manuscripts of the Roman laws His treat

ment of these authorities and of the feudal ays
tern was classical and reconstructive, free from
scholastic subtleties He had m hua library 500

manuscripts on Roman law and by his emenda
tions contributed greatly to remove the obscun
ties of jurisprudence A complete collection of

his works was edited by Fabrot (10 vols ), at

Pans (1658), and reprinted at Venice (1758-

83), and at Prato (1834-43) Uhl has edited

separately Cujacius* Aiwrnadversiones et 06
servationes Consult Spangenberg, Ctyacws
und sevne Zeitg&nossen (Leipzig, 1882) ,

Bernat
Saint Prix, Hwtovre dv, droit romoMt,, Hwtovre
de Cuja* (1821)

CULAJSCA1T, kSo-la'man See MANOBO
CULASI, kSSla'sS, or COLASI A town o*
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P<im\ Philippine^ in the Province of Antique,
situated on the west coast, about 47 miles
north of Sin Jobe de Buenausta (Map Philip
pine Islands, D 5j Rice, cacao, finite, and
pepper are cultivated Pop 1003, 10,966

CUI/BERSON, CHABLESA (1855- ) An
American legislator, born in Dadeville, Ala,
but taken as an infant to Texas He graduated
from Vnqinii Military Institute an 1874 and
in 187b-77 studied law undei his father and at
the Umverbity of Virginia He returned to
Texas to engage in the practice of law on
1890-94 was Attoinev General of the State and
w-as theieafter until 1898, Go\ernor He was
chosen United States Senator in January, 1899,
and was reelected in 1905 and again in 1911
for the term expiring 1917 In the Sixty third

Congrfss Culberson was chairman of the Judi
cian Committee
CTTI/DEES (Olr celede, servant of God, from

cele servant + De, gen sg of Dm, God) An
chorite monks who came into Scotland fiom
Ireland m the eighth and ninth centuries, ind
established themselves m many places, but who
in the twelfth century had been absoibed by
the itgular orders, particularly that of fit

Augustine The list of books handed over by
the Culdecs of Loch Leyen to the canons reu
lar under Bishop Robert (c 1144) is the oldest

Scottish lihi 113. catalogue Iheir monasteries,
which on the Columban model were really

villages on St Seif 3 Island, Loch Leven, \t

St Andrews, Monymusk Abernethy, and at

Momfuth, near Dundee, are matters of record
I heir abbots were often lavmen The mystery
about their origin and fate gave rise to the idea

that they were particularly holy and that they
retained the primitive Christian faith So
claimed Hector Boece in his Latin history of

Scotland (Pans, 1516), as many, especially ar

dent Presbyterians have done since But the

facts were established by W Reeves, The Cul
dees of the Britnh Itles (Dublin, 1864) and
W F Skene Celtic Scotland (3 vols, Edin

burgh, 1876-80) Consult also W Bevendge,
Malets of the Scottish Church (New York,

1008)
CTJXERBOBGt See KTJILENBUBG
CTFLEX (Lat, gnat) A short pastoral and

mock heroic poem of 414 hexameter lines A
sleeping goatherd is awakened by the sting of

a gnat and kills the insect, but finds that it

has saved his life by rousing him in time to

escape an approaching serpent The gnat's
shide in the night reproaches him, whereupon
the goatherd builds a tomb for the gnat and
celebrates the usual funeral rites Ancient

writers state that Vergil wrote a Gules, with

the plot described above Modern scholars have

usually refused to charge the extant poem

against Vergil, but consult Mackail, "Virgil
and Virfjihamsm

"
in Lectures on Poetry (Lou

don, 1911) and Elizabeth S Jackson, "The Au

thorship of the Culex," in The Classical Qwcw

terly, vol v (1911)
CTTLEX See MOSQUITO
CTTLIACAIT, kotflya kan' The capital of the

State of Sinaloa, Mexico, on the Cuhacan River,

50 miles from the Pacific coast (Map Mexico,

E 5) It is situated in a broad valley and

contains several plazas, those of Resales and

La Oqnstitucion being notable, an ancient cathe

dral, a seminary, and a mint It is an episcopal

see The city has some manufactures, pnnci

pally of textiles, and a large tobacco warehouse
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It is fast becoming an important commercial
centre Culiacan was founded in 1599, with
the name San Miguel Pop, 1900, 10,380,
1910, 13,527

CTJLICHXffi, kuhs'ide (NeoLat nom pi,
from Lat culex, gnat) A family of nematoce
lous Diptera, the mosquitoes, with long slender

wings, the veins and body bearing flattened
scales See MOSQTTITO
CTJLrLAWAH (koo'14 la'wan) BAKE The

bark of a tree of the Moluccas, Oiavnamomum
cuhlaiwn, used like cinnamon (qv)
CTPLIN, STEWART (1858- ) An Amen

can anthropologist, born in Philadelphia, a de

scendant of Johan \an Culin, one of the earliest

Swedish settlers on the Delaware He was edu
cated at a Friends' school and afterward at

Nazareth Hall Leaving this school at the age
of 17, he engaged in business, but soon de\el

oped a deep interest in scientific matters and,

through contact with Dr Daniel G Brmton,
w is led to take up original work m anthro

pologv In 1883 he was elected secretary of

the Numibmatic and Antiquarian Society of

Philadelphia, and began a study of the Chinese
in America, resulting in a senes of papers on
Chinese games In 1889 he became secretary
of the Archaeological Association of the Umver
sity of Pennsylvania and a curator in the
Museum of Archaeology, and in 1892 he was
appointed director of the museum In this

capacity he represented the University of Penn

sylvama at the Columbian Historical Exposi
tion m Madrid wheie he was at the same time

secietarv of the United States Commission In
1888 he organized the Oriental Club m Phila

delphia of which he became secretary, in 1890
he was elected a fellow of the American Asso
ciation foi the Advancement of Science He
was president of the American Folklore Society
in 1807 and was elected to the vice presidency
of anthropology in the American Association in

1901 He is author of Chinese Gomes with
Dice (1889) , Chess and Playing Cards (1896) ,

Korean Games (1896) , American Indian Games
(1905)
OlTLIOir ISLANDS See CALAMIAKTES

CTJI/LEN, PAUL (1803-78) Cardinal and

Archbishop of Dublin He was educated in

Rome, where he became rector of the Irish Col

lege and, in 1848, of the Propaganda College

During the revolution of that year he saved
the college property by appealing to Lewis Cass,

Jr, the American Minister He became Arch

bishop of Armagh and Primate of All Ireland

in 1849, and Archbishop of Dublin in 1852 He
had great executive ability and zeal in the

restoration and erection of churches, reforma

tones, and hospitals He assisted O'Connell,

opposed the Fenians, forbade tha clergy to take

active part in politics and advocated at the

Vatican Council the definition of papal mfalh

bihty He was the mam supporter of the Cath
ohc University at Dublin, but his quarrels with

Dr Newman, its head, wrecked the scheme In

1866 he was made a cardinal, being the first

Irishman to receive that dignity since the Refor

mation In 1873 he was sued for libel by a

parish priest, who received a, farthing damages
CTTLLEN, WILLIAM (17 10-00) A celebrated

Scottish physician, professor of medicine in the

universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow He
was born at Hamilton, Scotland, his father

being factor to the Duke of Hamilton He

acquired his medical education between 1797
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and 17o6 uadei gr* it aiflicultie^ but Joitu

nately bectued fie aid of John Paible\, a bUi

napothecarj
, and Homo the Elelei In

he began to piactice his piotetbion in Ins

nati\e to^n ind wab npidTy successful One
of his pupils w is William Huntei (q% )

In

1740 he iceonpd the dtiee of MD fiom Glab

gott Unneisitv In 1744 he renuned to Gli^

gov, m 1746 to began to lettuie on the theoiy

and practice nf phvbic on hot in ind tin ma
teiia medic a, and finall" on rhemibtM, in Glas

cow Unuersiti In botim Guilt n stuns to

have hetried n Litm but in tlie otliei dtpirt
ments he idopted the LntrlibU liitijuage ah the

vehicle of evpiesssion an inno\ation of gitat

importance ^ Inch peimittid him to idopt a

more f inuliai bt\ le of lecturing th in had hith

erto ben in use One of his original hearers

recoids that m the phasic clasb Dr Culkn
nt\ei read hctiues but onh used notes in the

chemistry he sometimes read, but \ery seldom'

In 1757 he botamp lull pioff^soi of clnmisti>,

continuing to fcach clinical medicine in the

Itovil Infirmary In 1760 lie undcitook also

the lectmes on nutem mtdica In 1766 Cullen

was placed in the duir of institutes of raedi

cine, % ic ant by the death of Dr ^h\tt and
Black the greatest chemical difaco\ciei ot tho

time took Cullen s place ib professor of chein

istry In I77a Cullen \vas transferred to the

chair of the prictice of physic
His mobt important works aie the Fntt lines

of tlie Ptaitice of Phy<tic (1777), in which he

sets foith his system of nobologj founded on
his theones of nene influence, and ^huli v\as

translated into mmy languiges fttfnopw \o

wlogin Methodiccr (1781) rn<.tititttn* of Medi

cine (1787) ,
i Twain? of the Vatena Meduv

(1780) His -R litmus hi\o been collected in

t\vo volumes by Dr lohn Thomson (rdmbuigh,
1S27I, by ^hom also a life TV as commenced, the

first volume appe%nng in 1R32 This biography
was continued by his son and finally completed
in a second \olmne by Dr Ciaigie in IS50

CTTLLERA, kocllya'ra A fortified town of

Spain in the Province of Valencia, on the Jflcar

Eiver, near its entrance into the Meditemnean,
23 miles south southeast of Vxlencia (Map
Spain, E 3) Its streets are irregular but level

and among the noteworthy features arc i ruined
eas,tle and the chapel of the Vfrgen de Cullera

Fishing, agaienlture and stock raising IIP the

principal industries The city is the centn of

a considerable trade m grain, rice oranges wine,
etc Cullera -was of gieat military importance
tinder the Moorbs by "whom it \naB strongly
fortified, and successful^ withstood attacks of

the Christian armies in 1234 and 1235, though
later it n as taken by James I of Aragon Pop ,

1900 11,%7 1010, 13566
CTJLLOODEM

1

,
or DBUMMORSIF MOOB A

Scottish battlefield in Inverness sbi re, near the

Moiay Firth The place Mas formerly a deso
late table land but IR now well cultivated Here
on April 16 (new style, 27) 1746, the Duke
of Cumberland, with 12000 xoyil troops, ovei
whelmed an army of 5000 Highlander^ under
Prince Charles Edward the ^oung Pretender,
and e\tinguished the hope* of the house of
Stuart of regaining the Fnghsh crown A
monumental cairn marks tlie spot where the
battle was fiercest and wheio many of the slain

he buried At Culloden House, a mile to the

north, the famih soat of Duncan Forbes the
valuable hutoiical collet tion of Cullo

L0\tnng the \ea.is H)^"> 1"4S ,\ i d'suAtud in

1812 They i\en pubhslad in J oudim in 181 >

Consult Willum Augustus Duke ot Cumbti
lind Jwrtcndt Ictount n] the Buttle of Cullo

dm (london 1746)

Cm/LOM, SHELII MOOSE (1S20-1914) An
Amintan politic un l)oin in ^a^no Co, Ky
Ho vas admitted to the bir in 18)

1

) and began
the prartut of tin law at Rpiingfield 111 Here

he soon buimc i leidci in politics Mas <jev

till tunes elected to the Illinois legislature
and vis fipeikei of the House in 18bl \nd again
in 1S73 He \\is a munbd ot Concuss foi

tlnee terms aftci 1865 and \\as Governor of

Illinois fiom 1876 to Ife8 > He tluii tntaed
tlir United Stattt. Senxte as i Hepubliun, and
seneil roatmuousl> until 1013 lit ^as the

mtlioi of the Intei state Comimru Law and
fnr mui-\ ^oars \\as chairman ot the Senite

Committeo on Interstate Commeice In 1898

he vas ippomted one of the cominissiomis to

fatablish the govoniment of Hawaii TIf \\iotc

Fiftij Icfljf
<>j

IWhcfteimte (Chicago, 1011)

CULIitni, GBOBGB WASHINGTON (1809-92)
An Amcutan soldici and vntti IFo u,is bom
in Nn\ Voik, gi iduated m 18n at TUst Point,

uid \\ \s instiuctor of engineering theie from
1S48 to 18 T5 He TV as mack chief engmetr ot

the IVputment of the Missomi in 1861, super
intended engineering works on the \\efatein

ineis md ^as chief engmter at the siege of

Coiuith He wat> supenntendent of the Military
\cademv from 1864 to 1866 ind Tvas bie-vetted

najoi g<nual in 1865 He retired from ictive

senjce m 1874 He published Ryttemi of

Militant Budget (1863), Biogiaphical Reg
iitci <f Uic OftiLd ? and QtncliKites of tJie "Cmted
Utatci lAlifaiy Amdrmy (1868 3d ed, 1801-

1010) Campaign? and Enguieru of f/ic War
0} Ml* /7 (1870) On his death he left part
of his foilum to lie used for the uection of the

Memorial Hall at \\ept Point and for the con
tmuancc of his Biographical Jteqnter
OTTLM Pee K.TTIM

CTTLM; (ME culme, colm, soot, smoke, or per
haps connected with t\elsh culm, knot, the coal

Iwing found in knots in some pi UPS in Wales,
Olr cnlmmrtnc neni Bnt Ktmlm knot) A
tenn used m thp United Rtatos for th( waste
ioal tin own out in anthiacite mining Owing
to its fine si/* much difficulty wis e\perjenced
for <(>Tne tnn m using it At tho picient daj
it is tithci pressed into bucks or Imrne'd on

special t\pcs of giate often \vith forced driught
TIu nuiu lias a similar application in parts
of ^ il s but in some parts of England it

ib used in a general sense for anthracite Sec
VratR \CITF

CUTOLAOT, kul'mftn, KABT. (1821-81) A
Gcrmin engineer bom at Bergrabern, Bavaria
Ho studied at the Artillery School of Metz ind
the Technical School of Karlsruhe and fiom
1841 to 184fl w is actne as \n engineer in bridge
construction In IS!*? he wat> appointed pio
fcssor of engineering in the Polytechnic School
of Zurich, of which he 'waa director from 1872
to 1875 He was the originator of the method
of graphical statics, by which tho strength
of structures is investigated through dngranif,
made to scale In exposition of tins he pub
lished arcwluiche Static (1864-66, 2d e<l

1875) Among his further works is Tlnto

wihungeti uber die BcMcewer Wtldlaclic tow
18W fit? 186S (1864), translated into Italian

and French
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CtTLMBACH hee KULMUAUI
CTJL3IBACH, kulm'bdK, HA*S vo>, See

KXjLlIBAGH, HA>,S \ON
CTTL'MINA'TION (from ML cub.imare, to

culminate, fiom Lit nilmen, OLat columen,
height, fiom colhs, hill, celsus, high) An aa
tronomical term signifying the pasbage of a
stai icioss the mendian The stai is then at

the highest 01 lowest point of its course The
&un culminates \t midda\, or 12 o clock, ap
parent solar time which seldom agrees exactly

with intan time as shonn b\ a watch 01 clock

The full moon culminates at midnight The
time of culmination of a fixed stvr is ah\a\s

exactly midwiy between the times of its using,
and setting in the case of the sun moon and

planetb it is onh approximateb so

GULP, JLLIA (1881- ) A distinguished
Dutch contialto She was bom, Oct 6 1881,
at Gromngen where she received her first musi
cal insti uction on the \iohn Her piogicss was
so rapid that she soon appealed in ianout> cities

of Holland an a violinist \\hen fouitewi \eai&
of age it -was disco\ered that she was gifted
with an unusuil loice Theieupon sh< aban
doned her careti as a violinist and enteicd the.

conservatory at Amsterdam Aitcr completing
her course she went to Berlin, wheie blie con
tmued her \ocal studies with. Etelka Gcibtei

Her dbut as a vocalist took place at Magde
burg m 1901, in a concert with Busoni The

following year she was heaid in Berlin and von
instant recognition as one of the foiemost hedtr

bingeis Her fame spread rapidly all o\ei Ger

many Her tours of Austria, Fiance, Italy Bel

gium, Spam, and Russia were a series of bnl
liant triumphs so that her place as the greatest
of ill lieder singers was established e\en before

she made her first American tour m 191 J

This was so successful that she visited America
i second time in the following season, appemng
in numerous recitals and with almost everv &vm

phonj orchestra of importance Aside from the

extraordinary beauty of her -voice, which she

handles with supreme mastery, her preeminence
as a lieder singer is due to her fine musician

ship, dramatic intensity soulful delivery, and un
limited versatility It is due largelv to her art

that the genius of one of the greatest of song
writers, Hugo Wolf has found w> ider recognition
CTTI/PA A term of the Roman law, signify

ing a fault or breach of a legal duty, but later

lebtricted to denote carelessness or negligence
When damage has been done without ripht and

willfully (do7o), the doer is always responsible
VI hen damage is occasioned by a careless act

or by failure to act as a careful person would

act, the person chargeable with carelessness is

not usually responsible unless he be under some

special obligation to exercise care (dihqenHa)
Such an obligation regularly exists only in

contractual and quasi contractual relations, and
heie the question what degree of carelessness

ere vtes liability depends upon the degree of care

which the law requires The standard in most

cases, is the care commonly exercised in similar

matters by a good householder (dihgentia 6ot

pa.tr*s /CWW.ZWB) Exceptionally, in some cases,

a person who is habitually somewhat careless

is held to that degree of care only which he

is accustomed to exercise in his own affairs

(ddtymha qwun w wr) This is true when

the advantage of the contractual relation is

wholly on, the other side* as in the deposit or

Bailment, of goods for safe keeping without

nmuneration ind also whtu tht other paitV
is chargeable with negligence if he enters into

relations with a careless person, as in partner
ship By reason, howe\er, ot the fiduciary

character of these relations, the caieless de

positary or paitner who has failed to etercise

e\en that degree of care which he is wont to

exercise in his own aflfaiis is regirded as guilty
ot willful wrong (C?O/HS) In contractual re

lations verv gioss (.arelesbnesb (culpa lata)
is albo treated as willful wrong Whether this

is faue outside of conti ictual relations wlietLti

gioss cai elesww ss begets an action in tort ia

disputed Regularh of course at Roman lu\

as it English luv m action in toit lies onh
when willful intent can be shown or presumed
Exceptionally howcvei and by statutory rule

(ley Aquiha) the peison who hab damaged
another'b pioperty br a careless act is liable,

although no eontrictuxl relation exists between
the parties

B^ the modern cnil law as administered on
the continent of Euiope most of the rules of
the Roman law rehtmsr to eulpa still obtain
Modem legiblators horceier have generally dis

c uded the exceptional standard ot the dihqentia
(juam in <JHIS and tlu French CTVI! code {art

1083) and some of the codes based on the
Fiench eg tin Spinish mil code (art 1089)
lay down the bioad rule that every peiaon of

bound mmd who has reached the age of dis

cretion it responsible for damage occasioned by
his negligence, whether of act or of omission,
but thebe piovisions have not been interpreted
as creating a general duty to act in the interest

of bti angers Foi the English and American

applications of the civil law doctrine, see BAIL
MEVT NEGLIGENCE Consult the authorities

referred to under CIVIL LAW
CTJI/PEPEE, JOHN An early English emi

gr int to the Carolina^ leadei of the
'

Culpeper
Insurrection

'
In 1677 and 1678, with Zech

ariah Gilham (or fJillam) and others, he led

a successful insurrection in the northern or
Albemarle Colonj of C^^ollna against Thomas
Miller royal collectoi of customs, who strictly
enforced the unpopular customs regulations,
and wliost office Culprptr aei/ed He and his

followers gained control of the government, but
when he went to London to arrange a corapro
mise with the home authorities he was arrested

on a charge of treason He w-as finally ac

quitted howe-ver, on the ground that there had
nallv been no authorized government in the

Colony at that time to rebel agamtt In 1680

Culpeper laid out on papir the plan of the

city of Charleston

CTTLFEFEB, or COLEPEPER, THOMAS
(M719) A grantee (1073) and Colonial Gov
ernor of Virginia In 167 3 he received from
Charles II for a period of 31 years a grant of

the entire territory of Virginia He was ap

pointed Governor for life in 1675, but did not

come to the Colony until 1680 In 1683, hav

ing administered the office chiefly for his own

gain, being shrewd and unscrupulous to the last

degree, he returned to Englind m spite of his

orders, was tried and convicted of corruption,
and was deprived of his commission His

daughter Catherine brought his great posses
sions in dower to Baron Fairfax and his de

scendants, who were related bv marriage to

0*or$ Washington Consult Doyle, English
Colonies m Amenm, vol i (1882)
CTII/PEE A local name in Africa for a fish
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uscmbhng a peieli, but oi uncertain position,

ichthvologically, which inhabits the Zambezi

\allty It buncos in the mud and thus BUT

Mvets droughts, and is exhumed loth \>\ animals
and the native ncgioob foi food but is not

thought palatable bv the white colonists

CULPRIT JAY, THE The title of a poem
by Jofaeph Rodman Diake (1816) Its subject
is the ke of a fairv foi a moitil maiden and
his expiation of the offense

CT7L'TIVA/TIOir See TILLAGE
CTTLTIVA'TOB (Fr cultuat&ur, from ML

cultuate to cultivate, from Lat cuHura culti

nation, from colere to till) An agricultuial

implement extensively manufactured and uted

m the United States The common name foi it

m Gieat Britain is "grubber" Certain forms
are called 'scarrfierb

" It is used for a number
of purposes, such ab preparing soil for planting,

loosening soil between rowt of plants, debtro^

:ng weeds, etc There are many foi mis but

Ubually the essential featuie is a triangulai or

rectangular iron frame in which are fked tinea

or teeth, somewhat like those of a 1m row, but

curved, and so placed as to enter the ground
obliquely when the implement mo\es forward

Handles like those of a plow are provided for

control of the implement, and the centre beam
of the iron framework pi ejects in front for the

attachment of wheels and draft cle\ises In

some forms the implement is mounted on wheels

and pio\ided with a seat for the optratoi and

various levers for the control of the implement
Ihehe are called rider cultrvators, while the

simpler forms are known as icalker cultivators

The two forms are sometimes combined One
ot the more modern forms of the rider cultivator

is the disk cultivator, in which revolving sharp

edged disks take the place of teeth or tinea See

also IMPLEWTTTS, AGRICDLTUBAL, TILLAGE
CULTTTBE (Lat cultura, cultivation) When

ubed by anthropologists and historians, the term

signifies the complex: of habits and customs

peculiar to any group of people Particular

customs are designated as traits of culture

See AMHBOPOLOGT, CIVILIZATION, ETHIVOLOGY

CHLTTTBZAMPF, kul tSoVkampf See KUL-
TUBKAMPJ
CTJLTTTS COD A manne fish (Ophiodon

elongatus) of the family Chmdfe, abundant
from Lower California to Alaska, and one of

the most important food fishes of the Pacific

coast, where it is also known as "ling," "buf

falo cod," and "blue cod "
Cultus, in the Chi

nook jaigon, means "common" or
'

ordinary,"
and was applied to distinguish tins species from
the true cod of that coa&t It is codlike in form,
dark brown above, \anously spotted, and bluish

green below, the flesh being also bluish, and
reaches a length of 5 feet and a weight of 30

to 40 pounds, but much smaller specimens are

usually brought to market It lives about

rocky placeb sometimes m considerable depths,
and spawns in summer,, and it feeds upon fishes

and ciustacea and is excessively voracious, often

being taken by seizing a fish upon the angler's
hook Its flesh is regarded as of superior

quality
C"DT/VEBNr (Pr coulew,rtne, ML colubrtna,

cnlvenne, from Lat coZw&er, serpent) In early
times, any small gun the name being deraed
from the serpent shaped handles cast on the

piece In the sixteenth century and later the

name was used with reference to the heavier

cannon, like the 18 pounder Variations of the

name w-eie cuhet or whole culoet, referring to

the heavier gunb, demiculienn to the smaller

Ctn/VEB'S PHYSIC, CTTLVEB'S BOOT
See LEPTAINDBA
CT7I/VEBT (probably from Fr couloure

dram, fioni coulet, to ilow, from Lat eclat e to

filter, from colum, bie\e, influenced in termina

tion by analogj with covett) \n artificial

chinnel foi cairying a small stream undei

neith a canal or the embankment of a roadway
or lailwaj For -very small sti earns vitrified

clay pipe or catt iron pipe is used for culverts

For sti earns of laiger si/e stone bov culverts

are employed, consisting of two paiallel ma
soniy walls coveied o\ei with stone flagging and

Iming a paved bottom ^here stone i* scaice,

box cuherts are sometimes built of timber and

sometimes, inbtead of stone flagging a roof of

iron beams imbedded in a concrete slab is em
ployed Large cuheits are usually built with

parallel masonry side walls, supporting a stone

or brick roof arch With the inru ised use of

concrete m railway engineering this material

is increibingly used, both in the foim of plain
arches and \inous foims of lemforccd conciete

struetuus A tuheit, besides the passageway
for the water, has wins* walls at one 01 both
ends to hold the embankment in place and

protect it fiom the lush of the flowing witei
in times of freshet A full technical description
of culvert constiuction is given in Baker, Ttea
tise on Uawymy Oonstiuction (10th ed

,
New

loik, 19 12) and albo in imencan Railnay
Engincenng and Maintenance of Ways, Bulletin
105 (Chicago, 1008) The varioiifa railways
ha\e <pccnl formulas for the constiuction of

culverts which are referred to with othei ap
propnate matter in Mernman, Lineman Civil

Engine&s Pocket Bool (2d ed, New York,
191 J)

CULVEBWEL, NATHAITIEL See CAM
BBIDOE PLAIOMSIS
CUMA'CEA See CBTisrACEA
CTJ^ULM (Lat, from Gk Ktf/w?, Eyme) An

ancient city on the coast of Campania, founded

conjointly by colonists from Chalcis and C>mse
in Euboea According to Strabo, it wab the
earliest of all Gieek settlements m either Itily
or Sicilv, it is probable that it was founded
before the middle of the eighth century BO,
(ancient authorities give 1050 BO) It soon
attained wealth and power, built so\erxl hur
bors or port towns of its own, including Pica
archia (Pozzuoh) and Neapohs (Naples), and
earned on an extenbive trade with the interior

From the Chalcidian alphabet of Cumos the

Etruscan and the Italian alphabets seem to

have bcpn derived Its property led to wars
with the Etruscans and other Italian tribes,
and in 524 BC a great land army was routed

by the Cumajans In 474 BO Cum, thanks
to the aid of Hiero of Syracuse, broke the sea

power of the Etruscans in a naval battle near
the city The victory seems to have left Cum*
dependent upon Syracuse Its power now rap
idly waned, and in 421 B o it was captured by
the Sammies and became an Oscan community
About 340, along with Capua, it passed under
the control of the Romans and from this period
steadily adhered to the fortunes of Rome In
the Second Punic War Hannibal tried to cap
ture it, but was repulsed by Sempronius Grac
chus Towards the close of the Republic it

became the municipal capital of the district
in which the Roman nobles had their villas
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alcohol and ether It may be obtained from
lonka hcanb hv, extracting with alcohol It has
aKo been prepared svnlheticallv by heating sail

c\hc aldehvde with sodium acetate and acetic

inlndnde lonk" beans have been used to im

part the odor of cuminn to snuff Cumann is

albo employed m pertumeiy and in preparing the

beverage veil known in. Germany ah JIaitivnk
( May drmk ) which is made by adding a small

quintih of puie cumarm to wine
CTTM'BEELAWD A peninsula of Baffin

Land forming the webt coa^t of Davis Strait

(Map Canada, S3) It cuts off the gulf known
a=, Cumbeiland Sound
CUMBERLAND (AS Oumlna) The ex

trenie noithwebt county of England (Map Eng
land, D 2) It has 75 mile*, of coast and an
area ot 1320 bquare miles A little more than
half of the county is cultivated, the rest IB cov

eied by mountain and lake The highest peaks
of the Cumbnan Mountains (qi ) are in the
lake region whence valleys ridiate in all dircc

tiona, gradually ending in a flit coastal belt

The chief uv ei s are the Eden and Derw ent Mm
era! vealth abounds, chiefly coal non, and lead
Daily farming and domestic manufictuies aie
earned on The chief towns are Carlisle, the

capital, Whitehav en, Brampton, Workmgton,
Mirjport and Millom Pop, 1901 266,933
1911 205 780 Consult Feiguson, History oj
Cumberland (London, 1890) and "Wilson (ed },

The Victoria, Hwtoiy of Cumleiland (Westmin
ster 1901)
CTJMBERLAMD A city and the county

seat of Alle^any (Jo M<1 152 milcb by nil
vest northwest of Washington, D C on the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and on the Penn
svlvania, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Cumberland
and Penn&ylvama, and the \\estern Marvland
laihoada (Map Maryland, C 2) It is in a

icmarkably picturesque locality on the Potomac
River, some 650 feet above tide, on the outer

edge of the Cumberland George's Creek coal re

gion, and ships vast quantities of semibitununous
coal Tbeie are e\tt naive rolling mills for the

minufacture of ^ilroad materials, iron foun

dries, steel shifting works, railroad shops taa

nenes, brickvroiks, dyeing and cleaning works,
flour mills, glassworks distilleries, silk and tin

plite mills, and cement works Cumberland was
laid out in 1785 on the site of Fort Cumberland,
which wis elected in the winter of 1754-55 at

the outbreak of the French and Indian Wir
The town was incorpoiated in 1815, becoming a

city in 1850 It adopted the commission form
of government in 1909 A new half million,

dollar water works system and the electric light

plant are owned by the city Pop , 1900 17,128 ,

1910, 21,839, 1920, 29 837 Consult LowdennJk
History of Cumberland (Wabhin^on, 1878j

CTTMBERLAND A town in Providence Co
,

R I 6 miles (direct) north of Providence, on

the Blackstone River and on the Nev York,
New Haven and Hirtford Railroad (Map
Rhode Island, C 2) Cumberland contains the

only Cistercian Trappist Monastery m New Eng
land, Nine Men's Misery, a cairn under which
are buried nine men who were killed in one of

the early Indian wars, the Catholic Institute

Association (nonseetarian) , the Elder Ballon

Meeting House, built about 1740, and the

grave of William Blackstone, the first white set

tier in Rhode Island It has granite quarries,

some deposits of copper, gold, coal, and iron, and
extensive manufactures of horseshoes, cotton,

and seacoast residences It continued to exist
as a quiet

3

place (Juvenal, 111, 2) down to the
(.lose ok the Roman Empire, but rea'sbUined i

momentary importance during the wars of Bell

sarius and Nar&,e& Its strong fortress gar
risoned by the Goths, -was the last place in

Italy that held out against the Byzantine ainn
The fcmn was finally destroyed, at> an abode
of pirates by the Neapolitans in 1205 AD Of
the ancient fortifications considerable remains
may still be traced, and both on the Acropolis
and m the lower city there are fragments of

architectme and scanty ruins Underneath the

Acropolis are a number of grottos and suit

terranean passages of unknown ongin and pur
pose One of these caverns \vas the seit of

the oracle of the Cumsean Sibyl (qy) ^.bout

the city lay cemeteries, showing Greek Samnite,
and Roman graves Recent excavationb here
have led to the view that there was on the site

of Cumse a pre Hellenic settlement Consult

Belochj Campamen t,m Alterthum (Breslau,

1890) , Pellegrm, Monumenti d&, Lincei, \in

(1903), Patrom, Atti del congresao di scienze

stonche, \ (1904)
CTTIVrff'/AN SIBTL The most famous of

the ancient sibjls She has been represented

pictonally by several of the great masters The
most noted examples are paintings by Michel

angelo m the Sibtine Chapel, and by Raphael
m the church of Santa Mina della Pace in

Rome See CU&LS:, SIBYL

CTJMAirA, kSo" ma na' A town in the State

of Bernvudez, Venezuela, situated on the Man
zanaies River, near its mouth, on the Gulf of

Canaco (Map Venezuela El) It has i col

lege and is the seat of a United States consular

agent The town is an important commerciil

centre, its trade being promoted by an excellent

loadstead and harbor, which are dominated by
the fort of San Antonio on a hill overlooking
the town It exports cacao, bugar, coconuts,

tobacco, pearls, and hides Pop, 12,225 the

suburbs of San Francisco, Guavquems, and Ser

ntos have in aggregate population which equals
that of the mother town Cumana, possibly the

oldest city in America, was founded by Jacomo

Castellfln, m 1523, under the name of Nueva
G6rdoba (not far from the settlement made in

1)20 by Gon/alo de Ocampo, under the name
of Nueva Toledo), and became in the following

\oar capital of the newly erected Frounce of

Nueya Andaluda It has suffered considerably

from earthquakes, notably in 1766 and 1853

OVUCABIH
1

,
or COTTMABUr (from cou-

morou, the Gallicized form of the native name of

the Tonka bean),

The anhydride of cumanc (ortho-oxycinnamic)
acid It is a colorless, crystalline substance,

melting at 67 C and boiling at 201 C It has

an exceedingly agreeable odor It is found in

yanous plants, including the Tonka bean (the

seeds of the Dvpteryco odorata and opj>ostit/o7t<2) ,

the woodruff (Agperula odorata) ,
the melilot

(Mehlotus officwaha) , a number of grasses, such

as the s\veet scented vernal grass (AntJiomn-
thum odoratwn) ,

the faam or faham leaves

(Angrecum fragrana), much pnzed among Asi

atics for their yanillahke scent, the Indian

earsapanlla (the root of EeiMdesmw tndwws),

etc Cumarm is soluble in hot water and in
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silk woisted goods, and women's clothes, etc

Cumberland was mcorpoiated in 1747 The

g<neinmpnt is admimsteied by a council, elected

by the people a police commission is appointed
by the governor of the State Pop 1%D, 8025

1910, 10,107, 1920, 10,077

CUMBERLAND, THE A Federal war \e^el

under the command of Liutt George XI Morns,
sunk by the Confeduate lam I/emwar in lUmp
ton Roads, March S, 1802 She \\ent down flniu?

and with colors, flyin and earned with her a

bundled of hei new
CUMBERLAND, DCTKE 01 Pee WILLIAIT

ALGTSTIS, D-OKE or CiirBLRLvro, and EBINSI

AUGt&T, KrsG OF RAAO\CB

CUMBERLAND, E-VBL OF See CLIFFORD

GEORGE
CUMBERLAND, Rtcn^BD < 1631-1718) An

English moral st He was. born in London edu

cated at Rt Pauls School and at Cambridge,
where he became a friend of Pepus appointed in

1658 to the rectory of Brampton, Northampton
shire and in 16b7 to the living of All Hallows,
Stamford In 1601 he wa made Bishop of Peter

borough Hia work, De Legibus "\atui <s Dis

guuiiio Philosophica (1672), tianalated into

English by John Maxell in 1727 and into

Trench (1744) was one of the nr&t protests

agamit the egoism of Hobbes's ethics He main
tamed therein that the common good of all"

Is the chiei: end and ultimate standard of nioial

ity, and he it thus one of the foieiunnors of

the well known English Utilitaiian& Consult

SpauldiBg, Richard Cumberland als Btgntnder
det engkschen Sthik {Leipzig 1&Q4) Alter,

"The Ethical System of Richard Cumbeiland,"
in the PMotophical Reneii (Boston, 1895)

likewise id, History of Enghtli Utilitarianism

(1002)

CUMBERLAND, RicnujD (1732-1811) An
English dianutic w liter and essayist, bom in

Cambridge lie was the gi eat grandson of the

Bibhop of Peterborough and was the grtndson,
on bis mothers side, of Di Richard Bmtto
He graduated at Trinity College, Cambridge, in

17 >0, and two >ears afterward was elected fil

low Hiving been appointed private -secieUiv

to the Earl of Halifat he gave up his intention

of entering the Church, and became Ulster free

retarv during Halifax'b term as Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland In 1775 he obtained a sinecure in

the Board of Trade and retired to Tunbndge
Wells, wheie he devoted himself to hteratuie

and wrote some 54 farces, tragedies, and come
dips pamphlets, essays novels and transla-

tions from the Greek poets Manv of his come dies

weie well received but have not survived They
include The Brothers (1769) and West Indian
( 1770) , his best play Goldsmith describes Cum
)>ei land with gentle satire in The Retaliation,
as The Terence of England, the mender of

hearts
" His Memoirs appeared in 1807, but are

considered untrustworthy Consult Geoige Pas
ton's little Honours of the Eighteenth Century
(London, 1901)

CUMBERLAND AND TEVIOTDALE, W-
vi ot dal, DUKB OF English titles borne bj the
first cousin of Queen Victoria, Geoiga V of TTan

over (q^ ), and peipetuated by his oldest son,
Prince Ernest Augustus, born Sept 21, 184

1

)

CUMBERLAND GAP A pass through the
Cumberland Mountains on the State line between
Kentucky and Tennessee at the southuestein end
of \itgmia (Map Kentucky, H 4) It is a
notch about 300 feet deep and in some places BO

nano\v IB meieH to allo'ss loom for a loadwa-y
The road between Virginia and Kentucky laid
out by Daniel Boone in 17G9 passed through
Cumbfilind (rap and o\ei this ioxd journeyed
most of the eiih emigi ints to Kentucky Dur
ing the Cml ^ 11 the Gap ^ is of #ie it utiatcgic

impoitince constitutmy as it di<l a kind of pib
sagevnv bet^ptn cential Kentuckj ind eastein
ind centiil Icnntssee It -\\as oaupied b) the
Confelti itc General Zolhcoffer on NOA 13,

18(>1, but on June 17 1862, the Confederates
\\ithdi en on the approach of a suponoi Fedcial
foioe undei (i<n ft W "Moigzn, \vho took poa
sebsion on tlu follow injf di\ and immediately
begin to stungthett the foitifications Vxiioua
minor skumisliLS oceunod m the ^cmity, m the
mo>t impoitant of which, thit of August 7, the

Contcdcratt.!., lost 125 men in killed and wounded,
the ludeiala bb in killed wounded, and missing
On the night of September 17 \Torgan secietl}
e^iciuted the place destroyed the fortifications

and the war mateiial, and by a skillful letreit

sa\ed his command from captuie at the hands
of the superioi Confedei ate f01 ces in tin. \ icinitv

On October 22 General Biagg occupied the Gap
On fie.pt 8, 1863, the plxce again passed into

the hinds of the "FVdeiils undrr General Sh ickel

ford, tin Confederate General Frazer surrender

inq, without lesistance, 2000 men and 14 pieces
of aitillerv and here on April 28, 1865, 900
C'onfedeiates surrendered and vere paroled
CUMBERLAND MOUNTAINS, or PLA-

TEAU The westernmost duision of the south
em \ppalachian phvsiogiaplnc pro-vince Thp
belt of te>untr> occupied by the plateau extends
tlmmsrh eastein Kentucky and Teunegbec and
noithprn Gcorfifii and Alabama nearly to the

Mississippi line The highest (2500 feet) cle

nations ne attained m Kentucky, the descent
tow nds the south and west being gradual In
cential Alabama the plateau merges into tho
(Julf eoat-tal plain The plateau has a geneial
elevation of 1000 feet It rises occasionally to

2000 feet (Map Virgins, A 5) Its eastern

edge is denned by a strong escarpment, while on
the west the slope is abrupt in Tennessee but
ks<* so in Kentucky The rocks at the smfnu
of the region are of carboniferous age They
include sandstones, limestones, and slates, which
inclose -valuable deposits of coal They are uau
alh well timbered with ash, hickory, chestnut,
and other luid woods, but the soil is not suffi

ci(ntlv fertile to suppoit a large a irricultural

population The slopes of the Cumberland Moun
tains aie drained mostly into the Ohio River by
ihe Cumberland and the Tennosseo, the latter

luer ciossing the southern portion of the range
after flowing along the greater part of its east

ern edge
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH See PEESirrrEBiANisM

CUMBERLAND RIVER A n\ei of Ken
tuckv and Tennessee rising in the Cumberland

plateau, m eastern Kentucky, neai the Virginia
line It flows at first generally northwest and
then southwest through southern Kentucky and
enters Tennessee in long 85 30' W (Map
Kentucky, C 4) It then, luna, in a very tortu

ous course, southwest, west, aad then generally
northwest, through northern Tennessee, reenter

ing Kentucky nearly at 88* From this point
it approximately parallels the Tennessee River,
to its confluence with the Ohio River at Smith
land, about 12 miles east of Paducah, Ky The
total length of the river is 688 miles, and its
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basin aita i& ihout 1^,000 squue miles, It is

navigable foi istearnboits to Nashville, 103
miles and for vcss<ls of tin ee feet draft 325
miles firther to Burnsuh Kv which ib com
monh considend the ht td of navigation
CUMBERLAND ROAD, THE A load 800

milcb long which extended fiom Cumbtiland,
Md to Vandalia 111, and which lud in

irnpoitant pait in opening up the West and
Souths e^t to settlement fiom the East It

was )>egun about ]&00 nab consstiucted in sec

tions and Mas finished about 1S40 It wih to
have been built b\ the Federal government out
of tundb deuved horn sales of public lands in

the State s to be tiiveised but additional appro
pnations soon became nuebsuy, and, largely

owing to the influence of Hemj Clav, the na
tional government advanced tht sum of $6,821,
246 for thib purpose between 1806 and 1838

For many ^cirs tlie load was under Federal

control and vva& called the Gieat National Pike,
but by 1856 the govpinrapnt had tinned o\er

to the vauoiib States thiough which it pissed
the portioub included within each Foi mam
yeaib it v\as peihaps the chief avenue foi West
ern emigration and thouisands ot prospective
settleis pataed over it fiom the v inous Eistern

States Conbiilt Hulbert, The Cumberland,

Road (Clev eland, 1903) Spaiks The Expansion
of the [inencan People (Clucigo 1001) , and an
article 'The Old National Pike," in vol hx of

Eat per's Monthly Magazine (New York, 1S7Q)

CUM'BRIA (Lat, the land of the Cvuirv,
or Welsh) An ancient Butwh puncipalitv, in

eluding Cumberland in England \nd most of

Scotlind as fir north as the Clyde Tn Scot

land, however, the boundaries were indefinite

and depended upon the strength, of the mler
Cumbria had a mjAid population of Britons

Goidels, and Picts who, on account of common

danger from the Saxons, united and took the

name of Cymry During the sixth centuiv. Cum
bna ceased to be governed bv one luiir and TV xs

united only in times of TV xi The country, how

ever, was hillv ind eisilv defendtd Edmund

conqueied Cumbria in 046 with the help of the

King of South Wales, and gave it to Malcolm
of Scotland William II of England annexed

Cumbria early in his reign In 1107 David I

of Scotland becim< Pnnce of Cumbm, holding
it from the English crown
CUMBRIAN MOUNTAINS A group of

mountains, 37 bj 35 miles in length and breadth,
in the northwest of England, occupying p\rt of

Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire

This tract, embracing the English lake district,

is of great picture^quenesfa and boauty and much

frequented by touiists There are 25 mountain

tops upwaid of 1500 feot high, including Sea

fell Pike (3210 feet the highest mountain in

England), Rcafell (3162) Helvellyn (5118)

andSkiddaw (3064) The deep -valleys between

the mountains contain 14 lakes, 1 to 10 miles

long The largest of the lakes ate Wmdeimere,

Ullswater, Comston Lakes Bassenthvraxte Lake,

and Derwentwater Many eminent persons have
resided among the lakes, the beauty of which
has inspired some of the finest writings of

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, Professor Wil
eon ("Christopher North"), De Quincey, Arnold,
and Han let Maitmeau Ihe heavy rainfall of

the legion is utilized by the conversion of one

of the lakes, Thirlmere into a reservoir for the

water supply of Manchester, and some of the

rtrenmft m us*d for prodtwng electrical energy

CTJMIflZKrQ-, ALIBED (1802-73! An Amen
can official bom in Augusta Ga In 1857 he
wass appointed by Piesident Buchanan Groveinor
of the Tenitoi^ of Ltah, -whither he was bent
with a protects e foice ol 2500 under the com
mind of Gen A S Johnston liter fitaous in
the Confedeiate semce He itsued, on Xoxeni
ber 27, a pioclamation \Uuch declared the Tu
ntoiy to be m a state ol icbellion, a cop\ ot

which was 101 \\aided to Salt Like City ling
ham Young, the Alonnon piesident, letaluted
bv announcing th it the region ^ is under mai
tial law and foibiddmg the expedition to enter
i eompiomibe ^as subsequtnth effected and
Go\einor Cumuimg assbumed ofhce on April 12,

1858 The tioopb -neie letamed at Oimp Floyd
until Feb 20 ISbO In 1861 Gumming uis sue
ceeded bv Stephen S Harding
GUMMING-, JOHN- (1807-81) A Scottish

preacher and authoi, born in Abeideeashire He
uat, educated at King's Collegi, Aberdeen, and
in 183 4 \\as oidamed to the ^cotch Chuicli
Crov\n ( ourt CtAeiit Gaiden, London -nheie he
ofliciateil till 1S79 He uab \oiy populai as a

pioirher and lectmer, but ib lemembend chiefly
for hib contiotcrsus ^ith the Roman Catholic

dignitaiies and foi hu> mteipietation of the

apocahptic -niitingb The mobt impoitint ot

his voluminous publication* aie Apot&li/ptio
Slctthes (1840J , The Gieat Tnlulaiion (1839) ,

Deztiny of the \ntions (Ibtct), Beekeeping
(1504) The ffcienth Tea? (IS70I

CTTM'MIBrQ-S, AMOS JAU (1841-1002) An
American editoi and politician born at Conkhng,
N Y \. journejman pnntet at 13, he wt type
in neaily every State of the tmon He waa
with William Wilker in the last in\asion" of

Nicaragua (1S57), and dunng the Civil War
sened as seigeant major of the Twenty sixth

Xeu Jeiscy Infintry and lecened the congrcs
swnal medil of honor Subsetiuently he became
editor of the New Yoik Wed ly T> ibtine and in

1800 joined the stafl of the Sun, of whose weekly
and eunmg editions he -nas afterwaid editor

From 1887 he wis a Demociatio member of

Congress from New lork He was the author
of a &eneb of letters, which attracted much at

tention, wiitten from Flonda and California to

the #M, o\or the signature "/ibka
"

CTTMMINGrS, JO&LPH (1817-00) An Amer
ican educator bom in Falmouth Me He was
ord uned a minister in the Mdhodibt Episcopal
church in 184.0 and mas pusidmt of Genesee

College (later Gtnesee \\esle\m Seminary)

Lima, N \ (IS'ii-S?), president of Wesleyan
University MiddMown Conn (18>7-75), and

piofebsor of mental philosophy and politic il econ

omy there (1875-77) and piebident of Noith
^lestein Univei&ity from 18S1 until his death

He edited Butler's Inalogy of Religion in 1875

CUMMINGS, THOiiAs SFIB (1804-94) An
American miniature painter and author, born at

Bath, England He came to New York early in

life and studied there with Henry Inman He

painted miniatures in water color, and many of

his sitters were well known contemporaries of

the artist In 1826 he helped to found the Na
tioaal Academy of Design, was its treasurer for

many yeai& and one of its early vice presidents
He also wrote an account of its history, entitled

Histono Annals of the Tfatwnal Academy from
its Fovnfotwn to 1865 (Philadelphia, 1865)
His later lift wa* spent m Connecticut, and

Hackensack, N J, where he died,

CUM'MIN'S, ALBKET BAHEC (1850-1926) An
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Amencan legislator, born at Carnucliaels, Pa
He v*as educated at Waynesburg College, was
admitted to the bar in Illinois in 1875, and from
that jear until 1S78 practiced in Chicago Re

moMng to Des Aloines Iowa, he was m 189S a

member of the State House of Representatives,
from 1902 to 1908 Republican Go\ernor of the

State and after filling out the une\pired term

in the United States Senate of Senator Allison,

was reelected in 1909 for the term expiring 1915

Dunng his period of faenice in the Senate Sena
tor Cummin& came to be lecognized as one of

its most able and conspicuous members While
Governor of Io\va he had made a- thorough study
of matteib i elating to the regulation of railroad

and othei corpoiationb ind to him was largely
due the passage by the Senate of \arious impor
tant mcasuies relating to trusts and railroads

Although not actnelv affiliated with the Progres
sive party in 1912, he was in fa~vor of many of

the principles advocated by the leaders of that

part\ Aftei the Republican Convention in 1912

(in \vhich he himself had been mentioned for

tile presidential nomination) , Cummins denounced
the action of the majority of the delegates in re

nominating President laft and declared that he

would not vote for the latter on account of the

means used to assure his nomination

CUTM/MINS, GEOBGE DAVID (1822-76) An
Amencan clergyman He was born in Delaware,

graduated at Dickinson College in 1841, and en

tered the Methodist ministry In 1845 he took

ordeis in the Episcopal church and was rector

of several Episcopal churches in Vnginia, Wash
ington, and Chicago He was chosen Assistant

Bishop of Kentucky in 1866, but in 1873 resigned,
after being criticized for taking communion with
ministers outside the Protestant Episcopal
church, and founded the Reformed Episcopal
church (qv ), of which he was the first bishop
Consult the Memoir by has wife (New York,
1878)

CmOffiDTS, MABIA SUSANNA. (1827-66) An
Amencan novelist, bom at Salem, Mass After

leceivmg a good education she began wntmg
for contemporary magazines In 1854 she scored

an immense success with her story The Lamp
hghtermoTe than 100,000 copies in all being
sold, a surprising sale for ante-bellum fiction

Her later books are negligible, and her reputa
tion has not been maintained, although The

Lamplighter IB still read

CTTM'NOR TTAT.Tf 1 An old manor house,
near Oxford, of which only a few ruins remain

the place where Amy Robsart was imprisoned,
as mentioned in Scott's Kewlworth 2 A ballad

of that name by \\ J Meikle, supposed to have

suggested to Scott the idea of Kemlworth
GTJMONT, ku'rnON', FBAIHZ VALEBY MARIE

(1868- )
A Belgian wnter on Oriental re

ligions He was born at Alost, eastern Flanders,
and studied at the universities of Ghent, Bonn,
Berlin, Vienna, and Pans, from 1892 to 1910 he
was professor in the University of Ghent, and
from 1899 to 1912 curator of the Royal Museum
at Brussels In 1913 he was made an associate

member of the French Academy of Inscriptions
His pnncipal works are on the Eastern cults

that took root in Rome about the beginning of

the Christian era they include Tories et mono,
menta relatifs aux mysteres de Sfithra (1894-
1901 ) , partly translated by McConnacfc in 1903
as The Mysteries of Mithras3 Catclogus Codwum
Astrologorvm, Groscorum (1898 et seq ) , Studio,

Pant (1901-11, with Anderson), Let rth

more? oyientale* dans le pagamsme
(1006 2d ed, 1900 Fng trans, 1911),
Recherches sut le wamcheiime (1008-12), As
tiology and Religion in -intiqiuty (1912)

CTTMTTLATIYE VOTING A method of

-voting at elections for office and in representa-
tive assemblies, intended to obviate the ineon

veniences of the majority system by gmng pro-

portional \veight to the minoiity \ote As com
monly practiced, each ^oter is permitted to catt

as man} votes as there are cindidates for a

gi\en office, and he may distribute his -votes or

give them all to one candidate, as he may choose
It has been advocated for man} years, both in

England and the United States, as an important
measure of electoral reform, but has made head
way slowly The sjstem has been employed to
some evtent in Illinois and Michigan and IB

parliamentary elections in England Its consti-

tutionality was established by a decibion of the

Supreme Court at Michigan m 1891 See ELEO
IION, ELECTOBAL REFORM
CTTinTLTJS See CLOTTD

CT71TA, kouftia A linguistic stock of Amen
can Indians at one time occupying the Isthmus of

Panama, in Colombia, from the Chagres River to

the <Urato, in Colombia They aie ilso known as
Danen or San Bias Indians likewise Tules, etc

They are extremely iealou& of the whites, and
have lately Tuthdraivn farther into the interior

They are of small statm e, but athletic and of

light complexion, some of them e\en approach
ing the blonde type They formerly Ined in

\illages of communal houses, cultnated corn and
cotton, and worked gold obtained from the
streams and mountains The women were
clothed, but the men usually went naked They
Ubed poisoned arrows They have never been

entirely subdued and still retain their love for
freedom and wild life Rivet attaches the Cuna
language to the Talamanca Barbacoa group of

his Chibchan stock For recent literature on the

Cunas, consult Mrs Bell, in Smtthsoman Re
port for 1909 Pittier de Fabrega, in National

Geographical Magazine for 1913, and several
articles of an ethnological and linguistic niture
by Dr J Dyneley Prince in the American An
thiopoloqist for 1912 and 1913

CTTNABD', SIB SAMUEL (1787-1865) An
English shipowner, born in No\a Scotia He
was the foundei (1839] of the Cunard line of
ocean steamers plying between England and
America He \vas a member of the Royal Geo

graphical Society and was made a baronet in
1859

CXTlsrAX'A (La,t from Gk Kotfvofr, Kou
IKMM) A place in Mesopotamia, on the eastern
bank of the Euphrates, probably a-bout 60 miles
north of Babylon It was the scene of the battle

fought (401 BC) between Cyrus the Younger
(q v ) and his brother, Artaxerxes Mnemon, in
which Cyrus -was killed See ANABASIS, XKNO
PEON
OTJNDmAMABOA, koTJn'dS na markka A

department of the Republic of Colombia (Map
Colombia, C 3) Its area was estimated at o\er

79,691 square miles, but in 1909, m the new ter
ntonal division, it was reduced to 8046 square
miles (Statesman's Jew Book, 1913) This

deacnption applies to the old department, as the
new boundaries are not defined The western

portion belongs to the Eastern Cordilleras, and
the basin of the Magdalena, while the remainder
forms a part of the Orinoco basin Numerous
nvere flow across it, the largest of which are the
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Guahibos and the Guayabero All the eastern
streams are tributarv to the Orinoco The soil,

with the exception of the mountain regions, is

veiy fertile but only a small portion is culti

\ated The chief crops are corn wheat, coffee,

tobacco, cacao, and bugar The chief exports are

cinchona and tobacco Bogot i, the capital of the

State of Cundinamarca, is also the capital of

Colombia Cundmamai ca derrves its name from
an old American goddess and before the conquebt
of the land ta the Spaniards was one of the

chief regions of nati\e civilization as is proed
by numeious lemains found in the state The

population of the new department in 1912 was
/ 15,010

CTTNDTTRANGO, kun'du ran'gfi (Quichua,

eagle vine) A vine gi owing in northern South
America It contains a stiong bitter principle
and vvas at one time claimed to be valuable in

the cme of cancer, as, a remedy for which it

vtas sold in the United States at enormous prices

Subsequently it -was found to be worthless for

the cure of that disease, although it is still

claimed to be \aluable as a blood puiifier It is

not recognized m the American pharmacopeias,
although it is still given in the German
CtTNIJ/IFOBM: INSCRIPTIONS The term

"cuneiform" ( derrved from Lat cuneus, wedge,
and forma, shape) appeals to ha\e been em

phvjed for the first time by Thomas Hyde (died

1703), and is now commonly used as a designa
tion for the script most prevalent in western

Asia before the adoption of some form of the

alphabet (qv ) It is generally held that this

wilting was imented by the Sumenans (qv)
Whether they brought it with them into Baby
Ionia, or de\ eloped it after their settlement in

that country, cannot yet be determined While

the arguments formerly relied upon to prove a

non Babylonian ongin have lost some of their

force, new considerations have been uiged that

are not without cogency, but a decision is at

present impossible The earliest texts are more
-'than 6000 years old, and the latest inscriptions
come fiom the first centurv BC The script is

composed of wedge shaped characters consisting
of combinations of the five elements

which often become exceedingly complex Many
of them are polyphonous, so that one cunei

form group may repiesent a large number of

entirely different combinations of sounds As
a rule, the writing is syllabic, each character

representing, not a letter, but an entire syllable

There are also ideograms, standing for whole

words, or serving as determinatives to indicate

the class to which an object belongs In some

of the systems, however, asm the Mitanian, Arza-

v>ian, Chaldian, Susian, and notably the Persian,

there IB a tendency to simplify the script by as

siapnng one value only to each sign, to use signs

for single vowels, and to eliminate the majority
of the ideograms

Originally the cuneiform signs, like the Bgyp
tian, Hittite, Cretan, Chinese, and Mexican, were

pictogiaphs This was already suggested by Op

pert m 1863, and the theory was accepted by
Menant, Sayce, Hommel, Hilprecht, and others

But before the discovery of early linear inscrip

tions no definite proof could be adduced A new

direction was given to the investigations as

to the origin of the cuneiform characters by

Delitzsch, who in 1896 propounded, with much
learning and ingenuity, a peculiar view concern

ing a class of signs to which the Babylonians
ga\e the name of gunu These 11 signs he re-

garded as compounds of simpler forms and ad
ditional wedges prefixed, added or inserted to

heighten or intensify the meaning In spite of

the opposition of Jensen (DeuUche Litt&ratur

zwtunq, July 31, 1897) and Peiser (Mitteilungen
der Voidetanatischen Gesellschaft, 1897, pp 316
ff ), this view won very general acceptance
Other scholarb added 21 signs that seemed to

them to be of the same nature as the gunm
An important contribution was made by Thu
reauDangin in 1898-99 who examined 563

signs, presented the linear forms then known,
indicated the modifications of many signs, lu

cidl} explained the change in the ductus of the

script, and strengthened the conviction of its

pictorial origin Serious doubt was cast upon
Dehtzsch's theory by Ogden in 1911 She showed
that in the case of the 11 gunu signs some were

originally pictures of wholly dissimilar objects,
some were pictures of different, though related,

objects, and none mealed a heightening of the

meaning through the additional wedges Her
conclusions m regard to the 21 signs supposed
to be of the same chai<icter were equally sub
versne of the theory Finally, Barton, in 1913,

puolished a work on the ongin of Babylonian
writing in which he presented a collection of the
actual pictographs, found in early inscriptions,
traced their de\elopment, identified and regis
tered in an index 288 different pictographs, mdi
cated the signs formed by doubling, tripling, or

quadrupling, noted 209 compounds of dissimilar

signs, and furnished explanations of 019 out of

a total of 719 characters According to Barton,
the signs are drawn from the human body and
its parts, mammals birds, insects, fishes, trees,

stars and clouds, earth and water, buildings,

boats, household furniture and utensils, fire,

weapons, clothing, implements of worship, nets,

traps, pottery, musical instruments, lines and
circles All the meanings of each sign, so far

as known, ha\e been considered by him In a

very large number of instances his identifica

tions can be accepted without difficulty Many
may indeed be questioned, but the principle
seems to have been established without perad
venture As characteristic examples, the fol

lowing pictographs actually occurring in early

inscriptions and some of their later modifications

may be gnen 1
^||

archaic, ^- by

Gudea, >T later, 'star,' also meaning

lieaven/ 'god/ lord,' Tang/ etc , 2 ^
archaic, /^ by Hammurapi, ^ later, 'TIS

ing sun/ 'sun*, 3 ^W archaic,

by Gudea, 4<|^ later, <bird', 4
fy

archaic,

/\ by Mamshtusu, !!^ later, 'fish', 6

:r=n archaic, g^| by Hammurapi, ^E!

later, 'hand', 6 |^\^^ archaic, ^M later,

'foot/ 'go/ 'lead,' etc In his Grunteuge der

swnenschen ffnwnmafcfc (Leipzig, 1914) Da-

htzsch recognizes fully the pictographic ongin
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of the cuneiform cbaiacterb, but does not lefer

to the cuticism of his yunu theory
To the period of linear writing the peculiar

airangement of the signs goes back \vhuh is

ihuacteuatic of the eaily mbciiptions do^n to

the tune of Gudea The smface on -flinch the

inscnption lias placed was. dmded into hoiuon
td bands 01 atiipb, and each of the5-? into

squares or sections So fxr as the long bands
^ere concerned the text ran fiom the top doun
on the olneise and from the bottom up on thi

reverse Withm the squaieis of -flinch tnrv T\eie

composed the signs ueie aiianged \eitii,<illv, but

within eich bind the tevt v,i$ lead fiom the

rieftt to the left This* \iib htei changed the

signs within tuh t>quaie fell into hnn/;ont\l

lines, the one it the top becoming the iiist on

the left hand side so that the writing assiimtil

a direction Horn 1 ft to light, -while the bands
became columns Thui eau Dangm his suggestr <l

,

as an evpHnitiou of tb.it, change that the txblct

^\as held in such a nnnnei that it w\s possible
to maintain in theoiv that the wilting tn<^ >PI

tical, though in reality the effect \\ is to make
it hoiizontal

The tianbition fiom the lunar to tho cunei

form signs was no doubt influenced by the \vjjt

ing nntenal and the implement uted As thi>

Geimanic lunta, ^luch were camd on wood, an
angulai in bhape and a\oid cunes Tvbile the

femghalobe, which -vtas wntten on palm lex\es

has almost no stiaight lines, which would split
the leaf, so the cuneiform recerv cd its sliape fiom
the soft

clay
that Mas substituted foi stone and

the stilus that took the place of the chisel On
the clay tablet the straight line TV ib the easiest

stioke, and the tiiangulailv priwmtic stylus
formed the peculiar arrow bhaped. head of the

*edge The clay bricks, dftei the writing v is

finished, \vere carefully baked or diied in the

sun A chisel tvas of couise employed for longer

Ascriptions caned in the lock or on stone dabs
and cylinders

History of Decipherment Although allu-

sions aie made to cuneiform tests by Herodotus,

Diodorus, Stiabo, Plutarch, Airian, and the epis
ties ascribed to Themistocles, on the age of TVInch

consult Bentley, Dia&ettQtion upon thp Epistles

of Phaltns (lt>90), all remembrance of them
seems later to have been lost But Euiopean
travelers wcie at length attiacted by the signs
on the mountain wall at Behistun Timfat Bai

baro, in 1472, noticed them Pietio della Valle

in 1621, copied some of the signs, Canten Nie
buhr brought back to Exirope and published the
first complete and aeemate copieb m 1777

Upon these copies of the great trilingual mscnp
tion of Darius I in Persian, Susian, and Baby
Ionian a number of scholars woiked with vary
ing success The Persian was the nrat to bo deci

phered Tychsen identified the wedge marking
the drvibion of words and four other signs, Mun
ter found the tiue \alue of another sign and con

jectured that an Aobuemenian king was the

writer, Grotefend read the name of Darius,
Kask found the plural ending Eugene Burnouf
reco-vered all the signs of tlus cuneiform system

,

and Henry Rawlmson independently discovered
the interpretation o the text he had himself

copied afresh from the Behistun rock Wester

gaard began the decipherment of the Susian text
m 1844 Of the Babylonian tett Lowenstern
made out the sign for "king" But it was
through the effoitb of Rawhnson, Hmcks, De
Saulcy, and Opptit that the Semitic version

jieldLil up its buitt The knowledge of modern
Peiiun ind tspetullv of Pahla\i (q\ ), wat of

much iilue m tht dec phenng of the ancient

Persiin te\t ind the simikntv of the Baby
Ionian -veision to \\tllknown Semitic dialects

assisted gieatly in the dcciphpimg of the third

text The fact tint thp smie text is lepeated
\\ord tor woid m tho thice languages was of

gieit iinpoitance for thp translation of the

SUM in \\litn no modem 01 httheito known

lingmgc gi\e my help (On the recently found
AiAtnin -veisum stt Bmisiu> )

The deciphei
ncnt ot the Chaldian and the peculiar foiin of

the \6s\iim found in ( appadocia i laigely the

w 01 k of S i}
< t the Alit iniau ind Ai 7awi in hai e

btcn dtuphertd by Sa^ce. Jensen Peiser and
Umcklei cluefl\ the \n an^n b\ Schei and

\\dhslnch, and the Flaraitisli by Fiank
Sumeiian The e are a mirabn of distinct

systims of cuneifoini anting \mong these may
be mentioned Rumonan Akkaduu ( idopted foi

the Ass\rian thp lulubnn and tlie Gutun as

T\dl is in Ecrvpt Syin and Asii Ifinor), Elami
tibh An/anUTI tSusian Mitarn in 4.i7awian, Hit

tite, Chaldian and Peisu\\ The Sumeiun. was
faist untttn in lincai loini but e;on after the

intioduetion of the -nedge thaped chaiactcis the

pictosinphic origin ^\as for a long time quite

appxient The bulk of the t,igns consists of

ulcognjns The ical pronunciation of many of

these siims 33 doubtful It is customaiy to

tiinslitintt the Summan ^igns vnth capital
Ittteis Ebp*cnlh is tlus the mle when they
octui in Akkndun texts ind the pi enunciation

or equn ilent on th< lips of the {Semites is un
piitun \\hiL tlu s\llibuies and bilingual
ti\ts were of gnat \alnt>, the d]sccner> in re

ceat Tin is of nunMious Sumemn tt\ts not ac

oompanied by a Semitic ti mblation his

inci eased our knowledge both of the la

itself and the Sumenan form ot \\nting
Sumemns failed to single out the indmdual
consonantal sound -nlnch the Egyptians did,
but they added to their ideograms phonetic syl
lahle signs, thus pieserving tlie Aowel, so often

lost to us in the Egyptian hieroglyphics The
numerical s\btem is in all cuneiform wilting,

consists of simple \\ujgeb, Y, for units, and

angles, ^ for tons Aftm 60, which, like the

fiist digit is lepiefaented by the simple vortical

wedge, the s\stem beconus sexagesimal, differ

ing in this respect fiom tht Flamitish Consult

Dehtzsch, Qnindsnqe tier szfwenWtew Gramma
nk (W14) and Humensfhfi Qlouar (1014),
and sec WCTMAEIAN IANIIACF
Akkadian Probihlv already before Sargon I

of Agade the Semitic Akkadi ins had taken over
from the Sumerwn 1

* the art of writing They
had to adapt, hoe\ei, the cuneiform system to
the needs of their OTVH language The script be

came more distinctly syllabic Sometimes the

syllables * ere op<n, somttiraes closed sometimes
a syllable was dmded so as to consist of only a
consonant ind a vowel, AS par or paw But
there are not only ideograms taken ov from
the Sumenan but also such created by the Se
mitic Akkadians In leading, these ideogram*
were not pronountwl ucoiding to their phonetic
value, but the corresponding Semitic word was
used With the homophones, or different signs for

the same sound, the polyphones, or signs with
various valuer, and the ideograms, there arc over
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700 chai icteib To simplify the reading deter

mmatnes arc used, ae m Egyptian, by which the
noun is shown to denote a class of objects being
a god a man, an animal, a country, or the like

The clay tablets that form the laigest pait of

the mscnbed objects aie of various sizes, some

being as laige as 9 bv b inchet., while otherb are

little mou than an inch square The character
ot the writing alto varies so that the later

Italian or Chaldean letters are different from
thobe of eailiei times Seals, cvlradeis stone

obelisks, statueb of bulls and lion* and the walls

of palaces wtie favonte places fui te\ls to be
inscribed Tlje wilting is often exceedingly
niiuute some tablets having siv lines to the inch,
so that the complex chaiacterb must be read

with the help of a magnifying glass It is prob
ible that the letters were cut with such assist

ance, as lenseb of considerable pcmei have been
found among the rums of Babylonnn cities

From the Akkadians the Assyrians adopted the

cuneifoim wilting, though there vteie slight dif

feiences in the pronunciation of some signs
The Lulubians and Gutians at an eaily time

likewise adopted it With the language itself

it went to conqueied Blam to Asia Minoi, where
it IB found in the so called Cappadocian tablets

as w ell as centuries latei in the Bogha? keui

tablets, ind to Egypt and Swia as the Tell el

Amirna tablets and those found at Laclnsh,

Gezer, Taanach, Megiddo Zemin h, and elsewhere

show Thus far, however no tablet has been

found in Syua on -which Hebiew 01 Aramaic is

written in cuneiform characters Ihe theory
that a large part of the Old Testament was
written originally in cuneiform letters, and

possibly in the Babylonian language in earlier

davs and m Aramaic later as the hnqua franca
of the lime, presented recently by Naville, Ajcliee-

oloqi/ of the Old Testament (1912), con scarcely

be regiided as plausible
The ancient Akkadian scholars designated the

cuneiform signs by names A systematic presen
tation of tliete names was given by Brunnovv in

Jus Classified List of Ul Simple and Compound
Ideogiaph* (Leiden, 1887) Since then it has

been biiefly treated by Weber in 1907, and most

fully by Viktor Christian, Dte \amtn der as

synsfh tolylomschen Knlschnftyeiihen (Leip

zig 1913)
Elamitlsh In Blam, as in Babylonia, the

cuneiform system developed from pictographs
But the combinations of lines and wedges aie

entnely different from those of the Sumenans
or Akkadians It is indeed a syllabic writing,

with a few determinatives, and this has been re-

garded as indicating dependence upon Babylonia,

but in view of the great age of Elamitish civi-

lization, and the uncertainty as to the origin of

the Sumenan, the question must be left open
It is significant that the numerical system and

the signs used in it are decimal, and not sexa

gesimal as in Babylonia The decipherment by
Frank ("Zur Entzifferung der altelamischen In

schriften," in iWandluiigen der Berliner A.ka

deme, 1912), with the aid of the bilingual

inscriptions of Basha shushmak, has shown that

the language is substantially the same as that

in the Anzanian inscriptions The script seems

to have disappeared after the middle of the third

millennium B o
AtiaTnii.ii This system, used for the native

language of the JTatamti or Anzanian tribes, is

found in inscriptions of kings from the twelfth

century to Achamenian times It shows already

strong tendencies m the dnection of the later

Susian, and hat> sometimes been called Middle

Susian, though Schul, to xvhose investigations
we owe our knowledge of it profPIS tht term
' Anzannn"

Susian, Ihe third variety of the cuneiform

inscriptions in Elam is very much simpler
Moidtmann suggested the name "Susian," winch
has now taken the place of man? otliei names
that have been pioposed bv; scholars at different

times It is also termed the language of the
second torm' in allusion to the fict that it is

found in the second of the tin to versions of the

A.chjcmennn inisu iptions Thib sybteui contains
9U svllabic signs which at timtb howevei, show
a distinct approach to alphabetic values Like
the other cuneiform sv stems,, the busian pos
Besses ideogiams and determinatives, having 16

ot the iormer and 5 of the lattei It is note
worthy that each ideogram, excepting for sun
kil, king,' which alreadv has one deternuna

tne, is followed by the determinative Yf\ td

The leadings of the Sutian characters are m
gineial fairly eleai, although there is still un
certainty about some vioids

Mitaman The lell el Amarna tablets ac

quaint us with the language and script of the

Mitamans, a people living in Mesopotamia in the

fouiteenth centun P c The language seems to

be akin to the ITittite, the script is a develop
ment of the Akkiduu
Arzawian Ihe Tell el Amama tablets also

contain a letter fioin the King of Egypt to the

King of Arzawa, a countiy that is probably to

be sought east of Cappadocia and north of

Mesopotamia in the territoiy afterward occu

pied bv the Chaldians around Lake Van It is

written m the language and cuneiform charac
ters of \rzawa The Ar/awian language seems
to be neaier the Hittite than the Mitaman it

is also found in anothei letter referring to the

"sons of Lapava
"

Hittite Thiough the discoveries of Winckler
it is now known that the Hittites themselves, in

addition to their peculiar svstem of hieroglyph
ics, also had adapted foi their use a system of

cuneiform writing based on the Assyrian or

Babylonian, and possibly upon the form that

had been in vogue among the Babylonian and
Assvrmn colonies m Cappadocia At Hatti, the

modem Boghaz keui, numeiout. tablets and frag
ments of tablets evidently written, in the native

language, but in cuneiform scupt were found

along with those \mtten in Babylonian The
character of this system is likely to resemble

that of the Arzawian, but before publication of

these important tablets, which is now eagerly

expected judgment upon all such points must
be held m suspen&e
Chaldiau The cuneiform inscriptions which

are found in Armenia chiefly m the neighbor
hood of Lake Van are written in a language
which is regarded by some scholars as related

to the modern Georgian dialects The insenp
tions, which come from the ninth and eighth
centuries B c

, were first noted bv Saint Martin
in 1823, and studied by Schulz, who was mur
dered by the Kurds in 1829, before his researches

were completed Despite the erroneous view

held by one of the early investigators that the

language of these texts was Armenian, while

another more naturally tried to road them as

Assyrian icsearches into them were at last me-
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ceasful laigdy through the efforts of Sayce
Ihe alphabet of the Chaldian cuneiform inscrip
tions ib an alnious modification of the Assyrian
clunctua It is ulatueh extremely simple,
since polj phones are discarded, and the number
of signs is but 15b including 51 ideogiams and
7 deteinnnativos The tope of this scupt like

the Susian, fornu a kind ot transition between

the -issvro Babylonian and the Persian, since it

has paith giien up tlie bjllabic system and often

appioxiraateb the ilpliabetic form Some of the

deteimmatneb as tiobe for god and man, and

the numeiical s^btem 11 e bono\ved fiom the

Assyrian system of \\riting
Persian The most simple of all the cunei

form systems, and the ore -which as stated

abo\e, gave the key to all the others, is the

Persian This is employed from the sixth to the

fourth century B c in the tablets of the Ach<e

menians, Darius the Great, \er\es, Artaxerxes

I, II, and III and Oirus the lounger, together
with i few seals of pmite persons By fo,i the

most important text is that of Danus at Belua

tun, which is about 413 lines long Other in

scuptions, some of them 01 great ^alue, are

found at Ptrscpohs Susa, Naqa i Rustam, El

vand Kirman Hamadan, and Murghab In addi

tion, there are shorter tablets at Van, where the

most impoitant Armenian inscriptions exist, and
at Suez The tulmgual inscription of Behistun

^\as known to Diodorus Siculus (q v ) m the first

centun B c who says that the deeds of Semira
mis were caned there 'in Syrian letters" The
Pusitn cuneifoim characters are almost entirely

alphabetic each sign standing either for a vowel
or foi a consonant plus a \owel Traces of the

earlier syllabic system may perhaps exist in the

case of characters which like some of those

found in the Chaldian inscriptions, have differ

ent foims according to the following vowel, as

>-]\ i ja, but >-\>-, ji The Persian system

possesses 36 letters, in addition to which, there

are four ideograms, for Jong, land, earth, and
Ahura Mazda Polvphones and homophones are

altogether lacking, and the only possible trace

of a determinate e is in the oblique viedge, al

ready mentioned as the first cuneiform character
to be deciphered, which marks the end of a woid
The Achaemenian kings probably derived the use
of this system of writing from the Medes, as is

suggested by Ed Meyer (Geschichte des Alter

turns, 3d ed ,1913, i, 2, p 337) But no Median
cuneifoim inscription has yet been found
The difference in the three systems represented

in the Behistun inscription may be illustrated

by reproducing the name of Darius in Persian,
Daiayawaush, Susian Tanyawaush, and Baby
Ionian, Danyau/ush
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tung der J appadolitschen Keilschnfttafeln (ib,

1803) , id, Kleine Sumenwhe Sprachlehre (ib,

19H) , Thureau Dangm, Recherches sur I'on

qme de I'ecnture cuntiforme (Pans, 1898-99),
Toscanne, Les signet sumetien? derive* (ib,

1905) , Weber Die Littetatur der Balylonier und

Assyret (Leipzig, 1907) , Ogden, The Ong-tfi of
the Gwnu Signs in Babylonian Writing (Albany,
1911) Barton, The Ongm and Development of

Babylonian Writing (Leipzig, 1913), Sayce,
"Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van," in journal of
the Royal isiatic Society, N s xiv Sandalgian,
Les inscriptions aitneiformes wartiques (Venice,

1900) , Oppert, Le peuple et la langue des Medes
(Pans, 1879) , Weissbach, Aohamenideninschnf
ten a&eitei irt (Leipzig, 1890) , Scheil and De
Morgan, Del4gation en Perse, i-xiv (1900-14),

"Altpeisische Inschnften," in Geiger and Kuhn'a
Grundriss der uanischen Philologie (Strassburg,
1896), Spiegel, Altperswche Keilinschnften
(Leipzig, 1881), Kmidt?on, Die woet Ansawar

bnefe (ib, 1002), Messerschmidt in Mittet-

lungen der V orderastatischen Gesellsohaft, v

(1900), MI (1902), xi (1906), Sayce and

Pinches, The Tablet from Xasgat (Liverpool,
1907) , Jensen, Brunnow, and Sayce on the Mi-
taman language, in Zeitsohnft fur Assynologie
(1800), Wmckler, Nach Boghazkot (Leip?ig,
1013) , id, Vorderasien in tsuo&iten Jahrtausend

(ib, 1913)
CtTMrENE See KUNENE
OtniTEO, LoVni 8 (dialecticully called Com)

An episcopal city, the capital of the province of

the same name in north Italy, 55 miles south of

Tunn, at the confluence of the Stnra and the

Gesso (Map Italy, B 3) The town has a
twelfth century Franciscan church, now used as
a, military storehouse, a cathedral, and a city
hall with a high tower It markets grain, silk,

and hemp of Nice in Lombardy, Switzerland,
and Germany, and manufactures paper and fab

ncs of silk and wool Cuneo has often been be

sieged since it came into possession of the house
of Savoy in 1382 Pop (commune), 1901, 28,

879, 1911, 29,122 Consult Bertano, Stona fa

Cwieo < Cuneo, 1898)

CTJNHA, kWnya,TBiSTAO DA, or D'ACTTNBA
(cl460-cl540) A Portuguese navigator In
1506 he was at the head of an expedition to
Africa and the Indies in company with Affonso
d'Albuquerque, to carry aid to the Viceroy of

India, Francisco Almeida Afterward he fought
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in Madagascar, and he was distinguished for his

conduct in the East In 1514 lie was made
special ambassador to present to Pope Leo X
the new possessions of Portugal Upon his re

turn he 'was made one of the tpecial council of

the ciown Da Cunha TV as the disco\eier of

three \olcamc islands in the Atlantic, one of

which hears his name
CtJIJTBEST, SAI>T (c 590-663) In Latin,

Eonfileitiis One of the earliest bishops of Co

lognc He TV a*, consecrated in 623, \\as present
at the synods of Rheims (625) and of Clichy
(626), and soon took a place bet>ide Pepm as

one of the most influential men in the kingdom
of the Franks He educated Sigebert III and
other Meiovmgian punces, ^as prominent in the

re\ision of the Salic and Ripuanan laws, and in

dialing up the Alemanman and Ba'timn codes,
and spiead the power of the Church o^ er Saxony,
\\ estphaha, Fiisia, and part of Fiance He died

ifter foity years in the bishopric

CTTNXIFFE, Jonv WILLIAM (1865- )

An Amencan educator and literary critic He
iv as born m Bolton, Lancashire, and was edu
eated at the University of London (

Litt D ,

1802) and at Owens College, Manchestor Hi.

t uight Fnglish literature at McGill University,

Montreal, fiom 1899 to 1906, at Columbia Uni
\eibitv in 1006, and at the University ot Wis
fonsin until 1912 He then became professor of

English and associate dnector of the school

of journalism, Columbia Unnersity He wrote

The Influence of Seneca on Elizabethan Diama,

( 1907) , edited Gascoigne's Supposes and Jocasta

(1906), and a complete edition of Gascoigne
(1907-10, in Cambridge English Classics), and
'Eastward Hoe" in vol 11 of Gayle\'s Jtepteient
atne English Comedies (1913) ,

and contributed

to \ols 111 and v of the Cambridge Histouj of

English Literature on A Mirror for Magis
trates," Gascoigne, and early traged\
CUITIJIIB A small, brown hbioid fish com

mon in summer about all the eastern slioics of

the United States, where it affords amustmuit to

hostb of aimteui anglerb who fish for it fiom

whines and anchored boats It 19 cloel\ allied

to the tautog, but less valuable, and is -vanout,ly

known as burgall, chogset, blue perch, sea perch,

mpper, etc, and to ichthyologists as Taut

<l1alvs adspcrsus

CUinSTOTGHAm:, SIBALE\ANDEB (1814-93)
\n English soldier, archaeologist, and author,

born at Westminster, son of the poet, Allan Gun

inngham He studied at Addiscombe, went to

India in 1833 as second lieutenant of Bengal

engineers, and in 1836 was appointed an aid

de camp to Lord Auckland From 1836 to 1846

he was in military and engineering seivice, m
1846-49 was field engineer in the Sikh wars, and

m 1856, with rank of lieutenant colonel, ^as

appointed chief engineer of Burma In 1858 he

was appointed to & similar post m the North

west ProMnces, and, as a major genual retired

in 1861 He was from that tune until 1865,

and again in 187Q-S5, director general of the

Indian Archaeological Survey, editing its Reports

(23 vols
, 1871-86) He made extensive e\plora

tions, excavations, and drawings, gathered the

most valuable collection of Indian coins jet made,
and conducted important researches in the his

tory of Buddhism as revealed by its architec

ture In the Lahore Museum is the collection

of Greece Buddhist sculptures which, he made and

which was arranged by T Lookwood Kipling
His publications include Essay on the Anon

Order of Architecture (1848), Bhilsa Topes
(1854) , The Ancient Geograpfiy of India part i,

(1871) , Corpus Inscriptionum Indicatwn, vol i

(1877), The Coins of Ancient India (1891),
and The Coins of Vedi&ial India (1894)
CtTNNIlTGHAM, ALLAN (1784-1842) A

Scottish pott and miscellaneous writer He was
born in the parish of Keir, Dumfriesshire His
father was for a time i neighbor of Burns, and
All-in, as, a boi

,
\\as pret>ent at the poet's funeral

4t the age of 11 Cunningham was taken from
school and apprenticed to his brother, who \\as
a stone mabon but his spare time was given to
son? and the collection of traditions In 1810
he contnbuted Iirgtly to R H Cromek's Re
rnain-s of ^lth&dale and Gallonai/ Sony The
ballads in this collection though purporting to
be ancient popular song's weie Cunningham's
o\vn compositions Removing to London just be
fore this publication, Cunningham became one
of the best known writers foi the London Maga
*.ine He subsequently obtained a situation in
ChantreVs studio as foieman, or confidential

manager, and this office he held till the sculp
tor's death Among Cunningham's many works
are Songs, Chiefly in the Kmal Dialect of Scot
land (1813), Songs of Scotland, Ancient and
Modei n (1825) , several romances, and a drama,
Traditional Talcs of tlie English and Scottish

Peasantry (1822) Lnei of the Most Eminent
Bntish Pamteis, tintlptors etc (1829-53) , and
an admirable life of Burns Cunningham is the
author of a fine sea song, "A Wet Sheet and a
Flowing Sea" He died in London Consult

Hogg, Life, with, selections from works (London,
1875)

CTnTNINGHAM, JOHN (1819-92) A Seek
tifih dnme He was born at Paisley and was edu
cated at the unnersitiet> of Glasgow and Edin
burgh He was pastor at Crieff for 41 years
(1845-86) In 188G he was modeiator of the
General Assembly of the Churcb. of Scotland and
bee line professor of divinity it St Mary's Col

leoe, St Andrews His Church History of Scot
land (ISoO) is the best ^ork on this subject
He ilso -wrote L A cIP Theoiy of Enomng and
Knoun, lutli Rome Speculations on the Border
land of Psychology and Physiology (1874),
The Quakers from their Ongin to the Present
Time \n International Histoty (1868)

CTTlTNIira-HAM, JOHN F (1842- ) An
American Catholic dmne born in County Kerrv
Ireland educated at St Benedict b College,

Atchison, Kans, and at St Francis beminu
Milwaukee, Wis He took an important puf in

the development of the Catholic church iu(lueiit

m Kansas, having been the fiist resident pastoi
of that church at Fort Scott ( 1865-68 ) He 11 as

transferred to Lawrence, Kans, in 1868, was
pastor at Leavenworth in 1876-82, and rector of

the cathedral there in 1882-98, when he \\as

consecrated Bishop of Concordia, Kans
CTTNNINaHAM, PETEB (1816-69) A Bnt

ish author, bom in London, tie son of the writer

Allan Cunningham He is best known by his

Hand Booh of London (1849) He also edited

a number of the English classics, wrote Life of
Drummond of Hawthornden (1833), Poems upon
Several Occasions (1841), Life of Imgo Jones

(1648), The Stoty of ^ell Gvynne (1852) , and

was a contributor to English periodicals

CTTlfNnrGHAM, RIOEABD (1793-1835) A
Scottish botanist, ft brother of Allan Cunning
ham, the poet He was born at Wimbledon
From 1808 to 1814 he worked on thetfortvs 2Cew
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enan at Kensington from 1814 to 1832 lie acted

as assistant to the King b gardener at Kew, and
in the lattei year was made Colonial Botanist

and bupermtendent of the gaidens at Rvdnej,
Austialia After spending nearly a year in New
7ealand, he letumed to Australia in 1834, and
in the following vear while out with m explor

mg paity on the bankb of the Darling River, he

was murdeied by the nitiveb He wrote Tito

}z?s m l>eiL ftoitth TTdes (London, 1827)

GTnrcmrGTTATff, WILLUM (1806-61) A
Scottish theologian He wis bom at Himilton,
Lanaikbhne and was educated at Edinburgh
lnmibit\ In 1834 he w is appointed pastor of

Trinity College Church Edinburgh, and in 184 >

became piofessoi of theology in, and in 1847

pimcipal of New College He wib a leader in

the Free Church movement and in founding the

Evangelical Alliance and wab a controversialist

of exceptional ability He was model ator of the

General Assembly of 1S59 Among his pimcipal
works are the following Jfitfoncnl Theology
(1862) The Reformer and the Theology o/ the

Reformations (1802) Z)i*< tmions on CJwrch

Principle? (IStrt) Consult Ramj and Mic
kenzie Life of Owninqham (1871)
CU10TINGHAM COAL CLAIM See

.

CUNOBELOTtTS See

CUOCO, kirn 0^6, VncEVZO ( 1770-1S23) An
Italian historian bom near Naples He prac
heed law for i tune at Naples, but w is banished
for paiticipation in the levolutionuv movement
of 1711, and until hib ieturn in 1806 lived chiefh

at Milan, where he edited the (fio)nale Itahano
and published 1m Hariqio ito} ico sw/7a ?ei olusiotie

di Xapoh (1800), 4 vivid nurative of the ficts

of 1799 sieved with a philosophical and histor

ual criticism ^o sound as to make of Cuoco one
of the greatest modern hiatonang From 1806
to 181 h he -was directoi of the Treatsuiv and a
member of the Court of Cassation at Naples
The best edition of the Saggio is by Nicolini

(Ban 1013) bebt biographv by Romano (Iser

nia, 1904) For Cuoco's philosophical ideas,
wheie he was a follower of \ ico consult articles

bj Gentile in Cnitca (Ban 1905, etc )

CTJP (AS euppe, Icel Koppr, OHG ohoph,

(up, from Lat cupa, cabk OChurch Slav lupa,

cup, Gk KUTni, lype, hollow, Skt Ivpa, well),
DnrvATiox BT A mode of foietelling events

practiced by the ancient Egyptians and still

pi availing in some of the ruial distncts of Eng
land and Scotland One of the Eastern methods
conbibted in throwing small pieces of gold or

silver leaf into a cup of water, in -which were

placed albo precious stones with certain char
actei s engi xv pd upon them The infernal powerswm then invoked, and returned answer either

m an intelligible voice, bv signs on the surface
of the water, or b\ a representation in the cup
of the pelson inquned about By the modern
method a person s fortune is foretold by the dis

position of the sediment in his teacup after pour
ing out the last of the liquid See PmTHTiON'
CTJPAH, koTPpSr, or CUPAH. FIFE A royal

and municipal burgh, the county town of Pife-

shne, Scotland, on the Eden, 32% miles north
of Edmbuigh (Map Scotland, E 3) It has
several schools and a> public library The chief

manufactures are linens, brick, leather, flour,

building stone, printing, and earthenware Coal
is mined near by A fortress of the Macduffs,
th uics of Fife once stood on a mound called the

Castle Hill, at the east end of the town Pop

(royal, parhamentaiv, and municipal burgh),
1901, 4511, Iflll 4380
CTT'PEL AND CU'PELLA'TIOir See As

sm\& LEAD
CTPTID (Lat cupido, <lesir< fiom cupete, to

desire) In clabbic mvthologv, the god of love,

c tiled in Gieek Epws, ios and bj vuiteis in

Latin Imoi love Eios wat woibhiped at Jhes

pip and Leucti i in Botu md Panon on tlu

Hellespont a^ i veiv incicut fjodof pioductivit}
lie ako appeals, in the poets from the time of

Htsiod ib a mightv god the pei Bonification of

the povvei ot love, which unites the godri and pro
duees all thinaps fn thib aspect he i-> called off

sjiiing of Chaob, 01 of Heaven and Earth, m
fact any svmbohcal genealogy is assigned to him
winch pleased the fantv of a pott 01 a pliiloso

phei T.he prevailing later conception, howevei,
IB thit Eros is the son md insepaiablo com

pamon of Aphiodite though theie is considciable

(onfubion as to his fathei In the eaihei Greek
art Eros is a winged jouth holding a flouei or

veij commonlv. a hie 01 a binning torch, and
sometimes a whip is> symbol of Ins power The
bow and mowfe, winch vveie Ins common attn
butes in nellrmbtic ind Rom in times, seem to

have been introduced in the fouitk tenturj BO,
hpn Pri^itelts and Tvsippus ippicspnted the

god in famous btxtues The statue of Eros

stretching UK. bow piolublv influenced by Lv

sippus, which is now in the Capitohne Museum
at Rome, bhowt, the px^mgc to the type which
attorwaid b(( \me univeisil the chubbv mis
chiev oufa boj Tlie later Alexindinn xnd Roman
liteiature, with its fiequent mention of the love

gods, finds a reflection in the contemporaiy art

Che aitists of the time aie exceedingly fond of

geme scenes in which the aetois aie Cupids,
who ippt u hunting driving chaiiots, making
wine, selling then wares or even playing like

children For such scenes cf the famous "Cupid
Fiescoes" at Pompeii consult Mau Kelsev, Pom
pen 7*s life and 4f, pp 331-3 }8 (New \ork.

1902)

CTIPID, THE LETTTB OTP A poem by Occlevc
which was attributed to Cliaueer m the edition

of 1532, though beaimg a date (1402) two years
after the lattei's death
CUPID AMD PSYCHE, sl'k* 1 One of

the tales n mated in the 0-olden Aw of Apuleius
(qv ) Psyche, a princess, by her beauty incurs

the wrath of Venus who qpnds Cupid to punish
her but he falls m love with his piospective
victim and visits her, cloaked in invisibility
He coninvmds hei not to attempt to see him
Curiosity leads her to disobej, and the lovers

are separated The pity of Jupiter, however,

finally unites them for eternity 2 A giaceful

antique maible in the Capitohne Museum at

Rome a copy of a Greek original Cupid, un

draped, embraces Psyche who IB draped from the

hips The statue was found on the Aventino
Re PSYCHE
CUPID'S BEVENGrE The title of an in

fenor comedy by Beaumont and Fletcher, show

ing strong resemblance to Sidney's A.toadw
CUOPOLA (It, dome, from Lat oupuZa, vu

pule, little cup, cupola, dim of Lat oupa, cask)
1 A spherical, vault or ceiling, so called from
its resemblance to an inverted cup The term

may be uflcd either of the interior or of the ex
tenor structure, and is thus not to be sharply

distinguished from the word "dome*' (qv ) It

IB, however, more commonly applied to the

smaller forms of dome and to those which are
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not conspicuous externally When the outer
roof differs materially in form from the inner
dome it is proper to call the latter a cupola,

though not the foimer, as in the Baptisten at
Floience or that at Ravenna, The minor domes
of Turkish mosques, the domical iaultb over the
Mihrab at Cordova o\er the bide aibles 01 e^en
ov er the nave and choir of St Paul a at London,
are cupolas but the teim is haidlj applicable to

jjitat exteinal domes 01 lorh domes like those
of St Peter's at Rome 01 of the Capitol at

Washington The mnei \aultb of these domes
mar however be called cupolas" In pojjulai

language the term is often misapplied to i small
lookoxit or lantein ci owning a roof, without it

gard to its foirn 2 A circular furnace used
in lion founding See

The application of cupb, fiom
\\hich the an his been exhausted, to the skm
with the object of causing congettion 01 excessne
fullness of the cutaneous blood \essels, and if it

should be thought detirable to uithdiav some

blood, the bkm may be cut or scuified, and the

exhaubted cupb applied over the mcibions to

fa\or its flow The two procedures aie lespec
timely tailed di>" and Svet" cupping Cups aie

made of glass, with round mouths, from 2 inches

to 1 inch wide The cup is held neai the skm
and tlit flame of an alcohol lamp is thiubt into

it till part of the an is dirren out by expansion
The flame 19 then \vithdixwn, and the cup is

quickly inverted on the skm to which it ad

heres on account of the paitial vacuum formed
on cooling The Trench cup' is piovided "with

a rubber bulb connected with its mteuoi The
bulb is grasped as the tup is applied, driving out

the air, and when the cup ig in position the bulb

is allowed to expand ind fill thus exhauhtmg
pait of the an in the cup Wet cupping should

be done under antiseptic precautions A series

of vacuum cups ingeniously de\ised to fit e\ery

part of the body, and prouded with suction bulbs,

ha>e "been mented in connection ^ith the system
of tieitment ad\ocated l>y Bier

CTTPRES'StrS See CTPBESS
CTFPBITE (fiom Lat cuprum, copper) A

red cuprous oxide that crvbtallizes in the isomet-

ric system and has an adanuntine or submetalhc

lustre It sometimes occurs m long thin needles

(rhaJcottuhite), as \vcll as in earthy varieties

led, reddish brown, or black in color Cupnte
results from the oxidation of the sulphides of

copper and is found associated with other copper
mineralfa and with hmonite It occurs in Tim

nnsfin and Tuscany, in England m Chile, Peru

and Bolivia, and with various copper ores in the

Lake Superior region Missouri, and Arizona

Tt is found occasionally as a furnace product

Cupnte is a useful ore of copper
CTTTtTLE (NeoLat cupula, dim of Lat

cupa,, cask) A word with at least two distinct

applications among plants Among seed plints
it refers to a peculiar involucre of coalesced

bracts, such as the acorn "cup," and the husk of

beechnuts, hazelnuts, etc Among liverworts I as

Marolumtia) it refers to a cuplike structure

that appears on the plant body and contains -the

peculiar reproductive bodies called "gemmse
'

See HBPATIO^E
CTJTTTLIE'EBJE (Neo-Lat TJQTO. pi, from

wpttfa, cupule, little cup, cupola + Lat ferre, to

bear) An old name applied to the family in

which the oak was the most conspicuous repre-
sentative This old family has now been divided

into two Befculacere (birch family), and Faga

cece (beech family) To the foimer family hazel
nuts birches and aldeis belong, while to the
latter lamily beecheb, chebtnuts, and oaks be-

long A conspicuous difieience between the two
families it. that in the Betulacej? both stammate
md pistillate flowers are in catkins 01 catkin
like heidb \vlule in the Fagaces this is true

only of the stammate flovveis Thebe tvto fami

heis, along vith the ivillou fmulv and isahrat

family con titute the amentiieioiii groups a
name lefeii ig to the ehaiacteribtit catkina or

iments In G.B. of them the stamens and pistil-*

ne in separate flo^eib so that the phnts aie

titber monoecious 01 dioecioub In none of them
is theit any corolla, except occasion illy some
minute petals in tht \valnuts In all of them

except the willows the fruit is a characteristic

nut
The Betulac&B contain six genei i with about

73 species \vhile the Fagacee contain fhegeneia
\\ith about 375 species, the Luge maioufa of

uliich belong to the genus Quenui (oak) In
both fimilies the leaves ait alteinate, simple,
and btiai^ht reined Tlie ihuattenstic nuts
of oaks beeches, md chestnuts aie uell known
Jhibe tvo fanuhtb tontun some of our most

uupoitant toiest tiees and aie mobtly natives of

the Noitliem Hemisphtit
CUBA, kofi'ia- or CIUUAD DB CLEA., svoo

DID' d"i kwJ'ii A city of Vene/uela, foimeily

ttpital of the Stitt of Muada, situated near

Lake Valencia, 1600 feet above sea level (Map
Venezuela D 1) Ov\mg to ita position neir the

llinob of the Guauco, it hab considuible tiade

as the centre of i cotton gioA\ mg, tgiitultuiil,
and stock raising legion Cura founded in 1730,

suffered considerably in the T\ ai of Independence
In 1900 it was visited by a, destructive tartli

quake Pop , about 12 000

CTTBACAITECAN", koVia ka, na'kan ^. mmoi
linguistic stock of South American Indianb in

the lower Bolrvian region Rivet sees reason,

howe\er, to make it a dialect of the Otuquian
or Otnke

OTJEACJAO, fcUS'ra &a.'b ot koTTra so' An
island of the Dutch West Indies, lying in the

southern part of the Caribbean Sea (Map West

Indies, E 4) It is situated xbout 41 miles

north of Venezuela, in lat 12 F and long 09

W
,
and covers an area of 212 square miles Its

burface is generally flat except for the hills in

the southwest, whose highest elevation IB 1200

feet Ptreams are few, and the rainfall light

Sugar, tobacco, corn, and fruits are raised but
a considerable part of the island is arid, and un
cultivable The principal mineials woiked are

salt and phosphate Cuiaxao liqueur takes its

name from the island The commeice of Cura

c,ao is chiefly with the adjacent islands and the

United States The imports of the colony in

1911 were -valued at 4321000 guilders of the

island for 1910 at 3,162 J10 guilders (coal, dm
dm, cigars and cigarettes, sugar, coffee, cheese,

tobacco, rum, etc ) The exports of the colony
in 1011 were 1,952 000 guildeis and m 1900

1716,886 guilders (Curasao 925,385, Bonain,
164,383, Aruba, 542,260, St Martin, 5&,026,
St EiutatLua* 13,823 , Saba, 1M29 ) (Guilder =
$ 402 ) The island of Curacao, together with

the adiacent Dutch islands of Bonaire, Aruba a

part of St Martin, St Euetatms.and Saba, form
a separate colony (area, 436 square miles)

officially called Curasao, administered by a qov
ernor, assisted by a council of four members
fmd a colonial council of t ,

fht lumbers The
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smaller islandb are administered by subordinate

officials The members of both councils, as well

as the minor officials, are nominated by the

sovereign Pop of the colony, Dec 31, 1910,

54,409 (of the island of Curacao, 32,585) , 1900,

52,109 (iO,t>3fa) Aruba, 9357, Bonaire 6383
The capital of the colons of Curasao is Willem

&tad, m Curacao, a \\ellbuilt town with a good
harbor Curasao TV as occupied by the Spanish
in 1527 and fell into the hands of the Dutch m
1634 It was ruled by the English for eight

years (1807-15), then returned to the Dutch
There is a United States consul on the island

CURASAO, kSo'ra so' (so called from the

peel of the Curasao orange )
A -well known and

palatable liqueur, made from orange peel by di

gestmg in sweetened spirits, with certain spices,

as cinnamon, mace or clo\es See LIQUEUBS
CUEANA (kou ra'na) WOOD See PBOTIUM:

CUBASI, kixm're (South American), Cu
BABE, OUBAEI, UBABI, t\ OOBALI, OT WOOBARA
A celebrated poison used by some tribes of South

American Indians tor poisoning their arrows

Its active principle is curanne (CigHssN), a

yellowish brown, intensely bitter powder It is

by means of this poison that the small arrows

shot from the blowpipe become so deadly The
nature and source of this poison, remained long

unknown, the Indians being very unwilling to

reveal the secret, which seems, however, to have

been at last obtained from them by Sir Robert

Schomburgk, and it is now regarded as pretty
certain that the principal ingredient is the

juice of the Bttychnos toanfeta a tree or shrub

of the same genus with that which yields nu\
vomica (See STBICHNOS ) It has a climbing
stem, thickly covered with long, spreading, red

dish hairs, rough, ovate, pointed leaves and

large, round fruit The poison, ^hen introduced

into the blood, acts on the end plates of the

muscles, peripheral end organs of the motor

nerves, causing complete paralysis without af

fectmg consciousness, sensation, circulation, or

respiration except indirectly Convulsions are

due to the asphyxia which results from paraly
sis of the muscles concerned m respiration
Death finally occurs from this respiratory paraly
sis Curan is supposed to be the most power
ful sedative known Artificial respiration is

the most efficacious means of preventing its

effects It has been proposed to employ it in

the cure of lockjaw and hydrophobia, but it

merely stops the convulsions and is itself very
dangerous on account of the liability to paraly
sis of the respiratory muscles It has been
used with success in tetanus

CUBARINE See ALKALOIDS
CUBAS'SOW (from Owagao, an island in

the Caribbean Sea) or properly CUBA9AO BIED
A large gallinaceous bird of the genus Orax of
the family Cracidse, having a strong bill snr
rounded at the base with a skin sometimes

brightly colored in which the nostrils are

pierced, and the head adorned with a crest of
feathers curled forward They are natives of
the forests of the warm parts of America Their
habits greatly resemble those of domestic

poultry Thev make large, clumsy nests in
trees and lay white eggs They are easily do
mesticated The best known species, the Cura
oao bird (Croat aleotor), is about the size of a

turkey its plumage is almost entirely black
It is abundant in the forests of Guiana Its

flesh is very good eating It is kept in poultry
yards m South America, and was introduced

into Holland at the close of the last century,
where it seemed completely acclimated, but the

stock has never become widespread Consult

Di\on, The Dovecote and the Aviary (London,

1853), and Selater'a illustrated papers in the

Transactions of the Zoological Society of Lon-

don, vol i\ (London, 1877) Of CHACTTAT.AOA,

GuAff, and Hooco, and see Plate o GROUSE,
ETC

CUIJATE (ML curatus, from Lat ouia,

cure, care
)

One w ho has the cure of souls In
this sense it is used in the phrase of the Eng
hsh pmer book all bishops and curates" and
similarly in France the word cute denotes the

parish priest In England and America the

word is applied, in Catholic and Church of

England usage, to assistant clergjmen A few

incumbents in England hold whit aie called

'perpetual curacies" and are prictically the

same as vie ai ages See VICAB

CUBAVECAlKr, kotfra v i/kan A minor 1m
guibtic stock of South American Indians, for

merly resident m the forested region of eastern

Bolivia Rn et thinks it may belong to the Otu

quian or Otuk<& stock and thus lose its mdepend
ent character

CUBE (from OF courier, corler, curler,
Fr couj&er, It cnnare, from Lat curvate, to

bend, from curvus, curved, OChurch Sla\ fawti,
Lith Jcretvas, crooked) 4. bulging or thicken

ing of the ligaments and other tissues of the

back part of the hock of horses, following a

sprain Swelling appears on the inner and back

part of the joint, generally causing lameness,
which is most apparent in trotting and m
slight cases usuallv weais off after the animal
has been out for 10 minutes It may be most

readily detected by standing at one sido and

looking across the joint Applications of cold,
as intermittent or constant irrigation, or an ice

poultice, must first be used to allay the irnta
tion and inflammation When the swelling has
assumed defined boundaries, efforts should be
directed towards effecting its absorption and

reducing its dimensions by means of pressure,
blisters of oanthandes, and frictions with oint

ments of bin iodine of mercury All woik
should be suspended

CUEBDTA, koor bfi'na See DBUM, OB DBLM-
nsn
GTTBCT, kooVche, CABLO MABIA (1809-91)

An Italian priest and author, born in Naples
He was a Jesuit and founded in 1850 Civtltb

Cattolwa, a journal which stood for the rehabili

tation of the temporal power of the Pope But
Curcx later retracted these opinions and in 1877

published, in 11 moderno dissidw tra la, oh\esa>

e I'ltahd (1877), the reasons for his opposition
to the policy of Pius IX This forced him to

leave the Society of Jesus, but afterward Leo
XIII induced him to recant to some extent, and
he continued more favorable to the policy of

the Vatican until the publication of his books,
La nuova Italw, (1880), II Vaticano regio

(1883), and Lo soandalo del Vatiomo regio

(1884), which were immediately placed upon,
the Index Towards the end of hia life Curci
retracted again and died m the communion of

the Church Consult his Memone (Florence,

1801), extending to 1849

CUIlCU'LIOIPID.flij (Neo-Lat nom pi, from
Lat cwrcttZw, gurgulto, weevil) A large family
of rhynchophorous beetles, snout beetles See

WEEVIL, PLUM INSECTS
CUB/GUMA (It, Fr ourowna, from Ar
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kurkum, saffron) A genus of plants of the

family Zingiberacea, having the tube of the
corolla gradually enlarged upward and the limb
two lipped, each lip three parted The species
are stemless plants with tuberous roots, na
tives of the East Indies The dried roots of

Curcuma zedoatia are the zedoary (qv) of

the shops, the roots of Cuicuma longa vield

turmeric (qv ) , and Curcuma anguitifolia

yields a kind of arrowroot (q\ ) The same

bpecies often jields both ariowroot and tur

mene the former being obtained from the

joung rooth, the latter from the old Curcuma
amada is called 'mango ginger" It's root in

its qualities resembles ginger It is a native of

Bengal
CURD See CHEESE

CUBE DE MEUDOKT, ku'rft' de me'dOir', LE
(Pr, the curate of Meudon) The name fre

quently given to Rabelais, whose last charge
TV as at Meudon
CUBE FOB A CUCKOLD The title of a

play by Webster and Rowley (1661), also at

tributed to Middleton and Rowle\

CUBEL, ku'rSl', FRANCOIS DE (1854- )

A French diamatist, born at Metz He studied

engineering, but gave himbelf to the stage and,

although he gamed no great popularity made
Ins m<irk at the Theatre Libre and the Theatre

\ntoine with the critics by his boldness of theme
and his originality, treating such serious topics
as labor and capital, the genesis of religion,
and the modern idolatry of science, and show

ing the influence of Ibsen His plays include

L Enters d'une sainte (1892) ,
L'Invitee (1803)

Le repos du hon (1897) La nouvelle idole

(1800), Fille sauvage (1902), Le coup tfasile

(1906) Ho wrote two novels, L'EU dea fruits
sec? (1885) and Le swvetage du grand due

(1889)

CUBES, ku'rSz (from Sabine curia, quins,

spear) A town of the Sabmes about 25 miles

from Rome, near the Tiber, the birthplace of

Titus Tatius (see ROMULUS), and of Numa
(qv ) The town was destroyed "by the Lorn

bards near the dose of the sixth century It

stood not far from the modern Correai

CUBETES, kare'tez (Lat, from Gk Kovpij

rej, Kourctea) Cretan demigods who protected
the infant Zeus from his father Cronus (see

RATLBN), by drowning his cries with the clank

ing of their brazen weapons The Curetes were

closely connected with the worship of Cybele

(qv ) (See COBTOANTES ) The priests of the

Curetes, clad in armor, danced the Pyrrhic
dance (qT) On the Corybantes and the

Curetes both, consult an article by Kaibel

in Gotttnger Nachnohten, pp 512-514 (1901),
and Farnell, The Cults of the Greek States,

\ol v (Oxford, 1000)

CUBETON. kflr'ton, WILLIAM (1808-44)
"in English Synae scholar He was bora at

Westbury, became canon of Westminster and

rector of St Margaret's, London, in 1849 He
died in London, June 17, 1864 His fame rests

upon his Synac studies, which include Corpus

Ignatwnum (1849), Four Gospels in Bynao
(1858) , Ancient Synac Documents Relative to

the Earliest Sttctbhshment of Christianity vn

Edr&w and the Neighboring Countries (1864)

CUBETT7, kSorft-toTP A tribe of Betoyan
stock occupying the country on the Yapuri
above the mouth of the Apapons They are a

subtribe of the Yupua
CUB'EE'W (OF oowfeu, corfeu, from ouwre
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feu, coetrefeu, oovrefeu, oouuefeu cover fire,

fiom cot/ru, Fr couiru, to co\er + feu, fire)

In the Middle Agts, the ringing of a bell as a

signal for the flrtt, to be cohered up for the

night and consequently for the people to go to

bed The custom existed in mairv countries

and was ven necessary as a police measure, be
cause the fires Tiere built in the centre of the
room and there wero no chimneys, the wooden
houses caught fire easily and destructive con

flagrations -nere frequent Polvdoie \ergil at

tributes to William the Conqueioi the mtro
duction of the curfew bell into England but
the custom prevailed throughout Europe long
before his time There was so much opposition
to the ordinance in England that Henn I modi
fied it The curfew is mentioned in English
lavtg for more than a century aften\ ird, but
Blackstone savs it refers to the time of night
and not to the ordinance In paits of the

United States and England the curfew bell is

now rung, in some to%\ns of the former it is a

police regulation to warn children off the streets

CTCPBIA (Lat, court) In Roman history,
the nime of a dmsion of i tribe dating tra

ditionally from the constitution, of Romulus
The tribes being three and the divisions in each
tube 10 thue viere 30 curioe From the curia

plebeians were at first excluded later, plebeians
were admitted to them The assembly of the
curia was called Comitia ciinata, The entice

were at bottom, probably, territorial divisions,

including groups of related families They had

political functions, discussed under COMITIA,
and religious functions of various soits The

meeting place of a curia was itself called

"curia" Hence curia is also the name given
to the Senate house in ancient Rome Consult

Botsford, The Roman Assemblies (New York,
1000)
CUBIA MTTBIA. (kooMa moo'rla) IS-

LAUTDS See ETJHIA, MUBIA. ISLANDS
CU'BIA BE'GIS (Lat), or KING'S COUBT

The ancient supreme court of judicature of Eng
land, known also as the Aula Regia, or Royal
Hall (of Justice) It was instituted by Wil
ham the Conqueror as the instrument of his

judicial and administrative authority as su

preme head of the state, and exercising, as it

did, a general and practically unlimited juris

diction, it rapidly drew to itself all the im

portant litigation of the kingdom There had
been no analogous tribunal under the Saion

kings, the popular county courts being in all

ordinary cases supreme within their respective
counties (shires), and a centi aliped admmis
tration of justice being foreign to- the senti

meats and traditions of the English people

Among the Normans, however, it was the duke
or king, and not the people, from whom the

stream of justice flowed, and the followers of

the Conqueror could hardly be expected to sub

ject their causes their controversies over land

titles, their exactions, their claims to tithes and

preferments to the judgment of the popular
tribunals It was in the County Court of the

Countv of Kent, however that a great case,

involving the title to 25 manors, between the

Archbishop of Canterbury and Odo, the Bishop
of Baveux and Earl of Kent, the half brother

of the King, was tried and adjudged in the tenth

year of the Conqueror, and cases of this kind

were not uncommon m the earlier years of

William's reign
But the older tribunals could not long com
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pete with the immediate jurisdiction of the

King, at first administered In him in. person,
and then b"\ the chief justiciar an ofhcer of

almost roval authority and importance All

impoitant ciuses, public and private, whether

mil, criminal, or ecclesiastical, might be

brought before the Kings Court in the first

mttance and judgments of the counts (.omts

and other local tribunals -were subject to be

appealed and brought befoie it for review Its

learning and disinterestedness contributed as

much as its authority to invest it xuth the

test bv vshich \lha Tot^a boeamc subiect to

Home
CTJBICANCHA, kwJ're kan'cb i (Quichua,

court of gold) \ ttinple of the sun said to

have been founded b\ Alanco Capac, in Cu/eo,

Peru, and to have been hist used as a palace
b\ the eail> Incas

CTTEiICO, kuo'ie ko' The capital of the Prov

mee of Ounco, Chile (Map Chili C 10), situ

ated at an tle\ation of 748 feet above sea level,

114 miles south of Santiago It is connected

with Santiago b\ railroad and has considerable

function of the principal court in the kingdom trade \vith Argentina thiough the Plauchon

for the adjudication of private controversies, Pass Curico wab settled in 1743, though not on
and the position of the justiciar as the chief its present site Pop, 1007,17,573 1010 18 313

executive and military officer, as well as the p p of the piovince, 1010 108 120

highest judicial ofhcer m the kingdom, added
" - --

to the weight of its judgments
The Ouna Itegi<, eaih became a peripatetic

or circuit couit attending tie King, or, in his

absence from the realm the justiciar, in his fre

quent progresses through the kingdom, and this

in the course of time became a great abuse,

amounting in nianv cases to a denial of justice
To remedy this, it "was provided in Magna
Gotta (1215) that common pleas, le, causes

between private parties, should not follow the

court, but be heard in a fixed place The es

tahhshment thereupon of a distinct Court of

Common Pleas in the icign of Henry III, to sit

permanenth at Westminster, -was the beginning
of the dissolution of the Curia Regis A sep
arate division of the court, known as the King's
Court ot the Exchequer, had previously been
created for determining questions relating to

the roval revenues When in the same reign a
Cliancellor of the Exchequer was appointed as

the permanent head of this department, it also

became i sepaiate and distinct tribunal Fi

nally, in tht fifty second year of Henry III

(1268), a third court, thenceforth known as
the Court of King's Bench, was created and
took over the remaining jurisdiction of the
Curia Regis Thus the latter, though nevei
formally abolisltd, loet its importance and be
came obsolete after 200 years of greatness
The last justiciar of the King's Court, Robert
de Brus, became the first Chief Justice of the

King's Bench in 1268, and with him the line

of great justiciars became orfanct From that
time to the reform of the judicial s\stem of
Great Britain in 1873-75, England lacked a

single supreme court, but the model of the
Curia Regis of the Norman kings was followed
in the creation of the Supreme Court of Judica
ture, bv which justice is administered m Eng
land to day See COTJKT, SUPREME COUBT

Consult Thorpe, The Ancient Laics and Jn
stitutes of England (London, 1840) Stubbs,
Constitutional History of England (Oxford
1883) Stephens, History of the Gnmmal Law
(London, 1883), Eitays m Anglo Saaon Law
(Boston 1876), Dugdale, Qngvne* . ..

or, Historical Memorials of the English Lam
fta (London, 1666), Inderwick The Evng'*
Peace, A Historical Sketch of English Law
Oourts (ib, 1895) Pollock and Maitland,
History of English Law (2d ed

, Cambridge and
Boston, 18^9) , Holdsworth, History of English
Law (London, 1010) , Jenks, A Short History
of English Law (ib 1912)
CTJEIA BOILANA See ROMAN CATHOLIC
CUBIATH, ku'rU'shii The name of three r .

,

Alban brothers the opponents and victims of collections, on account of antiquity, rarity, or
the thiw TToiatu (qv) in the famous con intrinsic interest, in such domains as pottery,

CUBES, kn'ie7 MVETE SKLODONSKA (1S87-

)
A PolibhFiench phvsicist and chemiht,

the wile of Pierre Curie (qv )
Mie v\as born

in Warsaw, where her father was piotcbsor of

phvfaics in the University She studied the phys
ical scunces \t \\arsaw and later in Paua with

Curie whom she mairied in 1805 To the re

searches on radioactne bubstmcet and radio

activitv which have made hu name and that

of her husbind famous, she contubuted at least

an equil share It was she who earned out

the tedious and innumerable fractional crys

talli/ations that finally yielded a minute sample
of puie radium salt, enabling her to determine

the precise atomic weight of radium The
honors and pri/eb for the discoven of the radio

aetue elements (see POLONIUM RVDIUM,
RADIOACIIVIIY) were awarded jointly to her

and her husband, including part of the Nobel

pi i2e for phvsicb m 100? On her husband's

death, in 1906, she succeeded him as professor
of physics and dircctoi of the physical labora

toiv at the Porboune, Divert she continued her

researches Later she beeaim professor also in

the JLcolc Xoimale Supencure des jcuncs filles

at Sevres In 1910 she was awarded the Albert

medal of the Roval Society of Arts (England),
and in 1011 she received the Nobel prize for

chemistry She wrote Jtechetches sui les pio-

pnetct, magnetiques dcs aci&s ticmpes and
Kecherches sin les substances i adioactit,es

(Eng trans, 2d ed, New York, 1904)

CTTBIE, PIEBRE
( 1850-1P06) A Fioich phys

it ist He was born m Pans lie r#cei\ed hu
general education in Pans and e trly engaged in

independent research, which resulted m a num
her of valuable contributions to physical science

In 1895 he was made professor of physics at
the Etole municiytalc d? ohimie et de physique
In 1896 he and his wife (see CUBIE, MABEE
SKtonovvbKA) began to study the Becquerel
rays, which led them to the discovery of

polonium (qv) and subsequenth of radium
(qv ) In 1001 thej received! the La Case prise
of the Academy of Science and two years after
ward tbe Davy medal of tin Ro^al Society of

London and part of the Nobel priee In 1904
Curie was nude professor of physics at the
FSorbonne and in 1905 a membei of the Institute
of France He was run ovei and inwtantly killed
in Pans by a wagon, Apnl, 1906 His motnoirq
were published mostly in the Oomptes yndus of
the French Academy See RADiOA-OTivirsr
CTT'BIO (clipped from curiosity) A term

still popularly used, though somewhat obsolete,
to describe any kind of object of curiosity, es"-

such && would belong to cabinet (qv )
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porcelain, enamclb metal work ivories wood
can ings, arms, clockb fans, watches, snuff

boxes, musical instruments and the like

CTTBIO, GAILS ScEiBoi-mis 1 A Roman
statesman and oratoi, tribune of the people in

00 B c He servtd under Sulla in Greece against
^rchelaus (bee ARCHEIATJS, 4} and. in Ahia
He was consul m 76 Ys Governor of "Mace

donia lie defeated the Thracians, and tho Euro

ptan Dirdamans making his wa> even to the
Danube for this i triumph was granted to
him He. -was a friend of Cicero but a bitter

opponent of Cvbai, agamtt \\hom he wrote a

political pamphht in dialogue form Ab an
oratoi, he was known for his brilliant style and
Ins pure latin He died in 53 2 Son of the

prt ceding best known in connection with the
t>\entb leading to the outbreak of war between
Oesai and Pompeius 4t first he supported
Pouiptius later he ^ent o^er to Caesar per
suaded, it was feaid, b\ a large bribe When
it was maintained that Ca&ar then in Gaul m
order to be free to btand for office m Romp,
should follow the usuil procedure and lav down
his impenum befoie entering the utv Curio

proposed that Pompeius should do the same
and recommended that if either refused, he
should be dtelaied a public enemy The pro
posal wis c in ied, but the consuls nevertheless

(hiected PompeiUb to command all troops m
Itah Finding his opposition to this unsue
cessful Cuno fled to Cfcbar He served with
succesb in Sicih in the interest of Ca?faar and
then ciossed to Africa and was defeated and
slam there by King Juha
CURIOSITIES OP UTEHATTJBJS A work

in six u>lumeb bv Isaac D'lsraeh, which ap
peared, without indication of its authorship, at
intenals from 1701 to 1824
OT7EISCHES HAFE, koTrfshes hlf See

KUBISCHES HAIF
CTJBITIBA, kocTiS te^ba The capital of the

State of P u in i Brazil (Map Argentina, E 3)
situated on the Iguazfi Eiver in a fertile plain
3200 feet abo\e sea le\el It is well built and
has a high school and a street railway Rail

roads run to the interior and to the coast,
and the town exports corn, beef, fruit, tobacco,
and Paraguay tea There art gold mines in

the vicinity Cuntiba was settle! in 1654, and
since 1831 ha* been the capital of the state

Pop 1800 22604 1912 (eat) ,60 000

CTJBLEE, ARBVDT VAN See VAN COEUIAB
CTTB'LEW (OF corheu, It cJwtrlo, probably

onomatopoetic in ongin) A shore bird of the

genus "\umenius, and fanipe family, character
i-sed especially by its long slender, downward
curving bill, and its liking for upland plains

CTJBLING

rather than marshy places In America are

the Hudsoni&n or Jack curlew (Numenws
Jwda&fuvu*), the Eskimo curlew, or doe bird

(Vumeitwi Jor^w), and the long billed curlew

('Vttmemu? arnenoonus, or longwostns) The
first two are found m summer in far Arctic

regions and in winter as far south as Pata

FOOT
BACK

SCORE

HOG SCORE

gonia, so that during some part of the year
thc\ occur in most portions of the Western

Hemisphere The long billed, whose beak as

sometimes 8 inches long belongs in the eastern

and central Lmted States especially at the

South, and on the Northwestern prairies Its

nest, like that of other cmlewb, is on the

ground and fahghtlv conbtructed and the eggs
are clay colored, with various brown markings
The common curler of Great Britain ("\mr

mui arquatus), the wkaup" of the Scotch, has

ail almobt world w ide distribution in the Old
Uorld migrating e\en to Xuv Zealand Its

flesh and eggs are both eaten Other Old World

specieb are the tvhimbrel (\wnemu<t pkaopuv)
and the Otahiti curlew (\umoniit? taitensii)

of the Pacific islands Consult Coues, Buds
of the Xmthu.est (Washington, 1874) Seloua,

Bud Watching (London 1001) Bent The
Hudsonian Curlew,' Educational Leaflet l\o 6 7

,

National Association of iudubon Societies

(New lork 1913) Hoinidav Ow \am<tktng
TTiZd Life (ib 1013) See Plate of BUSTARDS

CTTEI/IITG (so called from the twisting mo
tioii of the curling stones) -i. game of Scot

tit,h origin Associited

with the paient bodv to

day, the Hoval Curling
Club of ScotUnd, are clubs

in Fngland, Iielind Can
ada Newfoundland New
Zealind, Nova fecotia the

United States "Russia and

Switzerland Tht first

club to be organized in the

United Stateb wis the

Orchard Lake Club near

Pontiac Mich m 1842

The Grand National Curl

mg Club was organised in

1867
There art two curling

games the rink play and

"playing for points
" The

rink game is ph\ed on

am piece ot ice upon
which may be plotted out

a rink 42 yards long (oc

casionally 32 yards) and

10 yards wide There are

four players on each side,

each using two stones of

circular shape, not heavier

than 44 pounds nor lighter
than 32 pounds (without
handles), and not of

greater circumference than.

36 inches, nor of less

height than one eighth of

the greatest diameter
Each placer in turn takes

his position on the crampet
or iron foothold xt one end
of the link and propels
his stone as near to the

tee, 38 yards off, as he can

The next Tpfln of the op

poaite Bide then projects
one of his stones still

nearer, if possible, and so

the game proceeds until

each nas cast his two stones, after which the

end, or "head," is counted A stone is of no use

unless it reaches tbp mart called the "bog score
"

and of no value if it passes out of the pariah,

HOG

BACK

FOOT

LINE

SCORE
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which is a 7 foot ring drawn round the tee All
the stones that stay within the parish aie

counted, and that side wins which has the great
est number of stoneb neiiest the tee

It is permitted duiing the game for one side to
aim at its opponents stones and to knock them
out of the circle if possible The sweeping of

the ice, an important feature of the game, is

under the direction of one plaver of each side

called the skip
' The pla-ver s party may sweep

t^ie ice from the hog score next the player to the

tee hut when snow is falling the ice ma-v be

s\vept fiom tee to tee In the point" game there

ire no sides eafh player has two stones, to

throw, and other stones are placed round the tee

for him to make his points by placing his bill

or displacing the other halls from the positions
in which they ha\e been placed OnginalH the

stones were simply rounded stones, taken from

the channel of a rrver but about the middle
of the eighteenth century they were improved bv

Chiseling and later handles were introduced

Now each stone has usually two sides one so

curved that it runs as on a pivot and highly pol
ished for use on dull ice and the other less pol
ished, but with a larger concave or hollow, to

give it a better catch or hold on keen, clean ice

A set of mashes is called a "bonspiel" There
are international bonspiels between the United
States and Canida and interstate matches

yearly at Montreal Winnipeg, Ottawa, Hamil
ton Toronto St Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth,

Chicago, Buffalo Hoboken, N J, and several

other citiefa Numeious trophies are contested

for, among ulnch are the International trophy,
the Quebec Challenge cup, the Grand Challenge

cup of Manitoba the Caledonian tankird, the

Viceregal tankard the Meman trophy, and
the Gordon Mitchell and Smith medal? Con
suit Ramsav, i Account of the Game of

Curling (the earliest history of the game, Edin-

burgh, 1811), Ta\lor, Curling the Ancient

Game (ib, 1877), and the Official Curling
Gkitde of "Spalding's Athletic Library" (New-

York, published annually)

CUELL, EDMUITD (1875-1747) An English
bookseller, to whom Pope devoted some of the

least complimentary lines of the Dunciad He
became known for his indecent publications,
to describe which the term "Curhcism 9

-was

invented Some of these dubious -works got
him into trouble, and one cost him an hour m
the pillory Besides his "Curlicisms," he pub
hsbed more than 150 standard works

CTTBRACH, COTTBACE, kurta or km'rak,
or COB'ACLE (Gael, Ir ourctch, Welsh corwo,

boat) The name given in the British Islands

to a canoe or boat made of a slender frame of

wood covered with skins Skiffs of this sort, as

well as canoes hollowed out of the trunks of

oaks, were in ut>e among the Britons in the
earliest times of which we have record Julius

Csesar, who built some of them after the British

model, tells us that the keel and gunwales were
of light wood, and the sides of wicker covered

with hides A long voyage in the North Sea,
made in a currach during the srtth century, by
one of the companions of St Columba, is com
znemorated by Adamnan, who died in 704 In
878 three Irish missionaries sailed in a currach
from Ireland to Cornwall the voyage occupied
seven days, and the si/e of the currach is indi

eated by the remark that it was one of two
skina and a half An old life of St Patrick

speaks of a currach "of one skin, with neither

helm nor oar
3 The currach of a larger size

had a mast and sail The curraeh still con

tinues to be used on the Sevein, and on many
parts of the Irish coabt, especially on the shores

of Clare and Donegal The last one known to
1m e been used m Scotland is. in the museum
at Elgin See COBiCLE
CTTRBAGH OF EXLDAB-E, kur'rao or

kiu/ra 6t> kil dar7 THE A famous race track

and the seat of a military camp in County Kil

dau Ireland Tht plain is about 6 miles long
and is the proper!) of the crown, its admmistra
tion being m the hands of a ranger The camp
was tbtablibhed aftei the Ciimeau \\ar and has

accommodation tor o\er 13,000 men
CtTBOJAM

1

, CHAKLES COUBT>EY (1861- )

An American tigun? and landscape painter He
was born at Hartford, K"\ , and studied in New
York at the \rt Students' League, and m Paris

under Doucet, L<feb\re and Benjamin Con
stant He received the Hallgarten, Shaw, and

Carnegie pmes m the National Academy the

Corcoran prize, Washington, and medals at the

exposition*, of Pans (1000), Buffalo (1001),
and St Louis (1904) He was elected to the

National Academy of Design in 1004 There
are pictures by him at Vabsar College, in the

National Gallen, Washington ('Perfume of the

Roses"), the Penns^hama Academy (
The

Breezy Da> ) and in the museums of Colum
bus, Richmond, Ind, Toledo, and Buffalo He
has a wide range of subjects, but prefers to

paint beautiful female nudes in idyllic sur

roundings His color is delicate, his drafts

manship sure and minute Among his more
recent paintings are "Wild Asters on the Moun
tain Side," Victoria," "Huckleberries and

Ferns," Mountain Laurel," all exhibited in

1912, and June," 'In the Garden," "The
Lanterns" exhibited m 1013

CTTRBAN, JOHN PHIIPOT (1750-1817) An
Irish judge and orator He wab bom at New
mirket, County Cork, July 24, 1750, and edu
cated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he was
more dissipated than studious In 1773 he
went to London and studied law asbiduously at

the Middle Temple He was called to the Irish

bar in 1775 and soon won success by hi& ability
and social qualities He ^as an expert cros^

examiner and possessed a thorough acquaintance
with every intricacy of the cunning native
mmd In 1782 IIP became member for Kil

ran m the Irish Parliament and supported
iboral policy His sarcasm led him into

several fortunatelv harmless duels In 1788
he favored the formation of an Irish volunteer
army corps and eloquently protested against
the Bnghfah policy which led to the rebellion of

1708 His feailess defense of the leaders at
the State trials, and Robert Emmet's affection

for his daughter, the heroine of Moore's pathetic

poem, led to Curran's examination befoie the

Privy Council (m 1803), but he was found

guiltless of complicity He bitterly opposed the

Union, as the "annihilation of Ireland" and
its consummation, crowding on domestic trouble,
seriously impaired his health After the death
of Pitt, Fox appointed him Master of the Rolls
with a seat in the Privy Council He held the
office from 1806 to 1813 and retired on a pen
won As a distinguished man among the bnl
liant men of the period, he spent the last three

years of his life in London, where he died, Oct
14, 1817 His memory is preserved by excel
lent examples of sparkling wit and repartee
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found in various memoirs Consult Phillips,
Recollection? of Curran and his Contemporaries
(London, 1850) , Curran, Life of Curran (ib,

1819, New York, 1855), Stephens, Memoir
(London, 1817), O'Regan Memoir (ib, 1817),
Curran's Speeches, with a Life, edited by Davis

(Dublin 1855)
CTTB/BAWT (Fr connthe, It cormtho, cur

rant, from Lat Cormthus, Gk Kopiv8os, Korvn

thos, Corinth so called as being originally ev

ported from that citv ) A name used to desig
nate some fruits of the genus Vitis as well as

both the plant and fruit of the genus Riles

Originally this term seems to have been applied
to the small raisins which are now a common
commercial article much used in cookery In

general the term '

currant" is applied to both
the plant and fruit of those species of the genus
Jfibes that have no thorns and bear their fruits

in bunches or clusters like grapes Ribe? rit

It urn may be taken as a type This group is

found chiefly in the northern half of the nozth

temperate /one In Europe it is wild and occuis

in England and on the Continent as far north

as Kamchatka, although it is not found in the

Mediterranean countries In America it is

found in Canada and both eastern and westein

United States Having a northern origin it

has proved a most valuable plant in the North

west, -where few cultivated fruits thrive without

protection The currant is found in almobt

tvery fruit garden throughout the northern

United States and Canada and is cultivated to

a considerable extent commercially
Ribes rubrum, from which our red and white

varieties are derived, is the most important
member of this group, both in America and

Europe (For illustration, see Plate of CT
PBESS )

It grows best on a strong, moist loam,
with a northern exposure or partial shade For

this reason it is often planted in orchards and
on the north side of buildings It is generally

propagated by hardwood cuttings, 6 to 10

inches long, taken in the earlv fall The plants
are set about 4 feet apart in rows 6 feet apart
Frequent and shallow cultivation is given, and

good results are often secured by mulching
Not much pruning is required The old wood
should be thinned out each year, none over

three years old being allowed to remain Red
varieties are the ones chiefly grown for market

The white sorts are sweeter, but not so popular
Both white and red varieties are extensively

used in the preparation of jellies and jams and

for wme making Black currants (Ribes

mgrum) are little grown m the United States,

but are extensively cultivated in Canada and
m Europe, especially in Scotland A kind of

liquor (liqueur de cassis) is made in large quan
tibes from them in Prance The raw fruit has

an unpleasant odor and flavor, which becomes

agreeable only by scalding It possesses medi

cinal properties and is used as a tonic and in

throat troubles

Ribes amencanum, the Western representative
of the black currant, possesses all its good quah
ties and is more ornamental Another American

species very generally met with in ornamental

plantations, under the name of "flowering cur

rant," or "golden currant," is Riles awewn
It has been lately placed upon the market as a

fruit plant under the name of "Crandall cur

rant", its fruit is of good quality, but it is

a small bearer The red flowered currant

(Rib&i sanguvneum), now so common as an

ornamental bush m (shrubberies and trained on

walls, producing in April a piofusion of deep
red flowers m large drooping racemes, is a

native of northwestern America and was intro-

duced into Great Britain in 1826 Its bluish

black, mucilaginous, insipid berries are not

poisonous, as is popularly believed Another

currant, with beautiful red berries, larger than
the largest English red currant occurs on the

Himalayas, at an elevation of 13,000 feet The
name 'native currant," or Australian cur

rant," is given in Australia to the berries of

different shrubs, particulars the white berries

of Leuoopogon ticJiei, of the family Epacrida
ceie Other fruits bearing the same name are

produced by species of Coprosma ( family Rubia

cete), but thev are yen inferior

Cut rant Diseases Two diseases of the cur
rant are well known in the United Stateb, and

they both occui in Europe and elsewhere The

anthracnose, caused by Pseudopezt a n&zs, at

tacks the le\\es, causing small black spots on
the upper side, and later white areas on the

under surface, the leaveb turn yellow and fall

from the bushes The leaf spot, due to Sep
twia nbis, occurs as whitibh bpots with black

centres, which spread o\er the leaf, causing it

to fall prematurely, the whole buhh being bare

by late summer The mildew, Sphcerotheca
mors nice, aKo attacks currants These diseases

can be prevented by the proper use of any
standard fungicide A wilt due to Dothiorella

sp causes a sudden wilting and death of the

canes This disease is most common in the

Hudson River legion in New Yoik
CTTBBAJSTT INSECTS Currants are most

injured by the caterpillar like larvse, called

'currant worms/' of two sawflies (qv ) One,
of foreign ongin, is hematiw rilesii, and the

other, a native, is Pnstiphora, grossulance
Both are fully described and treated of by
Professor Riley m his ^inth Report on the In
sects of Missouri and hellebore is recommended
as a remedy These defoliate the plant Its

stem and roots are attacked by scale insects

and by two borers of note One is the cater

pillar of a small wasplike segenid moth, or

clearwmg (Sesia hpuhformis) , the other is a

small, black, sparsely spotted, long horned
beetle (Pienocerus supernotatus) It lays its

eggs on the currant stems early in June, where
there are oon hatched tiny grubs that begin
to bore into the stem until they reach and feed

upon the pith When full grown (before trie

close of the season
1

!, they are half an inch long,
have brown heads, and whitish, pubescent
bodies When about to change to a chrysalis,
this larva gnaws a tunnel to, but not quite

through, the outer bark, and then pupates in

this chamber and sleeps through the winter
As soon as it is revived by the spring it makes
its final change, and the beetle gnaws its way
out The way to destroy these beetles is to

prune and burn all dead twigs on the bushes

early in spring Compare GOOSEBEBBY Bee_
CTTBBAKT WINE A wine made of the

juice of fresh red or white currants, to which

sugar is added before it is set aside to ferment

Fermentation requires several weeks, and the

wine is not fit for use for at least some months
afterward Black currant wine IB made in the

same way from black currants

CTTBEJBL'LEY, CHJLBUSS THICK (J876- J
A Canadian clergyman and archaeologist He
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ivas boru at I uta Ontario, \vas educated pri

^atelv, and aftun aid at the Harbord Collegiate

Inbtitute, Toronto and Toronto TJmversito

He entered the Methodist mmibtry in 1899, but

^ent to London, England, in 1902 and -was

appointed to the staff of the Egyptian Explora
tion Fund In 1003 lie joined the British School

of Archaolog^ at \thens In 1902-03, \vlul<

ei.ca\ating at -Undos he discovered the tomb

of Aclmes 'the Pharaoh that kne\\ not Jo

seph
' and ilso i stone which levealed the

parentage of the foundeis of the eighteenth

Egyptian d\nast\ In 1003-04 he was in charge
of explorations along the Fa\oum and in the

northern marshes, Lg\pt In 1904-05 he led

an exploiing paifr to Sinai and afterward

engaged in excavations in Crete, Asia Minoi,
and Rvria He dibto-veied the statue ot

Hathor ilso the msciiption and portrait of

Cheops, for ^bich the Khedive of Egypt con

ferred on him the Older of the Meiidieh
Latei lu. T\as ekcttd a fellow of the Ro>al

Geographical floueto In 1907 he was ap

pointed cuiator of the Museum of Archeology
loronto Unmrato He published Sinai, an

account of hib explorations
CTJB/BEMTCY (1EL currentia, cunent of a

stream, iiom Lit cu)ie-ie to run) The circu

latmg medium m uhich debtb ire paid and the

busmesh of the eountn tranbacted This would
seem to be also the, definition of the teim

monei, and indeed, among economic miters
there it no haid and fast line to distinguish
tht use of the respective terms current

" and
( money In geneial, however, the term cur

rene\" applies mort specifically to those attn
butes of mom! which are included under the

designation medium of exchange," as distin

guished fiorn those which attach to its function

as i standaid of value

\Miik, with fe^w exception^ the money of

civilized stattb rests upon a uutalhc basis of

gold and sihci, the circulating medium is often

exceedingly complex Of this the statement of

numa m circulation in the United States fur

nisheb an excellent illustiation

MONET: IN CIRCULATION IN THE UNITED
STATES OCT 1 1913

$ 610 735 030
1 020,828,159

. 73 284 490
478735722
U7 787 867

2 602 750
330826454
709677098

13402477,570

Gold ooin

Gold cerfafioates

Standard silver dollars

Silver certificates

Subsidiary silver

Treasury notes of 1890
United States notes
National bank notes

Total

The aggregate of these various forms of

money constitutes the currency of the nation,
but among them we caji recognize one only, viz

,

gold com, as possessing all the attributes of

money It is in the relation of these other
forms to the standard money that the questions
touching the currency arise While a fuller
discussion of these questions must be reserved

fpr other articles, a brief survey can he had in

examining the list here given In it we recog
nize three types token currency, government
paper currency, and bank currency

The subsidiary silver and minor coinage of
the United States (the latter not given in the

table) represent in the fullest sense token cur

rency The metallic value of the coins ie m
contemplation jf the law lees than then nominal

value, their legal tendei qualify is limited, as

is also their amount, while the government un
dei takes the obligation to redeem them in stand

aid monej The siher dollais approach token

current m the lack ot correspondence between
their metallic and nominal \alues and in the

limitation of their quantity but they depart
fiom itb pi maples in posbebsmg full legal ten

dei and m not being duettlj ledeemable in gold
Two foims ot paper cuirenc^ appeal in the

incubation of the United States the certificates

and the legal tendei notes The certificates,

whether gold 01 siher, lepiesent in another

form a definite quantity of money deposited in

the United States Treabur\ The> aie not

themselveb endowed ^vith the legal tender quali
ties of the mone% thev lepresent, though re

cervable to the go\ernment as money The
United States notes convertible into gold on de

mand are secured not bv an equivalent hold

ing of gold bv the Treasury, but M a "reserve"

of $150,000000, which is deemed sufficient to

meet all ordinary demands for redemption E\.

penence has taught that all wich obligations
due on demand vill not be piesentod simultane
ouslv The Treasury notes of 1890, popularly
known as Sheimin notes

' were isbiied in pay
ment for silvei bullion bought between 1890 and
1893 Thev aie full legal tendei ind are re

deemable in gold like the United States notes

They are gradually being retired in. exchange
for silver certificates based on mher dollars

coined Irom the bullion purchased by the notes
Tthcn first issued

Banking cuirenc^ is represented in our circu

lation by the national bank notes These are
receivable at pxr by all national binke and by
the goveinment in pajraent of all dues except
customs duties, and are payable for all debts

owing by the United States except interest on
the public debt and m redemption of United
States or Treasury notes, for they rest, not on
the credit of the issuing banks, but on govern
ment bonds, and their redemption is guaranteed
by the government Viewed in this light, they
appear as a form of government papei currenc-v

By Act of Dec 23, 1913, piovision is made for
the gradual retuement of the bond secured

banking currency thiough the conversion of
the 2 per cent bonds, into 3 per cent bonds
without the circulation privilege A new form
of currency, issued through the regional reserve

banks, is authorised 1^ the law This currency
is based upon commercial paper deposited with
a Fedeial reseive agent, equal to the notes in
face value As additional security the regional
reserve bank is required to hold a reserve of
40 per cent in gold against such notes The
notes are a prior claim on the assetb of the
bank and are further guaranteed by the govern
ment, which redeems them at par at the Treas
ury The word '

currency" i, often used to in
dude such credit instruments as checks and
drafts and is usualh then designated "deposit
currency" Consult Suraner, A History of
Lmerwan Qwr&nay (New York, 18T8) , Bul-
lock, Lectures on the Monetary History of the
Untied States (ib, 1900), Hepburn, Hutory
of Gowutge and OWenoy vn the United States
(ib, 1903) , Academy of Political Science, The
Reform of the Ourren&y (ib 1911), Dodd,
History of Money tn the Bnfah Empve and the
Umted Stotet (London, 1911) See BABE,
BAWBXPO, QomAGtn, GKEBNBACKH, TBEABTJBY
Nora, MONHY
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CTTBItEN'T, LiLCiaic See ELLOTBICITY
CURRENT METER An instrument toi

measuima; the vtluutv of flowing water as in

stiearns canals, meib, etc, consisting of a
wheel lev oh ing uudei the influence of the pres
sine of the flowing -water in connection with
an indicating m recording deuce Such an
apparatus, was the float wheel of Borda and
Dupuit for measuring velocities at the surface
the first ual current metei foi use beneath the
suifict was imented in the vear 1700 b\ Wolt
mann, the Geiman hydiaulic engmar, and later

impioved bv Darc\ and otheris until finally it

i cached the pic sent foim shown in the sketch
The cm lent mttti used M the United States

Geological Suivev, winch may vaiv more or lesb

in its detail conbistt. essentially of a vertical

metal rod to the bottom of which is securely
attached a heavrs lead weight B with a tail

which insures the apparatus being maintained in

a veitical position and directed upstream
Above the weight and on the rod is the device

I, consisting of a w heel with cup shaped vanes
and a four bladed i udder to keep the wheel fac

mg against tlu cuiient
The flofl of watei causes the wheel to revolve,

and fiom the known relation between the num
bcr of i evolutions and velocity the velocity

of the fotrcam in fitt per second may be
dttamined
B\ means of an electncal apparatus attached

bv wires to the s>pindle tliese revolutions aie
recoided is huch upon an instiument which
mav be held eithei on bhore or in the boat from
which the vioik is being done
To determine the relation between revolutions

and the velocity in feet per second, it becomes
necessary to rate the meter, and this should be

done for each meter This is done bv passing
the apparatus through a body of still water

*t uniform bpeeds varying from 02 foot per
second to 10 feet per second, and noting the

number of revolutions indicated on the dial cor

responding to the different speeds From these

observafaonu a rating table ifl platted, or a

cum, to stow the velocity of flow m feet per
second corresponding to any number of revolu

tions It ib found, ho\\e\ei, that this relation

changes aftei use, bo that it is absolutely es

facntial to rerate the meter at definite periods
if accurate results aie desired For this pur
po&e the United States Geological Survey main
tains itations at Washington, D C, Denver,
Colo , and Los Angeles Cal , consibting of a
track on which runs a car from which the meter
is suspended
The cuirent metei is perhaps more extensively

used and gives more pi ease results than am
other appaiatus foi determining the velocity

of flowing water in stieams of iveiage si^e and
under normal conditions

The object of all measurements of rivers is to

determine the quantitv of water flowing through
a given section in a given time but, ab this

depends upon the velocity it is necessary to

measure that Where the quantity or discharge
is small, the moie accurate wav& of measuring
are hy orifices or weirb le up to a discharge
of 200 cubic feet pei second but beyond this

either floats or tlw* cuirent meter must be em
ploved Outside of the first co&t the latter is

al^avb the more pieferable
The method applied bv the current meter in

determining the discharge of a stream, which

depends upon the mean velocitv is as follows
To get the mean velocity of flow in any vertical

it is assumed that thi is represented on the
meter by the total number of indicated xevolu

tionb divided bv the time, when the meter has
been uniformly lowered from the surface to the

bottom and raised igain from the bottom to the

surface Several such readings being taken at
various points in a plane at right angles to the

axis of the stream and a mean computed, will

give the mean velocitv at that section, whose
area is computed fiom soundings This mean
velocity multiplied by the area of the section,

gives the discharge By the direction meter in

vented by Ritchie and Haskell the observer is

enabled to determine simultaneously on record

ing dials the direction and velocity of any
current In addition to the current meter mav
be mentioned those of Ftelev and Ellis The
use of the cuiient meter is well as itb constnv

faon, is fully discussed in the following refer

ences Hoyt and Grover, Riter Discharge (2d

ed, New York, 1912), Hoyt, 'Use and Care
of the Cunent Meter, as Practiced by the United
States Geological Survey" Transactions Amer
icon Society of Cvml Engineets, vol Ixvi, p 70

(ib, 1910) Murphy, Hydrographw Manual,

Umted State? Geological Buioey (Washington,
1904), and other \\atersupph and Irrigation

papers of United States CJeological Survey
CURRENT RIVER A stream less than

250 miles m length, rising among the foothills

on the east slope of the Ozark Mountains, in

Texas Co, southern Missouri It flows south

east, then south, crossing into Arkansas, when
it joins the Black River in Randolph Count\

(Map Arkansas E 1)

CURRENTS See OCEAW CTJBKBNTS, TIDES

OURRIC'DT/DH (Lat cvmcvlwn, a running,
a course, from CM* ere, to run) The term ap

plied to a course of study, or collectively to

that of any type of educational institutions, as

the college curriculum, the? high-school cnincu

lum, the common school curriculum, etc The
historical basis of the modem ducational cur

riculum is found in tiia Seven Liberal Arts of

the Kiddle Ages, the development of which

from Greek philosophical speculation and edu-
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cational practices is traced under tlie title of

ABTS, SEVEN LIBTCRAT. As long as the idea of

the symbolical perfection of this organization
of studies and of human knowledge prevailed,
there was no modification of the form of the

curriculum, though the content of these terms

was modified fiom time to time All lower edu
cation \vas included in the subject of the

ti ilium, ic, grammar, rhetouc, and dialectic,

which represented so manv approaches to the

Latin language This was based, it is true, on

the -work of the 'hinging" school, which fur

mshed to the child the school arts (reading and

wilting), -with a modicum of arithmetic The
curriculum of higher education included the

of these, issued in 1892, is known as the Report
of the Committee of Ten and relates chiefly to

secondan education, the second, known as the

Kepoit of the Committee of Fifteen, relates

chiefly to the elementary school and was issued

in 1895 Consult, also Reports of the A a

tional Education Association (Washington, 1865

et seq ) Proceedings of the National Edura
tion Association, Pajne, Public Elemental y
School Cumculum (Boston, 1905), Hendeibon,
Teintlook in the Punuples of Education (New
T:ork, 1910) , Ruediger, Principles of Education

(Boston, 1910), Cubbeiley, Changing Concop
tion* of Education (Boston, 1009)

CUB'BIE, JAMES (1750-1806) A Scottishcurriculum 01 mgner education, inciuueu me u u jv JV.L-U, u-ajaao \
j. < tu outf

/
.n. U^UKOIOU

subjects of the quadrivwm, le, arithmetic, physician He was bom at Kirkpatnck Hem
geometry (mathematics and geography),

astron

omy (natural sciences), and music (testhetic,

etc ) The elaboration of the curriculum under
the influences of the eaily universities and of

the Renaissance consisted chiefly m the addi

tion of the sub]ects of medicine and law, both

common and civil, and in the change in the

content of the subjects of the quadnvium
These changes can be followed in the successive

papal rules and unrversitv regulations which

prescribed the books that should be read in the

several sublets Fiom the time of the Renais

sance to the close of the eighteenth century
there was no modification in the organization
of the educational curriculum and little in the

content From that time, however, the changes
have been numerous and radical, and the old

idea of the historical and logical perfection of

the traditional curriculum has largely disap

peared In the United States, where conditions

permitted these changes with less opposition
than in the more conservative societies, very
ettensi\e changes have occuried, and an almost
chaotic condition has ensupd These changes
have consisted primaiilv in the addition of

new subjects to each of the stages of the cur

nculum, due to the great development of knowl

edge, especially scientific, during the nineteenth

century The curriculum of the elementary
school has expanded in content from the three
fundamental school arts until it now embraces
from 12 to 15 subjects in half that many
spheres of intellectual interests, and in time,
from three or four years to eight and nine,
the secondary curnculum has undergone no

expansion in time, perhaps a diminution, owing
to the encroachment of both the lower and the

higher curricula, but has added so great a
number of subjects that it deals in a prelim
mary way with almost all those included within
the curriculum of college and tuuversity This

multiplication of subjects, with no correspond
mg increase in time and with but kttle im
provement in methods of teaching, has made
the problem of the curriculum ot the secondary
school peculiarly difficult, and that part of our
educational system is most in need of reform
The problem of the curriculum in each of its

stages is twofold that of content and that of

organization This twofold problem is now and

long has been the chief topic of educational dis

cussions m the United States It cannot be said
that any solution has been offered, but a state

ing, Dumfnesashnc held a mercantile position
at Cabin Point Va , from 1771 to 1776, and

giaduated at Glasgow Um\ersity in 1780 He
settled in Liverpool, where he obtained a con

sideiable practice as a phvsician and published

Repoits on the Effect? of Watei in Fever and
FetoiJe Diseases (1707 4th ed, 1805) He is

best known, perhaps, foi his (the first) edition

of Bums (1SOO 7th ed, 1813), prefaced by a

Life which was long the basis for studies of

the poet Consult the Memow by his son, W W
Curne (London, 1831)

CUB/BY, JVBE? LAM VB MONBOE (1825-1903)
An Amuican law\cr, educator, and clergyman
"He was born in Lincoln Co

,
Ga

,
but removed

to Alabama in 1838, where he was admitted to

the bar in 1S45, having graduated at the Har
vard Law School in this ^ear He served in the

Alabama Legislature from 1847 to 1855 and in

Congress from 18 |!

>7 to 1861 and then became a

member of the Confederate Congress After

the war he became a Baptist minister, was pres
ident of Howard College, Ala

,
from 1866 to

1868, and was piofe&sor of law at Richmond

College from 1868 to 1881 From 1881 to 1885

he was general agent of the Peabody Educa
tional Fund, from 1885 to 1888 was United
States Mim&ter to Spam, and subsequently was
chairman of the educational committee of the

John F Slater Fund His publications include

Constitutional Government m 8pavn, (1889),
Wilham, Eiiart Gladstone (1891), The South
em States of the Imencan Union (1894),

Difficulties, Complications, and Limitations
Connected imth the Education of the Negro
(1895) , Oml Histoiy of the Government of
the Confederate States, tuith some Personal
Reminiscences (1001)
CUBBY NOBMAL AND UTDUSTBIAL

INSTITUTE An institution for the training
of colored youths, founded in 1889 at Urbana,
Ohio, by E W B Curry The institute includes

a Bible school and normal, literary, commercial,
music, and industrial departments The m
stitute extension work is conducted through a
race conference and a social settlement Since
the foundation of the institute over 2000 stu
dents have been assisted in obtaining an edu
cation These students have been instructed

chiefly along industrial lines In 1912-13 there
were 10 officers and instructors in the faculty
There is one combination building used for

chapel, recitation rooms, trade schools, and, .
vLiajjcjL,

leiautttiuii J.UULUB, i/rttue BCJUUOJ.B, ttnu
naent of the case will be found in the article dormitories There are also cottages for boys'
PEDAGOGY (See also ELEOTTVB: STUDIES )

The and teachers' dormitories The real estate and
matter has received extended study by American
educators and has formed the subject of two

equipment are valued at $50,000 and the annual

-.,- - income to about $7000 In 1913 the institute

important reports by committees appointed by received a gift of $2000 from Martha Fouae a
the National Education Association The first former slave This is to be used as the foun'U
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tion of an endowment The institute depends
for its support upon gifts from the general
public The library contains about 5000 vol

umes The president from its foundation has
been Dr E W B Curry
CTTEBY POWDER and CUBBY PASTE

(Eanarese kan kadi, Malayalam kan, curry)
A compound condiment added to cooked dishes

of meat and rice to render them piquant and
appetizing So generally is cum powder em
plowed in East Indian cookery that it has been
called the "salt of the Orient " The substances
that commonly form the basis of these powders
are turmeric, fenugreek, and sago To these

ginger, black and Cayenne pepper, coriander,
caraway, and many other spicea are added in

varvmg quantities, or omitted, according to the

locality Such curry powders as contain the

Pulverized

leaves of Murraya Lcentgw (an East
ndian tree of the natural order Rutacese) are

used not only as aromatic stomachic stimu

lants, but as remedies for dyspepsia, diarrhoea,
and even dysentery The basis of many curry
pastes is tamarind (qv)
CTTBSCHHA.NTJ'. kursh'man, EEITCBICH

(1846- ) A German physician, born at
Giessen He studied at the university there,
became a lecturer at the University of Berlin.

in 1875, and in 1876 was appointed head phy-
sician of the hospital connected with the city

barracks of Berlin In 1879 he obtained the

post of director of the general hospital at Ham
burg, and m 1888 was called to the chair of

special pathology and therapy in the University
of Leipzig He became recognized as a promi
nent authority on hospital administration, and
from 1886 to 1892 was an associate editoi of

the Fortschntte der Hedizin His publications
include Entivtcklung dcr KranLenpflege und
des Umischen Untenichfi (1889) Elmiwfa
WMdungen (1894) Hungerynote im Mittel
alter (1900) , Typhoid Fever and Typhus Fever

(trans, by Alfred Stengel, 1901) , Die Aeltern

Papstntkundpn dev Erzbistums Hamburg (1909)

CUBSCHMAirar, TCART, FEDEDBICH (1805-
41) A German musician, born in Berlin He
studied law at first, then music under Haupt
mann and Spohr at Kassel He became known
in Berlin as a singer made tours in Germany,
France, and Italy, and was an exceedingly pop
ular song writer Hi* works consist of 'Ro-

meo," a scena and ana, "Abdul and Erin

meh," a one act opera (1828) and his

Geiammelte feeder, comprising 92 selections,

published in Berlin in 1871

CTTBSE OP ZEHA.MA, kfchi'ma, THE A
poem by Robert Southey (1810), relating to

the adventures of an Indian rajah who is

cursed with supernatural powers
CTJBSE OP SCOTLAND, THE In cards, a

term applied to the nine of diamonds Its

origin IB unknown Among the many explana
tions offered are the following 1 The nine

of diamonds is the "pope" in the game of Pope
Joan, and hence the symbol of Antichrist to the
Reformers 2 It is the chief card m comette,
which game ruined many families in Scotland

3 It goes back to the nine lozenges on the

Dalrymple arms, the Earl of Stair having been

respon&ible for the massacre of Glencoe 4
Tradition says that the Duke of Cumberland,
while drunk and gambling on the night before

the battle of Culloden, wrote across the face
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CTJB'SIVE WRITING See PALEOGRAPHY
CTTBSOR, LTJCIUS PSIBILS See PAPIEIUS
CTTB'SOB MTJinDI (Lat, courier of the

world, but intended to mean the course of the
\\orld cursm mundi) A poem dating from the

beginning of the fourteenth centurv, professing
to be a history of the world from its creation

to its destruction It was based on the para
phrase of Genesis by Csedmon It is among
the works printed by the Early English Text
Society

CUBTAnr A term used in fortification

See BASTION, FOBTEFIGA.TION

CTTBTATTr, THE An old theatre in London
at Shoreditch called also the "Greene Curtain,"
mentioned in 1577 and probably established

about that year The name was probably given
from its green curtain, used for the first time
in this theatre

CTTBTAL FBI'AB A term used by Sir

Walter Scott in Ivanhoe to denote an irregular
clerk or hedge priest," and applied by him to

Friar Tuck of Copmanhurst The phrase seems
to denote a monk with his gown or frock short

ened (curtailed) for convenience of moving
about Consult Iianhoe chap xmi, and
' Robin Hood and the Curtail Friar," in Child's

Ballads, \ 273

CTTBTAIJA. (NeoLat, from Lat curtus,

short) 1 The name given to the sword of

OgitT the Dane 2 The sword of Roland, the

point of which had been broken off in trvmg it

3 A pomtlebs sword, also known as "the sword
of Edward the Confessor," carried before Eng
lish kings at coronation and symbolizing mercy
CTTB'TESY (OF curteisie, cortoisie, Fr caw

totste, courtesy, from OF curtcvi, coit&is, Fr

cotntoit, courteous from ML cottis, court, from
Lat cots, cohm<), place inclosed connected with

Gk xfyns, chortos, garden, Olr gort, sedge,
Goth ga.}ds, Ieel gartyr, house, OHG goat,

circle, Ger Gat ten, AS gfard, Eng yard) In

law, the life interest which the surviving hus
band hag in the inliei iHole estate of the wife

The ongm of the estate is involved in obscurity
Both in England and Scotland this customary
light is rcgaided is a national peculiarity
in England, being known as the curtesy of Eng
land, and in Scotland as the cnrtesy of Scot

landwhereas there is reason to believe that
it had found a place, with all the peculiarities
which now belong to it, in the coutume of Nor

mandy, -whence it was transferred to England
(Barnage, vol n, p 60, Stephen's Commentary,
vol i, p 264 Eraser's Domestic Relations, yol

i, p 635) The four circumstances which are

requisite to make a tenancy bv curtesy in Eng
land are lawful marriage, actual seisin of the

wife, birth of living issue, and the wife's death
It is not necessary, however, that the child sur

vive, it is enough, that it was once in existence,

although it may have died immediately after

its birth Not only must the estate of the

wife be one of inheritance, i e , a fee simple or

a fee tail, in order that the husband shall be

entitled to curtesy therein, but the child born

must have been one capable of inheriting the

estate in question Thus, if the estate were
entailed on male issue, and a daughter were

born, the husband's inchoate estate of curteay
would not become vested, or "initiate," as the

phrase was As soon as the estate becomes

vested in the husband by the birth of appro-
of this card the order that no quarter was to pnate issue, he may alienate his life interest

be given on the morrow in it, subject of course to the wife's rights
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therein during her life If she die first, the

estate, notwithstanding the con\e\ance, is de

feated Onginalh curte&v attached as do\ver

still does in most of the Lnited States, to all

estates of inheritance ot "which the xufe wis
seised at any time during the marriage But
it is now generally, though not invariable

limited to such Hndb as she it, seised of at hei

death, and the ma^v therefore in moist States,

by alienating the land duung her lifetime or

by last will and testament, defeat hei husband t,

claims as tenant by the cuites^ See Black

stone, Commentanei on the laws of England,
Pollock and ilaitland, Histoiy of English Law
(Bo&ton 18991 Tiffany, Lau of Seal Proputy
CTJB.TILAQ-E (OF coy tillage, curtdlage, cw

tilagr rout tillage fiom com til, torttl, curtil,

courtoard, from Lit co/9 cohots, inclosed

place) The inclosed space of ground and

buildings immediately surrounding or Iving
near a duelling and Used for its convenient oc

cupation The term ib of feudal origin and

onginalh mtant a castle and outbuildings in

closed in a stont nail foi defense Theic, is no
exact limit to the aiea -which may be included

under the term and it is a matter of proof in,

each caw: is to what is t.et apart for the us>e

of any particular d\\ cllmg The law has alwa^ a

grten tho curtilagt gitnter protection than out

side propel tv and thib idea prevails to dav, a<

in most ^jurisdictions breaking and enteung
curtilage it. buiglorv, and setting fire to any

building in it constitutes arson See ABE.ON,
BLBGIAKT REAI PROPLBTY and consult the
authorities theie referred to

CUB/TUT, A>DMTO Omraa (1816-94) An
Amencan politician kno-ftn as the "war Gover
nor' of Penns^ Ivinia He was born in Belle

fonte, Pa
,
studied law m Dickinson College, -was

admitted to the bar in 1839 and soon was rec-

ognized as a leading Republican in State poli-
tics Ho 'wab appointed Secretary of State for

Pennsylvania in IS
1

)! and from 1860 to 1866
served as Gowinor of the Rtate From 1869 to

1872 he wa& Hmibtci to Russia after his return
he joined the Libetal Republican revolt, and
later he sen ed as a Democratic member of Con
gres& from 1881 to 1887 During the Civil War
he vt as always prompt in his response to Presi

dent Lincoln's calls for troops, and by his minute
care for the persons and families of the Pennsyl
\ann soldiers ^on their e&teena and became
widely known as the soldier's friend" Consult
^ H Egle life and Timei of Andrew Gregg
Cm tin (Philadelphia 1896)

CTTBTTN', JEBEMIAH (184,0-1906) AnAmer
lean linguist and translator born in Milwaukee,
Wis He pupared for Harvard and by his own
efforts graduated there in 1863, as an excel

lent linguist In the following year he went
to Russia where he remained until 1870 as Seo

retarj of Legation for the United States at St

Petersburg While serving in this capacity he
made a, careful study of the languages of the
Slavic group and it ^as the knowledge thus

acquired which enabled him to make his trans
laiaons of works bv Sienkiewic/

3 Zagoskm, and
Mexei Tolstov From 1883 to 1891 he was
connected with the Bureau of Ethnology of
the fsmithbonian Institution and after that
time made independent researches in matters

pertaining to the North American Indians
Cwtm tvae familiar with more than 60 Ian

t Bwide* his translations, he also wrote
and Folktale* of the Ru*wi

'"

2 CtTBTIS

Slavs aid Vagi/at <? (1890) Ifon Tale? of Ire-

land flS9t) Cteatiii Vi/tfa n] Pnmtvoe
imuica ( 189S) l/v//<<? awl fnUloie of Ireland

(1906) TVie ]/om/ if-. (1
(>07) Tlic Vongol*

in Hutwa (190S' I foumeif in Southern
.fo/s&tff (1009) J/^/is nj the J/orfocs (1912J
CTJB'TIS B*NrA.\ir\ ROBDINS (1S09-74) A

distinguished Amuican juiist born in Water
town Miss He graduated at Hai\ard in 1829,
TV as admitted to the Mabbachu&etts bar m 1832
and houn became one of the ton most laujers
of the State In 18 >1 he \\as ippomted by
President Fillmoie to the United States Su
premt. Couit and ui 1S>7 he disstnted, in i

powerful aigument honi the opinion of the

majontrv in the Dred Rcott decision (qv ) In
the same ifai he icsicjned and ipsumcd his

piactiee m Boston During the colebiatcd mi

peachment trial of 1868 he \\ab one. of Presi

dent Johnsons counsel Ht published several

valuable collections of la\\ icports including

Reports of Cafe? in the Cir<uit Contt<t of tin

United States (2 vols 1854) Decisions of the

Supteme Cowt of the United Rtati*. (22 \ols )

and Digest of tl\e Opinions of the Muprrme Cow t

of the Lnited State? to 185'i Consult Memoitt
and Wntiny<> of Benjamin R Curtis (Boston,
1880) the first \oluine of vhich is a memoir
h> his biothxi Georye. Tuknor Curtig (qv)
CT7ETIS, CABLTON CLAEENCE (1864- )

An Amencin botanist, I>orn at Syracuse, N Y
He was educated \t Svricuse and Columbia
universities and also studied at the univorsi

ties of Cambiidge and Leip/sig In 1892-94
he was principal of tin Fa^ette Union School

(New York Citi ) in 1894-96 instructor in

natural science at the Brooklyn Polytechnic In

stitute, fiom 1898 to 1908 tutor in botany at

Columbia, and th<r<>after associate profpssor
Besides his contiibutions to botanical journals,
he is authoi of Tt it Rook of Oenftal Botany
(1897) and Aafnt<? and Development of Plant*

(1907 2dcd I'llO)

CXTETIS, CHAEIJES (1860- ) An Amen
can legislator, l>orn in Topeka, Kans His
mother was a full blooded member of tho Kaw
tribe of Indians He was educated in the com
mon schools and after studying law was ad
mitted to tho bar in 1881 In 1884 and again
in. 1886 he was county attorney of Sha^vnee

County From 189 } to 1897 he served in Con

gress from the Fourth Kansas District and
from 1897 to 1907 lepresented the First Dis
tnct of the State He resigned from the HOUSP
of Representatives

m 1907 upon his election to
the United States Senate to fill the unexpired.
term of J R Burton resigned, and was the
first Indian to hold such office He was a
candidate for reelection in 1912, but a Demo
ciatio Legislature in 1913 brought about his

defeat

CTTBTIS, CYBUS HEBMANN KorrsamcAK
(18*50- ) An American publisher, born in

Portland, Me He was educated m the public
schools and in 1876 removed to Philadelphia,
where he b-ime publisher of the Tribune and
Farwei He later etttablishwl the / odics

5 Home
Journal and made it one of the most successful

periodicals in the United States The Curtis

Publishing Company, of which he became head,

published, in addition to the Ladwt' Rome
Journal, the Country Qmtleman and the Sa-t

urday Evening Pot*, the Uttor established by
Benjamin Franklin in 1728 Under Mr Cur
tis's management the Saturday lDvm*ng Pott
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attained a larger circulation than "had hitherto
been reached by anv American periodical In
1013 he took over the interest of A S Ochs
m the Philadelphia Puoho Ledget
CURTIS, EDWABD S {1868- ) An

American author and photographer, born in

Madison T\ib and educated m the public
schools of Minnesota In 1891 he settled in

Seattle as a professional photographer He \vas

official photographer for the Harnman Alaska

expedition and in 1907-11 published the Xorth
American Indian edited bv P W Hodge, with
remarkably "valuable photographs \ihich he had
taken in 'field itseareh under the patronage of

J Pierpont Morgan
'

CURTIS, GEOBGE CABBOIX (1872- )
An

American geoe;i iphic sculptor, horn at Abing
ton Mass He TV as educated at Harvard Uni
versitv, -where he v\as for a time an assistant
in the geological department Later he became
assistant field geologist of the United States

Geological Sui\fv He wis the first to apply
aerial peispectrve to topographical models,
this he did in models of Boston and vicinity,
and of the city of Washington ab it existed

and as it would appear if a proposed develop
ment -were carried out A member of the

expedition to the West Indian eruptions he was
the first to \isit the crater of La Soufnere and
discovered the new summit of Mount Pelee He
also spent a A ear among the coral islands of
the South Pacific and m 1010-11 made a special
study of the Atlantic coast from Maine to New
foundland Besides his special geological and

topographical articles he is author and illus

trator of I Dewiptioa, of the Topographical
Model of Metropolitan Boston (1000)

CURTIS, GEOBGB TICKNOB (1812-94) An
American nmst and vnter on the constitu

tional history of the United States He was
born in Waterto\vn, Mass graduated at Har
vard in 1832, \\as admitted to the bar in 1836,
and begin the practice of the law in Worcester,
Mass In the follow mg v ear he removed to Bos

ton, where he continued with short intermis-

sions to piactioe law until 1862, and from this

time until his death he practiced in New York
City and before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington, D While in Boston

he acted for many >ears as United States Com
missioner, and in this capacity, though his

sympathies were strongly against the rastitu

tion of slavery and the rendition of the fugitive

slaves, he ordered the return of the escaped

slave, Thomas Sims (qv ) to his master in

accordance with the Fugitive Slave Law m
1852 and for so acting was denounced by the

Abolitionists throughout the country Among
the cases in which he appeared as counsel are

the Dred Scott case, the legal tender cases, the

Colt revolver suits, and the sewing machine

cases He was popular as a public speaker and
delivered manv able addresses dealing for the

most part with legal or political subjects He
will best be remembered as a writer, and es

peciallv as the author of the GonstitvHoncd

Hwtory of tJif United 8tat9 from thmr Decla

ra-tion- of Independence to the Close of theur

Owd War (2 vols 1806), a part of which wag
first published in 1854 as The Hutory of the

Onym, Formation, and Adoption of tie Con
fahttion of the United States, and of the Life-

of Darnel Webster (2 vols, 1870), and the Life

of /am*? Buchanan (Z vols, 1883) He also

published, besides numerous magazine articles

Digest of the English and imeiican Admiralty
Decisions (1831) Right* and Duties of Me)
chant Seamen (1^41) \mencan Conveyancer
(1846), Lau. of Patents (1840) Equity Pre
oedent* (1850) Cominmtanes on the funs
prudence, Ptacticc and Pf-tithat Jurisdiction of
the Court 1

} of the tinted States (1854-58),
Jfemo-i? of Benjamin R Cwtn (1880) Intei

national Atbitiation? and tu.atd* (1885),
Cteatwn ot EioJvtion I Philosophical Inquiry
(1887) and i novil entitled ToJin Chamxes
A Tale of the Cinl Wat in Imntoa (1889)

CURTIS, CrroBor WILLIAM (1824-92) An
American critic, e^ai ist and publicist, born in

Providence R I Feb 24 1824 After a
few vtirs at school he began life as a clerk in

New York joined the Brook Faim Community
at West Roxburv Mass in 1842 went thence,
after 18 months, to Concord Mass

, and after
ward spent some yeais in Italy Germany, and
the Orient Returning to Ameiica in 1850, he
became well kncran tluongh his books of travel

and hit, editorship of Putnam's Monthly In

Hntpet'f Monthly he published a senes ol papers
called TJ\e Erlit< s Tain Chan from 1853 on
ward which in<.n>as<d Ins reputation He was
popular also \s m antislawrv orator and lee

turer, was long the chief editoi of Haipet t

TVeeUyt took in ictive part as "Republican (till

1884) m politics and after 1871 in the agita
tion for civil sen ice reform He declined offers

of diplomatic semee abroad Shortly before

his death, v*hich occurred \i West New Brighton
S I Aug tt, 18^2 he liecime chancellor of

the University of N\w York He was the mas
ter of an attractive stole and hib books of

travel and light essays pavd the way for the
more important seniccs rendered by his pol
ished lectuies and orations and bv his single
hearted patriotic labors in behalf of a pure
civil service His stnttlv literary reputation
seems hardly *io -well assured as it did a few
vears since but the man and orator are still

remembered \nth pleasure and gratitude His
youthful years spent at Biook Farm are charm
mglv set forth in his letters exchanged with
John S Dwisftt, which ha\e been published in
a volume (1808) His most important pubhca
tions are "We \otei of a Hoiiadji (1851)
The ffouadji in fli/iia (1852) lotus Eating
(1852) The Potiphv Papers (1853) a satire

on New Yoik social life Pnce and I (1856),

generally thought the best of his early books,

Trumps 1 "Novel (1861) Evlogy on Wendell

Phtlhp* (1884) three series of essays from
the "Easy Chair" (1802 1803 1804, etc)
He edited tie Cotiespondenoe of Motley in 1880

(2 vols) Charles Fliot Norton edited his

Oiationi and ddrew* in 1803-04 (3 vols)
Edward Caiy wrote his biography for the

imencan Ifen of Letteit Senes (Boston,

1S04)

CURTIS, HEMJY (1866- ) A British

suigeon educated at University College Hospi
tal, London and in Pans, Berlin, and Vienna
He had charge of the bacteriological depart
ment of Unrversitv College Hospital in 1896-97
and was surgical registiar in 1808-1900 In
1QOOM>3 h* was surgeon to the Queen's Hospital
for Children and assistant surgeon to- the Royal
Waterloo Hospital for Cbildien and Women,
and in 1904-06 he \vas resident surgeon of

Bulawayo Hospital and director of the Paateur

Institute for Rhodesia I^ter he became BUT

geon to the Metropolitan Hospital, senior assist
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ant surgeon, to the Seamen's Hospital Society,
and instructor in operative surgerv at the

London School of Clinical Medicine In 1912-13
he vras president of the JBsculapian Society
His clinical lectures on surgery and abscesses

have been published

CUETIS, JOHN GBEEN (1844- ) An
Amencan physiologist, born in New York City
He graduated from Harvard Unrversity in 1866
and received his medical training at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons (Columbii Um\er
sity), New York At Bellevue Hospital he was
an ahbistant in 18C9, houte surgeon in 1870-76

attending surgeon m 1876-80 In the College of

Physicians and Suigeons he was assistant and
demonstrator in anatomy in 1870-75, adjunct
lecturer in 1875-76, and adjunct professor of

plrv siology in 187(>-S3 he became profeabor of

?h}t>iolog\

in 18S3 and emeritus professor in

909 Besides contubutions to medical jour
nala, he is autlioi of American Text Book uf

Physiology (18%)
CURTIS, OON ALFBED (1850-1818) An

American theologian, born at Frankfort, Me ,

and educated at Laurence College and Boston
University and at the universities of Leipzig,

Eilangen, Maihnig and Edinburgh He served
as pabtor of Methodist Episcopal chmches in

Iinesville, Wis (1880-83) Milwaukee (188 3-86),
and Chicago (1888-80), from 1889 to 1895 waa

professor of systematic theology at Boston Um
versifr, and m 18% accepted the corresponding
chair at Drew Theological Seminary Professor

Curtis eame to be lecogmzed as perhaps the

most distinguished Methodist theologian of his

generation Besides many theological papeis,
his publications include Elective Ocwse of Lcc
tutet in Systematic Theoloqt/ (1901), and The
Chnstian Faith Personally On en in a System of
Docttmf (1005), a woik of great importance
CUETIS, SAMUEL RYAN (1807-66) An

American soldier He was born near Cham
plain, N Y but when veiy ">oung removed to
Ohio In 1831 he graduated at West Point and
m the following \ear resigned from the service

to become a civil engineer He afterward
studied law, was admitted to the bar, and

practiced from 1843 to 1845 In the Mexican
War he served as a colonel of volunteers and
from 1847 to 1848 was Governor of Saltillo

He was then successively an engineer and a
lawyer in the West and for two terms and a
part of the third was a member of Congress
from Iowa (1857-61) He became a brigadier

general of volunteers in 1861, commanded the
southwestern district of Missouri from Decem-
ber, 1861, to February, 1862, and the Army
of the Southwest from February to August,
1862, and on March 7-8, 1862, defeated the
Confederate general Van Dorn m the battle of

Pea Ridge (qv) Soon afterward he was
raised to the rank of major general and subse

quently commanded the departments of Mis
soun (1862-33), of Kansas (1864-65), and of

the Northwest (1865), and in 1865, as United
States Commissioner, negotiated tieaties with
several Indian tribes

CUETIS, WILLIAM (1746-99) An English
botanist, born at Alton, Hampshire He studied

botany, pharmaceutics, and entomology, estab
listed botanic gardens at Lambeth Marsh and
at Brompton, and published a number of works
on. subjects of natural history His writings
include Flora, Londwienm (1777-87, the
same work, edited bv Grave? and Hooter, was

repubhshed in 5 vols in 1817-28) British

Glasses (1700 and several later editions) , and
Lectures on Botany (3 vols

,
1803-04 2d ed,

1807) In 17bl he established, and for many
jears thereafter edited, the Botanical Magazine
CUETIS, WILLIUI ELEBOY (1850-1911) An

American jomnahst, bom in Akron, Ohio, and

graduated at Western Reserve Umverbilv m
1871 From 1873 to 1887 he was on the staff of

the Chicago Inter Ocean, and bj securing inter

views with the James brothers dmmg their

contebt -with Pinkcrton's detectives, and in in

\ebtigating the KuKlux Klan of the South,

gained a national reputation He was Wabhing
ton correspondent of the Chicago Recoid m
1887-1001 when he became associated with the

Chicago Secotd Heiald He was a commissioner

of the Lmted States to the Central and South
American republics in 1885, was the executive

ofhcer of the International Ameruan Conference

of 1SSO-90, and Tvib director of the Bureau
of Amencan Republics from 1800 to 1893 He
wrote The Life of Zadiana.li Chandler (1879) ,

Capital* of Hpamih imenca (18S8) , The Land
of the "\ihihit (1887) The United States and

loieign Potter's (1802 2d ed, 1899) , The Tan-
Keet of the Eait ( 1800) , Between the Andes and
the Ocean (1900) The True Thomas Jefferson

(1901) Denniail,tiHedcn,and \oruiay (1902) ,

The Tuik and hit Lost Prownces (1002) , The
Tnte ibiaham Lincoln (1003), To Day in

Sytia and Palestine (19041, Slodetn Indict

(1905) Egypt, Bui ma, and British Malaysia
(1005)

CUE'TISS, GLE\N- HAMMOND (1878- )

An Amencan aviator, born at Eammondsport,
N Y He began life as a newsboy, but was
early interested in mechanics In 1906 at

Ormond Beach, Fla
,
he established the world's

record for the fastest mile ever traveled on a
motor ctcle, making a mile m 26% seconds

Fiom 1007 to 1909 he was the director of the

Aerial Experiment Association of America He
won the S&entifio American cup in an aero

plane competition at Hammondaport, N Y
(1908), obtained the international cup m the

aeroplane contest at Rheims (1909), and won
a $10,000 prize offered by the New York World
in a record breaking flight from Albany to New
York (1910) In 1913 he was awarded a medal

by the Smithsonian Institution Besides mak
ing a large number of flights in America and
in Europe, Curtiss became actively engaged in

the commercial side of aviation, being secretary
and treasurer of the Curtiss Exhibition Com
panv of New York and president of the Curtiss

Aeroplane Company at Hammondsport, N Y
With the exception of the Wright brothers,
none other has done so much as he for aviation
in America He is part author of The Curtiss
Aviation Bool, (1912) See AEBOPLAJNE and
AEBOJTAUTICS
CUETISS. SAMUEL IVES (1844-1904) An

American biblical scholar, born at Union, Conn
He was educated at Amherst College, at Union
Theological Seminary, and at the universities
of Leip/ig and Berlin From 1874 to 1878
he was pastor of the Amencan Chapel at Leip
zig, Germany and then was professor of biblical

literature and, after 1879, of Old Testament
literature and interpretation at the Chicago
Congregational Theological Seminary In addi
tion to several translations of important works
from the German, especially by Dehtzsch, his

writings include A Plea for a More Thorough
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of the Semitic Languages in Ameiica
(1879) Moses and fngersoll (1881) "Ezekiel
and his Times/ in The Bible as Literature

(1876) and Primitive Semitic Religion* To Day
(1002) lus special studv

CTTB.TIUS, kni/tse us, EENST (1814-86) A
distinguished German archaeologist and his

torian, born at Lubeek He studied at the
universities of Bonn, Gottmgen, and Berlin,
traveled in Greece and Italy and in 1844 was
appointed a professor at Berlin and preceptor
of the Crown Prince Frederick William, after

ward Frederick HI From 1856 to 1863 he was

professor of classical Trch#ologv and philology
at Gottmgen, whence he returned to Berlin as

proftssor of ancient history From 1853 Cur
tms was a member of the Ro^al Academy of

Sciences, from 1871 to 1893 he was contmu
oush secretary of the philologico historical sec

tion of that institution Under Imperial com
mission in 1874 he negotiated with the Greek

government in regard to the German excava
tions at Olympia (qv ) begun by him in the

following jear With Schone he edited the

lichaologische Zeitung to which he made many
important contributions He must be reckoned

among the great scholars of modern Germany,
a thinker of imperious influence alike in his

academic in&truction and in his published
works These latter include Peloponneso* (2

vols, 1851-52), a study of the Greek peninsula
with special reference to its mjthology, historv,
and monuments of art, Onechische Qeschichte

(3 vols, 1857-67, 6th ed, 1889), in which he

endeavored to present in popular form the re

suits of expert research Attisohe Studten

(1863-64) Die Btadtgeschiclite ion Athen

(1891) , three volumes of collected lectures and

addresses, entitled Alt&tum und Gegenioart,
Qesammelte Abhandlungen (1894) Consult
Gurhtt Ennnetungen en Ernst Owtiu<i (Ber

hn, 1902) , Grimm, 'Ernst Curtius Em Brief

an seine Freunde," in the Deutsche Xundschau,
vol Kxxvm (Berlin 1806) , and F Curtius,
Etnat Ourtius Em Lebensbild tn Briefen

(Berlin, 1903) , Sandys, A History of Classical

Scholarship vol in (Cambridge, 1008)

CTTBTIirS, GBOBQ (1820-85) An eminent
German comparative philologist He was the

brother of Ernst Curtms and was born at Lu
beck He studied at the universities of Bonn
and Berlin, in 1649 became profe&sor extraor

dinanus and in 1851 full professor of philology
in Prague In 1854 he was called to Kiel

and in 1862 to Leipzig, whore he remained
Curtius was the teacher of many of the most
eminent comparative philologists of the pres
ent day His most important works are his

Bprachverqleichunq in threm Verhaltms* ew
Uassisfhen Philologte (1845), Sprachverglei
chende Bettrage tsw gnechischen und lateiwi

schen GrammatiJc (1846), Grtechisohe Schul

grammatek (1852, over 20 eds since), Qrund

euge d&r gnech\sohen Btytnologie (6th ed,

1879) Da? Verbum der gneohischen Spraohe

(2d ed, 1877-80) In his Studien- ssur gne
chvachen und latemwohen GramnMttk (1868-78)
he published not only his own studies, but those

of his pupils and others In 1878, with Lange,

Lipsius, and Ribbeck, he founded the Letpviger
Studten mr klassisohen PMologve Several of

his works were translated into English and

stimulated interest m Greek grammar and

comparative philology Consult Sandys, A, Eta

tory of fZawoo/ Scholarship, vol m (Cam

bridge, 1908), and Platner, The Topogiaphy and
Monuments of Ancient Rome (2d ed , Boston,

1911)

CTTHTTUS, kur'shins, METTUS In Roman
legend, the leader of the Sabmes who oceu

pied the Capitolme Hill, in the battle with the
Romans of the Palatine, during the reign of

Romulus To escape death he plunged with his

horse into a morass, on ground afterward oc

cupied bv the Forum, from which he extricated

himself with difficult* the moiass was tlience

forth called Locus Curtius For the so called

Lacus Curtius in the Forum consult Hulsen
Carter The Roman Forum (Rome 1100)

CTJETIUS, QUINTUS (Qursius Crams Ru
FUS) A Roman historian, commonh sup

posed to have flourished m the time of Claudius
He was the author of the intei esting work
Histori<B Aleaandn Maqni, in 10 book^, of which
the ni'at two have been lost, and the rest are

incomplete Curtms had a very inaccurate

knowledge of geography, chronology, military
tactics astronomv, and historic criticism, hence
his work is far from being reliable as a whole
Ihe stole, though declamatory is in general pure
and elegant Modern editions are by Vogel
(Leipzig, 1884) Do^on (Pans 1887) Hedicke
( 1908 ) There is a translation into Englibh by
Crosby (New York and London, 1858) Consult
S Dosson, Etude sur Qumte Cutce, sa ne et ses

ceuvtes (1887) For a fresh piesentation of the
view that Curtius should be assigned to a much
later date, consult Steele, Proceedings of the

American Phtlological Issonation, \ol xliu,
h-hv (1912), and the Introduction to the Eng
lish edition by Heitland and Raven (Cambridge,
1880)

CUHTIUS, knr'tse' us, THEODOB (1857- )

A German, chemist He studied at several Ger
man universities and, after the publication of a

seiies of original researches, became professor of

chemistry at Kiel in 1889, in 1897 he -went to

Bonn, but on the death of Victor Mever, in the

same year, accepted the professorship of chem

istry at Heidelberg Curtius discovered new
series of important compounds of nitrogen, in

eluding hydrazine and many of its derivatives,
and the dia/o derivatives of tue fatfrv series of

organic compounds
CTPBTTLE CHAIR (trans of Lat aella

curuhi, from sella, seat and cunus chariot,
from ourrere, to run) The chair of state, equiv
alent to a throne, among the early Romans,
used by the curule magistrates dictators con

suls, prsetors, and curule sediles, on formal
occasions The chair was uauallv ornamented
with ivory, gold, or other precious work It had
curved legs, but no back , it could be folded up
as a camp stool is folded The right to sit in

the presence of others and to ride in a carnage
in the city of Rome were precious privileges ot

certain magistrates The ancients explained the

adjective curules, applied to certain magistrates
(see above), as given because they rode in a

curriis, 'chariot
'

CTTBULE MAGISTRATES See CUBULB
CHATE

CTJBTJMINACAlir, koU-rlffrme na'Un A
minor linguistic stock of South Amencan In

dians, m the region of Lower Peru Rivet thinks

it may turn out to be a dialect of the Otuquian
or Otuke"

CUmrATTJEE See CUBVE
CTTBVATTTBE OF FIELD 07 A LENS

See LIGHT
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CTJBVATTJRE OF THE EARTHS StFB-
FACE Set CIHM:
CTTEVATUBE OF THE SPINE See

POTT'S DISEASE SPI>F
CURVE (OF eowj&e corle Fr cour&e, Sp ,

Portug , It cuuo trom Lat ciwtzw, curved,
OChurch Slav /?iu7, bent, Lith Ireivas,
crooked ) In common language, a line that

constanth departs fiora a fixed direction In

anal\tic giometi\ ho^mr the word it> com
monlv used to designate the locus of a point

inoMng accoiding to im definite lav and hence

to include tht straight hue If the statement of

tin. laiv accoiding to vluch the point moves can

Le tianblated into an equation or equations be

tween the coordinates (q-\ ) of the moving
point, these equations am be used to icpreaent
the cui-ve eg, the circle is the locus of a point

moving in a plane at a constant finite distance

fiom a h\ed point in that plane, and its eqna
tion is of + f - r* (See COORDINATES ) If

the curve possesses the property of continuity

(qv ), it is precisely definable at every point,

although it may contain (singularities The form
of a curve corresponds to the nature of its equa
turn, hence a cune may be debignated as alge
bi aic or transcendental according as its equation
consists of algebraic or transcendental functions

of the cooidinates eg, the conic sections are

algebraic curves, and the mloid, the logarithmic

spiral, and the catenan aie transcendental

curves Algebraic curves are fundamentally

grouped into orders and classes, according to

Newton's classification The order of a plane
curve is determined by the number of points,
real or imaginai\, in which it intersects any
hne in its plane Curves \vhich cut such lines

in two points are called cui\ea of the second

order, those Tvhich cut the lines in three points
curves of the third order and so on e g , the

conic sections ait all curves of the second order,
and cubit curves arc of the third order The

straight line is the only line of the first order

Similarly the ordei of an algebraic curve in

space depends upon the number of points in

which it cuts am plane The class of an alge
braic plane curve is determined bv the number
of tangents, real or imaginary which can be

drawn to it from any point in its plane If two

tangents are possible it is a curve of the second

class , if three arc possible, a curve of the third

class, and so on eg, the conic sections are

curves of the second class the eissoid (qv ) is

of the third class Similarly the class of a

space curve is given by the number of tangent
planes which can be drawn containing any fixed

line The class of a plane curve depends directly

upon its order when no singularities exist If

*t IB the order and c the class, c = n (nl)
Thus a conic with no singular points H of the

second class, since c = 2(2 1)=2 the cubic

is of the sixth class, since c = 3 (3 1) =6
But singularities tend to diminish the class

Plucker gave sir equations connecting the order,

class, number of double points, number of double

tangents, number of stationary points, and num
her of stationary tangents from which, if any
three of these numbers are given, the other three

may be obtained The one directly connecting
the order and class IB c = n* n Zd 3p, in

which o is the class, n the order, d the number
of double points, and p the number of stationary

points Thus, a cubic with one double point is

a euro of the fourth class, since0=93 2
= 4 By the aid of covanante (see FOBMS),

cmvi can be dettiminedthe ilabg ol

dnecth

Singularities 1 An algebruc cuive whose

equation is y = f (x) is con\c\ 01 concave

doivmvard, according as ^ is positive or
03?

negatn e

2 A point of inflection is one at which the

tangent to the cune takes a limiting poution
le, the point of contact of a stationary

tingent, at which -^
= or oo See CURVE

OF SlVlLb

3 A multiple point is one at which more
than one tangent exists ie, a point for

which -~L has more than one value Two values
dx

deteimme a double point, thic-e value& a triple

point, and so on A multiplt point IB also

called a node or crunode Multiple points of

the third order are divided into clisses accord

ing to the relative numbei of cusps and crunodes
involved

4 'When two branches of a curve have a
common tangent at a point, but do not pass
through the point, they aie said to form a

cusp, called also a spmode or stationary point
See CISSOID CONCHOID

5 An isolated point TV hose coordinates sat

i9fv the equation of the curvo is called a con

jugate point or acnode An acnode is a mul
tiple point at which the tangents are imagi
nary 4 node or conjugate point corresponds to
a double tangent, and a cusp to a stationary

tangent See also CVEDIOID CABTESIAWS, CAS
SIOTAN OVAL, CATENABY, CAUSTIC, CYCLOID,
rmrsE FOLIUM, HODOGRAPH, LBMNISOATE ,

SPIRAL, WHCE
Curvature The curvature of a plane curve

at any point is its tendency to depart from a

tangent to the curve at that point In the
circle this deviation is constant, since the curve
is perfect^ symmetrical round its centre The
curvature of a circle vanes, however, inversely
as the radius ie, it diminishes at the same
rate as the radius increases The reciprocal
of the radius is therefore taken as the measure
of the curvature of a circle A straight line

may be considered a circle of infinite radius and

as having no curvature, since .i.= The

constancy of curvature in the circle suggests
an absolute measure of curvature at any point
in any other curve, for whatever be the curva
ture at that point a circle can be found of the
same curvature The radius of this circle is

called the radius of curvature for that point,
and the circle itself is called the osculating
circle By means of this radius we may com
pare the curvatures at different points of the
same curve or of different curves In simple
cases, as in the conic sections, the measure or
radius of curvatuie ma\ be determined geomet
rically, but it is usually necessary to employ
the calculus The expression for the radius
of curvature at any point (?, y) of a curve is

If the curve, instead of lying in a plane, twists
in space, it is sometimes called a gauche curve
or a curve of double curvature, and its curva
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tuu it in\ point MM* !>e nieasuied b\ the
iadm>- oi its osculaliu >

spheit at that point
The CLiitu ut the osculatm.* circlt or sphere is

called tfu antro of cunaturt The cunatuie
of suificeis is detPiimntd similarly to that of
cunes Thus the me i sure of the cunatun
of the earth commonK taken i* the deviation
of the line of apparent le\el fiom the line of

true le-vel IP from a line everywhere parallel
to the surface of still water is approximately
8 inches per mik
Eolations The following are some of the

moie important relations which exist among
ttrtam gioups of <runes>

1 Hie evolute (qv )
of a curve i<a the locus

((j\ ) of its centie of curvature Regarding the
evolute as the principal tmve, the original
tune is called its involute The normals to
anv cune are tangents to its evolute

2 Two runes 01 surfaces are said to have
contact when thev touch at two or more conseeu
tne points A contact (q\ 1 of the wth order

exists between two cunes # = </> (of), y = $lr)
at the point whose abscissa IB o when <f> (a) =
*(), <t>'(a) =*(c), #.(<) = iMrt If n is

<\en, the curves cro&s at the point Xo cune
\shich has contact of a lower order can pasb
between the given curves Curves which have
contact of the first order have a common tan

gent, and those having contact of the second

order ha\e a common radium of curvature at

the point of contact

3 The envelope of a curve is the locus of the
ultimate intersections of the individual cunes
of the same species, obtained by constantly vary
ing a parameter of the curve That is, the en

velope touches all of the intersecting curves thus
obtained eg , if p is a -variable parameter and

/ = is the equation of the curve, then the re

suit obtained bv eliminating p between f =

and -~ is the equation of the envelope

Every cune may be an envelope, and some
curves are evidently so by definition eg, evo-

lutes and caustics (qqv)
4 The proeesb of replacing each radius vec

tor of a curve by its reciprocal is called inver

sion The origin is called the centre of inver

sion and the resulting curve the inverse of the

given one See CIECLB, Invasion
5 The IOCUB of the feet of the perpendicu

lars from the origin upon the tangents to a
curve is called a pedal cuive The pedal of a

pedal is called the second pedal, and so on Re-

versing the order, the curves are envelopes and
are called negative pedals The pedal and re

ciprocal polar are inverse curves (See CIBCUB: )

In general, to find the inverse of a curve whose

equation is given in rectangular coordinates,

substitute for x and y the expressions jn. :* an^

^5 respectively

6 A roulette is defined as the locus of a

point rigidly connected with a curve which rolls

upon a fixed line or curve See CYCLOID
Centres A point such that every radius veo

tor (see OOOBKOTATBS ) drawn from it to a

point on the curve is matched by another vector

of the same length in the opposite direction is

called the centre of a curve See also CIBCZJB

and the paragraph on Curvature above

When a plane figure moves in any manner in

its own plane, the instantaneous centre of rota

tion is the intersection of two lines drawn

through, two points peijjemlicuki to tin, direc

hons m which the points aie moving
The number of kinds ot cun es that might be

drawn is infinite A large number are known
by specific names and are object" of great in

terest on account of their beauh then i email
able properties or their relation to physical
problems Among; thosf discussed under sepa
rate titles aie tk conic sections cissmd con
choid lemmscate cvdoid tiorhoid witch, car
dioid cartesians Cassmian o\ il-, caustic
cune tiactnx rune of pursuit citenarv
euneb of circulir functions (eg cuives of

sines) logarithmic tunes and bpnals
Though the histon oi cunts is instpanble

from that of geometry it mu loughh be
divided into four periods (I) th< synthetical

geometry of the Greeks in which the. conic stc

tions> (qv } play an important role (2) the
birth of analytic geometiv in -which the s~vn

thetie geometn of Guldin Desarguet,, Kepler,
and "Roberval merged into the coordinate geom
etiv of Descartes and Fermat, (3) the period
1050 to 1800 characterised by the application
of the calculus to geometry and including the
names of Nekton Leibnit? tht Bernoullis,
Clairaut Maclaurm Eulei and Lagrange (4)
the nineteenth centun the renaissance of pure
georueti-v, characten/ed bv the descriptive geom
etrj of Monge the modern synthetic geometry
of Poncelet, Sterner, Von Staudt Cremona,
and Plucker Descartes's contributions were
conhned to plane cuives, but led to the dis

co\eiv of many general properties The scien

tiflc foundations of the theory of plane curves

may be ascribed to Euler (1748) and Cramer
(1750) Euler distinguished algebraic from
transcendental curves, and Cramer founded the
theory of singularities Clairaut (1731) at
tacked the problem of double curvature, Monge
introduced the use of differential equations
Mobius (1852) summed up the classification of
the cubic curve Zeuthtn (1874) did the same
for the quartus and Bobillier (1827) first used
trilmear coordinates (qi ) In 1828 Plucker

published the first volume of his Analytisch geo
metnschf Entinilfhingen, which introduced

abridged notation and marked a new era in

analytic geometrv To him IB due (1833) the

general treatment of foci, a complete classifica

tion of cuhics (1835), and his celebrated "six

equations" 1842) Hesse (1844) ga\e a com

plete theory of inflections and introduced the

so-called Hessian curve as the first instance of

a covanant of a ternary form To Chasles

(q v ) is due the method of characteristics de

veloped by Halphen (1875) and Schubert

(1879), and the general theory of correspond
enee (1864), completed by Cayley (1866) and
Bnll (1873) Cavlev's influence was also very

great He advanced the work of Plucker, in

vestigated bitangents and osculating conies,
extended the properties of covanante and in

variants, as well as Salmon's theory of recatp

rocal surfaces and the theory of double curva

ture Mention should also be made of the

labors of Jean-Claude Bouquet (1819-85) and
Charles Auguste Albert Briot (1817-62), two of

Cauohy'a most eminent pupils whose labors in

the field of geometry and theory of functions

are well known Their Leyona de fftom&trte

ondtytique (Pans, 1847) has been translated

into English (Chicago, 1806) and forms an ex

cellent introduction to the subject Besides the

works of those mentioned in connection with
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the development of curves, conbult for theorv

Salmon, Treatise on the Highei Plane Cuiies

(Dublin, 1852), Study, Yo7lesungen uler

ausge&ahlte Gegenstande d& Geometne (Leip

zig, 1911), Clebscb, Votlesungen iibei Geome
tiie (ib, vol i, 1S75-76, TO! 11, 1891), Staude,

Atialyttsche Geometne des Punktepaaie), des

Kegelsohmttes tend der Flaehe zueiter Ordnung
(ib, 1910), Runge, Analytische Geometric det

Elene (ib , 1908) Hilbert, m the Mathemat
ische innalen, vol XXTVIII Bull Noether, in

the Jahteslericht des deutsch Math Yerem, vol

in, and for history, Mernman and Woodward
Higher Mathematics chap xi (New York,
1896), Bioeaid, "Notes de libhogi aphie des

combes qeometnques (Bar le Due, 1897-99)
CURVE OP PURSUIT The problem of the

curve of puisuit first attracted attention in. the

following foim To find the path of a dog which
takes the shortest course to reach his master,
while the master is -walking m a straight line

This problem, though stated in various forms,
resolves itbelf mathematically into finding the

curve tiaced by a point A whose movement is

al-wajs directed towards a point B moving on
a known curve The curve seems to have been
studied first by Pierie Bouguer (1732) The
letult is, in general, an algebraic curve in

particular cases logarithmic For a solution

of the problem, consult Salmon, Treatise on the

Higher Plane Gwoes (Dublin, 1852)
CURVE OP SOTES A curve whose ordi

nates are equal or proportional to the sines of

a vanible angle and whose abscissas are equal
to the corresponding arcs of the unit circle

This curve is also called an harmonic curve, it

being the curve in which a musical string vi

brates when sounded

In the figure, OA represents the length of an
arc whose sine is y, OB the length of an arc

whose sine is y, and so on The ordinate t/3

is the sine of 90, and is the maximum ordi

nate of the curve D, which corresponds to
an angle of 180, is a point of inflection, the
radius of curvature being infinite Similarly
the curves of the other trigonometric functions

(cosine, tangent, etc ) may be represented
graphically

CURVES, ANTICLIN.*!. .AITO SYNCLINAL See
Awncuwsi and SYNOLDSE
CUR'WEH', JOB* (1816-80) An English

nmao reformer and writer He was born at

Heckmondwike, in Yorkshire, and was early in

fluenced by the community music, in those days
characteristic of every Yorkshire village The

influence of Handel and his oratorios, more
than any other single factor, had caused choral

and philharmonic societies to bprmg up through
out the northern counties, of Fngland In. order

to develop these and the numeiouo local band

organizations Curvven then a dissenting minis

tei, resigned his pastorate and, becoming inter

ested in the tonic sol fa" sv stem invented by
Miss S A Grlovei spent his entire time in

piopagatmg it In 1853 he hid begun to found
associations for spuadmg tbe theorv and in

1862 established the Tonic Sol Fa CoUege He
was succebsful enough to start a publishing
hoube in London, where lie published the Tonte
861 Fa Eepottfr Nearly all of his many pub
lications are for the system of his choice He
died at Heaton Mersev, near Manchester Con
suit J S Cun&LH, Jilemcmals of John GUI wen
(London, 1882)

CURWENSVILIE A borough m Clear

field Co, Pa, 34 miles (direct) northwest of

Altoona, on the New York Central and Hudson
River, the Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh,
and the Pennsylvania raihoads and on the Su9

quehanna River (Map Penntvlvama, D 5)

The chief industries aie coal mining, tannins*,

and the manufacture of fire brick Pop, 1900,
1937 1*110 2540

CURZOLA, koordzc/li (Slav Koicula, an
cient Ootcijta ^igta, so called from the sombre
color of its pine forests) An isjand m the

Adriatic, off the coast of the Austrian Crown
land of Dalmatia, of which it forms admmig
trativdy a pait and is, ^-mutul in lit 43 N
and long 17 E It ib about 25 miks long,
has an area of 107 square miles, and is hilly,

the greatest altitude being 1880 feet It is

well wooded and produces grain wine, and
olives The inhabitants are engaged chiefly in

boatbuilding, seafaring, and fishing There arc

several good haibors Pop of Curzola admin
istrative district, Dec 31, 1910, 29,908, al

most entirely Roman Catholic The principal
towns are Curzola, the administrative seat, with
2167 inhabitants in 1910 (as a commune, 7144),
and Blatta, with 68)7 inhabitants (as a com
mune, 8862) The island came under Austnan
rule m 1815

CUR'ZOU, GEOBGE NAXHAjraj EABI Cuit

zo> OB- KKOLBBTON (1859-192&) In Liigliali

statesman, born at Kcdleaton He studied at
Balbol College, Oxford, became assistant private
secretary to the Marquis of Salisbury in 1885,
and from 1886 to 1898 sat as a Conservative

for the Southport division of southwest Lan
cashire In 1891-92 he was Undersecretary of

State for India and in 1895-98 Undersecretary
of State for Foreign Affairs He was appointed,
in 1898, Viceroy and Governor General of

India He gave himself up to the duties of his

office 'with almost unprecedented devotion and

energy, making the promotion of the material
welfare of the people of India his special con
cern Owing, however, to his masterful d^spo-
sition, he did not escape criticism, and, m
particular, the partition of Bengal in 1905
aroused violent resentment among the natives
In the same year he came into conflict with
Lord Kitchener, commander m chief of the

forces, over the latter's proposals looking to the
restriction of the power of the civil government
over the army, and when the home government
supported Lord Kitchener, the Viceroy resigned,
Aug 12, 1905 He did not, however, retire from
public life In 1908 he became chancellor of
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Oxford University and m the same jear a peer
of Ireland In the latter eapacrtj in 1910
lie was one of the most influential leadeis of

the Unionist party m their great struggle
with the Liberals, and it -was owing con

biderably to his influence that the House of
Loids permitted the Parliament bill to be-

come law Cur/on became known also as an
advocate of uimersal mihtan seivice and an
actne opponent of woman's suffrage In 1895
he married Miss Leiter, of Chicago who died in

1906 He published Russia in Centtal isia

(1889) , Peisiaand the Pet Bian Question (1892)
Ptoblems of the Far East (1894) Consult Lip
sett Lord Curyon in India, 1898-1905 (London,
1906)

GIT'SA, NIKOLAS OP, or NIKOLAUS Cus*.mrs

(1401-04) A Roman Catholic philosopher and
theologian He was born at Kues, on the Mo
selle, in the Diocese of Treves educated at

De\ enter bv the Brethren of the Common Life

and at the University of Padua, became Arch
deacon of Liege and attended the Council of

Basel (1431-49), where he opposed the papal
claims, but, altering his views he entered the

papal service and was made a cardinal in 1448,

Bishop of Brixen m the Tirol, and papal legate
for Germany in 1450 He died at Todi, Italy

Aug 11, 1464 He was interested in promoting
reform in the church As a philosopher, he was
one of the first to break with the ruling
scholasticism He taught that God cannot be

apprehended by the intellect, but by antui
tion As a mathematician and natural philoso-

pher, he first taught the revolution of the earth

about the sun and the plurality of worlds, as

critic, he declared the so called 'Donation of

Constantme" to be a forgery His most im
portant writings have been translated into Ger
man by F A Scharpff (Freiburg, 1862), who
also published the first part of a biography
(Mamz 1842), and subsequently Der Cardinal
und Bischof Nikolaus von Cusa (Tubingen,
1S71) Consult also Falkenburg, Grundzuge
der Philosophic des NiLolaus von Ousa (Bres
lau, 1880) , Schanz, Cardinal Nikolaus von
Cuia als Mathematiker (Rottweil, 1872), id,
Die astronomischen Inschauungen des V*feoZas

ion Cusa, und sevne Zeit {ib, 1873), Hoffding,

History of Modem Philosophy, vol i (New York,
1900)

CTFSACK, MABY FBANOBS (1820-99) An
Irish nun, known as the NTTN OF KEJQCABE
She was born near Dublin, Ireland, and spent
her youth in England, where she joined a Church
of England sisterhood She later became a Cath
ohc and upon her return to Ireland took a deep
interest in the Franciscan sisterhoods known, as

Poor Clares, organized for the purpose of pro
viding poor and friendless girls with a useful

education From 1861 to 1884 she conducted

the celebrated convent of Poor Clares, estab

lished by her at Kenmare In 1884 Pope Leo
XIII sanctioned the founding of the order

known as Sisters of Peace After the estab

hshment of a home in Nottingham, England,
in 1884, she founded a branch of the order

at Jersey City, N J (1885) Among her

works are A Student' Manual of Insh Hte

tory (1870), a biography of O'Connell (1872),
Womariv Work vn, Modern Society (1874) , The

Book of the Blessed Ones, The Tnas Thau-

maturga (1877), lives of St Patrick, St

Bridget, St Columba, and several volumes on

the shnne of the Virgin at Knock, County Mayo
VOL VI 25

Consult The Atm of Kenmare An Autoliog
taphy (Boston 1888)

CUSACE-SMITH, SIB BEBEY (1859- )

An English legiblatoi He was born at Dublin
and was educated <tt the Middle Temple After

acting for one >ear as Con&ul at Samoa and

Deputy Comimsbionei for the western Pacific,
he was in 1891 sent as Consul General to Val

paiaiso, whence he was again transferred in

1802 to the Tokelau Islands As special judi
cial commisbioner to Samoa, he acted, conjointly
with the consuls of Germany and the United
States as recener ind custodian of the reve

nues of the islands and as President of the

municipality of Apia From June 1900, to

December, 1901, he was charge d'affaires at

Santiago, and was Consul General at Valpa
raiso in 1898-1905

CTJS'CTTS See PHALANGES, and Plate of

PHALAAGEBS
CTJSCTJS See VETIVER
CUS'CUTA See DODDEE
CUSS (Heb Kush) The eldest son of Hani,

according to the genealogical scheme given in

the tenth chapter of Genesis In the Bible he
seemb to be legarded as the eponymous an
cestor of the Cushites or people of the land of

Gush, a country mentioned in a number of

passages of the Old Testament The Babylonian
Nimrod is also said (Gen x 8) to ha\e been
a son of Cush The "Land of Gush" is rendered

".Ethiopia" in the Septuagint, in the Vulgate,
and in most modern versions of the Bible and
until comparatively recent times the country
has been generally identified with the ancient

Ethiopia (le, Nubia), called by the Egyptians
K6sh, though some scholars have supposed, that
it also included a portion of Arabia Some
modern critics believe that in Gen x Cush

(v 6) the brother of Mizraim (Egypt) and
Cush (v 8) the father nf the Babylonian Nim
rod are two different peisons, and that the
name of the second Cush represents Ka&h&hu,
an old name for Babylonia They further main
tain that the Arabian Cushites (Gen x 7)
were also of a different stock, and that thus,
under the same name, three different peoples are
confused in the biblical account Other schol

ars, howevei, adhering to the older view be
Lieve that the dark Ethiopian race once extended
across Arabia into or even beyond, Babylonia
CUSHAT, kush'it (AS cuaceote, nng dove,

from oucu, quick -f- sceotan, to shoot, so- called

from the bird's swift flight), or CtrsHiEDoo
(Scottish) A dove

GUSHING, kash'mg, GATES (1800-79) An
American statesman, the first American Minister

Plenipotentiary to China He was born at

Salisbury, Mass
,
and was educated at Harvard,

wliere he graduated when 17 years old He
practiced law at Newburyport and was elected

to the State Legislature in 1825 and to the

State Senate m 1826 From 1829 to 1831 he
traveled in Europe He was elected to Congress
in 1835 and served four terms as a Whig, but
afterward joined the Democratic party Presi

dent Tyler nominated him as Secretary of the

Treasury, but the Senate rejected the nomma
tion Tyler then appointed him Monster to

China, where new ports were to be opened ac

cording to the Treaty of Nanking Here he
made good use of his erudition and talents

When he arrived, Feb 24, 1844, at Canton in the

frigate Brandyvwne, he had already made the

general outlme of the treaty, which greatly



abridged the subsequent negotiations The

Peking goveinment honored the United States

)v Bending as High Treaty Commissioner Ki

ling i member of the Imperial famib, who, on
Juh % 1844, signed the convention, which con

tamed Ib provisions not included either in

the Enghbh Treaty at Nanking or in the treaty

supplementary thereto Among these \*as the

right of Christian missionaries to follow the

openings of commerce and to build dwelling
houses churches, and hospitals and to have

cemeteries, while Chinese scholars acting as

teachers or assistants weie to be protected from

injury The purchase of books v\as legalized,
and American citizens were forbidden to engage
in the opium tiade, or to use the flag of the

United States to cover a violation of the laws
of China In short, this treaty, because of its

fullness of detail and clear exhibition of the

lights conceded by the Chinese government to

foieigners dwelling within its borders, was the

leading authority in settling disputes until

1860, \vhen foicigners -were admitted to Peking
After his return to the United States Gushing

advocated the Mexican TWr and furnished the

nccessan fundb to equip a regiment of which he
was made colonel He subsequently rose to be

biig-idier general In 1852 he became associate

justice of the Supieme Couit of Massachusetts

and in 1S53 entered the cabinet of President

Pierce as Attoiney General, serving through the

entiie adniimstiation He favored the Union
cause duiing the Civil War When the arbitia

tion of the Alabama Claims" was to be settled

at Geneva in 1871, President Grant chose Mr
Cushing as one of the three men who were to be

counsel for the United States In 1873 he was
nominated Chief Justice of the United States,
but the nomination was withdrawn From 1874
to 1877 he was Minister of the United States at

the comt of Spam Mr Cushing was a man of

unusual erudition and of rare ability, imposing
in person and forcible in argument He was the

author, among other works, of The Piactical

Principles of Political Economy (1826), The
Growth and Territorial Progress of the United
States (1839) , Pemwiscences of Spain (1833) ,

Historical Review of the Late Revolution vn
France (1833), The Tieaty of Washington
(1873)

CTTSHnTG, FRANK HAMILTON (1867-1900)
An American ethnologist He was born at

Northeast, Pa, spent his boyhood on a farm
in New Yoik State, and at the age of 16 began
excavations on the sites of Indian camps He
studied for a time at Cornell University in
1875 and in 187C had chaige of a part of the

National Museum collection at the Centennial

Fxposition at Philadelphia He went to New
MIMCO in 1879 as assistant ethnologist of the

United States Bureau of Ethnology and re

mained for three years among the Zufli Indiana
He was adopted into the tribe, made a thorough
ttudy of the habits, folklore, language, and

history of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
and Arizona, and became the recognized author

ity in this branch of American ethnology In
1896 he conducted the Pepper Hearst expedition
to the Gulf coast of Florida and published a

Report on the Ancient Key Dwellers of Florida

Among his publications are Zufa Fetiches

(1881), The Relationship between Zum 80010

logic and Mythw Systems (1882), The Nation

of the Willows (1882), Adventures tn Zulk

(1883), Studies of A.nwnt Pueblo Keromw

go CTTSHlNOr

Art a? Illustrative of 7uni Culture Growth

(1884) ZvfiiBteadituft (1885) A volume en

titled Zuin Foil Tale? was published posthu
mouslv in 1902

CTTSHING> HABVEY ( WILLIAMS) (1869-

)
An Amencan suigcon, born m Clove

land, Ohio He \\as educated at Yale and Har
vard univeisities, and in 1805 took up the piac
tice of surgen From 1902 to 1011 he was

associate professoi of surgeiv at Johns Hopkins
Umversitv, and in the latter vear he became

professoi of surgeiv at Haivaid With Di

George W Cnle (qv )
he midc an impoitint

contribution to the study of blood piessuu in

surgery (See BLOOD PBiShunr) In 101} In*

received an honoiary fellowship fiom tin Rovxl

College of Surgeons He is uithor ot Di Gatt/i

the KitKat Poet, mi-tm (1006) and Tin

Pitmtan/ Body and itt Diwdets (1012)

CTTSHTirG, LUIIIFB SJEUJNS (1803-56) A.n

American lavvvei and law i<poitci bost known
as the author of a Manual of Paihanicntai i/

Practice, commonly known as (Jinlnng'i Afannul

(1845), a vvork winch is still regarded is an

authonty He wis i nxtive of Missichuselts

and was judge of the Comt ot Common Pleas

in Boston and reporter foi tho Supreme Couit

of the State His publications include Tteal^c
on Ttustee Prows (1837) TieatHC on, Kcnu
dial Law (1837) , Repot tt of Oantiovcrtfd filt<

tion Caset m Hattathuwttv (1852) Inltodw
tion to the Study of Roman, Ounl Lain (1854)
Lex Paihamcntana (mcncnna (1850, Oth eel ,

1874)

CUSHING, TnoMAb (1725-88) An Amen
can state smau, boui m Boston H( was u

graduate of Hirvird, was Rpe ike'r in 176(5 71

of tin Massachusetts Assombh and in 1771 75
was a member of thi Fust and Second Oonti

ncntil Congresses In Ingland he had ilu

groundless icputatton beloie the outbuak of tin

wai of being the great loadir of tlu Aiiutuau
revolutionaiv movement, and Di Johnson, in

some of his pamphlets accused him of aiming at
in American ci own At home liownoi, In ninclp

himself unpopular by opposing the Dulatatum
of Independence Fiom 1780 to 1788 ho was
Lieutenant Govoinoi of Massachusetts lu 1788
he was a member of the convention which rati

fied the Ftdenl Constitution foi MasstuIinncttH

GUSHING, Win IAM (1732-1810) An Amor
ican jurist, boin at Peiiuate Mass JFe waw aj>

pointed Chief Justice of tlu> State Supe'riot Couit
m 1777, became an associate justic* of the
United States Supreme (Jouit in 1789, and in
1706 declined the Chief TusticoBlup, foi which
he had been nominate d by Washington lie was
a foundei of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences

GUSHING-, WIT rIAM BARKLB
(
1842-74 ) An

Amencan naval officer, born m Dplafield, Wis
He studied at the United States Naval Academy
fiom 1857 to 1861, and at the outbreak of the
Civil War entered the United fltatx s luvv aw a
volunteer In 18C2 ho was promoted to bo lieu

tenant lie soon became known for his fearless
and successful performance of pciiloufl tasks

aligned to him, the most notable of which wafl
the destruction bv torpedo of the Confederate
ram Ubemarle, on the night of Get 27, 1864
at her moorings in Plymouth Harbor, N C
This exploit won him the thanks of Congrtwa
and the rank of lieutenant commander TTo
ateo led a land attack on Fort Fisher m 1865
an,d later he served in the Pacific and Asiatic
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squadrons and was commissioned commander in

1872

GUSHING, WITLIAM HEI<BY (1852- )

A Canadian maiidfacturcr and statesman He
was born near Kemlworth, Ontano, and was
educated at the public schooL After working
on a farm for some \ears he went weot to Cal

gan in 1883 and engaged m busmebS later be

coning the bead ot an important niamifactunng
concern and t^e owner of extensile timber limits

in British Columbia and elbewheie In 1905
he was elected Libeial mcmbei foi Calgary in

the Alberta Leg slature and in the same year,
when the government of Alberta was organi7ed
with Ale\andei Cameron Rutherford as Premier,

Gushing became Mimistei of Public Works re

taming that position until 1910 He was the

fiist Canadian to make ownership of telephones
a part of goveminent pohcv
CTrSHTyrATJ, AUEBTOI*, SEW4JBD (1867- )

An Ameucan chemist, born in Rome, Italy, and
educated at the Woieestei Pohtechnic Institute

at Fre^beia,, and at Heidelberg, Harvard, and
Johns Hopkins unrvcrsities He was associate

5iofessor

of chemists at Biyn Mawr College in

000-01 associate dnector of the Office of Pub
lie Roads, United States Depaitment of Agn
cultme foi eight rears, and then (1010) founded
and became director of the Institute of In

dubtnal Rebearch He is author of The Coi

tosion and Presentation of Iron and Strel

(1010), and of the following bulletins of the

Depaitment of Agriculture The Useful Pioper
ties of Clay (1004) , The Decomposition* of the

Feldspars (1907) , The Use of Feldspatfnc Rooks
as Fertilise) s (1007) and also a bulletin of the

Institute of Industrial Research, The PTeieria-

tion of the Exteiior of Woodtn Buildings
(1911)

CTTSHIIAU", kush'man, CHASLOTTE SAWDERS
( 1816-76 ) A celebr ated Ameucan actiess, best

remembered peihaps for her acting of Meg Mer
rihes in Scott s (3-uy Manneting She was born

in Boston, July 23, 1810, of Puiitan descent, and
was the eldest of fi\e childien left poor with

their mother by the eaily death of their father,

a West India merchant She had, however, a

fine contialto voice, which she cultrvated, and
in 1835 she made her appearance as an opera

singer m the Mai nage of Figaro Her prospects
were bright, when shortly afterward in New
Orleans her voice suddenly failed She was

greatly disheartened, but, at the request of a

tiagedian (Mr Barton) she undertook her first

dramatic part, Lady Macbeth, which became one

of her greatest roles Long afterward Lawrence

Barrett said of her "To the last she was the

greatest Lady Macbeth of her age
" She played

for a time in Albany and elsewhere, and then

began at the Park Theatre, New York, an en

gagement which lasted for se\eral years She

took a great variety of paits, both comedy and

tragedy, among them Bianca, Helen McGregor,

Queen Gertrude, Gonenl, Nancy Sikes, her won

derful Meg Mernlies, and later, Queen Katha

nne, Cardinal Wolsey, Ophelia, Ladv Teazle,

and many others In 1844, after a period of

successful management in Philadelphia and a

tour with Macready, whom she had supported

before, she went to England She met with

great success, while there she and her sister

Susan made their first appearance in Romeo and

Juliet, which had, for that period, an exception

ally long run in London She returned to

America in 1849, but rensited Europe several

$i OTTsrsrs

times: In 1856 she went to Rome, where she
had a home foi some vear She was honored in

the mo=*t cultrvated tocietv of Europe and

America, not only as a great artibt, but as a

good v onan Dunng the CIM! War she showed
her patriotic snuit to giving perfoimances foi

the benefit of the Samtan Commission con

tnbutmg in this war over $8000 In her later

Teais bl e was known as a reader, with singular

mterpretat^ e po rers Her last appearance on
the New Ym-k stage No~v 7 1874, was a memo
i-^blp occasion Fhe placed Lad^ Macbeth When
the curtain fell a bodv of eminent citizens, with
W^Iiam Cullen Bryant as spokesman, came

upon the stage and presented the actress with
a lauiel crown, inscribed C C Palmam qui
meiuit ferat Charlotte Cushman never mar
nod She died in Boston, Feb 18, 1876 In
1880 her graie in Mount Auburn was marked
by an obelisk which in form is a copy of

Cleopatra's Needle "s it stood in Hehopolis
Consult Stebbins, Chatlotte Cuthman Her
letters and Xlemones of her Life (Boston,
1S7S) Clement Cliailotte Cusliman (ib, 1882) ,

Cook, Hoius uith the Plai/ets (London, 1881)
W T Price, -i Tiff of Charlotte Cushman (New
York, 1804i H A Clapp's Reminiscences of a
Diamatie Cntic (Boston 1902)

CTJSHMAW, ROBEET (c 1580-1625) One of

the founders of the colom at Ph mouth, Mass
Ho was born in Kent and arranged the emigra
tion of the Pilgrims to HoIIandj later following
them to Leaden He accompanied Deacon Cai
\er upon his fruitless mission to London ( 1617) ,

assisted Brewster in obtaining a patent from the

King (1619), and, together with Carver, char

tered the Mayflouer He emigrated to New Eng
land with his son Thomas in 1621 in the ship
Fortune and, leaving him there in the care of

Governor Biadford, returned to Europe three

weeks later to act as the agent of the colonists

in London The celebrated sermon on "Sin and
the Danger of Self Lo\e" dclrveied by him be
fore Ins departure, is memorable as being the

first published discourse delivered at Plymouth
and is the oldest sermon extant delivered in

America It was printed in London in 1622 and
in Boston in 1724 and 1780 The strip of ter

ritoiy on Cape Ann secured by him and Edward
Winslow in 1623 afteiward became the site of

the nrst successful settlement established within

the boundaries of the Massachusetts Bay Colony

Sixty facsimile copies of his famous sermon were

published at Boston in 1870

CTTSHTS, kuzTnz, Sm WILLIAM GEOBQE (1833-
93) An English composer, born in London
He sang in the chapel royal at the age of 10

Soon afterward he was sent to study under
Feti& m Biussels and upon his return obtained

the King's scholaiship at the Royal Academy
of Music At the age of 16 he was appointed
organifat to the Queen's pnvate chapel, and in

1867 he succeeded Sterndale Bennett as con

ductor of the Philharmonic Society, which posi
tion he retained until 1883 In 1875 he became

examining professor at Queen's College, and m
1876 joint examining professor of scholarships
at the National Training School of Music In

recognition of his services in behalf of art, he
was knighted in 1892 The few hut highly
meritorious compositions which he wrote m
dude Royal Wedding Serenata (1863),

Gideon, an oratorio (Gloucester Festival, 1871)
Masonic Prayers Set to Mu&o, Responses to

the Commandments, Te Deum, pianoforte con-
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eerto m A minoi, a viohii concerto, a svm
phon>, two overturet,, a septet for woodwind

instrumentsj some chamber music, and several

songs
CXTSK: A fish of the cod family (Brosme

Browne), frequenting rockv ledges in the North

Atlantic, especially off the shores of Scandi

navia and Newfoundland It has much the same
habits and charactenstics as the cod and is

more extensively used in northern Europe than

in America, ^here it has never found favoi in

market See Plate of RockFisH SUNTISH, BIO

CUSP (fiora. Lit cuipts point, speai) In

architectuie, the point formed bv the meeting
of two small arches, or foils decoiating the

intiados of an arch From its bimplest form
in late Romanesque buildings it -ft as developed

by the Gothic builders into a highly ornate fea-

ture of the tiacerv in windows and on walls

In the earlier forms the cusp was alwavs a

solid triangular pi ejection, m the more elah

orate form it inclosed a triangular opening

(open cusp) The cusp, closed or solid, appears
also in Hispano Moresque and Indo Moslem
architecture Foi illustration, see ARCH
CTJSPAEIA BABE fciee AivGOSTtrRA BABE

CTJSSET, kus'sa' The capital of a canton in

the Department of Alliei, France, on the Sichon,
2 miles northeast of Vichy (Map France, S,
H 2) It is an ancient town, dating from
a convent founded in 886, which was created

an abbe\ in the thirteenth century It has

interesting fifteenth and sixteenth centurv

houses, and the Grobse Tour, now a prison, is

a relic of the medical fortifications built by
Louis XI, now replaced bv boule-vards tthich

surrounded the town It is noted for its cold

mineral springs and has manufactures of

linen, chalk, textiles, oil, paper, confections,
and babkets Pop, IflOl, 6598, 1911, 6941

Consult Giraudet, Topographic physique et

medicale de Ctts^et

CTTSSO See Koosso

CTTST, LIONEL (1859- ) An English
author and art critic He was born m London
and was educated at Eton and Cambridge In
1882 he entered the War Office and two years
later was appointed assistant in the department
of prints and drawings in the British Museum
He was director of the National Portrait Gal

lery from 1895 to 1909, when he became direc

tor of the National Gallery, and after 1901 he
was also surveyoi of the King's pictures and
works of art His publication^ include Index

of Artists Represented in Department of Prints
and Drawings m British Museum (part i, 1893,
part 11, 189b), Albrecht Duret, a, Study of his

life and Art (1897) , The Master "E 8" and
the "At s Mottendi" (1898) , A History of Stan

College (1899) , Van Dyke's Chatsioorth Sketch
Book (1901) Anthony Van Dyck (1903),
Angela Bastiani A Btwy of Modem, Venice

(1904), The Bndgewter House Gallery
(1904), The Royal Collection of Pointings,

Buckingham Palace (1905), Eton College for
traits (1909), Anthony Van Dyok, a Further

Study (1911) , ftotes on Pictures m the Royal
Collection* (1911), History of the Society of
Dilettanti (1898, 1914)

CTTST, EOBEBT NBEDHAM (1821-1909) An
English Orientalist He was born at Cockayne
Hatley, Bedfordshire, waa educated at Eton,
and, entering the East Indian service, took
honors m the College of Fort William, Calcutta,
for skill m four Oriental languages For many

years he sined with the, nuhtir\ in various

partt, of India, took part in several battleb, and
was piesent at the taking of Lahoie in 1846

He alfaO took an active part in the pacification
of the Punjab after the Sepoy Mutmv in 1858

After his return from the East he filled various

local offices and became a member of several

societies He died on Oct 28, 1909 Among
his 60 works are Modern Languages of the

East Indies (1878) Modem Languages of

ifiica (1883) J/od language? of Oceania

(1887) Model n Language of the Caucasian

(houp (18S7) Modem Language* of the Twli
Bianch of thr Utal lltaic Family (1889) Lin

guistic and Onental Awayi (5), se\en series

(1880-1004) Cloud? on the Horizon (1890),

Life Alemon (18<W)
CTTSTANCE See CONSPANOE
CTrSTABD APPLE A common name in

the TCest Indies and other tropical countries
for several fruits of the genus Anona of the

family Anonactse Some of the fiuits of this

genus are among the most delicious piot'uoed
in tropical countries, as the chenirurur (q\ ),

and e\en the common custard apple ( 4.ona
reticulata) of the Last and West Indies The
custard apple is a large, dark brown, roundish

fruit, sometimes from its size and appearance
called bullocks heart" in the West Indies,
the tree is of considerable size The uistaid

apple family is represented in the northern
United States bv the common papa\\ (Asimina,
now Uvaria, trilooa) There are two or three
\ihich are natnes of western Africa To the

genus inona also belong the sweetsop, the sour

sop the pinana, or pinlm, all of them tropical
American fruits, and the alligator apple of the
West Indies

( Lnona palustiiv), a fruit which
in its present unimproved state is probably
not worth cultivation Quite recently plant
breeders have been giving increased attention
to this group of fiuits, with the view of ex

tending thur commercial culture to semitropical
sections of the United States and elsewhere A
numbei of species aie now being grown to a
small extent in southern Florida and California

CTJS'TEB, GEOBGB ABMSTRONG
(
1839-76 ) An

American soldier born m New Rumlcv, Ham
son Co

,
Ohio Ho graduated at West Point in

18C1, was assigned as a second lieutenant to

the Fifth United States Cavalry, and ai rived at
the front on the day of the first battle of

Bull Run He served successively as an aid
on the staffs of Generals Phil Kearny, William
F Smith, and McClellan, was promoted to be a

captain of volunteers, and served throughout
the Penmbular campaign of 1862 In June,
1863, he was made a brigadier general of volun

teers, and was placed in command of a bngade
of Michigan volunteer cavalry, which under his

leadership became one of the most efficient and
best trained bodies of cavalry in the Federal

army At the head of these troops he distin

guished himself at the battle of Gettysburg
His brigade was then attached to Sheridan's
cavaln corps, with which he served in the

campaigns in Virginia in the spring and sum
mer of 1864 and the subsequent operations in

the Shenandoah valley Placed in command of

the Third Division of Sheridan's corps, he won
a victory at Woodstock and distinguished him
self at the second battle of Winchester (Cedar
Creek) He was brevetted major general of

volunteers on Oct 19, 1864, for his services,
defeated General Early at WayjieBboro, and took
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part rn the battles of Five Forks, Dinwiddie

Courthouse, and other engagements of Grant's

last campaign After several months' service

in Texas dm ing the winter of 1865-66, he ap
plied for lea^e of absence, in order to accept
the offer which had been made him to take
command of the cavalry which Juarez was or

gamzing to dnve the Emperor Maximilian out
of Mexico His request being denied, he ac

eepted the position of lieutenant colonel of the

Seventh Cavalry In 1867-68 he gamed his first

experience as an Indian fighter in Gen W S
Hancock s campaign against the Chevenn.es,

bringing the campaign to a successful conclusion

by a decisive defeat of the Indians at Washita,
Ind Ter, in November, 1868 From 1871 to

1873 he was stationed with his regiment in Ken
tucky In the spring of the latter year he was
ordered to Dakota Territory to protect the BUT

veyors of the Northern Pacific Railway while

locating that Ime through the Indian country
west of the Missouri River The discovery of

gold in the Black Hills led to an influx of white

gold seekers into land belonging to the Sioux, and

during the next three years Ouster and his com
mand saw considerable active service in the Black
Hills country and along the valley of the Tcel

lowstone In the spring of 1876 General Sher

idan planned a campaign against the Indians

which he hoped would oe decisive Three ex-

peditions were set under way, with the expecta
tion that they would meet and act in conjunc
tion against Sitting Bull and his force of about

6000., Indians, who were supposed to be encamped
somewhere near the juncture of the Rosebud and
the Yellowstone General Crook, with 1000

troops, was to advance northward from Fort

Laramie, General Terry, with a similar force,

was to march westward, and General Gibbon,

with 450 men, was to come down from the north

west Custer and his regiment of 624 strong
formed part of General Terras force On June 17

Crook, feeling his way along the Yellowstone,

came upon Crazy Horse and some hundred of his

braves on the Rosebud and engaged them in a

sharp but indecisive struggle Terry and Gibbon
had meanwhile effected a junction on the Yellow

stone, at the mouth of the Big Horn, without en

countering Indians in any number After their

engagement with Crook on the Rosebud, Crazy
Horse and Sitting Bull led their forces in a south-

westerly direction, until they were directly south

of Terry and Gibbon, where they set up theor

tepees on the west bank of the Little Big Horn
This new move of the Indians was discovered by
scouts sent out by Terry, who immediately de-

termined to march upon them Terry, having no

intimation of Crook's defeat> sent Custer with the

Seventh Cavalry scouting up the Rosebud to

locate the enemy He himself went to the mouth
of the Big Horn with steamboats to ferry Gib-

bon's men across the river and planned to rejoin

Custer at the junction of the Big Horn and Little

Big Horn But on June 24, Ouster's scouts in-

formed him that the enemy was located on the

west bajrik of the Little Big Horn He supposed
that there would not be senous opposition from

one Indian village, and although he did not know
the strength of the enemy, prepared to attack In
the hope of trapping the Indians by strategy, he

formed his troops into three divisions He kept
with himself five companies, with which he planned
to attack that part of the village that lay directly

before him, dividing the remaining so. companies
between Major Reno and Captain Benteen, the
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latter being sent two miles to the southward,
while Reno advanced midway between Benteen
and Custer Thus fatally divided, the Seventh

Cavalry advanced to the attack of an enemy
greatly outnumbering them Benteen's advance
took him far aouth of the village Reno's rather

spiritless attack led him against the south end
of the village, where he was repulsed and driven
back across the river to the shelter of a pro-
tecting bluff Custer and his five companies
dashed almost at the centre of the Indians,
were driven back and surrounded, bnt fought
on desperately until the entire command of 208
men were killed The engagement lasted pei

haps not more than twenty minutes Reno lost

56 officers and men Neither Sitting Bull nor
Ram in the Face were in this battle The bodies

were found the next day, when Terry's troops
relieved the reunited forces of Benteen and Reno,
who had been holding their position on the bluffs

with difficulty Custer was one of the bravest,
most daring, and dashing' soldiers America has

produced, but he undoubtedly allowed his im

petuosity to get the better of his judgment He
was the author of 3fy Life on the Plums (1874)
Consult Whittaker, Lvfe of General George A
Ouster (New York, 1876) Report of the Seore

tary of War and Accompanying Papers (Wash
mgton, 1876) General Ouster's wife, ELIZA
BETH BACON CUSTEB, whom he married in 1864,

accompanied him, in many campaigns, and pub
lished the following books Boots and Saddles,
or Life mth General Ouster in- Dakota (1885) ,

Tenting on the Plains (1887) , FoUowng the
gtwfcm (1891)

CTTST.LN.tii, ku'stfin', ADAM PHILIPPE, Cotwr
DE (1740-93) A French general born at Metz
He served with distinction m the Seven Years'

War As colonel of the infantry regiment
"Sa^ntonge," and quartermaster general of the
French Jaroops, he took part in the Revolution

ary War and was present at the surrender of

Yorktown He was a member of the States

General in 1789 In 1792 he became commander
of the Army of the Lower Rhine and con

ducted the brilliant campaign* against Speyer,
Worms1

, and Mainz In consequence of his fail

ure, in the campaign of 1793, to relieve Mainz,
after it was recaptured by the Allies, he was

suspected of negotiations with the enemy and
was accused of treason and executed His
soldiers idolized him, calling him "General
Moustache"

GUSTINE, ASTOIPHB Louis LEONARD, MAB
Qms DE (1790-1857) A French author, grand
son of the preceding, born at Niederwiller, Lor
rame He wrote a play and several romances,
but is most celebrated for his descriptions or

travels in his Memovres et voyages (1820) The
most amusing of his books of travels is La,

Jfowsw en 18S9 (1843) His correspondence
with Varohagen von Ense was published in

1870

CTTSTIS, GEOBGB WASHrarorow PAKEE (1781-
1857) An American author, the adopted son
of George Washington He was bom at Mount

Airy, Md, a grandson of Martha Washington,
his father being her son by her first husband
CustiB studied at Princeton and St John's

colleges, married Mary Lee Fitzhugh, and in

1802 went to reside on an estate of 1000 acres

at Arlington, near Washington His daughter,

Mary Randolph Cusfes, married Robert Lee,
the Confederate general The grand estate was
confiscated by the gorornmeat and is now the
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Arlington National Cemetery Besides orations

and plays, he left Recollections of Washington
(1860)
CUS'TOM (OF costume, Fr coutume, It cos

tuma, ML custuma, costuma, from Lat con

suetudo, habit, Horn consueicere, to grow accub

tomed, from conduct e, to be accustomed, trom
con , together + sueie to be accustomed, prob

ably from suns, Gk eos, heos, or, hos, Skt si a

Av in a ones o^n) One of the three great

departments of social psychology (qv ), co

ordmate with language and nnth (qqv )
It

may be defined as am norm of volunt \n, ac

tion -which has been developed in a national or

tribal community
"

(Wundt )
Like animal in

stinct (qv ), it is the outgrowth of individual

habits But instinct is practically invariable,

it expresses tlie haliits of paat generations an

the form of mechanized, not of consciously

motived, actions, whereas custom, however rigor
OTIS its prescriptions, may always be disobeyed
or modified j

the customary action has not lost

its conscious antecedents Hence we may bay
that instinct is habitual conduct that has

become mechanical custom, habitual conduct

that has become generic"
The origin of custom appears to have been

twofold In the great majority of cases in.

which we are able to trace a custom back to

wards its first beginnings we come upon reh

gious or ceremonial ideas In certain other

cases custom seems to have originated in ancient

rules of kw, the meaning of which has been for

gotten, while the usage which they enjoin still

persists, although, when we consider that every
action of importance in a primitive socictv,

whatever its special significance, has a religious

aspect, \vc shall probably not be wrong in IB

fernng these legal customs aT sO to an ulti

matelv religious source As an illustration of

legil custom we mav cite the Gieek and Roman
marriage ceremony, m ^hich it was an estab

lished tradition that the mothers of the con
ti acting- families should bring the bride and

groom together a clear indication of that law
of mother right which the civilized societies

of the ancient world had long outgrown But
the mother right is itself permeated through
and through with primitive mythological con

ceptions, so that we are in this case thiown
back with practical certainty upon a religious

origin of the custom As an instance of the
tranbformation by custom of the purpose of a

religious ceremonial, we may take the funeral

feast In primitive times the "funeral baked
meats" were furnished forth as a sacrificial

ftast, the mourner seeks in part to obtain
the favor of the gods for his dead and in part
to offer worship to the dead man himself
Later the feast becomes a meal shared in all

piety with the dead, the survivors symboh/e
their brotherhood with the departed bv partak
ing of the meat which is to sustain him on his

pilgi image to the other world Nowadays the
cake and wine may be offered quite perfunc
tonly, or mav bring so much of comfort to the
mourners as spnngs from the conviction that

they have dealt handsomely with the dead, or
may serve as an excuse for ill timed carousals
In any event it has completely lost its primary
significance and has persisted only by virtue
of that vii inertUB which makes custom at large
so valuable a mine of information to the an
thiopologist and social psychologist

Consult Wundt, EtMcs (London, 1902),

CUSTOM

id, Tolkei psychologic (Leipzig, 1911) id, BJ-e

mente dei 1oU ei psychology (ib, 19121, Ty
lor, Pnmitne Cultuie (London, 1003), id,

Eatly Histouj of Mankind (ib, 1878) id,
intln apology (New loik, 1903) See ANTHBO
POLOdY For the legal aspect of custom, see

the following article

CUSTOM In the legal sense, a usage which
has obtained the foue of la\\ and which will,

accoidinsh b< enfoiced bv the courts As is

e\plamed in the aiticle on GUSTOMABI LAVV
the preatei pait of the legal luli^ enfoiced bv

society aie the expression of customs and cus

torn contuues to be in impoitant, though di

minishing souice of liw in civili/ed as vvell as

in primitive society Indeed, it is only in the

piogiessiAe communities vvhpie the constantly

acceleiafcm^ pio^icss multiplies social needs

faster than thev can be supplied b> the slou

processes of custom and v\heic the political
consciousness has kept pace -with this progiess,
that conscious legal development by legislation
and judicial action tends moie and rnoio to sup
plant the unconscious development of custom

ary law In the nonprogiessive societies, which

vastly outnumboi the piogressive, custom is still

the principal, if not the onlv, souice of law

English and American lu\ enters distinguish
between genet al and particular customs, the
former bein^ of genn.il oliseivance and consti

tutmg the body of the common law, and the
lattci being restricted to the inhabitants of a

particular distuct 01 the immbeis of a ccitiin

calling \b an example of the former mav be

cited the iisfht of the public to use the sea.

shore, bctnet.n lu<*h and low witor mark, for

landing and other lawful purposes and, as

an example of the latter, the right of persons
engaged m the business of towing, on some

parts of the river Thames, to go upon the banks
of the nvor for that purpose though the land
is the private property of abutting proprietors
There is, m truth, and from the point of view
of junspiudencc, no distinction between the two
classes of customs, both depending alike upon
immemorial usage, and both, when established,

having equally the force of law In practice,

however, the common law system has made a
distinction between them for the purpose of es

tablishmg them, the courts taking "judicial no
tice" (qv) of general customs as a part of

the common law which it is their business to

interpret and declare, but requiring proof of

the existence of local 01 othei particular cus
toms But the line between the two classes is

not very accmately drawn, the custom of the

County of Kent, known as "gavelkind" (qv),
vi hereby lands descend to all of the sons equally
instead of to the eldest only, and the still more
curious custom of "borough English" (qv ),

under which lands descend to the youngest son
in preference to his elder brothers, a,nd which
is confined to no particular area, but affects

isolated estates or manors in various parts of

England, being recognized as parts of the com
mon law, notwithstanding their limited occur
rence Doubtless these exceptional cases are to
be eicplained by the great antiquity of the cus
toms in question and their early recognition
by the courts Of a similar character is the leas

meroatona or custom of merchants, which,

though applying only to a limited class in the

commttnitv, has also become incorporated in
the common law system and is noticed by the
courts without special proof of its terms
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In oider t'nt a pi ticular or local usage, al

leged to bf a custom shall have tlie force of
li\\ (1) the piactice must have been used so

long that the memorj of man lunneth not to
the contrai \" le, as the phrase is understood
in England, fiom the accession of Richard I

(1189) (2) it must have been continued with
out interruption, (3) it must hare been peace
able and acquiesced in, not subject to coiiten

tion and dispute (4) it must be definite and
certain (5) it must be leasonable The ques
tion of the reasonableness of a custom is often
one of great difficult^ It has been decided that
any usage relating to land which is destructive

of the land itself, or \vhich deprives the owner
of the beneficial use of it, is unreasonable

Thus, a custom for all the inhabitants of a

ullage to plav games or T^lk for recreation on

pnvate property lus been held to be reasonable
while a custom foi all the mhabitints of a vil

lage to pistuie cattle on private land is, in its

turn, unreasonable As usually stated the rule
is that a light in the nature of an easement may
arise by custom, but not a nght in the nature
of a ptofit

It is doubtful whether local or particular cus
toras can anse geneially in the United States

It has usually been assumed that the common
Hw rules above set foith are in force in this

country and a few States have so held It has,
on the other hand, been decided in New Jeisey
and Vngmia that no lights m another's land
can arise bv custom and the decisions have been

put upon the ground that there is m the United
States no possibility of a usage having the

requisite antiquity (le, of dating from the

reign of Richard I) to give it the standing of

a custom enforceable at law
The courts sometimes make a further tech

meal distinction between local or paiticular
custom and usage the former being of com
pulsory legal effect, and the latter consisting
of current practices, to which parties may or

may not conform, and in accordance with which

they are supposed to have regulated their con
duct or agreements Thus, in matters of con

tract, a usage affecting the trade or calling
with which the contract has to do may be dealt

with as an understood but unexpressed term
of the agreement and in matters of tort, as

an allegation of negligence, the usage of the

community (as, eg the so called 'rule of the

load") may be called into play to determine the

presence or absence of negligence Consult

Blaekstone Commentaries on the Laics of Eng
land, Holland, Elements of Jurisprudence (9th

ed, London, 1900) Holmes, The Common Law
(Boston, 1881) , Pollock and Maitland, His

tmy of English Law (2d ed, ib, 1899), Gale,
Tteatiie on the Law of Easements (7th ed,
London, 1890 ) , Jones, Ti eatise on the Con
rtruction or Interpretation of Commercial and
Wade Contracts (New York, 1886) See COM
MO^T LAW, ConTRACT, EASEMENT, LAW,
PBOFIT
QTraTmvrA'R.v FREEHOLD In English

law, a vanety of copyhold tenure, sometimes
called "privileged copyhold," which differs from
the common form of that tenure in that it is

not expressed to be "at the will of the lord"

It is not a true freehold, nowever, the freehold

title being actually vested m the lord of the

manor As the title indicates, this form of

tenure owes its ongin to the local custom of

a manor or borough It i& of infrequent oc-
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currence in England and has never existed in

the United States See COPYHOLD, and the au
thonties there reffired to

CUSTOMARY LAW The body of customs

lecogni/ed as binding in any social group or

communitj and enforced by its authority As,
in the evolution of humanity, social habits or

customs precede the definite organization of

social groups, such an organization when it

arises, finds a body of customary observances

ready to be transformed, and in process of being
transformed, into positive law This body of

customs constitutes the entire legal system of

primitive society, and the development and rec

ogmtion of new customs and the modification

of old customs are its principal, if not its only,
means of expansion and change Indeed, the

primitive codes as tie Mosaic law of the Jews,
the laws attributed to Lycurgus among the
Greeks the Twelve Tables of Rome, and the

moie recent barbaric codes (leges lariat 01 urn]
of the early Middle Ages represent little

more than a statement, in precise and definite

form, of the bodv of custom which had already

gained the foice of law in the community It

is only when a community has reached the

stage of political consciousness that it under
takes deliberately by legislation or judicial

methods, to effect changes in its laws, and
even then custom, though relatively diminish

mg in importance, continues to be an important
source of new law

Customary law, then, is the foundation and
basis of all existing legal systems Of many, if

not most, of those systems it constitutes by far

the greater portion of the bodv of rules of which
they are composed and in all of them it forms
an important increment o their growth Even
where the political and legal consciousness of a

community has reached the stage of sweeping
legal reform as in the Eastern Empire under
Justinian and in France under Napoleon JBona

parte the resultant code of laws, however com

prehensive, must be based upon, and must ton
sist mainly of, the rules of the customary law
which it is intended to supersede, and its most
radical departures from that law are most

swiftly coirected bv the judicial organs of the

community Undoubtedly the most complete
and widespread transformation which the cus

ternary law of mankind has ever undergone was
the general reception throughout Europe of the

cmllaw system of Rome (For the history
of this process, see CIVIL LAW ) Only the

common law system of England, upon which

that of the United States is based, was able to

withstand that influence, and this is still,

for the most part consciously and avowedly a
body of customary law (See CODE, COMMON
LAW

) Under the influence of the spirit of

nationality, which has so powei fully affected the

nations of Europe during the last quarter of

the nineteenth century, there has recently de

veloped a strong sentiment m favor of the re-

vival of the local customary law, as against
the more general law of foreign origin This

ifl particularly noticeable in the recent revision

of the German codes

Consult Maine, Ancient Law (llth ed, Lon

don, 1887, or any, other edition), and Lectures

on the Surly Histoiy of Institutions (6th ed,
ib , 1893) , Lee, Historical Junsprudenoe (New
York, 1900) , Blackstone, Commentaries on the

Lwx of England, book i, pp 63-S4, Bry<se,

Btwhea m Swtory and Jwnsprudence (New
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York, 1901) , Holmes, The Common Law (Bos

ton, 1881) Pollock and Maitland, History of

English Law (2d ed, ib
, 1899}

CUSTOMHOUSE The office in a port of

entry (seaport or lake port) where masters of

ships are bound to enter and clear their \essels

according to the statutes governing the subject,

and where importers of merchandise must pay
customs duties In the United States the cus

tomhouse of each port is under the direction

of a collector of the port, appointed by the

President with the ad\ice and consent of the

Senate He is responsible for its proper con

duct, subject only to tbe direction of the Secre

tarv of the Treasurv, and it is his duty to carry

out the United States statutes and tariff laws

eoveromjr and restricting the importation of high degree Such a course does not eliminate

foreign goodb See CUSTOMS DUTIES il~ ~ 1 *~* ' -* < ** " -~ f<""

CUSTOM OT THE COUNTB.T. THE The

are levied upon imports where the same article

is not taxed at home, may be purelj fiscal in

intent or may be designed as a protection for

home mdustneb It is not the magnitude of

the taxation which decides this point but the

effect upon the economic order It is well un
der&tood that an\ taxation whatever influences

con&umption and production, but this influence

ma\ be deliberately planned or incidental It

is the deliberate planning which characterizes

a protective tanff \\hether such a course is

to be justified is not to be discussed here (See
FEEE TBADE T*.BIFF ) It is enough for our

purpose to note that the injection into tariff

legislation of ultenoi economic motives com

plicates the machinery of customs duties in a

the fiscal features of a tariff, as there are few

states which can afford to handle their customs

title of a play by Hetcher and* Ma&smger taxation in such a \vav as entirely to sub

(about 1628)^ in part taken from Cervantes A

plav ty His Centime, with the same title,

was produced in 1715

CUSTOMS DUTIES Taxes levied upon mer

ordmate fiscal interests to economic policy
The contrast between a purely revenue tanff

and a protective tariff 19 illustrated most stuk

ingly by comparing the United States and Great

chandise which passes a frontier, generally upon Bntam In the latter the general principle is

goods imported' Such taxes are of very early

origin, and in the long conflict between the Eng

freedom from taxation duties being laid upon
a few articles onlv, 27 in all In the United

luh King and the Commons over the right of States the general principle is taxation, and all

taxation it was claimed that these taxes were articles not specifically taxed at rates named,

ancient customs over which Parliament had no or expressly exempt from taxation, are subject

junbdiction Hence the name which has since to a duty of 10 per cent if unmanufactured and

clung to this class of taxes It appears that of 15 per cent if manufactured in whole or in

in their origin such taxes were largely in the part The articles subject to tax, by the tariff

nature of payments for privileges of trading law of 1913, fall under 386 paragraphs, divided
' ' '

"ic facilities of
-.,

at certain places and for use of

ports and markets, but that they soon parted

beyond the stage of fees into that of imposts

The name "customs duties" was applied indif

ferently to the ia\es levied at ports of entry or

at ports of passage or upon goods brought into

a city from surrounding parts of the same

country Such internal customs have almost

disappeared m modern countries though rem
nanta of them are found in the "octroi" of Pane
and other continental cities Transit taxes, such

as those levied upon the navigation, of the

Khine, have also disappeared Such restrictions

upon the freedom of commercial intercourse

would no more be tolerated in modern times

than the tributes once paid to the Barbary

pirates
Taxes upon exports have become infrequent

They are no longer an element of consequence
in the fiscal system of modern states, though a

few remnants of them can be found In South

America such taxes are more common Chile

derives considerable revenue from its nitrate

exports, and Brazil from its coffee exports

Quite striking, as a return to older forms of

taxation supposed to be laid aside, was the

imposition in 1901 of a tax of one shilling per
ton upon all coal exported from Great Britain

Customs duties are, therefore, generally ayn

onymous with, duties upon imports Such
duties may have no other object than to raise

revenue The most conspicuous case of such a

purely fiscal tax: Is when tbe imported article is

taxed to exactly the same extent as the home

into schedules lettered from A to N The fol

lowing table indicates the nature of these sched

ules and the paragraphs under each The free

list embraces 271 paragraphs

Customs duties are specific and ad valorem
the former being reckoned by the quantity of

the goods imported (weight, measure, or num
her) , and the latter by the value Theoretically,
the ad valorem duties are the preferable, as they
adjust the amount of the burden to the value
of the article But they offer great practical
difficulties m ascertaining the value of the

goods As the statements of the importers, even
when made under oath, are not accepted as
final evidence as to the value of the goods, a

complex machinery for the ascertainment of

values H a necessary adjunct to all ad valorem

product, such a tax aiming to equalize the taxes Hence the preference for specific duties,
conditions of competition for the foreign and which can be imposed readily according to the
the home producer Another distinctly fiscal physical characteristics of the objects imported
tax is one imposed upon an article not produced Such specific duties fall unequally upon objects
in the home country, as the English duty upon of high value and low value in the same class
tea Taxes which weigh more heavily upon the Thus, if all textiles were taxed IB cents a square
ioreign article than the home product, or which yard, such a tax would be prohibitive on print
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cloths, but inbigmficant upon bilks It is the

plaint of the piotectiomst that specific duties

protect orl} the lowei grades of goods from

foreign competition Ihe onh method of nuti

gating this 13 to make a minute diubion into
dibscs Ihc grcatei convenience of admimstra
tion has produced a general sentiment in favor
of specific duties, but nations which pursue an
x\owedly protectionist policy cannot yield to
tliib sentiment as largeh as those whose tariff

ib for re\enue on^ Specific duties can beot be

applied when the pioduct ib comparatively urn
torm m quality and value In Gieat Britain,

Germany, and Austria, only specific duties pre
v ul and the tariffs in France and Italy snow
very few ad valorem rates

With these countries the United States

standb in marked contrast Here ad valorem
rates aie abundant, but the pro-visions of the
act are so comple\ that a separation of rates

into two classes onlv is not practicable, and it

has become necessary to add a mixed class

'11m includes several cases (I) when two ar
tides are named in the same paragraph, one

leceiving an ad valorem and the other a specific

ta\, (2) where one artide receives both forms
of tax, (3) -where an article la classed ac

cording to value and then receives a specific
ta-s for each class Oilier combinations also
occur as where an article 19 classed according
to value and recerves a different ad -valorem
rate in each class, or again when classed accord

ing to specific characteristics and taxed at dif

ferent ad valorem rates, but these combinations
are classed as ad valorem rates Specific rates

predominate in the schedules A, 0, F, G, and H,
but in the others ad valorem and miied rates

prevail
Consult United States Tariff Law of 1913,

Annual Reports of Commerce and Navigation,
Statistical Abstracts of the United Kingdom
and of the principal foreign countries See

FBEE TRADE, TARIFF, TAA
CUSTOMS OF WAS, See WAS, HOKTOBS OF

WAB, SALUTES, LAWS AND USAGES OP WAR
CXTSTOS BO'TTTLOIIUM (Lat, keeper of

the rolls, or records) An office of great an

tiquity and dignity in England It u> usually
held by the first civil officer of the county, as

the Lord Lieutenant, though the actual custody
of the records of the sessions of the peace and
of the commission of the peace, constituting by
eminence "the rolls' of the county, is vested by
statute m the clerk of the peace Formerly the

office was filled by appointment of the Lord

Chancellor, but it has for over 300 years been

conferred by the crown The Keeper of the

Rolls is always one of the commission of the

peace, though the title of the office points to

ffiHvistenal rather than to judicial functions

CTSTOZZA, k<55stOd'za A village in the

Piovmce of Verona, North Italy, situated 11

miles southwest of Veiona (Map Italy, E 2)

On July 25, 1848, and on June 24, 1866, the

Italians -were defeated here by the Austrians

(See ITALY, Ewtorj/ ) In 18T9 a monument
was erected to the fallen Consult Mathes von

Bilabruck, TaJcttsche Studte uber die Sohlacht

von Gustossea vm Jahre 1866 (Vienna, 1891)

CUSTBUT, ku siren' See KusiBru
CUTA'NEO'O'S SENSATIONS (Fr vutant,

Portug, It oufcwwo, from Lat cute, elan) The

sensations aroused by stimulation of the skin

and of the superficial mucous, membrane The

skin has been credited, in one or another pay

chological fa-vstem, with a large number of sen

satiom, sensations of contact, piesaure, impact
movement, resistance, weight, touch, hardness,

roughnebb, wetnebS, and their oppobites, warmth,
heat, cold, pain, tickling, goobe flesh, pricking,

tingling, creeping (See Coirirov SE>SATIO* )

When, howe\er, the ozgan is explored, point for

point, by mechanical, thermal, and electrical

btimuli, it pro-ves to be capable of four sensation

qualities, and, as far as investigations ha^e gone,
of four only pleasure, warmth, cold, pain The
so called sensations of dryness, weight, resist

ance, touch, smoothness, etc, haie proved to be

perceptions, made up of sensations from the skin
ind from the underlying tit.sues Pricking, tin

gling, etc
, are in all probability circulatory sen

sations, aioused by change of blood flow or blood

supply, their oigans and mode of excitation are

imperfectly known We shall retain, to heat
and tickling- below, we now take up the cuta-

neous qualities in order
1 Pressure If a small point of cork or soft

wood be set down firmly upon, the skin surface,
e g , on the back of the hand one of two things
will happen either it will arouse a dull, vague,
diffuse pressure sensation, or it will arouse a

shaip, distinct pressure, the kind of sensation

that one might suppose to come from the inward

pressure of a little hard seed lodged in the cutis

( Goldscheider ) If the point be now applied

lightly, we get either no sensation at all, or (at
the place -n<here the seed pressure was before

produced) a light, fine, rather ticklish pressure
sensation The seed pressure, which, however,

probably nnolves. subcutaneous in addition to

the cutaneous oigans, and the ticklish pressure
come from the organs of the pressure sense, the

"pressure spots" as they are called The dull

piessure with intensive stimulation is set up by
the indirect affection of se\eral pressure spots,
the stimulus makes an indentation in the skin,

and the dragging down of the tissue squeezes the

pressure oigans that lie about the point of ap

plication The absence of sensation with light
contact means that the e\perunenter has applied
the stimulus at a point of the skin which lias no

pressure organ We see then, from this simple

experiment, that the skin is not uniformly sen

sitive to pressure , it may rather be compared to

a mosaic of tiny "blocks, some of -which art sen-

sitive, while the rest are insensitive to mechan
ical stimulation

A careful exploration of the cutaneous sur-

face, undertaken with the object of mapping the

pressure spots, has led to two definite results

(os) If the portion of the skin explored is hairy,
the pressure spot lies always to ^ndward of a
hair shaft, immediately above a hair bulb It

follows that the nerve skein which, enfolds the

bulb is the terminal organ of pressure, and that

the hairs are as truly sense apparatus in man as

they are, eg in the cats (6) If the region is

hairless, pressure spots, arranged m lines and

groups, can still be identified The organs m
this case are the corpuscles of Meissner

2 Warmth and Cold If the blunt point of

an ordinary lead pencil be drawn slowly over

the back of the hand, it will give rise, from time

to time, to little flashes of cold, over the rest

of its course it will arouse nothing but pressure
sensations If the point be farmed, and drawn
in the same way over the closed eyelid, it will

give nee, from time to time, to little dot* oi

warm sensation, at other points it excites noth-

ing but pressure There is, then, a mosaic of
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tempeiature organs as there is a mosaic of preb
sine oigans Moreover, if a small square or

circle of skin is iccuratelv m irked, and explored
twice oiei, once with a cooled and once with a
warmed point of metal, it will be found that the

cold ind waim oiganfi, do not coincide A cold

organ never gives a warm sensation, a waim
organ never responds to stimulation by a cold

sensation \\hilc, theiefoie, we are justified,

phvbicallj, in speaking of devices" of tempeia
tuie, and in arranging \vaimb" and "colds" upon
a single theimometnc scale, we must lecognwe
the fact that, psychologically legarded waimth
and cold are distinct things theie aie two tern

peiature senses, each with its own distiibution

and its peculiar terminal organs The oigans
of cold aie more numeious than those of warmth
They aie to be found, perhipb, in the end bulbs

of Krause and the organs of w iimth in the

cvlmdeis of Ruffim (\on Fiey) All these cu

taneous oigans aie of extremely simple struc

ture, consisting of little moie thin a bkem 01

tangle of neive fibrils, twined about a cluster of

conncctiv e tibbue cellb All alike are readily

fatigued, and all show differences of responsrv e

ness or 'attunement" some answering a given
stimulus with an intensive, otheis with a weal,
sensition

3 Pain If a small area of skin, say, upon
the back of the hand, be shaved, moistened,
stretched taut, and explored, point for point, by
a fine horsehair or needle, sensations of pain
more closely distributed than any of the tlree

piecedmg sensations will be obtained The pam
sensations aie the most delicate the smillest,
so to speak, of all the skin sensations The p im
quality is unmistakable, even a novice will L.av6

no difficulty aftei the first few trials, in dis

tmguibhmg it from the ticklish quality of fine

pressuies Moieover it can be elicited mde
pendently of the presume sensations Hence
theie can be no doubt that pain is a new, fourth

sense endowed with oigans of its own
These organs are, in all piobabilitv, the free

nerve endings in the epidermis The epidermis
lies, like a layer of stiff leathei, upon the elastic

cutis When, then, the skin is lightly touched,
the resulting vibration passes through the epi
dermib to the underlying cutis the epidermis,
with its organs, is not stimulated at all When,
however, the skin is bruised so that the epider
mis is actually bioken or crushed, or when the

epidermis is itself explored, under experimental
conditions tliat render it accessible to stimula
tion then the pain quality is evoked The me
chanical character of cutis and epidermis thus
on ibles us to explain the apparently paradoxical
fact that the pain organs aie placed more super
flciallv than the organs of pressure, and yet
that, under ordinary circumstances, it takes less

stimulation to call out pressure than to excite

pain
4 Heat We have seen that warm spots

give only sensations of warmth, and cold spots
only sensations of cold It is remarkable that,
while the cold spots do not as a rule respond to
warm stimuli as, indeed, we should not expect
them to do they respond, by a distinct cold

sensation, to heated stimuli of some 45 C or
over (von Trey's "paradoxical cold") On the
other hand, warm spots may mediate a faint sen
nation of warmth in response to stimuli that are

slightly cooler than the skin ("paradoxical
warmth") , a very cold stimulus does not affect

them If a piece of metal, heated above 45% be

laid upon a portion of the bkm that is furnished

with both cold and waim spots, the result 01 the

combined excitations is not warmth, 01 cold or

pam, but what at first seems to be a new qual
itv, that of heat 4 good place for expenmeuta
tion is the median line of the forehead, close up
to the hair Raibe the temperatuie of the metal

fioin 40 upward, by 1 steps Foi the nrs>t few
trnls you get nothing but a mild warmth, from
the warm spots But is soon as you pass the

critical temperature (the heat that, if the metal
were a point, would ev oke froin a cold &pot the

paradoxical cold sensation), you set a distinct

sense of heat Thus pbv chopliv bicallv heat is a

fusion, a mixture of the btimulus quihticb warm
and cold To intiobpection it is apt to appeii as

a simple quality, but miy, undu repeated ol>

sei ration, vield to analysis
5 Tidling The psychophysics of this sen

sation complex is albo obscuie Tickling may be
set up, at certain parts of the cutincoufa sui

face by light mteimittent piessure 01 even by
a single light touch The resulting piessure
sensations aie (a) m borne way diflubul, &o thxt

the area of sensation piesently becomes much
larger than the area of onginal stimuHtion
Concomitant sensations of prcssuie (bee COMMON
SENSATION) miy also be aroused in lemote re

gions of the skin It is possible (&) that the

smooth muscle fibres at the rootb of the hairs,
the muscles that cause the han to 'stmd on
end' and whose contraction pi educes goosi flpbh,

may contain sensory nerve endings which func

tion in the tickling complex (c) The ocoa

sional thrills of warmth which are cliaiaoteristic

of tickling are due, apparently, not to mechin
ical stimulation of the w<um spots but to a

change of blood supply in the vessels of the

cutis Weak pressuie or blowing upon the skin

is known to inciease the artcual blood pressure
(cL] Theie is, in general, no lefeience to the

stimulus, noi any definite v-ihuah/ation of the
surface affected (e) The movements of with
drawal have been ascribed to the unpleasantness
of the mtoimittent stimulation, a flickering

light, a beating tone, an inteirupted pleasure,
are all disagreeable While this btitemcnt may
contain a part of the truth, it seems piobable
that the movements are lefciable, m pait at

least, to icflex connections between the sensory
and motoi neives, akin to the connections which,
on the purely sensory side, subserve concomitant
senbation Moieovor laughter is the direct

motor response to tickling, and unpleasantness
does not arise unless the stimuhtion bo long
continued (/) For theories of the connection
of laughter with tickling, see LAUQUTEB

For the sensitivity of the internal organs
including the alimentary canal, to pressure,

pain warmth, and cold, see OROAMO SENSATIONS

Bibliography For a geneial account of ex

perimental work upon tho cutaneous "spots
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consult Wundt, Phystologwche Psychologic, n
(Leipzig, 1910) Titchener, Experimental Pyy
chology ( Kew York, 1901

) ,
id , Teal Book of Pty

chology (ib , 1910), Sherrmgton, in Schafer's

Teat Boole of Physiology, n (Edinburgh, 1910)
See PATW
CTTTCH, or ZACHH, kuch (Skt kaccha,

shoie) A native state under the Presidency of

Bombay, British India, occupying the peninsula
south of Smdh, between the marshy tracts of the

Rann, or Runn, of Outch and the Gulf of Cutch
It covers an area of 7616 square miles, ezclud

ing the Rann of Cutch (Map India, A 4)
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Its soil IB mostly bterile The climate and me
teorological conditions are extremely unfav orable
for vegetation and rainfall s light Its chief

pioducts are mmeiala and salt The Rann is a
morass of 9000 square mileb in area It is

flooded during the monsoon by salt water, but

by December 1 it is comparatively dry Cutch
has a feudal system of government the ruling
power being confined to the d\rastv of Jharija
Rajput, of which theie aie about 200 member?

Pop 1801, 338415 1901, 488,022 1011, 513,
"529 About one third of the inhabitants aie

Mohammedans, the rest Hindus of various
tastes Chief town Bhu]
CTTTCH, or KACHH GTTWDAVA, gun

di'v<i A icgion in Baluchistan, eabt of KheUt
The Hala Range of mountains extends alonof the
webtern fiontier The atea IB a deseit with an
annual lamfall of but 3 inches, but the soil

put at the head of this monasteiv and did noble

missionary work in the surrounding country
HP left it in 676 for an auatuer hermit life,

fiom. which, he was withdrawn in 684 to accept
the Bishopric of He\ham, which he e\changed
for that of Lmdisfarne, holding the latter only
two years and returning (687) to his solitary

hut on Fame Island Here he died, March 20,

687

The influence of St Cuthbert upon his con

temporanes was great, but his fame became
even greatei after his death His body lemamed
at Lindisfarne till 875, when the monks, beanng
it on their shoulders, fled from the fury of the

Danes After many wanderings through the
south of Scotland and the noith of England,
they found a resting place at Chester le Stieet

in 883 In W5 the lemaii s were transferred to

Eipon, and then to Durham wheie, mcloised in

under irrigation yieldb bountiful ciops of gram a cosily shrine and believed to work frequent
and cotton The hot summer winds from the miracles they remained until the Refoimation,
interior are not easily enduied

CTTTCH, GULF OP An inlet on the noith

when the shrine was defaced and the body buned
_ , under tbe pavement of the cathedral The tomb

border of the Arabian Sea, 1}mg between Cutch was opened May 17, 1826, when i coffin ascer

and the peninsula of Kathiawar, Butibh India

(Map India, A 4) It is about 30 miles wide
and 100 miles long and connects at its upper
end with the Little Rann (01 Runn) of Cutch,

tamed to have been made in 1541 was found to

inclobe two otheis The mneimost case con

tamed a skeleton still entire wiapped in five

robes of embroidered silk, and also the head
of King Oswald killed in bittle (642), which

the remaikable bait marshes lying to the east it was known had originally been buned with
J1 * "" ' '

the saint His life was twice written by the

and tlnough this with the great western Rann

and noith of Cutch

CTT'THA, or ZUTHA An ancient city in

Bibvloma, identified by Riwhnson Rassam,
and Delitzsch with the present Tell Ibrahim,
25 miles N E of Babylon It was connected
with Sippara (Abu Habba) by a canal The
city is mentioned already by Sargon and Ma
nishtusu Its famous Nergal temple wab built

by Dungi of Ui the zikkurat, or temple tower,
wis dedicated to Nannai the moon god One of

the creation stories (see CREATION) came into

Asurbanipils hbiary from Cutha It remained . . ,,

an important rehqious centie until the time of died on Oct 26 7^8 An instructive letter

Nibunaid Hen from Cutha were earned away, was addiessed to him by St Boniface, in reply

probably by taiubampal after 648 to Samaria to one fiom him relating the doings of a council

(2 Kings \vu 24) where the} continued to wor- which determined upon closer rchtions between

ship Nergal (vfa 30) Hence tlie Samaritans the InerliBh church and that of Rome This

were ofton spoken of m 1 iter times as Cuthieans letter has been printed more
_than

once and
In 1881 Hormu/d Rassam conducted for a few

Venerable Bede and still earlier b> a monk of

Lmdisfirne Besides these lives, all of which
have been printed more than once, and what is

told of him in Bede's Hiitotia Ecclesiastica

Genti? 4.ngloriim, aie modem lives Raine

(Durham, 1828), Evre (London, 1849, 3d ed
,

1887) and Fryer (London 1880)
CTTTHBEET OP CANTEB.BTTRY ('-758)

An Enclihh palate He wag born m the King
dom of Meicia, became Bishop of Hereford in

736, and sjchbishop of Canterbmv in 740 He

weeks excavations at Tell Ibrahim without note-

worthy results Consult Delitzsch, Wo lag da?
Paradies (Leipng, 1881) Zehnpfund, Baby
lomen in semen tcnchtigsten Rumenttatten

(Leipzig, 1910) Ed Meyer, Gcschtclite des Al
tertumi 3d ed (Bcilin 1913)
CTJTHBEBT kuth'be'rt A city and the

county seat of Randolph Co, Ga, 118 miles

southwest of Maeon on the Central of Georgia
and the Georgia, Florida, and Alabama rail

loads (Map G-porgii B 4) It is the seat of

Andrew Female College (M E flo ), opened in

1854, and of Bethel Military College (for men)
Fruit glowing and farming arc the principal

industries, and theie aio fertilizer factories,

cotton compi ess and grist mills, cotton oil mill,

and ginneries The water works and electric

light plant are owned by the citj Pop, 1900,

2641, 1910, 3210

OTTTHBEET, SAINT (c 635-687) Bishop of

Lindisfarne and one of the most popular saints

in England in the Middle Ages He was born

about 635, probably of Northumbrian parents
In 651, moved by a vision of angels carrying to

heaven the soul of St Aldan, he entered the

monastery of Melroee Ten years later he was

will he found in the appendix to HusseyS edition

of Bede Hittotia Ficlftiaittca (0\ford, 1846)
CTTTHBEET'S BEADS, SAITT See BEADS,

SAINT CLTHBERT'S
CtT'TICLE See SKIN
CTJTICLE (Lat cuticula, dim of outis, si m)

In plants, a hyaline film covering the surface

of plants, and denved from the outer walls of

the epidermal cells The film consists of "cutm,"
which is a transparent, elastic substance, only

slightly permeable to water The process of

formation of the cuticle is called "cutmization,"
or "cuticularization

" The term "cuticle" is

sometimes loosely used instead of "epidermis,"
and is not to be confused with the same term as

used by zoologists See MORPHOLOGY nr PLANTS
CUTINr (in plants) See CUTICLE
CTTTHTIZA'TION

1

(in plants) See CUTICLE
CTFFLASS (Fr coutelaa, from OF coutel,

cultel, Fr coutenn, knife, from Lat cultellus

dim of eulter, knife) A short curved sword

formerly used in men of war as a side arm for

the men The blade was usually about 27 inches

long, an inch wide, and had a bowl shaped guard
on the hilt See SVTOKD

CUTLASS IPISH A remarkable fish (Tnohv-
wut leptiirus), alone representing m this eoun-
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try a familj (irichiuiidae, the hairtails) of

pelagic fishes allied to the sailflshes and better

known elsewhere Its bod\ is long bandlike,

tapering into a hairhke tail, scalelesb, and co\

ered \uth a glistening white skin, go that its

resemblance to a snord or to a bilver scabbard

justifies the European scabbard fish," or the

Chnst Chinch (1723), dud died there, August,
1765 Some of hit letteis appeal in Nichols

Illustrations of the Iit&aty History of the

Eighteenth Centwy (London, 1817-58)
CTTiyiiEBY (from cutler, AP cotellet, OF

rotelher, Fr contehfi fiom ML cultellanus,
knife maker, fiom Lat cultelhi^, little knife)

,

length may itach 2 or 3 feet, and it

mostly at tht surface often leaping abo\e it

(whence anothei local name, Skipjack' ) in

pursuit of its piev md it is sought by anglers

both for sport and food In Jamaica, indeed it

Snoidfish," prevalent ilong 'the Gulf A term broadly applied to cutting inbtruments

coast and siherfish,
' heard in Florida Its in general, but, as moie commonly employed its

- - - - '

use is limited to such cutting utensils as pocket,

pen, and table knnts, nzois, sliearb and scis

sois Shells and sluup edged stones formed the

rudest and mot>t ancient cutting inbtruments

These were followed by bion/e weapons and in

strumenfo which were used to the Romans as

late as the beginning of the Christian eia In
the remains of Pompeii, howevci, knms, shears,

and lancets were found made of non or steel as

well is bronze During the Middle Agfib when
the chrvalry of the period sought the best equip
ment, certain citiet of Spam and Italy acquired
a high reputation foi the manufacture of cut

ting instruments, especially of swords The
knives used by the Anglo Saxons resembled in

appearance the modern ra/or blade Forks were
used only for sei\ing, as the custom of eating
with forks, which was introduced from Italy,
was not known in England until the tune of

James I Knrveb were not placed on the table

until about the close of the fifteenth century,
and each person carried a knife with him for

use whenever the exigencies of dining required
other instruments than his fingers Ab eaily as

the reign of Richard I Sheffield had gained a

reputation for the excellence of its whittleSf
Chaucer referring to a Sheffield "thwytel," or

whittle In 1415 the cutlers of London ob
tamed a charter from Henry V In the seven

teeuth century, when England had acquired a

CUTLAflfl HUH MOUTH OPEN AND SHOT

forms the object of a, commercial fisheiy, and
another t>peues is the highly esteemed frostfish

(qv } of NCTV Zealand

CTJT'LEB, ELBBIDGE JEFFERSON (1831-70)
An Amencan scholar and poet, born at Hollis

ton, Mass He \vas professor of modern Ian

guages at Harvard from 1865 until his death

His works include War Poems (1867) and Stella

(1868) In addition to his creative work, he

wrote much criticism

CUTLER, MANASSEH ( 1742-1823 ) An Amer
ican clergyman and botanist He was born in

Kalhngly, Conn , graduated at Yale in 1765, and
in 1767 was admitted to the bar He then

studied theology, was licensed to preach in

1770, and from 1771 until his death was pastoi
of Hamlet Parish Ipswich, now the town of reputation throughout Europe for the quality
Hamilton, Mass During the latter part of the of its cutlery, Birmingham was regarded as the

Revolutionary War IIP qprvpd as chaplain of a
Massachusetts regiment He subsequently stud

led medicine and botany and was the first to

male a systematic study of the plants of New
England, 350 species of which he classified in

accordance with, the Lmnaean system As the

representative of a number of old Revolutionary
soldiers, he contracted with Congress for 1,500,

000 acres of the public lands northwest of the

Ohio, and in 1788 materially assisted the party
of Connecticut faimers who, under the lead of

Rufus Putnam (qv), founded Marietta, Ohio

(q v ) He is generally credited, moreover, with

having made the first draft of the famous Ordi
nance of 1787 He himself went to Marietta in

1788 but soon returned to Massachusetts, and
from 1801 to 1805 was a member of Congress
He was a frequent contnbutor on scientific sub

jects to the Proceedings of the American Acad

centre of the industry, but during the nineteenth

century Sheffield regained its old preeminence
In Americi, although some tools were manu

factured in Pennsylvania as early as 1810, the
first cutlery factorj waa at Worcester Mass,
and dates from 1829, when a pen and pocket
knife f ictory was established there

The manufacture of table cutlery in the United
States began in 1832, ^hen a factory was built

at Saccarappa, Me With the improvement of

the quality and lowering of the price of Amen
can steel, the industry steadily developed The
annual product in 1909 of cutlery and edge
tools, which includes also shears, axes, swords,

joiner's tools other than saws, as reported by
the Thirteenth United States Census of 1913,
amounted in value to $22,884,914, produced
by 281 establishments, with a maximum num-
ber of wage earners of 16,997, showing an

emy, and wrote the chapter on trees and plants increase in \alue from 1850. when the prod
in Belknap's Hwtory of New Hampshire Con

" . . * *

suit William P and Julia P Cutler, The Ttfe,

Journals, and Correspondence of Manatteh Out
ler (Cincinnati, 1888)

CTTTLEB, TIMOTHY. (1683-1765) An Amen
can clergyman He was born at Charlestown,
Mass graduated at Harvard in 1701, became

president of Yale College in 1719, but was forced
to resign (1722) on account of his prelatieal
tendencies He went to England and was or

uct was but $3,813,000 and the number of work
era 4275, though there were 401 establishments
In 1913 the United States imported cutlery val
ued at $2,026,564 and distributed as follows pen
or pocket knives, $752,705 razors, and parts of,

$391,303, scissors and shears, $604,029, all other

cutlery, $278,527 America has excelled in the

production of "medium" goods IB, goods of
tasteful design and good quality at a moderate

price, and has developed such specialties as the
darned a minister of the Church of England safety raxor, but in the manufacture of other

by the Bishap of Norwich (1723) and received
the degree of DD from both Oxford and Cam
bridge, he returned to Boston, became rector of

branches of cutlery it has not been ao successful

Although it is claimed that an equally good qual

ity is produced at home, still the United States
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imports from England Urge quantities of the
finest grades, especially pocket knneb In the

very cheap grades, such as \egetable and other
kitchen knives which ntail in the United States
for a few cents apiece America cannot compete
with Germany Many English workmen, at
tracted by high prices and bteadA employment,
came o^ei from Sheffield to work in the Connecti
(ut shops At the mdubtu earh became estib
hbhed in that State, some of these aiterward

rnigiated to Walden, X \ , where the^ built a

cooperate e factory, and bince that time over oO

factories, many of them cooperati\e, have been

established, a number of which have failed while
others have sold out, or have been reorganized as

corporations The piece sjstem of paying the

operative btill prevails to a large e\tent in cut

lery shops, though the work is done for the most
part in large factories All the early cutlery
was hand forged, and this practice is still gen
eral in England and in the Umkd States for the
manufacture of some of the best pocket and pen
kni\es In the latter country today however

Urge quantities of pocket and pen kmyes and
apparently all table knn es and most can mg and
butcher knives are machine forged Machinery is

used for driving the various grinding btones

emery and buffing wheels for finishing blades and
handles In some instances also, the blades are

placed ra holders and manipulated bv automatic
machinery for the rough gnndmg The evil ef

fects from the grinding dust are now obviated, as
far as possible, by wet grinding and bv exhaust
fans and ducts for removing the dust The hand
and machine processes for making different kinds
and grades of cutlerv vary greatly m detnl But
a fair general idea of the industry may be

gained by first describing the actual operations
of an American pocket and pen knife factorv

where hand forged goods are made and then in

dicating in a more general way borne points of

difference in the manutacture of other kinds of

cutlery
Pocket and Feu Knives Each knife, rough

speaking, consibts of two parts the blade and
the handle, but each of these, from the manu
facturer's standpoint, is composed of a number
of parts The blade consists of the blade proper,
or cutting edge, and its supporting back, and
of the tang, or the portion which joins the blade
to the handle The handle in turn includes (1)
the horn, ivory, or other material which is

grasped by the hand and which portion alone is

technically called the handle (2) the scale,

which is the brass or iron lining of the handle,
and (3) the spring, which besides its primary
purpose of controlling the blade in opening and

shutting, also closes the back of the lining
The edge tool steel from which pocket and pen

knife blades are made is called "rod steel" it is

flat of proper widths for the different sires of

blades, and of thickness one gauge greater than
the finished blade In the best goods the blades

are forged and shaped bv hand In the case of

cheap knives the blades are pressed into rough
shape by machines, then further shaped or forged
by trip hammers in much the same manner as

that explained below in describing table knives

Comparatively little machinery is used on the

blades in either oase, except that the grindstones
and finishing wheels are driven by mechanical

power The processes here described relate to

high-grade goods
Mooding is the name given to the rough shap

mg of the blade at the first heat, and the forma

tion of the tang is called tanging After thesp

two procesbes are completed the metal is heated
for the thud time, the bhde again worked by
hammer, and the nail mark cut -which finishes

the third or smithing process All the forging is

done by means of special Ininmerb on special
amils Clioihng is filing the little nick just
between the cutting edge and the tang This re
moves i weak spot in the metil xnd serves as a

guide in filing the bkde flatwise The blade is

now shaped in the rough but before it leaves the

forge it nmbt be hardened and tempered Haid
enmg is effected by bringing it to a red heat and

dipping it m water up to the choil The tang is

lift soft bo it may be readily filed, drilled,

stamped with maker's name, and fitted in the
handle Tempering (qv ) is often accomplished
by bringing the blades to a purple heat on a thin

copper plate resting on the fire of the forge
The blades are set on their backs, thus keeping
then edges furthest from the heat The final

work of the foiger or smith is to straighten
crooked blades, if any, by means of light hammer
blowb on the conca\e side of the blade

Gnndmg is next in order The grinder places
the tans? in a holder, which he grasps with one
hand while with the other hand, protected by a
leather patch, he presses the blade against the

rapidlv revolving power driven stone Racing
uons, consisting of small rods of Norway lion,
are occasionally held against the face of the

stone to rebtore the rough surf\ce and prebervt
its cylindrical shape Material is the name given
to all the beparate parts except the blade Ihe
material maker presses out, or cuts out with

dies, the steel springs and the brass or iron lin

ingBj and fastens the tips or bolsters to the out

side of the lining, m cabe the material forming
the handle proper does not cover the tip ends of

the lining Cutlet's uotk curiously enough, in

eludes assembling or putting together, the va
nous parts of the knife including drilling, filing,

fitting, polishing and buffing the handles The
material for handles embraces ivory pearl sil

ver and gold tortoise shell buffalo and stag
horn, celluloid, rubber, California redwood, cocoi

wood, and ebony Polishing the handles IB ac

complished by power driven built up wood

wheels, cohered first -with leather, then with a
mixture of glue and emei> Buffing is effected

on wheels in which the leather, emerv, and glu<

give place to cotton cloth fistened on edge
around a wheel or spindle Bladp finishing i*>

done on emery wheels, much like the pohshinq
wheels already described, except that the glue
and emery are placed on \er\ hard leather in

stead of on wood Gla&ng, on thebe wheels, re

moves the dirt and gives a glazed finish CrocMS

finish is a superior glaze, or polish, requiring

special wheels

Sharpening is done by hand, on fiat stones

The edges of the blades are held at an anc;le of

45 with the stone, a point that might well he

borne m mind by all who attempt to sharpen
old. knives Tlie common practice of holding the

knives flat on the stone gives a thm, easily broken

edge Finally the handles are again bufied and
the whole knife wiped, packed, and bos.ed The

ordinary knife of fair quality tas now gone
through about 100 operations, while the finest

goods receive 200 to 300 It may be added that

the processes involved va. machine-forged pocket
and pen knives resemble those described for table

knives in the ne^t paragraph
Table Cutlery, including oidmary and carv-
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ing knives, and also forks, is an industry which
bv tlie use of machmeiy and factory oigani
ration and method has been bi ought to a high
state of efficiency in Amenca Ihe product "was

earh standardized and adapted foi large scale

production, as contiasted with England, where
tor many vearb manufactuie was laigely or

wholly bv hand Knife blades and tangs are

roughlv shaped by rolling or by tup 01 drop
hammers an American innovation which, with

itb application to stiikmg up the bolster or

shoulder, increased the output of two men
tuentyfold and are brought to a uniform bhape
and Si/e Lv means of ait* Ihe blades are

haidened in oil which is sometimes burned or

bla/ed oil They aie sometimes hcited in a sand

bath to secure the desired eoloi and ifmpti The
holes in the tang aie punched and the blidte are

giound on lai^e power driven btoneb, 3 to 7

feet in diameter Where machinery ib used at

eveiy possible point the blades are rough giound
b\ placing six or more in a briss frame, which
is so manipulated as to grve them both a side

to side and vertical motion on the stone The

finish, however, is done by hand on wheels sim
ilar in general character to those explained in

desciilmer pocket knives The highest grades of

steel table kmveb receive more hand woik, but

the cheiper ones have even less, and the handle,
and in home cases the whole knife, is cast in

stead of wrought The bdine is likewise true of

foikb though steel forks, except for carving sets,

are giidually decieismg in use with the cheap
erung and more general availability of plated
ware \\ooden h indies are generally in two

pieces united to the tang hut ivoiy bone, horn,
and various othei mateiulb are in one piece,
with the Tang inteited The curved tines of

forks are shiped Irv means of presses or dies

and the tmes are rough cut in the same general
manner In some instances more or less forging,
either by hind or machine, is employed Silver

plated (see ELECTBOPLATING) table knives and
forks aie plated on hteel or on some softer mal
leable metal

Scissors and Shears differ principally as to

length, the dividing line in the tilde being 6

inches, and the shorter mstiumcnts being classed

as scissors Rome of the cheapp^t scissors aie

cast but the best ones nro hand forged, though
die forging with a heavy pi ess is v ery much used,
and a fly pi ess is used to shear off the rim of

superfluous metal so that the portion of the scis

sors ib turned out ready for the gi inder English
sheaib are of steel but borne of the best Amen
can shears, which aie now largely exported have
their inner sides only of steel,

'

laid on" to shear
hUdefs of malleable iron, often cast in outside

foundnes

Bazois, at least those of good quality, are

piactuallv all hand foiged from la/or steel in

much the same general war as pocketkmves but
with "reatei care Then Las been i recent ten

dency towaids molding large quantities of razor
blanks in a die or under a heavy stamp 01 h>
diaulic pieiss While this process piesents diffi

cutties, it was believed that eventually it would
supplant the handmade article Safety razors
of various types ire provided with guards de

signed to make cutting the flesh impossible The
earliest safety i vor H said to have been made
by Michael Hunter of Sheffield, England, about
1875 It was merely an ordinary razor with a

guard The later safety razors have detachable
blades and adjustable guards The cutting edge

is generally bhorter than in tue oidinaiy razor,
in borne cibes not much ovei an inch in length
The bafetv ia/or not onlv mer a woildwide de

mand but ib hand ioiging ind hind gimding
weie eliminated it soon became a commercial tri

umph Consult Llo\d TheCutleiyTiades (Lon
don, 1013) m excellent bummaiy of the mdus

tiy from itb eailiebt days giving a comparison of

Biitish and othei methods Landrm, Die Eunat
desMesi>eistlimiedes (V\eimu, 1836) Page,
La coutellene depute longine jutqua nos jows
(4 vols Chatelltiault 1806-08)
CUT/LIPS A curious suckei (LagocMlv

lace) a) of the btieauib of the cential Mississippi
v alley distinguished it &iht by itb mouth, where
the leduced lower hp is divided into two distinct,

elongated lobes the lo\\er lip further ib en

tuelj separated from the upper at the angles

by a deep hshure," cloaked by the skin of the

cheek It is olive or blown above, silveiy on the

sides and bellv, and the lower fins aie faintly

orange Manv names have been given tint, singu
Hr fish such as haielip, or splitmouth, or rab

bitmouth, buckei, and May sucker See Plate of

tMJCIvEIts

CTTT'TITSSE, MOLL The sobriquet of Mary
Futh a notorious character, born in London
about 1>84, a thief and prostitute and famous
in almost eveiy foim ot crime She diessed in

male attire ind is said to furnish the first

leeoided mstmce of the Ube of tobacco by a

worn in

CITTTACK, kuttuk', or KATAK (Skt Ka
tala) The capital of the dibtuct of the same
name in Bem>il, Biitibh, India, situated on the

south b ink ot the Malunadi at its junction with
the Kat]un, 220 miles southwest of Calcutta

(Mip India, E 4) It contuns the luins of

an old foit and many educational institutions,

including Ravenshavv College It is famous foi

its fine filigree w oik in gold and silver Othei

products arc oil, fibre carpets, and cotton

goods, made hrgely by convict laboi Pop,
1801, 47 186 1001, 51,364, 1011, 52,328, largely
Hindus
CUTTER The name given to a portion of

the equipment of boats on board of a man of w n
They are double banked and lie fitted eithei foi

rowing 01 sailing In sailing ships a nest of

cutters of van ing sues used to he stowed amid

ships, one within the other the launch being
the bottom bo it of all At piesent the boats aie

either swung at the davits 01 m ciadles resting
on fiames

amidships,
deal of the blast of the

guns Modern battleships c in yv en few cuttus
on account of lack of room Instead they have
steam launches, sailing launches and motoi

hunches, mostly of large capacity (See BOAT )

Ihe name "cutter" is also applied to \ small

vessel with a single mast, a mainsail, a foiestay
sail and i jib set to the bowsprit end Cutter

yachts aio sloop ringed vebbels, and the name is

now genwnllv applied to sloop H of consideiable
draft and comparatively small beam
A reienuc ntttei is a light, armed government

vessel, commissioned for the prevention of smug
gling and the enforcement of the customs rpgula
tions (See RiysMJE CUTTEB SEBVICB, UNTIED
STAIES

)
A small light sleigh with a single

seat for one or two peisonb, usually diawn by
one horse is also called a cutter

CTnyTEB, GEORGE WASHINGTON (1801-65)
An American poet He was bom m Massachu
setts and, after studying law, settled in Ken
tucky He fought m the Mexican War and later
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entered the political field, uheie he soon became
known as i biilhant public speaker His mobt
celebrated poems aie

' The Song of Steam," 'Ihe

Song of the Lightning,
' and ' E Pluribus Unum "

His woiks vue published undei the respective
titles Buena T tsiu and Other Poem (1848),
Song of Steam and Othe) Poems (1857) , Poems,
\ational and Patuotu, (1857)
CUT'TKROAT' TB.OUT The Rocky Moun-

tain 01 bUck ^potted tiout (Sahno clatlii, or

myliss) Sec TROIT
CUT'TING A detached portion of a plant

infaiitcd m &oil, water or other media for the

purpose of piopiEjation This process is one of
the oldest and mot>t import int forms of artifi

cial icpioduction Plantb in general lend them
selves leadih to the procest,, thus enabling the

piopigator to secuic hundreds of offspring irom
a single individual Cuttings aie superioi to
seeds becaase with the exception of bud v ma-
tions, plantb &o piopagated come tiue to kind,
IB vancties of cultivated punts which do not
come tiue to soit by seeds c in he perpetuated by
cuttings In the aits of budding and grafting
the bud 01 scion is m leihty a cutting inseited
in mother plant viith which it unites and theieby

de\elopu much faster than on its own roots

Cuttings aie made from such a variety of paits
of plants bometimeb even fiom root stem md
leaf of the some plant that a corresponding
numbei of styles of cuttings have been devcl

oped They may be classified, according to the

maturity of the part used, as

I Mallet, etc

) Root rootstalk onhizome
) Tubers etc

Some conception of the importance of this

means 01 increising plants can be gathered from
the lact thit, except for the production of new
varieties, all commercial varieties of grapes,

currants, and gooseberries aie increased in this

way, while among flowering and ornamental bed

ding plants millions are annually produced by-

one 01 another of these methods in the United,

fetatts alone Sugar cane pineapples and pota
toes are extensively propagated by thib process
The parts used in making cuttings are numer

ous
;
but the methods resorted to are as varied

as interesting Some plants root readily from

cuttings placed in the open ground, otheis re

quiie special treatment before they will "stiike"

root, while still others require most careful nurs

ing in the greenhouse and even under a bell jar
to induce them to take root Special devices,

carrying a variety of soils and capable of main

taming a given degree of heat and moisture, have
been constructed in order to facilitate the work
of propagating plants by this means Consult

Bailey, The Nursery Book, and article on "Cut

tings," in Cyclopedia of imenoan Horticultwe

CUTTING, MABY STEWABT (DOTBLEDAY)
(1851- )

An American writer of stories,

born in New York City In 1876 she was mar
ried to Charles Weed Cutting While still a

girl, her verses were published in LtppincoWs,
and after 1894 she was busied continuously m
hterarv work, especially as a writer of short

stories and serials Her publications indude

Little fortes of Homed Ltfe (1902, 2d ed,

1909) , ffeart of Lynn (1904) ,
Little Stones of

Cointship (1905), Mote S'ioj IBS of Han led Life

(1006) , The Suburban, Whit I (1907) ,
The Way

faiets (1908J, Just fot Tu,o (1909), The Un
foreseen (1910) , The Loi&s of Banna (1912) ,

Refia<.toty Husbands (1913)
CUTTHTQ- R(OBEBT) FULTOT (1852- )

jdn American financiei and philanthropist, born
n New York City He graduated at Columbia in

1S71 and was prominent in many municipal re

forms, becoming president of the Association for

Improving the Condition of the Poor in 1892

and president of the New Yoik Trade School
A&bociation in 1899 Of his influence and wealth
he contributed laigelv to political reform in

New lork City, especiallv to the Citizens' Union

(founded in 1897) and the Bureau of Municipal
Reseirch He published The Church and Society

(1912), Kennedy lectures m the New York
School of Philanthropy
CUTTING-, STAEB WILLAHD (1858- )

An Amtricm educator and Germanic scholar,
bom in West Brattlehoro, Tt He graduated at
Williams College in 1881, was principal of Deei

field Academy, Deerfield, Mass, for five vears,
studied at Leipzig, Geneva and Johns Hopkjis
(Ph D , 1892), and then taught m Chicago Uni
vti-iitv, becoming head of the department of

Germinic 1'nguages and literatures m 1906 Be
sides editions of school te\ts he published Drr

KonjvnLtiv bet Hattmann ion iue (1894) , The
Hotletn Getman Relatnes "Das" and 'Was"
(1904), Robo t WesseUioeft, Jena, Burwlien

sclinfte), Of > man Reiolutionaty, and Ament^an
Citizen (1911)

CUTTLE, CAPTAIN- A rough looking, good
hearted, retried merchant captain in Dickens s

novel Dombey and Son His fa>orite expression,
"When found, make a note of," was adopted as

the motto of A otes and Quei IGS

CUTTLEFISH (cuttle, AS cudele, connected
bv popular etvmology vuth cuttle, knife, on ao-

roeait CUTTLHUSH {

1 A belemmte (PaehyteuOm ocuttu) from the Lower
Lias England 2 A belemmte (jftfemnofeuttM anHqua)
from the Oxford Clay Engluid partly restored b anna
oc eyes m mouth d ink bag Ph, phngmaoone R guard
3 Restoration of a belemmte a shell Po proostracum, PA,
phragmaoooe B guard See BELBMOTTB

count of the knifelike cuttle bone, + fish) A
popular name of certain cephalopods, originally

applied to a calamary (Sepw offiovnahs), but
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now generally restricted, in the United States at

least, to octopods (See OCTOPODA ) The Euro

pean cuttlefish (jSepwi) furnishes cuttlefish bone
and sepia, which are of commercial importance
The formei is the calcareous "pen,' or brace,
which lies along the "back" of the creature be

neath the skin, and the sepia IE the substance

in its "ink bag," bv throwing out which it be

cloudb the water and eludes pursuit
Fossil cuttlefibh bones of Sepia, scarcely differ

ent from the modern species, are found in various

Tertiary deposits In the Triassic, Juiassic, and
Cretaceous rocks are other forms of sepioid shells

that are not calcified, but are thin, elongated,
and horny, often containing fossilized ink bags
and hardened ink, which may still be prepared
and used for drawing Sepia, and its allies

are supposed to 1m e evolved from Belemnite
like forms through such intermediate stages as
the genus Belosepia of the Tertiary See CEPHA
LOPODA, SQTUD and Colored Plite of OCTOPODS
AND DroAPOos in article DECAPODA

CTTTTS, EDWABD LEWES (1824-1901) An
English clergyman He graduated at Queens'

College, Cambridge, and was ordained m 1848
He -was curate successnely of Ide Hill (Kent),

Coggeshall (Essex), Kelvedon (Essex), and m
1850-65 of BiUencay (Essex), and after 1871
was vicar of the church of the Holy Trinity,
Haverstock Hill, London N W He wrote on

English archaeology, especially ecclesiastical, and

published & Dictionaiy of the Church of Eng
land (1887)
CtTTTYHrnsnE The most southerly island

in Buzzard's Bay, Mass , on \\hich the first set

tlement of white men in any poit of New England
was made (Map Masfauhubettfi, F 5) Sailing
from Falmouth, England, March 23, 1602, Bar
tholomew Gosnold, in the ship Concord with
"32 persons, whereof 8 \\ere manners and sailors,
12 proposing upon the discovery to retuin with
the ship for England, the rest to remain there

for population," made land off the coast of

Maine on May 14 Coasting southwesterly, he
discovered and named Cape Cod, and, coming
'amongst many fair islands, all lying within a

league or two, one of another, and the outermost
not above 5 01 7 leagues fiom the main," landed

on Cutty-hunk
on the 25th of May This they

called Elizabeth's Isle, after the Queen, and heie

they built a fort On account of disagreements
the settlement was abandoned on June 18, and
the colonists leturned to England Cuttyhunk
later became the home of many pilots, when New
Bedford had 400 whaling ships The winter popu
lation is 50, and in summer, m the clubhouses
and hotels, several hundred The United States

Life Saving Station was established in 1889, and
the house of the Massachusetts Humane Society
in 1847 Consult Tfew England Magasvne (Bos
ton, 1897)
CUTTY STOOL (Scot oitttie, short, dim

of cut + stool) A seat once used in the Scot

tish church for the exposure of offenders against
chastity The sinner was required to sit on the

stool before the whole congregation during the
entire service and, at its close, to stand up while

severely reprimanded by the minister

CUT'WORM' The terrestrial caterpillar of

certain noctuid moths, mainly of the genus
Agrotts, which winter and pupate in the ground
and are ready to attack earlv vegetation Cut
worms are night feeders and cut the plants off

at the level of the ground, destroying far more
than they can eat They attack wheat, Indian

corn, oats, and all the cereals, as well as garden
vegetableb By day the} hide under the surface

of the soil, where each patch of withering vegeta
tion marks their hiding places In vegetable
beds these spots should be dug over and the up
turned worms killed, holes made with a hoe or

rake handle furnish favorite hiding places by day
and thus serve as tiapt. to catch many a worm
Some kinds of cutworms ascend trees by night
and out off tender leaves and buds, descending
and hiding in the earlv morning A -widely dis

tnbuted e\ample is Igrotis saucia, a pest of

orchards in both Europe and America

CTJVTBBr, ku'vyi', FBEDEBIC (1773-1838) A
French naturalist, born at Montbehaid He was

professor of zoology m the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris, and keeper of the collection in com

parative anatomy at that institution His pub
lished works include 8ut Zes dents des mammi
feres comme catactete<s aoologiqucs (1325)
and Htstoire naturelJe des mammtferes (jointly
with Geoffrey de Saint Hilaire, 1819-29) He
was a brother of Baron Georges Leopold de

Cu\ier

CTJVIEE, GEOBGES LEOPOLD ClIBETIEN Ffit

Diaio DACOBEBT, BABON DE (1769-1832) A
French naturalist, founder of the science of coin

parative anatomy born at Montbchaid, then in

the Duchy of Wurttemberg, to which place his

father, formerly an officer in a Swiss mercenary
regiment, had retired on a pension He was ed
ucated at home in the strictest tenets of the

French Protestant or Calvmistic faith, and at

the age of 14 entered the Academy at Stuttgirt,
where he remained four years His father in

tended him for the ministry, but he showed such
a love for natural history that he was allowed to

spend his time m pursuing such studies m that

branch of science as the academy afforded, and

supplemented them with reading almost every
scientific book in the library In 1788 he became
tutor in the family of the Comte d'Heiicy, a
Protestant nobleman living near Caen on the
coast of Normandy Here, during the stoimy
3 ears of the Reign of Terror, he rem \ined, quietly

utih/mg the rather unusual facilities the neigh
borhood offered for the study of marine animal
life and fossil remains, thus laying the founda
tions of his future eminence A chance acquaint
ance with the Abbe" Tessier, a writer on agricul
tural subjects, who was struck with young Cu
viers remarkable knowledge of /oology, secured

for him an introduction to Geoffrey Saint TIi

laire, who at once recognized m Cuvior a man of

genius and urged him to move to Paris Here, in

170*5, he became, through the influence of Lace

p6de, Lamarck, and others, assistant to Mertrud,
the professor of comparatrve anatomy at the

Jardin des Plantes He immediately took a high
position among the scientists in Pan 1

; and was
chosen one of the original members of the Insti

tute upon its organization in 1795 In 179b he
was chosen professor of natural history at the

central school of the Pantheon and in 1800 he
succeeded Daubenton in a similar position at the

College de France In 1802 he succeeded Mortrud
at the Jardin des Plantes In 1798 appeared his

first separate work, Tableau eUmentwre de I his

towe natwelle des animauo;, in which he intro

duced tentatively his classification of animals

upon which so much of his fame reels Between
1800 and 1805 were published the five volumes of

his Leyons tfanatomte which brought together
the hitherto disconnected knowledge of compara
tive anatomy and gave him the right to be con
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sidered the founder of that branch of science In
1800 he published his first work on paleontology,
Memoit ea sur les especes d elephants iivants et

fossiles At the opening of the nineteenth cen

tury, therefore, Cu\ier may be said to have al

ready attracted the attention of the scientific

world to the three branches with which his name
will always be connected

Cuvier began his career as an administrator in

1802, when he was appointed an inspector of
education under the Consulate and helped estab
lish lycees at Marbeilles, Bordeaux, and Nice
From 1808 to 1813, as a member of the council
of the Imperial University under Napoleon, he

spent considerable time m Italy, Holland, and
Germany, organizing the academies in the dis-

tricts recently annexed to the Empire In 1814

Napoleon made him a Councilor of State, a posi
tion \vhich he continued to hold under Louis
X"VHI In 1819 he became president of the
Committee of the Interior, and chancellor of the

Unrversity of Paris He was made a member of
the Academy in 1818 and a grand officer of the

Legion of Honor in 1826 In 1822 he was ap
pointed grand master of the faculties of Protes
tant theology, in which position he had super
vision of all the crvil, political, and religious
affairs of Protestant institutions and organiza
tions In 1831 Louis Philippe made him a peer
of France, and in 1832, shortly before his death,
was considering him for the office of Minister of
the Interior

With all his administrative duties, Cuvier still

found time and opportunity to pursue his scien

tific investigations His life work falls natu

rally into three divisions paleontology, syste
matic zoologv, and comparatne anatomy In
each of these departments he achieved remark
able success and left a lasting impression, in

spite of mistakes due largely to personal pecu
hanties denved from his Calvuustic training,
such as his refusal to accept the theory of de
scent By means of his knowledge of compara
tive anatomy, and his theory of the correlation

of growth, Cuvier
'

reconstructed" a large num
ber of extinct animals, proving that every geolo

gical epoch is represented by distinct animal

forms, having a similarity well defined to am
mals in preceding or succeeding epochs Never
theless, ne held to the Lmnsean doctrine of the

constancy of species, and looked upon the simi

lanty of animal forms in successive epochs as a
recurrence of types rather than a steady devel

opment of the same
type In comparative anat

omy his work in special fields was as remarkable
as it was valuable His investigations of the

comparative anatomy of fishes and of the oste-

ology of mammals may be mentioned as two of

his most valuable contributions to zoology In

systematic zoology his work was of great ongi
Bality and importance, for to him is due the

^classification of the animal kingdom on a nat
ural basis, in place of the artificial and arbitrary
classification of Linnseus Cuvier's system was
based on the constancy and morphological resem
blance of types rather than on outward similan
ties of structure It remained the standard ar

rangement of animals until set aside by modern

investigators Cuvier's great work, Le r&gne am
nud (1816), became at once the standard refer

enoe book in natural history

Among his works not noted above are Lea rep
tiles douteuo! (180?) , Recherches fur lea osse

ments fossitet des quadruples (1812) ,
M6mwre

pour tervir d, I'hurtow et a Fanatomie des mol
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lusques (1816) , Description geologique des &i

urona de Paris (1822), Histoite naturelle des

poissons (1828), Discouis sur les resolutions

de la surface du globe et sur les changements
gu elles ont products dans le regne animal ( 1851 )

Consult Lee Mentions of Baton Cuviei (New
York, 1883, Fr trans, Pans, 1833), Flourens,
Histotte des tiawiui, de Geoiges Cuwer (Paris,

1845) , Ducrotay de Blam\ille, Cumer et Oeof

froy Saint Eilaire (ib, 1890)

CTTVILLIEB-FLETTRY, ku've'ya' fle're', AL
FBED AUUJSTE (1802-87) A French author,
born in Pans His love of letters brought him
to the attention of the Due d'Orleans, T*ho made
him tutor to his son, the Due dAumale (1827)
These duties ended, he became a political writer

on the Journal de* Debats In 1866 he \vas

made a member of the Academy Among his

works are Voyages et voyageiirs (1837-54),
Etudes historiquei et htterairea (1854) You
idles etudes liistoriques et httetaues (1855)
Dernietes etudes histonques et htttraires ( 1859 ) ,

Historiens, poete? et romanciets (1863), Etudes
et portraits (1865-68) , Poithumes et revenants

( 1878 ) Consult the biography by the Due d'Au

male, in Le hvte du centenaire des debate,
and Bertms edition (1900) of his Journal
intvne

CUZHATEN, Ger pron kuks ha'fen A
German seaport and watering place on the North

Sea, at the mouth of the Elbe, about 57 miles

northwest of Hamburg (qv), to which it be

longs (Map Germany, C 2) It has a fine bar

bor, which has been much improved in recent

years, and which is now the station of the Ham
burg pilots It is a free port, being outside the

Zollverein, and the Hamburg American Steam

ship Company have made it the point of arrival

and departure of their mail service It is for

tified and has a handsome old castle of the

fourteenth century Pop, 1900 6906, 1905,

11,145, 1910, 14,888 See EAMBUBG

CUYABA, koo'yaba/
1 An episcopal citv of

Brazil, the capital of the State of Matto Grasso,
situated on the CuyabS. River (Map Brazil,

F 7) It has broad, well paved streets and con

tains barracks, an arsenal, and a military hospi
tal The town was formerly famous for gold and

diamond mines and is now an important com
mercial centre It has a steamship service to

Montevideo, a trip of over 2500 miles Pop,
1890, for the city, 14,507 ,

for the municipality,
1912 {est ) , 20,000
CTTYAHOGA (ki'ahyga) PALLS A vil

lage in Summit Co , Ohio, 33 miles south by east

of Cleveland on the Baltimore and Ohio, and the

Cleveland, Akron, and Columbus railroids, and

on the Cuyahoga River (Mip Ohio G 3) It

contains a public library and has i lanuf xctones

of paper bags> wire nails, sewer pipe machine

shop products, rubber goods and flour The

\vater works and electric light plant are owned

by the village Pop, 1910, 4020, 1920, 10,200

CTTYLEB, kJlr, THEODOBE LEDYABD (1822-

1909) An American Presbyterian cleig\man
He was born at Aurora, N Y , Jan 10, 1822

graduated at Princeton in 1841 and at Princeton

Theological Seminary in 1846 After holding

charges in New Jersey, he became pastor
of the

Market Street Reformed Dutch Church New
York, in 1853, and was pastor of the Lafayette
Avenue Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, from

1860 to 1890 His eightieth birthday was pul

hcly celebrated in Brooklyn He was prominent
m temperance work He wa an influential
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preacher and a prolific -writer of books and ar

tides In 1902 he published his Recollections of

CUTO (kSo^yd) ISLANDS A group of the

Philippine Islands, Province of Paragua, in the

northern waters of the Sulu, or Mmdoro Sea

(Map Philippine Islands, 05) The larger
islands are volcanic, and the smaller are low

lying sandv tracts on a coral foundation On
a bay on the southwest shore of Grand Cuyo,
the largest of the group, is the town of Cuyo, the

capital Its chief support is fishing and its pop
ulation mostly Tiomen It has defensive works
and a thriving trade Total number of islands

in the group, 49, total area, 47 square miles,

pop 1903, 10082

CTJYP, koip, ALBEBX (1620-91) A Dutch

landscape and animal painter He was born at

Dort, in October, 1620, and studied with his

father, Jakob Geirits Cuyp, a portrait and am
mal painter of mediocre ability The son

painted animals, still life and even portraits, but
in landscape he was one of the greatest and most

original of his day He was influenced by Jan
A an Goyen but soon developed the iresh daring
color and glowing atmospheric effects which con
statute the peculiar beauty of his work He was
a clchse student of natuie, though at times over

hasty in execution His landscapes found most

appreciation in England, -nhere most of them
are still presened, and he undoubtedly influ

eneed such great English painters as Wilbon and
Turner He is bett represented in London the

National Gallery, Buckingham Palace, Bridge
water House, Willaee collection, Dulwich Col

lege, etc Good e\amples of Ins work aie also

in the nmseumb of St Petersburg, Berlin, Pirn,
and Rotterdam, and a fine cattle piece in the

Metropolitan Museum, New York Consult

Wurzbach, A lederlandischeo Kunsthr Lecnkon

(Leipzig, 1906), and De Groot, Beschreibung
und 1 erseiclmiss der Werle hollandtscJier Maler

(ib, 1908)

CTTYPEBS, koi'pers, PETEB (1827- ) A
Dutch, architect, born at Roermond He studied
at the Academy of Antwerp The Royal Mu
seum at Amsterdam is by him He restored the
Mainz Cathedral and built a number of impor
tant church edifices, including those of St Jacob
at The Hague, St Barbara at Bieda, St Cath
inne at Eindhoven, the Sicred Heait it Ambter
dam, and St Boniface at Leeuwarden He
wrote Der Dam an Mains, Baugesohichtliohe
Bkvsza (1878) and Le GTiatewi de Haar ft Hoar
euylaa (1910)

CTTZA, UWza See ALEXANDER JOHN I

CTTZCO, kWs'kd, Gashlwn Sp pron k3otb/kd

(Quiehua, navel, as being the centre of the an
cient Inca Empire) An episcopal city, the

capital of the department of the same name,
Peru, situated on the eastern end of that section
of the Andes known as the Knot of Cu/co, more
than 11,000 feet abo\e sea level, and 360 miles
east-southeast of Lima (Map Peru, C 6) It is

regularly built m part and contains several
handsome buildings, prominent among which are
the cathedral, in the Corinthian style, and the
convent of Santo Domingo, built in part on the
site of the great Inca Temple of the Sun There
are also hospitals, a university founded in 1692,
a national college, and a museum The city is

the centre of a fertile agricultural district and
has considerable trade and manufactures of cot-

ton and woolen goods, refined sugar, leather, and
embroidery Pop (eat ), 20,000 Ouzco, the
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capital of the Incas, is taid to ha\ e been founded
in the eleventh century It retains e\idences

of its former splendor, although the ancient city
was destroyed by Pi/arro in 1535 These remains

include the palace of the Incas a fortress built

of massive and irregular stone blocks, the temple
of the Sun, and the temple of the virgins of the

Sun
CUZCO The second largest department of

Peru, bounded by Loreto on the north Bolivia

on the oast, Puno and Aiequipa on the south,
and Apunmac, Ayacucho, and Junfn on the west

(Map Peru, C 6) Area, 156,317 square miles

The southern and western parts are mountain

ous, and the eabtern and northein are low and
cohered \vith thick forests The department is

to a large e\tent unexplored, and only a small

portion in the south is inhabited It ib \\atcied

by the Urabamba and the head streams of many
tributaries of the Amazon The population is

chiefly engaged in agriculture and cattle laibing

Pop, official!* estimated in 1006 at 328,980

Capital, Cuzco (qv )

CUZZOUl, kBodzo'n?, FBANOESCA (1700-70)
An Italian dramatic contralto, bom at Parma
After study]ng under Lena she achieved her firbt

great success it Venice in 1719, and later (1722-

26) she added to her fame by singing in London
in the operas of Handel, during the composer's
own -venture as an impresario (See HANDEL )

In 1727 she was engaged in a bitter nvaliy with
Faustina Bordoni, who had supplanted her in

Handel s company She was married to Sandoni,
the pianist and composer, and thereafter sang in

Vienna, in Italy, and in Holl\nd, where she was

imprisoned for debt It is asseited that in her

old age she earned a living by covering silk but
tons and that she finally died in miserable

poverty
CYAM/ELIDE See CYANIC ACID
CYAM7AMID A trade name for an artifi

cial fertilizer containing about 45 per cent of

calcium cyanamide and 27 per cent of calcium

hydroxide Calcium cyanamide is the name
given by chemists and scientific agriculturists
to the commercial cyanamid, though strictly it

should apply only to the chemical compound
designated by the formula CN" NCa, containing
ibout 20 per cent of nitrogen Fiee c>ana
mide, or acid eyanamide, designated by the

formula CN NH, was first obt lined b> Bmoau
in 1838, but was not isolated until 1851, when
Cloez and Cannizzaro first descubed it This

tvork, however, was long befoie tlie conimeicial

manufacture of calcium cyanamide, which is

now made in the electric fuinace The calcium

carbide, produced in the electric furnace, is le

moved, cooled, and crushed, and then packed
into nitrifying ovens, which are cylindncal per
forated steel cans set in heat insulated brick
ovens The carbide is heated to a temperatuie
wheie it will combine with the nitrogen by
means of a carbon rod m the centre of the can,

through which bhe electric current patses, and

nitrogen, which is obtained either from liquid
air or more usually by the copper-oxide process,
is admitted The chemical reaction resulting in

calcium cyanamide is as follows CaC -f N =
CaCN, + C
The material, both, powdered and granulated,

is sold to manufacturers of mixed fertilizers

Its use as a nitrogen fertilizer was proposedm 1901 by A Frank and H Freudenthal, while
the basic patents for its manufacture were is

sued to Prof Adolph Frank and Dr Nicodem
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Caro in 1008 A numbu of laige works in

Euiope are engaged in the manufacluie ol the
calcium cvanamide unaci these babic patents,
and a large facton at Xiagara Pills, Canada,
in 1914, had a capacity in excess of 60,000 tons
anmialh
A numbei of tebts hav 3 been made of the com

mercial cvanamid at vanoub expciiment sta
tions in Euiope and Amenca and in Germany
it has been ubed as a ueed deatio>ei in addition
to bupplvmg nitiui,cn to the voung plants
It is said to be valuable for inducing a slow,
steady giovth of plants lather thin ab a fort

ing matciial and is least efficient vvhen used is
a top difciabino It bliould be well mi\cd with
soil at kast a wuk bcfoie the ciop ib planted,
ind 230 pounds pci acie is said to be the ruaxi

mum amount that can be economically em
plowed It is not suited to acid soilb, 'which

should be first limed or treated -with bain
vaid manuie, as the lattei mitenal will supply
the bacteria that are deficient in such soils

An even distnbution of the matmal is ficili

tited bv mixing it with two or three tunes its

\\6ight of damp eaith When used mi\cd with
the btandaid commeicial feitilizeis, the cyana
mid doeb not requne any modificition of the
usual piactice 01 special matiuctions For its

chemistiy and use, consult Pranke, Cyanatmd
Its Ifan ufactwe, Chennstiy, and Use (Easton,
Fa, 1013), Putsch, Manuficture of Cyana
mide and of Nitrate," in Hanufactm e of Chem
wal Manuiet (1911), and special bulletins

fiom the various experiment stations as well as

journals dealing with chemical technology See
also MANURES AND MANURING, NITEOQEV, FIXA-
JION OF

CYANE, sl'an6 (Lat, from Gk Evovj, Ky-
an<

)
In Greek legend, the wife of Eolus, the

god of the winds Also a nymph, plajmate of

Peisephone She -was transformed into the

spimg Cyane near Syracuse because of her grief
\ihen Hides cairied ofl Persephone fiom this

neighboihood See CEBES
CYANIC ACID (from Gk mans, lyctnos,

daik blue), HCNO An unstable compound of

carbon, hydrogen, 0x5gen, and nitrogen, obtained

by heating cyanuric acid (q-v )
in a current of

carbon dioxide Under ordinary conditions it is

a volatile liquid having a stiong pungent odor,
but is transformed with explosive rapidity into

a white, porcelain like mass of the same per

centage composition as cyanic acid This poly
met ic modification of cyanic acid is known as

cyamehde (See WOHLEB
)

Aftei a long series

of unsuccessful attempts, Van't Hoff succeeded

in showing that three molecules of cyame acid

come together in the formation of cyamehde,
which does not prove, however, that the result

ing cyamehde molecule is (HCNO) and the

probability is that the molecule of cyamehde is

much more complex Among the salts of eyanic
acid may be mentioned the cyanate of potassium
and the cyanate of ammonium Potassium cv-

anate may be readily obtained by cautiously

heating a mixture of potassium ferrocyamde and

potassium bichromate, when pure, it forms a

white crystalline powder readily soluble in

water, in. which, however, it gradually undergoes

decomposition Ammonium cyanate may be ob

tamed from the cyanate of potassium by double

decomposition The transformation of ammo-
nium cyanate into urea, observed by Woller in

1828, constituted the first synthesis of an or-

ganic compound and formed an event of the

gieatest importance in the history of chemistry
f-ee CIUEMISTET
The careful studj to which many derivatives

of cvanic acid have been subjected has led to the

view that cyanic acid may possess two different

constitutional formulas, MZ, X = H
and = C = N II All efforts to produce two
different compounds corresponding to those for

mulas having failed, chemists have proposed to

explain this eomparatn ely lare phenomenon on
the following hypotheses 1 Cyanic acid, like

mobt other organic compound b, has a definite

stiucture say, N = C H, but while dur

ing bome of its tranbformations that structure

remains unaltered, othei transformations involve
an intramolecular change resulting in the forma
tion of derivatives of the compound = =
N H

( "isocyanie acid
'

) , w hich is, for some
unknown reason, less stable than the compound
N" = C H and incapable of existing in the
free state 2 According to another hypothesis,

every single molecule of the acid is constantly

changing its stiucture, its> hydrogen atom rap
idlv oscillating between the nitrogen and the

oxvgen, so that while at a given instant the
structure of the molecule might be represented

by the formula N = C H, we should find

its structuie to be = C = N H if we could

stop the motion of the hydrogen atom at the

very next instant The substance is thus im

agmed to be composed, at any instant, of two
different kinds of molecules, and as under cer

tain conditions each kind may be capable of

transformations which the other kind could not

undergo, two scries ot derivatives should be ex

pected, according to the nature of the transfer

matrons necessary to produce those derivatives

and to the conditions under which the trxnsfor

mations take place See also FULMIMO Aero
CYANIDE PROCESS See GOLD, Metallurgy
CY'ANTDES See HTDEOCTANIO Acn>
CY'ANITE (from Gk fcrfavoj, Lyanos, dark

blue), KYAVIIE, DISTIIENE, or SAPPAKE An
aluminum silicate that crystallizes in the tn
clinic system Although sometimes gray or

fijreen, it usuxlly has a blue color and a vitreous

to pearly lubtre The handsomest specimens are

found in the St Gotthard region in Switzerland

in the United States, Chesterfield, Mass and

Bakersfteld, N C, are well known localities

Fine specimens have been cut as gems, but, as a
rule the material is too soft for wear
CYAN'OGEN (Gk Kvavos, kyanos, dark blue

+ ytwis, genes, producing, from ytyveyBai, gig

nesthai, Lat gignete, Skt jan, to be born) An
important compound of carbon and nitrogen ob

tamed by heating dry cyanide of mercury in hard

glass tubes It is a poisonous gas, having a

peculiar odor and dissolving quite readily in

water and in alcohol If ignited in air, it burns

with a purple flame, its carbon combining with

the oxygen of the air to form carbon dioxide,

while its nitrogen is set free When dry, cyan

ogen is an exceedingly stable substance and may
be heated as high as 800 C without being de

composed in aqueous solution, however, it grad
ually undergoes a series of chemical changes

resulting in the formation of ammonia^ hvdro

cyanic acid urea, oxalic acid, and other com

pounds The molecular formula of cyanogen
is

CaN,, its molecule being composed of two "cyan

ogen groups" (ON or, as it is still sometimes

written, Cy), which enter into the composition
of a large number of other substances known
Some of these interesting substances having a
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blue color, the name 'ejanogen' has been ap

plied to the gas from which they are demed,
but the gas itself is perfeetlj colorlesb During
the preparation of cyanogen from the c}inide of

meicur> an amoiphous brown substance forms,

vvhich has the bame percentage composition as

cv anogen, but probablv a much higher molecular

fl eight this compound is called paiacyanogen
and is denoted by the symbol (CN)1- Parac-van

ogen may be readily transformed into c\ anogen

gas by heating
The denvativeb ot cjanogen form a large

group of compounds including hydrocyanic acid

and its silts, the ferrocyamdes and ferncyan
ides, cvamc and cvanunc acids and their denva

tives, etc Ihe most important of these com

poundb are decnbed in special articles

CY'ANOFDEA (Xeo-Lat nom pi, from Gk
KVO.POS 1 i/anos, daik blue + elSos, eidos, form)
A buborder of the Carmvoia (qv), composed
of the family Cimdje (dogs, wolves jackals,
etc ), regarded as forming the most central

group of the Cirnrvora, from which the bears,

n easels, and laccoons (Aretoidea) depart on the

one hand, and the cats, crvets, and hyenas (Ailu

roidea) depart on the other Consult Huxley,

Anatomy of Tettebtated inimals (New York,

1878), and the books mentioned under MAM
WALIA, DOG, PO\ ETC

CY'AITOII'ETEB (Gk icvavos 1 yanos, dark
blue + I&TPOV, meti on, measure) An instrument
for determining the color of the sky, invented by
Sausbure a disk divided into sections, the sev

era! sections being tinted and gradually increas

mg in intensify from white to deep blue When
used to compare with the color of the sky, some
of its sections will appear deeper and some

lighter in tint The section where there is no

perceptible difference gives the measure or degree
of the blueneas of the sky
CY'A1TOPIIY/CE.2E (Neo-Lat nom pi, from

Gk waves, kyanos, dark blue -f- <pvicos, phykos,
seaweed) The lowest of the four great groups
of alga They are called blue green alga from
the prevailing color of the cell contents, which
are tinted by a diffused blue pigment named

"phycocyan" The cell structure is very simple,

agreeing in this respect with the Bacteria (q v ) ,

with which they are usually associated in a

group
'

Schizophytes," distinct from the true

algte For details of cell structure and clasbi

fication, see ALt
Many of the Cyanophycese are one celled, 01

consist of indefinite aggregations of cells situ

ated in a common gelatinous matrix Othei
forms are filamentous, and some are elaborately

branched A well known unbranched form is

Osctllatona, interesting because- of the move
ments ol the tip of the filament, which swings m
a complex curve Nostoc forms large gelatinous
balls filled with convoluted chains of cells Cer
tain cells in some filamentous forms lose their

protoplasmic contents, becoming the so called het

erocysts, whose functions are but partly under
stood, they are responsible in many cases for

the branching of the filaments, because the heter

ocysts become firmly fastened to the sheaths that
inclose the vegetative cells The growth of the
latter causes such pressure between the fixed

points, determined by the heterocysts, that the
sheath ib luptured and the filament grows out
at one side Such branching is termed "false

branching" Blanches or portions of filaments
that break off and start new plants are called

"honnogonia
"

The CvanophjceB ire especially fond of warm
shallow water, although man} giow m damp bit

uations on land, such as spraj wet rocks, damp
timber, and earth The\ li\ e among the reeking

\egetation of salt marshes and flourish in open
sewers and drains The fouling of shallow

reservoirs in warm weather, when the} grvt
off the well known pigpen odor

'
ib due to

growth of Oyanophycese The icmedy is to

deepen the ^ater or apply copper bulphate See
Al&ffl

One of the most lemarkable displayb of Cyano
pliocene is in varm springs, "well illustrated in

Yellowstone National Park where the growths
are brilliintU colored Here certain bpecieb

grow luxuriantly in water at a temperature of

75 C and above, conditions which no other

foims of alg<p can endure
Another contpicuoub dihplav of blue gieen

alg is the water bloom or scum that frequently
covers the surface of psnds and bmall lakes

CYANOPHTCIU!

1 a and b Oeoillatona 2 Chroocooous (a) and its dm-
aon (2>) 3 Stigooema sbowing false branohiBg and hetero-
<jysta

Most of the water blooms are due to Cyanophy
cese, and the largest of all has given name to the
Red Sea, whose tint is due to the presence of a
focculent sediment made up of bundles of short
filaments of Trichodesmwan This peculiar con
dition of the ocean is not confined to the Bed
Sea, but has been reported off the coast of Brazil
and South Carolina and m the Indian and Pacific

oceans

Consult Wolle, Fresli Water Alga of the

United State* (Bethlehem, Pa, 1887)
CYAW'OPHYLI. (Gk rfwos, kymos, dark

blue + <(>v\\ov, phytton, leaf) A collective name
for the blue coloring substance of leaves and
flowers See Coroa
CY'ANO'SIS (from Gk atam, kyanos, dark

blue) Lmdity of the skin, caused by mterrup
tion of the circulation or of the respiration
caused by nonoxidation of the blood It may be

temporary, as in a convulsion, when the face or

lips are blue, or in croup (qv ), where the face
is bluish during an attack It may be perma
nent, as m a *T>lue baby," or child bora with
obstructed pulznonaJry circulation or with a de
feet in the heart (patent foramen ovale), by
reason of which the arterial and the venous
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blood aie constantly mixed These childien
raielv Ine long
CY'ANTTIUC ACID (from cyanogen, + unc,

from Gk oipov, out on, unne), CsH05Nj An
organic chemical compound produced by heating
urea The latter is probablj firbt transformed
into bmiet and cyanic acid, which then combine
to form cyanune acid, accoidmg to the follow

ing equation

C H N3 + NCOH = CJEjO N + NHS

Biuret Cjamc Cyanune Ammonia
aoid acid

The mo<st convenient method of preparing
eyanune acid is bj heating the compound of

cjanogen and bromine represented by the for

mula C3XjBrj with \\ater at about 125 C, the
formation of the acid taking place according to
the following chemical equation

C3N3Brs + 3HO = C8*TSHA + 3HBr

Cvanuric acid is a coloiless crystalline sub
stance sparingly soluble in water and yielding,
when heated, ordinary cjanic acid Like cyanic
acid (q-t ), it is capable of yielding two series

of dematives, the study of which has led to as

signing to it two '

desmotropic" formulas, cone

spending to the two difierent ways in which the
acid may behave chemically, according to the

transformations to -which it may be subjected
and the conditions under which those transfer

mations may take place These formulas repie
sent the structures of two different cyanune
acids, though only one can be actually prepared

HO-C CO-OH

I

CO CO

NH NHV
Normal cyanuno acid

CY'ATHAS'PIS (Feo-Lat . from Ok ria6os,

kyathos, cup + cuntls, aspts, shield) The name
of a genus of Paleozoic fishlike forms, specimens
of which are found in the Upper Silurian and
Old Eed Sandstone of Great Britain and strata

of corresponding age in New Brunswick It has

been commonly regarded as an early ancestor oi

the fishes, but more recent study of the fossils

which include only the dorsal and ventral shields

has tended to show that the genus belongs to

a class by itself, lying between the arthropod?
and tiie vertebrates No evidences of vertebras

or notochord have been found, nor are the

jaws of vertebrate type, consisting of a, mere
between the anterior margins of the

CY'ATHOPHYJyi/Dlt (NeoLat, from Gk

KvaBos, kyathos, cup -f <f>ff*\ov, phyllon, leaf)

A syenus of fossil stony corals common in rocks

of Middle Paleozoic age The characters that

distinguish this from other genera are of very
obscure nature The species, of which there are

about 100 in number, ranging through Ordovi-

cian to Carboniferous rocks, vary greatly in. form

from small solitary individuals to large masses

of closely compacted zooids, and their generic

affinity can be determined only by study of thin

wetions under the microscope The family of

which Cyathopayllum is the type is a large one

and includes many genera, of which the most im-

portant, Heltophyllum, flndophyllum, Lithostro
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tionf Owphyma, and Columnana, occur abun
dantlj in the fossil coral reefs of the Silunan,
Lovei and Middle De\onian and the Carbomfer
ous A recent reef building coral Hoseleya,
from Toires Stiaits, shovs affinities with the
ancient Oathophylloidea and genes to link this

iamih with the modem Astiseidte See CORAL,
COH\L ISLAND
CYAX'ABES I (Gk Kuo&pgj Eyaxarfs,

OPers Uiaxt>atai a, 1m ing good gro^v th 01 pros
penty, Neo Elam TaJiit>tara Babylon ZTtaAwis

tat) King of the Aledet, fiom 625 to 583, or
584 B c , or, according to othei authontiet, from
634too94BC Herodotus (i, 101-103) says he
was the son of Phraortes, and grandson of Dei

oces, who was the founder of the Median Em
pire He describes the pioneer work which

Cya^ares did in oigamzmg a powerful and well

trained army, and alludes to an eclipse which
took place about 585 B c , when this monarch
Tias at war with Alyattes King of Lydia A
large part of Asia was bi ought under Cvaxares'

&\\ay, and he \vas successfully imading Assyria
and besieging Nineveh TV hen his own kingdom of

Media nas invaded bv the Scythians In the

combat which entued the Scythians gained the

day and held dominion over the Medes some 28

jears Media at last threw off the Scythian

joke, and Cyaiires once more successfully en

gaged the Assj nans and conquered Nineveh and
the surrounding prownces with the exception of

Babylon The reign of Cya\ares kated 40 yean.,

including the Scythian domination, and liis

name is often mentioned in the Old Persian in

scriptiona as the one to whom the rebel princes
of Media, who revolted against Darius, traced

back their lineage in claiming the throne Con
suit Messerschmidt, Ihe Inschtift d&r Btele Vo
lonaids in Mitteilungen d&r vorderaswttschen

Geselhchaft, \ol i (1896) See Msou.
CYAXABES H According to Xenophon

(Cyrop i, 5, 2), a grandson of Cyaxares I (qv )

and son of Astvages, and maternal uncle of

Cyrus the Great On the authority of Herodo

tus, howeter, it is geneially believed that Asty

ages had no son and it has been suggested that

Cya\ares II may have been the brother of Astj

agea and son of Cyaxares I His identity with

Ahasuerus of the Bible has likewise, but with

uncertainty, been suggested In this way it has

been thought that Cyaxares II may perhaps be

the same as Darius the Mede in the Book of

Daniel or e\en be identical with Gobryas But
the whole matter is complicated and uncertain

See DASITTS THE MEDE
CYBELE, siVfilS (Gk Ku/ftXn, Kylele, Pfo,

Rhea), or EHEA CYBELB, or the GKB4T MOTHEB
OF THE GODS A divinity whose worship spread
far and wide through the ancient world, though
its early seats seem to have been Ciete and Asia

Minor According to the myth which belonged
to the worship of Zeu& on Mount Ida, m Crete,

Rhea was the wife of Cronus and mother of Zeus,

Poseidon, and Hades, le, of the ruling race of

gods (See JDPITEB, SATTJBN ) In Asia Minor
we find widespread worship of a nature god
dess, regarded as the mother and source of all

hfe, and honored with orgiastic ntes upon the

mountains and among the wild woods and
caves The wild beasts attended upon her, es

peaally the lion, by whom her throne waa
watched and her car drawn Her priests were
called Corybantes (qv) The Asiatic worship
of Cybele had its chief centre at PeBBinus in

Phrygia, whence rt passed into Lydia United.
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with the sunilai but less orgiastic Cietan cult

of Rhea, it was early adopted by the Greeks of

the mainland and connected with local cults of

a sunilai goddebs In Rome the worship of

Cybcle w as introduced fi ora Pessmus in 204 B c ,

in consequence of a Sibylline prophecy, and the

annual Megalensiau gameb were established in

her honoi lo the Romans she "was known a&

Magna Vatei Deitm 01 Ulatet Deum Hagna
Idcea From the fust centuiy BC this cult of

the great Eabtern goddess in various forms and

under mam nameu was spiead amorg the people
bv wandering bandb of begging priebtb and puest
esses piofebsmg to work wondeis, predict the

futuie and to initiation into their mybteiies to

bung relief trom sin The cult became one of

the three most important cults under the Roman

Empne (for tte others, see Isis, MITTIBAS)
The Galh, or piiests of Cybele in 4.sia Minor
were eunuchs m imitation of the mutilation of

Attie (qv ), the original ben ant of the goddess
In works of art she is usually represented as

seated on a thione, adoined with a mural crown,
fiom "which A. veil is suspended At eithei side

of the throne are lions, or peihaps a lion lies

on her lap 01 under her feet Sometimeb she is

seen riding in a chariot diawn by lions Con
suit Shoreman The Great Mother of the

Gods," in Bulletin of the Z/nueisity of Wiscon

sin, A'o 48 (1901), and Farnell, Cults of the

QreeJ Sftafes, vol m (Oxford, 1907)

CYC'ADA'CEJE (NeoLat nom pi, from
Neo Lat ci/cas, Gk KL/COS /^/icrs, Afiican coco

palm) One of the fom living groups ot gym
nosperms In the present flora nine genera of

cycads are recognized, which contain about 100

species They are tropical or subtiopical and are

about equally distributed between the eastein

and western tiopics The stems aie eilhei col

umnar shafts, crowned "with a rosette of huge
fernlike foliage leaves, haying the geneial habit

of tiee ferns and palms, 01 they are like great
tubers completely invested by an aimor of thick

leaf bases and bcale leaves and crowned with
fernlike leaves as in the other case The group
is of especial interest on account of its feinlike

characteis, and there seems to be geneial con

sent that it is a group which has been derived

from the ferns Although fernlike m appear
ance and in many structures, the cjcads pro
duce seeds and must be associated with seed

plants, and, since the seeds are exposed, they are

gymnosperms See Plate of GYMNOSPEBMS
A discovery lecently made emphasizes strik

ingly their fernlike character In fertilization

the male cells bear many cilia and are free

swimming, while in other seed plants they have
no power of motion This retention of the old

ciliated sperm habit by undoubted seed plants is

a very interesting transition condition The

group is also of interest in showing that the

pollen tube, which is connected in other seed

plantb with the transfer of the male cells to the

egg, may not have been originally developed for

this puipose In the cycads the tube is devel

oped by the pollen gram, but it branches freely

through the ovule and acts as an absorbing
oigan, the male cells never entering it It was

probably later m the evolution of plants that

this absorbing organ came to be used as a

means of transferring the male cells Another
characteristic feature of the group is that

the seed coat, instead of being entirely hard,
as in the conifers, is plumhke, since it de

velops in two layers, the inner hard and bony,

the outer pulpy, making the ripe seed resemble
a plum
The structure of the item in many cases is not

essentially diffeient fiom that of the ordinary
conifer stems but m ceiham genera it presents
unusual and s>uggestive featuies In these cases

the pumarv cambium, by means of which the
ordinary increase in dnmetei i& effected, is,

shortlived and a beiies of secondary cambiums
is oiganrzed in the coite\ The vasculu bundles
thus foimed in the cotter aie fuquently of the

concentnc tvpe, which is chaiactenstic of the
ferns and not of the seed plants

Although the stiobili of the cycads have the

geneial structuie of those of comfcib, in some
cases the spoie leaveb do not itsemble those of

the other seed plants Foi cvample, m the genus
Cycas there is no distinct bt<uuen in the oidmaiv;
sense but a leaflike body whose undei suiface
is thieklv coveied with gioups of sporangia, as
m oidmaiv fans
The geogiapluc distnbution of the nine geneia

of crcads i& of gieat interest Four of the

genera belong exclusively to the Westein Hemi
sphere and the othei five to the Eastein Of
the Westein genera, Zanna contains about 30

specie* and langes from southein Flonda to

Chile The three othei geneia are very limited,
both in number of species and in distribution

Mictocycas, with a single spccieb is confined to

western Cuba, Dioon, with thiee specie
1

-,,
is

found only in southern Mexico and Cciato

eamia, with two or thiee species, is associated

in lange with DIOOK Of the five Onental

genera, Cycas is the most piomment , it has 10

species, ranging from Japan to Australia The
four othei geneia are very much lostucted

Macrosama, with 14 species, and JBowcma, with
one species, belonging to Australia while En
ceplialartos, with 12 bpecies, and Rtangena,, with
two or thiee species, belong to southeastern
Africa

Possil Forms The Mesozoic hab often been

spoken of ab the "Age of Cyeadg," but the plants
lefeiied to have been tound to belong to inothei

closely related gioup, the Benncttitales The
evidence of tiue Cycads in the Me&o/oic is veiy

meagie It is a safe infcience that they existed

along with the Bennettitales, which were the
dominant cycad like forms of the esozoic The
oldest genus of the Cvcads is Cycas, as mdi
cated not only by its moiphological structure
but also by the discovery of a few undoubted
remains The opinion that this genus existed

m the Paleozoic is entnelv unwaii anted
Since the Bennettitales are usually spoken of

as "fossil Cycads," their history may be tieated
heie This chaiactenstic Mesozoic type ranges
fioin the early Tnassic into the Lower Cretaceous,

being extraordinarily abundant during the Juras
sic The present knowledge of this group has

largely been obtained fiom the remarkably rich

beds of the United States In this country the
lemams of Bennettitales a:e known from the
Triassic of Pennsylvania and North Carolina,

through the Jurassic of Colorado and the Poto
mac formation of Maryland, to the Upper Jurassic
and Lower Cretaceous of the Black Hills of South
Dakota and Wyoming Rich deposits of these

plants have also been discoveied in the Lower
Jurassic of the mountains of western Oaxaca
m Meuco The known historical range of the

group m Europe is even greater, beginning with
the early Triassic of southern Europe The re

mains of this group have been found in ahun
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dance wherever favorable Hesozoic deposits
occur, ranging through North America Europe,
Asia, and extending into the \rctic region*,, so
that Bennettitales were eMdentlv a worldwide
tvpe or gieit prominence The evidence is cleai

tint the gioup is directly connected with the
evtmct Paleozoic group of gvmnosperms called
C\cadofihcales It is altogether piobable that
this Paleozoic gioup gave rite to a Mesozoic

branch, which differentiated into Bennettitales
on the one hand and into Cvcadales on the other

the foimei group dominating during the Meso
zoic, and the latter continuing to the present
day In general habit the Bennettitales resemble
the Cycads so closely that they were naturally
mistaken for them until then internal struc

ture, and especially that of their cones, was
understood Consult Coultei and Chamberlain,

QJ phology of Gymnoipeims (Chicago, 1910),
Scott, Studies in Fossil Botany (London, 1909) ,

Ytieland, Ameiican Fossil Cycads (Washington
1906)

CYCLADES, sikladez (Lat, from Gk ~S.ii

K\aSes, Eyllades, from oicXos, kyUos, circle) A
portion of the archipelago Ijmg southeast of

Gieece, in the .tEgean Sea, comprising, in ancient

times, the islands of Ceos (Zea, Kea), Cythnus
(Theimia), Senphus (Serpho), Siphnus (Si

phanto), Gjaios, Syios (Syra) Paros, Anti

paros, Androe, Tenos, Myconus, Delos, Khenea,
Melot,, and Natos (Map Greece, F 4) Thia

gioup, arranged in three series, was supposed to
foim a circle with the sacred island of Delos at
its centie, and this belief accounts for the name
of the gioup The modern nomarchy of the

Cyclades includes, as well as the above, the is

lands of Cimolus Polycandrus, Sicmua, loa (Nio) ,

Amorgos Santonin (Thera), Anaphi, and about
200 smaller islands, borne of which were foimerly

giouped with the Sporades (qv) The total

area is 1041 square miles The islands are

mountainous, having altitudes of over 3000 feet

in some instances Some are of \olcanic forma
tjon With the exception of Naxos they are

geneially scantily wateied and sparsely -wooded

The foimation of the most northern islands is

limestone, slate, gneiss, and marble ,
in the south,

eruptive rocks They produce southern fruits

and large quantities of marble, limestone, cement,
fuller's earth, emery, manganese, and sulphur
Wine, brandy, hides, and tobacco are exported

Pop (province), 1896, 137,747, 1907, 130,378
The chief town and capital is Hennopolis (qv ),

on Syia
CYOLAMEN, slkla men (NeoLat, from

Gk KUK\a.fitvost KyUammos, from KUK\OS, TcyMos,

circle, referring to its corolla) A genus of

plants of the family Primulacese, having a wheel

shaped corolla with a long renewed limb, and
flower stalks twisted spirally downward after

flowering The species are herbaceous perennials,

about 15 in number, and chiefly alpine in the

south of Europe They have turnip like, partly
subterranean stems, which are very acnd, but

nevertheless are greedily eaten by swine, and the

plants are accordingly often designated "sow

bread "
They are drastic and emmenagogio Sev

eral of the species are frequent in our flower

gardens, on account of the beauty and fragrance
of their flowers The most common species are

Cyclamen europceum and Cyclamen latifohum,

the latter being the source from which are ob

tamed manv of the forms cultivated as Persian

cyclamens The corolla of Cyclamen latifolwm
is strongly reflexed, giving the flower s cunou

01 CYCLE CAB

appearance Consult Cindolle But urie mon
st)uosite du Cyclamen neapohtanum (Geneva,
1887), Wooster Alpine Pinnts (London, 18S5),
with color illustrations, Bennett Flora of the

Alps (ib, 1897)

CY'CLE (Lat cyclus, from Gk /euiAos, \y
Uos circle, connected with Skt caKra, AS
Tineol, Eng wheel) A teim used in chronology
to denote an ntenal of time m -which certain

phenomena always recur in the some order

C\cles ha\e chiefly arisen from the mcommen
sui ability of the periods of revolution of the
earth and other celestial bodies Our unit of

time 16 the day of 24 hours being the peiiod of

re-volution of the earth round its axis But
neither the ve-ir the period of the earth round
the sun nor the month the penod of the moon
round the earth can be measuied by da\s, or

even by hours, so as not to leave fractions

Cycles have been invented in such a way that
after a certain number of i evolutions of the

body whose period is to be compared with that
of the earth on her a\is, the body shall at last

occupy the same place in the heavens and calen
dar as, it did when the cycle commenced Of the
numerous cycles or periods o this kind that
have been indented, the more important are no
ticed under their specific names See GOLDEV
NUMBER, I\ DICTION, METOXIC CYCLE, PERIOD,
ETC
CYCLE CAB A name given to a develop

ment of the motor cycle which, has four -wheels

(or three) instead of two and is provided with a

body within -which the passenger and the driver

sit The capacity is ubually two persons, and
these may sit side by side, or the one in front

of the other as in a tandem motor cycle The
driver usually is placed in front of the pas

senger When the tandem arrangement is used,
the gauge or centre distance bet-ween wheels on
the same axle is 36 inches 01 one meter in

mi trie countries The -wheels are of small di

ameter (28 or 30 inches) and the construction

light m weight (from 350 to 650 pounds), so

that two persons can lift and carry the car

With side by side passenger seating, the gauge
will be greater than 36 inches and the wheel

base longitudinally between 7% and 8% feet

The motor will usually be two cylmdered, ar

ranged either in V form or parallel side by side

and with the shaft paiallel to the axles, moving
the latter by two chains at the sides of the body
Friction gearing has been popular as a means to

secure the variable speeds and reversal between

motor shaft and the driving -wheels, and when
belts are used from a jackshaft to the driving

wheels, no compensating gear seems required to

operate on curves The air cooling of the motor

cylinders is popular for the smaller sizes

The line of separation between the small

motor car and the cycle car is not very clearly

defined, except so far as the gauge of wheel

track and the volume of the motor cylinders
determines one The motoi -vehicle has a gauge
of 56 inches, the same as that of the standard

wagon, and will "track" with, the latter m road

ruts

At a meeting of the Federation International*

des Clubs Motor Cyclistes, on Dec 14, 1912, it

was formally decided that there should be an m
ternational classification of cycle cars, thw clausi

flcation to hold good in England, Canada, United

States, France, Holland, Belgium, Italy, Austria,

and Germanv It was also decided to divide
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the classification into t\\o classes, large and email

cycle cais, as follows

LARGE CLASS

784 pounds
1100 cubic centimeters

(67 1 cubic inches)
60 millimeters

(2Jii inches approz )

Maximum piaton displacement

SMALL CL4.S6

Minimum weight . r---
Maximum weight 660 pounds
Maximum piston displaoament 750 cubic centimeters

(45 75 cubic inches)
Minimum tare size 65 millimeters

The smallest class of standard motor has a

cylinder volume of 160 cubic meh.es

The cycle car has been developed to meet
the demand for a Ion priced, mechanically pro

peUed vehicle, light in weight, using little fuel

and small tires, cheap in first cost, in opera

tion, upkeep, and stabling, cairying two per

sons, and safer against upset on pooi roads or

trails than the motor cycle Its small wheels

prevent its entering into the class ot high speed

vehicles, and it is not so well adapted for long
tours with luggage
CYCyLICAL FOEMS (from cyclic, Lat cy

chcus, Gk /ct^XtKos, JyJhkoa, circular, from

KVK\OS, kyklos, circle) In music, forms that

consist of a cjcle or series of movements, such

as the suite, concerto, sonata, or symphony
The origin of cyclical forms is to be found in

the form of the old overture, which consisted

of three parts the first and third being slow,

while the middle part was lively Gradually
these thiee parts were extended and detached

In the older compositions the movements were

alternately slow and fast But soon it became
customarv to begin and end with a fast move
ment In the modern symphony the custom

ary arrangement is (1) fast, (2) slow, (3)

fast, (4) fast But Beethoven's "Sonata," opus
109, and Tschaikownky's 'Symphonic Pathe

tique," are two famous examples of cyclical

compositions closing with a slow movement

Originally all the movements of a cyclical com
position were written in the same key The

development of the sonata (qv ) wrought a

change in this direction, so that different keys

(though always related to the fundamental)
were assigned to the different movements The
first and last movements, however, are always
in the same key, which is considered the funda
mental key of the whole work If the first

movement is in minor the last is generally in

the parallel major
CYCTiIC AMAP-fflST See VERsmoATioir
CYCLIC CHOEUS (Gk KVK\IK^ Xop6r, Ly

Uikos chores) The chorus of 50 men or boys
which danced in a circle around the altar of

Dionysus during the dithyramb See CHOBTTS
CYCLIC DACTYL See VEBSIFICATION
CYCLIC POETS (Gk wiAiKol mural, kyklir

kot poietai) The name was given by the Greek

grammarians of Christian tunes to a class of
minor epic poets, who wrote on subjects deal

ing with events preceding, as well as during
and following, the Trojan War, their works
taken together formed a complete cycle of the
events covered bv the Trojan story There was
also a Theban cycle The following titles are
known to us Theogony, Titanomachy, Oypna,
Little Iliad, Destruction of Troy, The Return,

M CYCLED

Telegony, CEdipodea, Thebais, Epigoni, and

jiEthiopis Our knowledge of the Epic Cycle is

due largely to Photms and to Proclus The
scanty fragments with testimonia are best pub
hshed by Kmkel, Epiconim Giceoorum Frag
menta (Leipzig, 1877) albO as an appendix to

ttelcker's Der epusehe Cijclut (Bonn, 1835-49)
Consult the Appendix to Memo's edition of Odys
sey, \in-\xi\ (Ovfoid, 1901), and Allen,

' Ihe

Epic Cycle,
' m The Classical Quarts ly, 11

(1908) See .iTHioPis, AGIAS, CYPEIA,

LESOHES, PHOTIDS, PBOCLUS, STASINUIS,
TABULA ILIACA, TBLEGONUS, THEBAIS, THEBAN
CYCLE
CYCLING- (from cycle) The use or act of

riding the cycle, either bicjcle or tncycle Al

though now a common utility of everyday butsi

ness life, as well as a means of recreation, it

had its origin at the beginning of the latter

half of the nineteenth century in what was then

an improved velocipede and was used only for

sport or recreation (See BICYCLE )
The prog

ress of cycling as a means of recreation was

very rapid, its greatest general popularity oc

curring between 1890 and 1900 Thereafter for

several years it steadily lost giound as a sport,

partly if not largely as a result of objectionable
features of professionalism tihich appeared in

many race meets However, apart from the

many physical advantages derived from the

practice of cycling as an exercise, it has been of

inestimable benefit to the community at large,
m that it has given to all a capacity of locomo
tion which formerly none but those of ample
means and leisure could enjoy, and, as a nat
ur-il consequence, has developed a general in

terest in the many "good roads" movements

through the United States and England Many
long distance tours have been accomplished by
its means, notably that of Thomas Stevens,

who, between April, 1884, and December, 1886,
rode round the world, and Lenz, who (1892-
94) rode a wheel carrying all his necessaries,
as well as a camera, across America, Samoa,
Japan, through China, Burma, India, Balu

chistan, Persia, and Armenia Road racing has

always been a popular sport, and in the early
nineties had attained such proportions that

nearlj every city and town throughout England
and America had its annual road racing fixtures

Track racing is entirely artificial, and confined

usually to professional riders racing under un
natural conditions Longdistance and relay

races, such as ha\e been held at TattersalTs,

Chicago, and Madison Square Garden, New
York, while financially profitable to their pro
jectors, have been very severely condemned as of
no real value to the sport and frequently in

junous to the riders themselves The League
of American Wheelmen, which was formed while

cycling was at its height, was an excellent m
stitution and did much to improve the roads,
but with the decline of the sport the League
declined to a shadow Similar advantages are
obtained for tourists in Europe by the Cyclists'

Touring Club of England, founded in 1873 with

headquarters in London, S W With this latter

organization is allied the Touring Club of
Trance and the Deutsches Radfahreround The
military organizations of all the European coun
tries include corps of specially equipped and
drilled cyclists, whose principal duties are the
transmission of orders and toe securing of in

formation, for which purposes their speed, their

noiselessness, and the comparatively good roads
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which prevail have made them conspicuously
useful See ABMI OBGAIS'IZATION, TACTICS,
MILITAEY
CY'CLOID (Gk Ki>K\oeL^s, kylloeides, circle

like, from KV\\OS, KyUos, circle -f- ciSos, eidos,

form) A plane curve, the locus of a point on
the circumference of a circle which rolls along
a straight line If, in Fig 1, circle rolls on

Pra 1

the line A^ tie point P traces the arc of the
b is taken

j curve is

... i cycloid" If the gen
eratmg point is taken at R, in the plane of the

circle, the resulting curve is CtRC , a "curtate

cycloid" or trochoid If the generating circle

rolls on a fixed circle, instead of a straight line,
curves like those in Fig 2 are produced (See

CABDIOID ) The curve formed by rolling the

generating circle around the outside of the fixed

circumference is called an "epicvcloid" On the

other hand, that produced by rolling the gener

afang circle on the inside of the fixed circle

is called a "hypocycloid
" These curves belong

to a general class called "roulettes," of which

the cycloid is the simplest member The con

stniction for the cycloid was known to Bou
vellee (1603), but its name is due to Galileo

(qv ), who in a letter to Tomcelli (1639) rec

ommends it for bndge arches The term

"trochoid" is due to Roberral (qv), and the

term "roulette" (1659) to Pascal (q v ) Ro
berval also effected (1634) the quadrature of

the cycloid, showing that it equals three times

the area of the generating circle, and he deter

mined the volume obtained by revolution about

its axis Descartes constructed its tangents, and

Pascal (1658) determined the length of its arc

and the centre of gravity of its surface and of

the corresponding solid of revolution The

length of one branch of the cvcloid IB four times

the diameter of the generating circle, and its

area IB three times that of the same carcla. If

A! (Fig 1) is taken as the origin of coordi

nates, and a is the radius of the generating
circle, the equation of the cvcloid is

It is simpler, however, to use the expressions for

x and y separately, viz
,
x = a (6 sin 6), y =

o (1 cos 9) The equations of th

y- (a
-

6) sin - 6 sin

where a and 6 are the radii ol the fked and

lolling circles If the radius of the fl\ed circle

is four times that of the rolling circle, the equa
tion of the hypocjcloid is atl -)- y\ = a!, a

being the radius of the fked circle, as in Fig 2
Because of the elegance of its properties and be
cause of its numerous applications in mechanics,
the cycloid 15 the most important of the transcen.
dental curves One of its most interesting prop
erties is that the time of descent from rest of a

?
article from any point on its inverted arc to
he lowest point is the same, ie, the cycloid is

an isochronous curve Thus, on an ideallv hard
and smooth surface whose sections are cycloids,
the particle, having reached the lowest point,
will through the momentum received in its

fall, ascend the opposite branch to a height
equal to that through which it fell, losing \eloc

ity at the same rate as it acquired it The

cycloid is also the curve of quickest descent,
i e

,
an object acted upon by the force of gravity,

and setting out from any point of the cycloid,
will reach any other point of this curve in

shorter time than by following any other

path The cycloid is therefore referred to as

the btaohtstochrone (Gr Ppaxurros brachtstos,

shortest, and xpfoo*, chronot, time) The prob
lem of finding the brachistochrone TV as pro
posed by Jean (Johann) Bernoulli in 1696 and
formed the first important step in the calculus

of variations It was sohed by Beinoulh him

self, by Leibnitz, Newton, LTH&pital, and Jacques

(Jakob) Bernoulli For the inteiesting history
of the cycloid, consult any of the leading
histories of mathematics, and also Chasles,

Apffrgu histonque sur Vongine et le developpe
ment des methodes en geomttrie (Pans, 1875),
De Gromngue, flwfotre de la cycloide (Ham
burg 1701 ) , Tannery, "La cycloide dans

1'antiquiteV' in Bulletin des sciences tnathe

matiques (Paris, 1883)

CY'CLOID FISHES One of the four orders

of fishes proposed by Agassiz, based on the

character of fine scales Cvcloid scales have the

posterior or free margin smooth and not spi
nous Cycloid like ctenoid (cp ) scales are not

covered with enamel and belong to manv of the

present as well as many fossil fishes The chub

and its allies are examples
CYCLOBPETEB (Gk /cv/cXoj, kyHos, circle

+ /jArpovt metron, measure) An instrument

for recording the revolutions of any rotating

object, as of a carnage wheel, bicycle wheel, or

certain parts of machinery One of the most
common forms consists of a stud projecting
from one of the spokes of a wheel and catching
a toothed wheel, turning it one notch at each

revolution A similar instrument for measur

ing distances traversed i& an odometer This

instrument, invented by Hudson, is extensively

used by aurveyors in collecting data for maps
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It is commonly attached to the -wheel of a

wagon or to a light vehicle drawn by hand
The term cyclometn is otten applied to the

method of meas>uiing circumferences or areas

of circles (q\ ), but more generally it reters

to t&e theory 01 circular functions See

FtTSCTHTS

CY'CLONE ?PC STOPM
CYCLOPJE'DIA See E>CYCLOPAEDIA
CY'CLOPE'Atf ARCHITECTUBE, or MA

SOMIY The nime frequently Us,ed for an an
ciuit wall or large irregular Atones rudelv
hewn or quite unwrought Tlie term originated
in Greece, where btiuttures of this kind TV ere

tabled to havt been the work of the Cvclopes
The aruentb also attiibuted them to the Pelas

gians (q\ I whence ^uth wills are sometimes
called Pelisgian The wallb of Tirvns (q\ ),

eyed, and later poets attributed this, charac

teribtic to his companions 2 The Hesiodic

C\ elopes Brontes, Steropes, and Argeb fie,
1 bunder, Lightning, and Thunderbolt), each

having one eie in the middle of his forehead

They were the sons, of Lranus and Gsea Hurled

into Tartarus hv their father, but delivered b>

their mother they helped Cronus to ut>urp the

go\ eminent of heaven Cronub, however, in hib

turn, threw them back into Tartarus whence

they were again released by Zeus, whose ser

\antb they now became Fmalh they were

slam by Apollo becaube they forged the thun

derbolt with which Zeus killed \bdepius
The Aleiandnan and the Roman poets repre
sented them as the companions and assistants

of Hephaestus at his forge, which, was bituited

in a \olcano, as at Lipari or Etna In this

near XaupliI are an example of the ruder shle capacity they were frequently represented on

ot Ciclopean mi&oniy They are made of huge
stonps irom G to 10 feet long from 3 to 4 feet

wide, and from 2 to 3 feet deep The stones are
either unwrought or roughly dressed with the
hammer borne effort at aonzontal joining was
made The interstices are nlled up to small

stones, tnd cla^ mortar wab employed to bind

them, though it hib now been cashed away
to a great extent The walls of Jlycense (qi )

are in part of the same rude construction
ab at linns but near the Lion Gate they are
faced with huge lectangular blockb fitted in
rudely horizontal courses and the same btyle
of masonrv (but more carefully executed) is

employed in the great beeh.it e tombs A por

works of art 3 The Chclopeb a people who
were said to ha-ve come from Thrace or Licia

to Argohs, and to ha\e built the mighty walls

of Tmns, Mycenae, and 4rgos for King Proteus

See CICLOPEA\ ABcmTceroBE Consult Majer
Die Giganten und Titanen (1887)
CY'CLOPS A play by Euripides following

the Homeric account of the adventures of

Odysseus with the Cvclopeh and remarkable as

the onh preserved bpecimen of a satyiic drama
(See Greel Drama, under DEIMA )

It has been

translated by Shelley who omitted a few

pasbages
CY'CLORAItA (Gk OTK\OS, lyUos, circle

+ o/m/ua, hoiama, sight) A term applied to a

tion of the waif of Jlvceme of much later painting placed on the walls of a large cylm
date IB built of polygonal stones, carefully drical room representing a landscape, battle,
" ' ' " ' ' ~ "

field or other subject with true perspective
The spectator stands in the centre, and the effect

is extremely realistic, especially in the case of

the representation of a battle, the cyclorama

of the battle of Gettysburg being a well known
American example See PAISOBAITA

CYCLO'SIS (Neo-Lat, from Gk ritchica, ly
klosis, a surrounding from KVK\OS, kyllos, cir

cle) The rotation of the protoplasm within a

plant cell Only the outermost portions remain

quiet The various inclusions of the proto

plasm, such as chloroplasts, nucleus, etc, are

swept along with it The mass descends on one

side of the cell and ascends on the other A line

of no movement necessarily exists between the

portions moving in opposite directions See

PBOTOPLASM
CYCLOSTOMU (NeoLat nom pi, from

Gk fci/jeXoj, Ay/Jos, cucle + oro/ia, stow a, mouth)
A class of eel like marine animals, the lampreys

tecture is discussed in histories of architecture and hags, regarded as the lowest existing verte

(qv ), or in works dealing with the Mycenaean, brates (excluding Amphiorus) They have eel

age (see ABCHEOLOGY) , or Etruna (q v ) For like bodies of very primitive construction "The
a description of the remains of Cyclopean archi- spinal column is represented merely by a thick,
tecture in Greece and Italy, consult Middleton, persistent notochord, inclosed in a sheath, with,
Giecian Remains in Italy (London, 1812), a in the lampreys, small cartilaginous processes
rare work, Dodwell, Vtewa and Descnptiona of representing neural and hamal arches The
Cyclopean or^Pelasgic Remains in Greece and skull is cartilaginous and is peculiarly modified

Behind it in the lamprey is a remarkable basket
like apparatus, composed of cartilaginous proc
esses This branchial basket, as it is termed,

fitted so as to leaie no interstices Walls of

the same general character are found in Asia
Hinor and Italy, where they surround many of

the old Etruscan townb, though heie the walls
are more commonly in the rude ashlar masonry
also found at ift cense While in Greece these
walls belong for the most part to the Ifocensean

period, and are probably to be attributed to the
Achaean domination, it is not likely that this

st>Ie of fortihcation was peculiar to any one

race, as similar masonry has been found in
China and also in Peru and on a smaller scale
in the British Isles Poljgonal masonry, com
posed of carefully hewn and fitted blocks, is

common in Greek works of later times, and the
earh walls of Trov as well as the tombs already
mentioned, show that the llycenaan civilization
was capable of buildmg walls of hewn and fitted

stones, as good as, or better than, those erected
in the classical times The Cyclopean archi-

Italy (ib, 1834) , and, for a more general dis
Petit Hadel, Reoherches wtr lea monucussion,

menta oycloptens (Pans, 1841)

CYCLOPES, sikl6/p& (Lat, from Gk mJ/cXw

vet, kyUCpes, round eyed, from jtfaXor, kykloa,
circle + fy, dps, eye) In Greek mythology, a
race of one eyed monsters, described as fol

lows 1 Homeric Cyclopes, a wild, lawless,

supports the gill sacs The gill sacs, of which
there are either six or seven pairs, are the

organs of respiration and represent tie gills of
the true fishes" They are, however, very dif

ferently arranged, opening externally m some
gigantic race of shepherds, inhabiting an island forms by several gill slits, and in others by only
in the western sea The most famous is Poly one, and communicating internally with the
phemus (qv) Homer describes him as one pharynx m diverse ways Other organs do not
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diffei so \ idJ\ tram those ot tie true fishes,
the raobt leniaikable fact being that there is

onh one nabjl bic and nobtiil instead of a pair
The round mouth, without jawb, suggests that
of leeches The Cyclostomi, which bv some
ichtbA ologistb are legarded ab in order (Mai si

pobianchnj of fishes, are bottom keeping, vora
C10U& blimy creatures,, occabionalh tiuh para
sitic, and are traceable back to Paleozoic
timpi

Eossil Foims ITinute teeth (conodonts)
found in Paleozoic rocks, ha\e been bv some
autlioib conbidered to be teeth of cvclo^tomid

fighes, but the~s are more piobablv the teeth of

cainuorous annelids like the iLodern Jvereidae

In the Caithness flagbtoneu of the Old Bed
Randbtone of Duoman age, near Thurso, m
Scotland aie found numbeis of a small, eel

bke fossil, which has, with much probability of

coirectnebS, been lefened to the <rv clostomes
These small fossils, known as PaLeobpond-Uuh,
\ iiv in length from 1 to 2 inches and consist

of an oblong bkull, made of horn plates, armed
anteriorly w ith smill calcined cim, and pioMded
postenorh with two long prolong itions that

parallel the \ertebral column From between
these piolongations piojects the long vertebral

column, made up of distinct calcified elements,
with neural spines in the abdominal region
and both neural and hcemal spinet, in the caudal

region A long, diphycercal tail fin -with yeiy
slender rays, of v, hich those of the new al serieb

are bifurcated, must ha\e formed a powerful
swimming organ for this small fish This

fossil, if it be a true ^clostome, differs from
all others of the gioup in having a calct

fied skeleton Consult Cabet, "Diagnoses de

qnelques especes nou\elles de Bnozoaires Cy
dostomes,

'
in Institut Oceanogiaphiq'ue, Bui

letin "\o 215 (Monaco, 1911) and Dean, "The
Devonian Lamprey, Palceosponayhis gunni,

Traquair, with Notes on the Systematic Ar

rangement of the Fish like Veitebrates," Me
moirs of the yew Tori, Academy of Sciences, \ol

11, pait i (New York, 1809) This work includes

a complete bibliography of fossil c>dostomes
See CONODOM, HAGITSH LiMPBErr, and
Plate of LAMPBETS AND DOGBTSH
CY'CLOSYM'METBY See SYMMETBY
CYCXIUS (Lat, circle) A curious fossil

crustacean found in the coal measures of North
America and Europe It is of a circular, comet

form, with usually a low median ridge on its

dorsum, and its surface is either smooth, radi

ally striated, or nodular A pair of small ses

sile compound eves, like those of the horseshoe

crab, have been found near the anterior lateral

margin of some American examples These

fossils are perhaps the larval stages of other

crustaceans, like Behwunts, Eaproops, Prest

uichia, of which adult specimens are often found

in the same beds with Cyclus Consult Wood
ward, Oil the Genus Cyclus," Geological

Magazvne, vol vui (1870), and 4th aenes, vol i

(London, 1894) See PBESTWICHIA XEPHOSUBA
CYDIPTE (Gk Kutormj) See AOONTTUS
CYZKNTTS (Lat, from Gk Ki>5y, Kydnos)

A river of Cihcia, passing the city of Tarsus and

emptying into the Mediterranean, It was on

this river that Cleopatra made her voyage to

meet Antony
CYDOTJIA. See QTOTCE
CYGUWTTS, PBEDBIK (1807-81) A Furnish

poet and literary historian He was born, at

Tawastehus and was educated at the University

of Abo, where he lectured from 1839 to 1843,
when he began an extensive tour through
Europe In 1854 he became piofeb&or of sesthet

ics and modem literature at the University of

Helsingfors He bequeathed Ins fortune and
valuable art collection to the state His poetic
works were published hv him under the title

ST aldevtyclpn (6 ls, 1851-70)

CYGNJETJS, U>,o (1S10-SS) A Fmm&h edu
cator, born at Tawastehus From 1837 to 1839
he wab a pastor and teacher at Wiborg, from
1839 to 1846 spiritual director of the colony at

Sitka, Alabka, and in 1861 wab appointed chief

inspector of the Finnish public school b^ stem,
which he thoroughly reorganized In 1863 he
established the first normal school in Finland
and became its director He was the first to
make manual work Islojd, sloyd) a part of

regular public school mbtruction He published
Foitfag toiande foU sloletasendet (1861)
CYCKNTJS (Lit fiom Gk KUPOS, Kylnoa,

the swan) A northern constellation situated
to the east of L^ri and northwest of Pegasus
Pe\eral btars in this conbtelktion ha\e re-

cened the particulai attention ot astionomers

C'i/yi, firbt detected as a double star by Brad
lev, has two beautnul coloied components of the
third and fifth magnitudes the former topaz
yellow, the litter azure bl Cygni, also a double

stir, wis the nrst star to l^e its parallax
(qv ) determined this was done ty Bessel in

1S38 The paiallait 037 sec, indicates a dis

tance of 9 light years, so that, with the exception
of a Centaun, 61 Cygni is our nearest stellar

neighbor "\ota Cygni, discovered as a star of

the third magnitude bv Schmidt at Athens in

1876, is now, according to Bainard, of the 15th

maspaitude
CYLINDEB ( OF cdmdre, Fr cyhndre, from

Lit cyhndjus, from Gk Kv\iv5pos, kyhndios,
roller, from KvMvdetv, Jiyhndein, Lu\Uiv, kyltem,
to roll) A surface generated bv a line (the

generatrix) which moves parallel to a fited line

and touches a grven curve (the directrix) is

called a cylindrical suiface Ihe space inclosed

by a cylindrical burface is called a cylindrical

space The portion of a cylindrical space limited

by two parallel planes cutting all the elements

of the cylindrical surface is called a cylinder
If the directors is a circle, the cylinder is called

a circular cylinder, if the directrix is an ellipse,

the cylinder is called an elliptic cylinder, and
so on If the ele

the ends of a cylinder are called its bases, and
these are always congruent The perpendicular
distance between the bases is called the altitude
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The lateral area of anv cvhndcr expressed in

surface units is the product of the number

of linear units in the perimeter of a section

perpendicular to the elements fright bectionj

and the number of linear units in in element

The number of units of \olume of a cylinder is

equal to the product of the number of square
units of the bite and the number of linear

units m the altitude of the cylinder

A EIOST OBCCLUt CTLTVDEB .AS OBUQtTE CTLDTOEB

Bi Bi lower and upper bases, E, an element, B, angtt
o the altitude section

A ^hndrical surface may be conisidered as a

conical surface (see Co>iE) with the vertex at

inflnit\ Hence plane sections of the cylindrical

space of a right circular cylinder lead to the so

called conic sectionb in particular, to
thejflhpse

If J]_== volume CS curved surface, B~ base

i= total area of surfaces a = altitude r =
radius of the base (or of the inscribed sphere) ,

and B == the radius of the circumscribed sphere
of a right circular cylinder, then "T = vr*a,, =
2rra, A 2trr -f 2vra = Zirr (r + a), R =

if + j* = 1 v d'Jf- ir> The volume of a

sector of a cvlmder of arc I" is ; a, if the

arc is grven in radian measure, as n radians,, the

volume is - ra If a, plane parallel to tie

aYia cuts off a. segment, the corresponding arc

cut from the base heing fc", the volume of

the cvhudncal segment is V = ~
(2 \1SO

IT sin Tc,"

j,
or if A. = n radians T = -~ (n-

ein n} The mensuration of the cylinder was
well known to the Greeks and was studied

specially by Archimedes (qv ) He showed that

the volume and surface of a sphere aie equal to

two-thirds of the \olume and surface respec
tnelv, of the circumscribed cylinder In conse

qucnce of this discovery, as Gicero relates, the

sphere and cylinder were sculptured on his tomb
CYimDEB SWAKB One of a familv

(Ilysiidffi) of small burrowing snakes allied to

the Typhlopida and shield snakes, and retaining
vestiges of pelvis and hind limbs the latter

shoeing in clawlike spurs protruding between

the scales on each side of the vent The form is

cvlmdncal, the scales small, polished, and hardly
larger on the belly than elsewhere, aad the colors

bright The few species are scattered over the

Malay Islands and lado China* where the com
mon "red snake" (Cyhndrophis rufus) reaches a

length of 2yg feet, and occur m Ceylon and
South America A beautiful species (Hyna
scytfile) in tropical South America is one of

those called "coral snake/' and is coral red with
black rings On account of its beauty, perfectly
harmless nature, and 'for cooling purposes,"
tnis snake is said to be sometimes worn as a

necklace by the native women

CYIIX See VASE
CYLLENE, sil le'n? (Lat from Gk

Et/lleni) A mountain in northwest Arcadia,

the fabled birthplace of Hermes (See MEB
CUBT) Its modern name is Zma Height,

7700 feet

CY10N (e660-c610 BC) An Athenian

noble son in Ian of Theagenes of Megara, who

bought to make himself to rant of Athens He
was Mdor at Ohmpia (640 BC ) In 612 BC ,

with the protection of the Delphic oracle and

with outside help irom Megara and the aid of

& disaffected parh in Athene, he seized the

Acropolis of Athens He *as blockaded there

bv Megacleb an Alcmffionid, archon for the

vear and surrendered on being promoted his

life but was killed with his followers The

jmmedute result was war with Megara, the

more lasting effect T&ab the bloodguJtmess of

the -UcmEomdffl (q^ ), of which, their oppo
nentt, so often took advantage to attack them
CY1CA (Tat cymn, hollow sphere from G-k

xu/io, Apia, swelling, from *veir, lyem, to

t\velll In architecture a molding having a

profile
of double curvature, part convex and

part conca-ve each part usuallv a quarter round

ft hen the convex part is next the vail or shaft,

it is a cvma recta when it is the outermost

part, the molding is a cvma reversa It cor

rebponds practicallv to the modem ogee mold

mg See MOLDIVG

CTMATJiUM, si ma'shi tUn See COBITICE

CTM'BAXS (OF ctwoaZe, FT cymbrie, Lat

ti/mtohm, Gk KUfi8tt\ov, Lymlalon, from KV^OS,

/i/mios, cup, Skt Hum bha,, pot, Ger Eu-mpe
drinking cup) Instruments of percussion in

the form of round plates with leather holders

fllien struck one against the other, they produce
8, loud, harsh sound of no fixed pitch The best

cymbals are those made in Turkey and China

Attempts to discover and imitate the composi
uon of the metal have all failed The notes in

music for this instrument are written on the

game hoe or space, m rhythmical succession

Although originally military instruments, cyra
bala are now much used in the orchestra

CYgTBELnTE, sinr*be lin or hn or CUKO
BKLHTUS A king of the Britons, who lived in

the earlier part of the first centurv of our era

His capital was Colchester In 40 ^ D Cvmhe
line banibhed his son Admmius, who made his

submission to Caligula The Emperor considered

Britain a part of the Roman Empire but no

attempt was made to subdue the island till after

the death of Oyrabehne In 43 Aulus Plautius
was sent to Britain by Claudius?, but was opposed
bv Togodumnus and Caractacus, the sons of

Cymbehnfr We have no other authentic in

formation of Cymbeline except what maj be
derived from the few coins extant The storv

of Cymbeline which Shakespeare used in the
drama. IB found in Hohnshed's Chronicle and is

in large measure mythical Consult Boswell

Stone, Slialcxispeare'i Hohnahed (2d ed , London,
1907)

CYME, slm (Gk ictt/to, Tcymo,, swelling) A

flat topped flower cluster in which the pedicels
arise at different levels upon an elongated axis
and the innermost flowers bloom first See IN
FLOBFSCBNCS

CYMOPHAJTE See CHBYSOBMBTL
CYMBY or KOTBY. kbn'n See

Hvtory

CYHAffCHE, 4nan'k6 (Gk KVV,
chlt dog qumsy, from wW, kyG*, dog +
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anchem, to pret,b tight) An ubbolete medical
term applied to the severer forms of bore throat

C7NA3HCSUM, sinin'kum Several diugb,
including the knotty, acrid emetic roots of

Cynanchum wncetoaeioum, a once reputed counter

poison, the nausea producing lea\es of Cynan
chum olecefohum, an adulterant of Alexandria
senna and Cynanchum monspehacum, formerly
considered as the source of Montpelher scam
mon> See ASCLKPIADACBLE

CYNEWULF, kin'ewulf, or CYBWULJ1

,

km'-tvulf (AS, king wolf) (c 750-0 825) A
writer of some of the best Old English or Anglo
Sa\on \erse Juliana, the faton of the mait\r
dom of St Juliana Elene a legend of the di*

eovery of the true crobs b\ the Empress Helena

Christ, celebrating the coming of Christ His

abcenbion, and the da\ of judgment, the Fates

of the Apostlesf Andreas, ot the Legend of St

Andreu,, and probably several othei extant Old

English poems There is, ho\*e\er, no good
reaaon for assigning to him (as ib sometimes

done) the riddles in the E\eter Book About
the poet nothing IB positively known bevond
uhat he himself has chosen to tell in his \en=e

In the first four poenu, cited abo\e, he wove his

name in runes In the epilogue to Elene, he

gave a brief sketch of himself, in -which he

speaks of his sinful >outh his conversion, his

old age, and his reflection on poetic themes dur

ing the watches of the night Cook has shown
that Cjnewulfs life must have been bounded

very nearly by the years 750 and 825 It is un
certain whether he lived m Mercia, East Anglia,
or Northumbria Consult Grein, Bibhothek
der angelsachsisohen Poesie, revised bv Wulker

(Gottingen, 1883-98) Christ, by GoIIancz

(London, 1892), and by Cook (Boston 1900)
Juliana by Strunk (ib, 1905), Root The

Legend of St Andrew (New York, 1899) , The
Elene Trans into English Prose by L E Ball

(ib 1904), Legend of 8t Juliana (Princeton,

1906) , The Poems of Oynewulf, Translated into

English Prose, bv C W Kennedy (New York,

1910)
CYNICS (Lat cyrncus, Gk tomtit, kynilos,

doghke, cynic, from KVUV kyOn, dog) The name

applied to a school of philosophers founded by
Antisthenes, a pupil of Socrates The mam
tenet of the extreme Cynics was that civilization

is a curse, and true happiness can be obtained

only by gratifying the most primary physical

appetites which man has in common with the

brutes The general attitude of the Cynics, as

distinguished from that of the Stoics, lay in the

fact that while the Stoics regarded everything
in the external material world with indifference,

the Cynics viewed it with contempt They were
not an important philosophical school numen
callv, but attracted attention largely by their

eccentricities and insolence On account of their

contempt for refinement, their name came sub

sequently to be applied to any one who takes a

mean new of human life The word "cynic" was

probably suggested by the Cynosarges gymnasium
where Antisthenes taught See ANTTSTHEHTES,
DIOGENES MENEPPUS
CYNOCEPHALTTS See BABOON , MAWDBIU
CYNODOHr, Bl'n6-d5n (NeoLat, from Gk

KvrMur, leynofon, or tcvvfavs, kynodous,. dog
tooth, from day, ky6n, dog + toofa, odout,

tooth) A small genus of grasses, having digi-

tate or racemose spikes, with spikelets on. one

side, glumes nearly equal, boat shaped, and con-

taming one floret, which has two awnless palea,

7 CYMTHIAJSA

the fruit todted with the kaideiied palta The
most important bpiues is Cynodon dactylon, a
grass terj widely diffused, which ib the pnnci
pal rodder grasb and best pasture grasb of India,
where it is the principal co\enng of many
thousands ot square miles and is known by the
names of Dhob, Doorba, etc It i& aKo common
in the south of Lurope It is introduced

throughout the \vaimer parts of the world Its

creeping roots ha\e medicinal virtues and are
soraLtimeb used a& a substitute for sar^aparilla
See BERMUDA GHA^
CYNOGNATHTTS, si n8g

/na thus (NeoLat,
trom Gk KVUP, I yon, dog + yvaSos gnathos,
jaw ) A Luge theiiodont reptile found fossil in.

the Karoo formation of Jurasbic age of South
Africa It belongb to the group Cynodontia,
which probabh contains the ancestor of the
mammals The skull -which has a length of 16

inches, is, in respect to its form and dentition,
remarkably like that of the carnivorous mam
mals and recalls that of a wolf The vertebr

which are 29 in number are amphiccelous, and
the ribs ha\e double articulations It is per
haps one of the reptiles ^hich have given rise

to some of the early mammals See THEEIO
DOMIA
CYHOIDEA See CABMyoBA
CYNOSABGES, sln'fl sar'jez <Lat from Gk

Kivoffapyes, ^ynosat gea, explained in ancient da-\s

as from KVOV, Iy5n, dog + 0^705, atgos, \*hite)
A place on the outskirts of ancient Athens,
usually regarded as near the present site of tht,

American and British schools of archseologx,
noitheast of the Acropolis, on the slope of Mount
Lvcabettos For a different view, consult Wei

ler, Athena and its Monuments (New York

1913) It contained a number of temples and
a gymnasium consecrated to Heracles, at which

btrangers with but one Athenian parent were

obliged to exercise The philosopher Antis
thenes is said to have taught here, and thence

his school probabh derived the name "Cynic
"

CYNOSOEPHAUE, sm'5s sfif'a le (Lat from
Gk Kwds KejaXai, Eynos Kephalai, Dogs'
Headb) The name of two hills m eastern Thes-

saly, where the Thebaiib under Pelopidas de

feated Jason, tyrant of Pherse, 364 BC, and the

Romans, commanded by T Quinctius Flamin

inus, defeated Philip V of Macedon, 197 B o

CYKTOSTTEE, sl'nS sh<5or or siu'o shoor (Lat

Cynosura, Gk Kv^o-oupa, Eynosouia tonstella

tion of Ursa Minor, from KVVOS, lynos, gen sing
of KVUV, lyGn, dog + oupa, ottra, tail) The
constellation of which the pole star is the prm
cipal star Milton's lines in L'Allegro"

' Wiare perhaps some beauty lies

The cynosure of neighboring eyes
'

have made the \vord popular, the metaphor is

grounded on Ursa Minor being the constellation

towards which the others look, as it were, and
round which they wheel
OYir'OSTTIttrS See DOG'S TAIL GBASS
CYNTHIA (Lat ,

from Gk Kurtta, Kynthia)
A surname of Diana (qv ), from her birth

place, Mount Cynthus, on the island of Delos

and hence a poetic term for the moon Queen
Elizabeth is referred to under this name m
Spenser's Cohn Clout's dome Home Again, m
Hatcher's Purple Island, and m Raleigh's poem
"Cynthia

" See CyNoraus
CYNTHIA MOTH. See AILANTHUS MOTS
nvwr-HTA-HA, sln'thi-aii'a A city and the

county seat of Harrison Co, Ky, 33 miles by
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rail noith northeast of Lexington on the South

Licking Ri\cr and on the Louib\ille and ]Sash

ville Itaihoad (Mao Kentucky F 2 t It i* the

Ltntit o i firt le agncultunl region and con

tai is dibtilkiies Hour in 1U>, and a tobacco

ria^ktt ot repute The go\ eminent is admims
tercd under a charter ot 1803, -which provides
for a m\\ 01, elected e\eu four \ears, and a

municipal council chosen biennialh The cit\

own- and operates the water works Pop 1900

3257 1010 3603 On June 11 18l>4 Gtn John

Moigan \vth IbOO uan captured tonthiana

and litei m the du defeated 500 Union cavaln

under Gtneral Eub'-un out on the 12th he was

in turn deicitid b\ Geneial Burbndge with a

force ot about 3400 tbe Lmon arim losing in

killed, wounded ind missmj 414 men, the Con
ftfdtrito about om third o their number
CYNTHIA S BEVELS A comical satire

bv Ben Jtmsim flrbt acted in 1000
CYNTHms 'Lit fiom Gk Kn-flor Kyn

f&ios) A surname of Apollo, from his birth

place "Mount C\nthus, in Delos See CTVTHIA

CYPEBACEJE, sip'en'seg or si'pe (Neo
Lat nom pi, irom Lat cypaas cypentn, Gk

Kiretpos J tfpenos, sedge), commonly called the

sedgt lamih It is associated with gra&ses in

the order fjlumales the feature of the order

being the ab^ncp of a perianth and the protee
tion of the flower*, bv special bracts called

glumes The sedge family is smaller than the

grass famih, containing about 3200 speciLb

under about 75 genera Thev are generally

thought of as grasses bv those who do not know
the distinctions between the two families The

general contrasting features aie as follows the

sedges ha\e three ranked leases and often tri-

angular stems closed leaf sheaths, no hgules,
and solid stems while the grasses ha\e two
ranked leai es on i ound stems open leaf sheaths,

ligules, and hollow stems The greatest differ

ences howe\er, occur in the flowers of the two
families In the sedges the flowers occur in

spikes, consisting of overlapping glumes, and in

the axil of each glume there is a flower consist

ing of three stamens and a solitary carpel,
Wuch becomes an achene This inflorescence is

entirely diffeie-nt from that of the grasses
There are two great series of sedges In one

series the flowers are perfect, so that there is

onlv one kind of flower and one kind of spike
In the other series the flowen are monosporan
giate ( unisexual"), which means two kinds of

flowers, btaminate and pistillate These two
kinds ma\ be in the same spike or in different

spikes, ind the two kinds of spikes, may be on
the same plant or different plants (dicecious)
Bv far the largest and most difficult genus of

Cvperaeese is Care/, the common sedges with
more than 1000 species The other large genera
are Cyperut with 600 species, RyncJiospota
(beak inshes), watt 200 Bcleria, (nut rushes),
with 200 Eleochani (spike rushes) , with 150,
and Smjpits (bulrushes), with 150

Although sedge* resemble grasses, they are by
no means &o nutritious and many of them are
so lough that tier are not eaten by cattle except
when yery Toung Much of the so called marsh

hay IB made from sedges -which mostly frequent
majshy grounds See CIPEBUS Scnepus, BUL
BUSH COTTON QEASS PAFJTBUS
CYPE^ETTS (Neo Lat , from Lftt oyperos, cy

perum, Gk /ei/irp, kypeiros, sedge) A genus
of plants of the family Cyperaceae which con
tains about 600 species, chiefly tropical, and

gradually decreasing in number towards the

colder parts, of the globe !Mam of the species
lia\e tubers or coims which in some are

mucilaginoufc and nutntious others contain a

bitter principle and posses medicinal qualities
Oi the kttei class is C'/pe?u? longus, or sweet

evpeiUb, one of the bpeciea which is common in

ditches and wet meadows in some psiits 01

Europe the rhizome 01 \ luch has an odoi of

uoletb, and is astringent tonic and stomachic

It lias been employ ed in media le from \ ery an
cient times but is now more used in perfumery
Some of the Indian specie- aie ako utd medici

nallv and in peifumen in their nati\e eountn,
fs well a& bpecieb ot kindred genera Of those

with thculent tuber* thf most important ib Ctf

penis eieulentus (See CnurA ) A number of

species are trequenth grown as boube plants
common among which aie tbe umbrella plant
or umbrella palm Ci/pe/ws altetmfohus, and

Ci/pa its papy> u s formerh called Papyi us anti

quotum the Egyptian paper plant See

PAPYELS
CY'PHEL Fee HOLSELETK

CT-PRfiS, s^'pra' (OF, as near) In Eng
lish and Amencan kw a rule of interpretation
whereby a testamentary gift which cannot take
effect in the precise manner intended by the
iestator is given an effect as nearly as possible
like that which was intended The doctrine has
heen applied in tvo elisses of cabes

In thr C) cation of Pee Tail Estate? It is an
established rule of real property law that a gift
of land bv w ly of remainder to the issue of an
unborn per&on is ^oid if it follow a gift of a life

estate in the same property by the same instru
ment to such unborn, person himself But if the

gifts be made b\ will the remainder to the issue

may be sa~\ed by construing the life estate of

such unborn person as a fee tail, in which case
it is capable of descending to the issue as tenant
in tail See FEE TAIL, ESTATE,
In CJiantalle (hft* Where the object of a

charitable gift fails, as by the d\mg out of the
entire class of perhonfa intended as beneliciiries

of the chanty, or where a charitable gift might
be -void in consequence of the indeflmteness of
the chanty or the operation of the rule against
perpetuities, the Court of Chancery ma\ direct

the application of the property to another or to
a specific chantv Thus, in the first case, a tes

tamentan gift for the emancipation of slaves
in the United States might, after the abolition
ot sla^ tiy, be devoted under the cy pres doctrine
to the education of

emancipated slaves, and, in
the second case a charitable gift for the benefit

of the American Zionist Society there being no
such society in existence and there being a popsi
bihtv that it may not come into existence within
the period iKed by the rule against perpetuities
may be applied to the purposes which the tes

tator had in mind, through the agency of any
other society having similar aims and competent
to make a beneficial disposition thereof

It is in cases of charitable gifts that the cy
pres doctrine finds moat of its applications in
the United States It has been repudiated m
several of the States, but in most of them it

exists, and in New York, where it had for many
years been in abeyance, it has recently been re
vived by statute It is generally considered a
salutary doctrine, as tending to preserve to

chanty a gift clarly intended for benevolent

purposes and as effectuating the general mten
tion of the testator, even though the particular
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1 MONTEREY CYPRESS (Cuprastus maorooarpon)
2 BROOM (Cytlsaus aooparlus)
8 CUBEB8 (Piper cubba)

4 AN ORNAMENTAL CROTON fcraton Coopori)
6 RED CURRANTS (Rlbos pubrum)
6 NUT QRASS (Cyperu* rotundua)
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intention entertained by him cannot be earned
into effect See CH \BITABLE TBLSTS, PEEPETUI
TIES iBtsi IfcTEBPBETATiOjN

,
T^ ILL and the

authorities referred to under those titles

CY'PBESS (Fr pyptea, Lat cuptessus, Gk
wirapuraos 1 ypansws connected bj some with
Heb gVphet a sort 01 tree, 4ss\r ffipatu, reed

canebrake) Evergieen trees and shrubs of the

coniferous genub Gupie^sus and of the tnbe

Cupresbineae They hd\e small, often appressed,
and imbi icate opposite lea\ eu and globular cones
ot a few thickened scales There are about a
dozen bpeues nitrves of Europe, Asia and the
\\estern part of North Amenca One of the
best known is the common cypress of the south
of Lurope (Citpjcssw? semper urens), and intro

duced into England and parts of the United
Stites a trep which attains a height of 80
icet and is famous alike for the great age it

reaches anu lor the dui ability of its wood The
wood is, led or vellow ibh hard compact and
durable It 1% not subject to attacks of insects

and was onte in great demand for cabinetwork
It is behoved to be the cedar wood of Scriptures
and possibly the gopher wood also Museum
specimens of the "wood are known to be several

thousind years old, and the old doors of St
Peter's it Rome lasted for more than 1100 years
until replaced b\ doors of bronze Medicinal
virtues were once attributed to the wood but
its present use is for cabinetwork and musical
instruments Perhaps the finest tree of this

genus is Citpressus macrocarpa, the Monterey
cypress of California It is a beautifully sym
metrical tree, attaining a height of 150 feet and
a circumference of trunk of 8 to 10 feet It

grows rapidly, even on poor soils, and thrives

best near the sea It is not -very hardy freez

ing temperatures are fatal to it A small tree

(Cu.pt essus macnabiana) of California is much
hardiei Giiprewus funebris, of China, has wide-

spreading and often pendulous branches, it at

tains a height of 60 feet, and has been extensively

planted as an ornament in regions adapted to it

Citptessus glauca is common ornamentally in the

south of Europe, where it is known as cedar of

Goa Cupressus torulosa, is a valuable species
found in the north of India Thuja obtuw, a

related species of Japan, is hardy, attains a

height of 100 feet, has a hard, close grained,
durable wood, which is considered of great value

in Japan, where the tree IB abundant in the

forests It is hardy in the latitude of New
York, and some of its varieties are of great

beauty Other species occur m Japan, Menco,
and the United States Among the best known

species are the yellow cedar (Oupressus noot

katensts), and Port Orford cedar (Cupretsus
lausoniana,) ,

both of the Pacific coast region
The bald or southern cypress (Tateodtum dis

tichum) is a tall tree with deciduous leaves

which occurs abundantly in the swamps from
Maryland to Missouri and south to the Gulf of

Mexico The timber of this tree is valuable

for many purposes It works easily and is com

monly used for shingles In water it is very
durable When growing m wet places curious,

conical, hollow upward growths, called "knees,"

rise from the roots Their function is to aerate

the roots when submerged temporarily by water

Permanent submergence kills the trees The tree

will grow in dry places and is frequently planted
as an ornament as well as for its timber For

illustration of a California cypress tree, see

Plate of CYOADS AND CYPRESS For fossil form*

of cvpress, see CO^TFEBJE Consult Masters,, 'A

General \ lew ot the Genus Cupressus, in /out

nal of the Lmnean Society ^ol ixxi (1896)
CYFBESS SWATVTPS Swamps of the south

eastern United States m \vhicb the bald cypress

(Taxodium distichum) is one of the dominant
trees See SWAITP
CYPBESS VHTE See IPOMOEA
CYP'BIA. (Lat, from Gk TLwpia, Kypna,

from KCffpos, Eypros C\pius) The title of a
poem once ascribed to Homer but declared by
Herodotus not to be his and later attributed to

Stasmus It relates the causes leading to the

Trojan "War, and so is a sort of preface to the

Iliad See CTCLIC POEIS
CYP'EIAlSf A name sometimes given to a

courtesan as being a follower of Venus the

Cyprus born goddess of lo\ e

CYP'SIATTTTS, or CYPBIAJNT, Ts 48011.8

C^CILIUS SAIM? (c 200-258) The great leader

of the early African church He was born in

Xorth Ifrir i and WTS of a wealthv family His

training had been in the law, and he had attained

piommence as a teacher of rhetoric at Carthage
Up to 246 when m middle life, he had been a

pagan Then he applied for admission to the

Chribtian Church as a catechumen and after in

struction was baptized Such a man was a

great gain to the Church He soon gave evi

dence of his piety by \oluntarilv parting with
his property and gumg the proceeds to the

poor In 247 he -was made a presbyter, and in

248 Bishop of Carthage He owed hib rapid
elevation to his high character, his noteworthy

gifts of administration, and to the promise he

gave of being a devoted leader These hopes he
did not belie No sooner had he become accus

tomed to the duties of his high office than the

peace which the Church had enjoyed for many
years was broken by the sudden exhibition of

zeal for the old faith on the part of the Em
peror Deems By the Imperial decree of 249

Christianity became a forbidden religion, its

profession meant confiscation, torture, exile,

e\en death, and bishops had a pnce set upon
their heads Not from cowardice, tmt from the
conviction that it was better for him to continue
to guide his flock, which he thought he could do

as well out of Carthage as m it in January,
250, he went into retirement not exactly con

cealment, because it must ha\e been easj for the

authorities to find him if they wished Thus he

lived 14 months and then as calmly returned to

Carthage His time had been well spent, and
the fruits of it appear in his preserved cor

respondence and treatises But when once more
an the city he saw for himself the desolation the

persecution had caused Manv had denied the

faith or pretended to do so, many had abandoned
their homes, many had died The moie pressing

question related to the treatment to be accorded

the 'lapsed," 'whom he treated sternly and com-

manded to repent and show contrition, then he

would receive them (See LAPSED ) He had
indeed dealt with the matter while in retire

mcnt, but now he must take a more decided

stand In March, 251, he held his first council

at Carthage, in which he yielded somewhat to

his opponents, who had grown stronger in his

absence The relation between Stephen, the

Bishop of Rome, and the Bishop of Carthage is

the most interesting point They differ upon
the important matter of the reception into

the Church upon their renunciation ot heresy
<f those who had been baptized by heretics
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Stephen and this was, the Poman and ulti

mateh the general position did not re baptize
such while Cvpnan did The controverts nas

sharp and even acrimonious Stephen called

C\prian a pseudo Christian Cyprian called

{Stephen a scl ihmatie

The episcopate of Cvpnan TVas indeed a trou

bled one, heretics, schismatics, feeble, timid

Christian*, scheming ambitious leaders and, to

add to the turmoil the horrors of pestilence
all these must ha\e greath corned the Bishop
But he did much to ^strengthen the episcopate
as an institution and make Church councils part
of the regular machmen or the Church He
held bt\en councils the last in 256 But the

crd which he had long anticipated was very

near In August, 257, persecution once more

broke out this time under Valerian, the sue

censor of Deems, and Cyprian was apprehended
He \\ab treated with the utmost tenderness for

manifestly the officers -were discharging a \ery

disagreeable duty He was brought before the

proconsul (Aug 30 257 j, required to sacrifice

to the godb and on his refusal banished to

Curubi-, a free town near the sea (modern

Xurbo), 50 miles southeast of Carthage There

he lived, attended by many friends and acti\e

in his episcopal duties, for 11 months, when he

T*ab recalled to Carthage and lived for a -while

in his own home On Sept 13, 258, he was

again arrested, brought before the consul, sternly

questioned, and sentenced to death "Our

pleasure is that Thascius Cyprianus be executed

by the sword,
'

to which Cvpnan only said,
4 Thanks be to God " On September 14 the sen

ience was earned out

The writings of Cvpnan are moat interesting
and handle a great -variety of topics The 82

letters are the most important but the treatises

on the 'Unity of the Church," the 'Dress of

Virgins," the 'Lapsed," the "Lord's Prayer,"
the

' Vanity of Idols," "Against the Jews," are

yery instructive The best edition of his writ

ings is by G Hartel (3 yols Vienna, 1868-71) ,

there is an English translation in The Ante
Sterne Fathets, vol y (Buffalo, 1886-96) Con
suit A Earnack, Drei, wenvg 'beaehtete cypn
aiM&che Schnften vnd dte Acta, Fault (Leipzig,

1899) ,
Von Soden, The oypnamsche Briefsamm

lung (i, 1904) , and for his life E W Benson

(London and New York, 1897), Faulkner (Cm
cinnati and New York, 1906)

CTPBUTE, sSp'rfn or rin (Lat cypnnus,
cupnnus, from cuprum, copper) A name given
to a pale sky blue or greenish blue variety of

\esuvianite Its color is said to be caused by a
small amount of copper, whence its name
CYPBnT1D,a! (Neo-Lat nom pi , from Lat

<,ypnnus, Gk Kuvpivos, kypnnos, carp) A
family of soft rayed fishes inhabiting the fresh

waters of North Amenca, eastern Asia, and
Africa The head is naked, and the body, with a
few exceptions, is covered with cycloid scales

The mouth bears no teeth, but the pharyngeal
bones bear from one to three senes of teeth, with
a maximum of seven teeth in the mam series

There are about 200 genera and 1000 species

They are usually very numerous in individuals
With exceptions like the gold fish, they are not

highly colored The males often differ from the
females during the spawning season, not only
in additional colors, but in the growth of tuber
cles on the head, fins, and other parts of the

body The family includes such familiar fish as
the chub, dace, carp, tench, bleak, bream, barbel,

minnow goldfish, roach, loach, etc Most of the

North Amencan species are small, under 12

inches in length The Old World formh and
some of the Pacific coast species grow to a much

larger proportion and are often important as

food All important kinds are debcribed elbe

where under their English names See CABP
CYPBIN'ODON'TmaE (NeoLat, from Gk

wirptvos, kypnnos, carp + DOOM, odous, tooth)
A large family of soft raved fishes closelj re

lated to the C\pnmdse (qv ), \vith which they
were formerly placed Ihe body is elongate,

compressed behind and usually depressed at the

head, and both are cohered ivith rather krge
cycloid scales The mouth is small, extremely

protractile, and provided with small teeth, the

tower jaw usually projects, and the phann
geal bones are not armed, as in the Cyprmid*
The sexes are usually unlike, and some of the

species are viviparous In these the anal fin of

the male is modified into an intromittent organ
The species are numerous, but none attains a

large size, and some are extremely small They
inhabit the freshwater streams, brackish waters
and bays of Amenca, southern Europe, Africa,
and Asia The family includes the top minnow s,

mummichog, killifish, etc, and the interesting

anableps or four eyed fish Many of the species
are extremely resistant and have become adapted
to \ery diverse habitats See MINNOW, and
Plate of KIIXIFISHES A'VD TOP MINNOWS
CYPRIOTES, sip'n-Ots (from Lat Cypnus,

Cyprian from Cyprus, Gk Ki5?rpoy, JTi/pros, Cy
prus, Turk Kilns) Natives or inhabitants

of Cjprus Since there appears to have existed

at least as early as 4000 uc an indigenous
civilization in the island of Cyprus, the creative

and stimulative influences of which are die

coverable all over the eastern Mediterranean, the

relationship of its ancient inhabitants is a ques
tion of great importance The idea that they
were simply Semitic Phoenicians is being aban

doned, since the civilization of the latter may
very well have been derived from Cyprus, and
not vice versa Some of the latest authorities,
like Ohnefalsch Eichter and Sergi, regard the
autochthonous civilization of Cyprus as belong

Mediterranean or "Afro European" culture

centre, and its originators physically to the
North African white race Asiatic influence as
such is later

The literature about the Cypriotes and their
culture is listed up to date in Cobham, Btlhog
raphy of Cyprus (London, 1900) The enthno-

logical questions involved have been discussed

by Ohnefalsch Richter, in his article in the

Terhandhtngen der Berliner Gesellschaft fw
Anthropology for 1899 and by Sergi in his
Mediterranean Race (London, 1901)
CYP'BIPE'DnJM See LADY'S SUPPEB
CyPBTTS (Lat, from Gk Kurpos, Kypros)

The third largest island in the Mediterranean,
in the northeast of that sea, nearly equidistant
from Asia Minor on the north and Syria on the
east, 40 miles from the former and about 60
miles from the latter (Map Turkey in Asia,
E 5) It is 140 miles long and 60 miles wide
Area, 3584 square miles Cyprus formerly be

longed to the Ottoman Empire, but since July
12, 1878, has been under British control Two
mountain ranges extend from east to west in
northern and southern Cyprus respectively The
southern uplift IB the more important of the two
Its highest summit is that of Mount Troodoe,
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about 6400 feet This range terminates in the
isolated peak ot Oios Stavro, or Hill of the

Holy Cross, a conspicuous landmaik irom
Lainica and e\identlv the peak called Olvmpus
by Strabo, although it is but 22bO feet high
The northein range is an unbroken ridge for 90
miles infenoi in elevation to the other its

highebt summits not exceeding o200 feet Be
tween these ranges is a bioad plain, extending
across the island from the Bi\ of iamagusta
to that of Morphou on the M ebt, about 00 miles

long and from 10 to 20 mileb \v ide Tin*, pi un
is called Messina and is watered bv t^o stitiaib,
the Pedias and lalias It ib bare of timber
forebts mostly pine, being confined to the moun
tamous area's The climate is generally healths
and dn except along the coibt in summer In
the central plain and about Lainaca the hoit
ib excessive, but is tempered by cool bea brce/cs

until about the middle of September bet\\ten

w hich time and the end of October is the hottebt

period The winter is short and cold, but sncro

IB seldom seen except upon high mountain

peaks Feyers are prevalent during the warm
months

In ancient times Cyprus supplied the Greek
monarchs of Egypt with timber for their fleets

It was albO celebrated for its copper, a metal
which takes its name (cuprum) from the name
of the island but little work has been done m
modern times Siber also was produced, Plmv
says precious stones were found there Salt

working, an ancient industry is still carried on
near Larnaca and Limassol Gypsum, terra

umbra, and asbestos are the chief minerals
found The majoritv of the rivers dry up in

summer, being only mountain torrents fed by
rains and melting snows The Pedias and the

lahas are the most important None is

navigable
Agriculture is the main industry, the chief

products are ceieals, carobs, wine and spirits,
fruits and vegetables, linseed, aniseed and cot

ton Cattle, sheep, donkeys, and mules are

raised, cheese, wool, and silk are produced for

export The development of the agricultural
industries has been hindered by lack of water,
but an irrigation scheme earned out by an
Indian government engineer, the introduction

of special machinery and implements, and com

pulsory reafforestation have done much towards

bnnging the soil to a high state of cultivation

Sponge fishing is remunerative, but sea fishing his

declined The imports, consisting mainly of cot

tons, flour, woolens, sugar, nee, petroleum, to

bacco, minerals, etc, were valued etclusue of

specie for 1911 at 547,772 (402 961 m 1902) ,

and the exports at 626,557 (271 098 m 1902)
The main articles of export (1911) were

carobs, 182,883, live animals, 94932 barley,

56,415, wine, 53,685 raisins, 29,636 silk

cocoons, 27,587, raw cotton, 22,593 fruits,

21585, vegetables, 14,106, wool, 13,452,
hides and skins, 10,735, etc

The formation of the coast line IB unfavorable

to commercial development, as there are few

harbors The Famagusta harbor was completed
in June, 1906 Improvements were subsequently
introduced to make it accessible to large

steamers, an area 900 by 600 feet having been

dredged, up to 1913, to a depth of 24 feet at

low water, the channel of approach is 250 feet

wide and 29 feet deep Tie town, little more
than a fortified nun, is to be rebuilt and

panded Its population in 1911 was 6327
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Larnaca (0262 inhabitants) ind Limassol (10,-

302) aie open roadstead^ An extension of the

piei at Larnaca -was completed in 1909 The
ancient harbor at Pipljo* tue old capital of

Paphos, has been drtdged to admit coasting
craft iNicosu (Lefkosia), -with 16052 in

habitants is situated near the centre of the
island and is the capital The six admmistra
tv,& districts are Nicosia (capital, Nicosia),
Larnaca (Larnaca) Limaiasol (Limasbol),

Famigusta, (Famagusta I Paphos (Ktima, \nth
3011 inhabitants), and &rema (Kvrenu, ^ith
1720^ ^. go\ eminent railway from Famagusta
to Nicosia (36 miles) wis opened to traffic in

AusjUbt 1005 and was subbequenth extended
to Morphou, a total distance of 60 miles Tele

gripluc communication is numtamed between
the principal to\\ns and by cable with Egypt by
the Eastern Telecrraph Company Ltd the Im
penal Ottoman Telegraph Administration has
a cable to the coa^t of Asia Minor Good roads
connect the important towns and villages
Bv the Comention of June 4, 1878 between

the Butish government and the Ottoman Em
pire the former promised to defend Asiatic

Turkov against further aggression by Russia,
in return for the permission to occupy Cyprus
Sir Garnet Wolsele

1

^ was appointed Governor,
and \\as installed as administrator, July 23
The head of the administration is the high com
missioner, who is assisted by an execute e coun
cil consisting of three office holdeis, and a

legislative council of 18 members one third of

^hom are officeholders, the rest are elected on
a propertv qualification, three bv the Moham
medan and nine by the non Mohammedan popu
lation The -municipalities are administered bv
elected councils "Education is to some extent

controlled by the government and is chiefly of an
elementary character The total number of

elementary schools in 1911-12 was 595 (191
Moslem 404 Christian), \uth a total enrollment

of 31,780 (5926 Moslems, 25,854 Christians)
Government aid amounted to 6110 Justice is

administered by a supreme court, assize, district

magistrate, and village courts, ail of them, with
the exception of the first, having natives for

judges The chief sources of revenue are tithes

on cereals grown on the island which are paid
in kind, taxes on property salt monopoly, cus

toms, excise, export dues, etc The revenue was

319,572 in 1911-12, and the expenditure 235

256 Under the terms of the Convention of

1878 the sum of 02,800 annually was pa\able
to tne Porte, it was not actually paid o\er

however, but was retained and applied to the

interest on the guaranteed loan of 1855 C-^prus
was definitely ceded to Great Britain in 1011

The currency consists of English, Turkish

French, and native coma The Imperial Otto

man Bank has branches on the island The

weights and measures art Turkish

The population by districts follows census of

1011 Nicosia, 81,497 (56,300 in 1881) Fama
gu&ta, 58530 (38207) Larnaca, 29737 (20,

766) Limassol 46084 (28,717), Paphos 38

508 (28424), Kvrema 19,752 (13,216) total,

274108 (185630) About 259 per cent of the

people are Mohammedans, the maionty of the

remainder belong to the Cypriote church, an

autocephalus branch of the Orthodox Greek
The early emli/ation of the island is known

onlv from the excavations of recent years, which
have thrown little light on the ethnic affinities

of the primitive inhabitants (See CYPRIOTES )
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There are but scantv traces of the Stone age
but the Bronze age (c 3000-1000 BC ), both in

the earlier period when pure topper is used and
in the later period after the introduction of tin

and the making of bronze, is characterized by a

well developed and clearly marked civilization,

presenting close analogies to that represented in

the lower strata at Troy (Cvprua was one of the

chief earh sources of supply for copper, see

COPPER) The people seem to ha\e been pas
toral and to Lave avoided the mountains and
forests They early learned to work the rich

copper mines of the island, and seem to have

been somewhat in advance of their neighbors in

Syria and on the elands of the JSgean From
its situation Cyprus was exposed to foreign in

fluences and seems to have served as mtermedi
an- between Egvpt and Syria and the Aljcensean
civilization of the West The H\cenaean (Late

Minoan) civilization seems to ha\e reached the

island about 1600 BC and to ha\e continued

for about 800 years Whether it was introduced

bv Greek colonists is uncertain, but these

colonists certamh came to the island before the

Donana had occupied Peloponnesus, and before

the introduction of the later Greek alphabet,
for taev spoke a dialect closely akm to that of

the Arcadians and used a- clumsy syllabic mode
of writing, akin to that of Crete The Greek

and Phoenician settlements belong to the Iroa

age the latter are found chiefly along the

southern coast, where they remained predomi
nant m Citium, Amathua, and Mai ion even in

later times The Greeks at first settled along
the northern shores and at the eastern and
western eTctremities of the great plain which
crosses the island at Amathus, Salamis, Soli,

and later predominated in Paphos, Curium, and

Lapathus Whether the worship of Aphrodite,
which flourished greatly in Cvprus, developed
from that of a nude nature goddess of the

original inhabitants or from that of the Phos

mcian Astarte is uncertain, but it reached the

greatest splendor and sensuality among the

Greeks, who regarded Cyprus as specially
favored by the goddess The island was in-

vaded by Thothmes III of Egypt, about 1600

BC, and was forced to pay tribute In the

eighth century before Christ it was tributary
to the Assyrians In the sixth century it was

conquered by Amasis of Egjpt, on the conquest
of Egypt by Cambyses it passed under Persian

ride The Greeks of Cyprus joined in the Ionic

revolt against Persia (500 BO ), but were eon

quered, and Cypriote vessels were in the fleet of

Xerxes The attempt of Cimon (qv )
to bring

Cyprus into the Athenian League was unsuc-

cessful, and the island remained tributary until

Evagoraa (qv ) became King of Salamis (410-
374 B c } ,

made himself master of much of the

island, and nearly succeeded in casting off the
Persian yoke After the battle of Issus, when
Alexander advanced into PbxBnicia, all the cities

of Cyprus declared m his favor and sent ships
to assist him in the siege of Tyre Under the
Persian rule the cities had been allowed a large
measure of self government under the control

of kings, who seem to have claimed descent from
heroic ancestors After the death of Alexander
the island, BO important for its seemingly in

exhaustible forests (it is now quite bare of

trees ), became an object of contention among
his successors, being especially sought by An
tigonus and Ptolemy I It finally passed into

the hands of the latter and was for a long tune

a valued dependence of Egypt In 58-57 BC
the tribune Clodms proposed and Cato effected,

its annexation by Rome Lnder Augustus it

was made a proconsular province and from this

time is scarcely mentioned in ancient history

Cyprus is noticed in Acts rv 36, "where it is

mentioned as the native place of Barnabas, and
in Acts xi 10-20 it appears prominently in con

nection with the earliest spreading of Christian

itv During the reign of Trajan (116 AD ) it

wa1

) the scene of a rising of the Jews, who are

said to have killed 240 000 of the other inhabit

ants After the division of the Roman Empire
C\prus pabsed under the Byzantine emperors
In 646 the Arabs became masters and destroy ed

the citv of Salamis Two A ears later the Greeks

recovered swav but in 802 it was again con

quered by Harun alRashid, who was soon com

pelled to relinquish it to the B-vzantme rulers

In 1184 Ibaac Comnenus made Cyprus an inde

pendent sovereignty In 1191 Richard of Eng
land ejected Comnenus because he had ill treated

the Crusaders, and in 1103 put Guy de Lusignan
in possession as compensation for the loss of

Jerusalem, of which Guy had been appointed
King For three centuries, under this dynasty,
the feudal sv stem flourished in Cyprus, the cities

of Nicosia and Famagusta weie adorned with

churches, splendid even in their ruins, and the
island seems to have been rich and prospeious
Through the Venetian Catarma Cornaxo, the
wife of James II, the Republic of Venice came
into full possession of the island in 1489, after

the death of James and his sonj James III, and
held it for about 80 years In 1570 the Turks
invaded Cvprus, quickly subdued the country
districts took the capital (Nicosia) after a

siege, and murdered 20,000 of its inhabitants

Famagusta held out for a year and then made a

capitulation, which was immediately violated by
the Moslem general, who slowly tortured to
death the governor of the city From that

period Cyprus continued a part of the Turkish

Empire In 1878 it was placed under English
control by a treaty which recognized the sover

eignty of the Sultan and assured him an annual
income of 92,746 In 1882 a new constitution
was promulgated, and under English rule the

prosperity of the island has greatly increased
The antiquities of the island have repeatedly

been the subject of exploration, at first these
efforts were largely unscientific and inaccurate,
conducted chiefly for the purpose of obtaining
boot} Of the earlier excavations the most pro
ductive were those of L P di Cesnola (qv),
whose collections are for the most part in the

Metropolitan Museum an New York Later ex
cavations in the modern scientific method have
been conducted by the Cyprus Exploration Fund,
the British Museum, Ohnefalsch Richter, and
others Consult Excavations vn, Cyprus, pub
lished by the British Museum (London, 1900)
See also IDALTUM:, LABKACA, PAPHO, the second
SALAMIS
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(4th ed, Nicosia, 1900) , Engel, Cyprus, wnich
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treats well the ancient hibtorv of the island

(Berlin, 1841) Cesnola, Cijpius Its Cities,
Tomls and Temple? (Xew lork, 1878) id,
Salamima (Tondon 1SS2), 1 Detcnptiie Atlas

of the Cesnola Collection (Xew York, 1885) ,

Periot and Chipiez, Histoite de latt antique,
vol in (Paris, 1884 Eng trins b\ Armstrong,
London, 1885) Ohnefalsch Richter Gypnis, the

Bible, and Home) (ib, 1803) Mvres and Ohne
iahch Hichtei L Catalogue of the Gypi us Mu
seum, Kith a Chiomcle of Excaiativnv since the

Bntisli Occupation, and Inttoductory "\otes on

Cypnote Atcliceology (Ovford, 1899) Ober

hummer, Die Jnsel Cypein (Munich, 1903
and later | Ihe inscriptions in the Cypriote
dialect are published in Collitz, Samm
lung det gnechischen Dialekt Inschnften, vol i

(Gottingen 1S84), Schmidt, tiammlung Ky
pnscher Inwhriften in epichonacher Schrift

(Jena 1870), Deecke, Die gnechisch Kypnschen
Jnschriften (Gottingen, 1883) contult also

Larfeld, Ghiechische Eptgiaphilu (Munich,
1914) For the coins of Cyprus, consult Hill,

Bntish Museum Catalogue, Coins of Cypius
(London, 1904)
CYBANO DE BERGEBAC, se'ra'nS' da

bar'zhrik' See BEHGEB\C
CntANO DE BEEG-EB.AC An opera by

Walter Damrobch (q\ ), first produced in New
York, Feb 27, 1913

CY'BENAICA (Lat, from Gk Kw/njvai/ca,

EyiCnaika) The name of the district whose

capital was Cvrene (q\ ) It comprised the

table land on the north coast of Africa from the

Great Syrtis to the promontory of Ardanis ( Has

elMellah), though its boundaries fluctuated ac

cording to the degree of subjection in. which
the neighboring tnbes were held This plateau
of Cyrenaiea was, and still is, one of the loveli

est and most agreeable regions of the world
The climate is delicious, mountains on the south

sheltering the land from the scorching blasts of

the Sahara, and cool sea winds fanning it on the

north From the central plateau, whose breadth

is about 80 miles, the land slopes down in ver

dant terraces to the Mediterranean These ter

races are cut and watered by mountain streams,

forming luxuriant ravines The productions of

Cyrenaica- mentioned by ancient writers are

wheat, oil, wine, honey, fruits of all kinds,

cucumbers, truffles, cabbage flowers yielding the

richest perfumes, and a plant called stlphwm
This plant, which was figured on the coins of

Gyrene, has not been identified The country
was also celebrated for its breed of horses, but

was much exposed to the ravages of locusts

The chief cities of Cvrenaica were Cvrene,
Taucheira ( afterward called Arsinoe ) , Hesperides

(afterward called Berenice), Barca, and Apol
Ionia Since it possessed five cities, in the time

of the Ptolemies Cyrenaica was named Pentap
olis and Pentapolitana Regia To each city
a certain amount of territory was attached

This favored their individual independence, and
the consequence was that the dynasty of Battus,
who led the first Greek colony to Gyrene (qv ),

exercised very little influence over Cyrenaica
in general After the death of Alexander the

Great Cyrenaica became part of the Egyptian

kingdom under the Ptolemies, in the second

century B o it was a separate kingdom under a

branch of the Ptolemaic family In 96 BX it

was bequeathed to the Romans by Apion, the

last King, and shortly afterward was united

with Crete as a Roman province It continued

VOL VI

to prosper for some time, but with the increas

ing weakness of the Eastern Empire, to which
it belonged, was more and more exposed to the
encroachments of the desert tribes, and in 647
AD was o-verrun by the Arabs Ancient Cy-
renaica nearly corresponds to modern Barca

(qv)
CY'REITAIC SCHOOL A school of phi

losophv established by the followers of Socrates

upon his death Anstippus of Cvrene, its

founder, taught that pleasure was the highest
good, thus developing one side of the Socratie

teaching to the exclusion of all others \irtue
for this school meant the course of life that se-

cured the greatest enjoyment For this, wisdom
is necessan, since the pursuit of pleasure,

prompted bv instincts and impulses as they
arise, often defeats itself The wise man is the
man who knows how he can obtain the maxi
mum of enjoyment and who acts upon this

knowledge This doctrine received various
modifications according to the view its adherents
took as to the \vav in which the hedonistic end
is attainable Thus Theodorus insisted that in
the form, not of the pleasure of the moment,
but of endnnng JOT or

'
cheerful frame of mind,"

can true satisfaction be obtained, Hegesias
urged that an excess of pleasure over pain is

unattainable, hence the true end of human en
deavor is to minimize the discomforts of life,

and he carried this doctrine to its logical out

come, that death is preferable to life hence he
was called the

' recommender of death " This
is perhaps the earliest appearance of pessimism
(qv) in Occidental philosophy On the other

hand, Annicens maintained that in the search
for pleasure the friendly, social, filial, patriotic
man is most highlv successful, and thus went far

towards carrying egoistic hedonism beyond its

most obvious limitations The Cyrenaic school

was the precursor of the Epicurean (qv)
Consult Watson, Hedonistic Theories from Arts

tippus to Spencer (Glasgow, 1895), and the
authorities referred to in the article on ETHICS
See ETHICS, EsjxmsM, UOTLITABIAVISM:

CYEENE, string (Lat, from Gk Kvpiinj,

Kyrene) In ancient geography, the capital of

Cvrenaica, in northern Africa situated about
10 miles distant from the coast and 1800 feet

above sea level (Map Roman Empire, with ar
tide ROME, E 3 ) It is said to have been founded
in 631 BC by Battus and a body of Dorian
colonists from the island of Thera (See BAT
TiAixsi

)
After the expulsion of the Battiadse,

about 450 BC, Cyrene had varjing forms of

government, republic and tyranny mterchang
ing The city submitted to Alexander in 331
BO shortly afterward it passed into the con

trol of the Ptolemies (For its later history,
see CTBENAICA ) For centimes the site has been

without permanent inhabitants In ancient

days Cyrene earned on an extensive commerce
with Egypt and Greece and was the birth

place of many distinguished men the philoso-

phers Anstippus and Carneadea, the poet Calli

machus, the astronomer Eratosthenes, and

Bishop Synesms Between 1703 and 1910 the

site had been nsited by various travelers Ex
plorations and excavations were made in 1821-

22, and again in 1861, on the latter occasion m
behalf of the British Museum For a report of

the latter excavations, consult Smith and Por-

cher, Discoveries w Cyrene (London, 1864) For
earlier visits, consult Barth, Wanderungen durcft

the Zustenlandor & Mrttdmeer* (1849), and
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Hamilton, IT andei in<?a m A ofA J.//tco (Ibol)
In ifa\, 1910, a fariaan was, i&bUed to a repre
sentative oi the Archaeological Institute of

Amaica for the excavation of Cvrene and tlie

sum of "315,000 a \ear for three vears -was sub
scribed bv members 01 the Institute From
October 1010, to Jlav, 1911, escalations were
conducted at the site On a hill behead to be
the site of the ancient acropolis Gieek and
Romm walls were uncovered, and many small

objects were discovered It ^as found that a

circle with the acropolis as its centre and a

radius 01 5 miles would not cover all the ttr

races, tombs, building^ and reservoirb in sight
For a popular account of these escalations, con

suit the Bulletin of the -Lrchceological Institute

of America, n 1 1910-11) Later work un
COM red a group of Ptolemaic buildings, and
3000 terra cottar and some fine sculptures were
lound Work was then suspended beciuse of the

xiar between Italv and Turkey m Africa Con
suit Robinson, 'Inscriptions fiom the Cvie
noica" m Amencan Journal of Archeology, 2d
series vol \vn (1013)

CYKI'ACnTS, or CIRIACO DE' PIZZICOIXI ( 131-
c 1449 1 One of the most diligent antiimananb
of the Eenaibsance in Italr He ^at born at

Ancona He earlv entered upon the life of a

merchant, which enabled him to gratify his

passion for travel Led bv his admiration for

Dante to Vergil and thence to Homer, he turned
to the stud^ of the clasbics and devoted his

travels to the enthusiastic studv and description
of the remains of the past He visited Sina,

Egvpt, the islands of the JEgean, and finillv

Athens and the mainland of Greece evenwhae
purchasing manuscripts, coin? and uorks of

art, copviug inscriptions, sketching and descnb

ing roads walls, buildings and an> other eti

deuces of the life of ancient Greece His notes

and drawings were collected in three large folio

volumes, but after his death, which occurred

about 1449, they became scattered and now are

known only by fragments or partial copies

Though Cvriacus never became a thoroughlv
learned man and often made ludicrous mistakes

BIB breadth of interest and untiring 7eal led him
to copy much that others neglected, and to him
we owe our knowledge of man'v inscriptions and
monuments which have since disappeared Con
suit Voigt, Wiederbelebvng des llasswhen Al
tet turns, vol i (Berlin, 1893), Jahn, "Ovnacus
von Ancona und Albrecht Durer," in J.s der

Altertumswwenschaft (Bonn 186S), Sandys
A History of Classical Scholarship, \ol n (Cam
bridge, 1908)

CTTRIL, sir'fl (Lat OynUus, Gk KfytXXos,

Kvrillos), SAETT (c 376-444) A bishop of

Alexandria, one of the most energetic but least

amiable of the Church fathers He was born
in Alexandria and was educated in the desert,

65 miles south of Alexandria, bv tbe cenobitic

monks of Nitna, with whom ae bved for five

vears, and who probably inspired him with
that fiery, intolerant, and impetuous wal which
characterized him through life Subsequently
he went to Alexandria, where he became a

presbjter, and on the death of his uncle, Theo

philus (412 AD ), obtained the episcopal see

The Alexandrian Jews, who ^ere numerous and

notous, were the first to feel the effects of his

inflexible character Some Christian blood hav

ing been shed by them in a city tumult, Onl
put himself at the head of a rabble of zealots,

attacked the Jewish quarter of Alexandria, de

stioved the hoube& iud Lani^itd the inhabit

mt& Orestes the Piefett oi Eg\pt, ha\ing
dnwn up an accusation a^aiu^t Cxnl, uas at

tacled in the btrtcts to 500 monks, who had
conic up from the dcsfitb of Xitria, at the call

of tlicir old rompamon readv to defend him
as"inst fan IOP> One of these monks having
tiUtn m thp skirmish his corpse was carried

in piocf-,sion to the high church of Alexandria
ttliw Unl d* In end a sanguinary discourse

g<ne tht darl monk the name of Thaumabius
( tuc tacellu t I, nd pronounced him a martyr
md a saint The -violent death of Hvpatia.

(qv i the famous woman philobupher of Alex
and'i a, i mend of the Piefect Orestes, at the

1m db of a mob, has often been laid to the

charge of Cvnl but perhaps all that can be

justh alleged against him is that he -was in

great meissuie responsible for the notous con

ditions T\hich led up to this deplorable evtnt

But the most important historic event in hi*

carepr w s Ins controversv with Nestonus

fqv ), ^hose doctrines were condemned by the

Counnl of Ephesus, prebided o\er bv Cvnl
U31> Ul the sternest features of his disposi
tion ipjitued in this contebt In the midst ot

di-M|uu tiukb which he himself had largelv oc

ca-iomd he died June 9, 444 AD In the Greek
rhurch his dav in the calendar of saints is

June m the Latin church Januarv 28 CvnPs
numerous writings consist of eommentarieb,
trtiWs homilies epistles, etc The best edi

tion \s is published by Jean Aubert (Paris
Ifi3s repimted in Migne, Patrol Grceca, l\viu-
l\vui) Certain of hxs works ha^ve been pub
lislud m critical editionb bv English scholars

among them his comnuntanes on Luke (1850),
John H872) Minor Prophets (1868) Ftie
Tomc<t aqaintt Vrstorw* (1881), and his

ftrhoha on the Incarnation (London 1907)
Tor his biography, consult Kopalhk (Mavenee,
1881) Charles KingsleVs brilliant romance

Hifpatia gneis a view of Cyril tinged with the

author's prejudices against monastiusm

CYRIL, SAIXT (c 315-386) A bishop of Je
rusalem and an eminent Church father He
flab born m Jerusalem about 31*5 AD and or

dained a deacon in 334, a prosbvter in 345, and,
on the dtath of MaMmus, in 351 was elected

Bishop
of hit native citv His metropolitan

^a" the Anan Bishop Acacius of C^sarea, with
\ihom he wis ->oon engaged in hot conflict con

coming originally the rights of his office, but
ultimatelv thai differences of doctrine Aca
cms accubed Cvnl before a council at Csesarea

in 358 -vihose competencv CSnl did not ac

knowledge, of selling the treasures of his church
in a time of famine, to feed the poor and this

Ariamzmg assembly undertook to depose him
He appealed to a larger synod, which was held
at Seleum (359), and was bv it restored to

his office but once more, through the per
leering hostility of Acacius, ho \*as deposed
by a council assembled in Constantinople in

360 On the death of the Empeior ConstantiUb

(361) he was again restored to his episcopate
Soon after his old enemy Acacms died, but

Cyril was immediately involved in new diflflcul

ties, and was banished, by the Emperor Valens,
m 367, he returned after the Emperor's death
in 378 He died March 18, 386

Cvnl's writings are extremely valuable for

the history of theology and ritual They con
sist of 23 treatises, 18 of which are addressed
to catechumens and five to the newly baptized
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The former are for the most pait duitnnal <md

present to us in a more complete and Astern
atic manner than the anting & ot am other
father the cieed ot the Church the litter are
iitual and give us a minute account of baptism,
chrism and the Lords Supper Their stvle is

simple and unattractiv e Cvril s w orks were

published to A A Touttee, the Benedictine
monk (Pans, 1720 Venice, 1761), thev were

xepiinted in Migne, Patiol (jtma, \\\m, and
bv G C Reibchl and J Rupp 1 2 v ols Munich
1848-60 Lng tians to F H Giftord in The
Aicene and Poit^iccne Father 2d series vol

vii New loik 1894) Consult Dolacioix hamt
Ci/nlle de Jem-saltm, sa ne et ses ceuiie

(Paris, 1865), and Mader, Det faihgen Cytillus

(Emsiedeln, 1901)
CTBIL (827-869) and METHOOHTTS (c 825-

885) The apostles of the Slavs in the ninth
century Thev were brothers and spring from
a family of high rank in the half Slavic, half

Greek town of Thessalonica Haying been
ordained pnest, Cyril (whose name was prop
erly Constantine) became secretary to the Pa
trial eh of Constantinople and later piommenth
connected with the anti Jewish polemics The
latter interest it was which induced him to go
forth, during the reign of the Bvrantine Era

peror Michael III to evangelize the Kha&ar&,

dwelhng by the Caspian Sea undei a Jewish

king who allowed Jews Mohammedans and
Christians to live peacefully together His
labors were verv successful, the Khan himself

being among the converts At this time Meth
odius, hi a elder brother, was abbot of a famous

monastery m Constantinople The Duke of

Moravia, RostibHv, having established an m
dependent Slayic kingdom and driven out the

German pnests applied to Constantinople for

Christian teaching The Patriarch sent him
Cvnl and Methodius (8b4) Cyril was long

thought to have invented the Slavic alphabet
(see CYBILLIC ALPHABET) a modification of the

Greek, and the brothers, assisted by a number of

their pupils completed their translation of the

Holy Scriptures which is in use to the present

day among all Slavic Greek Catholic Christians

(Russians, Bulgarians, and Serbs) Feeling the

necessity of linking the Moravian church to

the power of Rome, the brothers after three

and one half years of work, went to Rome
There they were cordiallv received and were

ordained The younger of the two brothers

died Feb 14, 869 as monk in a monasterv at

Constantinople, TVhere he had taken the name
of Cyril Methodius continued the work among
the Slavs, but m Pannonia, not in Moravia In

870 the Pope made him a bishop and in 873

archbishop Supported by the Pope, he long

kept up a constant fight with the German emis

sanes He died at Wehlerad, April 6, 885

Consult Ginzel, GeschtcJite dei Slaicenapostel

Cynl und Methodwt (2d ed Vienna 1861),
Dummler and Miklosich, Die Legends vom
hethqen Cynllus (Vienna 1870) Goetz, Ge

achtchte der Slamenapostel Conttantinuv (Cynl
lus) und Methodws (Gotha, 1897) also Vita

Sanch Method*, ed by Miklosich (Vienna,

1870) Maclear, Conversion of the Slais (Lon

don, 1879) The Apologia IforoJts ascribed to

Cyril was published by Corter (Vienna, 1630)

CYBH/LA (named in honor of Domemco
Cinllo or Cynllo, an Italian physician) An

evergreen tree or shrub, of which there is but

one species, leatkerwood (Cynlla retceimflora) ,

touiid fioin the buuthein Lnited States to

Brazil In the Lnited States it occurs from
North Carolina to Texas and is hardy at, far

north as Philadelphia It has bright green
leaves and white flowers in racemes The spe
cies is variable, and under cultivation some of

the varieties are verv oinamental
GTRH/LIC ALPHABET, or KIBILLITSA,

ks nlli tsa A method oi writing long supposed
wrongly to have been invented to Cvril aposth
of the Slavs (see C\BIL and METHODILS) be
tween 855 and St>3 It is based upon the Greek
unciah of the ninth centuiv, with tht addition
ot tome sign* to represent sounds not found 111

Greek It originally consisted of 38 chaiactei s to

which 10 more were add*d later This alphabtt
is ot somewhat more recent onginithan the glago
hho ot glagohtsa (qv ), which is probably the

alphabet invented bv Cyril The oldest known
document written in Cyrillic characters is an

inscription of the Bulgarian Tsar Samuel, of

093 iD The Old Bulgarian (Old Church Sla

vomc) manuscripts are mostly written m glag
olitic charieten,, there being only two im
poitant Cyrillic manuscripts, the Codex Su
piashenzis and the Gospel of Pnest Sabba
(Saw ma Kniga) With some modifications,
the Cviilhe is the alphabet now used in Russia,
Bulgam and Servia it was formerly also

used in the writing of Rumanian, although this

is not a Slavic language Consult Taylor, The

Alphabet, vol n (London, 1899) Karskil,
OcherK Slananskoi Kinlloiskcn Paleografii
(Warsaw, 1001) the introductory portion of

Leskien, GiammatiL ffer altbulgarischen Sprache
(Heidelberg, 1909), and, passim, the Archiv

fui
< slaLische Philologie
CYRIL LTT'CAE See LUOABIS, CTBIL
Cnt'OP^EDI'A (Lat, from Gk Kvpov rat

Sent, Eytou paidew, education of Cyrus), THT
The longest work of Xenophon (qv ), purport
ing to give a history of the early life and

training of Cvrus the Great, but in reality an
historical romance Its elaborate scheme of

goveinmpnt and education are Spartan rather

than Persian, and the whole work is to be re

2&rded as the e\position of an ideal government
CTBTOCEEAS, sertSs^ras (Neo-Lat from

Gk Kvpros, Lyrios curved -j- Kepas, Leras, horn)
A genus of curved tetrabranchiate cephalopods,
of which fossil species are found in rocks of

Devonian age They have large, laterally com

pressed or triangular curved shells, with sub

triangular or T shaped openings The earners,
or chambersj are very short, so that the septa
are close together, and the siphuncle is large,

ventral, or bubventral, and restricted at each

septum so that m a longitudinal section of the

shell it gives the appearance of a stnng of

elongated beads The genus Cyrtoceras formerly
included a great \anety of curved shells, most
of which have been proved by Hyatt to belong
to other genera and even other families from
that which includes the type species Consult

Hyatt, 'The Genera of Fossil Cephalopoda,"

Proceeding* Boston Society of Natural History,
vol xxu (Boston, 1884) , Von Zittel and East

man, Textbook of Paleontology, vol i (London
and New York 1900) See also CEPHALOPODA,
ORTHOOEBAS KATTCTLTTS NAUTTXOIDEA For il

lustration, see Plate of CEPHALOPODA
CyB.TTS.Rncr in Transcaucasia See KTTB
CTETJS THE GREAT, or Crsus THE ELDEB

(c 600-529 BC) The founder of the Persian

Empire and conqueror of Bajodoty whom Isaiah
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called the anointed of the Lord and his shepherd,

(Isa xliv 2S \lv 1 1 The name of this mon
arch appears in Old Perwan as Kuiut,, in the

Babylonian inscriptions as AWNZ&, in Hebrew as

Aoes and in Greek as Kvpos, whence Latin

Cyyus According to Herodotus, the name sig

nifies sun, but there is some possibility judg

ing from the Xeo Elamitic, that its signification
may have been shepherd with which the Isaiah

pas-age might be compared The lineage of

this great King we ha\e on his own authontv

on a lamous cuneiiorm cylinder di?co\ered some
^ear^ ago (Consult Rawlmson, Jouuial Lsiattc

ktociftn, London 1880, and Hagen, in Delitzsch

and Haupt, Beitraqe sur Assynologie, tol n,

Leipzig, 1S94 ) This was written in the Bab\

Ionian language and is now among the treasures

of the British Museum In this Chnis traces his

roval claim through his father, Cambvses, and

his grandfather, Cvnifc, back to Teiapes the

latter was the son of Acheemenes (qv) founder

of the Aehasmeman line The ancestral home
was Anshan, or Ar?""-^ which is believed to

have been a city or district of Elaru (qv)
However that may be, there can te no doubt

that Cvrus was a Persian, and he is rightlv so

called in the Old Testament

According to the cuneiform records of IXaboni

dus (\abti na'id) , Cvrus MI as a vastal of Astv

ages (IStuiegu), who is spoken of as King of

the Hedes, or again of the Scvthians There is

good ground for believing that Cvrus was di

rectly connected with this ruler bv the ties of

blood Herodotus (i, 107 ff) expresslj states

that Cvrus was the grandson of Astyages, whose

daughter Mandane had been mamed to Cam
b\ses, a Persian noble The Greek historian

has a number of interesting and highlv colored

legends to narrate regarding the fear of Astv

ages for the infant as his future vanquisher,
with, popular stones also regarding the fortunes

of the youthful prince and his rapid elevation

to power Whatever value is to be placed on

these picturesque accounts, there is no question
that Cyrus's triumphant career began with his

o\erfnrow of Astyages and his final mastery
of Media, before the year 550 BO The conquest
of the Median Empire opened the way for

further success, and Cyrus turned his victorious

arras against Croesus of L\dia, whom he van

quashed 546 B o Asia- Minor was thus brought

practically under this ambitious ruler's sway
The time had now arrived to strike a mighty

hlow against Babylon Nabomdua, the King of

that ancient capital, seems to ha\e estranged
himself from his subjects and to have lost the

favor of the priestly class By preference he
lived at Teml, or Tevi, and when the condition

of affairs within Babylon itself became such aa

to call him back, it was too late The account

of the fall of the city we can gather by combin

ing the testimony of the cuneiform records with

the biblical narrati\e and Herodotus Internal

factions seem to have been numerous, the Jews,
u ho were in captivity in the city, apparently

placed a part Babylon is stated to have fallen

without fighting before the victorious hosts of

Cyrus, and Nabomdus was utterly overthrown
Belshazzar of the Old Testament may have been

Bel gar usur, the son. of Nabomdus, who, accord

iag to the inscriptions, offered resistance to the

advance of Cyrus's forces The fall of the city
itself occurred at the moment of the great Tarn

muz festival (Jul>, 539), and it was actually

accomplished by Cyrus's satrap Gobryaa (Gu

bam or Ugbaru of the inscriptions) who was
in command of the advance army Cyras him
sell made his triumphal entrj into the city in

October, 539, and became King of Babylon The
lamous cylinder above reierred to records the

inauguration 01 his rule We know in general
that his police towards the conquered people
was a mobt liberal one and even though it may
hare fallen somewhat short, perhaps, of the

enthusiastic hopes ol a prophetic Isaiah, its

ultimate influence and effects are undoubted as

having contributed towards the restoration of

the Jews from captivity See BABTLOM
The ambition of C^ rut,, growing with advanc

:ng veais, ltd nnalh, it seeing to his own de

sanction The vibion which Herodotus tells u^

Abtvages beheld m a dream of the figure of the

mouthful Cvrus adorned with wings that over
shadowed all \sia stemed now on the eve of ful

nllment The great conqueror's dominions
actually extended almost from the Hellespont to

the Indus But disaster was at hand Cyrus
engaged in an invading expedition against the

Scythian hordes of the north (Herodotus, i, 204,
Ammiftnus Marcellmus, 20, 6 7, 40) In a

battle against their Queen, Tomyris Cyrus is

said to have been slam Ctesias (Pets 6-8),
however states that Cvrus fell in battle against
the Deibicae, a tnbe bordering on India The

year of his death was 529-528 BC, and his

age is given ab 71 years His bodv, is said to

have lecorved a final resting place at Pasar

gadse 4 tomb, now emptj, still stands there

surmounting a series of rising stone steps
Xear by is a huge monolith slab that once bore
his name, but this is broken and tumbled

down, a monument, like the empty and lonely

mausoleum, silently recording the fall of

greatness
In estimating the character of Cyrus, after we

ha^e considered all the accounts of him, we may
judge him to ha>e been not only a man of great
personal power, but an ideal king The Per
sians called him father (Herodotus, in, 8S, 160) ,

the Jews looked upon him as their liberator,
the Greeks admned his qualities as a ruler
and legislator (jEschylus Pers 764-68), and
Xenophon chose him as the hero of his famous
historic romance the Cyropadw Taken for

all in all, his claim to be entitled Cyrus the

Great, as history has crowned him, remains
unchallenged with time The best short ac
count of Cvrus, with abundant references, is

that of Justi in Geiger and Kuhn, Gbundriss
der uaniscJien Phdologw (Strassburg, 1897)
Consult also Duncker, History of Antiquity,
Eng trans (London, 1881) Passing mention
ma* be made of Horner, Daniel, Danvs the

Median, Cyrus the Great (Pittsburgh, 1901),
Azmaud, Cynti, rot de Perse (Paris, 1887),
and Lessman, Die Ewossage in Europa, (Char
lottenburg, 1006)
cnnatrs THE YOUNGER

( MOI B o )

The second of the sons of Darius Nbthus, or

Oehus, and Parysatis, familiarly known through
Xenophon's Anabasis vYhen, his elder brothel,
Artaierxea Mnemon (qv), succeeded to the
thronet (404 BO), Cyrus conspired to deprive
him of his crown and his life The plot, tow
ever, being discovered, he waa at first sentenced
to death, but afterward pardoned, through his
mother's intervention, and was even restored to
his dignity of satrap of Asia Minor Here he
employed himself in mating arrangements for
war against his brother, although h* concealed
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his purposes to the verv last In the spring
of 401 B c he left Sardis at the head of 100,000
Asiatic^ and 13,000 Greek mercenar ts under

pretense of chastising the robbers of Pisidia

These numbeib given b\ Xenophon are greatlv

exaggerated for the two armies combined prob
ably failed to reach 100 000 Artaverxes being
warned of Cvrus's perfidy made preparations
to oppose him, and the two armies encountered

each other, in October, 401 B c , in the Plaint,

of Cunaxa, between 60 and 70 miles from Babv
Ion Cjrus was defeated and slain although
the Greeks fought with the greatest courage,
and even routed that portion of Artax.er\es

troops immediiteh opposed to them The for

tunes of the Greeks on their retreat through
the highlands of Kurdistan and Armenia in

severe winter weather, are recorded to Xeno

phon in his ino&asts (qv) That historian

represents Cvrus the lounger as endowed with

every amiable quality
CYST (from Gk gfora, Kystis, bladder) A

tumor containing one 01 moie cavities, the con

tents of which are of a fluid or semifluid con

sisten.ce Cysts arise from distention of pre

existing spaces (retention or evudation cysts)

or in spaces of new formation, as blood cvsts,

or they may be of congenital origin or parasitic
The e'tst wall is formed of connective and
fibrous tissue, rarely of muscular fibres, and
the inner surface of the cavity is lined with

epithelium Cvsts are classified according to

their mode of development Some are found in

glands and are due to an excess of the normal
cell secretion, others are caused by obstruction

of the ducts through which the secretion nat

urally escapes One class, known as dennoid

cysts, are due to faulty embnomc development,
and these at times contain hair, nails, or teeth

Occasionally solid tumors undergo cvstic de

generation Evdatid cvsts are of pirasitic

origin and occur most frequently in the liver

Besides these there are numerous other vane
ties depending upon the tissues in which they

grow Cysts vary from minute retention cjsts

on the face to the enormous tumors of the

ovary, weighing over 100 pounds Surgical in

terference is frequently required See OVABY,
HTDATTO WEN
CYSTBrN", ste'te" In, or a ammo thiolactic acid,

CH,C (NH ) ( SH) CO,H A substance obtained by
Baumann, by reducing c\stm (qv ) with nascent

hydrogen from tin and hydrochloric acid It is

a white crystalline powder soluble in water and

in acetic acid as well as in the strong mineral

acids Its aqueous solution is readily oxidized

by the air, with re formation of cystin
CYS'TICEB'CTTS See TAHEWOBM
CYSTIIXEA See CYSTOIDEA
CYSTTKT (from Gk KOtrrts, kystis, bladder),

CeHt N8,0 An organic acid
( amido-sulpho

lactic acid), allied to lactic acid It occurs

normally in urine in very small quantities, and

it is the principal constituent of the urinary cal

culus known as cystic calculus, from which it

may be obtained by dissolving in ammonia and

allowing the solution to evaporate, the cystin

separating out in the form of characteristic

colorless hexagonal or orthorhombic crystals,

which are insoluble in -water, alcohol, or ether

The ammomacal or hydrochlorie-acid solution of

cystin turns the plane of polarized light strongly

to the left The internal administration of sol

phur appears to be the only remedy that pro
duees an appreciable diminution of cystin in

pathological cases The constitutional formuli
of cystin is

CES ~C{NH2)S-COE

CEI -C(XH)S~CO_E
CYSTITIS (Neo Lat , from Gk A&ms, Lys

tis, bladdei ) Inflammation of the urinary blad
dcr Among the causeb of cvstitis mav be
mentioned mjuriei, exposure to cold injection of

irritating medicaments in treating the urethra,
insertion of a dirtv catheter when drawing off

the urine, retention of fermenting urine, exten-

sion 01 inflammation from other adjacent tissues,
or the piesence of a calculus (q\ ) The in-

flammation IB accompanied by chills, fever some
nausea, pain in the bladder, and a continual
desire to urinate The urine is generally cloudy,
from mucus and pus or blood\ In treating
cystitis, heat should be applied to the abdomen,
or the patient should take i hot sitz bath he
should take large quantities of alkaline drinks,
and rest in bed In manv cases it is necessary
to -wash out the bladder, and a variety of drugs
aie used, according to the eiact nature of the

svmptoms
CYSTOCABP (Gk Kims, kystis, bladder +

npiros, Jarpoa, fiuit) A complex form of fruc
tihcation developed in the red algae as a r<.

suit of tht sexual act See RHODOPHTCELffl ,

ALQJB
CYSTOFDEA (Neo-Lat nom pi from Gk

MTU, Ai/sfi9, bladder + el8os, eidos, form) A
class of evtinct echmoderms of the subphvlum
Pelmatoroa (qv), allied to the crmoids and
blastoids, but differing from these chiefly in tin,

irregular arrangement of the plates of the cah\
and the imperfect development of their arms
In general appearance the Cvstoidea resemble
the cnnoids, with the remains of which they are
often found associated in the Ordovician and
Silurian strata The cystoid body was inclosed
is a case or 'calvr" of variable form, spherical,
cylindrical, hemispherical, or discoid, which is

made up of polygonal calcareous plates without

regular arrangement The calyx plates seem to

have been, in many early genera, loosely united
to each other, so that they became easily dis

eociated after death of the animal This ex

plains the rarity of perfect individuals in the
Ordoncian rocks, where the fragments are often

exceedingly abundant Another characteristic

is the piesence of pores that perforate toe plates
and that are arranged in rhombic series These

pores are supposed to have been connected with
the respiratory apparatus The number of plates
in the calyx is very variable, from 10 or 12 to
over 100, and as a rule those forms with the

largest number of plates show the greatest ir

regularity in their arrangement In some of

the forms, with less number of plates, these
are arranged in regular transverse rows, and the

calyx then approaches more nearly the aspect
of the simpler forms of crmoids
The arms are absent in many genera of cys

toids, and when present are seldom found at
tached to the calyx They are never pinnulated
like those of the crmcads, though they are com
posed in a similar manner, and are often sup
plied with grooves In those cystoids without
tree arms there is generally found on the ventral

surface of the calyx a system of ambulacra!
furrows that radiate irregularly from the mouth
opening These furrows, representing the arms,
are bordered by rows of small plates that often
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bear pinnules 01 delicate eonhtrucfcion, as seen

in Calloiystitess, Glyptoiphceiites, and Jigela.

cnnus The more primitive cvstoidb ha\e neither

arms nor ambulacra! furrow The openings of

the ealv\ are four m number The mouth ib

central or bubceatrsl on the upper or ventral

surface the anal apenmg in eccentric ard is

generally closed bv i pyramid of small trtingu
lar plates a third opening oltcn prebcnt neir

the anal opening and generallv closed bv trian

gular plaits is considered to be tlie genital on
tee and a lourth tmall, alithke aperture present
in only a few centra is of problematic nature

The ealvx of the cvstoid is Ubuallv elevated on a

stem which oftm resetnUeh that of the tnnoid

in being composed of a Dingle seneb ot plates

pierced bv a central canal In some gentra (as

Detutrocmtite?) the stem u made up of plates

arranged in traniaverbe rows and the central

cavitr ib then much enlarged and continuous

with the general cavitv of the eahi In Fchmo

sheriffs the item is reduced to i tubercle on

the doral surface and the animal seems to have

been a free Imng form The discoid genera

Agelactinut and its alhes are sessile and are

attached either bv a pedestal or bv cementation

of the dorsal surface of the calvi to foreign ob

jecth, generally the shells, of mollusks

Clasbification of the Cvstoidea is a matter of

dtfficultv not alone because of the general im

perfection of the material but alto on account

of the great diversity of structure seen within

the class, -which contains a number of svnthehc
or ancestral types that seem to have given rase

to all the other more specialised gioups of tV
Echmodennata Through absumption of a more

regular arrangement of the plates and the dp

velopment of the aims with consfquent rear

rangement of the ventral surface ab in Ciypto
crime, Porocnnvt and Caiyoct mvs thev gave
nse to the Cnnoidea Reduction of the plat
and enlargement of the arabulaeral grooves Tuth

the assumption of the pentameral gemmiform
shape as in i?tero&fa<>fu9, leads to the Blastoi

dea ige-lncnnun is suggestive of the starfish

(\steroidea) and brittle stars (Ophiuroidea)
and finally the Fcbinoidea and Holothuroidea

may be imagined to have been derived from the

more spherical forms of armless cvsfcoids, tie

echinoida presenting a seneu of progressive evo

lution, the holothunans a regressive aeries

Baage The cvstoidea is the oldest known
class of echmoderms their isolated plates,
rarely united to give a clue to the form of the

animal, known under the names of Eocystites,

Protocystitei etc
,
from the Cambrian rocks are

the earliest representatives The class enjoved
> periods of expansion First, in the earlytwo

]

Ordovician time ther flourished in hosts in some
regions their remains forming the larger part
of certain limestones such as the lower Chazv
limestones of Lake Champlam Other lime
stones, of Beekmantown and Trenton age in

the St Lawrence and Champlam vallevs, and
beds of equivalent age in the Baltic provinces
of Europe, contain abundant cvstoid remains
The second expansion of the daas occurred dur

ing the Silurian time when these creatures lived
in abundance in some portions of the seas of
northern and middle Europe and eastern North
America In all about 250 species are known
and of this number ooh about 15 have been
found in rocks above the Silurian svstem The

group entirely disappeared with the close of
Palwoic time
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CTS'TOLITHS (Gk laiara, lystis bladder

+ X^of, htlios, stonel Masses of cellulose and
calcium carbonate (the chief constituent of lime

stones) , found in the cells of plants belonging
to the families Urticacec and Acanthacea They
are most common in tie epidermis of both leiv es

and stems, but aie found also m the corter and

pith A single cvstolith occupies a cell nearly

filling it though the cell is enlarged Cvstoliths

are iritgularly vtartr or nodulated like a com

p*ict bunch of grapes Each 19 attached to the

nail of the ctll in which it lies by i short stalk

of cellulose In reality the cvstolitli is an out

growth from the cell wall at first peg shaped,
later club shaped, and finally wartv Its foun
dation substance is cellulose (the same as that

of the wall), which is impregnated witli a large

quantity of calcium carbonate in the form of

very nne granules, thus forming a etonv miss
Ihe stalk often contains silica The carbonate
is to be regarded as a waste product from the

chemical processes occurring in the plant and is

of no further direct use It cin readily be dis

solved out bv weak acids, the process of 6olu

tion oping accompanied by effervescence and tlie

evolution of carbonic acid gas (carbon dioxide)
Good examples of cvstoliths are to be found in

the leaves of nettles (Urfac<i) and of the fag

(rw)
CYSTOSCOFE An mstiument for e^mm

ing the interior of the bladder, and consisting
of a hollow tube, electnealh lighted and fur
nished with miniature lenses wnich reflect the

image to the eyepiece outside of the bodv
vSeveral types of the instrument are in use, somo
being used merely for examination and others
devised to carry instruments for operating, mak
ing applications to the interior of the bladder
or even catheterizing the ureters and pelvis of
the kidneys Previous to xiwng the cvstoscope
the bladder is partly filled with warm, clear,
sterile fluid, in order to keep its walls apart and

prevent burning from the light?
CYTASE (from Gk KVTOS, lytos, cavity,

cell) A name now comraonlv applied to an
enzvme or perhaps a number of different enzymes
that hydrolyze hemioelluW (<jv) giving as
nnal products manno&e and galactose It is of
functional importance jn digesting the lestrve
food in the seeds of Jm, Phcenta Lvpums, and
othera The enzymea that hydrolyze cellulose,
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as well it> those that digest wood vessels, are

sometimes included under thit> general term

CYTHE'EA See CLU&O
CYTITEBE'A See VEM.S
CYTHE'RIS A well known Roman cour

tesan the mibtress of jMaicu*> Antomu-a aud later

of Gallus the elegiac poet She is referred to

under the name of Lvcorib in Yergils tenth

Eclogue
CYT/ISTTS (Lat, shrubb\ kind of clover)

A genus of plants of the familv Ltaummobe,
of which borne of the bpeues haung long twiggy
branches, aie popularlv called biooin others

are called laburnum" while othtib btill aic-

generallv known by the name cvtibUb
' The

species ne numerous small tiee or shrubs,
with leases of three leaflets, and yellow, white,
or purple flowers, natives chieflv of the warmer

temperate parts of the Old World Mam of

them are "very beautiful and 'ome are among
the esteemed ornaments of our bhrubbenes,
others of our greenhouses Seveial specieb of Cy
ti<,ut have been recommended as forage plants,
stock readib browning upon their gietn twigs
Ciltisu* scopauus, the Scotch broom, is a form
so valued, while Cytisus prohfaus alia, the

tagasaste of the Canary Islands, IB highly com
mended Tnalts in California ha\e not bub

stantiated the rather extravagant claims made
for it

Cytisus adami, an interesting shrub that bears

yellow and purple flowers on different branches,
is a so-called graft hybrid between Cytiini pur-

pureus and Labiunum uilgare
CYTOI/OGY (Gk fcvros, lytos, cell + \t^ta,

logia, account, from Xt-yew, legem, to sav
)

A
branch of the sciences of botany and zoology
As histologv is largely concerned with tissues,

so cjtology deals principally with cells the ele

ments which make up the tissues Although it

is only recently that botanists have begun to

make a specialty of thib subject, the work has

been prosecuted with gieat vigor and the bub

ject is beginning to assume some default* ness

The chief pioblems at present lie tlw structure

and activities of protoplasm, the life hi^torv of

plastids the stiuoture and function of the

nucleus, the reduction of chromosomes theongin
and development of the achromatic figure the

centrosome, the cell wall, the development of the

sex cells, fertilization and the formation of the

embrvo, and, most difficult of all, the problem
of heredity

Botanical Cytology \s \et little is known

regarding the structure of protoplasm in plants
but the investigations which have been made
favor the assumption that its structure is ideii

tical with that in ammalb Much more atten

tion has been paid to the nucleus Even the

biuall nuclei of mam of the alg* and fungi have

been studied, and the details of their structure

and mode of division quite accurately deter

mined No organ of the cell has been so as

siduously investigated as the chromosome but

nevertheless most of its important problems re

main to be solved The fact that the number
of chromosomes is constant for a given species,
and the phenomena of fertilization, indicate that

the chromosome is a permanent organ of the

cell but its life historv from one cell generation
to another has not vet been traced the identity

of the several chromosome* being lost in the

/eating nucleus Tn vegetative cells the splitting
of the chiomrtsomes during nuclear division is

longitudinal During the procetw of forming

four bporeb irom a mother cell t'ie number of

chromosome^ ib induced bv one half, and some
claim that during the reduction tline is a tiins
\er&e bphtting in the tense of the fteissmann
school most obbeneis, however, DON believe
that the reduction in the number is brought
about bv a pan ing and subbequent separation
of whole chromosomes without anv splitting
Both observations and theories are still verv

conflicting The ongin and development of the
achromitic figure have received large attention,

ejspeciallv since the beginning of the present
century It wis formeily supposed that the
achromatic flguie always rose undtr the in
fluenee of the centrrhomes, but lecent obsuv i

tions have proved that no centro&ome exists at
all in the angiosperms, and it is doubtful
whether such an organ exists in the grmno
sperms and pteridophvtes unless, the

'

blepharo
plast

' a ccntrobome like body which develops
the cilia of the male cell be inteipreted as a

genuine centrosome In the other gioups ex

cept the mosses which htve receded scant

attention, an undoubted cratrosome has been
demonstrate d

The development of the sex cells fiom the
earliest appeal ance of the arthebpormm up to
the time of feitihzition has uetn repeatedly
studied in various plants but the work has
been morphological lather than evtologiexl little

attention having been paid to the details of cell

tontenfas except in rase of mother cells In the

study of cells moie irnmedi itely concerned :n

fertilization, tlie cells of the spoiogenous tissue

have been slighted Pome of the most impor
tant cytological work deals with the problems of

feitilization The question of sexuality in. the

Ascomvceteb has received i definite answei in

the case of several forms by the demonstiation
of an actual process of fertilization The fusion
of the sex nuclei in ferns has been described
with more or le&s completeness In the gvmno
sperms, where the se\ colls are c\tremeh large,
the process of fertilisation has been more sitis

factorilv investigated and it has been found
that both thi nuclcui and the cytoplasm of the

male cell enter the egg but that the miclcui

blips out from itb tvtoplabmic mantle before it

it aches the nucleus of the egg Th< male
nucleus with itb nuclear membiane still intact

is then received boflilv into the much larger

egg nucleus Ihe chromatm of the two nucln
in the form of two distinct spuems his been
observed and in some species the chiomatms of

the two nuclei mav remain distinct dining the

later stagts of ftihlizatiun, md possibly durinij
the cell divisions which follow In tlit angio

npfrma while the union of the sex nuclei ha->

been repeatedly obbervtd tht belnvioi of the

chromatm has received little attention but in a

few carefullv studied species the chromatm of

the sex nuclei remains distinct during fertiliza

tion Two male cells are discharged from thp

pollen tube into the embivo sac the nucleus of

one of these cells unites with the nucleus of the

egg and the first cell of the spoiophyte is foimed

The second male cell often mutes with the

definitive nucleus of the embrvo jsac formed by
the fusion of the two polar nuclei so that there

is a 'double fertilization
** Double fertilization

has been observed in monoctfalodons and dico

tyledons and it is tht usual mtthfid \\\nl? it

is becoming conceded that ^w probluns of

hereditv must be ultimiteh problems of the cell,

iwrlv all the work of bot,iTu*tb nlon^ tins line
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must be classed as morphological See CELL

(m plants) FMBBIOLOGT, SEX
In medicine, cytology is the investigation

of the cellular elements 01 e\udates or other

bodv fluids particularh those not containing

pus In order to separate the cells, the fluid

to be studied is shaken up m a sterile container

haMng within it small glass beads m order to

prevent clotting or to disintegrate a clot if one

is already present The fluid thus separated is

centnfuged tor several minutes and the residue

examined under the micro&cope after being
stained The method (termed cyto diagnosis ')

is useful m differentiating the vanoua tvpes of

pleunsv an undue proportion of lymphocytes
and endothchal cells, e g , indicates tuberculous

or typhoid pleunsv, while m malignant pleurisy
tumor cells ma-v be found in the precipitate
In the same wav the different types of pentom
tis mav be distinguished Tuberculous, perito-
nitis ib characterized bv Ivmphoeytosis and the

presence of polvnuclear white blood corpuscles,
whereas the fluid from ovarian cysts and that

found in ascites contain only a few endothehal
cells Tuberculous meningitis is characterized

bv a lymphocytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid,

while epidemic meningitis, due either to the

pneumococcus or the memngococcus, will contain

polvnuclear white blood corpuscles
CYTOPLASM See CELL (in plants)
CYZ'ICTrS (Lat, from Gk K^ocos, KystJ os)

A colony of Miletus in the Propontis, founded
about 700 B c on the south shore of the island

of ArctonnebUs, which has now become a penin
sula (Map Greece, Ancient, El) In ancient

times the island was connected with the mam
land by bridges Its situation and two good
harbois made it early a prosperous town, while
its strong position enabled it to maintain its

freedom It was favored bv the Romans, and
after sustaining a long siege bv Mithndates it

was made a free city, a privilege which it lost

under Tiberius By 1100 AD the city had been

destroyed by a series of earthquakes The site

is still covered with extensive ruins, which in

elude walls an amphitheatre, and the substruc-

tures of a splendid temple of Hadrian It lies

to the southeast of the island of Marmora
and about 70 miles southwest of Constanti-

nople Cunsult Eaeluck, Gyzic<is (Cambridge,
1913)

CZACKI, chatslcS, TADEUSZ, COTTTT (1765-

1813) A Polish writer and statesman He
was born at Poryck, Volhynia At 20 he ob

tamed an office in the Superior Court of Justice

at Warsaw, and in 1788 was appointed to the

Treasury Commission of the Diet His interest

m the economic welfare of bis country impelled
him to travel through Poland and to produce a

map of its nver system The development of

navigation on the Dniester engaged his par-
ticular attention When his property was con
fiscated at the second partition of Poland, he
became a professor at Cracow, but Paul I, to
whose coronation he went as deputy from Vol
livma, restored what he had lost After this

Czaeki's whole life was devoted to the education
of his countrymen His plans for disseminating
instruction in the Polish provinces of Russia,
the people of which were extremely ignorant,
met with the approval of Alexander I, and in
1803 he was made inspector of the schools in
the governments of Volhynia, Podoha, and Kiev
He gave, out of his various resources, about

500,000 thaler? to various schools He also

430 CZAR

donated a hbruv containing some 4000 manu

scripts 12,000 works in Polish, and 80,000 mis

cellaneouu works The Gimnasium of Rre
menetz which he founded was the main object
of his> care For a generation this institution

was the spiritual centre ot Poknd, furnishing
the champions of national sell consciousness

against the deadening influence of French

pseudoclassiciem Accused of stirring up politi

cal discontent among his countrymen, Czacki

went to St Petersburg m 1807 and so ably de

fended himself that Alexander I appointed him

deputy of Prince Czartoryski who was curator

of public instruction in the Polish section of

Russia Czacki died at Dubno, and his col

lections passed into the hands, of C-sartorvski

His. miscellaneous works were published in 3

vols (Posen, 1843) They are in the mam
historical and archaeological His most valu

able work is a treatise On Lithuanian and Polish

Laus (2 vols, Warsaw, 1800, 3d ed, Cracow,
1861)

OZAJXOWSEI, chlkof'ske, MICHAL (I803-

86) A Polish novelist He was born near

Berditchev in the Ukraine where, in 1831, he

participated in the insurrection against Russia
and was compelled to flee to Pans In 1840 a
number of Polish Emigres sent him on a secret

mission to Turkey, and in 1851 he embraced
Mohammedanism As Mohammed Sadik, he
commanded a body of troops called the Cossacks
of the Sultan He fought with distinction

against the Russians in 1853-54 Amnestied by
Russia in 1873, he removed to Kiev In con

sequence of an accusation of treason subse

quentiy made against him, he committed suicide

Czajkowski obtained wide celebrity through his

stones of Cossack life, several of which have
become eitremely popular and have been trans
lated into German, French, and English
CZAR, zar (Russ tsan, Bohcm tsar, OChureh

Slav tsesari, tsusaru, through OHG leisar,
from Lat Cteror) The alternative title of the

Russian Emperor, wntten also TZAR During
the Middle Ages the Emperor of the East and
the Mongol Khans appear under the title of

Czars in Russian contemporary literature, while
the rulers of the various Russian provinces are
called grand dukes till the sixteenth century
In 1547, however, Ivan the Ternble caused him
self to be solemnlv crowned Czar of Moscow
Henceforth the Russian monarchs called them
selves by this title until the conquest of Little

Russia and Smolensk caused them to assume
that of Czar of All the Russias The word
then became practically synonymous with Em
peror Yet in 1724 Peter I thought fit to as
some this latter title in addition, and, as the

Russian language had no term corresponding
to it, the Latin word Imperator was introduced,
while the Empress was termed Imperatntaa
At first several European powers refused to

sanction the assumption of Impenal dignity by
the Russian Czar, but ultimately they consented
to do so The wife of the Czar was named
Caantsa (Czanna) , his son, Czarevitch, his

daughter, Czarevna After the death of Alexis,
Peter I's son, these titles were abolished, the

Impenal pnnces being called grand dukes and
the Imperial pnncesees grand duchesses In
1799 the Emperor Paul I introduced the title

of Cesarentch (not Czarevitch) for his second

son, the Grand Duke Constantine The heir

apparent and his wife are still called_ Ceeare
vrfcch and Ceearevna Among the
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themselves the Emperor is more frequently called

Gosudar, le, loid, than Czar See RUSSIA.
CZABDAS See CSAEDAS

CZAENIECKI, or CZABITECZI, charn

yets'kt STEFV> { 1599-1 06o) A Polish genenl
He was distinguished bv his braver} and bnl
hant geneialship in the war agambt Charles X
of Sweden (1655-60), upon the conclusion of

which he -was hailed as the hberitor of hia

countn, which, simultaneously with the great
onslaught of the Scandinavians had been as

sailed by the Russians and Iransf Ivamans He
also won laurels in the war against the CobsacU
(1660-61), successively defeating them in two

great battleb He had attained the highebt rank
in the Polish army when, attended by onh a few

hors>emen, he undeitook an e\p edition to the

Crimea, in order to secure an alliance with the
Tatars In conbequence of the fatigue and e\

posure of this ]ournev he died at a village in

Volhynia He has been styled the Polish Du
Guesclm

CZABTOBYSKI, char'tC ns'LS, ADAM JEBZT
(GEOBGE), PPINCE (1770-1861) A Polish

patriot born at Warsaw, Jan 14 1770 He was
the &on of Prince 4dam Casimir Czartorvski,
the head of an ancient Polish house After
studv. ing in Edinburgh and London, he returned
to his native countiy and took part against
Russia in the war following the second parti
tion of Poland, in 1793 On the defeat of the

Poles Czartoryski was taken to St Petersburg
as a hostage, and here he exhibited so much
ability and prudence as to gain the friendship
of the Grand Duke Ale-winder and the confidence

of Emperor Paul, who made him Ambassador to

Sardinia When 41e\ander ascended the throne

(1801), he appointed Czartoryski assistant to

the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and he took
an active part in official life until after the
Peace of Tilsit (1807) As curator of the Uni
versity of Vilna he everted all his influence to

keep alive a spirit of nationality among the

Poles, and when some of the students were
arrested on a charge of sedition and sent to

Siberia, Czartoryski resigned his office His sue

cessor reported to the Emperor that the amalga
mation of Russia and Lithuania had been delayed
a century by Czartoryski a activity as head of

the university When the revolution of 1830
broke out, he threw in his lot with his country

men He \vaa elected President of the pro
visional government, and in this capacity sum
moned a national diet, which met in January,
1831, and declared the Polish throne vacant,
and elected Czartoryski head of the national

government He immediately devoted half of

his large estates to the public service and adopted

energetic measures to meet the Russian mva
sion The Poles were soon crushed by superior
numbers, and Czartoryski specially excluded

from the general amnesty, and his estates in

Poland confiscated escaped to Pans, where he

afterward resided, the friend of his poor ex

patnated countrymen, and the centre of their

hopes of a revived nationality In 1848 he

liberated all the serfs on his Gabcian estates,

and during the Crimean War he ineffectually en

deavored to induce the Allies to identify the

cause of Poland with that of Turkey He re-

fused an amnesty offered to him by Alexander

II, and died in Paxis, July 16, 1861 Consult

his Mtmowei et correapondanoe avec Fempereur
Alewndrv Jer (Pans, 1887, Bng traniL, Siel

gerd, London, 1888) , Morfill, Story of Poland,

in "Stones of the Nations Senes" (London,
1893) , Zaleski, Life of Adam Gzartoryskt (Pol )

(Pansj, 1881 / See POLAND
CZAJ& TTITD EnVTM'BB'M'A'N'N' (Ger Czar

and Carpenter ) An opera by Lortzing ( q v ) ,

first produced m Leipzig, Dec 22, 1837, in the
United States in 1855 (Xew York)
CZASLATT, chas'lou or CASLATT, Bohem

pjon chaslav A town of Bohemia, about 40
miles east southeast of Prague (Map Austria,
D 2) The church of St Peter and St Paul
was the place of burial of the blind Hussite
leader Ziska a fine statue of whom adorns one
of the public squares The town's manufac
turea include beet sugar, alcohol pressed yeast,
and beer Between Czaslau and the neighboring
village of Chotusitz the Prussians under
Frederick the Great gained a decisive victory
over the Austrian? under Charles of Lorraine,

May 17, 1742 Pop, 1890, 8145, 1900, 9105,
1910 9122 mostly Czechs

CZECH (chek), or BOHEMXAIT, LAff-
GTTAGE The Czech language, like the Polish,

Kashubian, and Sorbian belongs to the north
western group of the Slavic languages The
number of persons speaking Czech exclusive of
the Slovaks is over 7,100000 These are dis

tnbuted as follows in Austria, about 6,500,000,
in Germany about 125,000 in Russia, about
65,000, and in America, about 500000 The
C/echs occupy the quadrangle bounded bv the
Bohemian Forest the Erzgebirge, the Sudetic

Mountains, and the Little Carpathians They
are thus surrounded on three sides by Germans,
and only on the eastern side do the Czechs come
in contact with Slavs in Silesia with the Poles,
and in southeastern Moravia and Hungary with
the Slovaks, their nearest kindred, with whom
the Czechs are usually grouped into the Czecho
Slovakian division Within the quadrangle the
Czechs are interspersed with Germans, against
whom they have maintained a continuous

struggle (See CZECH LITEBATUBE ) Literary
Czech is most nearly related to the dialect of

the Prague District, but, taken as a whole, the

Czech language presents a great variety of well-

defined dialects

The first mention of the existence of Czech
dialects is found in Jan Blahoslav's Grammar
(1571), published Toy Jirecek in 1857 Just as
Roman Catholicism displaced the earlier Greek

Orthodox religion, so the Roman alphabet super
seded the earliest Slavic characters The Latin

alphabet was insufficient to reproduce all the

native sounds, and diacritical letters were in

troduced Thus, c = Eng ch, z = Eng zh (as
in pleasure), $ *1i, while the acute accent is

used to denote long vowels Among the pho-
netic characteristics of the language may be
noted 1 The disappearance of the old Slavic

sounds, u, i, and their transition into e Old

Church Slavic s&wu, sleep, dim, day, RV&, lion,

llva, (id, gen sing )
= Czech sen, den, lev, Iva

2 The substitution of open sounds u, v and a,

$, e for the old Slavic nasal vowels and *

m,uka, torture nesu, I carry = Old Church
Slavic m*La, nesf, patera, five, deset, older

desft, ten = Old Church Slavic p'tero, das'ti

3 The so-called transvocalization, whereby a,

becomes * (e), 4, t <, <) xeme, land, for

eemfa, duiS, soul, for *<f#o, while ,
= *

<4, become t, t dub for *dv&u (ace sing, cf

Russian ditshu), duh for dutu (abl smg, cf

Russian dus&ovu), hd for *lud, people (Russian

ltfud%) 4 The obliteration of distinction, be*
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tween y ( Eng It and i (Eng K\ in piu
nunciation l>i/J , bull mi/a, mouse, syt cheese

are pionounccd as if spelled W, mi*> sit, lul

I was, ->nd lil, I beat, are pronounced prai&elv
alike 5 The =vllabic or vocalic r, I m, n > nu

grain si dee heart, Una, \\ave wool, tiny,

strong correspond to Russian zenm, vj^f*
loliia vlmy RoSmlerg, Licnibuil represent
German Ro-enbeig Luxemburg This peculiar^
is common albo to the Slo\akian and Rerbo

Horvatan (Serbo-Croat) 6 Long and short

vowels short, a e, i, o, u, y, long, a, e, i, o, , y
7 The pnmarv accent is expiratory or stie^ed

and is always on the nrst syllable of the word
as in Skrvakian Serbo Lusatian and South

Kashubian This accent has been proved to be

an historical development of the pnmitwe Sluic
free accent See SLAVIC LANQXJAGES
The quantitative svstem of versification b xsi d

on the Latin has been almost entirely super
seded 01 late b\ the tome system, better suited

to the spirit of Slavic languages Among the

inflectional peculiarities of the language the

following are most noteworthy In the declen

sion of nouns loss of dual confusion of \anoub
stems confusion of case endings, chinge of

quilitv and quantitv of the loot -vowels In

conjugation it comes very close to the pnmitiie
Slawe retaining both the infinitive and the

supine All pat>t tenses are periphrastic, and
the forms of the future are either periphrastic
in verbs of incomplete or imptrfectne action

or are represented bv the present in verbs of

completed or perfective action

From the point of view of euphonv, the Czech

languige stands lover than the Russian or

Polish although superior to the latter in some

particulars as in the comnaratue rantv of

sibilants and the absence of nasal vowels
Slovakaan. Along with the Czech language

must be mentioned the Stoakian language,

spoken by some 3,112,000 persons about 2 610,
000 in Austria Hungary 500,000 in America,
and 2000 elsewhere Its literature is only a
centurv old, and its independent development
was due entirely to the great wave of national

reawakening that swept over Europe at the end
of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

nineteenth centuries The movement, communi-
cated to the Czech language, spread to the kin
dred Slovakian In spite of the serious opposi
tion on the part of such prominent Bohemians
as HaAlicek, 8afahk, and Kollar the last him
self a Slo-vak a ^loxakian literature was estab

libhed The pioneer of the movement was An
tomn Bernolak (1762-1813), whose Dissertatio

Phtlologiea Ci itica de Literis Slavorum, Gra-m
matica Blanco, {Presaburg, 1790) and Leancon
Slaticum Bohemico Latmo-Germantoo-Hungarv-
cum (6 vols , Buda, 1825-27) supplied the foun
dation for Slovak literature The other great
names are the poet Jan Eoll? (1785-1849),
who wrote odes and epics in classical style,

Ljudevit Stur (1815-56), Josef Hurban, and
Michael HodS, who brought the language to its

high standard of literary perfection Among
the more recent writers the following deserve

especial mention the famous Martin Hattala,
one of the foremost of Slavic linguists Sveto
zfir Hurban Vajansky, son of Josef Hurban,
the lyric poet Orsa? Hvgzdoslav, and the novelist

Kuku&n, a powerful portrayer of popular life

and manners The language, in the works of
these writers, though closely kindred to the

Czech, exhibits manv well defined peculiarities

3 CZECH LITERATURE

ttliuh jUstitt its> ila-ibiiiLdtiuii as a separate
biandi There are numuoUa workb that are not

tuuud in the Czech language, and manv features

bring it nearer to the Russian Polish, and
^eiuan t.ian to the Czech EthnographicaUy
(on^idtr^d the 'slo^aU, ire vielding before the

in mli of the stionger ind politically dominant

Hung irun nmonahtv, but Sknakian htera

turt In- leeei ed too strong an impetus at the

out^t to illow of any doubt as to it*, future

de\elopment
Bibiiogiaphy ( ItuAnrABS OF THE C/ECH LA\

(i VCE Bhhobliv iiinimnati a Ceska (1867),
Dobio\sk^ leingelaude dei bohnnsclien Hprache
(Piatrut ISl^ I Hattala btvimimci w/winice

jn nl a res/eAo a i/oiens/f/io lib 1857 1, Ge
bauer HlasI ndon, ]n"^ka (es/eAo (ib, 1876)
id Wuinne t-ei? n pro kkolii st)edm (ib, 1890),
t\ullnit id 7Iisfojic7ia mluinioe jaxyla
trtktlo (ib, 1S04 1896-98) an epoch making
x\oik ^Miia/il BaJimisclie frrammatih fur
drittwlir Ifittf-lifJiithti itwrf / plurtlilflunq? in
ttn IPH iTJiunn l&81j although somewhat be
hind lihst philological lebearches a most

pnctual and simple handbook Masalik Boh
nnsdie Miiilfiiamviatik ( >th ed

, Prague 1890)
DICTION VRitb 01 THL C7tcii L\.>GLA.&t Tung

ininn Wovnik tcilo nfmetly (5 \oU Piagui
1S"!5-3(

)| , cVlako1

* sk-\ ltl<htion<t to Jungmanns
Dirtiunaut (Prague 1S*)1) (rebauer Rlovnik

tiatcxesky (ib 1001> Herzer, Bohmisclt dent
wliet lTn/e?B>ff7i (ib 1901) Toms Dictionary

of tltt Bohemian and Fnqh^h Languages (Wis
consin 1891) Kott Bohnnscli deutsches Wor
talucli L^eeialb Oi iniraatico Phr ibeological

(7 \ols Prague 1878- ()3) Sumuskf Boh
nnsche rieutaclies "Wutteiluch (3d ed ib , 1874)

Rank, Tawhfnnnitciluch do bvhmnch dent
tclirn Kpiailie (6th ed ib 1895)

CZECH, 01 BOHEMIAN, LITEHATTJKE
Among the Sla\ic literatures the Czech is m
fcrior to the Russian or the Polish, although
chronologicalh it precedeb them both
Pint Pftwd (to 1410) The earliest htera

tun of the C/e(h language came into existence

with the introduction of Christianity in Bo
hernia, in 8tn bv C\nl and Methodius, the

apostles of tht Pld-vs The earliest e>rtant monu
mcnt is the K^ne Eleison Hoipodine pomiluj ny
( Loid, ha%e imrcA upon us') Greek Chnsti
anitv and the Cyrillic alphabet (qv ) however,
ga\e wxy to Latin Catholicibm xnd Roman
sciipt The famous Grumbeig manuscript
(eighth 01 ninth century), the Judgment of

Libusha, and the Komginhof manuscnpt (thir

teenth 01 fouit<enth century), disco%ered bv
Hanka in 1817, aie the onl> remains in the
natoe tongue which belong to thin penod and
e\en their authenticity is somewhat doubtful
The influence of the Teutonic knights was grow
ing rapidb among the natives with the result

that up to the fourteenth centun Latin litera

ture completely displaced \voiks in the vernacu
lar At the end of tht thirteenth century a
Czech translation of the Latin AZeofandrew of

Gualtenib de Inwhs (Philip Gaultier de Chatil

Ion) WAS made, and to the early years of the

following centun belong Creeh versions of two

episode*, from the Arthurian legend Tttstiant,

according to Eilhart of Oberge and Gottfned of

Strassburg, and Taudanat and FlonbeTla, after
Pleier Onginal works m Czech are the famous
Rhymed Ghiomch of Bohemia, bj Dalimil of
1314 and the romantic story Tkadlecek (The
Weaver), wntten in strikingly beautiful prose
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aLout the end of the fourteenth ttntun Other
works that contributed to the development of
the literature were tianblations of the travels
of Mirco Polo and Sir John llandeville The
original writeis of the period are Ihonus
Stitn? (1325-1410), one of the first alumm of
the Umverjaitv of Prague (founded in 1348; ,

\ndrevv of Duba, and the poet FlaSka Stifatf
i \eiciscd a great influence over religion and
liter iture m Bohemia and paved the wav, as it

were, foi the latei Hussite inoument \ndrew
of Duba it, the leputed author of Tht Bouk of
the Old Lo)d Rosenl>e>g ind Tht Edpoiitwn uf
the Lan of the Bolu nuan land Smil FlaSka
Lord of Pardubit*' comport d the didactic and
satiiical poems, Father's Advice to hib Son 3

Content between Watei and Wine," 'Dispute
between Bodv and Soul" 'New Council' and
The G-room and the Scholar ' They abound in

local allusions and aie a rich mine of infoima
tion for the culture history of the country

tiecond Penod (H10-1620) The golden age
of Czech liteiature

Tlie reformer John Eusti who br the religious
movement he inaugurated, contnbuted so power
fillip toward^, the assertion of nationality by
the Crechs, save an immeniae impulse to the

development of Czech literatuic and 1410 the

vear of his open breach with Rome is commonly
considered the beginning of a new era Though
a master of the Latin tongue, Huss preferred
Czech for woiks which were designed for the

people as a whole, and the languige received at
his hands a perfection which it had nevei before
attained Since his time C/ech has undergone
comparatively little change from a linguistic

point of view Huss adopted as> Ins basis> the

speech in actual Use around Prague He con

tnbuted, moieovtr, to the development of the

language by grammatical works like his, Czech

Otthogtaphy (published in 1S57 bv Sembera)
After the death of Huss the Moiavian Brethren

assiduously cultivated the spirit of nationalism
and directed their energies to developing their

native idiom Among these champions of the

people the following are the moat noteworthy
Peter CheHSicLJ (1390-1460) a pupil of Huss,
was the theoretical expounder of ms master's

doctrines In his works in such as The Net of
Faith and Book of Expositions of Sunday Les
tons various religious and political questions
are treated in a surprisingly liberal manner
Other w liters of distinction of this period are

Victonn Coinelius VSehrd (1460-1520), the

author of Kme Books of Laws in Bohemia,
and Ctibor Cimburg (1437-94), who wrote the

famous Totcuov Book- only two out of a long
line of famous jurists, who devoted their time

and labors to the scientific exposition and
s^stematization of Bohemian law Their works,
written m masterly stvle, contributed much to

the progress of the Czech juridical language
These two, with several others, constituted the

Hussite minority among the humanists who
made their appearance in Bohemia with the

Rennaisance The other, more numerous, faction

of the humanists was, strange as it may seem,

solidly opposed to the doctrines of Huss Among
these,were Bohuslav of Lobkovic (1462-1510)
and Reno* Erub? of JelenI (1450-1514) Lob
kovic collected the most remarkable library of

his time, wherein he was greatly helped by the

introduction of printing in Bohemia in 1468,

when the Trojan Chronicle, the first book to be

printed in the Czech language, appeared at Pil

sen Lobkovic and his cunteuipoianes laid all

subsequent Bohemian literature under deep obh

gations Thev translated Greek and Latin
classic such a:> Cicero, Seneca and Isocrateb
wrote Latin poems cowp'led levicographical
woiks (such as the Lexicon Symphonum) of the

C/Lch, Greek Latin, and <Teiman languages, by

Siegmund Hrubv ( 1497-1 5->4), bon of Rehor
HiuM Grammatical studies of the Czech Ian

gutge were embodied in Jin Blahoblav s (1523-
71) OecA (iiaintnu) (1571) ft contains dia

quisitions on the -subjett ot how to translate,

idiomaticallv various words phiases construe
tionb etc Liteiarv and scientific activity was
at its height and such men of seienee as Tycho
Brahe and Kepler made Bohemia their home
The Bohemian historians 01 tint period com
bmcd with their patriotic zeal a, bcientifie prep
aration and seriousness of purpose which made
their work e&peeialh valuable and reliable Thff\

found their prototvpe in the anonymous Old
Bohemian bzwa/s embracing the period of 1378-
1527 Adam Veleslavm ( 1545-09) whose J?is

toncal Calcnflat is hit, best known work repre
sentb the highest tvpi among these historians

Vaclav Haiek ('-1553) is the author of a
Cluonidt more inte t sting than accurate Jan
Blahohlav who his been mentioned above, wrote
an excellent hitoiv of the iloravian Brethren
of whom he was a Bishop He is also famous
for his supervision of the Czech translation of

the Bible from the original tongueu, which
is for the Czech what the King James Version
ot the Bible is foi the English Blahoslav did

not live to see his w ork printed it was published
in 6 vols in 1570-03 at the expense of Jan of

Biegmund Hrbuv (1497-15541, son of Rehor

Zerotm, a Moravian patron of letters, and ib

known as the Ktahts Bille The unubual vigor

displaved in the domain of piose and the widen

ing of the intellectual horizon were naturally

communicated to the field of poetry Prmct

Hynek Podebrad ( 1452-02) wrote his May Dream
and other poems which won favor Nicholas

DaCicky (1555-1626) composed a satirical

poem, Prostoptai da, and many works of an
historical character Among the religious poets
Jan (1500-72), a Moravian bishop deserves

special mention The greatest poet of the

latter part of this period, which is known as

the 'golden age,' was Simon Lommckf (1552-
after 1622) His works include didactic and
satirical poems and sacred dramas Chief

among them are the satire Cupid's 4.noto, for

which the King Rudolph IT, ennobled him and

granted him an annuitv and the didactic

Short Precept for a, Toung Householder, which
is full of valuable allusions to the manners and
customs of the time

Third Period (1620-1774) In the battle at
the White Mountain in 1620 the Bohemians lost

their political independence Seven years later

Ferdinand I of Austria made Catholicism the

state religion of Bohemia The works of the

Protestant writers that had made the golden

age so brilliant were now seized everywhere and
destroyed Nevertheless, it was during the

opening years of this period that Czech litera

ture reached its highest stage- of purity and
finish in the works of Karl Zerotm and Jan
Komensk? Karl Zerotm (1564-1636), great
as are his polemical and historical writings, ac

quired a lasting fame through his enormous

correspondence, m which he stands in the very
first rank with the few famous letter writers
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ot t * \voild Jan Amos Komenskf (see Co

MEVILS/ Ilj92-lb70j, wio became one ot the

great educational reformers spent hib lite in

exile, like Kan Zerotm His Hagna Didactica,

Janua, Lingua) um Reset ata Auiea, and In

formatonum form his permanent contributions

to the domain of pedagogy, philobophi, and

religions controversy the*, besides ad\anced

materially the stvliatic standard of Czech lit

erature His purelv literarv ^ork, Labvnnth
of the World and Paiadise of the Hwt, is

naturallv more important ab a pioduct of purt.
literature All the other wuters of this period
are of little importance Tiie s^btematic efforts

of the Eapsburgs to crush the Czechs were
successful Higher bocietv became Germanized
the Czech language "was heard onlv in out of

thewav hamlets and Czech books became a

great rant\ Ihe \\orks of the Jesuit -writers

of the penod, who employed the Czech language
for rehgioua propaganda among the mas&eb

Sturm, Berlicka, Stever, and KoniaS are full

of barbarisms monstrous Jorms and uoids In

1774 Maria Theresa enforced by a decree the use

of German in the intermediate schools as the

language of instruction

Fourth Period RenaMance (177-4 to the

present day) The forcible suppiession of the

natrve tongue in the common schoolb of Bo
hernia produced results entirely contrary to

those expected and met a \igorous protest
Count Eon&ky published m German a plea for

the C/ech language under the title Ennnentng
uler finen hvchuichtigcn Gegenstand (1774)
which was followed in 1775 by Balbin's Di*

sertatio Apologftica Lingua Sloiemcoe, pub
hshed by Pelzel Pelzel himself (1734-1801)
was one of a number of young scholars who
devoted themselves to the study of their native

tongue and the history of their country Thus

appeired Fr Thomsa b Bohmische Sprach
lehre (1782) and K I Tlum's Kuisgefasste
lohmische Sptachlehre (1785), -which laid the

foundations for the study of the language
Pelzel's own contributions were Typus Declina,

tionum Lingua Bohermcce "\ ovo Methodo Dispo-
sitarum (1793) Giundsatze der bohmischen
Qrammatik (1795) , and, especially, his histon
cal works, of which the New Bohemian Chron
ide was chief These latter works awakened
interest among the Czechs in their own history
A chair of Czech language was established at

Prague m 1793 (Pelzel) The greatest name of

this penod of Czech literature la that of Josef

Dobrovsk? (1763-1829), the "patriarch of

Slavic philology" In his works on grammar
and literary history he gathered enormous lexi

cal materials, and the historical and compara
tive method brought him to the discovery of

the richness of the ancient classical language,
to the study of which his mam efforts were
directed It is true that he made a CoUect\on

of Czech Proverbs in 1804, but all his works
were written in German Such men as Proch
azka, Ruhk, Puchmayer, Jan Nejedl#, V Nej
edl?, Hnevkovsky, and others wrote pamphlets
for the instruction of the people, compiled dic-

tionaries and grammars, translated the classics

of European literature, published periodicals,

composed plays for the theatre, and even poetrym the sentimental style of the idyls of Geesner
These attempts met with, very serious obstacles,

owing to the imperfect state of the language,
wluoh was practically that of the old language
of the classical period and which naturally

4 CZECH LITEBATUBE

licked tennis ior new ideas and concepts that

had come into -vogue during the thud penod
The hnguage -nab brought to its final state of

perfection in the ^orkb ot Jungmann (1773-

Ib47j, the most illustrious name of the early
renascence His translation of Paiadise Lost

(18111, an almost incredible row; de force,

-widened the horizon of poetical speech, his

C ech Dictwnaiy contained the vocabulary of

the language \vhile his Histoiy of Czech Lit

etatuie prtbented a complete sime-v of all the

litiran remains He was particularly happy
in coining new words and whenever this e\

pedient pioved unsatisfactory he borrowed from
other Sla\ic language^ more commonly Eus
sian and Polish The four other names that

are most closely linked with that of Jungmann
ab leaders of the renascence of Bohemia aie

Kollar, afalik, Palacktf and Hanki Kollar

(1703-1852) poet and scholar is famous for

las Daughte) of Slaia (1824), one of the poetic

niabterpieces of the Czech language, and his

numerous prose -works among which that On
the Liteiani Reciprocity between the Families
and Diakcts of the Slavic Nation (1831) ad\o
catcd literal \ Pansla-vism Safalik (1795-

1801) ttas one of the gieatest philologists the

Sla\ic countries ha\e produced Among his

works, his Blanc Antiquities (1837) and edi

tions of many literary monuments are works of

importance Palack* (1798-1876) is a his

torian, whose History of Bohemia (5 -sols,

1836-67) presents an ideal combination of cnt
ical judgment, piofound erudition and striking
sfrvle Along with them may be mentioned
Hanka (1791-1861), who discovered the manu
scripts of Gruneberg and Komginhof and pub
hshed a number of other important remains of

Czech antiquities The greatest poet of tlie

period is FrantiSek Ladislav 6elako\sky (1799-
1852) ,

whose Echoes of Russian and Czech songs
and the long poem The Rose of a Hundred
Leaies, together with the poetic works of

Kollar, were most responsible for the reawak

enmg of the poetic spirit of the nation Other
names of importance are those of the lync poets
Jablonskf and Vinahck^, the epic writers

Wocel, Marek, Holtf, and Erben, and drama
tists like Klicpera and Tjl Poetry seems to
have absorbed all the best energies of the na
tion at that time, and the no\el, which holds
the chief pkce of honor in the literatuie of all

other nations, did not reach an\ high level of

development Most works of fiction dealt with
themes from Bohemian hibtory The most noted
novelists are Chocholougek, Tyl, and, especially,
Bo2ena N5mco\a (1820-62), who deals with

simple country life The masterpiece of the

latter, JBa&tcAa ('Grandmother'), has been
translated into English
The reorganization of the Austrian Empire on

a constitutional basis in 1860-61, which al

lowed the people of Bohemia scope in the de-

velopment of political life, and the furtherance
of national aspirations, marks the beginning of

the modern period in Czech literature The
foundation of a new national theatre at Prague
and the establishment of a Czech university

by the side of the old one (1882) gave a great
stimulus to literary activity Little by Tittle

the narrow 'national" current gave way to

cosmopolitanism, -with Hacha as the leading rep-
resentative of Byronism The recognized head
of the young generation is Viteslav Halek

(183&-74) The greatest recent poet is Vrdv
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lick (1853-1912), whose A 3 eai in the South, bers chosen for eight years Freedom of speech,
Pilgi images to Eldotado, and the historical prest, rehgion, the protection of racial minorl
dramas Brothers and Drahonnra, as well as tie", and proportionate representation are guar
translations from European elastics, ire spe anteed by the constitution There is universal

cially notewoithy Equal m popularity is the ^d lit suffrage without distinction of sex and
poet and novelist Svatopulk Cech, whose best e 1 ! citizens over 30 are eligible for office The
known work is Liabesky Zaer He\duk o'fu al language is Czechoslovak, but it is pro
Arbes Vlcek, and the two women El -.ko, Ki is vided that a minority in anv district numbering
nohorska (born 184") andKarolina Sveth (1S30- o\er 20 per cent of the population may choose
1S99) are the most popular novelists or the its own official language and have its own
present day Great achv ty has also been e\ sihools The court system established by the
hibited in the departments, of science, philolos:\, Austro Hungarian Empire -was taken over by
and literary history, the most important nam< , the new *,tate

therein being those of Jirecek, Sembera, Ge At. a resuH of the first elections held in April,
bauer, and Patera 1920, 4 205480 Czechs elected 199 deputies,
Bibliography In BoHElIIA^ J Junginann, l,57b,692 Lrtrnuns, 72 deputies, and 274,630

Histone hteratury wsle (Prague, 1825 1 K Magyars, 10 deputies
Sabina, DSjepis litetatury teskosloianskt (ib, Communications The railway system that
1863-66) J JireCek Sukoiit L dejinam liter was bequeathed to the new state was very in

atury ceskS (ib, 1874) A Sembera, Dejiny adequate Most of the lines ran north and
r&ti a hteratury ceske (4th ed, Vienna, 1874) , south, eonveiging on Vienna and Budapest No
K Tieftrunk, Huiorte litei atury ceil e (3d ed east and west lines vvere built, largely because

Prague, 1885) , Fr Bayer, Strucne dejiny hteta it w-as the policy of Austria Hungary to keep
tury i,esk6 (Olnmtz, 1879), Backovsk?, Zei Slovakia sepirated from Bohemia and Moravia,
twone d&jimi ce&keho pismemctii, doby noi6 The old emp re took v erv little care of the roads

(Prague, 1888) GERMAN Pypin. and Spaso and the le^ult was that the rolling stock ma
vieh, Geschichte der ilaiciaohen Littei aturen, bd chine shops, tracks, and roadbeds were in a de
2, abt 2 (Leipzia 1884) E\QLISH Francis, plorablt condition These conditions tended
Count I ut?ow A. Untiiy of Bohemian Literature seriously to hamper trade A fhe years* pro
^Xcw York and London, 1809 and 1007) gramme was begun in 1921 to put the old roads
C7ECH MUSIC See SLA\OXIO Music m a good stite of repair, and TO build new lines,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA The name of a re particuHrly east and west 6,481,030 000 ciowns

public which was formed from the old Austro- were appropriated for this purpose The total

Hungarian Empire in 1918 It comprises Bo- mileage of the railways, all state owned,

henna, Moravia, Slovakia, part of Silesia, amounted in 1921 to a little more than 8000

Ruthenia, and other territories assigned by the Attention was also given to the development of

Peace Treaty (1919J to the republic, including the Danube, the chief waterway of Czecho

particularly, the Tesehen region, which was Slovakia A large company was formed -to de

divided between Czecho Slo\akia and Poland velop this line of communication 'which before

(July 28, 1920 I Cipital and chief eifo the war carried about 2000,000 tons annually

Prague from the industrial cities to the Balkan markets

Area and Population The area of the new Education, and Beligion There is a corn-

republic is approvimately 54500 square miles, plete sjstem of popular and secondary education,
and the population based on the census of 1910, "with about 5000 primary schools and more than

13,636,390 The old Crownland of Bohemia, 600 secondary schools There are universities

which is the main part of the new government, at Prague, Bohemia, and Bruenn, Moravia, and
had an area of 20,064 square miles in. 1010, and two new ones in Mora\ia and Slo\akia It is

a population of 6,760,548 At the census of estimated that the percentage of illiterates is

November, 1 919, the population of Slovakia was under two The ne\\ government has decreed

2,940,374, of whom 2,141,000 were Slovaks, absolute separation of church and state The

655,000 Magyars and 140,322 Germans The \ast maionty of the population is Roman Cath

largest cities in the respective states with their olic with a small minority of Protestants and
latest available figures for population are as Jews For the last official census on education

follows In Bohemia, Prague, 674,476, and Bud- and religion see article AUSTRIA. HITSGARY

weiss, 43,961, in Moravia, Bruenn, 140,650, in Production and Commerce The total na

Slovakia, Pressburg, 93,329, rn Silesia* Troppau, tional wealth, of Czecho Slovakia is estimated

33,427, in Carpathian Russia, Munkacs, 20,794 at more than 15 billion dollars In natural re

Government The National Assembly pro sources it is one of the richest regions in Europe
claimed the new state a republic with Professor Large quantities of timber are exported annu
Thomas G Masaryk as its first president, Nov ally Closely connected with the timber trade

14, 1918 The National Assembly then set about is the toy industry, which is one of the chief

preparing a constitution and arranging for a home occupations of the peasants, particularly

general election The constitution was adopted in Slovakia The mineral resources, which are

on Feb 29, 1920 The form established was that very rich, have scarcely been utilized at all A
of a democratic republic All the territory un new coal field discovered during the war is pro-
der the control of the state is one separate unit ducmg 8,000 000 crowns of coal annually (A
The president who acts through a responsible Czecho Slovak crown = $0 202 at par exchange )

ministry, is commander in chief of the armed In 191& there were 366 coal mines employing
forces and appoints the higher officials He is 110,233 persons, and the output was 16,980,000

elected by the national parliament for seven tons of lignite and 10,405,000 tons of hard coal

years Professor Masaryk was chosen first presi 40,000,000 crowns of iron are produced annu
dent by the parliament The legislative power ally by the mines of Dobsina To the north of

u vested in a bicameral legislature, which con- Bratislava, petroleum has been discovered

eists of a chamber of deputies of 300 members, Other minerals produced are gold, silver, anti-

elected for six years and a senate of 150 mem mony, magnesium, copper, mercury, salts, and
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uranium The supply of uranium was estimated pres&ion Bohemia was first settled by the

to produce more than two grams of radium C/echs about the sixth century, AD Bv the

annually for a period of twenty years There ninth century they had been converted to Chris

are numerous mineral bprmgb throughout the tianity by German nustuonarieb In the next

country, particularly m Slovakia and Bohemia century the Bohemian regions were united under
Mineral water promises to be an important a house of dukes known as the Pfernvsl, who did

article of export if developed properly homage to the German kings By the twelfth

The factories in 1920 numbered 8833 of which century the Pfemyssl dukes had been raised to

2000 were textile milk, 1755 glassworks or the rank of kings, and &*> such, they became an
factories for precious stones and 1 358 factories integral part ot the Holy Roman Empire Under
tor the production of foodbtuffb In 1921 there Ottokar II (1253-78), Bohemia was one of the

Mere about 1,150000 -working men -who were most powerful nations in Europe, its sway ex
members of trade unions tending from the Adriatic to the Elbe Ottokar
The agricultural cropb consist mainly of was overthrown b\ the Hapshurgs and his king

wheat, rve, barley, oats, corn, hops and beets dom was cut up Then followed a period of

(for sugar) In 1921 the production of wheat Germamn
1

cation The Plemysl line died out in

Mas 11,069572 quintals (one quintal = 220 46 1306 and for one hundred and twenty seven

pounds), rye, 13,813,700, barley 10312,330, veart> the remains of the kingdom of Bohemia

oats, 10,501,076 and corn 2,667,346 Accord Mas ruled by the hou&e of Luxembourg (1310-

mg to the enumeration of 1920 there were 5bl, 1437) In 1348 this line established the Uni
257 horses, 4,213,454 beeves, 2015,211 pigs, \ertaty of Prague During the reign of Wencelas
975899 sheep, and 1,174,045 goats in Czecho IV (1378-1419) and hib successor Sigismund
Slovakia (including sub Carpathian Russia) (1419-37) the temble Hussite wars raged
The value of the imports m 1920 amounted to (See HUBS JOH\ and HrssriES )

16383^532000 crowns and the exports 16189 This religious movement stiried up the na
S65.000 The chief articles of import were cotton tional feeling among the Bohemians and did

(3,213964,000), foodstuffs, wood, chenucalb fur much to (heck the Germanifkation of the coun

hides, oils, and silk The chief articles ot ex trv Internal dissension however, prevented the

port were beet sugar (2,219,888,000 crowns, I, reestablishment of the Bohemian monarchy
manufactures of wood (3333,316000), glass and under a Czech ruler In the beginning of the

glassware (2,643,615,000) The principal im sixteenth century the ciown of Bohemia was be

porting countries Mere Germany (3,857,730000 stored on Ferdinand of Haptburg a brother of

crowns), the United States (3042209,000), and Emperor Charles V (qv) The lands of Bo
Austria (1,918943000) The principal coun hernia (Bohemia, Moravia Silesia and Lusatia)
tries of export, Austria (5,726,977,000 crowns) now became practically heieditary m the house
and Germany (2,501,022,000) of Eapsburg
Finance In 1920 the budget estimates were, The Protestant Refoimation took a strong

revenue, 7,750,770,000 crowns, expenses, 10416, hold on the Bohemians largely as a result of the

175,000 In 1921 the revenues were estimated at Hussite movement Bohemia was the battle

14,129,919,000 and the expenses at 13,841,738 000 ground of a large part of the Thirty Years'
crowns The increased estimates of expenditure War (1618-48) between the Protestants and the
for 1921 were due to the proposed outlay for the Catholics The latter were triumphant at the

departments of defense, education, and trans Battle of the White Mountain (November,
portafaon and also to the payments of interest 1620) and Bohemia was turned over to the
on the national debt The national debt may be Jesuits This war reduced the population of

divided into five different items (1) The share the country more than 50 per cent and com
of the country in the debt of the former Austro pletelv devastated the region
Hungarian Empire, (2) the share of respon The Czechs meekly bore the Hapsburg rule

sihility for the Austro Hungarian war bonds in until the close of the seventeenth century when
possession of Czech Slov aks at the time of the there was a vigorous reawakening of the spirit
Armistice (3) internal floating debt, (4) Of nationalism The Czechs were unable to get
debts incident to the currency reform measures any recognition at the Congress of Vienna how
necessitated by the influx of paper money from ever In 1848, an insurrection occurred at

Austria, and (5) contributions to the repara Prague, but was quickly suppressed by the
tions fund under the Peace Treaty In 1922 the Austnans The Czechs refused to enter the
estimated expenditures amounted to more than Vienna Reichsrat m 1867 and did everything
19,500,000,000 crowns and the estimated xeve m their power to hinder the Dual Monarchy
nues to 18,700,000,000 The deficit had to be Many bitter struggles occurred in the nineteenth
made up through the sale of bonds The m and twentieth centuries over the status of the
crease in the 1922 budget was again due to Czech language and customs The Czech move
further expenditures on defense, education, and ment was an ever present threat to the integrity
transportation The increase in revenue was of the Austro Hungarian monarchy and to the
rawed from customs, excises, government mo p ace of Europe Nationalist propaganda was
nopches, turnover, luxury and transportation earned on unceswmgly Newspapers, clubs, local
taxes The 1922 budget also contamed provi committees, etc, worfced day anTnight to cast
wona for the issuance of long tern bonds to be off the foreign yoke Their activities were car-

?5S *?*?
imProv^e

?? ^ January 1. ned on despite the stern repression and persecuS,^^ 2 X* J AU8tmn **** authonties **

3,500,000,000 rpk opemng Of the Great War in 1914 raised
History The hwtory of

C^cho Slovakia is the hope* of the Czechs to the highest pitch,
fcrgely centred around that of Bohemia It was because they saw in it an opportunity to gam

P
Bo

^
emaanB ** thr liberty A secret soc% know4 as the

108 fe throu^1 M^ orgamzed on a thoroughly efficient basis,
, and Magyar op- keptia toW witt the Czechoslovak Committee



at Pans It had spies in all the departments) at
Vienna and Budapest, and stole manv document^
of inestimable value The efforts of the Czecho
Slovaks were recognized as early as December,
1917, when Premier Clemenceau authorized the
establishment of a Czechoslovak arun Al

though the new state had not as yet come into

existence, its independence was recognized by
Italy on April 23 1918 by Great Britain,

August 3, by the United States, September 2,
and by Japan on September 9

The rapid decline of the Central Powers in
1918 was seized upon as the opportune time to
launch the new republic The declaration of in

dependence was issued in Paris on Oct 18 1918
On October 28, the local government of Pi ague
va.8 seized and on the following day the Czecho
Slovak republic was proclaimed with Thomas
ifasaryk as president The formal proclamation
was issued on November 14
The reconstruction period that folio-wed the

Great War was hampered bv various conditions
The unstable condition of foreign exelunge,
threats of Bolshevist uprisings, internal dissen
sions among the various linguistic and lehgious
groups, and a heavv \\ar debt, tended to count* r

lialance, to some extent, the ibs^tince of the
victors and the coidial lelations that existed
between Czechoslovakia and the membeis of
the Alhe-, paititululv 1-inu S^e Rr PPUE
MEM
CZEGU5D, tsS'glld A market town of Hun

gary, about 46 miles pouthe^t of Budapest
(Map Hungarv F 3) The inhabitants are

chiejly emplojed in agricultural pursuits, the

surrounding country being paititulaih adapted
to the raising of gram, fruit, and cattle Gram
is ground in local nulls Consider iblt. red vine

la produced It is a large mihtaiv pent for

cavalry Pop (largely Magyar), 1900, 30,106

1910, 33,942

CZEXAWOWSKI, che'ka ncVsk*, Aii3XA>,

DEB (1832-76) A Russian explorer He was
bom in Volhvma and studied at Kiev and Dor

pat Banished to Siberia in 1863 for his par

facipation in the Polish insurrection of that

year, he was permitted to settle at Irkutsk in

1868 Here, as the agent of the Imperial

Geographical Society, he began a series of

geological investigations extending along the

lower Tunguska, the Olenek, and the Lena, tht

results of which were published chiefly in Peter

mann's Mtttettungen (1874 et seq ) Amnestied

by the government, he returned to St Peters

burg, where during an attack of melancholy he

committed suicide

CZELAKOWSKY, chla koVsk* See CELA
XOVSKT
CZEBMAK, cheVmak, JAJBOSTJLW (1831-78)

A Bohemian painter, brother of Johinn Nepo
mnk Czermak the physiologist He was born

m Prague, and studied in that city under Chris

iaan Ruben, in Antwerp under Wappera, and in

Brussels under Gallait Hib early paintings

treated chiefly subjects from the history of

Bohemia They are powerfully conceived and

carefully executed, but less rich and interesting

in color than the genre scenes treating the

southern Slavs, to which he devoted himself

after a journey in 1858 through Hungarj,
Croatia, Bosnia, Dalmatia, and Montenegro

Among his most noteworthy pictures are "Mur
der of WallenBtein's Companions at Eger,"
'Slavonian Emigrants," "Norman Fishermen

in a Boat Reading the Bible" (I860) "The

Court Poet of Rudolf II ] w
of Prague" (1854, Czernin Gallery, Vienna)

IMontenegnn Woman and Child' (1861)

Rape of a Herzogoviman Woman (1867)
return of Montenegrins to their Devastated

Vllige' (1877) Consult Hantich, L' Lit

1<}if<]iie en JUe siecle (Paris and Prague
1'.04.

CZER-ltAS JOHA>> XEPOMTK (1828-73' A
G rraan phv-ician, born in Prague He studied
at the unr "rsities of Vienna, Breslau, and
V\ uizlmrg e id was appointed a lecturer or

p'n iiology and microscopic anatomy at the Urn
vtiMtv of Prague Subsequently he held a

piolebsorship of zoology and comparative
anatomy at Graz (1855-56) and of physiology
at Cracow (1856-^8) Pest (1858-60) Jena
(1865-69) and Leipzig (1860-73) At Leipzi?
he erected at his own expense a laboratory and
an auditorium specially arranged for demonstra
tions in experimental physiology He is best

known for having mide notable improvements
in the laryngoscope and for having been the
first systematically to employ that instrument
His publications include Dei Eehlkopfspiegel
und seine lenceitung fui Physiologic und
Vede-in, (1860 2d ed, 1863) Consult the

biography by Springer in the Qesammelte

Schnften (2 volb Leipzig, 1879), and Populate
pjiiwiologitclie Tort) age (1869)
CZER-NHATTSEN

1

, BABO^ Vo^ See CZOBMQ,
KVBT

CZERN'OWITZ, chgr'niS vita (Ruman Cet

-) The cipital of the Austrian Crownland
of Bukowina situated on a hill near the right
buik of the Pruth, about 164 miles east south
ea->t of Lemberg near the Rumanian, and Rus
sian frontiers (Slap Austria J 2) Its giowtli
lias been largely within the last 40 years

Among the noteworthy public buildings are the

Archiepiscopal Palace, a handsome Byzantine

structure, the Greek Oriental cathedral, copied
from the church of St Isaac in St Petersburg
the Armenian Church, the sumptuous Jewish

svnagogue in Moorish style, and a municipal
theatre Czeraowits is the seat of a Greek
Oriental archbishop and the governor of the

Bukowina Its educational institutions include

the Francis Joseph University founded in 1875

(about 1000 students), with a library of 94 000

volumes, a gymnasium, industrial and trade

schools It has manufactures of machinery and

oil, lumber and beer It carries on a trade in

wool, cattle, and spirits Pop, 1890, 54,171

1900, 67,622, of whom 34,441 were Germans
13 030 Ruthenes, 9400 Rumanians and 8601

Poles, among them 21,587 Jews in 1910, 87,128

Up to 1774, when it was occupied bv the

Austnans, who made it the capital of the

Province of Bukowina, Czeruowitz was an unim

portant village

CZEBNT, ch&r'nS, K"A^ (1791-1857) An
Austrian pianist and composer born m Vienna
He was at first instructed by his father, Wenzel

Czeray (1752-1832) then studied under Bee
thoven with whom he was a great favorite, and
under dementi At the early age of 15 he was
in great demand as a teacher and also rapidly
won high reputation as a virtuoso Among his

pupils were Liszt, Thalberg, Jaell, and Kullak
He left over 1000 compositions, of which his

instructive works for the pianoforte are of per
manent value They are "Die Schule der

Gelaufigkeit," op 299, "Taghche Studien," op
337 "Die Schule dw Virtm _en," op 365 , "Die
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Schule der Fmgerfertigkeit," op 740, and

others

CZEBNY, VINCENZ (1842-1916) An Aus
tnan burgeon, bora at Trautenau, Bohemia He
studied at Vienna, and until 1871 acted as

Billroth s assistant In the latter Tear he was

made profehsor of surgery at Fneburgim
Breisgau and m 1877 at Heidelberg In 1906

he was made director of the Institute for Cancer

Experimentation He introduced important im

proyements m operative surgerT and published

the following works Ueber die Beziehungen der

Chirm gie zu den "\afuruissenschaften (1S72)

Beitrage zur operatwen Ohiturgie (1878; Das

Meiddlergen Institut fur expej imentelle Krels

foischung (1912)
CZEBNY (eheVne-) GEOEGB (ie, Black

George) (1766-1817) The leader of the Ser

nans in their struggle for independence, gen
erally kno^n as KARA (Turk lara, black)

GBOEGE He was born, Dee 21, 1766, in the

neighborhood of Belgrade In 1787 he was m
volved in a rising against Turkish rule but

later settled down as a cattle dealer In August,

1801, a band of Janizaries broke into his duell

ing and plundered it, and m retaliation he

collected a band of malcontents and entered upon
a courbe of guerrilla warfare Gradually his

followers increased, m 1804 he captured the

fortress of Shabatz and subsequently in\et,ted

Belgrade In the beginning of 1806 he routed

the Turks at the rivers Dnna and Morava and

captured Belgrade in December 1806 The
cause of Senia was aided by the Mar uhich at

this time broke out between Russia and Turkey
After the Treaty of Slobosie (July 8, 1808),
Czerny George was elected Governor by the

people and recognized as Prince of Servia by the

Sultan The French invasion of Russia in 1812

compelled the latter country to let Servia shift

for itself Hostilities recommenced, the Turks
were successful, and Czerny had to flee to

Russia He afterward went to Austria, where
he lived for some time Meanwhile the freedom
of Servia was secured through the leadership of

Milosh Obrenovitch, and in July, 1817, when
Kara George returned, intending, as some sup
pose, to rally his partisans round him for the

furtherance of his ambitious schemes, he was
murdered at the instigation of Prince Milosh
This was the beginning of a feud between the
families of Obrenovitch and Karageorgentch
which lasted into the twentieth century Kara
George's second son, Alexander Karageorgevitch,
was Prince of Servia from 1842 to 1858, but
was finally e^spelled, and the Obrenovitch family
held the throne tall 1&03, when, after the as-

sassination of Alexander I (qr), Peter Kara

georgenteh, grandson of Czerny George, assumed
the crown as Peter I (qv ) See SEEVIA

CEEENYSCOTWSKY, chgr'nl sh6v/sk& See
TOHEBNYSHITV SSI

CZEESKI, qhfir'ske-, JOHANNES (1813-03) A
German divine, one of the founders of the Ger
man Catholics He was born at Werlubien,
Weat Prussia, and was educated at the Priests'

Seminary at Posen Sentenced to penitential
confinement for contracting a secret marriage in

1844, n& resigned his vicanate m Silesia and

founded an independent community of Catholics,

kno^n as the Christlich ApOhtoliich Kathohsche

Gememde He \\as excommunicated m 1845

Although he maintained his o^n vieus he par

ticipated m the struggles of the German Catho-

lics and upon their downfall demoted himself to

quiet religious activity His mobt important
Tvork is the ~\achlass des tf&benden Papsttums
(12th ed, 1870) He dettnded his defection

from Rome in Rechtfertigung Meines A-bfalles

ion der lomnclien Hofkirche (1S45)

CZIRKNITZBB SEE See ZIBKMTZEB SEE

CZOLGOSZ, chol'gosh, LEC^ (1873-1901) \n

American anarchist the assatssm of William

McKinlev, t\\ent\ fifth President of the United

States He was born of Polish German parents
at Detroit, Mich

,
and was by trade an iron

worker He ^aa tried before the criminal term

of the State Supreme Court at Buffalo N Y
,

on Sept 23-24, 1901, and con\icted of murder
in the first degree No witness were sum
moned for the defense, but e\ Judge Leu is, of

counsel for the prisoner, protected his consti

tutional and legal rights and at the conclusion

of the case addressed the jury in hit> behalf

The assassin uas electrocuted m the State prison
at Auburn, N Y

,
on Get 29, 1901 See McKiN

LEI, WILLIAM

CZOSHIG, chSr'niE, K"*RT.
; BABON voix C?EEN

HAUSEff (1804-89) An Austrian statistician,

bom at Czernhausen, Bohemia He studied at

Prague and Vienna, and in 1841 became director

of the buieau of administrate e statistics at

Vienna In 1850 he represented his district in

the Ministry of Commerce, in 1852 was made a

baron, and from 1852 to 1863 was leader of a

society for the preservation of architectural

monuments In 1859 lie Mas appointed chief of

the section of railwaj aft airs in the Ministry of

Commerce In 1863-65 he was president of the

central statistical commission, organized by him
self He published an ethnographic chart of the

Empire, with te\t (1855), and other works

OZTJCZOB, tsoo'tsQr, GEBGELY (or GREQOR)
(1800-66) An Hungarian poet and linguist
He was born at AndOd (County of Xcutra), be

came a member of the Benedictine Order and
from 1825 to 1835 was a professoi (successively

in the gymnasia at Eaab and Komorn In 1835

he was appointed second secretary and archivist

of the Hungarian Acadenn, by \\hich he \us
commissioned in 1844 to prepare the great le\i

con of the Hungarian language (6 vols, 1861-

74) Four volumes weie edited b\ him, the re

maining two by Janos Fogarass> (q\ ) His

disregard of the historical and comparati\e
method in philology often impaired the scientific

value of his \vork as a lexicographer particu
krly in connection with etymologies His popu
lanty was due chiefly to his epic poems, whose

principal hero was John Hunyady He uas im-

prisoned in 1849 for the publication of his

Rtado, a poem calling Hungarians to action on
behalf of their liberties, but obtained his release

under the Amnesty of 1850 His poems ap-

peared collected in 3 vols at Pest in 1858
Besides hzs fables and translations of Latin

authors, he composed a Life of Washmgton,
which ranks among his best works m prose
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DThe
fourth letter and third conso

nant in the Greco Roman alpha
bete Its form is demed by a

rounding of the sign A, e\idently a
cursive corruption of the triangle
xvhich is found in the T\est Greek

inscriptions rather than from the familiar form
of delta {A) seen in most Greek scripts (See
ALPHABET, LETTERS ) Flinders Petrie (The
formation of the Alphabet, London, 1912) con-

siders it one of the oldest and most generally
used signs in the prehistoric eignanes of Egypt
It is probable that it gave rise to the regular
hieroglyphic, with value d or du, the sign of

giving, and da is one of the earliest and most
rr>n+.a >iainTig t.'hg.f Tnoju-miy Thfl

pwnor ) riband (ME noon) The d sometimes

disappears, as in duel (Lat orudelw), borrowed
from French Ihe letter d is often assimilated,
as a/firm accept, gossip (OE godsilb) , and m
certain linguistic developments it interchanges

glionetically

-with Z, eg, I, Lat U/vsaes, from
I 'OUvffffevr, or with r in Lat arbiter, from ad

leteie According to Grimm's Law, original d
becomes * in English, z in German Thus, Indo
Ger *del m, Eng ten, Ger zehn Di followed by
a vowel becomes, j, as in journal from diurnal, a

phonetic law common to the Romance languages
from which this form is borrowed Consult
Schwan Behrens Giammaire de I'anwen fran-
01* (Pans, 1913)
As Svmbol 1 As a numeral. D = 500.

roundea form is distinctly .European, occur

ring in Athens and Italy and in the Runic m
scnptions The Greek name of the letter, delta,
ib a modification of the Semitic word ddleth

(originally dalt), which means a 'door' Tbe
Greek capital, A, still retains the shape of the

opening of a tent, the kind of door most familiar
to a nomadic people From the rounded form of
the capital letter were gradually evolved during
tbe Middle Ages the uncial and minuscule forms,
the latter giving rise to our small d Consult
E M Ihompson, Introduction to Gieeh and
Latin Palaeography, pp 284 et seq (Oxford,
1912)
Sound In sound the English d is a dental

or rather alveolar (lingual) voiced explosive,
made by a contact of the tip of the tongue and
the roof of the mouth near the upper front teeth

(Consult Jones, The Pronunciation of English, p
16, Cambridge, 1909 ) In French the contact is

rather dental than alveolar ( Consult Passy, The
Bounds of the French Language, p 72, trans

by Savory and Jones, Oxford, 1907 } The North
German d is between the English and the French
There is also in Northern English a slightly more
cerebral d, as in drown, made by bending up the

tip of the tongue and touching the roof of the
mouth farther back than in the so called dental
sound This is due to its position before the

Source English d comes (1) from Indo
Ger dh (Gk 6, Lat f, d (with r), 6) , as door,
Gk Ovpa, Lat foras, udder, Skt Hdhar, Gk
ot9as, Lat itber , (2) from Indo-Ger t when
not immediately preceded by the accent, hund
red, Skt catdm, Gk eiea,r6t>, Lat centum, (3)
from Germanic p, with I, gold, Goth guty, (4)
d arises as a special development from the affin

ity of - for d (as a transfer sound) , in such words
as Eng gender, Lat gener, Eng thunder (OE

D = 5000 This use of D to denote 500 arose
from a confusion with , the original symbol for
that number 2 In Roman names D = Decimus,
Divus, Dominus, and Deus 3 In academic de

grees D stands for Doctor 4 In music D is the
second note of the natural scale and is a whole
tone above C It is written in the first added

space below the treble clef or on the fourth line

in the bass clef it as on the third line or in the
second added space above {See MUSICAL No
TATXOHT ) 5 In chemistry D = didymium 6

In reckoning English money (
s d ) , d = pence,

penny (Lat denanits) 7 In mathematics D =
derivation, d = differentiation, A = differencing,
and 8= variation
DAB (probably from dab, gentle blow) A

fish (Limanda hitianda) closely related to the

plaice and flounder (qq v ) It is common on the
sandv shores of northern Europe It can easily
be distinguished from the common flounder by
the distinct arch in the lateral line at the an
tenor end It attains a length of 12 inches and
is much esteemed as food A nearly related spe
ciee, the rusty dab (Ltmanda ferruginea), pos
sessing smaller scales, is rather abundant on the
eastern coast of North America
DAB, DABB, or DHABB, dub (Ar ddbb,

lizard) A lizard of northeastern Africa, as the
common spiny tailed agamoid Uromastmr aeon*

thinurus Two or more species, about a foot in

length, are common in Algeria, Tunis, and

Egypt, and in Algeria are called "lezards des

palmiers," perhaps because they eat dates This

genus has no voice, and their color, which is very
changeable, depends upon the weather, being dull

on cool days and much brighter when it is warm
The term is also given to the dried flesh of liz

ards, especially of the fikmk (Botncus otffotnoZta),

preserved for use in medicine among the Arabs
DAB'BAT (Ar doUaf, reptile) The third
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sign of the (tuning ot the judgment, the Apoca
Ivptu t>c i^-t ot the Mohammed religion
DAB'CmCK (vinant of dob chick, a dmng

bird from dnp to drop bait into water, A^
doppn, a ^ ittr bird irom dypittan to drvc,

from dypan, to dip) i. small erebc, as (1) in

tie Lnittd Stittb the pied billed grebe (Podi

li/mhits i/iduep*.) (2i in Fnglmd, the little

yrehe (I'adtfpp^ minoi
}

See GBEBE

DABHEY, tlib'm CHABLES \Vim\it (1855-
I An American agncultuiist and educator,

born it "FHmpdtu SidntA Va and educited at

Hampden ^i<lnev College and at the univerbitiis,

of Virginia, Berlin and Guttiiup.il ( Ph D 1*80 1

He Tvas pruti-sin of ihinustiv at Emory and
Henrv College and at the Unnerfeitv of !North

Carohni between Ib77 and 1881 dueetor of the

>orth Cirohna Ayruulturil Experiment Station

and State chemist (1880-87 1 nnd director of

the Tennesbte Agiicultural Experiment Station

(1887-00) From 1887 to 1004 he served as

president of the Unrvertaity of Tennest.ee 3 he
then luepttd the presidency of the University
of Cincinnati tthile in the South he added to

Ins otter duties those of Assibtant Secretary of

the United States Department of Agriculture

(1803-96) and of president of the Summer
School of UIP South (1002-04) He discov

ered phosphate and tin ore deposits in North
Carolina Besides Agricultural Experiment Sta

tion reports his publications include Old Col

lege and Aert (1806) A National Unnersity
(1807) Igtvultuial Education (1000 2ded,
1004) The Problem in the South (1903) Edit

cational Pnnnple* in the South (1904), The
Relation, of [gncvltuie io Other Sciences

(1904) Washington Educationist (1911)

DABKEY, dabX ROBEBT LEWIS (1820-98)
\n American Presbyterian clergyman He was
born in Loniba Co

, Va , and studied at Hanip
den Sidney College, at the Unrver&ity of Vir

gima, and at the Union Theological Seminary
of Virginia, in which he was professor of church

history from 1853 to 1883 In the Civil War
he served as chaplain of the Eighteenth Virginia
Regiment and later became major and chief of

staff to General Stonewall" Jackson In 1870
he was Moderator of the Presbyterian General
Assembly of the South and in 1883 wafo ap
pointed professor of moral philosophy m the

University of Texas He founded the Austin
School of Theology He published Life of Gen
T J (Stonewall) Jackson (1864-66), Sacred
Rhetono (Richmond, 1867, 3d ed, 1881), De
fense of Virginia, (1867), Sensualistv PMos
ophy of the ~Vinete0nth Oenfuiy Examined
(18T6, 2d ed, 1888), Theology, Dogmata and.

Polemic (1879, 3d ed, 1885) and the posthu
mous Penal Character of the Atonement (1898)
and Discussions (4 vols, 1890-97) Consult

Tohnson, Life and Letters of R L Dalmey (Rich
mond, 1903)

DABO, LBOJS- (1869- ) An Aniencan
uiural and landscape painter He was born in

Detroit studied in Paris, at the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs, the Academie Julian, and under the

Spaniard Vierge, and in Rome and Florence

under Gaghardi He began as a mural painter,
aa may be seen in his decorations of the church
of St John the Baptist in Brooklyn and the fneze
m the Flower Memorial Library, Watertown,

vug under the influence of Whistler and the

Japanese, but with a distinct originality His

paintings arc usually harmonies m a single or

in relattd tones, wonderfulh blended They
are highly decorative subtle in the rendition of

vi lues, broad and praise in brubh -work He
has tound even more appreciation abioad than

in hib natne countiv Hib fa\orite subjectb are

the Hudson, of which he hat, painted o\er 100

ptctuies, or the bhoitb of Staten lulind, Tuth

the bubtle conflict of sunlight and mit>t, light
and shadow He i* leprebeuted in the Iirxem

bourg Parito in the mussfums ot St Louis New
^ork, Washington, Chicago Detroit and To^o
and in private collection^ Among the best of

hits works are two Xoctuinal Fetes on the Hud
son, 'The Wave U inter Scene (Reibingoi

collection, Ne^ York) Da\vn bevond the Hud
son' (1010) Ihe Rocket (1012), and a por
tiait of Whistler His youngei brother, TEIEO

DOEE SCOIT DABO (1877- ), born in New
Orleans paints landbcapes, ^eu similar in styli

Consult Clemen, in Kunvt fut Alls (Munich
1010) and the fftudio lor 1006

DABOI'A (East Indian) The formerly ac

tepted generic name which his pasbed into Eng
hsh of the -very deadly Russell s \iper (Daboia

nowTipe/ct iiisielhi) See "\IPEE, S-NAEE, and

Plate of R^AKE
DABBOWSKX, dabr6^'bke, JAN HENBIK

See DOMPRO\\ SKT

DA CAPO, da ka'po (It, from the begin

ning) A term in music, frequently placed at
the end of a phrate or movement, indicating th it

the performer must return to the beginning of

the movement, or to some other part of it usually
marked with the sign g, and finish ^heie the

ivoid fine is placed Scarlatti is generally ered

ited with being the first to introduce the use of

the da capo in his opera of Teodora (1603),

though it appears that a da capo occurs in

Tenagha's opera, Clearco, as early as 1661 Tlif

words are generally abbreviated. DC, sometimes
D C flrf fine See ^RTA

DACCA, dikla, or DHAKA The Islam

capital of the Presidency of Bengal, m the divi

sion and dibtnct of the same name in British

India (Map India, F 4) It is situated on
the left bank of the Burhi Gangi, which con

nects the Brahmaputra with the <langes, 150

miles northeast of Calcutta It extends along
the river bank for 6 miles, its poit is Nam
angam The surrounding country is low and
overflows during the rainy seaton Man\ of

the old temples and other public buildings are

in rums and give to the city an appearance of

deca> Since 1870, however, it has recovered
some of its ancient prosperity and there aie now
a number of modern public buildings and edu
cational institutions including a college Tlif

city has modern water TV oiks and ga/3 In IS01

Dacca was a flourishing city of great commercial

importance, famous for its mublms, which in

the phraseology of the Eaat weie characterised

aa 'flowing water,' 'woven air," and "evening
dew '* In those days Dacca was filled with mag
nifkent temples and palacta, and its population
\as estimated at 200000 It was formerly on
the Padma, but the change m the river system
of that part of India broke up its inland com
merce, -while the invasion of British manufac
tares almost completely ruined the native tex
tile industry With, the construction of the
Dacca Maimansingh Railway line the trade of

Dacca has revived, and there is again a demand
for the native textile products Besides textiles,
Dacca also produces fine silver and gold plate,

filigree work, steel ornaments, carved shells, and
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boats There is a consideiable trade in ile

phmts Ihe chief exports are jute, oil seeds,
and hides Besides Dacca College, it has a col

l(ge of fine arts a college of medicine, and tech
meal bdiools In 1014 it hid betn decided to
combine these into a umurbitv Dacca wab the

capitil of Be mil in the s< \enteenth centun
Since 1012 when Bengal (q^ ) was reunited,
it hab been occupied b-\ the entire admimstra
tion ioi a (titain peiioil f\en \eai Pop 1801,
815S5 1001 b9733 1911, 108,551

DACE, DABE, or DABT (OF dais, dace,
dut MI rtaiihti ultimiteh connected with

Fng dait OHG tatt ja\ehn) A fresh w iter

fibh (/fwjstus /cjicisnis) of the family C \prmi
(1 e, belonging to the s ime genub as the chub

(q\ ) and common m the streams ot western
1 urop( The body is robust and covered with
rather large scilcs the mouth is rather large
Ihe uppei parts ue dusky blue, becoming paler
on the sides ind passing into white on the belh
the cheek and gill co\erb sil\ei\ white The
dace is gregarious and swims in shoalt, They
furnish the angler fair sport both with fly and
bait, but the flesh is not highh esteemed The
genus includes nnny other species both on

Europe and in the United Stateb In the United
Stites the name is. ipplied to species of \anous

9 DACTER

DACHSHUND, daKsTmnt' A breed of small,

long bodied do^s, formerly employ ed in central

Euiope in hunting badgers, but now kept wholh
as pets See HOL\D
DACIA, da'shia The land 01 the Daei or

Get* Its geographical limit's were \en indefi

nitt until its conquest by the Romans After

that period it compribed modern Tranb\hania
with adjacint parts ol Hungan Rumania and
Bukowma (Map Roman Empire, with Article

ROME, E 2) The inhabitant^ properly called

Daoi or Dakoi (Daci), cime onginalh from
Thrace Greek and Roman writers fieejuenth
confube or identify them with their kmbmen
the Geta? (q\ ) Tlieir course northward cm
be only imperfecth traced but we know tint

shortly before the tune of Alexander the Grt it

( 335 B c
) they had migrated acrobb the Danub(

It ib not known when or for whit reason the

Get* changed their nime to Dici They seem
to have been the mobt valiant ot the Thracian
birbaricins Curio the first Roman general to

penetrate as far noith is the Dmubc did not
\euture to xssiil them Juhut Cisar howe\ei,
is biid to haye contemplated their subjugation
In 10 B c Augustus sent an urnv up the valley

of the Marob From thi& time there was ilmost
continual fighting between the Romans and the

genera of the family especially Semotilui of Daci, on the whole to the adiantige of the ht
'which the best known is the 'horned dace, or

creek chub (Semotilut atromarulatuv), which
commonly frequents brooks from the Hudson
^ illey to that of the Misboun It grows to a

length of 10 incheb, is bluish above and creamy
below, has a \ igue dusty band on the side, and
its dorsal fin always bears a conspicuous black

spot at the base in front, bordered with red in

the males It is one of the fa\onte objects of

bovb' fishing and it is a good fish for the aqua
num Re-veral other species of Semotilua occur

east of the Rocky Mountains and are called

chubs fallfishes, etc See Plate of DACE A>D

DACEliO (transposed from Lat alcedo aho
alcyon, Gk a.\Kuuy, alliyon, kingfisher, halcyon)
A book name for a genus (Dacelo) of Austral
isian kingfishers representatne of a subfamily

(
DacelomnJB ) of kingfishers (q v ), characterized

by their large size harsh voices, and their adap
tations to i forest life and a diet of reptiles and
insects Ihe bebt known is the laughing king
fisher (Dacelo gigat>), also called laughing jack
ass and king hunter which is the lirgest of

kingfishers, and widely distributed throughout studied at Saumur, and in 1672 came to Paris
" "

iAustralia "It is an uncouth looking bird," says

Wheelwright "nearly the size of a crow of a
rich chestnut brown and dirty white color, the

wings slightly checkered with light blue after

the manner of the Bntibh jay the tail feathers

long, rather pointed and barred with brown It

has the foot of a kingfisher a \en formidable,

long, pointed beak and a large mouth it has
also a kind of crest which it erects when angry
or frightened, and this gives it a "very ferocious

appearance It is a common bird in all the

forests of Australia throughout the year breeds

in a hole in a tree, and the eggs are white

Its principal food appears to be small reptiles,

grubs, and caterpillars The laughing jack
ass is the bushmans clock and being by no
means shy, of a companionable nature, a con

stant attendant about the bush tent, and a de

stroyer of snakes is regarded like the robin at

home as a sacred bird in the Australian

forests" See illustration of KINGFISHERS

ter, who actually compelled their cmhzed ene

mies, in the reign of Domitun to pay tribute

in return for immunity fiom further raids In
101 A D the Emperor Tnjan crohsed the Theiss

ind mnrehed into Trans%hama w litre he fought
a great bittle near Tordi The \\ allach peasant
cilh the battlefield, to the present day Pint dp

Tinjan (Piatum, Tiaiam, 'Field of Trajan')
Ihe Daci who were commanded b\ their famous
chief, Decebalus were defeated A second e\

pt dition of the Fmperor resulted in the destruc

tion of their capital the death of Decebalus
and the loss of their freedom (106 AD ) (See
TBAJAN s COUTMN ) Roman colonibts were sent

into the country a bridge was built o*ver the

Dmube the rums of which are still extant

and three great roads were constructed The
chief towns were Apulum and Sarmi/egetusa
In 270-275 AD the Romans abindoned the conn

try to the Gotlib and the colonists were trans

ferred to Mcesia

DACIEB, da'svft', ATOB (1651-1722) A
French classical s< holar He w ab born of Protea
tant parents at Caatres m Upper Languedoc,- - - -

-372 cami
' ~

where he was emploied to bring out, as part of

the Delphm Classics (qy), an edition of the
Latin writer Festui ( 1681) In 1683 he married
Vnne LefeAre, also a Protect int Two years
later both entered the Roman Catholic church
Dacier subsequently becime royal librarian

member of the Academie des Inscriptions, and

perpetual secretary of the Academie Dacier's

principal works besides his Festus, are (Ettores

dfHorace en Latin et en Fiancais (Pans, 1681

89), an edition of Valerius Flaccus, and numer
ous translations into French of Greek authors,
buch as Plutarch and Epictetus, all of which, in

spite of his erudition are of mediocre quality,

while the eraositions and criticisms are shallow

DACIEB, AXTO (1654-1720) The wife of

the preceding She was bom at Saumur, and
after the death of her learned father, Tannegny
LefSvre, who had developed her talent, came to

Pans, where she acquired such a reputation

by her edition of CalWchuB (1674) that the
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Duke of llontausier commissioned her to edit

Aurehus Victor Dictvs Cretensis, Eutropius,
and Florub, for the Delphm Classics Similarity

of tastes and emplovment led to a marriage
between her and Andre Dacier Besides editing
various dissical works she translated the

comedies of Terence the Amphitiyon, Epidicus,
and Rudens of Phutus accompanied b\ an able

dissertation on the origin, progress, and muta
tions of dramatic poetry Anacreon, Sappho,
and the Phitus and Clouds of Aristophanes
Her admiration of Homer was unbounded and
led to her translation of the Iliad (1699), and
ol the Odyssey (1708), her masterpiece, which

made Homer known for the first time to manv
French men of letters, and vet involved her

in a controversy with two of these men con

cerning the relatne literair merits of the an

cients and the moderns Consult Rigault, His
toire de la guerelle des anciens et des modernes

(1856) Madime Dauer is generalh acknowl

edged to Inve potbessed a, more acute and vig
oroua mind than 1-er husband
DA'CITE A volcanic rock of generally por

plnritic texture characterised l>v the occuirence

of lime soda feldspar and ot quartz, and by mica
hornblende or pvo\ene Ihese minerals are

imbedded in i giound mass 01 matrix of rock

glasses* or of a finer grained a!gregate 01 crys

tals The color of the rock is generalh gray
but under prolonged weathering it may become
brownish The newer or \ounger dacites are

therefore, in contrast with the oldei much less

brown in color The avenge chemical compo
sition of dacite it, silica, 68 per cent, alumina,
17 per cent ferric oxide 2 per cent ferrous

o~ude, 1 5 per cent magnesia, 1 5 per cent , hme,
3 per cent, soda, 4 per cent potish, 3 per cent

Dacite differs from andesite (qv ) principally
in its higher percentage of silica, due to the

presence of quart/ and a greater abundance of

the light colored mineral constituents The name
'dacite" has been given because of the great

development of this type of rock in Dacia, an
ancient Roman province comprising part of

modern Hungary and vicinity Many recent as

well as more ancient volcanic lavas are dacite

Dacite graduateb into trachyte, rhyolite, and
dionte (qqv )

DACOITS' (Hind dalait, dalayat, robber,

dSU, attack bv lobbers, from dflJLnfl, to shout)
The name gnen to bands of men in India who
live by robbery They resemble the thugs (qv )

in that a slight religious element seems to enter

into their conduct, but plunder, and not murder,
is their guiding motive On the whole, they are

a national type of banditti, closely resembling
the brigands of Sicily or Greece Driven out bv
the British goveinment from Hindustan, they
are still fairly active in Burma Technically,

dacoity in British Indian law means the con

spiring of five or more men to engage in any

DA COSTA, CLAUDIO M See COSTA, CIAUDIO
M DA
DACOSTA, da ko^ata, GABBIEL See ACOSTA,

GABBEEL
DA COSTA, da koVta, ISAAC (1798-1860) A

Dutch, poet and Protestant theologian, born in

Amsterdam He studied at Leyden, in 1818 re-

ceived the degree of LLD , and that of Ph D in
1821 Though by parentage he was a Portuguese
Jew, he embraced Christianity MI 1822 and be
cftme a professor and director of the Free Scotch
Oitueh Seminary He was an effective

lecturer The fnend of Bilderdijk, the latter^

poetic mantle fell upon him, and he was thence

lorth esteemed the gieatest ol Holland's poets
The more noteworthy ol his volumes of ^ erse are

Piometheus (1820) Poems (1821-22), Festive

Bongs (1828), Hagar (1840) The Battle oT

~\ieuu,poort (1859) Da Costa translated By
ions Cam and, as a theologian, produced a

Gospel Harmony and Isiael and the Gentiles,

both translated He died at Leyden, April 28,

1860 His poems \seie collected and published
b\ Hasebroek (1861-62)

DACOSTA, JkcosMENDEZ (1833-1900) An
American phjbician one of the greatest clinical

teachers ol his fame He came of an ancient

Portuguese family long resident in St Thomas,
West Indies, recerved his early education in

Europe chiefh in Dresden, and his medical

training at Jeflerson College, Philadelphia, from
which he graduated in 1832 at the age of 19

Subsequently he studied in Pans and Vienna
and returned to Philadelphia to establish a

practice He specialized in pathology and din
ical medicine and soon became a factor in the

medical life of his city, his method of teaching
and ability as a lecturer attracting much at

tention In 1858 he became identified with
Jefferson College, first as instructor, then as

clinical lecturer, and finally, in 1872, as pro
fessor in the chair of practice In 1858 he was
made a fellow of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, and he served as its president in

1884-83 and 1895-98 He was a member of

the staff of the Pennsylvania Hospital from
1865 until the time of his death, was also con
nected with the Philadelphia Hospital and with
the Episcopal and the Children a hospitals of

that city, and took an actrve part in medical

organizations he helped to found the Patholog
ical Society of Philadelphia and was its presi
dent from 1864 to 1867, and was president of

the Association of American Physicians in 1897
He was made honorary and corresponding mem
ber of many learned and scientific orgamza
tions, and the degree of LLD was conferred

upon him by Jefferson College, the University
of Pennsylvania, and Harvard As a writer,
his stvle is clean cut, scholarly, and entertaining
His work includes manv papers and addresses,

among these being Harvey and his Discovery
(Philadelphia 1879), J/ocZe Medicine (Phila
delphia, 1872) , The PJiymoians of the Last Oen-

tiny (Philadelphia, 1857), The Scholar ^n
Medicine (Boston, 1891) His chief work is

his teitbook on Medical Diagnosis (9th ed,
Philadelphia and London, 1900) This has been
translated into seveial foreign languages
DACBES, da'kerz, JAMES RICHARD (1788-

1853) An English naval officer, born at Lowe
stoft He entered the navy in 1796, accompanied
the expedition sent against Ferrol, and in 1806
was promoted captain and put in command of
the sloop Bacchante After distinguished ser
vice he was in 1811 transferred to the Guemere
Upon the loss of that vessel in the famous con
test with the Constitution he was taken aboard
the latter he and Captain Isaac Hull were
intimate friends and subsequently paroled at
Boston By the court martial assembled in 1812
at Halifax he was honorably acquitted of all

blame for the surrender of his vessel In 1815,
while commanding the Tiber, he captured the

Leo, an American privateer He became a rear
admiral in 1838, commander at the Cape of
Good Hope in 1845, and rioe admiral m 1848
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DAC&ES, SIE SYD\EY COLPOYS (1805-84)
An English admiral He entered the na\v m
Ibl7 and -ft as captam of the flagship of the

Channel fleet under Sir Charles Napier from
1847 to 1849, and as commander of the San?
Paieil took a prominent pirt in the bombard
ment of Sebastopol, for -n hich he was mad* C B
He was made rear admiral in 1858, and com
manded the first ironclad squadron He was
second in command on the North American bti

tion during the controversy o\er the Trent affair

(1861) and commanded the Channel squadron
in 1863-66 In 1868 he was appointed Senior

Lord of the Admiralty and in 1872 governor
of Greenwich Hospital He had been promoted
admiral in 1870 In 1875 he retired

DACRYDTUM (NeoLat, from Gk SaKpv
Stov, dahrydion, dim of $a.ipv dairy, tear re

fernng to the drops of gum exuded b\ the tret.)

A coniferous genus of lofty trees of the family

Taxacese, belonging to the podocarp tribe The

species are chiefly natives of Australia and New
Zealand Dactydmm panJJinu is called Huon
pine, although it is not a pine Its timber is

harder than any Baltic pine and is excellent for

spars for na\al purposes The tree attains a

height of 100 feet, and a diameter of 6 feet

The wood is light, tough, and -very durable

It is said to be one of the best Australian woods
for carving Dacrydium cupresstnum and Dacry
dium, Ktrln are two species occurring in New
Zealand, where they are large trees of considera

ble economic value The fleshy seeds of both

species are edible The young twigs of Dacry
diiim cupressinum are sometimes used for mak
ing a kind of beer Closely related are the spe
cies of Podocarpus, of -which there are about 40

species in Asia and through the islands of Aus
traha Podocarpiis totara- is the most valuable

timber tree of New Zealand, where it attains

a height of 60 to 100 feet and a diameter of

6 to 8 feet The bark is extensively used for

roofing houses Podocaipus sptcata and Podo

corpus excelsa- are other species of value

DACTYL (Lat dactylus, Gk JOKTUXOJ, dak-

tyloi, finger) The name of a measure, or "foot,"
in Greek and Latin versification It consists of

one long and two short byllables, as in the word

Smmliis, and was so called from its resemblance

to the finger, which consists of three joints one

long and two short The same name is applied
to a trisyllable measure in English verse, con

sisting of one accented syllable and two unac
cented syllables, as in destiny (See VEBSIFI

CATION' ) Dactylic verses consist of dactyls and

equivalent feet See HESAMETEB
DACTYLIS See OBCHABD GBASS
DAC'TYLOI/OGY (from Gk Sa.Krv\os, fakty

los, finger + Xo-y/a, logut, reasoning, from

\fjttv, legevn, to say) The art of commum
eating thought by the fingers See DEAT MUTE
DACTYI/OMAN'CY See SUPERSTITION

DACTYLS, DACTYLI, DAXTYLOI In

Greek legend, a supernatural folk who dwelt on

Mount Ida in Phrygia They were the discov

erors of copper and iron and were deeply versed

in the metal working arts The legends later

transferred them to the Cretan Mount Ida and

identified them with the Corybantes They were

originally three in number Kelmis, the Smelter,

Damnameneus, the Hammer, and Aemon, the

Anvil Later, they were increased to 5, 10, 52,

and at last 100

DADDY LOUrOLEGS 1 In the United

States, the long-legged, spider like creatures of

the arachnid famih Opihomdse (See HAB\EST
MA> )

2 In England, the flies of the family

Tipulidse, which includes* the crane flies big,

long legged insects, resembling exaggerated mos

quitoLb that swaim in late summer in grassy
and bu'-h'v places Ihe eggs are not known The
laivee of some Ine in damp earth, deca\mg wood,
etc, and of others in the water, feeding on

vegetable material, diatoms, etc One cunous
wingless genus (CTuoneoi contains the snow
insects

'

occasionalh seen in swarms on the sur
face of snow banks Some of the earth inhabit

ing forms injure the root'j of gram and other

glasses, More than 1000 species have been
described

DA'DO (It, a die) In architecture the
die or body of a pedestal It is also applied to
the lower part of the wall of a room, between
the baseboird and the chair rail or cap mold
mg whether \\ambcoted with wood or other
material or otherwise decor itivelv treated to

distinguish it from the rest of the wall It is

usually not o\ei 3 or 4 feet in height See
WAINSCOT
DADOS/YLOtf (XeoLat, from Gk 5oj, das,

torch + u\oy, xylon, wood) Fossil wood of
Paleozoic age, found in the Devonian rocks of

Europe and America, and ha\ing a microscopic
structure like that of Cotdaites \vood and Arau
cam wood See COMFEBE COEDAITES
DJGD'ALTJS (Lat, from Gk Aai8a\oj Daida

los, literally, the 'cunning worker') The mvthi
cal sculptor, placed b\ Greek legend at the be

ginning of native art, to whom were attnbuted
many early wooden statues, apparently of the

type of the earlv nude male figures such as the

"Apollo of Orehomenos " The early forms of the

legend seem to have made him a native of Crete
and there seems to ha-ve been an early school
of Cretan artists, the Doedalida who claimed
him as their ancestor Later, under Athenian
influences, however, the more common forms of
the myth arose In these Dsedalus was a descend
ant of the Athenian rojal race, the Erechthidae,
and having killed his pupil Talos, fled to Crete
where he was received by King Minos, for whom
he built the Labyrinth for the Minotaur and,
for Pasiphae (q\ ), the wooden cow These
stories seem to imply that Crete exercised an

important influence on earlv Greek art Having
incurred the wrath of Minos, he fitted wings
to his son, Icarus, and himself and fled across
the sea Icarus flew too near the sun the wax
which fastened the wings melted and he was
drowned in the Icarian Sea Daedalus escaped
to Italy, where he built the temple of Apollo at

Cum, and then crossed to Sicily, where local

legend attnbuted to him many architectural
works Consult Kuhnert, DcBdalui (Leipzig,
1886) , Pettier, in Daremberg and Sagho, Die
ttonnotre dea antiqttitfo (Paris, 1873) , Robert,
'Die Daidaliden," in Archaologisclie MarcJim
(Berlin, 1886) , E A Gardner, A Handbook of
Greek Sculpture (London, 1911)
D^ffiDALTTS OP SICYOIT, sishlCn A

Greek sculptor, who lived m the earlier half of

the fourth century B c
, the son of Patrocles of

Sicyon, and kinsman of the famous Polychtus
(qv) One of his earliest works was a

"Trophy,*' erected at Olympia by the Eleians to
commemorate a victory over the Lacedaemonians
His other productions include the figures of

"Two Boys Using the Stngil," the portrait
statues of several of the victors in the Olympian
or the Pythian games, and statue1

? of Nike and
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Arcadias in i laigt gioup set up at Delphi bv
the Arcadians after t \utor\ guned in 369

BC owr the Spxrtans Consult Dauhlob, 2, in

Paulvftissowa Realenryclopadie de> flassuchen

Mt&tumwi'KfnK.Jiaft \dl n (Stuttgart 1001)

D-ffiDICTT'BTrs See GLTPTODON
DJEMON ^ee Df \ro>

DJEMON'EUX (\eoTat from Ok Satfuav,

daimon demon + Xt| Jieluc, spiral) \ prob
lematK fossil found in gu it nunbtrs in the

sandstones 01 the Loup Fork Lertiarv of north

western Xebratki ind adjiunt portion-* of Wvo
nunjr and known to the lanchiiun of the uunitv
bv the mine of De^l s coiksirews The fosbil

ranges through x tlmkne^ of al>out 230 feet ot

sandstones ind lanes in iorm from delicate

fibrous structures in the lowermost beds, through
olmdiual spherical, cikelike and irregularly
twisted *orms in suciebbnelv higher hori/ons,

till in the uppermost beds it assumes the form
of a ^crtic^l left or light handed spiral spring
2 to 10 lett lujfh with or without a central

axis ind usualh with a more or less cuned
fubiiorm or tvlindncal trunk, 3 to 20 feet

long tint riseb obliquely fiom the base of the

spiral The fibrous foims penetrate the band

stone and are ilso found traversing the surfaces

of skullb and boms of iosbil mammals entombed
in the same beds Tin spiral strew b are wonder
full\ regular in their proportions both as to

the angle of pitch of the spiral and as to the

432 DACKKEB

and distinguished himself bj
se oi "\Iodhn On the o\ei

throw of Nipoleon hib services weie secured bj
the new King of Holland, William I, who in

trusted him with the organization of go\ eminent

in thobe colonies on the west coast of Africa

which had been restored to the Dutch In this

capacih he labored with energy ind buccess

until hi death The work he published (1814)
on his idmmistiation of Tav \ was an important
contribution to our knowltdge of that islind

DAET, d i It' A town of Luzon, Philippines,
on a nvei of the same name m the Pioiince

01 Ambos Camannes (Map Philippine Islands

D 3 1 It ib situated neai the coast, 138 nuks
southeast of Manila It has the ruins of an

old Spanish fort There are gold mines in the.

Memitt Pop, 190 J, 13,423
DAFFODIL See XASCISSLS
DAFNE The first, stnctly speaking, of

the Italian operab, pioduced m 1594, undei the

auspices of the Societv of the Alterati The
score was bv Pen, and the hbietto bv Otti-vio

Rmuccmi When translated by Opitz to the

new music of Hemnch Schut/, it became the

nist German opera as well (1627)

DAPOB, dVfo Jom WESLEY (1866- )

A Canadian journalist He was born at Bangor,
Hastmgb Co, Ontano and wab educated at the

Ainprior high school After some experience
school teacher, he became in 188 3 the

mcreasp in diameter of the" same from bottom parliamentary correbpondent of the Montreal
to top The whole nu^s of the fossil conbiuts of titat and in 1885 was appointed editor of the

an aggregation ot twi-ted plint fibres, which
"" " * ' T

on examination with a microscope pro\e to ha\e

a simple cellulu stiuctuie like that of piren
chyma tissue This cellular btruiture has been

found in all pirts of the fossil and clearh in

iicates its vegetable nature The beds in which
the Daemonelr? is tound are of lacustrine origin,
and it its possible that the fossil is largely of

algal affinity fhe finding of numerous fossils

of burrowing rodents within the corkscrews ha^,

however, led some to consider the latter as well

preserved burrows of animals and no single in 1909 he w at. a" delegate to the Imperial Press

suggestion as to the manner of origin seems
~~ ^ * *_,__

Ottawa Eiemng Journal
*

In 1886 he went to

^\ innipeg, Manitoba, and for biv years w as a
member of the editorial staff of the Manitoba
Free Pret>8, the most influential Libeial journal
m the Canadian Northwest In 1892 he became
editor of the Montreal Herald and in 1895

joined the editorial staff of the Montreal Btai
In 1001 he returned to Winnipeg and was ap
pointed editor of the Manitoba Ftce Pie<,s In
1906 he was a delegate to the Commercial Con
gress of the Empire at London England and

vet"to co\er all the varied features Prof E H
Barbour, the discoverer of Daemoneh\ has de
scribed it fully in a paper on the Nature Struc

ture, and Phylogeny of Ddemonelix "
in the

Bulletin of the Qeologiral tfomty of Amenca,
\ol \m (Rochester, lW7i Consult also A
Peterson Description of Vtw Rodents and
Discussion of the Ongin of Demonelix "

in Car

negie Museum Memous, \ol n (Pittsburgh,

1005)

DAENDELS, dan'dels, HERMiJs WILLEM
(1762-1818) A Dutch general He was born
at Hattem, in Gelderland, where he took part
in the revolutionary disturbances that broke

Conference London Among his publications
are The Fortunes of a Manitoba*, (1801)
Westetn Canada (1007) The Imperial Pie<st

Cimfance (1000)

DAGAMT, daga'mS A town on the Bina
haan River of the island Province of Leyte,
Philippines 15 miles southwest of Tadoan (Map
Philippine Islands, E 5) It is m a plain nen
the east coast of the island The women of

Dagami make fine embroideiy Pop , in 1903.

12,501
DAGAN See DAOO^
DAGDEN See DAGO
DAG'GEB, (Icel daggardr, dagger, from Ir

daigear, Welsh dagr, dagger, from Bret dag,~~
A short i

out in 1787 Compelled to seek refuge in France, OGael daga, knife") A "short sword, or two
he rendered important service to Dumounez in edged, sharp pointed knife It is one of the
1703 m the lattert campaign against Holland oldest forms of the arme Uanche and has its

w is made brigadier general and, after the proc modern representative in the infantry sword
Immtion of the Batawan Republic, entered its bayonet (See BAYONET

)
In the Middle Ages

service as lieutenant general In 1709 he com soldiers often fought with sword or rapier and
manded a division of the Republican arm}

'

which compelled the Anglo-Russian forces to
surrender Daendels became successively Gov
ernor of Munster commander in thief of the

dagger, the latter being held in the left hand
(See FENCING ) The dagger proper has ceased
to be part of the modern military equipment
expt with some of the native or tnbal troops
of the British and Russian empires *

The dirk, practically a dagger, is still carried

by the Highlanders of the British army, but

Dutch cavalry, marshal of Holland, and Gov
ernor General of the Dutch East India posses
sions This last office he held from 1808 to 1811 o ^
and discharged his duties with great ability and only as aiT ornamental part of their national

prudence He participated in the Russian cam dress The American bowie knife (qv) is m
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effect a daggci Mail} kinds of daggen are

Ubed bj the Filipinos and Mores, the Malar
Exei>t bung ont ol the most common The

pomaid stiletto jnivencotde, and anlace are

daggtifa, as is also the Indian Ihuttar

DAGGER MOTH A moth of the noctuid

gtnus \.aony<ta -.o named because of dagger
shaped maiks on the wings
DAGGEBWING One of the small, slendcr-

tmlicl Xorth \mmcin butteiflies of the nym
plnlid genus Timrtcv

DAGHESTA1T, da'ge stan' (Pers, place of

mount imb lioiu Juik dagh, tagh, mountain +
Peib stun OPtis stana, place, from sta, Skt

stha, to stand) A province of Transcaucasia
Russia bounded In the Caucasian Province of

Terek on the noith the Caspian Sea on the east,

Baku on the south, and the Caucasus, mountain
chain on the wist (Map Pussia G- 6) Aiei
11471 square milts A large portion of the

territory belongs to the region of the Caucasus
Mountains Behind a nairow strip of let el

coast land list heavilv fmestfd mountain ridges
with single peaks attaining an altitude of 14,000
feet The clinnte of tho pi items is severe the

rainfill is evervwhue uitagie, \aiymg from 17

to 21 inchts per annum t\ith the aid of im
gation the coast districts produce cereals, wme
fruit cotton, and tobacco Cattle and sheep
are raised in the mountain

regions Sulphur,
salt, and copper are worked The commerce is

insignificant, and the transportation facilities

inadequate Pop ,
Jan 1,1011 680,300, mostly

Lesghians, the remainder being made up of

Tatars, Georgiins and a few Russians, Jews
and Persians The natives are chiefly Moham
medans, educational facilities are very meagre
The seat of the provincial government is

Temir Khan Shun and the chief commercial
centies aie D \rbent (qv), and Petrovsk, both
on the coast Until 1S12 Daghestan formed a

province of Persia although the inhabitants

enjoyed partial independence under native khans
md manifested their opposition to Perbian rule

by periodic icvolts It then passed into the

nominal posbession of Russia, whose authority
was not established until after a fierce struggle
of many year* (See SHAMTI ) Dagbestan still

continued to bo ruled bj native khans until

1868 The last outbreak of the natives against
Russian rule occurred during the Russo Turkish
War in 1877

DAGNAMVBOTTVEBET, da'nyaV booVra',
PA.SCAT ADOLPHE TBAN (1852- } A French
historical and portrait painter He was born
m Paris, Jan 7 1852, studied under Ger&me,
md won his first important success with "A
bedding at the Photographer's" (1879, Lyons
Museum) 'The Consecrated Bread" (1886),
now in the Luxembourg, admirably displays
his management of light in interiors and is

painted with a sentiment that is poetic, yet

quiet and serene Other important paintings
are "The Conscripts" (1891, Mmistere dea

Beaux Arts) , several Breton scenes, "Painting"
and "Lady with a Child" (Palais des Beaux
Arts), "Madonna" (Pmakothek, Munich, and
"Madonna of the Rose" (Metropolitan Museum,
New York) Bouveret was made Chevalier of

the Legion of Honor in 1885 and received the

first medal at the Salon of 1880 for his
' Breton

Women at the Pardon" He painted excellent

portraits of Gerftme, Courbet, and other promi
nent persons Among his later pictures are

Spanish Dancer" (1909) and 'Marguerite au

Sabat" (191) His woik is characterised by
a fine color sense and eicelKnt draltbmanship
Consult Van Dvke, Xodein I tenth Masters

(New lork, 1896)
DA'GO A name originally given by sailors

to Spaniards, Portuguese and Italians in gen
eral It is said to be a corruption of the Span
ish name Diego, equivalent to the English name
James, or Jack Bv others it is supposed to be

a title given exclusively to those born of Spanish
parents Still others believe it to be purely i

corruption or nickname derived from Tiidalgu
which came to be applied to an\ foreigner from
Latin Europe Whatever the derivation of the

word mav hive been, it is a term of opprobrium
applied chufly to the lower class of Itilian im

migrants in America

DAGO, da'ge, or DAGDETT, dagMen An
island m the Baltic Sea, belonging to the Rus
siaii Government of Esthoma It lies near the

entrance to the Gulf of Finland, north of the

island of Osel, is quadrilateral in shape, and
covers an area of 370 square miles (Map Rut
sia, B 3) The surface is mostly low laud,

partly covered with marches the rest is chalk

land and infertile Fishing and faimmg are
the mam industries Pop , about 16 400 com
posed of Esthomans, Swedes, and Geimans

Dago belonged to Denmark until 1645, when
it was acquired by Sweden, and was annexed
to Russia in 1721

DA&'OBEBT, Fr pron da'gfl'bar', I (
-

638) King of the Franks, son of Clotaire II

He ruled in Austiasia from 622 to 632 and in

Neustna and Burgundy from 628 to 638 In

632 he gave Austrasia to his son Sigibert Con
suit Albers, Komg Dagolett in Gesohichte

Leqende und Sage (Kaiserblautern, 1884)

DAGOBEBT, CHANSON DU Roi (Fr, song of

King Dagobert) A French song, in which the

characters are King Dagobert and St EIoi, his

counselor It became very popular as a po
litical song the couplets being altered to fit

different political conditions A notable version

which sprang up m 1814, aimed at Napoleon,
was suppressed by police regulations

DAG01T, or DAGAN A god worshiped by
the Philistines, the Canaamtes the Amontes,
the Chanaites in Mesopotamia, the Akkadians,
and the Assyrians In the Old Testament he is

mentioned as a deity to -whom a temple was
dedicated at Gaza (Judg xvi 23 ) f and another
at Ashdod

( 1 Sam v 1 ff , 1 Mace x 83 f
,

21 4) There seems to have been another at

Ashkelon (Jerome to Isa xlvi 1) There was
a Beth Dagon in Judah (Josh iv 41) and
another in Asher (Josh xix 27) According
to Philo Byblius, Dagon was one of the highest

gods of the Phoenicians The name Dagan
takala occurs in the Amarna tablets (317, 318,

ed Knudtzon) Dagon was the chief god of

Tirka, the capital of Ghana, south of the Cha
boras in southern Mesopotamia !N"ames com

pounded with Dagan meet us ae early as in the

davs of Manishtusu, King of Kish, who is now

supposed by Poebel (Or Ltt Zettung, 1912, pp
481 ff) and Ed Meyer (Gescli d Altertums,

1913, 3d ed, i, 2, p 517), to be the second sue

cessor of Sargon I of Akkad Two kings of the

dynasty of Ism have names compounded with

Dagan, and Isme Dagan occurs at an early time
in Assyria (See BABZLONIA., ASSYRIA ) Dagon
was probably an Amontish deity, adopted by
the Canaanites, and at a much later time by
the invading Philistines, who probably found
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him -worshiped in the cities of the Shephela
which titv conquered Since the time of Sargon
I of Akkatl K mav liave been recognized to

some extent in Bibvloma, but it wis no doubt

through the Amontish dynasties in Babylonia

and Asbvria that his> wor&hip v\as established

there Priests and worshipers avoided step

ping on the threshold oi Dagon's temple at Ash

dod, and this custom was explained in Israel

as due to the fall of a part of the statue of

Dagon on the threshold (1 Sam v 2-5) the

same custom seems to ha\e pievailed in Jeiu

salem (Zeph i 0) and probably originated
everywhere in fear of, or respect for, the guard
lan >,pint!> matching the threshold Concerning
the character o: Dagon \erv little is known
Kimchi ^.avs that he was half man and half

fiiah but this may not be based on any tradition,

but only on a popular etymology, deriving the

name from dag,
k

fis>h Whether the connection

of the name vuth dagan grain/ has any more
validitv ib still uncertain Consult Menant, "Le

mvthe de Dagon
5'

in Reiue de I'histoire des

ichgions vol u. (1886) Jensen, Kosmologie
d?r Bali/Ionia (1890) Martin A Mever, His

touj of the City of Gaza, pp 118 ff (1907) ,

Jastrow Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyr
lens (1902-12) Ed lleyer, Geschichte des

Altertumt 3d ed , i, 2, pp 513, 606, 633 (1913)

DAGKONET, SIB King Aithur'a fool, in the

"Round Table' legends
DAGUE&BE da'gar^ LOOTS JACQUES 3lATi>

(1789-1831) A French painter and physicist,
in\entor of photography in the form of the

daguerreotype, born at Cornieilles, Seine et Oise

He first became a scene painter under Degoti,
and was so successful m this art that he began
to paint extensive panoramas and finally evolved

tl e diorama which attracted much attention

About 1829 he began to inteiest himself in the

discoveries \*hich became famous under his name
He entered into a correspondence with Nicephore

Niepce who had been studying in the same di

rection since 1814 Together they invented the

art of photography on metal, the well known
daguerreotype process the improvement of which
was to result in modern photography Before

the completion of their experiments Niepce died

In 1839 the discovery was made known, and im
mediately its value was appreciated Daguerre
was given a pension of 6000 francs and made a
member of the Legion of Honor While he was
still laboring to bring his "work nearer perfec

tion, he died suddenly at Petit Brie sur Marne,
near Pans He wrote the following volumes de-

scriptive of his indentions Histonque et de

acription des precedes du daguerreotype et dio

rama, (1839) and AotH>eau moyen de preparer la

couche sensible des plaques, destweea a recevovr

les images photographtquea (1844) Consult
Ernouf Les tnventeurs du gaz et de la, photog
raphie (Pans, 1885) See DAGUERREOTYPE
PROCESS, PHOTOGRAPHY
DAGTTEBREOTYPE (dagertttp) PBOC-

ESS (Fr daguerreotype, from Daguerre + Gk
TUTTOJ, typos, impression) The original photo
graphic process, as introduced by its inventor,

Daguerre, in 1839 The pictures are positive
or direct, though they appear as negative when
viewed at certain angles, and are the result of
the successive action of the vapors of iodine,

bromine, and mercury upon a highly polished
surface of chemically pure silver The manip
ulations involved in conducting the process are

(1) cleaning and polishing the plate, (2) ren

denng the plate sensitive (3) exposing it in

the camera (4) developing the latent image,

l5i fixing the pictuie
A copper plate of moderate thickness is first

coated with silver bv electroplating and polished
as highly as possible it IB then exposed first to

the vapor of iodine and then to the vapor of

bromine for a length ot time, ascertained in

practice b^ u itching the succession of piismatic
colors which begin to appear with the first con

tact of the vapor ILe plate is then, exposed in

a camera and the development of the latent im

age, which ib the ntxt operation, is effected by

subjecting the plate to the action of the vapor
of mercury, which attaches itself to the -various

parts of the picture in proportion as it has been

acted on bv the light Those portions of iodide

ind bromide of silver unaffected bv light are

next removed by immersing the plate in a solu

tion of hyposulphite of sodi and the picture
is subsequently fh.ed and intensified bv pouring
o\er its surface a solution of hyposulphite of

soda and chloride of gold and applying heat

by which means it is anted with a thin film of

metallic gold and thereby rendered so perma
nent that it requires a chemical solvent for its

removal It may be mentioned in conclusion

that, though Daguerre published in 1839 the

first practicable process for taking pictuies by
the agency of light, his experiments would seem
to ha\e been suggested by the researches of

Xifipce, v\ho about 1820 obtimed impressions
on siher plates rendered sensitive by being
coated -with asphaltum saturated with oil of

lavender Consult Hunt, 4. Manual of Photog
taphy (London and Glasgow, 1854) Chapters
from this volume, revised by T W Simlhe,
United States National Museum, as "The His

tory of Some Discoveries in Photography,
'

will

be found in The Annual Report of the Smith
Ionian Institution, 190%. (Washington, 1905)
The Eeports for 1903 and 1905 also contain

valuable chapters on the early history of photog
raphy See PHOTOGBAPHT
D'AGTTESSEATT, da'gg'sy See AGUE&SEAU

DAGTTPA1T, da'goopan' A town of Luzon,

Philippines in the Province of Pangasman, sit

uated 8 miles from Lingayen, on the Dagupan
Hiver neir the Gulf of Lingayen (Map Luzon,
C 2) It is the terminal of the Manila Dagupan
Eailway The surrounding region, generally
level, is very fertile, producing cane, corn, and
tobacco Pop, 1903, 20,357

DAHABEAH, da'habS'a (Ar dhahaliya,
from dhahaba, to go) The name given to barges
on the river Nile, much used by tourists, by
whom they are hired by the week They resem-
ble in their conveniences and comforts the house
boats so popular on English nvers
DAHALAZ See DAHLAK
DAHL, dal, JOHAN CEBISTIATT CLAUSEN

(
1788-

1857) A Norwegian landscape painter He was
born at Bergen, the son of a poor fisherman, and
early showed such talent for drawing that he
was sent to the Copenhagen Academy, where he
studied under Lorentzen He quickly developed
an original style based upon nature and the old
Dutch painters, particularly Everduigen, which
made him one of the pioneers of modern land

scape painting In 1818 he removed to Dresden,
where he was appointed professor at the Acad
emv in 1824 In 1826 he revisited Norway, and
his landscapes, unial then romantic and dreamy,
became more truthful to nature Dahl is best

represented in the galleries of Chnstiama, Ber
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gen, and Copenli igen One of hit finebt paintings,

'Kronberg bj Moonlight,' ib in Schiefer Cabtle

near Gotha Conbult Aubert, llalejen Ptofessor
Dahl, 11RS-1851 ( Cbristiama, lb'J2~9-i)

DAHL, \LADIMIB RAISOUCH (1801-72) A
Rusbiau lexicos^raphei bom in Luganbk (Gov
ernment of Ekatermobla-v

)
He V ab educated at

the Unnersifo of Dorp it and in 1828-31 accom

panied the Russian aimv in a medical capacity
in the Turkish and Pohbh campaigns Subse

quenth he -nab a go^rnment officiil at Oren

burg Neither medicine nor his military expe
nences fulh batibfied him, ho-ne\er He there

lore turned hib attention to hteiature, coming
into intimate contact Nvith Pushkin, Kiylirt,

Gogol, and other great Rubbian writers of his

dav His fiist hterarv woik a number of shoit

stoiieb vi as published in 1832 After a few
\ears interruption came numerous papers,
books, and esisa^s on medicine philology, and
other subjects At the same time he wrote or

edited a number of textbookb on botan\, zoology,
and other biological subjects From 1849 to

1839 he htld an. ampoitant go\einment post,
winch ga\e him an e\cellent opportunity to or

gamze his accumulated ethnographic material

and publish his results to the -world His studies

in Russian ethnography and philology are valu

able, in particular his Dictioncuy of Existing
Russian Dialects (4 ^olb

, 1861-6b, 2d ed, 1S32)
Hia viorks in belles lettres were collected at St

Petersburg in 1860-61 (8 ^ols )

DAHLAX, dalak', or DAHALAK, dalia

lak' An archipelago (a dependency of Italy)

]ust ofi Massawa, Abybbima consisting of a
number of islands of coral, rock, and sand (Map
Egypt, E 4) Three only ha\e a permanent pop
ulation The entire area is about 420 square
miles, the larger portion of which is taken up
by the main island, Dahlak el ELebir, 32 miles

long and 18 wide The chief occupation bince the

days of the Roman Empue has been fishing for

pearls and sponges Domestic animals are raised

to some extent The people are of mixed Nubian
and Arab extraction. Ihe permanent population
is about 1500

DAHLBEBG, daFbSrg, EBIK JOEXSSOEJ*,
COUNT (1625-1703) A Swedish military engi
neer, born in Stockholm He served under
Charles X ( 1656-60 ) as an engineer officer took

part in that monarch's famous winter march
across the ice belt, and directed the engineers in

the sieges of Copenhagen and Kronber? Becom

ing in 1676 director of fortifications, he rebuilt

most of the works then existing with such skill

as to be called the "Vauban of Sweden " He was

appointed a royal councilor, m 1696 Governor of

Livonia, defended Riga m two sieges m 1700,
and retired as field marshal in 1702 Consult
H N Heden, Enk Dahlberg (Stockholm, 1900)

DAHLGREN, dal'grSn, FBEDBIK AUGUST
(1816-95) A Swedish poet and historian, born
at Nordmark, Ang 20, 1816 He is the author of

many popular dialect songs and ballads ( 3 vols ,

1876) and of some successful dramas, of which

Vannlandvngarne (1846) is most noteworthy
He was also a facile translator for the theatre

and wrote a history of the Swedish stage

DAELGBEN, dal'gren, Jomr ADOLF (1809-

70) An American naval officer, prominent on
the Federal side during the Civil War He was
born in Philadelphia of Swedish parentage, en

tered the United States navy as a midshipman
m 1826, cruised for a time on the Macedonian
and the Onteno, and from 1834 to 1838 vaa en-

gaged in the Lnited Stateb Coast Survey work,
for -which lus aptitude and training in math
cmatical btudies had ^ ell fitted him In 1837 he
^is promoted to the rank of lieutenant, but in

the same year -nas loiced bv tailing eyesight to

leaie the actne sen ice and did not resume his

duties until 1842 Alter a cruibe ot two \ ears m
the Mediterranean on board the Cumb&land, he
wab asbigned to the Ordnance Department, which
absorbed the greater part of his energies from
this time on, and of which he wa,b tovice chief

in 1862-63 and in 1868-70 In his many \ears
of sen ice he greatly increased the efficiency of

the department and became e&pecially T\ellkno\\n

through his m\ention (ISoO) of the Dahlgren
gun, which pruved of the utmost value to the

government during the Civil War In April,
1861, on the defection of Franklin Buchanan

(q\ ), he succeeded that officer as commandant
of the Washington Xa^y "iard, a position -which

he held "until the fall of 1862, *hen he became
chief of the Bureau of Ordnance In February,

1863, he -nat, riised to the rank of rear admiral,
and in July replaced Admiral Dupont as com
mander m chief ot the South Atlantic blockad

mg squadron, the greater part of which was en

gaged in the siege of Charleston, & C Soon
after taking command, he, in cooperation \uth
General Gillmore, the commander of the Federal

troops near Charleston, succeeded m capturing
Morns Island, silencing Fort Sumter and com

pletmg the closing of the port Fmallv, in Feb

ruarv, 1865, Charleston was evacuated by the

Confederates, and Dahlgren occupied Charleston

harbor, while General Schimmelpfenmg took pos
session of the city Soon afterward he resigned
as commander of the South Atlantic squadron
and from 1866 to 1868 commanded the South
Pacific squadron After finishing his second term
as chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, he was

placed in command, at his own request, of the

United States Navy Yard in Washington, where
several months later he died In addition to

many reports and magazine articles, he pub-
lished Thirty tu,o Pound Practice for Ranges
(1850), Syitems of Boat Atmoment in the

United States havy (1852) , Naval Percussion

Looks end Primet? (1852), Ordnance Memo
randa (1853), Shell and Shell Guns (1856)
An uncompleted volume entitled Notes on jlfart-

time and International Laio was published post

humously in 1877 Consult Madeleine V Dahl-

gren (his widow), Memoir of John A Dahlgren

(Boston, 1882)

DAHLOEEIT, dal'gren, KABT. FEEDEIK (1791-

1844) A Swedish humorist and poet whose

ballads and songs are widely sung He was born

near Norrkopmg, June 20, 1791, studied at Up
sala, and was clergyman at Stockholm from 1815

Descriptions of natural scenes and the burlesque

idyll are his fortes Like Hood, whom in many
ways he resembled, he published for some years
an annual, The Muses' Almanac, as a receptacle

for his stones and comic sketches His sole

novel, Nahwn, Frednk Bergstroms krSnila

(1831), is excellent He died at Stockholm,

May 2, 1844

DAHLGBEN, dal'gren, MAratEnra VINTO*

(1836-98) An American author, wife of Ad
miral J A Dahlgren, born m Gallipohs, Ohio

Under the name of Connne, and later that of

Cornelia, she wrote many sketches and poems
A list of her works includes the following Ideal

tfeu (1859) South Sea Sketches (1881), Eti-

quette of Sootd Life m Washington (1873, 5th
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ed, 1881) , South Mountain Magic (1S82| The
Lost "Nome (1886> Light? and tihadous of a

Life (1887), Dnorced (1887) Chim. (1892)
She also rendered irom the Spanish Dono<!0

Cortes s Catholicism, Liberalism and tiot.iahsni

and from the French the Pws II of ilontilem

bert and the Executue Potter of De Chambrun
(1874) with a. preface by James A Garfield

She al&o wrote a memoir of her hushand
DAELGBBX G-TJX Hie tvpe of gun dt

signed bv Admiral Dahlgren alter a series ot

experiments to determine the pretsureb at differ

ent parts of the bore They were introduced

into the navy in lb">2 and were in general use

during the Civil \\ar, but are now obsolete

See BAiiisTiCfa Guvs, >,AVAL OBD>A>CE

DAHLIA, dal'va or dal'ya (Neo-Lat ) A
genus of large perennial herbaceous plants of

the family Composite, natives of Mexico Most
of the varieties in cultivation are derived Horn

the species Dahlia tanalilia and Dahlia juarezit,

the latter being the parent of the cactus forms

Dahlia-* were first brought to ^drid bv Spanish
botanists in ITS'! The name was given in honor

of Dahl, a Swedish botanist The dahlia vanes

greatly under cultivation Borne 3000 varieties

have been catalogued "Most of these have been

the showv and fancy kinds with spherical, syra

metrical flowers differing mainlv in color The

cactus or decorative tvpes are more chrysan
themum like in form Their introduction within

recent years has done much to increase the pop
ulanty of the dahlia The dahlia possesses a
wide range of colors and lacks practically only

sky blue and kindred shades It is propa
gated by division of the root cuttings, and seed

The first method is that usually employed by the

amateur, the second that of the commercial

grower, and the last is used chiefly m the pro
Suction of new -varieties Interesting color ef

fects can be secured by starting seedlings m
doors and transplanting to the open when the

weather is settled In gardens the roots are

planted 18 to 36 inches apart in any good soil

and require ordinary cultivation, -which should
be frequent, but not more than 1 or 2 inches

deep when the plants come into bloom If the

roots are set on their sides about 8 inches deep,
covered at first with only 2 or 3 inches of soil,

and the shoots pinched back when two or three
sets of leaves have formed, the plants will

branch below the surface of the ground and will

they are ready to bloom In the fall the roots
are dug and stored in the cellar like potatoes
A beetle injurious to dahlias (Dta&rofcca 12

ptinctata) is illustrated under Cos1* INSECTS

DAHUttAJTN, dal'manjFBiEDBicH CHBISTOPE
(1785-1860) A German historian and states

man, born May 13, 1785, at Wismar His ear
her studies in Copenhagen and Halle were de
voted to archaeology and philology, but his at
tention vas subsequently directed to political
science and history In 1812 he was made a
professor in the University of Kiel, and in 1815
became secretary of the permanent committee of
the Schleswig Holstem clergy and nobihtv, in
which capacity he opposed the Danish policy
concerning those duchies He published several
historical 'works, and in, 1829 was appointed pro
fessor of political science m Gottmgen, where he
published his valuable work, Qiiellenbunde der
deutaehen Gesclitehte (1st ed 1830, reSdited by
Weitr 1875 and subsequent editions) Dis-
nuiwad from the university in 1837, mth six of

hie. colleagues, bv King Lrnest Augustus, on ac

count of their protect against the abrogation ot

tue Hanoverian constitutiun he went to Leipzig
and afterward to Jena where lie \vrote his ad

mii-able Ge&tJnchte ion Danemoik (Hamburg
Ib40-43t In 1842 he became pioie-sor of his

torv and political science at Bonn and later on
took a prominent part in the political affairs ot

German v At the outbreak of the i evolution, m
1848 be A* as appointed deputv of Prussia in the

Germanic- Diet and was the principal member
of the committee appointed to draft a new Ger
man constitution He exerted hib influence m
the Frankfort Parliament in favor of an heredi

t irv German empire the digmtv to inhere in

thp King of Prubsia but his -views were not at

ctpted, either by Kiner Frederick William IV or

the majority of the Parliament After a le=ss

conspicuous parliamentary activity at Erfurt
and Berlin Dahlmann returned to his academic

duties, to which he devoted himself till his death

Dec 5 1860 Besides the works mentioned

above, he was the author of important histories

of the English and French revolutions of a work
in two volumes on early Germanic history and
the editor of the Ditmarsh Chronicle Consult

Springer F C Dahlmann (Leipzig, 1870-72)

Nat,t>e, F (
1

Dahlmann, an inaugural lecture

(Kiel 1&85)

DAHXOlinEGA, dal8 ng'ga A town and the
count* beat of T umpkm Co Ga about 60 miles

(direct) north northeast of Atlanta (Mip
Georgia C 1) It is situated among the foot

hills ot the southern portion of the Blue Kidge
Mountains in a gold mimner region and has gold
millb Until the Civil \\ar a United States

branch mint was situated here Dahlonega is

the seat of the North Georgia Agn cultural Col

lege, a department of the State University The
Cherokee Indians called the place Dah lo ne ga,

meaning \ellow money Settled, m 1831, it was

incorporated m the following year and is gov
erned bv a mayor and a citv council Pop , 1800,
896 1000 1251 1910, 829

DAHLSTIEKN-A, dal sb.Pr'na, Gmwo Bora
LJLS (1661-1700) A Swedish poet born at

Ohr, Sept 7, 1661 He wa<* an intense patriot
and beguiled the tedium of surveying expedi
tions in Sweden Livonia, and Pomerania by com
posing song^ that are at times the best of his

epoch, and again nearly the worst in their pa
thetic puerility He had the misfortune to
choo->e bad models, the Silesian poets of the

school of Lohenstein and the Italians of the

school of Manni But their florid pomposity
could not alwavs smother his true poetic fire and
his "Elegy on the Death of Charles XI" (1897)
(Kunqa, 8KM} is sometimes sublime while hia

"Goth's Battle Son^' (1701) is an admirable

popular ballad an exulting defiance of the Rus
sians, whose triumph at Poltava Dahlstierna
could not survive He was a man of varied gifts

distinguished as a cartographer and as the au
thor of a number of scientific papers He died
in Pomerania Sept 7 1700

DATTN, dan FELIX (1834-1912) An histo

nan, jurist, and novelist He was born in Ham
burg, Peb 9, 1834 Hig parents were celebrated

actors, his early training was classic He studied

history and law m Munich and Berlin, became
pnvatdocent in Munich m 1857 and professor
of law there m 1862 He afterward occupied the
same position in Wurzburg (1863), Konigsber?
(1872), and Breslau (from 1888) To history
he contributed DM Konw for Gtomann (&



DAHLIA ETC

1 DOGBANE (Apocynum andros&emifolium)
2 CACTUS DAH-IA Dah tajuarezn)
3 SHOW DAHLIA (Dahlia spl
4 SINGLE D4HLIA (Dahlia sp>
5 ENGLISH DAISY (Belln perennis)

8a CONE OF DAMMAR

showing a portion of the son
7 DLR1AN LEAVES Duno zibethmus)
7a DURIAN FRUIT much reduced

DAMMAR (Agathis Dammara)
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vols, 1861-1^02), Ltgeschichte dei get manuchen
und i omani&chen T olker, 4 volb (1881-901 ,

and

many other works to jurisprudence, Dae A; leg?
recto (1870) Handelstechthche T wti age (1815} ,

deutsches l'niattc<,ht (1878) Die T e> nunft i in

Secht (1879) Die Landnot der Creimanen

(1880) , to pottiv btvtiial collections of ballads

and hues He albo wrote teveral dramab, ot

which Matkgraf Rudegei ion Bechelaren ( 1875)
is topical, as alho the comedv, Die kStaatskunst

der Fiaun (1877) He also wrote home opeia
texts as J.rmm (1880), composed by H Hof
in inn But Dahn ib mobt widely known, and
deservedlv, for his historical novels, which deal

mainly vuth the primitive Germanic people*,
from the \ ikings of Xorw a^ to the Gothb of

Italy, and from prehistonc, times to the Cm
&adeb Of these there aie more than 20, the chief

of which are Odhina Ttott (1880) and the long-
est and best of ill, Fin. Kampf urn Rom (1876)
Ihis latter woik has an epic bieadth and an
artibtic unity that make it one of the moat strik

ing historical novels of recent times but its

characters are actois and itb life only that of

the btage It is an epitome of the hibtory of the
German invasion of Italy, involving immense

learning, borne so lightly by the author that it

only now and then oppresses the reader The
puiod is that of Justinian and Theodora, of the
Gothic kings Theodonc Totila, Vitiges, and
Teia Through the four v olumes the interest sel

dom flags, and the dread of impending fate in

creates to the tragic close Much of Dahn s later
work was not carefully done There are also
many shorter stones of the Migrations Fehcttas
(1883), Fredigundis (1885), Attila (1888), ind
Stihcho (1900) Later publications are 8igu,alt
und Signdh (1808) Befog Einst von Schuaben
(1902), and Die Qetmanen (1905) Dahn's com
plete literary works appeared in 21 yols (1SOS-
OP , continued m 1903 et seq )

DAHOMEY, daho"mi or daTifi'ma" For
merly a negro kingdom, now one of the colonies

of French West Africa With a coast line of

about 75 miles on the Gulf of Guinea, the colony
(which extends much farther north than the
old kingdom) is bounded on the north by the

colony of Upper Senegal and Niger (French) and
the Military Territory of the Niger (French),
on the east by Nigeria (British), and on the
west by Togo (German) the Niger River forms
the boundary between the Military Territory and

Dahomey (Map Africa E 4) In 1907 the eir

cles of Fada N'Gurma and Say were, for ethnical

reasons, incorporated with Upper Senegal and

Niger, from which they had previously been de

tached, so that the area of Dahomey as no-*

estimated, is 107,000 square kilometert (41 313

square miles) The population in 1911 was esti

mated at 902,000 The terms "Upper Dahomey
'

and "Lower Dahomey" are often used, indieat

ing the territories lying north and south respec

tively of 10 N The littoral, which is part of

the old Slave Coast is low and sandy and con

tains a senes of lagoons The country for about

50 miles inland is flat and covered with dense

vegetation There is then a gradual nse to

about 1300 feet near the 10th parallel South
of this line the watercourses flow south north

of it, mostly to the northeast Upper Dahomey
is hilly, but the highest point is only about

2600 feet this is in the Atacora hills of the

northwest, which form a watershed between the

basins of the Niger, the Weme, and the Volta

Thi Weme, about 280 railw long, is the most im

portant river within the colony The climate is

unhealthful in the coa&t lands, being moist,

foggv, and hot (avtrage temperature about 80

F, though the highebt temperatures rarelv ex

ceed 95" T > In the interior the climate is

more uvoiable The wet bea&on i& from Mav to

November
Ihe loreistb contain baobab trees and coconut

and oil palm-. The boil is generally ftrtile,

though wabte dibtiictb occur in Lpper Dahomey
Palm oil ib the leading product but corn sweet

potatoes manioc vamb plant uns and other

fruits, tic ire cultivated Some cotton is pro
duied Fishing ib important in the lagoonb, and
there is home native weaving and pottery mak
ing Trade, which foi merly was. little more thin
an exchange of trinkets foi gold and other valu

ible articles, has asbumed a modern aspect and

importance Ihe chief ports aie Porto Xovo,
Kotomi ind "\\hvdah In 1910 imports were
valued at 17838833 trims and exports at 17,

886254 tranrs in 1011 10 524,531 and 21958,
301 In the litter year the importition of cot

ton tiissuet> amounted to nt tily 6 000 000 francs,
and of alcoholic liquoib to 2250000 francs (in
1914 the government undeitook to reduce the
c on&nmption of ilcohol whuh was woi king much
harm imonef the natives) Principal exports in

1911 palm kernels 12 577 000 fr mis palm oil,

8 088 000 dried fish 441,000 \bout one fourth

of the trade is with Fnnce the rest mainly with

the United Kingdom and Gmnanv
A railway (beajun in 1100 1 is under conbtruc

tjon frnm Kotonu to the Xigei Ri\ er 429 mil< ->

dibtant A branch (20 mikb long) pas-(s

through Whydah to Regborue Another Im

(about 25 miles) openis up the well cultiv \it 1

district between Porto Novo and Sakete Ko
tonu is connected by telegraph with Porto Nov o

Abomey (capital of the old kingdom) and otlui

towns of the colonv and with the French terri

tunes to the north thtre being through telt

graphic communication to Senegal By cabk

Kotonu is connected with Lagos, Grand Bassani,
and Libreville At Kotonu also is a wireless

telegraph station There ib regular steamship
communication with Europe
Dahomey was an Absolute monarchy previous

to the French occupation Thpie was a stand

ing army estimated at over 15000 consisting

partly of female wamors or ama/ons, who were

distinguished for superior physique and high
skill in the use of weapons At present the col

onv which is an integral part of the governor

generalship of French West Afriei is admini*

tered by a lieutenant governor assisted by a

council of three officials and three prominent
residents The seat of the lieutenant gover
nor is Porto Novo The natives are full

blooded Guinea Xegroes or Nigritians of the

coast (Deniker) The Dahomans are tall,

very longheaded (index 75 1) but not so black

ab the tribes of Reuegil In their own tongue, a

dialect of the Fwe language common on this

part of the Slave Coast they ire called Fon or

Fawin Their religion as purely fetish and the

sacrifice of human beings, a vndebpread custom

in former times it, still supposed to be practiced
In spite of a low (standard of morality and war
like attributes and usages, the Dahomans are

pobte in their intercourse The activity of mis

sionaries has thus far been attended with little

success except in the case of the dervishes, who
are indefatigable in their efforts to spread the

gospel of Tslam Th* population of Dahonvy
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wa& estimated in 1<U1 at 902,000 Whites num
uer less than 500 Porto Novo had about 40,000

iphdbitantt,, Whvdah, 13,000, Abomey, 10,730,
Grand Popo and Kotonu, 2000 each

The kingdom ot Dahomey arote m the seven

teenth centurv aiound the citv of Abomev as a
pucleus By successive conquest the kings ex

tended their rule to the highlands 01 the Jklahe

en the north and to the Slave Coast on the

"outh (1772) There thev came into contact

with the Europe inb and succeeded in obtaining
control oi a large part of the slave ttade which
uaa then carried on activeh bv the English, the

French, and Portuguese With the cessation of

the slave traffic the prosperity of the country
came to an end France secured a firm footing
on the coast in the becond hah ol the nineteenth

centurv Between 1878 and 1885 it obtained

posstabion of Kotonu, Porto Novo and Grand

Popo, and after a bloodv contest in 1890 forced

King Behanzm to acknowledge its title to the

coast region War broke out again in 1892 and
resulted in the taking of Abomev, the deposition
of Behannn (since retained ata priboner at Fort

de France Martinique) , and the establishment of

i virtual French protectorate Since then the

French have been ^ctivelv tnyiged in extending
their authontv 01 er the region to the north, so

as to bring Dahoinev into touch with their pos
bebbions in the Sudan In 1897 and 1898 they
concluded treaties "with the Germans and the

English, and the sphere of influence claimed by
each was determined. The boundary question
settled the French government busied itself

with Gallicizing the native population In 1902

compulsory education for all m the French letn

ffuage wab inaugurated, and m a dozen different

wavs the paternal government undertook to win
over the natives Negro doctors educated in

Pans di'spentrfd free medical advice, and an
elaborate -A -stem oi medals and decorations was
invented to show the rewards of virtue and

patriotism The second decade of the twentieth

century has been marked bv the beginnings of

extensive railroad construction

Consult Careb Le* teiritoires afiicaina et leg

conventions analaite? (Paris, 1901) , Tonttee,
D Dahom6 au Sahara (ib 1899) Keane, in

Stanford's Jifnca (London, 1893} , Verdier,

Ttentecinq annees de lutlr aius colonies, cote

occidentals d'Afnque (Pans, 1897), Francois,
botre colonte du Dahomey (ib, 1906), Le
Hensse

1

,
L'Ancien royauine du Dahomey (ib,

DAZBTTTSIT, drtBo-'teffo- (Jap , great Buddha)
A famous Japanese image of Buddha at Kama
kura near Yokohama It dates from 1252 and
is a unique production of Japanese art, wrought
of bronze and silver, with eyes of gold, and meas
ures 50 feet in height and 97 feet in circumfer
ence More ancient, even, dating from 749, and
of more gigantic proportions, hat of inferior

artistic merit, is the Daibutsu at Nara, m the
mam island of Japan
D'AIGrtTEBEILE, dagW See AIGOTRKT.T.K

DAILLE, da'ya', or DALLJB1TS, dlllS^us,
JEA-V (1594-1670) A French Reformed theolo-

gian, horn at Chatellerault He was tutor to
the grandsons of Philippe de Mornay and trav
eled with them through Italy, Germany, Hoi
land, and England in 1612-21 He was ordained
in 1623, became preacher at Saumur in 1625
and at Charenton in 1626, and was president of

the last national synod of the Keformed church
held in France m 1659 He held the modified

predestinariam&m of Amvraut (qv) and

urote a considerable number of controversial

norkb, among which the Ttaite de Vemploi des

Mamts Pei ea (1623) is oi permanent value

DAILY COUEAKT, THE A journal called

the nrsjt English daily newspaper, which firt>t

appeared March 11, 1702

DAUHEL dimval' A town in Spain, in the

Province of Cmdad Real, 20 miles east north

east ot the citv of that name, with which it is

connected bv rail (Hap Spain, D 3) It lies on
the Auer River, in the fertile Campo de Gala

trav a it haia several squaies, and its principal

streets, though unpaved, are wide and eompara
tively clean Its chief buildings are the churches

of San Pedro and Santa Maria the lormer a
Doric and the latter a Gothic structure a town

hall, and a hospital One of the most important
tovMis in the La Mancha district, Daimiel has

manufacturer of woolens, linens, bricks, liquors,

soap, hats, etc Pop , 1900, 11,825, 1910, 15,940

DATBTYO, dl'meO (Jap, great name) A
term applied in Japan to a territorial feudal

lord in contrast with the kuge, or landless noble

of the Imperial court There were two classes

of daimyos, fudai daimyo, and tozama da-tinyo

The daimyos of the former class were the km
of the shogun's house and were naturallv given

special favors and privileges, while those of the

latter class, who were not the shogun's relatives,
not infrequently were suspected as rebellious

From the decay of the Mikado's power in the

twelfth century this class, numbering nearly 350,
flourished until the abolition of feudalism in

1868, when they were amalgamated with the

kuge, the two forming the Kvtazoku, or flowery

nobility According to their former rank,

wealth, power, historical or personal importance,
the individual dawiyas have become princes,

marquises, counts, viscounts, and barons Con
suit Dickson, Sketch of the History and k>v

ernment of Japan (London, 1869) , Grids, The
Mikado's Empire (New York, 1900) ,

The Jap
anese Nation in Evolution (ib, 1907), Lloyd,
Eiery day Japan (London, New York, Toronto,
and Melbourne, 1909)

DADTQEBFIELD, ELLIOTT (1859- )

An American historical and landscape painter
He was born at Harper's Ferrr, Va , studied at
the Art Students' League, New York, and first

exhibited at the National Academy in 1880 In
1897 he visited Europe for purposes of study
and later was appointed professor at the School
of Design in Philadelphia Among his religious

subjects, the rich and glowing color of which
is reminiscent of the Italian masters of the six-

teenth century, are the pictures in Lady Chapel,
St Mary the Virgin, New York, a "Madonna
and Child" "Tie Child of Mary," and "The
Storv of the Madonna," awarded a prize in 1902
He is also important as a landscape painter in

such works as "Slumbering Fog" (Metropolitan
Museum), "The Midnight Moon." (Brooklyn
Museum) , and 'Tearls of the Morning

" He was
elected to the National Academy of Design m
1906

DAUfCBLL An Insh saint of the seventh

century the illegitimate son of a farmer at
Luachair (near Oastleisland, Kerry) He was
bom m the wilderness and would have been killed

at birth by his mother, had not a dove descended
from heaven to protect him, or "gather him to

her in her wings'*, whence his name
meaning "a gathering

M
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r (ME deyety, from <%e, dam
maid, Icel deigjo., probably connected with
OSwed dceggja, to suckle, Skt du/i, to niilk)
That branch of agriculture winch ha& to do w ith

the production and utilization of milk It em
braces the feeding and management of milch

cows, the supplying of cream and milk, and the

making of butter, cheese, etc The term dairy

husbandly is applied to a system of farming
under which cows are kept and bied, and the

principal crops grown with special reference to

the dairy herd Dairy -was formeilv used to

designate the place or house where the milk
was kept, cheese was made, etc Like almost all

other occupations, dairying has become in recent

years drvided into beveral distinct and special
lines These differ as to the form of the prod
uct and the manner of disposing of it In one

case milk or cream may be produced for delivery
to consumers direct from the dairy, or the same

product may be delivered to a creamer\ to be
manufactured into butter and cheese, or the prod
uct of the herd may be con-verted onto butter and
cheese at home
In no branch of agriculture has greater prog

ress been made in recent Years than in dairying,
and it is now regarded as among the most pro
gressive and highly developed forms of farming
in the United States While formerly believed

to be confined by natural conditions to a limited

area, known, as the "dairy belt," it has been

shown that the industry can be profitably and

successfully carried on over a wide range of coun

try, and that, generally speaking, good butter

and cheese can be made by proper management
in almost all parts of North America Dairying
was formerly confined to the spring and summer
months, when pasturage could be had for the

cows and it was planned to have the cows calve

as far as possible in the spring they
were gen

erally allowed to go dry during the fall and early

winter, and were neither well fed nor well housed

through the winter Winter dairying was prae

tically unknown, as it was not supposed to be

feasible or profitable Under the system at pres
ent followed, dairying is not confined to any
season and the cows are fed succulent fodder

during the winter in the foim of corn silage,

and roots, in addition to hay and liberal grain
rations, composed largely of bian, cornmeal, and
the byproducts of factories where glucose and
similar products are made Great stress is laid

upon the value of succulent foods as supplements
to dry feed in winter, and in all countries where

dairying has attained a high degree of develop
ment succulent feeds have occupied a prominent
place in the ration given throughout the year
Corn silage is extensively relied upon for this

purpose in the United States, being the cheapest
food which can be supplied over a wide extent

of the country There may now be said to be

two general systems of summer feeding cows, the

pasturage system and the "soiling" system, in

which latter the green crops are cut for the ani

mals Pasturage is still extensively practiced
where practicable, and it is quite customary to

feed some gram to good cows on pasture A
large number of cows in the eastern part of the

United States are now "kept up" during
sum

mer, such green feed as comes into condition in

succession throughout the season being raised

for them This method IB thought to be more
economical in sections where bind commands a

high price A much larger number of cows can

be kept on a given area by thus "soiling" system,

and the animals are tound to keep healthy and
do well under it Perhaps the most remarkable
advance in dairying has been in the keeping of

better cows and in giving moie attention to their

feeding, comfort, and general management The
introduction of the creamery and cheese factory
(qqv ) BJ stems has caused a great revolution in

dairy practice, to a large extent transferring the
manufacture of butter and cheese irom the farm
to the factory The invention of the Babcock

test, which has made practicable the payment
for milk by test and placed it within the power
of dairymen to test their individual cows, has
been a very potent factor in improving the grade
of cows which are kept and has probably done
more than any other single thing to advance
American dairying llilk of guaranteed fat
content is now sold in most of the lirge cities

and cream is supplied of vanout* degrees of rich

ness, according to the purposes for wliich it is

intended The sanitary conditions of milk pro
duction have been greatly improved as a result

of bacteriological and other studieb which have
been made, and pasteurized milk and cream are
now extensively used

Dairying has been very greatly advanced by
the invention, and introduction of various kinds
of dairy machinery, such as creaming apparatus,
notably the separator, hand and power churns,
butterworkers cheese vak and pi esses, etc The
cream separator, abide from its incieased effi

ciency and reduction of labor his almost elimi

nated the disturbing factor of climate from a

hrge part of dairy management and has alto

gether worked a revolution in this industry See
BUTTEB
The numerous byproducts of the dairy are

now very generally utilized in a variety of ways
The skim milk and buttermilk are, w-here prac
ticable, fed to animals, considerable quantities
are sold in towns and cities for household con

sumption, and milk sugar is made from skim
milk and whey The casein of skim milk is also

dried and prepared as a bakers' supply and sub
stitute for eggs, as the basis of an enamel paint
as a substitute for glue in paper sizing, and is

also solidified and used for making buttons,

combs, and many similar articles

The value of the principal dairy products of

the United States (milk, butter, and cheese) was
estimated by the thirteenth census (1909) at

$596,413,463
The leading dairy States are New York, Wis

consin, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Mm
neaota, Michigan, Indiana, Missouri, and Kan
sas In the Middle and Eastern States the milk
is used quite largely to supply the numerous

large towns and cities In the Central West and
Northwest butter is the principal dairy product
The United States is far in the lead of all for

eign countries in the extent of its stock raising
interests and the value of its dairy products

Dairying is also quite extensively practiced in

Canada, where both butter and cheese of good
qualify are made Canadian cheese, especially,

enjoys an excellent reputation Denmark has

long been famous as a dairy country, having an

unusually large number of cows in proportion to

its inhabitants The farms are small and numer

ous, and most of the butter is made in cream.

enes In 1902 that country, which is only about

one third the size of New York, exported 193,

061,998 pounds of butter Dairying is also ex-

tensively practiced in Australia and of late years
has greatly developed in Russia.
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lor fmlliu di&cuv>iuu ot topus j elating tu

(Uining see (. VTTLE Dauy Vattle, BCTTEB
AlAktvc, CHEESE MAKTVG IfeK PRODUCTION
C Hncsr: F\CTORI CBEAMEBY

Conuult Gurler Imetunn Dauying, Lane,
TAP Business nf Dauifing Wing Milk and tt?

Product* \ <l>s Da^rtj Cattle and Milk

Pjodtirtwn
DAIS (Fr, canop^) Thib term w xs used

with considerable latitude bv mediae al enters,

Its mobt u-siial bignifieationb are the follow uig
1 A canopy o^er in iltai -shrmt font throne

stall, chair, -statue, or the like The teiin was

applied to the canopy without legard to the.

materials of which it was composed which might
be cloth, mood stone, metal or othtr hubbtance

2 The cluef seat at the high tible in a hall,

with the cauopv \shich cohered it from which

probabh the word in all ito, significations was

introduced its French meaning being a canopy
"

3 The high tible itself 4 The raided portion
of the floor or eittade, on which the high table

stood and bv which the upper was dmded from

the lower portion of the hill 3 A cloth of

state for covering a thronf 01 table In old writ

ings, the -word occasionally takes the form of

dots and more rarelv that of des or detz

BATT5Y (AS dceges, tage> day's eve, referring
to the form of the flow er | A plant of the genus
Belhs of tbe family Comports The common
daisy (Belhs pejennt?), plentiful throughout

Europe flowers almost all the vear in pastures

meadows, and grassy places (For illustration

see Plate of DAHLIA, ETC ) What are called

double varieties with flowers of various and
often brilliant colors, are ^erv commonly culti

vated in gardens One wnetv has the flower

(head of flowers) surrounded bv smaller ones,

the short stems of which grow from the summit
of the scape or leafless stem The daisy (gou.an
of the Scotch) has long been, a favorite with

poets and lo>ert> of nature characteristic as it

is of many of the rawest summer scenes, its

blossoms gemming the pastures, and recom
mended also by its frequent appearance during
the severer seasons of the year Its flowers close

at night It is bpanngly introduced in America
A species of Belhs is however found in the

United States (Belhs integnfolta) , but it is con

fined to Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas and the

Southwestern States The flower commonly
called daisy, or o^eve daisy, in the United States

is a species of chnsanthemum (Chrysanthemum
leitcanthemum) A number of other phntt. are

called daisies in the United States, among them
Rudbeckta, hirta, also called yellow daisy and
black eyed susan Engeron annuus, Engeron
ramosas, and other species are called daisies or

daisy fteabane, and a number of species of wild
aster are hkercnse known as daisies

DAISY MTTJiTm A well known novel bv
Henry James (1878), so called from the name of
its heroine, an American girl who disregarded
European rules of conduct This character
sketch was much criticized as not being a true

representation of the American type, but its

veracity is now admitted

DAITTA, dlt'ya (Skt r sons of D\t\, a popu
lax formation from Adfett, the boundless god
dess) The Titans of Hindu mythology, hoa
tile to the gods and disturbers of religious
observances

DAZAB, da kar" A fortified seaport in the
French colony of Senegal, Africa, situated on
the Gulf of Goree at the extreme point of C&pe

40 DALA&&DIA

Vrtde (Jilap AtiKi t *> Lt hit an excellent

harbor, finished in 1%8 5 xnd is. tbe terminal of

the railway to bt Loui^ Ib3 mileb distant The

climate is unhealthful Tliere are lour big docks,

anil an arsenal x\ith a torpedo bo it basin It i*

the chief port of call in the \\est Alucan trade

with South America Pop , 1910, 24 014

DA'KEB HEN (dnlectic Eng and Scottish

dalp), to loiter tt OFlem dneiloen, to mo\t.

to and fro) \n Enghbb loc 1 name fox v corn

ciake ^ee CBAKE
DAKO'TA See NOBTS DAKOIA, SOLTH DA

KOT\
DAKOTA I1TDIANS See SIOL\
DAKOTA BIVEB A inei of Noith and

South Dakoti, mne comiuonh cilled the James
Ri\er (q\ )

DAKOTA STAGE A subdiMSion of the

Cretaceous s\<4tem in America the rocks of

which were firtt descnbed ab occuirmg m Di
kota It comprise^ conglomerates sandstoms
and clayb with la\er& of lignite and is found

along the western edge of the great plains fiom
Texas to Canada In the Black Hills the bents

of locks is from 250 fe^t to 400 feet tb.uk The

sandstone, which ib the mam element in tbe foi

mation, has considerable importance in the plains

region on account of its affording artet-un

waters The supply of water comes from the

mountain regions where the beds are upturnul
and then flows down along the dip of the latter

under the plains, coming to tLe surface under
its own pressure when tapped fy wells, See

CRETACEOUS SYSTEM
DAKOTA WESLEYAK UJTTVEBSITY

An inbtitution for higher education, under the

auhpicet, of the Methodist Episcopal church
founded at Mitchell, S Dak in 1883 The uni

versity consistu of a College of Liberal Arts, and
schoolb of education, commerce, elocution, and
art There is also a preparatory academy 111

connection vith the unrversity The total en
rolment m all departments m 1913 was 407
Of the*, 133 were in the College of Liberal Aits
134 in the School of Music, and 124 in the School
of Commerce The endowment of the unner
bity in 1914 -was $250000 and the annual in

come about $40000 The libiarv contained
40 000 \oluinps The president is TVillnra Grant
teaman, Ph D
DAXSEA, dak'sha A deity in Hindu my

tliology represented as hating a $oats head and
regarded ab a son of Brahma (qv j His name
means the dexterous or offto god, and in the

oldest of the Vedas he is accounted especially as
a progenitor of the race of the gods His daugh
ter UmJ, accoidmg to later mythology was
married to Riva (qv) Owing to an iffront

leeerved in connection with a gieat sicrificial

feast Siva slew Daksha and cut off hie head
The scene is portrayed in Hindu sculpture Siva
later restored his father in law to life and re

placed his head, which had accidentally been de-

stroyed by the bead of a goat -nhich the god
still wears

DALAGTTETE, dala ga'tft A town of Ceba,
Philippines 48 miles southwest of Cebu (Map
Philippine Islands, D 6) It is situated on the
coast at the mouth of the river of the same
name Dalaguete was founded m 1711 Pop,
1903 21,354

DALAI-LAMA, da la'$-la%I See LAHAISM
DAJ.'ABAO)TA The ancient name applied

to a district m Ireland, including tbe southern
half of the present County of Antrim and, the
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t-d&Uin pait ot tlu Louiitt ol I)u\\n Tin. name
is uot to In iniiioumled with Dalriada iq\ )

ats Daluadu or Dil -\raidii takes its name
fiom Juaiha Anid, A kin^ ot Ulster ol the

Inan late while Dalnadi belonged to tlie race

of Heicmon A Putish tolunx trom t-cotland

settled in Daliradia a teuton b^tore the begin

nmcr f the Christian era Cuiibult Skene CWfzt

Gotland (
> \ols fdinlmigh lS7h 80)

DALABNE See DAUX \EI i v

DALAYBAC, da'la'rak', NICOLAS (1753-

1809) A French dramatit compober born at

Muret He was a pupil ot Laugle and in 17bl

produced his firat opera, Le petit suu/>t,r Its

bUtxess encouraged him and in the next 28 years
Le wrote no less than 61 operas, of which se\

eral became icry popular In 17% he was made
a member of the Stockholm Academy and a little

liter a che\aher of the Legion ot Honor HL
died in Pans and his bust is now in the fover

of the Opera Comique
DALBEEQ-, dal'MrK The name of an an

uent Qeiman family, the members ol which po-,

btssed undei the Holj Roman Empire the di

mty of "First Knight of the Empire
" The most

distinguished member ot the family wa I^ART,

IHEODOE, BABOX vov DALBCEG (1744-1817)

Archbishop of Main/ and famous as a clerical

magnate and patron of arts and letteis He
assisted in the negotiations between Napoleon
and Pius VII at Pans in 1804 and was much
esteemed, both personally and as a scholar and
ecclesiastical prince, by such men as Wieland,
Schiller, and Goethe He was made Prince Pn
mate of the Confederation of the Rhine (1806)
and Grand Duke of Frankfort (1810), but was
constrained by public opinion to retire into pri
\ate life on the fall of Napoleon (1814) His
numerous writings aie no longer of much value

For his Life, consult Kramer (Leipzig, 1821),
and Beauheu Maiconnav Karl ton Dalberg und
veine Zett (2 vols 1879)

DAT/REBGIA, dalbeVjIa, (NeoLat, named
in honor of the Swedish botanibt Dalberg) A
genus of trees and climbing shrubs of the family

Leguminosse, haying a stalled membranous pod,
which is flat, tapers to both ends, and con
tains one to three flat seeds The lea\es are

pinnate, with a terminal leaflet All the species,
about 75 in number, are natives of warm cli

mates Some of them are -valuable timber trees,

particularly the sissoo of Bengal (Dalbergia

313800), much prized, and more extensively used

in the north of India than any other timber tree

except the sal
( q v )

The sissoo e\tendb through
India to Afghanistan, growing at elevations up
to 5000 feet The trees become 60 feet high, the

wood is elastic, seasons well, does not warp and
has a greater transverse strength than teak or

sal Danergw latifolui furnishes the East In

dian rosewood, or Malabar blaokwood, which at

tains a diameter of 6 feet The wood is heavy,

dark, and very strong, and w extensively used in

cabinetwork, for ship knees, gun carriages, and

agricultural implements Dalbergia mgrg, and

Dalbergw mtsoololtttm of Branl furnish valu

able woods for export Boastophyllum mone

tana, a related tree, a native of Surinam, yields
a resin verv similar to dragon's blood See

ROSEWOOD
D'ALBEBT, dal'bar', ETTOEI* FBANOTS

CHABLES See ALBBBT

DALCBOZE, dano-oV, EMUJE JAOQTJBS (1865-

)
A Swiss composer and onginatpr of a

ystem of rhythmic training, eurythnuc* He was

bom uf Swi'as parents at Vitnni Juh b 1S63,
but h\ed m Geneva from 1873 to 1910 While

pursuing the stud^ of literature at tin Lmui
Mtv of Genet a, he also attended the conserva
ton Later he studied with Fuchs, Graedenei
and Bruckner at the Vienna Consenatoiy and
also with Dehhes (orchestration) in Paris In
1892 he became piofessor of harmony and sol

fet4io at the Consenaton ot Geneva It was
heie that he first conceived his idea or laving
bpeual stress on rhjthm He began by insisting
on hib pupiU beating the time with then hands
Griduallv the feet and the entire bod\ weit
calltd into plav thus coordinating the music
with elaborate and graceful rhythmic movement
He had de\ eloped his ideas to a considerable ex
tent when he succeeded in interesting the

French psychologist Edouard Claparide and

together with him he elaborated a special tei

minologv and reduced his practice to a sjstem
When bis request to ha\e his system introduced
as a regular courbe into the conservatory was
refused, he resigned and left Geneva At Hel
lerau near Dresden, he established m 1910 a

spetul school for eurvthmics, of which he was
thereafter the director The fame of this insti

tution spread rapidly, so that within three years
the system found its way into many schools of

Germany France Russia and England In
1913 it was introduced into Bryn Ma^r College
and two special schools were established in New
\ork and Chicago respectiveh Dalcroze's com
positions show considerable imentne power and

ongmalitj, but are deficient in formal btructuu

They include two opeias Tame (1803) and
Sancho Pansa (18Q7) La ^eillee and Poewe

Alpestre for soli, chorus and orchestra a violin

concerto, a string quartet and some really excel

lent songs

DALE, DAVID (1739-1806) A Scottish man
ufacturerj born at Stewarton, Ayrshne He se

cured the use of Arkwnght's spinning patent,
founded the New Lanark mills, and subsequently
other important establishments, and became

widely known for his many benevolences Rob
ert Owen married his daughter and succetdetl

him in the Lanark mills Dale was the founder

and chief pastor of a Scottish church of Con

gregational principles, the members of which
were called Dahtes or Old Independents

TtAT.li!, JAMES WrLKUfSO^ (1812-81) An
American Presbyterian dmne He graduated
in 1831 at the University of Pennsylvania and
studied medicine there after studying theology
at Andover and Princeton, was ordained in 1837,
but had to gave up his plan of being a foreign

missionary, and was pastor from 1845 to 1876,
with his last charge at Wavne Pa He died at

Media, Pa He wrote the elaborate works on

baptism Classic (1867), Judaic (1869), Jo
Tianmo (1871), and Ghnstw and Patnsttc Ba#
t\sm (1874) For his biography, consult James
Roberts (Philadelphia 1886)

BALE, RICHABD (1756-1826) An American
naval officer At the opening of the Revolu

tionary War he entered the English service, but
afterward joined the American navy, served

under John Barry in the brig Lemngton and
later as first lieutenant under Paul Jones and

gained distinction in the engagement between
the Bon Homme Richard and the Berwpts He
was several times taken prisoner After the

declaration of peace with England he waa ap
pointed captain and in 1801 had command of

the squadron sent against Tripoli (See BAB
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PABY POWEBS, WABS WITH i He resigned in

1802 and spent the rest of his life in retirement

DALE, ROBEBT WILLIAM 1 1S20-95 j An Eng
hah Congregational minuter and author He
\vas bom in London, graduated at the Lnuer
sitv of London in 1S>3, and in the same year wab

ordained to the ministu and became pastor of

Carr's Lane Chapel Birmingham He was. chair

man of the Congregational Union in 1868 and

1869, edited The Congiegationahst for seven

years, and an 1877 -visited the Imited States to

give the Lvman Beecher lectureb on pitachmg
at the Tale Divinity School In 1801 he was

president of the fir&t International Council of

Congregationahbts He -was influential in mu
nicipal politics and ^as a member of the BIT

mingham school board Among his ^nritingb

are a biography (1861) of John Angell

James, copastoi ot Carrs Lane Chapel The

Jeuish Temple and the Chustian Cfac7i(lS63) ,

The Atonement (1875) Impressions of Amenca
(1878) Congiegatioml Church Polity (188o)
The Fellowship of Chtist (1891) ,

and a History

of English Cong) egationalism, completed bv his

son (1007)

DALE, Bra THOMAS ('-1619) A Colonial

governor ot "Virginia He sened for some time

as an English officer in the Netherlands and in

1606 was knighted by King James In 1611 he

was sent to Virginia, bv the London Company,
with supplies, and, in the absence of Lord de hi

Warr (q v ) the Governor General, assumed
control of the go\ ernment, acting as Deputy Gov
ernor from Mav till August of this year He
was nominally relieved in August of this year by
Sir Thomas Gates, but neveithelest. remained

the leading spirit of the Colony holding the

position of High M irahal and from 1614 to

1616 was agim in full control He returned to

England in 1616 TV as put in command of a fleet

sent out bv the East India Company against the

Dutch in 1618, defeated a Dutch fleet off the site

of the present Batavia in November of this year,
and in 1619 died at Masulipatam, India His
administration in Virginia was remarkable for

its pitiless seventy Finding the colonists de-

jected listless, and disinclined to work he placed
them under martial law and republished a code

which is alftavs known as "Dales Code," whose

rigor has become proverbial The years 1611-16

were long known among the colonists as "the

five years of slavery
" Dale founded a new sat

tlement at Hennco and also Bermuda Hundred,
overcame the Appomattox Indians, and by ap
portioning some of the lands among private in

dividual took the first step towards abolishing
the pernicious communal system His settle

ment at Hennco practically saved the Colony
from destruction, for he thereby secured a more
healthful location, thus preventing disease, and
also a place comparatively safe from Indian at

tack, thus enabling the colonists to raise a sup
ply of corn His administration of affairs was

approved by the London Company, and Sir Ed
win Sandys (qv), one of the most influential

members, said in 1619 that "Dale with

great and constant seventy reclaymed almost

miraculously those idle and disordered people,
and reduced them to labor and an honest fashion
of life

" Much information concerning Dale and
his administration is given in Brown, The Gene*
w of the United States (Boston, 1890), and The

First RepuVbo t America, (ih , 1898) A copy
of "Dale's Laws'* may be found in Force, Tracts
and Other Papers ReWtny to the Colonies w

imenca vol in (Washington, 1836-46) Con
bult also Prince, The First Criminal Code of

\ irgima, m the Repot t of the Amei icon, Histoi i

cal Association lor 1899 (Wabhington, 1900),

Bruce, Economic History of Virginia, vol i

lXe\\ York 1907)

DALE, THOMAS XELSO\ (1845- ) An
American geologist, born in Xew York City He

joined (1885) the Lmted Stateb Geological Sur
v ey, oi \vhich he became geologist in 1892 From
1893 to 1901 he was instructor in geology and

botany at \\ilhams College He is author of

The Scientific Spit it Applied to Living Subjects

(1913), and albo of the following bulletins of

the United States Geological Surv ey Sti uctutal

Details in the Gieen Mountain Region and in

Eastein }eu,loil (1902) , Geology of the Bud
son Valley (1904) The Gjanites of Maine

(1907) The Chief Comm&cial Gianites of Ifas

sachusetts ^eio Hampshire, and Rhode Island

(1908), The Commercial Gianites of Vetmont

(1909) The Granites of Connecticut (1<>11)

The Commercial Mailles of Western Vermont

(1912)

DALECABLIA, da'le-karOi a, or DA-
LARinS, dalar ne An old province of Sweden,
now forming the Lan of Kopparberg or Falun
The Dalecarlians are celebrated for the part they
took under Gustavus Vasa in freeing their coun

try from the yoke of Christian II of Denmark
in 1510-23

Besides the peasants who till the soil, there

is a large number vho are engaged in mdustnal

occupations, especially in the manufacture of

wood pulp and different steel trades due to the

existence of extensive forests and iron mines in

this region
D'ALEMBEBT, dalaYbar7

(1717-83) The
assumed name of Jean le Rond a French mathe
matician, philosopher, and encyclopaedist He
was the natural son of Chevalier Destouches and
Madame de Tencin and was left as an infant on
the steps of the chapel of St Jean le Rond, from
which he received his name He was tenderly
reared by a glazier's wife, his father contnbut-

ing secretly to his support, and was educated by
Jansemsts at the College Mazarin, where he
showed a brilliant promise in mathematics, phys
ics, and astronomy to which he reverted after

essaying law and medicine At 22 he published
a scholarly Memoire sur le calcul inttgi al at 24
another, Bw la refraction des corps sohdes His
Tra+te de dynamique (1743) marks an epoch
in mechanical philosophy This work is based
on the theory known as D'Alembert's principle,
discovered by him at the age of 26 and expressed
in the proposition The impressed forces are

equivalent to the effective force His Reflexions
sur la cause generale des vents (1746) contains
the first conception of the calculus of partial
differences In 1749 he published the first ana
lytical solution of the precession of the equi
noxes He was made a member of the Academy
of Sciences in 1741, and in 1754 of the French
Academy, whose perpetual secretary he became
in 1772 As such he wrote a series of Eloges of
members deceased between 1770 and 1772 In
1751 he undertook, with Diderot, the editing of
the great French Encyclopedic, and, though he
withdrew from the editorship in 1758, because of

government interference with the publication, he
continued to contribute articles in science and
philosophy Very noteworthy is his preliminary
discourse, or general introduction, to the work, m
which he traces m broad outlines the evolution
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of human buueto, crv ih/ation, facience, and ait
An article of bis on Geneva involved him in a
celebrated depute \\ith Rouleau on the merits
of Cal\ imam and the stage ab teachert of morals
Meantime hib scientific -work had attracted the
attention or Frederick II, who icpeatedly offered

him the piebidency of the Berlin Academy
Catharine II of RubSia offered him (1762) 100,
000 francs a ^e\r as tutor to her bon This he
also declined Dawd Hume left him a legacy of

i200, and on the recommendation of Pope Bene
diet XIV he was admitted to memberblup in the
Institute of Bologna (1755) But he continued

to h\ e 3implv, being by nature a plamj independ
ent, hluft benevolent, though sometimes rude
man He \vas a total abstainer from alcohol

His last years are closely associated with the
name of Mile de PEspinasse (q v ) , whom he
leained to admire at the literary salon of Mme
du Deffand (q\ ) She nursed him during a
serious illness in 1765, and they were never after

separated though not a breath of scindal at
tached to their connection till her death (1776),
a shock from which he never recovered D'Alem
hert is fully as important for his personality as

for his works While he rank** among the first

geometricians of his century, he was not so

highly esteemed in literature and philosophy,

though his works abound in ingenious and often

profound thoughts, and his style is always clear

and firm He gave learning an official status in

French society and did a great service to letters,

both by his evample and by his Essat sur les gens
de letties (1753), in fostering the independence
of his class from subserviency to social promi
nence and political power This essay exposed

thoroughly and finally the evils of patronage
His religious opinions, once the subject of eager
controversy, are ra ealed as a tolerant theism in

his correspondence with Voltaire, published in

Bossange s partial edition of D Alembert's 'WorLs

(1821) Condorcet's Eloge of him before the
French Academy (1784) gives a judicious ac

count of D'Alembert's life and writings Con
suit Bertrand, D'Ahmbert (Pans, 1889), and

Tallentyre, "D'Alembert the Thinker," in his

The Friend? of Voltaire (London, 1906)

DALEN1

, dalSn, (Nits) GTISTAP (1869-
) A Swedish engineer and expert on gaa

lighting He was bom in Stenstorp and was
educated at the Gothenburg Engineering Insti

tute and the Zurich Polytechmcum An eminent

consulting engineer, he was employed bv the
Swedish Carbide and Acetone Company (1905)
and then by the Swedish Gas Accumulator Com
pany He invented a method for dissolving ace

tylene in. acetone -which is used for automatic

lighting in unmanned lighthouses and for rail

way signals, and he improved hot air turbines,
air compressors, and milking machines In 1912

he received the Nobel prize in physics and in

1913 was elected to the Royal Swedish Academy
of Science He wrote technical papers and a

book, Ohemische Technologic des Pajners (1911)

DAXGAB'M'O, GEOBGB (o 1626-87) A Scot-

tish writer, who interested himself in the sub

ject of a universal language and in the methods
of teaching the deaf and dumb He was born at

Aberdeen, studied at Manschal College, and
afterward kept a school in Oxford for 30 years
His A.rs Signorum, Vulgo Character Unwersalis
et Lwtgua PJulosophica (1661) is an attempt to

represent and classify ideas by specific arbitrary
characters irrespective of words His Dv3aaoa

locophus or the Deaf and Dumb Man's Tutor

Vox VI 29

(1680) \tab designed to bung the viay of teach

ing the deal man to lead and ^nte a nsii <j

pobsible to that ot teidling ^ouner "IPS to bpeak
and undei stand theii mother tongue

'

DAT/FTA TIT A city in Hartley and Dallam
counties, Te\ , and the county seat 01 the latter,
280 miles west of Oklahoma City, Okla, on the
Fort TCorth and Denver and the Chicago, Rock
Island, and Gulf railroads (Map Texas A 1)
It contains machine shops of the Rock Island

system and has cattle, sheep, and horse raising
interest Dalhart was incorporated in 1901

Pop, 1910 2580

DALHOTTSIE, dilhBo'zI or dalhou'zi A
popular summer resort and port of entry, the

capital of Restigouche Co, New Brunswick,
Canada (Map New Brunswick, C 1) It is sit

uated on the Intercolonial Railway, at the
mouth of the Restigouche estuary on Chaleurs

Bay, and has> a large and well protected harbor

Steamship connection with pomtb along the
coast is maintained Good fishing and hunting
abound Among the manufacturing industries
are lumber and shingle mills There is a good
trade in fresh and frozen fish and also in luui

ber Boating, bithing, and beautiful hill scenery
are among the town's varied attractions Pop ,

1901, 862, 1911 16oO

DA1HOUSIE, JAMES ANDBW BBOUW RAM
SAY, tenth TCAWT. and first MABQTTIS OF (1812-
60) A go^ei nor general of India The third

son of the ninth Earl, he was born at Dalhousie

Castle, Midlothian, Scotland, April 22 1812
He was educated at Harrow and Oxford In
1837 he was elected Conservative member of

Parliament for Haddingtonahire, and at the

death of his father in 1838 became Earl of Dal
housie and took his seat in the House of Lords
In 1843 he was appointed Vice President of the
Board of Trade and in 1845 succeeded Glad
stone as President His administration at the
time of the BO called "Railway Mania" marked
his ability, and at the change of ministry in

1846 Lord John Russell paid him a rare com

phment in asking him to remain in office to

complete his work In 1847 he became the

joungest governor general ever sent to India
His administration, through additions of tern

tory, development of resources by railways,

canals, and other public improvements, forms
an important era in Indian history, although,
on account of his reduction of the army of occu

pation, the Indian Mutiny was subsequently
laid to his charge He was the recipient of

many honors and in 1849 was created Marquis
of Dalhousie In 1866 he returned to England
as an invalid and died after a lingering illness,

Dec 19, 1860 Consult Arnold, History of the

Marquis of Dalhouste's Administration of British

India (London, 1862-^5) , the Duke of Argyll,
India under Dalhousie and Canning (London,
1865) , Trotter, Life of Dalhousie, in the "States
men Series" (London, 1889) , Oswell, "Final

Development of the Company's Rule," in Sketches

of the Rulers of Indta, vol i (Oxford, 1908) ,

Gilliai^ "Lord Dalhousie a masterful Ruler,"
in Heroes of Modern India (London, 1910) ,

Private Letters, edited by Baird (Edinburgh,
1910)

DALTBOB, da1& bor An opera by Smetana

(qv ), first produced in Prague, May 16, 1868

DAIiTN, dalen', OLOF VON (1708-63) "The
Father of modern Swedish poetry," whose liter

ary maturity IB known in Sweden as the "age of

Dalin/' a period of transition from the domi
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nance 01 German to that of French, and espe
ciallr English literary ideals He was born m
tae Province of Hilland Aug 29 1708, the son

ot a clergyman He studied at Lund, went to

Stockholm a? tutoi and entered the ci\il seruce

in 1731 Iii 1733 he began to issue anonymous!}
a literarr ^eeklv, tiietislct, Atgus, that soon be

came mdelv popular lor its piquant -nit Dalm
announced hi* editorship, published Thoughts
about C/ificibiH a comedy The Jealous Man
{17381 a tragedv, Biynhilda (17^) md tht

witty bforv of the Hot&e (1739) through which

runs a satire OB the hi^toiv of Sweden, following
it by another satire on contemporary politics,

Apnl TTo/7 of ou? Glonous Time Dalin's high
est poetic fght in tfuedish Fteedom (1742), a di

dactic allegory In 1711 he \vas made tutor of

the Crown Pimce (later King Gustavus III),

and commissioned bv Queen Louibe Ulrika, sis

ter of Frederick the Great to write a History of

Sueden (4 \olb 1747-62 j
She also consulted

him in establishing the Academy of Arts and
Sciences 1 17531, of which he was made secre

tarv In thi^ yeir he \\ as made Pmv Councilor,

but fell under suspicion or political mtngue and
^as banished fiom the court to which he re

turned m 1761 wo years before his death at

Drottmngholm Aug 12, 1763 Dalin's selected

TToi/s (issued in 1767 by his half brother) show
little of really permanent yalue, but tis per
sonal influence w \& path breaking and transform

ing in the national literature Con&ult Lamm,
Olof DaliR an elaborate biography in Swedish

(Upaala, 1908) and also a sketch in the \o?

disJ Farmljebok \ol y (Stockholm, 190C)

DALKEITH, dilketh/ A market town of

Scotland 6 miles southeast of Edinburgh (ilap

Scotland, E 4) It has a corn market, a large
and commodious market hall, erected in 1854,
manufactures of carpets, brushes, and bricks,

besides iron foundries and tanneries There are

large coal mines near by Much truck garden
ing for Edmbuigh is earned on m the neighbor
ing country Dalkeith. arose around an ancient

castle, which -ftas long a stronghold It was
successively held bv the Grahams, the Douglases,
the Earls of Morton, and the Earls of Buccleuch

Dalkeith Palace, the chief seat of the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, built about 1700 on
the site of the old castle, is a large square struc

ture overhanging the North Esk Three tunes

English rulers ha\e occupied the palace on \isita

to Scotland Three miles to the south of the
town lies Cockpen, -which took its place in htera
ture in Baroness Nairnes Ijne, "The Laird of

Cockpen
"

Pop (police burgh), 1901, 6753,
1911 7019

BALL, CABOLTW WELLS HEALY (1822-1912)
An American author and philanthropist, born in

Boston She lectured frequently on theological
subjects and on questions associated with the
amelioration of conditions affecting woman and
was a founder of the Social Science Association,
the constitution of which she framed For many
years she conducted a class in literature and
morals at her home in Washington With Mrs
Pauline Wnght Davis she founded r/no, a jour
nal devoted to woman's rights and the pioneer
publication of its kind in Boston The writings
of Mrs Dall are de\oted chiefly to a discussion

of the rights of woman, and her work entitled
The College, the Market, and the Court, or
Woman's Relation to Education, Employment,
and Cttvsenshtp (1807), la a widely known con
tribution to that subject She js also author
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of What ve Really Eton about Snalespeare
(1585 2d ed, 1886), \atatcth (1903) Fog
Bells (1905)

DALL, WHLIUI HEALET (154^-1027) in

imencan naturalist, bom m Boston He \vas a

special student under Loui<; Agau-siz In 1805-68

he accompanied the Jrtennt'onal lelegiaph e\

pedition to Alaska, and Iron 1S71 to 18S4 he

was on theLmted States Coast Sun evoi Alaska

In 1880 he became honoiarv curator of the

Luited State*, National Museum and in 1893

professor ot imeiteJiate paleontology at the

Wagner Institute of Science, Philadelphia In

1884-1905 he \\as paleontologist to the United

States Geological Suney He \\rote woiks on

the natural histon of Alaska such as Alasla

and its Resources (1870) Repot ts of the Hoi
lusca of the Blake Expedition (1880-90), Mol
lusca of the Southnestetn Coast of the United

State* (1890)
DALL-ffiTTS See DAILLE

DALIiAS A town and the county seat of

Pauldmg Co Ga, 34 miles northwest of At
lanta, on the Southern and the Seaboard Air
Line railroads (Map Georgia, B 2) There are

cotton yarn hosiery mills, and se\eral gold
mines Xew Hope Church, 4 miles from Dallas

nas the scene of a sharp conflict (ilay 25-2S

1864 j between the armies of General Sheiman and
General Johnston Pop , 1900, C44, 1010, 1259

DALLAS A city and the county seat of

Polk Co, Oreg, 63 miles, southwest of Port

land, on the Southern Pacific, the Salem, Fall

Citv and Western, and the Independence and
llonmouth railroads, and on La Creole Cieek

(llap Oregon, B 3) It is situated m the fer

tile Willamette valley, has lumber, snw, and

planing mills, and railroad machine shops, and
manufactures flour, woolen goods, saah.es and

doors, organs, foundry products, and tanned

leather, the industrial interests being promoted
by good water power Sandstone is quarried in

the vicinity Dallas was settled in 1849 and in

1891 was chartered as a aty It contains a

Carnegie library Pop, 1890, 848, 1910, 2124

DALLAS The leading manufacturing city
of Texas and the county seat of Dallas County,
situated 185 miles (direct) north northeast of

Austin, the State capital, on Tnmty Ener, and
on the Chicago, Rock Island, and Gulf, the Gulf3

Colorado, and Santa Fe, the St Louib South

western, the St Louis and San Francisco, the

Tnmty and Brazos \alley, the Te^as and Pacific,
the Houston and Texas Central, the Tersas and
New Orleans, and the Missouri Kansas, and
Te^as railroads, and on several interurban trol

ley lines (Map Texas, D 3) Dallas is the seat

of the Southern Methodist University, which has
a campus of 626 acres ana a $2,000,000 endow
ment There are a numo* of other educational

institutions, including tne tim\ersity of Dallas
and St Marj's College Other noteworthy fea
tures. are the municipal building, a fine Carnegie
library, Baptist Memorial SamUnum, St Paul'a

Sanitarium, two city hospitals, the cathedrals

of St Matthews and the Sacred Heart, a con
crete viaduct across Trinity Eiver to Oak OMF,
and the courthouse A city plan has been

adopted and all developments and changes are

being made in accordance with it under the

supervision of a city planning expert Eight
parks and playgrounds, comprising 713 acres,
have been set aside City Park^ Fair Park, and
Forest Park with its zoo, ate especially attrae

tive A boulevard system of 62 males 13 being
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developed The State Fair of Te^as which has
met here annualb since 1886, and which in 1913
had 700,000 Msitors has grounds and perma
nent fireproof buildings \vorth $1,364,000 Dal
las is the leading mdustiial city of Te\as
Builders' casting cement, confectionery and
balerv productb, leather goods, men's clothing,
machine shop productb, and sheet iron goodb are

among the pnncipal manufactures In the out-

put of saddlery and harnets and cotton gin ma
chinery Dallas occupies one of the leading pobi
tions m the country The city is situated in the

black wa\y belt, the chief cotton producing re

gion of Texas The laigest inland cotton maiket
in the United States, Dallas handles 1,500000
bales of spot cotton a year It ranks second in

the country in the distribution of agricultural

implements The city has a eommisbion firm
of go\ eminent, with a mayor, and four othei

commissioners who act as heads of the depait
ments of police and fire, street and public pi op
erty, water works and seweiage, and revenue
and finance The major and eommissioneis ar

elected by the people at large and appoint all

the other city officers, who are responsible to

the commi&sioners The citys income in 1013
was $2,072,072 expenditures, $1,606,427, the

chief items of which -were $342,000 for education

and $267,500 for streets Because of the agri
cultural de\elopraent of the sunoundmg region,
the express and parcel post businesses of Dallas

ha^e made great guns the former now being
&e\enth in volume of all cities in the United
States In 1914 Dallas wis thobcn is one of

the rc-or\e centres under the Banking Act of

1<)13 Pop, IS90, 38,067 1<)00, 42638, 1910

92,104, 1914 (local est ), 131,278, 1920, 158,970

DALLAS, Ai.r^A\DEB JAUES (1759-1817)
An American politician He was born m the

island of Jamaica, was educated at Edinburgh
and at Westminster, and m 1783 removed from
Jamaica to Philadelphia In 1785 he was ad
nutted to the bar and soon became prominent
both as a lawyer and a politician From 1810

to 1814 Dallas was district attorney for the

eastern distiict of Pennsjlvama He was Sec

retary of the Treasury in President Madison's

cabinet from 1814 to 1816 and it was on his

recommendation that in 1816 Congress passed an
act to incorporate a new United States bank
For a time m 1815 he discharged the duties of

the War as well as of the Treasury Department
The bankrupt treasury that he lound on enter

ing office he left with a surplus of $20,000,000,
and with a definite financial policy for the

futuie He published .Reports of Oases Ruled
and Adjudged ly the Courts of the United States

and of Pennsylvania before cmd svnce the Reio
lution (4 vols, 1790-1807) , Address to the So

mety of Constitutional Republicans (1805),

Exposition of the Causes and Character of the

War of 1812-15 (1815) Consult Life and

Writings of Alexander James Dallas, by his son,

George Mifflrn Dallas (Philadelphia, 1871)

DALLAS, GEOBGE MOTXIN ( 1792-1864) An
American statesman and diplomat He was born
in Philadelphia, the son of Alexander J Dallas,

graduated at Princeton in 1810 and was admitted
to the bar m 1813, and accompanied Mr GaUa
tin in his special embassy to St Petersburg, as

private secretary On his return he practiced
kw and filled the offices of deputy attorney

general and mayor m Philadelphia, he was also

district attorney for the eastern district of Penn-

sylvania m 1829-51 From 18S1 to 1833 he rep

resented Penn-vhania in the Lmted States Sen
ite and from 1833 to 1835 was Attorney General
of Penns\hama In 1837 he was appointed
American Minister at St Peteisburg, but was
recalled at his own icquest m 1839 From 1845
to 1849 he Mas "Vice President of the United
States, and as such cast the deciding >ote for

the Tariff Bill of 1846 From 1856 to 1S61 he
was Minister to the Court ot St James's, where
he wat> called upon to deal with two matters of

import ince the Cential American question and
the recall ot the British Minister at Washington
Sir Tolm Crimpton, both of which threatened
fur a tiirp to cause considerable friction between
the Br'li'-h and Imencan governments Con
fcult his Z)ia?v of his stiv in St Petersburg and
in Joiidon (PI ihdelphn, 1892)
DALLAS Rr FEPT OUABLES (1754-1824) An

Fifhi'i 11 Lilian (jus wntir and a fnend of

] ord Ejron He w is born at Kingston Jamaica
He passed his lite in Jamaica the L mted States,
Enshnd and Trance On his return from the
Hast B^ron showed Dalhs the manuscript of

Childe Hai old (first two cantos) and was en

couiaged b\ Dallas to publish it In gratitude
foi hit, mam service's B^ron ga\e him the sums
received for this poem and the Corsair Dallas'b

Recollections of Lord By) on appeared in 1824
Dallas also wrote mnels, tales, and tragedies
DALLES, dalz (Fr, slabs, flagstones] A

term applied, in regions which ha-ve been under
French influence, to rapids where the rocky mer
bed wears in smooth slabs, and consequenth
especially to rapids produced by the narrowing
of irvers between basaltic rocks The best

known dalles are those in the Columbia the

Wisconsin, the St Louis, Minn, and the St

Crorc, Minn (qqv )

DALLES, THE, or DALLES CITY A city and
the county seat of TVasco Co, Oieg, 85 miles

by rail east of Portland, on the Columbia Rixer,
at the head of navigation, on the Great Southem
Railroad, and on the line of the Oregon Wash
mgton Railroad and Navigation Company (Map
Oregon, D 2) The Dalles contains St Mary's
Academy, a Carnegie library, and a hospital
The city carries on an extensive trade in wool,
live stock, gram, and fruit, its manufactures
include flouring and planing mills, a wool scour

ing plant, box factories, salmon and fruit can

nery, lumber yards, machine shops, etc A Meth
odist mission, followed by a trading station and

military post, was established here in 1838, and
the settlement was incorporated in 1858 The

government is administered by a mayor, elected

annuallj, and a municipal council Ihe water

works are owned by the city Pop , 1910, 4880

DALLES INDIANS See CHISOOK

DALLDT, Craus EDWTA (1861- ) An
American sculptor He was born at Spnngville,

Utah, where he came into close contact with In
dian life, in the realistic and impresses por

trayal of which he excels all other artists He
studied under Truman Bartlett in Boston and
under Chapu in Pans, where Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show inspired his first equestrian statue,

the "Signal for Peace" (1890), which received

a gold medal at the Chicago Exposition (1&93),

and is now in Lincoln Park m that city, this

was followed in 1899 by "The Medicine Man'
(Fainnount Park, Philadelphia), considered one

of the moat notable products of American sculp
tare His other works include the marble statue

of Sir Isaac Newtonm the Congressional Library
at Washington, "Don Quixote," which received
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a gold niedxd \t the St Louis Exposition ( 1904; ,

the monumuit to the pioneers in Silt Lake Citv

and Peace or War" < 1906) , and the Redskin s

Prater" (1909) Consult his biography by
Downs, in Bntsh and Pencil vol \ and laft,

Histo}y of imencan Rculptme (New "iork,

1903)
DAI/LIWG- AlfD BUl/WEB, B^BON See

BifnEB WnxiAii EE>BT L\TTO>

DAI/LTBTGEB, WILLI ur HEMJY ( 1841-1909 )

An English scientist hoin at Devonport He
tnteied the Wesley in ministry m ISbl and for

mani ytais pi cached in Liverpool But ne also

gne a great deal of his time to scientific in

\ estimation with the microscope and tins v\ork

he continued whilp acting as principal of \Yeslcv

College Sheffield 1 1880^88) as weU a* latei

In 1S80 he was made a lellow of the Roval So

cietv and irom 1S83 to 1SS7 was president of

the Royal Micio copical Society He also lee

tured at Cambridge ind at (Xfoid and was
senior lecturer to the (rilchrist Educational

Trust He wrote Ifm u1e Forms of Life ( 1863 ) ,

The Origin of Life (1873) The Cteator and

\\hat itt Mail Knui< of tltf Method of Cteation

'isb7l and a thorough levision of Carpenter b

The Microscope and its Reflations (1901)

DALL'ONGABO, dilon'g*rO FB^ACESCO

(1808-73) An Italian poet, novelist and pa
tuot, born near Treviso Abandoning the pnest
hood for which he found himself unfitted, he

started at Tnest a revolutionaiv journal the

la-iilla, served Tinder Garibaldi in 1849 and,

after living for some years in e\ile in Pan^ and

Brussels returned to Florence to accept a chair

of hteratuie Later he taught at Naples He
led a life lull of sorrow and misfortune He
left a great variety of writings including pla\s
once quite pupulai He it. remembered chiefly,

however for his, graceful and spirited poems,
many 01 them in the Venetian dialect, and for

having adopted the stornello a particular form

of folk poem as a medium for patriotic verse

his famous Stotnelh pohtici
DAWATT, GUSTAT (HuatiUTO) (1855-

) A German Orientalist born in Jsieskv,

Silesia, and educated at Moravian schools there

and in Guadenfeld In 1881 he was made in

atructor in Old Testament theology at Guaden
feld and in 1887, after becoming doctor of

philosophy at Leipzig, lectured in Dehtzsch's

Hebrew College In 1891 he was appointed in

structor, and in 1898 professor, at the Umver

sity of Leipzig, from which in 1900 he went to

a chair of theology at Halle In 1902 he took

charge of the German Evangelical Archseologi
cal Institute at Jerusalem, where he received

appointments as Swedish Consul (1903) and
Danish Consul (1910) His most important
work was done in Palestine and includes Gram
matik des judisch palastwischen Aiamai&ch

(1894, revised 1905) , Aramatseh neuhebraisohes

Wotterluch (1897-1901), Worte Jesu (1898

Eng by Kay, 1902) , Palastvnajahrbuch (1905
et seq ) , Petra und seme F<Ash&hgtumer(im) ,

A cue Petra For&chungen (1912)

DALJJANITES, dfil'ma ni'tez (named in

honor of the geologist Dalman) A genns of

fossil tnlobites found m rocks of Ordovician
to Devonian age, especially in those of the Si

lunan, m North America, Europe, Asia, and
Australia, The carapace is depressed, with
well-marked axis, is ovate in outline, tapering
to the tail, and has 11 thoracic segments, with
a large, often pointed, pygidium The head

shield is broad, bumetiuiei> with an anterior

point, and tne genal angles are pointed The
eves are lar^e and usually well raided abo\e tht

general suriace and are piovided with numerous
distinct fleets The ghbella has a bioad frontal

lobe and three lateral lobes Dalmamtes has

se\cnl related gencri Itasfc Ckasmops, Pteiy

gometopus etc which ditier in moie or less

conspicuoub featuiet, and which aie all memberb
of the fimilv Phacopida of which the type

genus is Pharopt About 100 species, aie known
in the genuh Dalmamtes and of these the best

known are Dtffwanzfe? limulums of the Xorth
American ^lagiran series, iti reprtsentati've
Dalmamtes caudatus of the English Wenlock,
and Dalmanitei sociah? of the Bohemian Or
dowuan See PHACOPS and TBILOBITE

DAL1tAinJ/THA (Lat from Gk Aa^to
vovda, Dalmanovtha) A place mentioned m
Mark Mil 10 at, the locality to which Jesus re

tired after feeding the 4000 Its site is not cer

tainlv identified Matthew, in the parallel pas
sage (vr 39) hat, Magadan," which, if taken

for "Magdala
' must ha\e been on the western

shore of the lake, some 7 miles south of the Plain
of Gennesaret It ib of interest to note that
between Tiberias and Magdala there is a bowl

shaped valley or hollow, containing the rums
of a village and some more ancient foundations

near several copious springs called Am el

Barideh The dragonuns speak of this valley
as Wady Dalmanutha, and it is possible that

Matthew and Mark nm refei to the same gtn
eral localih Consult Tnstam The Land of
Isiad p 413 (1876), and Sanday, Rncred fates

of the Gospel? p 22 (1903) Burkitt, Earliest

Sources of the Life of Jesus, p 328 (1910),
considers the name due to the confusion of the

copyist who was struggling with a poorly legible
te\t but offers no suggestion as to what the

original name may ha\e been

DA.WATTA, dUma'shla (Fr Drtmahe,
Ger Dalmahen, It Dalmama, Serbo Croatian,

Dalmacija, Gk AaX/*arfe from the name of the
former capital city of the province, Gk AeX
lilvioy Lat DeJffumum or Dalmtum, an Illyrian
word believed to signify a sheep pasture) The
southernmost crownland of Austria occupying
a narrow strip of land along the Adriatic, and

bordering on Croatia, Bosnia, the Herzegovina,
and Montenegro (Map Austria E 5) Its area,

including the adjacent islands is 4936 square
miles The eastern part of Dalmatu belongs
to the region of the Dmanc Alps, -which form
a wall on the side of Bosnia, while parallel to
the coast rise the mountain chains of Castella,
Mosor, and a few others The coast is deeply
indented with numerous rock bound bays and
inlets and IB skirted by many islands The
scenery of the Dalmatian coast is famed for
its picturesqueness The Gulf of Cattaro is

one of the finest natural harbors m Europe
The mountains are generally composed of hme
stone and barren of vegetation The limestone
is porous, abounding in caverns and passages,
bo that there is a system of underground water
courses There are no rivers of importance A
few small lakes occur, and considerable tracts
are covered with swamps and morasses, but
most of the country suffers from drought Dal-
matis bag almost a subtropical climate The
average annual temperature varies between 57

Owmg to the frequency of political upheavalsm Dalmataa, Agriculture has been in a back-
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ward state In 1012 about 12 per cent of the
total urea was m arable land in addition, \ine

yard, garden, orcliaid etc, probably co\ered
less than 10 per tent Ihc geographical poai
tion of the region inxkeb it \\ell idxpted to the
cultuation of bouthem fruits, The \me and
the olue giow piofusth 011 the coabt The fa

moub maiaschino coidial conies from Dalmatia,
nheie it is made from a them (marasca) pe
culiar to the countrj Fishing ib earned on to

a conbideiable extent Cattle raising and dauv
ing aie also of some importance The chief

mineial products are lignite, asphalt and salt,

mined on a small scale The shipbuilding and
the T\me and oil pressing industries should
be mentioned The mobt important poitb lie

Zaia, Ragusa and Spalato Cerealb Tre im

ported olrve oil, fish meat, hides honev, wine,
and asphalt are exported In 1911 there \stre

145 miles of rail's* aj, 153 telegraph office*,, and
217 post office*,

Local affans are under the control of the
Diet consisting of 43 membeis of \vhom 10 are

elected by citizens paying a direct annual ta\
of at least 100 kronen, 8 bv the towns, and 20

by the rural communities, and the remaining 5

consist of the Roman Catholic \rchbishop, the

Greek Orthodox Bishop, and three representa
tives of the chambers of commerce of Zara,

Ragusa, and Spalxto To the Lower House of

the Austrian Parliament Dalmatia sends 11

delegates, of whom two are elected by indirect

universal auffrasie The crownland is dmded
into 14 administrative districts In 1911 there

were 458 public elementary schools, with an
enrollment of 58606 pupils There are five

gymnasia and three realschulen The ma
jontv of the inhabitants perhaps three fourths,
arc illiterate The population of Dalmatia in

1890 was 527426 in 1900 503784 in 1010

(census of December 31) 645666 or 226 per
cent of the population of Austria According
to vernacular in 1910 about 062 per cent of

the inhabitants weie Serbo Croat, 2 8 per cent

Italian and 5 per cent German Rom in Cath
olics constituted o\er 83 3 per cent, and Greek
Orthodox over 163 per cent The population
of the larger towns was as follows at the 1910

census (population of communes in parenthe
BIS) Zara, capital of the crownland 14056

(36,595), Spalato, 21,407 (27402) Sebemco,

12,588 (29579) , Ragusa 8958 (14367) Blatta,
6837 (8862) The Dalmatians are tall and
short headed (height, 1715 m, index, 87)

They are supposed to be fundamentally the

modem representatives of the ancient Tllvnans,

subjected by Augustus and modified afterward

by Mceso Goths, Avars and Slavs These Dal
matian Slavs often figure under the name of

Morlaks Capital, Zara (qv)
In ancient times Dalraaiia was inhabited by

the Dalmatu, who for nearly 150 years resisted

successfully the Romans, but who were finally

subdued by Augustus After the fall of the

Western Empire Dalmatia which had formed
the southern part of the Province of Illvncum,
was occupied by the Goths from whom it was
taken by the Byzantines Early in the seventh

century the Croats and Serbs took possession of

the country districts but not the cities, which
were the places of refuge for the older popula
tion. About the beginning of the twelfth cen

tury King Ladislas of Hungary incorporated
a part of Dalraatia with Croatia, while the other

put was in the possession of the Venetian Re-

public, the Doge of which had in 998 assumed
the title of Duke of Dalmatia In the south
the little Republic of RagUba (qv ) maintained
an independent existence In the sixteenth cen
turv mobt of the country -was conquered bv
the Turks In 1690 almost all except Ragusa
was restored to ^ enice By the Peace of Cimpo
Formio (1797) Dalmatia, \vith Venice itself

became subject to Austrian ruli and when Aub
tria, in 1805 retioceded it to Xapoleon, it was
innexed to the Kingdom ot Italy In 1809 it

was constituted part of the dominion of the
Illvrian Frounces Since 1814 Dalmatia has
formed part of the Austrian Empire Conbult
Jackson Dalmatia the Quameto and Istna, etc

(London, 1893) Freeman 8ubjeft and Neighbor
Land3 of Venice (ib 1881) Modnch La Dal
mazia (Turin 18921, RoUe, Dalmatia lllustrata

(London 1900)

DALMATTA, DLKE OF See &OUIT
DALMATIAN (dll ma'shan) DOG See

COACH DOG
DALMATIC In ecclesiastical art and m

the usage of the Roman Catholic church, the

dibtinguishmg \estment of a deacon or sub

deacon, taking its name from the ordinary cos
tume of Dalmatia Pope Silvester in the
fourth century, ordered deatons to wear it in

the church It is also worn by bishops, cardi
nal priests, and abbots at pontifical functions
As an ecclesiastical vestment it was originally
white, -with broad perpendicular ^tripes of pur
pie it now follows the color of the day, with
the stripes represented in embroidery It

reaches to the knee and has wide sleeves Con
suit Simpiaon Use of Vestment* in the Enahsh
Church (New York 1909), and Namfa <7os

tumes of Prelates of the Catholic Church (Balti

more, Md , 1909 ) See COSTUME ECOUSIA&TIOAL

DALHOBES, dal'me'reV, CHABEES (1871-
) A distinguished French dramatic tenor,

born at Nancy His musical talent manifested
itself at an early age, and when only sit years
old he received systematic instruction His nrst
ambition wab to become a violinist, and for this

purpose he entered the conservatory at Nancv

Having to abandon the violin after breaking
his arm, he took up the horn He continued
his study at the Pans Conservatory, won the
first prize and began his career as horniht in

the Colonne orchestra From 1888 to 1894 he
was a member of the Lamoureux orchestra

At the same time he -studied the 'cello and at

tamed considerable skill on this inbtrument
also Ever since his arrival in Paris he had
felt a burning desire to become i great singer
His opportunity for study came m 1804, \vhen

he accepted a position as teacher of the horn
at the conservatory at Lyons Here Dauphin
one of the singing masters, heard him and
trained his voice His debut at Rouen in 1899

was an emphatic success His great fame began
when m 1006 he appeared as one of the principal
tenors of the Manhattan Opera Houne m New
York After his return to Europe the doors of

the pnncipal open houses vere open to him
but he would not bind himself permanently
Until the dissolution of the Manhattan Company
in 1910 Dalmore*s remained leading tenor of the

organisation, and after that he was the fore

mogt tenor of the Chicago Opera, Company He
is not only & great singer but also an actor of

more than oidinary ability

DALNT, dal'n!, or TATBHOT, 01 DATBEW A
seaport in Manchuria, on the pemnaul* ot LIM*
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tung, about 20 miles north of Port Arthur

(ilap China, F 41 The harbor of 132 acres.,

ice free throughout the vear, i& deep enough for

large rebsels The port \tab intended b\ the

Russians to become the centre of their tride

on the Pacific, especially with Japan and China

Although founded in 1899 Dalnv has a consider

able and rapidly increasing population It \ias

occupied bv the Japanese under General Oku,

Mar 28, 1904, following the battle of Km Chow
or Xanshan The lease of it, together with the

rest of the Iiaotung peninsula, bv Rubs>u ^as
transferred to Japan bv the Ireity of Ports

mouth On Sept 1, 1906, it became a fiee port
Its commerce has greatly increased in recent

vears The imports, which a decade ago -were

extremely small were in 1911 317 047 199 ind
in 1913 $21,572,000 exports in 1911 ?22 975,000,

1913, $28973,000 About three fourths of the

most important imports are from Japan chiefh

cotton goods and other manufactures So\<i

bean oil and cake are the articles of export The

area, of the leased territory is 1220 square miles

and its population in 1913 Teas about 510 000

DALOU, dalSo7 (Anrf) JULFS (1838-1902)
The most eminent French sculptor, after Rodin,
of the later nineteenth century He was born

m Pans, Dec 31 1838 the son of a glove maker
As a lad, he fought behind the barricades of

1848, and ever after he Tins identified with the

workingman's cause His talent in modeling at

tracted the attention of Carpeau^, under whom
he studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs, and

although he afterward wab a pupil of the Clas

s'ciat Duret in the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Car

peaux -was his real master The voung revolu

tionary held aloof from official contests but ex

lubited with varying success until 1870, when
Ins "Women Embroidering" obtained a prize
He was also occupied with decorative works,
such as the four groups for the Hotel Paiva,
and ttith designs for goldsmiths work and cera

mics Having held office under the Commune, he
was compelled in 1871 to flee to England In Lon-
don he was welcomed by his friend the painter

Legros, who procured him commissions and
aided him to secure an appointment as adjunct

professor in the South Kensington Museum
schools The fruitful training which he gave
his pupils was the principal factor in breaking
the dreary classic traditions of British sculpture
ind establishing its present excellence While
in London he modeled many terracotta busts,

statuettes, and several statues, one of which,

reproduced in bronze as "Maternity," is in front

of the Royal Exchange After the general am
nesty of 1879 he returned to Pans and soon re-

ceived from the city the commission for his pnn
(ipal work, the colossal bronze 'Triumph of the

Republic,
' m the Place de la Nation (1880-89),

one of the most important public monuments in

modem sculptures The figure of the Republic
towers over a chanot drawn by two lions, at
tended by the four figures of liberty, justice, free

dom, and peace In 1883 he received a medal
of honor for two admirable high reliefs, "The

Republic" and "Mirabeau Answering Dreux
Breze," the latter a composition of great power,
now in the Chamber of Deputies A bronze east

of his group "Silenus" (1885) is in the Jardin
de Luxembourg In. 1889 he was awarded the
Grand Prix of the International Exposition He
was an officer of the Legion of Honor and the
first president of the sculpture section of the

secessionist Soco$t4 Rationale des Beaux Arts

Dalou mav be ^ell called the official sculptor
ol the Third Republic His powerful public
monuments adorn the provincial citieb ab well

as Pans Most ot them are groups, in which
the statue or bust ot a hero surmounts the ped
estal with allegorical or other figures at the

bas.e \mong the best are the monument to

Delacroii in the Lu\embourg Gardens, that of

the engineer Alphand with the statues of Dalue
and three otherb at the ba^e, Lavoisier in the

amphitheatre of the Sorbonne, Gambetta at

Bordeaux, and Hoche m Quiberon He also exc

tuted manv genre groups reliefs, and portrait
busts such as those of Charcot, Rochefort, and

others, and much decorative work, architectural

as uell as ceramic, including the two celebrated

vaseb in the Lu\embouig HID last years were
de-voted to a colobsal Monument of Labor," for

which many plastic sketches survrve but which
an untimely death prevented him from complet
mg Dalou and Rodin are the most prominent
and representative figures in French sculpture
of the later nineteenth century The formei is

the logical successor of Rude and Carpeaux,
tfhose influence appears in his work but his

art is also reminiscent of mediaeval sculpture
and especially of the decorative art of the eight
eenth century For unlike Rodin, who broke

entirely with the past, he insisted upon conserv

ing the national tradition The best monograph
on Dalou is by his friend Dreyfous (Pans,
1903) 3 see also that of Cornu, m Portraits d'hier

(ib, 1909)
DALTaLfl/DA The ancient name for the

northern half of the Count\ of Antrim in Ire

land, now known as
' The Route " The Dalriads

are supposed to have descended from Carbrv
Riada (Riogh fhada, IB, of the long wrist), a
son of a chief of the Scots in Ireland, who ruled
not only in the district of Ireland, named after

him, but, according to Beda, crossed to Scotland
and settled m the lands of the Picts In the

beginning of the sitth century the Dalriads, led

by Fergus, passed over to Argyllshire, where

they settled themselves permanently, and formed
the kingdom of "Dalriada- in Albany'* The
Scottish colonists increased so much in power
that they threw off the yoke of Ireland and
about 627 attempted to subdue that island, but
were defeated at Magh Rath, m County Down
The Dalnads nevertheless e\tended their king
dom in Scotland, and in 844 their king, Ken
neth, became King of the Picts and thus united
under one sceptre the Dalriads, or Scots, and
the Picts Later his kingdom was known as
the Kingdom of Albany, or Scotland Consult
Skene, Celtto Scotland (3 vols, Edinburgh,
1876-80)

DALBYMPLE, dal'rtm pi, ALEXANDBB ( 1737-
1808) A British bydrographer , a younger
brother of Sir David Dalrymple, Lord Hailes

(qv ) He was born at New Hailes, near Edin
burgh, July 24, 1737 In 1752 he obtained an
appointment in the East India Company s serf

ice, but he labored under the disadvantage of

youth and imperfect education, until Lord Pigot,
Governor of the Presidency, gave him lessons 111

writing In 1758 he made a voyage of observa-
tion among the Eastern islands, and at Sulu
negotiated a commercial treaty with, the Sultan,
which he returned to consummate in 1762, but
was unsuccessful In 1765 he returned to Brit
am and in 1775 was sent to Madras as a member
of council, but was recalled in two years, ap
patently without good reason Four years later
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he was appointed hydrographer to the Eabt India

Company and shorth after received a pension
In 1705 -when the Butish Admiralty resohed
to establish a similir office, it was conferred on

Dalnmple, who held it until his summaiy dib

mifabdl, occasioned b~v an e\cess ot zeal, on il<iy

28, 1808 Depression at the humiliation occa
sioned his death, three weeks afterward, on
June 19, 1808, it JIarvlebone, London He wrote
a last number of letteia, pamphlets, etc, con

taming phns for the promotion of British com
mcice in -various partb of the world political

disseitations, accounts 01 geographical evpuli
tions, etc

, and his library, containing \ xluabk

geogiaphical and scientific works, \vas acquired
by the Admiriltv

DALBYMPLE, SIE DATID, LOED HATLL&

(1726-92) A Scottish judge and antiquarian,
born in Edmbuigh, Oct 28, 1726 He was> the

giandbon ol Sir David Dalrvmple, youngcbt sou
of Vibcount Stan Educated at Eton, m Edm
buicfh and flnallv in Lejden, he returned to
Scotland in 1746 and in 1748 was calkd to the

Scottish bar In 1766 he wab appointed judje
of the Court of Session, -with the title of Lord
Hailes Ten years after, he was made Justiciary
Lord He set a high standard for humanitarian
tieatment of criminal cases a practice which
was not prevalent at that time He died Nov
29, 1792 He was a voluminous writer His
most important works are Annette of Scotland,

from the Accession of Malcolm III, Sui named
Cftnmote, to the Accession of Re-let t I (1776) ,

with continuation to the Accession of the House

of Stuatt (1779J , and in Inquiry into the Sec

onda-ry Causes uhich Mr Gibbon Has Assigned
to the Rapid Gioicth of Christianity (1786)
He albO wrote works on legal antiquities and an
cient church history, edited old Scottish poems,
and published biographical sketches of notable

Scotchmen He was the esteemed friend and

conespondent of Dr Johnson Consult 'Me
moirs of Lord Hailes," in late editions of the

Inquiry Consult also Boawell, Life of Johnson

DALBY3EPEE, SIE JAKES, first VISCOUNT
SiAIS ( 1619-95 ) A Scottish lawyer and states

man The son of a small proprietor in Ayrshire,
he was born at Drummurchie in May, 1619

Educated at Glasgow and Edinburgh universi

ties, at an early age he entered the army raised

in Scotland to repel the religious innovations of

Cbailes I, but returned to cml and literary

pursuits, and in 1641 was appointed professor
of philosophy at Glasgow In 1648 he entered

as an advocate at the Scottish bar, where he

rapidly acquired distinction In 1649 and again
in 1650 he was appointed secretary to the com-
missioners sent to Holland by the Scottish Par
liament to treat with Charles II, and in 1657

was induced to become one of the "commis-
sioners for the administration of justice" in

Scotland under Cromwell's government Dal

rymple was a Boyahst, but resigned his seat in

1664 on his refusal to take the "declaration"

oath, which denied the nght of the nation to

tale up arms against the King Charles, how-

ever, unwilling to lose so faithful a servant,

allowed him to take the oath in a modified form,
and he returned to the bench The King further

honored him with a baronetcy and m 1671 ap

pointed him Lord President of the Court of Ses

sion He was invariably the advocate of mod-

erate measures In 1681 he refused to take the

new test oath and resigned has appointments
The same year he published the Institutions of

the Law of Scotland, which is still tue giand
textbook of the Scottish lawyer After borne
time spent on his estate m Wigtownshire Dal

rymple -went to Holland in 1G82 to escape iicti.u&

persecution During 1684-87, while resid ng at

Levden, he published at Edinburgh hib De'i

siuns, and in 1686 at Leyden, a Latin, work
entitled Phywologia \ova Expenmertahs He
accompanied the Prince of Oiange on his ex

pedition to England T^ilham reappointed him
Lord President of the Court 01 Sesbion and
rrt ited him ^ i^ount Stair, Lord Glenluce and
Stan.' ier in Ib'tO FL died in Edinburgh, Nov
25 1605 Hi^diujMci Tanct who died in 1669,
within a month <rt Iiei marriaye to Dunbar,
Laird of Baldoon, is the original of Scott s Btide

of Lnmneimocii Con&ult ilackey, Memoits of
#i> Janus Dolt ytup 1 * lift Viscount Stair

(Edinburgh 1873) and Graham, Annals and
Con evpondenre of the Viscount and First and
Second Fails of Stai) (ib 1875)

DALBYMTLE, SIB JAMES (-c!7U) The
second son of Vicouit Stan and the authoi
of Collection? Concerning Scottish History Pre
ceding the Death of Dand I (1705) He was
appointed one of the commibsanes of Edinburgh
following his admission to membeiship of the

facultj of advocates in 1675 He was made a
baronet of Nova Scotia in 1698 As an antiquary
he ranked among the best of his time

DALBYMPLE, SIB JOH>, first EABL OF STAIB

(1648-1707} A Scottish statesman He early
became the leader of the Presbyterians in Scot
land and in 1687 he became Lord Advocate as
a concession to that party He took a leading
part in the revolution of 1688 m Scotland an I

was one of those who brought the offer of tli<*

Scottish crown to William and Mary William

reappointed him Lord Advocate, and in 1690, on
his father's elevation to a viscountcy, he be
came the Master of Stair But, inspired by
his fanatical hatred for the Highland clans, he

instigated the "Massacre of Gleneoe," which

brought great odium on his head and forced his

retirement At the accession of Anne (1702)
he was a pnvy councilor for Scotland, and the
ne-rt year he was created Earl of Stair He
earnestly promoted the union of Scotland with

England, and his death from apoplexy, Jan 8,

1707, was very possibly brought about by his

efforts in behalf of the treaty Dalrymple was
a strong partisan and many of his acts are open
to criticism, but his patriotism and love for Scot

land are undoubted Consult Graham, Annals
and Correspondence of the Viscount and Fvnt
and Second Earls of Stair (Edinburgh, 1875)

DAIiBYMPLE, STB JOHN, of Cranstoun

(1726-1810) The grandson of Sir James Dal

rymple, and author of Memoirs of Great Britain

and Ireland from the Dissolution of the Last
Parliament of Charles II until the Sea Battle

off La Hogue (3 vols, 1771), which created a

sensation at its appearance, owing to the reyela

tions it contained, culled from authoritative

state papers
DALBYMPIE, SIB JOHN, second EABL OF

STAIB (1673-1747) A Scottish general and

diplomat The second son of the first Earl and

grandson of Viscount Stair, he was born in

Edinburgh, July 20 1673 When eight years
old he killed his elder brother by the accidental

discharge of a pistol Alienated from parental
affection by this unhappy circumstance, he was

placed under the care of a clergyman, who by
prudence and kindness developed the excellent
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qualities of the youth He proceeded to Levden
Umv ersitv v here he w on a reputation for schol

arship, and, after completing his curriculum at

Edinburgh, in 1701, accepted a commitsion a&

lieutenant colonel of the Scottish Regiment of

Foot Guardb and gamed high distinction in

ITirlborough's campaigns In 1711 he retired

from the army, and, when George I succeeded to

the throne Dilrymple, who had become Earl of

Starr by the death of his father in 1707, was
mide lord of the bedchamber, Pnw Counciloi,
and conmander in chief of the forces of Scot

land In 1715 he went as. Ambassador to France
and exhibited the highest ability in counteract

ing the schemes foi the reinstatement of the

Pretender But as he refused to flatter his

countryman, Law, then high in favor with the

regent <Meint>, he was recalled For 22 years
he Irved in retirement at Xewliston near Edm
burgh and devoted himself chiefly to scientific

agriculture in -which he originated distinct ad
\ancements He was the first to plant turnips
ind cabbages in the open fields In 1742 he was
"sent as Ambassador to Holland and m the fol

lowing -sear sened under George II at the battle

of Dettingen Later he was made commander in

chief ot the forces of Great Britain He died

in Edinburgh, May 9, 1747 His Countess, a
beautiful and cultured woman who sunned him
12 jears, is the heroine of Scott's novel My Aunt

Vargery's Minor Consult Graham, A.nnala and
Con espondence of the 1 isrount and First and
Second Eatls of Stair (Edinburgh, 1875)

DA1SGAABD, dals'gard, CHMSTEN (182-
1907) A Danish genre painter, born at Knab
besholm, near Skive Jutland He studied at

the Copenhagen Academy and under Rorbye,
was made professor of drawing at the Academy
of Soro in 1862, and was elected to the Copen
hageii Academy in 1872, His impressive de
Lneations of Danish peasant life, showing a keen
sense of observation and imbued with sincere

sentiment, have justly caused him to be esteemed
one of the typical masters of Denmark Espe
eially noteworthy among them are "Christmas

Morning on a Farm" (1848) ,

*
Seizure for Debt"

(1860) "Fisherman and Daughter" (1854),
"Mormons Visiting a Joiner's Home" (1856),
all in the Gallery at Copenhagen and "The Fare
well" (1860), in the Museum at Aarhus Con
suit his biography by Knud Soborg (1902)
DAIiTON, dal'ton A city and the county

teat of Whitfield Co , Ga , 98 miles north north
west of Atlanta, on the Southern and the West
era and Atlantic railroads (Map Georgia,
A 1) It is in a region possessing extensive

deposits of iron, limestone, and manganese, ex

ports cotton, grain, and fruits, and has agricul
tural implement and marble works, foundries,

jail and convict car factory, and machine shops,
cotton mills, chair factory, and lumber mills

Settled and incorporated in 1848, Dalton is

governed by a mayor chosen every two years, a
board of aldermen, and three commissioners
The water works, and gas and electric light

plants are owned by the city During the latter

part of 1863 and the spring of 1864 Dalton was
the headquarters of the Confederate General

Joseph E Johnston, who commanded the army
for the defense of Atlanta Several minor bat-

tles were fought in this vicinity Pop, 1890,

3046, 1900, 4315, 1910, 5324
DAI/DOIT A town in Berkshire Co, Mass,

5 miles east of Pittsfield, on the Boston and

Albany Railroad (Map Massachusetts, A 3 ) , It

contains a public library The chief manufac
tures are paper, woolen^, and spark toil, the

paper being of an unusually high grade and
U'-ed bv tiie government tor currency Pop,
1900, 3014 1910, 3568

DALT01T, EEBUAVT (1833- )
A Ger

man Protestant theologian He was born at

Offenbach on the Mam, Aug 20, 1833 studied

at Marburg, Berlin, and Heidelberg, TV as pastor
of the German Reformed congregation in St

Petersburg (1858-88) and has bince lived in

Berlin He has written much on the hibtorj of

religion in Russia, including Geschichte dei

refoimuten Euclie in Rutland (1865), Jo
hannts a, Lasco (1881, Eng trins 1886) Yer

fassungsgeschichte de> eiangehsch luthet ischen

Luche in Rutland (1887) UiLunderibuch der

eiangeli&ch reformirten, Kirche in Russland

(1888), Zur Geiussensf) eiJieit in Russland

(1890) Die russische Kirche (1891), Zur Ge
schichte dei eiangehschen Evrche in Russland

(1893-98), and also Lebensei mnet ungen vols

i-m (1905-09)

D'ALTON, JoHANff SA.ITUEL EDUABD See
ALTOA

DALTON, Joms (1766-1844) A celebrated

Enghbh ehemibt and natural philosopher, born
at Eaglebfield, near Cockermouth, in Cumber
land He recerved hib early education in the

Quakers' school of his native place, and from
1781 to 1793 acted as assistant and as joint

manager in a boarding school kept by a relative

m Kendal Here his love of mathematical and

physical studies was first developed He wrote
several mathematical essays and m 1788 com
menced a journal of meteorological observations,
which he continued throughout his whole life

From 1793 to 1799 he -was teacher of mathe
matics and the physical sciences in the new
college at Manchester, where he chiefly resided

during the remainder of his life though fre

quently employed, after 1804, m giving lectures

on chemistry in several large towns In the

years 1808 to 1810 he published his New System
of Chemical Philosophy (2 parts, London), to
which he added a third part in 1827 In 1817
he was appointed president of the Literary and

Philosophical Society at Manchester He was
also a member of the Royal Society and of the
Pans Academy and in 1833 received a pension
of 150, afterward raised to 300 In the same
year Dalton's friends and fellow townsmen col

lected 2000 to raise a statue to his honor,
which was executed by Chantrey and placed at
the entrance of the Royal Institution in Man
Chester Dalton was also honored by the Univer
sity of Oxford -with the degree of DCL and
with that of LLD by the University of Edm
burgh His chief physical researches were those
on the constitution of mixed gases, on the force

of steam, on the elasticity of vapors, and on
the eTpansion of gases by heat In chemistry
he distinguished himself by his progressive devel

opment of the atomic theory (see CHEMISTRY),
as also by his researches on the absorption
of gases by water, on carbonic acid, caxbu
retted hydrogen, etc His papers are mostly
contained in the Memoirs of the Literary and
Philosophical Society of Manchester, the Phil

osophwal Transactions, Nicholson's Philosoph-
ical Journal, and Thomson's Annals of Phi

losophy Besides these, we have his Meteoro

logical Essays and Observations (London, 1793 ,

2d ed , 1834) Profound, patient, and intuitive,
Dalton had precisely the faculties requisite for
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a great scientific dibco\ ei ei Hit> atomic theory
has re\olutionLded the science ot chemistry and
has yielded a greater number of valuable
lebults thin, puhapb, an\ other idea e\er in

tioductd into ph}bical bcience In his habits
Dalton \\ i^ bimple, in his inanneis, gia\e and le

ser\ed, but kindly Conbult Eobcoe and Haiden,
i ~\eto lie i, of the Ongin of Dalton s Itomic

Tlieoiy (New "ioik, 1896), ind Meldrum, Aioga
dto and Dalton (Aberdeen, 1904, Um\erbifrv

Studieb)

DALTON, JOHN CALL (1825-89) An Amen
can physiologist and phvbician He was born
in Chelmsford, Masb, and graduated at Hanard
in 1844 and at the Hanard Medical School in

1847 He was professoi of ph\ biology succes

snely in the Unneisity of Buffalo, in the Ver
mont Medical College, and in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, and in 1883 succeeded
Alon/o Claik as president of the last During
the Ci\il "ftar he seived as surgeon in the Fed
eral army He contubuted many articles on
medical subjects to scientific journals and, m
addition, publibhed a Tieatise on Human PJiysi

ology (1859) , 1 Tteatise on Human Physiol
oqy for Schools, Families, and Colleges (1868) ,

The Expenmental Method of Medicine (1882),
Doctnnes of the Circulation (1884) Topo
graphical Anatomy of the Btam (1885)

DALTOHXQT-FURNESS, dal'ton in fur>n5s

A market town in Lanci&hire, England, on the

peninsula of Furness, about 4 miles northeast
of Barrow in Furness (Map England, 2)
The church of St Mary, restored, is famous as
the burial place of the painter George Eomney
A canal about 3 miles long connects the town
with the Irish Sea It hab erctensrve iron mines
and iron works Pop, 1890, 13,300, 1901, 13,

020 1911 10763
DALTONISM See COLOE BLrrc>TiTESS

DALT01PS LAW See GASES, GETOBAL
PBOPEBIIES OF

D'ALVIELLA, dal -vyella, COUNT GOBLET

(1846- )
A Belgian legislator and writer,

born at Bru<ssels He sened in the Belgian Par
Lament and as rector of the Uniyersity of Brus

sels, and was Hibbeit lecturer at Oxford in 1891

As correspondent of the Independance Beige, he

vent to India with Edwaid VII, then Prince of

Wales, later he was Envoy Extraordinary to

Constantinople, and for long he was director of

the Revue Belgique, finally he became Vice Presi

dent of the Belgian Senate, and professor in

the Uniyersity of Brussels His publications
include Sahaia and Lapland (1874), Inde et

Himalaya (1877, 2d ed, 1880), Contemporary
Evolution of Religious Thought in England,

America, and India (1885), Tlie Migration of

Symbols (1894) , Ce que VInde doit a la Greoe

(1897), Eleusima de quelques ptoblemes rela-

iifs oust mysteres d'Eleusis (1903), A travers

le Far West, souvenirs des Etat-i Ums (1906) ,

L'Umversite de Brunettes pendant son tromeme

quart de siecle (1909), Croyanoes, Rites, In-

stitutions (3 vols, 1911)

DALY, ARNOLD (1875-1927) An American

actor, born in Brooklyn, N Y He made his

first stage appearance in i892 in The Jolly

Sqwfe He became known especially as a pro
ducer of the dramas of Bernard Shaw, haying

brought out that playwright's Candida (1903),
and Mrs Warren's Profession and You Never

Can Tell (1904), and haying toured with Arms
and the Man, Gan&da, and The Mm of Destwy
in 1906 In 1911 he played the part of Brunt-

schh in Aims and the Man at the Criterion

Theatre in London He appeared in General
Juhn Regan in 1913-14 in New York

DALY, da'16', CSAB DBMS (1811-94) A
French architect and writer on architecture,
born at Verdun, Meuse His principal work as

an architect is the restoration of the cathedral
of St Cecilia at Albi, for which designs were
shown at the Exposition in 1855 But the work

upon which his reputation rebts is the monu
mental journal, Rente geneiale de Varchitect e

et des ttatauj) publics (1840-90) The 45 yol

umes contain a theoretical and practical library
of architecture Among his other publications
are Les motifs histotiques d'ai chitectw e et de

sculpture d'ornement (1874), L'ArcJutecture

funerave (1870) L'At chitecture pruee au
Xlleme siecle (Paris, 1870-77) Motifs duers
de serruieiie (ib, 1881-82), Des hautes etudes
d architecture (1889)

DA/LY, CHABLES PATBIOK (1816-99) An
American jurist and geographer, born in New
York Citv He was admitted to the bar in 1837
and was Chief Justice of the Court of Common
Pleas in Xew Yoik for 27 years, until retired by
the age limit in 1868 From itb organization in

1864 until his death, Judge Daly was president
of the American Geographical Society Betides

his Historical Sketch of the Judicial Tribunals

of Aeio Tork (1855), and many legal papers of

importance, he wrote When Was the Diama In
tfoduced into America. 9

(1864), First Settle

ment of Jens in Aorf/i America (1875) , What
ue Enow of Maps and Map Making before
Metcator (1879), and a History of Physical
Geography
DALY, JOHN AUGUSTIN (1838-99) An

American playwright and theatrical manager
He was born at Plymouth, N C

, and educated
at Norfolk, Va , and in the public schools of New
York City He was dramatic cntic for the Sun
day Courier in 1859 and held similar positions
on the Express, Citizen, Sun, and Times for

some years Meanwhile he was producing adap
tations of se\eral plays, and in 1867 his first

original success, Vnaer the Gaslight, was brought
out at the New York Theatre In 1869 he opened
in Twenty Fourth Street the playhouse known as

the Fifth Avenue Theatre, which, with such
"stars" as Fanny Davenport, Mrs Scott Siddons,
E L Davenport, and Clara Morns, quickly be

came very popular After the destruction of

this theatre by fire and an interval of a few
months in another, he opened, in 1874, Daly's
Fifth Avenue Theatre, which he managed till

1877 In 1879 he returned, after a year of study
in Europe, and opened the house since known as

Daly's Theatre on Broadway, near Thirtieth

Street, which he controlled until the time of

his sudden death in Pans Mr Daly had m his

company at various times many of the best

known players in America For years Miss Ada
Rehan was his leading actress Several times

he went with his whole company to California,
to England, and to Germany and France In
1893 he leased a theatre in London He wrote

many adaptations from German and French,

plays, one of his earliest efforts being from Mo
senthal's Deborah in 1862 In the long list of

works which he wrote or adapted are Divorcef

Pique, Under the Gaslight, The Railroad of Love,
Seven Tvtenty Eight, The Great Unknown, Love
on Crutches, and The Last Word (1890) Mr
Daly was especially noted for excellence in scenic

presentation, and his Shakespearean revivals
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ha^e receued warm prai&e both in thib country

and in England In 1804 he wab presented with

the Loetire medal ot the Lnnersity of Xotre

Dame Ind He w as i great book lov er and made
a rt nai Lable collection 01 plateb on biblical sub

jects Thackeray etc which wab *>old at luction

in the bettlemtnt of las estate Besides hib plays
ind dramatic adaptations,, he was the author of

Wbffrngton L Tnlute to the Actiess and the

Woman (1S88J and vaiioub minor articles

DALY, JOSEPH FB^CIS, (1810- )
An

American jurist born at Ph mouth, X C Ht
studied law in N'ew Yoik Citv m 1855-62, wab

admitted to the bar m 1862 and from 1870 to

18% was> a -judge of the Court of Common Pleab

of :Scw York of which he in the latter vear be

cune Chief Justice In 1896-98 he -was a justice

ot the State Supreme Court and m 1900 TV as ap

pointed Lmted States Law Commisbioner to

Porto Rico

DAIiY, SIB HALACHY BOWES (1836-1020)
A Canxdian administrator He was born at

Quebec and wab educated at St Mary s College

Oscott England He enteied the legal profession
and was called to the bar in 1864 In 1878-87 he

repicsented Hahfw in the House of Commons
in the Conber\ative interest and in 1882-86 was

Deputy Speaker of the House In 1890 he was

appointed Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia,

and in 1895 he was appointed for a second term,

which expired m 1900 He was knighted the

same \ear He became known as a prominent

Imperialist

DALY, THOMAS HAYTO (1852-1911) A
Canadian lawyer and statesman He was> born

at Stratford, Ontario, was educated at Upper
Canada College, and was called to the bar in

1876 He later entered municipal life and was
a member of the Stratford city council and pub
he school board, but removed to Manitoba, and

in 1887-96 was a Conservative member of the

House of Commons During 1802-96 he was
UmiBter of the Interior in the administrations

of Sir John Thompson and Sir Mackenzie Bow
ell During his official term he went abroad

on a mission m connection with the reorgamza
tion of the Canadian immigration system, m be

half of which he canned into effect important
reforms In 1897 he went to Rossland, British

Columbia, where he became police commissioner,
and he removed afterward to Winnipeg, where
he was police magistrate in 1901-08 In 1909-
11 he was judge of the juvenile court in that

citv He published The Canadian Spirit of tJie

Forth West (1907) He was an ardent im

penal federationist

DAiYEIJ/, or DAT,7ET.I/, THOMAS (c 1599-

168j) A Scottish general, born at Binns, Lin

lithgowshire In 1642 he accompanied Gen Rob
ert Monro in the expedition to Ireland and

fought in 1651 at Worcester and m 1654 in the

Highland rebellion Especially excluded by
Cromwell from the Act of Grace, he took service

undei the Czar of Russia and participated as

a general against the Turks and Tatars In 1666
he was appointed by Charles II commander in

chief of the forces m Scotland and was particu
larly commissioned to repress the Covenanters
His defeat of the Covenanting troops at Bullion

Green was followed by cruelties which made his

name a byword through the countryside A stub
born Royalist, he did not, says Greichton, "shave
his beard since the murder of King Charles I "

In 1681 he enrolled the regiment afterward
known as the Scots Greys

52 DAMAGES

DAM, TD,KEE'S A guard of dough or clay

placed bv a tinker around a cavity to confine the

melted metal until it bets It is -worthless,

aftei u<=e hence the vernacular expression, not

woith a tmka b dam '

DATVTA, da'ma (Lat ) A gazeUe (Gasell*
aama\ ottiefcudan with short Iv. rate horns and
ao diik band on the sideb See GAZELLE
DAMAGES (OF damage, damage, Fr dom

mage irorn Tit damnum, lobs) The pecuniary

recoinpenbe given by a court of law to one who
has suffered an invasion of a legal right through
the act of another The right invaded may be

one which the plaintiff enjovs in common with
other members of society , ab, eg, his right to

have his perbon or property not interfered with,
or hib right not LO be injured through the negh
gence of others or it may be a right which he

has acquired thiough enteimg into a special

legal relation with another, as by contract

But, although the law furnibhes a leg il remedy
for tverv violation ot a legal right, that remedy
is not always an action lor damages, The en

tire jurisdiction of the equity tribunals is con
cerned with remedies of a different order is

injunction, the specific enforcement of contracts,
etc the remedy of damages being for the most

part left to the courts of common law Further

more, not even at common law does every m\a
sion of a legal nght give rise to an action for

damages The breach of a condition, eg, is

remediable only by action on the part of the one

injured restoring both parties to their former
condition Thus if the condition was attached
to a sale of land or goods itb breach enableb the

injured party to rescind the transaction and

place himself vn statu quo, but not to sue for

damages
Strictly speaking, the term "damages" is not

applicable to all cases of a recovery of money
for infringement of legal rights, but only to
such as call for on estimate or admeasurement
by the court or jury of the injury suffered and
of the proper compensation to be made therefor

Where the damages are liquidated, le, where
the amount to be recovered is fixed in advance

by agreement of the parties, they are not dam
ages in the technical sense of the term Thus,
an action to recover the amount pajable on a
bond, or the amount due for goods sold and de
livered or to recover a sum of money paid to
the defendant by mistake IB not an action for

damages, but an action to recover a debt But
where the amount claimed is not ascertained, as
where an injury has been done to a man s char
acter or property, or in the ordinary case of
breach of contract, the action will be to recover
the damages suffered through the defendant's

wrongful act or default The complaint or dec
laration of the plaintiff sets forth an estimate
of the damages sustained by him, the amount of
which will then be conclusively ascertained by
the court or jury (usually the latter) upon prin
ciples determined by law

The principles upon which damages are meas
ured bv the courts vary according to the nature
of the nght mfnnged and sometimes of the act

by which it was violated, and are of a most
illogical and unsatisfactory character To a
considerable extent they are still influenced by
considerations which belong rather to the con
ditiona and feelings of primitive society than to
those which now govern the relations of the

parties and the administration of justice In
their origin damages were a pecuniary commu
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tation of the right of pmate vengeance, and were
babed not on anv principle of restitution, but
on that of satisfaction to the injured partv It

was a long step towards the orderly adniinihtra
tion of justice when the victim of a theft was

compelled to rest satisfied with four times the
\alue of the thing taken, instead of scourging
the thief ind selling him into slavery, ais \\as

the law of the Twelve Tables But the damages
so awarded were as clearlv vindictive in charac
ter as was the harsher penaltv of the earlier law,
and this vindictive element still survives in the
modern law of damiges Thus, it is still the
law in England and in many of the United States
that a tenant -who commitb \\illful waste on the

premises shall pav thrice the amount of the

damage committed, and that a tenant who re

fuses to quit after due notice shall thereafter

pay his landlord double rent To the same prm
ciple is due the doctrine of aggrav ation of dam
ages, or

*
vindictiv e," "retributorv," or

' exem

plary" damages, which permitb a recovery in

excess of the actual damage suffered in certain

cases of breach of promise of marriage, libel,

slander, and seduction There was abundant

justification for furnishing this solace to the
vindictive feelings of the injured party in an

ige when it was necessary to buy him off from
i more violent vindication of them, but it is

submitted that the survival of this barbarous

principle into our milder age cannot be justified

Obviously, the sound principle for the award
of damages is that of restitution rather than of

satisfaction the restoring to the injured party
of the property of which he has been deprived, or

making to him due compensation for the injury
sustained by him and this principle is generally
followed by our law in most actions other than
those above referred to It is expressed in the

phrase that damages are limited to the loss

which the plaintiff has actually sustained In

practice, however, a more restricted rule is fol

lowed, the defendant being liable only for such

damages as he did in fact contemplate or which
are the natural and probable consequences of his

acts, whether contemplated by him or not This

rule is equallv applicable in cases of contract and
of tort and operates to exclude what are called

"remote" or merely "consequential" damages
That, under a perfect system, the latter would
also be included in an award of damages can

hardly be doubted, but the judicial distrust of

the jury, by whom, both in England and Amer
ica, the award is usually made, has induced the

courts to adopt the narrower rule

Damages are also an available remedy in some
cases of injury, even where no actual loss has
been sustained It is the violation of a legal

nght, and not the detriment or loss resulting

therefrom, which furnishes the ground for an
action for damages Such an action, accordingly,
is the appropriate remedy in the case of a trcs

pass upon land, an unauthorized interference

with a watercourse, and the like, although no

injury or serious inconvenience to the tenant or

nparian proprietor results The damages to

which the plaintiff is entitled in such a case are

not "substantial," but "nominal "
And, on the

other hand, where loss or harm is sustained, but

without the violation of a legal nght, the dam
age is irremediable by any legal process It is

<tomni aibsque wjwna,
For the measure of damages appropriate to

the various classes of rights, see the articles in

which those rights and the remedies for their

infringement are considered See especially
COMPACT, TOET, QUASI CONTBACT 1WLBI
LIQLIDATED DAMAGES Consult Holmes, The
Common Lait (Boston 1881) , Essays on Anglo
Maxoti Lan (ib 1876j Lee, Historical Juns
piudence (Xen loik 1900 1, Aithur G Sedg
wick, Elements of Damages (Boston, 1S96)
id, Treatise on the J/easuje of Damages (Stli

ed, New "ioik, 1891 j, Sutherland, Tieatise on
the Law, of Damage'} (3d ed, Chicago, 1903) ,

ilavne, Tieatise on the Lau of Damages (5th
ed, London, 1894), Watbon Tieatise on the

Law of Damages fo) Peiwnal Injiuic<t (Char
lottesville, 1001) Harris Tieattse on Damages
by Cotpoiations (Rochester, 1894)

DA IffAN, da man', or Portug DAJLAO, dd
mouV A fortified seaport and district on the

west coast of India, belonging to the Portuguese
since 1558 The town stands at the mouth of

the Daman River, about 100 miles north of Bom
bay, and has a good harbor (Map India, B 4)
The neighborhood is well stocked with suitable

timber for the building and repairing of ships,
which largelv emplov the inhabitants Though
the land is fertile, it has been little cultivated
The principal crops are rice, wheat, cereals, and
tobacco Daman has important deep sea fisheries

and salt works It also engages in weaving and

dvemg and the manufacture of mats and baskets
There is a scarcity of fresh water The district

is an administrative dependencv of Goa Area
of district, 169 square miles Pop of district

1910, about 70,000

DAMAN, da'man (Syrian) An old name for

the Syrian hyT&x(Ptocavia synaca), the 'coney"
of Scripture (Prov xx\ 24-28, etc ), also called

lock rabbit See HTRAV and cf DASSIE

DATVTATTHUB, da'man hoW (Egypt Tema
en Hor, citv of Horus, Lat Hermopoh? Minor)
A town of Lower Egypt, capital of the Province
of Behira (Map Egypt, 01) It is situated

on the Mahmudieh Canal, and has a cotton gin
ind considerable commerce in cotton and woolen

goods Pop, 1897, 32,122, 1907, 38,752 Known
as Hermopolis Pan a, it was the ancient "City of

Horus"

DATVTSO See D\M*.N

DATVTAffi, or DTTAIffAH, da mar' A town of

Yemen, Arabia, situated about 63 miles south of

Sana, on the route to Mecca (Map Arabia, with

Turkey in Asia, Q 12) It is situated in the

centre of an agricultural district and carries on

some trade m horses Pop about 20,000

DAMABALAITD, da ma'ra land See GEE
MAA SOTJTHWTST AFBIOA
DAMASCENING See DAMASKEENING

DAKASCEITCrS, NICOLAUS A Greek his

tonan He lived in the time of Augustus and
Herod the Great, at whose court he spent the

greater part of his life His principal work was
a universal history in 144 books, of which only

fragments remain He also wrote an autobi

ography and a history of the education of the

Emperor Fragments of these works, as of the

first seven books of his universal history, are

preserved in the collections of Constantinus

Porphyrogenitus Nicolaus was, in philosophy,
an adherent of the Peripatetic school and wrote

a compendium of Anstoteliamsm The histon

cal fragments are edited by Muller, Fragmenta
Hwtoncorwn GrcBCorum, voL m (Paris, 1888-

83)
CnTS (Lat, from Gk Ao^^ioj, Da
A Neoplatomc philosopher of the
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sixth century AD He wdb born at Damascus
And was tlie laist teacher of Xeoplatonibta (qv )

at Athens When the philosophic schools were
closed by Imperial edict of Justinian in 529, he,

with Simphuus, Diogenes, Pnseian, and others,

\*as forced to go to Persia Of his writings we

possess his book On First Principles, a discus

sion of the nature and attributes, of God and of

the human boul a commentary to Aristotle, and
in extract from hib life ot Isidonib of Gaza, pre
served bv PhotiUb Hit, On Fu st Pi mciples was
edited hv Ruelle (Pans, 1SS9) Consult Whit
taker The A eo Platomsts (Cambndge 1901)

DAMASCUS (Arab Dinushk esh tiharn)

The largest citv of Syria, Abiatic Turkey, and

capital of the vilayet or Syna (ilap Turkey in

Asia, G 6) It is situated in a plain at the

eastern base of the Anti Libanus, 53 miles south

east of Beirut The city, with its beautiful sur

roundings and its abundant supply of water, has

since the earliest times been regarded by the

Arabs as the most beautiful spot in the world

and is supposed to have served as a model for

the paradise described in the Koran The ap

pearance of Damascus, from a distance is im

pressive, but upon a closer inspection it is, like

most Onental cities disappointing It is about

5 miles in circumference and is surrounded by

partly ruined -nails, pierced by seven gates
The streets, with the exception of the

'

Straight

Street," on which St Paul is supposed to have

lived are crooked and narrow The houses are

generally built in the Hooribh style and not in

frequently combine a splendidly decorated in

tenor with a plain and sombre exterior The
walls fronting the street are usually without

windows the courtb in the houses of the wealthy
rebidents are adorned with splendid marble foun
tains fine treeb, and flowers Damascus derives

its water supply by an excellent system of

canals conduits and pipes, from the Barada, the

\bana of the Old Testament, which traverses the

eitv from west to east and divides the newer

portion of the city on the north from the ancient

nailed city with its sectarian quarters on the

south The surrounding plain is neh in vine

yards, orchards, and gardens, being well imgated
by the Barada, which, separating into seven

branches, loses itself in marshlands about IS

miles east of the city
Damascus has over 200 mosques Of the 71

large mosques that of the Ommiads is the most

important It is supposed to have been ongi
nally a heathen temple converted into a Christian

church at the end of the fourth century It then
contained what was believed to be the head of

John the Baptist and was named the church of

St John The site of the church was later ac

quired by the sixth Ommiad caliph, who erected

on it a mosque of fabulous splendor, according
to the descnption of the Arabic writers After
the conquest of Damascus by Timur the mosque
was despoiled It covers a site of 143 X 41%
yards and has the shape of a basilica It was

partially destroyed by fire in 1893, and, though
subsequently rebuilt, has lost much of its his

torical interest The dome, 120 feet high, is

flanked by three minarets, one 250 feet high
Other noteworthy mosquea are the Sinanlyeh with
its striking green tiled minaret, and the Tek
ktveh, with its graceful minarets and dome,
founded in 1516 on the nver bank to the west
of the city as a refuge for indigent pilgrims
There are also numerous beautifully ornamented

chapels The chapel of Abraham in the northern

subuib of Bur-zeh the lepu hospital in the house

of Xaaman, the house 01 Ananias the place of

St Paul's conversion ntar the east gate and
the point where he was lowered from the walls

are traditionally sanctified localities The Eng
hsh cemetery on the southeast contains the grave
of Buckle the hibtorian, who died here in 1882

Damascus was once a lamous seat of learning
and contained numerous bchoolb in which gram
mar theology and jurisprudence were taught
The higher schools with a few exceptions aie

now closed, and Dunascus a* a centre of culture

hab been surpassed bv Cairo Elementary edu

cation ib provided to some extent by the mibSion

ary schools and a number of higher schools are

conducted by the French orders

The municipal affairs are administered bv a

council in which Christians as well as Jewish
residentb are represented Damascus is the scat

of the governor (lah) of the vilayet of Syria
and of the commander of the Synan troops The
chief manufactures consist of silver and gold
ornaments, stuffs interwoven with silver and gold

threads, brass and copper work, and inlaid fur

nitnre The manufacture of the blades for w hich

Damascus was famous has ceased The commer
cial importance of the city rests chiefly on the

transit trade, which, however, has considerably

declined since the construction of the Suez Canal
The bazaars of Damascus are numerous and w ell

kept, but they are generally poorly stocked, and
the magnificent khans formerly thronged by mer
chants are now but indifferently attended The

exports, which amount to about $2,000,000 an

nuallv, consist chiefly of wool, hemp, giam, and
animal products, grapes, and dried fiuit The

imports amount to about 4% million dollars

annually and consist chiefly of teTtiles, sugar,
and nee Damascus is connected by rail with its

port, Beirut, and is the northern terminus of the
Damascus Medina line It is visited monthly by
caravans from Aleppo The population is van
ously estimated, a figure often quoted being 154,

000, a later estimate is 350,000 About three
fourths of the inhabitants are Mohammedans,
Jews number upward of 11,000 and the rest are

Chnstians of v anous denominations The United
States is represented by a consular agent
Damascus has been thought to be the oldest

city m the world Its foundation is attributed

by Josephus to Uz, the son of Aram The city
was the seat of a kingdom at the time of the
Hebrew monarchy Subjugated bv David, ac

cording to 2 Sam viu 5, 6, and 1 Chron xvm
5, it soon regained its independence and even
recovered sufficiently to attack the Kingdom of

Israel, weakened by internal strife In the sec

ond half of the eighth century BO Damascus
was conquered by the Assynans, under Tiglath
pileser m, and its inhabitants were carried

away to the land of the conquerors and re

placed by colonies from Assyria After the
death of Alexander the Great Damascus became
part of the Kingdom of the Seleucida Con
quered by Pompey in 84 B o

, it became a depend
ency of Rome, under which it enjoyed local

autonomy and regained a part of its former

prosperity Chnstiamty was early introduced
into Damascus (see PAUL), and the city became
the seat of a bishopnc In 635 it was taken by
the Mohammedans, under whose rule it was for
a time (previous to the founding of Bagdad) the
residence of the caliphs and was greatly adorned
and fortified After an unsuccessful siege by the
Crusaders under Baldwin in 1148, Damascus was
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taken In Xureddin in 1154, and, at the death
of the latter passed into the hands of Saladin,
who died there m 1193 The -victory of Tamer
lane o\er the Egyptian \t Damascus in 1401

placed the citv in the hands of the Mongol con

queror who after PMctinj, a lar^e tubute from
its residents slaughtered most ot them and pil

lagcd and burned the crh It w<ib soon rebuilt

and in 1516 was wiested from Eg^pt by the

lurks under Sehm I Ectiken bv the Fg^ptians
under Ibrilnm Pasha in 1S32 Danuboib re

named under the lule ol J#%pt until 1841,

when, together with Si 11 it \\ ib restored to
Tuikty An upusine: 01 the Moslem populationm 1860 resulted in the deduction of the Chris
tian quarter and the massacre of about 6000
Christians Consult Poiter Fin* lears in Da
mascus (London 1870) Alicintobh Damascus
and its People (ib , 1882) and the article Da
mabkos," m Paulv Wissowa's Peal Encyclopadip
der classfischen ltertum?i< iismwhaft (Stutt

gart, 1901)
DAMASCUS BLADE See DAU&SLJEMNG
DAM'ASK A textile with satin, twill or

taffeta figures on satin giound of the &ane color

the lines of the figures contrasting bhuply with
the lines of the ground and causing the shifting
sheen that marks the appearance of damask as
viewed from different angles In satin damask
the figures are in weft satin the ground in warp
satin Just as tapestry (qv) is primarilv a
wool weave and a weft wea\e, so damabk is pn
marily a silk weave and a warp wea-ve, the

figures of tapestry being formed by the manipu
lation of the weft on bobbins, the figures of

damask by the manipulation of the warp with
harness In damask the weft, being thuttle

thrown the whole width of the warp, is manipu
lated with difficulty In tapestry the warp
threads, being divided into only two sets one

consisting of the odd threadb, the other of the
even threads instead of fhe or more sett, as in

damask, permit plain weT\e only Damask,
then, marks the development of the loom to a

point where the warp threads can be freely ma
nipulated to form figures (See LEAVING )

Most upholstery and drapery silk damasks have
the figures in taffeta, giving a bolder contrast
than would the finer lines of the weft satin

threads Damasks are also woven in wool, linen,
mercerized cotton, and other materials less ex

pensive than silk

An important class of damasks are those in
linen and cotton intended for use as tablecloths

and napkins, usually white (the finer Blades
being woven in the gray and bleached after

weaving), but sometimes (especially in the
coarse grades and for the cheaper and less cm
hzed peoples) in red or blue The better grades
are made of very fine linen threads woven close

with the warp in eight or more sets, and m pat
terns that are often most elaborate, picturing
architecture and landscapes and human figures,

against a comparatively plain or stnped ground
The word "damask" has for generations been

so carelessly and incorrectly used that it is still

incorrectly defined in almost all books of refer

ence in all languages, and often employed inac

curatelv m museum labels and catalogues Per

haps the simplest and most comprehensive,
though hardly the clearest, definition would de

scribe damask as flat figured satvn

DAM'ASKEEITING, or DAH'ASCEN'-
INOr The art of producing upon ordinary steel

certain ornamental appearances resembling those

on the famous Damascus blades Attention was
first drawn to this branch of industry by the

Crusaders, who brought from Damascus to

Europe many articles made of superior &teel,

suth as bword blades ind daggers These were

found to possess not onh ie vt elasticity, united

with considerable hardnesb, but their surfaces

were cohered with beautiful desic^ib, formed by
i ti&bue of dark lintb on a l]nrht ground or

light lines upon a dark ground and occasionally

b\ the mla^ mg of gold on tlit btetl blue ground
In genuine Damascus blades the designs run

thiouqh the bubstonce of the blade, and the

watering, or regular almost bvmmetneal fit?ui

ing, 1& not w oin off b\ friction or even grinding
Imitation4- of the watering of Damagem> steel

are produced on common sttel b\ etching with

acids and in this wa% landbrapes inscriptions,
and ornaments and decor \tion 9 in general, are

imprinted on the steel blue gi ound Gold and
silver are also inlaid in the higher class of sword
blades and other article*) Gun barrels are occa

sionallv sub]* ctcd to the process of damaskeening
DAMASTES, di mab'tiz (Lat, from Gk Aa

/iaanjs, Daiiiastc-}} OF SiGEtM A Greek his

toiian, a conterapoiarv of Herodotub Accord

mg to buidas ne wrote a Histoty of (heece, a

work on the Ancestor of Those uJio Wai red

Lgainst Tioi/ and a Catalogue of "\ationft and
Ton ns Ptrabo chaiges Inm with ignorance and

credulity Consult Mulltrs Ftngmenta, Histon
curiim Gmconun (Pans 1868-83)
DAM'ASUS The name of two popes DAM

ASLS I, SAIM (Pope S66-84) A Spaniard to

extrxction, he was born in Rome about 305 In

355 he was made auhdeacon On his consecra

tion to the episcopal office he was opposed by Ur
sicinus who -was the choice of a considerable fac

tion but finally acknowledged b> all His reign
w as far from peaceful It wab spent in subduing
the still numerous Arianh in the West, in com

biting the heresy of Apollinans which he caused

to be condemned at the Council of Constantinople
m 381, and in defending the cause of Paulinus

against Meletius He was a great friend of St

Jerome and was primarily instrumental in in

ducmg him to undeitake the revision of the

farlv Latin texts ol the Bible, thus producing
the version later known as the Vulgate His

works are in Mignc, Pot/ Lat, aau For his

life, consult Rale Damasits Bischof ton Rom
(Freiburg 1882) Wittig m RomiscJie Quattal

whnft fur dtriithche Mterthum3kunde und fur

farchengeschiclite 14th suppl Heft (Freiburg,

1902) DAVASUS II (Pope for 23 days from

July 17, 1048) He was a Bavarian by birth,

and Bishop of Brixen, in Tirol, when he was

chosen Pope on the nomination of Emperor
Henrv HI He died in Palestrma, near Rome,

Aus 9 1048

DAUBACH, dam'baG, OTTO (1831-99) A
German, lurist born at Querfurt In 1862 he

was appointed Justiciary of the General (now

Imperial) Po&t Office, Berlin The copyright

laws and the postal laws of the Empire were

devised chiefly by him In 1873 he was appointed

professor extraordinary of law in the University

of Berlin He wrote Funfzig GataoJiten uler

NacJidntoK und NacTiMdung (Leipzig, 1891)

Daa Teleqrafen, Strafrecht (2d ed, ib, 1897),

Da? Gesttz uber das Postwesen des Deutschen

Reicht erlautert (6th ed, ib, 1900)

DAMBUL, dambsar A vast rock temple
of the Buddhists m Ceylon, about 40 miles north

of Kandy, contauung, among a profusion of
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carvings, figures of Buddha of extraordinary

magnitude
DAME (OF, Fr dame, from Lat domina,

ladv, fern of dominui, master, Skt damana,

conquering Lat domaie, Gk So/tap, daman,
Skt dam, to tame connected with OHG zam,
GOT ..u/iMi, Icel tarn/, AS *owi Eng fame) A
title 01 honor which long distinguished high
born ladies from the wives of citizens and 01 the

commonalty m general In the age of chivalry

it was eubtomarv even for a queen to be so called

b\ her chosen knight ( the dame of his heart,"

of his thoughts etc I Hence, too, the \ irgin
mother was. called m France Notie Dame" ( out

Ladv1
1 as the mother of the whole human race

From dame, with the possessive pronoun ma pre

fixed, arose an ordinary title of honor, answer

ing in modern French to the English Mrs ' A
daughter ot the King of France was called J/a

dame as soon as she came into the world and
this was also the sole title of the wife of the

King's eldeat brother, -who was himself known

simply as Monsieur In England the word
'

dame, though not much used is now applied
to married women of all classes The word
madam 3

( or ma'am '

)
is to day the informal

manner of address used in England for the

Queen A curious local usage at Eton College

applies the title dame' to men as well as to

women in charge of the boys' boarding houses

DAME ATJX CAMELIAS, dam 6 U'ml'lva',
LA (Fr, The Lady of the Camellias) A novel

by the younger Dumas (1848) dramatized in

1852 It has been translated under the title

Camtlle The heroine is Marguerite Gautier, a

courtesan

DAME BLANCHE, LA (Fr, The Lady m
White) An opera by Boieldieu (qv), first

produced in Paris, Dec 10, 1825, in the United
States May 1831

DAMEROW, da'mero, HEIXBICH PHILIPP
AIGLST (1798-1866) \ German physician,
born in Stettin He studied medicine at the Um
versitv of Berlin and became professor extraor

dinary there m 1830 The following years of

hie life, with the exception of a few years dur

ing which he held office in the Ministry of Pub
he Instruction he spent at Halle as director of

a sanitarium for mental and nervous diseases

He is remembered for the important improve
mente that he introduced in the treatment of

insanity and the management of asylums His

published -works include the following TJeber

die relative Terbmdung der Irrenheil und Pfle

geanvtalten (1840) Sefeloae, eine WaJinstnna
atiidie (1853) Ztir Krettnen und Jdwtenfrage
(1858) Ueber die Grundlage der Mmtcl vnd
Phiftiognomik, ola freter Bettrag eur AntJiro

pologie und Psychtatrte (1860) He was also

one of the founders of the Allgememe Zeitschnft
fur Psychiatne

DAMES, da'mes WILHELM BIRXIM (1843-
98) A German paleontologist, bom in Stolpe
He studied at the universities of Breslau and
Berlin, and became teacher of paleontology m
Berlin (1878), regular professor (1891) and
director (1896) of the department of paleontol
ogy at the museum there Several of Daraes's

publications, especially those on fossil verte-

brates, have been of the greatest importance,
marly all of them having appeared in Palaonto
loqische 4 bkandlungen, issued in Berlin from
1883 to 1886, at which date the place of pubh
cation was transferred to Jena Special features

of his work are his descriptions oi the echmo
derms of the Jurassic and lertiary a memoir
on the Jurassic bird Archseoptervi various pub
hcations on the ganoids of the Mesozoic, togethei
with other shorter memoirs on the philogenetic
relations of both the invertebrate and vertebrate

fossilb of Germany Consult irech, 'Xekrolog
an \V B Dames" in the I alaontologische J.6

Jiandlungen (Jena 1000)

DAME SCHOOLS fcsee COJIMO>( SCHOCIS
DAMES VIOLET, Eespens A genus, of

pknts ot the fimih Ciuciicr-B, containing about

20 spec let, annual and biennial herbaceous

plants natives chiefly of the middle and south

of Europe The common dame s violet, or white

locket (Hespens matronahs) cultivated in

America to some extent is found m Great Brit

am in. hillv pastures, but has perhaps escaped
from cultivation It has an erect branched

stem, with ovate lanceolate leaves, and termi

nated by numerous large lilac flowers, which are

scentless by day hut veiy fragrant at night, on

which account it is often cultivated in flower

pots by ladies, from which custom the plant ap
pears to have derived its common name The

night scented rocket (Hespens tristis) is a
favorite flower in Germany, numerous double,

hardy, attractive forms of which are well known
DAMGHAN, dam g<m' A town of Persia, in

the Province of Semna va Damghan, on the

south slope of the Elburz Mountains, 45 miles

south of Astrabad (Map Persia, E 3) It is on
the highroad from Khorasan to Teheran, at an
altitude of 3770 feet It was a large city, con

taming 16,000 houses, in the reign of Shah

Abbas, and has a ruined mosque fine wood earr-

ings, and several minarets of the eleventh cen

tury It has a large e\port trade in nuts, espe
ciaUy of khaghazi, or thin shelled almonds, and

pecans The extensiv e ruins of Hecatompylos lie

a few miles to the southwest Pop (est ),

10,000
DA'MLA/tfA See APHBODISIACS

DAMIANI, da'mea'ne, PIETBO (1006-72)
A saint and doctor (1828) of the Catholic
church He was born in Ravenna in 1006 or

1007 and had a saa boyhood through neglect
and cruelty Feeling the call to the monastic

life, he resigned a promising career as teacher
and became a hermit at Fonte Avellana near

Perugia, in 1035, became prior in 1043, and did
much to reform his monastery and to cure the
abuses which had crept in He also threw him
self energetically into reform of the clergy

throughout the whole church To these ends he

employed his promotion in 1057 to be Cardinal

Bishop of Ostia, and his friendship with succes
sive popes He also endeavored to effect reforms

through the German emperors His efforts were
however not always successful, as he could not
secure the requisite backing, but he prepared
the way for the greater reformer, Gregory VIII
He died at Faenza, Feb 23, 1072 His works are

printed m Migne, Pat Lat, cxliv, cxlv His
Liber Oomcrrhianus gives a frightful picture of
the corruptions of the time For his biography,
consult L Guerner (Orleans, 1881) , J Kleiner
mann (Steyl 1882)

DA'MIANTSTS, or AWGHUSTS 1 A sect of
the sixth century, followers of Damianus, a Mo-
nophysite patriarch of Alexandria, who taught
that there was only a single substaajce in the
Godhead 2 A name for the Sisters of St Clar?
a Franciscan order of nuns, which began with
the convent of San Damiano, Assisi
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(Lat, from Gk AoMtaros) A
celebrated sophibt and rhetorician of Ephesus,
who lived about 200 AD He taught rhetoric at

Ephesua and lolloped the methods of Adrianus
and Jklius Anstides, of whom he had been a

pupil Philosstratu's giveb an account of him in
his Liies of the Sophists
DAJHANUS See COSMOS ATO DAui&Nrs
DAMIE1T DE VETTSTER, da'myaV de ve'

star7, JOSEPH (1840-89) A Belgian priest of
the Roman Catholic church, better known as
Father Damien, a missionary to the leper settle

ment of Molokai, Hawaii He was boin near

Lou\ain, studied theology at the university
there, entered the Society of the Sacred Heaits
of Jesus and Mary in 1863, wais appointed to the
mibbion to the Hawaiian Inlands In 1873 he
was sent at h*s own request, to the Molokai
settlement established by the Hawaiian go-vein
ment in ISto for the enforced segregation or

lepers and their maintenance at public expense
in the -villages of Kalaupapi and Kalawao He
found the water supply unfit, the food bad, the

people ill washed, ill clothed, and ill housed He
impioved these conditions, oigamzed religious

worship, established schools, erected a general

shop for leper trade, lent his own skilled hand
to the building of the church at Kalaupapa, and

dug the graves of many of his parishioners He
riadually gathered about him priests lay breth

ren, and nuns a& associates In 1884 he per
eeived in the insensibility of his skin the sign
of the approach of the disease and could begin
his sermons with the words, 'We lepers" He
finally succumbed to the concentration of the

leprosy in his lungs His simple, heroic life and
death attracted wide notice, and led to agita
tion by Englishmen of the difficult leper problem
in India Much of his fame is due to Robert
Louis Stevenson's Open Letter to the Reverend
Dr Hifde, a reply to an attack on Damien bv a

Presbyterian clergyman Consult Stoddard,
The Lepeta of Uololai (Notre Dame, 1885),
Father Pamphile, Life and Lettets of Father
Damien (London, 1889), and a biography (1889)

by Clifford

DAJoTElTS, da'myaff', ROBEBT FB \NQOIS
(1715-57) A French fanatic known for his

attempt to assassinate Louis XV He was born
near Arras, in France Opium and accompany
ing dementia caused him to crown a life of idle

ness, mischief and dishonesty with an attempt
to kill the King of France He himself alleged
that it was the conduct of Louis towards the
Parlement that drove him to the act, the op
ponents of the Jesuits sought to implicate them
in this crime On Jan 5, 1757, as the King
was entering his carnage, bound for the Tnanon,
Damiens stabbed him in the side, but not sen

ously All the agencies of slow fire, glowing
pincers, and boiling oil were visited upon the

poor wretch to make him reveal the names of

possible accomplices He confessed nothing,
however He was torn apart by four strong
horses, and his remains were burned and his

family was driven from France Consult

d'Heilly, Le Parlement, la, covr, et la mile pen-
dant le prooes de Robert-Francois Damtena
(Pans, 1875)

DAMIETTA, da'ml-St'ta (Ar DornyHt, Copt
Damtati, Lat ZVwwatew) A town of Lower

Egypt, situated on the right bank of the eastern

branch of the Kile, about 10 miles above its

mouth and 125 miles north northeast of Cairo by
tail (Map Egypt, 1) It qontains a number

of ancient mosques, marble baths, and several

bazars It is the seat 01 a goveinor and a

Coptic bishop and ot a numbei ol Lurupean
consular representatives The mouth of the

river is closed by a bar which prevents the

entrance of large vessels In former years

Damietta was a flourishing manufacturing and
commercial centre, with a population of about

80,000 With the opening of the Suez Canal and
the rise of Alexandria itt> commerce declined

and its* manufacturing industries, with the ex
< option of the weaving of cotton fabiics, have
almost wholh. disappcued The exports consist

ol iice, southern fimtb and fish Damietta is

tonntcted bv i ul "vith Cairo and Alexandria and
had i populahoi in 1*107 of 29,30-1, including
i lew foreigners The e\it>ting town was erected

ibout 1260 but pnor to that a city of the same
name (anciently Tamiathib) stood about 4 miles

nearer the sea It was stiongly fortified by the

Saracens and formed on that side the bulwark
of Egypt against the Crusaders, who, however,
succeeded m capturing it in 1219 and 1249 It

was razed and rebuilt farther inland on the site

it now occupies, by the Sultan Bibara

DAMIBON, da'me'rOV, JEAV PHILIBEBT

(1794-1862) A French philosophical writer
He studied under Burnouf, Villemam, and

Cousin, lectured on philosophy in various Pan
sian institutions, and became professor in the
Normal School and titular professor at the Sor
bonne He was one of the founders (1824) of

the Globe, contributed largely to it, and aftei

ward collected his contnbutions under the title

E&sais sur I'histoire de la philosophic en France
au XIX siecle (1828) His most important
works are on the history of French philosophv
Cours oomplet de philosophic (1842) , Essai
sur I'histoire de la philosophic en Fiance
au TVII siecle (1846), Mtmotres pour servir

a I'histoire de la pMosophie du XVIII siecle

(1858-64), and an edition of Jouffroy in which
he so edited and changed the original text as
to stir up a famous controversy, especially with
Pierre Leroux

DAMJANICS, dSm'ySmts, JOHANN (1804-

49) A Hungarian revolutionist, of Servian

ongin He entered the Austrian army, in which
he rose to a captaincy, was received into the

councils of Kossuth in 1848, and, at the out

break of hostilities, organized a battalion, with
which he fought bravely against the Servians

In March 1849, he took Szolnok and was made

general He fought under Gorgei and was placed
in command of the fortress of Arad After the

disaster of Vilfigos lie surrendered to the Sus

sians, by whomne was turned over to Austna.

He was condemned to death and with 12 other

generals was hanged by Haynau at Arad

DAM/MAB, or DATVnVTATl PINE (Hind
dtonar, pitch, ream), Agathus, formerly called

TJammara A genus of coniferous trees of the

araucanan tnbe, distinguished by their broad,

lanceolate, leathery leaves, which have numerous

nearly parallel veins The name, originally ap

plied to its resinous product, has been extended

to a number of different trees, one of which is

the Moluccan dammar (A.gathi& onentalis) ,

which grows on. the high mountain ndges of

the Molucca Islands It grows to a great height,
attains a diameter of 9 feet, and generally has

the lower part of the trunk beset with knots

as large as a man's hand The timber is light
and of inferior quality, and the tree is chiefly

valuable for its resin, which is soft, transparent,
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hardens in a few days, and is then white, with
a crystalline appearance The resin often flowb

spontaneously fiom the tree in such quantity
that it hangs in masses like icicles of a hand
breadth and a foot long At another period
of the year it is yellow and less -valued By
incision, especially in the protuberances, of the

stem, it is obtained in large pieces So long
as dammar resin is soft it has a strong smell,

upon drying this odor is lost It contain*, only

a trace of volatile oil but consibtb of two dis

tinct resins, one of which is soluble in alcohol,

the other not It is light brittle, and easily

friable, readily soluble in oil ol turpentine It

is used in Asia for domestic purpobeb, and in

the arts like other resins it is an article of

commerce, and in Europe is employed in \arious

ways to form -varnibhes, \\hich dry quickly,
have a very bright lustre, are colorless, but

readily become \iscid again and are not penna
nent, so that this resin cannot be made a sub

stitute for copal and amber It is almost com

pletely soluble in benzole and m this solvent

makes an excellent colorless varnish for positive

photographs on glass To this genus belongs
also AgatJus australis, the Kauri pine (qv )

of Xew Zealand, which produces the resm known
as Kaun resm, or Kaun gum The tree attains

a height of 80 to 100 feet and a diameter of

15 feet The timber is straight grained and very
durable The Kauri resin is dug in waste places
where there were Kauri forests in the past,
whence the trees ha\e long since disappeared

through fire etc This gum is fossilized Ago,
this robusta is a valuable Queensland tree The
ream known as black dammar is obtained in the

Molucca Islands from the trunk of Piotium

obtuaifohum, a tree of the family Burseraceae

It is a semifluid strong bmellmg resin, which be

comes black when dry, it is used as pitch, also

to yield a kind of turpentine, which is obtained

by distillation Canatium mictocarpum and
Cananum stnetum* trees of the same family,
also natives of the farthest East, yield by in

ciszon of the trunk a viscid, odorous, yellowish
substance, very similar to balsam of copaiva,
which is called damar, or dammar, and is used
in natal yards, mixed with a little chalk and
the bark of reeds for calking boats The resin

called white dammar, or piney dammar, in

India, often also called copal m India, is the

product of Valeria indica and related species,

large trees of the family Dipterocarpacese It

is obtained by wounding the tree, and when
fresh is clear, fragrant, and acridly bitter, when
dried, it becomes yellow, brittle, and glasslike
it is used in India as a varnish ("pmey var

nish") which is hard, tenacious, and much es

teemed It is also made into candles in Mala
bar, which, in burning, diffuse an agreeable

fragrance and give a clear light with little

smoke Shorea robusta, the Sal (qv ), so much
valued in India as a timber tree, of the same
natural order, and some other species of Shorea,
yield a resm, also known as dammar and as ral

and dhoona, which is much used in dockyards in

India as pitch For illustration of Agatfus dam-

mara, see Plate of DAHLIA, ETC
DA1FMABA See KADBI Pimc

DAMMABTIN, da'mar'tair' A family of

distinguished French architects of the late four

teenth and early fifteenth centunei ASVK&
DAMMABTXBT was architect of the Chartreuse,
near Dijon (1383), in the service of the Duke
of Burgundy GUI DAXMABTTP was architect

of the Duke de Bern Both were <

the Old Louvre and died about 1400 JEAN

DAiniAEin wab employed (1421-32) in the

construction of the great cathedrals of Le Mans
and Tours, completing the north transept of the

former and the naie of the latter of these

cathedrals

DAMNATION DE PATJST, da'na'sy<W de

fust, LA (Fr, The Damnation of Faust] The
title of a symphony cantata by Berlioz, first

produced in Paris, Dec 6, 1846, in the United
btateb m 1880 (Xew York)

DAMOCLES, dam/6 klez (Lat , from Gk Aa^o

K\rjs, Damolhs] A courtier and sycophant of

the elder Dionysius the tyrant of Syracuse

\\ hen Damocles lauded the lot of royalty, Diony

sius, to set him right imited him to a luxurious

banquet On looking upward he saw a keen

edged sword suspended over his head by a single

hair, and at once changed his views concerning
the happiness of kings Consult Horace, Odes,

in, 1, 17 ff

DAM'ODAB A rrver of India using m
Ramgarh, in Bengal, and after a geneially
southeasterly course of 350 miles, entering

the

Hooghlv from the right, below Calcutta (Map
India, E 4 ) , draining an area of 248 square miles

The % alley of the Damodar, traversed bv the

East Indian Eailway abounds in coal and iron

It is navigable from the mouth of its chief trib

utarv, the Barakhar, which flows into it from
the north It is the sacred river of the Santals

of Hazanbagh

DAMON, DEB An opera by Eubmstem

(qv ), nrst produced in St Petersburg, Jin 25,

DAMON, ISAAC (n780-'1840) An Amen
can architect of the early nineteenth century,
a pupil of Ithiel Town (qv ), and the designer
of many churches, houbes, and public buildings
in Springfield, Northampton, Lenox, and other

Massachusetts towns

DAEMON AND PHXE/LIDA A mock pas
toral in dramatic form by Gibber (1729), pub
lished anonymously
DAMON (Lat, from Gk Aajuop) AND

PHZNTIAS (Lat, from Gk $ivria.s), less cor

rectly PYIBDAS Two Pythagoreans of Syracuse,
models of faithful friendship When Phmtias
was condemned to death by Dionysius, the Tj
rant of Syracuse, he begged to be allowed to go
home, to arrange his affairs and Damon pledged
his own life for the reappearance of his friend*

Dionysius consented, and Phmtias returned just
in time to save Damon fiom death The tyrant
pardoned Phintias, and desired to be admitted
to fellowship with the friends Consult Plu
tarch, De Amwntta, Valerius Maximus, iv, 7,

Cicero, De Offices, in, 45

DAM'OPHON (Lat , from Gk Aa^w*) A
brilliant, erratic Greek sculptor of Messene,
whose works, statues of gods m temples, were
found chiefly at Messene, Megalopolis, and Ly
cosura He was skilled enough in chryselephan
tine technique to be called upon to repair the
statue of Zeus by Phidias at Olympja His date
is uncertain Frazer, in his Pawamas iv, S72-
379, puts him in the fourth century B o Dick
ins, Annual of the British School at Athens, xii,

nu, assigns bun to the second century BO so

too Ida Thallon, "The Date of Damophon
of Messene," in The Amenwn Journal of Ar
dweology, 2d series, x (1906) For a good
account of Damophon's work, consult E A,
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general

DATVrHOSCH

Gardner, A. Handbook of GreeJ Sculpture (Lon general He was born in Pans and entered the
don, 1911) military service at the age of 16 After the
DAMOX/ENTTS (Lat, from Gk AaAtofcyoj) battle of \almv (Sept 20, 1792) he was made

An Athenian comic poet Two of his plajs The general of division, and he contributed largely
Foster Brothei s (ZwTpo^ot) and The Self Tor to the \ictory of Jemappes (November 6) He
mentor (Eavrov UevSuv), sue mentioned by was m command of the centre at Neenvinden
Smdas and by Athenaeus, who quotes a long pas (March 18, 1793), -where he stood his ground
sage from the former and a few lines from the until the retreat of the left wing of the army
latter work Consult Memekes Fiagmenta

- - - - -

Comicoium Histonconim, vol iv (1839-57)
DAMP'EB. 1 A door or valve which, by

sliding, rising and filling, turning on a hinge,
or otherwise, diminishes the aperture of a chim
ney or an flue, this lessens the quantity of air

After the defection of Dumounez to the Aus-
trian ranks he assumed supreme command He
was mortally wounded, May 8, 1793 while lead

ing the attack on the intrenchments of the Allies
near the city of Conde
DAMPIEB STBAIT 1 A strait, 35 mile*

that can pass through a furnace or other fire wide, separating the island of TTaigiu from
and thus 'damps" or checks the combustion western Xew Guinea (Map East Indies, H 5 1

The damper of a pianoforte is that part of the It offers one of the safest channels from the
mechanism which, after a key is struck, and the

finger is lifted up from the key immediately
checks or stops the vibration of the string It

consists of a second hammer, which, on the ris

mg of the key, strikes the string and remains

upon it instead of bounding off as the sounding
hammer does 2 Damper is also the name given
in Australia to a simple kind of unleavened
bread formed of wheat flour It is made while

traveling in the bush and baked- amtihg the
ashes of a fire

DAMPIEB, darn'pgr, WILLIAM (1652-1715) _ t .._,

An English fieebooter and explorer He early ventilation which would otherwise be desirable,
went to sea with a party of buccaneers, crossed and it is when a moist atmosphere stagnates
the Isthmus of Panama in 1679, and embarked around them, and the temperature is not very
on the Pacific with a considerable force in canoes low, that plants are most liable to damp off

The excessive moisture of soil and atmosphere
gives the proper conditions for the development
of the fungus Pythium delaryanum, which is

the most common cause of damping off It IB

Indian to the Pacific Ocean 2 A strait sepa
rating New Pomerania from Rook Island, east
of New Guinea (Map East Indies, J 2)
DAMPING OFF A fungut disease of plants

induced bv an excess of moistuie in the soil and
atmosphere Young seedlings in hothouses and
hotbeds are particularly liable to it Although
the cause is sufficiently obvious, prevention is

not always easy, not only because some plants
are very sensitive to moisture, but also because
the necessity of keeping sashes closed on account
of temperature often stands in the way of the

and similar small craft, and captured several

Spanish vessels, in which he cruised along the
coast of Spanish America, waging war on Span
ish subjects In 1684 he engaged in another

buccaneering expedition with Captain Cook, in a soil fungus that lives on decaying vegetation
which he coasted along the shores of Chile, Peru, until the conditions are right for attacking seed

and Mexico After Cook's death he sailed with lings If examined, the seedlings will be seen

Captain Swan to the East Indies, touching at to show weak, thin spots near the surface of the

Australia and stopping six months in the Philip soil, and on account of this weakening the plant

pine Islands In desperation Dampier and the falls over and dies The disease spreads with

majority of the crew left Swan and 36 others great rapidity in the seed bed, so that in a few
- - - - - -

days all the plants may be reduced to a rotten
mass This fungus attacks many kinds of plants

marooned in the islands where they might con

tinue their orgies In 1688 Dampier was him
self marooned at his own request m the Nico
bars After great hardships he was again m

in the open ground, among which are mustard,
cress, spurry, maize, clover, lettuce, eggplant,

England in 16*91, where in 1697 he published an peppers, cucumbers, melons, and forest tree seed

interesting account of the expedition, entitled lings Drying or freezing does not destroy the- - - - ----- - -
fungus or its spores The best precautionary
measures are to avoid infested soil, sow thinly,

A. New Voyage Round the World He was after

ward (1699) deputed by the government to con ,

duct a voyage of discovery to the South Seas, ventilate freely, shade little, water sparingly,
and burn all diseased plants

Damping off is also caused by species of Rhi

aootonia, Sclerotwia, Phoma, Phytophthora, etc ,

the general symptoms and conditions applying
to all

DAMBOSCH, dam'rosh, FBAKK Esmo (1859-

)
A prominent American musician, son

of Leopold Damrosch He was born in Breslau

during which he explored the west and north

west coasts of Australia and the coasts of New
Guinea, New Britain, and New Ireland, giving

and thehis name to the Dampier Archipelago and

Dampier Strait In 1703-07 he made his third,

and in 1708-11 his fourth, tnp around the world,
the last time as pilot of the pnvateer Duke,
which returned with specie and merchandise to

the value of nearly 200,000 He also pub
lushed A Discourse of Wwd* (1699) , A. Vwdi

where he received his musical instruction from
Pruckner and Vogt In 1871 he came to Newusnea & tnscowsv oj rvmas IJ.OMB;, a. vmw r n g

cation of the Voyage to the South Sea tn the York and continued to study with Von Intcn

Ship 8t George (1707), Voyages to the Bay of and his father From 1885 to 1891 he was

Campeachy^(1729) _
DAMPIEB ARCHIPELAGO A group of

high rocky islands, extending about 40 miles east-

northeast and wesksouthwest> off the northwest

coast of Australia, between lat 20 and 21 S
and long 116 and 117 E (Map Western Aus-

tralia, 5) Kosemary, the outer island of the

group, is distant 12 miles from the mainland

DAMPIEBBE, dUr'pyar', ADGUBTE HEHKL
MABIB PIOOT, MABQUIS DE ( 1756-83 ) A French

Voi, VI 30

chorus master of the Metropolitan Opera House
In 1892 he organized the People's Singing
Classes in New York (See CHOBAL SOCIETIES )

In 1893 he established the Musical Art Society

and m 1898 the Symphony Concerts for Young
People In 1898 he also succeeded his brother

Walter as conductor of the Oratorio Society,
which he directed until 1912 In 1897-1905 he

waft director of music in the public schools of

New York, which position he resigned to become
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the director of tlie newly established Institute

of Mdsual Art

DAMEOSCH, LEOPOLD (1832-85) A Ger
man American musician \ lolmist, composer and

conductor born in Po&tn Prussia, Oct 22 1832

His parents chose the protession of medicine for

him and after graduating at the University of

Berlin he returned to Posen to practice, but

his passionate lo\e of music, "which he had con

tinued to study incidentally, prevailed, and in

1854 he abandoned medicine for the study of

counterpoint and composition under Hubert,

Ries, and Dehn In 1855 he started out as a

concert violinist in Magdeburg, became ac-

quainted with Liszt, and under his influence be-

gan to write for the "\eue Zeitsohrift fur MunL
He was director in Posen and in Breslau and
in 1871 came to New York as director of the

Anon Society The credit of firmly establish

ing choral organizations m New York belongs
entireh to Damrosch He founded the Oratorio

Society (1873) and the Symphony Society

(1877) and organized several large musical fes

tivals All these played a most important part
m the musical life of New York City But the

most brilliant achievement of his life was the

successful establishment, m 1884, of German

Em
New lork City at the Metropolitan

House, notwithstanding the obvious diffi

of the undertaking Among the operas

grven Fideho Tannkauier, Lohengrin and Die
Walkure were the most important as comptra
ti\e no\elties He died in New York Feb 15,

1885 and imposing funeral sen ices -were held

in the Opera House His works comprise se\

eral cantatas, a festival overture, violin works

(including a concerto m D m ), and songs
DATVTEOSCH, WALTEB JOHAVTOS (1862-

)
An American musician, son of Leopold

Damrosch, born in Breslau, Prussia, Jan 30,

1862 Even before he came to the United States,

in 1871, he had studied piano and harmony with
his father and F Draeseke In New York he
continued his studies with Von Inten, Boekel-

mann, and Pinner He was made conductor of

the Harmonic Society of Newark, N J
,
in 1881,

and organist of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, in

1884 In 1885 he succeeded his father as con

ductor of the Oratorio and Symphony societies,

and became assistant conductor of German opera
at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York
In 1894 he organized the Damrosch Opera Com-

pany, which he directed for five seasons, giving
German opera, chiefly Wagner, in the principal
cities of the United States For two seasons

(1900-02) he conducted the German operas at

the Metropolitan Opera House For the season
of 1902-03 he was the conductor of the Philhar
momc Society In 1903 he completely reorgan-
ized the New York Symphony Society as a per
manent orchestra He wrote two operas, The
Scarlet Letter, produced in 1896 in Boston by
his own company, and Cyrano de Bergerac, pro
duced at the Metropolitan Opera House in 1913,
also a Manila Te Deum (1898), a sonata for

violin and piano, and a number of songs In
1914 Columbia University conferred on him the

degree of Doctor of Mu*ie
DAMS AND BESEBVOEBS A dam is a

barrier built across a stream or across a valley
or other depression, to raise the level of water
or to retain or store water for the supply of

cities, towns, or villages, for irrigation, hydraulic
mining, power, navigation, or manufacturing
purposes A reservoir is a basin or other recep-

tacle used lor receiving storing or distributing
water Pieservoirs are often, but bv no means
always formed by a dam connecting the banks
of a stream or the sloping sides of a \alley,

canyon, or some more basin like depression

Where earth could not be used, the choice of

materials until about the close of the nineteenth

century was between timber timber and loose

stone, and tome kind of masonry 01 rirely,

steel Since then many dams of concrete ma
sonry reinforced by steel have been erected Of

course the greatest care must be taken to pro
vide against dam failures for which there are

the following common causes (1) b\ bhdmg on

the bate or on some horizontal joint (2) bj

overturning (3) by fracture due to tension,

(4) bv crushing, in the case of masonry damb,

(5) by erosion, in the case of earth, or, though
rarely, by breaking up and washing away, from
the top downward in the case of masonrv struc

tures After a good site has been chosen and
the utmost care demoted to the construction of

the foundations and the supervision of the ma
tefial and workmanship, the chief factor of

safety in dam construction is obtained by plar

ing a sufficient -volume and weight of material in

the dam itself to withstand the pressure upon
it Tins pressure is dnectly proportioned to

the heiarht of water behind the dam and not to

the total volume as is sometimes supposed In
well designed eirth dams the cross section is

so great, for other reasons, as to give a weight
far in excess of that which could be removed

by the pressure of the retained water But in

masonry dams the cross section may be proper
honed to resist the pressure with mathematical

nicety, allowing, of course, the factor of safety
common to ill good engineering work
A most essential feature in the design of dams

of all classes is ample provision for passing
waste or flood water Otherwise the increased

over the top of the dam, may cause a serious

rupture In overfall dams relief may be ob

tamed, in some cases, by providing floodgates
at one end of the structure, either connected
with or detached from the mam dam, by hav

ing a crest to the whole dam which can be

dropped in time of floods (see movable damt
below) , or, m connection with one or both of

the foregoing precautions, there mav be an arti

ficial overflow or waste channel leading from
a spillway above or at one side of the dam down
to the natural channel of the stream some dis
tance below Such a spillway and overflow
channel are essential to all earth dams It

should also be noted that waste gates, or under
sluices, are sometimes provided beneath the
crest of masonry dams, particularly in India
These may be placed near the bottom of the
reservoir to permit washing ont deposits of silt

Where no other means are feasible, waste water

may be carried to a point below the dam through
a tunnel cut in the solid rock at one side and

beyond the structure itself

Earth, Dams are usually formed by deposit

ing the natural soil from the vicinity of the

site in thm (successive layers and carefully roll-

ing or otherwise rendering compact each layer
before another is added Water is gometunea

applied to the earth to help compact it Soil
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that -will compact readily and be as little porous \\heie a, \ ater lining is debired puddle is gen
as pobbible should be selected, but it is difficult erallv emplojed, often with concrete or masonry
and generally impracticable to make earth dams above it Abphalt has sometimes been used to

supplement concrete, brick, or stone lining Oc

casionally the lower slope of earth dams is

paved, in high dams it is frequently built with
a level place, or berm, part way up
its height Water is rarelv allowed
to come within 5 feet of the top of

earth dams or resenoir embank
ments, and it may be kept even
lower The minimum advisable

thickness of the base will increase
with the height of the dam and the

gentleness of the slopes The angle
of repose, or natural slope, of ordi

CEOB8 SECTION 07 EAETH DAM
with concrete heart wall and upper slope paved Metropolitan Water

Works Southboro Mass

impervious to water Since continuous percola- nary earth, dumped in banks, gives a base of

tion through an earth dam would lead to its 1% feet to 1 foot of height, but wet earth has a

ruin, it is customary, where an attempt it. not less angle of repose It is common, therefore to

made to secure imperviousness through the whole grve dams of ordinary earth a slope of 2 to 1 on

structure, to place a water tight barrier either the lower or dry face, and 2% or 3 to 1 on the

on the upper face of the dam or at its center wet face, and even these figures mav be exceeded

The former is known as a lining and the latter Some earth dams are backed with loose stone or

as a heart or core wall Both a lining and a rock, to give greater stability In some cases

CvtofiTrvxh

SUCTION 07 OATOS DAM.

heart wall may be used Heart walls may be

composed of a carefully selected mixture of clay
and loam or sand, called puddle, of concrete,
or of stone masonry plastered with cement One
of the advantages of the heart wall is that it

can be carried well into the bed and banks of

the valley beneath and beyond the mam part
of the dam, which is a great safeguard against

the material composing earth dams is brought
into place by means of flowing water, instead of

by carts, scrapers, or buckets running on and

dumped from a cahleway Hydraulic fill dams
is the name applied to this rather novel class of

structures, which are being increasingly used
Earth dams vary in height from a few feet to

100 feet or more, and in length from a few score

o' soo' looo
1

2000'

leaks between the natural ground and the arti

'ficzaj structure Whether or not the upper face

of the dam is lined to prevent leakage, it must
be paved with stone, concrete, or orick to pe-

the waves at the water level, which latter varies

with the fullness or depletion of the reservoir

to thousands of feet, or even to miles, although
most of the structures running into miles are

more properly called reservoir embankments
The Gatun Dam across the Chagres River on

the line- of the Panama Canal (c[v) was con-

structed in large part by the hydraulic fill

method Its earth portion is about 115 feet
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high and about 1% miles long, separated into it was onlv during the last half of the nine

two parts by a spillwaj channel and dam The teenth centuiv that their design accorded with

earth portion of the dam has its, base at about the great principle of engineering maximum
" * . -P--.L I.T---I AJ.

strength with a minimum of material_and cost__j level Here the dam is 2019 feet thick At

the normal -water line, 85 feet higher, the dam
is 390 feet thick, and at the top its thickness

is, 100 feet The purpose of these unusual dimen

The accompanying table, taken from Wegmann,
The Design and Construction of Dam*\(6th ed,

r York, 1011 j, gives particulars of a number

sionb and of the very flat slopeb ol 4 to 1 above of masonry dams over 100 feet in height located

and from 7 67 to 16 to 1 below the water level in varioub parts of the world, and is supple

is to provide stability The dam containb about mented by a summary of more recent structures

21,000 000 cubic yards of material, including of this type of notable height

the rock fill in each toe and on the upstream Masonry dams are debigned as though they

blope and the top Only the center of the dam were monolithic structuieb, and for this reabon

wdb built bv the hydraulic fill process This as well as because of the fact that the prebsure

portion is 1200 feet thick at the base and was
confined by rock fill toes built lengthwise of the

dam As the hydraulic fill was pumped into

place the dry fill was carried higher and higher,

confining the hydraulic fill To carry the im
mense flood flows of the Chagres River, a spill

vvaj or overflow concrete dam was built, about

midway in the length of the eartn dam, advan

tage being taken of rising ground at thm point
\\here closed by the spillway dam, the spillway
channel is 819 feet wide The spillway dam is

curved upstream and has a crebt len>th of 808

feet and a maximum height of 67 feet above

rock at the downstream toe Thirteen piers
and two abutments, carried to an elevation of

1155 feet or 113 5 above the lowest point just

named, divide the upillwav into 14 ba\b each

40 feet wide, giving a total waterway of 630

feet The spillway credit is 16 feet below nor

mal lake level A Stoney gate, 19 feet high
and 47^ feet wide, closes each bay The level

of the lake will be controlled by opening one or

more of these gates Assuming a lake elevation

GEOBfl SECTION OF A MASOHET DAM

(New Croton Dam for New 1 ork Citj "Water Works )

against the face of the dam tends to rupture it

loth vertically and horizontally, the blocks, of

stone are not laid in regular courbes Portland
cement mortar is used to bind the stones in one

homogeneous mass, or the dam mav be composed
of irregularly shaped masbes of stone with the

intervening spaces filled with concrete, or it

may be made of concrete alone (See CONCBFTE )

Overturning is guarded against by giving the

past 222,000 cubic feet per second, as compared presgure^ be thiw(n Wlthm ^ center t]lird
with an estimated momentary flood discharge f ^ dam To provide against crushing a
of 182,000 cubic feet per second In addition ^^1^ high^ist^nceto such Action is
the Gatun lockb have a provibion for flood Kl(M> ^ the

6
atructure 18 80 proportioned

dibcnarge that its own weight will not crush the materialA notable group of earth dams were the five m lts lower ^ ^ a ^ rul the
retarding dams in the flood protection project ^ should ner exceed 15 tons per square foot
of the Miami Conservancy m Ohio The

German and^ some ^^^ lt m/ neej to be ag
town Dam 110 feet high and the Englewood Dam, low as S1I tons Obviously the onlv way to prewere pierced bv_

outlets of concrete _masonry_ at Tent excessive or crushing pressures at the Sot
torn of very high dams is to diminish the thick

ness as the height increases The action of ice

and of the actual or possible current of over

the bottom,
Jfotethe

dams at
TaylorsvUle,

Huffmann, and Lockington were supphed with
concrete notches m the embankment

r n o o ovr
The highest earth dam in 1922 was that of

flcming ^ ater rcnders lt neceb8ar> to make the&
the Spring Valley Water Co of San Francisco

forming the Cakveras Reservoir It was de

sjgned for a total height of 253 feet with a crest

length of 1JOO feet and a base width of 1300

top of
&
the dam thlcker tnan would be requued

to resist water pressure alone, otherwise the
^^ might be tapered to a knife edge at the

top The common type of crosa section for high
feet, and a top width of 25 feet The upstream masonry dams approaches a right angled tn
slslope is 3 1, and the downstream slope 2% 1

When it was first built to 85 feet height it

stored 8000,000,000 gallons, an amount in

creased to 43 000,000,000 when raised to 175 feet,
and 53 000,000 000 at full height An accident

8^ ^^ the perpendicular side upstream, but
lt ^anes from a real triangle m Living both
Sldes curved somewhat particularly so as to

pve a broader base and in having the extreme

upper part built with nearly parallel sides,
occurred in 1018 causing part of the dam to ^fak the top is flat, or perhaps more or lesi

shde out and by 1P22 it was not carried beyond
' ' ~~ * * *

70 feet below the design of the crest height
Earth dams or earth embankments for reser

\oirs are among the oldest of engineering strue-

rounded While some of the early dams were

quite bold in cross section, most of them were
far otherwise

Up to the time of its completion, in 190?, the
tures, having been built for irrigation thousands highest masonry dam in the world 'was tha New
?
f
,
years

j
ag0' m E8yl)t India' and otlier 0nGtt- Croton Dam

5
T^t m connection with the New*

tal countnes York City water supply to secure an increased
Masonry Dams, particularly of notable size, storage reservoir capacity of about 32,000,000,-

are of comparatively recent ongin, their construe 000 gallons of water It is located on the Croton
tion having awaited the development of modern River about 3% miles from its junction with
engineering Moreover, while masonry dams of the Hudson River and has a maTimum height
great height date from the sixteenth centurv of 297 feet and a crest length of 2168 feet The





DAMS

HEIGHT 328 FEET

SHOSHONE DAM
COMPLETED JANUARY 20, 1910
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spillway is at one end of tie dam and has a

channel 1000 feet long, 50 feet wide at its upper
end, and 125 feet wide where it meets the top
of the dam There is a roadway on top of the

dam and a bridge spans the spillway
The Shoshone Dam, in Wyoming, has a man-

mum height of 328 4 feet above the lowest point
in the foundation The dam was built by the

United States Reclamation Service in 1905-10

and forma a 148,500,000,000 gallon reservoir to

store water for irrigation It was built across

the Shoshone Raver, near Cody, Wyo , in a deep
narrow canjon It is curved upstream in plan,
with a radius of 150 feet for the center line of

the crest The dam is only 10 feet thick at the

crest, 108 feet thick at the river bed, and the
* same thickness from there to the foundation

Other high curved masonry dams built by the

United States Reclamation Service aie the Boose

velt, in Arizona, 284 feet in Tna^mnm height,

storing 420,000,000,000 gallons, built in 1905-11,
and the Pathfinder, m Wyoming, 190 feet high,

storing 326,700,000,000 gallons, built m 1906-10

The Arrowrock Dam, near Boise, Idaho, also

built by the United States Reclamation Service,

put under construction about 1910, and finished

1916, has a height of 354 feet to the top of the

parapet wall, and it is 1060 feet long on the

crest It is curved upstream, but is of gravity
section It was built of concrete, with large
stones imbedded in the concrete Another high

masonry dam constructed by the United States

Reclamation Service was the Elephant Butte

Dam, across the Rio Grande, near El Paso, Tex
This dam, finished in 1916, has a maximum
height of about 275 feet and a crest length of

about 1200 feet

The Hetch Hetchy Dam across the Tuolumne
River, California, 150 miles east of San Fran
Cisco was begun in 1920 See AQUEDUCTS This

is a straight cyclopean masonry gravity dam
600 feet long and about 340 feet high with a

siphon spillway It has a height above stream
level of 212 feet and to the depth of the founda
tion of 344 feet It clones the river so as to form
a reservoir

The highest curved dam in the world and the

highest dam in Europe in 1922 was the Cam
araba Dam, crossing the Pallaresa River in

Spam It is 33466 feet in height The San
Antonio Dam across the same river it, 209 feet

high It has cut off walls at both faces and
the length on the crest is 666 teet

The Olive Bridge Dam forming the A'-hokon
Reservoir of the Catskill Water Supph, Xew
York City, was completed in 1914 Its central

masonry portion, about 1000 feet long, is 232
feet high above bedrock and is flanked by earth

portions 3660 feet long The Kensico Dam, near
the lower end of the Catskill Aqueduct, was com
pleted in 1916 It is straight in plan with a
crest length of 1843 feet, a top width of 28 feet,

and a maximum width at foundation of 235 feet

The maximum height above foundation is 307
feet It is built of cyclopean concrete with the

same profile as the Olive Bridge Dam In 1921
construction -was begun on the Gilboa Dam, an
other important dam m the Catskill water sup
ply across Schoharie Creek, consisting of a
masonry overflow weir about 1300 feet long with
a maximum height of about 160 feet continuing
from its crest end with an earth poition with

masonry core wall and heavy rock paving on
the upstream slope

The Keokuk Dam across the Mississippi River
between Keokuk, Iowa, and Hamilton, 111 com

pleted for power purposes in 1913, is a rela

tively low concrete dam. of great length Prom
the east, or Illinois, shore the spillway portion
of the dam extends 4278 feet towards the low i

shore, then changes to an abutment 290 feet

long, then turns downstream in the form of a

power house 1700 feet long and finally turns

and continues to the shore as a lock dam, per
haps 500 to 700 feet long, at the lower end of

the foreLay The spillway portion of the dam
is 53 feet high above the river bed a id 20 feet

high on top Above the crest stop planks of

I beams and steel plate, raited a,nd lowered from

above, extend to a height of 11 feet The
masonry raises the normal water level about 24

feet and the stop planks 1 1 feet more, or 35 feet

in all

The Wilson Dam at Muscle Shoals (qv )

across the Tennessee River Ala, was desigmd
as a part of the power and navigation develop
ment undertaken in 1918 It is a straight con

crete masonry structure about 80 feet in height
fiom the nver bed to pool level and 4111 feet

long At the north end there is a flight of locks

60 feet wide and 350 feet available length while

the power house was placed over a section. 1221

feet long See MUSCLE SHOALS
The Assuan Dam across the Nile, m Egypt

is notable because of its association with that

great nver and with irrigation ID. Egypt, as

well as for its great length of 6200 feet and
for being designed to permit so mighty a stream
as the Nile to pass through it The dam was

originally built to a height of about 96 feet

m 1898-1902 and was raised to a height of 112

feet above bedrock in 1907-11 The increase

of 164 feet in height raised the water level

2296 feet above that of the original dam, due
to changes m the level regulating works At
the new height the level of the water in the

river is affected for a distance of about 180
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HIGH MiSOW5f DWS OF THE WORLD (FROM WEGMANV8 DAMS )

* Ruptured on Apnl 30, 1802 t Faded m December, 1881

RECENT HIGH MASONRY DAMS

*Ul<nnate Height

miles upstream In raising the dam it was 8000 foot radius The total length of the dam is

necessary to increase its thickness as well This 1500 feet and its \rodth the lowest point of the
was done by adding masonry to the downstream foundation is 234 The total masonry up to the
face of the dam Among the many notable dams surplussmg sill was 12,650,000 cubic yards, and
for power and irrigation in India the Lake at tius height of 260 feet the water in the
Arthur Hill Dam across the Pravara River at reservoir is 10,831,000,000 cubic feet or nearly
Bhandara in the Bombay Presidency was one 85,000,000,000 gallons There are automatic
of the highest rising ultimately to 270 feet waste weir gates at the surplussmg sill

above the river led It was a gravity section Arched or Curved Dams have given rise to a
dam of rubble masonry The dam is arched great amount of discussion as to the wisdom
across the gorge for a length of 700 feet in a of utilizing the arch principle to resist a part of
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THE ASSUAN DAM ACROSS THE NILE

THE ORIGINAL DAM BEFORE IT WAS HEIGHTENED

THE ROOSEVELT DAM

THE SALT RIVER IRRIGATION PROJECT, ARIZONA
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built in 1910-11 It has 10 arches and 11 but

tresses, the latter spaced 32 feet on centers It

is 91 5 feet high abcne the lowest point of the

foundation and 350 feet long on crest

Hollow Beinforced-Concrete Dams Since

1904 a considerable number of dams hare been

built consisting of piers or buttresses support
ing a watertight blab of reinforced concrete

One company alone built more than 60 such

dams from 190-4 to 1913 one being 135 feet

high The lower side of this kind of dam may
be left open under some conditions, or it may
be closed by a concrete slab, much the same as

the thrust of the water on the dam, instead

relying "wholly on gravity dams, or those with
a section which gives sufficient weight to resist

overturning and sliding
The Shoshone, Roosevelt, and Pathfinder Dams,

already mentioned, are of the arched type
Earlier examples are the Zola, in France (see
No 4 in table) ,

the Sweeijwater, built in Cah
forma in 1886-88, with a height of 98 feet above

bedrock, a thickness of 12 feet at the crest

and 46 feet at the base, and a crest length of

380 feet, and, most remarkable of all for slen-

derness, the (old) Bear Valley Dam, built in

1884, and only 3 17 feet thick on top, 20 feet

at the bottom, and 60 feet high, a development
of this idea the constant angle arch has found

application in the United States

Multiple-Arch Dams Instead of a single
arch reaching from bank to bank, a number of

thin arches are sometimes thrown between a
series of piers or buttresses The Hume Lake

Dam, a concrete structure built in 1908 in Call

forma, has 12 circular arches of 50 feet span,

supported by 13 buttresses, and with each end
of the dam built into the side of the valley
This dam is 61 feet high and 677 feet

"

(Additions to OldDam m HtavyOvf/iius )

ASSTJAH DAM

on the upper side Where the lower side is

inclosed, the compartments inside the dam are

sometimes used as power houses or for other

purposes
One of the highest hollow reinforced concrete

dams built to the end of 1913 was constructed

in 1908-09 across the La Prele River, near

Douglas, Wyo , for a private imitation system,
and is illustrated herewith It is 330 feet in

top length and 110 feet at the bottom The
other dimensions appear in the diagram These
hollow dams effect a great saving of masonry,
as compared with the solid masonry structures,
which is an object at points remote from cement
mills or where long nagon hauls are necessary

Concrete Dams are not essentially different

from other masonry structures, except in their

composition and today concrete figures in. whole
or in part in most dam construction as those

mentioned indicate (See CEMENT, COITOBETE)
Bock-Fill Dams are built of large stones, or

rock, loosely put in place, but with hand laid

face or slope walls To make such dams water

tight, or sufficiently so for the objects to be

attained, the upstream or wet slope may be

faced with plank, concrete, concrete and asphalt,
or steel It is also possible to use earth to form.

C WITH UTHEL-BJUBT WAIL OB DIAPHBAOM

Southern Califonus Water Company San Diego Cal

either the upper or the lower section
,
or riveted

steel plates may be built in the center of the

structure A masonry wall, with earth above
and rock fill below, faced on the lower slope
with stone laid in mortar, is another vanation
The adoption of this form of construction is

generally in the interests of economy, in locali

s DAK ties where the transportation of cement would

(The downstream, toe of one of the buttress* is i s ft. be very costly, where earth dams are out of the
below the orest of tiue dam. ) Question and where stone is abundant and easily

measured oa the center line of the crest A thrown into place The stream flow must be

<pTmla.r structure IE the New Bear Valley Dam, passed around and not over rock fill dams
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Section between Buttrww*

LA PHBLB DAM A Hollow Bfflnforoed Concrete Dam

The Escondido Dam, built by a California irri-

gation distnct of that name, \\as one of the
earliest of the rock fill structures It is 76
feet high, 10 feet thick at the top, and 140 feet

thick at the base, has top and bottom lengths
of 380 feet and 100 feet respectively The hand
laid dry wall on the upper or wet slope is 15
feet thick at the base and 5 feet at the top It

is cohered with redwood plank, and the space
between the plank and the stone -was rammed
full of concrete The joints in the planking
were calked -with oakum and daubed with as

phalt The Lower Otay Dam, near San Diego,
Cal, completed in 1897, is a rock fill dam with
a steel core The dam was started in masonry,
but being earned to a height of 40 feet above
its lowest point, when its top length was only
85 feet, it was decided to change the design
An inverted T-iron (tous, J. ) was bolted to the

masonry, and steel plates % of an inch thick,

17% feet long, and 5 feet high were riveted first

to the T iron, then to each other, until three
courses had been placed The plates were dimin
ished in thickness as they neared the top The
dam is 161 feet high above its lowest point, 130
feet high above the natural earth, and is of rock
fill for 121 feet The steel plates were protected
by a coat of hot Alcatraz asphalt, then a layer
of burlap, then harder asphalt, and finally one
foot of Portland cement concrete, on each side

A part of the rock fill was deposited In place by
the force of a very heavy blast, and the rest was
transported from the quarry by a cableway
(q v )

948 feet long Nearly 180,000 cubic yards
of stone were used The Morena Rock Pill Dam,
which, bke the Lower Otay, is a part of the

water-supply system of San Diego, Cal, is 150
feet high in its rock fill portion, but, counting a
concrete coping wall 3 feet high and a concrete
wall earned down 112 feet beneath upstream
side of the dam, the structure has a maximum
height of 265 feet The upstream slope ig com-

posed of individually placed stone, with the

facing stone laid in cement for water tightness
The dam \\as started in 1896, but conduction
T*as suspended from 1898 to 1909 The failure

of the Walnut Gro\e rock fill dam, 110 feet in

height, is described under Pollutes of Dams,
below The Rimrock Dam, one of the largest of

the earth and rock fill type, foims an impound
ing reservoir or storage basin of 185,000 acre

feet, by damming the headwaters of the Tieton

Ener, Washington* This dam is 900 feet long,
222 feet high, and contains about 1,785,000 cubic
feet of material The excavations for the core

wall were carried down to bedrock 95 feet below
the bed of the stream Construction of this dam
was interrupted in 1917 by the World War but
-was resumed in 1921

Steel Dams have been built in a few instances
The first of these, so far as known, is near Ash

Ash Fork Am
Fork, Ariz , and was built m 1897 or 1898 by the

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Oom
pany to supply its engines and incidentally to
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furnish water to the ullage of Abb, Pork It were developed on the Yonne, in Prance In
forms a reservoir of 36,000,000 gallons' capacity 1834 M Poire"e increased the width of one of

The bteel portion of the structure is 184 feet long these flams, or passes, to 72 feet by substituting
at the top, and its greatest height is 46 feet It iron bars for the chains The bars were short
consists of a series of triangular steel frames, and were supported by means of vertical iron

against the upper sides of which rest the riveted frames, placed at right angles to the length of

steel plates, three eighths of an inch thick the dam To throw dbwn the dam, it was only
These plates are cuned so as to form a series necessary to remove the needles one by one, de
of channels from the top to the bottom of the tach the horizontal bars then lower the frames
inclined face of the dam, with flat strips be- into recesses in the top of the masonry portion
tween Water flows over the top of the steel of the dam Needle dams -were somewhat modi
dam and between two masonry abutments hav fied subsequently and used m -various parts of

ing a combined length of 116 feet France, Belgium, Germany, and the Inited States
A similar dam, but higher, longer, and resting A notable installation of eight movable dams

on a conciete foundation, was built in 1900-01, of the bridge type was made on the New York
at Redridge, Mich, to supply water to copper State Barge Canal based upon a sv&tem ut,ed on

btamp mills The steel portion of the Redridge the Moldau Rrver m Bohemia, but so modified
Dam is 46-i feet long between abutments, and its as to form virtually a new type These movable
maximum height is 74 feet, including foundation dams hang from bridge trusses, the gates of the
Earth embankments at either end bring the total dam rolling on hanger beams, the gates being
length of the dam to 1006 feet attached to small wheels which travel in the
Timber Dams include a great variety of struc channel beams forming the upstream face of the

tuies built of framed timber, logs, and cribwork hanger beams They are operated by electric

of either timber or logs fillea with stone They winches See CANALS
are generally comparatively low, overflow dams The first needle dam in the United States was
They frequently have a sloping upstream face built in 1891-97 across the Big Sandy River at
and either a sloping or stepped downstream face, Louisa, Ky The whole improvement includes
with an apron below the toe of the latter, to a lock 52 feet wide, a navigable p<tss 130 feet

long, and an overflow weir 140 feet long The
sill of the pass was 13 feet, and that of the weir
was 7 feet below the normal height of water m
the pool The steel frames supporting the pass
needles were originally 4 feet between centers,
but Liter the alternate frames or trestles were
removed The horizontal bars connecting the
frames and supporting the upper ends of the

needles were hinged at one end and hooked at
N OF TiMMiB AND STOKE RAM the other The frames had a sheet iron floor,

Bangor, Me forming a footbridge, which fell with them, and

break the force of falling water Sometimes were connected by a chain The pass needles

piles are used m their construction, and often were of white pine, 12 inches wide, 8% inches

earth is filled against -their upper side thick at the bottom, and 4% inches thick at the

Movable Dams are those which can be low- top, and 14 feet 3 inches long, each weighing
ered or raised at will, according to the stage of 263 pounds when wet The needles were set in

water in the river They are generally aids to place ty means of a derrick on a boat, and were

navigation, placed at stretches where there are lifted out by means of a chain passing through
shallows or rapids, but where permanent struc- irons fastened to their top, operated by an en

tuies to raise the water level might do damage gme The frames were raised or lowered from

by causing floods at times of high water They one of the abutments to the pass by means of

may also be used on any ordinary dam or on a chain crab This dam was raised 4% feet in

waste weirs It is more common, however to 1907-08, or to a height of 17% feet on the pass
call movable devices connected with ordinary sill and 11% feet on the weir sill The span of

dams flashloards or floodgates Plashboards are the pass frames or trestles was increased to

generally comparatively low and are of fragile
20 feet, needles still being used On the weir

construction or have supports designed to give the needles were replaced by wickets

way in time of freshet There is a great variety Wicket or Shutter Dams have been devel

of movable dams, but they fall more or less oped from simple gates or shutters working on a

closely into three groups needle, wicket, or horizontal axis near their tops, which have been

shutter, and bear trap The latter have some used in Holland for centuries These simple

decided points of superiority, being raised and shutters have been elaborated until they are

lowered by the force of the water itself, on its now made of short lengths, which may be re

being turned under or discharged from chambers volved on their horizontal axib, then lowered so

beneath or within the dam Needle doma were as to reet flatwise on the sill of the dam They

developed in France about the close of the eight are operated from a bridge placed above them,

eenth century They are an outgrowth of the -vrtuch can be lowered much the same as the

earlier French and English needle dams and con frames of the needle dams just described In

sist of horizontal beams, or stop planks, dropped 1880 two wicket dams were completed on the

into grooves built in the two abutments of a Great Kanawha River by the United States gov

pass through the dam These beams could be eminent, and others have since been built on

lifted out at times of high water Later, to that stream Many Chanome wickets axe in UM

facilitate handling, they were set vertically, or on the rivers of the United States Most of the

nearly so, resting against a sill below and a wickets were of wood, but some were of steel

beam above A chain was finally substituted for Metal wickets were first used at the La Mula

this beam to make greater lengths of dam feas- tiere Dam, near Lyons, France, m 1879

ible In thu way movable dams 40 feet wide Drum Dam* are modifications of the wicket
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or snutter dam One of these, named alter its

mventor, Capt H M Chittenden, may be de

bcribed, roughly, as being shaped like one &i\th

of a cylinder When low ered b\ rev oh ing on a hor-

izontal axis at the center of the c\lmder, it drops
into the chamber, leaving one radial side 01 the

cylinder flush w ith the sill The sections are raised

by the force of the water acting from beneath

Boiling Dams are steel cylinders, either alone

or provided with sheaths On being opened,

by power, they roll up inclined rails placed in.

recesses in the abutments or piers between which

they extend The first rowing dam was built

in 1901-02, at Schwemfurt, Bavaria, and was
t> 6 feet high and 114 feet long Later rolling
dams have been much higher, reaching nearly
28 feet One built across the Spokane River,

Washington, in 1910, is 19 feet high and 100

feet long A roller dam of 30 feet span with a
chord length of 8 feet was placed in the logway
of the Boise Division Dam It can be raised

entirely clear of the water surface to permit the

passage of logs
The dam across the Grand River, Colorado,

536 5 feet in length between abutments, consists

of a concrete overflow base of ogee section with

projecting apron surmounted by seven roller

dams sii. of which are 70 feet long and 10 25

feet high from the dam proper, while the

seventh controlling the sluiceway is 60 feet long
and 1 "53 feet high The rollers are operated by
electricity and when closed act to raise the water
20 feet above the bed of the nver

Bear-Trap Dams or Gates, in their simplest
form, consist of two lea\es extending across the

pass or opening to be closed, and so hinged to

the sill of the dam on their outer edge that they
form a triangle when in use and he flat on the
sill of the dam when open, one leaf, when open,

overlaps the others The space within the tn
angle is filled with water On drawing out this

water through suitable openings, the dam fills,

and on admitting water beneath the leaves, when
the dam is open, the leaves are raised slowly
into position Thus *he dam is operated by the
force of the water The first dam of this type
was built on the Lehigh River, in 1818, by
Josiah White and Erskme Hazard, managers
of the Lehigh Navigation Company, to secure
slack water for shipping anthracite coal In

1819, 12 more of these dams were built on the

Lehigh Until 1880 or later this type seems to
have been used but little outside of Pennsyl
vania, but in 1886 two bear trap gates, each 60
feet long, were built by United States engineer
officers in the Beattyville Dam, across the Ken-

tucky River Since 1886 a number of other
dams of this type have been built in this coun

try A study of bear trap dams was made for
the United States government by Capt H M
Chittenden and Major A Powell, both, of the

Corps of Engineers, United States Army, begm
ning in 1892 Consult Journal Association En-

gineering Societies (Philadelphia, Pa), for

June, 1896, also an article by Captain Chitten
den reviewing the whole subject, in Engineering
News (New York), Fob 7, 1895

Various modifications of the bear trap dam
have been made, including a hinge at the apex
and another m the upper leaf, so in falling
the dam falls over on itself, and there is no

overlapping at the apex The largest bear trap
dam yet built forms a part of the regulatmg
works of) the Chicago Drainage Canal, where the

canal discharges into the Des Plames River

1 he pa&s closed In this dam ib IbO feet long and
20 feet high, besides which there are 15 sluice

gate*, 30 leet wide and 20 leet high, working
veitically between ma&umv pieib Light of the

gates veie willed up a& the full capacity was
not deemed necesfcan lor home time Thib bear

trap dam is not lor nav igation, so it is mounted
on a masonry structure ol borne height, permit

ting the upper gate to t>hde down the upper face

of the masonrv This dam differs from others

of the same type not onh in being of bteel in

stead of wood but in ha\ing various mechanical

deuces to supplement its operation A full illus

trated description of this structure was given
in Engineering ^eius (New York) for Slarch 24

and Hay 26, 1899

Stony Boiler Sluice Gates, first built at

Belleek, Ireland, m 1883, 1m e been put in at

many important dams throughout the world to

close large openings These gates are usually

suspended from service bridges by chains or

rods, and when lifted from above they work on
trains or rollers which with ends of the gates
are placed in vertical grooves in piert. Thev
have been used in vater depths of 30 feet and,
in lesser depth, to close openings 80 feet wide
A general review of movable dams, by B F
Thomas, is given m the Ti ansactions of the

American Society of Gviil Engineers (New York,
1888) , much space is given to the various kinds
of movable dams in both Thomas and Watt,
The Improvements of Biters and Wegmann, on

Dams, each cited below, the latter summarizing
the more notable projects in which they are em
ployed in both America and Europe In connec
tion with the use of movable dams on western
rivers in the United States, consult Reports
Chief of Engineers, United States Army (Wash
mgton, 1860 et seq ), particularly those for 1884
and 1887
Cofferdams (qv ) are employed to exclude

water from foundations and other classes of

work while under construction See FOUNDA
HOSTS

FATLtTEES 0? DAMS

The Bradford earth dam, Sheffield, England,
failed m March, 1864 This dam, built to sup
ply water and furnish power to the city of

Sheffield, was about 90 feet in height, 13 feet

wide, and 1250 feet long, with slopes of 2% to 1

The dam, except for a puddle wall extending
from end to end and 60 feet into the ground,
was of earth loosely dumped from carts Cast
iron outlet pipes about 500 feet m length, sur
rounded by clay puddle, extended through the
base of the dam While the reservoir was being
filled for the first tune, a leak suddenly ap-
peared, and enlarged so rapidly that in 30 mm
utes the reservoir had emptied itself The flood

reached Sheffield at midnight, without warning,
causing great destruction of property and the
lose of 238 lives In the official inquiry made
as to the cause of the failure, it was claimed
that in a work of such great magnitude the
outlet pipes should not have been placed through
tie dam itself

The failure of the Mill River Dam at Wil
hamsburg, Mass, in 1874, was a conspicuous
example of improper construction which resulted
m complete saturation of the embankment No
engineer had been employed m constructing the

work, and no proper means used for consohdat

mg the embankment One morning, when, the
water was 4 feet from the top of the dam,
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masses of earth were observed to slide from the 60 feet above low water The upstream face
outer slope of the embankment In 20 minutes of the dam was vertical, and the downstream
the resenoir was emptied of 100,000,000 cubic face was cuned, gmng a thickness of 66 feet

feet of watei, which drowned 143 persons and de at the base and 20 feet near the top On Apnl
stroked $1,000,000 worth of property 7, 1900, after a hea\j rainfall of several days,
The mobt dibastrous resenoir failure of the when the water was flowing over the crest of

nineteenth century -was the destruction of the the dam to a depth of 11 07 feet, a portion some
South Fork Dam, which caused the famous 500 feet in length TV as detached from the re

Johnstown flood on May 31, 1889 That this mainder of the dam, broke into two parts, and
disaster was due to an insufficient spillway has was carried downstream Two sections were
been abundantly proved The South Fork Dam left standing upright in the stream a few feet

was built on the headwaters of the Conemaugh below the original portion One of these broke up
River, 10 or 12 miles above Johnstown It in a few hours, but the other remained intact
was of earth, 70 feet in extreme height The When the dam broke, eight people in the power
original specifications for the dam required houte w ere drowned by the sudden rush of water,
a spillway 150 feet -wide The spillway exist and during the following night the power house

ing at the tune of the disaster was 130 feet itself -was partially destroyed This dam was
wide at its upper end, but was obstructed by a reconstructed, but in September, 1915, when
bridge and by screens to pre\ent the escape of practically completed, a hea\y flood earned
fish It extended across a channel 176 feet away 20 of the large gates installed between piers
long and at its lower end only 69 feet wide In on the crest and most of the smaller ones This
other words, the spillway was only half that mishap led to afurther consideration of the design
originally contemplated, besides which a brick A dam at Austin, Pa, which had previously
outlet culvert had been abandoned Unusually failed but had been continued in uie, went out

heavy rains had been falling for several days, on Sept 30, 1911 The resulting flood w. the
and for 3% hours before the break occurred the narrow valley caused the death of 85 persons
water had been flowing over the entire length at Austin, 1% miles below the dam, and at
of the dam When the dam was carried away, Costello, 3 miles farther downstream The dam
the reservoir emptied itself in about 45 minutes was of reinforced concrete, gra\ity section,
Over 2000 lives were lost in this disaster, and about 50 feet high and 554 feet long, with a
between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 worth of prop low spillway near the center On its completion,
erty No engineer was employed on the design about Dec 1, 1909, a vertical crack appeared,
or construction of the dam and later a second one showed On Jan 22,
The Walnut Grove Dam, in Arizona, failed on 1910, the river being in flood, water leaked

Feb 22, 1890 It was one of the highest rock through what proved to be porous rock beneath
fill dams over built, having been 110 feet in the dam The following day the middle portion
height, about 10 feet thick at the top and 140 of the dam slid downstream, 18 inches at the
feet at the base, with a top length of some 400 bottom and 31 inches at the top, and vertical

feet and a bottom length of 100 feet Both cracks elsewhere separated the dam into a num
faces were composed of granite blocks, laid by ber of parts The water was lowered by dyna
hand and derrick, these dry faced walls being 20 miting, but the reservoir was subsequently al

feet thick at the base and 5 feet thick at the lowed to partly refill Although engineers em
top It is supposed that a very heavy rainfall ployed by the owners advised that the dam be
and an altogether inadequate spillway caused strengthened, nothing to that end was done
the destruction of the dam, which was over On Sept 30, 1911, heavy rams caused over-

topped for a number of hours Many deaths re topping of the dam, and about four fifths of its

suited from the failure length was broken into seven large fragments,
The failure of the Puentes masonry dam, in most of which remained upright, but two of

Spam, in 1802, was due to defective foundation, which were earned from 15 to 25 feet down-
the central part of the dam resting upon piles stream The failure was due to defective founda
instead of being earned down to bedrock In

tion, whieh might have been made safe had the

the Habra masonry dam, in Algiers (see table), engineer not been limited in the sum allowed for

whose failure caused the drowning of 400 per building the dam The Austin failure and many
sons, the disaster was probably due to defective lesser failures about that tune led to more

masonry 'work The failure of the Bouzey ma thorough public supervision of the design and

sonry dam, near EpinaL France, m 1895, was construction of reservoirs in a number of States

caused bv defective construction between the In the State of New Jersey, for example, plans
base and the foundation, although in its dimen for all proposed dams which raise the water
sions the dam was earned to the extreme of level more than five feet, or which have a drain

lightness An earth dam across the Weisse Desse age power of more than one square mile, must
River in Bohemia, Austria, failed on Sept 2&, be approved by the engineers of the State De
1916 resulting m great damage and loss of life partment of Conservation and Development
This dam was 47% feet high above the founda This department is given power to order owners

tion, with a bottom width, of 147 feet and ft of dams to repair them, if its engineers are of

crest width of 13 feet, and approximately 800 the opinion that life and property below the
feet long and of 40,000 cubic yards volume It structures are in any way imperiled This pro-
had a clay cut off and water side facing The vision was given to this New Jersey department
failure of the dam was due to inadequate design m 1912, and in other states similar legislation
and construction has been enacted
The failure of the dam on the Colorado River,

at Austin, Tex
,
which occurred m April, 1900,

BESEB.VOUW

was due to defective foundation, largely on ao- Reservoirs may be classified broadly into n

count of the soft limestone rock on which the pounding, settling, storage, and distributing res

foundation was laid The dam was 1090 feet ervoira, all of which, except impounding, may
long, 66 feet high, above the foundation, and be covered or open, the latter being the general
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form Impounding teseuoira are formed by up to several weeks, but in the latter r as* they
threw jig a dam across some stream and flood- would pertorm the duty of a storage u^eivoir

ing the (.ountrv above btotage iesfrioin> are as well Occasionally distributing resez \oiiu are

often created in the same wav
,
or thev miv be formed bv a dam across a stream, but as a ivile,

formed more or leiss completely b% embankments thev have masonrv vralls above or belou the

or e\ca\ation or a eombma+ion oi the *wo natural surface The construction of embank
Both impounding and storage reset voirs are ments or walls does not differ essentially from

designed to convene a supply of water above that of earth and ma&onrv dams, except that

the normal consumption, lor times, when either when masonry is used the principles of design
the natural yield is below the avenge or the are more like those involved in the planning of

consumption is unusually great Impounding earth retaining ft alls subjected, of course to

leservoirs are always for stoiage purposes, water pressure on the other bide at times, but

whether the capxcitv be for a fro hours supply also liable to be empty It is common to line the

or for a much longer period For flood protec inner slopes of resenoir embankments with

tion such resen oirs are emplov ed temporarily to stone, brick, concrete, or asphalt The bottoms

impound and regulate flood waters that if un are frequently lined like the sides When con

c-ontrolled might overflow their ordinary chan crete is used, it is well to lay it in relatively

nels and do vast damage small squares, with a good filling for the joints,

The larger and more regular the daily yield of to pi event cracking
the stream or other source of supply, as com Covered Eeservons may have vaulted roofs

pared with the consumption, the smaller need be of masonry, generally conciete masonn, or else

ihe storage capititv In some cases storage is less expensive and more temporarv roofs of

required for months or eyen for a year The timber The cost is so gieat that cohering is

new Croton Dam provides a storage of about rarely attempted in the United States., except

32,000,000000 gallons,, the Kensieo Dam of the for relatively small reservoirs rtcemng either

Catskill Watei Supply of Xew Yoik City, filtered water or that from undeiground sources,

38,000000000 gallons and the Olive Bridge or either of which is liable to miury thiough the

Ashokan Dam, 132000,000000 gallons and the de\elopment of organisms giving rise, in their

Gilboa Dam an additional supply of 20,000,000, life processes, to bad tastes and odors

000 The TVachusett Dam, of the Metropolitan Bibliography Wegmann, Design and Con-

Water Supply District (Boston and vicinity), structton of Dams (7th ed revised and enlarged,
letams about 63 000,000,000 gallons of water New York, 1922), has a full bibliography of the

Much larger are the storage capacities of a available literature, Schuyler Reservoirs for
mimber of the reservoirs of the United States Irrigation, Water Power and Domestic Supply
Reclamation Sen ice that formed by the Roose (ib, 1901) , Prizzell, Water Pouer (ib, 1901)
velt Dam holding 420,000000,000 gallons Morrison and Brodie, High Masonry Dams (2nd
An important sanitan question involved m ed, ib, 1916) ,

Thomas and Watt, The Impioie
the construction of impounding and storage went of Rivers (2d ed, ib, 1913), Fortier and
reservoirs for public water supplies is the strip- Bixbv, The Storage of Water for Irrigation Pur

ping of the sites, or flooded areas, of all heavy poses (United States Department of Agriculture,
accumulations of organic matter which, either 1912, two parts) describes timber, eaith

through their decay or through serving as a food hydraulic fill, and rock fill dams, Davis, United

supply to low forms of life, would impart un States Irrigation Works (ib, 1917) , also gen
pleasant tastes and odors to the stored water eral treatises on water works by Fanning, Fol

H is a common practice to remove stumps and well, Qoodell, and Turneaure, and Wilson,
timber and to bum over the site, where prac Manual of Irrigation Engineering (New York,
ticable, before filling such reservoirs Aside 1897), and the files of the Engmeenng VeziS

from stripping and clearing the sites, the con Record (New York) , Reclamation Record
atruetion of impounding reservoirs pertains (Washington) , Engineering (London) ,

and
mostly to the dam and its accessories One ad Engineer (London), and Transactions of the

ditional element of importance in some cases is American Society of Qiul Engineers (New York,
the excavation at the border of reservoirs to current), as well as Reports Chief of Engineers
prevent shallow flowage and the growth and U S Army (Washington, annual)
decay of vegetable matter which would occur DAMSEL PLY (so called from the French
when these slopes are alternately exposed and name demoiselle} An insect of the family
covered by the varying levels of water in the Agnonidse, order Odonata, closely allied to the
reservoir dragon flies They are, savs Howard, the small,

Settling Reservoirs, also known as subsid- graceful species with extiemely slender bodies

ing and as sedimentation reservoirs, are shallow and narrow, clear wings, held vertically in re

basins with long weirs between the several com- pose, which are very commonly found over large
partments over which the water flows m thin bodies of still, fresh water "All of our North
sheets, thus drawing off only the upper and American species [about 75] are small, but in

most clarified layer (See WATEE PUBHTOA.- tropical regions they grow to a large size, and
TION ) It is desirable to make provision for some South American forms are among the larg
removing the mud, to which end the paved botr est species of the order Odonata They do not
toms may slope to a common point and then fly high in the air, but frequent low growing
connect with a scour pipe, through which the aquatic vegetation The colors, as a rule are
mud may be flushed with a stream of water rather dull, but the slender bodies of some are
from a hose brilliantly blue, green, or even red" Many
Distributing- Reservoirs are generally located authors unite with these as a subfamily the

within or near the city which they serve They dark-colored, prominent-eyed flies otherwise re-

are often classified as high, low, and middle carded as constituting the separate family Ca
service, according to their elevation and the wpterygidse The life history of these flies i

areas in which they supply They may afford substantially that of tihe dragon flies (qv) See

storage for periods ranging from a day or two Plate of DBAGOK FLEBS
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DAMSEL OF BRITTANY A title given
to Eleanor of Bnttanj sister of Arthur, Count
of Brittany, and niece of King John of England
who confined her in the castle ot Bribtol, \ihere

she died in 1241

DAN A city on the northern boundan ot

Ibrael, called ongmallv Laibh (Judg \\iii 29)
but renamed Dan b> the Danite imaderb On ing
to its northerly location (Gen \rv 14) it wa>>

often used in connection \vith Beerbheba (I Sam
m 20, 2 Sam m 10) m the phnse from Dan
to Beersheba," to expiess the -whole land ot

Israel The Dinites introduced in thib trh
the worship of Yahwe with the image taken
from Micahs banctuan m Mount Ephraim, and
with the Levite who is, baid to ha\e been the

giand&on of Moses (Tudg win) Later Yalroe

was worshiped there under the form of a bull,

and the cult \\ab organized by Jeroboam (1

Kings \ii 29) At the bolicitation of 4sa, Bang
of Judah, Bar Hadad, King of Damascus, in

\aded Israel, and among other cities Don T\IS

destroyed (1 Kingb \\ 20 2 Chron wi 4)
The ruins of the citr are identified -with modern
Tel el Kadi Kadi ib the Arabic equivalent ot

Dan, which means judge' The mound is \eiy
extensile No excavations have yet been under
token
DAN The eponymous ancestor of the tribe

of Dan, the son of Jacob and his concubine

Bilhah (Gen iii. 5, 6) The tnbe was one of

the smallest and weakest of the Hebrew con

federacy Belonging to the northern group, its

territory lay southwest of Ephraim, occupying
the valleys of Sorek and Ajalon (Josh s.ix

40-46) Owing, howe\er to difficulties \vith

the Amontes {Judg i 34), \ve find them later

migrating to the far north, and conquering the

city of Laish, ivhich they rebuilt and called

Dan ( Josh xix 47 Judg x\ in
)

Samson

(qv) was of the tribe of Dan (Judg \m 2,

24, 25) The tnbe is referred to in the song of

Deborah (Judg v ) , the te\t is somevhat un
certain, but Schmidt has proposed to read Dan

stayed where the stream breaks forth," refer

ring to the Jordan, at whose fountain the city

of Dan was situated, and "Asher sought protec
tion in ships, he dwelt on the shore of the sea,"

which is in harmony with what is otherwise

known concerning the location of these tribes

If this is correct, Dan already occupies the ter

ntory around Laish in the time of Deborah

The description of Dan in the blessing of Jacob

(Gen xlrv ) may even be oldei It refers to the

tnbe as being self go\ernmg and skilled in mak

ing raids on travelers Dan, though designated
as a "concubine" tribe, which generally indicates

secondary rank, plays no unimportant part in

the early traditions and legends This is in

part due to the fame and antiquity of the sane

tuary at Dan, which as late as the days of Amos
is put on a level with Bethel and Beersheba

(Amos vm 14) In this sanctuary the older

rites and practices were preserved with great

fidelity, and its priests traced their origin to

Mosefi himself (Judg xvin 30) The name
Dan ('judge') may originally have been the

title of a deity Consult Ed Meyer Die Israel

tten tind thre yaohbarttamme, pp 524 ff

(1906) ,
N Schmidt, The Messages of the Poets,

pp 356 ff (1911)

DA'NA, CHABXES ANDERSON (1819-97) An
American journalist, born at Hmedale, N E,
Aug 8, 1819 He studied at Harvard, but,

owing to defective eyeeigM, did not graduate

He ]umed the Biook Farm Association in 1841,
edited in its interest the Hatbingei, contn
buted to the Boston CInonotype, and after the

failure of Brook Farm was with its founder,

Riplev (qv), connected -with the \ew Toil,

Tnbiinp (1847-62) Disagreement with Horace
Greelev in Ttar polities, proclaimed in a once

famoub editorial,
' On to Richmond '

forced his

resignation He -was Asbibtant Secretan of TS ar

in 1S6V64 After the ^ar he edited the Chi

cago Republican Tvhich failed He then re

tinned to New "iork and became pait proprietor
and editor in chief of the New York tfun a

pobition which he held from 1868 to his death
\\ith George Riplev he planned and edited the
~\ew imencan Cyrlopadia (1857-63), and its

successor, the Ameiican Cyclopedia (1873-76)
He compiled also the well known Household
Bool of Poetuj (18i7) and collaborated in a

Life of Giant (1868) Other works are The
Ait of Aezrspape/ Haling (1895) Lincoln and
his Cabinet (1S06) Recollections (1897] At
the time of his death at Glen Co\e, L I, on
Oet 17, 1807 Air Dana wa^ m many -nays the

mobt noted journalist in the country He had
a brilliant intellect, a finished and iscisne

style, ind a gift for moidant irony which made
him a dangerous eneim &erg detail of the
art of making a good newspaper he thoroughly
underbtood but he vvas generally believed to be
so intense in his prejudice^ that he failed to ac

quire the authority to winch his talents en

titled him Conbult J H Wilson, Life of
Charlet A Dana (Xew York, 1907)

DANA, CHABLES Looms (1852- ) An
American neuiologist He \\as born at Wood
stock, \t and was educated at Dartmouth Col

lege and the New "iork College of Physicians
and Surgeons He served as professor of phjbi
ology in the New York Woman's Medical College
in 1880-86, of nervous and mental diseases at

the New York Postgraduate Medical School in

1884-96, and of nervous diseases in Dartmouth
Medical College in 1890-93, and four years
later he became professor of neivous diseases

in Bellevue Hospital Medical College He was
also an editor of the Journal of Comparative
Medicine and associate editor of the Medical
Reootd His publications include a Text Book
of Twpowfi Disease? (1892 7th ed, 1908)

DANA, EDWABD SU,ISBUBT( 1849- ) An
American mineralogist, born at New Haven,
Conn He graduated at Yale Unrversity ra 1870
and became tutor there m 1874 He received

his doctor's degree at Yale in 1876 and also

studied at Heidelberg and Vienna In 1879 he
was made assistant professor of natural philos

ophy and astronomy, and later professor of

physics, at Yale After 1875 he edited the

American Journal of Science His publications
include numerous papers on mineralogical top
ics, "Appendix I" and "Appendix II" of Dana's

System of Mineralogy, a Text Boole of JftneroZ

ogy (1877) Minerals and How to Study Them,
and a Teat Bool of Mechanics (1881)

DANA, FBAWCIS (1743-1811) An Amen
can statesman and jurist He was born in

Charlestown, Mass, graduated at Harvard in

1762, soon became a leading member of the bar

and, as a Whig, prominent in Colonial polities,
and from 1776 to 1780 was a member of the

Executive Council of Massachusetts He was
elected to the Continental Congress in 1776 and
from the first took an important part in the work
of that body In 1778 he was made chairman
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of a committee appointed to draw up plans for

the leorgamzation of the army and in the same
year was a member of the committee of three

to which the conciliators proposals of Lord
Xorth were referred He went abroad in Sep
tember 1770, a& the official secretarv of John

Adams, recently appointed to negotiate a treatv

oi peace with Great Britain, and, after spending
some time in Paris and Amsterdam, V.SLB sent in

March 17S1 ab Lmted States Minister to the

court of St Petersburg Catharine persibtently

refused to recede him as an accredited Minister

howe\er, and in 1783 he returned to America

He \vas igam elected to the Continental Con

gress 11784) and in January, 1785, was ap

pointed Ju>tice of the Supreme Court of

Massachusetts In 1786 he was a delegate to

the An_apohb Contention (qv ) and in the fol

losing -sear -was aLo elected as a delegate to

the Constitutional Comention at Philadelphia,
but -was. presented bv illness from attending
In the ^tate Convention of 1788 he cooperated
\vith Theophilus Pardons and John Hancock m
securing the ratification of the Federal Con
sbtution b\ Mas&achubetts He was Chief Jut
tice of the Massachusetts Supreme Court from
1791 to 1806, during which period he took no
active part in, State or national politics

DANA, Jons DWIGBT (1813-95) An
American geologist and one of the eminent scien

tists of the nineteenth century He was born in

tfaca, N ~b His father was a successful busi

ness man of New England birth, and his mother
was Harnet Dwight daughter of Seth Dwight
of Wilhamsburg Mass Dana early became in

terested m scientific studies In his school days
at Utica he devoted much tune to chemical in

vestigations, and he frequently made excursions

to distant points for the purpose of collecting
minerals Attracted by the reputation of the

elder Professor Silliman he entered Yale Col

lege in 1830 where for three vears he pursued
the study of classics, mathematics, and natural

sciences In 1833 Dana received an appoint
ment as instructor in the United States navy,
a position that afforded him an opportunity of

European travel During a cruise in the Medi
terranean he wrote a description of Vesuvius,
the first of his long series of scientific papers
that were published in the American Journal of

Science Three \ears afterward he returned to

Yale anfl was appointed assistant to Professor

Silhman While at New Haven he published
hib first important scientific work (The System
of Mineialogy) a book that subsequently passed

through several editions and attained a reputa
tion in both Europe and America as a standard

of reference From 1838 to 1842 Dana was a

member of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition
sent out by the United States government
While on this expedition, which explored the

little known parts of the Pacific Ocean, he had
a wide field for scientific discovery and descnp
tion The opportunities presented were such as

few scientists have received, so extensive was
the matenal collected that, upon his return to

the United States Dana devoted 13 years of

almost constant labor to its study The results

were published by the government in three

voluminous reports "Zoophytes," in United
States Exploring Expedition (Philadelphia,
1846), "Geology," in United States Eteplortng
Evpedttion under Wttt,es, U S 2? (Phila

delphia, 1849), and "Crustacea," in United
States Hatplonng Ea>peditton under

U 8 \ (New York, 1852-54) In the work
on Zoophytes,' 230 species were debcribed by
Dana for the first time while the report on

Crustacea" contained description of no leas

than 65S new species The intense zeal with

\vhich Dana pursued this tabk seriously im

paired his health, and although he TV as able to

accomplish much in after years his life hence

forth -was a continual struggle against disability

The value of Danas services to science re

ceived prompt recognition from Yale College,
which appointed him in 1850 to the professor

ship of natural historv, a position he filled from
1855 to 1890 During this period his activities

found expieasion in lectures to college students,
in several tevtbooks on geology and mineralogy,
and in numerous contributions to scientific jour
nals His work was characterized bv keenness
of perception, great powers of analysis, and by
\ivid imagination These qualities eminently
fitted him for geological investigations, and his

discussions of the grander features nf the earth

such as the form and origin of continents moun
tain building, and volcanoes, are among the most
valuable contributions to scientific literature

From 1846 until his death he served almost con
tinuouslv as editor of the American Journal of
Science, in which many of his papers were pub
hshed Dana received many marks of honor
from American and foreign institutions He
was elected president of the American Asaoeia
tion for the Advancement of Science in 1854
and of the Geological Society of America in

1890 and was at various times a member of the

Royal Society of London, the Institute of France,
the Eoyal Academy of Berlin, the Royal
Academy of Vienna and of many other learned
societies In 1872 the Geological Society of Lon
don conferred upon him the Wollaston medal
'

in acknowledgment of his services to miner

alogy and geology," and in 1877 he received the

Coplev medal "for his biological, geological, and

mmeralogical investigations, carried on through
half a century, and for the valuable works in

which his conclusions and discoveries have been

published
" The more important of his contribu

tions to scientific literature, in book form, are
the reports previously mentioned, and the fol

lowing, some of which have passed through
several editions 4. System of Mvnetalogy
(1837) , Manual of Mineralogy (1848) , Manual
of Geology (1862), Oorals and Coral Islands

(1872), Teat Bool of Geology (1864), The
deologioal Story Briefly Told (1875) He died
in New Haven, April 13, 1895

DAXA, JOHN COTTON- (1856- ) An
American librarian, born in Woodstock, Vt He
graduated at Dartmouth College in 1873, studied

law, was admitted to the New York bar m 1883,
but after working as a land surveyor and civil

engineer in Colorado became librarian of the
Denver Public Library m 1889 He took charge
of the Springfield (Mass ) City Library in 1898,
and in 1902 of the Newark (N J

) Free Public

Library, which be brought to a remarkable

degree of efficiency He was president of the
American Library Association in 1896 He
wrote A. Library Primer (1899), Notes on Book
Binding for Libraries (1906), and several chap
tera in Modem American Library Economy
1 1910 et seq ) , and with Henry W Kent edited

Literature of Lilirane* m the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries (6 vols, 1906-07) With

L Dana he compiled Horace The Roman- Poet
Presented to Modem Renters (1908), a selection
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of versions of the odes, and published Copa The
Hostess of the Inn (1909), a version of the

pieudo Yergihan poem
DANA, NAPOLECA JACKSOX TETJUSEII

(
1822-

1905; An American soldier, born in Eastport
Me He giaduated at ^est Point, and was as

signed as second lieutenant of mfantn in 1842

During the Mexican T\ar he sened in both the
northern and the southern campaign and in

April, 1847, was brevetted captain at Cerro
Goido where he was severely -wounded In
1855 he resigned and thereafter until 1861 was

engaged in the banking business in St Paul,
Minn On the outbreak of the Civil War he
enteied the service as colonel of a regiment of

Minnesota volunteers, and in Februarv, 1862,
v, as appointed brigadier general of United States
volunteers He berved throughout the Penm
sular and Maryland campaigns, was senoush
wounded at Antietam, became a major general
of volunteers in November, 1862, was engaged
in various operations in the Department of the

Gulf and then commanded successively the Dib
trict of Vickbburg the Sixteenth Ararv Corps,
the districts of West Virginia and Vieksburg,
and the Department of the Mississippi In May,
1865, he resigned from the service, and subse-

quently took an active interest m railway man
agement, becoming president of the Montxna
and Union Railway Company in 1885 He \vas

appointed captain and assistant quartermaster
U S A , by special act of Congress, and retired

from active service in 1894

DANA, PATO (1S52- ) An American

jouinahbt, born in New York City and educated
at Harvard and Columbia universities He
joined the staff of the New "iork Sun in 1880
and in 1897 succeeded hib father, Charles Ander
son Dana (qv ), as editor in 1003 lie retired

He -was also major in the National Guard of

New York State in 1883 and was commissioner
of public parks of New York in 1891

DANA, RICHABD (1699-1772) An American

jurist He was born in Cambridge, Mass grad
uated at Harvard in 1718, and soon became
one of the leaders of the Massachusetts bar
He was also prominent as a Whig, in Colonial

politics, frequently presided over Boston town

meetings, -was chosen to administer the oath to

Andrew Oliver binding him not to carry out
the provisions of the Stamp Act, and in 1770

was a member of the committee appointed to

make a careful investigation of the Boston
Massacre

DANA, RIOHABD HENBY (1787-1879) An
American poet, essayist, and novelist, born in

Cambridge, Mass, Nov 15, 1787 He entered

Harvard College in 1804, but remained there

only three years Adopting law as a profession
he was admitted to the Boston bar m 1811 but
after some activity in politics renounced tbe

practice of law for literature In 1815 he be

came associated with the North American Re
new, to which he contributed, and of which he

was for a time an editor He then (1821)
started a miscellany, The Idle Man to which his

friend Bryant contributed, but which came to

an end after the sixth number had been ia

sued His published works are Poems (1827) ,

Thoughts on the Soul (1829), a poem, Posm<t

and Prose Writing* (1833, enlarged ed ,
2 vols ,

1850), the best of which were repnblished in

The Buccaneer and Other Poems (London, 1844)

He did his best work aa a critic and had con

sidexable influence in forming the taste of New

England m the earlv part of the century His

poetry was good lor the time, but is read little

today The Buccaneer' is probably his best

poem his prost tales, such as 'Paul Felton,
'

display imagination, but are poorly constructed

DANA, RICHAHD HEMZY (1815-82) An
American autlioi born in Cambridge, Mass ,

a
son of Richard Henrv Dana the poet He de
v eloped m early life a passion for the sea and
was with difficulty restrained from entering the

navy He entered Harvard, but suffered from
weak eves, and, to cme them undertook a Pacific

vovage as a common sailor a record of which
is given in his sea classic Tito Teats Befoie the

JAwf (1840, augmented ed, 1869), a book often

lepubhshed and translated On his return Dana
reentered Harvard and graduated in 1837 He
studied law and attained eminence in practice
On s.ea usages and laws he wrote The teaman's
Friend (1841) reprinted in England as The
Seaman s Manual He contributed to legal jour
nals and to the ~\o)th -Lmejican Reneii, wrote
To Cuba and Bad (1859), and edited TVheaton's
Intei national Laii (1866) In 1876 he was ap
pointed Minister to England, but was refused

confirmation through a paltrv political intrigue
and unfounded accusations of plagiarism He
richly deserved the honor because of his patriot
ism his high character, and his diplomatic and

legal learning To proheeute studies on inter

national law he weat to Furope in 1878 He
died in Rome of pneumonia Consult Adams,
Richard Henry Dana- 4. Biography (2 vols

1890) Tu,o Year* Before the Mast retains its

position as a ckssic m its kind A notable edi

tion of it, with an introduction by Dr Wilfred
T Grenfell and with illustrations, appeared in

New York and London in 1911

DANA, RICHABD HEKBY (1851- ) An
American lawver, son of Richard Henry Dana
(1815-82) He was born m Cambridge, Mass,
graduated from Harvard College m 1874 and
from Harvard Law School in 1877 and was ad
mitted to the bar in Boston In 1878-79 he

organized the Associated Chanties of Boston
He drafted the Civil Service Reform Act of

Massachusetts m 1884 and the Australian Bal
lot Act m 1888, and from 1889 to 1892 was
editor of the Citil Seruce Record His activi

ties in behalf of civil service, taxation ballot,

election, and social reforms led to his being
made chairman of the Council of the National

Civil Service Reform League He is author of

Double Taxation t Maviachnscttt (1895) The

Corrupt Practices Act (1<J06) The lustralwn
Ballot System of Massachusetts (1011) , Trent

an 4ftrrmath f!912)

DANA, SAMUBX LTTTHEB (1795-1868) An
American chemist While chemist of the Mem
mack print works he invented a method of

bleaching cotton goods which was widely adopted,
and discovered that sodium phosphate IB a

mordant, a fact of considerable importance in

the art of calico printing His writings include

A Mud Manual for Fanners (2d ed, 1843) and

An Etsay on Manure* (I860)

DANA, WILLIAM PABSONS (1833-1927) An
American marine genre and animal painter,
born in Boston He studied art in Pans under

Picot and Le Poitevin and lived m Nm York
and Newport from 1882 to 1870 He then took

up his permanent residence m Europe He de-

picte the sea m all its phases and reaches a high

degree of poetry and sentiment in such marines

as "Solitude
" exMbited at the Pans Exposition
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in 1878 where he was also awarded a medal for

his Gathering Seaweed " Other good examples
are Embv'b Admiral" (Pennsylvania Academe
of Design, Philadelphia) Burning Wreck'
Ebbtide at \port" 'Chase of the Fngate

Conbtitution," and 'Heartsease" (Metropolitan
Museum, New York), the best known of hit*

genre pictures, which, though happ\ in composi
tion, are rather weak in execution He was
elected to the National Academy of Design in

1807

DA3TAE, d-in'd-* (Lat, from Gk Awaij)
The daughter of Acnsius Bang of Argos Ae

cording to the legend, an oracle declared that her

e.on would kill his grandfather Acnsius there

fore confined Danae in an underground chamber
or in a tower of bronze Here she was visited

bv Zeub in a shower of gold and bore him Per

sens (qv ) Acnsius set mother and child

adnft in a chest Thev came safely, however,
to the island of Senphos Danae remained in

the island until Perseus had grown up and be

come a hero famous for his exploits She after

ward accompanied him to Argos On his ap

proach Acnsius fled, but was subsequent^ slain

atcidentally b> Perseus at Larissa Danae's

storv was often told in Greek and Roman
tragedv Rembrandt Corrpggio and Titian

have made the picturesque union of Danae and
Zeus the subject of famous paintings, which

hang respectively in the Hermitage at St Peters

burg the Palazzo Borghese at Rome, and the

Museo Xazionale at Naples A second Titian

on the same myth is in the Imperial Gallery,

Vienna Consult Gaylev, The Classic Myths vn

English Literature and in Art (Boston, 1911)
DAHJEUS See DA-S-EAU

DA2TAI, dan'S I, or DAITAOI, dSn'a 01 (Lat ,

from Gk Aomoc, Danaoi) A term onginally

applied to the Argives as the descendants of

King Danaus (qv ) Homer uses the name as

a general designation of the Greeks before Troy

DANATDE, dm'aid (from Lat Danaides,
Gk iapatda, the 50 daughters of Danaus, con

demned with one exception, to pour water eter

nallv into sieves as a punishment for murdering
their husbands on their wedding night at their

father's bidding) An early form of water

wheel sometimes called a tub wheel It re-

sembled a smaller tub set in a larger one, with
a free annular space and with a horizontal

space between the two bottoms provided with

radial floats, arranged spirallv The whole de

wee revolved on a vertical axis, water flowing

through it vertically

DANAIS, d&n'lis (Neo-Lat , from Gk Aa

vals, daughter of Danans) A genus of Luge
blue and brown winged, strongly marked nvm
phahd butterflies of the tropics, of especial
interest to the students of mimicry and pro-
tective coloration According to Bates and
Wall-ice certain South American species are

distasteful to the local birds, monkeys, and other

butterflv hunters, and therefore fly about re

gardless of exposure, and they are "mimicked"

by other butterflies, which are eatable in order

to secure immunity through this gradually ac

quired resemblance (See MIIOCBY )
An Aus

tralian species is the bugong "moth," whose grub
the aborigines regard as a dainty (See Bu
GONG )

The representative of the group in the

United States is the familiar milkweed butter

fly, formerly classified as Donate arohtppus, now
known as Anoxia plecnpjnis See MILKWEED
BUT-EEBTJIY,

DAUTAZTL, da'nalal An Ethiopian people,

calling themselves \far See also AFBICA, Eth
aology

DANAO, dana'6 A toun of Cebu Philip
pines situated 4 miles north ot Cebu on the
coaut near the mouth of the Danio Ri\er (Hap
Philippine Islands E 5) Its harbor ib poor, the
mouth of the Dinao River being choked by a
sand bar The town is -very old having existed

from the time of the Spanish conquest Pop
1903, 16,173

DAUAirS, dln'\ us (Lat from Gk Aavaos)
In Greek legend, the son of Belus and -inchinoe

grandson of Poseidon, brother of Egyptus and
onginally ruler of Libya Thinking his hfe in

danger from the machinations of his brotliei

accompanied by his 50 daughters kno^n as the

Danaides, he fled to Argos, wheie he -Has chosen

king, after the banishment of Gelanor, the last

of the Inachidse The 50 tons of Egvptus fol

lo^ed him and sought the hands of his daugh-
ters in marriage Danaus consented but, in

fear of treachery or in revenge for his e\ile

gave each of his daughters a dagger and made
them promise to murder their husbands on their

wedding night All did so, etcept Evperm
nestra, T\ho saved her husband, Lvnceus The
future of the Daniides was vaxioush told Ac
cording to one version, Danaus found no suitors

for his daughters and finally offered them as

pnzes in a racing contest They weie thus
married to the Argive youth and became the
ancestors of the Danai The storv of Lvnceus
was also \anously told, according to one ver
sion Evpermnestra was forgiven, and Lynceus
chosen by Danaus as his successor The other
version was that Lynceus later slew Danaus and
his guilty daughters The Danaides m the lower
world were condemned to the never ending task
of filling with water a vessel full of holes The
Danaides seem to have been regarded as nvmphs
of the spnngs in the plain of Argos, Danaus
is said to have been the first to dig wells for the

inhabitants, who thereupon chose him king
The murder of their husbands by the Danaides
has been supposed to represent the drying up of
the springs and rivers m summer by the nymphs
The tomb of Danaus in the Agora of Argos, was
shown as kte as the time of Pausanias See
DAITAIDE

DAN'BUBITE A silicate of calcium and
boron en itallmng in the orthorhombic system
It ^as first found at Danbury, Conn
DAWBUBY A city and one of the county

seats of Fairficld Co, Conn, 64 miles by rail

north northeast of New York Citv, on the Dan
burv and Highland divisions of the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map Con
necticut B 4) Noteworthy features include
the State normal school, Danbury Hospital,
Danbury Agricultural Society, courthouse State

armory, county jail, public library, parks, two
soldiers' monuments, and one to General
Wooster The manufacture of hats dates from
1780, and the city in 1914 stood first m
that industry in the United States Other

products are machinery for making hats and

cutting fur, paper and wooden boxes, under

wear, silk, and silver plated ware The gov
eminent is vested in a mayor and a city
council, which confirms the mayor's nomina
tions to the police department and elects all

other administrative officials The water works
are owned by the city Pop, (town) 1910,MMn

,, 22,326, (ciiy) 1910, 20,234, 18,943
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D-anbuiv was oigamzed as a town m 1687, was and upon the accession oi William III in 1689

mtoiporatedas a boiough m 1822, and was char he became Pie^ident of the Council He was
teied

' ---- "
a city in 1881 Supplies -were stored

Here during tie Revolution and in April 1777,
General Tnon de-troved tlie stores and burned
a laige number of the buildings A torce pur
sued and, in a skiimish at Ridgefield, General
booster (qv ) was moitalh -wounded Consult
Bailev, Hiitonj of Danluiy, lBS r

t-1896 (New
Yoik 1806)

DAN'BY, FBA\CIS (1703-1801) An lush
painter, born at Common neai We\ford Nov
16, 1793 He entered the Ro^al Dublin So
ciet\ s school and ako studied under Connor
In 1820 he began to exhibit, at the Institute and
Roval Academy a number of romantic composi
tions, such as Disappointed Love" (South Ken
sington Museum) and Sunset it Sea after a
Storm ' which established his reputation For
The Dehverv of Ibrael out of Egvpt" he was

mide associate of the Academv and three scenes
fiom the Apocalvpse increased his growing
popularity but in 1829 he was forced to leave

England on account of a domestic scandal and
went to li\e in Switzeiland After his return
in 1840 he settled at Evmouth, "where he painted
a number of poetical landscapes usually sunrise

or sunset effects, such as "The Fisherman's
Home" (National Gallery London), and the

E\enmg Gun" He TVas a pamtei of imagina
tive scenes, reproducing his impressions of

nature in a fanciful stvle -which sometimes
erred on the side of the theatrical His e\ecu
tion is smooth and thin His son JAJO:S FBA\
cis DAKBY, was a landscape painter of some

repute

DANBY, FBANK (Miss JULIA FBAXKATJ)
(1864-1916) A British author She received

her education under Mme Paul Lafargue, the

eldest daughter of Kail Man. and in 1883 she
was mained to Arthur Frankau She con
tnbuted to the Satin day Review and gained
opularity as a novelist Her writings include

Phillips, a Maida T ale Idyll (1887) A Bale
Bohemia (1889 3d ed, 1913) EigJiteenth

Century Colout Prints (1900) , Life of John

Raphael Smith (1<)02) , The Lues of Jatne* and
William Vaid (1904) Pigt in Clover (1903
2d ed, 1913), Baccarat (l

t

)04) The Sphinoss
Jauiier (1906), A Coquette in Crape (1907),
The Heart of a Ohtld (1908, 2d ed

, 1013) An
Incomplete Etonian (1909), Bebaitian (1909),
Let the Roof Fall In (1910) The Story of

Emma, Lady Hamilton (1910) Joseph m
Jeopardy (1912 2d ed, 1913), Concert Pitch

(1913) Full Swing (1914)

DANBY, Tmruus OSBOBFTE, E*BL or (1631-
1712) An English statesman, Duke of Leeds

after 1694 He entered Parliament in 1665

with Buckingham attacked Clarendon in 1667,

and became Treasurer of the Navy in 1671

In 1673 he was appointed Lord High Treasurer

and in 1674 was created first Earl of Danby

pop
Dr

impeached lor bubeiy in 1695, but the charge
was not pressed tor lack ot evidence

DANCE, GEOBQE JH (1741-1825) An Eng
hsh architect, bom m London He was asso
ciated with hit, brother Nithamel in the
foundation of the Eoyal Academv, of whose

original members he wag for several A ears the

last surv iv 01 Newgate Prison v as rebuilt in

1770 from his plans and the front of the Guild
hall was also designed by him In later life he
exhibited chalk poitiaits
DANCE OP DEATH SPP DE mi, DA>CE 01

DANCETTE, dan set' {Fr, megulai foima
tion fiorn Lit dens, tooth) One of the lines

of partition in heraldry which differs from in

dented (qv ) onh m the greater size of the
notches The indentations where the division is

per /PSS dancette never exceed three in number
DANCING- (from dance, from OF dancei

danser, Fr dansct, to danee fiom OHGS rfansFn,
to drag from dintan OS thinian to drag, con
nected with Lat tenus, cord Gk rclvea>, temein,
Lith tcnsti, Skt tan to stretch | The origin of

dancing may be traced to a unnersal deuire of

expressing emotion by action At a later period
comes the element of pantomime the suggestion
of an idea bv means* of motions As far into

antiquity as historv icacheb e\eiy dance
whether belonging to civilized or to savage na

tions, was accompanied M imwc, or bv rhvth
mic beats on the drum, shells rattle, sticks or

by clapping of handi Frequentlv the dance
was accompanied bv chants or songs Records
show in a general wav that in the very earliest

times people danced and sang at the same time
afterward some danced while otheis sang an

accompaniment, and finally musical instruments
took the place of voice accompaniment "Dlti

matelv music and the dxnce separated, the
former improving and the latter deteriorating
A consideration of savage dances as we find

them at present (and it is remarkable how
worldwide are the principal forms) will give
us a general idea of dancing before the begin-

nings of civilization Folk dancing /nay be

divided into three groups social, uathle, and

religious Under the first mav be included all

comic and erotic dances Under the second we
have those dances which were used to inspire
the warriors before a battle to celebrate a vie

torv, or to imitate the motions of animals after

a successful hunt The religious class comprises
medicine, incantation, and mvstery dances Al

though this general classification does not by
any means exhaust the hat of savage dances,

it will be found that all others are derivative

or of merely local importance In all forms of

savage dancing exactness is insisted upon Each
dance baa its particular step, and among certain

tnbes mistakes on the part of the performer are

sometimes punished by death This insistence

During five years of power he showed himself on absolute precision is characteristic of their

a venal and unscrupulous politician and was idea of dancing It is a serious business, and

party to Charles IPs shameful negotiations with even in comic dances the performer maintains

Louis XTV of France In 1678 he was accused an air of absolute gravity The separate forms

of carrying on treasonable negotiations with of savage dances are too numerous to describe,

France partly as a result of Louis XIVs in- but of greatest importance are the religious

tngues against him--and imprisoned in the ones A common custom is the dancing of

Tower, with some interruptions, for five years, women while the men are away at war It is a

his conviction being delayed by repeated dis sort of prayer, for they continue it day and

solutions of Parliament The marriage of Mary, mght> believing that by so doing they protect

daughter of the Duke of York, to William of the warriors from evil spirits and from danger

Orange was due mainly to his persistent efforts, The medicine dances have two purposes one to

VOL VI 31
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\\*r<l otf hirmtul inlluentts tilt. other, ttnngt
as, it seenib to ktep the patient iwakt This

latter noti\t is explained In tin belief ot some
savatres thit ulnn i mm it T-kep h s soul

tempoiauh ka\ts li& bod\ When hf> d1 ?* the

dtp^itun oi hi- oul is finil if tUn tlie Mck
man fllb asleep hit toul nu tike a.d\ aiita^f ol

the opportunity to go away and not ntuin and

consujutnth the no-t 'uimt im isuies are tm

plored to keep him awakp Hmuitr all such

idea& apply to p \ititular tubes uid lie fa no

means unntrbal Dintn 4 is iitmu-al but the

motives \ar\ from tube to tube In the si\ ige
nnstenets as m the Ouek daouug pla\s an ini

portant jnrt but so Lrtat md unner&al is tht

faecrec\ niamt lined about t'ifm that \\v know

pi actic allv nothing ot tht diuuntt dames used

One of the most sacied rites i& the initiation of

a lad to manhood Sword spake andnreduiees
are eupecnlh dmloppd inn met the Ameru in

Indians

Ancient Dances In Egspt dam ins reaehnl

i state of considerable e\ttlkm.e lot although

Eg\ptun dances were nonotonous md mum
agmitiie the use of the bodi iml ot the hinds

and armb wis tarried to great pcifettion Iheu
mobt important dances tho^c in honoi of tin

dead were slow and sliding but they hid also

many livelx forms Being ilmost entireh i<

hgiousr mos,t of their dancing (onsibted of men
and women m protebsion Tht piioitctti in

particulai was dei eloped m Esrypt about 4000

^earb ago At, dancing was neiei it It ^st HI

the tarh and middle empire" practiced hi tlu

higher clatsbes its tultnition i is tamed on

wholly from the religious and spectauilai s*ind

pomtb See EGYPTIA\ Alt sn
Hebrew dancing Ma-> psentiUh i relijfious

nte It was an act ot piaise and no HUgioun
fettival or feabt was complete -without dances

Miram leading out the women in a dime is

topical of a form u^ed in Arabia todiy It

should be noticed that each se\ danced by its* If

and that in this particular Hebrew dancing dif

fered from its Egyptian prototype & e HBRREVi
MTTSIC
When we come to Greece, \*e approach the

golden age of the art of dancing Here foi the

first time it ranked with poetn ind muuic, and
as Lucia expresses it, dancing and music \iere

'the mamed pair" This relation Mas kmwn
as ot chests Heretofore dancing had represented
emotions, no\* it was also made to represent
ideas and pantomime arose Handb and arm^
were used still more than legs hut an atmos

phere of garety and expressiveness foreign to

Oriental nations Mas created The Greeks Tveie

a cheerful nation, whoee sense of dignity did not

interfere with their dancing, as it did in the

case of the Romans, and as long as their

morahb remained unshaken tho dance retained

its purit^ It was at first religious, then edu
cational and finally popular There ere four

gieat clabsses of sacred daoicefc the Einmeleia,
the SypotcTietna, the <fyjnnop0?dia, and the

JSndifttiatia From these four tvpes the later

forma were demed The characteribtics of the

first were its gentle gravity strength, and

nobility It was danced without the support of

either a chorus 01 a \oice The tecond class

was danced by both men and Momcn and vt-is

of a dignified, elevated character usually with i

chorus The Gymnopcedta was a favorite of

the Lacedsemomans in the festivals of Apollo
It was danced by \ouths and was often a prc

linnii uy to tlie viltl J
J
v ill it iiuu* In tht 1 ist

the Endi/matia the ptitmimrH \\on most hiil

liant tlothes ind this as the nist t ill the

sicitd dancer to lose its s^cnd chirattti and
betome mtrih i popuhi dance The mihtin
<hiu.ts cim'1 hrei ind weie pirnupilh edu

ration il lli^ \\eip diyided into tT\o gioupe
Cfli Puilm and ffti \Temphitic Tlie first TV as
r<alb militn% pmtomiint and \\as used

tsji tia'h at T(->ti\ils m honor of Mintrva It

^ a*- ducd b\ hoth men and nomen ^as wild
and npid and (inalh degeneiated into thentt-s

of Batehus Tlu Mtmphihc TV as Itss ivulikf

md wild but its gim.nl chai utti -n i- the

sanu On the G-uek stage thut \\eit tiagic
tonuc ind bitnc dances The costumes and
Htnit in angements \teie often elaboi itt and
t

T
ie e\olutions wtu actnmpanied b\ clioial song
HP ioim-a weie multitudinout- ind the per
ttiuurs iKCine so adtpt in the t \jtrt ssion of

emotions tint the sculptors and painteis of

Cirucp sektttd than as then modtls and it is

fiom Gink sculptuit u< get most of the his

ton of the Wreck dancing Although the pan
tomime ^ is intioduad hist in Grewe it ne\ei

1 1 ached the height of pirfection \vhith charac
ttiutd it inimig the Eonnns
Rome boiroupd hci danees but adapted and

made them more in id The Beliuepa uas a

var dime said to hue been nmnttd b\ Romu
lus Hie Salun dance was th< ongmal of mam
htei foimo and ttas danced bi tlie priests of

Mai s I ati r the "Romans took borae forms from
Ftiurn and bhll others fiom Gieeti One ot

the most intfitstmg of their dincib vas the

31 11 dn\ d*ue which conesponded to the HoMer
dante of the Greeks It as realh the original
of the old Pnalish Alai day sports foi, as m
Pnjrland the vouths and maidens danced out
into the fields jjathenng nosers and bi inches,

ntuiniiiff to tlu city again to continue their

dancinsr Upon the deterioration of Greek po\\er
Bome inluiiled its arts, and among them its

dances to 'which she added more pantomime and
an imnasinjf u&c of the saltitio, 01 leap In
the ingi) of \ugustus the dance ivas introduced

into the thpitn Tt became nideh popular,
then linnet it the time about 3000 foreign
T\onun dancers m Tlomt At this time panto
mime hi I re U!K d its height, fable mston
pot try ill being prfe<tly e\pies*ed in mutt
action Tlu most cultured persons studud the

art, but under Xero and hib suceesbors the de

dine began, dincing became exaggerated and
licentious and, falling into disrepute, was
sliunnpd by th< higher ordeis

Early and Kedieeval Dances After the
fall of Itomt dancing as An ait practicall} disap
peared Clinstianitv at first encouiaged it as
in inheritance from the Itws, fit Basil recom
mended tho practice of the dance on earth be
causo it was the principal occupation of the

angols in heaien, and sacred dances were given
on feast days and later everv RundaA In reaht>

they wort hardh so much dances as proceswons
each aex going through the evolutions sepi
ratoh Gradually, however they degenerated
from their solemn character and in 692 ^eif

p\p"*sly forbidden bv the Church, though the\

still lingered m some localities for a. consider
able length of time There are tunoiib survixAls
of these old church dances, such as Los Sew*
(q v ) which is still performed annuallv by the
choir boys in the cathedral at Seville, on Corpus
Christi and the Immaculate Conception, the
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Ouiha di San I'aohno ib a iitual dance pel termed
on June 26, in front of the cathedral ot >,oli,
neai Naples in honoi of han Paolino wtio on
bib letuin from Baibai-v was met b\ a proi.es,
sion of the cit^ens of Xola Meanwhile the

simpler foims of tlie dince had been prcbentd
h\ the peabants ot Gaul, who kept them alne
until they were tiken up bv the knights and
nobles In Spam the heritage of dances left by
the Romans was moi< 01 le-^ unpeituth pre
btned E^en the Arab in\ ision could not com
pletth debtiov the old foims and theit ait
bume dinces Ubed at present in Sp un such as
the Tutdion and Qibidana which dite from
about the twelfth centurv Jmhnesb is char
acten&tic of eaih as wtll is liter Spanish
danceb

Dancing in Germany and England developed
along the Imeh ongmated b\ the bvibanc ni
tions which go\erned their eub historv In

EngUnd the egg dance and the Carole were di

lived from Sa\on sources The 3Ioiris dinco
was introduced in the reign of Edwaid ITT \.ll

English danceb are hvelv and \aried in motion
In Germany, "war, funeral and hancst dinifs

weie among the eailiest popular Lind and with
the formation of the guilds each trade idoptid
its charactcribtic dance Hanb Sachs gnes an
excellent description of the Sehonpart, -which w
i cainnal dance peculiar to the city of Nurem
berg From the thirteenth centun on each

class of society had its own dances but then
were two general classes the circular dance '

and the measure" The first was a rapid, un
e\en sort of dance, the second, a blow, gliding
movement
Modern Dances The revival of dancing as

an art began in Italv in the fifteenth century
The Renaissance awoke an interest in dancing
as -well as in the other arts, and ballets were

gi\en on an elaborate scale Catharine de'

Medici mtioduced the fashion into Frs,uefi T and
from that time on France has led the world in

the refinement of its dances and the gracefulness
of its performers It borrowed dance forms from
almost every civilized country, but so adapted
and changed them that their value -was unmeas
urably increased The origin of modern French
forms ma# be traced to the danses basset and
the tenses hautes of the sixteenth century The
former were so called because of their slow,

even motion they were practiced by the nobility

The danw Tiautes were lively, jumping dances

and were performed only by the country people
and the lower classes Later the gallwrd,
com ante, and loUa, -winch were of a more lively

cliaiacter than the old court dances, were in

troduced, and still later the brante became

popular Tt was a dance of exceedingly varied

character, each province having its own form
the paisepied of Bretagne and the minuet of

Poitou being branleh Court entertainments had

de\ eloped into formal ballets and Richelieu gave
mam famous performances during the reign of

Louib XIII while Louis XIV was hun&elf an

enthusiast of the dance founding in 1661 the

Acadenrv of the Dance In the seventeenth cen

tury many of these court dances were enioyed for

the sake of thf music alone, and the idea arob<f

of plaung several of them in succession as a

mereh instrumental entertainment Out of this

custom originated the wiite The suites of

Bach, Handel and Corelli contain excellent ex

ampls of some of thete old dances In Italy

these groups of dances were early known as

Sunati, da Catntia Ab the cldb&ic compober*
Ubed the-* old dance lorms fao modern composers
luue utilized moie rerent danceb in their com
portions Urns the czaidas ib lound in Liszt s

Hunganan KlKipt>odic9 the seguuiilla m Bizpts

Cnimen, and there ib a chinning seneb of

Spanibh dances> in Massenet s Le Cid The list

of national dances is large, but the mobt repre
sentatiie are the sequidil'a carhttcha, fandanqo
ind lokio oi Pram thf taiantella, the sa?

tareUo, and the fuTftnta of Ittly tht nta-utJa
and the polona^? of Poland tlii catncn of Eus,
-i i the nrl and the Hiqlilfiitd fling of Scotland
ind tlii. ji<r m liehnd md Wale-. Xuuieroiis
tlasstb of nitional dancers Ime irisen ol which
the Bavedeieb 01 >,autch girls m India and the
Geishas in Japan are wcllknoun e\ample8 In
all the Eastgi n counti ipb the dante is really a
soit of pantomime lOJitammpr a teneb of ges
tnres, postuiet, ind mi ircne-*

Of fie mori popular modern dances the

quad) ill'e is probabh the oldebt Its recent de

\<lopmtnt dati<5 fion 1S1 > but bofore that time
it \\ is common in 1 umpe foi centuries The
hmcei'i \\ is imenttd in IR*>0 the poll a was in
tioduced about 1SJ5 ind th* ualt" from Ger
mim about 170 1 Iht tno 9tep is of American

oiigin During tfu niaetetnth century o^mg
to the gio^vinif populmti of the dince as a
theatrical entertainment the puielv social

^anety has tended to follow the theatre, as it

lias not done befoie Until 1850 the ballet

leigned supreme and pu\ite dancing v\as> popu
hr, but with the decline of the stage ftpe in

f-uor of the high kickers and skirt dancers,
the waltz, too which had reigned supreme in

"-octal life became spiritless and out of joint
with the times Of couise in countries like

Spain where the dince is part of the national
life and not a bocial occupation there was no

change In England, France, and America dur

mg this period the dance was engaged in per
functonh at formal balls and it wat, not until

the introduction of the two step about 1890
that interest revned A few years later, in

18%, Isadora Duncan a young American girl,

after ha\ing receded little recognition in

America appeared in France in a regnal of

classic dances and took Paris frs storm \fter

her followed Maud Allan and Adeline Genee
Ruth St Dems then ga-\e her mteipretation of

Oriental dances most famous of which was the

Nautch dance With the visit of ballet per
formers from the Russian Irapmil School to

other European cipitals publu interest began
to revive In 1011 the nogioid and animal"
dances began M the introduction of the turkey
trot in San Francisco Gal In its tram followed,

the buwny hug the grizzly bear, the Tesras

Tommy, and others, all variations of the turkey-

trot, which, spread rapidly over Europe and
\meriea E\en more popular pwed the tango

(Tango Argentina), a dance of doubtful charac

ter from the Argentine Republic, which being et

purgated created a dansomania on the Eastern

md W estern continents For a discussion of the

development of the ballet, see that article There
is no authoritative and comprehensive history of

dancing, but the beat works are Grove, and

collaborators, Dancing (London 18Q5) Vuilher,
1 History of Dancing, trans from the French

(New York 18<)7} Giraudet, Travtt de la, danne

(Paris, 1900), which gives exact descriptions of

a great number of dances, Cahusac, La danse

ancienne et modern* (La Hague, 1754), which,
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although tompltttlv out ot date contain*, much
ot historical vilue and Lmmanud la dam?
g>pcque antique d'aptcs Ift nonumcnti paints
(Peris 1806 1 Flitch Modem Dancing and
Dancets (London, l*)12i Caffm Dancing and
Dancers of Today (Xevv \ork 1012) S<e also

AiiEii^xDE BAYADERE BOLELO CACHLCIIA
CANABIE CANCA^ LAPAIVGNOLL CUU.ONNE
COBEOBOBEE COTHLON COLNTBl DANCF COC
SAME, CSABDAS EGG DANCE FANDANGO
FABANDOLE FIBB DANCES FIOWER DAN or

GALOP GAVOTTE GEISHA HIGHLAND FLING
Houses HOBNPIPE Jid IOTA KIBMESS

LANCEBS, MAY DANCE MA/UWLA HLDICTM
DANCES IMrsrET MOBBIS DANCL XAITCH
PASSEPIED, PAVANE POLKA POLONAISE PYB
anic DANCE QrADanxc REDOWA REEL RIGA
DOON S viMOV DANCE S^BABANDE SCHOT
TISCHE SEGUIDILLA SICILIANA Co\EPLEY SlB

ROGEB DE SNAKE DANCES ^LN DANCES SRIBT

DVNCES, STB\.THSPEY SWOBD DAVCES Im
rouBiN TABAMELLV TABASQIE Lv TOBGH
DA>CE WiiT?
DANCING TATTN An antique bronze lep

resenting a laun dancing and ^nipping his fin

gtib to mark the time It was discovered in

1S>3 in a house in Pompeii, hence known at> the

House of the Faun
DANCING GERLS See BAYADEBE GEISHA

XArrcH
DANCING MANIA A form of epidemic

disorder allied to hysteria (qv ), and evidentlv

the result of imitative emotions acting upon sus

ceptible subjects, under the influence of a cm ing
for sv mpathj or notoriety There ib little doubt
that unpobture entered to a considerable extent

into all the epidemic forms of the dancing
mania, which indeed were usually attended by
consequences that showed clearh the presence
of impure motives but there is also evidence

that in many cases the convulsne movements
were really bevond the control of the will what
ever may have been the original character of

the motives that promoted them Epidemics
of this sort were common in Germany during
the Middle .Ages in Italy a somewhat similar
disease was ascribed to the bite of a spider
called the tarantula (see TABAimsM) and
similar convulsive affections have been witnessed
in Abyssinia, India, and even in compaiativeh
modern times and in the most cmhzed countries
an Europe, under the influence of strong popular
excitement, especially connected with religious,
demonstrations The true dancing mania of the

Middle Ages, however, prevailed chiefly in the
crowded cities of Germany

In July, 1374, there appeared at Aix la Cha
pelle assemblies of men and women who began
to dance on the streets, screaming and foaming
like persons possessed The attacks of this

mania were various in form, according to men
tal local, or religious conditions The dancers,
losing all control over their movements, con
tmued whirling in wild delinum till they fell

in extreme exhaustion, and groaned as in the

agonies of death, some dashed out their brains

against walls When dancing, they were in

sensible to external impressions, but were
haunted by visions, such as of being immersed
in a sea of blood, which obliged them to leap
high, or of seeing the heavens open and the
Saviour enthroned with the Virgin Mary The
frenzy spread over many of the towns of the
Low Countries Troops of dancers* inflamed by
intoxicating music and followed bv crowds, who

uught the mental infection went from place
to place, taking possession of the religious
houses and pouung out imprecations against
tne priests The manu bpread to Cologne Aletz,
and Str \ssbuig, giving rist. to nunv disorders

and imposturLs and much profligacv E\oicu>m
had been tuund in efficacious remedv at the
comniLnament ot the outbieak and m the be

ginning of tht sixteenth centun Paiactlsus that

grtat itiormir ot methane applied immei'sion in

cold vv itu \\ ith gi cat success 4t the begin

nmg of the seventeenth centuiv the St Vitus. s

dance au, the inVtion wis called (see CHOPEA)
uab ahead^ on the decline find it no\i occurs

only in single cases, as a sort of nervous affec

tion For a detailed account of the phenome
non consult Heckei Ihe Dancing Mama of the

Middle iges (3d ed, London 1S59) from which
much of the above mount is abridged

DANCLA, daVkln/ JCAN BAPTISTE GHASLES

(1818-1907) A Fiench violinist and composer
He studied undei Bullot Ealevy and Berton,
and gained manv pmes foi his pioficiencv In

1857 he \sas appointed piofessor of the violin at

the Paris Conbenatorv and had manv eminently
successful pupils He was famous for Ins exe

cution and tone as a pla\er, ah much a? for

his many successful compositions, notably his

Ftudes and e\eicises foi the violin

D'ANCONA, ALESSVNDBO See AIVCOXA

DANCOUBT, daN'kooV, FLOBE\T CAPTON
(1661-17251 A French dramatist and actor

He wat born at Fontimebleau, Nov 1 1661,
and was educated by the Jesuits He pi icticed

hw for a time, but after mam ing an actress.,

Therese Lenoir de la Thonllieie, took to the

stage, and in 1685 the two appeared as actois at

the Theltre Francais with popular success and

rojal favor In that year his first plav, Le
notaue obhgeant, won applause It wat foi

loved bv many others, of which Le ohevahet a

la mode (1687) is his best la 1718 he retired

from Pans and the stage and occupied his de

cbnmg vears with a metrical version of the

P<ta?m* and a sacred tragedv He died at Cour

celles (Indre et Loire), Dec 6, 1725 His rather

farcical comedies are best when dealing with

middle and low life and the peasant!y They
are easy and witty in dialogue, realistic in

treatment and not infrequentlv introduce events

and persons of passing notoriety His two

daughters Manon and Mimi Dancourt, also be

came distinguished members of th" Theltre

Francais Dancourt's KoiKa were collected in

12 vols (1760) his select TTo7b in 5 vols

(1810) and, in 1884, an edition of Dancourt s

best plays appeared under the title of Theutte

choisi, with a preface by F Sarcey, the eminent

dramatic critic Consult Lemaltre, La- comSdie

aprta Uoliere et le the&tre de Donoourt (Paris,

1882)

D'ANCBE, dasr'Lr' See AITCBE
DANDELION (Fr dent de Iton, tooth of a

lion, referring to the teeth on the leaves) , Tarox
aciim ofifanale A stemless perennial or bien
nial pla-nt of the family Oompositse, native to

Europe and Asia, and now common in all tern

perate countries A red seeded dandelion (Ta
raxacum erytfirospermum) occurs m dry situa
tions from Maine to Pennsylvania This plant
is usually smaller and the leaves more divided

than those of the common dandelion The dan
dehon is used to a considerable extent, both in

Europe and the^m^d States, for greens, a-nd

the blanched leaves for salads Several im-
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proved varietie-, mosth of French origin are in

cultivation Ihe loot is emploud m medicine
and is, sometime b ground and used to adulterate
coffee Ihe plant called the fall dandelion ib

Leontodon autumnahs For illustiation, see

SALVD PLANTS
DAWDIE DINICOITT See TFSPIEP

DAJSTDIN, dun'den A Sanskrit author who
is behe\ed to l^e flourished in the latter part
of the sixth centur\ AD He composed a well

known Sanskrit no\el or senes of stories en
titled Dasa Lumaia cauta or Adventiu es o/ the

Ten Pnncesf a soit of romance of roguen He
is albO the author of a valuable rhetorical tiea

tise entitled Kaiyudat^a, or J/irroj of Poetnj,
and some scholars like Pibchel ha-ve sought to
ascribe the Sanskrit play Mrccha latiJa

(<p )

to hib pen D \ndin "was probahly the earliest

of the Sinbknt no\ehsts -who&e works aie e\

tant, preceding Subandhu the authoi of the
romince T asaiadattu which formed the model
for Bana's Kttdamlati Dandin's works ha%e
been edited several times Dai,a Jumam canto,

(London, 1846 ed
,
with natue commentaries

Bon hay 1883-89 also, with noteb bv Buiiler

and Peterson, ib
, 1873-01), ind translated into

English bv Jacob undei the title Hindoo Tale?

(London 1873), bv Bhattachama (Calcutta,
1819 incomplete), into French bv Fauclie

(Pans 1862) and into Geiman bv J J Me^vei

(Leipzig 1902) There is an edition with Ger
man translation of the Kaiyadaiw b^ Buhtlmgk
(ib 1810)

DANDOLO, dan'dolfl A famous Venetian

family alrtiad\ powerful in the seventh cpnturv

which furnished four doge"> The most illus

trious of its members was FMIICO DAN DOT o
born about 1120 Eminent in teaming elo

quence and knowledge of affairs he ascended
from one btep to anothei until 11 1171 he ^as
tent as Ambassador to Constantinople and in

1193 became Doge In this latter capacity he

extended the bounds of the Republic in Istm
and Dalmatia, defeated the Pisans and took

part in the Fourth Crusade (qv ) Bv this

Venice obtained great possessions in the Ionian

Sea and the Archipelago several harbors and
tracts of land on the Hellespont m Phiygia, the

Morea, and Epirus, and also, by purchase the

island of Crete Soon after the conquest of the

Byzantine Empire by the Crusaders Dandolo
died (June, 1205) in Constantinople and was
buried in the church of St Sophia His monu
ment was destroyed by the Turks at the taking
of Constantinople m 1453 4mBEA DV.KDOLO,

Doge from 1343 to 1354, was the author of a

Latin chronicle recording the histon of Venice

from the pontificate of St Mark to the year

1339 in 10 books The laat seven books are

printed in Muraton, Renim Itahcarum Scrip
tores, vol TII Consult Kretschmayi, Ge
schwhte von lenedtg, vol i (Gotha, 1905) Si

monsfeld Andreas Dandolo und seine Oescfticftts

uerke (Munich 1876)

DANDOLO, VIWCENZO, COUNT (1758-1819)
An Italian chemist and agriculturist He was
born in Venice, studied at Padua, and became a

chemist in his native city When Venice came

under Austrian rule he went to Milan, where

he became a member of the Grand Council of

the Cisalpine Republic He went to Pans in

17QO, but soon afterward returned to the vicin

ity of Milan and engaged in scientific agncul
ture In 1805 Napoleon made him Governor

of Itolmatia, where he proved, himself an ex

cellent officer In 180^ he returned to his es

tate near Virese where he contributed much
to the progress in silknoim cultute and dis

t mankind himself bv draining miblies "nd in

troducing bcttrr methods of agrKultan He
published rvndamenti deUa faieocfumica di>p\
cati alia funna z&jjr dc vnpi e dc? tdunui t

adla natuia (bth ed 170G), and II lnon gut
emu de' lachi rln. seta (1816)
DANDEIDGE, N

(
VTHANIEL

|
PEN DICTO>

(1840-1010 1 An American Burgeon, born in

Cincinnati Ohio He graduated from Ken^on
Colkae in ISGb ttudied at the Medical College
of Ohio and al&o in Paii-> and in Vnnni, and
iecti\ed his AID irom the College ot Pin -si

cuns and 'uieeons (Columbia) in 1S70 Trom
1SSO to 1107 ho bened as prolessor of surgery
at Allami Medical College and he was surgeon
to the Cincinnati Hospital and to the Episro
pal Hobpitil 101 Children In 1003 he was

piffaident ot tlip American Surgical Association

DAaPDBTJFF See EH PITTEUSIS

DANDTJEAND, daVdn r*\' RAOCL (1861-
) A C inadian lawyer and statesman bom

at Monti eal and educated at Montreal Col

lege and Laval Unnersitv He studied law,
\\as admitted to the bar in 1883, and rapidly

gained an e\ttnsr\e practice, being acknowl

edged a<* one of the leaders of the provincial
bar He -nas prominent as a local organ
izei of the I ibei al party, and served as mem
her of the Ro^al Commission on Education in.

the ProMnce of Quebec in 1910 He was ap
pointed x member of the Senate in 1898, Ttas

Speaker of the Senate in 1905-09, and in the

latter year became a member of the Privy
Council He published a, treatise on criminal

Hw and manuals for police officers and justices
of the peicc
DAITDT PEVEE See DEISGUE

DA1TE, GREAT, or GEBAIAJS BOARHOUND Sec

HOITSD

DA1TE, NATHAN (1752-1S35) An American

legislator and jurist, born m Ipswich, Mass
He graduated at Hanard in 1778, studied law
in Salem, began to practice in 1782 at Bev

erly, and wab succesbwelv a member of the

Massachusetts House of Representatives, the

Continental Congress and the Masfaichusetts

Senate In addition he was appointed on \an
ous commissions to codify or re-vise the la^s of

the Commonwealth and wab judge of Common
Pleas While in Congress, he was a member of

the committee appointed to draw up^an ordi

nance for the government of the Northwest

Territory and made the original draft of that

document though in a larger senbe it seems

that Manasseh Cutler (qv ) piobably deserved

the credit of authorship The question of the

relative credit due to each man has, however,
been much debated He was a member of

the Hartford Convention (qv) m 1814 Dane
contributed $15,000 towards founding the Ear
yard Law School, and the Dane professorship
of law was named in his honor He published
L General Abridgment and Digest of Awencon
Law (1823-29) and an ippencft (1830)

DA1TEATJ, or D&K&IJB. da'nV, LAMBEBT
(c 1530-05) A French Reformed theologian

H> was bom at Beaugency, studied law at

Orleans, Pans, and Bourges, became a Prot

estant m 1500, was preacher in France (1561-

72) ,
fled to Geneva on the outbreak of the St

Bartholomew massacres (Aug 24, 1572)

preached in vanou* places, was pastor and
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proiebsor of theology at Levden (1581-82) and
died at Gasp ret., Nov 11 1595 He was the

author of many learned -volumes the must fi

rnous of which is his Ethics Christiana (1577
7th ed, 1640) the fiist Protectint attempt at

a system of morals apait irom dogm^ticia For

his life consult Piul de Felice (Pans, 1SS2)

DANEBROG, din'elnos: OBDLB 01 The
second in link of the Danish ordeib inbtituted

by Waldemai II in 1219 According to tiadi

tion the oidei was tuunded m honor ot the ban

ner of Denmark which gracioublv ftll from

hea 1

! en for the inspiration ol the armv In 1500

the oidei was suppressed but remstituted in

1071 by Christian V In 1808 Frederick VI
made it an older of meiit lor all tlie Danish

people The Danebrog lus four degrees, besides a

clibs composed of thobe on whom the crobb has

been bestowed lor certain meiitorious semces,
but who ire not members btiictlv of the order

These are known as Danebrog&mjend
" The

decoration or tliL oid*r consists of a cross of

gold pattfe, enameled -with white, and "bordered

with red or gold Consult Werlauff Om Dane

Itog og DanelHogwtdni (Copenhagen, 1872)

DANEFF, da'nef STOJA> (1S58- )
A

Bulgarian statesman, born in Shumla and edu

cattd in Bolitmia and at Heidelberg and Paris

He became a member of tht Commibsion of

Codification after the RusboTurkibh \\ar and

in March 1001 entered the cabinet ab Minister

of Education and the Interior

He was Prime Minister and Minister of

Foreign Aflairs from Jinuan 1902 to Mav,

1903, heading a Tzankowst (anti Sti nbou

lovist) cabinet and floating a foreign loan In

January, 1010 lie wab sent to Constantinople
and secured momentan rcliei from the out

rages of the Young lurks in Macedonia In

March, 1111, he formed a cabinet which bur

vrted onh a few dayb Then, when Gueshoffb

mimstrv a eoiJIition of the Progrtsbrve and
Kationahbt parties came into power Daneff

became President of tlie Chamber (Sobranje!
He \vas one of the three Bulgarians delegated
m November, 1912, to carry on the negotiations!
with Turkev over the armistice and one of the

three sent in December to London for the

Balkan Turkish Peace Conference in -which he

and Vene/elos of Greece were the leading

figures On May 30, 1913, he signed for Bulgiria
the Peace of London between Turkpv and the

Balkan alhea In June of the same xear he

formed a new cabinet in Bulgarix

DANEGELD, dan'g6ld, or DANEGOLD,
dJn'gdld' (AS Dene, Danes + geld, gild, pay
ment Goth gild, tax, OHG gelt, Ger Geld,

money) A tax of two shillings upon each hide

of land first levied by the Witan under the
Saxon King Etbelred the Unready, in 991 It

was probably the first monev taxation imposed
in England and was used as tribute money to

buv off the Danes The tax was collected five

times within 21 years Edward the Confessor
abolished the impost but William the Con
queror revived it and in 1084 demanded from
each hide of land, not held by himself in de

mesne, or by his barons a sura of six shillings,
or thiee times the old rate Stephen (1135-54)
promised to aboli&h Danegeld, hut it was not

repealed till Henry IPs time (1163) A aim
ilar tax on land, however, was still levied under
another name See CAtttTCATE

DANELAW, or DANELAGH, danla' (AS
Dene, Daneb + lagu, Eng law) The name

applied to that part of England which bv the

provisions ot the Treats of Wedmoie or Chip
ptnham in 878 was ceded to the Danes bv Al
ftvd the Great It included :sorthumbiia East

Anglii ES&^V and the northeabtern part of

Meicia the bounoarv line being constituted

parth b\ the rneia Thames, Lea ind Ou^e and
In tlie miunt Eonnn road of Wathng Sheet
\\itlun tln^ rtcion the law- and cu&tonib of

the Dims weu distmetly recognized and were
later tnumeiated b"\ Canute The term Dane
law ib used in contradistinction to ilermn
and Webt Saxon liw until aftti the reign of

Stephen fI13>-54|
DAWENHOW EK, JOH> WILSON (1 849-87 i

An lintman Arctic evploici born in Chicago
He giaduated at the United States Xaval Acad
em-v in 1870 sened for a time in the line and
on the coast sunet, and in 1878 iomed the

Jeatinette e\pedition for polir research com
manded by Lieutenant De Long, L 8 X The

ship was crushed in the ice June 1881 in

lat 77, long 157 E Traveling by sleds,
the crew reached Bennett't> Inland Juh 27,
whence they embarked in three whaleboats for

the Siberian coabt The one containing Lieu
tenant Danenhower and 10 otlierb m comnund
of Chief Engineer G W Mehille aimed at
the Lena delta in Septembei Danenhower
reached Xew York in June, 1882, and was com
pelled bv an affection of the eies to debist

from further explorations He published ~\at

tatiie of the Jeannptte (1882)
DANES ISLAND A small island off the

northwest coast of Spit/bergen (Map Arc
tic Region, G 4) Andree btarted from here
for the North Pole, July 11, 1807
DANETtfOBT See ELDEK

DAN'POETH, MOSEIEY ISAIO (1800-62)
An Amencan engraver, born in Hartford, Conn
He was one of the founders of the New York
Drawing Association (1825) and of the JTa

tional Academy of Design (1826) He h\ed in

London for 10 years, during which tune he eve
cuted some well known drawings of the Elgin
Mirbles and many of his bebt plates, among
which aie the 'Sentry Box," "Don Quixote,

' and

poi traits of Washington Irving, Walter Scott,
after Leslie, and others On his return to
America he worked principally upon banknote
engraving and became vice president of the
American Bank Note Companv
DANGEATJ, da^zh6, PHILIPPE DE Corisen

low, MARQUIS DE (1638-1720) A French court
ler Aftei commanding tlie King's reginitnt
he became aid decamp to Louis XIV, and in

this capacity took part in the principal cam
paigns of the period In 1667 he was appointed
Governor of Tourame He was a favorite at
Versailles enjoved the fullest confidence of the

King, and was the patron of Boileau, who ad
dres&ed to him the well known satire on the
uobilit\ He was frequently sent on diplo
matic missions, and he encouraged the mar
riage between Mary of Este (Modena) and
James II of England The Journal of Dangeau,
a diary from 1684 to his death, is a dull but
valuable historical document the best edition
is in 19 vols (Pans, 1854-60)

D'ANOOULEME, d^goTTlam' See Airaou
LEHS

DANHATTSEB, danliou zgr, JOSEPH (1805-
45) An Austrian historical and genre painter
He was bora m Vienna, studied at the Vienna
Academy under Peter Kiafft, and first appeared
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ab an historical paintei with scuim liom the

Rudolph ion HabiAuig (Vienna Ib24) of Jo-
hann Ladihlaus P\ rkei At P\ rkt r b im itation

he ^ent to "Wnict -\\htie he studied the great
Venetnn masteib On his ictum he determined
to attempt genre bubjectb in A\huh he ^as
M.TV succebslul Hi hid abundmt humor and
lancv and those his biibjcctb gcnei ilh iroai

the life of the uppei bourgeoisie m old Vicuna
He intioduced into hib pictures a peiaonil note

hitherto lacking in that ist\ le of panitu j H Inch

with thtir nne and deliLdte color di-.tmt,uisiiL&

them from thot>e of his contempoiancb He al-,o

painted rtligious pictures including The Mar
tvrdom of bt John" (1834) m the cathedial

of Erlau Hagar and Ibhmael '

(1835) in the
Vienna Aluseum Araon^ hib genre pictuieb ne
'The Gourmand" (1836) The Giandmothei '

(1843), both in the Vienna Museum, and Liszt

at the Piano (1840)

DAKICAU1

,
oVne'kj.N' FRANCOIS A'NDRL

See PHIIIDOB, FBATVCOIS A^DH DAMCA>
DAETICie, da'ne chieh, Gjrao (1825-82) A

Smian philologist horn in Neusit/ He btud
led at Pesth and "Vienna became Iibiman of

the National Libiai\ at Belaiade and afttiwaid

professor of the histoiy of literature m the

Unrversity there In 1S77 under commisbiun
of the Academy of Scienceb at Agram he be-

gan the compilation of the Sennn Croatian
Dictionary of -which he nnished but three paits
His \\oiks further include a Reman grammar
(1863 8th ed 18P2) a concordance to old
Servian literature (1863 3d ed 1864), and a

history of the Servian and Croatian languages
(1874)

DANIEL (Heb God is my ]ud$e) Tn tbe
Book of Ezekiel (TO 14 20, and win 3)

a perbonage with this name is intioduced b<

tween Noah and Job as i ^tllknmMi frpe of

wisdom and righteousness If tluse pissa^ei
were written b\ F/ekiel they would set in to

show that Daniel wis alr*>ad-v befcm the fill of

JeiUbalem in 5SC regudtd is an ancient hero

but some scholars consider them as late inter

polations babed on aequamtance \vith the Book
of Daniel Time is a lehreuce to Daniel's

experience in the honss' den in 1 Mace 11 60,

but this book was not unttin befoie el 00 BC
and it is held by man\ interpreters that the1

speech of Mattatlnas is the work of the author

or has at least bii edited by him Daniel is

not mentioned among the famous men \vhose

praise is sung in Eeclus a.li\, ff It is not

necessary however to suppose that the author
*as ignorant of Daniel as in the case of Ezra,
he mav have had mibonfa for leaving him out

Tn the book that bears his name Daniel is repre
sented as a Jewish captive earned to Babylon
m the third jear of Jehoiakim (le, 606 BO ),

\vho through his supernaturally imparted wis
dom rose to a position as ruler of the Province

of Babylon and chief of the wise men of Baby
Ion in the time of Nebuchadnezzar (n 48),
and as one of the three presidents who were set

over the satraps in the reign of Darius the

Mede (vi 2) According to i 21 his career e*

tended until the firtt year of Cyrus according
to x 1 he ii said to have had visions as late as

the third year of 0\rutj, hut the old<st Greek

verbion has the first Tear of Cvrus, and the

editorial supersci iption* may he Hix In Matt
xviv 15 and Mark xtii 14 he is called Daniel

thp Prophet" Many wbolars entertain grave
doubt* as to thfl hwtonc xiit?nc oi JWwl

beeauae o the character ot tl e uojk that forms,

our oiih bourcc fcee DVMEL BOOK, or

DAMTEL, BOOK 01 One ot tae canonical

books ot the Old Testament In the Hebiew
Bible it is nut counted among the Piophets, but
iub itb place amoii^ the lutings or Hagio
^upha (See BILL*

)
This, is in harmony with

the raobmic arrajy^ment ul tl e tuple canon at
t it end ot the &eiond centun AD, which ib pie
stivcd in Laim latkta, lj L, 14 a On the othei

hind tlit Gieek \tibiun places the book art r

Ezekiel, xnd m the Latin ^ ulgate and all mod
ern tianslation& (except thobe made by Jews ami
some lecenth produttd br Chii^tain behokib,
v ho follow tl e order in tl e Hebruv Bible) it ip

p^us is one ot the toui pio^hetce majuie's In
ill probabiht\ this isj more oiiginal is Daniel
is counted by Jobephus ab among the Piophets,
and the New Testament refeib to Dmitl the

Piophet
' The influence of the book in tanning

the Alt fabiamc hope which hd tu so mim diben

chantiuentt, and it5* n-t m Chnstiin apolosrctics
nitmallv account foi itb iclegation to the thud
canon llieie is no reason to bclie\e tint an~s

Jewish sehulais ot t le tinnaitic jpenod looked

upon it ib latei thin the time of En i and theie

ioie excluded it tiom the pioplietic canon
The book consists ot 12 thipters chips I-M

contain btones conLrtmng Daniel ind (chap in)
hib tnendb MI-MI \isionb tolil 1\ Dimel him
<?plf Ihe ftist clnptti ieUtes h<m Dmiel vias

bi ought to Bain Ion hv Nebutlndne/zir in the
third year of Jehoiakim (006 BC ) With
D iniel xre three othci A ouths 01 noble descent

Hananuh, Mibhael and \7inah Babyloniin
mines aie given to them m phce ot tlicir Ht
lnev oneb Daniel being cilletl Belteshax/ai

\\hile the other thiee aie tailed Shadracb

Slisluch, and Abedneso Ihev aie portrayed a-,

In ins? m the loval sei\ice but also as steidfxst

in then ndehft to their God declining to pai
tiko of the food provided for them for fear ot

polluting thfinaehes, God re\\aids them fui

this and \\hen brought befoie the King they aie

round 10 tinier iaupcuor to the Babylonian mi
guians, Daniel excelling eveiv one in the nuttei
of visions and dreams In the second chapter
pi oofs are gnen of Daniel's supernatural -wib

dom he si\eb the Irves of the magicians as

^Rell as his own by his ability not onl\ to inter

pret Nebuchadnezzar s dieam but also to tell

mm what the dreim was The King had seen

a great image with its head of gold and other

paits of the body of silver brass and non The

gold is interpreted to refer to the Babylonian

Empire the other three metals to the kingdoms
that are to follow the Babylonian The image is

destioyed by a stone quarried without hum in

intervention out of a mountain and this de

struction symbolizes the disappearance of all

the kingdoms The third chapter tells of the

fiery furnace into which the three friends of

Daniel are thrown because of their refusal to

worship the golden image which Nebuchadne?7a>
had set up and how they came out of the furnace

unscathed In the fourth chapter Nebuchadnex
zar issues a proclamation to all peoples of the
world declaring, in consequence of Daniel's sue

cesa m interpreting another of his dreams, his

intention of glorifying the Kin;? of Heaven The
dn?tm itself consists of e yision of the uprooting
of <* cieat tree witl its numerous branches under
which all birds have shelter and which feeds all

mankind The- vision as interpreted by Damp],
foTfbodHt tb> downfall of tne kingdom n<J th
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"King himself is humbled bv being bereft for

a time of liib reason and conducting himself like

an animal The fifth chapter recount's a great
iei-.t ananged bv Bel&hazzar (qv ) during
which, the mysterious writing appears on the

nail as a punishment for the King's desecration

of the sacred vessels of Jerusalem which Neb
uchadnezzar had brought to Babylon (i 2)

Daniel succeeds in reading and interpreting the

handwriting, which predicts the overthrow of

Belshazzar, who indeed is slain that very night
The crown patses to Darius the Mede The sixth

chapter introduces King Danus, who, at the in

stance of his nobles issued a decree forbidding
anv one for the space of a month to pray to or

ask a petition from anv one except Darius Dan
lei, as a pious Jew, accustomed to pray thrice

dailv, dkobevs and is thrown into a den of lions

Bv divine protection Daniel escapes the fate of

being torn to pieces He is taken out of the den,

and his accusers are thrown into it and at once

are toin to piece* by the lions The first of

Daniel s -visions (chap vii) IB of four beasts, the

last having 10 horns, from each of which in turn

supremacv is taken aw av, until it is finally given
to one like a man probablv the angel Michael

as the celestial representative of the Jewish

people In the second vision (chap vin) he

sees a ram pushing in all directions with its two

hornSj which are eventually broken through a
he goat with a notable horn between its eves In
time the kingdom of the he goat is broken, and
in its place four other horns arise, and out of

one of these comes forth a little horn which
exalts itself even against the host of heaven and

against God Himself, destrovmg His sanctuary
and interrupting the dailv sen ice for 2300 even

ings and mornings In the third vision (chap

ix) the angel Gabriel appears to Daniel and ex

plains that the 70 vears of desolation prophebied

by Jeremiah (xrv 11 rer* 10) will be 70 weeks

(of years), after which the guilt of the people
will be atoned for In the last vision, which
comes to him m the third year of Cyrus (chaps

x-xii), an angel reveals to Daniel glimpses of

the future Under veiled names the doings and
fate of various kings are described After the

last of these has disappeared, the end comes
when the heavenly kingdom is established, and
the dead are raised some to eternal glory, others

to eternal shame But Daniel is bidden to seal

the vision until this time, and to go to his rest

The book is written in two languages chaps
i l-ii 4a, viii-xii, are m Hebrew, while 11

4b-vu are in Aramaic The Aramaic is not of

the Mesopotamian or Babylonian type, but is

the Judaan dialect Many theories have been

propounded to account for the two languages
Some scholars have thought that the author

began his work in Hebrew, but was led by his

desire to reproduce the words of the Chaldseans

accurately to change into the Aramaic, which

they spoke, and then returned m chap vui to
the Hebrew in order to conceal from outsiders in
the sacred tongue the allusions in the visions

which were meant only for the wise men of his

own people A modified form of this view makes
him wrongly suppose that the Chaldseans spoke
Aramaic and were ignorant of the distinction be
tween East and West Aramaic Quite a number
of scholars have suggested that the whole work
was originally written in Hebrew, but that, some

chapters having been lost through an accident,

they were replaced bv the Aramaic targum
Some think that the Hebrew text was still ex
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tant when the earliest Greek version was made
which, in their opinion, represents it Huet,

Beitholdt, Maiti, VI right, and Charles supposed
that the entiie book was written in Aramaic, but
the beginning and the end translated into He
brew in order to give it a place among the sacred

books written in that language The fiibt sug
gestion of a di\ ersitv of origin as furnishing an

explanation of the difference of language seems
to have been made bv Spinoza, who icgarded the

stones m n-vi as having been drarcn from Chal
djean chronicler Eichhorn maintained that n
4b-vu 28 came from an earlier Aramaic work,
while the Hebrew portion was written bv an
author living in the Maccabtsan period This

view ha& been revived bv Memhold, Strack, Dal

man, Torrev, and Sellm These schohrs regard
i 1-n 4a as having been translated from the

Aramaic into the Hebrew, and v 11 as an Aramaic
version of a Hebrew original, and they suggest
that these translations were made to give the

impression of unity and conceal the difference

of origin But if the author or editor sought to

secure for his work canonical recognition, which
is altogether improbable {see BIBLE, Canon),
and deemed it necessary for this purpose that
the Hebrew language should be used, it ib strange
that he should have translated so much and vet

not all, and the evidence adduced to prove a
translation one wav or the other is not veiy

convincing A simpler theorv would be that the

storybook from which 11 4b-vi comes was writ
ten in Aramaic, that v n was a later addition in

the same language, that viii-tu formed an ap
pendii written in Hebrew, and that an editor

wrote i l~u 4a as an introduction to take the

place of some other exordium in the storybook
Kenmcott found a Hebrew te\t of the Aramaic
parts in Codd 240 and 512 and printed it in

his Hebrew Bible from Cod 210, but this is

unquestionably a later translation from the
Aramaic
The early versions differ from the Masoretic

text in that they combine also the Song of the
Three Holy Children, the story of Susanna, and
the stones of Bel and the Dragon Besides,
there is a very marked divergence between the
earliest Greek version and Theodotion's transla
tion which took its place in the Greek Bible,
notablv in chaps iii-\i It 13 found in Codex

Chisianus, published in 1772, and in the He\\
plane Svnac published m 1866 Already Eich
horn pointed out the superiority of its readings,
while even this version clearly represents an an
notated text, especiallv in iv, it is, in the judg
ment of some scholars, free from many acere

tions, both in iv and in v and vi, that disfigure
the Masoretic text On the longer additions
found alreadv m this version, which manifestly
were translated from an Aramaic original, see

According to Jewish and Christian tradition,
all parts of the book wre wntten by Daniel
This tradition was rejected in the third century
AD by the Neoplatonist philosopher Porphvry,
who in the twelfth of his 15 books against Chris

tianity maintained that the work was written
in the tame of Antiochus IV His arguments
have been in part preserved by Jerome, who at

tempted to refute them (Com ad Damelem)
The same opinion has been held by some of the

Anabaptists, Uriel d'Acosta, Anthony Collins,
Corrodi, Eichhorn, and the nmjonty of Protestant

exegetes since Hiteig and Farrar supposed onm
sufficient grounds that Onias IV was the author
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That the visionb m vm-iai point with special

emphabib to the situation in the eaih Macea
baean period is the opinion ot a v ist majority of

bcbolais, Catholic and Protestant Among the

Utter it is generilly held that thev \\eie also

written at that time The tomth kingdom in

chap vn is regaidcd In manv Citholic and some
Protebtant inteipieters as refemng to the PLO

man Empne, and Lcsarde held that it was. wilt
ten c 70 AD in \\hich he hib recently been fol

lowed bv Hertlem but the majority of Protes

tant scholar** assign this chapter also to the
Maccabocan period There is less agi cement as
to the age of the bfcones m i-vi \\hile Konig,
Behimann, and Dmer deem it sufficient to as

sume that they had long been current in Jewish
folklore belore they were "written down together
with the rest of the hook, a separate origin m
written form has long been suspected Spinoza,
Newton, and Bcausobre thought of a distinct

Authorship for the Aramaic section Eichhorn

assigned the vibionb to the Maceab-iean age and
the stories to an eailier penod Bertholdt, as

suming that the whole book was originally Tint
ten in Hebrew, dmded it among 10 authors and

Barton, to some e\tent following along his lines,

has suggested three or four Lagarde thought of

the different sections as political pamphlets
Memhold assigned to the stories the date of

oSOO BO More convincing are the arguments
of Torrey to prove that chap 11 cannot have been
v ntten before or after the reign of Ptolemy III

Euergetes (247-223 u c ) , and that therefore the
Aramaic storybook was composed at that time

Comely and Torrey have fiom different stand

points summed up the objections to the current

assumption that Nebuchadnezzar, Belsha?7ar,
and Darius are simply meant to symbolize the

great persecutor Antiochus Epiphanes On the

other hand, a date in the middle of the third

century is sufficiently late to account for the

ignorance of the author concerning the period
in which his hero is as supposed to have lived

Nebuchadnezzar did not capture Jerusalem in the

third year of Jehoiakim (606 BC ) , there was
no interregnum of seven years in LIB reign (604-

562) , he had no son by the name of Belshazzar,
there were no satraps in his reign Bilsharuzur

\vas the son of Nabunaid, the last King of Baby
Ion (556-539), who was not a descendant of

Nebuchadnezzar, the last King of Babylon did

not lose his kingdom to Darius the Mede, but to

Cyrus, there was no Median Kingdom succeed

ing the Babylonian in Babylon, and history
knows of no Darius the Mede It has been in

deed suggested that Nebuchadnezzar's "coming"
to Jerusalem means his "starting" for Jerusalem
in 606, which he reached in 597, that "son"

and "father" mean 'successor
5 and even distant

*predecessor' ,
that Belshazzar was another name

for Evil Merodach or Nabunaid, and that Darius

was another name for Cyawues II, Gobryas, or

Oambyses But it can scarcely be claimed that

any of these attempts to explain the difficulties

is eituer ingenious or ingenuous Many stum

blmg blocks may be removed by the textual

criticism, but figures of Belshazzar and Da
nus the Mede are likely to belong to the ong
mal form of the stones, as well as the conception
of these kings

Clennont Ganneau's interpretation of the fa

mous Mene, Mene, Tekel> Upharsu* as names of

weights "a mma, a shekel, and two half minas-'

(Journal Atwbgve, 1886, pp 36 ff ) , though in

gemous and widely adopted, wan have to be

abandoned, as the original tevt read mene, telel,

pcies, and 'tekel" does not mean shekel' in

Aiamaic The additon to the Aramaic story
book of a vision told by Daniel himself in the
fust person in. the tame language (chap yii)
is 1'kely to have suggested the stvle of the He
brew book which loins the appendix (chaps
vm-xii) In spite of Lagarde this vision prob
ably was wi ttcn in the year 165 BC, though
eailier than the visions in Hebrew, which seem
to come from the end of Novembei or the be

ginning of December ot tint year The sug
gebtion of Schmidt, that the one like a son of
nun' (\n 13) heie, as elsewhere vsheie a man
like b<inar is spoken of leters to an angel and
in thib case the angel Michael, taking the place
in Jtvuih folkloie of the god Mirduk hab been

adopted by Marti Beitholet, and others Chap
xi gives an hibtonc sketch in the guise of proph
tcv which shrvns a sirowt

1! of accurate knowl

edge as the author advances towards the end of
the

-5
ear 163, but while a little help has come

through Mittathns and Judis the temple has
not jet been recoveiecl and dedicated, Baal
Shamen (the Heaven God, Zeus, Olympics) being
still worbhiped there Bertholet and others
hive shown that much of the apocalyptic mate
nal of the book has a foreign origin, in Baby-
lonian and Persun mythology But its deep re

ligious significance lies in the conception of a
succession of -world empires, permitted to rule

by divine providence until the time set for them
to be followed bv the Kingdom of the Saints of
the Most High, and in the encouragement it

gave to the maintenance of religious ideas that
were threatened with oblitcrition through the
influence of Hellenistic thought and customs
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DANIEL, JTTDOHENT o? See SUSAKNA, His
TOHY or

DANIEL, da'nySl', AKTOKT (1601-48) A
French Jesuit missionary in America, born at

Dieppe He became a Jesuit m 1621, came to

Quebec with Samuel de Champlain in 1638, be-

gan his labors among the sayages of Cape
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Breton and in 103 l wa> tt 'u-ttiitd tu tue

Hmon mission In l'*3b hr letuued to Quebec
to teach in a -^1,11 ir Aftrnriiil he \unt
hack again to St Tc-r t

)b ui Ttanaustxvt on.,

of the largest Hum to^rs On Tulv 4 ntS
l e had just corcliiil<d DUX- whfn *ht town \ s

attacked bv a band ot -lie ^ostile Iioquoi He
routed <*ueh detei ^c as Tia possible aid UTJ d
all thit could to oripp .'- he Lime flora tno

churcli and confronted tin rwmv In oma^ed
tl'em bv his calml^ uv n>tic Uaiins: V mom* nt

later pieiced bv a bulln he fell md his body
was bornt witn Ms church Consult Paikrmu
Tlie Jc<wit<t in ~\ r// tJi l/iimta (Boston 1%7)

DANIEL, AB>:T A celebrited French
troubadour of the t\ >lltk cenmrr sfakd bv
Pttraich II gran maestio d'Aiime' (

the gieat
mastei of lovt i He v\ is horn at E'b^rac

Dordognt wa* a jonsfcur it thp court ot Eiehaul
Coeur de Lion, and is aid to 1m e been ac

quainted with several (L^tinguiiiied tinubadotu>
such as Bertrand dp Bon H* ^ps tin. author
of a number of amaton poems \\hicl althodgn
technically masterpipp*s of -verification tie fu

quentlv characterized by an aitifiaal stiaimnpr
after effects Dante -n is uid btod to him for

several of his st"i/a9 and ranks Daniel far

abo^e Giraud de Borneil An edition of his

works was published bv Canpllo under the title

La uta e le opete del tioiatoic itnaldo Daniel

(Halle 1883}

DANIEL, da'ne 51, EBAST \ o> (184?- *

A Hungarian politician, born at riieiuti

Countv ot Toronttl Ht, studied 1m at Bud?

pe&t became judge lateral in ISfiS and m 1S70
a Liberal member of th^ Hungamn Parl iment
From 1805 to 1809 hr was Minuter of Coin

merce, and fiom 1S06 to 1SOO he wa* a member
of the Table ot Mijm ites

DANTED, GEOBGE (1016-57) A Collier

poet, about uhora \eiv little is knoun .Some ot

Ins b^st \erse is upretrnted m Scattered

Fancier, composed in 1645-46 The beautiful

miPuscnpt copv of his poems v,at> printed (in
a limited edition) bv (rrosart (4 vols ,

Black

burn, Lancashire, 187S)

DANIEL, EERMIAX ADWBEBT (1812-71)
\ German geogiaplier and theologian He was
born at Cothen, studied theologv at Halle in

1S30-34 and \sas from 1834 to 1870 instructor

and professor at the Padagogium there He was
one of the most eminent followers of the geog
rapher Hitter, and bv the attractive style of his

various geographical writings greatly con
tributed towards arousing an increased interest

in the studv of geographv in the schools and

among the educated generally Of these works
the following desene especial mention LeJir

buck d& Geogtaphie -fur hok&re Unternohtsant
fatten (76th ed, 1895), Leitfaden fur den
Inteiricht in der Geographic (201st ed , 1896),
Hanbuch der Geographic (6th ed, 4 vols, 1894-

95) all of which were translated into several

European languages

DANIEL, JOH^T MOVOUBE (1825-65) An
American editor, born m Stafford Co

, Va He
was prrvatelv educated studied law, and in

1845 became librarian of a small public library
in Richmond In 1847 he joined the staff of

the Richmond Examiner, the organ of the radical

wing of the Democratic party, and as the result

of expressions contained therein was compelled
to fight several duels He was a friend of

Theodore Parker whose famous sermon on
Webster he published in the Eaxmwer, and of

Pue, i sketch ot \\lium lie vnote tor the Uvuthttrn.

litumy ]ff^engei In 1853 he wa& appointed
Aliiu-tei to the court of \ ictor Fmmanuel By
derauding for some Italians natuiahzed in the

United stitts and \ibitmg Sardinia rights

tquil to those ot other \inmcins he nearly

brought ihout i rupture in the diplomatic rehi

tions of Itah and the Lmted Rt^teti and alter

-ward h\ i breach of social etiquette at Turin,
IIP grtith lessened hib mHucncp at the Itihan
comt Lpon th? outnrtak ot tht Cnil War he
A as -appointed to the st iff of Gen A. P Hill

HJ-S irm hiding been Chattel ed, he resumed the

Fj.a.itiiHti and for att\cks upon Jefferson DEMS
and Llniore tin Trtasuiei ot the Confederaci; ,

\\ i!s c'ullen^ed bv the Htter to a duel in which
he \tas Bounded Consult his Wilting* with
a memoir bv his brother CXtw Yoik 1868)
also Geoige W BagM s JtJm J/" Daniel s Latch
J\cit (iMichburg T i 1S68)

DANIEL, JOHN WAB\UCK (1842-1910) A
Umtul Status spnitoi born m L\nchbur^, Va
Afti r the Tuil ft ar, m which he fought on the

ConfiJirate side and became major and chief of

staff to Cen Jubal A Early he studied law

and bpcame attne m politicb He was a num
bei of the Virginia House of Delegates in 1869-
72 and of the State Penate in 1875-81 In

1SS4 he wis elected to the Lower House of Con

gnsb as a Democrat, and thereafter was sent

to the Senate for the successive terms from
1887 to 1111 His \viitms:s include The Chat
octet of UttaieHatt Jarlwn (1868) Attach
menp* undei the Code of Vuginia (1860),

Negotiable Imtiummti (1S76 5th ed 1903)
A collection ot his Ftpfnlie* and 0?afzons was

published in 1011

DANIEL, SAMUEL (1562-1610) An English
poet bom nt i Tauiiton Somerbetshire He en

t( red Magdalra Hall, Oxford in 1570, but left

without a d(grt.e and tisited Italv In 1500 he
became tutor to TA illiam Herbert at Wilton and
viote mastjuesj for the court of James I Later
IIP retired to a farm near Beckington, in Wilt

shire, where he died in October, 1619 Daniel s

principal \\oiks are a series of sonnets to Delia

(1502), unsurpassed m their time bv any except

Shakespeare s the beautiful Cumplaynt of Sofa
mtmd (1")02| , a long historical poem in eight
books entitlpd The dull Warres between the

Honsei of Toil and Lancaster (1595-1609)
two trigedies in the style of Seneca and a

prose history of England Daniels verse has
been praised for its grace and purity by a long
succession of critics His works were collected

m 1623 Consult Complete TTorAs, ed by Gro
sart (5 vols, London 1885-96)
DANIEL DERON'DA A novel by George

Eliot published serialh in 1876 and in book
foim m 1877 It w a study of race feeling and
tradition the title character being a Jevi

DAN1ELL, JOH> FBEDEBICK (1790-1845)
An English physicist, born m London He was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1814,
and in 1816 in connection with Professor
Brand* established the Quarterly Journal of
Science and Art From this period he devoted

almost all of his time to the subjects of chem
ibtry and meteorology In 1824 the Horhcul
tural Society awarded him their silver medal
for bis Satan on Artificial Climate He was ap
pointed profesbor of chemistry in Kings Col

lege, London, m 1831, and in 1839 published his

Introduction to Chemical Philosophy He is the

only person who ever obtained all of the three
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inedah, in the git
Mrteot ohgicaJ Fways (1823, 3d ed , 1S45) con
tain the fiist scientific account ot the known
plunomtna ot the atmosphere He made the
*irst precise determinations of atmosphenc mois
tu t bv the u-e or tbe hygrometer of his mven
tion mil invented the Darnell cell, an electric

batt< n luinishin<j a tolciabh constant current

(See VOLTAIC CELT ) Ecbides the -works men
tioned he wiotc i lirgt number of papers for

the Rov --1 Soui+\

DANIELL, MOSES GR^AT (1S36-1000) An
American educatoi He vva^ born m Boston

Mass, graduated it Harvard in 18>3 and for

32 veils was prominent in scconduv school

work being master of thx Everett School in

Dorchester for three veais ard of the Ro\burv
Latin School for 17 veus and then principal of

the Channty Hall School in Boston for 12 veais
He was later connected -with the editonil de

partment of Ginn & Cc an educ itional publish

ing house of Boston He was prominent in

Bobton musical circles bung long treasurer ot

the Boston Handel and Haydn Society His
textbooks for the earh studv of Latin some
written with WilhaiP C Collar ire widely used
m imeric in secondary schools

DANIELL, THOMAS (1749-19*0) \n Eng
hsh painter and etcher lioin at Kingston on
Thames He was a pupil of the Roval Academy
and -was elected an R \ m 1791 Accompanied
bv hia nephew William he -went to India in 1784
and remained in the East 10 years The fruit

of these travels was the renurkible collection

Oriental ScenerV (1808 144 aquatints) Be
sides these he published \ntiquities of India"

(24 plates, 1800) "Hindu Excavations at El
lora" (24 plates, 1804) and Pictuietque Voyage
to China &v Waif of India (Londont 1810, 50

platet,) Many of hia drawings and wat colors

are in. the British and South Kensington
museums

DANIELS, FEED HMHJIS (1853-1913) An
\mencan mechanical engineer born at Hanover
Centre N H He was educated at the Worces
ter Pohtechnic Institute and later made a

tpecial study of iron and steel manufactures m
Europe He entered the employ of the Wash
burn & Moen Co in 1873 and Mat. for a time

general superintendent and chief engineer In
1899 when the firm's business wa=. acquired by
the American Steel & Wire Co he wab retained

as chief engineer, and in 1902 he also became a
director When in turn the United States

Steel Corporation obtained control of the Amer
ican Steel & Wire Co (1901) Daniels was chosen

chairman of their board of engineeis More
than 150 patents, principally relating to the

manufacture of wire rods, represent his con

tnbution to the iron and steel industry

DANIELS, JosmiTTS (1862- ) An
American newspaper man and public official,

born m Washington, N C He was educated at

Wilson Collegiate Institute and in 1880 became
editor of the Advance of Wilson, N C He
studied law and was admitted to the bar in

1885, but did not practice instead taking the

editorship of the State Chronicle of Raleigh,
N C

,
which lie merged in 1894 in the News and

Observer, with a weekly edition called the North
Qarolvnum He was State printer in 1887-93

and chief clerk of the Federal Department of the

Interior in 1893-95 Long prominent in State

and national politics as a Bryan Democrat, in

1912 he hod charge of the publicity department

in \\uodio\v Wilbon's prttonv entiuti nujpaiga,
and in the actual campaign was not nurelv a
member of the nmonal committee (which he
lnad been on b'lice 1890) but of the special

dnecting cornmittfe In Pi evident Wilsons
cabinet he iti_ei\ed the post of Secietin of flu

Ka\^, an office m \vhich he did much for tht

general efliuena or the x^nicv ind pirticuhrh
for the enlistc d men

DANIELS, WnTHBOP A!OBE (1867- )

An \meriuan political economist born at Da%
ton Ohio He waduatcd in 188S at Princeton

Lni\eisit\, studied at Leipzig and in 1802 -nab

appointed piotcbboi 01 politic il economy at
Princeton In 1011 lit became a number ol the

Board ot Public Ltihh Commission* i b of Xe\\
Jersey for the term ending 1017 and in 1014 he
uas appointed i membfr of the Interstatt Com
merce Commission His pubhcttioni include
Rciisinn and Continuation of Alexander John
stons Hi<sto)it of the United Ntatc? (1807)
Elements of Pulhc Finance (1800) Oontinua
tion of i.l?Tawlf>i /oftwson's HitfoJii of Imetuan
Pohtiri (10021

DANIELSON \ borough in Windham Co ,

Conn 25 miles noith 1>\ east of Norwich on
the New "ioik ]Seu Hmn and Hartfoid Rail
load and 01 the Qumtfuug Rner Olap Con
nccticut, H 2} Tht chief indu^tn ib the manu
facture of cotton Pop 1900 282? 1010 2034

DANLLO, dinlia I, or DA\HO PETBOMTCH
XIEGO^K (182fi-60) A prince of Montenegro
He -was rdiuated at Vienna and succeeded hi^

uncle, Peter II in 1851 dispensing ho\ve\er,
with the customary title of prince bishop In
1852 he became involved m a war with Turkej,
the Porte claiming ]unsdiction in Montenegro,
and the boundaiies between the two countries

were not defined until 1858 Danilo devoted
lunwelf steadfastly to the achievement of Mon
tenegrin mdi pendence and tlie furtherance of

civih?ation throughout the land He introduced
financial reforms organized a military service,
and issued a legal code He was assassinated

by a personal enemy, Aug 12, 1860 His nephew,
Prince Nicholas succeeded him
DA'NISH LANGUAGE AND LITEEA-

TTJBE Language The history of the Danish

language begins propeih about the year 1000

AD when the different Scandinavian dialects,

which until that time had formed one speech

developed into separate languageb (For an
account of the earliest Scandinavian menu
ments, see RtA'ES ) The Danish and Swedish
formed together the East Northern group the

Icelandic and Norwegian, with the Faroebe, the

\\est Northern The oldest specifically Danish
records are runic inscriptions and a few names
in Latin manuscripts About 1300 appeared
several collections of laws which show the ex

istence of at least three distinct dialects, there

being at that time no standard form for literary
use The leveling of inflections, which is as

marked a feature of Danish as of English, had
already begun, although many forms were still

retained The vocabulary is still in the mam
Northern, with very few foreign elements Be
tween, 1350 and 1500 the loss of inflections and
of other grammatical distinctions increases

rapidly, and the language approaches more and
more its present form A striking feature of

the vocabulary is the introduction of foreign
words especially those from the French, Latin,

and Low German, High German words bemg
sparingly borrowed The syntax, too, is affected
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(Strassburg 1000 et seq , 2d ed ) , Strodtmann
Das gewtige Leben inDanrmcuK (Berlin 18731

Schweitzer, Geschichte det si andinaii'ichcn Lit

teratut (Leipzig 1886-87) Hansson Da<> nmqe
SI andinanen (Dresden 1801 1 Schwanenflugel
Danish Literature" in ^eitemtver Dcnmitk
(London 1800 1 Gosse Studies in the Liteta

ture of ^ottheut Euiope (ib 1870) Tarle\

Rcandinanan Infljtfnce in the English Romantic
H&iemrnt (Boston 1003), Cirlsen Olrik and

fitarcke, Danmaj/s Cultin ifd Am 1WQ (Copen
hagen, 1900) Bricka DansA bioginfitf lexil on

(19^ols ib 1887-100 j) For the drima con

suit Overskou Dansl f iS'7 uenlatis (Copenhagen
1854-56, continued bv Collm ib , lS7>-7Gi

Brandeb, Dansl R1 u*>9pi//tunsf (ib 1880 1 Bir

ket Smith, titudier pan det qainle d<insJ r MHPS
pils Omiaade (ib 1SS3) Hinsen, Dm dantfr

Sluepiads (ib 1007)

DANISH POLITICAL PARTIES See Po
LtncAL PASTIES DcnmntJ
DANISH WEST INDIES See WFST Ix

DIES DA.MSH
DANTTES, or DESTBOYI^G A^&EIS In

American history a name gnen to meinliers of

a secret society connected either oflieiallv or un

officially with the Mormon ihurch which was

organized about 1837 for the purpose as Alleged
of dealing as avenger*, of blood with Gentiles

"

Mam crimes TV* re attributed to the society

The Mormon 1- thtm^his either disa\ow am
connection with it or flatly deny its existence

Other names bt which the societs was known
are Daughters of Zion Big Fin Diugliters ot

Gideon and Flnng AnecN The term Dan
ites" or Sons of Dan is slid to have owed
itb origin to Gtn \h\ 17 During the political

campaign of 1^58 in Illinois which has be come
famous because of the contest between Lincoln

and Douglas loi the Lmted States senatoiblup
the term Danites' was applied as a nickname
to the anti Douglas Democrats Consult Ferns,
Utah and the Jformon* (New York, 1854), and
Whitne-v Hilton/ of Utah (3 \ols, Salt Lake
Citv 1802-08)

DANJTJRO, dan'jBo'ro', ICHIKAV>A (1837-
c!010> A Japme&e actor bom in Tokyo and
educated m the Chinese clabsics and in Japanese
literature histon and painting of the Tosa
school He was the ninth of ms n ime the

first Danjuro having been a dramatic actor near
the cloae of the seventeenth centurr He was a
member of his fathers compan\ when only six

vearh old, and later he succeeded his brother,
the eighth Danjuro, at hib death as the bearer

of the famih name To the repertory of the

famous 18 pieces inherited bv each generation
of his fanulv he added 18 new pieces, including
the hasuqanotsubone
DAN1TAT, WILLIAM T (1853- ) An

American painter born in Xew York Citry He
studied in Munich and under Carolus Duran and
Munkacs* in Pans where after a journey in

^pain he afterward took up his residence and
became a teacher at the Ecole des Beaut Arts
Munkaesv's influence ib stiong in his earlv

works, of which 'The Quartette' (1884j now
in the Metropolitan Mubeum, New York Citv,
is a fine example It shows the technical ability,
the daring stvle, the solid broad painting, and
absence of conventionality characteristic of all

his work Towards the end of the eighties
he abrupth changed his method and under the
influence of Japanese art began to occupy him
self with color problems Among the many

Ppanibh subjects done at thiu time arf a Sac

risfo in Arragon' (1SSS) in the Chicago Art
Museum and A. Cafe Cnintant CMumcK
1S02) which was the sen 1- \tion of the e\hibi

t on For bhter bmuia tnib startling masttrlv

study of artificial light ha^ been equaled bv no
other American irtist and ta few toreigners
His Ladi in Pied a ont color scheme is in

the Luxembourg The difficulties, pretented b\

such i subject as this one aie managed with

consummate ease fioiruthing in the same man
ner is his Ladv in \\hite" \mong the

poi traits that lu\e made him at once criticized

and praibed are tint ot Ahdame E '

(1805),
the three quarter length of a woman almost

eolorless except for the \iud red of her lips,

ind that of the dancer Otero (180i) Since

thnt time Dannit has exhibited yen little and

predominant!* portrait He was piehident of

the Societv of \mtriean Artists a member of

the 's'ociete Xitionile des Beaux ^rts and of the

Inteinitional Ait Juiv in 1S80 in which year
lie received the crosb of the Legion of Honor
Consult Isham Hilton/ of Lmencan Painting
(Xew Yoik 1005) and Da^ot, in Art et Decota-

tion, ^ol i (Paris 1004)

DANNECKEE, dxn'n5k5r JOHANV HEIN
EICH \ox (1758-1841) A German sculptor,
born in Stuttsjait Oct 15, 1758 His fathei a

Cm of the Duke of TC urttemberg fiist wibhed
to be a ballet dancer but through the fa\or

of the Duke the lad w is educated in the Karls
schule at LudwigsMis: wliere he foimed his

lifelong friendship with Schiller He aftawird
studied driving ind siulptuie under Le Jeune
Gmlnl and otheis and in 1777 he obtained the

prize for the best model of
' Milo of Croton

Destroed by the Lions" In 17S3 he studied
in Pins under Pajou and soon afterward went
to Rome where he romaimd until 1700 At
Rome he met Goethe Herder, and Canova The
latter befriended him and ga~ve him instruction

m sculptuie Here he executed his first marble

statues, of Ceres' and Bacchus" On his rp

turn to Germany he was appointed profesbor of

sculpture in the Alilitarv Acadeim of Stuttgart
and remained in that citv until his death, Dec
8, 1841 Dannecker was one of the greatest
sculptors of the classic school His art is mid
way between that of Cano\a and Thorvaldsen
and shows a continual struggle between the
classic style and the naturalistic His chief

forte lies in expressing induidual characters
tics This gives great \alue to his busts among
the best of which are those of Schiller at Wei
mar, of Lavater in the Public Library of Zurich
and of the kings Frederick and William of

Wurttemberg Hw earlier works are chiefb

pagan in subjects, while his later ones arc
Christian and are pervaded by a sensitive ideal

ism Among the former aie his "Rappho"
(Stuttgart Museum), "Ps\ehe

J

and his best
known work, the 4nadne' in Frankfort a

figure larger than life, reclining on the back of

a panther His mo&t ambitious work however,
is his colosbal 'Christ" The oiiginal it in

Tzarskoye-Selo, but the sculptor executed a rep
hca, which is now at Regensburg Consult
Gruneisen and Wagner, Dannecket s W&rKe t

evner Avstcahl (Hamburg 1841), and Spemann,
Dannecker (Stuttgart, 1000)
DANNEHCORA PEISON See CLIWTON

STATF PBISO\

DANNENBERG, dan'nen here HERMANN
(1824-1905) A German numismatist, born in
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Berlin He became president of the Numis
matic Society m that citv and is an authority
on mediaeval coins, on "which faubiect he pub
liBhed the standard -work entitled Die dcutkchen
Munzen dei sachsischen und ft ankischen Eaiser
zeit (3 \olb, 1876-98) He wrote also Giund
zuge dei Munzkunde (2d ed, 1899) and Huns
qevchichte Pommetns in Hittelaltei (1893 2d
t-d 1896)

DAMTTEVTRZE, dan'ne Wke or DANWE-
WEEK (Dan, Danes' work) A Trail 01 in
trtnchment built to the Danes, about the end of

the eighth centun and strengthened bv Harold
Bluetooth in the tenth untui\ The Danne
Mike extended fiom the bchlei to the Treene, a
distance ot ovei 10 mile^ and protected the
Danes from the mcurbionb of the Salons and
Wends In 974 Otho II attacked the Danne
wrke and finally burned and destroyed a part of

it "\\aldemar the Great rebuilt a section -with

brick and stone ibout 1180 Duimg the Schles

wigHolstem wars the Dannewrke fell into the
hinds of the Piussians Apul 23 1848, and,
vihen attacked by the Austrian? and Piubsians
m 1864, was abandoned bv the Danes It has
since been leveled Consult Phihppsen und

Sunk-sen, Fuhrer durcli dat DanneiceiL (Ham
burg, 1903)

DAITITBETJTHEE, dan'ioiter EDVVBD
GEOBGE (1844-1905) An English pianist and
writer on music He was born at Strassburg,
Xov 4, 1844 but grew up in Cincinnati wheie
F L Ritter was his first teacher In 1859-63

he studied at the Conservatory of Leipzig The
success of his first public appearance as a

pianist in London in 1863 when he placed
Chopin's conceito in F minor for the first time
m England, wab such that it determined him to

settle permanently in London He soon rose

to great prominence as a teachei, writer and

lecturer, and became one of the mobt zealous

champions of Wagner and musical progress In
1872 he founded the London Wagner Society

directing its concerts for the first two seasons

and was chieflv instrumental in ananging the

great Wagner festival of 1877 when the master
was his guest during his stay in England He
translated several of Wagner's prose works into

English, wrote for several musical journals, and
was an important contributor to Grove'b Die

tioiurv His \ery -valuable articles on Wigner
published originally in the Monthly Record in

1872, were reprinted separately in 1104 in book

form as Richard Wagna and the Reform of the

Opera His book on Mutintf Ornamentation
(2 vols, London 1893-%) ib a standard work
For the Oxford History of Vimc he wrote the

sixth volume, "The Romantic Period" (London
1905) In 1895 he was appointed professor of

pianoforte at the Roval College of Music He
also holds the distinction of having first intro-

duced into England the piano comertos of Grieg
(A minor), Liszt (A) and Tschaikowski (B
flat minor)
DAN BIVEB A river nsing m the Blue

Ridge Mountains (q\ ) in Patrick Co Ya,
and flowing southeast into North Carolina

liter crossing and recrosamg the boundary be-

tween these States four tunes, it combines with

the Staunton River in southern Virginia to form
the Roanoke River (q v ) (Map North Caro-

lina, C 1) It is 180 miles long, draining an
area of 3700 square miles Between 1881 and
1888 the United States government ?\p<ndl
about ^WjOOO m making th* channel itavi^a* 1

tei bateau\ and boitu of light draft, a-> far at,

Madison, in Rockingham County The nver
furnibhes extents e water power at be\tral

points
DANS'VUXE A village in Livingston Co ,

N 1 7b miles* eatt southeast of Buffalo on the

Delaware, L \ckav anna and Western and the
Dan&ville and Mount Morns railroads I Map
New York, C 6 1 The Jackson Health Rebort
three park& the high school building, and the

village libra v are note^ortln features Shoeia

machmerv, md papei ire manufactured, and
there are important nursery interest's The
water works are o^ned to the municipality
Dansville was settled in 17G5 and wab mcoipo
rited is a village m 1845 It is jwerned to a
mayor and a council Pop 1900, 3633 1910,
3938

BANTAM", daVtai/ A ramily of French
artibts AyiorkE LiUBEM '1708-1878) called

the elder, was born at Saint Cloud He ^ab
a pupil of his father a i\ood carver and of
Bosio and Bnon HaMng T\OH the Roman prize
in 1828 he continued his btudieb in Rome and
after his return acquutd reputation to important
public monuments like the statues of Admiral

Duquesne at Dieppe Franc oib Milherbe at Cien,
and The Archangel Raphael

'
in the Madeleine,

Parib and by his eminently characteristic por
trait busts of celebrated contemporaries such
as Beetho\en Rossini and the action Richel

(Theatre Francais) the "MaiT,h\l de Villars and
Due de Berwick (Versiille-M Among his ideal

works are 'Young Bather Playing with his

Dog" (1836) and 'Neapolitan Tambourine
Girl" His work is characteii?ed by puritv of

line JBA^ PIERRE (1800-69) his younger
brother, also a sculptor, was born in Paris

studied under Bosio, and confined himbelf al

most exclusively to portrait busts and statues

His works include such celebrities as Cherubim
(Palais de llnstitut) Rossini (Opera House,
Paris) Baron de Rothschild, Victoi Hugo
Meyerbeer, Beethoven, Veridi, and Rosa Bon
heur He is especially known foi clever carica

tuie busts and statuettes in terra cotta, of all

the notabilities of the time, a large collection

of ^hich is m the Musee Carnavalet, Parii

He may be said to have created modern carica

ture ID sculpture Hib son JOSEPH EDOLVBD
(1848-97), a painter, \ias born in Pans and
studied under Pils and Henri Lebeman at the
Ecole des Beaux Arts He painted portraits

religious, mythological and genre facenes, among
the best of which are Studio Interioi" (Lux
embourg) and c

Entracte during a First Night"
(Theatre Fran^ais) His drawing is correct

his execution smooth hi* eolor pleibing

DANTAS, JTILIO (1876- )
A Portu

guese dramatist He practiced medicine in

Lisbon was director of the Conservatorio, and
there produced revnals of classic Portuguese
comedies, notably Camoen% but he was best

known for his own dramas These include

que morreu (Famor ( 1899 ) , i/a utto tragito

(1000), I seieia and Of, cruoifioados, these two

being especially popular m Portugal and Bra

7jX and 1 ceict dos eatde&es, which was played
in Germany in a version by Loui&e Ey as Dat
Wachtmal der Eatdmate (1005) In 1912

Roses all the Tear Round, a version of a one

act play bj Ddntas, was given successfully m
London
DAHSTTE ALIOKETEBI, Itsl pron dan'U

(1265-1321) Au Italian pott, au
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thor of tie Dnme Con rdy, and one of the

greatest wnters 01 all tune He was born m
Florence in Uav, 1265 of i middle class family

that had been ennobled Hi3 vouth was spent
m Florence, where he h\d intimate inends

among poets scholirs, and politicians Gmdo
Cavalcanti, his tirst friend' Cmo da Pibtoia,

jurist and poet Cdaella musician Brunetto

Latim, sehohr and poet Forae Donati, a

turbulent rovsatenr Giotto painter Lapo
Gianni, a poet and notary Dante had learned

unaided tht art of \ er&ifung, and had read

widely in the scierce philosophy, and litera

ture of his timt Betore 12f)0 he engaged in at

least two military campaurnb His father died

in 1283 he himself manied Gemma Donati in

or betore 1207, and piobiblv four children came

from the union Dante entered political life

about 1295 He served on at least one embabsy

and in 13UO ^as> tor two months one of the six

priors 01 the city

There THIS at this time a variety of conflicting

tendencies m the politics of Florence A long

struggle between proletariat and nobility had
culminated in the tnumnn of the popular partv,
which nevertheless lookod to the nobles for

leadership The nobkb then, were divided into

two factions the Whitps, so called, headed bv
the Certhi family, representing largely the en

nobled rich the Blackb, headed by the Do

nati, representing the older conservative no-

bility and supported by the unpropertied mob
The foreign policy vvas complicated by the con

fhcting interests of the Emperor and of tha

Pope in alliance vuth France and by the ri

valry of surrounding cities, such as Pisa, Lucci,

and Arezzo The Whites of which Dante was
a partisan had come into power since 1290

on the back of victorious democracy But thft

Blacks were constant!? aggressive and public
turmoils were frequent In 1300 the chief

offenders on both sides vure banished But
m 1302 came a coup d etat Pope Boniface sent

Charles of Valois to Florence ostensibly as

arbiter His army took possession of the city

and put the Blacks in power Along with other

leaders of his party Dante was exiled, fined,

and later condemned to death

He never saw Florence again His first refuge
was at Verona with the Scala family, he may
have been at Bologna in 1304, in 1306 he was
with the Malaspina in Lunigiana, Boccaccio

and Villam credit him with a journey to Pans
(between 1307 and 1309) la 1310 the hope of

the exiles rose with the descent of Henry VII
into Italy Dante was probably present at the

congress of the Imperials at Pisa in 1311

But the death of the Emperor put an end to

the dreams m 1313 Dante returned to Verona
in 1314, he spurned an offer to buy his return
to Florence the following year Soon after he

accepted the hospitality of Guido Novello da
Polenta at Ravenna, -A here he lived till hia

death, in September, 1321

If thus Dante's biography is known only in

meagre fragments, the loss is compensated by
the fullness with which he reveals to us his

hfe It was in his ninth year, according to his

Vtttt nuova, that he first met Beatrice This
name is associated with his entire existence,
and the emotions connected with it form the
corner stone of Dante's intellectual and moral
life According to Boccaccio, the Beatrice of

Dante was one Beatrice Portman, daughter of

Folco Portinan and wife of Simone de' Bardi
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There is no adequate evidence cither to refute

or to confirm this statement Ii her human
figure tends to vanisa in a blaze ot allegorical
idealism in Dante s poetry, Dante s statements

concerning her are deim te enough to cieate the

feeling that the experiences which he ideal

izes had actual existence in reality TLe story

of the early lov e 01 Dante and Beatrice is told m
the Tito, nuoia., a vrork or -which the chirm
override* an obscurity tliit has effectually

baffled criticism It is certain, however, that

here love which first corner to Dante ab a
normal experience of sex psychology, is pro

grcbSivelv idealized, assuming constantlv a
broader scope till m the yision, fleetmglv noted
at the end of the Vita nuoia and expanded m
the Comedy, it takes on a universal character

and ib set up as the foundation of cosmic order,
the agency through which God acts through
the all

.This idea of lov-e is subjected m Dante to a
Xast and comprehensive intellectual elaboration

The Convito is, in a sense, his notebook and
famishes the best key to his whole production
There, as m the Tita nttota, we hive poems in

Italian with a commentary, which in the Con
vito is largely scientihc and philosophical In

reading them he holds in. mmd four different

lines of interpretation the hieial the allegot

tea?, the motal, and the anagogical To a cer-

tain extent (the Connto I's incomplete) the

poems are woiked out along these lines And
there he brings to bear upon them his readings
in science and in philosophy, especially in

Thomas Aquinas ind Albeitub Magnub ilcan
while his graip of the gigantic problemb of
life wa>5 glowing firmer, and is the scheme of

the Ocmedy ripened m his mind, he groped for

his medium of expression In the Tito nuoia
he limits the use of Italian to love poetry,
a genre where it seemed to him the natural

tongue In the Gonuto, still recognizing the

preeminence of Latin, he nevertheless writes
his philosophical commentary in Italian, for a
variety of reasons, but finall* because he liked
it best Then, in a special treatise De vulgai \

eloquently, he comes to extend vastly the true

field of the vernacular, regards it definitely as

"nobler" than Latin, and fit to be used on anj
subject whatsoev er For Italian specificalh he

recognizes and scientifically classifies the differ

ent dialects, holding them to be variations of

some universal tjpe, which he seeks vaguely to

define If the process of abstraction from par
ticular dialects be possible only through the
establishment of a cultural tradition, <Jante

may here be said to have foreseen the course
of development the Italian language was to

take, and to have anticipated, though on differ

ent grounds, the modern Manzonian linguistic
school This treatise too is incomplete, possibly
because the Comedy was the conclusive answer
to all the questions of language, rhetoric, and
versification he there approaches
The political question also was a deep con

cern to Dante, especially after his e^ile The
De monaraJiuj, was finished late in his life, but
it was begun much earlier Here too he reaches
out for the universal He had the tradition of
Rome before his eyes, but his general system of

thought led him as well to overstep national
distinctions and propound the notion of an
international empire, resting on universal
brotherhood and love, ruled temporally by one

Emperor and spintuaEy by one Pope, each tm
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obstructive to the other and both acting as

agentb of God's 'will and goodnebb This hmita
tion of the Popes prerogatives led to the con.

demnation of this woik
But no one of these productions adequately

foreshadows the greatness of that miracle of
human achievoment we have in the Comedy,
which later critics called Dume Hre we
have a complete marten of life by Banted m
telhgence I he umverbe spreads out btiore
him material intellectual spiritual His
mind grapples with itb manifold problems
scientific, philobophical ethic \1 and does not
rest till it hab found an answer Dante s

fundamental picoccupation is the moral one
he studies how man endowed with various
faculties intelligence and soul mav utilize the
untenals of knowledge and experience the
world affords to attain the vision of reality

of God/ Whit he strives for preeminently is a
conscious ribe to salvation Keenly aw ire of

the limits of human intellect, he is equally alive

to the danger of unguided faith He seeks

then so to employ the intelligence that the
soul mav be brought to an attitude of recep
tivitv towards divine revelation, that alone nn

parts ultimate truth Love, which originally
came to him as simple experience of sex pay
chology and which he universalized in the Tita

nuoia, is the guiding principle of this evolu
tion It is the impulse that creates a desire

for truth, it is the touchstone for measuring
the attainment of it In the Comedy Vergil
s-vmbolizes human reason or intellect, Bea

trice, divine revelation Vergil can interpret
human experience of sin and virtue, while the
mvstenes of beatitude, of the divine vision, can
be unfolded only by the higher power We find

in the Inferno three categories of sin incon

tinence (lust, gluttony, avarice, prodigahtv

anger) , violence (heresy, homicide, suicide

squandering, blasphemy, sodomy, usury) fraud

(pandering seduction, flattery, simony sooth

saving, swindling, hypocrisy thieving, evil conn

sel, creation of schism alchemv, impersona
tion, counterfeiting, falsehood, treason) In

this order sins descend through the abyss of

Hell covered at the top by the continent of

the Northern Hemisphere, and descending cone

shaped to the central point of the earth

Dante's geography held that the Southern

Hemisphere was covered bv the vast ocean, out

of which rose the mount of Purgatory^ At its

babe are the negligent (excommunicated, pro
crastinators, victims of sudden death, those dis

tracted from repentance by public affairs
) ,
whose

indolence prevents them from beginning at once

the cleansing ascent Above, on seven ascending
terraces, are those to be purged of pnde, enw,
wrath, sloth, avarice, prodigality, gluttony, and
lust The torments of Hell symbolize the con

sequences of sin, in Purgatory the sinners are

forced to act the opposite of their shortcom

ings, sustained by examples of the opposite vir

tues At the summit of the mount of Purga
torv is the Earthly Paradise all that man
can attain through reason and human virtue

urullumanated by grace Thence we ascemd to

Paradise Dante's heaven is that of the Ptole

maic system around the earth's globe are nine

concentric spheres, one* for each of the seven

planets, one for the fixed, stars, beyond which

come the Crystalline
Heaven (pnrotwn mo&tZe)

and finally the empyrean where is God With
God dwell the souls of all the blessed, but
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they cast projections back upon the spheres
according to the intensity of their love, which
determines the degree of their beatitude in

the sphere of the Moon, ruled b~v the angels,
are the inconstant, of incipient chanty, in

ilereury, ruled bv the archangels, are the am
bitioub of proficient charity ot deed Vemib,
ruled by the Principalities rtflectb the sensu

ou^, of proncient chanty 01 mil, the Sun,
ruled bv the Poweib, teachers, ot proficient
chanty of intellect Mars, ruled bv the Vir
tues, militant Christians of perfect chantv of
dtcd Jupiter, ruled by the Domination^ just
rulers, of perrect charitv ot will ^atuin, ruled
bv the Thrones contemplative spmts, of perfect
charitv of intellect In the sphere of the Fi^ed
Stars appear the apostles ot divine wisdom,
ruled bv the Cherubim in the Cnstallme
Heaven appear onlv the Seraphim reflecting
divine love

Dante s moral svbtem was derived largely
from St Thomas and he owed much to St

Augustine and the Neoplatomcs But his own
masters of the science and speculation of his

time was such that his contemporaries and
immediate followers regarded the Comedy as
a book of divine wisdom They studied it and
commented upon it as buch But few works
in all literature have so deeply entered into

the consciousness of mankind It is true that,

owing to its peculiar view of life, the Comedy
wab lor a time, even in Italy, dimmed, as a
work of art, by such productions as those of
Petrarch and Boccaccio Since the end of the

eighteenth century, however, its preeminence
has been undisputed For, even if philosophy
and science have profoundly changed since

Dante's time, the Comedy created figures that
are immortal possessions of humanity, and it

exhaustively portraved states of mind that are

common to all ages and races of men In
Dante's Francesca da Eimini all that the world
has felt concerning love and death is objectified

brought near to every reader, just as in his

Lgolmo we have an unsurpassable expression
ot pathos and outraged sense of justice The

insignificance of man in the presence of the

immensity of the universe *as never more

impressively described than in his Ulysses In

every picture of the Inferno there is the pic
tonal vividness of a Giotto, while in the

Purgatono we find the manifold emotions of

hope and confidence, as in the Paradiso the

highest imaginings of ecstatic vision

Dante literature itself is one of the great

phenomena of modern culture We can outline

only a few instruments that an English speak
ing reader would find indispensable or useful at

the beginning of Dante study 1 BIBLIOGRAPHY
fundamental is Koch's Dante Catalogue (Ithaca,

1900) , for current bibliography since that

time, consult the files of the Giornale Dcmtesoo

(Florence) and of the Ghornale Stonoo della

letteratura rtalwut, (Torino) 2 EDITIONS and
TEWsSLATioxs of tlw works Moore, Tutte le

opere d* D A (Oxford) Of the Comedy an
notated ed of Grandgent (Boston, 1913),
trans bv Longfellow (ib, 18ft7), by Norton

(ib, 1893) with text opposite by Okev
( Temple Classics") Of Ttto nuova ed by
Schenllo (Milano, 1911) trans by Norton

(Boston, 1893), by Kossetti (Portland, Me,
1898) Translation of Qowwto (London,

1908) Of De Jfanardwi by Church (ib, 1879)
Cnt ed of De Tulgan Eloquent by Bajna
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(Florence ISOGt tranb bv How ell (London,
1800] Tianb c-t lettpitln. Latham Carpenter
iBobton 1801 1 Oi 4

'

(doubtiul authenticity

IbO'i Of Can umne, with text opposite, bv

\\icksteed I Temple Ckbsics ) 3 CRITICAL

citing and bringing to i buecebstul ihsue the

inburrection of Aug <l ind 10, 1702 \tter the

de aqua et teira tikmg of the luileneb and the suspenbion of

bv Biombv (London, the loval power Daiiton became Mmistei of

Justice and in thib eipacit^ tntucd the piovi

sional government and became a membei of the

Bio&Bipm ETC 1 arlv biographies of executive

The btrongest peifcondifo ot tlicm all Dxnton

at once ishumcd the leadeiship He took ictne

measures to nee the country oi its foieign in

A iderb His eloquence tluilltd the people and

when, on September 2 he nude hib wonduful

speech before the Awaembh aud cued Pout fc9

laincte, pout les attetei que fautil' De 1 an

date, encore de laudace et toujoun dc laudato

(
To \anquibh them to tiUbh them dowa what

is necessary' la dare to due agim and al

wa\h to dire') Fiance lesponded b^ pi icing It

armieb in the field In Octobei, 1702 paith l>\

lorce and paitlv bv diplomacy the toeb had bcin

evpelled In the feirful davb ot the Septemhei
mabsacres when political pmoncrb weic taken

... , . out and buteheied bv hundieds, Danton would
Faimelh Duiite e la Ptaruia (Turin, not Irt the government Itue Pans Of the

To^nbe* Dante in English Litetature atrocities that took place he wat pu&umibh
not guilt\ but he ceitamh \ctimesced in and
condoned the deedb of hib absocutcs In S<p
tember 1702 he resigned as Minibtei of Justice

md was elected to the Comention Theie ho

buecebbfullv repelled a \enomous attack made
on him by the Girondists and latei on his

letuin from his mission to Dumouiu/ answcied
ilantb insinuationb that he had been pm> to

the treachery of that 8eneril Danton was

among those who \otcd foi the dcnth of the

Dante collected IA Zaniehelli (Bologna, n d )

hint, in \ ale Studies (\ew York 1901)
Moore Dnnte tiiuth("t (Oiiord 1S9S) Wick
steed, Dante and Aquinas (London 1013),
Kcade flie J/oj<z7 Vi/sfcw* of Dante s Injeino
lib 1900) DOudio // putgatono e il suo

pieludw (Tuim 1'IObi Bu^nelli J7 concetto e

lotdinf <*rl Paiathtrj daAtrvo (Florence, 1911-

12i K \o-slw Die (jotthche Komodie (Leip

/ig 1007-10/ llamim / ittoduction to the

htudy of Dante (tians Joablvn Boston, 1012)

lovnbte Dante Dictionam (London, 1900)
Staitazzini Erdtloppdia tfantetca (Milan,

1806-09) Sheldon White rwcmdanza delle

rp di D I (Oxford 1905) RandWilkins,
A Opcrun latinoium Conewdantue (ib,

10121
" ~

1008 1

(New York l()00i Sanvi-enti I pnmi
<ft Dante del Pcttatta e del Jiouacr 10 su/Za

tetteiatuia tpagnuula 'llihn 1902) De
ban tis tffona Jdla letttiatuia itahana, vol

i (Ban, 1013} and Auou taggi cntici (Naples,
1898) Fletcher Dante UigJncn I Home Li

brar\ Xtw York 1014) Santavana, TJitee

PJu?09op7(af P^cfs (Bobton, 1012)

DAHTTES, diN'tls' EDMO'TO The Count in

Dumas s romance I he fount of Ifante Cnsto

DA2TT01T, d\\'t<A' GEOSGES lA.CQLEb (1759- King (January 1793) Aftei being elected

04) A 'leit populir l^adei m the French pi esident of the Jd-cobm Club Danton, in Ma,ich

Revolution He wab Iwin, Oet 28
'"" ^ - - -

He wab l>oin, Get 28 17 ")9, at

Arcis sur Aube of a bourgeois family Though
his paients wished him to become A priest
Danton preferred the law, ind, after being edu
cated in his nitne town and at Iroyea he

went to Pans A born orator Danton quickly

1703 became a member of tlu Committee of

Pubhc Rafefrv and later its piesident Tins wis
the period of his greatest eeivicea to Fiance
when he organized her defenses and directed

her foreign policy The meconcilabk attitude

of the Girondibtb forced him to tike actrvc

rose in his profesbion and as early as 1785 he measures for then suppression (Tune 2 1703),
wab known at> i successful practitionei before for he felt that they were not true revolutionists

the Parlement of Pam In 1787 he married,
" '

purchased, at a cost of 80,000 livres a position
as advocate of the Royal Council and was soon

earning an income of 23,000 lures a year At
this time he is described as a forcible and elo-

quent speiker a man of liberal tastes fond of

books and happy in his domestic life He saw
the Revolution approaching and at> early as

17b7 said to his patron, M de Barentm, 'Moder
ate reforms are no longer possible, do you not
see the avalanche soon to descend'" It is said
that Mirabeau, perceiving

1 Danton's genius,

sought to attach nun to himself In the early was to make its own power supreme over all

revolutionary outbreaks Danton took no promi others Robespierre began to enieiae as its

nent pait but early in 1790 he was threatened
' " ' ' ~ - - ~

with arrebt for protesting m violent terms

In his revolutionary enthusiasm hovuvir D-\n

ton called tip a foiee that was destined to cmsh
him After the fall of the Girondistb he ad^vo

cated the formation of a new and mou powciful
Committee of Public Safety, endowed with un
limited authontv and imple lebourccs HP him
self ceded hib nght to a seat on this tribunal, an
error of judgment which cost him hit. life Dan
ton s aim at this time wis undoubtedly the con
cihation of the various republican and revolu

tionary factions in France into a stable and
peaceful government the aim of the committee

leader, supported by Saint Just, BilUudVa
lennes and Couthon While Danton with his

against Marat's arrest, and in June of the same ftiend and ally Camille Desmoulms (qv ), the
\eai he appears ib one of the chief founders of mspirer and chief author of the Vieux Ooidehtr
the club of the Cordeliers, or ultra Jacobins papers was advocating moderation the fol
while in the autumn he was chosen to be com lowers of Robespierre w.ere preparing to strike
mander of the National Guard of his district The first of their opponents to fall weie the
The nekt year he appeared as the advocate of fanatical He"bertists, in March, 1794 after them
the extremists of Pans and publicly attacked came the turn of the Dantomsts Their leader
the antirevolutionary leaders His utterances seemed no longer to care for the tuimoil of

having exposed him to arrest, he fled to England politics, but pursued a policy of inaction and
and remained there eome six weeks, during awaited the attack For a short time Danton
which time hejhad conferences with the chief retired to his home at Aicis snr Aube, having
leaders of the Whig opposition On returning
to Pans he was elected to office in the commune
and probably was largely instrumental in in

recently married a second wife His enemies
were active, and after some show of hesitation,

Robespierre yielded to Billaud Varennes (qv),
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and the fate of the Dantomstb wa& sealed On
March 30 1704, Danton Camille Debmoulins
and others of the p\rt\ uere seized and zm
prisoned

Before the re\ oluhonarv tribunal the strength
of DintonS chaiactcr hhone forth Questioned
1>\ the piesident ib to his> name and duelling he

replied M\ nanu ' It ib Danton a nime tol

erabh wtll known, in tht Resolution ii\ dwell

ing' It will soon be annihilation but mr name
will Irve in the pantheon of hibton Hib trul
was i farce the foimal charge being that of

conspiring to restoie the monaich\ Ihe elo

quence oi the man was so gieat that Pins
thrilled as he huiled defiance at hib accusers,
and there was danger of a popukr revolt in his

fuor The Convention eagerh seized on the m
famous suggestion of Saint Jubt, that dibrebpect
for ]Ubtice merited sumnian conviction and,
with 14 of hib supporters, Danton was at once
condemned to the guillotine Almost hi-a last

woids were inspired bv the treachen of Robetj

pierre I could have saved him,
'

he said

I leave it all in a frightful welter not a man
of them Ins anv idea of goveinment Robes

pierre will follow me he is dragged down bv

me" On Apul 5, 1794, Danton mountul tat

scaffold with calm courage A moment he btood

eiect, facing the mob, then, tinning to the e\e

cutioner said,
' Show the people mv head it ib

worth seeing" Ihnton wis e\tieniely large and
extremely ugly, bs face roughlv corrugated bv

pockinarks, his nose crushed bv an earlv acci

dent, his eves small and deep set He wag rough
in word and overquick in action his speeches
Mere alwavs extempoianeous, the hot patsionate
declamations of the moment, at>, eg, those on
the trial of the King his acts, such a5 the law
of the 40 sous, equally hot headed and ill con

sidered But the accusations of vmihtv of

dissolute conduct, of bloodthirsty ferociousness,
to often nude against Danton, have been long
since dibproved
Bibliography Following the lead of Comte

the French Po-aitmsta have sought with con

sideiable success to redeem the reputation of

Danton and to establish his flum to rank as a

patriot The biographies of him that are of

any \alue represent this tendency His chief

biogiapher has been Dr Robmet, whose studies

are supported by an ample array of documents
and pieces }ushfioatne<i These are Danton,
memoDC sin la \ie pmee (Pans, 1865) Le

procts dee Dantonwtev documents avec intro

duotion hwtorique (ib 1879) Danton emigrf,
iech&che$ sut U diplomatic de la> SepuUigue,
.7793 (ib, 1887), and Danton, homme d'etat

(ib, 1889), the most important of the series,

published on the revolutionary centenary All

recent writers ha\e relied largely upon the re

searches of Robinet Other important works

m Bougeart Danton (ib, 1861) , Dubost Dan
Ion ft la pohtique contempora-ine (ib, 1880) a

btudv of Danton's influence on French republi
canibm which the author regards as permanent,
and Danton et Its massacres de Septembre (ib,

1886) Beesly Life of Danton, (London, 1889)

Belloc, Danton A Study (ib 1899), is a well

written book by a strong admirer Danton's

works have been collected and edited by Ver

moiel, Q5uvre<i de Danton (Paris, 1886) An
admirable selection of significant extracts from

his important speeches will be found, preceded

by a useful introduction, in H Morse Stephens,,

Orators of the French Revolution (Oxford,

1892) Consult also Aulard Aotas ?/ Velo

nee
de Danton (Pans, 1882) Les vrateur*

i legislative ft de la, contention (ib ISSv-

86), and Les grands Francois fib 1S87)
\\anuck Danton and the French Revolution ,

Cribhss Men and TTomf of the Ftench Reiolu
tion (Philadelphia 1006;

D'AWTEAIGTTES, daN'trag' See A^TBAJ
GILS

DANTZIC, dan'tsiK "see DANZIG
DAN1TBE (Ger Doitan Hune Duna, Lat

Damn nt<, OChuith Slu Dumi it Dunny, con
nectul \\ith OHG tuonaunn, foreign) The
bpcond of JuiopLin rneis infeiuir only to tho

Vol^i [t liab it& ongin in the Buge and Bri

gich, two mountain streanib riung in the eabteni

part of the Black Forest m Baden at an ele

vation of 2200 feet abo\e SPI Ie%el, in lat 48
b' X and in long 8 9' E (Map Turope E 4)
The total length ot the Danube is auout 1730
miles Tht aiea which it drains it, estimated
at about 315000 bquaie miles., comprising coun
tius diftenng widely in climate and produc
tionsi including touthein (rcrmanv i great part
of lubtna Hungaiy Bosnia senn, Bulgaria,
and Kiinuma The Danulit is joined in its

course b\ GO naMil>lc i^ei- \\liose waters,
with those of mm\ kssei stieamia it con\eyt>
into tht Black Sea From it* souice it flows in

an eisterlv and then in a northeasterly direc

tion through Baden Hohenzolkrn \\ urttemberg,
and Bavaria Pabsmg Llm, near which it re

cei\es the Iller md at which point the river

becomes nvvigable foi bmill bteamboats, it re

ceivet from the south the lech ind flows past

Ingolstadt and Regensburg (Ratisbon) between
\thich two towns it it joined by the Altmuhl
from the left then altering its course to the

boutlwabt it meueb tlie waters of the Ibar

and the Inn from thp south the litter joining
it at Pasbau It then tr u erses Upper and Lower
Austria fiom webt to east passing Linz and

Vienna, and about 40 miles bejond the latter

city it enters Hungary neai tlie town of Press

burg Between Passau and Pressburg it re

cenes from the south the Enns, and from the

north the March, m a country rich in minerals

well peopled and highly cultivated Below

Pressburg it divides, inclosing the low lying
islandh called the Great and Littk Schutt Be
tween Presbburg and Budapest, m which pait of

its course it passes the famous fortress of

Komorn and the town of Gran (Bb/tergom),
it receiveb from the north the Waag, the Xeutra,
the Gran, and the Eipel, and from the south

the Raab A few mileb above Budapest it turns

directly south and enters the great Hungarian
plain, m which it is continually forcing new
channels and silting up old oneb, sometimes

sweeping away towns or capriciously remov

ing its channel to a distance of several miles

from those formerly upon its banks Here it

receives from the west the Drave After this

the river turns towards the southeast and,

joined by the waters of the Theiss from the

north and the Save from the west, sweeps past

Belgrade, forming the boundary between Servia

and Hungary and receiving the Morava from
the south From Belgrade to Orsova, where it

reaches the borders of Wallachia, the Danube

pursues an easterly course

Leaving Orsova, the Danube passes the famous
"Iron Gate,*' where the river formerly rushed

over a broad plateau of rock 1400 yards wide

This rapid, which was followed by a series of
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whirlpools, eddies., and shallow tails, formed an

effectual bar to the upward progress ot vessels

no craft drawing more than 2 1
/, feet of -water

being able to pasB it In 1847-49, however the

obstruction fprmed by the Iron Gate wab to

some extent removed bv blasting and bince then

fiir+her improvements have been made in this

fart
of the course, the Austrian gov eminent in

890 having begun works for making the river

constantlv navigable at this point The new

passage vras formaUv opened Sept 27 1806

The work of improvement cobt ^10000 01)0 ind

to meet the coat of maintenance and the annual

interest, tolls are exacted at this point For a

short distance below this the river flows bouth

between ftallaehia and Servia and then, turning

eastward, traverses a vast plain in which it

forms the boundarv "between Wallachia and

Bulgma From the Carpathians it receives

the Shil and the Aluta and Veda, and from t l
ie

Balkan Mountains the Ibker, the Obma, and the

lantra Increased bv these rivers and b>

numerous lesser streams, it progresses through
a poorlv cUtrvated and thinly peopled but fer

tile district, occasionallv broadening like a sea,

as at Hirbova, and encircling manv islands

After being joined bv the Sereth and the Pruth

from the north, ind about 50 miles from t'>e

Black Sea, it divides into several branches,

forming a great delta -with an area of about

4000 square miles The principal channel mouth
is the Sulma, through -nlnch the greater number
of ^hips pabs Ihis has been deepened by means
of letties, so as to admit vebbels 01 20 feet

draft The othei principal mouths, are the

Kiha and St Geoige, which, although useless

for navigation discharge a large proportion of

the water The Danube is the chief natural

highway for central European commerce Com
mumcation has been estabhbhed between it and
the Rhine bv the construction of the Ludwigs
Kanal in Bavaria, connecting the Altmuhl with

the Regnitz, an affluent of the Main At the

Peace of Paris in IS'iO the navigation of the

Danube was declared free to all nations, and
its management was intrusted to two commas
sions one representing the European Powers
another named by the states on the banks of

the nver At the Berlin Congress of 1678 it

was stipulated that ro ships of war should navi

gate the Danube below the Iron Gate The Ana
tnan government has executed greit works for

the improvement ot the navigation of the nvei
at Vienna and for the regulation of its flow,

so as to avert disastrous inundations The
Danube Steam Navigation Company has done
much to increase the commerce In the five

vearfa ending with 1890 this company handled
1263000 tons of traffic, while in the single
year 1000, after improvements had been made,
it handled 1,503,000 tons Since 1900 it has

steadily increased and now reaches 2,000,000
tons

DANTFBIAN PKQTCIPAI/ITIES See
MOLDAVIA WU.LACHIA, RUMANIA
DA1TZ7M See DOJSCASTBB (end)
DAWVEBS A town, including several vil

lages in Essex Co, Mass, 4 miles northwest of

Salem, on the Boston and Maine Railroad (Map
Massachusetts, F 2) It contains St John's

Preparatory College (Roman Catholic), the
Dan\ers State Hospital, Peabody Institute Li

brarv, Essex County Agricultural College, and
Danvers Historical Society The manufactures
include shoes, leather, morocco, bnck, electric

lampb, iron, rubber, soap, etc The government
IB adnunibtered bv town meetings The water

works and electric light plant aie owned by the

municipality Pop, 1890, 7454, 1900, 8542,
1110 <)407, 1Q20 11 108
Until 1752, when it was incorporated a^ x sep

arate town Damerb wab part ot Salem In 1855

the town was divided the bouthern part becom

ing South Danvurs, arteiwaid Peabody, the

northern keep ng itb original namt. Heie the

witchcraft delusion ot 1692 fiist appeared and
10 ot the inhabitantb within tins dibtuct were

convicted and hanged manv inoie being arrested

and aujmtted Dar-vers has many plueb of his

tone interest notably the birthplace of Israel

Putnam Oak Knoll the home of Whittier, and
Mount Burnett, a favorite haunt of Hawthorne
Conbult Hudbun Histonj of the Tonn of Dan
lers (Danvers, 1S48) , Hurd, History of Essex

County (Philadelphia, 1S8S) , Hmes, Histono
Daniers Celebration of tlie One Hundred and

Fiftieth Annnmaiy of Daniets (1002)

D'AJSTVILLE, dajs'rd' See ANVILLE
DAIT'VTLLE A city and the county seat of

Vermilion Co 111, 125 miles by rail south of

Chicago, on the Veimilion River, and on the

ft abash, the Chicago, Indiana, and Southern, the

Illinois Trxction, the Chicago and Eastern Ilh

nois, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Pt Louis railroads (Hap Illinois, E 3) Among
the featuies of interest are the Danville Branch
National Soldiers' Home, Carnegie b brarv, gov
ernment building Elks' Home, and five fine

parks Danville has coal mining mtoiosts ma
chine shops and ioundneb and manufxctuies

zinc, handles, tools, boxes, glasb, and clay prod
ucts Settled about 1830, the uty was incorpo
rated in 1867 It is governed by a mav or, elected

biennially, and a council which selects the city

engineer and confiims the1 executives appoint
raents to the police and fire departments and

public library board Other administrative offi

cials are chosen bv popular election Pop , 1900,
16,354 Between 1900 and 1^06 sever il suburbs
were annexed The population of the city in
1910 was 27,871, 1914 (U S est), 30,847,
1920, 33,750
DANVILLE A town and the county seat

of Hendncks Co, Ind, 20 miles west of In

dianapohs, on the Cleveland Cincinnati, Chi-

cago, and St Louis Railroad (Map Indiana,
C J) It is the seat of the Cential Normal Col

lege and contains a fine courthouse and Carnegie
liln-aiv There are manufactories of flour, lumber
products, canned goods etc The water works are
owned by the municipality Pop, 1910, 1640
DAKTTLLE A city and the county seat of

Boyle Co, Ky, 117 miles south by west of 0m
cmnati, Ohio, on the Queen and Crescent and the
Southern railroads (Map Kentucky, F 4) Tht
city is the seat of the Kentuckv School for Deaf
Mutes, Central University of Kentucky (Pres
byterian) opened in 1822 and Kentucky Ool

lege for ft omen (Presbyterian) , founded in I860
It has a park named in honor of Dr Ephraim
McDowell Danville is in a stock raising and

agricultural region and carries on a large trade
in tobacco and hemp It is governed by a mayor,
elected every four years and a umcameral city
council The water works are owned and oper
ated by the city Here in 1785, 1780, 1787, and
1792 important conventions weie held, the first

State constitution for Kentucky being drawn up
in 1792 Danville was the birthplace and early
home of James Q Birney The settlement was
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first incoiporattd in 1789 Pop, 1890, 3706,
1900 4285 1910, 5420
DANVILLE A borough and the county seat

of Montour Co
,
Pa , on the noith branch of the

Susquehanna liner, 12 miles irom its intense
tion with the \\est Branch, and on the Lacka
wanna, the Philadelphia and Reading, and the

Pennsylvania laihoadb (Map Pennsyhania, H
5) It has a laii>e hospital opeia houte public
librarv, and ib the seat of a State hospital for

the insane There aie depobitb of limeiatone in

the vicinity, inti the boiouh hab iron and btecl

work& silk and knittmi> mills rolling mills, stove

works, t^t The government ib vested in a bur

fiesb, elected eveiv three >ears, and a borough
council The watei works and electi ic light

juant aie owned and operated bv the municipal
itv Pop 1900 8042, 1910 7517
DANVILLE An independent city of Vir

gmia, 141 miles by iiil southwest of Richmond,
on the Dan River and on the (southern Rpilroad

(Map Virginia, E 5) Situated in the Piedmont
section of Vnginia, amid picturesque mount im
scenei v, D im ille rises from the riv cr w Inch ui

nishes splendid witei powei to an altitude of

from 400 to 600 feet above tide Its streets 11 e

paved with buck and Belgian blockb and are well

shaded The suiioundmg region is \daptcd to

the cultivation of tobacco giain, fruits, ind
other produce I he citv is the seat of Roanoke
Institute ( Baptist ), established in 1859 Ran
dolph Macon Institute (Methodist), 1897, Dan
yille School for Boys and contains a generil

hobpital, orphanage, Elks Home several parks,
and a public libiiij Danville has an extensive

tobacco trade and manv tobacco warehouses and

factories, a cheroot factory, several large cotton

mills, fuiniture factories, flour millb, elevator

works, knitting mills, and pants and overall fac

tory The government is adminibtercd under the

charter of 1800, by a mavor, chosen for two

yeait>, and a cifrv council which controlb the ap
pomtments to the important administrative

offices, the sergeant, attoiney treasurer, and the

clerk of the court being elected bv the people
The -water works and electric light and gas plants
are owned and operated bv the citv Danville

was incorporated as a town in 1792 It was for

a short time the seat of gov eminent of the South
era. Confederacy during its last days Pop ,

1900 16520, 1910 19,020,1920,21,539
DANZIG1

, dan'tslK, in English commonly
written DAKTZIO (Pol Gdansk, Lat Gedanum)
An important seaport, manufacturing centre, and

fortress, capital of the Province of West Prussia,
on the left bank of the western branch of the Vis

tula, about 3 miles from its mouth in the Baltic,

253 miles northeast of Berlin by rail, and in

54 21' N lat and 18 41' E long (Map
Prussia, H 1) The strong fortifications and
moats which formerly surrounded the city were
removed on the north and west sides in 1895-96,
and the area thus secured was laid out m streets

and public gardens On the east and south sides

the defenses remain strengthened by 20 bastions

To the east IB a chain of forts which extend

north along the Vistula to its mouth at Neufahr
wasser In addition, the garrison possesses the

means of laying the surrounding country under

water on three sides The former, which flows

through the city in two branches, divides the

older sections of the Altstadt, Rechtstadt,

and Vorstadt from the newer Niederstadt and

Langgarten The Radaune, whioh enters the

town through an artificial channel, separates

the Altbtadt frum the Rechtstadt Between
the two branches ot the Mottlau is the

Speichenns,el, an inland on which enoimous

granaues have been elected for the accom
modation of the vabt stores of gram e\

ported irom Danzig The nverss and canals are

ciosaed bv about 50 bridges The Lange Brucke
a quav extending along the bank of the Mottiau,

oppobite the ibland, is one oi the picturebque

sights of the town The city ib geneiallv veiv
medieval in aspect, successive old stvleb ot its

buildings 1 aving been well preserved including
in the rebidenceb the countless gable facades and
a jx-culur feature known as Beischlage ele

vated open air 1 indmgs Manv of the streets of

Dan/ig aie narrow and crooked but the puncipal
streetb, Lange Gasse and Lanper Markt, inter

sectmg it from east to w est abound in fine speci
menb of antique architecture and have a most

picturesque appearance Among the most note

worthy buildings are the chuich of St Maiv, a
fine structure commenced in 1343, but not fin

ishul until 1303 ind containing, besides a fine

1 ic;h alt ir bv Michael and other interesting ob

ircti of art i celebrated pictuie of the Last

Tuds;ncnt Generally attributed to Memhng
the church of St Catharine Trinity Church
thi fine fourteenth centurv Gothic Rathaus sur
mounted bv a graceful spire the Artushof, or

Junkerhof the former merchants guild, now usea
as the exchange and the old Franciscan monas
tery, restored in 1871, containing the municipal
museum
Danzig is the seat of the provincial govern

ment and of a provincial court The eitys af

fairs are administered by a municipal council of

63 and an executive board of 23 members It

has exhibited an enterprising spirit in the mat
ter of municipal undertakings It has excel

lently organized fire and street cleaning depart
ments Two large aqueducts supplv it with

water, and a modern svstem of sewers connected
with sewage farms on the Baltic gives the town
a satisfactory drainage The municipality mam
tains gas woiks an electric light plant, slaugh
terhouses, and a market hall Danzig is well

piovided with educational institutions, which in

elude two gymnasia, a realgymnasmm two real

schulen, a navigation school, military school,

industrial trade and music schools, a muni

cipal library (over 100,000 volumes), and a

theatre Its charitable institutions include two

municipal hospitals as well as numeious other

institutions

Danzig has advantageous connections by rail,

river, and sea It maintains a large trade in

lumber and grain, serving as a clearing place for

the agricultural products of eastern Prussia and
the whole of the Vistula region, which embraces

a considerable part of Russian Poland The im

ports include coal, iron, petroleum machinery,

spices, and other agricultural products of tropi
cal countries, whereas the exports, as already
stated, consist largely of lumber, gram, and a

few other agricultural products The growth of

Danzig's sea trade has been interfered with by
the competition of Stettin and of the Russian

ports on the Baltic, and it is losing its relativ e

importance as a port The manufactures of Dan

zig are developing- rapidly There are large ship

braiding yards, breweries, distilleries, and fac

tones for the production of firearms, machinery,
and other ironware, paper, glass, soap and

candles, flour, sugar, etc Danzig is the seat of

a United States consular agency Pop, 1900,
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141,000, 1910, 170,337 Ilia en* irons are iery
attractive

Danzig is mentioned in. 997 when Christian

ity was first preached there Its. possession was
contended for by the Dine*, Swedes Pomeia
mans and Teutonic Knights of whom the laiat

became mantel s of the town in 1310 Undei

their rule Danzig piospered eveedingh about

1358 it joined the Hanseatic League In 1466

the town declared itbeh a free city under the

protection of Poland Tht wirs of the &e\en

tecnth and eighteenth centuries, destroyed itt.

prospenty and though it w is lett a free city on

the first partition of Poland in 1772, its tride

ccised almost entirely In 1793 it became Prut,

sian Taken by the French Marshal Lefeb\re

(who received the title of Duke of Danzig) m
1807, it TT-U, retiken by the Allies in 1814 and

restored to Piu&sia Consult Prutz Danzig,
das notdische Tenedig (Leipzig 1868) Wistu

lanus, Getehichte do tftadt Danzig (Danzig
1891) Puttner, Danzig (ib, 1809)

DANZIG, DTKF or See LEFEBVBE, FBA*rooib

DAPHNE, dafns (Lat, from Gk Aatfjuj,

laurel) The personification of the laurel,

Apollo's> tiered plant -^ccoiding to the legend,

Daphne was a n^mph, btloyed and pursued by

Apollo On crying to her mother Eirth, for

help she wab transiornied into a lam el, which

Apollo chose as his fa\ onte plant
DAPHNE A magnificent gro\e and sane

tuan ot Apollo, nt ir Autioch I q v ) on the

Orontet. It was founded b> Seleucus Nicator

who localized here the ston of the trinhfonna

tion of the mmph The temple of Apollo, con

taming a ttatue 01 the god In Bryavis (qv )

stood in a groye of express ind ba~v trees and
was burroundfd by baths, poituots and gardens
The beautv 01 the surroundings made it a fa% 01

ite plate of resort for the luxurious, and it has

been described as a scene of continual \ice With
the growth of Christianity the worship of Apollo
fell into neglect and shortlj after the attempt by
the Empei or Julian (q\ ) to roue its splendors
the temple was burned and the site gradually
abandoned Ihe probable Bite of Daphne is now
called B6t el 313, and still shows luxuiiant \egeta
tion, though the ancient lemains are bcanty
DAPHNE A genus of plants of the family

Thymelvace*, containing about 80 species of

European or \siatic shrubs 01 sm vll trees, some
of which have deciduous and some e\ergreen

leaves, and all more 01 less acid in all their

parts which makes some of them even caustic

The beiries are poisonous, but the flowers of

some ire dehuously fragrant To tins genus be

longs the Daphne meter e\tm veil known both
for the fragrance of its flowers and for its me
dicinal uses, naturalized in some places in Eng
land and escaped in Canada and the United
States The garou bush (Daphne gmdium), a
nati\e of the soutb of Europe less hardy than
D mezeteum, has the same medicinal properties
1 he spurge laurel (Daphne laureate) , a native of

Great Britain, is in evergreen shrub 3 to 4 feet

high, with obovate lanceolate lea\es, which grow
in tufts at the end of the branches and give it

a remarkable appeal ance It grows well under
the shade of trees Daphne odora, a species in

troduced from Japan, has lemon scented leaves

Of species in cultivation, Daphne messereutn is

the only one hardy as far north as New York
The evergreen species are, as a rule, less hardy,
though Daphne cneorum is fairly resistant (For

illustration, see Plate ol Mot MAIN PiA^rs )

From the baik of bomt. bptcicb of Daphne and of

the most neaih allied geneia papu is made in

different parts of the Last, paiticularlv Nepal
paper fiom that of Daphne cannabina &hps of

the inner bark are boiled in a lye ot wood ashes

for halt an horn till quite soft aie then i educed

to a homogeneous pulp In beating with a wooden
mallH; in i mortar, drained with water into a

thij. paste md poured through a coaise sieve

upon a cloth btrttched on a fiaiue Tht paper
ib substquenth polished to fuction with a shell

01 a piece of hard wood and is rennrkable for

itb toughnesb bmoothne&s, and durability Most
ot the papei used in Tibet is made Irum the bark
ot different species of Daphne and allied genera,

particularly ot Edgeuoithia gaidneii a beauti
tul shrub, \\ ith globes of v ax\ , cowslip colored,
dehcioush fngiant flowers, growing on the Bam
ala>a, at an ele\ation of 6000 to 7000 feet The
bark of Laiiosiphon madagascat lensis is made
into piper and lopes in Madagascar
DAPHNEPHOSIA, dafne fo'ri a See GEEEK

DAPHNTN", dal'nm (from Daphne),
0.+2HO A glucoside found b^ Vauquelm in

the Daphne alpwa and b\ Gmelm and De Baer
in the Daphne tneseieum and readil-v decomposed
into bugar and a substance called daphnetin,
which, like the asculetm obtained from the glu
cobide jBsculm, has the conipobition represented
hv the molecular foiinula CS0 4 Daphnetin has
also been prepared artifici ilh

DAPH3TIS, ddf'ms (Lat, from Gk Aa0pis)
A favorite character in the bucolic poetry of the

ancients, leputcd imentoi 01 such poetiv The
first certain appeirince ot the story in literature

is in the earh part of tlu thud century BC, in

Timaeus and Theocritus In its earhebt form it

seems a Sicilian folk talc The heidsman Daph
nib son of Hermes and i nymph, -was belo\ed by
a n\mph, who made him promise ne\er to love

a mortal Under the influence of wine he was
seduced by a Sicilnn princess theieupon the

n\mph punished him -with blindness or petnfac
tion The bucolic poets altered the details of this

Tery common folk tale to suit themsehes, and

Daphnis became merely a conventional figure
Late writers indeed made him the inventor of

the Sicilian herdsman'b song, which was legarded
as the original bucolic poetry Consult Piescott,
A Study of the Daphnis Myth," in Haivard

Studies m Classical Philology, \ol x (Boston
1899) See CHIOE DAPHMS A*D CHLOE
DAPHNIS AND CHLOE, klo'6 (Gk Aa0m

xal XX<nj Daphnis lai Chlo(
) The title of an

exquisite Greek pastoral lo\e stoiy by Longus
(qv ) It is the source of Tasso'b Iminte, Ber
nardm de Saint Pierre's Paul et Ttrgime, and
Ramsay's Gentle Shepheid, thiough the ren

dermg into French by Amyot (1559)
DAPONTES, dapOn'tgs, CONSTANTINOS (c

1714-84) A Greek monk and poet He was
attached to the court of the Hospodar of

MoldaMa, Ma\ record itos and frequently came
into conflict with the Mohammedan authorities
He was the most distinguished of the modern
poets of the Greek chmch, and several of his

works, auch as the Garden of Mercy, are still

read He died in a monastery on Mount Athos
One of his works has been translated into French
by E Legrand under the title Ephemeridea Daces,
ou chromque de la guerre de quatre ans, 1736-
99 (1880-88) Consult the biographical sketch
in vol m of Legrand's work
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DAP'PLE Ln Lei\aute& Don Quixote the
ibs ridden b} Saiitho I'm/a

DAQlQI, dike'ke ihc name of a Peisian

poet, out ot fit pittlecessors of Firclausi See
FlFDALSI PHSLVN LlTJiRVrtKr

DABAB, dirib' or DABABGEEBD, gerd'
(Peis cifa oi Duius fiom Dum OPtrb Dura
yaiandi (Ik Aa/>os, Datew>, Darm-* + gud,
OPirs lanlrmi <ih minuted \\itli Tit w//>"}

citx ) A touii of Pei^u m tin Pi<mnce of

1 ars, situated on i small : i\ ei ibout 140 miles
southeast of Shir i/ {Map Pirsia i, 6) It has
<-ome tannems ind exports dites oianges, and
lemonb About { milts south of the town ib fiitu

ated a cai i\an^m hewn in rock, and also a re

htf comincmoi itim> tlit Mctorv of Shahpui I

o\(r Valeiian (21)0 ADI It is clainud Darius
founded tlu town Tin. popuHtion IB estimated
it fiom 4000 to 12000

DABAGA, di u'ga A town of Luzon Philip
pmes Sti (

(

\csvt i

DABBHANGA, dnrbuH'gi The capital of

a district of the si nit name in the Pitna di

\ision, Bihu aud Onssi India (Hap India,
E 3), on the Littk Baalim iti Rner 68 miles

noitheast of Patna Its chief building is the m i

haiijihb pilact with notewoithv inenageiie and
hbrai > It his a large maiket place important
ba/irs, and a hospitil Its chief expoits aie oil

seeds, ghi and timber and a conbideiable tiade
it> c lined on in the iiaultural ind mineral

products of the legion Pop 1801, 73 561 , 1901,

66,244 1011 62,628

D'ABBLAY, dar'bll', FBAXCES BCWEY ( 1752-

1840) An Enlibh no-velist .She was a daugh
ter 01 Chailes Burnev a musician, \nd was born
at Kingb Lynn Tune 13 1732 Eight yoirs
later the Buinevs rtmoxed to London At the

famous imisuil a&sunblies gi\en bv her father

Miss Buinev saw from the outside, fashionable

life, and this she depicted w ith spirit and humoi
in hei firbt mnel Eiehna (1778) No novel

since C7ama Hailoue atti acted more notice It

was read bv Burke, Eevnolds and Johnson and

lavishly praised Ihia bulliant success was fol

lowed bv Cecilia (1782) which, though not so

fresh as Evelina and a little hea\v had a large
sale In 1786 Miss Burney was appointed sec

ond keeper of the robes to Queen Charlotte Dis

liking the service she resigned her position five

veirs later TChile \isitmg her sister at Mickle

ham, she became acquainted with a French ref

ugee, General D'Vrblav, whom she nurned m
1793 The rest of her Life was passed partly in

England and partly in France flhe published
two othei notels, Camilla (1708) and The Wan
dtr& (1814), neither of which is readable A
play of hers, Edwy and Elvvna, was performed
in 1795 and \vai unsuccessful, though Mrs Sid

dons and Kemble took the leading parts She
also published memoirs of her father (1832),
written in an affected style resembling her last

novels In 184246 appeared her interesting
Letteis and Diaries A new edition m six vol

umes was published in London in 1904-05 The

Fatly Dianj, 1768-1778 (2 vols, New York,

1907) *as edited by A K Ellis Consult Ma
caulay, E&<tays Dobson, Fanny Burney, Madame
D^rblay (New York, 1003), Hill, Fanny
Bumpy at ike Covtt of Queen Charlotte (New
\ork 1012)

DAEBOTJX, dart*^, JEAN GASTON (1842-
) A French geometrician, born at Nlmes

He studied at the Ecole Normale, was appointed
senior professor of geometry m the faculty of

suentefa then-, and in ISbT became dean of thit

facultv His J/emoii e sin Jes solutions singu
hetef dfs equation? ant dniites pattidle? was
in 1876 awarded the mathematical grand pnz<
by the Acadtmv of Science-* In 1004 he deln

rred in address beiorf tht section of geometry of

the Intel national Confess 01 Arts and ^cienceb

on A Sunev of the Developnu nt of Creometnc
Methods" (published 1004) TJi^ works include

tiui les thtoieme'i dliuiy tflatifs aujr wifaies
homofocale? du wond dtyu (1872i Memone
$ar I'equilibie astatiyue (1877) lerun 1) sin la

tlmoiie genet ale des sin faces et Ics applications

gtmmeti iques du eahul infimtt timul (lbS7-96
2d ed Panbj 1914) Consult L Itbon (hiton
Datloitx Bwgiaphie, Bibhog) aplne, tti (Pans,
1010)

DASBOY, dar'b-na' GEOBGES (1S13-71) A
French pi elate born n< ar Lingrc s He ^ a-s edu
cated at the Semin u v of T in^rts and bee inie

profesbor there in 1S40 lining betn ordained

pnebt in 1836 He went to Pins m 1S45 be
came almoner of the Collect H< nri T\ in 1846,
and titular ticir of Paris m lSi5 He wis in

high favor at the court of Xipoleon TJI, was
made Bishop of Xancv in 1S50 Archbiahop of

Paris in 1863, and afternaid ^rand almoner to

the Emperor, and Stnator He btoutlv opposed
the declaration of the dognn of papil infillibil

itv at the Vatic in Council \Then it \*as de

clared, he submitted yet in hib diocese contin
ued to dibiegaid papal inttrfeience Decidedly at
vanance \vith the Tesuits he incuned the dis

pleasure of Pius IX During the siege of Pins
in 1870-71 he was indefatigable in his care for

the sick and wounded soldieib and could not be
induced to le-we his post m to sptk bafetv in

flight He was seued ab a hostage by the Com
munists, and while the combat raged in the

streets of Pins after the entrv of the Versailles

troops, he was shot with strveial of his priesta
in the court of La Roquette Pii&on Among his

writings worthy of mention are Saint Thomas
Beiket, sa ne et ses lettres (1859) Ley femmet
de la Bible (8th ed 1876) , Les samte? femmei
(4th ed 1877) For his biograph\, contult

Foulon (Pans, 1880)
DAB/BY A borough m Delaware Co, Pa,

5 miles southwebt of Philadelphia on the Balti

more and Ohio and the Philadelphia Baltimore,
and Washington railroads, and on Darby River

(Map Philadelphia and Vicinity, 06) It has
a public librarv, erected m 174 3, and a Friends

Meeting House and burying ground more than
200 \ears old There are woolen, silk cotton,

and worsted mills, and manufactories of watei

niters, wooden tanks, augurs, and bits Darby
was settled about 1660 Pop , 1900, 3420 1910,
6305

DABBY, JOHN NELSON See PLYMOUTH

DABBY AND JCVAIT The hero and heroine

of an eighteenth century ballad which first ap

peared in the Gentleman'* Magazine, March,

1735, under the title The Joys of Love Tfevn

Forgot A Song Its author was Henry Wood
fall, a London pnnter In his youth Woodfall

had been apprenticed to the pnnter John Darby,
of Bartholomew Close and he took Darbv and

his wife as the subject of this popular song

D'ABCElsr, CHEVALIEB DB Sea ABMOB Fnr&
DABCET, da^sa', JEAN (1725-1801) A

French chemist, director of the porcelain works

at Sevres He was one of the first to manufac
ture porcelain m France He devoted himsolf
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Korsikoff The work was produced in 1872 but

had little suuesb Beginning m the style of the

Itihm opera Dargoniv^hskv graduallv changed
hih \iews ol drimatu muhic and in hit last work
lamid Y\ iffnti s theories to s,udi extremes thit

ht pruticill-v sacrificed the music to the drama
Of a louith op<n i Roffdana he had sketched btf\

eral scencb Consult Cm La tnusique <n Rus
IIP (Paiib 18SOI Puugm fswzi Jtistvnque <tur

la muwjie en Jfusw (Turin 1897) Fetifa,

BiogmpJne ifwuospffr* <lu> nutSKidis (Pans,
1862i
DAB1C (flk Sapeifcos daieiJos, supposed b\

the Greekb to be dtrned trum Aapetos, Ztaretos,

OPerb Daiai/a mill] tit Dinus but probably
really from Bab\ Ionian danku weight nx?as

ure) A gold torn ol ancient Persia used also

in Gm.ce On the olrttrse is the figure of a

crowned archer kn<t?linff holding in one hand
a spear, and in the othei a bow and on the

re\erse au mesiulu oblong stamp It con

tamed ibout 125 grains ot gold an amount of

gold -north now *540
DA'BIEL A trinsAeise gorge in the main

cham of the, (. luc IMIS Mountains, at an altitude

of 4123 leet It i& traveled to the main road,
kno\tn as tht Georgian Militan Road from
Yladikivkaz to Fiftis \\hich attends to the

Pas- ot thi Ooss 8015 feet and is the Potto,

Caucasica of ^tiabo ind the Danallan of Onen
tal authois The Danel Gorge has served as

a strategic point lor the successn*1 mountain
tribts nlnch ovuran Gtorgii and which com

pleteh dommxtfd the defile before it came under
Russian power
DABTEN' An open mouthed gulf of the

Caribbean ^ea on the western part of the north

coast of fsouth America separating the Re-

public of Paninu uid the Colombian Depart
ment of Bolft IT (Mip Colombia B 2) Its

southern extension called Gulf of Urabi (a
nam* origin* Ih jjntu to the Gull of Dinen)
affords good anchorage The rain\ coabtland

IP hilh and thicklv o\ergro\vn The chief

affluent it. the Atiato (qv) The name Da
nen was ilso applied to the Isthmus of Pan
ama (qv) and to a province in the Republic
of Xew Granada corn spending to the present
Republic of Panama, One of the earliest Span
ish settlements on the munland was in Danen,
the region being then also called bv the Span
lards Castilla dt. Oro ( the Golden Castile')
and forming the best known part of their

Tierra Finne In 1513 Balboa, Governor of

the Damn settlement crossed the isthmus with
2l)0 men and on September 25 first caught sight
of the Pacific Consult Dr C L G Anderson,
GUI Panama and Castillo, del Oro
DA-HIEN" A residential town in Fairfield

Co, Conn, 5 miles northeast of Stamford, on
tin XTO lork Xtw Ha\en, and Hartford Rail
road (Map Connecticut, B 5) In 1913 on
the shore of Gorliamu Pond an elaborate and
taautiful pigtant was held depicting the his

tory, life, and problems of tht to-vvn Pop
1000 3116 1910, 3946
BAB-rEM" A cifrv and port of entry, and the

counts beat of Mclnto-Ji Co Ga , 63 miles

south b 1

^ west of Sa\annah on the Altamaha
Rmr 12 miles, from the ocean, and on the

Georgia Coast tnd Piedmont Railroad (Map
f-Jeoigia, F 4; It exports large quantities of

pine lumber, ciossties, handles, nee fish, and
garden product Settled m 1736, Danen was

incorporated is a tovna in 1816 and was char

tered as a utr m IMS It is s-o^rned by
a hoard of im ildfimen -tlatfd b\ tho grand
jurv one 1 1 thet>e h\t bfini? closen ma\oi The
water \toik<- ait d^nfdb\ tin uh Pop 1910

1391

DABJEN' SCHEME \ scheme pioiected
bA \\ilham Pateison KJ-\ I m 1695 lor the

puipobe ut lormin a settlement on the Isthmus
ot Ddrien tor contiolhng the tiadc between the

La&tern ind \\tsttrn hemisphtn>> It \\ab one
of the ino-^t diaa^troub Lommtuidl bptuil itions

in Instoi\ Xme bundled thousand pounds ncre

quickh bubscnbed a laige pait of it to Scot

tish mei chants though onl\ i little moic than
half ol the biibsuiptions ait baid to have e\er

bttm paid up In Ib98 1200 colonists re

ciuittd m Scotland piotttded to the isthmus
to lay the foundations 101 their piospecti\e
commereial ctntre N<.\\ Ciledonii Then
number \vab lapidh redured, hmve\er b~\

stanation and disease, and in June 1699 the

sunuors returntd Soon afttr\\aid the Scotch
sent out another company of 1300 but thib

likevuse wa& soon foiefd to retmn ind a thud

companv ^hich arn\ed m FebruAi\ 1700, ^aa
almost immediateh dn-ven awl^ bv the Span
lards For a brief account of the enteipnse
conbiilt H H Bancrott Htstoiit of Centtal
Imrnta %ol n (Sin Francisco 1883)
DA BIMrNT, da re'mene FB\\CESCA (

-

1288) A worn in of e-vtiaoidmarv beiutv,

diughter of Guido da Pohnta Loid of Ra-venna
She wab married to fri inciotto M ilat< sta of Ri
mini a cripple ^lio detecting hei m crinunil

relations with his brother Piolo killed them
both The storv foims the basis of one of the
most famous epibodes of Dante s Duma Com
media (Inf \ 73-142) foi whuh consult De
Sanctis, Francesea da Rimini "

in A uom 8aggi
aitm (Naples 1898) Leigh Hunt Tuot( a

poem the Rtotu of Simini (1819) Sihio
Pelhco G H Boker and D \nnun/io hive each

found in the tale the subject of a trag<?d\, and
so also has the English poet Stephen Phillips

(qv ) in his Paoln and Fianceica It albo in

spired a famous painting M Fubeli Consult

bibliography in Koch's Dante Catalogue (Ith

aca, 1900)
DABI1TS The name of several Persian

kings, and like the Egyptian Pharaoh, titulat

and not pmonaZ According to Herodotus (\i,

98), lapetos signifies one \vho restrains' but the
old Perbian form Datai/a ta(7i)Hs shows that it

signifies upholding uhat is good' The most
famoub of the name is called DARIUS I or

DABIUS EYSTVIPIS, from his father's name
(See Hi si \spi.s ) He \\is bom 538 BC and
was a Persian and of the Achtememan line On
the death of Camhyscb (">22 BO ) he leagued
himself with six other nobles to murder Smer
dis the Magian who had usurped the throne
The conspirator* were successful in their plot
and Darius -was chosen Kmg An account of

these occurrences is nen in the great Behistun

inscription which serves to supplement or cor
rect the narrative of Herodotus His position
at first was verj mecurp, but his caution, skill

and energy enabled him to govern his \ast
dominions for 36 viars To strengthen him
self, he married the daughter of Otanes, who
had been the head of the conspiracy, and like
wise took three wrves from the royal house
hold, viz, two daughters of Cvrus and one of

Cyrus's son, Smerdis He then divided his

empire into 20 satraps and determined the
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exact amount of the taxation to be borne to

each In some of the remoter provinces great
confusion seems to ha\< pm ailed after the

death o Smcidis the Magian and a proof
of ho\\ little Da ius (ould effect at first is

afforded to the conduit of Oicetes the Goveinor
of Sardis -who for some tini( uab quite defiant

of his authontv Thi inscriptions ot Darius
contain the account of m> levier than or 10

rebellious agdin&t his &v\av Babylon also re

Tolted and Danus besiegtd the citv unbuc
cesbfullv for two M irt At last however, at

TMS taken to an extiauidman btritaptm ot

his general, Zop\ms (5101 It is more likelv,

ho\ievei, that tht account of the conquest of

Babylon db gnen to Heiodotub (m 150;,

belongs to the first siege of tht citv In the
vear 514 BC Darius ib thought to ha\e begun
the great rock inscription 01 Bihistun which
records, the e\ents of his reign In 51? Darius
\uth an army of 700000 (thoueh this figure,

grven by Herodotus is in all probability ab
thirdly exaggerated), crossed the Bobpoiusa by a

budge of boats, marched to the mouths of the

Danube, crossed the ri\er and ad\anced against
the Scjthians The expedition pro\ed a faihue
Darius retreated but detached from hib main
force an army of 80000 men under Megabv/ua,
to conquer Thrace -while he himself returned
to Asia, M hence he extended his authority in

the east as far as the Indus About 501 BC
the Ionian cities rose in revolt against Persian

dominion They were unsuccessful the final

victory of the Persians being achieved in the

naval battle at Lade and the taking of Miletus

(494) The assistance given to the Athenians
and Eretnans to the Ionian b ind the part
which they had taken in the burning of Sardis,

determined Darius, who vas albo influenced

thereto by the banished Hippias, to attempt
the subjugation of the whole of Greece In
492 he stnt Mirdonms -with an army mto
llirace and Macedonia and at the same time

dispatched a fleet against the inlands The
former -was routed bv the Bngi in Thrace the

latter was shattered xnd dispersed to a storm
\v hen rounding the promontoi v of Mount Athos
In 490 he renewed hit attempt His fleet

committed great maees in the CHcIades but
his army \\as entireh defeated at Marathon
by the Athenians, under Miltiades the tvrant

of the Cherhonese In the midat of his prepara
tions for a thud expedition Darius died about

486 BC, and \\as buceeeded by his aon Xerxes

His tomb ib still to be seen at Nakshi Rustam
Darius was an able ruler and he organized and

wisely administered the kingdom -which Cyras

had founded His liberality to the Jews in

connection Tvith the rebuilding of the temple
at Jerusalem is referred to in the Bible For
the inscriptions of Danus, consult Rawlmson
Journal of the Royal -i watte Society of Great

Bntain vol \ (London 1847) Spiegel Ut
pet9ische KeihnwTinften (Leipzig, 1882),

Weassbach and Ban?, Altpers E&l (ib , 1803)

Tolman, Old Persian Inscnp turns (New York,

1893), Tlie Behittun Inscription of King
Darws (Nashville, 1%8), with translation and
critical notes Jubti, in Grundn&s far iron-

iscJien Pfalologie (Strassburg, 1897), Strass-

maier, "Tnschriften \on den Thontafeln des

Bntischen Museums copirt und autographirt/'
in Babylomsche Texts, vote x-xii (Leipzig,

1892-97) See ACKBMIPTHH OWBTSES CY

BASICS II called, beiore his accession to
the throne, DC/JUS and alter his succession

~\othus the Bastard He -nas one ot the 17

bastard sons of Artaxerus I Longimanus
"When Sogdianus anotlier of the bastards Had
murdered the rightiul King Xtri.es II and is

Burned lor himbelt the ie taal powtr Ochub dc

dared \\ar agamtt him slex\ him and secured
tht diadem for hunstlt ( 424-42 3 set He now
tilled himself Danus His ingn was* ignoble
He showed himbeli to be completth under the

control of his eunuchs and his cruel sttp si&ttr

ind spouse Panbitis Rebellions Mere con

stinth breaking out among his batraps all of

uhuh ho\sc-vu viert ciuslud except that of

Anmttus featrap ot Pg^pt, \\ho made himself

independent in 414 It A\IS during the lite of

Danus, and chieih through tV crtft of Tib

biphernes ^atrip of Asia ilmoi and of his

successor C\ru& thp Youn<rer, son of the King
that the Persians exerused so greit an influence

over the affairs of Gietct in the lasst \ears of

the Peloponne-sian \\ar Darius died 405-
404 PC

DABIL*S III called Ijefoie his accession

Codumannti^ A monarch nottd for his mild

dispofaition, handsome peison ind courageous
spirit He was greit giandson of Darius II

and ^as raited to the throne through the help
fif the eunuch Bagois uttr the murder of

Artaxerxes m in 338 B c and of his son Aises
m 336 Bt But in spite of his hupcrior quah
ties he could offer no solid opposition to the

advance of the Maiedomans At the battle of

Ibbus, m 3*3 his motlui -wife and three chil

drcn fell into the hands of Alexander the vie

torv of Guigaraela near Aibela (qy ) in 331,

opened to the latter the T\av to Susa and
Persia proper Darius now fled to Ecbitana
in Media, and, on the appioach of his oppo
jient fled from ther< to the northein provinces
where he was t-eized to BesbUb Satrap of

Bactria Alexander m a fit of generosit\ hui
ried to delner Danus Bessut. then prepared
for flight but Danus, refusing to follow -as
stabbed bv the barbanan and left The scouts

of Alexanders ca\ali\ found Danub dying and
administered to his last neceb&ities Thanking
the Grecian King for his magnanimity and

commending his family to his care he expired
(330) Alexander scut the dead bod^ to RISTN.

gambit mother of Dinus to be interred in the
tomb of the Persian kingb With him the Acht
menian line and the Persian Empire, that had so

long dominated ibia came to a close Consult
Justi (hundnw det uamwhen Philologie
(Strassburg 1897)
DAETTTS THE MEDE The son of AJia

Bueruh and conqueror of Batolon according to

the biblical narratne of the Prophet Daniel

(Dan -v 31, vi 28 ix 1 xi 1) His age is

given aa 62 tears at the time of the taking of

the cit-v There is great difficulty in identifying
thisj ruler whom Daniel speaks of as 'Danus
the son of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Medes,
which was made king o\er the rexlm of the

Chaldeans" (Dan u. 1) Some scholars have

suggested an identity with Cyaxareb II (qy ),

or more likeh with Gobvras Governor of

Gutium who actiulh took the city of Babylon
as chief in command for Cyrus (See CTBFIS

THE GHEAT ) But much uncertainty on the

whole subject prevail* Some suggestions may
be gamed from Homer, Daniel, Darius the

Xefaw C]/m* tta (Irtat (Pittaburgh, 1001)
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DAEJEELDTG, darjellng (Tib Dar rgyas
qlm land of the diamond thunderbolt, ic, of

the Lama'b sceptre) A popular simtary sta

tion of Bengal, British India capital of a dis

trict of the same name in the Sikkim
Himalayas (Map India E 3) The average

height of the town is 7200 feet above sea level

on the side of a great hollow or basin in which

flows the Rangit a branch of the Tista It is

the summer icsidence of the Governor of the

Bengal Presidency It commands a magnificent
uav of the Hinnla\as to the north and west

The mean annual temperature is 54 F Darjeel

ing has good hazar? a tine "-amtanum beautiful

botanical gardens, two Anglican churches an

excellent \\ater supplv and is especially during

October, the ta^hionable Indian health resort

It has a number of schools for Europeans Tea

growing ib the principal indu&tn of the district

One hundred and fifty thousand acres are de

voted to itb cultnation, and as much as 12,000

000 pounds has been produced annually It -nas

obtained bv the British government from the

.Rajah of ^ikkim in 1835, in order to be made
a sanitary station Pop including the adjacent
cantonment 1011, 17053, of district, 250,000
DARK AGES A name formerly applied

either to the whole or the earlier part of the

Middle Ages (q-v )

DARK AOT3 BLOODY GUtOTTlTD, THE A
name given to the State of Kentucky as the

scene of frequent Indian warfare in the davs of

the earlv settlers The phrase has also been

said to be a translation of the Indian word
'Kentucky

'

DABK DAY Any day in which the sun

light appears to be remarkabh dim or altogether
absent In Xew England the term ib speeincalh

applied to May 10, 1780 also known as Black

Friday, but many similar dark da\s are also

on record in other parts of the world Other

notable dark dais in the United States -ncre

tho&e of Oct 21, 1716, and Oct 19, 1762

Stogian darkness often prevails during erup
tiong of ashes from volcanoes In recent years
the months of August and September, 1881, -were

remarkable in the eastern part of the United
State? for a long series of da\& in which artificial

light was oftentimes nece^sprv at midday and
business was generally ierv much interrupted
In this case the darkness is known to have been
the result of a combination of ordinary cloudi

ness Tuth the smoke from forebt and praine
fires, and it is presumable that the same condi

tions must ha\e obtained during the historical

dark da-\s of the pre\ious centurv The United,

States Monthly Weather Renew, for September,
1881, p 27, sajs 'The foggy or smoky condi

tion of the atmosphere became quite general
from the first to the tenth of this month over
that portion of the United States between the
meridians of 67 and 87 W and the parallels of

40 and 45 X It reached an unusual culmina
tion in density in the eastern portion of the
Middle Atlantic States and throughout New
England, uhere it interrupted the prosecution
of business and compelled the use of artificial

light The destructive violence of praine and
forest fires throughout northern Michigan and

portions of Canada has perhaps never been

exceeded, and the mtensitv of the accompanying
smoke was simply dreadful On September 6

southwesterly winds prevailed from Tennessee
northward to Lake Superior, and thence east

ward to the Canadian maritime provinces, and

smoke -na> reported as fai ^outh as Know ill e,

\test\\ard to Milwaukee, northward to Eocklifte,

Canada, and eastward to X"ew BrunbMick To
shoTt the progress, ea&t^ard ot this condition in

the atmosphere it is necessary to trace the mm e

ment of Ion presburp areas, oxer Canada and
northern New England and \vatch the accom

paining change in \und directions' The dark
nets of the dark day ot May 1780 cohered \en
much the same area, with southwebt winds and
occasion il light zains and ^as undoubtedly of

the same nature although in both ca&eb it was
attributed M the superstitious to supernatural
causes On the plains of Tibet, according to

Marco Polo and other tra\ tiers dark davs are

Sometimes c xuted by clouds of dust so fine and

light that it is earned to a great dibtance bv
the \\ind Similar da^s of darkness ha\e been

caused bv clouds of mingled vapor, smoke and
dufat emanating from volcanic eruptionb, al

though such clouds do not usually extend to the

great distances reached by clouds of smoke from
forest fireb Cases of such volcanic clouds oc

curred in connection Tvith the eruption of Mont
Pelee and La Soufnere in the West Indies in

May, 1902 and Katmai Alaska, in. June 1Q12

DASZE, WILLIAM (1736-1801) An Amen
can tidier, born in Philadelphia, but taken

b\ his parents to Virginia in 1740 He ser\ed

under Braddoek, rose to the rank of colonel in

the American army during the He\ olutionary

War, and in 1791 commanded the left wing of

St Clairs army, which on November 4 \\as de

feated b\ the Miami Indians He was a member
of the Virginia Legislature and of the Conven
tion of 1788, in \\hich lie voted for the Federal

Constitution

DARK HOUSE A term familiarly used in

the vocabulaiv of Amencan politics and ap
plied to a comparatively unknown man brought
forth in a nominating convention at the supreme
moment as a candidate for office in the place of

a prominent rival candidate of his own party
whose nomination -would mcui the risk of a di

\ided vote James K Polk and Franklin Pierce

were typical 'dark horses" of the Democratic

party, Rutherford B Hajes and James A Gar
field of the Eppubhcan
BATIK LADY, THE In Shakespeare's Son

nets, the woman thought b\ those uho maintain
that William Herbert is the dedicatee, to be

Mary Fitton, one of Elizabeth's maids of honoi
It is certain that Herbert and she created a
scandal Another suggestion, \vith fewer sup
porters, is Penelope Devereux, Lady Rich, the
'

Stella" of Sidney s sonnets See also the theory
advanced in the Comtesse de Chambrun's The
Bonnett of Wm Shakespeare (London and New
York, 1913)
DAJEfLASTON A town in Staffordshire,

England, 4 miles southeast of Wolverhampton
It has extensive mines of iron and coal and
manufactures of hardware Pop , 1901, 15,395 ,

1911, 17 107

DAB1JSY, FELT* OCTTAVIUS CABB (1822-88)
An American painter in -water color and il

lustrator He was born in Philadelphia and
was practically self taught He illustrated the
works of Irving, Cooper, Longfellow Hawthorne,
Dickens, and Shakespeare, and made 500 draw
ings for Lossing's History of the United States

Among his lithographic illustrations aie those
for the Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Ryp Van
Winkle, and scenes m Indian life The swing
and vigor of his style, his facility and vergft
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tihtv and the high a\eragt meat ol his, numer
ous works make him one of the most note
wortht of Ameucan illustrators, In 1S6S he

published, after a -\ isit to Europe Si etche?

Ibioad uiih Pen and Penal Hih water color

paintings of incidents in American historv are
full of bpmt and his bank note Mgnettes aie alho

worthy ot mention Consult F tteitenkampf
Ameucan Graphic Ait (New ^oik, 1012)

DABLEY, GEOBGE {1795-184b) An English
poet He wat, bom in Dublin in 17<)5 was

graduated from Trinity College, Dublin, m 1820
and went to London -where he wrote critical

papers foi the magazines and about 1930 joined
the htafl of the Athcn<tim becoming tamous for

his caustic miewb He died No\ 23 1846

Under the inspiration of the Elizabethans, Dar
le% produced heteral lyrical dramas, containing

passages of great beautv Sijhia, o> the May
Queen (1827 2d ed 1802) and the inferior

Thomas a Bed et (1840) and Ftliclatan (1841i
As ea,ih as 1822 he had published The E>ro>s

of Ecvtasie a melodious poem in blank \erse,

followed to Lilian of the Yale (1826), a thrilling
tale and la* b^t poem ~\ep<ntlie (1835 n.

pubhbhed in 1897 ) In 1840 he> edited the w oiks

of Beaumont and Fletcher He also wrote

se\eral treatises on mathematics which were

praised bv Carlyle For specimens of his \ene,
consult Stedman, T ictonan Anthology (New
York, 1805) Streatfield Selections from the

Poems of George Da? ley (1904) , also the

edition of Colles in the buses' Library H906)
DAB/LEro A mountain range of Western

Australia, extending north and south for about

230 mikb, parallel with the coast and from 20

to 70 miles distant (Map Western Australia B
Q) It ends near Point d Entretaateaux Its

highest summit reaches 3500 feet

DAELHTG, GBICE HOBSLEY (1815-42) An
English heroine She w as born in Bamborough,
Northumberland, the daughter of TC ilham Dar

ling, lighthouse keeper on Longstone, one of the

Fame Islands On the morning of Sept 7,

1838, the steamer For/at shue was wrecked near

the lighthouse, and all but nine of the 63

passengers perished In spite of the danger of

such an undertaking the father and daughter
made a trip to where the survivors lay and
rebcued four men and a woman in the first

tnp, and William Darling and two of the rea

cued men returned and brought off the four

others News of the exploit was> weened with

great enthusiasm by the English people, and bv

popular subscription the sum of 750 was raised

for the heroine and 270 for the father Both

father and daughter were rewarded with gold
medals Consult Grace Darling Het TrueStoty,

from Unpublished Papers in the Possession of

the Family (1880), and Mabie, Heroine that

Event Child Should Know (New York, 1008)

DARLING- BIVEB (named m honor of Sir

Ralph Darling Governor of New South Wales,

1825-31), or BABWON RIVEB An Australian

stream, the moat important tributary of the

Murray (Map Few South Wales, B 2) It

rises in southeastern Queensland, flows through
New South Wales, and joins the Murray on the

Victorian border, its length being 1160 miles

The area of its basin is about 200000 square
males During the dry season its eonrse is

marked by a succession of pools or small lakes,

but during the winter, when it is subject to

sudden floods, it is navigable by light-draft

steamers for over 600 miles to Bourke, the ter

minus 01 the fritat Western Railway from
Sidney ilost ot the region of the Darling is

but a deceit in the div beacon

DABIJN'GKrON A parliamentary and mu
nicipal borough and market town m Durham
Co England on the Skerne ncir it-* junction
with the Tec*, 18 miles south of Durham City
(Map England E 2) The town is laid out m
wide and regular btrepts and has a spacious
market place The paribh church of St Cuth
belt, a handsome Early Tngli^h edifice was
lounded about 1160 to Bibhop Pud^ It is

built in the form oi a cross It receded itb

charter of incorporation in 1867, has owned its

gas and wattr works bince 1S54 and maintain?

public baths and markets It" principal manu
fattures aie non worsteds caipets bricks,

stone, bridge material gun cafatings>, and shells,
and there are e\ten-,ru locomotive woikb be

longing to the Xoitheastern Railway The nr&t

passenger railwav in England optiattd by steam
was optntd in 1825 between Dailmgtou and
Stockton Pop, 1891, 38000 1001 44511,
1911, 55,631 At Oven le field 3 miles from
Darlington are curious cauties ot unknown
oiigm, called Hell Kettle* From \nglo ^aion
times till 1867 Darlington wat) under the au
thontv of the Bishop of Durham Consult

Longstafle, Histoty and Antiquities of Daihng
ton (London 1S54)
DAELINGTOMT A town and the county

seat of Darlington Co, S C, 70 miles (direct)
eastnoitheabt of Columbia, on the Atlantic
Coast Line and the South Carolina ^\ extern
railroads, (Map South Carolina E 2) It

carries on a considerable trade in cotton, tobacco,
and grain, the, principal products of the BUT

rounding agricultural region, and manufactures
cottonseed oil, cotton goods, and fertilizers

Pop 1000 3028 1910, 3789

DAJSLIWGTON, JAMES EENBY (1856- )

An American bishop, born in Brookljn, K" Y
He was educated at New York and Princeton
unrversities and at Princeton Theological Semi
nary In 1882 he was ordained a priest in the
Protestant Episcopal church Thereafter he was
assistant (1882-83) and rector (1883-1903) of

Chnst Church, Brooklyn and archdeacon of

Brooklyn (1896-98) , and m 1905 he was elected

first Bishop of Harrisbuig In 1002-03 he lee

tured at New York Unwemty and in 1910-11 he
served as chaplain of the Masonic Giand Lodge
of Pennsylvania He edited The Hymnal of the

Church and wrote Pastor and. People (1902)

DABLIKGTOir, WH.IJVM (1782-1863) An
American botanist, born at Birmingham Pa
In 1806 he went to India, and on returning pub
Iished an account of hi? voyage He waa a
member of Congress in 1815-17 and again in

1819-23 At Westchester, Pa, he founded an
athenaeum, an academ\, and a society of natural
history Among his publications are Mutual

Influence of Hafats and Disease (1804) Agn
cultwal Chem\*try f Agricultural Botany
(1847) Memorial of John Bartram (1849)
The California pitcher plant was named Darhng
tonia califnmm for him

DAB/MESTETEB, AGXES MABY FBA^CES
See ROBINSON, AG'TCS MABT FRANCES

DA2tMESTETEB,darm'ste tat
p

,
JAMES (1849-

94) A French Orientalist whose eminence was
achieved especially in the field of Iranian scholar

ship He was bom, of Jewish parentage, at Cha
teau Sahns in Lorraine He wa* educated at

the Lycee Bonaparte, Pans, from which he grad
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uated with thi luglust hoiioib in lfc>t>7, \\htn he utr\e buaid ot A muabus It owns, its witt

began to de\ote himself to Ouental philology supplv and openttt> gas woiks and an electric

rhieth nndei the guidance ot the gitted Michel light plant Its edacational institutions, mclud
a technical high school (1392 students, in 1Q13I

two ginuusia an aitisana school and a schoo

of agriculture Among its chantable mstitu

tions are a municipal hospital and the Alice an<

provincial hospital-'

Darmstadt is a manufactuiing town of grow

ing importance The chiei articles of manufac

turt art michmen caipets hats tobacco

chemicals, scientihc instiuments playing cards

and beer Darmstadt is "n importxnt lailwa^

centre An eltctiic &tnet mlwa\ accommouatt

mteintl tiafhc The famous thumst Justus \oi

Liebig was a natne of the town and the com

postr Flotow died here To the east of the tow i

is the palace of Rosenhohe, with the giand duca

mausoleum containing the tombs of the Giim
Duke Louis IV and hib wife, Prmcesb Ahu
daughter of Queen Victoria of England Pop
1890, 56 000 1<)00, 72 381 1910 87 080

Darmstadt appears as Dirmundstadt in th<

onginet et lent hiitoite (Ib77) Etudes eleventh centim It acquiied municipal right

ttamenttes (2 Milt, 188 J) Lssais unentaux m 1330 and became in 1567 the capital_of
"--

(1883) Cltantt. papulatift det, \fghani (1888- Darmstadt It

Bieil Iii 1S77 he was appointed assistant

professor ot Ztnd at the Ecole des Hauteb Etudes
and in ISbl \i is adxanced to the proiesborship
of Iranian Uno^iagts and hteiature at the Col

lege de Franu In 18% he Msited India to

make special plnlolog cal mearcheb in connec
tion with tin suied hooks of thx Paisis, and
was afttiwaid honored h\ in appointment as

felloe ot Boinbat Uni^ersm After the death
ot Keniii he IH.LUUC secietm of the Souete

Abiatiqut. de Pins and was likewise busily en

gaged ab in editor of i leiding political and
hterarv periodical la Jteiue de Pans during
tlit. last -\eais of his life His vmtuys in the

field of Austin philology and Zoroistnamiani
are of prune importance c\en if his theories,
which are often \erv radical cannot ahvavs be

accepted Among hi* \\orks may be mentioned
Haunatut et iiticietilt, Z7s<m <tin la tnythologie
de I A-ifbta (1875) Of/Ha d et

(Ib77) Etudes

'

fi> piophete? d7sjae/(lS02) and his most

important work Je ?tnd lieitOj Ttaduction
nuiiiel'e (3 vols IS^-'Hj Besideb his Oriental
work lie wiote i volume of J?ssaw de htteiatnte

an<ila ise 1 188 3 1 mil i \olume on Shakespeare
(1889) for the Collection da Classique* popu
laircB Anuml>ei of his hterarv essays hive been
translated into Lngli^h b\ Helen lastrow (Boston,
1895) and bv his wife (London 1806) Consult

Breal, Tames Daimesttter,
'
in the Innuaue de

I ecole des Jiauteii tttiflf* (Pans IbOj)

DABMSTADT, diim'stit (Gei cifr of the
Darm the mer ntai which the citv lieti) The

capitil of tht Gimd Duxh\ of Hesse (and of

Starkenburg Prounoe; Germany, and residence

of the Grind Duke about nudwav between the
Rhine and the "Mun At the northwestern e\
tremit\ of the Odenwald, and 17 miles south of

Frankiort on the ilam (3Iap Germany C 4)
It conhibts of in old and new town the street*

of the former being nairow and crooked but
those ot the litttr broad and handsomt

exhibiting many imposing specimens of architec

ture Its principal square, the Lui&enplatz
adorned with a lofty column, surmounted by a
bronze statue of Grand Duke Louis I who
founded the new town contains the post omce,
the go\ernment building, and the old palace
The Luisenplatz is crossed by the Rhemstrasse,
the most important street in Darmstadt The
#1 and ducal palace, surrounded bv pleasant gar
dens, was begun m the fifteenth century, but

practically rebuilt in the early part of the

eighteenth It contains a valuable library of

o\er 564,000 volumes, an archaeological collec

tioa and a picture gallerv with some good ex

amples of the earl\ German and Dutch masters
The chef d'ceu-vre is> the "Madonna, of the Burgo
master Me\er," by Holbein the Younger Promi
nent among numerous churches are the Stadt

kuche, with the handsome monument of Land
grave George I, and the Roman Catholic church
built after the Pantheon at Rome, with a lofty
dome supported by 28 columns Other notable

burned b\ the French u
1688 and 1693 but attained great prosperifr
towards the end of the eighteenth century Con
suit Zemin and \Yorner, Daimstadt vnd sem<

Umgebung (Zurich, 18%)
DARITEL (Fr dial darnelle, probably fron

OF dame stupid, Dan dacue, fool so callec

irom its supposed stupefying power), Lohun
temulentum A gii&s of the bame genus witl

the -valuable ne glass (qi ) an annual, com
mon in giam fields in England and in man}
parts of continental Furope, and introduced u
some parts of the United States Tins grass ha<

from ancient times been reputed to ha\e a nar
cotic poisonous seed, to which many bad effect

were ascribed Lmdlev, in his Medical anc

(Tconomtcal Botany, published in 1849, ascribe*

narcotic and acrid qualities to darnel seed

Recent investigations ha\e shown the presence
of a fungus in the grain of this grass, and to il

the poisonous qualities are attributed Th<

fungus seems to be almost always present IE

the seed of this species and less frequent in tht

othei species of the genus

DABTTELL, HENBY FAULKNEB (1831- )

Vn English Protestant Episcopal clergyman, bon
in London and educated at Dublin and Cam
bridge He was principal of Hellmuth Ladies

College at London, Ontario, m 1874-83, and
rector of a church at Avon, N Y, in 1883-

1Q04, and of St Mary's, Detroit, m 1904-07
Hib publications include Philip Haslebrook

(1S87) The Craae of Ctoisiwm Englehaii
(1890) tfonq? of the Season (1895)

DABNETAX, dar'na'tal' The capital of a

canton in the Department of Seine Infeneure,
France, at the confluence of the Aubette and

Robec, a suburb of Rouen (Map France, N",
G 3) Its noteworthy buildings are the Gothic
church of Long Paon, a ime early sixteenth cen

tury belfry, and the town hall The town com
mands & good view of Rouen It has important
manufactures of woolens, calico, cotton goods,
ind cast iron Pop , 1901, 6826 1911, 7218
DABNTBTG NEEDLE A dragon

features include the new palace the palace of damsel fly supposed by ignorant folk to be
Prince Henry the old and new town halls,

theatre, and the Herrngarten, a fine public gar
den and park The town's affairs are admims
tered bv a municipal council of 42, and an exec

attempting to pierce and "sew up" one's ears
or do other mischief as it darts about one's

head hence the term is frequently extended to

"devil's darning needle" See DRAOOR FLI



DARTERS AND SUNFISh

1 SAND DARTER (Ammocrypta pelluolds) 4 YELLOW-BELLIED SUNFISH (Lapomls auritua)
2 BLACK-BANDED SUNFISH (Mewgomstue ehtodon> 5 BLUE OR COPPER-NOSED SUNFISH (Lepomis pal
COMMON SUNFISH OR PUMPKIN-SEED (Eupomotia lldu*)

8lbbou) 6 JOHNNY DARTER (Boleosoma nlgrum)
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DABN1JEY, HLNJII ^itWAai, or ferLAfii,
loiu (l~>i) 'i" 1 III' -ecoiid husband ot Marv
Queen ol Scots Tht second but eldest sun iv ing
son of the Larl ot I tnnox In Lidv Maigaret
Douplib niece ot Hem \ \ ITI hi was born Dec
7 1345, at Temple XtWbim Yoikbliire where
lie received a private education H w is hand
some and ot accomplished manneib, but destitute

ot moril and mtellectuil power He mimed
Man on July 29, 1565, but boon disgusted hi
bv intemperance, profhgaev and inbolence As
an acce&boiv to the assassination of Rimo, he
intensified Man * hatred by holding her while
the deed wab committed in her presence Uhile

iciovermg fiom an illnebb he met his, death m
in ibolated hoube which wab blown up o\ the

Eail of Bothwell, Feb 9, 1567 The question of

"\I\rv b complicity in the deed will probably
ilvvavs remain one of the pioblems of history
bee MABI STLABT

D'ABJREST, dtrrest', HEINBICH LTJDWIQ
(1822 or 1823-75) A German astronomer He
was born in Berlin and studied astronomv there

under Encke He was subbequentlv connected
with the observatories of Berlin and Leipzig and
became in 1852 professor in the Leipzig Uni
versitv In 1857 he became piofebbor of as

tronomy in Copenhagen, where he died Hib im
portant publications include Rewltate aus

Beobachtungen der \ebe1flecke und titetrihaufen

(1857), Sideium \ebulosorum Obsenationes
Hamienset (18671 VnteittiicJiungen ubet die

nrbiilosen tfternc in Bczug auf iJite zpektral
analytivchen EigeitstJiaften (1872) and numer
ous astronomical papers in scientific journals
His original observations include discoveries of

several comets, and of the planet Freia (1862)
DABT See DACE
DAJ&T'EB, (bo called from the quick motion)

One of a group of small freshwater fishes of

the peich familv, peculiar to the United States

None is moie than 10 inches in length, and the

least is> onlv \ys incheb long the smallest

spinv raved fish known All are powerful swim
mer* and hav e been spoken of bv Forbes as con

centrated lather than dwarfed fishes They
have developed," lie savs an activity and hardi

hood a vigor of life, and a glow of high color

almost unknown among brook flshet elbewhere
"

They have been the subject of special study by
Dr D S Jordan, who tells us that mo&t of

them prefer clear running water, where they
lie on the bottom concealed under stones dart

ing, when frightened or hungry, with great
velocity for a short distance, then trapping as

suddenly All are carnivorous and feed chiefly
on the larva of flies These beautiful and very

interesting little fishes exist in great variety

throughout the central and southern United
States and are universally known to country

boys as 'Johnny darters," a name particularly

given to a typical species (Boleosoma nigrum)
A few others of the larger ones have received

other names locally, as the sand darter (Am
moarypta, peUucida) indicating the preference
of its genus for sandy bottoms This fish is very

transparent and, when disturbed, plungeb into

the sand (See Plate of DABTBBS AND Stiw

FTSH )
Excellent popular accounts will be

found in the American Naturalist far 1876 and
1880

,
and a full history of the group in Jordan

and Evermann's Fishes of North America, pp
1016-1105 (Washington, 1896)

DAJRTEB, or SIAKU Bom A name given to

ceitain steganopode birds, nearly allied to cor

15 DA&TtfOOB

moiantb, but having a bill luiyu thui the

Leaa perfectly btraight tlendei ind bharp

pointed ind aKo renmkible to the gieit
length 01 tht neck which his obtamul 01 them
the name snake birds' Thev geneiallv live in

pairs near bodies of fre-h vvite1 I ilaimed
while sitting on a biaiuh over a streiin or by
the edge ot a lake thev droj ott <imptlr into the
v\ iter sink gently bentath tin1 siirlut and dib

appeu in thev mav flv upward ind ciicle

about like a hawk ITity m ike iutL ntstb upon
tiees and lay ehalkv blue egs they eit gie it

quintitios ot f>sh which thtv kill bv a quiek,
bnikehke daitmg foiwaid ol the closed be ik,

impaling the piev which i* then flung into the

BHVE OF THE DVPTEB

air, caught in the mouth, and &vv allowed entire

Four specieb ire known constituting the family
AnhingKke One species occult, in Afuca one
m bouthein A&id, one in Australia and one m
tropical and bubtropical Ameiiea Tne hust

(Anhinga anhinga) is sometimes cilled the

watei turke\ and wanders m summei as far

north as southern Illinois It is a handsome
bird about 3 feet long, glossv bluk the bxek
marked with numerous sihen white spots
or streaks See PUte of FISHING BIRDS, and
Colored Phte of Eocs OF WATJB AVD GAME
BlEDS
DAJtrTOED (AS Dftrentfotd) A town m

Kent, England, 14 miles east southeast of Lon
don Bridge, on the Darent, about 3 miles from
its junction with the Thames (ilap London and
Vicinity F 11) It lies m a nanow \alli \ be

tween two bteep hills It has large powder and

papei nulls also manufK tures of oil iron

machinery and chemical- One of the first

paptr milk in England was built here by Spiel
man, jeweler to Queen Elizabeth in 1590 The
City of London Lunatic As-vlum is situated here

and theie aie interesting turns ol i numwrv,
founded 1355 by Edward III \\at Tvlti s m
surrection, in the reign of Riclmd II, broke

out at Daitfoid in H81 Pop 1801 12,000

1<)01, 18,600 1411 30000
BAETTttOOB (named fiom the aver Dart,

which uses in the legion) A granitic table

land in the southwest of Devonshire England,
remarkable for its wild, nigged scenen and cy

clopean relics of aboriginal inhabitants (Map
England, C 6) Dartmoor proper (or the an
cient forest of that name) and the outlying
common lands are about 20 mileb feqnaie This

moorland region, encncled by a natural ram

part and moated by deep ialle\b has a consid

erable elevation aboAe the surrounding country
and culminates in Yes Tor 2077 feet above sea

level Copper is found, and at Wheal Duchy
and Birch Tor are productive tin minis The

largest kaolin works in England 11 e at Lee

Moor, which is also the seat of a meteorological

observatory The soil is composed thieftv of

peat, which in the bottoms has accumulated m
some places to the depth of 25 feet, and it rests

on a subsoil of fine sand Many of the well

watered dells and ravines are fertile while the

whole moor affords pasturage for cattle, sheep,
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and hoiseb The antiquiheb include the Grav
Wethers, a fine specimen below Sittifoid Tor
of TV hat us non staled a Diuulicil temple, the

^estigtb of a laige abongmal MlUge it Giims

pound the cioibleeh at Drewbteignton logans,
stone atenueb dolnens bariows, cairns rock

pillais and ancient tiackwavs

During the long war with Nipoleon a prison
now Ubtd loi conMcts was elected in webtein
Dartmoor for French captnes Pnnce lown
sprang up close bv nd soon became i thriving

place Dunng the wai with the United fctates

(1812-151 man\ captuitd AnHiicanb weie con

fined at Dartrnooi ^ee DABmooB MVSSACBE
The castle manor inrt iore*.t or Dirtmooi

weie gi anted by Henn III to hii brothei Rich
ard Farl 01 Coinwall and since 1337 Dait
nioor has been in part permanently annexed to

the Duchy of Coinw ill Dartmooi figuieb con

spicuously in poetn xnd romance Consult

Rowe A Pnatiibulation of the Ancient and Royal
Foiet,t of Dattmooi etc (Plymouth and Lon
don 3d td 1S06) "nd R Baling Gould, Book of
Dattaiuw (London 1000)
DABTMOOB MASSACBE, THE The killing

(April 1S15) by a company of English sol

dieib of borne Vmencin pmoners who, togethei
with 6000 otheib, had been confined in the Dart
moor (England) prison for several months after

the clo&e of the ^ar of 1812 between England
and the Imtcd States To quell what they re

guarded as a mutim and to thwart an apparent
effort at escape the puson guaid, probabU undei

orders from Capt T G fehoitland their com

manding officei fired upon the prisoners killing
se\en and Bounding ibout 00 -30 of them dan

geroubly The Amencinb at the time regarded
this as an act ot wanton muidei, but it was

pronounced justifiable by a loint commission,

which, howe%ei acquitted the pusoners of the

charge or organizing a mutiny 01 of planning an

escape The Bntish go\ernment soon afterward

promoted Shortland but made libeial provision
for the families of thote who had been killed or

permanently disabled Consult Andrews, The
P) nonets' Uemoz/s GJ, Dmtmooi Prison (New
York, 1852), and Cobb, A Green Banffs First

Crvue, Together uith Fne Months in Dartmoor

(Boston, 1841|
DABTMOOB PBISON" See DABTMOOB, and

MASSACRE

A DABT MOTH (AffTotU OUtdO)

a Adult moth b deposit of eggs, e, oaterpillar (a cut-

worm) d head ofcaierpillar

DABT MOTH A noctuid moth of the genus
Agrotts, whose caterpillars are cutworms, some
tunes called "climbing cutworms" A species

very uidespiead in both Euiope and America is

Agrotiv sauLcia, ^hose "ningb expand 1^4 inches

The fore wings 11 e grmbh biorcn \inegated
with black the land um^s whiti&h, deepening
into browm-h to^aids the margin The cater

pillar is nearly 2 inches long \\hen matuie and
is of a dull flesh color mottled with brown and
black When ready to pupate it descends and
foim& a bmooth ca\ity in the giound for that

purpose Theie cateipillais teed on the lea\es

of irmt bearing tiees and shrubb

DARTMOUTH, dart'muth A town of Hah
fax Co ,

Xoya Scotia Canada situated on Hah
fa\ harbor, opposite the citr\ of Halifax, of which
it is practically i submb connected by a 15

minute ^enice of femes (Map Nova Scotia,
F 4) It is the terminus for the Halifax and
Eastern Railway It contains handsome rebi

dencei the proMncial as\lum lor lunatics and
a paik The manutaituied product^ include

sugar, lumber, spice soap, chocolate cordage,
corn meal, beer bkates, and bolts Theie aie

also boiler morks, rolling mills, and a marine
railnav Dartmouth founded in 1749, was de

stroved by Indians in 1751 Fort Clarence, be

ION the town, commandb the narrow and dan

geious eastern pasbage, which was considered

impassable for large \essels until 18b2, when the

Confederate steamer Tallahassee escaped through
it Pop 1001, 4806 1911 5058

DAETMOTJTH A town and seaport of

Devonshire, England built in terraces on a

steep slope 300 to 400 feet high on the me:
Dut 27 miles east of Ph mouth and not far

fiom the sea (Map England C 6) The streets

aie nu low, and many of the houses hue the

old style o\erhanging storits, promoting gables,
and wood can ings In St Saviour's Cnuich,
of the fourteenth century, are a richly sculp
tui ed btone pulpit, a highly ornamented, painted,
and gilt interior, a caned rood loft, and inter

esting monuments A battery and the remains
of a, castle built during the reign of Henry VII
stand at the entrance to the excellent harbor
In the mer aboye the town is anchored the

cadet training ship Bntanma The commerce
and shipping trade of Dartmouth are of con

aiderable importance Its fisheries are exten

sue, it is a coaling station for the south coast,

and has shipyards, paint factories, brewenes,
and engineering works It has a resident

United States consular agent Pop, 1901,

6579, 1911, 7005 Sir Humphrey Gilbert, the

Newfoundland explorer, was born near the town
At Dartmouth, in 1190, the Ciuaaders, under
Richard Cceur de Lion, embarked for the Holy
Land Its earliest-known charter dates fiom
1342 The French, burned the town in the time
of Richard II, but were repulsed in another at

tack on it in 1404 In the Cml War of the

seventeenth century it was captured by the

Royalists under Prince Maurice and retaken by
the Parliamentarians under Fairfax
DAETMOTJTH A town in Bristol Co,

Mass , about 5 miles south of New Bedford, on
the Paskamansett River (Map Massachusetts,
F 6) It is in a region of summer resorts and
contains three public libraries There are poul
try and dairying interests and manufactories
of box boards Pop, 1900, 3669, 1910, 4378
DABTMOTTTH COLLEGE An institution

for higher education situated at Hanover, N H
Dartmouth originated in Moor's Indian Chanty
School, organized about 1750 at Lebanon, Conn ,

by the Rev Eleazar Wheeloek, and receiving
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its name and first endowment from Joshua
Moor, or More, in 1755 Support for the school
came from gifts made chiefly bv the general
courts of Massachusetts Bay and New Hamp
shire and by peisons in England interested in
the project of educating the Indians This in
tereot was fostered bv Sampson Oceom, an In
dian pieachei and pupil of Dr Wheeloek, who
toured England and Scotland in 1766-67, raia

ing funds for the school The proceeds, some

10,000, -were intiusted to a board of trustee*,,
of tthoni the Earl of Dartmouth was chairman

Encouraged bv this success, plans were made
for the enlargement of the school, so that both
whites and Indians might be taught, and for

placing it upon a legal and permanent basis

Largely through the influence of John Went
worth Goveinor of New Hampshire, large tracts

of land were given by that piovince on the pres
ent site of the college, and in 1769 George III

granted a io\al charter to 'Dartmouth College"
named in honoi of its patron, the Earl At

the same time Mooi's School was made a sepa
late institution, though under the control of

the same trustees as those of the college This
school was maintained until 1849 and still re-

tains a legal if fictional existence under the

title The President of Alooi'a Charity School"
Di Wheelock was made the first president of

the college and retained office until 1779, when
he \\as succeeded by his son John In 1816, a

religious controveisy having arisen, the Legis
latuie of New Hampshire passed acts intended
to depme the trustees of authority and to take
to itself the control of the institution These
acts were sustained by the State court, but were,
in 1S19, upon argument by Daniel Webster

(qv ), invalidated by the Supreme Court of

the United States, which declared the original
chaiter to constitute an inviolable private
trust (See DABTJIOUTH COLLEGE CASE ) Dart-

mouth comprises the College, the Medical

School, founded in 1798, the Thayer School of

Civil Engineering founded in 1867, and the

Amos Tuck School of Administration and Fi-

nance, founded in 1900 The Chandler School

of Arts and Sciences, founded in 1851, was

merged into the college in 1893 as the Chand
lei Scientific Course In 1866 the New Hamp
shire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

\\as established by the State in connection with

Dartmouth but was separated from the college
in 1893 and moved to Durham, N H The
course of the Medical School was reduced in

1913 to two years of preparatory medical work
in conjunction with undergraduate courses lead

ing to the bachelor's degree Dartmouth thus

offers no degree in medicine, but makes possible
a ready transition from college to advanced

standing in metropolitan professional schools

which offer unusual clinical facilities The

courses of the Thayer and Amos Tuck schools

are two years, but the first year in any of the

graduate schools may, under certain restnc

tions, be credited also as the last year m the

undergraduate school

Degrees are conferred in arts, science, civil

engineering, and commercial science The col-

lege buildings, numbering some 40, include labo

ratones, an observatory, two medical buildings,

dormitories, a large dining hall, and commons
There is, besides, the Mary Hitchcock Memorial

Hospital, having lecture and clinic facilities at

the disposal of the Medical School The library

represents the accumulations of a century and

VOL

a quarter and consists or oyer 125,000 volumes
and 20,000 pamphlet* The student enrollment
in 1913 \tas 1320, 01 -whom 21 were in the
Medical School 37 in the Thaver School, and
64 in the Amos Tuck School The presidents
of the college have been Eleazer Wheelock,
1769-79 John Wheelock, 1779-1815 Francis
Brown, 1815-20, Daniel Dana 1820-21, Ben-
nett Tyler IS21-2S Nathan Lord 1828-63, Asa
Dodge Smith 1803-77 Samuel Colcord Bart-
lett 1877-92 William Je^ett Tucker, 1893-
1009 Ernest Fox Nichols, 1900-
DARTMOTTTH COLLEGE CASE One of

the mobt important and far i caching decisions
in constitutional lav* ev er decided bv the United
States Supreme Court The charter of Dart
mouth College was granted bv the British crown
in 1769, incorporating 12 persons bv the name
of the Trustees of Dartmouth College, and giv-
ing them full pov er to govern the college and to
fill all vacancies in their body In 1816 the

Legislature ot New Hampshire passed an act

amending the original charter
providing for the

appointment of 11 new trustees bv the Governor
of the State, and for a board of overseers to

inspect and control the conduct of the trustees
The old trustees refused to accept the amended
chaiter, and brought suit against the officers

of the new board who had obtained possession
of the college property The Supreme Court of
New Hampshire upheld the constitutionality of
the statute, and the case was then taken on writ
of error to the Supreme Court of the United
States For the plaintiffs the mam argument
was made by Daniel Webster (qv ), and for the
defendants by William Wirt (qv ), Attorney
General of the United States In its decision,
handed down in 1819, and in which all but one
of the justices concurred, the court held, through
Chief Justice Marshall, that the acts of the
New Hampshire Legislature in question were
unconstitutional and void The college was de
clared to be a private and not a public corpora-
tion, the charter of such a corporation was de
clared to be a contract between the crown (to
whose obligations the State of Ne\v Hampshire
had succeeded) and the corporators and their

successors, and the State statute which attempted
to change the charter without the consent of

the corporation was held to be within the pro
hibition of the Federal Constitution, that "no
State shall pass anj law impairing
the obligation of contracts

" The consequences
of this decision have been very far reaching,
both in securing the inviolability of private
trusts and in limiting State sovereignty and

extending, through the Federal courts, the au-

thority of the Federal Constitution The prin-

ciples of the decision have been repeatedly ap
plied, and in some important respects limited,

both bv Federal and State courts The case is

reported in 1 New Hampshire Reports, 111, and
4 Wheaton (United States) Reports, 518 For
favorable comments on the decision, commit

Kent, Commentaries on American Law, vol i

(Boston, 1884), Lect six, Story, Commentaries
on the Constitution of the United States, vol 11

(ib, 1891) , Pomeroy, Introduction to the Con-

stitutional Law of the United States (9th ed,

Boston, 1886) , Maine, Popular Government

(London, 1886) For a searching criticism of

the case, consult Shirley, The Dartmouth College

Causes (St Louis, 1879), and Walker, The

Dartmouth CoUege Case

DABTON, NBLSOTT HORATIO (1866- )
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An American geologist, born in Brooklyn, N Y
,

and educated in the public schools He was a
chemist for four vears and in 1886 became geolo

gist to the Lmted States Geological Sunev
from which in 1910 he -was transferred to the

post of geologist to the Bureau of Mines of the

Geological Rune^ His studies in water analy
bib \vhen he xv as a young chemist led to the con
demnation of many insanitary wells, and much
of his latei work was in government reports on
artesian waters and structuial materials He
edited the Survey's fiibt bibhogiaphv of North
American geology from 1732 to 1891, in Survey
Bulletin 127 (1896)

DAETT, da'ru', PIKEBE ANTOFSE XOEL BSDNO
(1767-1829) A French historian, poet, and

statesman, born at Montpellier, Jan 12, 1767

He entered the army in 1783 was imprisoned
(1792-93) on a charge of treason to the Repub
lie for 18 months duimg which he produced a
creditable translation of Horace One of $apo
leons most trusted lieutenants, owing to his

undioputed probity and signal administrative

Sialitiei*

he held tome of the most edited posi
ons in the Empire, such as Councilor of State,

intendant geneial de la maison mihtaire, Secre

taiv of Stite, and Minister of War He was in

charge oi the Commissary Department of the

Grand 4jmy during the campaign of 1812 and
also during the retreat through Russia During
the Restoration he was made intendant general
bv Louis SVin in 1814 At the second Restora

tion he retired for a tune (1815-19) to private
life and study, but was made member of the

Chamber of Peers in 1819 and became a distin

guished defender of constitutional liberty He
wrote some important pamphlets on free speech
and even defended the educational theories of

Rousseau In spite of his military and political

activity his literary production was of such

excellence that he was elected to the Academic
Franeaise and later named its president He
died on his estate, near Meulan, Sept 5, 1829

His Hiatoire de la repuUique de Venise and His
toire des dues deBretagne (1826) are impartial,

erudite, and accurate Sainte-Beuve devotes

three articles to him in the Gausenes (vol li.)

A Life by Viennet is prefixed to the fourth edi

tion of fftstoire de la, repubhque de Vemse

(Pans, 1853)

D'ASTTSMONT, da'rus'moir', FBANOES See

WEIGHT, FANKY
DAB/WEW A town of Lancashire, England,

on the river Darken, situated amid moorland

hills, 3% miles south of Blackburn and 18 miles

northwest of Manchester (Map England, D 3)
The town xs irregularly built and unattractive
It owes its importance to a trade with India

and China in calicoes, for which it employs a

large number of spindles and looms The India

Mill, one of the finest in the country, covers an
area of 31,000 square feet and runs 160,000

spindles The town also contains paper staining
works, paper manufactories, calico printing es

tablishments, works for the manufacture of fire

bncks, stained paper, tiles, and sanitary tubes,
iron and brass founding, bleaching, machine and
reed making Coal mines and atone quarries
also find employment for a considerable number
of the inhabitants It has numerous places of

worship, large and commodious schools for ele-

mentary education, technical schools, and a co

operative public hall The municipality pwns
gas, water, electric light supply, tramways,
slaughterhouses, markets, public baths, free li

DABWHT

brary, technical school, cemetery, artisans'

dwellings, and lodging house, and a modern sys
ttm of sewage disposal for fertilizing purposes
The place was known as (her Darwen irom the

reign of Henrv II and with beveral hamlets was

incorporated in 1878 as the municipal borough
of Darwen Pop, 1851, 11,702 1891, 34,192,

1001, 38212, 1011 40344 Consult Shaw His

torn of Darn en (London, 1891)

DAB/WIN, CHABLES ROBEBT (1809-82)
The greatest English naturalist of the nineteenth

century He was bom at Shrewsbury, Feb 12,

1809, the bon of Di Robert W Darwin, FRS,
and grandson of Erasmus Dim in (q\ ) His
mother wa& a daughter of Josuh Wedgwood the

famous manuficturer of potterv Alter attend

ing a public school at Shietvsbury for some

years, he studied at Edinburgh Umveisity for

two sessions, and then at Christ's College, Cam
bridge, where he took his degiee of BA in

1831 His father had onginalh intended him-

for the Church, but hereditirv; tendencies

towards natural hi-sloiv led him in another

dnection fehoitlv aftei giaduation he seized

an opportunity to go around the world as natu
ralist in H M S Beagle, commanded by Captain'

Fitzioy, RN Thib expedition which continued

from Dec 27, 1831, to Oct 2, 1836, and spent
much tune in making sun eys of southern South
America afforded Darwin a great opportunity
for making original observations and for con

templation It was indeed, his studies on the

fauna of the Galapagos Islands that planted
The germ of his evolutionary theories Thi ac

count of his voyage, finalh ( ISbO) entitled T oy
age of a \atutahst on E J/ AS Beagle, which
has pasted through man\ editions is a classic

work and shows a degree of intelligence in the

author that promised great things for his fu
ture This yoyage had a marked effect on Dar
win's health, leaving him with a tendency
towards nausea which during hfe permitted of

only a limited amount of work each day In
the seclusion of his country place at Down the

great thinker was able by steady application,

despite his disability, to produce his gieat
works

^
The scientific outcome of his voyage was a

series of important books In 1839 was pub
lished his first Journal of Researches, in 1840-
43 the Zoology of the Voyage of H M 8 Beagle,

published by the government and edited by
Darwin, in 1842, The Structure and Distubv
tion of Coral Reefs, m which was proposed the

theory of the origin of coral reefs that is most

generally held today, m 1844, Geological 06
servations on Volcanic Islands, and in 1846,
his Geological Observations on South Amencn
Darwin's valuable Monograph of the Cimpedia,
(1851-55) was the immediate outcome of his

yoyage and remains today the standard sys
tematic work on this group

It had long been known to a number of scien
tiflo friends that Darwin was working on a

theory of evolution when, m 1858, he received
from A R Wallace, then in the East Indies, the

manuscript of a paper containing precisely the
same explanation of adaptation that Darwin
had hit upon Darwin was naturally much em
barraased, but seemed willing to throw aside the
work of years and give precedence to his friend's

paper On the adnoe of friends, however, hie

paper and Wallace's were read at the same meet-
ing of the Linnean Society of London and were
published in their Transactions for 1858 In
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1859 Darwin's book, The Origin of Species ly
Means of ^ atural Selection, or the Preservation

of Favored Races in the Struggle of Life, ap
peared It at once created the gieatest interest

and, largely through the extraordinarily able

championship of Huxley, its ideas soon gamed
widespread acceptance Although Darwin's the

ory of natural selection IB primarily only an e\

planation of adaptation yet adaptation is of

such fundamental importance that its explana
tion paved the way for the acceptance of the

general theory of evolution, for Darwin con
tributed a mechanical or natural explanation of

what had before required a supernatural explana
tion Development by natural law took the

place of the special creation hypothesis Dar
win's mechanical theorv is that of the struggle
for existence, the annihilation of the unfit, and
the consequent 'survival of the fittest" It rests

upon the evident fact that every species of am
mal produces more voung than will develop to

maturity and breed, for if all the young pro
dueed by any species bred the world would soon

become filled with that species to the exclusion

of every other The vast number of individuals

that are killed off are, on the whole, below the

average of those that survive The latter have
been preserved on account of a certain, perhaps
slightly, greater fitness to their environment,
which may protect them from their enemies or

give them greater power in gaming food or re

producing their kind Their slight advantage
will be inherited, and so the next generation
will stait from a fitter plane, and, by a con

tmuance of the selective process in successive

generations, perfect adaptation will result The

theory of natural selection has been subjected to

the most rigorous criticism, but it still remains

a useful explanation of certain phenomena See

NATUBAL SELECTION, EVOLUTION
The importance of the change wrought by

Darwin's book cannot be overestimated First,

it revolutionized the method of work and the

aims of natural history The aims of zoologi
cal investigation were thenceforth the retracing
of zoological history, determining the stages

through which plants and animals have passed
in their development Before Darwin's tune

systematic work was the mere enumeration of

species, since, it has been the study of relation

ships Before Darwin embryology was the de

scnption of the earlier stages of development,

since, it has been the reading of the phylogeny
m ontogeny Before Darwin comparative anat

omy was the comparison of types, since then

it has become the study of the effect of func

tion and environment in molding the bodily
form
But the influence of Darwinism was by no

means confined to natural history Darwin him
self early extended his general theory to man,

especially in The Descent of Man and Selection

MI Relation to 8ea ( 1871 ) Thus extended, Dar
win's theory came into opposition to the Bible,

literally and narrowly interpreted, and so it

aroused a vast storm of opposition from Church

officials In fullness of tune not only ecclesi

astacs but philosophers of every sort have come
to base their teachings and doctrines on evolu

tion Darwin taught that the mind of man in

its lowest stages was essentially an animal mind,
and the upward progress of man is viewed as

effected by natural causes, chief among which

is the action of natural selection He does not

inquire into the exact way in which the mental

and bodily are connected He simplj assumes

that, just as the bodilv organism is capable of

varjmg in an indefinite number or wavs, so may
the mental faculties vary indefinitely in corre

spondence with certain physical changes In
this way he seeks to account for all the higher
mental powers as the use of language and rea

son, the sentiment of beauty, and conscience

Finally, Darwin seeks to give a practical and
ethical turn to his doctrine since he defines the

general good the proper object of man s action
as "the rearing of the greatest number or in

dmduals in full health and vigoi, and with all

their faculties perfect under the conditions to
which they are subject" It is well to observe
that if Darwinism confined itself to a strict fol

lowing of the great investigator, it might involve
less of philosophic and metaphytical theory than
has become popularly associated with it, for
much of which Darwin is not to be held respon
sible For further exposition of Darwin's views,
see BVOLLHOX and NATURAL SELECTIOX, and
the discussion of special phases of his doctrine
and investigations under other titles theie
indicated

Darwin's later life was devoted to the demon
stration of his theory by a series of studies the
results of which appeared chieflv in the follow

ing books Fertilisation of Orchids (1862),
Variation of Animals and Plants under Domesti
cation (1868), Expression of the Emotions t

Man and Animals (1872), Insectnorous Plants

(1875), Chmbtng Plants ( 1875 ) The Effects of
Cross and Self Fertilization in the Vegetable
Kingdom (1876), Ihffeient Forms of Floners
in Plants of the Same Species (1877) The
Pouer of Motement w Plants (1880), and On
the Formation of Mold "by the Action of Earth
worms (1881)

Personally Darwin was characterized by a
kind disposition, gentle manners, and brilliant

conversational qualities His warm heartedness>,
added to his genius, made for him strong friends,

many of whom were of great assistance to him
in gaming an acceptance of his theories His
methods of study were interesting He was a
voluminous gatherer of notes on topics which
interested him, in experimentation he was quick
in his movements and accurate As in the case

of many other leaders of science, his brain was
fertile in hypotheses, which were readily re

jected when experiment had shown them to be

faulty Although his correspondence was volumi

nous, he attended to it all with scrupulous care,

replying courteously even to a request from a

young man who was preparing a lyceum lecture

for an abbreviated statement of his views as the

writer had no time to read his books He died

April 19, 1882, full of years and honors He
was awarded the Prussian order Pour le Mente
(1871), and was made a member of the French

Academy in 1878
The centenary of the birth of Charles Darwin

and the fiftieth anniversary of the publication
of the Ongvn of Species, which was celebrated

in 1909, was the occasion of the publication of

many important volumes The most significant
of these concerned the relation of modern, trends

of thought to the original "Darwinism "
Among

these volumes may be mentioned Francis Dar-
win (ed ), The Foundations of the "Or\gm of

Specie*" (Cambridge, 1906) , essays by various

American authors, Fifty Tears of Darwinism

(New York, 1909) , essays by various foreign

authors, Dancm and Modern Science (Cam
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bridge, 1000) T A Thomson Duntutit,m and
Human Life (New loik 1910 1

Consult alo Life and Letters oj Chatles Dar
inn (3 vols London 1S87 icpiinted in 2 vols ,

New Yoik lS93i lfo>e Leasts of C Dai tun

(1903) Pnulv Dannnivnits und La rtanl isnius

(Munich 1005,

DABWTff, TuAsiris /]7*!1-1 Q02) An Eng
lisli phvsicnn ind nituiahst the giandfither
of Chirles, Diiwm Hi. was bom at J-lton He
vvis a kten md philosophic ybwnei of nttuit,

and embodud much ot his obstivations and

thoughts in didutic veist, which ioim serial

loug pouns whost stvle is -.tilted and iancifullv

elaborate Hit pnncipil oi these is The Botanic

Garden (17s'Jj, ot which tin second part, en

titled The Loves oi the Plants
' became fa

mous and wis tnnslated into French and
Italian It contained manv suggestions as to

'protective mimiciv ' ind othtr features after

ward a part of the elaboiated doctnne of the

evolution, of plants In 1794-96 was published
Ins Zoonoinia, m prose, which was primarily
a medical woik, but contained many moie gen
eral reflection^ and recei\ed wide notice Its

ideas weif so no\el and i evolutionary that, ac

cording to Samuel Butler PaleVs ^atmaJ The

ology was Timed it it and extinguished for a
tune itb miluence Chailes Darwin -wrote of it,

m his Oriqm of hpecies It is cxiiious how

largely mv gmndfather anticipated the \iews

ind erroneous grounds ot opinion of Lamarck",
and modern students see also that he anticipated
much that Chaileb Darwin himself advanced to

acceptance Erasmus Duvuns views on evolu

tion include the belief that all animals have

originated from a single living "filament", that

changes are produced b\ diffeiences ot climate,

that ill inimals undugo constant changes and
that rnanj of their acquirements are transmitted

to their po&tentv that the contests of the males

foi the possession of the females lexd to such
results as were afterwaid stited under the name
of 'sexual selection , that manv structuies have
been acquired as a means ot secuntv in a stiug

gle for existence and that a vast length of time
has elapsed since these modifications began
The debt which Charles Danun Lamarck, and
other exponents of the doctrines of organic evo
lution owe to Erasmus Darwin is discussed b\
Packard m his biography of Lamai cL (New York,
1901 ) and by Krause in The Scientific WoiJs of
Erasmus Dajmn (1879) also by Butler, Biolu
lution, Old and VTC (London 1870) A biogra
phv bv Inna Sett aid appeared in London in 1804
In Phytologia or the PMosoplut of ignculture
and datdcmng (1799) Darwin expresses a belief
that plants have sensation and volition The
Temple of '\etute, or the Ongi.t of Society a
Poem tntK Ifiilowphtccl Votes appeared post
humoush m 1803 See FVOLUTKA
D-ABWUT, FBANCIS (1S48-I92T) An Eng

hsh botanist, a son of Charles Robert Darwm,
born at Down, Kent He received his education
at Trinitv College, Cambridge, studied medicine
at St George's Hospital in London, assisted

Charles Darwm at Down, in 1888 was made
reader in botany at the University of Cambridge,
and in 1903 became foreign secretary of the

Eoyal Society, and president of the British As
sociation in 1908 His publications include

Life and Letteis of Charles Darvnn (1887),
Charles Darwm (1892) , Practical Physiology oj

Plants, jointly with Acton (1894), Elements

of Botctnv fl 895 ) J/ore Letters of Darwin, with

A bewaid (19U3) foundation of the Onqvn
of Species (1909) Chailet, Darvuns Ponei of
Hoipment in Plants wis prepared with the

son's aid

DAEWIN, GEOBGE HOWARD (1845-1912)
An English geologist son ol Charles Robert Dar
win He w s bom at Down, Kent \nd after

giaduating at Tnnitr College (1868), where he
Tvas later \ fellow (lbhS-7S) he wis admitted
to the bar he did not piactice, however but de
voted his entire attention to mathematical sci

eme and paituuliilv to expeuinental investi

gition on the pres&uic ot loo-^e sands, changes
in the level of the earth's surface and minor

eaithquakes His publications include papers
on The Harmonic Analyst* of Tidal Oosenations

(1S83), The Effects of Tidal Fnction on the

Eaith and J/ooWj Periodical Otoits (1896),
Tides and Kindt ed Phenomena (1898) In 1882

he assisted Sir Willnm Thomson in the prepara
tion of a new edition of Thomson and Tait's

latuial Philosophy A Teai later he was ap
pointed Plumian professor of astionomy and ex-

perimental philosophv at Cambridge He was
a member of the Royal Society and a member
of the council of the Meteorological Office ( 1885-

1905), and was elected piesident of the Royal
Astionomical Society in 1899 and president of

the British Association a short time before his

death

DAEWHT, MOUNT A mountain of Tierra

del Fuego, South America, 6890 feet in altitude

(Map Chile, D 14) It is named after Chailes

Daiwin
DAEWTNISM See DiBWEs, CHARTS, Evo

LLTION NATURAL SELECTION

BASE, da'ze, JOHAN\ MABTI\ ZACHAEIAS
(1824-61) A mathematical prodigv, born in

Hambmg When a bo\, he gave public exhi

bitiont, as an expeit calculator One of his

feats was the rapid multiplication of a series of

JO fagures or more bv another senes of equal

kngth and he is said to have been equally ex

p*rt in extracting the cubic root of numbers

containing from 80 to 100 figures a task he

irequenth performed in less than an hour He
published Tafeln der natinhchen Loganthmen
do Zahlen (1850) and Factot en Tafeln fur alle

/ahlen dm siebcnten Million, oder genauer <uon

t),U00001 lis 7002,000 mit den dann wkom
uunden Ptimzahlen (1862-65)

DASENTT, dyaent, SIB GEOEGK WEBBE ( 1817-

90) An English scholar and author, born at

Rt Vincent, West Indies He was educated at

Oxford, was appointed civil service commissioner
in 1870, and m the following year assumed the

editorship of Eraser's Hagaisvne He was also

associated for some time with the London Tvmes
and edited the Icelandic English Dictionary
(1874) In addition to a translation of The

lounger Edda (1842), he wrote the following
The Vorsemen in Ireland (1855) , The Story of
Butnt V/flZ (1861) Selection of Norse Tales

(1862), The Vikings of the Baltic (1875),
H&oet of Iceland (1905) His Annals of an
Eventful Life passed through five editions

(latest ed, 3 vols, 1870)
DASHEE1T/ A tuberous rooted species of

Golooasw, of the family Aracese, extensively
cultivated in the West Indies, where it is known
under a variety of names, such as coco, eddo,
tamer, malanga, etc It has often been confused
with the yautia(JantAosoma sagittifolium) , but
it is much more closely allied to the taro (Colo
casia esculenta) of the Pacific islands The
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tubers form a substitute tor potatoes the young
leases are Ubed is a pothtrh and the young
shoots ma\ be tub tituted tor spirato

u& The
cultivation of da htem> ha-s bien undertaken w ith

borne MICCP s, in the South \tlantK and Gulf
Statet lar-.e Melds of tubtis bum? reported

DASHKOFF, di^h'lor IsvTEHnA Pom\
CTINV PBTNCESS 1743-1310* \piommcnthg
ure m Pussian pohticil ind literan areleo

during the latter hilt of the ughttcnth ccitun
She \vis the dauglter 01 Count ^oroiueoff \t

the age of lo he \\ IA married to Piuue Dash
koff an officer of the Imptnal Cuaid \ an n
timate friend of the Grand Duclie t Catharine
the Princes ippearb to hu taken in aetae

part in the onspiracy of 1762 which pi iced her
mistress on the tlrone as Cathanne II (q\ )

Prince Dashkoff died in 1761 and his -widow

ga\e herself up to her children to liter iture

and to politics A. coldness between herself and
the Lmpre&s now ended n a qmrrel and in her

retirement from thp court \fter an extended
tour through Turope the Princes-, returned to

Rubsia in, 1782 and ^as at once res-toied to

Imperial favor She wat> appointed director of

the Pubaian Academy of Science and in 17S3

became first president of the Russian Academy
which was established through her efforts On
the death of Catharine TI, in 1796 bhe \\as

deprived of her offices xnd ordered by Paul I

to retire to her estates, at Novgorod Later on
she was allowed to reside m "Mo^cro where ble

died The Princess vrote be\eral comedies and
was mainly instrumental in inducing the Pu?
sian Academv to draw up a dictionary of the

Rusbian language The work ivas completed
under her direction and wab in part written by
her Her memoirs ha^ie been edited bv Mrs "ft

Bradford (London 1840) Consult Somorine
fa Pnncewe Dachloi (St Petersburg lbS8

Russian)

DASHOSST, A\roMS MOB \A>, See MOB
\A\ DA^TlOBhT

DASHT, disht or DESHT, deaht \ ^^e^
of Baluchibtan \bia running tlirough the wmth
western portion of the country and falling into

the Arabian Sea (Map Persia H 7) Its

northern branch the Nihing, forms a part of the

boundary between Baluchistan and Persia The
combined rivers are 17o miles long

DASKAM, dasTcam JOSEPHSE DODGE (Mrs
Selden Bacon) (1875- )

An American
author She wat born m Stamford Conn and

graduated at Smith College in 1898 Her first

book was Smith College Rtone* (1900) but &he

first excited general interest by The ifodwes* of

Phihp (1902) a volume presenting -with much
humor and common sense some elements of

modern primary education Her later workb m
dude Memories of a Baby (1904) The Domestic

Icfaentures (1907) Biography of a Boy
(1910) The Inheritance (1912) The LucL o

Ladv Joan (1813) To Days Daughter (1914)

DASS, das PETEB (1647-1708) The fattier

of modern Norwegian poetrv He "was born at

NordHero, the son of an immigrant Scottish

merchant and a iSorse woman of good breeding
He attained in the Church a position of dignity

responsibility and some danger on the north

coast of Norway where with brief intermib

sions he lived peacefully and ^rote unremit

tmglv verses and a garrulous lutoliogrwphy
His work circulated m manuscript, but little

was printed in his lifetime and the first collec

tion of his Works was by Enk&en

137^-77) The A o; tliland <? Fiumpet his most
famous poem TV-IS not printed till 1739 This

rhtmirg de criri on of land ind people quaint
witto tanciiul a id in an unToi#ettable lilting
measure i low n by heart iiroughout northern
^on\^-^ \ote^ orHu too are the 1 alley bong
(IfaObi and ^pintual Pastime (hll; a collec
tion ot rcbgiouo lertrf

DAS'SIE or DASST (South Atncanj \
familiar dimirutire in Cape Colons ot the local
Dutch name Khp das roi the ^outh African
h>ri\ (Prcrana capen&is} al o called rocl

rabbit b\ Er&lish colonists See IIiHvx

DASTEE, dih'tr Pa^k UIEET (1844-
) -i Fitneh ph\siologist born m Pan

He studied at the Ecole "Soimak Supemure of
which he became fdlo-n and -nis appointee'

prufebor of natural histo^r at the L^cee I oms
le Grand In lSb7 he na a oPed to the chair
of physiolo.\ at th So bonne He transited
S "Weir Mitehpllh Injunev of ~\en,es and theit

Conseauencfs ( 1872 1 i Des lesions des neif? et

de leur conHyvfuce (""S^j) and wrote Role

phyiiolcgique an tune df lait <1^2) Xe
chortles exitrntnentales sw le sysiene IQSO
motein (with Morat 1^S4) 7es anesthetiquey
physiologie et applications chmn aicales (1890)
fa IIP et la woit (100i-ll Ing tran^, Life and
Death by W T Crecn&treet 1911) and other
scientific \vork

DASYP-ffiDES, duipe/dez See subtitle

Plumage in the article BIRD
DASTPTJS Spe A.PViDTiJ.o

DASTUEE, dis'iui (from Gk oatrvs dasys
sbagsfv 4- vPa wa tail) 4. marbupial of tiie

family Dasvuudae ishich includes -variout, Li^hlv

generalized carmyorou's and mbtctivoroub forms
of Aubtralasid allied to tht opossums and closely

representative of Tertiary forms found fossil in
South America and elsewhere E\entually it

a Tasmaiuan wolf (Thylacnmi)

appears certain that this group ^ill be split into

teveial famibe" ba=ed on budh important charac

ters> as a "varying number of premolaro and the

presence or absence of epipubic boned, but at

present they may be kept under the one heading
Their hind and fore limbs are approximately

equal, and the toes (of which, the second and
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third of the hind leet are entirely free) are well

developed and clawed, their tails are long,

hiu\ curling, and not prehensile, their denti-

tion is carnassial, the canines often bung large

tusks, and there are eight large incisors in the

upper jaw and a caecum is lacking Manv of

the dasvures are strong tierce catlike beasts of

prey, scattered over Australia New Guinea and

especially prevalent in Tasmania where, as

also in southeastern Australia, the} have become

rare owing to the war made upon them bv the

colonists All are mainlv terrestrial and live

m buriows
Prominent among these beasts is the thvla

cine or Tasmanian ?ebra wolf or pouched dog

(Thylacmu.8 cynocephalus) It is verv vvolflike

in appearance, but somewhat smaller than the

common wolf, with shorter hair, a long terete,

comparatively smooth tail and more rounded

ears Its color is grayish brown with the hm
der part of the back and root of the tail barred

with blackish stripes diminishing to points on

the flank* It dwells in rockv dens, seeks its

prcv at night, and until reduced in numbers was
a destructive pest to the flocks of sheep

Another is the ferocious Tasmanian devil

(RaicopMus ursinus), which is a heavy, power
ful, long furred, almost black animal resembling
a bear but onh about the size of a badger, and

having a long thick tail It also is decidedly

nocturnal, sleeping by day in some dark lair or

burrow, and attacking sheep and lesser prey
hv night nothing being safe from its strength
nnd ferocitv but this pest is now nearly
exterminated
On the continent of Australia several very

catlike or civet like dasvures occur of which

the handsomest la the spotted "native eat,"

nearly as large as a house cat but some of this

genus (Dasyurus) are much smaller To the

genera Phascologale and its allies belong a

variety of small insect eating dasvures greatly

resembling rats and mice m their appearance
and living mainly on insects, birds' eggs, etc ,

and another now very rare form (Antechmoinys

laniger) has much the form and appearance of

a jerboa Fmallv, there must be mentioned the

banded anteater (Myrmecobvus fasciatus),
which derives its special interest from the cir

cumatance that it comes closer to some of the

extinct marsupials of the Secondary rocks of

Europe than does any other living tjpe" This
animal is ahout the size of a squirrel, but has a
vivernne form and long, somewhat bushy, tail

In many of the dasyures the pouch is rudimen

tary, but here the female has no pouch, "the

young, when first born, being merely concealed

by the long hair of the belly as they cling to

the teats (four in number)
*

Its teeth are all

small and adapted to eating the insects that
constitute its fare mainly ants and termites,
which are gathered by the long and protrusile

tongue Hence it is found chiefly in the sandy
plains of southern and western Australia, where
it dwells in the hollows of ant hills and similar

retreats Its general hue is white beneath, and
on the upper part dark chestnut red marked

by broad transverse bars of white See MAB
SUFIAUA, and Plate of PHAJIANGBES

DATE See CALENDAR, CHHONOLOQT
DATE and DATE PALM (OF date, dattl,

dattlle Fr datte, from Lat daotylus, Gk S&K

rwXos, dalctylos, finger, date, so called from the

shape) The common date of commerce is the
fruit of the date palm. (Phoewia daotyhfera)

13 DATE SHELL

Besides this there are sev eral other species which
bear fruits of more or less value but none rank
in importance with Phoenix dactyhfeia This

plant is a native of the southwest of Asia and
the northern half of Africa finding its most

congenial home and most extensive cultivation

in Arabia and the oases of Africa The plant is

aUo cultivated in China in France Italy, and

sparmgh in the United States California and

Arizona, however, promise to become commercial
date producing sections

Ihe date is borne on one of the tree palms,
although many of the representatives of the

genus Phoenix are low grow ing plants The date

palm is a tree ranging from 40 to 80 feet in

height, bearing a dense head of pinnated leaves

several feet in length The plant is dioecious,
the staminate flowers being borne on one plant
while the pistillate ones aie borne bv another
individual This peculiarity is well understood

by the natives who cut off the staminate flower

clusters and place them in the pistillate trees

to insure fertilization Since each tiee repro
duces its se\ in the sprouts or suckers from its

base date orchards or plantations are made up
of the young plants taken from the roots of

bearing trees, with onlv a sufficient number of

staminate plants to inauie fertilization The
date enjoys a hot, bright, sunny situation,
thrives on soils too alkaline for other vegetation,
but must have watei within reach of its roots
The bearing age is reached in about eight years,
and as the plants are long lived and frequently
bear as much as 300 to 500 pounds of fruit in a
season when at full bearing, thev become enor

mously profitable, in fact the date i& the chief

source of wealth for Arabia, and is used as the

staple food by caravans croisbing the great
desert The fruit possesses a high food value

being chiefly composed of sugar, together with

pectin, gum, and proteids The fruits are eaten
both fresh and dried, and there are two kinds
soft dates, the ones usually seen at confectioners,
and dry dates, which are the ones most commonly
grown and used in their native habitats Both
kinds vary in size, color, and quality The seeds
when roasted form a substitute for coffee, and
when ground yield a valuable oil as well as a

pomace used as a cattle food Besides these

products the tree itself yields in its leaves mate
nals for baskets and wickerwork, the trunk
vields a fibre from which twine and rope can be
made, an edible bud known as "palm cabbage" is

produced at the crown of the tree, and the wood
is used for fencing and for the construction of

light shelter Besides these economic uses, the
date palm has long figured conspicuously in rek

gious services among Jews and Christians as well
as among pagans The palm tree of the Scnp
tare is Phanvo daotyltfera, and Christ's tn
umphal entry into Jerusalem is to this day
celebrated on Palm Sunday It has other svm
bohc meanings, to the Hebrews and Hellenes it

stood as the symbol of beauty and of victory
See Plate of MONOOOTTDEDOFS
DATE LUTE. See INTOBNAHONAX DATE

Lure
DATE PLTTKT See P&BSBUCOR
DATE SHELL, or DATE PISH (so named

from its shape) 1 A shell of a small bivalve
mollusk or date fish of the genus Ltthodomus
(or LttTiophagtts) , closely allied to the horse
mussel (JfoAoZtf*}, which burrows deeply into
calcareous rocks, the shells of larger mollusks,
etc One species (Ltthodomus hthophagus)
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abounds m the Mediteirinean and is of interest

mamh bet.au'-e of its, perforations of certain

columns 01 the ancient temple of Serapit, at
Pozzuoh (ancient Puteoh^ a few miles "west of

Naples, Italy These columns are of African
marble and se\eial centuries ago were carried
by the binking of the ground below the to el of

the sea which o\ erfloiit ed the site of the nuns
and submerged the pillars to the height of 13

feet, expobing them to attack by these mollubks,
which burrowed into them in large number-.

Subsequently they were slowly elevated and 1m e
since been abo-ve the water The method of bor

ing rocks ib not thoroughly understood but is

thought to be mainly In abrasrve movements of

the foot 2 In Califoinia, an edible bivabe
mollusk (Zuphcea cuspata) related to the pid
dock (q^ )

DATHOLITE See DATOLITE

DATI, da'te, CABIX> ROBEBTO (1619-75) An
Italnn philologist and writer born in Florence
His Discoiso dell oblligo di ben pailaie fa pro
pna hngua (1657) is an important document in

the campaign for linguistic purism based on
classic imitation In this work ard as professor
of the Grand Duke in Florence, Dati was sup
ported by the Crusca \cademy, praised by Fon
tanini (Biblioteca dell' eloquenza italiana, an
notated by Apostolo Zeno, Venice, 1753, and

Elogio, Florence, 1794), and opposed by Danielle
Bartoh (q\ ) Constilt Trabalza, Stona delta

grammatica rial (Milano 1908)

DATIA, dut'fia The capital of the princi-

pality of the same name in Central India 280
miles west of Benares (Map India, D 4) It

stands on a rocky height surrounded by a stone

wall and is well built, with an unusual number
of stone houses The chief of the Datia State
dwells here West of the town nses a pakce of

immense si/e and remarkable beauty, one of the
best pieces of Hindu architecture in India, and
there are interesting Jain temples, 4 miles dis

tant Pop, 1901, 24,071, 1911, 17,329
DATIS (Lat, from Gk Aprw, from Pers

D&tveh, good according to the law, from dat,

OPers data, law -f vek A\ toTiu, good) A
Persian general With Artaphernes, he com
manded the army of Darius which was defeated

at Marathon by Miltiades 490 BO Afterward
he was killed by the Spartans
DATIVE See DECLENSION

DATO E IBADIEB, oVti a S'ra dyar', ED
UAEDO (1856- ) A Spanish inrisconsult
and statesman, born at Corufia, Aug 12, 1856

After studying law at the University of Madrid
he there received his doctorate in jurisprudence
in 1875 The following year he attained some

prominence through certain articles that he

published in the Revtsta, de loa Tribunals* In
1884 he was elected deputy for the District

of Munaa de Paredes (Leon), and again m
1891, 1893, etc Although originally affiliated

with the Conservatives under the leadership
of CTnovas, he liter withdrew with Sihela

Raised (1887) to a seat on the governing board
of the Colegio de Abogados of Madrid, he seived

(1890-94) as third -vice president of the Real

Academia Matntense de, Junsprudencia y Legis

laeiCn, which had previously honored him with

election as academician and professor Previ

ous to 1890 he had often appeared at con

greases of jurists as the exponent of important
themes of jurisprudence Chanty also claimed

his interest, and m 1899 he became a. mem-
ber of the Provincial Board of Chantaee. As
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Minister of Internal Affair* n Silvela s cab

met he made in 1%0 a tnp to Citalonu in

order to be able to study on the ground the labor

question With the return of the Con5.eivati\es

in 1002 (after the fall of the intervening Lib
eral cabinet), he became Minister of Grace and
Justice The Real Academia de Ciencias Mo
rales y Polltieas honored him with election as

member in 1<)05 When the Consenativeb again
came into power in 1907 Sefior Dato was Mivor
of Madrid, and upon the organization of the new

Cortes, he was elected President of the Chamber
of Deputies After the fall of the Liberal mm
istry of the Count of Romanones in 1913, the

Conservative Dato was appointed Prime Mm
ister and asked to form i new ramibtry

DAT'OLITE, or DATH70LITE (Gk Saret

ffffai, dateisthai, to dmde +- \iffos, litjios, stone

referring to ita granular btructure) A boron
and calcium orthosihcate that crybtalhzes in the

monoelmic sybtem It is usually found in the

form of glassy, greenish crystals, but sometimes
has a yellow or reddish tinge A compact, mas
sne variety occurring with the copper of Lake

Superior ib ^hite and opaque and breaks with a
conchoidal fracture like porcelain Datolite usu

ally occurs in \erns and eaMties in basic erup
ti\e rocks, often with calcite, prehnite, and the

zeolites It is found in Scotland, Xorwa\ 5 Sue
den, and various places on the Continent In the

United States it occurs at Bergen Hall and Pit

erson, N J, in Connecticut and Massachusetts,
and in the Lake Superior region The crystals
take a high polish and have been cut as opaque
gems or ornamental stones

DATTPBA See STBAMOMCM
DATTTBINE See AIKALOIDS, ATBOPUTE

DATTB, doup, KABL (1765-1836) A German
speculative theologian He *as born at Cissel

and educated at Marburg, where he was tutor for

a time became professor of philosophy at Hana,u
in 1794, and soon afterward of theology at

Heidelberg, where he remained until his death

He was one of the leaders of a school which at

tempted to reconcile theology and philosophy
His writings, based on the philosophies succes

sively, of Kant, Pichte, Schelhng, and Hegel,
were once important for their argumentative
method, but are no longer much read The prm
eipal ones are Lehrluch der Katechetik (1801)

Theologumena (1806), Einleitung in das Btu
dium der Dogmafak (1810) Die dogmatitche

Theologie jeteiger Zeit oder die Selbstsuclit in

dw Wmtenschaft det GZowbens (1833)

DAtTBAlT, d6'ba^ /
, JTOBS JOSEPH (1822-

1908) A French painter He was born in

Pans and studied there under Augusts Debay
He became director of the School of Fine Arts at

Angers m 1S50 and was made a member of the

Legion of Honor in 1868 Among his works are

"Trappists Receiving a Stranger" (1864), MI the

Luxembourg, "Trappists Exchanging the Kiss

of Peace" (1865), in the Angers Mnseum, and
"Fra Angelico da Fiesole" (1873) He pro
duced set eral decorative paintings in the theatre

and hospital at Angers, and in the church of

Saint Louis en Hale, Pans Despite a certain

coldness of color, his compositions are dignified
and impressive His last important work was
six decorative compositions for the church of

Qumtm (cotes du Nord)
DATTBEOTOIT, dMAii'tOs/ Louis JEAN

MAJBIE (1716-99) A French naturalist born
at Montbard, May 29, 1716 In 1742 he became
associated in Paris with Buffon in the prepare,
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tion of the latter s great Histoiir natuiellc for

which he furnished the anatomical descriptions

relating to mammals In 1745 Daubenton be

came curator and demonstrator of the cabinet

of natural history of the Academie de& Sciences

and in 1778 professor in the College de France

He wrote voluminously, and has been especially

influential in the science of herpetologv He died

in Pans, Dec 31, 17^9

DATJBES, daVer, or MUD DAUBEB See MUD
WASP

D'AUBIGETfi, d&'be'nyi' See MEBTJB D'Au
BIGXfi

D'AUBIGNE, THODOBE AGRIPPA (1552-

1630) A Protestant histoiian, poet and sol

dier, born near Pons in Samtonge, France, Feb

8 1552 He was educated at Geneva Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew were familiar to him from

his earliest youth, and at seven years of age he

is said to have made a translation of Plato s

Onto His father had inspired him -with an en

thuhiosm for the Huguenot cause, ind he \vas

present at the siege ofOrleans in 1363 when the

elder D'Auhigne was slam The son placed a

prominent part in the religious wars piecedmg
the accession of Henry of Xavarre Though op

posed to that prince's conversion he consented

to serve him and was made vice admiral of

Guienne and Bnttanv DAubigne was famous
for his rough wit and frank speech, and he did

not hesitate to use the most outspoken sarcasm

against the King and other members of the royal

family The assassination of Henry TV, in 1610,

caused D'Aubigne to retire to his estates, and
later he took up his residence at Geneva There

he employed himself in literary work and in

furthering the cause of Protestantism in every
way possible His last years were embittered

by the conduct of his son Constant, who betrayed
the trust reposed m him by the Huguenots This

son was the father of the Duchess de Noaillea

and of Madame de Mamtenon D'Aubigne' died

April 29, 1630, leaving as his literary legacy a
number of works, of which the following desene
mention Bistotre unuerselle, 1550-1601, Con

fcs&ton <vthohque du Sieur de Bancy, Aventurei
dii baron de Fomeste histoire secrete ecrite par
lui meme They are very outspoken and free in

their criticism of the men and measures of the

times, so much so that the third volume of the

Hwtoire umverselle was ordered to be burnt by
the common hangman in Pans These, above

mentioned, with others of less importance, will

be found in CEuwes completes de Th d'Aufagne,
edited by MM Reaume and de Caussade, which
also contains $ffi i/te et ses enfants, the best biog
raphy Consult also Beaume, Etude Jiiatonque
ft Mteraire aw A tfAv.Tngne' (Pans, 1883),
and Rocheblave, Agnppa d'Avfagne' (Pans,
1910), id, La we d'un heros (Pans, 1913)

DAUBIGHTY, da'btfnyS', CHABLES FBANgois
(1817-78) A French landscape painter and
etcher, one of the chief masters of the Barbizon
He was bora in Pans, Feb 15, 1817 His father

was a teacher of drawing and a painter who oc

casionally exhibited at the Salon Charles Fran
OOIB was brought up by an old nurse at Valman
dois, near lie Adam, where he remained until hia

tenth year In this, his childhood home, to which
he frequently returned and where he finally set

tied, he imbibed his great love for nature On
his return to Pans he studied under his father
and trncle, a miniature painter, and helped sup
port the family by painting articles like fans,

DAtTBIGKKTY

&nuflbo\es, and even business signb In lus sev

enteenth year he went to Italy v\ith a friend and
felloe artist traveling on foot He remained
there lor a year, but v\as not much influenced

by his sojourn In 1840 he entered the studio

of Delaioche, with a view to competing for the

Pri\ de Rome, but having been disqualified, he
was thrown upon his own ret.ouices He turned

to nature and was thenceforth a landscape

painter ^ ith the exception of the years 1842-

4b, he exhibited every year in the Salon He
received first class medals m 1853, 1857, and

1859, and in 1857 he -was made Chevalier of the

Legion of Honor Gratified uith his success in

painting river sceneiy, he built a house at

Auvers on the Oise, near his childhood home
He constructed a curious boat, the Botin, at the

same time a house and a studio, in which, ac

companied by his son Karl, he navigated at will,

sketching rrver scenery In 1876 he visited Nor
mandv, bringing back with him many sketches

of the bea and the shores of the channel Dm ing
the latter pait of his life he suffered much from
rheumatism contracted on his river trips He
died in Pans on Feb 19, 1878

Daubigny was the youngest of the five great
landscape painters of the Barbizon tchool The
rest -nere perhaps greater discoverers than he

They painted nature with figures as a subor
dinate incident of the scene and only adding
to the artistic sentiment they wished to express

Daubigny painted the country, that is to say,
nature as affected by man, although men do not

usually appear m his scenes There are certain

kinds of landscapes which he may be said to

have discovered and which are indissolubly linked

with his name He is the great painter of river

scenery of central France, on the Seine, the

Marne, and the Oise, of orchards, full of white
blossoms or laden with ripe fruit, and of the
fields , of the sea and of the shores of the Chan
nel His favorite light was at dusk, in the cool

of the evening, or the pale light of the moon A
delicate shade of vaporous air pervades his

paintings, his values are just, and the colors are

properly juxtaposed His paintings do not al

ays present distinctness of outline, for drawing
was not his strong point, but the handling is

massive and powerful In his early period he

paid more attention to detail, but he increasingly
adopted greater breadth of treatment, and his

last works may almost be called impressionist

Among his chief works are the "Valley of

Optevo/," which took the gold medal m 1853 In
the Louvre are his 'Springtime," in which one
can fairly smell the apple blossoms and see the

green grass grow, the "Lock of the Optevoz,"
and the

'

Vintage
"

Other important works are

the "Beach at Villerville" (1859), "Moonrise"

(1861) , "The Sheepfold" (1866) , and the "Ap
pie Orchard" (1876), an autumnal scene in

which the prevailing tone is a dark, rich green,
with apples npe for the pickers The chief pub
he galleries of America are well supplied with
his works, as are also some of the private col

lections Daubigny unfortunately sold to art

dealers a large number of works which are little

more than sketches These are frequently met
with in picture collections, but no adequate con

ception of his work can be formed from them
Besides being a great painter, Daubigny was an
etcher of repute, especially in the period after his

return from Italy
Consult his biography by Hustin, in Les or

fates oSLSbres, Tryon, m Van Dyke's Modern



French Masteis (Ne\v York, 1896) Eennet
(Pans, 1878), Bourges (ib, 1900) and his

Lographj by Laian (ib, 1913) See also the

bibliography of BABBIZO, IHE PAINTEBS OF

DAUBIGNT, KABL PIEBSE (1846-8G) A
Fiench landbcape pamttr and etcher He -was
born in Pans, the son and pupil of Charles

Francois Daubigny (q\ ), \vhom ne accompanied
on his famous houbeboat voyages on the rivers

of France His pictures, the subjects of which
ntre mostly chosen from the -valleyb of the Seme
and Oise, the coastb of Brittany and Normandy,
and the Forest of Fontainebleau, were at firtt

painted in his father's style, but his later works
bear the impress of his own individuality

Among them may be mentioned ' Return from

Fishing" (Aix Mubeum), 'The Thames Near
Chelsea," "Road from Pans to Fontainebleau,"
The Farm of St Simeon Near Honfleur,' and

"Moonrise at Sunbet" (1886), his last, and also

one of his best, efforts

DAUBBEE, dOT>ra', GABMEL AUGXJSTE (1814-

96) A French geologist and mineralogist He
was born at Metz and was educated at the Ecole

Polytechmque in Pans At the age of 20 he
had qualified as a mining engineer, in 1S3S he

was appointed to take charge of the mines in

the Bas Rhm (Albace) and was also given a
chair at Strassburg In 1861 he became a mem
her of the Academy of Sciences in Pans, where
he held professorships at the Museum of Natural
History and at the School of Mines, of which

latter he became director in 1872 Besides a

very large number of original papers, Daubree's

published works include Etudes et experiences

synthetiques sur le metamorphisme et sur la

formation des roches cristallines (1860),
Etudes synthetiques de geologic expenmentale
(1879), Les mSteontes et la constitution du

globe tetrestte (1886), Les eaua souterraines

(3 vols, 1877) His researches resulted in

valuable contributions to our knowledge of the

mode of formation of \anous mineral substances

and of crystalline rocks

DAU'CUS See CABBOT

DAUDET, dd'di', ALPEONSE (1840-97) A
French humorist and satirist, remarkable for

the grace of his style and the keenness of his

observations Born in Provence, of which he

was typical in the warmth of his imagination,
he lived for a time at Lyons and later migrated
to Pans, where he came in contact with the

literary Bohemians of the capital He held

a sinecure secretaryship on the staff of the Due

de Moray m 1861-65, and had an opportunity

to Study the life of the aristocrats and higher

politicians of the Second Empire At the age

of 27 he marned Mile Julia Allard, an ideal

helpmeet, also a writer, whose inspiring though

practical mind guided his impulsive and im

prebsionable nature
In Tattarvn dc Tarascon (1872), Tartann sur

les Alpes (1886) ,
and the inferior Port Tarascon

(1890), he gave a most good natured and satin

cal cancature of his fellow southerners, whom
he pictured as the victims of their own wild

boastfulness and as the dupes of their e^agger

ated imaginativeness The sufferings of his early

life, especially of the year when he was usher

in a provincial school, are descnbed in his Le

petit ohose (1867) and m Jack (1876) With

Froment jeune et Risler ami (1874) Daudet

began his famous series of "Parisian Dramas"

itha-t depict certain types, such as the talentless

and selfish comedian, DelobeUe, and Sidome, the

:$ DAUDET

feminine incarnation of evil Then came Le
nabob (1877), in which we find a capital por
trayal of the Due de ilornv and the anstocrac^
of the day Les rois en exit

( 1879 ) is a picture
of Pans as a refuge for dethroned kings yuma
Roumestan (1881) is a humorous and kindly
satire of Gambetta Sapho (1884), a work of

great power and noble purpose, sounds a note
ol warning against the dangers of illicit liaisons
The realism in the too accurately described
scenes of sensual love weakens the ultimate
effect of the work This -was due to the tern

porarj influence of the Naturalist school upon
Daudet LImmortel (1888), a cruel and point
less satire of the French Academy, marks the
decline of the author's genius, due to the ravages
of a chronic nervous trouble The Letties de
mon mouhn

( 1869 ) and Contes du lundi { 1873 j

contain the shorter compositions of Daudet,
several of which are now ranked among the

greatest classics of the French language
Literary critics appreciate Daudet for his

polished style, his originality, and his msight
into the foibles of humanity His unaffected

svmpathy, somewhat tinged with a certain melo
dramatic sentimentalitv and his saying sense of

humor, probably constitute Daudet'b greatest
appeal to the average reader Daudet, better
than any other author of his day, reflected the

spirit of the south of France and the life of
Paris in many of its most interesting and 'v aned
aspects His reminiscences are embodied in

Trente ans de Paris (1888) and Souvenirs d'un
homme de lettres (1880) His Tvorkb ha^e been

translated into English, a complete edition ip
peanng in Boston in 1900 Consult Einc^t

Daudet, "Mon frere et moi," included ir \l

phonse Danflet, by Leon Daudet, tranb bv
Charles DeKay (Boston, 1898) , Brunetiere, Le
roman naturalists (Paris 1896), Doumic, Por-
traits ffEcnvains (ib , 1802) , L A Ashelman,
La societe franyaise dVzpte? I crime d'Alphonse
Daudet (ib, 1910) G A Ratti, Les dees

morales et littSraires d Alphonse Daudet d'apjes
ses ceuires (ib, 1911) , Arthur Ransome, Poi
traits and Speculations (London, 1913)

DAUDET, EBNTSST (1837- ) A French

novelist, journalist, and historian, born at

Nunes, May 31, 1837 Of Alphonse Daudet,
his brother, he wrote an interesting biographical
sketch, Mon frere et mot (1882), translated as

an appendix to Alphonse Daudet, by Leon Dau
det (Boston, 1898) Completely overshadowed
in fiction by his brother, he devoted his energies
to the field of historical research, in which he
became known as a prolific and reliable contnb
utor His most noteworthy works are His
totre des conspwateurs royalistes (1881), Le
roman d'un canventtonnel (1904), Histoire de
I'emigration (3 vols, 1905-07) , Les reoits des

temps rfoolutionnaires (1908) , Tragedies et

comedies de VMstovre (1912) His Madame
Royale, in an English translation by Mrs

Rodolphe Stowell, was published m New York

(1913) Consult Ernest Charles, Les samedis

htteraures (Pans, 1903)

DAUDET, Lfioir (1869- ) A Fiench

novelist, son of Alphonse Daudet He was born

at Pans and studied medicine, but made some
mark in literature with his first works, Qerme
etpovssibre (1891) san&ISArtrenow (1893), the
latter & sharp satire against Victor Hugo, whose

granddaughter was Daudet's first wife His
subsequent publications include Les mortioole

(1894), which was an attack on the medical pro-
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fession Ics antr ttteintfs (1900) Les paile
mentents (1001) La deJieance (1904) and
Le pajtage de I enfant (1905J , Comte de Chama
rande (100b Le lit de Pioauste (1012) In

100S lie founded a Royalist daily, L'Action Fran
raiv HL wrote d I iff of Ins fathtr (1808),

tian- nto English b\ Charles DeKay Conbult

a uitHjue in Beiue de Lille, August, 1910, by
,

DA TTDJ3STE See LDI%E
DATTGHTEES Or THE AMEEICAN BEV-

OLTJTIOM' Sccicn OF A womanS patnotic
society, organized in Wellington, D C , Oct 11,

1800 Its objects are to perpetuate the memory
of the spirit of the men and women who achieved

American independence to promote institutions

for the general diffusion of knowledge to dier

ibh maintain and extend the institutions of

American freedom, to foster true patriotism
and love of country , and to aid in securing for

mankind all the blessings of liberty Member

ship is restricted to those women of whose an
cestors at least one uded in establishing Amen
can independence The society up to 1914 had
admitted to membership about 104,000 women,
organized into some 1317 local chapters Dele

gateb from all chapters meet in annual congress
in Washington in the week in which April 19

occurs Tie society has collected many his

toncal relics -which ha\e been deposited m the

United States National Museum in Washington
and it has also a -valuable historical and genea

logical library at its headquarters During the

Spanish American War it aided the government
by securing nurses of proper character and quah
fkations In 1002 the society purchased a site

in T\ ashington, and upon this a Memorial Con
tinental Hall was erected The National So-

uetv was incorporated bv Act of Congress in

1S*)6 and, in accordance with that act* reports
annually to Congress The society publishes
The American Monthly Magazine and also a
series of lineage books containing the record

of the ancestry of each member of the

organization
DATTOHTEBS OF THE CONFEDERACY,

-

See CO-SFEDEBACY, UNITED DAUGHTERS_ __DAWHTEBS 01" THE KDTa, THE OBDEB
OF An organization of the women of the Prot
estant Episcopal church, founded in 1885 A
distinction should be made between tlus order
and the Kings Daughters The former is the
older organization and differs from the latter
in many important particulars It w diatinc

tiyely an Episcopal and a spiritual orgamza
tion, and its work is definitely for the ^spread
of Christ's kingdom among -women" and the
"active support of the rector's plans in the par-
ish in which the particular chapter may be
located "

Tts constitution is framed as far as
it is possible on the terras of the Brotherhood
of St Andrew, the men's organization of the

Protestant Episcopal church to whose purposes
and work it closely corresponds The member
ship in 1914 was 4500, with 417 senior chap
ters and 45 junior chapters, with about 400
members It holds a triennial convention, with

headquarters in New York Its official organ is

The Royal Cross ____
DAtTGKHTEBS OP THE BEVOLTJTION',

Sootwr or A women's hereditary patriotic

society organized m New York City m 1891
As originally composed, the society consisted

largely of those who had withdrawn from the

Society oi the Daughters ot the American Revo
lution (qv), because that society then ad
nutted to membership women of collateral de

scent The patriotic objects of the tw o societies

are similar, but the icquirements for admission

to the Daughters of the Resolution are the more

stringent They require a member to be the

lineal descendant ot an ancestor who actively
assisted in the establishment of American inde

pendpnce, and who became theieby liable to con

\iction for treason against the go\ eminent of

Great Britain The General Society, which
meets annuallv, is composed of national officers

and delegates from the following organired State

societies Arizona, Arkansas, Color ido, Dela

ware, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Mas
sachusettb, Minnesota, Neu Jersey New York,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Te\as, Utah,

Wabhmgton, West Virginia and Wisconsin
The total membership is about 4000

DATTLATABAD, douaatabad' (Ar, city of

prospent\ , Hind Deognn, 8kt Dtiagui, moun
tain of the gods, from the cliff which commands
the town) A strongly fortified town of India,

iurangabad District, State of Hyderabad near

their northwestern frontier, in lat 19 57' N
and long 75 18' E (Map India, C 5) The
town is noted for its commanding rock fortress,

the scene ot many past contentions which has
a height of about 500 feet The outer wall is

2% miles in circumference, with three lines of

fortifications within it The town has now a

population of less than 1000 The famous
ca-ve temples of Ellora are within 7 miles of

Daulatabad
D'ATJMALE See ATTMADE
DAUMAT See DOMAT
DATJMEB, dou'm5r, GEOBQ FBEEDBICH ( 1800-

75) An eccentric German poet and plnlosophi
cal w riter, known also by his pen name, Eusebius
Emmeran He was born at Nuremberg, studied

at the universities of Erlongen and Leipzig, and
from 1822 to 18SO wab a professor in the Nurem
berg Gymnasium He passed in a few years
from violent rationalism to ultra Romanism
His writings include Glorie der Jieiligen Jung
frau Maria (1841), Polydoia, a collection of

secular poems (2 \ols, 1855) ,
Die U) ge&chtchte

des Menschengeistea (1827), Die Qeheimm<ise
des chmthcJien Altertums (2 vols , 1847),
iphonsmen uler Tod und Unsterbhchkeit

(1865) Das Wunder (1874) For somewhat
more than a year he was guardian and mstruc
tor of the famous foundling Kaspar Hauser

(<1\ ), in regard to whom he published Mitthei

lungen uler Ka^par Havvei (1832) Enthul

hmgen uler Katpar Hauw (1850) , Kaspar
Hawer, sem Wesen, wine Unschuld (1873)

DADTtET, dfi'rna', PIEBBE JtR&ME HONORS
(1826-1911) A French architect, born in Pans
He studied at the Ecole des Beaux Arts and
obtained the Prix de Rome in 1865 Afterward
he accompanied an archaeological mission to

Greece under the directorship of M Heuzey
After the death of Viollet le Due he was made
architect in chief for the rebuilding of the Palais
de Justice and completed it In 1885 he became
a member of the Institute and inspector general
of civil buildings, and later he was appointed
government architect M Daumet's name be
came connected with all the important archi

tectural societies in France, and he was elected
an honorary member of the Royal Society of
British Architects For many years he mam
tamed an "unofficial" ateher of the Ecole des
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Beaux Arts Parib which won a high reputa
tion His most notable work is the restoration
of the Chlteau de Chantilly for the Due d'Au
male (1876-81)

DAT7MIEE, do'myi', Eoxm (1810-79) A
celebiated French caricaturist, painter, and
sculptor He TV-IS born at Marseilles, the son
of a glass painter ot poetic aspirations, who
migrated to Pans in 1816 His bovhood was
spent in poverty, and after scant and intermit
tent instruction in drawing he started in 1831 to
contribute satirical and political lithographs to
the weekly paper For caricaturing King Louib

Philippe as Gargantua, he "was imprisoned for

sii. months Fashion tittle tattle scandal, poll
tics, blemishes of figure, and oddities of char

acter m turn inspired his genius for caricature

-Few among his illustnous contemporaries e&

caped his pencil His most celebrated -work is

the series of 'Robert Macaire," publibhed in the

Chaniau The Revolution of 1848 buggebted
several of his most remarkable political series

Id\Ues parlementaires" and Les reprebentants

represents
" He has left some 3058 htlio

graphs, 200 paintings, and 300 diawings, be

sides statuettes, busts, and a bab relief

Daumier s reputation as a caricaturist eclipsed
his ability as a painter, which, though appre
ciated by fellow artists, has only become gen
erally known since the exhibitions of his TV oik

m 1000 and 1001 He is now recognized as one

of the most original and important French

painters of the nineteenth century His paint

mgb are small m foim and are characterized by
excellent modeling, striking treatment of light
and shade, and a remarkable facility of execu

tion Lafontames fables, Don Quixote and
Moli6re's comedies furnished the subjects, which
alw> include popular scenes of all kinds, in

tenors, religious subjects, and portraits Good

examples are
'
Christ and the Disciples" (Rijks

Museum, Amsterdam) , "The Thieves and the

Ass," the portrait of Theodore Rousseau, and a

large allegorical canvas, Republic," all in the

Louvre He is also represented in the museums
of Berlin, Bucharest, The Hague (Mesdag Mu
seum), Montreal, Reims, and by two pictures in

the Metropolitan Museum New York Of his

sculpture the best known is the statuette 'Rat

apoil," cast in bronze by the French state an

example is in the Luxembourg Though ap

preciated and loved by his greatest contempo
raries, such as Victor Hugo, Balzac, Rousseau,

Diaz, Corot, Daubigny, Millet, Courbet, he strug

gled all his life against poverty and lack of

popular appreciation In 1870 he refused the

cross of the Legion of Honor He became blind

in 1877, and died, Feb 10, 1879, at Valmondois

( Seine etOise) in a house given him by Corot,

who had ere this procured for him a pension
from the Third Republic

Bibliography The most important mono

graphs on Daumier are by Alexandra (Pans,

1890) and Klossowaki (Munich, 1914) , the com

plete catalogue of his lithographs by Hazard

and Delfteil (Pans, 1904) Consult also Champ
fleury, Sutovre de la oanoature moderne (ib,

1872) , Frantz and Uzanne, in the Studio (Lon

don, 1904), and the brief works on his litho

graphs by Marcel (Parts, 1906) and Gary (Lou

don, 1W7)
DATTN*, doun, LXOPOIA JOSEPH MART A,, 'Cotmr

YDS (1705-66) An Austrian field marshal and

commander in chief of the Austrian forces dnr

iag the Seven Years' War He was bora Sept

24, 1705, in Vienna, and entered early upon his

mihtai> career as an officer in the regiment of

hi* fathei In the Turkibh campaigns oi 1737-
3 (

) and in the \\ar oi the Austrian Succession
he found opportunities for distinction and rose

rapidly in rank, being made a field marshal and
Prny Councilor attei the Ptate of 4i\laCha
pelle He was the first directoi ot the military

academy at ^ lener Xeubladt and introduced

many reforms m the organization of the Aus
trian army In 1757 he succeeded to tfie chief

command He took the fiVld agairst Frederick
the Great in Bohemia and, alter a hard fought
battle at Kolm, forced the King to retire fiom
that country He and Prince Charles of Lor
raine were thoioughlj beaten bv the King of
PrUbSia at Leuthen on December 5 of the same
year On Oct 14 1738, he gamed another \ic

tory over Frederick at Hochkirch, and, but foi

the late arrrval of the Prince of Baden Durlach
with reinforcements, he would probably ha\e
annihilated the Piussian aiim Again, on Xov
25, 17o9 at Mavcn, he compelled the Prussian
Geneial Fink to surrender, with 11,000 men
He won no other important iictoneb and was
defeated bv Frederick at Torgau (1700), where
he was wounded for the third time upon the
field of battle He was brave and a skillful

strategist but too deliberate in his movements
and no match for hu, alert antagonist He won
victoiies without following them up while Fred
erick, though losing battles, nearly always de
rived signal ad-vantages from his campaigns
The Peace of Hubertsburg in 1763 closed Daun's
active military career He died in ^ icnna, Feb
5, 1766 Consult Leben und Thaien des giafen
Leopold von Daun (Frankfort and Leipzig,
1759-60) See SE\I^ YEARS' WAS
DATJITOTr, d6'n5oy, PIEBBE CLAUDE FBA^OIS

(1761-1840) A French publicist and states

man He was born at Boulogne sur Mei and
entered the Congregation of the Oiaton in 1777
In 1792 he became a member of the National
Convention for Pas de Calais, where he had pre
nously held the position of grand vicar under
the bishop of the department He opposed the
execution of Louis XVI, but voted for his de

portation until a settlement might be effected,

and be refused his support to the law proscrib

ing the Girondists For thwe views he was

imprisoned and escaped death only by the down
fall of Robespierre Throughout this critical

period he was distinguished for hij moderxte

policy He was elected to the Council of the

Five Hundred by more than a score of depart
meats, and was its first President His pro
gramme for study in central schools was adopted
in 1795 In 1801 he became librarian at the

Pantheon, for which he obtained the valuable

collection of Pius VI In 1807 he was appointed
the Archivist of the Empire, and in 1808 he

founded the Bibliotheque des Archives Nation
ales He was editor of the Journal des Savant t

from 1816 until shortly before his death His
works include Htstotre htt&ratre de to France,

upon which he was employed for 20 years, and
Essat fastonque sur la, puissance temporelle des

pape* (1810) Consult Taillandier, Documents

btoqraphiqws sur Daunou (Paris, 1841)

DATTPHIN, da'fin, Ir pron do'fiN' (OF
dauphin, doffin, Fr dauphin, Port dalfin, from
Lat de/pfttnuf, dolphin, on account of the three

dolphins on their family crest) Formerly the
title of the e'dest son of the French Sine It

was originally the appellation of the lords of
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the Province of Uauphme (q\ i llie Uot of

these, Humbert II dMiy childless (1349) be

queathed his possessions to Chirles ot Valoib,

grandbon of Philippe VI or France, on condition

that the heir apparent to the throne of France

should bear the title of Diuphin of Vienne and

go-vern the prounu Louis XI conferred on the

Dauphin ilmobt sn\treign rights but aftei his

time the-se ueie radualh abudged until Dm
phine wis placed undei the sime la"Ha> at the

rest of the kingdom and the title became merely

honorary After the Revolution of 1830 it wais

abolished altogethu Consult Tncaud Hutoue
des dauphins paneais (Pans, 1713), and Prud
lionune De 1 ongme et du tens des mots dau

phm et dauphme,
'
in BMiotlieqiie de VEcdle des

Chwte*. ( h 180 3)

DATJPHOr The chief town in the District

of Dauphin Manitoba Canada, on Vermilion

River and the Canadian Northern Railway, 178

miles, northwest of "Winnipeg bv rail (Map
Manitoba, C 2) Among the principal buildings
are the opera house, collegiate institute, and

hospital It is situated in a grain growing dis

trict and pobbebset four grain elevators The

manufacturing establishments include flour and
saw milk, machine works, a creamer?, sash and
door facton et> and a mineral -water factory
Good fishing it> to be had in Lakes Dauphin
and Wmnipegosis, and good hunting in the

Riding Mountain Forest Reserve The town
owns its electric light svstem and water works

Pop , 1011, 2815

DATTPHINB, do'fe'na' Formerly a frontier

province in the southeast of France, comprising
the present departments of Dr6me, Isere, and
Hautea Alpes After the fall of the Roman Em
pire Dauphme foimed the southernmobt part
of the Kingdom of Burgundy It then passed
under the dominion of the Franks and after

the dismemberment of the Carohngian mon
aiehv it became a portion of the new Burgun
dian Kingdom of Aries It then passed into the

possession of the German Emperor in 1032, and
remained united with Germany till the middle
of the fourteenth century, when it was presented
to France by the last of the lords of Dauphme
Governed for a century as a separate state by
the heir to the French throne, it was finally

incorporated with France Dunne the Civil

Wars Dauphme was the stronghold of Protes
tantism and the scene of many bloody conflicts,

in which the Huguenots gained the upper hand
The old rulers of the land bore the title of Dau
plun (qv ), and the name was afterward trans

ferred to the district Consult Charier, Htstawe

generals du DaupMn (Valence, 1883), and
Ghenavas, La fefooZufaon de 1788 en JDaitp/une

(Grenoble, 1888)

DATTBAT, dtfri', or DOBAT, JBAW, Latin
name AUBATTJS (c 1500-88) A French poet,
bom and educated at Limoges Ee was ap
pointed preceptor of the pages at the court of

Francos I, who took a deep interest in him, be
came director of the College at Coqueret, and in

1560 was appointed professor of Greek in the

Royal College in Pans He was called the
' modem Pindar" and ranked among the "Plei

adee," or seven great poets of the age Report
makes him the first organizer of a theatrical

cHaqtte His numerous odes and epigrams, writ
ten m Latin and published in 1586, do not jus

fctfy the high estimation in which he was held m
the sixteenth eentury Consult Marty Labeaux
in Plkade /ronfcnw (Para, 1875)

DAUTHENDEY, dou'tsndi', MAX (1867-
)

A Geiman poet, born in Wurzburg As
a -\oung man he tra^veled first in Denmark and

Sweden, then in Mexico (1897) and Greece (1898)
and after extensive travels m Xorth America and
in the ntir and far East returned to Europe,
to lue first in Parih and then in Wurzburg
He TV rote a romance, losa Geith (1893), but

was more sutcesstul mth hit* dramas and Ivrics,

which with occasional affectation and extrava

gint mannerism are yet vivid passionate, and
beautiful in diction and metre Among his

plavs are Frau Raitfenbaith (1905) Em
tucltatlen fiel ule> den Tisch (1907, placed in

Cologne in 1912), Maja (1908) Die Spiele
ieien einei Eai&oin (1910, played successfully
in Berlin Munich Vienna, etc ), which drama
tized Catharine I of Russia, Dei Dtache Q-rauli

(1911) E\en more characteristic of his man
nered and tra-veled muse are his -volumes of

verse Rehqwen (1895), Die Ammenbdllade

(1903) Der Tenusmenteime SchalUiafoheto
tKhe lie'beamar (1904), Singsanglach (1906)
Lieder det langen Nachte (1908)* Weltspuk
(1909) Die C^ftugelte Etde (1910), which he

cilled 'a song of love and wonder about the
se\en seas,

9 '

and, like his Lingam Asiatische

~\ObeUen and Die aclit Gesichter am, Biuasee,
was distinctly exotic There is much autobio-

graphical material in his book Der Geist metnes
Taters (Munich, 1912), and in Q-edanlengut
aus meinen WanderjaJiren (ib 1914)

DATJTZENBEEG, dou'tsen bSrK, JonAiw
MICHAEL (1808-69) A Flemish poet, born at

Heerlen, Netherlands He is kno\\n chiefly

through his VolLslees'boel (with Duyse, 1854),
his valuable writings on prosody, and his mtro
duction of foreign metres into Dutch poetry, a

task in -nhich he succeeded despite the numerous
difficulties presented His \ aluable poetic works,
which include a translation of the Odes of Hor
ace, were published at Brussels in 1850, under
the title of G-edichten Those written after

1860 were collected by Frans de Cort (qv),
his son in law, in the volume entitled Verspreide
en nttgelatene gedtohten (2d ed, 1875) Among
his other works are VerliaJen uit de geschte
dems wu, Belgvt (1853, 3d ed, 1867) Daut
^enberg exercised a most favorable influence

upon the development of Flemish poetry and at
the same time advocated a closer union with
the German
D'ATJVEBQNE, EENBI DE LATOUB See

TUBENNE
DATJW, da A local name in South Africa

for BurchelPs zebra, also called by the Dutch
there "bonte quagga" and by the Bechuanas
" *" " See ZBBEA

DAVALOS, da'valds, or DE AVALOS, Gn.
AMfBBZ (c 1505-61) A Spanish soldier, born

at Baeza in Castile He accompanied Antonio
de Mendoza to Peru, served as Corregidor of

Cuzco, and, after the revolt of Girfo, succeeded
his brother, Egidio Ramirez Davalos, as Gov
ernor of QuijSs (the Land of Cinnamon) on the
nver Naho He founded Cuenca (1557) and
several other towns, which are now abandoned
DAVE1TANT. dav'enaiitj Snt WILLIAM

(1606-1668) An English poet and playwright
He was born at Orford, where his lather kept
the Crown. Inn. When only 10 years old, the
precocious boy composed, on the occasion of

Shakespeare's death, an ode to the memory of

the great dramatist, and afterward was aeons
tomed to claim that he va, in fact Shake-
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speare's son In 1628 he began to write for the

stage and nine years after, on the death of Ben
Jonson, he was appointed poet laureate The
ne\t year he became manager of the Cockpit a
theatre in Drurr Lane but entering into the

intrigues of the Civil War he was apprehended
He finally escaped, however, to France and, re

turning, distinguished himself so much in the

cause of the Rovalists that he v*a& knighted by
Charles after the battle of Gloucester Dav enant
a second time got into difficulties and was con

fined in the Tower for two veirs whtn he was
released, as, la said, on the intercession of Mil
ton There he continued his epic poem hondi

leit, begun in France Once moie set free he
set about establishing a theitie Obtaining it

first permission to give dramatic performances
at private houses he reopened thi ( ockpit in

1638 After the Restoration he w<is inortfl b^

roval patronage, and continued to write and

superintend the performance of pla\s until his,

death Davenant was one of the most popular
playwrights of his time Though none of his

plays rank high as literature thev seem to have

been suitable to the stage He made some curi

ous adaptations of Shakespeare's plavs eg,
of Weatuie ]oi Meauuc and aided bv Dnden,
of TJie Tempest In 1656 he introduced opera
on the English stage and "women to plav the

female rGles His epic has some interest in that

at was written in a stanza afterward employed
by Gray in his famous Elegy Consult Dave
nants plays, with memoir, ed by Imng and
Maidment (5 vols, Edinburgh, 1872-74) Two
represent xtive plays Loie and Hanoi and The

Siege of Rhodes, were edited by Tupper and

published in New York (1000)

DAVENPORT An important manufactur

mg city and the countv scat of Scott Co , Iowa,
on the west bank of the Mississippi River, 330

miles above St Louis Mo and opposite Rock

Island, HI
, with which it is connected by two

bridges an iron railway and carriage bridge,
built at a cost of $1,200,000 and an iron rail

way bridge, which cost $800,000 (Map Iowa

G 3) It is 183 milea bv nil west by south

of Chicago and is on the Chicago, Rock Island,

and Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St

Paul, the Chicago, Burlington and Qumcy, the

Davenport, Rock Island, and Northwestern

the Iowa and Illinois the Davenport and

Muacatme, and the Rock Island Southern

railroads River packets from St Louis to

St Paul afford additional transportation facili

ties Davenport is situated on the slope of a

steep bluff and commands an extensive view

On Rock Island, which is crossed by the great

bridge are the United States arsenal and mill

tary headquarters and other government build

ings The city has several fine parks, a large

public library, Academy of Natural Sciences,

St Luke's, Mercy, and other hospitals, numerous

public and parochial schools, two opera houses,

and many other notable buildings and is the

seat of the Academy of the Immaculate Con

eeption, St Ambrose College, St Katharine's

Hall, and the State Orphan Home It is an

episcopal see of the Protestant Episcopal church

and of the Roman Catholic church The city

is in a rich agricultural and coal mining region,

ships large amounts of farm produce, and has

extensive manufactures of washing machines,

macaroni, locomotives, steel oars, carnages, ag
^cultural implement

1

?, machinery, lumber, flour,

woolen goods, cordage, glucose and ita products,

5X9 DAVENPOBT

pottery, cigars, buttons, beer, soap, etc Founded
in 1835 by a companv headed by Col George
Davenport Davenport wat> incorporated as a
town in 1838 and as a city in 1851 The
Chicago and Rock Island Railroad was com
pleted m 1834 The government is conducted by
i ma\ or, elected even ti o v ears, and a wtv coun
cil composed or the executive and aldermen
<hoM.n hv vv uds md on a er>eial ticket The
umual income of tue citv amounted m 1012 to
si 3t>7 000 expenditure to $1 271 000 the pnn
np*l items of expense beine police department
*5 } 000 fire department "581 000 schools,
$243000 Pop 18%, 26872, 1900 3=5254, 1010,
43 028 1014 (U S est), 46,340, 1920 56,727
DAVENPORT CHABLES BEN-EDICT HSbb-

I In Amenc n 7ooloe;ist born it Stam
tmd Conn He giaduated at the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute m 18S6 at Harvard in

1880, and took the decree of Ph D at the latter

place in 1802 In 1888 he began to teach at
Harvird when lie wa mstiu<.tor in zoology
until 1S90 In 1004 he became director of the
station for experimental evolution at Cold

Spring Harbor LI and in 1880-1004 was
aaM&tant professor of /oulogv at the Umver
-.itv of Chicago In 1006 he was president of
the American Society of Naturalists His works
include Obseivattans on Budding in Paludicella
and Some Other Brwoa (1801) On Vniatella-

<?;anfif(1893) Experimental l/o/pAo7o#y(1807
00) , Ktatistual Method?, uith Special Refer
ences to Biological Variation (1890 2d ed
1004) Intioduction to Zoology with Gertrude
Crotty Davenport (1900), Inheritance in Foul

tiy, Carnegie Institution Publication No 52

(Washington, 1906) Inheritance of Character
istics in Domestic Foal, Carnegie Institution

Publication No 121 (Washington 1900)
Heredity of Skin Color in \egro White Cross??,

Carnegie In&titution Publication, No 188

(1913), Heredity in Relation to Eugenics
(1913) He contributed to the first edition of

the NEW INTEBYATICTNAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

DAVENPOBT, EDVUJD Looms (1816-77)
An American actor He was born in Boston,
Mass, and made his first appearance in Provi
dence, R I , playing a minor part in Sir Ghlei

Overreach, with the elder Booth as Sir Giles

Davenport made rapid procuress and was soon

recognized as a leading artist in tragedy, com
edy, and melodrama He supported Mrs Mow
att (Ritchie) in a wide range of characters and

accompanied her, about 1847 to England, where
he also played with Macready and other stars

There, too, m 1849, he married Miss Fanny Vin

ing, an actress, whom he later introduced to the

American stage She died in 1801 Returning
in 1854, he traveled over the United States

plating in the principal cities chieflv m Shake

spearean characters and those drawn from Dick
ens's novels \t different times he was manager
of the Howard Athenaeum, in Boston, and other
theatres Among his latest conspicuous repre
eentations were such widely divergent characters
as Brutus in Julius Casar and Bill Sikes in

Oliver Tvnttt His renderings of the part of Sir
Giles and of Hamlet were also especially ad
mired Davenport was highly esteemed for his

genial and open hearted manners He died at his
summer home in Canton, Pa Consult Edwards,
in Matthews and Hutton, Acton and Actresses of
Great Bntmn and the United States, vol iv (New
York, 1886), and Montrose J Moses, Famous
Actor Families t America, (New York, 1906)
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DAVENPOET, ECGEXE (1856- ) An
American educator and agriculturist, born at

Woodland, 3Irdi
, and educated at Michigan

Agricultural College (B S , 1878) In the Mich

igan Experiment Station he was assibtant hot

anist in 1888-89 and then superintendent of

the farm and professor of practical agriculture
In 1891-92 he was president of the Collegio

Agronomico of Slo Paulo, Biazil He became
dean of the College of Agriculture in the Um\ er

sity of Illinois in 1895 and, in addition, director

of the Experiment Station and proiebsor of

thremmatology m 1896 In Illinois he did par
t cul Th important work in investigations on
animal breeding He wrote Principles of Breed

ing (1007), Education foi Efficiency (1909),
Domesticated Animals and Plants (1910)

DAVENPOBT, FANAY LILT GIPSY (1850-08)
A \\ell known American actress, the daughter of

Edward Loomis D-nenport She was born in

London, England, but was brought to America
when a child ind was educated in the Boston

public schools \\ben seven years old she a,p

peared at the Howaid Atheiutum in Boston as

the child of Metamora, but her real debut was
at Niblo's Garden in February, 1802 at, King
of Spam in faint Seait ^,eiet ~fton Fan Lady
This was followed by a season in soubrette parts
in the South ^ hile playing at the Arch Street

Theatre, Philadelphia, under the management of

Mrs John Drew, she attracted the attention of

simplicity, force, and stem satire His figure
of Lncle Sam" is one of the best ever produced
In 1006 he visited Arabia and drew the only

picture ever made of the Sultan of Turkey He
is the author of The Belle of Silveiton and
other 8tones, The Dollar or the Man (1900),
and The Diary of a Country Boy (1910)

DAVEKTOBT, JOHN (1597-1670) An emi
nent Puntan clergyman, one of the founders of

the Xew Ha\en Colony in Connecticut He was
born in Coventrj, England, studied at Oxford

University from 1613 to 1615 acted for about

a \ ear as chaplain at Hilton Castle, near Dur
ham and from 1616 to 1633 was a preacher
in London In 1625 he passed the examinations

at Oxford for the degrees of B D and M A He
came into conflict with the ecclesiastical officers,

ebpeciallv with Archbishop Laud on account of

lii-s nonconformmg tendencies, and in 1633 with
drew from the Established church and removed
to Amsterdam Holland, whence he returned,
however in 1636 after engaging in a contro

\ersv with the Dutch classis on the subject of

indiscriminate or promiscuous baptism of in

fants In 1637, eluding the authorities, he em
barked for Massachusetts, whose charter he had
assisted in obtaining in 1629, and in June ar
n\ed at Boston, where he remained for nine

months during which time he took a prominent
part m the famous Ecclesiastical Synod at

Cimbndge He cooperated with Theophilus

Augustine Daly, who promptly ga\e her a place Paton (qv ) in founding the Colony of New
in his Fifth Avenue Theatre in 1869 After Ha^en in April, 1638, and here, as minister and1869
ward she visited the principal towns and cities

of the United States as a star in a wide variety
of roles in both comedy and tragedy Among
her greatest successes were those won in Sardou's

FMora (1883), La Tosca (1888), and Cleopatta,

(1890) In 1897 she produced The Soldier of

France, a play with Jeanne d'Arc as the heroine
It was a failure, and the chagrin of that is

thought to have hastened her final illness She

appeared on the stage for the last time at the

Grand Opera House, Chicago, March 25, 1898
Her death occurred at Duxbury, Mass She was
the wife of Mr Willet Melbourne MacDowell,
her second husband, whom she married in 1889
Consult Benton, in McKay and Wmgate, Famous
American Actors of To-Day (New York, 1896),
and Montrose J Moses, Famous Actor Families
in America, (ib, 1906)

DAVENPOBT, HOMES CALVIN (1867-1912)
An American caricaturist He was born in Sil

verton, Oreg , received but little education, and
never attended an art school He early became

acquainted with the cartoons of Nast, which

impressed him deeply and after being in turn,

a jockey, a clown, and a printer's devil, he was

as one of the 'seven pillars" of the civil govern
ment, he exercised a powerful influence In
1661 he concealed the regicides Goffe and Whal
lev (qqv ) for more than a month in his own
house He opposed the union of the New Haven
and Connecticut colonies, which was effected in

1665, and three years later accepted a call to
succeed John Wilson, the original pastor, as

pastor of the First Church in Boston Part
of the congregation, who opposed his views on
the "half way covenant," seceded and organized
the famous Old South Church He was one of

the editors of the works of Dr John Preston,
leader of the Puritan party in England, and

published a number of volumes, including Z>w
tourse About Civil Government in a New Plan

tation, Whose Design ts Religion (1663), The

Knowledge of CTunst Indispensably Required of
All Men that Would Be Sa^ed (1653) The
Power of Congregational Churches Asserted and
Vindicated (1672), The Saints' Anchor Hold
(1661), and (with William Hooke) A Gate
chisme Containing the Chief Meads of Ohnstvm
Religion (1659) Consult "A Sketch of the Life

and Writings of John Davenport," by Dexter, in

employed as a cartoonist on the San Francisco the Papers of the New Haven Colony Historical

Chronicle He attracted the attention of Wil Society, vol 11 (New Haven, 1877)
ham Eandolph Hearst, who brought him to DATOKTPOST, WILLIAM EDWABDS (1862-
New York in 1895 and employed him on the ) An American social worker, born at

Evening Journal He had a wide range of sub- North Stamford, Conn He was educated at

jects, but is best known for his political car Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, was from 1881

toons. He originated the brutal giant figures to 1896 a clerk in the New York post office,

of the Trusts and the dollar marked suit of and then for three years he studied in Union
Senator Banna, and took an active part in Theological Seminary In 1901 he founded the

molding public opinion during the silver cam Brooklyn Italian Settlement, which m 1910 was
poign of 1896, the Spanish American War, the consolidated with other organizations to form

McKwley and Roosevelt campaigns of 1900, the United Neighborhood Guild He was foreign
1904, and 1908 His famous Roosevelt cartoon
'"He's good enough for me" was drawn in 1804

Though his lack of technical training is some-
tunes apparent m toe erndeness of his drafts

manBtup, hii cartoons are remarkable for their

correspondent in 1902, 1904, and 1909 for the
New York Evening Post and the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle He came to be regarded as an authority
on questions relating to Italian immigration
His publications include The New D-upensa-
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tion (1884 1, Visions of tlie City (1884), The
Perpetual Fite (1886) Beecher An Ode
(1891), The Piaise of Plymouth (1892) T7w
Poet and his Friends (1893) , Poetical Sermons
(1896, 1897) The Beggar Man, of BrooUyn
Heights (1904), More Outcries pom, Brooklyn
Hollow (1905)
DAVENTORT BROTHERS, THE The

name of two .Americans professing to be spmt
uahstic mediums who flourished between 1845
and 1665 They performed a number of remark
able feats which gained them man\ followers,
but were finally exposed as impostors See SPIE
ITIJ.AIJSM

DA'VID (Heb , beloved) A king of Judah
and Israel (c 1033-993 BO) He was the

youngest son of Jesse, a Judaan, dwelling in

Bethlehem His family was one of the principal
ones in the town The number of Jesse s sons is

given by later tradition as seven (1 Cbron 11

13-15), but as eight in 1 Sam ivu 12 The

chionology of David's reign ib very doubtful, but
the traditional date, 1055-1015 B c , is genei
ally regarded as somewhat too early It may
not be necessary, however, to reduce it more than
about 20 years The duration of his reign is

fixed at 40 years (1 Kings 11 11) but this

number, being a round one, is viewed by some
scholars with suspicion David is not referred

to in any early documents outside of the Bible

The biblical account is found in ( 1 ) 1 Sam xvi-
1 Kings 11 and (2) in 1 Chron 11, 111 and x-
"Xiix Of these two sources the first alone can

lay claim to historical value The second, in so

far as it is not based on the other (see CHBO\
ICLES), must be used with great caution, and its

statements are, as a general thing, to be dis

carded as unhistoncal or untrustworthy, while

the picture that it gives of the King, differing

considerably from that found in the books of

Samuel, is an idealized David, such as he had
become by the end of the third century B c in the

mind of a pious Jew Coming to the narrative

in Samuel and Kings, great difficulties confront

the student, due largely to the composite char

acter of the historical documents and in part to

the corrupt state of the text The existence of

"doublets,
'

i e ,
two accounts of the same event,

in the story of David is believed sufficient to

show that in the Book of Samuel different docu

menta have been pieced together Thus we have

two accounts of David's introduction to Saul

(1 Sam -m 19-23 and xvii 1-xvm 5) , of the

slaying of Goliath (1 Sam xvii 1-xvm 5 and
2 Sam xxi 19) , of Saul's throwing- a spear at

David (1 Sam xviii 10-11 and xrs 9-10) ,
ajad

more of the same sort All these doublets, how

ever, are limited to the First Book of Samuel,
and from the ninth chapter of the Second Book
of Samuel to the end of the twentieth chapter
we have a continuous narrative, which ia brought
to a close in the first two chapters of 1 Kings

Chapters xxi to xxiv of the Second Book of

Samuel again represent an addition of a com

posite character like the first eight chapters of

the First Book of Samuel, and in addition to

these we have a number of editorial additions

and interpolations, of which the two principal
ones are 2 Sam viii 1-15 and 1 Kings 11 1-12

Of these authorities, the most authentic, accord

ing to many interpreters, ia the long, continuous

narrative m 2 ham IX-XT This excellent piece

of historic writing is regarded by a number of

scholars as coming from a contemporary, and

Ktostennanu has adduced many reasons, not

altogether lacking in plausibility, for Jus view
that the author was Ahunaaz, the son of Zidok
The date of the other sections is supposed to
be much later They repeal a tendency to ideal

ize David, which becomes more pronounced as
the popular hero recedes into the background
of history and becomes a favorite subject foi

romance, legend, poetical embellishment, and
eventually the type of the ideal king and re

ligious poet In consequence, it is often difii

cult to pick out the genuinely histoiicil m
cidents in David's career Ihus the storv oi

Dmd's encounter with the giant Goliath is be
lieved to be a piece oi romance (1 Sam \vn-
rviu) and the genuine account of Gohath s death
to be found m 2 Sam vu 19, wheie we learn
that Elhanan was the slaver Similarly the
stones of the friendship of David and Jonathan
are romantic, though based on historical facts

On the other hand, there is no reason to ques
tion that he acquired musical skill -which, to

gether with his personal charm and tie indiia
tions that he gave of becoming valorous in war,
attracted Saul to him and led to his entering into
dose relations with the 'melancholy" King He
becomes Saul's armor bearer and among the per
sonal services that he renders is to be reckoned
his soothing the King by achievements in mm
strelsy His success in the wars against the
Philistines increases his popularity with King
and people, and he becomes the son in law of the

King by marrying Michal
Soon after, however, a momentous change en

sues Saul, subject to fits of brooding, become*

jealous of David s popularity and entertains sus

pieion of the litter's fidelity The story of his

actually hurling a javelin at David may be a
romantic touch, but it is certain that Sauls

jealousy eventually led to David's banishment
from the court David now becomes a freebooter

and gathers a retinue of brave but reckless war
nors about him With them he leads the life of

a Bedouin chief, attacking defenseless landowneia
and hiring his services in attacks upon Amalek
ites (qv ), and other tribes in the Negeb The
etact course of his wanderings during this period
can no longer be followed After first trying his

fortunes at Nob, he is obliged to seek refuge from
Saul at Adullam We find him ne*t m the wild
and desert country south of Judsea, and he passes
at times as far east as the Dead Sea but after

taking up his abode for a time at Engedi Saul's

pursuit drrves him to Gath, where he offers his

services to Achish, King of the Philistines, in an

expedition against Amalekites, Ashurites, and
other desert tnbes In reward for his services

he obtains the town of Ziklag as a possession
Achish prepares an attack upon the Israelite?

and calls upon David to join him The latter

consents, but yielding to the protests of his chief

men, wha feared treachery on David's part
Achish compels David to- depart Upon reachin^

Ziklag he finds that the Amalekites had raided
the town during his absence In his pursuit he

surprises the Amalekitea and routs them At
this moment the tidings reach David of the death

of Saul and his three eldest sons at GUboa in an
encounter with the Philistines The opportunity
had now come for David's return to hia native

country He secures the favor of the inhabitants
of Hebron and the surrounding district and is

anointed King in Hebron while still retaining

Ziklag Meanwhile Israel passes into the hands
of Ishbaal, Saul's youngest son, who, however,
was entirely a tool of Abner, the ambitious and
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powerful general Ishbaal foolishly alienates

Abner s interest bv reproaching him for taking
one of Saul's concubines to himself an act which

may ha\e indicated Abner's intention to seize

the throne tor himself Abner enters into secret

communication \uth David, but during a \isit to

him is murdered by Joab, David s great general
Soon afterward Ishbaal is murdered, and David

being recognized as the natural leader oi all

Ibrael, is solemnly anointed King of the whole

people at Hebron, to an assembly of the elders

of the tribes He ib said to have been 37 years
old at this time Seven years, according to the

biblical account, had paired bince the death of

Saul The accounts of Davids reign are quite

fragmentary except for occurrences in his im
mediate family We learn of sueeesbive wars

against Moabitea, Ammonites, Edomites, Philis

tines, and Aramaeans, and, while the accountb of

his exploits are portrayed perhaps m too vivid

colors, there is no doubt that he bucceeded m
firmly establishing the independence of Israel

and in extending his power to a number of neigh

bonng nations that were incorporated in the

empire or made tributary Of great importance
was his selection of Jebus, which becomes known
henceforth under its old name, Jerusalem, as the

capital 01 his dominion He also laid the foun
dation for its future significance as the centre of

the Yahwe cult by removing the sacred ark to

this city After securing peace from his enemies
Da\id had to quell opposition which arobe in his

own household His eldest son, Amnon, out

raged his half sister Tamar, and in revenge Ab
salom caused Amnon to be murdered Subse

quentiy Absalom organized a rebellion against
his father, which obliged the King to leave

Jerusalem for a time The uprising is quelled,
but not until Absalom has fallen as a victim
Amasa David's nephew who had taken part in

the rebellion, but had been pardoned by David
and promised the chief command in place of

Joab also falls a sacrifice to the latter^ jeal
ousy Once more, as the King stands on the

verge of the grave, serious trouble threatens re

garding the question of succession The court
was divided between two candidates Adonijah,
the sunning eldest son, and Solomon, the son
of David by Bathsheba Through the influence of

the prophet Nathan the King decides in favor
of Solomon David dies at an advanced age and
is buried in his capital These family troubles
are looked upon by the Jewish writers as a pun
ishment for David's adulterous act with Bath
sheba and his subsequent connivance at the min-
der of Bathsheba's husband, Uriah There is no
doubt that this act, which took place during the
war with the Ammonites, is the most serious

charge to be brought against him, and there is

no reason to question its authenticity, since it

is fully in keeping with the conditions that pre-
vailed at the time In forming an estimate of
David those conditions must be taken into con
sideration and no true picture can be obtained
of him unless we are willing to recognize his
human limitations That he was a great warrior
admits of no doubt Indeed, he was essentially
a soldier, courageous and of boundless energy
He possessed the faculty, moreover, to an ex

traordinary degree, of gathering men to him
self, and as a natural born leader be overcomes
obstacles that would have crushed others But
he also shows traits of cruelty in the treatment
of his enemies, connives at treachery, and is will-

ing to make use of underhand measures to accom

plish his ends The bebt evidence ot the virility

and resourcefulness 01 his character is the em

pire he founded He united under his sceptre
Judah and Israel the tribes of the Xegeb (q-v ),

Edom, \Ioab, and Ammon, while the Aramaean

tribes, Zoba Beth Rechob and Beth Maacah,
-were made tnbutarj Thiib he became the most

powerful ruler in southern Syria His moral
sense w*s not strong and it ib probably due to

this defect that he shows such lamentable weak
ness in dealing with his family affairs But
with all his faults, he remains one of the mobt
notable figures m Hebrew hibtorv, and it is not

surprising that the attachment to him should

have led to the idealization of him by populai
tradition evidenced by later writeis That he

was a poet as "well as a musician cannot be

doubted His authorship of the Elegy over Saul

and Jonathan (2 Sam i 17-27) is generally ad

nutted, and this alone would piove hi-s right to

be remembered as the sweet buu>er of Israel
'

(2 Sam xxm 1) But the Pbdlms of which
73 are bv Jewish tradition ascribed to him
do not belong to his age They reflect in all but

a few cases the religious thought *uid aspirations
of poste\ilic Judaism See PSALMS, BOOK OF

Consult Klostermann, Die BucJiej Samueha
und der Eowge (1887) , Cheyne, JLids to Devout

8tudy of Criticism (1892) ,
id David in En

cydopcedia- Bibhca, (1899), Stihelm Lelen Da
wds (1866) Dieulafoy, Le Rot Dand (1897),
Beer Raul, David Balomo (1906) Baentsch,
Dandund sem Zeitaltet (1107) Winckler Qe
schichte Israels 11 (1000) Ei Meyei, Die 7?

taehten und ifae ^aclilaistamme (1907), Kit

tel, Geschichte des T olkes Israel, 11 (2d ed,

1909) Wellhausen, Iv aehtische und judtsche
Genhichte (7th ed, 1914)
DAVID A favorite subject with the sculp

tors of the Italian Renaissance, in which the

youthful laraelitish shepheid ib repretentod
either with sling in hand, or holding Goliath s

sword, with his foot upon the giant's head The
most important representation's of the subject
are the bronzes by Donatello and Veriocchio and
the colossal marble statue caned by Michel

angelo, which are described in the articles on

these sculptors
DAVID I (1084-1153) King of Scotland

from 1124 to 1153 He was the joungebt son

of Malcolm Canmore by his wife, St Margaret
(qv ) During the fierce struggle for the pos
session of the Scottish crown which followed

the death of his father in 1093, the youthful
David found refuge in England, together with his

sister Eadgyth, or Matilda, who in 1100 mar
ned Henry I, King of England The residence

of David at the English court would apjpear to

have been prolonged for several vears, and the

assertion of William of Malmesbury may well

be credited that "it freed him from the rust of

Scottish barbarity" In 1107 his elder brother,

Alexander, succeeded to the throne, and David
became Prince of Cumbria (q v ) Together with
this great principality he seems to have held

lands in Lothian, and by hie marriage, in 1113,
with Matilda, widow of the Earl of Northamp
ton, he acquired possession of that earldom too
In 1124 he succeeded his brother as King In
1127 he took an oath, with the other great
barons of England, to maintain the rights of his

niece, Matilda, as heiress to the English crown,
should her father, Henry I, die without male
issue The event thus contemplated came to

pass in 1135, and when Stephen mounted the
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English throne David took up arms in behalf of

Matilda Peace was restored bv the grant of the
eaildom of Huntingdon and the promise of the
eaildom ot Northumberland to David a son,

Henry, then in his twentieth vear, but the war
was soon resumed and in 1138 the King of the

Scots, deserted bv Bruce and others of hit, Anglo
Xoiman vassals, -was signallj defeated m the
battle oi the Standaid,' near Northallerton In
the next vear a second peace was concluded be
tween the two kings, when the promibed earldom
of Northumberland was bestowed on Prince

Henry In 1140 the Scottish King marched into

England for the third time to asseit the rights
of Matilda He was again defeated and only re

gamed Ins own country w ith difficulty

The rest of his reign was devoted to the intro

duction of English crv ilization into Scotland, a
task which had been begun by his parents and
continued by his brothers, King Edgar and King
Alexander He secured the peace and safety
of the country by building castles and by erect

ing burghs he piomoted tiade, shipping, and
manufictures He showed his favor for learning

by endowing many bishoprics and monasteries
David died at Carlisle on May 24 1153 His son
Henry had died in the previous June, and he was
succeeded by his grandhon, Malcolm The re

mains of David s legislation, including the in-

teresting code of the Leges Bulgarian, have been
carefullv collected in the first volume of The
Acts of the Parliament of Scotland (Edinburgh,
1844) Consult Robert&on Scotland under her

Early Kings (2 vols, Edinburgh, 1862), and
Skene, Celtic Scotland (3 vols , Edinburgh 1876-

80)
DAVID H See under BBUCE, ROBEBT

DAVID, da'ved', ABUAISD (1826-1900) A
French missionary and naturalist, born at Es

pelette, Basses Pyrenees In 1848 he entered the

congregation of the Lazarists and in 1862 went
as a missionary to China Here he made valu

able collections of animals, plants, and minerals,
which he presented to the Museum of Paris

From 1869 to 1871, on behalf of the museum, he

made scientific explorations in China and Tibet,

discovering many new genera and species of

fora and fauna Subsequently he accomplished
a third journey, of which he wrote in the Jour
nal de mon trotsieme voyage tfexploration dans

I'etnpire chmots (2 vols
,
with maps, 1875)

The results of his previous travels are to be

found in the Nouvelles Archives dtu Museum
ffHistoire baturelle (1866, 1868-70) His Les

otseaux de la Chine (with 24 plates, 1877) is

an important work

DA'VTD, CHBIBTIAIT (1690-1751) A Mo
ravian missionary, born at Senftleben, Dec 31,

1690 Brought up a Roman Catholic, he em
braced Lutheran views and then Moravian (1717)
and founded the Moravian colony of Herrnhut

(1722) and was elected the first of the 12 elders

Henceforth he was a missionary in Europe and
even went to Greenland, where he founded the

first mission (1747) Consult Thompson, Mo
rawan Muttons (New York, 1882) See

MORAVIANS
DAVID, da'vei, EDWABD A Flemish hue

caneer of the latter part of the seventeenth cen

tury He early became one of the "Brethren of

the Coast" as the West Indian pirates styled

themselves, achieved prominence in that organi-

zation, and in 1683 sailed as leader of an expedi
tion of three ships for the Pacific Reinforced by
French filibusters with two vessels and a fire
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ship, he devastated the coasts of Chile and Peru
A fleet of three galleons and two fire ships was
sent against him by the \ iceroy oi Peru, but
atter an indecisive battle he succeeded in making
his escape Subsequently he returned to the
coast of Peru, pillaging towns, slaughtering, and

exacting ransoms in true piratical ta&iion He
then transferred his depredations to Central
America and Mexico In 1688 under a general
amnesty granted to King Jameia II lie betook
himself to England, where he lived for many
vears m undisturbed posse&sion of his plundei
DAVID, da'ved', FiLicrcN C^SAB (1810-70)

A distinguished French composer He was born
at Cidenet, Taucluse, April 13, 1810 At first

a chorister and later chipelmaster in the cath(.

dral at Ai\, he entered at 20 the Paris C onsen a

torv, where he studied with Benoist (organ),
Fetis (composition), and Reber (harmony) His
uncle cut off his paltry monthly allowance of 50
francs and Da\id had to give lessons He joined
the Stint Simomsts, but their commune broke

up at Menil Montant in 1833 with a number ot

fellow dreamers he went to the East Turkey,

Egypt, and Svna After two years of hardblup
and suffering he returned to Fiance, rich in
no\el experiences Ihe fruit of his journevs,
Melodies onentales received scant notice, and
David retired for more serious study and compo
sition, but his first symphony (1838) had a like

fate In 1844 his 'symphonic ode," Le fowl,
was performed at the Conservatory amid tumults
of applause, which continued day after day at the
successive perlormancea of the work His next

productions, the oratorio Moise an Sinai ( 1846 ) ,

the symphonic ode Chrtstophe Colomb (1847)
and the mastery L Eden (1848), had little sue
cess But he was now a recognized master even
his earliest compositions found a hearing, and
the doors of every theatre were open for his new
works, chiefly operas La perle du Brtol ( 1851 )

was received with acclamation, and a national

prize of 20,000 francs was awarded (in 1867) to

his Hercitlaneum, produced at the Grand Opera
in 1859 Lalla RouLh (1862) was equally sue

cessful, but Le Baphir (1865) found less favor
La captue was withdrawn by the composer
before it was performed In 1862 he was ap
pointed an officei of the Legion of Honor, and
in 1869 elected to succeed Berlioz at the In
stitute and as a librarian of the Consenatone
de Musique m Pans His compositions include

also chamber music, songs, and pieces for solo

instruments David, the 'musical Orientalist
'

occupies a singular position m the history of

music he inaugurated a new movement Dur

ing his Ions years of wandering in the East

he absorbed the quaint and weird Oriental melo

dies, and to express these in the most gorgeous
orchestral colors that a rich fancy could think

of was his task It was the easier as Berlio/

(qv )
had already worked out orchestral effects

that glowed and blazed, and it remained onlv

to give them an Oriental setting, which Davul
did in Le detert and subsequent works His
followers were numerous, and among them the

most famous Bizet (Djamileh, Lespfoheun det

perles), Massenet (Rot de Lahore), and Dehbes

(LaJimS) were the most directly influenced

He died at Saint Germain en Lave Vug 29,

1876 ConsultA Azevedo, Fettaen David ( Pans,
1863), and R Brancour, Fehaen David- (ib,

1908)

DAVID, di'vtt, FERDINAND (1810-^73) A
German violinist, born in Hamburg, June 10,
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1810 For tno vearb he was a pupil of Spobr,
in Cdssel, -studvmg at the same time \uth Haupt
mann In 1825, tvhen only 15 years old, he made
his first appearanue a& a violinist at the Ge
\\andliau3 in Leipzig Dunng 1827 and 1828

he pla\ed in tue orchebtra of the Komgastadt
ischea Theatre, Berlin At this time he met
Moidt]js!olm with whom he formed a warm

friendship He left Berlin to become first \iolm

of the pmate quartet of Baron \on Liphardt,
of Doipat \vhobe daughter he married During
hi*i sojourn in Rub&ii, \\hich continued until

]835, he appeared with great success in St

Peterbburg, Moscow Riga, ind other large cities

In 1836 he was through Mendelssohn s influence,

appointed concertmeister of the lamous Ge^and
bans Orchestra m Leipzig, a position which he

filled ablv until his death, near Boosters Switz

erland, Julv 19, 1873 In Leipzig he was active

as a virtuoso, teacher editor and composer As
a virtuoso he had the solid foundations of

Spohr's method combined with the freer devel

opment of technique and feeling demanded by
more modern taste His leidership of the vio

1ms has left its traditions impressed upon the

Gewandhaus Orchestra Of his success as a

teacher it is only necessary to sav that Joachim
and Wilhelm] were among his pupils As an

editor, he has left Die Jiohe Schule des Violin-

spiels a collection of standard works of old

masters of the instrument, which, together with

his own Method for Violin has had much to do

with determining the lines along which modern
violin playing ha,s de^ eloped and is still a stand

ard work When, in 1843, the Leipzig Conserva

tory of Music was established, Da-ud became in

structor of uolm there While "Mendelssohn was

writing his violin concerto, he was in constant

communication with David, who TVas the first to

plav the work As a composer, Daud is not

important, although he wrote an opera, Hans
WacTit, two s\mplionies and foe \iolm con

certos Consult J Eckard Ferd Dai/id und die

Familie Mendelssohn (Leipzig, 1889), and C
Bellaigue Etudes Musicales et noitvelles sil

hourttei des tnusmen? (Pans 1898)

DAVID, da'vftt, GZBABD ( between 1450 and
1460-1523) One of the greatest painters of the

Early Netherlands school He was born at Oude
water (Holland) between 1450 and 1460 and
studied with Dutch masters, perhaps with Ael
bert Ouwater at Haarlem He came to Bruges
as a finished master about 1483, and in the fol

lowing vear waa enrolled m the painters' guild
At Brush's his art was modified bv the study of

the works of the Van Eycks, Van der Weyden,
Van der Goes, and especially of Hans Memling
He soon became recognized as the chief master
of Bruges In 1488, 1491, and 1489 he received

important commissions from the city , soon after
1496 he married Cornelia Cnoop, a daughter of
the wealthy and powerful dean of the goldsmiths'
guild, and in 1501 he became dean of the

painters' guild An influential citizen, he was
prominently identified with the religious life of

the city In 1508 he presented the Carmelite
nuns of Sion m Bruges with a magnificent altar

piece of the Madonna with saints, now in the
Rouen Museum In 1515 he waa enrolled in the

painters* guild of Antwerp, but his stay there

was temporary He was active aa Bruges, at the
head of an important school, until HUB death,

Aug 13,1523

Although celebrated in his own day and
known to early "writers, David was until re-

cently a forgotten master The data of his

life we owe to the retsearche^ 01 V\ eale m the

archives of Bruges, but hib importance as a,

painter -was not recognized until the compara-
tive esbibition of Earh Flemish masters at

Bruges in 1902 He is in no sense an innovator,
His art is rather the culmination of Nether-

landish painting 01 the hiteenth ceaturv, the

Dutch as well as the Flemish To the former

he o^es his. delicate and tubtle color, his treat

ment of light and shade, and abo\e all, the ex

cellence oi hib landscapes, which are the bt?bt

of the school to the latter, his orderly archi

tectonic composition and superior rendition of

the human form Hib work is characterized M
a depth of m\btic religious, feeling analogous
to that of Thomas 1 Kempis in literature

He excels all others in the unison of hi'a figures
and landscape backgroundb in beiene bentimont

DaMd's work mav be drvided into three

peiiodb an earlv or formats e period, a middle

penod of his most pertect \vork, and a last

period after hib sojourn at Antwerp (1515)

Among his earliest sunmng works primitive
and thoroughly Dutch in character, are

"Christ Nailed to the Cross" (Lawd collee

tion, Venice, Antwerp Museum) , The 4.dora

tion of the Chribt Child" and St John" (Kauf
mann collection, Berlin) and "St Jerome'

(Salting collection, London) Somewhat Inter

and showing the influence of the Bruges masters
are the madonnas of the Kahn collection (New
York), the Lou\re, Berlin galleries and the

Johnwra collection (Philadelphia) Hib mde
pendent stjle begins with The Judgment of

Camhses" and The Flaying of Sisamnes,
'

painted for the court room of the town hall of

Bruges and now in the Bruges Academy To
the period of his best work belong "The

Marriage of Cana" (Louvre), "The Baptism
of Chnst," a, triptych (Bruges Academy) , the
Rouen altarpiece, mentioned above, two pic
tures in the National Gallery London the
Madonna of the Mueeo Bngnole Sala, Genoa,
'The Annunciation" (Sigmaringen) the altar

of St Anne (Widener collection Philadelphia) ,

and "Eest on the Flight to Fgvpt," in the

Morgan collection (Metropolitan Museum, New
York) The works of his last period m their

dramatic quality mav reflect the influence of

Quentm Matsys of Antwerp, such as "The
Crucifixion" (Museo Bngnole Sala, Genoa),
' The Transfiguration" (Notre Dame, Bruges)
Pieta" (National Gallerv, London) and the

'Madonna giving the Child Soup" (Traumann
collection Madrid) Of all the early masters
of the Netherlands David is best represented
in the United States Besides the paintings
mentioned above there are others in the collee

tios of J G- Johnson Philadelphia, and Otto
H Kahn ("Christ's Farewell to the Holv

Women"), the Metropolitan Museum. New York
("Cnicifiaon"), and in the New York Historical
Societr ("Marriage of St Catharine") Con
suit Bodenhausen, Gerard Damd vmd seme
Sohule (Munich, 1005) an admirable and com
plete monograph, with catalogue of his works
For David's paintings in America, see Boden
hausen and Valentmer, Zmtsohnft fw liktende
Kvwt vol xxii (Leipzig, 1911) See also the

publications of Weale in the Portfolio (London,
1895), and the Burlington Magaawe (ib, 1903)
DAVID, da'vSd (JA.CQUBS) Louis (1748-

1825 ) A French historical and portrait painter,
the founder of the ao-c&Ued Cl&aeical u&ool
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He was born m Pans, Aug 30, 1748 On the
advice of Boucher (qv ), who gieatlv influ

enced his early art, he studied under Vien ind
entered the schools of the Academy In 1774
he took the nrst Prix de Rome Tvith Antiochus
and Stratonice" (Ecole des Beam Arts, Paris)
and v. ent to Rome with "\ len shortly after A
five years' sojourn devoted to the diligent studv

of classic antiquity brought about a complete
change in stjle, uhich he himself compares to

an operation for cataract Returning to Pans
in 1780, he achieved celebiity \vith Blind Be
lisarms Asking Alms" (1781, Lille Museum)
and "Andromache Bewailing the Corpse of

Hector" (Ecole des Beaux Arts), which caused

his election to the Academy
Moie than any other painter of his time,

David, with his classical tendencies, represented
the spint of the age the reaction against the

frivolity of monarchical France and the return
to the stern virtues of antiquity His "Oath
of the Horatn" (1784) and "'Brutus Condemn
ing his Sons to Death" (1789, both in the

Louyre) were hailed with universal applause
Entering politics he became the great painter
of the Revolution and presented to the Com en

tion, of which he -was a leading spirit the

"Deathbed of Lepelletier" the first martyr of

liberty When Marat TVas killed, he was called

by the Assembly to memorialize his death, and
he responded with a painting in which the

murdered man is portrayed with great natural

istic strength "Twice imprisoned during the

Revolution, he narrowly escaped the guillotine
and renounced politics Those of his ^orks
which represent what he himself lived and ex

penenced are painted in this manner The same
is true of his portraits of the Revolutionary

epoch, like those of Madame Recamier (Low re),

of Barrfre, and especially of the young Bona

parte, -whose follower he became (Versailles),
etc When Napoleon became Emperor he -was

appointed court painter His chief masterpiece
in this capacity was the colossal picture

of the

"Coronation of Napoleon I" (finished 1807, and

now at Versailles) This is a stately composi

tion, noble in color, and with a tender, quiver

ing light, justifying Muther's encomium of being
the best historical painting of the past century
His portraits of this period, as, eg, thobe of

the Emperor, the Pope, and Murat are all of

the highest naturalistic merit Upon the restore

tion of the Bourbons he was exiled to Brussels

where he died on the 29th of December, 1825

During his exile he painted nothing of real

merit except his portraits, which include the

double likenesses of the daughter of Joseph

Bonaparte (Toulon Museum) Abbe Sieyes, and

the '"Three Ladies of Ghent" (Louvre), all de

picted with keen realism and great pictorial

strength All of these works show a realistic

talent of the first order, with high powers as a

draftsman and a colonst

But the best known and most influential side

of David's art IB his large canvases represent

ing antique subjects While these paintings
show great excellence of drawing, they are cold

in composition and color, exaggerated and the

atncal in action Besides those mentioned above,
the "Death of Socrates," "Leomdas at Thermo

pyl" (1814, Louvre), the "Bape of the Sabines"

(1799, Louvre), are among the chief of this

class These were the works which had the

greatest nifhience upon the pupils of his largo

atelier Throughout the Revolution, and under

the Empire he was the supreme dictator of art

in France, and his influence upon its develop
ment was very great While he rescued it from
the trmahties 01 the tollowers of Watteau, he
established a despotism oi classicism which had
to be broken before there could be real progress.
Nevertheless., he was in a way the legenerator of

modern French art, and the accuracy of his

drawing exercised a salutarv influence upon its

development
Consult the monojrraphs IA Thome (Pans,

1826), Coupm (ib, 1827), Lenoir (ib 1S35),
Thore (Brussels, 1843 >, De Villars (Pans,
1850), Delecluze (ib 1855) Blanr (ID 18601
Chesneau (ib, 1862) Jules David (ib 1880),
Saumitr (ib 1904) Rohenthal (ib, 1905),
Muther, History of Modern Pamtmq, vol 11

(London 1907)

DAVTD, da'vet JOHAMVES BAPTISTA (1801-
66) A Flemish philologist born at Lier For
more than 30 years he held the chair of Bel

gian historv and JFlemibh literature at the Catho
lie Lnneriaity of Lou\am He was one of the

greatest Flemish scholars of the centuiv and a,

verv prolific wntei His pnncipal work is the
famous T ade> landscJie histone (10 "vols 1842-
64 4th ed , 1885 et sen ) , a history of Belgium
which was never completed The mot,t impor
tant of his linguistic works is entitled Eetste

leginselen der nederduitsche sptaellunst (10th
ed, 1858)

DAVTD, da.'\W, LAUHENT OUVTJEB (1840-
)

A Canadian journalist and statesman,
born at Sault au Recollet, Quebec Province He
was educated at the College of Sainte Therese
and was called to the bar in 1864 From 1870
to 1884 he -was editor of L'Opimon Pubhqve, but
the paper was discontinued owing to his cnti
ciams of the Catholic clergy for alleged political
mterfeience in elections At different times he
was also connected with Le Bien Public and La
Tt ibune He was for a short period a translator
for the House of Commons but resigned in 1878
and practiced his profession in Montreal of

which he was appointed city clerk in 1892

Originally a Conservative in politics, he after

ward joined the Liberals, and was a member oi

the Quebec Legislature during 1886-90 In 1887-
88 he was president of the Saint Jean Baptiste

Society of Montreal He did much to promote
a patriotic national spirit among French Cana
dians though without favoring revohitionarv

and separatist projects In 1888 he was a dele

gate to the French Canadian National Conven
tion at Nashua, N H , in. 1898 he assisted in

preparing a new city charter for Montreal, and
in 1903 he was appointed to the Senate His

writings are distinguished for lucidity and

beauty of style His publications include Bwg
rapfaes and, Portraits (1876), Les Mrw de

Ghateaugvay (1883) , Les patriots* de 1891-98

(1884), Mes contemporavns (1894), Les deua

Papineau (1896), Le olerge canadien so mi$
won et son cetivre (1896), a work which re

proves certain Roman Catholics for interven

tion m political affairs and was condemned by
the Congregation of the Index at Rome, L'TJmon

des dewZanadas, 1841-1867 (18&8), Le dra

pemt de Carillon, a drama (1901) , Launer et

son tenipa (1905), Vv*g* otographtes (1910),
Souvenirs et biographies (1910) See CANA

DAVID, or DEWi; SADTT (-f601) The

patron saint of Wales He was, according to

tradition (probably worthless), the grandson, of
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Ceredig, King of Cardiganshire He was edu
cated by monks and later went thiough Wiles
on a pleaching tour He also lounded xronab

tene- especially that one at ilenewa, now called

St Dmd'b, in Pembrokeshire, and there hi.

became abbot which office was equivalent to

bibhop, and it* holder was so designated At>

bishop, he presided at the synods ot Brefi and

'Victory" His shrine became a favorite place
of pilgrimage, and he was canonized in 1120

his tetstival is> held on March 1 He \vas cele

brated for his eloquence and success m conver

sion Several worts have been ascribed to him,
but these are no longer extant His lne TV as

written bv Ricemarch, Bishop of St Bauds,
who died about the vear 1099 reprinted in

W J Rees Lues of the Cambro British Baints

of the Fifth and Immediately Succeeding Cen

tunes (London 1S5J) Consult Rice Rees, Ja
Essay on the Welsh Saints (ib, 1836)

DAVID AP Q-WILTM, da'ved ap gwe^hui
(c 1300-70) The greatest of mediaeval Welbh

poets He was born either in Cardiganshire or

Glamorganshire, and was the son of Gwilvmlsim
He was a nn ot considerable education and his

knowledsre ol Latin and Italian literatures has

gi\en nse to the belief that he wais educated in

Italv His tendency to satirize his neighbors,
as well aa his numerous love affairs brought
him into frequent difficulties He has been com

pared to Shakespeare Burns, CHid and PC

trarch, and addresbed to ilorwdd -who mav be

called his Laura more than 147 poems that

form a kind of ars ainandi ~\omdd wis the

daughter of Madog Law gain and her marriage
to a wealthy suitor wa& soon followed bv her

elopement with the poet Thev are said to hale

escaped to France but a lawsuit was brought
against David bv the outraged husband, to whom
damages* were adjudged in a large sum Unable
to pay it the poet might have languished in

prison had not the people of Glamorgan gener
ouslv remitted the obligation In gratitude for

this the poet dedicated two of his principal

poems to Glamorgan Most of his poems were
written in the metie called oywydd, consist

ing of seven syllable lines rhyming in couplets
His frequent use of this metre led his contem

poranes to call him Dafydd gyicydd gum
David of the sweet wine cywvdd

'

Because of

the lustre that he ga\e to this verse, it has
become the most frequent genre u*>ed by Welsh

poets from his time to the present day Though
love forms the main theme of his poems, he is

piobably better known for his treatment of na
ture, for which he shows a love that is un

equaled in any literature of that period Two
hundred and sixty two of his poems were edited

by Owen Jones (Myfyr) and William Owen
Pughe (London, 1789), and more hate been

lately discovered m the Mostyn Library and

British
Museum An admirable English ver

sion of the poems was published by Arthui
James Johnes (1834) Consult L C Stein,
"Dawdd ab Gwilym," in the Zevtschnft fur
celtuiche PMologie, vol vu, pp 1-265 (Halle,

1910) See WELSH LnmRATOBE
DA/VID CITY A city and the county seat

of Butler Co, Neb, 90 miles (direct) west of

Omaha, on the Union Pacific, the Burlington
and Missouri River, and the Chicago and North
western railroads (Map Nebraska, G 3) The

city contains a public library, park, and Chau

tauqua grounds It is the centre of an agn
cultural and stock raising region and has mum

DAVTD DANGERS

fictones of bricks The water works and elec

t'ulimt jilnnt ait owned bv the cih Pop,
1900, 1845 1110, 21T7

DAVID COP'PEIIFIELD A novel bv Dick

LIIIS, published semllv beginning ilav 1849
It was the author1

*, fa^nte book and is said

to be partlv autobiographical
DAVID D'ANGEES, da'ved' daVzlu', prop

eilv PICRBE JE^ DUID so tailed to distinguish
him tioni Baud the pamtei (17SS-185b) A
litnch sculptor of the earlv nineteenth centur\
He \\i& boin at Aneer, Much 12, J7S8 the son
ol a wood taiver Overcoming his fathei's op

position he went to Paris in 1808 Alter a
bitter struggle with poverty he entered, in 1810,
the atelici of the sculptor Rolland, at the same
time (studying drawing with Jacques Louis
Duid who befriended him The Pri\ de Rome
enabled him to spend nve years (1811-16) in

the Eternal Cifrv, where he came undei Cinovas
influence, without, however relinquishing his

naturalism He then btudied the Parthenon
statues in London and on hit> return to Pans
he receiv ed hi^ fiibt important commission This
vv as the monument to Le Giand Conde, now in

the Court of Honor, Versailles During the
n volution of 18 jO David, an ardent Repubh
can, fought m the ranks, and after its success

lul teimmation he received the commission for

his mabterpiece the sculptures of the pediment
of the Pantheon Under the inscription,

' Aux
giand homines la patue reconnai>>sant

" '
France"

bestows crowns, placed in her hand bv
'

Liberty,"

upon her illubtrioub sons among whom the

figures of Miraheau Cirnot David the pamtei,
Voltaire, Rousseiu, Bonapaite, and the Trum
peter of Arcola" are prominent He participated
also in the revolution ol 18-48 and was a mem
ber of the Constituent Assembly After the

coup d'etat by Napoleon III he went into exile

to Greece but soon returned, bioken in health,
to Fiance He died in Pans, Jan 5, 1856 His

patriotism and ideal devotion to the cause of

libeity were only equaled b\ a lovable character,
which endeared him to all classes of men
David D Angers is an epoch making figure in

the history of French sculpture Notwithstand

ing his classical tiaining, which is often evi

dent in his woil he rendered nature with free-

dom and truth He is mobt eminent in portrait

sculpture in which be was the nrst to insist

upon contemporary costume but he also ex
celled in reliefs and especially in medallions

He hab left behind no less than 55 statues, 150

bubts, 70 ba& reliefs, 20 statuettes, and over 500

medallions He is represented in the national

collections of the Louvie, Versailles, and Sevres,
in almost all the important piov-incial museums,
and in his native town there is a museum de
voted entirely to his works His two most ira

portant works, besides the pediment of the Pan
theon are the tomb of General Gobert (Pere
Lachaise), and his

'

Philopcemen" (Louvre), a

colobbal heroic type in classic garb Among the

best of his portrait statues arp those of Guten

berg at Stiassburg, Talma at Montpelher, Cor
neille at Rouen Fenelon at Cambray Lafayette
and Thomas Jefferson at Washington He him-
self most prized his statue of "Barra," a drum
mer boy killed in the war of La Vendee, and the

beautiful Greek female figure of the monument
to the Greek hero Marco Bozzans In his por-
trait busts and medallions he has left us faithM and characteristic likenesses of most of the
French celebrities of his day, and of many Eng
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hsh and German notables, which he modeled

during repeated visits to these countries Among
his principal busts are those of Goethe (Duca 1

library, Weimar), the sculptor Rauch, Washing
ton, etc , among the medallions are those of

Napoleon and Madame DaMd Consult the

monographs by Maillard (Angers, 1839) Lo
meme (Pant, 1844), Saint Amoui (Dunkerque,
1845), Halevy (ib, 1857 J Karchei (London,
1865) Jouin (Pant., 1878) Consult also

Brownell, History of Ftencli Ait (New Yoik
1892), and Gonse La sculptiue pantaise depuis
le JL/T siecle (Paris, 1895)

DAVIDEIS, dlild'eis A sacied poem on
the troubles of Dawd, the chief \vork of Cowlev,
published m 1056

DAVID GAB/BICE A comedy by Robert

son, which appeared in 1864 and is a transla

tion from the French play Sidhian It purpoits
to represent amatory incidents in the life of the

famous eighteenth century English actor and
was first produced at the Haymarket with the

elder Sothern m the principal role

DAV1DGE, WILLIAM PLEVTEB (1814-88)
An English comedian, TVho came to the United
States m 1850 ind became identified -with the

American stage He was born April 17, 1814, in

London and appeared as a youthful amateui at

Drury Lane in The Miller's Haid Afterward
he acted in various English cities especially in

Manchester His first appe^rance in America
was in Augubt, 1850, as Sn Peter Teazle at the

old Broadway Theatre, New York , later he sup

ported many well known actois in the metrop
obs and elsewhere, among them Edwin Forrest

and Fannv Davenport Some of his notable parts
were Caliban, Eccles, in Caste Dick Deadeye,
which he created, in Pinafore, Old Haidy, in

The Beliefs Strataqem and Hardcabtle m She

Stoops to Conquer His last engagement -was

with the Madison Square Company beginnirg
in 1885 He died at Cheyenne, Wvo, Aug 7,

1888 He was the author of a volume of auto

biographical lemmiscences called Footliqht
Flashes (New York, 1866) The Dtama De

fended (ib, 1859), and other works
His son, WILLIAM: DAVIDGE (1847-1899), also

an actor, was born at Manchester, England and

brought to the United States when a child of

three years During his career he played with

William E Crane (1870-71), Kate Clapton

(1877-78), and later for several seasons with

Roland Reed He died in Chicago
DAVID HAB/UM A very popular story

by Edward Noyee Westcott, which, after reiec

tion by a number of publishers attained a re

markable success The character of the shrewd,

horse-trading David Earum is distinctively an

American type, and was drawn from an original

who was a resident of the town of Homer N Y
An identification of the characters and scenes

has been published by Arthur T Vance, under

the title The Real David Harum (New York,

1901)
DA'VTDISTS A name used for three Chris

tian sects 1 Followers of David of Dinant, a

teacher in the University of Pans, whose philo

sophical work was condemned by the Synod
of Pans in 1209, and who, m consequence of the

ban laid upon him m 1215 by the Pope, had to

flee from France The place and date of his

death are unknown His fundamental idea was
that the Deity alone had any real existence,

being the matena prma of all things 2 Da-

TidiBte, or David Georgian^ followers of David

Geoige, or Jorib, a native of Ghent or Bruges In
1530 he was whipped, had his tongue boied, and
\ias imprisoned tor obstructing a Roman Catho-
1 c procession He founded a sect of his own and
in 1542 published his Bool of Wondeis, retail

ing the -usions which he protcssed to have re
ceived After hib death his body was dug up
ind burned bv ordei of the Senate ot Basel
where he had passed the latter part of his life

as a merchant undu an assumed nime, John or

Bruges The sect under the leadership of
Henn \icholas, became known in Hollmd and

England as the Familists" Thev interpreted
the whole of Scripture allegoncally and mam
tamed that is Moses had taught hope and
Christ had taught faith it was their mission to
teach love the sen ice of which was the highest
and best of the dispensations The result was
an extreme Antmomianism m practice, which
attracted the notice of the authorities in both
countnes Eirh in the seventeenth century the
sect wis suppressed or absorbed bv others See

JOBIS, DAVID 3 The followers of Fiancis Da
vid, who m 15G8 began a widespread Unitarian
mov eraent m Hungary See U*\ ITAEI VMSu
DAVIDOFP, di'vedof TT*r (1838-89) A

Russian Moloneelhst born at Goldingen, Cour
land, Maich 17, 1838 He was educated at the
Moscow University and studied the violoncello
undei H Schmitt in Moscow and Schuberth in

St Petersburg He then entered the Leipng
Conservatory, where he continued to study the
'cello under F Gruzmaeher, and also completed
a course in composition under Hauptmann He
first appeired at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, in

1859, and was made first violoncellist in the
Gewandhans orchestra and professor in the

Leipzig Conservatory In 1862 he was ap
pointed solo violoncellist to the Emperor of

Rubsia and professor in the Conservatory of

St Petersburg and was director of the latter

from 1876 to 1887 As a viituoso, he was
equalled by few and won great fame on his

concert tours through Europe Besides four
concertos and a number of minor pieces for

his instrument he composed some works for

orchestra, pianoforte pieces, and songs Consult
W Hutor, Karl Daudoff ttnd seine Art das
Iwloncell su behandeln (Leipng 1899)

DA'VTDS, THOMAS WIUIAH RHYS (1843-
1922 ) An English Orientalist He was born
at Colchester, was educated at the University of

Breslau, entered the cr\il seniee in Ceylon, and
filled vanous judicial appointments in that
island He was called to the bar of the Middle

Temple in 1877, and was professor of Pill and
Buddhist literature at University College, Lon
don, from 1882 until 1912 In 1904 he became

professor of comparative religion at Manchester
He devoted himself especially to the study of

Buddhism His work? include Buddhtam A
Sketch of the Life and Teachings of Gautama,
the Buddha (1878, 22d ed, 1910), a tranala

tion from the Jatakas, or Buddhist Birth

Stories, \ol i (1880), Buddhism Its History
and literature (1896, composed from Amencan
lectures) , Buddhist India. (1902, 2d ed

, 1905) ,

Early Buddhism (1908), Dialogue* of the

Buddha (1809, 1910) and with J E Carpenter,
he edited the Pali text Dlffha-nikaya. (3 vole,

London, 1890-1911) He was made president
of the Pali Text Society, which he founded in

1882
DAVID'S DEEE See ELAPHTJBE
DAVIDS ZBLA1TD An island lying in Long
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Island Sound, off New Rochelle, X Y
,
the near

est raihvay station a quarter of a mile north

of the boundary between Greater New York and
Westchester County (Map Nev* York Citv and
\ icmitv , G- 2

j
It is ovi ntd and occupied by the

United States government and is the site of

Fort Slocum (qv ) a recruit depot of the

tnrted States <rim 101 ^hii.h extensile bar

racks and other buildings are maintained Its

extent is about 100 acres

DA'VIDSON A town in Mecklenburg Co,
N C 22 miles north of Charlotte on the South

era Raih*ay (
M ip North Carolina, B 2

)
It has

cotton and cottonseed oil mills a gmneiv aiid a

flouring mill The town is> the teat of Davidson

College (q v ), lounded in 1837, and of the North

Caiolma Medical College, ebtabhbhed about 1890,

connected -with \\hich is the Munroe Pnvate

Hospital There is also a Carnegie lilwmy Pop ,

1890 481 1000, 904, 1910, 1056

DAVIDSON, A>DBEW ButCE (1831-1902)

A Scottish biblical scholar He was born m
AberdeensLire and after studying at Aberdeen,

m 1863 \ias ordained and was appointed pro
fessor of Oriental languages in New College,

Edinburgh He was a member of the Old

Testament Revision Committee, being recog
mzed as the foremost British biblical cntie of

his day George Adam Smith and W Robert

son Smith were among his pupils His pubh
cations include a Commentary on Job, vol i

(1862), An Introductory Hebrew Giammar
(1874 9th ed, 1888), pnmers on Job, Eze

liel, Hebrew (1877) , 'Isaiah," in the Temple
Bible (1902) and two volumes of sermons,

The Called of God (1903) and Waiting upon
God (1904), with a life by Taylor Innes

DAVIDSON, CKABLES (1852- ) An
American scholar He is as born in Streetsboro,

Ohio, and \ias educated at Iowa College and
at Yale Lmversit\ In 1893-04 he was as

sistant professor of English at Indiana Uni

verbitv, m 1894-96 associate professor of Eng
hsh at Adelbert College (Western Reserve Uni

versity), and in 1906-11 professor of educa

tion at the University of Maine He wrote

much for scholarly reviews and these books

Studies in the English Mystery Plays (1892) ,

Motor Work and Formal Studies (1911)

DAVIDSON, GBOBGE (
1825-191 1 ) An Amer-

ican astronomer He was born m Nottmg
ham, England, but went to the United States

in 1832 He did notable work on the Govern
ment Coast and Geodetic Survey (1845-95),
but it was in astronomical research that he

gained his greatest distinction He traveled on

every continent to make observations, particu
larh of transits of Venus He wrote The
Alaska Boundary (1903), The Glaciers of
Alaska ( 1904) , The Discovery of San Fran
disco Bay (1907) , Francis Drake on the North
west Coast of Amenea (1908), Ongv* and

Meaning of the Vowte Cahforma (1910) In
1895 he became professor of geography in the

University of California

DAVIDSON, JAMBS WOOD (1829-1905) An
American author, born in Newberry District,
S C He became professor of Greek in South
Carolina College, then principal of the high
school at Columbia, and, during the Ciyil War,
adjutant of infantry m Jackson's corps of Lee's

army He was literary editor of the New York

Evening Post (1873), and American corre

spondent of the London Standard from 1873 to

1878 His published works include The Lwng

Writers of the South (1869), School History
of South Carolina (I860, rev ed, 1894), The

Corespondent (18i>6) The Poetry of the

Futme 1 1838) The Honda of To Day (1889)

DAVIDSON, JOHV (1857-1909) An Eng
hbh poet He -was born at Barrhead near Glas

g(w, Scotland at the age oi 13 became assist

aiit m the chemical laboratory of a sugarhouse
at Greenock, attended for a short time Edin

burgh Univerbito, and vent to London in 1890
He had alreadv published three plavs Btuce

(1886), South I Tiagic Payee (1888), and
Scatamouch in "Natfos (1889) which contain
nnnv striking scenes Hus later plavs include

Oodfnda (1898) and Self's the Man (1901)
In 1901 he began the issue of a series of verte

pamphlet^ called Testaments, of which have ap
peared A Vivisector," \ Man Forbid," and
'An Empire Builder" He came to repudiate

entirely the past in art, literature, morals, and

religion His philosophv, partlv derived from

Schopenhauer, is thoroughly pessimistic In
man he sees matter striving through brutal

effort towards self knowledge Hence his de

fense of vivisection He is best known bv his

ballads, individual in subject and stvle His

thought and manner are well represented bv
Mai ing of a Poet, Houndsditch and the ballads

of "Heaven" and 'Hell," m Ballads and Songs
(18<)4) Other volumes are Fleet Stieet EC
logue (1st series, 1893, 2d series, 1895), ATeio
Ballads (1896), The Last Ballad and Other
Poems (1898), Testaments (1901-02), The

Ktught of the Maypole (1902), A Rotary
(1903) , The Testament of a Prime Ministet

(1904) , Selected Poem? (1904) The Theocrat

(1905), Holiday and Other Poems (1906),
Mammon and his Message (1908), The Man
Forbid and Other Essays (1910) For critical

analysis of his work, consult Archer, Poets of
the Younger Generation (London and New
York, 1902)

DAVIDSON, JOHN WYITN (1824-81) An
American soldier He \vas bom in Fairfax Co,
Va, graduated at West Point, and was as

signed as second lieutenant of dragoons in

1845, and during the Mexican ^Var was with
the Army of the West at San Pasqual, the

passage of the San Gabnel River, and at Mesa
In 1848 he was promoted to be first lieutenant
and was assigned to frontier duty From 1861
to 1862 he served in the defenses of Washington,
D C and in the latter year, with rank of

major of cavalry, fought in the Army of the

Potomac during the Peninsular campaign, be-

coming brigadier general of volunteers in 1862
He was brevetted colonel after the battle of

Gelding's Farm (Va ) and in 1865 major gen
eral m both the regular and volunteer services

In 1863 he commanded a cavalry division at
Brownsville (Ark )

and Ashley's Mills (Ark )

and in the capture of Bayou Metre (Ark ) He
was appointed in 1864 chief of cavalry of the
division west of the Mississippi and in 1866
became lieutenant colonel of the Tenth United
States Cavalry From 1873 to 1881 he was m
command of various posts in the Indian Tern
tory, Texas, and Montana, and in 1879 became
colonel of the Second Cavalry

DAVIDSON, LTTCBETIA MABIA (1808-25)
An American poet, remarkable for her precocity
in rhyming Many of her pieces were lost or

destroyed, but nearly 300 were collected and

published hy 8 P B Morse under the title

Imtr Khan and Other Poems (1829) Her BIB-
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ter, MARGAJJET MILLEB DAVIDSOX ( 1823-38 1

was also a precocious writu and at the age of

10 composed a drama called the Tragedy of
Alethia \\aslnngton Irving was her patron
and supervised trie publication ot the two sis

ters works, (ISSOj

DAVIDSON, RAJTOAII, THOMAS (1848- )

A British prelate, Archbishop of Canterbun,
born in Edinburgh and educated at Harrow and
at Trinity College, Oxford He was curate of

Dartford Kent, in 1874-77 private secretarv

and chaplain to Archbibhop Tait, whose daugh
ter he married, and (1882-83) to Archbibhop
Benson dean of Windsoi and domestic chap
lam (1883-91) to Queen Victoria cleik of the
closet (1891-1903) to Queen Victoria and to

King Edward, and Bishop of Rochester in

ISO 1-05 and of Winchester in 1893-1003 In
1003 he succeeded Temple as Archbishop of

Canterbury He helped to draft the unbuccebs

lul Compromise Education Bill of 1908 and in

the same v?ar pie&ided at the Pan Anglican

Congress and the Lambeth Conference He
edited in 1889 The Lambeth Confeiences of ISbl

1878, and 18Sb By 1904 he had visited the

United States and Canada He wrote A Life

of Archbishop Tait (1891 with Benham) The
Christian Opportunity (1904) Captains and
Comrades of the Faith (1911)

DAVIDSON, SAITDEL (1806-98) An Irish

biblical cntic He was born at Kellswater and
was educated at the Royal College of Belfast,
where he became professor of biblical criticism

in 1835 after being ordained to the Presbyterian

ministry He entered the Presbyterian ministry
and in 1835 was given the chair of biblical cnti

cism in the Royal College of Belfast Soon
afterward he became a Congregationaliat and in

1842 he took the chair of biblical literature and
Oriental languages in the Lancashire Inde

pendent College at Manchester, which he was
forced to resign in 1857 He was one of the Old
Testament Revision Committee His principal
works are Sacred He) meneutics (1843) Text of
the Old Testament Consideted, with a Treatise

on Ba&ed Interpretation (1856), written for

Home's Introduction, The Canon of the Bible

(1877) , The Doctrine of Last Things Contained
in the Neio Testament (1882) He translated

Furst's Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the Old
Testament (1867 often reprinted) and Giese-

ler's Ecclesiastical History (1846)

DAVIDSON, THOMAS (1817-85) An Eng
hsh geologist and paleontologist, born in Edin

burgh He studied on the Continent and at

Edinburgh University, made extensive geological

tours, and at the suggestion of Leopold von

Buch, the German geologist, undertook the study
of the Brachiopoda In 1851-70 he published,
under the direction of the Paleontographical So

ciety, his Monograph on British Brachiopoda (3

vols ) , containing 250 plates drawn by himself

To this work he added (1873-85) three sup

plementary volumes His M&mwr on Recent

BracMopoda was posthumously published by the

Linnsean Society In 1852 he was elected fellow

of the Geological Society of London and in

1857 fellow of the Royal Society His splendid
collection of recent and fossil brachiopods, to-

gether with his books, he presented to the Na
tional Museum at South Kensington
DAVIDSON, THOMAS (1840-1900) An

American philosopher, born near Tetterangus,
Scotland He graduated in I860 at the Umver

sity of Aberdeen, removed m 1868 to Canada,

10 DAVXE

and in 1867 to the Lmted States, and in 1875
settled at Cambridge, Mass , where he was active

as scholar, author, and lecturer A close btu
dent of Thomas* Aquinas, he was invited by the

Pope to assist the corps of Italian professors in

the preparation of a new edition of the works
of that philosopher His Philosophical System
of Antonio Kosmmi Seibati (1882) was the
first introduction of the latter to English
readers For many years he conducted at

Keene, m the Adirondacks, a
' summer school

for culture sciences," and from 1808 a class of

Rusbian Jews in New York Citv His person
ahtv was large and commanding His published
works include further a translat on of the

fragments of Parmenides (1869) and one of

Bleek's Origin of Language (1869), A Short
iccount of the ^iobe Ghovp (1874), The
Parthenon Fneze and Other Essays (1882)
The Place of Art in Education (1886) , Giordano
Bnino (1886) Handbook to Dante (1887),
Intfotle and Educational Ideals , A History of
Education (1900)

DAVIDSON, WILLIAM (1746-81 ) An Amer
it -in soldier He was bom in Lancaster Co,
Pa was taken when a child to North Carolina,
and became a major in one of the first regiments
raised in that State foi the Revolutionary War
He was in the engagements at Brandvwine, Ger
mantown, and Monmouth, and advanced to the
rank of a brigadier general of North Carolina
militia In the attempt to check the advance
of Cornwallis over the Catawba River at Cowan's

Ford, Feb 1, 1781, he was killed Davidson

College N C was named in his honor
DAVIDSON COLLEGE An institution for

higher education established in 1837 at David
son N C The college was founded by mem-
bers of the Presbyterian church and is at

prewmt governed b'v a board of trustees ap
pointed by the presbyteries of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida (Presby
tenan church, South) No theological depart
ment, however, is maintained, and the degrees
conferred are the academic ones in art and
science The student attendance in 1913 was
353 the endowment of the college was $250,000,
and the total value of the college property,
"5360,000 The hbrarv contained 23,688 vol

umes The president in 1914 was William

Joseph Martin
DAVID THE PTTTTiOSOPHEB (Arm Da

nt 'Imasdaset
) , or DAMD THE ARMENIAN

( *-c 500 AD) An Armenian scholar, born at

Nerken in the Armenian Province of Durapenra
He studied in Greece and wrote learned trans

lations of, and commentaries on, the works of

Aristotle Consult Neumann, Memoire sur la

ne et les ouvrages de Dawd (Paris, 1829)

DA'VIE, WILLIAM RICHASDSON (1756-1820)
An American soldier, born in Egremont, Eng
land He came to the United States in 1763,

graduated at Princeton in 1776, studied law at

Salisbury, N C
,
and in 1779 received the com

mission of a lieutenant of dragoons His troop
was subsequently assigned to Count Pulaski's

legion, in which he rose to the rank of major
He resumed the study of law at Salisbury and
in 1779 was admitted to the bar of North Caro
hna Under the authorization of that State in

1780 fee raised at his own expense a troop of

dragoons and two mounted infantry companies,
with which to assist in the defense of the south

western districts against British attacks from

South Carolina In 1780 he was promoted to
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the command of the State eavalrv with the

rank of colonel At the entrv of Lord Corn

wallis into Charlotte, X C, he distinguished
himsstlf \i\ his bpirited rebistance to the repeated

chaigtb of lailetonb famouu legion He wab

appojtrttd in 1781 to the post of commisban

general of the Amencan armv m the South

After the Revolution he became a successful

lawyer wab a delegate to the Conbtitutional

Con\tntion of 1787, and for a number of >ear&

represented the borough ot Halifax in the Lower
House of the State Legislature He drew up
the Act pJ-Sbed in 1780, for the ibtabh-hment

of the Lmversit\ of North Carolina in 1794

was commissioned major general of mihtu be

came Governor of Xoith Caiolmi in 1700, but

rebigned in the bame \e\r to accept appoint
ment to the embabsv which concluded with the

French government the Comention of Sept 30,

1800 Consult tie biojjrapln bv Hubbard m
vol xxv {Bobton 1848) of The Libiaty of

Amencan Biogtaphy, edited bv Jared Sparks
Consult Peele^ I net of Distinguished \otth

Caiohmans (1808)

DAVIES, ABTHUB B (1862- )
An

Amencan landscape, marine, and figure painter
He was born at Utica X Y ,

and studied under

Dwight T\ illiams at TJtiea at the Art Institute,

Chicago and in New York, where he began as

in illustrator f* the magazines His paintings
firbt attracted attention at an exhibition held

in New York m 1899, and after that time

avoiding the customirv annual exhibitions, he

held other important e\hibitions in New York

(1901) containing such paintings as 'Spring's

Renewal" and "The Breath of Light", at the

PennsAhama Academv of Fine Arts (1008),

including The Girdle of Ares" (acquired by
the Metropolitan Museum, New York, 1914),
and Visions of the Sea % at the Art Institute

of Chicago (1011), with subjects like 'The

Hunter of the Starlandb" and '

Maja, Mirror of

Hlubiona,
' which last was purchased bv the

Inbtitute In public collections he is best rep
resented m the Brooklyn Museum bv four paint
ings among which is the charming

'

Children

of Yesteryear" Davies came to he recognized
as one of the most original of Amencan

painters, and the most prominent representa
ti\e of those Romanticists who seek to escape
from the commonplace into the realm of dreams
He has well been called a realist with the

temperament of a mystic He is a master of

tonal effects and excels especially in color He
was the leader of the group of artists who or

gamzed the remarkably successful International

Lxhibition held in New York in 1913, in which
so called Modernists were for the first time in-

troduced to the American public In his most
recent works m the exhibition of Cubists and
Futurists at the Montross Gallery, New York,
in 1914, he showed pronounced cubist tenden
cies in a series of paintings, of which the most
important was "The Great Mother" Consult

Huneker, "Certain Painters," in The Pathos of
Distance (New York, 1913)

DA^VTES, BEN (1858- ) An English
tenor, born in Swansea, Wales He studied
undei Kandegger at the Royal Academy of

Music (1880-83), where he won numerous

pnzes Upon leaving the Academy he joined the

Carl Posa Opera Troupe, appearing in Faust,
The Bohemian Girl, etc , but he is best known
as a concert and oratorio singer He visited

the United States in 1893, 1894, and 1905-06

DAVIES, CHABLES (1798-1876) An Amer
ican mathematician born in YUbhmgton Conn
He earh runo^td to St Laurence Co X Y
and in 1815 graduated at \\*t Point In 1848

he took the chair 01 m itliLmttics and natmal

philobopln in the Uni\en=m of New York, and
in 1857 the chair of higher mathematics in

Columbia College His works include among
manv tlurieying (1832) Tngonometty
|l!>40) rieiientt, of Ugebta (1844 re\ ed

1901) Luqic ot Mathematics (1850; Hathe
tnatical Dutionaty and CitclopcediG of Mathe
matical tieience, with W G Peck (1855) ^elo

Elementary Ugelta (1859} Unuersity Algelta
(2d ed, 1864) Elements of Analytical Qeom,

etnf and of the Diftei cntlal aiid Integral Calcu
Jus (new ed, 1901) The Oomplete itithmetic

(1877) He also edited in Enghbh Legendres
Geometiy (1828), and Bouidons Algebta
(1832)

DAVIES, HENBY EUGENE, Jr (1836-94) An
Amencan soldier, born in New "ioik He was
educated at Harvard, VUIhams, and Columbia,
and -was admitted to the bar in 1857 At the
outbreak of the Ci\il War he entered the United
Stateb Volunteers as captain and became bnga
dier general in September, 1863 He serted
with distinction in the Cat airy Corps Army of

the Potomac, became one of Sheridan's most
trusted lieutenants and by 1865 had risen to
the rank of major general of volunteers He
rebigned in 1866 and afterward became a promi
nent New York lawyer and held several public
offices He was the author of Genet al Shetidan
( 1895), in the "Great Commander Serieb

"

DAVIES, HUBERT EtarBT A British dram
atist, born at Woodle\, Cheshire, England
He went to San Francisco in 1893, where he
was emploved as a journalist and in the produc
tion of \audeville sketcheb In 1901 he returned
to England He is author of the following
plavs Cousin Kate (1903), Cynthia, (1904),
Captain Drew on Leaw (1005) , The Mollusc
(1907), Lady Eppmg's Lawsuit (1908) Bevis
(1909), A Single Man (1910), Mrs Oomnge's
^ecklace (1910). Dooimats (1913)

DAVTES, JOKS, or HEBEFOBD (c 1565-1618)
An English poet, not to be contounded with Sir
John Davies (qv) At Oxford and elbewhere
he was famous as a writing master He wrote
many curious philosophical poems, epigrams,
satires, and sonnets Among these are Micro
cosmos (1603) , Triumph of Death (1605), de

scnptive of the plague, TFtfs Pilgrimage (c

1610), containing sonnets, etc The Soouige of
Folly (c!611), containing epigrams, etc, one
of which is addressed to Shakespeare under the
name "our English Terence", and The Muse's

Sacrifice, or Dtvvne Meditation? (1612) Con
suit Complete Works, ed by Grosart (2 vols ,

Blackburn 1873)

DAVIES, SIB JOHW (1569-1626) An Eng
lish poet and statesman He was born at Tis

bury, Wiltshire, educated at Oiford, studied law
at the Middle Temple, and was called to the bar
in 1595 In 1603 he was sent by James I as
Solicitor General to Ireland Three years later
he became Attorney General and was raised to
the rank of sergeant at law Elected to the
Irish Parliament in 1613, he was chosen Speaker
of the Lower House The next year he took his

seat in the English Parliament as member for
Newcastle under Lyme He died just after being
nominated Chief Justice Davies was a faith
ful public servant and a man of great talent
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and learning His two works connected with
his Irish career are A Discovery of the True
Causes itliy Iteland uas ^eiet Subdued, etc

(1612) ind Repoits of CasP9 Adjudged in the

King t Court* in Ireland (1615) and several

masterly state papeis At, a poet, he belonged
to a group of late Elizabethans who, m reaction

from the earlier toe poetry turned to moral
themes In 1506 he published 0) chest) a, or a
Poem of Dancing, in which he fancifully main
tains that all motion is music, to him the
heavens move in spondees solemn grave, and
low" Still more fanciful are his acrostics,
caUed Hymns to Lstiaa (1599) The poem bv
which he 19 best known is ~\oice Teipsum
( 1 599 ) It is w ntten in the four line stanza

afterward employed by Davenant, Dryden, and
Gr-u Consult Complete TToi/s, with memoir
ed by Grosart (3 vols Blackburn, 1869-76)

DAVIES, SIB Louis HENBT (1845-1924)
A Canadian statesman and jurist He was born
at Charlottotown, Pnnce Edward Island was
educated at Prince of Wales's College, Charlotte

town, and in 1866 was called to the bar In
1876 he became Premier and Attorney General
of Pnnce Edward Island, and he was returned
as a Liberal to the Dominion House of Com
mons from 1882 to 1901 Before entering Do-
minion politics he was one of the British counsel

before the International Fisheries Commission
at Halifax in 1877 (See FISHING L*.ws ) As
counsel for the tenantry before the Prince Ed
ward Island Land Commission in 1875-76 he

did much to settle the land question of that

province, and during his provincial premiership
the Free Schools Act was passed In 1896, upon
the incoming of the Laurier administration, he
was appointed Minister of Marine and Fisheries

The same year he was a, delegate to Washing
ton in behalf of trade reciprocity, and in 1897

he was a delegate to London in connection with

the Bering Sea seal controversy, internal Ca
nadian fisheries, and the Belgian and German
trade treaties In 1901 he was appointed a

judge of the Supreme Court of Canada In
1897 he was knighted

DAVIES, SAITOH, (1724-61) An American

clergyman and educator He was born near

Summit Ridge, Newcastle Co , Del , was edu

cated at the seminary of the Rev Samuel Blair,

Fogg's Manor, Chester Co, Pa, and in 1746

was licensed to preach by the Newcastle Pres

bytery In 1747 he was sent as an evangelist
to Hanover Co, Va, where by 1748 he was

conducting worship in seven churches He later

argued against Peyton Randolph, the Royal

Attorney General, before the General Court at

Williamsburg, that the Act of Toleration ex

tended to Virginia In 1753, with Gilbert Ten

nent, he visited England to obtain funds for the

College of New Jersey (now Princeton Umver

sty), and at this time secured a ruling that

Virginia was under the Act of Toleration His

sermon, "Religion and Patriotism," preached in

Hanover County, 1755, refers to the martial

spirit aroused by the French and Indian War,
and he adds in a footnote "As a remarkable

instance of this, I may point out to the public
that heroic youth, Colonel Washington, whom I

cannot but hope Providence has hitherto pre
served in so signal a manner for some important
service to his country" In 1759 he succeeded

Jonathan Edwards as president of the College
of New Jersey Has collected sermons appeared
m London m 1787-71 Consult the memoir by

Barnes m the Complete Works (New York
1851 ) One or two of his hymns are still found
in Presbvtenan hvmnah
DAVIES, THOMAS (c 1712-85) A Scottish

bookseller and author He studied at the Um
versitv of Edinburgh and was for several years

(1736-85) on the stage but having been ndi
culed bv Churchill in The Rosciad ne gave up
acting and opened a bookshop in Cogent Gar
den It was here that in 1763 he introduced
Boswell to Dr Johnson who was his intimate
fnend and to whom he dedicated his edition of

the works of Massmger He wrote a Life of
GarncL (1780), which soon passed through
four editions and brought him considerable
money and repute and Dtamatic J/i see/fames
(3 vols 1785)

DAVIES, THOMAS FBEDERICK (1872- )

An American bishop, born in Philadelphia
He was educated at Yale University and at
General Theological Seminary New York Cifrv

Oi darned a deacon in 1807 and a priest in 1808
in the Protestant Episcopal church, he served
in succession as assistant at the church of the
Incarnation New York (1807-1900), rector of

Christ Church Norwich, Conn (1901-03) and
rector of ill Saints Church, Worcester, Mass
(1903-11) In 1911 he was elected Bishop of
Western Massachusetts

DAVIES, T WrrroN (1851- ) A
British Baptist theologian and Orientalist, born
in Nantyglo, Monmouth He was educated in the

Baptist colleges at Pontypool and Regent's Park
and at University College, London, and took

graduate courses at Berlin Leipzig and Strass

burg Subsequently he was pastor of a Baptist
church in Merthvr Tydfil (1878-801 taught
at Haverfordwest Baptist College until 1891
was principal of Midland College, Nottingham
(1892-99), and taught Arabic and S^rae at
University College, Nottingham (1897-99) At
Bangor he was connected first with the depart
ment of Hebrew and Old Testament literature

(1899-1906) and then with that of Semitic

languages Besides articles for theological

periodicals and for reference books he wrote
Oriental Studies in Great Britain (1892) ,

Magic, Divination, and Demonology among the

Hebrews (1898), The Scriptures of the Old
Testament (1900), Eemrich Eu.aU, Orientalist

and Theologian (1903), commentaries on
Psalms" (1906) and "Ezra, Nehemiah, and

Esther" (1909) in the Century Bible, and on
'Bel and the Dragon" (1913), in the Oxford
Apocrypha

DAVTESS, da'vls, JOSEPH HAMILTON (1774-
1S11) An American lawyer He was born in

Bedford Co , Va , was taken to Kentucky by
his parents when a child, was educated there,
and soon became well known in the West for

his eccentricities as well as for his skill as a

lawyer He was United States district at

torney for Kentucky, and as such attempted
to bring Aaron Burr (qv ) to tnal for treason

(1806), but was unsuccessful and gained only

personal unpopularity Having entered the

army, he fought as major under Gen W H
Harrison at Tippecanoe, where he was killed

while leading a cavalry charge against the

savages Daviess married a sister of Chief

Justice John Marshall

PAVTT.A, daVfe la, or DB AVILA, ALONSO
(c 1540-66) A Spanish soldier, born m the

city of Mexico In 1568 he was accused of
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complicity in a plot to overturn the govern
meat and place Martin Cortes on the throne or

New Spain He was subsequently condemned
and executed at Mexico That he had anv share

in the plot, if such there were, is now con

sidered eitremelv doubtrul

DAVILA, da'vela, ENRICO CA.TERT\O (1576-

1631) An Italian historian, lorn at Pio\e di

Sacco, near Padua Hib father is as the constable

of Cvprus and after the Turkish \ictories \vas

obliged to take refuge in Trance, ^here Enrico VINCI, LEON VRDO DA

was brought up as page to Henrv III After
T^TTTA A .',,

ward he fought in the lehgious wars, distinguish

ing himself at Honfleur (1504) and Amiens

(1597) Returning to Venice in 1599, he aened
as Governor in Candia, in Fnuli and in Dal

matia, and \\as murdered as Governor of Crema
in 1631 His Eistona ddle guerte cnih di

Francia (Pins 1644) has gone through 200

edition^ Eng trans by Cotterell Aylesbury

(London, 1617) Consult biographies bv A
Zeno (Venice, 1733), Ciscato (Vicenza, 1885),

the article bv Pa\anello (Padova 1892), and

the Discount on Daula, by President John.

Adanib (1805)

DAVILA, GIL GONZ!IJEZ See GoaziiLEZ

DivHA, or DE AVILA, GIL

DAVILA, PEDBABIAS See PEDRABIAS DA
vn*

DAVILA Y PADELLA, da'\ la % pa De^lva,

AGLSTTS (1562-1604) A Mexican historian

He was born in the cito of Mexico, ishere he

entered the Dominican Order in 1579 He \\as

friar of the Consent Puebla de los Angeles in.

Tla&cala and lecturer on philosophy and the

ology at the colleges of Putbla and Mexico He
was one of the chief officers of the highest

chapter m his province and in 1596 "was bent

as ambassador of the order to Rome and Ma
dnd where two Tears later he became court

preacher As a prominent officer of the In

quisition, he caused to be burned several hun
dred copies of a Spanish translation of the

Bible which had been supplied with annotations

by Protestants He was one of the most zealous

members of his order and also one of the most

he established and became editor of the Leadet

In 1SS7 he ^as elfcted a member of the House
01 Commons, and in 18^5 he btroe uniauccess

fulh to pass a parliamentary resolution grant

mg the franchise to women He published
The Irishman n Canada Cultine and Prac
tical Pouei , E<if,, an Epic of the Daun, But
ish is Amcncan Cnih ation, Ireland and the

Empire The Eat I of Beaconsfield
DA VINCI, da-ven'che, LEONABDO See

DAVIOTTD, di'^eixJ', GABEIEL JEA.T ANTOFNE

(1823-bl) A French aichitect He \vas born
in P ins and btudied at the Ecole deb Beaux Arts
Mheie he earned off a number ot prizes He

acquired great reputation, as inspector of goi
dent and public squares, IA the important part
he took in the embellishment of the Bois de

Boulogne, the Champs Ehfaeeb, and -vinous

public squareb (1850-62) He designed the

Ljiique and Chatelet theatres*, the magnificent
Fontaine St Michel, and, in collaboration with

Bourdais, the Palice of the Iroc^dero, for the

Worlds Expedition in 1878 He published Le
&ois de Boulogne atchitectiual (1860)
DA'VIS A town in Tucker Co W Va , 83

miles southwest of Cumberland Md on the

Vvestern Maryland Raalroad and on the Black

Water River (Map West Virginia, E 3) It

is in a productive timber and coal region and
has a large tannerv, a box factory, pulp and
lumber mills The -water uorU aie o^ned bv
the tosvn Pop, 1900, 2391, 1910, 2615

DAVIS, A\DBEW JACKSOA (1826-1910) An
American lecturer and suiter on ^pintuahbm,
born in Orange Co, N Y His first book The

Principles of Mature he dictated in 1845 after

a trance of 16 hours, during which time he

claimed to have received hib inspiration fiom
communion with inhabitants of the spirit world
Some of his other \\orks are The Great Ear
monia (6 vols, 1850-61) The Penetralia

(1856), The Magic Staff (1857), an autobiog
raphy, Arabula, or the Divine Guest (1867),
Mental Diseases and Duoidets of the Biam
(1871), Autobiography (1885) Most of his

books are plentifullv supplied \\ith allusions to
learned and eloquent, for which reason the personal experiences witfi spirit revelation, which
title "Chronicler of the Indies" was bestowed must be received without verification

upon him His principal work, written by DAVIS, ABTHTTB POWELL (1861- ) An
order of the government, was published under American cml engineer, born at Decatur, 111

the respective titles Hutoria, de la fondactan He graduated from the State Normal School at
de la proimma de Santiago de Mfyoo, de to Empona, Kans, and from Columbian (now
orde* de vredtcadoi es (Madnd, 1596, 2d ed,

~ ~ - - ---- -1

Brussels, 1625), both these editions in quarto,
George Washington) University in 1888 From
1884 to 1894, as topographer of the United
States Geological Survey, he had charge of sur

veying and exploring expeditions in Arizona
New Mexico, and California, later, as hy(~

and Tana- histona de la Nue^a Espa-Ha y
Flonda (Valladohd, 1634), m folio

DAVIN, NICHOLAS FLOOD (1843-1901) A
Canadian journalist and legislator He was born rapher, he had charge for two years of
at Kilfinane, County Limerick, Ireland, and was government stream measurements, and he con
educated privately and at Queen's (now Univer ducted the h\drographic examination of the

sity) College, Cork He studied law and was" Nicaragua and Panama canal routes (1808-
called to the bar at the Middle Temple, London,
in 1868 Relinquishing Uw for journalism, he
became a reporter in the House of Commons gal
lery, and subsequently was war correspondent for
the Irish Times and the London Standard dur

ing the Franco Prussian War, in which he was
wounded In 1872 he went to Toronto Canada,
and was successively an editorial writer on the
Globe and the Mail He was called to the

In 1906 he was appointed chief engineer
of the United States Reclamation Service and
in 1909 consulting engineer of the Panama,
Canal Besides preparing numerous articles

and bulletins, he published Elevation and Stadta
Tables (1901)

DAVIS, BBADLET MOOBE (1871- ) An
American botanist, born in Chicago After

graduating from Leland Stanford Junior Um
Ontario bar in 1874 and afterward actively versify, in 1892, he studied at Harvard, Bonn,
supported the Conservative protectionist policy and Naples For 11 years he taught at the
which was successful in 1878 In 1883 he went University of Chicago, from 1902 to 1906 as
to the Northwest and settled at Regma, where assistant professor of plant morphology, from
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1897 to 1905 he aLo had charge of the botanical

department of the Marine Biological Laboratory
Woods Hole, Mass , and there from 1904 to 1909
he was head of the botanical section of the

biological suney of the Bureau of Fibheries In
1911 he became assistant professor of botanv at
the University of Pennsylvania He "was secre

tary of the American Society of Naturahbts in

1914 Besides special articles on the morphol
og> and cytology of alga;, fungi, and frver

worts, and studies in the (Enothera, he is co
author with Joseph Young Bergen of Pnnciples
of Botany (1906) and Laboratory and field
Manual of Botann (1907)

DAVIS, CHARLES HABOLD (1856- ) An
American landscape painter, bora at Amesbun,
Mas-j He studied \\ith Grondman m Boston,
and afterward under Boulanger and Lefebvre at
the Julian Academv m Pans He lived 10 Tears
in France and on his return, in 1800, took up
his residence at Mystic, Conn He obtained the
Palmer prize for landscape at the Chicago E\
position of 1890, the $2000 prize grven b\ the
American Art Association in 1887, and medals
at Paris m 1900, at Buffalo m 1901, and at St
Louis in 1904 In 1006 he wa^ elected to the
National Academv of Design Davis paints
chiefly evening effects, and his landscape*, are
characterized by direct vision and simple work
manship Among the more notable are 'The

Brook," in the Philadelphia Academy, "Late

Afternoon," at the Union League Club, in New
York Citv, "Evening" and August,*' in the

Metropolitan Museum, New York, The Deepen
ing Shadows" (Corcoran Gallery, Washington),
"Slimmer" (National Gallery, Washington} ,

"Close of Da\" and Twilight" (Art Institute,

Chicago), 'Moonnse at Twilight" (Carnegie
Institute, Pittsburgh), ^Landscape" (Boston
Art Museum)
DAVIS, CHABLES HETOT (1807-77) An

American, na^al officer, born in Boston He en
tered the naw in 1823 as midshipman and was
stationed on different vessels and on the coast

survey until 1861, when, with the rank of cap-
tain, he -was a member of the board which ex-

amined the defenses of Southern ports In the

expedition against Port Royal, S C (qv), he
was fleet captain and chief of staff He became
flag officer of the Mississippi flotilla early in
1862 and on May 10 engaged a Confederate fleet

of eight ironclads (four of them rams) off Fort
Pillow (qv ) Later (June 6) he defeated the
fleet decisively in an engagement near Memphis,
captured or destroyed all but one of the vessels,
and received also the surrender of Memphis
He then joined Farragut in the operations at

Vicksburg Davis attained the rank of rear

admiral in 1863, and spent most of his remain

ing service as superintendent of the Naval Ob

servatory at Washington, and commander of the
Norfolk Navy Yard He wrote The Law of

Deposit of the Flood Tide It? Geological Action
and Office (1852) , Memoir Upon the Geological
Action of Tidal and Other Currents of the Ocean

(1849) He translated Gauss's Theona Motw
Gorporwn Coslestiwn (1858), and he was super
intendent oJE the American Nautical Almanac in

1849-56 and 1859-61

DAVIS, CHABLES HERBY (1845-1921 ) An
American naval officer, born m Cambridge,
Maes Graduating from the United States

Naval Academy in 1864, he rose through the

grades to be captain in 1898 and rear admiral
in 1904 Between 1897 and 1902 lie was super

intendent of the Naval Observatorv, and he com
manded the au-oliarv cruiser Dixie in 1808, the

ilalama in 1002, and was a division commander
of the battleship squadron in 1904-05 In 1004-
03 also he was Lmted States commissioner to

the International Commission of Inquiry on the

North Sea Incident He was, retired m 1907
He is author of Chronometer Rates as Affected

ly Temperature and Other Causes (1877) and
a biography of his father, Charles Heniy Davis,
Scar Admiral, JS07-iS77 (1899)

DAVIS, CusHitAJ* KEIIOQG (1838-1900)
An American statesman He was born m Htn
derson, N Y , graduated at the Uni\ ersit^ of

Michigan in 1857, studied law, and in the Crul
War served in the Federal army until 1864
In 1867 he was a member of the Minnesota

Legislature and from 1868 to 1873 was United
States district attorney In 1874-76 he was
Governor of his State In 1887 he was elected

to the United States Senate He succeeded

John Sherroin as chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Relations in 1897 and in 1898 was
appointed one of the United States commas
sioners to negotiate the Treaty of Pans ter

mmating the Spanish American War His in

fluence was important in securing the consent
of the Senate to this treaty He published The
Law in Shakespeare (new ed, 1900)

DAVIS, DAVID (1815-86) An American

jurist, born in Cecil Co, Md He graduated
at Kenvon College, Ohio, in 1832, and was ad
nutted to the Illinois bar He was afterward

a member of the State Legislature and of the

State Constitutional Convention of 1847, was a

judge of the State Circuit Court from 1848 to

1862, and was a justice of the United States Su

preme Court from 1862 to 1877 In 1872 he

accepted the presidential nomination from the

National Labor Reform party, but afterward

withdrew his name Prom 1877 to 1883 he wat.

a United States Senator and succeeded Chester

A Arthur as President of that body, serving
until 1883 In politics he was an independent,
but usually acted with the Democratic party
DAVIS. E F C (1847-95) An American

mechanical engineer, born at Chestertown, Md
Graduating from Washington College (Md ) in

1866, he served an apprenticeship in the hy
draulie works of Bnnton and Henderson and after

a few years was made superintendent of the

Colliery Iron Works at Pottsville, Pa Between
1878 and 1890 he was connected with the Phila

delphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co
,
as me

chanical draftsman, superintendent of the com

pany's shops at Pottsville, Pa
,
and mechanical

engineei in charge of all the shops and machinery
of the corporation In 1890 he became general

manager of the Richmond Locomotive and Ma
chine Works, and at the time of his death he

was manager of the C W Hunt Company of

New York He was president (1895) of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

DAVIS, GEOBQE BBECKmraiDQE (1847-1914)
An American soldier, born at Ware, Mass He
served in the Civil War, graduated from the

United States Military Academy in 1871, and
was appointed major judge advocate in 1888

Continuing in his judicial office he was promoted
through the grades to be brigadier general and

judge advocate-general in 1901 and in 1911 he

was retired with the rank of major general He
received the degre* of LL B from Columbian

(now George Washington) University He was
a delegate to the Geneva Conference in 1909 and
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to the Second Peace Conference at The Hague
in 1907 His publications include Elements

of International Laic (1887 3d ed, 1908 )

Elements of lait ( 1897 ) Vfihta y Lan ( 1SGS ,

Xihtanj La-us of the United States (1907 3d

ed 1913 ), The Second Peace Confeience

(19071

DAVIS, GEORGE ROYAL ( 1840-99 )
An Amer

ican soldier and politician bom at three Rivtrs,

Mass , and educated at Wilh'-ton Semirarv He
served throughout the Civil ^ ar and rote to be

colonel of the Third Rhode Island "Volunteer

Cavalry He btcame a manufacturer in Chicago
From 1879 to 1885 he was. a Republican me mber
of Congress from Illinois, and in 1884 and 1888

was a delegate to the Republican National Con

venfaon He -was director general of the Colum
bum Exposition of 1803

DAVIS, GEOBGE WHITETIELD (1839-1918)
\n American soldier, boin at Thompson, Conn
He enlisted in the Eleventh Connecticut In

fantrr in 1861 and bv 1865 had received the

brevet rank of major of \olunteers He ^ab
commissioned captain in the Fourteenth United

States Infintrv in 1867 and retired in 1903 with

the rank of major general He became militaiy

governor of Porto Rico in 1809, provost marshal

general of the Philippines in 1901, and com
mander of the Division of the Philippines in

1902 In 1900-03 he -was manager and vice

president of the Nicaragua Canal Construction

Companv He "was appointed a member of the

Ibthnuan Canal Commission in 1904 and was
Governor of the Canal Zone in 1904-05 In

1905-06 he was chairman of the Board of Con

suiting Engineers on the type of the canal He
v,Tote reports on the military governments of

Porto Rico and Manila, and in 1904-06 was

president of the board of publication of the

official records of the Civil uar
DAVIS, EETOY GASSAWAY (1823-1916) An

American capitalist and Democratic politician,
bom in Woodstock, Md Having to become
self supporting in his teens, he worked on a

plantation and then on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad He soon became largely interested m
Webt Virginia lumber trade and coal mines and
built the West Virginia Central and Pittsburgh
Railway (which he sold in 1902 to the Wabash)
and the Coal and Coke Railway of West Vir

gima He was a power in the Democratic party
in the State (as was his son in law S B Elkms
in the Republican party) and served m the
State Legislature (Lower House, 1865, Senate,

1868-71) and was United States Senator in

1871-83 In 1904 he was the Democratic nomi
nee for the vice presidency of the United States
He gave from his great wealth to local chanties
and educational institutions

DAVIS, EENBY WILLIAM BANKS (1833-
1914) \n English animal painter and sculp
tor He was born at Finchley and studied at
the Royal Academy and later for several years
at Boulogne-sur Mer Davis is one of the most
important British animal painters The land
scapes m his pictures represent either the
French coast, central England, north Wales, or
the Scottish Highlands He paints m the style
of the Barbizon masters, with much versatility
of atmospheric treatment and delicate feeling
4mong his beet pictures are "A Panic" (Font
lull House) 'Summer Afternoon" (Sheffield
Gallery) Contentment" and "After Sundown"
(National Galleiv, London), 'Return to the
Stall" (Tate Gallery, London) He often

exhibited on the Continent, and was made a

member of the Paris Societe Rationale des

BeauxArts His sculptures, dating chiefly

from his early period, include portrait busts

and statues and a Galloping Bull," for which

he was. elected associate of the Roval Academy
(1872)

DAVIS, HENBY WILLIAM CABLESS (1874-
} An English historian He was educated

at ^evmouth College and at Balliol College,

Oxford of ^hich he was scholar in 1891-95 and
became fellow in 1902 (after being fellow of All

Souls from 1895 to 1902) Taking as his

special field medueval history, particularly Nor
man and Angevin England, he contributed to

the English Historical Beiieio the Cambridge
Hodetn Eittory, the English edition of Helmolt,
?nd Mowbravs Dictionary of Church History

(1012) , and he published a History of Balliol

College (1899), Charlemagne (1900) England,
vndet the \otmans and Angetins (1905), a

manual on Medi&ial Europe (1911), Regesta

Rrgwn, Snglo Yo? menwiorum (1913), and a new
edition (1913) of Stubbs's Select Chattels

DAVIS, HJKK WINTER (1817-65) An
American legislator He was born in Annapo
hs Md

, graduated at Kenyon College in 1837,

and studied law at the University of Virginia
In 1850, after practicing for several years in

Ale\andria, he settled in Baltimore He was
a member of Congress from 1855 to 1861 and

again from 1863 to 1865, first as a Whig, then
aa a Enow Nothing or American, and finally

as a Republican, and made himself conspicuous
bv his devotion to the Union and his advocacy
of the emancipation of the slaves In 1860 he
refused the offer of the vice presidential nomma
tion on the Republican ticket During his latter

term in Congress he was chairman of the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs He published The
War of Orrnuzd and Ahrtman m the Nineteenth

Oentwy (1853), an attack on the tenet that
slavery was a divine institution For the Wade-
Davis Manifesto and Davis's attitude on recon

struction, see WADE, BENJAMIN F His speeches,
edited by Cresswell, were published in New
York in 1867

DAVD3, JAMES See FAT.T,. OWEW
DAVIS, JEEB- (1862-1913) An American

lawyer and legislator, born in Little River Co,
Ark He graduated from the law department of

Vanderbilt University in 1884, served as prose-

cuting attorney of the fifth judicial district of

Arkansas (1892) and as attorney general of

Arkansas (1898), and made a record by being
elected Governor of his native State for three
consecutive terms (1901-1907) He served in

the United States Senate from 1907 to 1913
and was reelected, but died at the beginning of

his second term Consult L S Dunaway, Jeff
Davis, Governor of Arkansas and JJvwted State*
Senator 3ts Life and Speeches, with Personal
Reminiscences (Little Rock, Ark, 1913)
DAVIS, JEETERSON (1808-89) A soldier

statesman, and the President of the Confederate
States of America He was born in Christian,
now Todd, Co, Ely, June 3, 1808, the chief

strains in his blood being Welsh and Scottish
Irish His family removed during his infancy
to Mississippi, with which State his fame has

always been connected He received a gentle
rearing, although his education was at first

limited, owing to the conditions of the country
After a year or two at a Roman Catholic school
in Kentucky, and a short period at a college in
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Missibsippi he entered Iraubvlvama Lni\tr&itv
at Lev ngton, Kv pn institution wh ch seems to

have done good work for those times Here he

received the elements of a clinic il education,
but in 1824 before graduation, he wat tran's

ferred to V, cst Point He graduated rather low
in Ins da^s but he had given evidence of

boldierh quihtics and had -non the legird of

liis clasbmates Entering the anm at once in

1828 with tht usual bievtt ot second heuttnant
Jit served seven veais on the noi time-stein lion

tier, manifesting capautv to command to pti
form arduous duties and to win confidence and
affection In 1835, falling ill he reigned from
the army in which he had riben to the rink of

hrst lieutenant, and an the t> irae year mimed A

daughter of Zacharv Tailor The young -wife

died, howevei, in a few months and Davis sought
restoration for hib ahatteied health in Cuba
After a- shoit sta\ m Washington, -where he

began his friendship with Fianklin Pierce he
returned to ilissisbippi and demoted himself to

planting and btudv Thib period from 1837 to

1845 was spent in an almost heimitlike beclu

sion, and Dans, who as eaih as 1833 when the

Nullification controversy was at its height, had
made up his mind that it was unconttitutional

to coerce a State, now gained fluency and logical
consistency in advocating the Stated rights doc
tnnes held by Calhoun In 1844 he was chosen
ais a presidential elector on the Polk and Dallas

ticket After some little participation in local

politics he was elected to Congress in 1845,
where he favored the annexation of Texas He
was a ready and dignified speaker and an ardent
but by no means senile follower of Calhoun
The next year on the outbreak of the Mexican

War, he was elected colonel of the First Missis

sippi Volunteers and dibtmguibhcd himself at

Monterey and Buena Vista his famous forma
tion of the reentenng angle at the latter en

gagement being a gallant exploit On his re-

tirement from the war with a severe wound the

Governor of Mississippi in 1847 appointed him
to fill a vacancy in the United States Senate,
and in 1848 the Legiblature elected him for the

remainder of the term in I860 he was re

elected for a full term of six years In the

debates relative to the introduction of slavery

into the Territories Davis was zealous for the

institution and for a strict construction of the

Constitution He strongly opposed the Com
promise Measure of 1850 In 1851 he resigned
m order to make the contest for the governor

ship against the Unionist candidate Davis
made a vigorous canvass, but was defeated by a

small majority In March, 1853, he became

Secretary of War under President Pierce and
made an efficient official, improving the service

in various ways He sent out surveying par
ties to find and survey a practicable railroad

route from the Mississippi to the Pacific, having

previously advocated in the Senate the construe

tion of a transcontinental railroad In the

matter of the Kansas Nebraska legislation he

proved a bad adviser to the President, but he
was thoroughly conscientious When he re

entered the Senate in 1857, he was the acknowl

edged leader of the Southerners, becoming the

most determined, though not the most radical,

of the States' rights men in the stormy days

just before the war In 1860 be offered m the

Senate a series of resolutions which were

adopted, to the effect that the States had for

rnaUy accepted tie Constitution as independent

bincrtijjnss, delegating to the general government
a poition of then power lor the bake of seeuntv
tl>at the intei meddling on the part of im one
of them with the. domestic institutions of

another wit. not onh moulting, but diugerous
to the domestic peace and tending to destroy the

Imon, that negro blaven wats legal and that
neither Congress noi territorial legislation had
the right to interfere with it In a speech de

hvcred m the ^euate Jan 10 ISbl, he main
tnnid the conbtitutional riht of secession and
dielaied the South could no longer remain in
the Lnion without being degraded Yet Davis
was devoted to the Lmon, and when on the
seresoion of iMissis&ippi in 1861 he left the

Senate, it wa-, with real sadness that he set

forth his principles in a farewell speech to
which a crowded audience listened with deep
attention

On Feb 9 1861, Davis was elected President

of the provisional government of the Con
lederacv bv the Congress, assembled at Hont
uomcn, Ala He wab choben because his course

thioughout had been marked by consistency and
modulation in comparison with the other seces

sion leadeis Ihe choice was made without

intriguing and was emmenth popular The
mauguiation took place Feb 18, 1861 At the

expnation of the flrtst Tear of the provisional
government a new Congiet*> was elected, and on
Feb 22, 1862, Davis was again inaugurated,
entering upon a term which was set for six vears
bv the Constitution Hit> career as Prebident
takes m nearly all of Confederate hi&ton, his

side of the matter being given ablv and fully m
his Rise and I all of the Confedetate Goiern-
ment (2 voL 1881) The military training
which he had had made him desire a close con
trol over his generals, and he seems in conse-

quence to have made not a few mibtakes The
unanimity with, which he and General Lee
worked would have been impossible had not the
latter been bo void of selfish ambition Davis's

statesmanbhip wa*> rather doctrinaire, and when
he had actually to assume almost a dictatorship
as the war progiewscd he was not found weft

fitted for the emmenth executive task of financ

ing and controlling the Confederacv He waa
not a great manager of men, and he often acted

without tact He strove earnestly to inspirit
his people he set his face against barbarity in

the conduct of the war , he tried to alleviate the

sufferings of prisoners, and, on the whole, he
maintained his dignity and self respect under
ordeals that would have crushed a man less

resolute or less sincere

After the surrender of Lee and of Johnston,

Davis, with a few friends who volunteered as

an escort, started for Washington, Ga, for the

purpose of making his way to the trans Missis

sippi region A report that his wife was ia

danger led him to change his course to join her,

and on Mav 10, 1865, he was captured at Irwm-

ville, Ga The story of his assuming woman's
dreas as a disguise has been shown to be untrue

He was confined in Fortress Monroe and sub

]acted to the useless degradation of manacles

He earnestly desired a public trial and feared

that he would die before refuting the charge of

complicity in the assassination of Lincoln An
indictment was found against him for treason,

but he was admitted to bail in May, 1867,

Horace Greeley, Gernt Smith, and other promi
nent Northerners going on his bond An attempt
made by his counsel to quash the indictment on
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at the Geneva Court of Arbitration (See ALA
BAIT*. CLUMS I From 1874 to 1877 he was
United States Minister to Germans and from
1878 to 1881 was, a judge m the United States

Court of Claims He became reporter of the

Lmted States Supreme Court in 1883 Among
hits publications in addition to the reports of

Supreme Court decisions are The JIassachu

wits Justice (1847), The Case of the United
States laid befoie the Tribunal of Arbitiation

at (reneia
(
1S71 1 Ttfdties of the United States,

tilth ~\otes (new ed, 1873)

DAVIS, JOH^T D (1854-1026) An Amen
can Orientalist and biblical scholar He was
born at Pittsburgh, Pa , and was educated at the

College of New Jerbev and at the Universities of

Bonn and Leipzig, afterward becoming professor
of Oriental and Old Testament literature at

Princeton Theological Seminary In addition

to frequent contributions to theological maga
zmes, he published Genesis and Semitic Ttadi

tton (1894) and A Dictionary of the Bible

which he was brought to trial failed He was
releabtd b\ an order of nolle prosegui in Febru

arv, 1869 After his release he usited Canada
and England and went into business at Mem
phis, Tenn In 1879 he finalh retired to Beau
v oir, near Biloxi in Mississippi, resisting all in

ducements to reenter politics and devoting his

time to writing and studv He retained the

confidence of mo^t of the Southern people, and

his conduct during his retirement was dignified
and consistent He died of a congests e chill

on Dec 6, 1889, and was buned with imposing
ceremonies at New Orleans In 1893 the bodv

was removed to Richmond A full and valuable

biography of Mr Davis was. -written bv his

second wife a Miss Howell whom he married

in 1845 She died in 1908 Consult aLo a

brief autobiographical article published in Bel

fad's Magazine for Januarv, 1890, and W P
Trent's Southern, Statesmen, of the Old Regime
(1897) The earlier biographies bv Alfnend
and Pollard are respectively eulogistic and con

demnatorv For full accounts of Davis <3 period,
consult Rhodes, History of the United States DAVIS, SIB JOHW FBA^CIS (1795-1890) An
from the Compromise of 1850 (New York, 1892 English diplomat and Sinologist, born in Lon
et seq ), and Dodd, Jefferson Dans (Phila don He 'was a son of Samuel Davis, director

delphia 1905) of the East India Company from 1810 to 1819

DAVIS, JEFFEBSOX C (1828-79) An Amen He accompanied Lord Amherst to Peking in

can soldier, born in Indiana He served as a 1816, and rose rapidly in the service of the East

volunteer in the Mexican War, subsequently be- India Company, m the employ of which he had

coming lieutenant in the regular arm^, and was been since his bojhood After serving for two
stationed at Fort Sumter dunng the bombard years as the chief representative of the company
ment of Apnl 12-13, 1861 Dunng the Ciwl at Canton, he was appointed joint commissioner

War he commanded a brigade, played an im in China with Lord Napier in 1834 and in 1844

portant part m the battle of Pea Ridge, the became British plenipotentiary in China In

siege of Corinth, the battle of Stone River, and his capacity as Governor of the British colony
Sherman's Atlanta campaign, and was made at Hongkong he contributed greatly to the de

brigadier general of volunteers in 1861 He was velopment of British trade at that centre It

brevetted major general United States army m
1865 and became a colonel in the regular service

m the following ^ear In 1873, after the mur
der of General Canbv, he suppressed the Modoc

uprising in northern California

DAVIS, or DAVYS, JOHIT (c 1550-1605)

was under his administration that the Bogue
forts were reduced, and the annoyances to which
British residents had been subjected at the
hands of the mandarins were ended Although
he may in some respects be said to have laid the
basis of British power at Hongkong, the treaty

An English naugator, born at Sandndge, near whereby the city was to be opened to foreigners,
Dartmouth He is distinguished for having, which Davis had arranged with the Chinese
between 1585 and 1588 undertaken three government, was disapproved by England, and,

voyages to the northern seas in search of a mortified at his lack of recognition, he resigned
northwest passage In the first of these he dis his position in 1848 Of his works relating to
covered the strait which bears his name , in the China and Chinese life, the following are espe
last he sailed up this strait as far as 72 12' N " L "" ~T " ' ~ '

His voyages extended along the West Green
land coast as far as what is now Uperna\ik, and

along the coast of the American side of the strait

from Cape D\er to southern Labrador He

ciallv noteworthy Chinese Novels "Translated

from the Originals (1822), Hten Wun Shoo,
Chinese Iforal Maxims, with a Free and Verbal
Translation (1823) , The Fortunate Union

from Cape D\er to southern Labrador He (trans from the Chinese, 1829) , The Chinese
afterward made five voyages to the East Indies, A General Description of Chvna <tnd its In-
in the last of which he was killed in a fight habitants (2 vols , 1836) , Chinese Miscellanies
with Japanese pirates off Bintang, near Sumatra ( 1865 )

He wrote The World's Hydrographical Descnp DAVIS, KATHABINK BKMHNT (1861- )

tion (1595) and The Seaman's Secrets (1594), An American penologist and public official, born
which were repubhshed bv the Hakluvt Society in Buffalo, N Y She graduated from Vassar
in 1880 He is often confounded with John College in 1892 and studied also at the Um
Davis of Limehouse, another navigator and versify of Chicago, where she received the degree
author of Ph D in 1900 Mt Holyoke College conferred

DAVIS, JOHK- CHANDIJEB BANCROFT (1822- on her the degree of LL D m 1912 In 1892-97
1907) An American diplomatist He was born she had charge of the college settlement in

Philadelphia, and from 1901 to 1913 she was
supenntendent of the Bedford Reformatory,

in Worcester, Mass, graduated at Harvard in

1840, studied law, and practiced in New York
,

He was secretary of the United States Legation which she opened with one girl inmate, and
in London from 1849 to 1852, was the American which Tinder her direction became famous among
correspondent of the London Tunes from 1854 penologists MIPS Davis applied laboratory
to 1861, was Assistant Secretary of State in methods in studying the causes of delinquency
1869-71 and again in 1873-74 after being eecre among girls and women In 1914 Mayor John
tary of the commission which concluded the Purroy Mitchel of New York City appointed
Treaty of Washington, and United States agent her commusioner ot correction, she being the
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first woman to head a department of govern
ment in that citv

DAVIS, MATTHEW L J17G6-lSoO) An
American autnoi born in New "iork He wab

long the Washington correspondent of the New
"York Coioiet and Enqmter, over the pen name
The Spv in \\ a^hmgton

" He also wiote under
the names The Genev ese Trav eler,

'

'Marcus,"
ind Plulo Cato In 170" 1 e conducted a

shortlived liteiaiy enteipribe at New \ork,
kjiown as the Timepiece and Liteiaty Com
panion As the friend of Aaron Burr during a

period of 40 Tears, he published the Memoirs of
Laton Buti, uith Miscellaneous Selections pom

Jiii Co) i espondence (2 vols, 1836-37), and also

edited The Pniate Jouinal of iaron Bun dur

ing /us Residence in Em ope (1838)

DAVIS, NATHA* (1812-82) An English
harder and aichuologist He edited the

Hebieu Chnstian Magazine m 1852 subte

quentlv was a Nonconformist clergyman, and
m 1856-58 conducted at Utica and Carthage
excavations for the British Museum at Car

thage the excavations were made on the sup

po^ed site of the Odeum In 1858 he sent to

the museuoi 51 cases of antiquities Other cases

were bent m 1857 and 1860 He published, be

sides other works, Tunis (1841) , Atabic Read

ing Lesions (with B Davidson, 1854) , Eieningt
in my Tent (2 vols, 1854) , Carthage and h&
Remains (18bl) Ruined Cities vuitlun Auu
dian and Carthaginian Teiutoties (1802)

DAVIS, NATH4.W Surra (1817-1904) An
American physician He was born at Greene,
X Y, and was educated in Ca/senovia Seminary
xnd in the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of the western district of New York, from which
he graduated in 1837 He helped to found the

American Medical Association, of which he was

president in 1864-65 He practiced at Bmg
hamton, N Y 1837^7, New York City, 1847-

19, during which time he was editor of the

Annalist He was professor of physiology and

pathology, Rush Medical College, Chicago, 1849-

59, and professor of practice of medicine, 1850-

59 He organized the A orthuestem Medical
Journal in 1855 and -was its editor till 1875

organized the Medical Examiner in 1860 and

edited it till 1873 He was professor of prin

ciples and practice of medicine, Chicago Medical

College, from 1859 to 1886, when he became

emeritus professor He organized the Journal

of the American Medical Association in 1883

and edited it till 1889 He was a founder of the

Northwestern University, of the Chicago
Academy of Sciences, the Chicago Historical

Society, the Illinois State Microscopical Society,

the Union College of Law (in which he was for

many years professor of medical jurisprudence) ,

and the Washington Home for Inebriates He

published, among other books 4. Tevtboak on

ign&ultwal Chemistry (1848), History of

Medical Education and Institutions m the

United States (1851) Effects of Alcoholic

Drinks (1854) , Hwtory of the American Medi-

cal Association (1897), Clinical Lectures

(1884) , Progress of Medical Education m the

United States (1876)

DAVIS, NOAH (1518-1902) An American

lawyer and judge of distinction He wau born

in Haverfull, IT H , removed to Albion, N Y
,

with hie parents in 1825, was admitted to the

New York bar in 1841, and practiced in Buffalo

and other western cities in that State In 1857

he was
1

elected a judge of the New York Supreme

Court but reigned in 18GS to run for Congress
He -ened onh one term in the House of Repre
sentatues ( 1860-70 1 when he wab appointed
Lnited States district attornev for the southern
district ot New \oik In 1872 he again became
a ]ustice 01 the State Supreme Court The
fainoub trials of Edward Stokes and W M
Tweed were held before him, and he sentenced
Tweed to 12 years' imprisonment a cumulative

sentence, wnich was later disallowed by the
Court 01 Appeals He was Chief Justice from
1874 until 1887 when I e resigned to resume
the piaetice of law He published Intemperance
and Cnme (1870)
DAVIS REBECCA HABDno (1831-1910) An

American noveh&t and miscellaneous writer, born
at \\ashmgton, Pa She was married to L
Clirke Davis, a Philadelphia journalist, in

18C3 Her sons Richaid Harding Davis and
Charles Belmont Da\ it, made their mark in con

temporaly literature while their mother was
still an active writer She wrote notably
Dallas Galbtaith (1868) A Lav, unto Hetself
(1S78) Kent Eampden (1802) Dr Wamci't
Daughters (1806) Fiances Wa^deaux (1897)
Bits of Gossip (1904)
DAVIS RIGHABD HAEDDG (1864-1916) An

Amenean journalist and popular novehbt He
w as born in Philadelphia Pa a son of Rebecca

Harding Da\i&, and was educated at Lehigh and
Johns Hopkins universities He began his writ

ing as a reporter in Philadelphia In 1888 he
went to New York and gained distinction for

noteworthy stones, first printed in the New
York Eieninq Sun For a short time he was>

managing editor of Harpet's WeeUy (1890)
In 1914 he was correspondent for the New York
Tribune in Mexico during the hostilities between
that country and the United States His novels

and short stones are breezy and stining full of

Incident and adventure, and marked by clever

and striking, if sot deep or subtle, charactenza
tion His sketches and books of travel and

description have in generous measure the quah
ties proper to excellent journalism Among his

books are Qallegher and Other Stones (1891) ,

Stones for Boys ( 1891 ) Tan Bibber and Others

(1802), Our English Cousins (1894), About
Paris (1896) } The Rulers of the Mediterranean

(1894), The Exiles (1805) Thtee Gnngos i

Venezuela and Cental America (1896) Cuba
vn War Time (18<)8) The Cuban and Porto
Rican Campaign (1898) , With Both itmies in

South Africa (1900) The Pnnceit Ahne
(1896) , The King's Jackal (1899) Boldw? of
fortune (1897), dramatized and presented with

great success in 1902, Captain MacUin Hi<*

Memoirs (
1902 ) , The Bar Sinister ( 1004 ) Kits

and Outfit's (1905) Seal Soldieii of Fortune

(1907) , The Man Who Could Vo< Lose (1911) >

The Lost Road (1913) The Taming of Helm
(1903), Ranson'i Folly (1004) The Dictator

(1904) The Galloper, The Yankee Tounrt Tera
the Medium, and Blackmail all playa ap
peered between 1903 and 1913

DAVIS, TnoitAS OSBOBNE (1814-45) An
Irish poet He was born at Mallow, County
Cork, was educated at Trinity College, Dublin,
and called to the bar in 1838 In 1841 he be

came associate editor of the Dublin Mornmg
Register, and in the following year, in col-

laboration with Duffy and Dillon, he founded
the Jfatton, an organ of Nationalist tendencies,
which acquired an immense popularity due

largely to the patriotic ballads contributed, to it
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bv Davis Notwithstanding hib Protestant faith

and earlv Tory affiliations, Davis earnestly en

deavored to allay the discords between the

Catholic and Protestant elements He was

gifted with a remarkable capacity for work and
wab umver&allv respected for his sterling in

tegritv and the fidelity with which he adhered
to his convictions One of his noteworthy
achievements was his founding of the partv
known as loung Ireland His Poems (1846),
which include the fine verses entitled JUire
Bhan i Stolr

' The Sack of Baltimore," and
The Flow er of Finea

' were collected and pub
hshed atter his death in Duffy's Liliary of Ire

land, and his Littran/ and Histo-ncal Essays

appeared in the bame year as the poemu Con

suit bir C G Duilv louny I) eland (London,

1880), and Tieasunj oj Insh Poetry (Lon-
don and New lork, 1907), ed by Brooke and
Rolleston

DAVIS, VATI"'..! AXNE JEFFEBSON, known as

The Daughttr of the Confederacy' (1864-98)
An Amernin v ritir bom in Richmond, Va
Her father w is President Jefferson Davis of the

Confederate States of America She was edu

cated ibroad and WT.S known aa a musician, a

painter and as author ot a Sketch of the Life of
Robert Emmet (1888) The Veiled Doctor

(18951 i Humane? of ffummei tieas (1898)

DAVIS, WILLIAM MOBBIS (1850- ) An
American geographer and geologist He was
born in Philadelphia and was educated at the

Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard Um
versity In 1866 he made an observation of a
new star, T Coronas Borealis, of which at the

tune onlv one other astronomical observation

was made in the United States He also ren

dered valuable service as assistant astronomer

in the Argentine National Observatory at C&r

doba from 1870 to 1873 He taught astronomy
ind geologv at Harvard for 14 years, in 1890

jeeame profes&or of physical geography there

and in 1809 was made Stnrgis Hooper professor
of geologv His lectures and writings on the

development of the physical features of the

earth nave given him high rank in that branch
of study which is known as physiography In

1911 he was president of the Geological Society
of America His numerous shorter articles

have been published in the American Journal of
Science and other periodicals Besides these,

his works include Elementary Meteorology
(1894), Physical Geography (1899), Whirl

uwds, Cyclones, and Tornadoes (1884), 'Jour
ne\ Across Turkestan," in Pampelly's Explorar
tions in Turkestan (1905)

DAVIS, WILLIAM STEAMTS (1877- )

An American university professor and writer,
born at Amherst, Mass He graduated at Har
vard University in 1900 and took postgraduate
work until 1906 He was lecturer at Raddiffe

College (1904-05), instructor at Beloit (Wia )

College (1906-07), and associate professor of

medieeval and modern European history at Ober
1m College (1907-09) In 1909 he became pro-
febsor of history at the University of Minnesota
His publications, history and historical fiction,

include A Fnend of Oaxar (1900, 2d ed,

1913), "God Wills It" (1901), BelsKaswr,
1902) , The Saint of the Dragon's Dale (1903) ,

Falcnse of the Blessed Voice (1904) , A Victor

of BalaiMs (1907), by which he is most popu
larly known, Ait, Outline History of the Roman
JSmpvre (1909) The Influence of Wealth m Im
penal Rome (1910), The Fnar of Wittenberg

(1913), A History of Xedianal and Modem
Europe (1914)
DAVIS STBAIT The sheet ot vrater sepa

rating Greenland on the east Horn Baffin Land
on the west, ind connecting Bifhn & BT.V with

the Atlantic (Map America, North N 3) It

ib from 180 to 500 miles wide and w s discovered

in 1585 by John Davis whence itb name The
northem half is navigable onlv in late summer,
when the southerly drifting ice fields known as

the middle pacJ ,
leave a large open bpace which

is called the nojth uatet It has soundings

exceeding 5000 feet m the north and south por
tions, but not reaching 2500 feet in the inter

vemng region It has two powerful currents

one (of drift ice) on the west, towards the

south and one on the east towaids the north

Consult Meddelelset om Gronland, vols iv, vi,

vn
DAVIT (formerly davitt, dand, fiom Damd,

the custom of giving implements proper names

being a fiequent one) A derrick of vaiious

forms, depending upon the use to which it is

put Boat dants are Ubed in hoibting boats,

the cat dant in catting the anchor, and the fish-

davit in fishing it In modern ships of large
size all anchor davits are being done away with,
the anchor being pulled up into the hawbe pipe
Removable davits are frequently placed at small

hatches for handling stores, at the sides to sup

port the gangway ladder, etc On many pas
senger steamers whose boats are stowed inboard
on the boat deck the Wehn davit is used Thia
consists of a straight steel arm or davit with
the lower end bolted to a steel semicircular arc,

cogged on its circumference The cogs of the

arc work in a Sat rack on the deck as the boats
are swung in or out

DA'VITT, MICHAEL (1846-1906) An Irish

journalist and political leader, the founder of

the Insh Land League He was born in Stiaid,
County Jfavo, where his parents, poor peasants,
were evicted from their farm when Davitt was
four years of age While engaged as a boy in

a cotton factory at Haslmden, Lancashire, he
lost his nght arm in the machinery From the

age of 15 to 22 he worked in a printing office

and educated himself He joined the Irish

revolutionary movement in 1867 and was pres
ent at the attack on Chester Castle Detected

transporting arms into Ireland in 1870 he was
sentenced to 15 j ears' penal servitude, but after

serving half the sentence was released on a ticket

of leave in 1877 and visited the United States
on a lecturing tour He obtained funds to carry
on a crusade against Irish landlordism and on
Oct 21, 1879, at his birthplace, organized the
Land League, which spread over Ireland He
again visited America in 1880, to superintend
the organization of an American branch of the
Land League, but hurried back to England on
account of the prosecution of the Land League
executive He was arrested under the Coercion
Act and reimpnsoned to finish his old sentence
He was leniently treated during 15 months and

again released on a ticket of leave He revisited

America to advocate the revival of the Land
League and on his return to Ireland organized
the National League In 1883 he was im
prisoned for three months for a seditious speech
In 1882, while in prison, he had been elected
member of Parliament for Meath, but was dis

qualified on the grounds of his unexpired ticket
of leave Elected in 1892 to the House of Com-
mons for Westmeath and unseated, he was re*
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turned unoppostd for North East Cork but
shortly afttmud TV as compelled to %acate

through bankruptev In 1895 he was returned

unopposed lor East Kerry and South ila-vo,
but resigned in 1809 In 1889 he was implicated
in the Parnelhsm and Ciime" prosecution in

btigated bv the London Time? and conducted
his o-nn defense m an dhuue speech which re

cerved the commendation nt the presiding iuds*e

\lthough a strong Home 1'uKr he wa^ opposed
to Parnell s land nationalization scheme and at
tnat leader b deposition in 1890 Davitt became
i pronunent Anti Parnelhte After a visit to
Australia he published his Impiesnons of lus
itnlas an Demon acy, in 1S98 and the same yen
urote letters to the Times contending that the

dominating English speaking late in America is

largih of Celtic origin and theiefore anti Sa\on
in Jtehng Ho MSited South Africa during the
Boei Y\ar and investigated the massacre of

Kibhinefl m 1903 Beoides a \at>t number 01

jomnahstic articles including 'Prisons Re
MSited' in the Daili/ Cluonide (1889) his

\\orks include Lcaie? pom a Pnton Diaty
(1884) Defense of tJie Land League (18911
The Boer I igkt fot Ftredom (1902) Within the

Pale (1<)03) , The Fall of Feudalism in It eland

<1904) Paqeant of I ondon (1905) Consult
Cabhman Life of Michael Datitt (Boston 1881)

DA VOLTEBRA, DANEELE RICCIAKCLLI See
VOITEBBA.

DAVOS, da'vis A Ehsetian Alpine valley in

the Canton of Gnsons Switzerland, 5115 feet

ibove sea- le\el surrounded bv five tall peaks
the Schiahorn, the Jakobshorn Jatzhorn, Tali

horn, and Sechorn (Hip Switzerland, D 2)

Stretching about 20 miles from east to south

nest, it is traversed bv the Davos LandTvafaser,
which flows from Lake Davos the lake has an
area, of one fifth of a square mile and a depth of

175 feet The sheltered situation and pure dry
an of the valley ha-v e made it a favorite winter

and summer resort for imalids, especially con

sumptn es DTA os PHt7 and Davos Dorf, its for

mer Milages, are now throing and fully equipped
health resorts, -with hotels sanatormms, etc An
international skating competition is held in Jan

uary of each year Davos Plata (pop, 1900

8334, 1910, 11,730) is the chief town of the dis

tnct and m the fifteenth century was the capital
of a confederation of ten Orison republics John

Addmgton Symonds lived and wrote most of his

works here Consult Svmonds, Our Life vn, the

Sums Highland* (London, 1892)

DAVOTTT, da'vory, Louis NICOLAS, DUKE OF
ATTEESTADT and PRINCE OF EOKMTJHL (1770-

1823) One of Napoleon's most celebrated mar
shftls He was born, May 10, 1770, at Annoux,
in Burgundy, of a noble provincial family After

being educated ft Bnenne he entered the army
as lieutenant of cavalry in 1788 but baa revolu

tionary leanings led to his dismissal in 1790
He soon reappeared, however, in the Army of

National Defense, and during the Revolutionary
vrars &eryed with distinction tinder Dumounez,
and after 1793 as brigadier general tinder

Pichegru and Moreau In 1798, having accom

panied his chief, Desaix, to Egypt, he soon at

tracted the attention of Bonaparte by the

skillful way in which he handled his troops at

Abukir On r turning to Trance m 1800 Davout
was made a general of division, and commanded
the cavalry 11 the Italian campaign of that

year Shortlj afterward he became inspector

general pf eapajry awl commander of the Con-
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bular Guard Soon after the Empire was pro
claimed he became a marshal of France (1804),
a membei oi the Legion ot Honor (1805), and
commander of the Third Armi Corps In all of

Napoleon s campaigns ilarshal Davout distm

guislied fiimseli At Auerstadt US06) his

generalship won the dav against supenor forces*

Alter the Peace of Tilsit Da\out was left as

Governor ot the Grand Duchy of Warsaw His
harsh administration provoked numerous com
plaints on the part of the inhabitants but he

appears merely to Ime cimed out the mstruc
tiors of Nipoleon \vlio in 1S08 created him
Duke of Auerstidt The brilliant victory won
at Fckmuhl in 1S09 earned lor him the fuither
t tie ot Punce At Wagram (qv) he practi
calh x\on the bittle b> turning the enemy's
It'lt As conimindtr of the Imperial forces in
Geimany after 1810 he suppoited the rigorous
enforcement of the continental & stem along the
yorth Sea littoral, and prepared the armj for

tli Q Russun campaign of 1812 In this cam
paio;n he took a prominent part gaining a vie

ton at AIo1 ile\ and being wounded at Borodino
After the retreat he ^as made commandant of

the Tlnrtv second Military District with head

quarteis at Himburg but after defending the
cit r for several months agam&t 80,000 Germans,
he sui rendered and nude his submission to

Louis XYIII His lo^altv, however, was not

pi oof agnnst the return of Napoleon and dur

ing the Hundred Da^s he acted as Minister of

T\ ar and showed remarkable genius in organiz-

ing troops and procuring supplies After
^ aterloo he T\ as forced to surrender the com
mand he had assumed under the walls of Pans
and for a time -was in deep disgrace and deprived
of his titles and estates Nevertheless he pro
tested vigorously against the proscription of

1815 and made praiseworthy efforts to save

Nevs life In 1817 his rank vas restored to
him and in 1810 he took a seat in the House
of Peers, where he frequently protested his

loyalty to the Bouibon line He died in Paris,
June 1, 1823 Consult Blocqueville, Le mare
dhal Daiout (Pans, 1879-80) , Correspondence
du maretJial Davout ed Mazade (4 vols , Pans,
1885) , Jommi, Life of Napoleon, trans by
Halleck (5 \ols, New York, 1864) Montegut
Le Matechal Daiout (Paris, 1882 j , Holzhausen,
Davout tn Hamburg (ifrilheim on the-Ruhr,
1892) Comte Vigier, Daaout, Xarechale dflSm

pile (2vpls, Paris, 1898)
DA'VTTS (Lat, a Dacian) The name of the

conventional slave in Latin, comedy
DA'VY, Sre EUMPIIBT (1778-1829) A cele-

brated English chemist He was born at Pen

zance, in Cornwall, where his father was a
carver m wood At the school of Truro, where
he was educated until he TV as 15, he slowed
little relish for classical learning, but was dis-

tinguished for a highly retentive memory and an

early passion for poetry, which ne\er forsook

him In 1795 he became apprenticed to a sur

geon and apothecary at Penzance At the same
time he entered upon a course of study all but
universal a system of mathematical studv,

skeptical philosophy, Scotch metaphysics, and
German transcendentalism successively engaged
his attention The study of natural philosophy
brought him nearer to that department which
was to be his own, but it was not till he had
reached his nineteenth year that he entered'

seriously upon the study of chemistry He now
made the acquaintance of Dr Beddoes, who
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had established a pneumatic institution at

Bristol and \\ho took him as his labibtant

Here Da\v carried out a course of e\penments
on the euratne effects of diilerent gase- in

which he had more than once neirl> bacnhccd
his life He thus discovered the hingular e\

hilarating effect of nitrotib oxide i kughine
gas) The account which he published oi his

researches established lis reputation and led

to his appointment at the igt oi 22 as lecturer

at the Roval Institution oi London He de

hvered his trst lecture in 1801, and Ms elo

quence and the noMltv and Miietv of evpen
ments soon attracted lirge and brilliant audi

ences In 1802 he ^as made professor ot

chemistry at the Royal Inbtitution In 1803

be began researches connected Tuth agriculture
and during 10 years lectured beiore thtj Board

of Agriculture on agricultuial chemistry His

lectures were published in 18H under the title

Elements of Aqncultmal Chfmivtiv The dis

coveries however on Tihich Daii s fime as a
chemist chiefly rest^ took tlicir onrin m the

views -which he dc eloped in 1SOG in the Bi
kenan lecture, On Xowe Chemical Aqcnciet of

Electricity This essiy -was unnerbally regarded
as one of the mo^t ^iluable contribution^ e\er

made to chemicil science and obtained the

prize of the French Institute A remarkable
view first advanced in this essay is thit chem
ical affinity ih nothing but the mutual electncel

attraction of the ultimate particles of matter

Davys electrohtic experiments led to the ebtab

lishment on a hnn scientihe basis of Layoisier s

idea that bases are compound^ of o\ygen with

metals, and to the extension of this idea to

caustic potash and soda, which La\oihier had

regarded as element^ In 1807 Da\v succeeded

in decomposing potash When he first saw the

globuleb of the new metal potabbium his delight
is said to haye been so ecstatic that it required
some time for him to control himseli before he
was able to continue the e\peiiments In the

following year he decomposed soda, lime,

baryta, and btrontia, obtaining the metal sodium
in the isolated state and the metils calcium,

banum, and strontium in the form of alloys with
mercury (amalgams) Owing to a delay in.

Daw's work caused by a se-vue illness, calcium
and banum ^ere independently isolated in 1S08

by Berzelmg and Pontin In 1809 Dayy dem
onstrated the elementary nature of chlorine

and proved that hydrochloric acid is a compound
of chlorine and hydrogen It thus became clear

that oTjgen was not by any means an essential

constituent of acids

In 1812 Davy was knighted, married a lady of

considerable wealth, and resigned the chemical
chair of the Royal Institution That he might
investigate his new theory of volcanic action, he
received permission from, the Trench govern
ment though the two countries were then at
war to visit the Continent and was received
with the greatest distinction by the scientific

men of France On this visit he was accom

pamed by his assistant, Michael Faraday Re
turning to England, in 1815, Dayy entered
on the investigation of the nature of fire damp,
which ia the cause of explosions in coal mines
This resulted in the invention, of the safety

lamp (qv ), one of the most valuable presents
ever made by science to humanity On the

death of Sir Joseph Banks, in 1820, Sir Humphry
Davy was elected president of the Eoyal Society

His attention was shortly after called to the

important problem of preserving the copper

breathing of -vessels, from corrosion by the action

oi sea water Ibis he effected by means of

binds oi zinc, but the bottoms of the vessels

became to luul nom the idlietsion of weeds,

snelli, etc thit tht pkn had to be abandoned
Lirh in 1825 Sir Humphry Dayy hid begun

to Lomplun ot the lo&t, 01 btiengtii, and in 1826

he had a pirabtic attack affecting his right
bide He made two jouzne^s to the Continent

lor the recovery of ins health and died at

Geneva on llav 29, 1S29 at the earh age of

51 The Genevese government e\mced their

respect by a public funeral So -wideh spread
Has the reputation oi Sir Humphry Dayy that

he "nag a member of almost ill the scientific

institutions in tne \ orld Cu\ ler, in bis Eloge,
saTS Mr Du\ not \ et 52 yearb of age, occu

pied in the opinion of all that could judge of

buch labors, the first rank among the chemists

of this or of an\ other age" Besides works
aheadv mentioned, and a great number of con
tributiona to the Philosophical Ttanwations,
Dnv published Llcmcnts of Chemical Phi

lowphy (1812), and Salmoma, ot Days of

Fly Fish ng (1827) His Consolations in

T)atel, or the Last Days of a Philosopher (3d

ed, 1S31), appeared after his, death Consult

Memoes of the Life of Su Humphty Davy, bv
his biother (2 vols

, London, 183C), and The

Life of Sir Humph, y Daiy, bv Dr Pans
db, 1831) See albo GSEJIISTBY, CHEMISTEY,
AGPICTLTLP VL

DAVY JONES'S LOCKER A common
phrase applied to the ocean as the grave of

rutn drowned at sea Daiv Jones is a sailor's

familiar name for a malignant sea spirit 01

for the deul
DAVY SATETY T.ATVTP A lamp made es

pccially for u&e in gaseous coal mines The
flame is completely emeloped m wire gauze to

prevent exploding the gas in the mine See
SAFETY LAMP
DAW See JACKDAW
DAWAL/LA A catfish (Ageneiosm da

uaUa) found in the roers of Guiana and highly
esteemed as food It is sometimes 2y3 feet

long and has a snout somewhat like that of a

pike, but the mouth is furnished only with "very
minute teeth The skin is destitute of scales,
and the colors have that brightness so often
seen m tropical fishesgreen, brown, and
carmine

DAWANT, daW, AUBEHT PIEEBB (1852-
) A French painter and lUuvtratoi, born

in Paris He was a pupil of Laurens (qv )

and both in color and composition resembles
his master His pictures include "Departure
of Emigrants from Havre" (Metropolitan Mu
seura, New York) , 'A Choir of Boys" (1888,

Luxembouig) , "The End of the Mass" (1891,
Nantes Museum) One of his best historical

pictures is "lhe Emperor Henry TV oi Ger

many before Pope Gregory VII" (1880, Agen.
Museum) He reterved a first class medal at
the Pans Exposition m 1889 and was made
Officer of the Legion of Honor in 1900 Hxs
later works include "Distiess" and "Death
Sebastopol" (1904) and 'The Review at Beth-

any" (1905, Versailles Gallery) After 1908
he painted chiefly poitraits His illustrations
of the works of Victor Hugo, Alphonse Daudet,
and Alfred de Vigny deserve mention
DAWES, daz, CHABUDS GATES (1865- )

An American civil engineer, lawyer, and politn
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cian, born at ilaiietta, Ohio He graduated m
l 5-^ at Haiictta College and in ISbO at the
Cmcinniti Law Jschool, became chiet engineer oi

an Ohio iailna\, and piicticed Un at Lincoln,
Xcb, in 1SS7-Q4 He nas a leidcr m the Me
K nle^ lUAeincnt in Ilhiois nlmh itaultt d in

inductions toi ilcKinle-v at the Sprmctiuld
i 111 ) Com ention oi Apnl lb% He 'i ib C omp
trailer of the Cuiici i \ horn 1S97 to 1902 About
ISO-t he beeimc mte esatt d in the gTs bussine^b

and built plaits at E\an&>ton, 111, La CieiBbc,

Wis, Scittle \\ash, and otliei citit* In 1002
he became president ot the Central Tiusst Com
panv of Illmo s He published The Ban I ing

tiy&tcm of tie Unite I Mates (1S92)

DAWES, HJLNBY LA.LTE>S (1S1G-1903) An
Amu ic an politician born in Cummuuton Ma
He gi iduated at Yale m 1810 engaged in nen 1

*

papei noik foi a time, studied Ian, and in 1842
nas admitted to the bai He TV is a membei o

the Low r Huuie of t'c ilis^aciiuv tt-s I gish
tuie fiom 1S48 to 1852 and nas Lmted Stxtps

district attoimy foi the ncbtern district fiom
1853 to 1S57 lie su\od in Congress from 1S57

to 1S73 and in the Sci ate fiom 1S75 to ISO?,

bemo[ actne on ge\eiil committees, paiticulailv
on that of Indian Affairs Foi the last 10

vears of his life he nab chanman of the Dines '

Indian Commission to tne Fne Civilised Tribes

DAWES, RICHABD (1708-06) An English
classical scholai, educated at Cambridge In
17dS-4S he nas mister of the cfiammar school

at Newcastle on T^ne In 1749 he lesigned and
retned to Henoith, nhere he died, in 1700 His
last years ^ncie clouded by incipient insanity
Danes is best knonn for his Miscellanea Critica

(1745) This is a noik of genuine north, but
contains some unfoitunate attacks on Bentley
It embiaces emendations of Terentianus Maurus,

Aristophanes, and the Greek tiagedians, dis

cushions of the correct pi enunciation of Gieek,
the use of the subjunetrve and optitivc moods,
the digamma, ictus, etc TToi "Dawes s Canon '

frr which he is most famous see pp 415-il6 of

the n oik bv Sandys, named btlon Consult

Luaid in Dictionary of National Biogiaphyr

\ol iw (London, 1888) Hodgson, Aichceologia-

Uhana, vol 11 (Newcastle, 1832), and An Ac
count of the Life and Wntinqs of Richard

Dawes (1828) Sandys, A Eiston/ of Classical

Scholarship, vol u (Cambndge, 1908)

DAWISON, da'\$zon, BoGUira (1818-72)
A German actor, bom at Warsaw, of Jewish,

parents He began his career on the Polish

stage in his native city and afterward played
at Lemberg Inspired there by the acting of

two distinguished members of the Vienna Court

Theatre, he resolved to identify himself hence

forth, with the German stage, applied himself

assiduously to the study of the German kn
guage, and soon appeared with success in pnn
cipal parts of standard dramas In 1847 he

played for the first time in Germany at Ham
burg, was invited to Vienna in 1849, and there

won great applause, especially in Shakespear
ean parts In 1852 he became connected with

the Court Theatre at Dresden, where he re-

mained until 1864, interrupting his engagement
only by traveling tours, to the principal cities of

Germany Through hip great talent and by his

o^n exertions he had attained such eminence on

the German stage as to be deemed by many the

greatest actor of his time His best-known

r81ee were Mephistopheles, Hamlet, Bichard ILT,
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and King Lear In 1S06 he came to America,
nheie he appeared nith an eat saceessS during tno
^eirt5 Sjun ai^tr bib letuin to Dresden in 1SG9
he became insane and ne^er reco\ered
DAWKINS JOH> See ABTFLL DODGFB,

Tnr
DAWKOTS WILLIAM BOTD ( 1838- ) An

rngh&h geologist and p ileontologist He nas
bom at Ylel-npool iloutsomerv^hire, \\ales,
and aftei graduating at Jtbus Colkt Oxford
(I'-GOi, became assistant jriolue^t (1S02), and
later gcoloc^t (1SG7) to the Geological Sun ev
ot GrcU Uutnn He bfLame a lecturei in
Owens College m 1S70 and a professor in lt>72

He Aras a nn.mbei ot the Cluunel Tunnel Com
mittee (18S2) and after miking a geological
suuey ot the French and English coaists, hid
donn the hne foi a tumul undei the Humber
(1SS3-S4) He na= made examiner at the Um
^eisitv ot London in 1SS5 Hi-a principal scien
t'fic noik rel\tes to the inM&t'qit ons oi ca\e
f lunati In addition to his pai^r^ on fo&sil mam
niaha contiibuted to the Pioceedings of the

Geological Anthropological, and Ro\al societies,
he published Caie Hunting (1874) , Rematches
on the Einlcnfis of Caies Rejecting the Early
luhaltants of Euiope (1S74) Eaily Man m
Britain (1SSO), Bntish Pleistocene Mammalia
(1806-S7)

DAWOiEY, THOIEAS EOBINSO\, IB (1862-
)

An Ameiicin journah&t, born m Xew
York City He traveled much m ISO 6 he nas
sent by Harpci's WceJli/ to Cuba, and be nas
ajfain there & year later, duung the Spanish
American T\ai he nas a volunteer aid to Gen
eial Miles and later to General Shatter and
after the fall of Santiago he tried to publish
the Times of Citla, but n-as forced to return to

the United States Thereafter he represented
the Centuiy Company in Spain and the Outlook
at the Pan Amei ican Congress in Mexico in

1001, traveled (1904) in Santo Domingo and

reported to tb.e President on political and social

conditions m that i&land, and in 1907-09 imesti

gated Southern industrial conditions for the
United States Bureau of Labor Besides maga
zine articles on Spanish American countries and
on Spam, he wrote The Child that Toiletli 'Not,

the Story of a Goieinment Imertigatwn (1D12)
DAW-TJSH An attractrve and popular sea

side lesort in Devonshire England, 12 miles

nearly due south of Exeter (Map England,
C 6) It is situated on a co-\e sheltered by two
headlands (one of them, Great Haldon is 821

feet high) which, project into the English Chan
nel and create perfect conditions for sea bath

ing Pop 1901, 4003, 1911, 4099

DAWS01T A city and the county seat of

Teiroll Co, Ga, 98 miles southwest of Macon,
on the Central of Georgia and the Sea Board Air

Line systems (^lap Georgia, B 4) It is m a

cotton and fruit growing district and has cotton

oil, lumber, and grist mills The city contains

a Carnegie library Settled about 1855, it was

incorporated the following jear Under a re

vised charter of 1891 the
city

is governed by a

mayor, elected for a term of two years, and a

boaid of aldemen Dawson owns its eleetnc-

hs;ht plant and nater works Pop , 1900, 2926,
1910 3827

DAWBON" A nver port, the capital of

Yukon Territory, in the northwestern part of

Canada It is situated on the right benk of the

Yukon Haver, at its confluence with the Elan-
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dike in about lat 64 5' X long 130 30' W,
3bO mileb direct noith nor:nwes,t of Skagwav,
and about 1500 miles above the mouth of the

Yukon River It lies at on elevation of about

1400 feet above sea level and near the site of

old Fort Reliance (Map Canada, C 4) It is

the distributing \nd receiving centre 01 the

Klondike gold minim? region and has a United

Stateb consulate There it, a railwav to Co

nanza, 12 uuleb awa*- The town dates from

shortly after the discovery of gold on Bonanza

Creek Aug 16, 189G It is now a busy and well

established business centre Since 1904 its gov

eminent has been administered bv the Tern

torr It is connected between June 1 and Octo

ber 15 bv a fleet 01 liver utearneia with the posts

and stations on both the lower and upper lukon

and with telegraph lines to the coast In win

ter the traffic is earned on four horse sleighs

The industries include electnc light and power,
sheet metal making, siw mills, brewing and

malting gold mining, coal mining, garden truck

fanning There is a quartz mill Big game con

be had in the vieimtv Perfect order is mam
tained bv the Roval Northwest Mounted Police

Pop , 1901, 9142 1911 3015

DAWSOIT, AtEC Jonv (1872- )
An

English novelist He wa born at Wandsworth,
London << W _\fter three vcars at sea he ran

awav while in Aubtralia and tegau a hie of

adventure traveling m tie South Rea Islands,

New Zealand, India Mauritius South America,
West Africa lluinceo Poilu^l Cvlifoima,

Canada and all parts of Europ He won \tten

tion with a collection of \\est .Afi ci stones

entitled In the Bight of Benin (1S^7), which

was followed by Ifncan Ai^ftfs' Entdtninincnts

(1900), a series of ntn stores 01 Ine and id

venture in northern Africa Among his other

novels are Here Sentiment (1807), Middle

Greijness (1897) , Bismtllah, a Romance (1898) ,

God's Foundling (1807) , Motif of Ronald Kes
trel (1899) ,

The Half Caste (1001) ,
Eiolution

and its Bearing on Religions (1901) , Hidden
Manna (1902), Things Keen tn Hoiocco (1904),
The Message ( 1907 )

From 1898 to 1913 he -was

editor of what he described as "the first Brit

ish Empire newspaper," the Standard of Empwe
DAWSOW, Ctm>GSBT (WnuAVf) (1883-

) An Anglo-Amencan author, born at

High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, Eng He

graduated at Merton College, Oxford, in 1905

and in the same year went to America, where he

did special work for English newspapers on

Canadian subjects, traveling widely during this

penod He lived at Taunton, Mass , from 1906

to 1910, when he became literary adviser to the

George H Doran Publishing Company Besides

helping his father, William James Dawson to

edit The Reader's Library, he is author of The
Worker and Other Poems (1906) ,

The House of

Weeping Women (1908) , Murder Point (1910) ,

The Road to Awlon (1911) ,
The Garden With-

out Walls (1913) ,
Florence on a Certain Night

and Other Poems (1914)

DAWSON, GEOBGE (1821-76) A British

Nonconformist clergyman, born in London, and
educated at Marischal College, Aberdeen, and at

the University of Glasgow He preached in Bap
tist churches at Rickmajisworth and Binning
ham in 1845-45, but differences as to creeds led

him to separate from all traditional church
affiliations His followers built the church of

the Saviour, Birmingham, where, free of all doc
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tnnal restrictions, he preached from 1847 until

his death His Sennons (4 vols, 1878-82),

P'aijeis (2 vols, 187S-S3) and Biographical
Lectutes (2 vols, 18S6-b"> were published post
humoublv Consult H \\ CroSbkev, Memoir

of Geoi ge Dan so/a ( 1876 1

DAWSON, GEOBGE MERGES (1849-1901) A
Canidian gtoloeisit son of Sir John William
Dawson He wv- born in Truro, Nova Scotia,

and educated at AIcGill Univer&itv and at the

Roval School of Mines in London In 1873

he received the appointment of geologist and
botanist to the Xoith American Boundarv Com
mission, and bubbequentlv he was on the staff of

the Geological Suivev of Canada He uas a
member of the Beimg Sea Commission in 1891

From 1895 until his death he filled the office of

director of the Geological Sune^ of Canada, in

^vhich connection he rendered impoitsnt seivices

to hi! country He was president 01 the Geologi
cal Society of America in 1900 His numerous
scientific pipeis were pubhbhed mostly in the

reports of the survey He was the author of

Descriptive SI etch of the Physical Qeogiaphy
and Geology of Canada (1884) and of The

Physical and Geological Features of Part of the

RocJy Mountains (1885)

DAWSOIT, SIB Josrv TCTLUAM (1820-99) A
Canadian geologist and educator born in Pictou,
Vo^a Scotia He entered the

University of

Edinburgh where for some time he pursued the

study of science and, upon returning to Nova
Scotia, began actne work in geology In 1841
he absi^ted Sir Charles Lyell in exploring the

geological formations of Nova Scotia, as a re

suit of \vhich he collected much new and "valu

able material in paleontology The results of

his eailv ini eatigations were published in Aca
dian Geology (3d ed, 1880) and in American
and foieign periodicals In 1850 he became

superintendent of education in No\a Scotia, and
m 1855 he was called to JVIcGill University as

professor of natural history, afterward becom

ing vice chancellor Dawson was recognized as
in authority on Canadian geology a subject to
which he ga\e much study and contributed many
valuable works His name has been associated

particularly with the controversy over the sup
posed fossil "Eo'oon," which was found among
the earliest rocks in the North American conti

nent He was also known as one of the ablest

opponents of the application of the Darwinian

theory to the origin of life forma Among his

important works are the following Acadia

(1851), The Story of the Earth and Man
(1872) , The Lann of Life (1875) , The Origin
of the World (1877) The Change of Life in

Geological Time (1880), Egypt and Syria
(1885) Modern Ideas of Evolution (1890),
Rome Salient Points vn the Science of the Earth
(1894), The Meetvn? Place of Geology and

History (1894) In 1882 he received the Lvell
medal of the Geological Society of London, and
the same year he was elected president of the
American As-iociation for the Advancement of

Science In 1884 he was knighted In 1886 he
was president of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, and in 1893 he was
president of the Geological Society of America
He was also an honorary member of many
American and European scientific societies

DAWSON, MTKBS MENANDEB (1863- )

An American actuary, born at Viroqua, Wis
He wns educated at Kentucky (now Transyl
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%ama) Unneisity and the Ne\\ "ioik University
Law School He took up general practice as
an insurance lm\ei and consulting actuarv and
in this capacity "Rass called on to ser\e the

Armstrong Im estimating Committee in New
York and the Canadian Eo^al Commibbion on
Life Insurance Latei he became e\peit special

agent of the Lnittd States Census Buieau and
actual \ in chaige of the ime&tigation of fratei

nal mortality e\peiience His publications in

elude riements of Life Insmance (1892, 3d

ed, 1911), Ametican Life Insurance Methods

(1893) The Effect of Piee Sunender and Loan

Pmileges in Life Insurance (1894) , Principles

of Insmance Legislation (1896) ,
Practical Les

sons in Actuanal Science (1S07 1905} , The
Function of Insmance <m llodein Society
(1898), Things Agents Should Know (1900),

Compatatue Resene Tables (1005, 1008)
Mm in o) ship Annuity Tables (1010)

DAWSOH, SunrasL EDWABD (1833- )

A Cinadian authoi He was born at Halifax,
Not a Scotia and was educated in Montreal,
\diere he graduated from the Eo\al Military

School in 1805 For many -vears he \\as head
of a publishing and bookselling house, and he
contributed fiequentlv to newspapers and maga
zines T\oitliy of special note "were a seiies 01

rs in the Toionto Weel in 1889-90 on
' The

ish JImoiity in the Frounce of Quebec,'
"Problems of Gieater Britain" From 1891

until 1009 he was Kings printer at Ottawa
In 1881 he was a delegate to Washington on

the question of mteinational copyright and in

1888 \ice pi evident of the Canadian Copyright

League In 1893 he was elected felloe, and in

1907 president, of the Eoyal Society of Canada
In l'J06 he \\as created CMG His pnnci
pal publications are A Study of Lord Tenny
sons Poem, The Pnncess (1884), loyages of

the Cabots in 1497 and I'f98 (1895-97) Canada
and Newfoundland (1897), The St Lawrence
Batin and its Bolder Lands (1905) A Plea for
Literature (190S)

DAWSOW, THOMAS CLELATO (1865-1912)
An American lawyer and diplomat, born in

Hudson, Wis He graduated at Hanover College,
Ind , and, being admitted to the Iowa bar in

1886 practiced law in Des Monies and Council

Bluffs He was from 1891 to 1S97 Assistant

Attoiney General of Io\\a and from 1807 to

1904 Secretary of the United States Legation to

Brazil, held high diplomatic posts in Santo

Domingo in 1904-07, was Minister to Colombia

(1907-09), to Chile (1909-10), and after sen,

ing as Chief of the Division of Latin American

Affairs in the State Department to Panama

(1910) Following special service to Nicaragua,

Honduras, and the Venezuelan centennial

(1911), he became resident diplomatic officer of

the Department of State He wrote South

American Republics (2 vols, 1903-04)

DAWSOH, WILLIAM BELL (1854- ) A
Canadian civil engineer He was born at Pictou,

Nova Scotia, and was educated at McGill Uni

versity, Montreal (where he graduated with

high honors in 1874) and at the Ecole des Ponts

et Chaussees, Pans He was engaged for some

years in railway and other surveys, in 1881 mak

ing a partial survey of the No\a Scotia gold
fields Shortly afterward he designed the canti

lever bridge over the St John River, and be-

tween 1884 and 1895 he designed many bridges

for toe Canadian Pacific Railway and its

Vot VI
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branch lines For the arbitrators of the Cana-
dian Pacific Biitish Columbia dispute regard
ing the quality of certain sectionb ol ruhtar
construction he spent about three -vtars in in

\e*tigation In 1894 he entered the buuce ot

the Marine and Fisheiie' Depaitment Ottawa,
and he did important work as head of the Tidal
and Current Sui\e\ He \\as awarded the \\ att

gold medal by the Institute of Cml Engineers,
London, England (1902), and the Gay prize of

1500 fnncs by the Academy of Science, Pans
(1905)

DAWSON", WILLIAM HABBUTT (1860- )

An English publicist educated at Skipton
School, Ermistead, and at Berlin Lnrversih
He married a Geiman \ufe and is best known
for his sympathetic studies of Geiman economic
and industrial life Damson was appointed prin
cipil cleik of the English National Inuuiance
Commission in 1912 Among his "works are

Social Insiuance in Get many (1883, 1911,
1912) German Socialism and Fetdinand Las
sallc ( 1888 1891 1 P? mee Buuiarcl. and State
Socialism (1890) Germany and the Getmans
(1894), Social Switzerland (1897), Geiman
Life in Tonn and Country (1901) Matthew
Ainold and his Relation to the Thought of his

Time (1903), Profection in Geunany (1904),
The German WoiJiman A Study m National

Efficiency (1906) School Doctois tn Germany
(1900) The Unearned Inciement (3d ed,
1910) Evolution of Modem Germany (1909) ,

The Vagrancy Problem (1910) Social Innir
ance in Germany, 1883-1911 (1912), Industrial

Germany (1913)

DAWSON, WILLIAM JAMES (1854- )

An English clergyman and author He was born
at Tow Chester Northamptonshire, was educated
at Didsbury College, Manchester, and entered

the Wesleyan ministry in 1875 He resigned
fiom the Wesleyan ministry and entered the

Congregational in 1892 In 1904 he resigned his

charge in London to devote himself to e\an

gehstic \vork He ^rote, notably A Vision of
Bouls (1884), poems, Quest and Vision, Essays
on Life and Literature (1886, enlarged, 1892) ,

The Makers of Modern Poetiy (1890) , The Re-

demption of Eduard Strahan A Social Stoiy
(1891), London Idyls (1895), The Btory of
Hannah (1896) ,

The House of Dreams (1897) ,

Judith Boldeio A Tragic Romance (1898),
SIal ers of Modern Prose ( 1899 ) , Savonarola
A Drama (1900) , The Han Christ Jesus

(1901), Makers of English Fiction (1905),
The Forgotten Secret (1906) , The Bool of

Courage (1911), The American- Hymnal
(1913)

DAWSOH", WILLIAM WIBT (1828-93) An
Ameiican surgeon, born at Dawson's Mills,

Berkeley Co, W Va, and educated at Lotus

ville University and at the Medical College of

Ohio, from which he graduated in 1850 He
served as professor of anatomy in the Cincin

nati College of Medicine and Surgery (1853-

56) and in the Medical College of Ohio (1860-

64) and as surgeon and clinical lecturer at

the Commercial (now Cincinnati) Hospital
from 1864 to 1870, when he was appointed to

the chair of surgery at the Medical College of

Ohio He was president of the American Medi-
cal Association in 1889 He is author of papers
on carcinoma, hernia, Graves' disease, and
abdominal tumors

PAX, daks The capital of an arrondi&ae-
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ment m the Department of Landes souttroebt

cm Fnnce on the Adorn 32 milts northeast
- BaAonne bi lail lUap Frana S Co)
ic puncipil building 1& the foimer cathedral

'jmlt hv Louiss XIV in the seunteenth cen

an Ihe site or tlie ancient Roman wills and
oat is no\\ occupied b\ the Promenade des

ampartss and the mud baths ol St Pierre

-,ax it, xamous as a health rcbort owing to its

hermal spnngb and baths or e\ery description
it roanuiicturcs liquoi, faience TV are chro

nomtters leather and has a considerable trade

in agncultuial produce and timber The scien

tist Charles Borda \\as born here m 1733 The
ancient capital of the Tarbelli, Dax was known
to the Komans as Aqu-a Tarbelluwe, afterward as

Cmtas Aquenbium It \\as held by the Eng
hsh from the t\\eltth to the fifteenth centurv

Pop, 1901, 10,329 1911, 11,387

DAT I AS fag, Icel dagr, Goth dags, OEG
tac Ger T(iq, piobably connected \uth Skt

dah, Lith drgti, to burn, OPruss dagas sum
mtr) Ongmallv the space of time during
uhich it is light in centrist to the space of

daikness or night It now more usually denotes

a complete alt nation of light and darkness
It is the earth s rotation that cautes these

changes ot light and darkness The earth, be

ing a globe only one half of it can be in the

bun^ liffht at once that half enioys daylight,
while the other half is in its own 'shadow, or
in night and bv the earths rotation the sey

eial portions of the surface have each their

turn of light and of darkness

Astronomers recognize more than one kind of

day If the time is noted when a particular
fixed star is exactly south or on the meridian,
when the same star comes again to the meridian
the next day the earth has made exactly one

rotation, and the time that has elapsed is called

a sidereal day This portion of tome is always
of the same length, for the motion of the earth
on its axis is strictly uniform and is perhaps
the only strictly uniform motion that nature

presents to us Sidereal time, or star time,
from its unvarying uniformity, is much used by
astronomers But the passage of a star across
the meridian is not a conspicuous enough event
foi regulating the movements of men in general
It js not a complete rotation of the earth, but
a complete alternation of light and darkness
that constitutes their day This, which is called

the ct,iil or the solar day, is measured between
t^o meridian passages of the sun On account
of the apparent eastward motion of the sun
retain e to the fixed stars, it is found that when
the earth has made one complete turn, so as to

bring the meridian of the place to the same
position among the stars as at noon the day
before, the sun is still nearly one degree east
of the meridian, and it takes the earth about
four minutes more to move round so as to over
take it Consequently the solar day is about
four minutes longer than the sidereal day If
this eastward motion of the sun were uniform,
the length of the solar day would be as simple
and as easily determined as that of the sidereal
But the ecliptic or sun's path crosses the earth's

equator, and is therefore more oblique to the
direction of the earth's rotation at one tune
than another, and besides, as the earth moves
m its orbit with varying speed, the rate of the
sun's apparent motion in the ecliptic, wbjch is

caused by that of the earth, must also vary

In consequence the length 01 the solar day is

constantly fluctuating and, to get a fixed

measure of solar time i&tionormis ha\e to

imagine a sun mo\mg umtoimh in the celestial

equator and completing it*, cncuit in the same
time as the real sun The time marked by this

imaginary sun is called mean solat time, when
the imagimrv sun iis on the meridian it is

mean noon -when the leal sun is on the

meridian it is opponent noon It is ob\ious

tint a sundial must show apparent time, while
clocks and \\itches keep mean time Only on
four di\b of the year do these two kinds 01

solir time coincide In the intervals the sun
is, always either too last or too slo^ and
the difference is called the equation of time

<qv ), because, when added to 01 subtracted

irom appaient time, it makes it equal to mean
time The mean solar day is dnided into 24
hour's each of which is further duided into

00 minutes of 60 seconds each A feideieil da\,
we haie seen, is shorter its exact length is 23

hours, 56 minutes, 4 seconds of mean solar or

common tune Astronomer's dmde the sideieal

div also into 24 hours, which are of course

shorter than common houis In the couise of a
civil year of 365 dajs the eaith turns on its axis

360 times, or there are 3l>G sidereal da^s Ah
tionomers reckon the solar day as beginning at

noon and count the hours from to 23 The
ciul day begins at midnight, and the hours are

counted in two divisions of 12 eich The eccle

biastical day was formerh ieckone<l from sunset

to sunset See rvrEirc S.TIOXAT DVTE IrsE TIME
To find the day of the week for any date, past

or future, there are several methods but the

simplest and most easily understood is as fol

lows First, there is a "constant
'

for the style
for new style it is 6 for old style 4 (In

English chronology ne\* style begins 1752 Sep
tember 14 ) Then there is a 'constant for

each month for January 1 (in leap years, 0) ,

for February, 4 (in leap years, i) for March 4

for April, for May 2, for June 5 for July,
for August 3 for September 6 for October,

1, for No\ ember, 4 for December, 6 The
month constants are the same in both styles

isow (for new style), multiply the number rep

resenting the centun by 5, and add one fourth

to the product (omitting fractions) Next take

the number of the odd years d e
,
the last two

fisfures of the year number), and add one-

fourth (omitting fractions) also the day of

the month Then add all these numbers to

gether and finally dmde the sum by 7 the

remainder will gne the day of the week the

remainder 1 showing the first day of the week,
or Sunday, the remainder 2 Monday, etc , no
remainder showing the seventh day of the week,
or Saturday Example What is the day of the

week for January 1, 1901 1

for new style
it for the month (Jaa )

aturv number (19) multaphed b 95
4
1

Divide 108 by 7, and the remainder is 3, so

the year 1901 must begin on the third day of

the week, or Tuesday
For old style the constant is 4, and the number

of the century is multiplied by 6, without addi-
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tion of the ont fourth Hie other numbers are

taken as in m\\ stvle E\ample for old style
On what (k\ of the week did Columbus land
on his -vovagp of discm erv (Oct 12, 1492) *

Century number (1-1) multiplied bj 6~ '

efou

Total 218

Dnide by 7, and the remainder is 6, ic, the

xequired day ib the sixth day of the week, or

Fndaj
For leap rears care must be taken in both old

and new style to reduce the constants foi Janu
ary and Febiuarj bv one See CALENDAB
DAY In law, the period of time between

midnight and midnight within which a specified

legal act may be performed Thib entire period
of 24 hours is the 'natural" dxy The "arti

ficial or comentionil dav (dies aitificiahs),
or the "legal" day, as it IB sometimes called,

vanes according to the nature of the act to be

performed Coke, referring to the day of the

appearance of parties in a suit described it as

extending from sunrise to sunbet For many
purposes the legal day is limited to the usual
business hours, as of a bank or other business

house, and its length is often determined by
the hours obsened by the community, or arti

ficially determined by the usage of a particular

calling Thus, the day of the stock exchange
means the hours (say from 10 AX to 3 PM )

within which deliveries of stock and settlements

must be made, in order to avoid forfeiture or

other penalty Usually the legal day is coei.

tensive with the natural day
Court days are those days of the year in

which courts may lawfully sit and process issue,

though in some parts of the United States the

expression is used to describe the days on which
the courts actually sit In England and the

United States Sundays and certain holidays are

generally not court days (die? non jundicn),

excepting for such acts as are necessary to the

preservation of the peace By a legal fiction a

day is for many purposes regarded as a point of

time, and a fraction of a day disregarded See

DIES NON, Turn, STAITDAKD
Laic day The last day in which a mortgage

is redeemable at law as distinguished from

equity The date of payment of a mortgage
debt is usually fi^ed, and at common law, if

not paid on the day, the mortgage was forfeited

and the title of the mortgagee became absolute

In order to avoid the harshness of this rule the

courts of equity interposed by permitting the

mortgagor to redeem after such forfeiture on

paying the amount of the mortgage debt with in

terest See EQUITY OF REDEMPTION, MOBTGAGE

Days of Chace The tune at which a note is

actually due, or at maturity, is in genera,! by
mercantile custom three days after the time ex

pressed on the face of it, the additional days

being called days of grace If the third dav of

grace fall on a, Sunday, the note is payable the

day before, excepting where bv statute it is

provided that it shall be payable on Monday
If it fall on a holiday, the note is payable the

day after The uniform Negotiable Instruments

Law in force m most of the States abolishes

days of gr\ce See GBACE, DATS or

DAY, ABTHTJB Lotus (1889- ) An

American phjsicibt, born at Biookfleld Mass
In 1892 he graduated from Yale Unnersitv
where he afterward served as instructor in phvs
ics (lb94-97) Prom 1897 to 1900 he was a
member of the staff 01 the Phvbikahsch Tech
nische Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg, Ger
many He then served for six vearb as physical

geologist on the United States Geological bur
\ey and in 1907 became director of the Geoplns
ical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution at

Washington He published several phvsicol and

geophysical researches at high temperatures, in

eluding Sigh Tempetature Gas Thermometry,
with Robert B Sosman (1911)

DAY, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (1841- )

An American na\al officer born in Plymouth,
Ohio He attended the United States Na\al
Academy in 1858-61 during the Cml War
sened with the West Gulf (1862-64) and North
Atlantic (1864-65) blockading squadrons, and
attained the rank of lieutenant commander in

1866 In 1876 he became commander, m 1891

captain, in 1809 rear admiral, and m 1900 was
retired from the sen ice From 1897 to 1900
he wis a member of the Naval Examining and

Retiring boards

DAY, CLIVE (1871- ) An American
inmersitv professor and writer on economic

history, born at Hertford Conn After grad
uatmg from Yale Unnerbity in 1892 he took

postgriduate studies there and at the turner
sitiet> of Berlin and Pans taught history and
economics at the University of California for

three years and economics at Sheffield Scien

tific School (lale) for two years, and in 1907
was appointed piofe&sor of economic history m
lale University He is author of Policy and
Administration of the Dutch in Java (1904)
and History of Commerce (1907)

DAY, GBOBGE EDWABD (1815-1905) An
Amencan theologian He was born in Pitts-

field, Mass graduated at Yale m 1833 and in

1838 at the Yale Drvinity School, where he be
came assistant instructor in sacred literature

From 1840 to 1851 he was pastor of churches
m Marlboro and Northampton, Mass , from 1851

to 1866 he occupied the chair of biblical liter \

ture in Lane Theologicil Seminary and then

that of Hebrew language and biblical theolog\
m Yale Di\mity School where he founded in

1891 the Historical Library of Foreign Missions
From 1863 to 1871 he was editor of the Theolog
teal Eclectic (afterward merged in the Biblio

tteca Sacra) and besides contribution* to pen
odicals, published a translation (1871) of the

Theology of the 3 eie Testament of Van Ooster

zee, an Amencan edition (1883) of Center's

Theology of the Old Testament, and other works

DAY, HHBY NOBLE (1808-90) An Amen
can author and educator He was bom at

Washington, Conn , graduated at Yale College
m 1828, at the Yale Divinity School m 1834,
and was ordained to the Congregational ministry
He became professor of sacred rhetoric in West
ern Reserve College in 1840 and was president
of the Ohio Female College from 1858 to 1864

Besides numerous contributions to periodical

literature, his works include The Art of Moou
toon (1844) ,

The Art of Kketono (1850) , Ely
went* of Logic (1867) The 4,rt of Discourse

(1867 1868) The Science of Bvthetioa (1872)
The flctenre of Thought (1886), Elements of
Venial Snence (1889) Science of Education

(1889)
DAY HOLMAN FRANCIS (1865- } An
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\mencan author, born at Vassalljoro, Me ,
and

a graduate of Colbi College ( class of 1887)

In ISb'l-MO he was nanigmg editor ot the pub
laations Oi the Lnion Publishing Companv
Binur3 Me He wat also editor and proprietor
of t'le Dexter (Me i Gti ette a spec al writer

lor the Ltwiston flic ) Journal, Maine repre
sentatrve of the Boston Herald, and managing
editor of the Lewibton Daily An In 1901-04

he vis military secretaiv to Go\ Tohn F Hill

of Mime His writings include Up in Maine

llOOli^erbe Pine Tiee Ballads (1902) Kin
(thtaadn <1'04| bquiie Phm (1005 1913)

i navel dramatized as Hie Citcus Han and pro
dutul in Chicago in 1909 Rainy Day Railroad

It a> tl'lOO inn) The Eagle Badge (1008)

Ami? ^p>Mt<? (1008) The Ramroddet*
Ihf Mippet and tlie Slipped (1911) The Red
lane A Romance of tJie Boidei (1912)

DAT, JAIIES EOSCOE (
1 84 5-1 023 ) An Ainer

icon educator boin at Whitneyyille, Me He
studied at Bowdoin, and was m 1872 oidained a

minister of the Methodist Episcopal church

He MIS patter at Bath, Me 1872-74, Portland,
Me 1S76-7S Bobton, 1881-82 New York,
1883-85 and 1889-93, and in 1803 became chan

cellor of ^vracuse University He was elected

Bishop m 1004 T but re&igned He is the author

of The Raid on Prospenty (1007)

DAT, JEREMIAH (1773-1867) An American
educator bora m New Preston, Conn He grad
uited at lale in 1795, was made professor of

mathematics and natural philosophy there in

1801 and was president of the college from

1817 to 1846 He published An Int) odmtion to Al

gelra (1814 7th ed , 180C) , '\aiigation and 8ur
t eying (1817) and se\ eral works on philosophy
DAT, JOH\ ( 1574-c 1040 ) An English dram

atist He was born at Cowston, and in 1592

was admitted to Caius College, Cambridge, which
he left the next \ear without a degree expelled
for stealing a book Between 1508 and 1603, as

a playwright, he collaborated with DeLker, Chet

tie, and others on at least 22 plays, of -which

only The Blind Beggar (acted 1600, published
1600) seems to htrve been printed Day is best

known for a \i\acious comedy, The Isle of Gulls

(1606), which diaws its plot from Sir Philip
Sidney's Aicadia, and for a dainty masque,
The Parliament of Bees (1641, but probably
written much earlier), upon which he can base

his best claim to long remembrance Coneult

WotJt, ed by Bullen. (London, 1881), Swm
Imrnes enthusiastic study in the Nineteenth

Century (October, 1897) \\ard, Bator y of

Enghth Dramatic Literature (London, 1899),
and Cambridge History of Enghsh Literature
vol \i (Cambridge and New York, 1907-13)
DAT. STEPHEN See DATE, SIBPHE\
DAT, THOMAS (1748-89) An English au

thor He was born m London and was educated
at Corpus Christi College, Oxford He strongly
sympathized with the Americans at the tune of

the Revolutionary War and expressed his -views

ux The Devoted Legions (1776) and The Desola-

tion of America, (1777), but he also strongly
denounced American negro slavery in Reflections
on, the Present State of England and the Inde

pendence cf Amenca, (1762) and in his famous

poem, The Dying tfegro He will be remem
bered, however, chiefly as the author of the

famotte History of Bandford and Morton (3
rolB 1793-89) and the History of Little Jeak

(1788) He was a character of remarkable

nobility and expended almost his entire fortune

in philanthropy His eccentricities, due to

hifa lerubal to compromise with worldlmess and
his adherence to the doctrines 01 Rousseau, led

him into many extraordinary experiences He
was killed DV being thrown from a fractious

colt while tebtinsr a theory that all animals

could be maniged by kindnebs Hi 1- Poems may
be found m \ol hm (1822) of the Bi itish Poets

Consult hs I i+e by Ken (London, 1791) and
tint by Bbckman fib 1862)

DAT, WILLIAM A An Ameiican lawyer and

capitilibt Loin at Wilmington Dol He was
Auditor of the United States Treasuiy Depart
ment from 1885 to 1889 As sptcial assistant

to the Attorney General o the United States

(1001-03) and is Assistant Attorney Geneial

of the United States (1003-05) he aided ind
had charjre of the prosecution of tiust cases

undei the mteiitite commute and antitrust

laws He sened as \ICL pitbidtnt of the Equi
tible L'fe Assuiince Society of the United States

fiom 1006 to 1011 and thereaftei as president
He was also dioten a duector of the Mercantile

Trust Company the Lawyers Title Insurance
and Trust Company and the Equitable Trust

Comptny
DAT, WILUVM RUFUS (1840-1923) An

Amu lean statesman ind jurist He was born
at EaMnna, Ohio graduated it the Unuersitv
of Michigan in 1870, studied law there, and in

1872 was admitted to the Ohio bar He was
a judge of the Court of Common Pleas from
1886 to 1800 In 1807 he wat> appointed As
sibtant Secrttar> of State and in 1898 Serre

tarv of State, strung from April to September
when he was named chairman of the United
States Peace Commission which arranged terms
of peace with Spam From 1800 to 1903 he
was judge of the United States Circuit Court

(Cth circuit) and m February, 1903, was ap
pointed an associate justice of the United States

Supreme Court
DATAZ See DY\K
DATAL, dl'il See DHTAL BISD
DAT BLHTDNESS, or EEMERALOPIA See

SIGHT, DETECTS or

DATE, da, or DAT, STEPHEN (c 1610-68)
The first printer in the English colonies in
Amenca He was born in London, was there

a printer's apprentice, and in 1639 assumed

charge at Cambridge, Mass of the printing
apparatus which the Eev Jesse Glover had
succeeded in obtaining for the Colony He
continued in this post until 1649 a when for
reasons not ascertainable he was superseded
In 1641 the General Court ordered that he,

'being the first that sett upon printing, is

graunted three hundred acres of land" His

presswork is tolerable, according to Thomas
(History of Printing in America,, 1810), but
his composition exceedingly deficient His
nrst production was a broadside, The Freeman'*

Oath, followed by an Almanack The next was
the first book printed in America, The Whole
Book of Psalmet, faithfully translated into

English Metre (1640) For a list of his other

publications, consult Thomas, The History of

Printing in America (Worcester, 1810), and

Timperlev, A Dictionary of Printers and Print

ing (Manchester, 1839)
DATPLT See MAT FLY
DAT LILT (so called because the flowers

usually last one day), Hemeroaattis A genus
of plantb of the family LiUacese, with hell

slmped flowers Several species are cultivated
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in flower gardens especiilh the fragrant vel

low dr* hlv or lemon lih f Hemetocallis flaia,),
a natn e of Hungan Siberia, and t

1

e north
of China HemetocnUi-s full a i name 01 Eu
i ope and tempeiate Asia produces more ibun
dant foliage and orange colored flowers without

fragrance Botli species aie *ibrous rooted

perennials, with linear leases Fi\o or fai\ other

species are met -with in cultivation forming a

group of fine, hard\ perenn al onumentalb
Hem&ocalhs aiirantiaca is said to be t'ip linobt

of all the dav lilies FunJ HI <iiilcoi data, a
common Jipanese species e\tensiveto culti\ated,
is also known as da\ hlv It has broad leaves

and panicles of white floweis which 1m e an
orange like odor

DAY NTTBSEBY See NUBSEBY Dcuf "\r
<?//
DAY OP ATOITEMEWT or EXPIATION

See Ai-OMFJir^r

DAY OP BABRICADES The name giun
to an insurrection of the Parisians on Ma-* 12,

1588, during the \Ui of the Three Henns
Henry III had fortified himself m the Lorn re

against Henry, Duke 01 Guise The city guirds
failed him, the populace pushed foruird birri

cadets, and the Swiss Guirds were ha^ed from
massacre only by the intcnention of the Duke
of Guise, and the King had to flee The in-

surrection against Mazann, Aug 27, 1648, is

also known as the Dav of the Barricades Con-
sult Livisse, ffistoire de Fiance, %ol vi, part i,

\ol v 11, part i (Pins 1904 1908)
DAY OP SECTION'S The name sometimes

guen to the insurrection of 13 Vendemiaire, an

attempted assault on the Tuilenes by the Na-
tional Guard on Oct 4, 1795, in order to

compel the Convention to chancre its measures
The uprising was overcome bv Napoleon who on
that occasion received its first appointment
After the first encounter the forces of the Con
\tntion disarmed the various* sections

DAY OWL An owl often, seen abroad dur

ing the day See HAWK OWL
DAYSMAN An arbitrator, umpire, or judge

The term is of Anglo Sa\on origin and is still

employed in the northern part of England to

descube an unofficial judge or arbitrator to

whom a matter in dispute is referred It waa
m more common Ube in Wichf's day, from
whom it was taken oxer into the Authorized

Version of the Bible, in the exclamation of

Job 'Neither is theie any daysman betwixt

us, that might lay his hand upon us both"

(Job i\ 33) The origin of the term is

obscure

DAY'S WORK In nautical language, the

navigation work done every 24 hours The
term is frequently restricted to the operation
of making the dead reckoning computations
See NvyiGATiox
DAYTON" A city m Campbell Co , Ky ,

on the Ohio Eiver, opposite Cincinnati, Ohio,
and on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad

(Map Kentucky, F I ) It contains the Speers
Memorial Hospital The city has large plants
for the manufacture of watchcaaes and pianos
Settled m 1849, and incorporated the same year
under the name of Jamestown Dayton is now

governed ander a charter of 1893, by a mayor,

DAYTOJT

elected eviery four years and a city council

Pop, 1900, 6104, 1&10, 6f"
,
8979

DAYTON A oity and the county seat of

Montgomery Co , Ohio, situated in the rich and

populous M^THI valley, on both banks of the

Miami Rner 50 miles northeast of Cincinnati
and 61 miles southwest ot Columbus (Map
Ohio B 6) Its steim railroads are the Ene,
the Cincinnati Hamilton, and Davton, the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St Louis,
and the DaUon and Union Se\en electee

traction lines enter the citv, gmng it quick
communication with all parts ol the State
The cih s aiea is, 17 square miles The ong
inal plat was regularly laid out with broad
streets There are 210 miles of improved
streets, of which 75 miles are pa\ed wita as

phalt brick 01 stone The citv has 105 miles
of storm severs and 195 miles of sanitary
sewers Natural gas is obtained from West
Virginia fields and is largely used for domes,

tic and heating purposes The principal public
building are the old courthouse modeled after

the Parthenon the new courthouse Steele High
School Dayton State Hospital Miami Valley

Hospital Memorial Hall Stners High School,
ard the Puhl c Libran and Museum The last

named, standing in Cooper Park, contains 70 000
volumes and is supplemented b\ two branch
libraries There are stven national banks, five

State banks, two loan and trust companies, and
22 building and loin associations with deposits
of over $25000000 The park system is com
posed of Cooper Park, Van Cleve Park South
Park, Robert's Boulevard, McCabe s Park,

McKinley Park, and White Citv with access

to the grounds of the National Militan Home
and the prnate estate of Hills and Dales The
National Military Home accommodates 6000
veterans of the Crv il and Spanish American
wars There are three high two manual tram

ing, and 22 district schools, with an enroll

ment of about 16000 The Catholic church
maintains a bojs' college, a girls' academy and
11 parochial schools Dayton ranks third

among Ohio cities in in-vested manufacturing
capital, in ^alue of manufactured product, in

workmen employed, and in wages paid Manu
factured articles include cash registers, aero

planes, carriages wagons automobiles, sewing
machines, computing scales, railway cars, and
boilers The city government is unique It is

administered by a commission of fhe, who are

elected at large on a nonpartisan ticket They
are the policy determining body of the city,

who in addition to these duties select a city

manager, who is personally responsible for the

administration of the government The salaries

of the commissioners are nominal but the man
ager receives $12,500 a year He appoints his

subordinates, the heads of the five departments
of law, finance, welfare, service, and safety

being the most important This government is

in accordance with a home rule charter The
schools and courts are controlled by State law
Annual income amounts to $1,125,000 for cur

rent operating costs plus $550,000 for debt

service The city has a bonded debt of $5,473,

000, contracted for public improvements The
schools have an annual income of about $500,

000 and a bonded debt of $630,000 Surround

ing territory is thickly settled Many of the

industrial and professional classes live beyond
the city limits The death rate is 142 The
water supply, furnished by the Holly system of

deep wells and under municipal ownership, is

pure and abundant Pop, 1910, 116,577, 1914

(eat ) 123,794, 1920, 152,559

Dayton was settled m 1796 by a party from
Cincinnati Th original town plant waa laid
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out bv Daniel Cooper In 1805 the town was of the I TO in Trenton He w is a member of the

incorporated and named m honor of Gen Jona State Council or Senate in 1836-3 /and a judge

than Davton one of the early settlers The of tht State bupreme Court m 1838-41 and in

first citv charter was granted in 1841 The 1842 was appointed to the Lnited States benate

city was Bvept bv a disastrous flood on March He wis reelected on the expiration oi Ins term

25 1913, m which 84 people lost their liv<.s and and took an active part with the tthigs m op

a piopertv loss oi $128000000 was sustained

Public spirited citizens raised a fund of >2 000

000 for riood prevention within two weeks alter

the waters had receded A svsttm oi v i&t drv

reservoirs costing SI 7 000 000 is btniif built

This will entirelv eliminate even mmnr dinyer

in the entne Miami valltv Consult R tt

^teele H story o| Dnuton (ISSOj ind Alarv D
Steele history of Dayton (18%)
DAYTON A citv and t'u countv seat of

Rhei Co Tenn 38 miles northeast ot Chitti

nooga on the Queen and Cit">cnt Route ind

on the line of the Tennessee River Nivi^ation

Compin\ (Map lennessee, F 3) It is in i

rich iron and coal mining cattle raising and

posing tht extension ot slavtrv the annexation

of Te\is and tl'e Fugitive Slave Law In 1856

lie was the Republican candidate for Tice Presi

dent He was 4,ttornev General of New lersey
trom lb)7 to 1861 ird from then until his death

w is United States Minister to France He be

tame a regent oi the Smithsonian Institution

m 1861 His eon UILLIAM louis DAYTON
Vdied lsOT| was Mmisttr to Hollmd m 1S82-85

DAYTO'NA A citx in Volusia Co , Fla ,
110

miles bv rail south of Jacksonville, on the At
lantic Ocein the Halifax River, the Tackson

\illeMiinu Canil, the Florida East Coast Rail

road and on the line of tht Floiula, Coastal

Island Navigation Company (Map Florida,

fruit <n:owmg region and has manufactories of E 2) It is a popular summer and winter re

hosien chairs boxts brooms ind flour There sort, has many fine homes and hotels, a library,
and in Elks Home The chief industries are

orange ind strawberry culture, gardening, fish

ing, and celerv growing The water works are

owned bv the citv Pop ,
1900 1690 1910, 3082

D'AZEGUO See AZEGLIO, MABCHEsr D'

DEA'CON (AS dfacon, from Lat diaconus,
from Gk Sifaovos, diakonos, attendant) A
subordinate ecclesiastical officer In apostolic
times the name was applied to those officials

of the Church who had the charge of collecting
It lies m a picturesque mountainous country, ind distributing the alms of the faithful and
rich in agiicultural products ind live stock taking care of the poor and the sick (Acts vi

There are large flouring nulls and other manu * "' * " ' ' * ' '

factunng plants Hie city has good water

power Pop, 1900 2216 1910 2389

ire also machine shop*,, furnaces bnckvirds,
and canneries The city has a fine courthouse

and owns its water works Pop, 1890 2719

1000 2004 1010 1991

DAYTON A city and the county seat of

Columbia Co, Wash, 30 miles bv rail north

east of Walk YAalla on the Touchet River, on

the Northern Pacific Railroad, ind on the

line of the Oregon W ashinerton Railroad and

Navigation Compinv (Map Washington H 3)

1-8) and these seem to have been considered
the characteristic functions of the diaconate as

__ r ,
. __ _ . late as the Trullan Council of 692 Thus, we

DAYTON JAVES EF>RY (1840- )
An find St Laurence, Archdeacon of Rome, in the

^mencan na\ il officer born at South. Bend, middle of the third century, making the care of

Ind After graduating from the United States the poor and the attendance upon Sixtus, his

Naval Academy in 1866 he served in the navy bishop, at the altar, his principal occupation
in the \anous grades, becoming captain in and his pnde, and it was as a deacon that Atha
1900 and rear admiral in 1906 He commanded nasms ittended his bishop at the first general
the Detroit (1897-99) the naval station at Council of Nicsea (325) and defended the faith

San luan (1899-1900), and the Chicago (1901-
_...--

He was president of the Naval Board
against Anus But that the office wis not
restricted to these functions may be inferred

r - -- from the fact that immediately after its msti
manded the Philippine squadron of the Asiatic tution we find deacons teaching and even bap
fleet from 1906 to 1907, when he became com tizmg (Acts vi 10 vm 5, 38) It evidently
mander in chief of the Pacific fleet

" " ' - "

retired in 1908

of Inspection and Survey m 1904-05 He com

He was ided in very early times the duties of guard
ing the sacred assemblies from the piesence of

DAYTON, JONATHAN (1760-1824) An unworthy persons, receiving the oblations and
American soldier and legislator born m Eli7 bringing them to the priest, reading the epistle
abethtown N T He graduated at Princeton ind gospel from the am&o, and the names of
m 1776 was admitted to the bar was appointed those who were inscribed on the diptychs for
lieutenant in a New Jersey regiment in 1777, commemoration, and assisting in the admims
served as aid to General Sullivan against the tration of the holy Communion In matters
SIT Nations and m 1798 became a brigadier of external ministry they had a very wide range,
general m the United States army He was a which the Apostolic Constitutions sum up by
member of the New Jersey Assembly in 1786-87 saving that the deacon must be the ear eye
and 1790 (being Speaker m 1790) and of the mouth hand, heart, and soul of the bishop'
\Toii TPTCIAT. SAnjfA in 17SQ Oft onrl nraa a /loin TTT,*V \,~ J_i__ j. - it. T. j ^ r

.Senate m 1789-90, and was a dele

gate to the Constitutional Convention of 1787
From 1791 to 1799 he was a member of Congress
(being Speaker of the House from 1795 to 1799)
and from 1799 until 1805 served in the United
States Senate He was accused of conspiracy
with Burr but was not tried Dayton, Ohio,
was named in his honor

With the development of the subdiaconate and
the minor orders only the more important and
honorable offices in and out of the Church were
left to the deacon Owing to their small number
(in early times often not more than seven in
one place), and to their immediate relations to
the bishop, they began to assume considerable

importance, and their pretensions had moreDAYTON WILLIAM LEWIS (1807-64) An thn once to be restrained

"
The"office~oTdeIcOT

Amencan politician, nephew of Jonathan Day as it existed m the early Church has been pre

*"! *
He

*
W
^

S b ? m Som r
!
et Co ' y T ' rad semd m &* Bastera churches with little modi

uated at Princeton in 1825, was admitted to flcation At the present time m tho BonSn
the bar fho years later, and began the practice Catholic church the office is praetwillv of no
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impoitance as it is really nothing more than i

step to the priesthood, which is usuallv admin
istered almost immediately after ordination to
the diaconate The Pontificate Romanum in

deed, defines the duties of a deacon a& minis

tering at the altar, baptizing, and preaching,
but all duties specially belonging to the officer

of deacon and subdeacon, including their special
functions in a solemn mass are in practice
nearlv alwavs discharged bv pricstb The spe
cial ceiemomes of the ordination of a deacon
include the putting on of the dalmatic and stole,
and the delivery to him of the book of the Qos

pels, as -well as the laying on of the bishop's
hands In the Anglican church the imposition
of hands and tne delivery of the book of the

Gospels are retained The deacon, who must
be 23 years of age continues a year in the office

except in special ca^es Besides pastoral work,

preaching, and baptizing, he may read a large

part of the service but in England he is not
allowed to hold a benefice In the Methodist

Episcopal church the deacon is a member of an
order of the ministry next below the elder The
deacons are elected by the annual conference

and ordained by the bishop presiding They
may assist in the administration of the Lord a

Supper may administer the rite of baptism
solemnise marriage and serve as traveling

preachers In the Congregational and Baptist
churches one or more deacons are elected by
the members of each church to distnbute the

elements in the Communion, to act as the ad
visers of the pastor and as the almoners of the

chanties of the church The nature of the office

la the same in the Presbyterian church, where
the deacons are elected bv the congregation and
ordained by the minister to assist the body
known as the session of the church in the care

of the poor and in the general management of

the secular affairs of the church In the Lu
theran churches of the United States the deacon

is a layman chosen to attend to the charities

and temporalities of the congregation Of recent

years there have been introduced into the statute

law of a number of the States provisions by
which deacons, by virtue of their office, become

legal trustees of church property for the con

gregation, whether incorporated or umncorpo
rated Consult Seidl, Der Diaconat in dei lath

olischen Kirche (Regensburg, 1884) , Hort, The
Christian Ecclesia (London, 1897) , McChffert,
The Apostoho Age (New York, 1897) Lindsay,
The Ohuich and the Ministry in the Early
Centuries (London, 1902)

DEA'COWESS One of an order of women in

the Christian churches Traces of the order

appear in apostolic times (Rom vn 1 1 Tim
v 9 et seq), and deaconesses weie generally
found in the early Christian communities Their

duties were in general to supplement the work of

the deacons and perform for members of their

own sex such services as could with less pro

priety be performed by men They assisted

at the administration of baptism, acted as door

keepers on the women's side of the congrega
hon, instructed the female catechumens, took

charge of the sick and poor women, and were

present at the interviews of the clergy with

women They were set apart for their work by

laying on of hands and prayer by the bishop
In the earliest times widows were generally

chosen, and it wan considered seemly that a dea

coness should be of mature years The Council

of Trullo (692) fixed the limit at 40 In the

9 DEAD

\\estern church it was not introduced till the
fourth century and alxvava met with oppobition,
decrees of councils against the order being
found as early as the nfth century and bv the

eighth it had entirely disappeared In the East
it lingered longer, but the duties became much
restricted The modern development of the
institution in the various Protestant churches
of Europe and America dates from the third

decade of the nineteenth century In 1853 Pis
tor Theodor Fliedner of the United Evangelical
Church of Prussia founded a deicone&ses* home
at Kaiserswerth in Rhenish Prussia which Ins
served as a model for similar institutions in

many parts of the world The inmate*, of the^e

houses devote themselves to charitable work, but
take no vows and are bound to no fixed term of

service Provision is generally made for their

instruction and training, and they are under the

supervision of an inspector or superior In the

Church of England much of the normal work
of deaconesses is done by the various sisterhoods

though deaconesses have aKo been in existence
since 1861 In America an order ot deaconesses
vras established in St Andrew's Parish, Balti

more, of the Protebtant Episcopal church in

1855 A canon vvib adopted by the Qeneial Con
vent on in 1880, regulating the order and pro
\idmg that membirs should have adequate prep
aration both technical and reliojioub, which
should extend over a penod of two years Tram
ing schools meeting thib requirement are now
maintained in New York and Philadelphia The
General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church in 1888 made provision for the estab

hshment of the order of deaconesses There
are now many homes belonging to that church
in the United States The Lutheran church
also has several hornet,, the first having been

organized in New York in 1852 The Presby
tenan General Assembly in 1891 sanctioned the

order Consult Potter, Sisterhoods and Dea
conesset, (New York, 1873) Robinson The Mm
istiy of Deaconesses (London, 1808), The
Church Quarterly Reviett, No 94, pp 302 et seq

(ib, 1899), Golder History of the Deacons**,

lloiement (Cmcinniti 1903), Tear Book of the

New York Training School for Deaconesses (New
York, 1892-1913) For the modem movement
consult Addi esses, Reports, Statements of

of the United Bta-tes, 1901 (Boston, 1907) , Nut
ting and Dock, History of Cursing (New York

1907) See SISTEBHOODS

DEAD, BOOK OF THE The name given by
Lepsius, and since generally applied, to the col

lection of magical and religious texts which,

according to ancient Egyptian belief, formed a
sort of guide and protection for the dead in

their wanderings through the Lower World It

was placed in or near the coffin or m the arm

pits of the mummy Hundreds of copies exist,

some containing only a few chapters, while other

rolls are over 100 feet in length Some of these

copies are very elaborately written and (espe

dally in later times) are ornamented with col

ored pictures The Egyptians themselves called

the collection the book of 'coming forth in the

daytime' (piret en h(r)ou), from the opening
words of the first chapter, which promise the

soul of the deceased the power of visiting the

Upper World This title does as httle justice
to the varied contents of the collection as that

erroneously proposed by Ghampollion and De

Rouge" ("the funerary ritual") A better trang

lation of its name would be The Book of the
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Coming Forth bv Dav (or during the dav),
or perhaps still better, as Xiville suggests (The
Old Egyptian Faith, p 164), The Book of the

Coming out irom the Dav' This btrange col

lection is not to be icgarded as a handbook of

Egyptian theology, its character is chiefly mag
ical, although some hymns to the gods are in

corporated in it The individual chapters date

rrom various periods although mobt 01 them

seem to have come down from the time of the

pyramids some, perhaps e\en from the pre
hifatonc age Specimen titles of the chapters
are as follows The Chapter of the Coming
forth, from the Diy and of Living again after

being Dead, and The Chapter of Going into

and Coming out of the Lower \\orld' A few

formed part of the earliest collection of magical
funerary te\ts mbcribed on the -walls inside the

roval pyramids of the sixth dynasty but the

majority belong to a different corpus., which cm
be seen m prow^t, of gradual formation under

the twelrfh dynasty At that time these texts

were written on the saicophasi, under the eight
eenth dvnastv they were vmtten in papyri,

although the ^election and order of the chapters
fluctuated A fixed canonical form, hmittd to

about 165 chapters was established in the

twentv sixth dynasty, though nothing is known
in regard to the onspn or the formation of

the canon Papyri oi thi<* late date were the

first published (Consult Lepsius Das Todten
bitch der Aegypter Leipzig 1849 repubhahed by
Davis, 1894 and De Rouge, Ritual funetaite des

anciens Egt/ptiens, Paris 1861-76
)
Eventually

it became evident that all late manuscripts were
very corrupt and in 1876 E ^aville was ap
pointed by the Congress of Orientalists to pre-

pare a critical edition of the text in use from
the eighteenth to the twentieth dynasty The
Prussian government, with characteristic liber

ality, lent its support to the work The results

of Jsaville's labor, which appeared in 1886, under
the title, Dai aeayptische Todtenbuch der 18ten
& %0tm Dynastie, show that, even at the period
covered by the learned editor's investigations,
the texts were hopelessly corrupt and can only
be understood by tracing them further back
Manv facsimiles of manuscripts with pictures
nave been published, chiefly by Budge (Papyrus
of Ant, etc ) The best translation is that of

Lepage Renouf, which gives a complete trans

lation, commentary, and notes (Tondou, I860),
those of Birch (ib , 1867), Pierret (Paris, 1882),
and Budge (London, 1898 cheaper ed, 1%1)
are not critical For a concise statement, cou
suit UaviHfi, The Old Egyptian Faith, pp 15&-
207 (New York and London, 1900) For a more
complete bibliography, consult Stemdorff, Re
ligion. of the Ancient Egyptians, p 133, note 2

DEAD, BUBRING OF TEB See CBBMAtrON OF
THE DEAD
DEAD, JUDGMENT OF THE (in ancient Egypt)

The Booh of the Dead contains, in chap 125,
which is one of the longest in the book, a pic
ture representing the judgment which the de-

funct, before entering info the fields of the

Websed, will undergo in the Lower World, in

the presence of Osiris and 42 judges of mon
strous form, who are at hand to devour the

guilty and to dnnk his blood Anubis, the god
of the dead, and Thoth, the god of wisdom,
examine the deceased by weighing his heart in

the sacred 'balance of justice" The famous

"negative confession" enumerates 42 capital sins

from whieh the deceased must be free, or at least

must claim to be free Should he fail to pass
the ordeal, he is either handed over to be de

voured by the 42 judges, mentioned above or by
the monster, part hippopotamub, part crocodile,

and part lion, which represents the Egyptian
Cerbeius, or is thrown into the fiery lake

Thib judgment scene is frequentlv represented
Should the deceased be found to be puie in

heait, he is allowed to mingle with the spirits

and the gods, and is supplied with food, offei

ings., drinks and clothes, of fine linen" A
verv contused passage of Diodoru& would seem
to state that such a judgment was held on eirth

at the interment oi the deceased and that a
well founded accusation could deprive even a

king of his sepulture Ihe undtrhmg tiuth

stems to be that a ceremony, imitating the judg
ment, w ith priests in the mask of gods and w ith

the reading of the negative confession ind the

following acquittal, may sometimes have foimed

pait of the funerary ritual

DEAD COLOR. In painting, any color that

has no gloss or reflecting quality
DEAD-LETTEB OFFICE A division of

the Post Office Department, under the control of

the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General at

Washington, D C
,
to which unclaimed 01 un

deliverable letters and packages ire sent from
local post offices The official record for the

vear 1013 showed the receipt b> this office of

13,214,346 letters and parcels Nearly 7,000 000

of these letters and parcels were destroyed by
the department, either because they did not con

tain the names of the senders or wtre of no
value Upward of 945,000 letters, containing

money, drafts, checks, notes, monev orders, or

postage stamps, to the value of $7,584,478 were
returned to their senders, and the department
derived as revenue from dead mail matter
which could not be returned, nearly $32,000

During the year over 12,000 magazines, illus

trated papers, picture cards and the like, which,

could not be returned to the owners were dis

tnbuted among the charitable institutions of

the District of Columbia
In the United Kingdom there are many centres

for dealing with unclaimed letters The pnn
cipal office is in London Letteis containing

nothing of value are at once destroyed In the

vear 1005-06 over 1,000,000 letters could neither

be delivered to the addressees nor returned to

the senders

DEADLY AGKABIC See Fmrax, EDIBLE
AND Poisonous
DEADLY NIGHTSHADE See BELLA

DOMvA
DEAD NETTLE (Lamwm] A genus of

plants of the mmt family The name "dead
nettle" popularly in some parts of England
and Scotland, "dee nettle" is also often ex

tended to the genus Galeopsts, very similar to

Lamium galeopsn, and sometimes distinguished

by botanists as hemp nettle Lamium purpu-
reum, Lamwm oZ&unt, and Galeopsis tetrahtt

are very common weeds The first two are some
times boiled as potherbs in Sweden. The name
IB derived from the popular belief that the hairs

of the dead nettle, particularly when the plant
is dried, as in haymaking, cause irritation in

the hands of persons handling them, which, ex

tending through the system, occasionally termi
nates in death They do not, however, seem to

possess any poisonous property Several of the

species have become naturalized m various parts
of the United States
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DEAD RECKONING- The computation of

the bhip b position fi om her mo-v ementb an re

corded in the log and without ha\mg a recourse
to agronomical observations The chiet elements
from which the reckoning ib made aie the point
of depaiture, ic, the latitude and longitude
sailed trom or last determined the courbe or
direction sailed in

( ibcertamed bv the com
pass) the rate or sailing, mea&ured from time
to time bj the log (q-v ) , and the time elapsed
The \arious principles or methods followed in

arriving at the reckoning from these data are
known aa plane sailing, middle latitude sailing
etc (See SAILINGS

)
But the data themselves

ire liable to numerous, uncertainties and errors,

owing to cui rents, leeway (qv ) fluctuations of
the wind, changes in the declination of the com
pabs, etc

, and thezefore the results armed at
by the dead reckoning ha\e to be corrected as
often as 13 po&bible by obsenation ot the heav
enh bodies See NAVIGATION, LATTTODE AMD
LONGITUDE COMPASS
DEAD SEA (Heb yam sea, or yam ham

melacJi, salt sea, Gk 6a\affaa T&V aXw, thalassa
tGn halun, silt sea, a<r0a\Tmj \iftni, asphaltrtii,

hmni, asphalt lake SoSofuns Xt/ijrq, Sodomitis

hmre, lake ot Sodom, or BaXaaffa vet^pa., tlialaasa

nelra Dead Sea, Lat mare mortuum, Dead Sea,
\r Bah> Lut, sea of Lot) An inland lake on
the southeibtern bordeis of Palestine (Map
Palestine, C 4

) ,
in which the course of the Jor

dan terminates It forms a part of the deepest
chasm on the earth a surface and has no outlet

The Jordan -valley begins to sink below the le\el

of the Mediteiranean in the neighborhood of

Lake Huleh, about 90 miles north, of the Dead
Sea The Lake of Gennesaret is 680 feet below
sea le\el, and the Dead Sea about 1292 feet

On the east the high plateau of Moab rises

3100 feet above the Mediterranean, about 4400
feet above the Dead Sea on the west the plateau
of Judaea rises about 2000 feet above the sea

The shores are abrupt, in manv places precipi
tous, the formation is chieflv limestone, though
on the eastern side sandstone also appears, and

except in the deltas formed by larger streams
on the peninsula, and at Engedi, where there

is water, there is scarcelv any vegetation or

animal life The Dead Sea is fed mainly by the

Jordan from the north, draining the larger part
of Palestine, several smaller streams albo emptj
into it, chiefly from the east The quantity of

water poured into this closed sea by the various
streams is estimated at 6,000,000 tons daily, all

of which is earned off by evaporation The most

important are the Wady Zerka Ma'm (the stream
of Calhrrhoe) , Wady Mojib ( Arnon, q \

) , Wady
elDefa'a and WadyelEesa on the east, Wady
Tufileh on the south, Wady el Nar (Kedron) on
the west The length of the Dead Sea is 47

miles, its greatest breadth 9% miles, and its area

340 square miles The southern end is a swampy
tract covered by water in the rainy season, so

that the actual length of the lake varies by
2 or 3 miles according to the time of the year
Prom the eastern shore a peninsula juts out

into the lake and extends towards the north for

about 12 miles De Saulcy, De Luynea, and
others have called this peninsula al Liian, 'the

tongue,' but it is apparently the southern bay
to which the expressions al hsan, the tongue,'

and Ztson al lahr, 'the tongue of the sea/ re

fer, just as in the case of the corresponding
Hebrew words in Josh xv^ 2, 5, xfiu 19, as

Schmidt was told on the peninsula It is formed

ot white calcareoas mail silt and gvpbum, and
ribtts 40 to 80 teet abo\e tut \\aier but with a

range of hills ittammar a height of 300 feet

South oi thi^ peninsula the lake is coinpara
tnelv shallofl (10 to IS lectt, while the greatest
depth north of it i-, BOO itet In tie south
western corner i- Jebtl Li,duin or the Mountain
of Sodom, o\ti 4 miles in length,

1
2 mile wide,

and from 400 to 600 fett in height Inside thib

mountain thtie it> an interesting grotto in the
bait The level of the water varies con^iderablv
w ith the season during the last 40 rears it seems
to ha\ e been rising at leabt in the northern part
of the lake The water contains, at the depth
of 1000 feet 27 per cent ol solid bubbtances
common salt, chloride of magnebium, chloride
of calcium and mini other ingredient^ From
the chlo~ide of nugnebium the water receives its

bitter taste, from the chloride of calcium its

oih appearance and feeling The specific grav
itv ib 1 166 and the human body easilv floats

on the surface The lake contamb no life of anv
kind, with the e\ception of a few microbes, and
bea fish put into its. waterb soon die Ihe Dead
Sea hab presented substantiallv the same appear
ance- since the beginning of the Quaternary pe
nod is a result of the elevation of the whole

region out of the sea after the close of the

Eocene period, a fault or fractuie was produced
running the -whole distance from the Gulf of

Akabah to the base of Mount Hermon During
the Pleiocene and Pleistocene epochs the charac

ter of the depresbion waa considerably changed
The large rainfall and the melting of the snows
of Mount Lebanon, during the subglacial period,
added greatlv to the \olume of water pouring
into the Jordan vallev and formed a lake that

included Lake Huleh, the Lake of Galilee, and
the Dead Sea There is evidence that the water
once stood as much as 1180 feet above its pres
ent level At a subsequent stage it seems to

have been only 378 feet higher than now As
the rainfall diminished and the climate grew
warmer, evaporation increased Beds of bitu

minous marl are found near the lake, and bitu-

minous masses float on its surface, particularly
at times when there are seismic disturbances

The region is not, as has been supposed, vol

came The subsidence of the land in the south

era part of the lake may have given nse to the

storv of the four cities that were overthrown,

Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboim (Deut
xxix 23) The name ' Bahr Lut," or its equrva
lent, cannot be traced beyond the period of MOB
lem occupancy In the Fourth Book of Ezra

(v 7) the lake is called mtae Sodomttwum
This name is also found in the Talmud and in

Ednsi (in 5) There is no passage m the

canonical books of the Bible distinctly connect

ing the Dead Sea with Sodom and Gomorrah
"The vale of Siddim" is explained in Gen xiv

3 as
'

the Salt Sea "
It is held by some scholars

that this is a gloss coming from a copyist who

erroneously supposed that the lake was once

in histono times dry land By others it is

maintained that The Vale of Siddim" refers to

what now is the southern end of the sea, below

the peninsula, which appears to have been formed
in historic times But the writer of Gen xix

did not think of an inundation as causing the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, but of a

rain of fire and brimstone from heaven
There has never been much navigation on tha

Dead Sea Strabo (vi, 2} and Diodorus (m,
2">} tell of the floats on which men fished for
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bitumen The Bordeaux pilgrim saw no boat

IE 334 AD but on the Madeba map (sixth cen

turyt tneie are two In 1151 Maurice, Duke
of Montreal permitted the Knights of St John
to navigate on the Dead Sea vithout paving
an\ customs unties In the sixteenth century

floats ire mentioned again Costigan in 1835

Moore and Beke m 1837 Svmonds m 1841 and
Mohneux m 1S47 ventured out in boats but did

not get so far at the peninsula and Lostigan
and Molvneux lost their Ivves in the attempt
Four snentific expedition^ those ot Lynch in

1848, De Luvneb in 1804 Schmidt in 1905, and
Abel in 1011 have visited all parts of the sea

including the southern bay In the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries there were several centres ot

the sugar industry at the southern end on the

peninsula between this and the Arnon, and
near Jericho Tn one of these north of the penin
sula an aqueduct and the remains of a building,

probably going back to Roman times, were dis

covered by Schmidt The most fruitful journeys
iround the like on hand were those of De Saulcv

in 1651 and Tristram in 1S71 It 1% interesting
to observe that the desolation and sterility char

actenstic of the Dead Sea were regarded as

something abnormal and that prophets predicted
a future ehange to fertility and life through a

fountain flowing down from the temple in Jeru
salem and healing the waters (Ezek \lvii 1-12

Zech xiv 8, and perhaps also Joel 111 18) Con
suit Reland Paltrvtma vol i p 2iS (17141
Schubert Rene in das Moigeriland (1837)

Ritter, Erdkundf, vol n (1850) Tobler, Topog
taphie ion Tenitalem,-\ol n pp 006 ff (1854)
Fraas Das Todte Meer (1867) Lynch Aarra
tue of the United State? Expedition to the Dead
Sea (1849) De Saulcv T oi/age autoii) de la

Mer Mottr -vol i (1853) De Luvnes, Voyage
d exploration a la Her Moite (1874 et seq ) ,

Stoppam II Mate Motto (1875) , Tristram The
Land of Moab (2d ed 1874) , Falcueu, J7 Mare
Morto e la Pentapoli del Giordano (1881) ,

Guirin Description de la Palestine Samane
\ol i (1874) Hull Mount Seir (1889) , Gautier,
Autour de la Mer Morte (1901) , Schmidt, Fifth
Annual Report of the Director of the American
School for Oriental Study and Research (1905) ,

id, The River Arnon," in Journal of Biblical

Literature (1105), and "The East Coast of the
Dead Sea and the Ruins in Wadi Suweil,

'
ib

(1906) , Abel, Uttf croisiere autow de la Mer
Morte (1911) Blanckenhorn, Das Todte Meer
(1898), d baturwtsaentcha-fthche Studien am
Toten Meer und im Jordanthal (1912)
DEAD'WOOD A city and the county seat

of Lawrence Co , S Dak , in the extreme western

part of the State, about 170 miles (direct) west
of Pierre, on the Chicago and Northwestern, and
the Chicago Burlington, and Qmncy railroads

(Map South Dakota, A3) It has a United
States assay office, where $8,000,000 in gold is

handled annually, the Stilwell Curio Museum,
a Carnegie library, and a government building
The city is the distributing and financial centre
for the mining region of the Black Hills, yield

ing gold, lead silver, and tin There are smelt

ing and cyanide reduction works, planing nulls,
machine shops, brewery, a foundry, brick and
lime works, and a large sliming plant Dead
wood was settled in 1876 Pop, 1900, 3498
1910, 3653
DEAP-MTTTE A person who ia deaf and

dumb Those who are born deaf or who lose

their hearing at a very early age are also dumb,

yt BEAT-MUTE

because thev hive not kained to fapeal bv hear

ing otheris speik They should not theretore,

be classed with those who cannot articulate

words because ot delect in the speech centres, of

the brain or disease ot the organs 01 artieula

tion Person* who have learned to speik and

then become deit do not become mute, though
the quality 01 voice u&ed is often harsh and
unnatuial and if the deprivation of hearing
occurred m childhood, the voice often remains

childish De \fnesb irorn birth (congenital deaf

ne&s) is piobablv due to arrest of development
in the ernbrvo The condition is found in eer

tain instances as a ranulv trut in families with

neurotic inheritances Alcoholism and inbamty
are found in such families and, besides these,

parental syphilit. is frequently a causal in

fluence in producing congenital deafnews The

intermarriage of near relatives who inherit biin

ilar disease tendencies has been a large factor

in the production of deaf offspring Boudin,
of Pans asserts that about 25 per cent of the

deaf mutes of Fiance ue the offspring of con

sanguineous marriages In England Buxton

places the figures at 10 per cent in his e\peri
ence Bemiss, of Louisville Ky, lecoids that

over 10 per cent of the deaf and dumb through
out the country at large are the offspring of km
dred parents Howe of Boston gave snnilir

testimony Since the educational opportunities
and social status of deaf mutes have been im

proved marmges among them aie common
Such unions are only slightly less productive
than normal mimages- Of 3078 couples 14 1

per cent were without offspring, and the average
number of children among them was 261 per
cent The principal causes of acquired deafness

are noted under DEAFM^S
In early historical times statesmen lawyers,

and philosophers agreed that deaf mutes were

incapable of being educated Legally deaf mutes
were then almost everywhere in the same posi
tion as idiots and madmen The Roman law
held them to be incapable of consent and conse

quently unable to enter into a legal obligation
or contiact In Fiance deaf mutes were con
sidered a disgrace to their parents and were

kept in seclusion in convents and asylums Yet

examples of considerable capacity on the part of

deaf mutes were not unknown in ancient times
and in the Middle Ages Pliny mentions a sue

cessful deaf mute painter at Rome The Ven
erable Bede, about the close of the seventh cen

tury, gives an account of a dumb yonth who was
taught by an early English bishop, St John
of Beverlev, to repeat words and sentences after

him Rodolphus Agneola, of Groningen (1442-
85) mentions a deaf mute who had received in

struction and could write
The credit for the first systematic examina

tion of the problem from a philosophical point
of view is due to Jerome Cardan (<jv ), whose
conclusion was that "written characters and
ideas may be connected together without the
intervention of sounds" This authoritative
declaration had the effect of arousing wide
spread interest in the problem, and Pedro Ponce
de Leon (1520-84), a Spanish Benedictine monk,
undertook to give regolar instruction to the
deaf and dumb Pasch, a clergyman of Bran
denburg, was the next teacher of note, and
he was followed by Juan Pablo Bonet, secretary
to the Constable of Castile, Spain, also a Bene
dictme monk Bonet published a work in 1620
which is the earliest known treatise on the sub



ject and which probably embodied the idea^ ot

Cardan It contained a nunual alphabet dit

fenng much fiom that de&cribed to Bede and
in the main identical with the -mole hind mm
ual in use to da\ The treatise "ot Dr John
Bulmer, an Lnglish plnsician tollowed m 164b
and this was buccetded bv the work of Dr
Wallib, an Oiford piofesbor of matnenutic-, In
1669 Dr William Holder, lector of Bletclnng
ton, published a similai work and in 1670

George Sibstote put forth another work A
%erj able and philosophical tieati-e was pub
hshed m 1680 b\ Geoige Dalgarno, of Aberdeen
Scotland TV Inch reeened high piaiae irom Leib

mtz, together with an earlier \\oik to which
TCalhs and "ftilkinb aie both said to be in

debted In the first lank among eaih teachers
of deaf mutes stands John Comad Amman,
a Swiss physician residing in Amsterdam
who in 1692 reduced the methods, then known
to an exact art as described in his Rurdus lo
quen<! France late to recognize the possibilities
of deaf mute instruction, furnished many en

thusiastic ad\ ocates of it as Pere \ anm Er
naud Rodriguez Perena ( a Spxniard who set

tied in France), and the ibhe Deschimps Pre
eminent btinds the Abbe Chailts Alichel de

1'Epee (1712-S
1

)) of Pans who systematized
the instruction of deaf mutes m Fiance in 1700
in his own school His successor Sicard, as

well as Itird, followed his methods It was
in 1780 alto that Thomas Brndwood eatab

libhed, at Edinburgh, the first prn ite school

toi deaf mutts m the Butish dominions Thib

school, in which Wallib'b plan of instruction

was followed, was the model of the earlier Brit

ifah institutions In 1783 this school was re

mo-ted to Hackney, london and probabh led

to the establishment of the London Asylum
in 1792 Dr Joseph Watson a nephew and
former assistant of Braidwood, \\as its first

principal
Institutions The first public school for deaf

mutes was established at Leipzig m 1778 under
the direction of Samuel Hemecke (1720-QO)
The systematic instruction of the deaf and dumb
and the intelligent organization of institutions

in which to educate them date from the eirlv

part of the nineteenth centurv An esbiy on

Teaching the Deaf to Speal., by Dr W Thornton
of Philadelphia, was published in 1703 and in

1811 a grandson of Braidwood tried to ebtabhsh

schools in New York and m Virginia, but failed

in both instances The circumstances which led

to the opening of the Connecticut asylum at

Hartford, April 15, 1817, are as follows A deaf

mute little girl in the family of Dr Cogswell, an

eminent physician in Hartford attracting some

attention, it wis soon afterward found that

there were other deaf mutes m the country It

was decided to send some one abroad to acquire
the art of educating them, and to establish a

school for this purpose funds were raised, and

the Rev Thomas H Gallaudet was selected for

this work He left the United States, May 15,

1816, to execute this mission The institution

was incorporated by the Connecticut Legisla
ture in May, 1816, with an appropriation of

$5000 Dr Gallaudet returned to America in

August of the same year, accompanied by
Laurent Clerc a deaf mute pupil of the Abbe

Sicard, and they immediately began collecting

funds to start the school The enterprise ex

rated general interest, individuals and churches

contributed liberally, and the sum of $12000
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was raised in the cour-e ot a few months
Larlv in ISl'l Missachusettb followed the e\

ample o Conn>(ticut M providing tor the edu
cation in the as\lum ot 20 indigent pupils from
th it ^tate Hit app upriation w it xtttrward

enlarged MI is to pwt tne duiuuds ot this

entire dis>- >,tw H impslnre nude a similar

pioMsion in 1SJ1 UK! ^e^raont and Maine, in

1S2> In Is, ,4 Muth LVolma mil Georgia de
eided to send their indigt nt deat mutes to the
as\luni and in 1V4S Ilhodt Island came into the
bame anaugwuent lu 1810 Congress made a

giant to t 1
!" i ist tution ot 2J sections ol wild

land, the pioeeecU ot which now loim a fund
of $339,000 It was owing to this munificent

gift that the name of the school was changed
to the Amencin Asvlum Before the school

at Hartfoid was in operation efforts had been
made to cbtablish a similar institution in the

ut\ of New \ork a societ% was termed which
was incorporated \pril 15 1817 as the Xew
York Institution tor Instruction of tl e Deaf and
Dumb \\atsons book was taken as a guide,
and articulation was t night in cases where the

scholar appeued to possess the nciessin apti
tude But thib method did not piOM ierv sue
cessful and in 1827 the legislatuie which had

prcrvided since 1822 tor the suppoit of 32 pupils,
authorized an m\ e&tigation bv the superintend
ent of common schools of the State who recom
mended in his report tlit intioduction into the
Xew York school of the unpro\ed methods in

use at Hartford and Philadelphia In conse

quence of that recommendation the directors

finally succeeded in engaging in 1831 the per
manent sen ices of Hanev P Peet, then one of

the moat efficient instructor*, in the American
Asylum He sened as principal from 1831 to

1867 and had a worthy buccessor m his son
Isaac Lewis Peet Under the management of

thebe two able teachers the institution has taken
a plxce among the most successful schools for

deaf mutes in the world Its grounds comprise
about 26 acrefa upon the banks of the Hudson
Rmr at Washington Heights, Xew York Citv
The institution hah a. shoe shop, tailor shop,
end caipenter shop a printing oftiee garden and

f-ewmg rooms connected with the school in

which the pupilt ruei\e compettnt instruction

to prepare them foi self support b\ manual
Hbor as in all our large asvluras The Penn
stlvania institution was orgamred at Philadel

phia in 1820 bj Joseph Seu.as i Portuguese
Jew Laurent Clerc was an instructor in it,

as was Lewis Weld its first principal The

Kentucky Asylum for Deaf Mutes was incor

porated at Danville in 1823 Ihe Ohio msti

tution was opened in Columbus in 182Q Vir

gima Indiana Tennessee, Illinois, North Caro

lina Georgia, South Carolina Missouri Wis

consm, and Michigan followed the example dnr

ing the succeeding quarter century and now
every State in the Union has an institution in

which deaf mutes receive the privileges of edu

cation "as wards of the commonwealth " In

most cases the State institutions are supported
bv annual legislative appropriations This pub
lie provision includes expenses of transporta
tion to and from the institution and all ex

penses while there Most of the State msti

tufaons have school years corresponding to those

of the public schools, and it is expected that

fnends or relatives will keep the children dur

ing the long summer vacation The average
imn of attendance is about five years, but the
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legal period of instruction m most States is

s>e\en %ears Tlie average cott to the Stite is

about !?325 per vear According to the report
of t lie CommibSiontr of Education lor the \e\r

ending June oO 1912, there \\ere in the United
^tatcs in 1<J11-12 141 schools (both public ind

t/r^itet with 13600 pupils The lolloping
t tule gives details regarding these

Public dav schools for the deaf now exist m
California (4) Illinois (3), Louisiana (1),
Massachusetts ( 1 ) , Michigan { 14 ) , Missouri (

1
) ,

New Jersey (2), New York (2) Ohio (6), Ore

gon (1), Washington (2), and Wisconsin (21)
Besides those already mentioned, the names

of the following Americans should be recorded
as especially associated with the education of
deaf mutes Dr F A P Barnard for many
years president of Columbia College, New York.

City, \Silliam W Turner, of Hartford, Abra
ham R Walton, of Philadelphia John A
Jacobs, of Kentucky, Dr Samuel Q Howe, of

Boston and Thomas and Edward M Gallaudet,
sons of the Eev Thomas H Gallaudet
Some very remarkable examples of acute per

ception and great proficiency in deaf mutes have
been recorded, notably the cases of Julia Brace,
a pupil of Dr Thomas H Gallaudet, of Hart-
ford Laura Bndgman (ay), the celebrated
blind deaf mute, a pupil of Dr Howe, of Bos
Ion and Helen Keller (qv ), of Boston, a lady
of wide information and great intelligence
Methods of Instruction Two methods of

instruction are used in teaching the deaf and
dumb by the sign language and by articulation
By means of the sign language ideas are com
mumcated to the pupil through posture, ges
ture facial expression, and mimic acting by the
teacher Nothing is spelled with the hands in
this method, as is erroneously supposed Put
ting the hand to the head, as if putting on a
cap, is the sign for "man," for example This
is an arbitrary sign An example of a natural
sign is raising the hand to the mouth and then
chewing, to express "food" The sign language
is easily and speedily acquired and is said to
be understood and uaed by the American Indians
The use of an elaborate sign language was car
ned to such extremes by the Abbe" de 1'Epee

and his iollu\\er^ Abbe Mcarcl aaJ Abbe Ptorck,
that their pupils lelicd entirely upon their mem
on, ttitiout aiy cuneiaponairg ideation They
pimeJ. to be mcapible of composing sentences

\oluntanh, but bimph memorised the gesture
ot the master IP home schools,, liter the pupil
has become proheient in the sign manual the

use of the alphabet is mtioduied The one

handed and two handed alphabets are sho^n in

the figures Almost all pupilb find the acquisi
tion of aiticulation, or lip reading, cialer than
that of the manuxl alphabet In teaching by
artiuil ition the pupil -watches the lips and

tongue of the teacher and, In imitation of the

motions seen is ible to speak Consonants are

taught fiibt and then the -voxels During the

pronunciation of some sounds the pupil giasps
the teachers throat and imitates the \ifaration

and position of the muscles This method is

\erv slow, and pupils gam more generil knowl

edge and ^ith greater eis>e by the use of the

sign language In the celebrated Clarke school

at Noithampton Miss , the old method of artic

ulation wat, employed for a conuideiable time,

but has been displaced by the Bell systan The
method of teaching articulation by visible speech
was invented by A Melville Bell, professor of
vocal physiology in Edinburgh, who introduced
it m 1848 It was perfected and first used m
the schools of Great Britain in 1869 In 1872
it was introduced into the Northampton school
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by A Graham Bell, the son of the imentor of

the method The Bell s\ stem consists of a series

of phonetic characters based on the potation of

the -vocal organs when in action The charac

ttrs suggest to the eye the mechanism of speech
in the formation of e\erv possible sound that

can be utteied The follow msr explan ition of

the sjstem and of the chataeterfc, is tiken fiom
BelPb English Visible Speech in Tuehe Tetsnns

(\\ashington, D C, 18G5) Dr Bell adds tb't

Pomt f tongae

Lips

Glott s, vocalizing

open (aspirate'

Throat aspirate (whisper)
j

\ cuned line inpin^ a consonant
v euaight line means a vowel
A line vi ithm a curve means a vocal consonant.

( *~\
J
formation b^ lips

ibove ( ^}) formation bv top of tongue

>ic"ve above
( ^^ j

formation bv point of tonguaCo-

TV -"a-ictita of

Primary

denote

central emission of breath

Di-ided fO "We emtaslon ol breath

ed^^T
Ventral with modifl

cationby two
parts of th

oral stoppage of breath.-(G)
4 point or a hook on a straight line denotae the vowel

positions ol the tongue Thus

e ( I
j
back of month.

()
(T>

'(I )**

(1>

d)-

On ngfct side of line

On both sides of line

At bottom of line

\ front ol month.

, mixed back and frost

At both ends of line I

A cross bar on a line denotes rounding or contraction of

the lips. Thus

f 1 1
The symbols have the same value in all languages Con

eequently when the meaning of the symbols is known the

sound oTany language iaybe deduced wtth certauitiyfrom

these explanations are for teachers only, for

learners do not require to know the theory of

the sjstem
Statistics The number of desff mutes bears

a certain relation to the population, being far

greater in countries wherein squalor, privation,
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er medical ignorante and unhvgiemc conditions

prevail The ratio of deaf mutes to population
is as lollops for the different countries named

Sardinia, 1 to 760 Nova Scotia, 1 to 880 Ire

land and Xontav, 1 to 070 France, 1 to 1200,

Prussia 1 to 1675 England 1 to 1970 Holland,
1 to 2000 United States 1 to 2400

Bibliography A Graham Bell, Deaf Mute
Instruction in Relation to the Wotl of the Public

School* (Washington, D C 1884) , Garrett, Di

rection* to Patents of Deaf Child) en (ib , 1886) ,

E M Gallaudet The Combined Hgktem of Edit

eating the Deaf (ib, 1891 j The Yolta Bureau,

Washington D C , issues many publications upon
the subject among which may be noted Fay,

Marriages of the Deaf in Amenoa (1898) ,
Ar

nold, Manual for Teaching the Deaf Histonea

of American Schools foi the Deaf Consult also

Home Hereditnni Deaf Mutism (Tondon 1909),

and Minnie, Histoty and Handbook of Day
Schools foi the Deaf and Blind (Xe\\ York,
10121

DEAFNESS, dSfnes (AS deaf, OHG toup,
Ger taub, Goth daubs, deaf probably onginally
dull of sense, ef MEG tump, stupid OHG
turnb deaf, dumb, Gk TV<J>\OS, typhlos, blind)

Complete or partial imperfection of hearing that

may affect both ears 01 one, may and ma\ not

date from birth, and ma's be either permanent
or temporary Among the numerous possible
causes of deafness the following deserve mention

here (1) wax in the ear touching the drum
membrane (2) spelling of the lining membrane
of the Eustachian tubes, the canals that lead from
the upper part of the throat to the middle e-ir,

one on each side (3) perforation of the drum
membrane (4) middle ear disease, during which
exudation accompanying inflammation collects

behind the drum membrme or about the ossicles

(the small bones of the ear), or during which

adhesions form between the ossicles, stiffening
their joints bo that they cannot move freely

against each other (5) internal ear disease,

either labyrinthine trouble or affection of the

eighth nerve (6) diseases of the brain involving
some of the auditory centres (7) mumps,
measles, scarlet fever and some other diseases,

are accompanied by middle ear disease, (8) qui
nine and the salicylates cause temporary deaf

ness (9) sudden concussion sometimes rup
tores the drum of the ear, and constant noise,
like that in a boiler shop, injures the auditory
nerve from o\ ere^eitation

The treatment of deafness depends, naturally,

upon its cause Wax should be removed by svr

inging or the cautious use of the curette Clos

ure of the Eustachian tubes IB treated by cathe

terization and local applications In cases of

perforation the drum may grow again, after the

cure of middle ear disease, or may be remedied

by the application of a disk of thin gutta percha
tissue Middle ear diseases may be cured by
treatment through the Eustachian tubes, or pur
ulent cases may require the operation of open
ing the accessory cavities of the ear situated in

the mastoid piocess of the temporal bone through
the skull back of the auncle The ossicles may
he removed in part, leaving the foot plate of

the stirrup bone m position, closing the oval

vundow in the labyrinth, and, clearing out the
i cmams of the drum membrane m which case

the \vaves of sound strike the -stirrup plate in

plau of the drum membrane and are conducted
to the nerve filaments Internal ear disease may
be leheved by internal medication, but is gener

ally permanent See EAB, DEO- MUTE NEBVOUS
SYSTEM

DEAE, de'ak, FEBENCZ (FBANCIS) (1803-

76) An Hungarian statesman, born at Sojtor,
in the Count; of Zala He studied law at Eaab,

practiced as an advocate in his native county

ind soon became noted for his eloquence and en

lightened patriotism Elected in 1832 to the

National Diet, Deak as leader of the Liberal op

position, resisted e^ery attempt of the Imperial

go\ernment to infringe on the constitutional

rights of Hungary At the same time he labored

for its internal implement, promoting meas
ures for the elevation of the peasantry and ad
located the abolition of exemption from taxes

enjoyed by the nobility, of tthich he "was himself

a member His vic\\s on the last point dis

pleased a portion of his constituents and he de
chned to sene in the Diet of 1843-44, but he con
tmued to direct the policy of the Moderate Lib
eral partv After the i evolution, of March 1848

he became Minister of Justice in the cabinet of

Count Batthyonyi (qv )
and foimed the project

of effecting a general reform m the admimstra
tion of justice in Hungary, which, however, the

revolutionary -war rendered impossible Deak
used every effort to ward off the struggle and to

arrive at an arrangement Tilth Austria When
the rupture seemed inevitable and the Committee
of Defense \v is formed with Kossuth at its head
Delk resigned his portfolio At the close of

1848 he -was sent to the camp of the Austrian

commander, Wmdischgratz to negotiate for

peace, but the attempt failed Deak Mas ar

rested, but was soon released and took up his

abode at Pest Though repeatedly invited to act
as mediator between the dynasty and the Hun
ganan nation, Deak did not return to public life

until 1860 when Francis Joseph promised to re

store to Hungary its constitutional liberties

Returned by the city of Pest to the Diet in 1861,
he became the acknowledged leader in that as

sembly In May the Diet appointed him to draw
up the address to the Emperor This address
demanded the restoration of the constitution of

1848 and an independent Hungarian ministry
Tho Emperor thereupon announced the dissolu
tion of the Hungarian Diet A new effort to
reach an agreement was made in 1865, and,
after the disastrous issue of the -war between
Austria and Prussia in 1866, the Emperor found
himself compelled to accede to all the demands
of Hungary, as formulated by Deflk The Aus
tnan monarchy was reorganized on its present
dualistic basis and Francis Joseph was crooned
with great pomp as conttitutional King of Hun
gary in 1867 Deak remained until his death
(Jan 29, 1876) the leader of his party in the
Diet Deak is universally admitted to have been
one of the ablest of European statesmen He
was a man of the loftiest character, kindly and
simple in his ways As an orator, he was irre

sistible by the sheer force of his logic Consult
Forster, France Dedl., Hungarian Statesman
(London, 1880) Laveleye, 'Terencz Delk," m
La Pnisse etlAutnohe (Pans, 1870) , Csengery,
Franz De&k, authorized German translation by
Hemneh (Leipzig, 1877-78)
DEA'KDT, ALFBED (1856-1919) An Aus

tralian statesman, born in Melbourne He stud
led at the university of his natrve town and was
elected to the Victorian Parliament in 1879 In
1883 he was Colonial Minister of Public Works
and in 1885 became Solicitor General Two years
later he represented Victoria in the Imperial
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Conference at London and subsequently took ac

tive part in the mo\ement for Australian feder

ation He was Attorney General in the first

Common-wealth ministrv (1901-03) and in the
latter vear succeeded Sir Edmund Barton as

Premier and leader of the Protectionist partv
His ministry was. overthrown in April 1904, but
he formed a new government in Julv, 1905, serv

ing as Prime Minister in 1905-08 and in 1909-
10 He represented Auiatiaha at the Imperial
Conference (1907) and -was leidtr of the Fed
eral opposition from 1910 to 1913 when he re

tired from political life Hit, publications in

elude Iingatton in A.U3tiaha (1893) and Temple
find Tomb (1894)
DEAL (formerly Dole, from Icel dalr, Xorw

dal, Fng dale) A municipal borough, market
town and seabathing place, in Kent England,
on the Xorth Rea, between North xnd South

Foreland, 8 miles north northeast of Dover (Map
Fngland, H 5

)
The fine anchorage of the Downs,

about 8 miles long bv 6 miles wide formed bv
the Goodwin, Sands, lies off Deal The town is

composed of Louver Deal on the coast Middle

Deal, and Upper Deal the onginal settlement,
once on the coast, but now about a mile inland

The chief branches of industry are connected V, ith

maritime pursuits boat building, sail making,
'hoveling" i e

, piloting, the term being perhaps
derived from the use of hovelb on the shore vie

tualing, and naval stores Deal hovelers have

long been famous for their skill and fearlessness

as teamen and life savers Pop, 1901 10581

1911, 11,297 Deal has been one of the Cinque
Ports since the thirteenth centurv The coast

near Deal was formerly defended by four castles

Deal, built by Henry VIII m 15i9 Sandown,
about a mile to the tist, where Colonel Hutchm
son, the Puritan solditr, was impnsoned and

probably died Sandgate, and Walmer San
down Ca&tle wxs removed on account of the in

roads of the sea Calmer Castle, in which the

Duke of Wellington died m 1852, is now the

official residence of the Lord Tvarden of the

Cinque Ports (qv ) Julius Csesar with two

legions in 82 ships is believed by some to have
landed at Deal m 55 B c

DEAL (Dan deel, Ger Diele board, plank,
AS thel, plank, thille, board) The trade name
in England for fir boards exceeding 6 feet in

length and 7 inches in width Pieces of smaller

section are called battens Deals are usually 3

inches thick and when sawed into thinner pieces

they are called boards When a deal is sawed
into 12 or more thin planks, they are called

leaver These terms are not used in the United
States (except batten for a long, narrow, flat

strip)

DEALET, JAMES QUAYLE (1861- ) An
American university professor and writer on

bocial science He was bom at Manchester, Eng
land, but early came to the United States, gradu
ated from Brown University in 1890, and spent
five years in advanced work For several years
he taught m Texas and Vermont, but he re

turned to Brown to be an instructor in Latin

from 1893 to 1895, and after that professor of

social and political science His publications
include Textbook of Sociology ( 1905 ) ,

with Les
ter F Ward, Our State Oowititutwna (1907),
The Development of the State (1909) , Sociology

(1909) ,
StJncal and Rehgiovs Significance of

the State (1910) , The Faintly m its Sociological

Aspects (1912)
DEALFISH (deal, a board, plank, refers to

the shape of the fish) A nbbon fish (qv ) es

peciallv of the genus Trachypteru?
DEAM/BTTLATOBY (Lat deambulatonuni,

a gallery for walking, from deambulate, to walk
abroad to promenade) The same as AIEBULA
TOBY iqv )

DE AMICIS, da amg'ches, Eoaro\DO See

AMICIS, EDIKHSDO DE
DE ATVTTCITIA, d am'i sishl a, or Lffi'-

LIUS A treatise by Cicero on friendship wnt
ten m 44 B c

, and dedicated to Titus Pompomus
Atticub The tune is bupposed to be 129 B c

DEAN (ME deen, OF deien Fr doyen, from
Lat decanus, one set over ten perbons fiom Lat

decem, Gk 5e\a, del a, Skt data ten )
The title

of certain dignitaries particulailv ecclesiastical

and academic In the ecclesiastical sense the

title was origin illy adapted from the Roman
civil administration, in which were officers called

deans, mentioned in the codes of Theodo&ius and
Justinian It was at one time customary in the

monasteries to appoint a decanus over everv 10

monks, to take charge of their dibCiphne On
the introduction of the canonical life (see

CAJSTOX) among the clergy attached to cathe-

dralb this title wab applied in many places to

the head of the chapter (qv ) but as. earlv ab

the time of St Jerome it w is customary to have
a similar officer attiched to the bishops imme
diate staff under the title of a) Llnpre<ibyt<>} In
modern German cathedrals the dean is frequi ntlv

subordinate to the provo&t, and has executive

and partly secular functionb He ib appointed
usually by the bibhop, but bometimes by the sov

ereign or the chapter The deanb of English ca

thedrals are appointed by the crown and required
to reside for eight months in the yeir The m
come of the office vanes from 3000 in the

case of Christ Church, Oxford, down to 500 at

Chiehester

In this sense the title is used in a few dioceses

of the American Episcopal church, though the

functions connected with it are generally rather

vaguely defined There are also in England
deans of peculiars, the incumbents of certain

churches formerly, though not now, collegiate,
as of Battle, in Sussex, founded by "flilhain the

Conqueror, in memory of his conquest of Bock

ing, in Essex, and of Croydon, in Surrey The
deans of Westminster and Windbor are also

deans of peculiars, the Abbey and St George's

Chapel being exempt from the juribdiction of

the bishops in whose diocese they are situated

There have been also from very ancient times

both in England and on the Continent rural

deans, whose duty it is to visit a certain num
ber of parishes and report on their condition to

the bishop, the more important and formal part
of their functions has, however, been transferred

to the archdeacon Similar officers in America
are known as deans of convocations

In the universities of Oxford and Cambridge
the dean is the officer in each college who super
intends its discipline, except in the case of Chnst

Church, Oxford, which is both cathedral and col

lege, and where the dean is head of the college
The title is still sometimes used in America in

its earlier sense as designating the presiding or

senior officer of an academic faculty In Ger
man universities each faculty elects a dean an

nually, who presides over its meetings, repre
eents li an external relations, and supervises both

teachers and students

In a special sense the word is applied to the

oldest member in length of service of a body of
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persons of equal rank, such as a diplomatic
corps, or to the president pt an incorporated body
of kwjers It is in the latter sense that the

chief judicial officer of the Archbishop of Can
terburv is called the Dean of the Court of Arches
The dean of the Sacred College is the senior Car
dmal Bishop, who alwa'vs occupies the see of

Ostia He presides at the meetings of the Sacred

College in the absence of the Pope He has, the

privilege of -wearing the pallium in all ceremonies

pertaining to hiss office, of conbecrating the newly
elected Pope in case he should not be alreadv a

bishop, and in anv case ot presiding at the coro

nation ceremonies See CABDI>AL
DEAN (AS denn, xalle^, FOREST OF A

hilly tract, 22,000 acres in erfcent, in the webt

of Gloucestershire, England between the Pe\ern
and the Wve It is partly Greenland It was

formerly a \ast source of timber supply for the

British naw, and half of it still rernainb inclosed

for that purpose It contains oak, beech and
other woods orchards, btone quunes, and coal

and iron mines The iron shafts ha\e been

worked since Roman tunes 4. populous mining
dibtnct, it gives its name to i parlnmentary
division which includes neaily all of Gloucester

shire west of the Severn

DEAN, AMOS (1803-68) An American law

ver and law writer He was born in Barnard,
Tt ,

and graduated at Union College in 1822 He
soon gained recognition as a lawyer of ability

and learning and his treatises on legal eubiects

were recognised as authoritative In 1830 he

became protessor of medical jurisprudence in the

Albany Medical School and in 1831 proftsbor
of law in the newly founded law school at Al

bany He also served as chancellor and professor
of history at the University of Iowa in 1855

His works include Lectiue* on Phenology
(1835) , Manual of Laic (1838) , Philosophy of
Human life (18 JO) Medical Jurisprudence
(1854) Bryant and titratton'8 Commercial Law
(1861) , an unfinished History of Civilization (7

vols 1S60-70) The British Constitution (1883)

DEAN, BASHFORD (1867- ) An Amen
can zoologist born in New York City and edu

cated at the College of the City of New York,
where he graduated m 1886 at Columbia Um
\ersity, and in Munich and Naples He taught
at Columbia after 1891, becoming professor of

vertebrate zoology in 1904 He also served

(1900-01) as biologist of the United States Fish

Commission, for which he made special investi

gations in Europe and Japan In 1002 he be

came a member of the advisory board of the New
York Aquarium, in 1903 curator of herpetology
and ichthyology in the American Museum of

Natural History, and in the same year curator

of arms and armor in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art Besides papers on paleichthyology and
the embryology ot fishes, and reports to the
United States Fish Commission, he is author of

the textbook Fishes, Living and Fossil (1895)
DEANE, OHABLES (1813-89) An American

author He was born in Biddeford, Me, was
educated at Saco, and in 1832 went to Boston,
where he was a merchant for 22 years He early

acquired a taste for American history and at the
time of his death had accumulated a valuable

collection of rare Americana Among his publi-
cations are Some Voftce* of Samuel Got ton

(1850), Memovr of George Lwermore (1869),
TJte Formt vn, Issuing Letters Patent by the

Crown of England (1870) He also edited Brad
ford's History of Plymouth Plantation (1856) ,

DEANE

\\ingfields Discovise of Tugtnia (i860) in

whicfi was first seuoubh questioned the authen

ticitv ot the iamous Pocaiontat. rescue story,
and John Smith b Tnie delation (1S66)

DEANE, JAMES (1801-58) An American

physician and naturahtt Loin m Colerame,
ilass He was the discoverer in 1835, ot the

fossil footprints in the red t-aniUtone ot the Con
necticut \allev, later more lully investigated by
Profebsor ( ifterw ai d Prebidtnt ;

Edward Hitch

cock or Amherst College On this bubject he

wrote IchtwgtaphB pom the kand^tone of Con
necticut Ruir (1801) He ah>o published many
articles on medical subjects

DEANE, SILAS (1737-89) An American

diplomatibt during the Ee^olutionaiv ^ar who

passed the latter part of his lire in Englind He
was born in Groton Conn, graduated at \ale
in 175S, was admitted to the bar in 17G1, became
an active member of the patriot' part\ on the

approach of the Revolutionan Wai and was a

delegate from Connecticut to ttit hrbt and sec

end Continental Congresbes In FcbiuaiVj 1776,

largely through the influence of Robert Morns
he was appointed by Congress business* agent of

the United States at Paris, where he entered

upon his duties in July of the same yen Until

Franklin's arrival he acted "virtually as the offi

cial delegate of the United States to the French
court and, besides securing and transmitting sup
plies, induced many French officers sometimes

by lavish and ill adMbed promises to take *trv

ice in the American army In December he,

with Benjamin Franklin and Aithur Lee went
as commissioner from CongrebS to Fiance Soon
afterwaid he was charged indirectly by Arthur
Lee (qv) with ha\mg mibappropnoted part
of the public funds, and towards the close of

1777 Congress sent a summons to him to return,

ostensibly to communicate infoimation concern

ing the attitude of European Powers towards the

United States Before this order reached him,
he signed, together with the other commissioners,
the treaties of commerce and alliance with
France early in 1778 Immediately upon his

return he was asked to surrender a detailed ac

count of his financial transactions but failed to

satisfy Congress, which persistently refused to

authorize a settlement of his accounts In
America he was defended bv John Jiy and John
Adams "No proof appears that he had been

dishonest,
'

says the historian Hildreth, "or had

employed the public money in speculations of

his own, as his enemies alleged, but he had

occupied the unfortunate position of having large
sums of public money pass through his hands
before any proper system of vouchers and ac

countabihty had been established, and he fell

before the same spint of malignant accusation

which presently assaulted Wadsworth, Greene,

Morns, and even Franklin himself but which

they had better means of warding off" (History
of the United 8tate% 111 269) Deane soon re

turned to France, largely for the purpose of

straightening out his accounts, was forced to re

tire to Holland for a while, and subsequently
became convinced that the Revolution was des
tmed to fail and that the United States should

again become Colonies of England Late in 178 1

Rwtngton's Royal Qaeette (New York) pub
lished a series of "intercepted

'
letters written by

him (at the instigation, it has been charged, of

George III and Lord North) to prominent Amer
icans, in which he strongly opposed the Declara
tion of Independence and the French, alliance
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and urged prompt submission to Great Britain
For this he was considered a traitor bv a large
element of the patriot party In 1842 CongrebS
at last adjusted Deane s accounts and paid to

his heirs about $37,000 Dem published, in de
fense of his conduct An Addicts to the Fiee
and Independent Citi tns of the Lnited States

(ILartford and London, 178-4) A part of his

correspondence in 1774-76 is guen in the Papeis
of the Connecticut Historical Society \ol 11

(Hartford, 1S91), and much of his diplomatic
correspondence, together with a biographical
sketch miy be found in Wnarton (ed I, The

Reiolutionary Diplomatic Cot Despondence of the

United States (6 \ols
, Washington, 1889) Con

suit also The Deane Papeis (5 ^oh, New York,
1886-90), published bv the New York Historical

Society and Papeis in Relation to the Case of
Silas Deane (Philadelphia, 18o5) 3 published by
the Se^entysIi Society

DEAN OF GUILD Formerly the head of

trade guildb in Scottish to^ns now a corpora
tion official

DEAN OF THE CHAPEL BOYAL An
office held by six (formeilv three) clergymen of

the Lstiblished church of Scotland, to which
they are appointed by the crown The benefice

01 the chapel ro^al, \vhich was instituted by
Jameb V, was richly endowed The duties of

the office used to be merely nominal but m
1846 on the foundation of a chair of biblical

cnticibm in the University of Edinburgh it was
endowed with one third of the rc\Hies, the

professor becoming one of the three deans In

1858 the Universities Commission recommended

that, when the requisite vacancies occurred, the

revenues should be divided into srs parts, at-

tached respectively to the chains of divinity and
biblical criticism in Edinburgh University (the
latter receiving two sixths of the whole), bibli

cal criticism in Aberdeen University, biblical

criticism in Glasgow University, and church his

torv in St Andrews University As a result of

this arrangement, the revenues of the chapel
ro\al are divided among the incumbents of the

above mentioned chairs Besides these five deans,
the dean of the Order of the Thistle bears the

title of Dean of the Chapel Royal, but draws
none of the revenues

DEANS, DAVID, EFBTB, and JEANIE The
family about nvhich centred the plot in Sir Wal-
ter Scott's no^el The Heart of Midlothian

DEAIfBORN, Fora? See Four DEABBOBN

DEAKBOBN, HENBT (1751-1829) An
American soldier, born in North Hampton, N H
He studied medicine and became a physician, but
left his practice upon receiving the news of Lex

ington, enteied the army as captain in 1775,
served throughout the Revolution, and distin

guished himself at Quebec (where he was taken

prisoner), Saratoga, Monmouth, and Yorktown
After the war he settled in Maine, and was a
Democrat Representative in Congress in 1793-97

He was Secretary of War under Jefferson from
1801 to 1809 and at the outbreak of the War of

1812 was appointed senior major general of the

army and was assigned to the Northern Depart
ment He captured Toronto (ttien. York) and
Fort George, but m July, 1813, was recalled,

being charged with political intrigue, and was

placed in command at New York, He resigned
from the army m 1815 From 1822 to 1824 he
was Minister to Portugal Hut last years were

spent in Rortbury Mass
BEARING, JOHN LXSOOLK (1858- )
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An American missionary, born at Webster, Me
After graduating from Colby College in 1884
and from the Newton Theological Institution in

1889 he was ord lined to the Baptist ministry
and wis sent by the American Baptibt Mission

ary Lmon to Japin He wis president and pro
fessor of theology and ethics in the Yokohama
Baptist Theological Seminary from 1894 until

1908 when he was appointed general mibsionarv

superintendent of the American B \ptist Mission
aiy Lnion for Japan, China, and tne Philip
Dineb He also lectured in the Lnited States

and in 1900-10 was* engaged m the Laymen s

Missionary movement Bebide& contributions

to religious periodicals, he is author of Outline

of Theology (1895) m Japanese
DEARTH, EFNBY GOLDITS (1863- ) An

American landscape pimter He was born at

Bristol, R I , and btudied at the Ecole des Be-iux
Arts under Aime Morot in Pans, and made New
Tiork his re&idence He was elected to the Na
tional Academy 01 Design in 1906 and recei-ved

medals at Pans in 1900, at Buffalo in 1901, and
at Berlin in 1010 There is much charm in his

carefully painted evening scenes the color is

rich, and he has the quality of atmosphere that

gues every subject touched by him individual
itv The sceneiv of Long Island and Connecticut
is the theme of many of Dearths paintings
Among the most important are Boulogne Har
bor" (Metropolitan Museum) , 'An Old Church
at Montreuil' (National Galleiy \\ashington)
'In the Gloaming' (Detroit Museum) Road
and Canal" and '

Gardenias
'

(Buffalo Academy) ,
' Dreamland ' and ' Golden Sunset '

(both in the

Brooklyn Museum)
DEATH The ultimate cause of death is

stoppage of the heart and consequent arrest of

the circulation The tissues then die from lack
of nourishment Somatic death or death of the
body as a whole, occurs when the heart stops

beating, but this can not be said of the various
tissues molecular death is a gradual process
Indeed Carrell has succeeded in keeping a state

of suspended animation in tissues and organs
of animals for months and then restored them to
life by supplying the circulation Muscles in

dvmg undergo a remarkable change, namely
ngor mortis The phenomenon of rigot mortis
or cadaveric ngiditv is marked by several fea-

tures The muscle loses the translucency and

elasticity possessed by living muscle and becomes
firmer and more resistant to pressure Chemi-

cally there is a large increase in carbonic acid,
and the reaction of the muscle becomes acid,
instead of alkaline, as in life

It is not always easy to deteimme the pre
eise moment when life becomes extinct The

phenomena of syncope, asphyxia and parhicu

larly of the trance state, closely resemble those

of death Many signs and tests of death have
been proposed A common but fallible method
is to hold a cold polished mirror before the
mouth to determine if respiration has ceased

If it has not, the mirror will become cloudy
A cup of water placed on the chest wjl enable

the observer to detect the slightest respiratory
movement

Richardson summarizes the more important
teats of death as (1) absence of the pulsation
of the heart, (2) absence of the respiratory

murmur, (3) pressure on veins (fillet test), (4)
electric test for muscular irritability, (5) the
ammonia hypodermic teat (Monteverde's sign),

(6) coagulation of the blood in the reins, (7)
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ngor mortis, (8) decomposition The fillet test

consists an appl\ing constriction to the veins

an the arm, -which if life is present will cause
the T,em on the distal side to fill After death
no effect is produced Monte\erde s sign is

evoked bv the injection subcutaneouslv of a little

ammonia solution In life this \ull be followed

bv a port vine congestion in the surrounding

parts, whereas, in death no effect is produced
The more common causes of sudden death,

excluding accidents, are cerebral hemorrhage,
rupture of a gastric ulcer, -vahular disease of

the heart angina pectons rupture of an aortic

aneurysm sunstroke shocks of electricity
mental or phvsical shocks diabetic coma, and
uremia See BCBIAI CBEMATIOT, MOBTDABT
CUSTOMS
In la-w, any event \\hich extinguishes the cml

rights of a person This vias the ordinary and
natural consequence ol natutal death, but at

common law it rtsuited equally fiom cutZ

death As Blackstone states it, "the civil death

commenced if a man was banished or abjured
the realm by the process of the common law, or

entered into religion that is. \*ent into a mon
asterv and became theie a monk professed in

which cases he vis absolutely dead in law, and
his next heir should lane the estate" A per
son incurring civil death might 'like other

dying men mike his last TV ill and testament

and appoint executors to administer his estate

Civil death hab been abolished in England and
has ne\er in the stnct sense of the term been

recognized in the United States

The normal effect of death in la-n is, as

intimated abo\e, to extinguish the civil rights
of the deceased It \ias, indeed the right and
duty of his personal representative to enforce

certain obligations due the deceased, as debts

and sums of money due on contract, but tort

actions and other ictioni> of a personal nature

died with him Thus while a person injured
as the result of another's negligence was en

titled to maintain an action therefor, the ac

tion abated in the e\ent of the death of the

plaantiff while, if a person died as the result

of such an accident, no legal remedy emitted

This injustice -was remedied bv the Act of Par-

liament, known as Lord Campbell's Act, in

1842 (9 and 10 Viet, c 93), which gave an
action for unlawfully causing the death of a

person, to be maintained by the personal repre-
sentative of the deceased for the benefit of his

family Similar statutes have been enacted in.

all the United States See ABATEMENT, CIVIL

DEVTH, TOBT, and the authorities cited under
the lasst mentioned title

DEATH, BEETHBLBT OF The name given to
the hermits of the Order of St Paul, an order
formed in the thirteenth century, but suppressed
by Pope Urban Mil about 1630 They dressed
in a black habit marked with a, skull and saluted
each other with the words "Eemember that you
must die "

DEATH, DANCE OF A literary or pictorial

representation of the power of death over the
life of men The subject was at first presented
as a church play, preceded by an exhortation and

ending with an appropriate sermon (See MTKVI

CLB PLAT MYSTERY, MOBALITY ) Probably be-
< ause of the importance of the Maccabee brothers
xnd their mother in the earlier representations,
the French and other Latin peoples call it the
Danse Afacabre, or some equivalent name The
l>Iay consisted of a dialogue between Death and

representativeb ot the various, cla&sts, church

men and laymen from the Pope and the Emperor
down Death invited them to follow him and
each unfortunate representative, after long re

monstrances, submitted to tie call invoking
Gods mercy At first Death was, represented
in an earnebt and solemn mannei, but soon his

attitude took the characttr of a dance Such

plavs were grv en m all countneis where the Latin

church pre\ ailed, and m Itilv \ve find another

tertsion of the same subject rendered popular bj
Dante and Petrarch the Triumph of Death '

It was soon found more efficacious, howeier
to ha\e the tubject portra\ed bv pamteib and

sculptors upon the walls of the church or the

cemetery The most famous example of the

Triumph of Death '
is the fresco of the Campo

Santo of Piba (fourteenth centurv), ^rongfullv
ascribed to Andrea Orcagna Among the oldebt

French examples of the Dance of Death' uas
that in the cemetery of the Innocents, Paris

(1425) Otherb still exist in France as *ell as

in England, Germany, ind Spain The subject
is often pictonallv reprebented in the nunu

scripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

and in many woodcuts of the fifteenth and fol

lowing centurieh The most famous of the latter

are the two designed bv Holbein the smaller

engraved by Lutzelburger (1520) ^hile the

larger appeared in book form m 1538 (at L-vons)
and many times since Episodes of the sub

lect uere also represented in painting particu
larly by Hans Baldung Grien (Basel Museum)
In the nineteenth centurv the most famous rep
resentation wab that of Eethel (1848) directed

against the French Republic It hab also been

admirably treated in music, especially bv Saint
Saens in his Danse macabie and in literature,

as, eg, in Goethe's ballad Dei Todtentant
Consult Douce, The Dane? of Death (London,

1833) Langlois, Essai sur les dansea des mortt

(Rouen, 1851) Kastner, Les danset de<) morts

(Pans, 1852) , Wackernagel, 'Der Todtentanz,"
in Kleiner e Schnften, i (Leipzig, 1874), Vigo,
Le danse macabre in Jta7ia(Livorno, 1878) , Me
rmo, La danza, macabre (Madrid 1884) Seel

mann, Die Todtentanae det Mittelalters (Norden,
1893) Kurth Reiffen der Totentanze 15 bta 19
Jahrhundett (Berlin 1900) , Wessely, Die Ge
itallen dei Todes in der darttellenden Kun<tt

(Leipzig, 1876) Goelte, Eolbems Totentanz und
seine Torbdder (Strassburg, 1897)
DEATH ADDEB Any of several deadly

Elapidse, Australasian viviparous snakes, espe
cially the spine tailed Acanthophis. antarcticuv,
which is widely distributed from South Aus
traha to the Moluccas and resembles in form
and color an American rattlesnake The end of

the tail "is laterally compressed, beset with a
few rows of large imbricating scales, and ter

nunates m a thin, horny spine" Dr Gadow
thinks the use of this peculiar tail "very prob
ably consists in attracting or fixing the attention
of small animals, the snake, lying coiled up on
a dry and sandy spot, slightly raising and vi

bratmg the tap of the tail
"

It feeds mainly on

frogs and young birds Another species greatly
feared is the larger and more cylindrical purplish
adder (Pseudeohis porphynaceus) , or "black

snake," which may reach 7 feet in length, and is

purplish black, varying in different specimens
to dark olive brown, with carmine sides and
red belly, specked with black A third species,

especially dangerous, although smaller, because
of its resemblance to the harmless serpents, is
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the short death adder (Holocephalus cwtus),
also known as the broad headed tiger, or brown
banded snake It is -very variable, but the head,
which has a peculiar!; square outline, is geii
erallv uniform black, the body olive color, with
broad brown or black crossbands, the hinder

part of the body blackish, and the vihole

of the under partis light yellow
'

Its venom ib

immediately latal to animals generally, but
seemt> not to be to to itself or other poisonous
snakes Thirty or moie voung are brought forth

annually by a single pair, and the species is

common everywhere on the continent It buiies

itself in the ground during the cold season The

genus Holocephahu his beveral other species in

Australasia and the south seas One of these,
the large scaled (Holocephalu? superbus) is the

dreaded diamond snake of Tasmania another is

the smaller, broad beaded snake (Holvcephalu*
itiriegatus) of the neighborhood of Svdnev a
third (ffolocephalus mgrescens) of the south

eastern coast of Australia, is remarkable for its

white tongue Consult Kreft Snakes of Austia
ha (Rvdnev 1869)

DEATHBED, LAW OP A peculiar doctnne
of the Scottish law, demed from the later Roman
law, whereby, if an\ man, while suffering from
the disease of which he ultimateh died, bui

dened or conveyed away his heritable estate to

the prejudice of his lawful heir, he was presumed
to ha-ve so acted in consequence of his mabihtv
to resist importunity in the state of feebleness

to which he was reduced, and his heir was en

titled to avoid the deed Two teats were fixed

upon by the law as establishing the existence of

a requisite degree of capacity viz
,
survival of

the donor for 60 days and his going unsup
ported to kirk or market It was of no conse

quence that the object of the vibit was neither

to worship nor to buy and sell but bimply to

evade the law of deathbed If the individual w is

in a condition to take part in the service of the

church or in the trade of the market that was
sufficient Extreme old age accompanied by
manifest indications of the approach of death,
was held equivalent to disease But the deed of

the oldest or most infirm man, or of the man
who was laboring under the most mortal sick

ness, was not voidable if another disease had

supervmed of which he died, or if he were killed

by accident See DUBBSS, UTOUE INFLUENCE
DEATH CUP See FUNGI, EDIBIE AKD For

s<r\ous

DEATH DUTIES The comprehensive Eng
hsh term for a variety of specific duties levied

under acts of Parliament on the estates of de

ceased persons Included under the term are

(1) probate duties, (2) account duties, (3) leg

acy duties, (4) succession duties, (5) estate

duties

The prolate duty dates back to the year 1694

and was a stamp duty levied as the price of ob

taming probate or letters of administration It

has now, since 1894, been superseded by the

estate duty The account duty was of later ori-

gin and was payable by the beneficiary of a
decedent It has also been superseded by the

estate duty The legacy duty was created by
Statute 20 Gteo HI, c 28 (1780), and is a stamp
tax on receipts given by legatees to executors

for their legacies It varies in amount from
1 to 10 per cent of the legacy, according to the

nearness of the relationship of the legatee to the

decedent When the legatee 13 a lineal descend-

ant or ancestor of the deceased, the duty (1 per

I DEATH'S-HEAD MOTH

cent i need not be paid if an estate or other

death duty has been paid Succession duty was
created bv Act of Parliament in 1853 (16 and
17 Viet, c 51), and consists of a tax vary

ing from 1V3 to lli s per cent (according to the

degree 01 consanguinity) levied on the bene
fieiarv of real propertv or of personal propertv
not subject to legacy duty, passing bv descent or

othervube on the deith of another It is not,

however, levied on propertv pasting fiom bus
band to wile or wife to hubbind Ihe estate

duty is a recent addition to the list of death

duties, having been created in 1S94 (57 and 58
\ ict , c 30 1 It ib of a more penei il character
than the earlier duties being levied on all prop
erty, whether real or personal, which on the
death of any person after Aug 1, 1894, or at a

period ascertainable only by reference to swh
death, passes either immediately or after an m
terval, either certainly or contingently,' to an
other Estatis not exceeding 100 are exempt
The rates levied are graduated according to the
value of the estate langing from 1 per cent on
estates of 100 to 500 to 8 per cent on estates

exceeding il 000 000 in value This tax is in

some cases additional to other death duties and
m other cases in lieu thereof Taken together
these sever xl duties constitute a mobt compro
hensive svstem, which is being imitated in many
of its features in the United States (See IN
HERITA-SCE TAX SUCCESS^ ) Consult Han
son, Death Duties, and Encyclopaedia of the Law
of England (2d ed London 1907)
DEATH OF MAB'LOWE, THE A tragedy

by R H Home (1837^, founded on the dramatic
fate of the Fliyabethan playwright
DEATH BATE See VITAL STATISTICS
DEATH'S-HEAD COBPS See BLACK

BBUASWICKEBS
DEATH'S-HEAD MOTH I Acherontia atro

pot) A speues of hawk moth (qv), widely
distributed over the Old World It measures
almost 5 inches from tip to tip of the extended

wm^s is dark in color the bodv yellow with
black markings the thorax with pale markings
wltich have some resemblance to a skull, and
from which it derives its name the upper wings
mottled with brown, black and yellow The cat

erpillar is greenish yellow, the back speckled
mth black, with transverse lines partly blue

and partly white, and feeds on the potato, to

mato, and a variety of other plants This insect

is most frequently seen flying about m autumn
and only in the mornings and evenings It is

remarkable for emitting a plaintive squeaking
sound, which, with its dark color, and the skull

like mark on the thorax, has led to its being

regarded with superstitious dislike, the sudden

appearance of large numbers being popularly
held ominous of evil while in Mauritius a

notion prevails that it casts a dust from its

wings which produces blindness in persons on
whom it falls, and its entering an apartment is

therefore regarded with dread The sound is

produced by the palpi the inner faces of which
are striated and are rubbed against the probes
cis and it is heard strongly aad sharply when
the insect is confined in the hand The death's

head moth is interesting upon still another

account, as one of those insects which enter

and plunder beehives, feeding upon the honey
Representatives of this moth are found in

many countries, as 4cfcro*tia styse m India,
and everywhere we find it regarded with super-
stitious apprehension. Consult Kirtv, A. Sand-
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'book to the Oidet Lepidopteta, MJ! i\, part 11

(London 1897*

DEATH'S JEST BOOK, or THE FOOL'S
TBAGEDY A drama by T L Beddoes, publibhed

pobthumoubly m 1830 and founded on the actual

stabbing 01 a thirteenth century duke by his

jester

DEATH VALLEY A narrow, elongated
north south desert \allev in Inyo Co , Cal , Ivmg
between the Panamint Range on the west and
the Funeral, Black and Grape-vine mountains of

the Amargobo Eange on the east (Map Call

forma, H 6) The Panamint Range n&es to a

maximum altitude of 10,937 feet in Telescope

Peak, -while the eastern rarges ha\e altitudes of

bttwten 7000 and 8000 feet Much of the valley

ib below sea le\el The lowest point of dry land

in the United States occurs here and is 276 feet

below sea level It is interesting to note that

ilount "ft hitney the highest point in the United
States (14501 feet above sea tad) lies at a

dibtante of less than 80 miles from the point of

lowest deprtbbion The vallev has a length of

1 50 milets It i anes greatly in breadth, being in

few places less than 10 miles wide, and in some

places having twice that breadth, while the dib

tance from bununit to summit of the bordering

rangts is 20 to 30 miles The valley is the

sink of the Amargosa River, a stream which is

dry for the greater part of the time throughout
much of its course Water is exceedingly scarce

throughout the Death Valley region Places

where ordinarily drinkable water can be obtained

in the valley are Saratoga Springs in the south

eastern part, Bennett \VelIs on the west side, and
a point near the mouth of Furnace Creek at the

north end of the Funeral Range
Several watercourses enter the \alley, among

them the Amargosa River from the south and
Furnace Creek from the east, but it is onlv after

heavv rams which are of ^erj rare occurrence,
that they contain any water The valley was

formerly the bed of a salt lake along the east

side There is a white salt deposit, with borax

appearing in several places In the western part
a salt marsh still exists

The salty bottom of the valley is destitute of

vegetation, but on the west side is bordered by
mesquite, the east and west slopes possess a

sparse vegetation of cacti and desert shrubs and

grasses A growth of tall coarse grass is found
in the salt marsh in the northern section Am
nul life is confined to a few species of desert

animals, chiefly reptilia, such as snakes, lizards,
and horned toads, but flocks of blackbirds haie
been seen there. The meteorological conditions

are very interesting, and during one summer the
United States Weather Bureau instituted special
observations here The temperatures in the

valley during the summer are excessive, a man
mum of 125 F in the shade having been ob-

served on successive days They rarely fall be
low 70" The air is very dry, and dew never

forms, the relative humidity averaging only
about 23 per cent During five rammer months
not quite an inch and a half of rainfall occurred,
and on only nine days was the rainfall sufficient

to permit its amount to be measured The sum
mer rains are of local character It is probable
that 4 or 5 inches of rainfall occur during the

year The prevailing wind is from the south m
summer time, the average wind velocity for the
season is about 10 miles per hour, which is high
for that locality Sand storms and dust whirl
winds of a few hours' duration are common

DE BABY

DEATH'WATCH' Any of a family of small

beetlet, Ptinidx which Ine on dead animal and

\egttaUe matter They are usually of a cinna

mon brown color, the trochanters are situated

between the fcmoia and the COXJB, and their

larvae are short, ha-se six legb no eves short an

tennae, and require oie or more >ears for de^el

opuient Both the beetle* and the larvae do much

dxmage to furniture house timbers, ships' stores,

drugs books, etc A few, such ab the often in

junous apple tw^ borer ( Implncei us bicau

data) bore into living, solid wood Another

foim, of both Europe and America (Lasiodnma
semro/Hei, is a seiioub pest of capbicum and of

dried tobacco Still another species thrives on

opium The 'deathwateh' whose npid ticking
is so frequently heard m the quiet of the night
ib a species (tiitodicpa pamcea) of woildwide
dibtnbution which not intiequentlv feeds on

paper, pabte, and leather bindings ol bookb The

lapping is ciusod bv a rapid hiramenng with the

held on some suitable resounding material and

is probablv a sexual call It may sometimes be

found rapping with lemarkable foice and agility
on furniture where its action is obsenxble In

England the nime is sometimtb applied to tie

book lice of the family Psocidce See BOOKWOBJI

DE ATTGJDSITTIIS SdENTIAEiriC, de

ag mgn'shi is si'5n &hi j.'ium (Lat, on the ad-

vancenum; of learning) A treatise by Francis

Bacon It foims the opening chapter of his

Jnstauratio Hagna and is, after the ^oium Ot

ganum his mobt important treatibe A good
edition is TJie Adianccment of Learning (Xew
York, 1904), eJ bv A 8 Cook See also the

bibhosfrxphv under BACON, FRANCIS

DE AVILA See DAVILA

DEBACLE, di'ba'kl A French word origi
nalh applied in that language to the breaking up
of the ice in a harbor or rrver, but introduced
into English bv geologists to express any sudden
flood of water which bears before it opposing ob

stacles and leaves its path marked with confused
and scattered fragments of rocks or other debris

La Debacle is the title of an historical novel

by Emile Zola by manv regarded as his greatest
work published in 1802 and describing the

downfall of the Second Empire in 1870

DE BABY, da ba're", HEITOICH ATTOX (1831-
88) A German botanist He was born at

Fiinkfoit on the Mam and studied medicine and
botany at Ileidelberg Marburg, and Berlin

After filling a professorship at Freiburg (1855-
60) and Halle (1867-72), he was appointed rec

tor of the newly ebtabhshed university at Strass

burg He was editor of the Botanische Zeitunq
from 1866 until his death De Bary established

the first botanical laboratory and introduced

laboratory methods His chief work was with
the parasitic fungi, and m their study he began
the method of securing all stages of develop
ment from spore to spore, a method which has
extended to the study of the life histories of

all plants He was a notable teacher, and many
of the most distinguished botanists are num
bered among his students He published a num
her of standard works on fungi and kindred

subjects, such as Dus Mycetozoen (1859, 1864) ,

Beitrage sswr Morphologic und Physiologic der
Prize (5 parts, 1864-82, partly in collaboration
with Woromn) , Tergtewhende Anatomie der

Vegetations organs der Phanerogamen und Fame
(1872), Vorlesungen uber Babtenen (1885,
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DEBATABLE LAND A tract of land situ

ated bettt ten the Ebk and tlie & irk, on the south
wc&tpin pirt of the border of England and
Scotland, and at one time claimed by both king
doms hence itb name In 1342 commissionus

appointed by tlie t\vo croons divided the land by
i line diaun iiom east to west befru\t the t\vo

ruers The upper half na-s adjudged to Scot

land and the bouthern pait to England The
Debatable Land continued long after to he
the residence of freebooters and ciunmals, to

\\hom its dubioub stite afforded a reruge See

DEBAT-POHSAN de ba' p&VsaiT', EDOLABD
BELAUD (lS47-10i3j A French historical,

genre, and poi trait painter, bora, in Toulouse
He wats a pupil at the Beaux Arts in Pans and
then of Cabinel, and -won the Prix de Home in

1873 His pictures include historical subjects,
such as the dramitic Gate of the Louvre on

St Bartholomew sDiv" (1880, Clemond Ferrand

Muteum) , allegorical works, such as the famous
"Nee Mergitur" (1898) inspired by the Drey
fus case and genre paintings like "The Un
tamible Mire' (1911), and "Those who YUtch'

(1012) They are executed in a finished, aca

demic style and show literary rather than pic
tonal imagination He was particularly sue

cessful with portraits, such as those of Paul

deCassagnae (1882) General Boulanger (1888),
and Constans Minister of the Interior

DEBAT, debft' A family of French sculp
tors JEAN BAPTISTS: JOSEPH the elder (1779-

1863) was born it Malines and studied pnnci
pally under Chaudet in Paris, -where he settled

permanently after living 15 years in Nantes
He T*as made an officer of the Legion of Honor
in 1825 and consenator of the department of

classical sculpture in the Louvre m 1846

Among his principal works are the marble stat

Ties of Charles Martel in the Versailles Museum
an equestrian statue of Louis XIV at Mont

pellier, two groups in marble of "Mercury and

Argus," one in Montpellier and the other in

Nantes,
'

Girl with a Shell
'

(Antwerp Museum) ,

decorative figures for the hotel de ville and
the bourse at Nantes two has reliefs for the

Arc de Tnomphe in Pans, and many portrait
busts His son and pupil JEAN BAPTISTS

JOSEPH the younger (1802-62), usually called

JEAN DEBAT, to distinguish him from his father,
was born at Nantes and studied also under

Bosio in Paris, where he won the Grand Pnx
de Home in 1829 For his marble statue of a

"Young Girl Slave" (1836, Museum at Valence)
he received a first class medal Besides the

statues of Charles VIII in the Versailles Mu
seum, and of General Cambronne at Nantes, he

made many decorative statues for public build

ings and churches, but is best known for his por-
trait busts, which include those of Ampere
(Palais de Hnstitut, Pans), and Mustapha
Ben Ismael and General Debilly, in the Ver
sailles Gallery His brother, AUGUSTS HYA-
CINTHS (1804-65), born at Nantes, was equally
excellent as a sculptor and painter He was *

pupil of his father and, in painting, of Gros, in

Paris, where he won the Grand Pins: de Rome
in 1823 His finest plastic work is "The First

Cradle," which obtained a gold medal at the

Universal Exposition of 1855 In the Louvre

are his statues of the architect Perrault, and

Mademoiselle Desbro&ses The figures of "Ocean"

and "The Mediterranean," belonging to the

south fountain of the Place de la Concorde in

Pans, and Power and Moderation' before

the Fontaine Saint llicliel, afford good examples
of his style His most remarkable painting is

the so called Field of the Cloth of Gold in the
\ erbiilles llu&eum a composition on a gigantic
scale, representing the meeting of Francis I

and Henry VIII in 1520 An Episode of 1793
at Nantes" and Lucretia on the Collatme
Hill" are in the Museum at Nantes
DE BAT bee Bwt s, MICHAEL
DE BEATJCTTATVrP, RICHABD See WABWICK
DE BEATTMOETT, de bo'muV See Eo\ DE

PEALMONT
DE BEAUMONT See EIIE DE BFAUMOM
DE BEAUMONT, FBA2*oib See ADBETS
DE BEATTNE, de bun', FIOBIUO\-D See

BkAIAE
DE BELLOT See BEIXOT
DEBEITTCn&E (ME debentur from Lat de

bentw mihi, there are owing to me, from debere,
owe! In the most geneial sense a written ac

knoxvledgment of indebtedness The term has

long been in use in England to describe vanous
classes of government obligations, aa soldier's

debentures, exchequer debentures, and custom
house debentures, and it is employed in the same
sense in the Lnited States (U S Re> Stat,
! 3037-3040) Of late vears the term "deben
ture" has come into common ase, especially in

England, to designate company securities of all

sorts, including the corporate bonds, which in

the United States comprehend the greater part
of such obligations They need not be bonds,

however, though they me usually of that char

acter, and neither is it necessary, to gne them
the character of debentures, that they shall be

issued by corporations, though most of them
doubtless are They may or may not be secured

by mortgage or other charge on the property of

the company issuing them They differ from
certificates of stock, in that they contain a

proniite, usualh in the form of a covenant, to

pay a principal sum, with periodical interest

thereon, on a specified date in the future, and

they are usually issued in series, and for the

purpose of borrowing money thereon They are

commonly transferable and may be so drawn as

to be negotiable
When, as usually is the case, debentures are

secured by a charge on the property of the com

panv issuing them, the charge is in the form
of a "floating security," as it is called, attaching
at any given moment during the life of the de

benture to all the property owned by the company
at that time The dissolution of the company
causes the debentures to mature, even though
the time for which they were given has not ex

pired, and the floating security thereupon be-

comes fixed and definite, and the property may
be reached by the debenture holders in an action

for the appointment of a receiver and the en

forceznent of the security From this at is en
dent that such debentures depend for their &e

curity upon the condition of the company from
time to time
The matter of issuing debentures and the na

ture of the security which they afford, are largely

regulated by general statutes providing for the

incorporation of companies and sometimes by
private acts for the government of individual

corporations Consult Palmer, Company Prec-

edents (8th ed, London, 1802), Manson, The
Debentures and Debenture Stock of Tradtny and
Other Comptmtes (!b, 1894) > Jones, Treahse
on tie Late of Corporate Bonds and Mortgages
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(3d ed Boston lb'4i "see BOND COEPOBA

DE BETHUNE MAXIMILIEN See SULLY,
Oi KE 01

DEBBIE. A
(Tobh \ 38;

DE BOW

tion Ihe Song of Deborah (ib, v 2-31) cele

brates this victory but there are some striking

discrepancies between the song and the prose
narrative in chap iv Thit the song is a con

, ,, ,, . T,,J O I. temporary record nnv bt inferred from the

/C
S2SL(qUm Trn H nTT otheis but theie is enough left to give this coin
DEBIT "AND CEEDIT See SOLI.

II VBEN

DE BLOIS ^ee CJURTLS DL BIOIS

DE BOOB. FBAGMENT, THE Part of a

manu-cnpt of Philippus Sidetes pubhbhed by
De Booi (Itftc un<1 ( ntn<>u<Iinngen vol 2, p
170) The fragment contuns i quotation from

Papias, an Abiatic Ihurch father writing about

HO AD, in which the statement ib made that

Tohn and Tames his brother, weie put to death

by the Tewb
'

Thib quotition has tiused much
contioverbv, for it accepted a.* true it mvah
dates the tradition thxt Tohn tht Evangelist
wrote the Fourth Gospel when in old man in

Wa Minor Ihose critics -who believe that

Christ s prophtcv in reference to Tameb and
Tohn vi?, 'Ye bhall indeed dnnk of my cup"
wab fulfilled naturallv accq>t the validitv of

Papias
1

statement Against the truth of the

statement, however, the claim is made that since,

nom the Epistle to the Galitianb we know that

Tohn outlived his brother, the author wab in

correct in saving that the two met their death
at the same time On the other hand it is not

clear that the statement as to the deith of the

brothers is to he taken to mean that they died

at the same time It mubt nevertheless be ad
nutted that the fragment has caused some con

tusion because of its use of the term "Theolo

gus," which is usually not applied to John until

the fourth or fifth century In spite of this,

however, Bacon contend? that, until some valid

reason is advanced why the doubly attested

statement of the martyrdom of James and John
may not have stood on the pages of Papias wnt
mg c 150 *. D , it must be accepted as the simple
historical fact"

Consult Teorte und Vntersuchungen 210 (if

nhithte der altchristlichen Litteiatur, vol 2,

p 170 (1889) , against the acceptance of the frag
ment, Drummond, The Character and AutJiot

ihip of the Fourth Gospel (London, 1903) , and,
tor the acceptance of the fragment, Bacon, The
Fourth Gotpel in Research and Debate (New
York, 1910)
DEB'OBAH (Heb, bee) A heroine who

helped to deliver the Israelites from the oppres
sion of the Canaanites and who in tradition
bionics a prophetess and a 'judge" She ^ass

the wife of Lapidoth and dwelt in the hill coun

try of Ephraim (Judg iv 4-5) For 20 years,
the storj goes, Israel had been oppressed by the

Canaanites, when Deborah stirred up Barak, son

position a unique powtion in the history of

ancient poitrv among the Semites There is no

valid n ison to doubt that the ode was composed
and sung bv Deborah In the probe narrative,

which is considerably later miny scholais sup

poae that there is a rettrence to another event

in which Jabm i* clmflv involved and that the

two occurrences have been welded together by

making Si^ra the leader of Jabm a army Con
suit Cooke The Hi<stoiy and Song of Deloiah

(1W2) G F Moore Judges (1895), A Se

fifond, Le cantique de Deboia (1000), A Ste

phan, Das Deborahed (1000) Lagrange, Le
hue des juges (1903) N Schmidt, Messages
of the Poets (1911) G A Smith, Eathj Poetiy
of Isiael (1912) H T Fowler, A History of
the Literature 07 Indent Isiael (1912), E L
Curtis Judqei (1913) EG King Early Re
hgious Poetry of the Hebrews (1913)
DE BOTTCHEBVTLLE, de bTO'shSr viK STB

CIIAHLIS JwfcNt BotcntK (1S22-1915) A
Canadian statesman He was born at Boncliei

ville P Q and wxs educ\ted at the College
of flt Sulpice, Montual He graduated in

mediune at Parib m 1843, and on his retuin
to Canada, practiced his profession for maiiv
\eari in his native district He began his

political career in 1861 and v\as a Conseiva
tivt memlxT of the Canada Legislative As
sembly until 1807, in 1805 voting for confed
eration In 1867-7 i he was Speaker of the

Legislative Council of the Province of Quebec,
and he was Premier of that piovmce from
S( pttmber 1874 to Tan 29, 1876 when his and
his colleagues dismissal b\ lieutenant Governor
I etelher de St Just caused a political sensa
tion In 1879 he was appointed to the Dominion
Senate and in December, 18 (

)1, after the dis

mibsal of Premier Honore Mercier (qv ) by
Lieutenant Governor Angers he again beoime
Premier of Quebec, and retained that position
until Dec 16, 1802 In 19U he was created
KOMG
DEBOUCHING, d bUosh'mg (Fr deloucher,

from de, from + bovfher, to stop up, from
bouche, mouth, from Lat bucca, cheek) In

military usage, the issuing of troops from out
a narrow passage, wood, defile, or any other

roadway which has compelled them to advance
in column or other narrow formation
DE BOW, JAMES DUWOODY BBOWNSON

(1820-67) An American journalist and statis

tician, born at Charleston, R C He was editor, , .. _ ^
of Abmoam of Kedefah in Naphtali, and the two Of the Southern Quarterly Review, to which he
with an army went against Sisera, leader of the contributed an article on the "Oregon Question

"

force of the Canaanite King Jabm, descended which attracted wide attention In 1845 he left

upon him from Mount Tabor, and routed his the Southern Quarterly and established De Bow's
army (ib, iv 10-16) Sisera himself, in flight, Commercial Seineto in New Orleans (1846)
was slam while asleep by a woman, Jael, wife which was at once successful oad was for many
of Eeber the Kenite (ib, iv 11-22) A forty vears an organ of ultrasectional opinion In
years' peace followed this success (ib , v 31 1, 1848 he became professor of political economy in

though it should be added that the number 40 the University of Louisiana, and in 1850 head
is to be regarded as a general term for a genera of the State Census Bureau, which, he managed
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with buch distinction that he wab appointed
superintendent ot the Lmted States census.

(1853-551 He lostend b\ lectures and pen,
the material and intellectual interest^ of the

South and lattr of the Confederacy though he

ultimately became i comert to the economy of

free laboi He wrote Induct) ml Rfwurres of
the Soiithei n and West n k tate*

( 3 > olb 1853
) ,

and the >nattr pait ot The Statistical Yieio

of the Lmted Mtatet, a compendium 01 the

seventh census (1854J, besideb man> statistical

pamphlets
DEBEECZEN, de/bret sen A free Imperial

citv of Hungary, capital of the County of Hajdu
situated on a aandx but fertile plam about 137

miles east of Budapest by rail (Map Hungary
G 3) It is called the Protestant Rome being
the chief Protest int centie in Hungary The

town, with its buburbb, is widely scattered It

possesses a number of handsome modern build

ings, among which are the Rathaus theatre, two
old monasteries and the Piotestant church from
the pulpit of which in 1840 Kossuth proclaimed
the deposition of the Hapfeburg dynasty Its

walls and fortifications have gi\en place to

broad promenades Among its numerous educa

tional institutions is the famous Protestant

Collegium, with more thin 2000 students

founded in 1531, with a library of 151,000 vol

umes The manufactures of the town are

clay pipes, cigars, machinery, brashes, bricks,

vehicles, lumber, sugar, soap, and sausages Its

\early cattle markets are of considerable im

portance The city owns large cattle ranges in

the suirounding territory Pop (commune),
1000, 75006, 1010, 92729, mostly Hungarian
Protestants Debreczen buffered se>erely during
the Turkish War in the sixteenth century and
m the se\enteenth century, when it had become a
Protestant town, wi<5 attacked h\ the Imperial
ists In 1840 the Hungarian Diet and o\ern

ment fled to Debrec/en on the fall of Budapest
On JuU 3, 1840 it was taken ta the Russians,
and on August 3 it was the scene of a fierce

battle between the Hungarians and the Rubsians

DEBBY, debie7 or DE BBY, TmfiODORF

(1528-08) A Flemish engraver, goldsmith, and

printer, born at Liege Forced to emigrate on

account of religious peisecution he settled at

Frankfort on the Main about 1580, where he

worked as printer, engraver, and bookseller until

his death He albo Msited Tncfland where he

engraved the "Procession of the Knights of the

Garter under Queen Eh/abeth ' 12 plates after

Gecrarts, and The Funeral of Sir Philip 8id

neV 34 plates, after Thomas Lent (1587) He
executed a number of engravings, which are of

great value, but rather on account of the mven
tion and originality displayed in them, than as

works of art, although many possess the tech

meal perfection of the old Dutch and Flemish

masters His subjects are sometimes grotesque
and fanciful, but more often processions or

dances with numerous figures Among his most
celebrated plates are 48 for Boissard's Jcones

Tftrorum Illustrvum (1597-99) , and those which
he engraved for the Oollectiones Peregrtwttionwn
in Indvam Orientalem et Ocadentalem, (1590-

1634) familiarly known to English readers as

the "De Brv Collection of Voyages
" There were

many editions of this work in different Ian

guages An excellent collection of his prints is

in the New York Public Library He was also

a mecUhst and designer for jewelry and plate
His sons, JOHN THEODOBEJ (15A1-1681) nd

JOHN ISBABL (M611), assisted him in many
of hib works John Theodore had less imagi
nation than his father but was the better artist

DEBS, ELTQE\E YICTOB ( IS j 5-1 020) An
American social agitator and candidate of the

Socialist party for President of the United
States He was born No% 5 1855, at Terre

Haute, Ind Between 1871 and 1SS3 he wa* a
locomotive fireman on the Terre Haute and

Indianapolis Railroad a wholesale grocery bales

man and citj clerk of lerre Haute In 1885
he berved ab a member of th Indiana Ltgibla
ture He was grand secretary ind treasurer of

the Brotherhood of Locomotm Firemen from
1880 to 1893, when he resigned to organize and
be prebident (for four years) of the American
Rauw ay Union Under his leadership this Lmon
won a large strike on the Gre.it Northern Rail
w iv earlv m 1804 and then in the same year,

having espoubed the caube of the poorly paid
Pullman workers, the Union brought about a

great tie up of the \\ t stern roads Thib strike

wab ultimately broken by the mteiference of the
Federal courts and b\ action of President Cle\e
land babed upon the ri^ht of the Federal go\
einment to maintain the uninterrupted trans
mission of the mails Debs was arrested firbt

upon a charge of conspiracy to murder but the

charge was ne\er pi eased for want of founda
tion, although Debs w *s insistent in his demand
that his name be cleared through trial on the

charge m open court In Tulv, 1804, Debs, w ith

the other officers of the Union was arrested on
the cliarge of violating an injunction issued by

Judge Woods, and was sentenced to si\ months
in mil for contempt of court

Deba'a introduction to Soeiahbm began during
his imprisonment in the Woodstock jail, where
he was \isited by Victor Berger and given
Marxs Capital and other Socialistic works In
1897-08 he was chiirraan of the National Coun
cil of the Social Democracy and m 1000 he was
the candidate of the Social Democratic party
for President of the United States Thereafter
Debs spent mobt of his time ah lecturer and

oigamzer in the Socialist movement He was
the cmdidate of the Socialibt party for Presi
dent of the United States in 1904, 1908, and
1012 As one of the first 'Victims' of so called

'government hi injunction" and becaube of hie

likable personality Debs has commanded the

respect of American unionibts and radicals, even
of thobe who do not accept his economic doc
tnnes Beside-> hib articles published as con

tnlmtmg editor to the Appeal to Reason and
also occasional magazine articles, his writings
include a widely read speech on Industrial

Unionism (1911) Conwilt S M Reynolds, Dels
His life, Writings and Speeches (Girard, Kan,
1008! For mention of his imprisonment during
the Mar and eub&equent release, tee SOCIALISM
DEBT (OF dette, delte, Lat delitunt, that

which is owed from dtlere to owe, from df,
from + habere, to have) In law, strictly

speaking, a sum of nionet due upon a certain

and e^ressed agreement This obligation may
be founded on simple contract, may be contained
in a sealed instrument or may be established

by the judgment of a court In this meaning
a debt is a definite sura due, not merely a claim
for damages In some applications, however,
the word has been much more broadly used, and
it is probable that most courts would not con
fine it to the strict definition above given, un-
less rftpiiml <*o to do by the context of a law
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or the special circumstances oi the cabe Thus,
it has been held that a debt nnv be a certain

sum of monev promised to be paid in tJie future

as well as a *um iln.adv actually due and pay
able but if the sum be payable upon a contm

gencr at a future time, it cannot properly be

called i debt In its more general sense debt

13 that due irom one person to another, whether

money, goads or service Under the Lmted
States legal tender statutes, the term embraces

any obhjration bv contract, expressed or irn

phed, \\hich may be discharged by monev

through the voluntary action of the party bound
A bequebt of Whatever dibtb" might be due the

testitor at the time oi his deathlias been held

to include money deposited with his bankers

A tax is not ot the natuie of a debt not being
founded on contract, but bung rather an impost
laid by a government
Under the dual form of government which ob

tains in this country, an important question in

regard to debts wab m&ed as to the provision
of the United States Constitution forbidding the

beveral States to pass laws impairing the -valid

ity of contracts It was questioned whether an

insolvency law adopted by a single State did not

violate this provision, where it allowed a debt

already existing to be canceled upon the debtor's

complying with the regulations of the Insol

vencv Act It has been settled bv the courts that

the States ha\e the right to legislate in this

manner, but subjrfc to the power of the United

States to enact a uniform law of bankruptcy
(qv ) Of course a State's insolvency law can

not impair the obligation of a contract existing
before its passage But in all contracts imply
ing a debt entered into after its passage, it will

be prebumed that the parties to the contract

have m mind the provisions of the law

Formerly the courts, both jn England and

America, employed the drastic and often in

human process of imprisonment of the debtor

to enforce the payment of debts But this has

generally been done away with by statute The

present tendency of legislation is to afford an
easy and simple procedure for the enforcement
of debts, so that undisputed debts may be col

lected quickly and as summarily as is consist

ent with the right of defense and of appeal
The action of debt, or the simpler substitutes

provided therefor by the reformed procedure in

England and this country, is a civil suit, re

suiting in a money judgment and an execution

levied on the property of the debtor for its satis

faction Where the element of fraud, false pre
tenses, or concealment of property enters into

the question, the courts, both in England and
the United States, may still restrain and under
some conditions imprison the debtor For a
fuller exposition of these principles and of other
matters relating to phases of the general subject,
see ABSCONDING, ATTACHMENT, BANKKOPTOT,
CESSIO BOXOBUM, CBEDITOB, DEBTOR, GABNISH
JorvT, IMPBISOXMEOT, ISSOLVEXCY, SEQTJES

TBATIO\, TBUSTEE PBOCESS Consult the au
thonties referred to under the titles treating of

specific subjects, such as COWTBAOT, Boiro, AT
TAOHsmrr, BANKBTJPTOY, ETC, and also Bell,
Commentaries on the Statutes Ret&twe to DiU-

genoe, or Execution Against the Movable Estate,
Imprisonment, eto (Edinburgh, 1890), where
a history of imprisonment for debt will be

found, and the general treatises such as the

Commentaries of Kent, Blackstone, Stephen,

Bell, Erskine etc referred to under LAW
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DEBT, ACTION OF An old lorrn of personal
action in common law pleading, employed to re

coM.r a sum certain, or capable of being ascer

tamed by computation only Formerly the dec

laiation alleged the debet ct detmet, on the

theoiv that the detendant owed the monev and

was guiltv of an unjust detention of the gooda
or whatever happened to be the consideration,

but this fell into dibuse and is no longer pioper
T\ here the obligation ib founded on a simple con

tract the declaiation mubt allege the conbidera

tion and if on a specialty oi on a record it

must be set out in full Debt differs from as

bumpsit (qv), where a special piomise is

necessary The action is still retained in some
of the tinted States where common law plead

ing is retained, but has been abohbhed by stat

ute in England, where it originated, as -well as

in most of our Stateb under the reformed code

procedure See COMMON COTTNTS, Connor
FOBMS, FoEirs OP ACTION, also PLEADIXQ, and
consult the authorities there referred to

DEBT, PUBLIC National debt has become a

marked feature in the finances of modem states

In any strict sense the public debt designates
all of the outstanding obligations of the govern
ment These are of many kinds Among them,

eg, in those states which conduct government
savings banks must be included the sums due

depositors In countries which, like France,

require the collectors of taxes to make payments
at specified times, advancing if need be fiom
their own resources the amount required such

adv ances must for the time being be regarded as

part of the national debt But it is not with
these informal obligations, which correspond
somewhat with the book debts of merchants, that

the phrase "public debt" is generally concerned
It refers rather to the more formal obligations
undertaken by governments and represented by
formal instruments of indebtedness

This formal debt may be divided into short
term and long term obligations To the former
is frequently applied the expression "floating
debt," and the analogv which this suggests witn
the transactions of corporations indicates the

general nature of such indebtedness These
short term obligations are normally used to an

ticipate revenues, and resemble the promissory
notes issued by merchants in the course of their
business transactions A the latter frequently
have a certain aggregate of outstanding notes,

though individual notes be promptly paid when
due, so the floating debt of the state may readily
become a permanent feature in its finances bv
the creation of new debts running parallel to the

payment of the old When such debts become
too numerous, and the obligation of repayment
a source of embarrassment, it is not infrequent
for them to be converted into funded or permi
nent debt

The funded debt consists in obligations which
mature at a more or less distant date or which
are payable at the option of the government
Bonds maturing within a fixed period are fa
mihar m American finance, eg, the so called
ten forties of the Act of March 3, 1863 But
more commonly no time is set for the ultimate

redemption of public obligations In the na
tional finance of European states it is usually
understood that the government will not soon
avail itself of the privilege of repayment So
much IB this the case that on the continent of

Europe the debts are spoken of as rentes, tV
emphasis being thereby wholly laid upon the
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fact that the payment of interest alone ib tx

pected while in England the greater part of

the public debt ib legarded as a benes ot per
etual annuities A further foira of public
ebt consists in irredeemable papei monov In

essence it is a debt -without interest, pivable at
the option of the government See MONEY

The public debt, in the tense m which it is

known to dar, it> essentially a creation of modem
times Fmeigencies in the meduev il bt\te -were

met bv enforced contributions from the people
and in pxrt bv contraction of debt bv the mon
inh But the debt so contracted was a debt of

the crown, and not of the state and rested upon
the ptihoml credit of the inler \\ith the

giow th of parliament*!! y power ind the control

of bupphes b\ representatives of the people,
btate debts appeared They wen. ori?mallv con

fined to states like Hollxnd and England wheie
loanable capital was plentiful and where the

commercial clabses were sufficiently influential

with the government to insure igauist repudia
tion Later they -were extended even to states

under despotic and irr<?bponsible lule In the

beginning public debts fiequentlv assumed the

form of life annuities but ib these varied of

necessity with the age of the peisons who ad
vanced money to the state, the complications of

accounting were excessive moreover, the amount
of the advances which could be obtained in this

way was necessarily limited It was a simpli
fication to issue BO called perpetual annuities

with a definite annual payment and the com

putation of life annuities gave \vav to the sim

operations of interest In Great Britain

mable annuities are still common, but they
ionn a eomp.ir,u very mbynijucdnt proportion of

the total indebtedness of the government The
term public debt" usually referfa to the national

debt alone In its widest sense, howevei it in

dudes local mdebtednesb also It is only withm
the past century that the municipalities have be

come debtors to an} considerable extent
,
but at

the close of the nineteenth century the aggregate
of municipal debts in the United States exceeded

the national debt in magnitude See FINANCE
Causes of Debt Public debt arises uuuer

three distinct sets of circumstances 1 War
expenditure A modern war demands the ex

penditure of an enormous sum of money, and
this sum is usually raised through loans Debts

of this class are naturally borne by the national

government 2 Public works The increase in

commcicial intercourse and the rise in stand

ards of national and civic life have required a

great development of public improvements The

cost of these has been met partly by taxation,

partly by the raising of loans The debts in

curred are borne sometimes by the national gov
eminent, sometimes by the localities Practice

differs in the various states a fact which must
be taken into account in comparing the national

debts of different countries 3 The funding of

floating indebtedness The presence of a large
volume of demand obligations embarrasses the

workings of the treasury and impairs the credit

of a government When, it is not convenient to

pay them out of revenue, it is customary to

change them into funded debt

Theory of Public Debts In the eighteenth

century it was held bv many writers on finance

that a public debt increased a nation's wealth

Public bonds were regarded as a net addition to

capital The claim was also advanced that &

public debt was a matter of mdiffereaoe to the

btate, since it merely represented monev owed by
one bet of citizens to another Adam Smith and
1 is followers, on the other hand were inclined

to regard public debt at> an unqualified evil

Modern opinion recognizes that the debts of a

state, like those of an individual are necessary
or unnecessary wise or foolish, according to the
circumstances under which they are contracted
The expenses of a state are incapable of sudden
contraction itb revenues however fluctuatt to
a considerable extent UnlebS a Urge surplus is

put bv in favorable times a deficit is inevitable

at times when revenues fall off Since the ac
cumulation of a surplus seriously disturbs com
merce and industry, the creation of floating in

debtedness is fiequenth expedient In time of

war, when the honor and pobsibly the very exist

ence of a nation are at btake it is imperative
that immense sums of money should be raised to
meet vhe expenditures attendant upon mobilmng
and equipping armies,, building fleets and pre
paring defenses At such a time the ordinary
sources of revenue fail taxation sufficient to
cover the abnormal expenditures would amount
to a virtual confiscation of propeitv and would so

derange indubtry as to impair the capacity of a
state to withstand a long continued stiuggle
Ihe raising of a loan shifts the burden to a period
when industry will be better prepared to en
dure it In the peaceful competition for commer-
cial ascendancy great advantages are gamed by
those states or communities which are first to

develop their resources It is, therefore, often

exptdient to undertake public improvements
which would be too costly to be paid for out of

mci eased taxation Such improvements, more
over, create new sources of revenue, and there

fore may impose merely a nominal burden upon
pobtcntv Certain classes of public works, eg,
state railways and telegraphs, yield a direct rev
enue which may be sufficient to cover deprecia
tion and interest on the capital invested in them
It would he manifestly unreasonable to pay for

such works out of taxation To do so would un
justly burden the present taxpayer for the ad
vantage of future generations
While there are circumstances, then, under

which the creation of public debt is abundantly
justified, it remains true that in practice debts
are often contracted to national detriment The
eabe with which money IB raised by loanta leads

often to reckless financiering Useless wars are

undertaken, premature and unproductive pub
lie works are entered upon The expediency of

particular loans, however, is a matter to be de

cided by practical polities, not by financial

theory
The effect upon industry of the creation of a

public debt has received thorough discussion from
economists When the government enters the

market as a bidder for money, capital is drawn
awav from productive enterprises, and industry

is m so far hampered It may, however, happen
that the demand for more capital will encourage

saving, so that the loss to industry will not be

measured by the whole extent of the public loan

If the loan ia for productive purposes which
would otherwise be undertaken bv private enter

prise, industry is not necessarily deranged It

makes eome difference whether the loan is made
at home or abroad Owing to friction in the in

ternational flow of capital, a foreign loan may
have far less effect upon national industry titan

a domestic loan

Important political consequences frequently
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result from the creation of a public debt Wnen
the creditor of a state are its own citizens a

party vitaUr mtereuted in the stabihtv of the

government is created When a weak state in

curs a large debt to foreigners, it may endanger
its own autonomy Egypt is a classical e^cample
of a state -which has fallen under foreign control

in this way
Conversion or Eefundmg of Public Debt

Public debts are frequently tieited at a tune of

low national credit To ittract investors it is

necessary to issue bond* paving a high rate of

interest When national credit improveb it i*

possible to exchange high interest obligations
which are payable at the option of the go\ern
ment for others bearing a lower rate of interest

The exchange mar be a direct one in which case

the government retains, its former creditors, or

a new loan mar be i&ued to pav off the old

obligations
Almost e\en countn which has a public debt

has refunded it at various times The refund

ing operations of the British Treasury extend

through two centimes) Conversion has been fre

quent m the Lmted States in both national and

local finance

The m\ebtor in public lunds is naturally op

posed to com ersion Part of the inducement for

im eating in bonds consists in the expectation
that they will continue to bear a high rate of

interest and so me above par value after normal
conditions return In the United States the

investor is usually in&ured Against early conver

sion, by the provisions of the loan in other coun

tnes the same end is reached bv the adoption of

a settled policy of converting only after a con

siderable lapse of time One method of insuring
the investor against *.emersion is to issue lov/

interest bond** below par Redemption of such

obligations entails a heav\ cost This practice
is generally regarded, however, as bad finance,
and is not resorted to in the United States

Repayment of Public Debt Some parts of

the public debt art, so constituted as to be auto

matically extinguished Such are the ternu

nible annuitwb of British finance Each pav
ment includes, besides interest, a. partial repay
ment of the principal It would obviously be

inconvenient to pav a large part of the public
debt in this way, since payments would have to

be made whether revenues were plentiful or not

Most frequently debt is paid bv redeeming obh

gallons -which are due or which are payable at

the option of government, or by purchasing
bonds in the open market and canceling them
The policy of repaying public debts has often

been called into question In order to redeem a

debt, a sum equal to the principal of the debt

must te taken from the people by taxation, and
it is the last portion of the taxes which is hard
eat to collect and which causes the greatest dis

tress -Almobt all modern states are growing in

wealth and population, consequently it is to be

(\pecttd that a debt which at present would be

very difficult to pav will in the future be reh
tneh insignificant Ro long as gold depreciates
in value, the burden of debt automatically grows
les

\\hui a -state is inauffieientlv provided with

capital, its bonds are likely to be held by for

eign capitalist^ In repaying the debt the state

may diminish the scanty supply of capital and
so in]ure its own industries

There are, however cogent reasons for the re

ckmption of public debts A future generation
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may indeed to more able to pav a given sum
than the present generation but the future will

doubtless haie corretpondinglv heavy obhga
tions of itb own Uold ma\ indeed depreciate
but :t mav *ls.o ippretiate The pav ment of

debt mav dennge indubtrv but it unquestion
ablv strtngtUenb the crtdit ot a nation and

places it in i condition to meet emergencies
On these grounds the weight of modern author
itv favor^, the graduil redemption of public
debts

Debts of Leading Nations Before the War
The debt ot Fngland is dattd genti\lh fiom
1693 with the loan to the ,,ov ernnu.nT ot

the entire capital of the Bank of England
amounting to f 1 200 000 In return for this

loan the Bank received its charter and pnv
ileges The needs of the government were press

ing and the debt, once started, grew rapidly as

the result of the vigorous foreign policy of ^\ il

ham III At the accesbion of the house of

Hanover, in 1714, it had reached 50,000,000,
and it grew throughout the following century,
as a result of the several wars m which Eng
land found herself engaged When, in 1793,
the great struggle with France began, the debt
wab 260000000, and when it terminated with
the Treaty of Vienna in 1815, it had reached
the sum of 885,000000 The example set by

England was followed by the other European
countries, although before the dosing yeirs of

the eighteenth century few of the states had
contracted debts upon tny considerable scale

The Nipoleonic struggle, which involved all

Europe, inaugurated an era of debt for modern
states, and the nineteenth century witnessed a

rapid growth of nation il indebtedness The fol

lowing table compiled from the reports of the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Com
merce and Labor gives the indebtedness of some
of the principal nations, and of all the nations
of the world combined, since 1800 The table
shows that the progress of debt in most countries
has been constantly forward, and that, with the

exception of the United Kingdom and the United
States, there has been no conspicuous reduction
of the debt The debt of the United Kingdom
reached ita maximum in 1815, when it amounted
to f902 000,000
American National Debt The public debt

of the United States was first reported, 1791,
two vears after the organization of the govern
ment as $75,463,476 52 In 1812, at the com
mencement of the second war with England, it

had fallen to $45 209 737 90 That war brought
it up to a total of $127,334 933 74 After peace
was restored, the reduction was from $3,000 000
to $10,000,000 per year, until m 1835 it reached
its lowest point, being only $37 513 05 Thence
forward it increased, with fluctuations until in

I860 the year before the Civil War it was
$64,842 287 88 and the annual interest was
$3,443,687 This was a rate pei upita on the
whole population of $1 91 debt and II cents in

terest The outbreak of the Civil War made the

raising of enormous sums of money imperative
Two small loans had been made just before in

1858 $20000,000 m 5 per cents, and in 1860,
$21,000000 in 6 per cents the first to run 15
and the last 20 years Of the last loan only
$7,022,000 was issued Of the loans made necea

sary by the Civil War, the first Was Feb 8, 1861,
$25,000,000 at 6 per cent to run 20 years, of
which $18,415,000 was reissued On March 2

1861, 6 per cent treasury notes were authorised
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and $35 364 450 issued On the same date ^109%
850 va<5 lei&sued to pa\ the Oregon \tar debt
On Juh 17, 1861 $250000,000 vs.* iuthon?ed
at 7 per cent to run 20 ^earb with authority to

issue anj part in the form of treason notesa run

nmg three jeirs at 73 per cent mtereht or m
notet, not bearing interest but payable on de
mand or in treasure certificates for one year

bearing 365 per cent interest the \ihole

amount of demand notes not to exceed J?50 000
000 An Act ot Aug > 18bl authorized the

issue of 6 per cent bonds, running 20 uars to

exchange for the one and thre< \ear notes just
mentioned with icrumulattd interest at am
time before their matuntv and the demand
notes were made receiv ible for all dues to the

government Before the close of the vear the

demand notes, at farst repected to the banks,

claims running one % ear at 6 per cent There w ere

^61 733 241 issued all redeemed before 1866
In July, 1862, postage stamps were issued for

currency and made a legal tender for sums less

than $5 In Mirch 186? fractional currency
^as authorised in place of postage stamps the

amount limited to $50 000 000 In March 1863
a loan of $000000000 uas authorized principal
and interest payable in coin but onh $75000
000 was, issued The same act authorised $400
000000 in one tvio, and three >ear trea&un
notes interest not o\er 6 per cent payable m or

dinarv money, and to be a legal tender for their

face %alue The actual issues, \\ere of one year
notes at 5 per cent $44 520 000 two-year notes,
at ') per cent, $166 480 000 three year notes, at

6 per cent $266 595 440 making the TVhole issue

$477,595,400 all canceled or exchanged before

DEBTS OF PuiNCiPtL NATIONS ro 4.ooaBO'TB FOX tiL NATIONS OT THB WORLD AT Visions DATES PBOM 1800 to 1912

> 1S57 W1868 "1869
Treasun

"
1872 U879 * 1883 -*1885 < 1876 18S2 *

1898 1869 "1903 ^1902 "1911 The
fiKiirea of aggregate national debts of the -world are subject to slight revision b\ reason of the fact that for certain of the
minor countries the latest available figures represent a vear earlier than that represented bj the chief countries included
in the aggregate There are alao a few minor countries for which no satisfactory debt statement can be had

were at a premium and the interest bearing
notes were readily convertible into permanent
6 per cent bonds On Feb 12, 1862 $10 000,000
more of demand notes were issued In the same
month a great war loan ^as authorized $500,

000,000 of 6 per cent bonds redeemable after 5

and paj able after 20 years The loan -was readily

taken, and the full amount wis issued In 1864-

65, $15 000 000 more ivas authorized of the same
loan In Pebruan, 1882 $150,000000 of legal

tender notes were authori/ed of which $jO,000,

000 were to take the place of demand notes In

July, 1862, $150000000 more were authorized,

nnd an equal amount in addition in March, 1863,

making $450 000,000 in all These issues formed

the currency known a<3 "greenbacks," from the

color of the piper An Act in February, 1862

authorized the acceptance of $25,000 000 of de-

posits, increased in March to $100,000,000, on

whien 5 per cent interest was paid In June,

1864, $50,000000 more was authon/ed at 6 per
cent This was a temporary loan, to be repaid
on 10 da^vs' notice, and was all redeemed before

the close of 1866 In March, 1862, Congress
authorized the issue of certificates of indebted

nea to public creditors m the adjustment of

May 15 1868 In March, 1864, a loan of $200

000,000 ^as authorized at 5 or 6 per cent, pnn
cipal and interest payable m coin, $196,117,300
were issued at 5 per cent to run 40 years (the
10 40s of 1864) , and $3,882 500 at 6 per cent

Most of the 5 per cents bi ought premiums from
1 to 7 per cent In June 1864 a loan of $400
000,000 was authorised at 6 ptr cent (the 5 20s

of 1864) of which $121,581 300 \\-xs issued In

June, 1864, Congress authon/ed the issue of

$200,000 000 in 7 30 treasure notes and in

March, 1865, the sum was increased by $600,

000,000 more The -whole issue was $829,992,
500 of 7 80 interest bearing note* and the *hole
loan was redeemed bv the middle of July, 1868
In March 1865 a loan was authori/ed of $600,

000,000 in 6 per cent 5 20 bonds to be used

only for the payment of treasury notes or other

obligations of the nation Two issues were
made July 1 $322988,950 and $379,616050,
and in Juh 1868 $42 539,350 , all to redeem

treasury notes and other obligations but in no
case to increase the public debt In March,
1867, and July, 1868, there were issued $85,150,
000 of temporary loan certificates of deposit,

bearing interest at 3 per cent, to redeem com
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pound interest notes In July, 1870, the great

Refunding Act was pas&ed The Secretarv of the

Treasury was authorized to issue $200000,000
at 5 per cent, $300,000,000 at 4% per cent, and

-1000000,000 at 4 per cent, at 30 year bonds

piincipal and ^terest payable in coin to be

used only to redeem the 6 per cent or other early
bonds Besides these issues, there were guaran
tee bonds issued to the Pacific and other rail

roads, secured by mortgage on the roads In

January, 187 1 the o per cent bondt. were in

created to $500,000 000

These enormous financial transact KIT had at

the time, no parallel in the world s history let
for a time there was much fear that such loans

could not be floated but when they were proved

possible without recourse to the capitalists of

foreign countneb the loyal people of the Union
had abundant cau&e tor congratulation The
loan of 1862 ($513000000) was tlie greatest in.

amount and the mott bucce&sful thus far at

tempted Afterward, however, loans were not

easily made, and the government was compelled
to resort to currency and treasury notes and
also compound interest notes and certificate b of

indebtedness) The greatest test of the financial

strength of the nation fiercely struggling to

maintain its political existence was in 1864

On July 11, in that year, gold touched its high
est point, $2 85, and a paper dollar was worth
in gold only about 38 cents

From the period of the Civil War the surplus
of revenue was applied to the public debt As
the bonds bearing the higher rates of interest

were first extinguished, the interest burden di

mimshed even more rapidly than the principal

Thus, wlule in 1865 the total interest bearing
debt amounted to $2 381,000 000, and the annual
interest charge to $151000000, at its lowest

point in 1892, of $585 000,000 principal, the in

terest charge was, in round numberb, but $23,
000000 As the population had increased rap
idly during the interval, the interest per capita
had declined from 439 to 39 cents After 1893
the amount of public debt was increased by the
issue of bonds for the purpose of securing the

Treasury against the dram upon its gold re

serve This issue of 5 per cent bonds was fol

lowed in 1898 by a further issue of 3 per cent

bonds for the purpose of meeting the expenses
of the Spanish War By the Act of March 14,

1900, the 3, 4 and 5 per cent bonds were made
convertible into 2 per cent bonds, which resulted
in a considerable diminution of the annual in

terest charge The interest bearing debt of the
United States on July I, 1912, was made up of

the following

>
J04 !>26 P2

7(i? 331 fr34 47
1 r>Q 0)0 -63 50
2 221 311 PIS 29
2 332 >31 208 00
2 04h 4J3 722 39
1 72 99' 100 00
-2o31311000
M7 J67 470 00

1 02j 478 860 00
913 317 490 00
9b3 77b 770 00
9bo706l- 10 00

$730,882 130

459,280
113,946460

Total $983776770

The following table presents the principal data

relating to the development of the interest

bearing debt of the United States from 1701 to
1913

1791 Tan 1

1800 July I

1810
1820
1830
1840

1880

TOTAL INTEREST BECKING DEBT

$75463,47652
8297620435
S3 173 217 52
91 015 566 15
4856*40650
387334400

F355

Public Debts Duiing and After ttie War
The public debth of all nations started upon a

new period of development -Kith the opening of

the Emopcan \\ar During the continuance of

the struggle an unprecedented enlargement in

most forms of national and mtei national in,

debtednchs occurred Two reasons may be as

signed for this exceptional growth the fiist, the

belief that the war would not last loncf, and

that, therefore, it would not be wise to finance

it largely upon a short time basis, the second,

the enormoufalv mci eased cost of conducting war
and the consequent difficulty or impossibility of

gathering a sufficient amount of regular income
to bear the cost of it In the United States the

growth of public debt did not begin until the

entry of this country into the European War,
but from that time forward advance in its vol

ume continued veiv rapidly In neutral coun
tnes which did not participate in the war there

was a tendency to the enlargement of public debt

not specifically for war expenditure^ but for

outlayb which, nev erthelebs, grew out of war
conditions Certain countries like Switzerland

and Holland were obliged to keep a laige force

on the frontier in order to prevent infringement
of their temtoiial rights, while in other cases

war disturbances of trade practically necessi

tated the finding of new sources of revenue As
these were not always ready to hand borrowing
was the natural consequence The result has
been to make the years 1914-22 years of wholly

unexampled expansion in public obligations of

all descriptions The debt situation as devel

oped subsequent to 1014 may be briefly reviewed

in the table on page 570a
Methods of Public Borrowing A feature

which distinguishes the financial experience of

the war period from periodb of similar trial in

the past relates to methods of public borrowing
During the war a probably unprecedented use

was made of the bhort time obligation while at

the same time the plan of funding the short

tune obligations thus developed into long term
debt was carried to a higher point of develop
ment than ever before The use of this method
was practically identical in all of the belligerent

countries, but naturally was carried on with far

greater success in certain of them owing to the
fact that a greater degree of responsiveness on
the part of the public was achieved in some than
in others This method of borrowing as de

veloped most successfully in England and the

United States was substantially as follows A
given quantity of revenue having been estimated
aa necessary within a specified period, funds
were then obtained direct from the banks through
the issue of certificates of indebtedness or treas
urv bills, or the equivalent These short term

obligations xisually ran for only about three
months The intent of every issue was to obtain

steadily from the community a proportionate
part of its current earnings and thus to make,
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sure of the drawing off from the general fund
of commercial income of a sufficient amount to

provide for public necessities In placing these

ceitificates with holders use was usually made
of the central banking mechanism as an inter

mediary The practice of the United States

may be taken ib an example, although it ran
closely paiallel to the mcthodb earlier developedm Great Britain during the first two or three

vears of the wai Certificates of indebtedness,

having been issued bv the Treasury Department,
were placed m the hands of the Federal Reserve
Banks for distribution and the banks theieupon
communicated w ith the rank and file of the com
meroial banks of the country, or as they are
called in the United States, the member ' banks
These member banks were at first asked to sub
scribe v oluntanly for the certificates of indebted

ness, but as the war advanced and as its require
ments became more and more urgent, the

practice wat, resorted to in many countries of

tt DEBT

loans thus obtained were used for the purpose of

reimbursing to the banks the amount of the
treasury certificates of indebtedness as they fell

due at their 90 day maturity or otherwise The
theory of the operation was that as the public
subscribed for long term bonds it automatically

depiived itself of the right to draw upon the
banks in corresponding amount and the trans
feis thus made were used repaying to the
banks what they had ah- av advanced in the
form of certificate issv This method of bor

rowing was suppose 10 provide a continuous

funding of short te Ji into long term debt and
would have done so upon two conditions the

first, that the buyers of the bonds did not bor
row at their banks for the purpose of making
the purchase, but paid for them in cash or bank
credit, the second, that no overlapping issues of

certificates were made, that is to say, that no
issues of certificates were ever paid off by the
use of the proceeds of other ibsues made for that

DEBTS or PEINCIPU. \ \.TIO\B

Approximate Valw in MiUwru of Dollars Caniersion at Par

practically assigning the certificates to the banks
in sums proportionate to their capital stock or

deposits, or in some similar way These banks

thereupon assigned on their books a correspond

ing amount of credit to the government, or m
other words, thej paid for their certificates of

indebtedness in the form of actual bank credit

It was understood that these "deposits" would
not be called uooner than necessary, but that the

banks would be allowed to hold them as long as

practicable The immediate result, therefore, of

an issue of certificates of indebtedness was to

add to the bank deposits o. the country an
amount equal to the volume of certificates thus

issued As the government found it necessary to

do so, it thereupon diew upon the banks for the

funds which they had thus rendered themselves

liable to pay, making its drafts m the form, so

far as practicable, of checks payable to con

tractors and others who had furnished services

or supplies to the government When these were

put through the banks and were paid, the effect

was to transfer the "deposits" at first written up
by the banks on their books in favor of the

government to the government's creditors Thus
the ownership of these deposits became widely
diffused among the rank and file of the public
After what was considered a reasonable period
had elapsed, a general loan for sale, to the

jpuhlue
would be announced These loans In the "United

States were issued from two to three times ft

year and effort was made to have the public at

large purchase long term bonds paying for them
in checks *n their banks The proceeds of the

purpose Aa a matter of fact, neither of these

requirements was ever rigidly observed and at
times the effort to observe them was either non
existent or wholly ineffectual, so that the plan
resulted in a very great development of what was
called inflation This inflation consisted in es

sence of the conversion of government obligations
into immediate means of payment marked up in

the form of deposit accounts on the books of the
bank Borrowers, m fact, came to rely, es

pecially during the latter part of the war, very
largely upon bank borrowing as a means of pay
ing their bond subscriptions In this they were
sustained by the governmental policy, which,
both in the United States and in Europe, en

couraged banks to make loans to individuals

with government securities as collateral at a

rate practically equal to the coupon rate on the

bonds themsehes, so that it was possible for an
individual to purchase bonds without incurring

any considerable cost, although in moat cases

he was requested to make a small preliminary

payment, at least, upon the face of the bonds

Having made such payment^ and having under

taken the obligation to pav off his loan within

a reasonable period, he -was enabled to "carry"
his bonds without cost to himself This policy
hts been described by some as "flat credit" in

contradistinction to the BO called "fiat money"
which has been employed in former wars as a
means of carrying public expenditure Fiat

money, however, was not wanting in all coun

tries during the European War for issues of

government currency practically constituting an
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iddition to the public debt took place in many foreign bonds Eence arose especially during

f them In others although the ibsue of gov the latter part of the mar, the practice of ob

eminent currency ^ab technically Avoided the taming permission of foreign governments when

expansion of bank note cuiientT, was in effect ever a loan * a* to be offered in their markets

equivalent to an enlargement of public obhga even though these goveinments were really in

titmb, since vuthout redemption or suspension as tome iabes cobelligerentb The mci easing in

the chief protection or collateral behind the tensity and seventy of the financial demands of

bank note-, -nab the obligation ol the gmera the wtr, moreo-ver, rendeied it imposbible for

nent Lpon the close of the var e\eiv effort manv countries, *hich might oidmanlv have

\\afa made by the stronger governmtnts to secure borrowed abroad to plate their loans at all in

the earlv funding of the floating or unfunded debt other tountues Hence, before the -war had ad

into long term or bonded securities and thus earned -very far, it became necessary for bor

to eliminate the debt from the banks and to put riming governments to negotiate for their

an end to inflation The attempt proved to be iu ommodation not with imebtors of foreign

difficult and very uneven progress was made in countries, but -with the governments of those

thia funding process Bv about two veirs after countries In this wav, during the compara

the clot,e of the war the only countneb which tueh early part of the struggle, Russia had

had made real progress ^ ere the United States been heav il> accommodated bv both England and

and Great Britain Germany had actually m Fiance while Great Britain soon found it neces

treased her unfunded or floating indebtedness siry to lend largely both to Prance, Italy and

The following table shows the situation existing minv of the smaller European states This

it alwut the end of 1920 (except as dates are policy of financing had been earned almost to
* *

the limit of practicability at the time ^hen the

United States entered the war on April b I
1
) 17

Prior to that time, \iith the practical assent of

the United States government, considerable loans

had been floated in this country either directlj

on behalf of the belligerent governments of

Prance, England, and others, or indirectlj

through banking houses in the United States

acting for them and regularlv disposing of

quantities of short tune securities The Amer
ican market had become x.en nearly saturated

at the time referred to and the entry of the

Lmted States into the -war was the signal for a

general declaration on the part of the Allied

governments that they could not finance the war
Internal and External Loans At the open without the direct assistance of the government

ing of the war controversy arose in most coun- of the United States Hence the development of

tries -with rebpect to the question whether they an extensive system of foreign lending under the

should depend chiefh upon, internal loans or Acts of 1917 in ^hich, Congress authorized thi

would also employ external or foreign loans executive department to make advances to those

In the case of some, thia question wat promptly foreign governments which in its judgment re

decided by circumstances Although Germany quired such aid The United States government,
succeeded in placing a small iSbue of bonds m in most cases, required the expenditure of funds

the United States early in the war, she was soon thus loaned for commodities in the American
bo closely hemmed in by her opponents that it market, so that in ultimate effect the practice
was out of the question to borrow abroad and simply resulted in the shipment on long term

her
operations during the war were confcntd credit of products pairclused in the United

entirely to loans placed among her own people States at prices then existing The outcome
In others, borrowing abroad turned out to he was to develop a large series of claims against
difficult or impossible, on account of the re^trit the various allied governments and others which

EXTERNAL AKI INTPKVA.L DEBT*
t of Dottonv Consemon, at Par

192J

i Debts for which figures an given vary aontavbat but are approximately rerpreBeotatare of conditions at beginning
oflfi21 i EadoFl921 Jot Gwmajjj 'e external debt aea terms of the rtparafaoas

ttone upon foreign borrowing which were un thus received assistance, while ae already seen,

posed by countries in whose markets the loans these governments had themselves previously
might have been placed Belligerent countries developed an interlacing network of foreign loans

naturally felt that their home lending power among themselves, the central powers, however,
should be retained for their own use and that being compelled to depend upon home finanws
their markets ought not to be flooded with for their resources The table reviews the Bitu
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ation at about tlit opening of 1921 as regards
the di\ iMon of public debts between internal and
i \teinal obligation*'
Inter-Governmental Debts \\hen the

United Stxtes entered the European V\ar it

found nearly all of the Allied Powers approach
ing e\haubtion England had previously made

large war loans to the Allies, but could no lunger
continue them Advances were accordingly au
thonzed by Congrebb, in 1917, from the Treasury
of the United States and were steadily made

during the lemainder of the war and until some

tight months after the conclusion of the btruargle
Thus a total hum of about $9,500,000,000 was

loaned, the proceeds being used in large measure
in buying in the United States commodities that

weie needed for export The debts thus con

tracted were repiesented by temporary certi

ncates evidencing the obligation in question and

assigned by the representatives of the various
countries Eventually the question of fund

mg," or providing for their definite payment and
for the late of interest they should bear mean
while became a pressing question No interest

on that had been paid from the time of their

issue and Congress eventuallv passed on Feb
9, 1922, the so called Debt Funding Commission
Act in which a commission of five, headed by
the Secretary of the Treasury, was directed to

make arrangements for settling the obligations
of the various countries These obligations con
sisted of the following at the time of the adop
tion of the Act

NIT OBLIGATIONS OF lOBEIGK GOVUBmiENTS tTNDXB
4.UTHOBITT OP 4.CT8 -LPPBOVBD AjBIL 24 1917

VTO SBPTEVBEE 24 1917 vs AMENDED
(OH Bvais OP ctss UJIANCBS)

Belgium
Guoa
Czechoslovakia

GreatB.
Greece
Italy
Liberia

Russia
Serbia

Total

2 950 762 93S 19
4 166 315 35S 44

1500000000
1 648 034 060 90

2600000
23 205 bl9 52
187 729 760 00
28 175 13<> 22

$9 434 346 829 24

Accrued interest on this total was also due,
beside some $573,000,000 for surplus war sup
plies sold to various foreign nations Great

Britain, meanwhile, had advanced to Continental
countries sums amounting in the aggregate to

about $8,500,000,000, a sum nearly as great as
that lent by the government of the United
States Some relatively small loans had like-

wise been made by sundry of the Continental

Powers to one another, France advancing near
$2 509,000,000 Out of this situation arose in

1919-22 the demand for international debt
cancellation

German. Indemnity The most troublesome

phase of the debt situation produced by the war
grew out of the establishment of an indemnity
or "reparation" to be paid by Germany This
had unfortunately not been fixed m 1919 by the

Treaty of Versailles, and lengthy discussion was
devoted to the subject during the years 1919 and
1920 A tentative decision fixing the amountto be

paid in cash at 132,000,000,000 marks (gold)
vas announced on May 6, 1921, and after consid

erable controversy regarding Germany's capacity
to pay such a sum was unwillingly accepted by
that country Payments have been continued
<

July, 1922) at fixed intervals from the date of

the original establibhment of the indemnity, but

apparently with an increasing degree of diffi

cultv on the pait of the German-, The in

demmtv payments were apportioned among the

Allied nations m proportion to their wai losses

as estimated, France and Belgium thus becom

ing principal claimants to cash reimbursement,
while a different distribution of payments "in

kind* coal shipping, etc w *b agreed upon
The outcome of the d-erman arrangement trom
the international standpoint wat, to constitute

Germany the outstanding debtor of the world,

just ab the United States had become the

world's chief creditor, Gieat Britain France

and other countries being both debtors ind

creditors and depending (France particularh >

upon the ability of Germany to settle, as a

source from which to draw funds -with which

to liquidate their own obligations, especial^
to the United States Largely l>eciuse of the

delay and difheultv in inducing tht Germans to

begin actual pavments European countries

were able to make out a case for postponing
their interest on debt owed to the United
States and from the time this debt was con

tracted to the middle of 1922 no interest pay
mints had been made to the United States, save

thiough the technical method of borrowing mort

funds and giving new obligations in settlement

The German mdemnit> question thus came to

be recognized as the basis of all further negoti
ation for debt adjustment
Brussels and Genoa Conferences Partly

because of recognition that existing mterna
tional indebtedness could never be settled with

out some general and joint action, parti) be

cause of belief that private borrowing could not

be returned so long as public finance continued

in a chaotic condition, the League of Nations,
which had been formed as a rebult of the

Versailles Treaty of 1919, determined to bring
about a financial conference of the chief nations

This took place at Brussels in September, 1920,

but was shared in only unofficiallj by the

United States It reviewed general conditions

of taxation and of finance both public and

private, and outlined various methods of pro
motmg and protecting private international

borrowing It found, however, that no effec

tive resumption of normal debtor and creditor

relationships could reasonably be expected until

exchange and currency conditions had been re-

stored to stability, and that this could hardly

come to pass until a balance of expenditures
and revenues had been restored A chief ob
stacle to such restoration was found in the

debt situation Practically no progress eithei

m applying the temporary expedients of the

Brussels conference or in working out a better

treatment of public debt was made during
1920-21 and accordingly Premier Lloyd George
determined to convene a "reconstruction" con

ference This body met at Genoa in April, 1922,
and included not only League of Nations mem
bers but also Germanv and Russia The
United States, although invited, was not rep
resented The Genoa Conference, like its pre
decessor at Brussels, found that the chief eco

nomic evils of the time largely went back to
debt difficulties A Financial Commission, ap
pointed bv the conference, reasserted the con
elusions of the Brussels Conference declaring
that ''until the problem[s] of mtergovern
mental indebtedness have been resolutely tackled
there can be no hope of restoring the currencies
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or the economic weliare ot Eui nye Iiasmuch cunency, so that as their own standards de

however a-, discussion ot the (krman iepa*a preciate the debt burden resting upon them be

tiOBt> question had been excluded nom the ^ope comes more ^ere
of the Genoa Conteience no leal progress could Consult Adam*, Pulhc Debts (*OT lork,

be made there A meeting ot tne nations at 1890 1 , Bastable, Public Finance (London,

the Hague, held m June and Juh 1922 had 1S95), Fenn, The Puolv Funds (ih, 1898),

to do largelv vuth the development o tome Hollander, Wai Bon owing (New loik, 1919) ,

plan for seitLng Russian indebtedness but had Kevnes, Economic Consequence of the Peace

jo success (London, 1920), Cuuencies Aftet the IT a/

Proportion of Loans to Taxation Authon (League of Xations, London, 192U , Pullica

ties on public tinmct pr or to the war had kid tions of BanLeia Statistics Corpoitttion (New
it down as a general principle that no public York, 1920-21), Statistiral Abstract of the

loans should e\er be floated without the enact United Mates (annual, Washington) , States

mtnt of taxation ui an amount sulhcient to pro mans Yeai Book (annual, London) , Sepoits of

vide for interest OP the principal thus created, Secretcuij of tfteTieasury, 1/14-1921, Repoitsof
and for an amoitizttion or ^inking fund suffi Federal Resetw Boaid, 1914-21 Proceedings of

cient eventually to extinguish the debt A leas Brussels Financial Conference (Brussels, 191<n

widely accepted biit nevertheless generally re See FTVA^CE, BA\K, BANKTSG, A^TDITY, RE

garded, maxim 01 pobhc finance was to the effect FCHSDING, MONET
that in war hnancing as large i proportion as DEBT"OB One who owes a debt or obhga

possible of funds to be raised should be raised tion to another Stneth speaking the relation

through taxition \t the time thit the United of debtor and creditor arises only out of volun

State-* entered tlie war a considerable bod\ of tarv transactions between the parties and not

economic writer* and teachers, in a memorial to as the result of a duty or obligation imposed by

Confess, requited that 50 per cent of all war law The position of the debtor and the rights

.^penditures should be obtained through direct of the creditor over him have varied greatly m
taxation and not over 50 per cent through loans the various stages of human, and especially of

In England somewhat the same point of Mew, commercial, development In primitive society

although m a less extreme form, had been ad- the arrangements for boirowing and lending

vocated quite early in the war and had given are rarelv such as to enable the citizen to a^au

rise to the heavy income and excess profits taxes himself with secuiity of his resources, or to as

elsewhere referred to Continental countries, sign such limits to the powers of the creditor as

on the other hand, had found their population either the cliims of humanity or his own true

restive under taxation and -while taxes have interests demand On the one hand lending is

been enonnoubly increased the government au confounded with almsgiving, and the exaction

thonties wherever possible have been disposed to ot interest, and even of capital, is regarded as

rely very largely upon borrowing either from act of inhumanity towards the poor On the

the citizens at large or from the binks or as ther hand, no sooner do the creditors rights

already seen from foreign countries It cannot come to be recognized in anything like a legal

he said, therefore, that any uniform or identical sense than there seem to be no logical grounds

principle of financing was observed by all coun- on which any limits can be set to them If

tnes during the Etiropean contest, as regards
ne M entitled to exact the debt at all, he is

the i elation between loans and taxation entitled to seize the goods of the debtor, and if

Debtsv Pnces, and Exchange A striking
the debtor has no goods, he is entitled to his

feature of the history of national debts dur- services, which also implies the possession of his

ing the war and postwar period is seen in person and even of power over his life More
their growing proportion to national wealth over, from the theories of the domestic relations

and the corresponding absoiption of national whali usualh prevail in early times, the per
income in meeting debt chargeb The diffi "on of the individual, where be is the father of

culty of ever paying these enormous debts is a family, brings with it his wife, hie children,
"teen in the fact that whereas they are stated m ind hit, slaves The creditor thus becomes the
units of currency (sterling, franPB, marks, etc ) master of the life and liberty of his debtor, and
which have a real value only by reference to a of all those who are dependent upon him The

specified quantity of gold (their prewar "par- prousions of the Mosaic law are an illustration

ity"), the possibility of settling them on that of the manner in which, in the ruder forms of

basis would m\olve the transfer of a large pro- society, the laws of debt combine a degree of

poition of the entire wealth of the country from lenity with a seventy which is equally alien to

present holders or owners to holders of debt modern views In this as in many other respects
representatives Alternative to such a course they are typical of the state of society to which
would be the liquidation of the debts upon a they belong rather than a system peculiar to the
new currency basis, the local unit being re- Jews If an Israelite became poor, it was a
duced in nominal gold value to an extent corre- duty to lend to him, and no interest was to be

spending to the depreciation which existed at exacted either in money or in produce VHien
the time the bulk of the debt was contracted the sabbatical year arrived, i e , at the end of
Some such measure would probably be necessary every seven years, there was a general remission
if any of the heawly indebted countries were to of debts as between Israelites, and the near ap
attempt a return to the gold standard It is. proach of the year of remission was not recog
customary to say, therefore, that present public mzed as an excuse for declining to lend to an
debts constitute one of the chief obstacles to indigent brother (Deut xv 1-11) Pledges, it

the restoration of a sound banking and cur- is true, might be taken, but even here the same
rency system m the chief European countries humane principles prevailed The upper null
The difficulty in the situation is especially stone was sacred, for to take it would be to de
marked in the case of those countries which prive the debtor of the means of subsistence If

have heavy foreign debts because these must raiment was the pledge, it must ba returned be-

pay their interest in terms (usually) of gold fore nightfall, when it might be required for 9



v-oveiing, and the widow a garment could not
oe taken in pledge (Lv xxii 20 27; In strange
contrast to this is the provibion (Le\ xxv 39)
tliat a poor Iwaelite mav be bold to one pos
sessed of substance, even when modified bv the

special provision that he shall scive as a hired
tenant not ab a bond tenant, and shall be
set at hbeitv when the 3 ear of jubilee armeb
Childien were often given in pledge (Job xxiv

9), and ultimately into bhwerv, in pajment of

debt (2 Eingb i\ 1)

Both in Greece and in Rome the creditor had
a claim to the per&on of the debtor Previous
to the time of Solon this arrangement had pro
duced consequences at Athene closely analogous
to those which afteiward led to the struggles
between the patricians and plebeians at Rome,
and his abolition of it forms one of Solon s many
claims to tlie character of an enlightened legis
lator By the Twehe Tables it was enacted at

Rome that if the debtor admitted the debt, or

had had judgment pronounced agambt him for

it, 30 dr^s should be allowed him for payment
At the expiration of that period he was liable

to oe grven into the hands of his creditor, who
kept him 60 da\s in chains, exposing him from
time to time publicly and proclaiming his debt

If no one stepped in to releate him, the debtor
at the end of that time might be sold as a, sla\ e

01 put to death If there TV ere several creditors.,

the ktter of the law permitted them to cut their

debtor m pieces, sharing him in proportion to

their claims, but Gellms tells us that no Shy
lock ever was found in Rome To treat him as
a <*lT.ve, however, and make him work out the

debt, was the common practice and his chil

dren followed his condition The Lex Poeteha

(326 BC ) alleviated the condition of debtors to
the extent, at least, of preventing summary im
pribonment and of relieving all debtors for the
future from being put in chains There do not
seem to hat e been any public prisons for debtors

at Rome, and each creditor consequently was
the jailer of his own debtor In this circum
stance we probably see the reason of the promi
nence which -was grven by the plebeians to a

change in the laws of debtor and creditor, on
the occasion of their first secession, in 494 B o ,

and subsequently during the whole course of the

struggles between the two orders

During the feudal period the person in gen
era! was not attachable for debt, imprisonment
being inconsistent with the duties of -warlike

service, to which every man -was bound, and it

was for the encouragement of commerce and in

consideration of the merchant having to deal

with strangers and foreigneis that it was first

introduced in the mercantile communities of

Europe By the Statute of Merchants it was
enacted by the English Parliament, in 1282, that
in lending money a merchant might bring the
borrower before the Lord Mayor of London, or

the chief warden of another good town, and
cause him to acknowledge his debt and the day
of payment A recognizance (qv) was then

enrolled, and an obligation written by the clerk

and sealed with the King's seal and the debtor's

Failing payment, the creditor was entitled to

produce this obligation and to demand a war
rant to seize the person of his debtor and to

commit him to the Tower This barbarous prac-
tice of punishing misfortune as a. crime flour

ished in England for 600 years, until the hu
manitanan sentiment of our own time, stirred

into action by the efforts of Samuel Eomilly and
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othtr reformers, forced the abandonment of the

practice An imprebsion oi the extent of the

lardship which it involved nun be gained from
the fact that in the 18 months subsequent to
t/ie commercnl panic of 182o, 101,000 writb for
debt were ibsued fiom the English courts In
the \ear ending Jm 5 1830 there were 7114
debtors sent to piibon in London and on that
dav 1545 01 these were still m confinement In

general it mav be said that up to the time of

the reform legislation referred to the prisons
of Lngland wue ciowded with debtorb The first

statute affording partial relief to these unfor
tunateb was passed in 1S3S, but it was not until

1863 that the s^ttem was finally abolished

(Statutes 32 and 33 Viet c 62)
The practice of imprisonment for debt has

also prevailed, though to a much moie limited

extent, in the United States It was abolished
in Xew York in 1831 and shortly after that date
by the other States in which it had been per
mitted In many of the States it has never
been recognized Both in England and the
Lmted States howevei a limited right of co-

ercing a dishonest debtor b^ arrest in civil

process is permitted bv statute It is generally
allowed in actions for injury to the person or

character, or for injurv to or the wrongful tak

ing of property, embez/lement by public offioers

or persons acting in a pmate fiduciary capacity
ab trubtees, for misconduct in office or in any
professional employment in actions to recover

possession of personal property, where it is con

cealed or kept out of the reach of the sheriff,

and where the defendant hab been guilty of

fraud in contracting the debt or in avoiding pay-
ment Women are generally exempt from arrest

in all cases except actions for willful injury to

pert>on, character, or property
As to the manner in which the position of the

debtor has been mitigated by the general adop
tion of the principle of the bankruptcy and in

solvency laws, see those titles See also DEBT,
and the titles there referred to

DE BTTEIL, Ho^soavr See RAGAIT

DEBTTSST, de bu'sfi', CLAUDE AOTTTT.T.TT. (1862-
1818) A pi eminent French composer, the ac

knowledged leader of the new French school

He was born Aug 22 1862, at Saint Germain
en Laye When only 11 years of age he entered

the Pam Conservatory, where his teachers were

Lavignac in solffige, Marmontel in piano, and
Guiraud in composition After having earned
off several prizes, he won the Grand Prix de

Rome in 1884 with his cantata L'Bnfant pto
digue, a work of striking beauty and original

ity of expression (produced as an opera m
Boston in 1910) The result of the first year
of his sojourn in Italy was a symphonic suite,

Prmtemps, which the Academy pronounced too

advanced and unduly modern Nothing daunted

by this verdict, Debussy continued in his own
characteristic style, and as the fruit of the sec

ond year sent the still more advanced La, De-
mcnselle elue for female voices and orchestra on
a text by Gabriel Sairazin after Rossetti's

"Blessed Damozel" This was followed by the

exquisite Petite Suite for piano (four hands),
Suite Bergamesque, three nocturnes for orches

tra (Nvages, Fetes, Bvrenes), a string quartet
In 1902 he attracted wide attention with the

symphonic poem L'Apr&s-m-icli d?un faune, which
elicited much critical discussion and many con

flictmg opraions, but also gained many fnends
for the new master The same year witnessed
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the first production, on April 30, in Pans, of

Debute s im,t dramatic -work Prf/eas et Heh
saf7e This immediately phced its, author at

tiie head of the new French school In 1907

it wab brought out in Germany and Belgium,
m 1908 in Itih and the United States (Sew
\ork Febiuirv 11), in 1909 in England Since

tLe death 01 \\agner no other musicodramatic

work, Tilth the exception of Strauss's Salome

and Eldtia has caused buJi animated discus

^lon as Pelleas et Xelisande Even itb detract

01 a mubt admit its importance m the histoiv of

dranntic music The next important work,

three bvmphomc sketches, La Her, appeared in

lOOo The hat of larger works is completed by
the enumeration of a rhapsody for clarinet and
orchestra (1911 , a ballet, Jeux (1913) , a sec

ond ballet, Cnmen Amons (1914) In 1913 De
bUbbv published an expanded orchestral -version

ot his earlier suite, Pi intemps Four other dra

matic v^orks CAimene, Histoue de Tnstan, Le
diable an Beffrfr, La chute de la maison Ushei

are btill m manubcnpt Debussv has also

written a number of exquisitely graceful pieces
for piano and songs of striking originality His

textb are selected chiefly from the works of

Baudelaire, Bourget, Louv, Hallanne, and Ver
kme and he favors such poems as are emi

nently suited to be wedded to his vague in

tangible and elusive musical strains

Debufcsj b originality consists in the conscious

employment of the higher overtones, by me ins

of \\ hich the field of harmony has been consider

ably widened and enriched By a skillful com
bination of this principle -with the older church

modes and the whole-tone scale TV hich latter

is rather unduly favored many new and inter

ebtmg effects are obtained The themes rarely
abbume a well defined shape, they generally defy

searching analysis because of their vagueness
The instrumentation is always fascinating, dis

creet and exquisitely refined In all Debussy's
music not a bar can be found that even remotely

suggests the commonplace His whole art, in

fact, is sublimated refinement And for this

very reason it never strikes deep, never grips
the soul with that elemental force which is the

peculiar attribute of the highest genius Yet,
in spite of all limitations, Debussy has exerted
a marked and widespread influence not only
upon contemporary French composers, but upon
the vounger composers of Spain, England, and
the United States Consult F Liebich, Claude-
AMe Debussy (London, 1908), Caillard
and J de Berys, Le cos Debussy (Paris, 1910) ,

G StaccioliT Debussy itn iwwwtore* (Home,
1010) , J Rievi&re Etudes (Pans, 1911) , C
Pagha tttrauss, Debussy e compagma iella

(Bologna, 1913)

DEBTTT, dibn' (Pr ) A word which signi-
fies generally a "beginning" or 'entrance," but

especially applied to the first appearance of an
actor or actress on the stage or to a first ap
pearance in a particular theatre In these cir-

cumstances the actor IB called a debutant } the

actress, a debutante The word is used also for

"entry into society
"

DECA (Gk Mm, deka, ten) A common
prefix or combining form meaning "ten," as in

decapohs, a union of 10 cities, decalogue, the
Ten Commandments Moametre, a measure of
10 meters, etc From deca is formed
Decade A collection or group of ten In its

most common application it signifies a penod of
10 years The word was used m the calendar

of the French Republic to designate the week
ot 10 davs Each month of 30 davs wab divided

into three decades Tne davs of each decade

were named pumidi, duodi tndi, qucutidi

quintidi, sesctidi, septidi octidi, nonidi, and de

cadi Ibe tenth, or decadi, was the day 01 rest,

which, as the Republic subscribed to no definite

religion, was devoted to the practice of and ex

hortation to virtue The Republican vear num
bered 36 decades The remaining five (in leap
years, six) days v\ue not numbered and weie
bet apart as hohdavsa at the end of the \ear
DECyACHOBD (Gk SewpSos, delachordos,

ten stringed, from Sexa, del a Lat decem, Eng
ten + xopfy* chotde, string, chord) A kind of

guitar with 10 stnngb, similar to the common
guitar, but larger m the body, and prov ided with
a bioadei finger board The lower strings have
no frets, being Ubed only as open notes

DECADENCE (Fr decadence, through ML
decadentia, from de, from + cade? e, to tall} A
term used with reference to works of art belong

ing to a school, nation, or race artistically in

decline In Greece art in all its foitns reached
its acme in c 450 B c

,
and though there are

many exquisite works which were produced at

t later peiiod, they all belong more or less con

spicuouslv, to the decadence of Greek art The
century and a half beginning with Augubtus
(until about 150 AD ) was the golden age of

Roman art after which there ib a decadence
which soon becomeb \ery obvious and rapid
The art of the Italian Renaissance attained its

highest development in the early bixteenth cen

tury, in the work of such masteis as Michel

<ngelo, Raphael, Leonardo, Titian, Correggio,
after whom (except in \emce) came its deca

dence, to which even such artists as the Caria-cei

ind Caravaggio belong

DECADENTS, dl'ka'daN' (It, Sp, Poitug
decadente, from Lat de, from -f cadere, to iall)

See SYMBOLISTS

DECAEN, dekaN7, CHABLES MATTHTPU Isi-

DOBE, COUNT (1769-1832) A French general,
who, having risen to the rank of general of

division because of his services in the Rhenish

campaigns of the v*ar of the Revolution, won
fame because of his share in the victory of

Hohenlmden in 1800 In 1802 he was sent to

India as captain general of the French poises
sions there, in connection with Napoleon's
schemes for building up a rew French colo

nial empire Finding conditions in India hope
less for such plans, he made Mauritius the centre

for some eight years of the destructive warfares
which with the aid of Admiral Sinois he waged
against British trade m the East However, he
was obliged to surrender to the English in 1810

and, having returned in 1811, was placed in com
mand of the armv in Catalonia He compelled
the English to raise the siege of Tarragona and
was created Count in 1812 \tyhen Napoleon
abdicated, Decaen entered the service of Louis

XVIII, but on the Emperor's return from Elba

again accepted a- command under him After the

battle of Waterloo he lived in retirement Con-
sult M L E Gautier, Biogiaphie dtt general
Deoaen (Caen 1850)
DEC'AOON (Gk 3&a, delta, ten + yuvla,

gCma, angle) A geometnc plane figure of 10

sides and 10 angles When the sides are equal
and the angles are equal, the figure is called a

regular decagon This figure is obtained from a

regular pentagon (qv ) by describing a circle

around the latter, bisecting the arcs between its
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vertices, and drawing lines from these verticea

to the points of bection See POLYGCA

DECAISNE, dekan', JOSEPH (1807-82) A
Fiench botanist, born in Biussels He studied
medicine and natural science m Pans and m
1830 became connected with the Museum of Nat
ural History, in which he was> made professor
of botany m 1848 Three jears later he \vas

appointed to a similir post at the Jardm de&
Plantcs His published works include the fol

low ing Hei lai n Tnnoi i&ms Desct iptio (
1835

) ,

Plantes de lAiabie heuieuse }ecueillies pai
Botta (1841) Histoue de la maladie des

pommes de tene (1845), Rech&clies anatom
iques et physiologiqu.es sut la gatance (1847) ,

Floie eldinentane de? jardtnt et de* champs,
lomtlv with Lemaout ( 18o5 1865) Tiaite gen
oaf de botamque descnptue et analytique,
jointly with Lemaout (1867) ,

Le jardin ftititw
du Huteun (9 %ols, 1858-78) Manuel de
I amateur des jaidins, jointly with Naudin (4
vols, 1862-72)
DEC/AIiOGHTE (Gk $6*0X0705, del alogos, ten

sayings, from Sexa, deAo, ten +- ^0701, logo*,

word) The term usually applied by the Greek
fathers to the law of the two 'tables of testi

monv" given, according to the Book of Exodus,
by Yahwe to Moses on Mount Smai (Ex xx 1-

17) According to the narrative, these tables
were made of stone, and the commandments m
scribed thereon were "written with the finder
of God" (Ex xx3u 18) Afterward, when the

tables were broken, by Moses (E\ xxxii 19), he
w as commanded to hew others, on which Yahwe
again wrote the words of the covenant (Ex
xxxiv 28) These are said to be "the 10 words"
(verse 28 b) The commandments are not nu
mencillv drvided m the Pentateuch, and it has
been supposed by some that the number 10 was
chosen because 10 was considered the most per
feet number As, however, there are 10 distinct

in]unctions, it is superfluous to allege any other
reason for the division than the simple fact

that this is the correct enumeration Philo
dmdes them into two pentads, the first ending
with "honor thy father and thy mother," etc ,

but the general opinion among Christians is that
the first table contained those commandments
which enjoin upon us our duty to God (com
prising the first four), and the second those

which enjoin upon, us our duty to our fellow

creatures (comprising the last sis) The Tal
mudists make the introductory words, "I am
the Lord thy God, which have brought thee

out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of

bondage," to be the first commandment, and, m
consequence, to keep the number 10, they make
the next two (verses 3-6) into one But the

words quoted obviously contain no command at

all, and merely express the general reason why
the Israelites should yield implicit obedience to

the injunctions which follow Hence Ongen
commences the Decalogue with, "Thou shalt

have no other gods before me " His division is

that in use m the Greek, and in all the Protes

taut churches except the Lutheran while from

the writings of Philo and Josephus it appears
that such was also the division received in the

Jewish synagogue The Koman Catholic and

Lutheran churches also make verses 3-6 one

commandment To preserve the number 10 they

divide verse 17 into two commandments, the

first being "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's

house," and the second, Thou shaft not covet

thy neighbor's wife, nor his manservant," etc,

?3 DECAXOGITE

to the end The two tables are said to have been

placed m the ark oi the tabernacle as a tet,ti

inony of \ahwes revelation (Ei xxv 16)
Modern scholars have called attention to the

fact that there are two texts of the Decalogue
(1) Ex ii 2-17, and (2) Deut v 6-21 which

piesent some striking differences The com
niands in both aie the same, viz, (1) prohibi
tion of any worship besides that of "iahwe (2)

prohibition of graven images (3) prohibition
01 the use of the name \ahwe for vain purposes,
(4) the Sabbith command, (5) command to
honor father and mother (6) prohibition of

murder, (7) prohibition of adultery, (8) pro-
hibition of stealing (9) prohibition of bearing
false witness (10) prohibition of coveting ont s

neighbors property But the text in Deuter
onomy is believed to contain various amphfica
tions, notablv in the cise of the fourth, fifth,

and tenth commandments, and, moreover, while
in Exodus the reason for hallowing e\erv sev

enth day is as a memorial of the creation of

the world in six days and of God's resting on
the seventh, in Deuteronomy the observance of

the Sabbath is enjoined as a reminiscence of the
Exodus from Egypt Of the two versions that
in Exodus is regarded as the older form, though
even in this amplifications are supposed to have
been introduced which did not belong to it in

its original form In regard to the age of the

Decalogue in its earliest form scholars differ

Many regard the moral rather than ritual tono

the prohibition of images, the Sabbath com

mandment, and the condemnation of the evil

desire as evidences of a date later than the

appearance of the great prophets On tht

other hand, it has been urged that neither mono
theism nor monolatrv may have been originally

intended, but only abstinence from worship of

other gods and from placing their images in thr>

presence of Yahwe, i e , near him, that the Sab
bath contemplated may have been the full moon
and that, m the tenth commandment, appro
priation of that which has no owner is meant
by the word translated 'coveting' Traces of an
other Decalogue were discovered m Er xxxiv

already by Goethe Here we find (verses 10-26)

chiefly ritualistic ordinances (1) not to woi-

ship any other god but Yahwe, (2) not to make

any molten images, (3) to keep the feast of

unleavened bread, (4) to give the firstlings to

Yahwe, (5) to observe the feast of weeks, (6)

to keep the feast of ingathering, (7) not to

mix the blood of the sacrifice with leaven, (8)

not to leave the fat of the paschal sacrifice till

morning, (9) to bring the first fruits to Yahwe

(10) not to seethe the kid in the mother's milk

This decalogue, to which the phrase "the 10

words" in Ex xxnv 28, if they are a genuine

part of the text would seem to refer, puts the

emphasis upon the religious ceremonies It has

therefore been regarded by many scholars as

older than the other If the latter, with its

stress upon moral duties was earlier and en

joved Mosaic authority, they find it difficult to

understand how the former could have claimed

to take its place, while the reverse can be more

readily comprehended
Consult Proeksch, Dte Elolwnquellen (1906)

Volz, MOM (1907) Eerdmans, "The Covenant

Code and the Decalogue," m The Sapontor

(1909), Sellin, Ewfatwig vns Alte Testament

(1910) , Greasmann Mote und c Z&t (Leip

ng 1912) , Bade, Ffa Deoatogue A Problem

in Ethical Dfretopmen-t (1914)
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DECAM1IBON (It II DeLanmrone, from Gk
5c*.a, del a, ten + wepa, hemera, dav) A fa

mous collection ol s,tune& b\ Boccaccio (qvj
See GALEOTIO PRINCIPE
DE CAMP, JOHX (1812-75) An Amen

can naval officer bom in !New Jferbey He en

tered the sen ice in 1827, became commander in

1855, and commanded the hoquois at the cap
ture of Xcw Orltins in !Sh2 \fterward he

played a gallant pirt m i mous actions on the

Mississippi especullv under Farragut at \icks

burg He \\ is raised to tin i ink ot commodore
in 186b and utired in 1S7U is lear ndmiral

DECAMP', JOSEPH RODEFEB (18^8-102 Jj

\u \umiian tmun xnd hndsiipt punter He
was bom in Cincrnati Ohio studied there

under Dmeneck ii>d at the Munich Academv
He established himself in Boston in 1893, and
became an instructor in the school of the Bos

ton Museum of line Arts He was elected to

the Societv or Ammcan Artists m 1888 Im

pressionmm modified by a realistic treatment

md Bareness and solidity ot execution charac

tenzes his paintings He receded the Temple

C medal from the Pennsylvania Academy of

Art-s in 18*10 honorable mention at the

Paris Exposition of 1000 for a Woman Drying
her Hair' (mm m the Cincinnati Museum) , and
a sold medal at the St Louis Exposition in

1004 He aroused great enthusiasm in Berlin

in 1910 with An Interior and a Lady Play
ing a Lute

' Other fine paintings by him are

The New Gown (Wilstach Gallery Philadel

phia) ?ally' (Worcester Museum) a portrait
of Dr Horace Howard Furness and 'Little

Hotel" (Pennsylvania Academy, Philadelphia)

DECAMPS, dekaN', ALEXANDBE GIBBIEL

(1803-oU) A French genre and landscape

painter He was bom in Pane March 3 1803,

and studied with Abel de Pujol, but was in no
wa\ restricted bv the traditions of the conven

tional and classic in art Of early instruction

he had lectned little, regarding lessons 'mo
notonoub He preferred to grope his way
alone but in latei yeara acknowledged himself

handicapped for lack of early training Once,

\i6iting the studio of Millet, he exclaimed, 'Ah'

you are a luck^v felloe you can do all you wish
to do

' "The sting of his artistic conscience'

was alwais with him making him discontented

and restless e\en o\er his best work Decamps's
genius finallj expressed itself in landscape and

jjenre, and in Oriental subjects which introduced

both His subjects were chiefly found in the

streets, on the quays, and in the fields He
i e\ eled in r olor and in effects of atmosphere and

light and he managed these qualities in his pic
tures m i fascinating manner Before he
usited the East m 1827, he had painted sug
yestiom of the Orient, and five years before
D< lacroi\ he laid the foundation of the French
school of Orientalism His first paintings of

genre subjects exhibited in 1831, were so popu
lir that it was difficult for him to depart from
that stUe of work, yet he aspired to the his

toncai in his nine sketches of the history of

Samson (Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Pans)
and made various unsuccessful attempts at
monumental compositions As a landscape
painter, he sympathized with Constable and
was lofty and dignified in his interpretation of

nature Light and atmosphere dominated his

works the modem note that was handed on to

the school of impressionists Decamps liked to

indulge in satincal work, and "The Monkey Ex
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pens and his tid.\ebtie- ol Chailes X display
his skill m that direction He touched the

high water mark of his populanto in 1839 in

his exhibits at the Salon, where his Cafe in

Asia," Street of a Ronun Village
'

Children

Placing Xear a Fountain,' and other examples
of uis figure subjects and landscapes made him
cbe\alier of the Legion of Honor But the

authority ol the classic school and lack of offi

cial recognition made Decamps unceitan of

himself lud discouraged with his profession In

this mood and suffering besides from a nervous

illness, he burned many of hit works and re

tired to the countn neglecting art for many
Ae*rs He lost his life, Aug 22 I860, at, the

result of an accident while riding to the hunt

Decamps hab been worthily repieuented m the

Louvre since 1903 the Wallace collection, Lon

don, possesses) 28 ot his pictmes, and others are

m the Metropolitan Museum, New York, the

Brooklyn Institute and mam other Euiopean
and American gallenes He left about 100 lith-

ographs and 20 etchings Consult the mono

graphs by Chaumelm (Marseilles, 1861),
Moreau (Paris 1869) Clement, in Lei artistes

ctltfaei (ib 1SS6) Uedmd, in Les maihea
de la htJiographif (Le Mans, 1892) , Im Thurn,
Bcheffer et Decamps (Nimes, 1876) Chesneau,
Hoiement modcttie en peintme Decamps
(
P iris, 186 1

) btranahau, Mode) n Ft ench Paint
ot (New Yoik 1888)
DE CANDOLLE, de kan'ddF, ALPHONSE

LOLIS PIEEBE PIBAME (1806-0
1

)) A cele

brated botanist, son of \ugustin Pvrame de
Candolle He u is boi n in Pii is His early
education like that of his father, was obtained
in Geneva where the greater part of his life

w is spent Besides making botimcal investi

gations of his own he continued his father's

monumental work, the Prodi onus Systematic
Regm Tegetabihs His most important botani
cal writings are Intiodurtion a f etude de la

lotanique (Pans, ISSo) OeoqtapJiie botamqus
(ib, 1855) Low de la nomenclative botamque
(ib, 1867) La phytogi aplne on I'art de decrwe
les vegetaux (ib 1880) Ongine des plantes
cultnees (ib 188 J) Besides these works he
wrote a history of the sciences and scientists

of the last two centuries (Geneva 1872) and
edited the memoirs and souvenirs of his father

(ib, 1862)
DE CANDOLLE, AUGUSTS PTBAME (1778-

1841) A celebrated Swish botanist He was
born in Geneva, Switzeiland, where he obtained
hi& early education While still a youth, his

ability to study and his attainments in htera
ture were in marked contrast to his weak con
stitution The gracefulness of his verse led

Flonan to predict a future for him as a poet
Law and medicine at first attracted him, but
his love of plants, which had been aroused m
1702, -while he was living with his mother in a

village during the siege of Geneva, and which
had been growing through the influence of

Saussure and especially of Vaucher, led him to

adopt the study of botany as his life work In
1796 he removed to Pans, where his first works,
Hivtoina Plamtarwn Suc&ilentarwn, (Paris,

1799) and letrvgalogw (ib, 1802), attracted
the attention and gained him the friendship of

scientists, among whom were Chmer, to whose
chair in the College de France he was elected in

1802, and Lamarck, who intrusted to him the

publication of Wore Frawjaw (ib, 1808-16),
in the introduction of which work he elaborates
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and enforces Ju&sieus natural svbtem of plant
classification as opposed to the Linnaan or ar

tificial svbtem In 1S04 the medical faculty of

Pans awarded him the degree of MD Begin
mng with 1806 lie spent si\ summerb in the

seiuce of the government making a botimcal
and agnculturil suivev of the entire countrv,
a repoit of which appeared m 1813 In 1807
he became botanist and director of the botani
cal garden in the medical faculty of the Tinner
sifo of Montpelhei and three Tears later wab
transferred to the nevilj created chair of botinv
in the science faculty During this incumbency
he published Thione elemental) e de la lota

niqitp (llontpellier, 1813 2ded,1819 repnnt,
1844) a work that greatly extended his repu
tation and the,populantv of the natuiil method
of plant classification In 1816 he accepted the
newh founded chair of natural science and,

coniomtlv with his son, the directorship of the

botanical garden at Geneva, which offices he
held until 1834, when his son succeeded him
He spent the remainder of his life in Gene\ i

In 1824 he commenced the Prodi ontus Bystc
matis Xegm Tegetabilis (Paris, 1824-74) bisid

upon a former work (Regm Tegetabilis Sy&
tetna ~\aturale"), which, had been planned upon
too prodigious a scale for one man to complete,
and of ^hich only two volumes were published,
in 1819 and 1821 respectively Even of this

more condensed work he was able to complete
only seven volumes the remaining 14 are the

work of his son He published other books and

pamphlets, whose value though considerable,
is eclipsed by the works already mentioned
As a lecturer lie exerted a wide influence and
as a citizen TV as highly esteemed Among the

numerous honors awarded him was the cross

of the Legion of Honor, which he received from
Louis Philippe
PECAP'ODA (Neo-Lat norn pi, from Gk

SCK&ITOVS, dekapo-us, from &KO, dela, ten + vws,

pout foot) 1 The largest and most impor
tant order of inalacostracan crustaceans, distin

guished bv the fact that the carapace is flnnlv

grown to the dorsal side of all the thoracic seg

ments, and that the last five pairs of thoracic

appendages serve as walking feet while the

first three pairs are mouth organs All of the

crustaceans ordinarily used for food (crabs,

lobsters, shrimps, and prawns) are decapods

Many hundred species are known, and they are

found in all parts of the world, on land and in

fresh water, but chiefly in the sea The deca

pods contain three groups the long tailed

(Macnirt), the short tailed" (Braebyura), and
the peculiar tailed (Anomura) The first has the

abdomen long and covered by a hard shell, and
the lobster, crayfish, prawn, etc , are good illus

trations, the second suborder has the abdomen

very short and weak (this group is made up
of the crabs) , while the third includes the her

mit crabs which seem to be intermediate be

tween the others See CBAB, CRUSTACEA,

2 A suborder of dibranchiate cephalopoda,

ha-ving 10 arms, the squids See CEPHALOPODA,
SQUTO and Colored Plate of OOTOPODB AND
DFCAPODS
DECAP'OLIS (Lat , from Gk Aemiro\, De

kapolw = &/c, ten, r6*u, a. city) A geograph
ical term used in Josephua (eg Wars, in, rx,

7), the New Testament (Matt iv 26, Mark v

20, vu 31), and other ancient writings
to

designate certain districts in and near Pales-

tine, situated mainlv east of the Jordan The

Decapol's was a confederacy or league, origi
nallv of 10 cities, though the number was not

constant, apparently having been increased in

the second century The details of the history
of the confederation aie somewhat obbcure Its

outlines can be recovered however, with a

good degree of certainty

\\hen Alexander the Great conquered the
East (331 ac ), the ancient Semitic world was
at once opened to the influences of Greek emh
zation \Ianv of Alexanders -veterans either

settled in cities already founded or established

new ones for themselves Palestine outside
of Judsea proper, -was not exempt from this

movement and soon here and there throughout
the ancient Hebrew territory numerous Greek
cities came into existence These cities, all

constituted after the same general idea of the
Greek pohs, -were centres of Greek culture

During the Maccabean \\ ir of Independence
(167-141 BC ) waged bv the Jews, against the
Greek Svrian Kingdom the sympathies of these
(ities were with Svna Consequently, with the

tiiumph of the Jews and especially during
tlie reigns of the Asmonean princes, John Hvr
< urns (135-105 BC) and Alexander Jannseus

( 104-78 B c ) , they suffered great hardship, in
manv cases being deprived of their independ
ence In 63 BC when Pompey took charge
of affairs m Syria and Palestine in the name
of Rome, he freed them from the Jewish voke
It was probably at this time that 10 of these

cities formed the league known as the Decapo
lis The charter members seem to have been

iScrthopohs (Beis&ti, the only one west of the

Jordan), Dion Pella (FaJul'), Gadara (Hnm
JTm), Hippos (flittieh) Gerasa (Jer&cJi),

Philadelphia (Amman), Damascus Raphana,
ind Kanatha (Kanan&t) Such, at least, is

the list given by our earliest authority, Phny
the Elder (Hut ~\at \, 18) m the first cen

turv, though it must be remembered that this

list represents only the cities which belonged
to the confederation in Phm s time There is

strong reason to believe that Damascus was not
one of the original group, lying too far to the

north, but that m its place was Abila, generally
reckoned as a later addition It is also debated
w hether Baphana or fiamana is to he considered

as one of the primarv number ( Consult Holscher

pp *>7 f } The geographer Ptolemy, in the sec

ond century, omits Raphana but adds nine other

names, mo&t of them of cities belonging to the

district just south of Damascus making 18

in all constituting the league in his time The

purpose of the confederation was in part to

secure better protection against enemies, such

as the Jews and the Arabian tribes, who were

naturally hostile to Roman and Greek mflu
ences Another equally powerful motive was the

desire to obtain better trade advantages The
members of the league were all situated on

trade routes, and the influence they exerted is

seen in the passing over from Greek into He
brew of manv commercial terms and names
Each one of these cities covered with ita juns
diction a large adjacent district Yet the De

capohs was not one solid territory but between

the districts belonging to the respective cities

were large tracts governed by the various

tetrarchies, or other forms of government per
nutted bv Rome to exist under her general su

pervision The most compact part of the De-

capobs lay jtwt south and *at of the Sa of
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Galilee Here the regions of SLVthopohb, west

of the Jordan and on the mam line of communi
cation wth the Ea=t Joidan territory, of Hip
pos, east of the Sea of Galilee, and of Gadara,
south of Hippos, on the Hieromas: (the an

cient 3armii/j, were contiguous, each possess

ing a section of the shore of the lake South

or Gadara, bordering on the Jordan vallev,

were Pella and Dion, which, from their llace

domin names, were both probaoly founded by
Alexander's veterans East of these were the

districts belonging to Abila, on the Hieronua,

Gerasa, farther soath and very extensive, and

Philadelphia, the ancient Rallah Ammon (Deut
111 11), the most southern member of the

league To the northeast were the cities Kana
tha, the ancient Kemth (^um xxxu 42), both

on the western slope of the Haur3n Hills, and

Damascus Other members, such as Edrei and

Bosra, though old cities, ^ere late additions

and carried the influence of the league east-

ward, south of the Eauran
As to their political constitution, it seems to

have been of an uncertain character The inde-

pendence to wluch they were restored by Pom-

pev gave them the right to elect communal

councils, to com money, to offer asylum, to

hold and administer property in the surround

ing territory, and to associate together for

defense and trade At the same time the ad-

ministration of their affairs was subject to

review by the Governor of Syria, their coins

bore the Imperial image, they \sere subject
to taxation by Rome and to service in her null

tary system, and even their political conuec

tions were determinate by the Emperor, as

when, in 30 BC Augustus transfeired some
of them from the Province of Svria to the direct

control of Herod
From the organization of the league until

the third centurya period of nearly 300 years
the Decapolitan country was exceedingly pros

perous "When Trajan organized the Province
of Arabia (106 BO ), the security of the region
was assured, commerce expanded, literature and
art flourished, and in all conditions this was
one of the most favored regions of the Umpire
Of the cities making up the league, some were
of more than ordinary size and importance
The ruins of Gerasa are very extensive, the

amphitheatre of Philadelphia had a seating

phus' day, was Scythopoks, the ancient Beth-
SJtean (Josh tvii 11), west of the Jordan,
famous for its linen manufactures The con
federation seems to have dissolved gradually
Some of the cities became incorporated with
the Province of Arabia, others maintained their

independent position until the breakup of the
Roman Empire

Consult Schurer, &wtory of the Jewish

People m the Tvnei of Jesus Christ (5 vols,
New York, 1885) , G A Smith, The Historical

Geography of the Holy Land (llth ed, 1904) ,

Holscher, Palaitvw in der perawohen vnd
hellenwtosohen Zevt (Berlin, 103) , Schumacher,
A.GTOS9 the Jordan (London, 1899)

DE CASaAOBTAC, de U sa'nyak', PAUL

DECATTJB A city and the county seat of

Morgan Co , Ala , on the south hank of the Ten
neasee River, about 18 milea above the Muscle

Shoala, and on the Louisville and Nashville and
the Solera railroads (Map Alabama, B 1)

It his repur shops ot the Louisville and

Xa-.hvilk, car works, engine vtorka tannery,

bottling slants and manufactures of lumber

sashes ana blinds, lertihzeis, cigais, flour, cot

tonseed oJ and vanout, other products There

are two inarmanes, a hospital, and a Federal

building Pop, 1890, 2765, 1900, 3114, 1910,

422S

DECATtTB, A town and the county seat of

De Kalb Co Gi 6 miles east northeast of

Atlanta, on the Georgia Railroad (Map Geor

gia, B 2 1 It ib a popular residential place
and contains the Agneb Pcott College (Pieabv
tenan) lor vtomen the Donild Fra?er (Pres

bvtenan) High School for boys, and a Carnegie
hbrarj Here, on July 20, 1864 the battle of

Peachtree Creek (q\ )
was fought, the Con

federates undei General Hood attacking un
buccessfully pirt of Sherman s army under Gen
erals Thomis and Schofield Decatur named
after Commodore Stephen Decatur, was settled

and incorporated in 1823 The water works
are owned by the town Pop, 1900, 1418,

1910, 2466

DECATTTB A city and the county scat of

Macon Co, 111, 38 miles east of Springfield
and 173 southwest of Chicago, on the Sanga
mon River, and on the Illinois Central, the

Wabash, the Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Day
ton, and the Vandaha railroads (Map Illi

nois, D 4) It contains a Cainegie library,

Faimew, Lincoln, Nelson, and Torrence parks,
a hospital, a home for aged and orphans, and
James Millikin University, founded in 1901

The city is in a fertile agricultural region and,

owing to its exceptional railroad facilities, has

large trade and shipping interests, particularly
in grain It is also an important mdustnal

centre, manufacturing iron, soda fountains, corn

shellers, starch, corn flour, meal, hominy, plumb
mg, waterworks equipment, electric light fix

tures, coffins, etc Decatur adapted the com
mission form of government in 1911, consist-

ing of a mayor and foui commissioners elected

every four years The water works and electric

light plant are owned and operated by the

municipality Decatur was settled in 1830 and

incorporated six years later Lincoln received

his fhst indorsement as presidential candidate
at the Illinois Republican Convention, held here
on May 6, 1860 Decatur is also the birth

1 having been organized here on Apnl 6, I

Pop, 1900, 20,754, 1910, 31,140, 1914 (est),

37,525, 1920, 43,818
DECATTTB A city and the county seat of

Adams Co, Ind, 21 miles southeast of Fort

Wayne, on St Mary's River, and on the Toledo,
St Louis, and Western, the Erie, and the Grand
Rapids and Indiana railroads (Map Indiana,
E 2) It has several fine stone quamea head-

ing, handle, and hoop factories, and mamifac
tures of lumber in vano-us products, machinery,*-'-

sugar, saddlery, fences, furnaces, and
There is a Carnegie library and a
of Pythias home Decatur was settled

1840 and incorporated in 1882 The gov
eminent is administered by a mayor, elected

every four years, and a city council The aty
owns and operates its water works and electric

light plant Pop, 1900, 4142, 1910, 4471
DECATTJB A caty and the county seat of

Wise Co , Tex , 40 miles north by west of Fort

Worth, on the Fort Worth and Denver City
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Railroad (Map Tt\as D 3) It it, the seat of esteemed liim highly as his trusted counselor

the Decatur Baptibt College and contains a
lfL J "- " " *- >~ '

park and fine courthoute The city is the
centre of a corn and cotton grow mg region and
has cotton, gins., a cottonseed oil mill, a rolling
mill, a canning factoiy, a flour mill, and an
ice plant Limestone is extenisnelv quarried
in the vicinity Decatur owns its water works
and electnc light plant Pop, 1900, 1562,
1910, 1651

DECATUR, STEPHEN (1751-1808) An
American nav il officer, born in Newport, E I,
of French ancebtiy He eaily went to sea on a
merchantman and during the Revolution com
manded piivateers In 1798 he became a cap
tain and w is put in charge of the Delaware,
20 guns, with which he captured two French

pmateers In 1801 he left the navy and went
into business in Philadelphia His son Stephen
attained great distinction in the na^v

DECA1TJB, STEPHEN (1779-1820) An
American naval officer, bom in Smnepuxent,
Md , Jan 5, 1779 He entered the nayy as mid

shipman on board the United States m 1798 In

November, 1803, lie had command of the ~\orfolL
and afterward of the Enterprise On Feb 16,

1804, at the head of a small party, he made
a dash into the harbor of Tripoli and burned the

frigate Philadelphia, which had fallen into the

hands of the Tupolitans In recognition of

this act, which Admiral Nelson pronounced "the

most daring of the age," he was made captain
and was presented with a sword Decatur had
much more hard fighting in the harbor and

neighborhood of Tripoli and in all cases showed
the utmost daring and bravery In 1812 he was
in command, as commodore, of a squadron off

the Atlantic coast and on October 25, in the

United States, captured the English frigate
Macedonian From 1813 till the summer of

1S14 he -nas forced by a British blockading

squadron much superior to his own to remain
m the harbor of New London In January,
1815, he attempted to get to sea from New
York with a small squadron His flagship, the

Afterward he became secretary to Napoleons
mother, Letizia Bonaparte, and the same year

Counsel to the Court ol Appeals He joined the

Bourbons alter the restoration and won the

fa^or 01 Louis STILT, who made him Prefect of

Police, Minister of Police, and in ISIS Prime
Minister He earned out a number of liberal

measures, but did not succeed in pleawng the

radicals, and at the same time mcuired the

enmity of the ultrarovahsts, who availed them-
selves of the murder 01 the Due de Berrv in

1820 to accuse Decazes of complicity in the

crime, alleging that his revolutionaiv policy
had instigated the assassin to hib deed The

King accepted his ministers resignation with

great reluctance, made him a duke, and sent
him as Ambassador to England Having re

turned m 1821, Decazes took part in all im
portant debates in the Chamber of Peers, oppos
ing the government, and after the resolution

of 1830 supported the Orleans dynasty He
retired from public life in 1848 and thereafter

devoted himself to the administration of his

estates, Consult E Daudet, Louis JT HI et le

duo Deca-es (Pans, 1899)

DECAZES, Loins CHAKLES ELIB AMAMEU,
Duo DE GLUCKSBEBG (1819-86) A French

diplomat, born in Paris His father was the
statesman Elie Decazes, and through his influ

enee Decazes became Secretaiy to the Embassy
m London, and afterward Minister Plenipoten
tiarv to Spam and Portugal The revolution
of 1848 forced him to retire to private hie, but
he remained a devoted Orleanrst and always

hoped for a restoration of the dynatty Li
1871 he was elected a deputy to the Assembly,
and m 1873, after being for a shoit time Am
bassador at London, he was given the portfolio
of Foreign Affairs He was retired m 1877
and failed m subsequent efforts to retuin to

political life

DECXCAN (Hind dalhan, Prak daUfenvi,
Skt dalsina, southern, pertaining to the right
hand from daksa, right hand, connected with

President, was injured by striking on the bar Gk %&<*, deanos, Lot dexter, right) A term
at Sandy Hook He had not proceeded far

when he was puisued and forced to engage in an

unequal fight He was finally overpowered and

compelled to surrender and was taken, to Ber
muda with his frigate He was soon paroled
and in Hay, 1815, sailed from New York as

sometimes applied to the peninsula of India

(Map Asia, J 7 ) , south of the river Nerburlda,
but now generally restricted to the portion
bounded on the north by the Nerbudda and on
the south by the river Kistna or Krishna The
name is also applied to the entire triangular

commander of thiee frigates, one sloop, and six plateau which forms the larger part of the

brigs and schooners, to operate against Algiers
He captured two important vessels, but the

war was soon concluded by a treaty abolishing
the demand upon the United States for tribute

and giving up all prisoners He made similar

arrangements with the rulers of Tunis and

Asiatic peninsula of India and is the official des

ignation of a division of the Bombay Province

DECCAN HEMP See HIBISCUS
DECEASED WIFE'S SISTEB See ATBTN

ITT, CONSANGUINITY MABEIAGE

DECEBALUS, dfi seVa Us (Lat, from Gk
Tripoli and thus put an end to the enslaving AeitejSaXoj, Dekebalos, perhaps a title of honor,

- - - ' ' -
equivalent to kmg) A king of Dacia, a mill

tarv leader of much ability, for years a fonm
dable enemy of Rome He crossed the Danube

during Domitian's reign, overran Moesia, and
defeated the Imperial army under Cornelius

Fuflcus Later he forced Domitian to conclude

a treaty by which Domitian was to pay an an
nual tribute He was completely overthrown

by Trajan in 105 A D
,
and his territories were

reduced to a Roman province He committed
suicide to escape capture by the conquerors,
about 106 See DAOIA, TBAJAIT

DBCEODENT (Lat decedent, from decoders,
to depart, die) Strictly a dying person, in

of the Americans bv the corsairs of those coun

tries In November, 1815, he was made navy
commissioner, with Commodore Rodgers and

Porter, holding the office until his death, March

22, 1820, in a duel at Bladensburg, near Wash
ington, with Commodore James Barren (qv )

Consult the Life by Mackenzie (Boston, 1846),

and Brady, Stephen Decatvr (ib, 1900) Hia

nephew, STEPHEN' (1815-76), was commodore in

the United States navy

DECAZES, dekaz', EUB, Duo (1780-1860)
A French statesman He began his career as a

lawyer, became a judge in Paris, and in 1806

was called to Holland by King Louie, who
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English and American law, a deceased person
the teim being employed only in connection with

the pasbing ot the estate of such person, or the

idmini'strition tneieot Whtn the estate in

question is di&posed ol bv will the decedent IB

property described as> 'tesstitor, or devibor,"

and thus the term decedent has come to be

commonly appropnated to a person dving mtes

tate As. thus lestncted, decedent^' estates

come under the opention of two distinct sets

of rules, which, though novv usually embodied

in statute lorin do not depait la ebsential par
ticulars fiom the common lavs doctrines in

which thev originated These rules are, first,

that the rexl estate of a decedent shall descend

to hit, heir and second, thit his personal prop
ertv shall pa-ss to his personal representative
for pm poses, of administration and distribution

This personal representative may or may not

he a person entitled to share in the ultimate

distribution of the property, and under some
circumstances the duty of administration is

undei taken bv the state In the eaih history

of the law m England it devolved upon the

church, the right of administering upon the

estate of a decedent being vested in the bishop
of the diocese in which he died, such administra-

tion, together with the probate of wills, consti-

tuting an important part of the ordinary juris
diction of the ecclesiastical courts This juris
diction ha* now been assumed by the High
Court of Justice in England In the United
States it is commonH exercised bv local tnbu
nals of the rank of county courts, known,
vanou-sly, as surrogates' courts, piobate courts,

orphans' courts, and the like See those titles,

also DESCENT DI&TBZBTJTION , HFJB, PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVE ExEcmoB, ADirrMstBATioN
DECEIT In law, a misrepresentation or

other device or contrivance by which one man
intentionally deceives another to the legal m
jury or damage of the latter The deceit need

not be accomplished by any spoken 01 written,

words or bv any positive statement or repre

sentation, but the concealment of any fact or

circumstance which the deceiver is under a legal

obligation to disclose, or his mere silence con

cernmg it when the circumstances are such as

to put upon him an obligation to speak, amount
to deceit as fully as if positive misrepresenta-
tion was made But mere silence concerning
matter which there is no obligation to disclose

is not generally deceit, even though the party
misled may be known to be acting upon a false

idea as to those facts Deceit involves as a

necessary element the witent<ton to deceive m a
matter in which the deceived party has a right
to know the truth and rely upon it Without
this intent a misrepresentation might amount
to a legal mistake, but would not be a basis for

an allegation of the tort of fraud

If the party deceived be m a position such
that by the etercise of due caution or diligence,
or by duly taking advantage of matters open to

his knowledge, he would not have been deceived,
there IB no legal deceit, even though his reason
for failing to take reasonable care was due to

his confidence in the honesty of the party by
whom he is deceived If, however, he is dis

suaded from the exercise of his caution by the
actions of the other parly intended so to dis

suade him, there is deceit The misrepresent*
tion or misleading must be m respect of matters
material to the transaction concerned, and muBt

be relied upon to the deceived paitv s piejudice
in the same tuns action in oidu to lay a basis

for an action Hirepresentations ib to matters

or law are not genei ilh sufficient to liv a babis

for an action although the eiuumbtanceb may
be such as to make them so Reckless btate

ments, made without inv legard to whether

they are true or not 01 fahc statements made
in the belief that tliev are tiue when the paity

making them is legally bound to know and state

the tiue facts, aie leuallv deceitful But mere

e^pressionb of opinion or of anticipation as to

what will happen in the futuie, is not deceit

Deceit is a neceswrv element of a fraud, and

no exact or absolute definition 01 statement can

be given of what is deceit, except in a general

way, as above See FPALD
DE CELLES, de sel', ALTKED DLCLOS (1843-

) A Canadian author He was bom at

St Laurent, P Q ,
and was educated at Que

bee Seminary and ~Lv.il Unrversitv, where he

graduated in 1867 He was called to the

bar in 1873, but left law for journalism
and succesbively edited three conservative news

papers, Le Journal de Quibec, La Minerie, and

L'Opimon Pubhquc In 1S80-83 he was assibt

ant libiirian and iftu 1885 kbranan, of the

Dominion Paihament He was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society of C%nada, wab appointed
by the French government an officer of Pub-
lic Inbtiuttion (1896), and a chevalier of the

Legion of Honor (1903), and m 1907 was ere

ated CMG His principal publications aie

La cnse dit tegime pailementaire (1888) ,
A la

conquSte de la hb&te en Fiance et au Canada

(1890), Les constitutions du Canada (1890),
Let, Etats Unis engine institutions, deocloppe
ment (1896), crowned by the French Acid
emy of Political and Moral Sciences, Papvneau,
Cartier (1005), Oartier et aon temps (1907),

Lafontaine et son temps (1907)

DECEM'BEIL See MONTH
DECEM'Vrai (Lat, board of ten men,

from decem, ten -j- vir, man) The most famous

body with this title were the 10 persons ap
pointed at Rome (451 BO ) to draw up a code
of laws The basis of their work wis the
information collected by three commissioners
who were sent for that purpose to Greece (455-
452) On the return of the commissioners a
violent dispute arose between the patricians and
the plebeians as to which of the orders should be
intrusted with the revision of the laws The

dispute ended m favor of the patricians, and 10

patrician lawgivers were consequently appointed,
to whom, moreover, the whole government of
the state was intrusted during the year for

which they were to hold office (451) The work
of legislation was earned on with zeal and sue

cess, and the state was governed with prudence
and moderation Ten tables' of laws were

adopted m 451 Their labors not being quite
finished, a new body of decemviri was appointed,
only one of whom, the notorious Appius CHudius
Crassns (qv), had belonged to the previous
commission Two more "Tables" were adopted
In their magisterial and executive capacities,
however, the new decemviri acted in the most
tyrannical manner In place of the fasces (qv )

without the axe being earned only before the
decemvar who presided for the day, as in the

previous year, each decemvir was now attended

by 12 lictors, who earned not only the rods, but
the axe, wEch was the emblem of power over
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life and death When the term of their ap
pomtinent expired, the deeenmn refused either
to lesign 01 to allou buccebsors to be appointed
to them At Itngth the action ol Appma Clau
dm-3 in thi mattei of A irginu brought affairs to
a cluua\ A populai insunection broke lorth,
the deeenmn vveie dm en from then office, and
the tiibune-s and other ordinal y magistrates of

the Republic \\eie reappomted The Twelve
Tables hovevei iem lined in force (See
T \\CL\E TABLES IAW OF THE ) Consult Momm
sen Eisto>i/ of Rome, Eng tians by Dickson

(!Nt_\\ Yoik 1883) and Greenndge, Roman
PuWwLift (London 1901)
Tke Deteinun Ham is Facmndis, Commis

sioners for the Peifoiinance of Sacred Eites,'
firbt appointed in 307 B c

,
had the charge of

the Sibylline Books (see SIBYL) and of the
celebration of certain games in. honor of Apollo
and of the Secular Games (qv ), which AugUbtus
did most to make lamous

DECENNAIJA See DECETXIAL GYMES
DECEIT'NIAL GAMES (Lat Decenma or

Decennaha nom pi ,
fiom decew, ten + annui,

year) The games celebrated in ancient Rome,
e\ery 10 yeaib, to commemorate the nominil
refusal of Augustus to be Emperor for lite and
his piefeience for selection once in 10 years

They were maintained as a popular amusement
until the last dajs of the Empne
DECEPTION See FBAID DECEIT
DECEPTION ISLAND One of the South

Shetland Islands in the Antaictic Ocean, situited

in lat 62' 55' S and long 60 35' W It naa
formed from a volcano whose cone rises about

1800 feet abo^e sea level On the southeast

side the cone ^ all ie> broken bv an opening about
600 feet wide, through T*lnch the sea has flooded

the crater, forming a lake haibor (called Port

Foster) which is approximately circular, about

5 mile? m diameter, and about 95 fathomb deep
DE CESARE, da cha'za ra, CABZO (1824-

)
An Italian political economist and legis

lator He was born at Spinnazola, Province of

Ban, and studied at Naples He became Sec

retary General of the Neapolitan Finances m
1860 and of Agriculture, Industry, and Com
meree in 1868 His works include II mondo

civile ed industnale nel SIX secolo (1857),
Del fotere temporale del Papa (2d ed, 1861),
II pnwio unitario ttaltano (2d ed, 1861), La,

Oermanta modeina (2d ed } 1874)

DECHAMPS, deshaV, ADOIIHB (1807-75)

A Belgian statesman, born at Melle, East Flan

dera He became Governor of the Province of

Luxembourg in 1842, Minister of Public Works
in 1843, and Minister of Foreign Affairs in

1846 He was the foremost promoter of rail-

road communication in. Belgium and, in asso-

ciation with De Decker, was the founder of the

Revue de Brwaelles, a Catholic organ which

exerted a marked influence from 18S7 to 1850

From 1847 to 1864 he was leader of the Catho-

lic minority, when, after an attempt to organize
a Liberal ministry, he retired from politics He
had considerable ability as a writer and a

thorough familiarity with the political condi

tions of his time, as evidenced by his works,
which include La Second Empire (1859) ,

L'Empvre et I'Angleterre (1860), La- Frvnae et

VAllemagne (1865) , Le Pnnoe de Bvtmarck et

Ventrewe des trow emperettrs (1873)

DE CHAVANNES, Pirns See Ptms rat

DECHEN, dVKen, HETSBICH VON (1800-89)
A German gcolog'st and engineer, bom in Ber
hn He btudied lor some time it the unnersity
of that citv, but soon devoted himself to prac
tical mining and subsequently held a number
of impuitant go\ eminent offices In 1834 he
v^as made prole s,bor oi mining engineering m
Berlin and m 1841 directoi of mine=. at Bonn
Beside* a numbei ot -vahuble geological maps,
Deehen's published ^orks include beogno&tiscke
Cmnsse do Rhewfande zinachen Basel vnd
Ifflins (2 \ols IS25) , Geogiiostische Beschrei

lung des biebengebu ges (1S52) Die nat-baten
MUM alien und Getlighten nn Deutwhen
Reich, nelst einet physiogifiphisclien und geoq
aosttschen relet&icltt des Gebietcs (1873) He
Mas aLo for many veait, editor 01 the )chw
ftit Mineialoffie, Geognosie, Be>gbau und Hut
tenkunde and he published a geological map of

Rhenish Prussia and Westphalia in 1855-82
His investigations of the geological structure of

these legiont, foimed his chief contribution to
science

DECHT, da'Ke ^loErrz yo^ (1851- )

A Hungarian explorer He was born in Buda
pe&t and was educated theie and in Vienna,
\\heie he btudied la\t but he devoted himself
to geogiaplH and mountaineering In 1875 he
T\as Hungarian commissioner to the Interna
tional Geographical Congie'sa in Pans In
1S78 isith a Swiss guide he made in attempt to

get to Tibet In 1884, ^ith Swiss and Tirol

guides and a party of geologists and botamuts,
he made a remaikable tour of the Caucasus
which "was followed by several other ]ournevs m
which his party made a thorough study of the
mountains and climbed many high peaks He
wrote an elaborate book on the Caucasus in
three volumes, -which was published in German
and in Hungarian (1905-07)
DECXDTJOTrS PLANTS (Lat ftcuZtrat, fall

ing down or off from de, avra> -f cadere to

fall) Plants which have organs that are shed

periodically The term "deciduous iis applied
in particular to those trees and shrubs that

shed their lei^es at the approach of a season

of cold or drought See DURATION, FOBEST,
TREE
DECTDTTOUS TEETH See TEETH

DECTBCA See DESHIMA
DECIMAL FBACTION See FRACTION
DEOXttAL NOTATION See NOTATION

DECIMALS, BEPEATIW See CIBCULATOT&
DECIMALS
DECIMAL SYSTEM (from Lat decimus,

tenth) A name applied to a system of nu
meration or to a system of measures such as

weights, money, etc , in which the standard unit

w divided into tenths, hundredths etc, for

the denominations below it, and multiplied by

10, 100, etc, for those above it An excellent

example is that of the international metric

system of measures The meter (approximately
3937 inches in length) is the unit of linear

measure and serves as a foundation for the

measures of length, surface, volume, capacity,

and weight For the higher denominations the

Greek ddm, hekto, Wo myna, are prefixed to

signify the multiples 10, 100, 1000, 10,000,

respectively Thus, 1 dekameter = 10 meters

1 hektometer = 100 meters, and so on On the

other hand, the Latin prefixes deot, cento, miZZt,

are nsed to express divisions by 10, 100, etc,

and thus furnish, names for the lower denom
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mitions eg, I decimeter = f-u of a meter

1 centimeter = ^ of a meter Similarly

with monev the franc being the unit, a deume
]> tlu tenth part of a franc and a centime

the Hundredth part The monetar\ system ot

the Lmted States of America, like that of

neaih c\ei\ cmhzed country except England
i-s decimal Indeed the numerical svstem in

general uise the uorld over i^ the most notable

example of a decimal arrangement It is babod

upon the 10 fingers used in primitive counting
^ee METBIC SYSTEM NLMEKALS NOTATION

son ib fa ud b\ Cict.ro Tusculana Dispuiationes,
i 80 to ha\e sacrificed himself similarh at

the battle ot Abculum (279 B<M, in the \\ar

\iilh Ptiihus but the statement is challenged
on srooil grounds
DE CIVTEATE DEI, de Bu'itl'tt de'i See

UGCSTIISE, SAI^T
DECK The flooring or platform formed by

co\eimg the deck beams with bteel or planking
The term ib bometimes used to express the space
abo^e a deck to the under side of the next

higher deck In old tvpe rigged men of uar the

upper deck ^ab called the spar deck> the ne\t

deck the gun deck if guns "were carried on
it if not, it wab called the berth decl } the

DEC'ZMATIOW (Fr decimation, Lat dew

inatio, from decinatf, to decimate from decem,

ten) A punishment sometimes inflicted in

the arnues ot ancient Rome In instances ^here

a crime had been committed bv soldiers en

masse, nhich \\ould ment death in the in

dividual, one tenth of the whole number would

be put to death The indiiiduals \vere selected

by lot

DE CISNEEOS, de sisnVr6s, ELEOVOB\,
CotrsTESS (1878- ) An Amencan pnma
donna, born in Xew York City She studied

singing under Mme JIuno Celh in New York, These terms quarter and half, weie deiued
and made her debut at the Metropolitan Opera from the character of the decks in the days of

House in 1800 In the following -vear she ^19 high castle like poops and forecastles The
married to Count Francois G de Ci&neros Be- half deck then extended half the length of the

tween 1900 and 1906 bhe sang in more than ship or less, the quarter deck being still shorter

40 operatic roles in Rome, Milan Madrid, Lis
" . T. , . . . .,

next deck below the berth deck was the alop
deck In old three deckers, (i e -wooden lino of

battle ships earning guns on thiee coieied

decks) these were called the mam, middle, and
loner decks The half decl, m \et,selb ha\mg
one or more covered gun decks was that por
tion of the next deck below the spar deck ex

tending from the mainmast to the cabin bulk

heads The quarter deeh ^at, the pait of the

upper deck which was abaft the mainmast

, ,

bon, Vienna, St Petersburg, London and Rio

de Janeiro In 1907 she -wag Oscar Hammer
stem's leading mezzo soprano at the Manhattan

Opera House, New York

DECItTS, de'shi us, GAITJS MEbSius QUINTUS
TBAIA.'XUS A Roman Emperor (201-251 AD)
He ^as a native of Pannoma, of Ilhrian stock

He commanded the troops of the Emperor
Phihppus on the Danube In 249, his soldiers

in iloesia revolted and forced him, against his

\vill, to proclaim himself Emperor and lead

them into Italv Phihppus marched against
him, but was slain in battle near Verona In
250 Deems ordered all Christians to renounce

their faith, and a cruel persecution ensued,

notabty at Rome, Carthage, Alexandria, Jeru

salem, and Antioch Fabianus, Bishop of Rome,
was martyred on January 20, Cvprian, Bishop
of Carthage, was forced to leave his see, and
the bishops of Alexandria arid Antioch perished
in prison The great Ongen. also was cast into

prison and tortured in Casarea In the fol

lowing year (251) Deems was called to Thrace
to check a great invasion of the Goths, but was
abandoned by his general, Trebomanua Gallus,
who sought the throne for himself, and Denus,
together with his son, perished in battle Con
suit Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Romwn.

Umpire, chap x

DE'CIUS KITS, PUSHES Father, son, and

grandson, famous consuls and generals of the
Roman Republic Phe first commanded the

Roman army m the Latin War (340 BO)
Just before a battle was fought at Vesens, near

Vesuvius, he was told in a vision that the army
of one aide and the general of the other were
devoted to the gods of the dead Accordingly
Deems exposed, himself to the attack of the

enemy and lost his own life that the hostile

army might be destroyed The son found him
self in a similar position at the battle of

Sentumm (295 BO), when his heroic death

gave the victory to the Romans over the Gauls,
five Samnifefl> and* the Etruscans The grand

The after partial decks were connected \vith

similar partial ones forwaid by gangiva^s or

nariow walks inside the ship's rail As time
went on, the forecastle and poop -were reduced
in height, and the partial decks became fewer
in number, but the quarterdeck was only a

partial one until after the beginning of the
nineteenth century For a long time the only
partial decks abo\e the upper, or spar, deck
were those of the poop and topgallant fore

castle, but the advent of the modern ship with
its high central superstructure changed this

together with the entire deck nomenclature In

ships of the United States navy the highest
deck which extends the full length of the ship
is called the main declj a partial deck above
this is called the vppet deck, above this are
the bridge decks, bridges, etc The first deck
below the mam is called the gun. decl if any
of the main battery guns are mounted on it,
the next deck below the gun deck is the berth

deck, if there is nc- gun deck, it 19 the next
one below the mun deck the 01 lop deck is the
next below the berth deck, and then the plat
form decks The topgallant forecastle deok is

the deck o\er a raised, or topgallant, forecastle,
the poop deck is the deck over the poop The
deck o\er superstructures is called the super
structure deck, hurricane deck boat deck, leaas,
etc, according to the character of the \esiel
In passenger steamers the deck below the boat
deck is frequentlv called the shelter deck A
flush deok is one that extends from bow to
stern without a break, or a superstructure ns
ing above it A protective deck (fitted in men
of war only) is one designed to protect the
vitals of a ship from being struck by a shell

or injured by fragments of one which bursts on
board If flat and laid over the upper edges of

an armor belt, it is frequently called the armor
deok The ordinary type of protective decks
consists of a flat portion amidships and sloping
parts at the sides The side slope may be a
curve, a straight slope or two snort straight
slopes, the inclination downward is at an angle
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of 30 to 45 from the horizontal, and the
lower edge of the deck where it meets the

ships side is several feet under \vater in order
that a projectile shall not get underneath it

when the ship is rolling Behind the belt
armor of battleships sloping protective decks
are now usually fitted to deflect any shell which
may get through the belt Both the flat and
sloping parts of protective decks are armored,
the latter much more heaiilv, reaching a thick
ness of six inches in large protected and ar
mored cruisers

DECK, THionoBE (1823-91) A French ceia

mist, born at Gebweiler, Alsace After thiee
Tears' apprenticeship in a porcelain stove fac

tory at Strassburer, he made an extenarve tour

through central Europe and subsequently be
came director of a factory of faience ware in

Pans, -where he conducted independent expen
ments in ceramics Sib specialty was faience

wainscoting and decorative architectural cer

amics, but he also succeeded in reproducing not
only some of the famous faience of the Eenais
eance but also imitations of Penian and Chi
nese ware, and created several colors for porce
lam, such as the pale green, called celadon and
the turquoise blue, or bleu de Deck During
the last three years of his life he was director

of the factory at Sevres He is the author of

La faience (Paris, 1887) Consult his biog
rapln bv Gerspach (ib, 1883)

DECK'Bir, AUGUST: VON DEB (1828-1908)
A German novelist, known under the pen name
of Auguste \on der Elbe She was born at
Bleckede Her novels, several of which enjoy
great popularity, include Chromka eines fah
renden ScJiulers (a continuation of Siemens
Brentano's works of the same name), which
has passed through se\en editions, Oniel TFtZ

helms Qaste (1899) , Seekoniffs Tochter (1900) ,

Ehrgeiz (1903), Em frischea JZeis (1905) In
Banden (1907) Ellen von Etkenheefo (1908)

DECKEN, KABT. KLA.TTB vow DEE (1833-65)
A German African explorer, born at Kotzen,

Brandenburg He was for a time in the military
service of Hanover and in 1861, in company with

Thornton, an Fnghsh geologist, undertook a

journey of African exploration from Mombasa
to the volcanic mountain of Kilimanjaro In
1862 he ascended the mountain to a height of

more than 14,000 feet and m the following year

made an extended voyage about the African
coast His final explorations were begun in

February, 1865 With a large and well equipped

expedition he attempted the ascent of the Juba
River, but by reason of unnavigable rapids was
forced to take the land, and on October 2 was
murdered by the Somali at Berbera Despite
the hostility of the natives, most of his com

pamon succeeded m reaching Zanzibar The
scientific collections of the expedition were pre
aented to the University of Berlin, and its

results were described by Kersten and others

in Karl Elau* von der Deckena Rosen *n Ott

afnla 1853-65 (4 vols
, 1869-79)

DECK'EB, KART. vow (1784-1844) A Prua
sian general and author born in Berlin He
took a leading part in the campaigns of 1813-

15 He was a director in the Prussian Topo-

graphical Bureau and for many rears a lecturer

at the General Military Academy Bv fcua in

cessant activity and his works he greatly stimu

lated the interest in, and the extension of, a

scientific military education, and this he ac

oompliflhed in the face of serious opposition

5i DECLAMATION
His theories on artillen were attacked by his

countnmen, but the principle ot the offensne
which he strongly ad\ocatcd tound effective

illustration in the campaign of 1870-71 His
\\orks include Der Ucme Kueq (1822 4th ed,
1S44) and Taktil dn drei Waffen (2 parts,
1833-34 3d ed 1851-54)

DECKEB, SIB MATTHEW (1679-1749) A
political economist and iree trader, born in Am
sterdam, Holland He went to London m 1702
was naturalized as an English subject in the

following year, and having embarked in com
merce attained the greatest success recened a
baronetcy in 1716, and three years afterward
took his seat in Parliament as member for

Bishop's Castle He sat in the House, how
e\er, only four years His death took place
March 18, 1740 the baronetcy then became ei

tinct, and his daughters succeeded to his estates

Decker was the reputed author of two pirn

Ehlets

which appeared anonymously during his

ifetime, and which ran through several editions
and provoked much acrimonious contro\ersy
In one he proposed to raise all the public sup
plies from one single tax, viz, a tax upon
houses According to Decker's calculation there
were then in England, exclusive of Wales 1,

200000 houses of these he meant to tax only
one half, counting off 500,000 as inhabited by
the working classes and 100 000 as being unin
habited By this means he proposed to raise an
annual re\enue of 6000000, -which sum was
1,000,000 more than the expenses of the govern

ment of that day required The surplus was
to be applied as a sinking fund for the purpose
of discharging debt The same idea is found
in the second essay, which discussed England's
foreign trade and the means of improving it

DECT. A TVTATIOK (Fr declamation, Lat
declamatio declamation, from declamate, to de
claim from de, down + clamare, to shout)
The art of speaking according to rules, whereby
the sense of the \vords, as well as the feeling and

sentiment, is naturally and characteristically

represented Recitation, therefore, whether

spoken or sung, is subject to the laws of decla

mation, from which it derives its value and

significance Perfect declamation implies cor

rectness of speech, distinctness and clearness of

enunciation, and a well toned voice Declama
tion is therefore clearly of a musical nature

Declamation in music, however, differs from the

declamation of speaking in that the singer must
adhere to what the composer has written The
composer flxea the whole of the intonation,

modulation, and phrasing, and also the tempi
and expression, and not infrequently sacrifices

the correctness of the declamation to the charm
of some peculiar melodic phrase or pleasing
rhythm or a vocal musical embellishment The
truth and beauty of correct musical declamation

are always endangered by a translation of the

original words into another language a Tvork

which, with the greatest care and ability, it is

m many cases almost impossible to accomplish
word for word, or syllable for syllable, so as

to fit accurately to the accent of the music The
masterworks of many great composers thus

Buffer much from careless translation In earlier

times attempts were made to establish declama

tion as a. science The ancients had a kind of

note, or sign of intonation, which they placed
over or tinder the words, possibly to decide

whether the accent should be given by a high or

by a low tone and thus to regulate the modula
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turn of the -voice That the theatrical declama

tion of the ancients lesembled the musical ice

itative of the present dav is generally admitted

DE CLAPEEKS, Lrc See VArra^ABarEB,
MARQUS DE
DEC'LABATION I OP ,

Lat declaratio, from

decimate to nuke clear, from de + clams,

clear) Under fie common law practice of Eng
land and the United States the first pleading in

an action corresponding to the bill in equitv m
chancerv practice and the hhel in admiralty

It must consist of a bufficient statement in legal

form of all the material factc, constituting the

plaintiff's caUbe ot action, together with a de

mand for relief The tacts alleged mubt be

sufficient to give the plaintiff a right to recover

if he establishes them otherwise the defendant

may demur and have the declaiation dismissed

Originally, in England, the term was used onlv

of the first pleading m a personal action, the

first pleading in ictions for the recovery of

real property being called a count , but this dis

tmction is no longer maintained either in Eng
land or in the Lmted States

The declaration is made up of the following

general parts, viz, the title, being the name of

the court, the tenue, or county m "which the

caute of action is brought, the commencement,
containing the names of the parties and the

capacities in which they are joined in the action,

together with a statement that the defendant
has been summoned, the body, a statement of

the factt, constituting the cause of action, and
a concision, or formal demand for relief at the

end The tody muht conform to the particular
common form -which is adapted to the nature of

the action, but the other characteristics remain
the same in all forms of action The declara

tion IB still in use in most of the United States,
where the common law system of pleading ob

tains, but under the reformed procedure in

England it has been superseded by a pleading
known as the statement of claim and in the

"code States" of America (le, those which
have adopted codes of civil procedure) by the

complaint (qv) See BILL ur EQUITY, CODE
COMMONS FORMS, FOBMS OF ACTION ORIGINAL
Ware, PXEADI^G
In the criminal law of Scotland the state

ment made by the prisoner on the preliminary
examination before the examining magistrates
is known as the declaration of the accused. It

is the duty of the magistrate to take this decla

ration immediately on the prisoner being brought
before him The magistrate must previously
inform him that it is entirely at his own option
to declare or not, but that, if he chooses to do

BO, the declaration may be used in evidence

against him on his trial The declaration ought
to contain the name, age, and designation of the

prisoner, the parish and county m which the
crime was committed, and all similar particu
law When completed, it must be read over
to the prisoner, who, if he is able to write,

signs every page of it along with the magistrate
This practice of the Scottish committing magis
trates 15 identical with that which obtains in Eng
land and America, the term "statement" being
here employed for the prisoner's declaration

See ABBAIGNMINT, CONFESSION, and consult the
statutes of the various States regulating the ex

anunatron of persona under arrest for cnme
DECLARATION, Drnro A statement as to

the cause of his death, made by a person who
has been physically injured at the hands of

another, aiid \\bo Iws given up all hope of re

courv, ind wLo gulifcequentlv dies of such in

jury Such statements aie in English and
American law peiimtfed to be given in evidence

as an exception to the rule excluding h<aisa>
evidence from the consideration of the jurv
The exception is ba^d on the assumption that

statement^ made bv a dying pei^on in the ap

prehension of death are as trustwoithv as those

made m open court undtr the sam/ion of an
oath To be admissible, howevir, dung declara

tion*. must have been made bv the \ictim of the

homicide and must relate to the eiiuirnstances

of the cnme, they can be usul only on the

trial of the p* rson chirked with the d* ath of the

declarant and are equally admissible whethtr

favorable or unfavorable to the iccused As ip
pears fiom the fougom* statement dying
declarations made by others than the wctim of

a homicide are inadmissible, either in civil or

in criminal eaeeb Thuh a confession of guilt
made bv a pertson in aiticulo moiti* will not be

received in favor of a person accused of the

cnme This nanow t,cope of the rule has been

much criticized, but is almost univcisalh mim
tamed Onlv such of the statements of the de

ceased as he could have testified to if he had
lived to go on the witness stand aie allowable

The substance of -what wis said by the dying
person may be given bv a witness if he cannot
remember the e\act words As these statements
must be repeated bv one who was piesent and
heard them, the character of the testifying wit
nebs enters into the weight of the evidence, and
it is for the jury to determine whether he re

peats what was said accurately The jury may
ako give such credence to the deceaseds story
as in their judgment it deserves It is for the
court to rule in the first instance on the question
whether the statement ib admissible as a dving
declaration See EVIDENCE EEABSAY KITIE
DECLARATION IN LIEU OF AW OATH A

solemn statement in court or before a judicial
or legislative body, bv a witness, that he will

tell the whole truth in such testimony as he

may be called upon to give in the matter pend
ing Any one who objects to taking an oath,
for religious or other reasons mav, m nearlv all

jurisdictions to day, thus declare or affirm that
he will tell the truth, but usually an oath is

administered unless the witness objects This

practice was adopted generally because at com
mon law no witness who did not believe in a

Supreme Being and who, therefore, had no sense
of the obligation of an oath from that stand

point, was allowed to testify, which rule ex
eluded much valuable testimony Violation of

such declaration or affirmation is legal perjury,
and the witness mav be punished as if he had
taken an oath See AFFIRMATION , OATH
DECLARATION OB1

DSTDEPENDEWCE,
AMERICAN A document proclaiming the inde

pendence of the 13 English Colonies in America,
and finally agreed upon by the Continental

Congress, July 4, 1778 Early in 1776 several

delegates in Congress were directed bv their

constituencies to vote for independence Such a
vote would be, in some particulars, no more
than a recognition of the existing state of affairs,
for already there existed in several provinces a

complete independence of England so far as the
administrative system, was concerned As a re
suit of advice given by the Continental Congress,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and South
Carolina had early established commonwealth
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oigamzations entirely regardless of anv connec
tion -with England This organization of com
monwealth governments on a permanent basis

was stronglv urged bv John Adams, largely as
a result of -whose work the Continental Congress
passed the resolutions of Ma-v 10 and 15, 1776,

recommending to all the Colonies the formation
of independent governments This action waa
generally indorsed and graduallv the various
States placed themselves on lecord as lavonng
the step which had now indeed become virtually

inevitable the declaration of their absolute in

dependence On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry
Lee moved in Congress that these united
Colonies are and of right ought to be free and

independent States, that they are absolv ed from
all allegiance to the British Crown, and that
all political connection between them and the
State of Great Britain is and ought to be totally

dissolved" This motion was seconded by John
Adams, but action thereon was deferred until

July 1, and the resolution was passed on the

following day Two committees TV ere appointed
(on June 10) one to prepare a declaration,
and the other to draw up a plan of confedera

tion On the Declaration committee were Jeffer

son, Franklin, John Adams, Roger Sherman, and
R R Livingston They reported June 28, but
action TV as delaved for several davs T\hen the

Declaration finally came up for consideration, it

was passed unanimously on Julv 4 by the

delegates of 12 Colonies, those representing New
lork not voting, since they had not as yet been
authonzed to support the movement for mde
pendence The document was signed on the

same day bv John Hancock as President of the

Congress On July 9, however, a New York
convention formally pledged that State to sup

port the Declaration The document was en-

grossed on parchment in accordance with a
resolution passed by Congress on July 19, and
on August 2 -was signed by the 53 members then

present Congress directed that copies be sent

to the Assemblies, Conventions, and Committees
or Councils of Safety and to the several com

manding officers of the continental troops that

it be proclaimed in each of the United States

and at the head of the army" Subsequently
Matthew Thornton, Elbndge Gem and Thomas
McKean also affixed their signatures The
Declaration of Independence was drafted by
Thomas Jefferson and was but very slightly

changed from his copy The document itself

was assigned for safekeeping to the Department
of State upon the organization of the national

government, was deposited in the Patent Office

in 1841, when that office was a bureau in the

Department of State, was returned to the De-

partment of State in 1877 and in 1804, owing
to the rapid fading of the text and the detenora

tion of the parchment, was withdrawn from
exhibition and was carefully put away out of the

light and air A facsimile was made in 1823,

by order of John Qmncv Adams, then Secretary

of State, for the original signers and their fami

lies, and it is from a, copy struck from the

copperplate then made that the reproduction
here given was obtained

The text of the Declaration is as follows

THE UNANIMOUS DECLABATIOH' or THE THIRTEEN
UNITED STATES OP AMBBIQA

When in the course of human events, it be

oomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands, which have coniectd them with
another and to assume, among t le powers of

the earth the separate and equal station to
which the laws ot nature and ot natures God
entitle them, a decent respect to the op mons of

mankind requires that thev si ould dtclaie the
causes which impel them to the separation

T\ e hold these truths to be <=df e^ idtnt that
all men are created equal that tin; are en
dowed bv their Creator with certun unalienable

rights that among these art Mi lilttrtv and
the purbuit of happiness That to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men

deriving then ]ust power's from the consent or

the gov erned that wb ncyer aav form of gov ern

ment becomes, destructive of these ends it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government laving it's founda
tion on such principles, and orc.ani7'ng its power*
in such form as to them shall sreni most hkelv
to effect their safety and happ ness Prudence

indeed, will dictate that gov ei nmcnts long e^tab

lished should not be changed for light and tran
sient causes and, accordingly all eiperience
hath shown that mankind are more disposed to
suffer while evils are sufftnMt than to nght
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed But when a long train of

abuses and usurpations pursuing invariably the
same object evinces a desi^ to reduce them
under absolute despotism it is their nght it

is their duty, to thiow off such government,
and to provide new guards for their future se

cuntv Such has been the patient sufferance

of these Colonies, and suck is now the necessity

which constrains them to alter their former BVS

terns of government The historv of tlie present
King of Great Britain is a histon of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having in direct

object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny
over these States To prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world
He has refused his assent to laws the most

wholesome and necessaiv for the public good
He has lorbiddpn his Governors to pass laws

of immediate and presbing importance, unless

suspended in their opeiation till his absent

should be obtained and when so suspended, he
has utterly m gleeted to attend to them
He has refused to pass other 1 tws for the ac

commodation of large districts of people unless

those people -would relinquish the right of repro
sentation in the Legislature a right inestimable

to them, and formidable to tv rants onlv

He has called together legislative bodies at

places unusual, uncomfortable and distant from
the depository of their public records for the

sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance
with his measures
He has dissolved Representative Houses re

peatedlv for opposing with manlv firmness his

invasions on the rights of the people
He has refused, for a long time after such

dissolutions, to cause others to be elected,

wherebj the legislative powtis incapable of

annihilation, have returned to the people at

large for their exercise the State remaining,
in the meantime, exposed to all the danger of

invasion from without and convulsions within

He has endeavored to prevent the population
of these States, for that purpose obstructing
the laws for the naturalization of foieigners,

refusing to pass others to encourage their mi-

gration hither, and raising the conditions of new
appropriation!* of lands
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He hais obstructed the administration of jus
tice by refusing his assent to laws for establish

rag judiciary powerb
He has made judges dependent on his will

alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the

amount and pavment of their salaries

He has erected a multitude of new offices, and

sent hither swarms of officers to harass our

people and eat out their substance

He has kept among us, in times of peace,

standing armies, without the consent of our

legislatures
He has affected to render the military inde

pendent of and superior to, the civil power .. ,, . .

He Ins combined with others, to subject us United States of America, in General Congress
to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution and assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of

unacknowledged by our laws, giving his assent the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do,
1 " ' ' ' ' n '

in the name and bv the authority of the good

lature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction
over us \Te ha\e reminded them of the cir

cumbtances of our emigration and settlement

heie We have appealed to then native justice
and magnamnuh , *nd we ha\e conjured them,

by the ties of our common kindred, to disavow
thebe usurpations which would inevitable in

tenupt our connection and con espondence

They, too, have been deaf to the voice of justice
and consanguinity tte mubt, therefore, ac

quiesce in the necessity which denounce our

separation and hold them, as we hold the ret,t

of mankind enemies in war in peace friends

therefore, the Representatives of the

to their acts of pretended legislation
For quartering large bodies of armed troops

among us.

For protecting them, by a mock trial, from

punishment, for any murdeis which they should

commit on the inhabitants of these States

For cutting off our trade with all parts of the

world
For impoising ta\eb on us without our consent

For depriving us, in many cases, of the bene

fits of tnal by jury
For transporting us beyond seas to be tried

for pretended offenses

For abolishing the free system of English laws
in A neighboring province, establishing therein

an arbitrary government, and enlarging itb

boundaries, so as to render it at once an ei

ample and fit instrument for introducing the

same absolute rule into these Colonies

For taking away our charters, abolishing our

most valuable laws, and altering, fundamentally,
the powers of our governments
For suspending our own legislatures, and de-

claring themselves invested with power to legis
late for us in all cases whatsoever
He has abdicated government here by de

cUring us out of his protection, and waging war

against us
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts,

burnt our towns, and destroyed the hvea of our

people
He is, at this time, transporting large armies

of foreign mercenaries to complete the works
of death, desolation, and tyranny, already begun,
with circumstances of cruelty and perfidy
(scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages,
and totally unworthy the head of a civilized

nation

He has constrained our fellow citizens, taken

captive on the high seas, to bear arms against
their country, to become the executioners of
their friends and brethren, or to fall themselves

by their hands
He has excited domestic insurrections among

us, and has endeavored to bring on the inhabit
ants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian sav

ages, whose known rule of warfare is an un
distinguished destruction of all ages, sexes, and
conditions

In every stage of these oppressions we have

petitioned for redress in the most humble terms,
our repeated petitions have been answered only
by repeated injury A pnnce whose character
IB thus marked by every act which may define a

tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people
Nor hare we been wanting in attention to our

British brettien We have warned them from
tune to tune of attempts made ly their legis-

people of these Colonies solemnly publish and

declare, That these United Colonies are, and of

right ought to be, pee and independent Statei,
that thev are absolved fiom all allegiance to the

British Crown, and that all political connection

between them and the State of Great Britain is,

and ought to be, totally dissolved, and that, as

pee and independent States, they have full power
to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances,

establibh commerce, and to do all other acts and

things which independent States may of right
do And, for the support of this Declaration,
w ith a firm reliance on the protection of Divine
Pievidence, we mutually pledge to each other,
oui lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor
The 56 signeis of the Declaration were as

follows Roger Sherman, Samuel Huntington
William Williams, and Olivei Wolcott, of Con
necticut, Csesar Rodney, George Read, and
Thomas McKean, of Delaware, Button Gwmnett,
Lyman Hall, and George Walton, of Georgia,
Samuel Chase, William Paca, Thomas Stone, and
Charles Cairoll of Carrollton of Maryland,
John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams,
Robert Treat Paine, and Elbndge Gerry, of

Massachusetts, Josiah Barttett, William Whip
pie, and Matthew Thornton, of New Hampshire
Richard Stockton John Witherspoon Francis

Eopkinson, John Hart, and Abraham Clark, of

New Jersey, Wilham Floyd, Philip Lrvingston,
Francis Lewis, and Lewis Morns, of New Yoik,
William Hooper, Joseph Hewes and John Penn,
of North Carolina, Robert Morns Benjamin
Rush, Benjamin Franklin John Moiton, George
Clymer, James Smith, Geoige Tavlor James
Wilson, and George Robs, of Pennsylvania,
Stephen, Hopkins and William Ellery, of Rhode
Island, Edward Rutledge, Thomas Heyward,
Jr, Thomas Lvnch, Jr, and Arthui Middleton
of South Carolina, and George \\ythe, Rich
ard Henry Lee, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin
Harrison, Thomas Nelson, Jr, Francis Light
foot Lee, and Carter Braxton, of Virginia
Bibliography Much, useful material may be

found in Emmet, Button/ of the Inception and
Drafting of the Declaration, of Independence,
vnth a, Collection of Autographs of the Signer^,
and Other Documents (New York, 1876), which,
however, is not generally accessible Consult
also R^se of the Republic of the United States

(Boston, 1872) , Greene, Bwtorical View of th
American Revolution (ib, 1865) Ellis, "The
Sentiment of Independence Its Growth and
Consummation," in Wmsor, Jfarratwe and Onti
ml History of America, vol vi (ib , 1888),
Tyler, Literary Hwtory of th* American Revo-
lution, vol i (New York, 1897), Randall, Life
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of Tltvmas Jeffcison fib ISoSi Bancroft His
touf of the United States, \ol 11 (last ed, ib,
1891) Stille Pennsylvania and the Declara
tion of Independence," m the Pennsyhania
Magazine of History and Bwgtapkij, l xin
I Philadelphia, 1889) Ekus, A Contribution
to the Bibliography of the Declaration ot Inde

pendence" in the Proceedings of the imencan
Philosophical Society, \ol i.vu\ (Philadelphia.,
1900) , a chapter, The Authentication of the
Declaration of Independence,' in Chamberlain,
John -idazs, tilth Othct Essays and Add* ewes
(Boston, 1803) Fnedenwald The Declaiation
of Independence," in the Intet national Monthly,
\ol iv (Burlington, \t, 1001) Dana, 'The
Declaration of Independence

"
in the Hai i a> d

Law Renew, \ol 5.111 (Cambridge, IflOO)

Hazelton, Declaiation of Independence Its Hit

tory fXew York, 1005) For biographies of the

signers, consult Sanderson Biography of the

Signets of the Declaiation of Independence (9

vols, Philadelphia, 1823-27) Brotherheed,
Book of the Signers (ib 1861 new ed 1875)

Lossing Biofji aphical SLetcJie? of the Sirjneis of
the 4 met ican Declaiation of Independence (New
lork 1860) Dxvight, Kignet? of the Decimation
of Independence (last ed, ib 1895) See also

the biogiiphical notices of the mdrndual signeis
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE,

MEOKLENBLBG Pee MECKU^BTBa DECLARATION

DECLARATION OF INDTJXGENCE
This name is applied to several actb of the last

too Stuart kinefb, but particularly to the proc
lamainon of James II m 1687, suspending the

operation
of the penal statutes directed against

the Roman Catholics and the Protestant Noncon

formists, and of all acts imposing a test as a

qualification for holding lay or ecclesiastical

office In this wav James hoped to gam in

favor of his Catholic policy, the adherence of

the Protestant dissenters, many of whom were

suffering severe persecution under those laws
Several hundred addresses of thanks \vere pre-
sented to the King, but the majority of the dis

senting clergy would not accept toleration on
such terms The great leaders, Baxter, Howe,
and Bunjan, declined the indulgence at the price
of a breach of the law and the encouragement
of Romanism
The clergy generally refused to read the proc

lamation in their churches, as commanded by
a royal order of May, 1688 The seven bishops,
with Archbishop Bancroft at their head, signed
a firm but moderate petition to the Ring, re-

fusing to publish a declaration which they
knew to he illegal James commanded the eccle

siastical commissioners to deprive these bishops
of their sees, but this was going too far, even

for that body, and on the suggestion of Jeffreys,
a prosecution before the King's Bench for sedi-

tious libel was substituted So threatening
was the popular indignation that the accused

prelates were acquitted, although the jury was

packed and the judges were mere tools of the

crown Tie declaration cost James the allegiance
of the Anglican church and precipitated the

evolution of 1688 Consult Howell State

>wls, vol xii (London, 1809-28) , IXOyly, L*/e

Of William Bancroft (ib, 1840), Macaulay,

History of England, vol 11 (ib, 1849) See

SANCBOFT
DECLARATION OF LONDON Sea LOST

DON, DEOTABATION OF
DECLARATION OF PARIS An agree-

ment denning the rules or maritime la\t to be

applied in time of -war, signed bv the plenipo
tentianes of Great Britain Au&tua, France,

Prussia, RtibSia, Sardinia, and Turkcv at Pans,

April 16, 1856, where thev had met in con\en

tion to settle the questions involvd in the

Crimean War, just closed England had alwayb
claimed and had exercised the right to beize an
enem~s goodb on the high <?eat, thouorh con

\eved in a neutral ve&sel \vhich included tie

right to stop and search neutral merunnt MS
&eli> for thib purpose The exercise of tin-, light
had aroubed against England the Xorthein "Man
time League of 1800 and uas condeuiud gen
irallv by the civilized noild Nothing bho^t of

absolute command 01 the seas made it Sife for

a single po\ver to maintain a practue ^hich
threatened in moments of danger to turn the

whole body of neutial states into enem^e* Be
s,ides mhile it \\as profitable for England to &azc
an eneim *, goods in neutral ships when she \\ao

at war, it reacted upon England when she re

mamed at peace during hostilities between other

htates Likewise ^hile her prniteers might
inflict severe injuries upon an enemvs com
merce, her own commerce in time of 'w^r offered

a rich field for hostile prnateeis ^o in return

for the abolition of prnateenng Gieat Britain

consented to a rule permitting the products of

a belligerent state to find a mirktt in time of

war -
The following rules were adopted to the con

\ention 1 Privateering is, and remains abol

ished 2 The neutral flag covers cneim s goods,,

with the exception of contraband of \var 3

JiTeutral goods, with the exception of contraband
of war, are not liable to capture under the

enemy's flag 4 Blockades, in order to be bind

ing, must be effective, i e , maintained by a force

sufficient really to prevent access to the coast

of the enemy This declaration was subse

quently accepted by the crvilized nations with
the exception of the United States Spain,

Mexico, and several South American republics
The United States urged the substitution of a
more advanced provision, excepting from capture
all pmate property, even of citizens of belliger

ents, either bv pmateers or national vessels

This was the situation at the opening of the

Cuil War On the issuance by the Confederate

President, Jefferson Davis, of letteis to priva
teers, Secretary of State Seward addressed a note

to the Powers, requesting to be allowed to

accede to the Declaration of Paris without modi
fixation Great Britain and Prance, who had

recognized the South as belligerents and were
anxious not to invalidate the letters of marque
issued by the Confederate government stipulated
that the accession of the United States should

not "have anv bearing, direct or indirect, on the

internal differences now prevailing" As this

placed no restriction upon Confederate pnva
teers, the negotiations were dropped In the

war between the United States and Spam, in

1898, both belligerents formally announced their

intention to adhere to the principles of the
Declaration It may be said that the second,

thirjd, and fourth principles are a recognized

part of the body of international law The

question of privateering baa thus far been re-

garded rather as one of national policy With
the development of modern navies, however, it

has become of minor significance Consult the

authorities referred to under MABTUMB LAW,
ONA^ ItAW
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DECLARATION OF EIGHTS See BIGHTS,
DECLV?ATION V\D BILL OF
DECLAEATION OF ST PETEESBTTEG

See Sx PETEBSBT.PG, DECLARATION OF
DECLAEATION- OF WAS A formal an

nounceTient of 1'o-itilt intentions bv one state

to another It it> a survival of the feudal custom
01 sending heraldb to giv e the enemy warning of

impending hostilities, The doctrine that notice

mubt be given an tnemv before entering upon
war has never grown into an obligation and
since the middle of the eighteenth centurv the

practice has t>o largely decreased that it may be

conduded that a foimal declaration is not re

quired by moiiht\ or international law The
latvr custom of publication by a belligerent in

its o\n ternton at the outbreak of war of a

manifesto diseu^mg the questions at issue and

justifying its position which should be com
municated to neutrals never has assumed the

weight of an obligation, though useful both to

sublets of the state and to tho&e of neutrals

Under conditions of modern intercourse a
state can never be taken by surprise A penod
of negotiation is followed by an ultimatum in

the foim of a demand refusal of which invokes

war Thus, the United States demanded of

Spain her withdrawal from Cuba in April, 1898,
on condition of war A later act of declaration

was passed b> Congress on April 25, fixing the

date of hostilities, as April 21 Thib was

important, as determining the date for legal

purposes On Jan 13 1904, the Japanese minis

ter delivered to the Russian government a note

containing proposals relative to the matters in

dispute between the two Powers, a prompt reply
to which was requested the implication being
that in the event of unreasonable delay, Japan
would take hostile action Formal declarations

of war were issued, bv both governments on Feb
ruary 10, two davs after the commencement of

hostilities When not fixed by direct notice, war
is held to date from the first act of hostilities

by either party The United States began the

War of 1812 by invading Canada and seizing
British vessels in port and in 1854 the British

fleet entered the Black Sea to compel the Russian
fleet to return to Sebastopol before the ambas
sadors had withdrawn On the other hand, the

French charge d'affaires handed a formal notice

to Bismarck in 1870, and Russia declared war

upon Turkey in 1877 by a formal dispatch

DECLARATOR, ACTION or A form of ac
tion peculiar to the law of Scotland, the object
of which is judicially to ascertain a fact, leav

ing its legal consequences to follow as a matter
of course The declaratory conclusions of such
actions are generally followed by petitory or

possessory actions, for the purpose of giving
effect to the right declared A substantial in-

terest on the part of the pursuer, or plaintiff,
must be shown in all cases, as it is not com

petent to ask the court to declare a mere ab-

stract fact or right The existence of tins

special form of action has contributed to diffuse

in Scotland a false view as to the nature of

actions and judicial proceedings generally

DECLE, d*Vl, LIONEL (1859-1907) A
French explorer, born in Saint-Quentm, France
Between 1881 and 1885 he traveled through most
of Asia and in America, in 1891-94 he crossed

Africa from the Cape to Zanzibar by the way
of Uganda, and he then served as Russian cor

respondent for the Pall Mall Gazette, the editor

of which H J C Gust, he accompanied (189$-

6 DECLENSION

97} through Fast and South Ainca He or

ganized the nativ e transports in the Madagascar
expedition in 1895 and during the Spanish
American War was correspondent for the Lon
don Daily Telegiaph For that paper als,o he

headed an expedition from Cape Town to Cairo

(1899-1001) He \\rote Tluee Teats in tiaiage

Ifuca (1898), with an introduction by Eenrv
M Stanley, Tioopei 3809 (1899), an attack

upon French army management, The "\ew

#s?ia (1906)
DECLEN'SION" (Fr dechnaiaon, Lat de

clinatio, fiom dccl naic, to bend from de down
f *clmaie, Gk iXiveiv, AZuiem, to bend, Litb

s~lyti, to incline, Skt tri, to lean) A gram
matical term applied to the srstem of modifica

turns called cases which nouni pionounb, and

adjectives undergo in manv languages How
the ^ord 'declension" (Lat dech latio, a de

dining, or leaning awav) and 'casse
5

(Lat
casj, a fall) came to be applied to this species
of inflection has nc\er been made altogether
clear The relations, in \\hich one thing stands

to other things may be caressed in either of

two wava Some languages make use of separate
vvords, called prepotitions, or postpositions m
others the rdationb are expressed bv changes in

the termination of the name of the thing Thus,
in Latin, reg being the root or crude form of the

word for 'king" re^9, or irx, ib the \\oid in

the nominative case, signifying "a king" as sub

ject or agent iegi<t, in the genitive case, 'of a

king", legi, in the datne,
'
to a king", etc An

adjective joined to a noun usually takes a

corresponding change The numbei of caseta is

very different in different languages The
further we go back in the hirtory of the Tndo

European languages, the ncher do we generally
nnd them in these modifications Sanskrit had

eight cases, old Slatomc seven, Latin six, and
Greek five The names of the Latin cases \vhich

are often used albo in regaid to the English
language, are the nominative, which names the

subject or actor, the genitive, expressing the
source -whence something proceeds or to \iluch

it belongs it is sometimes called the adjective
case, the dative, that to which something is

given or for which it is done, the accusative,
the object towards which an action is directed-
it completes the meaning of a tranbitive verb
the vocative, the person addressed or called and
the ablative, that from which something is

taken The Greek has no ablative cabe The
Sanskrit, in addition to the Latin cases, has an
instrumental and a locative ease The gram
mar of the inflective languages is complicated
by the circumstance that all nouns do not
form their cases in the same way This makes
it necessary to distribute nouns into various

classes, called declensions In Latin, as many
aa five declensions are usually given (See IN
FLECTION ) As we descend, the case endinp
become rubbed off, as it were, and prepositions
are used in their stead The languages descended
from the Latin (French, Italian, etc ) have lost

all the eases of nouns and adjectives Tbe Teu
tonic languages m their early periods had cases
almost as numerous and perplexing as those of

the Latin German is still to a great extent
incumbered with them Modern English has

only one case in nouns different from the nomina
tive, viz, the genitive, or possessive (Sc
NOUN ) The declension of pronouns (qv )

has
been more persistent than that of nouns and

adjectives Languages of the agglutinative
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order ba^e, in general a great abundance of

cases In Finnish noun*. ha\e 15 caseb, if bv
case js understood an inflectional form produced
fav joining on a suffix -winch takes the place 01 a

preposition llms, kathu a bear Kaihun, of a

bear, 7a?7iuna, as a bear Jcthutta, without

bear, iai/tusao, in the bear Jathusta, out of

the bear, etc la the ilagrar 20 cases zaav be

reckoned, and the languages of the North

American Indians are richer still perhaps we
should sav more embarrassed Semitic speech

originally had at lea&t four cases, but onh a
few traces of them remain in the modern Semitic

tongues In Basque each noun may belong to

tvio different declensions definite and indefinite

each of -which has 13 different case forms
What case endings and other inflectional ter

mmations were in their origin, as well as the

comparatue merits of the highly inflected and
th analytic languages, will be considered under
INFLECTION
DECIiTNATIOlT (Lat dedinatio, a bending

aside, trom dc, awa\, from -f *chnare, to in

cline bendi, in astronomy If a great circle

be drawn through the pole of the heavens and
am star the declination of the star is its

angular distance from the celestial equator,
measured along this circle The declination is

powtive or negatne according as the star ia

to the north or south of the equator or the

position of the star relatne to the equator may
be indicated by the letter 2T or S , as the case

mar be The place of a point in the heaieas

IB determined bv its right ascension (see ASCBN

sio*, RIGHT) and decimation, just aa a point
in the earth a surface is determined by its lati

frude and longitude the right ascension cor-

responding to the longitude, and the declination

to the latitude

DECLINATION In magnetism, the angle
which the direction pointed out by a compass
needle makes with the true meridian or astro

nomical north ind south line, the marines and
the surveyor call this angle the "variation of the

compass
"

The declination, which may be either

to the east or west of the true north and south,
varies from tame to time and from point to

point on the earth's surface, as do the other

magnetic phenomena which are discussed under
TEBBBsnHAi MAGNETISM, and under COMPASS
At some places the magnetic and astronomical
meridians may coincide, while at others the dif

ference is most marked The table on page
587, compiled from a report on The Dtstnbu
hon of the Magnetic Donation w the United
States for January 1, 1910, of the United States

Coast ana Geodetic Survey, gives the declination

or variation for January, 1910, with tae amount
of annual change at that date, for a number of

points throughout the United States

See COMPASS, DIP CZBCLX, TEBBESTBIAL MAG-
Mmsu Under the latter will be found charts

showing the isogonic, the isodmiCj and other

lines Consult the Eeports, Bulletins, and
Charts published from time to tune by the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and
the Division of Terrestrial Magnetism of the

Camegie Institution of Washington
DECLINATION' NUBBLE See DBCII

author to ferce attacks by the leading church

men of his dax

DECIiTNOIU'ETEB An instrument for de

tezmining the magnetic declination T^o things
are essential the meant, of asceitainmg the as

tronomicil mendian and a magnetic needle to

show the magnetic mendian The most accurate

method of determining declination is with the

magnetometer (q\ )
and theodolite This in

strument is employed bi the Dmsion of Ter

restrial Magnetism of the Lnited States Coast
and Geodetic Survey and the apparatus and
resultb are described in itb reports Vanous

tvpes of magnetic instrumpnts have recerved

thorough test and application both on land

and sea bv the Division of Terrestnal Hag
netism of the Carnegie Institution of Washing
ton, to whobe \ TJIOUS publications i eference may
be made The declination of the needle nnv be

also ascertampd approximately by the dipping
needle The ordinan burveyor's compass \vlnch

may be used bv miking allowance for declina

tion, is a declination compass See COMPASS
n,G I\SfBLMEMS, TBEEESTBIAL MAG

DECLINE AND FALL OP THE ROMAN
EMPIRE A celebrated work by Edward Gib-

bon (1776-88), the first real attempt at scien

tific history in English It contains an account
of the growth of ChnBtiamty and subjected the

DECOCTION (Lat decoctio, a boiling down,
decoction, from de, down + coquet e, to cook,
boil

)
The term applied in pharmac\ to a 'jolu

tjon procured bv boiling an organic diug in

water One hundred cubic centimeters of a de
coction usually contain five grams of drug
DECOMPOSITION (Fr decomposition,

from Lat de, down away -f compontte to put
together, join, unite) A term employed to sig

mfy the breaking up of compounds into simpler

compounds or altogether into their chemical ele

ments The number of substances that are being

decomposed is as a rule, smaller, of course, than
the number of substances produced b> the de

composition However, in the class of chemical

transformations known as "double decomposi
tions," the number remains unchanged Thus,
AB and CD two compounds made up each of

two elements may, on being brought into con

tact, undergo decomposition, the result of which
would be again only two compounds, AC and BD
Examples of this class of reactions are very
numerous in chemistry But the term "de

composition," unqualified is generally applied,
as stated above, to transformations involving
an increase in the number of substances Such

decompositions are usually caused bv the in
fluence of some physical factor, such as heat,

electricity, etc Heat is one of the most com
mon of decomposing agents, mercuric oude
(HgO), when heated breaks up into the in

visible gas oxygen (0.) and the liquid metal
mercury (Eg) , limestone (CaC03 ) decomposes
into quicklime (oxide of calcium, CaO) and
carbon dioxide (CO,) , coal and wood decompose
into a great variety of useful materials, in

eluding coke or charcoal, illuminating gas, and
tar Electricity (the galvanic current) IB a

potent decomposing agent, under its influence

water (HO) is broken up into oxygen (0)
and hydrogen (H ), and metallic salts axe broken

up into their constituent metals and acids, elec

trolyfae processes being consequently much used
both for scientific and industrial purposes
Light effects many decompositions, as of the
silver salts used in photography, of nitric acid,
of hydrogen peroxide, and a number of other
substances Percussion explodes nitroglycemi,
and even a touch causes iodide of nitrogen to

decompose violently Ferments (minute rege
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table and animal organism^) cause manv deeom-

common decompositions known as putrefaction
and decav

It has been cubtomarv to class a number of

decompositions separately as dissociations For

example, TV hen sal ammoniac (ammonium chlo

ride) containing at least a trace of moisture is

heated in a closed vessel, it partly breaks up
into ammonia gas and hydrochloric acid and
partly remains unchanged On the other hand, if

equal volumeb of ammonia ga^ and hydrochloric
acid (with a trace of moisture again) were con-

fined in a closed vessel at the same temperature
as in the first experiment the two substances
would partlv combine chemically into ammonium
chloride and partly remain in a state of me-
chanical mixture Quantitative investigation,
would bhow that the ratio of the combined to
the uncombmed products is the same in both ex-

periments, ie, the final state is the same,
whether we start with sal ammoniac or with
ammonia and hydrochloric acid The decom

position of sal ammoniac is cksscd as a chemical

dissociation, because, as we have just seen, it is

reiersible Dissociation might thus be defined
as reversible decomposition It must, however,
be borne in mind that the principles of ther

modvnamics scientific principles of the most
indubitable reliability teach that reversibility
ib bv no means an attribute of certain reactions

only, that all reactions must be reversible, or
else perpetual motion would result In other

words, while a given reaction may proceed
almost to completion and therefore appear to
be nonreversible, in reality no reaction can pro-
ceed entirely to completion But then the cus

tomary distinction between dissociation and

decomposition proper can have but little real

significance An excellent illustration of this

conclusion is presented by the case of ammonia
At high temperatures, and especially under the

influence of electric sparks, ammonia rapidly
breaks up into its elements, hydrogen and nitro

gen The process appears to be complete and
until a few years ago was often mentioned as a

typical case of decomposition propei as die

tinguished from dissociation Then Haber and
his collaborators, encouraged by the thermodv
namio principle that no reaction can be en

tirely complete or nonreversible succeeded in

showing experimentally that hydrogen and

nitrogen do recombine to form ammonia, that the

decomposition of ammonia IB as much a dis

sociation as, eg, the dissociation of sal am
moniac, and at the present time ammonia is

actually made on an industrial scale by the

direct synthesis of hydrogen and nitrogen See

AMMONIA.
Nevertheless, the term "dissociation" is a con

venient one and mav well be retained in the

current language of chemistry, with the under

standing that it denotes decomposition that is

obviously or readily reversible See DISSOCIA

MOW, READ-ETON'

DB CONSOLATIONS PHILOSOPHIC,
de kfln'so li'shWna fll'fc sS'fW (Lat ,

on the con

solataon of philosophy) A philosophical work

interspersed with verse by Boethiua, written

about 525, in prison Alfred the Great tarans

lated it into Anglo-Saxon, and Chaucer trans

lated it into English before 1382 Carton

printed it in U80 Its influence in spreading

Platonic thought in the Middle Ages is almost
incalculable It \\as one of Dante s great
thought sources

DECO'BAH A city and the county seat of

Winneshiek Co , lowi 110 miles northwest of Du
buque, on the upper Iowa River and on the Chi

cago, Milwaukee and St Paul and the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific railroads (3Iap Iowa,
F 1) It is the seat ot Luther College and Val
der College and contains a ho&pital The wtv
has stock raising farming, and milling interests

and manufactures ot valves vtagonb patent
medicines, toilet preparations* metal boats, etc

Settled in 1849 Dtcorah. wab incorporated as a
town in 1857 and was chartered as a city in

1871 Its government is administered under a

general law by i mav or elected biennially and a
city council The citv owns and operates ita

water works Pop, 1000 324b, 1010 3592
DEC'ORATED STYLE OP GOTHIC AB'

CHITEC'TTTKE The second of the thiee

period stvles into \vhich the historj of English
Gothic architecture is usually divided This svs

tern of stvle division and nomenclature was
invented by Thomas, Eickman and has been in

use ever since his time, but it is unscientinc,

GBOMBTE10 THACTBY

for style development cannot be sliced into pre
cise period styles The name designates the

style of the century approiamatelv covered by
the reigns of the first three Eduards (1280-

1380), during which the vigorous simplicity and
Korman elements of the Earlv English stjle de

veloped into the more elaborate and ornate

architecture which characterizes the churches

and cathedrals of the fourteenth centun, al

though exemplified also in some of the chapter
houses of the end of the thirteenth It is dis

tinguished primarily bv its bar tracery of geo-
metric patterns with cu&ping, by the fineness

and ovemchness of its moldings and shaft

clusterings, by its naturalistic carving and the

progressively increasing richness and complexity
of ite vault ribbing Sharpe divides the style

and period into two, the Geometric and the

Curvilinear, named from theix tracery foims

The interior of Lichfield Cathedral, the presby

tery and octagon of Ely, the choir of Wells, are

among the prominent examples of the Decorated

style, which passed into the Perpendicular

(qv), the most distinctively English phase of

Gothic architecture See ABCBITECTCBE, BAKCY

EJTOIISH, GOTHIC ABCKITBOTDBE.
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DEC'OBATIOIT DAY, or MEMORIAL DAT
A da\ (Mav 30) set apart each year bv the

various Northern States for the purpose of

decorating the graves m the national cemeteries

and of commemorating the soldiers* who during
the Cml War lost their lives for the Union
cause It is a legal holidav in all the States

and Territories of the Union except Arkansas,

Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Tes-as Some of

the Southern States have also set apart a dav
for the commemoration of the Confederate

soldiers who fell dunng the war
DEO'OBATIVE AST "While pertection in

the imitative arts depends largefv upon the

fidelity with which thev portrav persons and

things seen or imagined, in the decorative arts

beauty conies first It is abstract beauty that

determines, the artistic excellence ot a building,
a chair, a rug, a, vase, or a door knob But in

most of the decorative arts use -value is also

important Xo amount of abstract beauty will

save the reputation of a house that is uncom
fortable or inconvenient to live in To design
a chair that cannot be sat upon is stupid A
lock that will not work its fit onlv for the ash

heap In the decorative arts we just as natu

ralh etpect use value as picture value in the

arts imitative
It is a senous error to assume that the beauty

of the decorative arts is due entire!^ to orni

ment A table mav be verv beautiful though
innocent of paint or carving The beautv of a

rug depends more on texture than on pattern
Some of the most beautiful vases in the world

are the simplest
It is an equally senous error to assume that

lack of ornament is necessanlv a virtue Much
Mission furniture is hopelesslv bad Many
simple gowns are ugly The happiest results

come from the judicious application of ap-

propriate ornament upon structural forms that

have beauty of proportion For the historic

styles, and the historic development of decora-

tive art as a whole, see ABCHITECTOKI!, FTJBNI

TUBE OKTAMHTCT, INTEEIOB DBCOBATION
In the first half of the nineteenth century the

decorative arts were decadent The artistic

point of view of the whole civilized world had
become perverted, and bad taste was the rule

rather than the exception Even the beautiful

objects produced by the generations that went
before were unappreciated.
The first important evidence of a revival of

interest in the decorative arts was. the opening
in London of tie South Kensington Museum,
in 1857, closely following and inspired by the
World's Exhibition of 1851 In 1899 the corner
stone of a new building was laid by Queen Vic

toria, and by her command the name of the

institution was changed to the Victoria and
Albert Museum To day this museum IB the
decorative art centre of the world Its library
outclasses all other art libraries, containing
over 120,000 bound volumes and over 200,000

photographs It is especially rich in ancient
books and manuscripts on the decorative arts.

In the Department of Engraving, Illustration,
and Design there are over 130,000 prints and

drawings
The collections are arranged as follows (1)

architecture and sculpture (2) ceramics, glass,
and enamels, (3] metal work, (4) paintings,

(5) textiles, ffi) woodwork, furniture, and
leather

The subdivisions are (a) technical subdi-

visions of the craft (o) historical bv date,

(c) local bv countn of manufacture

Impoitant special collections are those bear

ing the names of Salting Jones, and Murray
All of these are described in the illustrated

General Guide to the Collections, from which a

comprehensive idea can bt gamed of tlieir scope
and arrangement The guide contains not onh
a descriptive h^t of the 150 rooms and galleries,

but also an alphabetical list of objects, showing
whtie each is to be found, eg fans in room

112, furniture English in rooms 6, 7 etc Of
the Refreshment Rooms, a special interest at

taches to the Green Dining Room bi cause it was
decorated bv Willnm Morris and his associates

To the inspir \tion of the Exhibition of 1S51

and to the example set bv the South Kensington
Museum was due the French Musee des Arts
Decoratifs In 1863, 13 French designers and
manufacturers establ shed a society for

'

applv
ing the fine arts to m inufactures," giving as

their reason that since the London Exposition
of 1851, an immense advance in the art of manu
facture has taken place throughout Europe, and
while France has not lagged tehind, we cannot
conceal irom ourselves that our supiemacv has
not been maintained Lnghsh manufactures

espeuallv which bpfoie that date were very
much behind from the point of view of art have
made prodigious stride and if they continue
to advance at the same rate will soon distance
us" Loan exhibitions were held a library was
founded and nnallv with the 6,000,000 francs

produced by the lotterv of 1882, a museum was
established in the Palais de 1'Industne after

ward transferred to the Pavilion de Mamn a

wing of the Louvre, where it now is The col

lections are grouped mainly bv periods but with
ceramics by themselves, as are also textiles other
than tapestries

Upon this Mubta des Arts Decoratifs of Pans
was modeled the Cooper Union Museum for the
Arts of Decoration established in New York
City in 1806, throus-h the efforts of the grand
daughters of Peter Cooper

'

There are no cata

logues, as everv object is labeled distmcth,
stating its nature, origin, and history" The
exhibits are supplemented by elaborate encvclo

pjedic scrapbooks of photographs, engmings
and drawings The chart or descriptive out
lines of the arrangement bv subjects of these

scrapbooks shows succinctly but clearly the re
lation of the decoiative arts to one another and
the territory that each covers

However, the decorative centre of the United
States is the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York Citv, with its Wing of Decorative
Arts opened to the public in March 1910, sup
plemented by manv important collections in
other parts of the Museum Ihe groupings in
the Wing of Decorative Arts are primarily by
periods and most intelligently made There are
25 rooms devoted to Gothic, Italian Renaissance,
Baroque, Louis XIV, etc, on two floors, sur

rounding a, long rectangular hall that is lighted
through 10 semicircular window* m the clere-

story The plan of the building was suggested
to the architect, Charles F McKira, bv that of
the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Pans The
backbone of these collections in the Metropoh
tan Museum 19 the Hoentschel collection of the
French decorative arts of the Middle Ages and
of the Louis periods the Gothic part lent, and
the rest given, to the museum b\ the late J
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Pierpont Morgan Of tlie objectb displayed in

the three rooms devoted to American Colonial,
a majority came trom the Bolles collection, pre
sented to the museum by Mrs Russell Sage
Of what decoratne art is, thebe four museums

form an excellent definition They illustrate not

only the arts that are primarily decorative, but
albo the arts of painting and sculpture aa em
plowed decoratiyely

The classification of the collections of the
Musee des Arts Decoratifs is particularly worthy
of attention for its simplicity and clarity The
two main divisions are the Decoration of Man
and the Decoiation of Building The Decora
tion of Man is subdivided into (1) costume,
(2) arms and armor, (3) instruments and
tools, (4) means of instruction (books, en

The Decoration of Buildings is divided into
Exterior Decoration and Interior Decoration
Exterior Decoration is subdivided into (1)

architecture, (2) sculpture applied to archi

tecture, (3) painting applied to architecture,

including mosaic and stained glass
Of Interior Decoration the main subdivisions

are (1) painting (2) woodwork, (3) furm
ture, (4) textiles, (5) pottery, (6) metal

work, (7) mibcellaneous objects
Of painting, stained glast,, mosaic, sculpture,

and tapestry, etc
,
as used in the decoration of

buildings, there are two main types (1) pic-
tonal, (2) ornamental
To the first class belongs mural painting

(qv), that not only decorates the surface of

walls, ceilings, and vaults, but also presents
allegorical, historical, religious, or other scenes

In ancient Egypt walla and columns, internal
and external, were covered with pictures deeply
incised bv the chisel and richly painted The
Romans covered the walls of their chambers,
courts, and banquet rooms with painted decora
tions in which pictures of mythological beings
and of familiar scenes were mingled with land

scape and fantastic architecture (See POM
PETI ) The Byzantine artists adorned the walls
and apses of their churchet, with highly decora
tive pictures on a gold ground, executed often
in glass mosaic, in these the drawing and color

ing, forsaking the pursuit of natural realism,
were controlled by purely decorative considera
tions The greatest schools of decorative paint
ing were those which grew up in Italy in the
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries the earlier

having its chief centre in Florence, with Giotto
as its greatest master the second reaching
its highest development in Rome under Raphael
and Michelangelo, and a little later in Venice,
where Titian, Tintoretto, and Paolo Veronese
attained an extraoidmary pitch of sensuous

splendor of color But no decorative painter
of any age ever equaled the sublimity of con

ception and grandeur of execution of Michel

angelo's compositions for the vault of the Sistme

Chapel in the Vatican at Rome
The work of the sculptor has in all ages been

considered an essential adjunct to noble archi

tecture In Egypt he cooperated with the

painter in producing the pictures mentioned
above and carved the effigies of the King and the

god Osiris against the pylons and piers of the

temples It was, however, the Greeks who lifted

decorative sculpture out of the trammels of

sacerdotal tradition and exalted it into one of

the highest and noblest of all forms of ex-

pression of religious and national aspirations.

>t BECOSAfCTE Afif

The friere*. metopes, and pediment groups of

their tenses were not mereh unequaled as

sculpture, but superb as decorations tor the

architecture to which thev were affixed In ere

atmg them the sculptor, while he sought to

embody the poetic and patriotic ideak of the

Greek mvthologv which inspired him was, at

the bame time solicitous so to dispose the masses
of light and shade so to combine and arrange
e\ erv outline and detail of the composition, that

they should harmonize with the dominant lines

of the architecture and produce that pleasing
effect of harmom rhythm balance, and con

trast which is the chief source of an enjoyment
of all decoratn e design The Romans made far

less use ol pictorial sculpture in architecture

than the Greeks, but developed a remirkable

system of ornamental carving in relief, in which

symbolic figures grotesque, and conventional

foliage were blended in a manner to enrich with
a wonderful play of light and shade the friezes,

pilasters, and panels to which they were ap
plied In the Middle Ages the builders of

abbeys and cathedrals in Europe especially in

France, adorned their buildings with sculpture,
both of senoub figure*, and of gargoyles, every
where penaded with religious meaning, but

marvelously adapted to the exigencies of the

architecture

Beautiful as are many of the French four

teenth century statues of samts, martyrs, and

apostles, and the ranges of seated angel choirs

in the cathedral porches, con&ideied as pictorial

sculpture, tlic^ are perfect only when seen in

the architectural setting for which they were

designed, who&e lines they emphasize and whose

beauty they enhance The French and Italians

may be said to vie with each other for the

supremacy in sculpture during the Renais

sance, but while the French produced no one

to equal Michelangelo in pure sculpture, the

Italians never equaled Jean Goujon in the

perfect mastery of decorative effect in figure

bculpture applied to architecture

However, the decoration of architecture and
furniture with nonpictonal painting and sculp
ture is quite as important and vastly more

necessary The capitals and moldings of an
cient Greek temples are reproduced over and
over again in our modern buildings The paint

ing of the average house is apt to interest the

owner more than any other part of the deco

ration except perhaps the wall paper Of fur

niture, carving is the most usual ornament

Magazines in English that print many in

teresting articles about the different decoratne

arts are the Burlington Magazine (London) ,

International Studio (New York) , Arts and
Decoration (ib ) , Connoisseur (London)
There are also important decorative magazines
in France and Germany But on the history
of decorative art, as a whole, there is no ade

quate book, and most of the histories of the

individual decorative arts are unsatisfactory
Consult Ward, Eistorio Ornament A Treatise

on Decorative Art and Architectural Ornament
(London, 1897) Speltz, Style* of Ornament

(trans, Berlin, 1906) Molinzer, Les arts ap

pltquti a, I'mduvtne (6 vols, Pans, 1896-

1002} ,
the guide books and descriptive pam

pblets of the four decorative art museums men
tioned above See ORNAMENT, ABCHITEOTUBE,
INTEBIOB DBCOBATIOIT, FUBNTDOBB, TAPBSTBT,
STAINED GIABS, PAiimwa, MUBAL DECORA-

TION, SCUUPTUBB, POTXBBY, JKWBLBY, LlGHT
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CoSTClCE, ABilOR
TEXTILE CARPETS .AAD RIGS
DECOBATIVE NEEDLEWOBK See EM

DE COBOTSTA {Lat, On the Crown) The
most famous speech of Demosthenes and the

most perfect specimen of the worlds oratorv

It was delivered in 330 BC as a reph to the

famous speech of JSschmes against Ctesiphon,
who had secured the passage of a law author

izing the crooning of Demosthenes for his

sen ices to the state

DECOBTy, FRANS See COST FKA\S DE

DE COSTA, BENJAim. FIULSELTS (1831-
1904) An American clergyman and historian

He -was born in Charlestown Mass> graduated
at the Concord (N H) Biblical Institute m
1856 and was rector at North Adams MabS,
from 1857 to 1S58, and at Newton Lower Falls

from 1858 to 1860 He \ias chaplain in the

Federal army fiom 1S61 to 1863 when he set

tied in Xew York Here he was editor sue

oessnely of the Christian Titties, the Episco

pahan, and the Magazine of American History
In 1884 he founded the American White Cross

Societv, ol Tvhich lie was president until 1899,

and afterward helped organize the Church Tern

perance Societv He was rector of the church

of St John the Evangelist in Xew York from

1863 to 1899, when he became a Roman Cath
ohc He contributed to Winsors "Vanatiie

and Cntical History and published Vrtluable

monographs and essa\h on early American his

tory and on local history, including The Pre

Columbian Discovery of America, by the \orth
men (1868), *\arratite of Eients at LaKe

George (1868), The Northmen in Maine

(1870) , Columbus and. the Geographers of

the \orth (1872) , The Fight at Diamond Is

land (1872), BtmtatJia The Story of the

Iroquois &age in Prose and Verse (1873) ,

The Lost City of leu England (1877) , Ver
raxsa.no the Explore* (1880) , Cabo de Batnos,

or the Place of Cape Cod in the Old Cartology

(1891) , Colo de Arenas, or the Place of Sandy
Hook in the Old Gartology (1885) Whither
Goest Thou 9

(1902) He TV rote a no\el, Th&
Rector of Roteburgh (1873), under the pseu
donvm of William HicUmg, and he edited

Whites Memoirs of the Protestant Episcopal
Ohurck (1881)

DE COSTER, CHABLES TmSoDORE HENSI
(1827-79) A Belgian author, born in Munich
For many years he occupied the chair of French
literature at the military academy in Brussels

His work has been compared to that of Babe
laie and Montaigne His prose epic, La I6gende
de Tiel TJylenipiegel (1867), is a masterly de

scnption of Flemish life during the reign of

Philip II and the days of the Inquisition His
works also include Legendes flamandes (1857,
2d ed, 1861) Contes brabanoons (1881), 7oy
age de nooe (1872) Consult Potvin, flwtotre

de lettres en Beltfique (1882)
DE COVEBLEY, SIB BxwEB See COVERLET
DECOY' (from de Fr, Lat rfe , down -f- coy,

OF cot, quiet, from Lat quietus, still, from

quits, repose) A contrivance for luting game
into a snare or within the range of a weapon
In England for centuries decoys haye been con

tnvancea for capturing as well as alluring
ducks, by driving them into tunnel nets, or by
catching them in & cage built on a platform
on the water, into which they were enticed by
feeding To-day both these especial methods are

obsolete, but the principle of the tunnel net
remains in the dpcovs built in the fresh water

pools near tne coa-t which attract the birds

on their armil fiom o\er sea At the corners

of the pool cuned ditches are cut and co\ered

with ttide arched hoop nets, gradually dimm
ishmg in size The wild ducks are enticed to

the mouth of the tunnel bv k\e, tame ducks

which retreat up the tunnel, the wild birds

lolloping to the end of the pipe, -which by this

time us on land alter -which they are all easily

caught
In America the decoys are painted wooden,

cork, or cam as imitations of ducks (or other

birds, as the cas>e may be) anchored 011 the

\vater in a lifelike wav, within range of a blind

or boat concealed in the reeds Waterloo I and
shore birds, often stool well to such deco\s

Consult Grmnell, Lmeuoan Duck Shooting
(New York, 1001 ) Folkard, IT iM Poider

(London, 1850-64-75-87) Payne Galh\ ey, The
Bool of Duel Decoys (ib ,

1886)

DECREE' (Lat decretum, -judgment, from de

cernete, to separate one thing from anothei, to

decide) In the mil law, an Imperial judg
ment in causes brought before the Emperor on

appeal, or otherwibe These judgments viere

promulgated as lau, and the principlos enun
ciated in them were binding on all the courts

of the Empire See CIML LAW, CORPUS JTTBIS,
DECRETAL
In English and American la\v the judgment,

or order, of a court of equity, the term judg
ment" being properly restricted to the adju
dication of a matter bv the courts of com
mon law Ihe difference between a judgment
and a decree is fundamental and springs out
of the radical difference m the character of

the jurisdiction e\ercised by the two classes of

tribunals The function of the law court is

merely to decide the bare question in contro
versy between the litigating parties awarding
an unconditional judgment to one or the other

of them The court of equity on the other

hand, undertakes to do substantial justice be
tween the parties as to the whole matter sub
mitted by them and it may make such decree,
or order, as justice may require, without being
confined to the award or denial of the par
ticular remedy sought by the complainant Ac
cordingly it may before the final adjudica
tion of the case, grant an 'interlocutory" de-

cree, which may or may not become the "final"

decree of the court, or it may issue a condi
iaonal order, which shall become absolute or

void, according as the condition is or IB not

complied ^ith
A decree nisi ( unless') is a conditional order,

to become absolute unless, before the date fixed

therein, good cause shall be shown, to the court
for vacating it A decree for a temporary in

junction, if drawn to become permanent unless
cause to the contrary be shown, is of this char
acter The phrase is not in common use in the
United States, however, and in England it has
come to be appropriated to a particular case in
which a decree nisi is commonly employed,
viz, in decrees for divorce not to take effect

for a probationary period of six months or

mora, during which, time any person may show
cause why the decree should be vacated, and
the parties reinstated in their conjugal nghte

In jurisdictions in which the law and equity
systems have been merged, or in which they
are administered by toe same tribunals, this
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term '

judgment' is often employed m a com
Jithuisive sente to include decree and when
;he law peimitb both legal and equitable reme
pi
t

town of Bulgana, on the Egean Sea, northwest
of the mouth of tne Maritza Its harbor is

- r _. ^^^.^v, ^~, bmall, but its trade ib considerable (Map
to be arforded in the same action, the Balkan Peninsula, E 4) Dedeagatch has sup

judgment rendered may be both a judgment and planted Enos (qv ) as the port lor the Mintza
a decree See DIVOBCE, CH^CEET, EQUITY, vallev It ib connected bv rail with Constan
JCD&ITEM
fened to

DE'CRESCEIT'DO, Hal pron dl'kra shen'do
(It, deceasing) In music, the reverse of

,

and the authorities there

crescendo
( qv I

, \ iz
, a gradual diminishing of

the sound Like the crescendo, it is also some-
times combined with a slight ntardando, es

pecialh in debcrndmg passages It ib frequently
marked thub

tinople, Burgas, and Salomki, and has steam
communication witn Greece Pop , about 9000
For over four centuiieb the to\vn belonged to

Turkey, but m 1013, as a result 01 the Balkan
War (q v ) , it was ceded to Bulgana
DEDHAM, ded'am A town, including three

vilkgeb, and the county seat of Norfolk Co,
Mash, 10 miles south-west of Boston on the
Charles River, and on the Xew York*""-" "" - \,uaixco .rvner, H.UU. uu me j.\e\v iorK ^.>ew

DECRETAL (ML decretahs, from Lat de Haven, and Hartford Railroad ("Map Massa
oetum, a decree, from dccerneje, to decide)

* .. ~ -- -. ...
Generally, an authoritative order or decree,
more specifically in ecclesiologv, a letter 01

decibion of the popes determining some ques
tion of ecclesiastical law referred to them For
detailed classification of vaiioua collections of
these decietals, see CA\O\ Lw, and for a e c ,.,

famous collection, now universally admitted to tamed from Mother Biook a canal connectingu- i, T_ * j r,,.. T
tie Qiailes and Xeponset Rivers, built in 1641
The gov eminent is admimsteied bv town meet
insp Dedham was settled in 1636 and was
called Contentment It was incorporated as a
town under its present name on September 10 of

that year The first free school in America sup

chusetts, E 3) It is principally a residential

--, suburb of Boston, but has manufactuies of
more specifically in ecclesiology, a letter or cotton and woolen goods, carpets, handker

chiefs, and pottery The town contains the

county courthouse, jail, and house of correc

tion, a memorial hall, public library, and an
Historical Society building Water power is ob

be largely forged PSEDBO ISIDOBI ot DECRETALS
DECKETAJJISTS Commentators on the

Dectetum, or the Decretals See CA>ON Lvw
DECRETTTM OF CtEATIAN" See C<UNO\

DECTTMATES AGBI, dSk'ft ma'tez a'grt

(Lat, tithe lands) A term applied by the
ported by a general tax of the people wab estab

Romans to their possessions north of the upper bshed heie in 1645 Dedham is the mother town
Danube and east of the Rhine, corresponding of a large number of other towns m Norfolk
in large part to modern Baden and Wurttem- County Pop, 1900, 7457, 1910, 9284, 1914

berg This district was guarded by the famous (est), 10,063, 1920, 10,792 Consult Mann,
limes, or line of fortifications, which was begun Historical Annals of Dedham pom I63o to JStf
bv Domitian and finished by his successors and (Dedham, 1847), and luastus \\orthington,
served as a bulwark against the Germans The History of Dedham from September Ib35, to

name would seem to signify tithe lands and to Jfoy, 1827 (1827) Eight volumeb of town
* *"""' *----- *--

published.__,-_. that at some time settlers had been al- records (1635-1890) have been

lowed to occupy these lands in return for the DEDICATION (Lat dedtocttto, from dedt-

payment of a tenth of all produce won from.

them, but we have no evidence to show that
this was actually the case

rives the name from that of a hypothetical

town, Decuma or Ad Decuman (Laptdem)
Consult Furneaux in his edition of Tacit

Germama, note on chap x\ix (Oxford, 1894)
DEOTI'BION (Lat decuno, from decwno,

company of ten, from decem, ten) The chief of

a body of 10 men

care, to dedicate, from de, down -j- dicare, to

say) In literature, the address of a book, or

Another view de- any literary work, to a particular person tide

Shakespeare's note to the Right Honoiable

Henry Wriothesly prefaced to Tenua and idonw
in his edition of Tacitus' The custom, practiced by the ancients vide

Horace and Vergil was adopted by the modem
nations In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies books were usually dedicated to a patron,
This name was applied whose influence was sought by the author They

especially, in the Roman cavalry service, to the are now dedicated to relatives and friends, or,

commander of a troop of 10 (afterward more) if learned, to scholars to whom the authors are

horsemen In the free municipalities of Italy indebted An elaborately Laudatory dedication

and in the provinces the chief citizens were is Tennyson's poem to the memory of Prrnc?

often called decut tones, they corresponded to Albert, profited to the Idylls of the King For

the senators at Rome They had extensive models of the lighter forms, see the volumes of

powers of control over the magistrates, some the Spectator Stevenson was particularly

times heard appeals from judicial Bentences graceful in his inscriptions The fulsome epistle

passed by the magistrates, and enjoyed certain of former times has been cut down to a bnef

special privileges Consult Greemdge, Roman formula and many books are without dedications

Public Life (London, 1001), Fnedlaender DEDICATION" PEAST (Heb

Water*, Town Life m Ancient Italy (Boston,

(1902), Reid The MuiucipahtoGi of the Roman
Empire (Cambridge, 1913)
DE'CTTSSATION (Lat deomsatw, an inter

secting of two lines crosswise, from deowsts,
the number 10, X, on account of its shape) In

anatomy, the crossing of nervous filaments

Certain fibres of the anterior pyramids and
lateral columns of the medulla oblongata are

DEDICATION PEAST (Heb chantibka,

Gk TO. eyKuLfta, to, en^otnta, from er, en, in -(-

nunls, kamos, new, Lat enccenw.) An annual

festival among the Jews, which originated m
the Maccabsean period On the 25th of Decem-

ber, 168 B o , the Yahwe temple in Jerusalem was
dedicated to the worship of Zeus Olympius by
order of AntaochuB IV Epiphanea, the ruler of

the land An altar to Zeus was set up on the

altar of burnt offerings This smaller altar is

thus crossed freely from Bide to side, so that called an "abomination of desolation" in 1 Mace
-

,

disease on one side of the brain often leads to i 54, 59, -which IB a translation of

paralysis on the other side of the body sfhomvn in Dan xi 31, DI 11 Originally the

DIXDEAGATCH, da'dA-a gacb/ A seaport "Baal of Heaven" may have been, intended by
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this phrase According TO 2 Mace vi 2, the m explicit detail tUt \arious interrelated judg" " ~ "'
is, and ipents to \\hith we conmit ourbches in, thesanctuary -was called after Zeus Olympms,

it has been thought that a statue of this

\vas placed upon the altar When Judas liac

cabttus recovered Jeiubalem in 165 BC, he

purged the temple, lemoned the pagan altai,

and put up a new one The temple V.&B then

rededieated to lahwe with festivities that lasted

eight da~vs According to 1 ilacc i\ 52-54, it

was on the 25th of ChisJev tDeceniber) that

the dedication took place, on. 'the same day
the heathen had profaned it" the Greek manu

scripts m 1 ilacc i 54 gne the 15th of Gimlet
as the dav \\hen the pagan altar was bet up,
hut here aLo the Svnac Code^c Ambrosianus has
the 25th -which bcems to have been the ong
inal text It is indeed highly probable that

deduction and caa thub examine and ciiticize

them m the open The syllogism is xn ms>tru

ment of cnticibin \nd is not to be itguJed
as good torm' in reatsonmg -which it. to be

adopted on all occasiont,

Transcendental deduction in a technunl teim
m Kant s ( q v ) philosophy designating the

justification -which a theory 01 knowledge gives
to a cLnm a priori conception* make of being

applicable to anv possible object of knowledge
Pee LOGIC (where a bibliogiapnv is given) ,

SYLLOklSlI

DEE (Lat Dfta, OWelsh, Dubr Duin water
of the goddess, Ii de, goddebS, Corn duij Bret

doe, connected with Lat dens, Lith deias,

both events took place on the 25th, a dav that OPruhs deiuas, Skt dt,ia, god) A liver in

mav ha\e been kept by both nations as a cele England and^ Waless^diainmg^pirts
of the

bration of the -winter "solstice This is further

suggested by the manner in which the dedica

tiou feast has since been kept Josephus (Ant,
xii 7, 7) calls it the least of lights," and

the custom of placing lights at the entrance of

stnagogues and private hout>es is mentioned

in Talmudic literature The observation of the

feast in memory of the deliverance of Jerusalem

ib enjoined upon the Egyptian Jews in the

letters prefixed to 2 Maccabees Psalm xsi
was the dedication hymn Consult Marti,
Dos Buck Daniel (1901^ Benzmger, Helraische

ircliaologie (2d ed, 1907), Bouche Leclercq,
Histoire des Seleumdcs (1913), Oesteilev,

"1 Maccabees," ui Charles, T Apocrypha- and

Pseudepigrapha- (1&13) Wellhausen, Israeli

iische und juawhe Gescliicnte (7th ed, 1914)
DEJXLOGK LADY. The mother of Esther

Suramerson in Dickens's BleaK Souse
DEDUCTION (Lat deducere, to draw out)

A process of reasoning from the geneial to &

particular subsumed under it its counterpart
is induction (qv) Formal logic regards de

duction and induction as opposed operations
Deduction is the application of a principle,
assumed to be accepted, to some specific case,

counties of Merioneth, Denbigh, Flint and

Shropshire, and the west of Chetter (Map
Wales, C 3) It ends m a tidal estuary of

the Imh Sea, 13 miles long, and 3 to 6 miles
broad From the city of Chester, Tshich it al

most encircles, the nver flous to the estuary
in a straight artificial channel which ib the

only navigable portion Its course is 80 miles

long, and among its chief tributaries are the
Treverm and Ahvyn Canals connect the Dee
with the rivers of central England The ancient
Britons held its waters sacred

DEE The name of two rivers m Scotland
The larger rises in five \\ells, 4000 feet t,bove

sea le\el, in the neighborhood of Bon Macdhui
(Map Scotland, F 2) After flowing 12 miles
south southeast, it is joined bv the Geaulcy,
1294 feet above sea level, tumbles through a
narrow chasm, called the Linn of Dee, mns
east northeast thiough Aberdeenshire and a
small part of Kincardmeshire, and ends in
the Korth Sea, at the harbor oi Aberdeen The
nver is not navigable except near the mouth,
where it has been altered m order to increase
the dockage at Aberdeen In its course of 90
milea it receives the Lun, Muick, T?eufih, etc

and a judgment, on this case, controlled by On its banks is Balmoral Castle The river is

this accepted principle For instance, when remarkable for the clearness of its waters and
heat is recognized as a mode of motion, the JB noted for its salmon The smaller Dee rises

judgment that therefore the laws of motion near the noithern boundary of Kirkcudbright
prevail in the phenomena of heat is a deduction shire (Map Scotland, D 5) For the first 40
Induction is the recognition of a group of phe miles it flows southeasterly, then westerly, fall

nomena as involving a general principle For
'- " " * ~ " - - - -

instance, when the study of the phenomena of

heat leads to the recognition and judgment that

they are regulated tar the laws of motion, an in

duction is made The difference is one of point
of departure in the reasoning process If we

ing into the Solway Firth at Kirkcudbright
Bay It is about 50 miles long and navigable
for the last 7 miles

DEE, JOHN (1527-1808) An English astrol

oger and mathematician He was born in Lon-
don, was educated at St John's College Cam

begin with the knowledge of the law and apply bridge, lived for some time at the University
this law- to a particular instance, we deduce, if of Louvam, and in 1550 he lectured at the
we begin with particular instances and from

" "

them arrive at a knowledge of the law, we in
The explicit analysis and statement of the

presupposition
1

) implied in a process of deduc

College of Eheims on the mements of Euclid
with great success In 1551 he returned to

England, was introduced to Edward VT, and
jj

--
or

- r -- - was pensioned, but during the next reign he
tion is a syllogism (qv ), whose major premise was falsely accused of attempting Queen Mary's
is the assertion of the law or

principle,
the bfe and came very near being executed Queen

minor premise is the aaeertion that the case Elizabeth received him kindly and promised him
in point comes under the law, the conclusion an appointment This promise was not ful

filled, and Dee again set out for the Continent
m 1564, ostensibly for the purpose of presenting

is the judgment on this case m accordance with
the law But our thought movements are usu

ally very elliptical, when compared with the to Emp'eior Maximilian
expression that formal logic gives to them in glyphtoa, which he had pnmously dedicated" to
syllogisms, and it is pedantry to demand that him lilly, however, m his M*nw* affirms'-"

< - ' - - - - -- '

[mtelh
in our ordinary thinking we should cultivate
the syllogistic habit The value of the syllo

gifun is found in the fact that we have therein

that he acted as Queen Elizabeth's

gencer," or spy In 1594 he was made chan
cellor of St raul's Cathedral and in the next
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year -warden of Winchester College He died
very poor Dees writings, mostly on. the oc
cult sciences, TV ere published ID London in 1659

DEED (an act Lat facturn, something done)
A \vnttui instrument sealed and delivered,
wherein a legal right is created or transferred

Though the term is popularly employed only in

connection with instruments for the conveyance
of land, it is not, in the legal sense, thus re

etneted, being equally applicable to a consider
able varietv of other legal transactions effected

by the same solemn fo^m A contract, an ap
pomtment to office, the surrender of a right of

action may be effected by deed, a* -well as the

transfer of title to land or goods In other

-svords, it is not the event, or transaction, but
the manner in which it is performed, which con
statutes the deed So, too, it is in a popular
rather than a strictly legal sense that a sealed

writing, in and bv itself considered, is described

as a deed Until delivered to the partv who is

to ha\e the benefit of it, it is still a mere -nut-

ing, an escrow (ecnt, so iptum) , an inchoate

deed The perfected deed is compounded of

three distinct things the writing, the act of

sealing, and the act of delivery
The superior validitv of a transaction effected

by deed, as compared with one consummated
by spoken words or by ordinary writings, is a
matter of history Blackstone declares that a
deed deroes its name (deed, facturn) from the
circumstance that

'

it is the most solemn and
authentic act that a man can possibly perform
with relation to the disposal of his properly,
and therefore a man shall always be estopped
by his own deed, or not permitted to aver or

prove anything in contradiction to what he has
once so solemnly and deliberately avowed" (2
Bl Com 295) In fact> the deed is the one
form in which the formal or ceremonial mode
of incurring an obligation or transferring a-

legal right survives among us, corresponding in

that respect to the manmpatw and the ahpit-
latio of the Roman law, the latter of which
still appears in the usual ceremony of mar-

riage Recent investigations into early legal

procedure show conclusively that in primitive

society a peculiar importance and validity at

taches to legal transactions of the formal sort,

and, though the tendency of advancing civiliza

tion is to reduce or eliminate the distinction

between formal and informal obligations, this

has never been completely accomplished The
conclusive effect of a deed is probably due to

the fact that it originated at a time when writ

ing was a rare accomplishment, confined to

those who had taken holy orders, and that its

character, as a solemn form of engagement, had
become established before the art of writing
became more general Its superior validity still

consists in the fact mentioned by Blackstone, in

the passage quoted above, that he who makes a
deed is conclusively bound by the statements

which it contains, and that, in contiacts and
other transactions which ordinarily require a

consideration to support them, no consideration

IB necessary if the transaction be consummated

by deed Technically a contract in the form of

a deed is known as a specialty
Deeds are of two kinds, deeds poll and mden

tures the former being of only one part, ic,

binding only one person or group of persons, in

the same way and to the same effect, and the

latter having two or more parties, who become

bound to one another Thua, the ordinary dead

of conveyance, whereby A, or A and B, convey
land to C, the latter entering into no engage-
ment nith reference to the transaction and the

grantor or grantors, only executing it, is a
deed poll whereas articles of absociation or of

partnership, or any other bilateral contract,
under seal whereby several parties become mu
tually bound to one another, is an indenture
The names are denied fiom the circumstance
that deeds ot the latter sort were formerly
written in duplicate, etc , on the same piece
of parchment, which was then cut so as to

separate them by an indented and irregular
line, whereby their identity could afterward
be established The deed poll on the other

hand, only one copy being required^ was polled,
ze, shaved or cut off smooth Thus difference
in the form of deeds having disappeared the
term indenture" is often carelessly employed
in deeds ^hich are really deeds poll The dis

tinction between them has not however, been
obliterated by their assimilation in form and
a deed purporting to bind only one party, or,
whatever it may purport, eiecuted by only one,
is still a deed poll and binds only the giver
thereof and not the person to whom it is

delivered

Deeds have from an early period been em
ployed for the transfer of certain interests in

land, but their general and almost exclusive use
for this purpose is quite modern Formerly, at
common law, freehold interests in land were
created or conveyed by the formal ceremony
known as livery of seism while all estates leas

than freehold were subject to alienation by
parol, deeds being required only to comey the
class of interests known as incorporeal, such as

easements, profits future interests in land, and
the like But deeds have now, under the tech

meal description of grants, almost entirely

superseded other modes of conveyance of inter

ests in land Only estates for years or tenan
cies at will are still capable of arising by
parol or by writing not under seal, and in Eng
land even leaseholds, for three years and up
ward, can be created or transferred only br
deed In Great Britain and most of the

United States the general use of deeds for

purposes of conveyance is a matter of regula
tion by statute

In form, however, the deed remains substan

tially the same as at common law The writing
must still be on paper or parchment though it

may to day be done by the typewriting machine
or the printing press The old requirement of a

seal is also generally adhered to, though in a

few of the Western States it has been abolished,

and in most others a scroll, or similar mark
made with the pen, may be substituted for the

more usual wafer or sealing wax. Butj what-
ever its form, the important thing is not the

adhesion to the paper of something called &
seal, but the sealing of the instrument by the

party to be bound by it It must be 'his own
act and seal

" At the present time also, it is

generally considered that the mstrumeint must
contain the name of the maker in his own hand

writing although pnor to the Statute of

Frauds, in 1648, signing was not necessary to

the validity of deeds and tt Is not clear that

the statute contemplated any addition to the
formalities with which they were already
surrounded

Delivery id properly accomplished by the ob

hgated party handing over the sealed writing



m person to the partv to be benefited therebv

Either partv mav, however, be represented bv
an agent and a delivery to an unauthorized

third person is good if subsequently ratified

bv the benefited pirtv Indeed, it nas been held

that am unequivocal act on the part of the

obligated parto, showing an intention to vest

the possession of the document in the benefited

partv, is sufficient to constitute a delivery, even

without a manual transfer of possession to any
one as where the former at or alter the time
of sealing, utters the words I deliver this as

mv act and deed,' or where he incloses the

sealed \vriting in an envelope, addressed to

the benefited paitv, though retaining it in his

own possession There is tome conflict of au

thonti, however, as to whether a delrverv of

the latter sort, or to a third person, which in

fact, never comes to the knowledge of the

partv intended to be benefited, will be sustained

bv the courtb There mav also be a conditional

deliver\ which is made to a third person, as

an escrow, or mere writing, to be delivered over

to the benefited partv on the performance of

some act or the happening of some event An
escrow does not take effect as a deed until

the delrverv over, when it takes effect, by rela

tion back, as ot the time of its first delivery
See ESCEOW, and the titles of the various kinds

of deeds, as COVITSAM, GBANT LEASE AND
RELEASE Consult Coke on Littleton, Black

stone Commentanes on the Laiis of England,
Kent Commentaries on American La it, Pollock

and Maitland, History of English Law (2d ed,

Cambridge and Boston, 1899) , Holmes, The
Common, Law (Boston 1881), and the au
thonties referred to under BEAL PBOPEBTY

DEEMS, CHABLES FOBCB (1820-93) An
American clergvman He was born in Balti

more, graduated at Dickinson College in 1839,
and was agent in North Carolina for the Amer
ican Bible Societv He was professor of logic-
and rhetonc in the Universitv of North Caro
Ima from 1842 to 1847, and of natural sciences

m Randolph Maeon College (then in Bovdton,
Va ) in 1847-48 He then became a Methodist

preacher at Newbern, N C, and m 1830-454
was principal of the Greensboro (N C ) Female

College In 1866, after holding several charges
in North Carolina, he went to New York, where
be helped found (1868) the Chuich of the

Strangers (undenominational) of which he was
pastor until his death The Mercer Street

Presbvtenan Church building was given to this

church by Cornelius Vanderbilt, whose gifts for

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn, were
secured through Dr Deems In 1881 he founded
the American Institute of Christian Philosophy,
and he edited for several years its organ, Ohns
han Thought The Institute founded in hia
honor a, lectureship in philosophy (1905) at
New York University Among his many pub
hcations are Life of Dr Adam Clarke ( 1840) ,

The Some Altar (1850), Annals of Southern
Methodism (1856), Life of Jeswt (1872), A
Scotch Verdict vn Ewlutwjn (I886), The Gos
pel of Common Sense as Contained vn, the Can-
onical Epistle of James (1889), The Gospel of
Spmtwl Insight, and Studies M the Gospel of
John (1891) He edited several hymnals
Consult his Autobiography (New York, 1897),
with memoir for tne years after 1847 by his
sons

DEEM'STEB, DEMPSTER, or DOOMSTEB (AS
&5m, doom, judgment, as m Domesday Book,
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hence doumstet or deemster, a judge) The
name of an officer formerlv attached to the

High Court of Justiciarv in Scotland who pro
nounced the doom or sentence 01 condemned

persons The office was held along with that

of executioner At the conclusion of a trial

this dread official wis produced in open court,
in presence of the criminal, as is graphically
described bv Scott m his tale of Old Mentality
See notes to that work and also notes to Heart

of Midlothian The office of deemster has been

long abolished

In the Isle of Man and in Jersey deemsters

are judges, tlie office as well as the title being
of great antiquitv and dign ty The highebt

judicial authontv in the Isle of Man is divided

between two deemsters, one foi the northern

and the other lor the southern half of the

island

DEEPING, (GEOEGE) WAEWICK (1877-
) An English novelist, born in South

end, Essex He was educated at Merchant
lavlors' School and at Trinitv College, Cam
bridge (BA, 1898), studied medicine at Mid
dlesex Hospital, practiced for a Yeai, and then

adopted literature as a profession His popular
romances, not unlike Maurice Hewlett a in

manner and subject, include Lther and

Igrame (1904), Slanderers (1805), Bess of the

Woods (1906), A Woman's Wai (1907), Ber
it and of Brittany (1908) Had Bartaia. (1909),
The Bust of Rome (1910) The Lcwe English
man (1911), Joan of the Toner (1911), Strong
Hand (1912), House of Spies (1913), and The
White Gate (1914), a story of contemporary
England
DEEP BIVEE A river rising in Guilford

Co, N C i Map North Carolina, C 2) It

flows southeast and then east and, joining the

Haw River (qv ) in Chatham Couutv, forms
the Cape Fear River (qv) About 120 miles

long, the stream drains an area of 1350 square
miles Large coal and copper deposits are

found in its valley It furnishes considerable

water power at Lockville and is navigable to

Carbonton
DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION The depths

of the sea have been explored with precision

only during comparatively recent years Deep
sea investigations began in the necessity for ac

curate soundings for submarine cables, and this

is still the. main reason for sounding, but
much more lias been accomplished in this field

by dredging for purelv scientific purposes
The most important part of our knowledge of

deep sea conditions has been gained since 1870
The Challenger expedition sent out by the
British government from 1873 to 1876 (see

CHALLENGES) engaged in pelagic investigations
for nearly four years, sounding and dredgingm the oceanic basins at more than 350 different

places This vessel was well equipped and car-

ried a scientific staff under the direction of

Sir Wyville Thomson A great amount of deep
sea work was accomplished, and the large
series of Reports form the most important con
tnbution ever made to the literature of this

subject Other extensive deep sea investiga-
tions have been conducted at various times oy
most of the European governments, while ves
sels of the United States Coast Survey or of
the Fish Commission have been engaged in
them more or lesa regularly since 1870 The
Pnnce of Monaco baa made very important con-
tributions to this department of knowledge, as
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lie has for manv Tears emploved Ins vachts
almost entuelv in deep sea work, and has de
voted much time to the improvement of the

appliances for investigation
The methods emploved b\ the earlier inves

tigators for measuring the depths were slow
and uncertain for their soundings were made
with hemp rope, which was greatlv drifted bv
currents and gave inaccurate depths The
toundings and dredgings conducted on the

Challenger were so made and often under great
difficulties At the present time such investi-

gations are made bv means of wire the first

successful employment of \shich was bv Sir
\Ailliam Thomson m 1872 Wire sinks rapid!v,

presents the least fnctional surface, and is but
little affected by currents and the machinery
is now so perfect that soundings may he made
with accuracy in the greatest depths The
improved methods show that the early sound-

ings to the Herald, Gongtess, and other vessels

with rope, supposed to have reached over 7000

fathoms, were erroneous, and that there are

probably no such depths in the ocean
The greatest depth Inoion was discovered by

the United States cable sun ev ship "\ero in

1900, near the island of Guam, where a sound

ing was made of 5269 fathoms or nearly 6
statute miles a depth sufficient to submerge
the highest mountains It is probable that fu-

ture soundings will reveal slightly greater
depths For four years prior to the voyage of

the Yero the deepest water known was north
of Xew Zealand, where the British ship Penguin
sounded in 5155 fathoms Off the coast of

Japan, in 1874 the United States ship Tusca~

rora found a depth of 4655 fathoms and in

1900 the United States Fish Commission steam

ship Albatross made a sounding in the western
Pacific of 4813 fathoms Many great depths
have been discovered in the Atlantic, the

deepest (4561 fathoms) off Porto Rico, by the
United States Coast Survey steamer Blake
More than 40 'deeps" or depressions ranging
from 3000 to 5200 fathoms, are now known,
some of them mere holes, others of vast extent

The deeps are well distributed over the seas,

but none have been found north of the fifty-

fifth degree of latitude The average depth
of the sea is probably not less than 2200
fathoms
Method of Sounding In the operation of

sounding several instruments are sent down
with the wire A thermometer takes the tem-

perature at the bottom, a closing cylinder brings

up a- specimen of the bottom water for analysis,
and the sounding cylinder at the end of the

line brings up a specimen of the bottom mud
or ooze, for examination as to the character

of the bottom These instruments are all self-

acting at the bottom and are not affected m
rising to the surface

To the sounding cylinder is attached the

sinker a 60 pound iron shot which detaches

itself on striking the bottom An indicator at-

tached to the reel on deck shows the number
of fathoms of wire that have run out After

sounding the wire is reeled in by steam It

takes about one hour to make a sounding 3

miles deep and get the instruments back on
board

Deep-Sea Dredging The methods employed
on board the United States Fish Commission

steamship Albatross, doubtless the best-eqiupped

deep-sea dredger in existence, may be. taken as
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illustratm The Albatross has brought to

gether larger deep sea collections than have
been made on anv other vessel She has made
nearlv 6000 hvdrographic soundings and nearly
2000 hauls o^ the dredge or beam tra\sl The
investigation of this vessel cover areas ex

tending trom tne Banks ot Xewtoundland along
both coasts of North and South America to

Benng Sea, and also limited areas in the trop
ical Pacific and in the regions between Japan
and Kamchatka Her work has carried dredg
mg into deeper waters than ever before am
mal life having been obtained near the Tonga
Islands, at a depth of 4173 fathoms while the

dredge on one occasion in Bering Sea brought
up from a depth of 1771 fathoms more than
800 deep sea fishes at a single haul

The creatures of the deep sea are brought up
bv means of a dredge or beam travsl towed bv
a -nire rope, operated bv a powerful engine on
deck The first operation in dredging is 1,0

ascertain the depth by sounding after nhich
the trawl is put overboard and allowed to sink
to the bottom as the dredge rope is let out The
dredge, or beam traxvl, is simph an iron frame
to which it, attached a btrong bag shaped net
about 20 feet long The mouth of the dredge,
as formed by the iron frame, is about 11 feet

wide and 2 feet high Dragged along the

bottom, it quicklv fills with animals Some
times it settles into mud or ooze and is very
hard to lift The dredge rope is connected with
a large spring, or accumulator, attached to the
foremast which often shows the dredge to be

pulling thousands of pounds Before the dredge
reaches the surface, most of the oozv mud
washes away, so that the dredge haul is m>u
ally light enough to be hoisted from the water
and landed on deck with safety Sometimes it

is filled with fishes, sometimes with sea ur
chins, starfishes crmoids or corals sometimes
with squids and devilfish It often brings up
a varied collection, in which many classes of
marine animals are represented The time re

quired by the Albatross in making her deepest

dredge haul that from 4173 fathoms was 10

hours, the engine reeling in the great weight
of line very slowly In depths of 1000 to 1500
fathoms hauls can be made m three or four

hours, according to conditions

In addition to the dredge, another collecting

machine, very useful on rough bottom, is the

"tangle" This consists of bunches of shredded

rope attached to iron bars, and when dragged
over the bottom it frequently brings up sea

urchins, starfish, and cnnoids in abundance A
deep sea flshtrap has been devised by the Prince

of Monaco, in which fishes have been taken aa

deep as 2 miles The Albatross, in 1897, sue

ceeded m setting ordinary gill nets a mile deep
and catching Afocrurus and other deep water
fishes Deep water exploration by means of gill

nets, traps, and trawl lines promises to yield

interesting results

Deep-Sea Life The surface of the sea nearly

everywhere bears an abundance of minute ani-

mal and plant life In this surface life, or

"plankton," as it is called collectively, many
groups of invertebrates are represented The

phosphorescence often seen upon the surface

of the sea is due entirely to their presence
These almost microscopic creatures are con

stantly dying and falling to the bottom. They
constitute the principal food of the smaller

anunals dwelling there, and their remains form
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a large part ot the deep sea oozes The most from lack of the air which the polar currents

important forms among them, considered with absorb at the suriace and earn down with
reference to abysmal deposits, are the Globi them So far as> is known, the bottom currents

gennidae and the radiolarians, which are enor- are extremely slow, and, as the watei is not

mously abundant affected bv storms, it is likely that the lower

The marine deposits on the ocean flooi are part of the deep sea is a place of calm repose

generally referred to three groups Those of There is a tremendous pressure of water in

the continental slopes are called Terrigenous the depths ,0 great, in fact that it will crush

Deposits, derived from the land through the all objects that are not constructed to resist

wearing action of rrvers, tides and currents it All deep sea instruments are made to with

These coastwise deposits are the blue, green, stand a pressure increasing about a ton to the

coral, or volcanic muds aad are characteristic square inch with each 1000 fathoms of depth
of the adjacent land slopes from which they At the greatest depth known there would there

are derived Farther off shore generally about fore be a pressure ot nearly six tons to each

200 miles, occur the Pelagic Deposits, made square inch ot surface The tissues of deep

up of dead marine organisms from the surface sea animals are so permeated by fluids, how
the minute surface life already referred to ever, that a balance is maintained, and at the

Here we find oozes such as diatom, radiolanan, bottom they may be as firm as animals of the

or globerma oozes which depend respectively shallow -waters Most of these creatures are so

upon the character of the surface life prevailing soft that, when withdrawn from the pressure
above them Beyond these in the deeper parts which keeps them in a firm condition at the

of the ocean, are the Bed. Clav Deposits which bottom and brought to the surface, they must
cover about half the ocean floor This region be treated earcfuJh to prevent their going to

is not affected by matter from the land and re pieces The bones of abvsmal fishes are es

ceives little pelagic matter from the surface pecially cartilaginous When deep sea creatures

It lies so deep that the shells of surface organ are dragged to the surface from deep water,
isms falling down are removed through the they are always dead, and doubtless die during
solvent action of the. deep water The red clay an early stage of their upward journey
is believed to have formed very slowly, not Phosphorescence and Color It has been

more than a few feet of matter having accumu mentioned that no light reaches the abyssal
lated since the Tertiary period regions, which are absolutely dark so far as

Intermediate Depths The question as to sunlight is concerned hence plant life is un
the existence of life at intermediate depths has known there and all the animals of the depths
been given general reconsideration since the are carnivorous

perfecting of closing townets for the exploration Deep sea dredging, however, has brought up
of such depths The experience gained with so many phosphorescent animals that there can

the various intermediate nets used on board be little doubt of considerable phosphorescent
the Albatross has shown no mingling of surface light in the depths The amount of such light
and bottom forms The latter occur, of course, given off at the surface is no measure of that
at all depths along the continental slopes See produced under normal conditions at the bot-

DiSTBiBTmoiT or ASTMALS torn Phosphorescent organs take many forms
From the evidence now at hand with respect in the depths and occur in both fishes and in

to light in the sea, it seems certain that the vertebrates

sunlight does not extend below a couple of hun The colors of deep sea animals are usually as
dred fathoms and even there becomes very dim brilliant as those of animals living under the

Below this the vast body of the ocean is ab influence of light, although not so yaned The

solutely dark, being illuminated only where reds, yellows, purples, and greens predominate,
phosphorescent creatures may shed a certain and the colors, when they occur at all, are apt
amount of steady or intermittent radiance (see to be in solid masses, in striking contrast or

below) the whole animal is of a uniform brilliant

Conditions and Life at Great Depths It coloration There is a conspicuous absence of

is always cold at the bottom of the sea, the blue The fishes, as a rule, are dark colored,

influence of the warm surface waters not ex- but many of the crustaceans, holothurians, and

tending below a few hundred feet In the great starfish are brilliant

depths the temperature IB always close to the Some of the deep sea animals are blind Those

freezing point In warm equatorial seas, where that have eyes probably capture their prey by
the depths exceed 400 fathoms, the difference the phosphorescent light shed from their own
between surface and bottom temperatures usu bodies and the bodies of the vast number of

ally ranges from 40" to 49 F It has been other creatures that are constantly flashing their

found that from 100 fathoms down, or through faint lamps over the ocean floor Fishes of the
out the waters beyond the influence of the sun, greatest depths have the smallest eyes, while

temperatures remain practically constant At those of moderate depths have very large eyes,
the surface of the sea the lines of equal tern as, for instance, those of the Macrurus type
peratures are parallel with the equator, although
subject to deflections by currents, while at the EXPLANATION 07 PLATE

bottom they follow the general trend of the i Method and theorr of deejwea dredgu*
continents The cold water of the depths comes oa the TJ S 8 Albatross 2 The deep ae&

from regions far to the north and south of **
the tropics, the coldness being due to the water
in polar or subpolar regions sinking and grad-
ually spreading itself over the ocean floor If

forW reason the cold polar waters should t
Cease to flow downward towards the deep trop and

ical basins, the deep-sea water would nse in "rt!M *
temperature, and dp *a hfe would perish

practiced
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Manv of them lidAe hig'ilv de\ekipid uiv, ins of
touch Rome ot the fashes ha\e tnormoiu> jaws,
much larger proportionately than art found

among shillow viater forms Their teeth also
aie more formidable See MACBUSUS, and Plate
of CODFISH AS.D ALLIES
Size All the animals that have so far been

brought up from dtep water ha\e been taken in

dredges ot moderate size so small in fact that

they are onlv capable of taking small animals,
the laigest sptcimens of hshes seldom eveetdmg
4 or 5 feet in length It is quite possible that
bv using larger dredges laiger animals could
be taken

Conclusion, and Bibliography It will be
seen from the foregoing that the fauna of the

depths lives under such extraordinary conditions
as temperature close to the freezing point, pres
sure amounting to a ton to the square inch

for each 1000 fathoms of depth and darkness

ticept for light due to phosphorescence
Consult Thomson, Depths of the &ca(London,

1873) , Wild, Thalaisa, (ib , 18T4) Reports and
"Van nines of the ChaUengei Expedition (see
CHALLJTSGEB EXPEDITION) A Agassiz, Three
Cruises of the "Blake" (Boston, 1888) annual

Reports, Bulletins, etc of the United States

Fish Commission (Washington, 1872 onward) ,

Bulletins and Memoirs of the Museum of Com
parative Zoology (Cambridge, 1875 onward),
Tanner, Deep Sea Exploration (Washington,
1897) Townsend, Recoids and Bibliography of
the "Ubatross" (ib , 1901), Murray, The

Depths of the Ocean (London, 1912) and the

40 odd quarto volumes in which the Pnnce of

Monaco publishes his studies, Resultats des

campagnes sctentifiques

DEEP-SEA ITiOTriiT'DER A name given

locally in the Xorth Atlantic States to both the

plaice and the pole flounder (qqv )

DEEP-WATER SCTJT/PIir See SEA. RAVEN
DEEP-WATER TROUT See SQUETEAGUE
DEEP-WATER WHIT-TETG See WHITING
DEER (AS d?or, wild beast, animal, Ger

Thier, animal Goth diva, wild beast, cf AS
deor, bold, OHG tiorlih, wild) The popular
name for even toed, hoofed mammals of the fam
ilv Cervidse and subfamily Cervina The musk

(qv), usually called musk deer, forms a die

tinct subfamily, which is sometimes accorded

full family rank More than 60 species of deer

are known, occurring in all parts of the world

except Australia and southern Africa South

eastern Asia especially abounds with them, some
of the largest as well as many of the smallest

living there Only two species of deer dwell

in the whole continent of Africa, and both of

these are near relatives of European species and
occur only in the northern parts of the continent

In North America there are perhaps 8 or 10

species of deer, while Central and South America

possess a much larger number
Deer are characterized by the absence of a gall

bladder and the possession of upper canines,

lateral digits on both fore and hind feet, a re-

markable suborbital sinus or tear pit below each

eye, and antlers Antlers are the most notice-

able of these characters, though they are usually

present only in the male The female reindeer

has antlers, and individual females of other

species sometimes have small ones Antlers

(q v ) are outgrowths of bone, which are covered

with a than highly vascular haory skin during
their growth, but when this is completed the

blood supply is cut off, ajid the skin, or 'Velvet,"

a*, it is called dries up and is peeled off, lea\ mg
the bone bare Antlers are renewed annually,
the full^ formed pair becoming detached from
the 'pedicels' on wnich they were df\ eloped
and a new pair arising at the same place
Antlers are usually shed soon alter the close of
the breeding season An antler nm be straight
and unbranched but usually there are branches,
called tines or wags The number ot these in
create with age so that the most handsomely

developed antlers are found only on full
1

? ma
tured male- The antler and its branches aie

generally more or less cylindrical or terete but
in some cases they are iery much expanded
and flattened, and the antler is then called
'

palmated
Deer are animals of verv graceful form, com

bimng compactness and strength with slender
ness of limb and fleetness They have tor many
centuries been renowned as objects of the chase,
and the flesh of many species is highly esteemed
for food under the name venison ' The best
known species -which may sene a& an example
of the group is the European red deer (Genus
elaphus), the adult male of which is the

'

stag,"
and the female is the hind" The former is

sometimes nearlv 7 feet long and o\er 4 feet
in height, but the hind IB much smaller The
body is covered by a double coat of fine wool and
longer, coarse hairs, the latter longest on throat
and chest The wool is brownish grav, and as
it is longest and most abundant in winter, the
summer coat is bngnter colored and smoother
The young are spotted with white The antlers
are at first unbranched and show only the num
her of tines characteristic of the adult in the
fifth year, and it is not until then that the

voung male is dignified with the name '

stag
"

An old stag is called a "hart" The hinds and
young stags are usually found together in large
herds, but the older stags occur in smaller

groups, while harts are generally found alone
The feeding time is during the evening and at

night The food -varies with the season, in

winter it is chiefly lichens, moss bark, and
buds, while in summer leaves and herbs form
most of the diet Stags are said to eat onlv

fungi during the breeding season The red
deer occurs in all parts of Europe and in

northern and western Asia It is exterminated
as a wild animal m populous districts, but is

preserved as an object of the chase, or as a semi
domesticated pet, in all parts of western Europe,

though not so common in Great Britain as the

fallow deer It is exceptionally swift of foot

and an excellent swimmer, and all of the senses

are marvelouslv acute The hinds and fawns
are gentle and can be tamed as pets, but the

stags are untrustworthy and become quite dan-

gerous during the breeding season

The American deer (Canacus or Odocoileus

virgwuanus) is considerably smaller than the

stag, but resembles it in many of its habits It

is found throughout the eastern United States,

ranging northward into southern Canada, west
to the Missouri, and south to Florida and Texas

West of the Missouri it is replaced by the very
similar white-tailed deer (Omnaous leucunts),
and south of the United States by the Mexican
deer (Canaons meancawus) The American deer

are very fond of water, especially in the summer,
and at that season feed very largely on water

lilies, in seeking which thev often go far out

into shallow ponds and lakes They are fine

swimmers, i
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day to escape from flieu and other insects, but

they feed chiefly at night Owing to this habit,
a method ot hunting known as jacking"' is oiten

practiced, by means 01 boats A brilliant light,
known as a jack light,

'
is placed at the bow,

\vlule the hunter is stationed in the shadow
behind The boat is then pushed quietlv through
the lily pads until a deer is heard or seen at

tracted by the bright light the animal turns
full towards it, and the hunter, seeing the re

flection of the light m the deer s e\ es, can make
his aim sure Under similar circumstances

George Shiras 3d of Pittsburgh Pa secured a,

series of fine photographs ot deer beside lakes, in

northern Wibconsin, bv using a flashlight ap
paratus, operated b> a trigger and instantaneous

plates In color the American deer is somewhat
variable, there being a rcuuked seasonal change
as well as much individual and geographical
drversitv In summer the upper paits are more
or less cb.es.tnut red, and become more cinnamon
colored along the sides, the under parts are
white In winter the upper parts become more

gray so that there is a general blatyblue cast,

and the deer is then said to be in the blue
"

Deer no longer occur commonly south of "\er

mont New York and Michigan, except m some
of the less settled portions ot the Southern
States Protective legislation has led to a,

marked increase in the number of deer in Yer
mont and some other States, but excessive

hunting during the open beason is reducing the

Humbert elsewhere

Besides the North American deer above men
tioaed, the Western mule deer (Catiacus ma
crotis) demands a word, on account ot its re-

markable ears These are 8 inches long and
well covered with hair

Classification The classification of deer is

now based largeh upon the structure of the feet

and the antlers There are two main groups of

deer, the Plesiometacarpalia and the Telemetacar-

palia The former are all Old World deer, ex-

cept the wapiti (qv), and have the proximal
portions of the lateral metacarpals present, and
the voraer never divides the posterior osseous
nares into two distinct passages This group
comprises the genera CertuZus, the nnxnijaca
(qv ) , Elaphodua, with a single small Chinese

species and Cetius This last genus includes
many species and is subdivided, chiefly according
to the form of the antlers into seven groups, as
follows (1) Eusine, m which the antlers have
no tine (known as the 6#?) just above the lowest
or brown tine, the beam la upright and simply
forked at the tip, tbe brow tine rises close to
the base, and the angle formed with the beam is

acute (2) Recervme, beam somewhat flattened,
and bifurcates into two branches, which again
divide and the brow tme is given off at an oh
tuse angle and curves upward, (3) Elaphunne,
beam straight, erect, with a long, straight back
tine, (4) Axine, antlers rusine, but body of
adult marked with TOWB of white spots (5)
Pseudaxme, similar to axine, but the antlers
have a forked beam of which the posterior tine
is the smaller (6) Elapbme, a bez tine is

present, and the rounded beam splits up into a
number of small tines often arranged m a cup
like manner (7) Damme, the antlers are pal
mated near the tip See AISTUBB, where
illustrations of vanom forms are given
Of these seven groups the Elaphine IB the

most important, including the red deer and
wapiti, but the well known sambur (Oervus

etnsttjtehst of India ib nibine, the swamp deer

(CetLtt* dtuanielli ot the sime countrv is ru
cenine the IMS, ib a\ ne, the Japanese deer

(Ccnu? si/ a; is p^uda\ire while the fallow

deer tTc IMS dama\ is dimine
Hie lelemetacaipilia include all the American

deer except tne wapiti and several Old World

specieb also The distal t\tremities> of the lateral

metacarpaL, are pr^-ent ind the vomer usually
dmdeb the posteuor mreb into tuo dibtinct on
fices Tie gemib Rangija contains the reindeer

and caribou Alee? the elk, or moose, and

Capieolus includes the ice deer of Europe and
Asia The Chinese vater deer i-, a remarkable

little species "without antleib and is the sole

repitbcntatne of the genub Eydtopotes The

genus Cauac-us includes besides the three species
alreadv mentioned a numbei of others found
in the western United States and in Central and
South America Tliev niav be grouped in four

section knovtn as the Canacme Blabtocmne,
Furcifenne and Coasbine The North American
deer all belong in the first section, while the
last one includes the small South American deer

knovtn a& brockets The genus Pudua includes

only a single diminutive species the pudu, winch
ib less than 18 inches high and lives in the
Andes of Chile

Fossil Deer The earliest fobSil remains of

deer are found in the Middle Miocene strata,
where the group is represi nted bv several species
of PaZemeifi/o;, at leatt one of which had ant
leis Remains of other genera occur in the

Pliocene and Pleistocene Cetius proper ap
pears m the Pliocene The notable giant deer,
or "Irish elk" (Cervuv gtganteus), possessed
enormous palmated antlers, 11 feet from tip to

tip It represents a distinct section of the

genus, called megacerotine The remains are

found in Pleistocene deposits over a large part
of Europe, but are especially common in the

peat bogs of Ireland, where they were first dis

covered See TYir

Consult Hamilton Smith (ed ) Griffith's

Animal Kingdom (London, 1827) , Caton, Ante

lope and Deer of America (New York, 1877) ,

Lydekker, Deer of All Lands (london, 1898),
colored quarto plates, with deseuptions of all

species, Roosevelt (and others), The Deer

Family (New York, 1902) Scrope, Days of Deer

Stalking [red deer] in the Scottish Highlands
(London, 1S83) , St John, Bpottsman and
batwahst in Sutherland*] e (ib, 1891),

Jeffries, Red Deer (ib ,
2d ed, 1892), Deer

Stalktnq (
Fur and Feather Series," ib, 1896) ,

Lantz,
' Deer Farming in the United States," in

Farmers' Bulletin 8W, United States Depart
ment of Agriculture (Washington, D C , 1908) ,

ad, "Raising Deei and Other Large Game Ani

mals in the United States," in United Statea

faological Survey, Bulletin 36 (Washington,
D C, 1910) Consult also the authorities men
tioned under STIIL HUNTING
DBEB/FCELD A town including four vil

lages, in Franklin Co Mass , 33 miles north of

Springfield on the Connecticut River and on
the Boston and Maine and the New York New
Haven, and Hartford railroads (Hap Massa

chusetts, B 2) It has agricultural interests

and manufactures of pocket books and art

novelties The town contains a public library,
Dickinson High School and Deerfield Academy
The government is administered by annual town

meetings The water works are owned by the

municipality Pop, 1900, 1969, 1910, 2209 A
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part of the town was annexed to Greenfield in
1800

Deerfield was founded in 1671 and incorpo
lated in 1673 Near here, on Sept 19, 1675,
the Indiana cauglit Captain Lothrop and 84 men
in an ambuscade The latter were reinforced,
and tlit, Indianb driven ofl, but the colonibts
had suffered a loss, of 63 killed and 7 -wounded
On Feb 20, 1704, the French and Indians sur

prised the place, killing 49 and capturing 100 of
the inhabitants, while many of the buildings
were destroTtd The captives were taken to

Canada, a number being murdered on the -nay
Some of the sumvois were liberated in 1706
Consult Sheldon, -L History of Deerfield, Mass
(Decrfltld 1895-06), and Powell Historic
Totals of Yew England (New York, 1898)
DEERFIELD RIVER A river rising in

Windham Co, southein Vermont (Map Ver-

mont, C 8) It flows south into Massachusetts,
where, ifter foimmg the boundary between
Franklin Countv and the northeast corner of

Beikshne County, it flows in a generally south-

easter1\ direction neailv across Franklin County
and empties into the Connecticut Eiver near

Deoi field It is about 60 miles long in a general
direction and drains an area, of 650 square miles

The sheani has a fall of 1028 feet from Reads-

boro, Vt ,
and furnishes extensive water power

there ind at Hoosac Tunnel and Shelburne Falls

Itb valley is famed for its beauty
DEER FEY A gadfly which attacks deer,

especially in North America, the small green or

yellow tabanids of the genus Ghrysops
DEERHOTJMT) See GBEYHOUND
DEERING, CHABIES (1852-1927) An

American manufacturer, born at Pans, Me He
giaduated from the United States Naval Acad

emy in 1873 and served as an officer in the

navy until 1881, when he resigned to become

secretary of the Deering Harvester Company
After this firm Tsas merged with others in the

International Harvester Company he became
chairman of the latter's board of directors

DEERING, WmJAM (1826-1913) An
Amencan manufaotuier, father of Charles

Deering, born at Paris, Me He was educated

at the Readfield Seminary Engaging in. the

woolen mill and dry goods business, he became
a member of the commission and wholesale dry-
eoods firm of Deering, Milliken & Co, of Port-

land, Me, and New York City In 1873 he

established, at Piano, 111 , the harvester business

which bears his name, and until his retire-

ment he \vas president of the Deenng Harvester

Company and of the William Deenng & Co

DEER LODGE A city and the county seat

of Powell Co , Mont , 40 miles north of Butte,

on the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Mil

waukee, and St Paul railroads, and on the

Deer Lodge River (Map Montana, D 3) It

contains the State penitentiary, the College of

Montana (Presbyterian), St Mary's Academy,
St Joseph's Hospital, and a public library

Farming and cattle and sheep raising are the

pnncipal industries, and there are railroad re

pair shops and creameries Gold mining is also

earned on Pop 1900, 1324 j 1910, 2570

DEER MOUSE Any of several wild mice,

which resemble a der m colors and movement

The name is most properly applied in North

America to the jumping mouse (Zapus hud-

somwi), but is also given to the white-footed

mouse (Peromyious leucomu) See MOUSB, and

accompanying Plate of MICE ASTD JXBBOAS

DE FACTO

DEER'S FATP- &ee SCIBPLS

DEER'SLAY'ER, THE One of Cooper's
Leathei stocJ ing lalct, the fiist oi the series

written, but the last published (1841) The
title is the sobriquet ot the leading character,
Natty Bumppo
DEERSTALKING See Sim HtMING
DEER'STEALTNG In English law, the

statutory offence of hunting, killing, or earning
off any deer in anj forest, chase, 01 park,
whether private and inclosed or public and un
inclosed B\ the common law deer at large are

feres natwce ('wild animals ), but the penchant
of the Xorman kings and their immediate fol

lowers for the hunting of deer cau&ed that am
mal to be invested with a peculiar sacredness
and led at a verv earlv penod to the enactment
of stringent foiest and game laws for their

protection The matter is now regulated frv a
series of game laws, beginning with 16 Geo III,
c 30 See FOBEST GAME LAWS PCUCHENo
DEES MAGYAROS See DCS MA.GTABOS
DE FACTO (Lat ) A legal phrase, signify

ing "actual, based on fact' , as distinguished
from de jure," winch mean& based on law"
It is commonly employed of the occupancy of

public office or the exercise of
political

or other

authority without legal warrant or bv; one whose

legal title thereto is defective Under a govern-
ment of law a merely de facto authority may
alwajs be impeached, the proper legal remedy in

England and in the United States being by the
common law w rit of quo V, arranto, issued by a
court of competent jurisdiction, to bring the
offender into court and inquire 'by what war
rant" he has presumed to exercise the office

or authority in question
Used in this general sense, as opposed to a

de jure, or lawful, authority, the exercise of de
facto authority is always a usurpation, and it

maintains this character so long as it continues,
or until it is Iegali7ed by proper legislative or

other authority Any public office, admmistra
tive, legislative, or judicial, may be usurped and
its powers exercised by de facto authority, but
the phrase has no application to the case of an
excessive or other illegal exercise of power by
a dulv constituted authority, which does not
amount to an assumption of any other office

than that which it possesses Nor does mere

usurpation of an office without the actual exer-

cise pf its functions constitute the usurper an

officer de facto The authority claimed must be

effective and actually exercised in order to give
it the de facto character-

It is in this general sense of a power actually

exercised, but without legal authority, that the

term "de facto" is employed in international and
constitutional law It is thus applied to a

revolutionary government, as the Continental

Congress whose acts gained legal sanction

through the success of the Colonies and the

recognition, of their independence by Great

Britain fer the P^eadgnt and Congress of the

Confederate States whose de facto exercise of

authonty gained for them a certain measure of

international recognition, but remained to the

end in point of law, an illegal usurpation Acts

performed by such an authonty are wholly void

and may be impeached in any proceeding, direct

or collateral

In administrative law, however, the term "de

facto" is commonly used in a narrower sense, to

describe the exereia* of illegal authoniy,
but

with apparent rigkt and under color of legal
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authoiit\ The attb 01 m o&crt tlu* nt'iy written In the u&e or a written imputation
havi a certain val'ditv, so far as the mteiebtb however which is techmcallv called a libel spe

ot the public and of third persons are concerned, cial damage need nev er be bhov n but it is

and cannot be questioned in anv collateral pro- enough to satibfv the jurv that the wordb com

ceeding But thev mat be directlv impeached plained of were such AS. to bring the pHmtiff
a bv a retuial to rt cognize the de facto author into ridicule odium or contempt
rtv r or bv instituting proceedings to test the The most important and compiehensive ground

usurpers title to the office exercised bv him, or> of jUbtification tor imputation^ upon character

at the common law bv a civil suit for the is the privilege of fair criticism and comment

wropful intrusion into office or for the profits on public men and affairs This evtb onlv

then of t^ken bv the usurping official Bui the m eommunitieia, like Enghnd and the United

mere po&s^Mon of an office ia prima facie evi States., in which the gov eminent is of a hec and

dence of a valid title thereto, and de facto popular character, and the liberty of the piebs

authoritv is presumed to be de jure also, until and of public discusbion has reached a high
the tontraiv is made to appear in an appropriate point This, privilege doe& not cover mere al>Ut=e

protending instituted tor that purpobe Where nor the malicious imputation of dishonesty and

an office tab been exercised de facto in good mcapacitv, nor the invasion of the pnvatc and

faith as bv one believing himself to be right domestic life of the person accused, units* this

fullv entitled to it or where m cases of public has some bearing on public affairs But everv

danger an official commits unwarranted acts of citizen is protected in the honest expresbion of

authoritv it is usual for the legislature bv a opinion, however severe and unjust n may be,

subieqm-ut act of mdemnitv (qv) to legalize concerning matters of public inkiest and general
the unlawful actb w> committed See ADMINIS concern, whether political or not, so long as the

TRA.TIMS LAW OFFICE and consult the authori limits of fair criticism are not exceeded Privi

ties there referred to lege mav ako exist in matters of private concein,

DEP'AHATION (Lat dlifamare, from, dia ,
under special circumbtances, as in commentb on

pnv -f rama report) The infringement of the character made bv a judge advocate, or witness

right of reputation, specificallv the pubhbhmg in the course of a judicial piocetding, such state

of anv matter concerning an individual which is ments being privileged unlebs made maliciously

untrue m tact and which has a tendencv to or recklessly

impair his public reputation The right of every Reference has been made to the fact that the

man to the good name which he has earned by a publication of defanutorv matter mav , under

long course of good conduct is recognized by some circumstances, bt, a violation of the crinu

every developed svstem of law It is regarded nal law This is never true of mere slander or

as a species of propertv, a valuable asset of spoken defamation, but onh of libel, and it is

which no one can deprive him with impunity theoretically justified on the ground that imtten
Its violation is a legal wrong or tort and it or printed attacks on chaiacter are hkelv to

may under some circumstances be a public lead to breaches of the peace or to prove subver

wrong, or crime sive of the good order and morals of the com
A& reputation is the estimation in which a mumty It seems more probable however, that

man is held bv the community in which he lives, the criminal proceedings in libel cases are a

the gist of the injurv lies in the publication of survival of the primitive right of private ven

the unputition upon his character If commum geance for injuries of this character, which has,

eated to him privately or written out for the in process of time, been taken over by the state

purpose of publication, but not actually com See Tow, IOBEL, SLANDEB, PRIVILEGED COM-
mumcated to a third party, it is no violation of MUNICATION, and consult the authorities there

the right of reputation, no matter how unjust it referred to

may be Furthermore, the law will protect DEFABGrE, de feral/, THfisitSE The wife of

reputation only in so far as it i& fairly earned the keeper of the wine shop m Diokens's Tale of
A truthful imputation upon character is no Two Qtf\e*, a type of the remorseless virago of

violation of the right But even the publica the French Revolution

tion of derogatory matter which is in fact DEFAULT (OF defaults, It Malta, from
untrue may not amount to defamation m the Lat de, away + failure, to fail) In law, the

legal sense The imputation may be too vague failure of a party to a suit to take the next step
and general, or too trivial to be regarded, or, m the process of litigation incumbent upon him,
although definite and harmful, it may be uttered within the time limited by the practice of the
under such circumstances of privilege as to court Originally the term was limited to the
justzfv and excuse it

nonappearanee of a party in court on the day
In general it may be aaid that an action will

assigned in the writ or summons but it is now
he for defamation in those cases, and in those employed of a similar failure at any stage of
cases onh, (1) in which the charge or accusa tie cause In general, the effect of a default on
tion is shown to have caused special pecuniary the part of the plaintiff is to entitle the opposing
damage to the plaintiff, (2) m which the plain party to a nonsuit, and the default of the de-
tiff is charged with the commission of a crane, fendant renders him liable to a judgment in

(3) in which the present existence of an of accordance with the demand of the declaration
fensive contagious disease is imputed to him, or complaint Formerly, in suite at law, these
(4) in which the conduct of his profession or results were final, but the procedure of the equity
trade, or of an office of public trust held by tribunals permitted the opening of defaults for
him, or his fitness therefor, is impugned, (6) cause shown, and this is now the general prac
in which nnchastity is imputed to a woman In face, at law as well as in equity, in the courts of
all these cases but the first, the words or acts England and the United States UsuaUv, how
charged are defamatory per Be, and are action- ever, the default can be reopened and the' cause
able without proof of special damage reroltuig reinstated on the calendar of the court only on
therefrom, and in all of them the action will he the payment of moderate costs by the party m
whether the derogatory words were spoken or default See PBOOEDTOE.
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DEEEA'SANCE (OF def&isance, from de

fan e, Fr defaw e, to make i oid
)

A proviso an
nexed to a com eyance of land or goods, whereby
the lactei fchall become void in some specified
event At common la\v the term was confined to
such a proMso contained in a separate instru
ment fiom the act or deed of conveyance, the
term condition" being proper to describe a
similar term or provision contained in or form

ing a pait of the conveyance itself At the

present time, however, the latter is often re
ferred to as a clause of defeasance It is com
monlv employed to effect a mortgage, which is,

properh speaking a com eyance of property
with a defeasance reinstating the title of the

moitgagoi upon the payment of the mortgage
debt In the United States the defeasance ib

Ubualh incoiporated in the mortgage deed, but
in England a moitgage often takes on the form
of an absolute deed with a separate deed of

defeasance, made by the mortgagee to the mort

gagoi specifying the condition on which the

conveyance of the property is to become void

Ordinarily a separate instrument of defeasance
must be delivered at the same time as the deed
of conveyance which it is intended to affect, so

as to form part of the same transaction If

given subsequently, it may have the effect of a
covenant enforceable in a separate action by
the grantor of the pioperty, but it will not in

that event con\ert the grant into a mortgage
At common law it is also necessary that a

separate defeasance, in order to have the in

tended operation, should be "of as high a na
ture" as the conveyance itself, le, should also

be in the form of a deed But the courts of

equity have alwajs admitted parol evidence of

the agreement, understanding, and purpose with
which a conveyance was made, and have given
effect to luch a proviso even though it was not
embodied in a deed or other written form Ac
cordingly an absolute deed conveying a parcel
of land for the real purpose of securing the pay
ment of a debt IB, m practical effect, a mortgage
and may be redeemed as such See CONDITION,
MORTGAGE, and consult the authorities there

referred to

DEFEJnXANT The person who is sued in

an action at law or in equity Blackstone says
"In every court there must be at least three

constituent paits the actor, or plaintiff, who
complains of an injuiy done, the reus, or de

fendant, who is called upon to make satisfaction

for it, and the judea), or judicial power, which
is to examine the truth of the fact, to determine

the law arising upon that fact, and, if any injury

appears to have been done, to ascertain, and, by
its officer, to apply the remedy" (3 Bl Com 25)
The term was originally limited to the per

son pued in a personal action at common law,
the one against whom a real action was brought

being described as "the tenant," the complaining

party m that case being known as "the de

mandant," and these expressions are still em

ployed to distinguish the contending claimants

to real property in several of the United States

But in most States, as well as in England, the

term 'defendant" has come to designate the

party used in any form of action and in any
court See PARTIES
DE3TENIXEB OE TEE FAITH (trans of

the Latin, F%de* Defensor) A title conferred

on Henry VIII by Pope Leo X m recognition of

his treatise, Asawrfw 8eptem Saaramentorwrn,
directed against Hartm Luther m 1521 When

VOL VI 39

Henry suppressed the religious houses at the

Reformation, Pope Clement VII recalled the
title and deposed him In 1544 Parliament con
firmed the title, which has e\er since been used
by the sovereigns of Great Britain
DEFEKDEB OE THE MAJRRIAQE TIE

(Defensor Matumonu) An office created by
Pope Benedict XIV m the j ear 1741 Its object
is, in all cases of actions for the annulment of

marriage, to defend the marriage bond in its

integrity Marriage being a sacrament in the
Catholic church, is, like the other sacraments
moat jealoush guarded The defender" IB

clothed by ecclesiastical authonty with the same
or similar powers that the prosecuting attorne\
in civil law, in criminal procedure, is endowed
with He usually acts as a referee m civil court

proceedings The office was instituted m
America by the Third Plenary Council of Balti
more in 1884, and is now extended until each
Catholic diocese has its defender" ecclesiasti

callv appointed, ready to defend the integrity of
the marriage agreement before any court of

proper juribdiction, and to carry an appeal to a

higher court, if needed Consult Taunton, The
Law of the Chwch (London 1906)
DEFENSE7

(Lat defenders, to ward off)
In criminal law, the light of forcible resistance
to an attack by force on person or property The
etercise of this right may be a justification of

the charge of assault or homicide It is re

stricted to the employment of so much force as

is reasonably necessary for the protection of

one's self, his "wife, children, and other members
of his household, his personal property, and,
where a felony is threatened, as burglarv or

arson, his real property He may also resist

by force a violent attempt to commit a trespass,
even without felonious intent, upon the premises

constituting his dwelling For the limitations

upon the exercise of the right of defense, see

AssATjiiT, HOMICIDE
In the law of civil and criminal procedure, the

answer of the defendant in a suit to the cause

of action set up by the plaintiff As commonly

employed under the reformed procedure in Eng
land and many of the United States, the defense

includes the demuner in which the facts alleged

by the plaintiff are admitted, but their legal
effect is denied, and the justification by the

defendant of the acts of which the plaintiff com

plains, as well as the bare denial of the allega
tions of the complaint or statement of claim

It does not, however, cover a counterclaim (qv ),

or separate cause of action, set up by the

defendant
Under the highly technical procedure of the

common law, defense (from French defender, to

deny) was only the first step in the defendant's

answer to the plaintiffs
cause of action, and was

limited to a denial of the truth or validity of

the complaint This was foUowed by the plea,,

under which the jurisdiction of the court and

the legal validity of the facts alleged in the

complaint might be questioned, and the justiflca

tion of the defendant set forth This system of

pleading stall obtains in several of the American

States, but the term "defense" has generally

come to have the wider meaning assigned to it

above, which includes the plea and demurrer of

the defendant as well as his technical defense

Formerly, also, the term had no reference io

the answer interposed by a defendant to the

charges contained in a bill or information filed

in an equity proceeding, being restricted to
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actions at UN ITuder rht, informed procedure, DESTAJSTCE COIiBGE Vu institution for

howe\er, thib distinction no longer obtains, and higher education, oiatam/ed undtr it* piebfnt

the term detense
'

may be employed m either name in 1902 at Debance Ohio It ib the we
forum cessor to the Defiance Female Acadeim char

In general it mav be eaid that the defense tered in 1850 and opened for students in 1885

must contain a specific denial or justification of The college is under the control of the Chris

each and e\pr\ allegation of the complaint to tianb The ground*, consist of 28 acres, on which

gether ^uth a statement of any facts relied upon ire four large, modern, fully equipped buildings

bv the defendant to relieve him from the plain and a residence for the president Connected

tiff s claim of liability It muat usualh be veri vith the college is the Christian Biblical Insti

ned bv thi deiendant or his solicitor or attorney tute which lias i separate board of trustees but

and wned upon the plaintiff or his legal repre the ame president The college includes a col

sentatm \uthin a limited time usually 20

davs alter the ben ice of the complaint The
defense once made, the cause is at issue and may
usually proceed to trial without further pleading
*see ANSWER DEMIBBEB PLEA., PLEADLSG and
consult the authorities there referred to

DEFENSE OP rOESIE THE The name

lege department a department of music

normal department^ and a commercial depart
merit The total enrollment m all departments
m 1012-13 was 466, of whom 186 were in the

college department The total number of in

struntois \ias 28 The total assets of the in

stitution it the end of the year 1913 amounted

under whtch Sir Philip Sidney's Apologie for
to $o20,4SO, of this $512,358 was endowment

, ,
c,.~* ,, ,,

c .,*,', -jhg t tai income from all sources for the year
1912-13 was ?4I,38 The library contains

about 7000 volumes The president of the col

lege smee its foundation has been P W
HcRe\nolds, D D
DEFIC'IENT NTJMBEB An integer whose

divisors added together make a sum less than

tie number itself, eg, 16 is a deficient number
since the s>um of its divisors, 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 =
15, is less than 16 The term goes back to the

Greek theory of numberb See PFBFECT NUMBEE
DEF'ILA/Dnr<J Determining the diiec

CHAMBOMJ ILvaQUi&E ou (1607-1780) A tlon and heiS^ f -i parapet which will give

Frenchwoman celebrated in her day for her protection from hostile fire or selecting a

caustic wit and remarkable beautv and still so **1
^creen

which afiords concealment fiom

to-day for the soundness of her judgment The hostile observation In the latter benae posi

strle of her letters is ranked bv Sainte Beuve * for field artillery batteries are designated

with that of Voltaire the model of French as follows if the guns are posted &o that

prose writers She was a conspicuous figure in through the sights the hostile position can pst
the brilliant salons and gay suppers of the be seen over the WB^ or screen, the battery has

period Later on her own aristocratic salon at *** defilade, if a dismounted man can jubt see

Poebie was lepnnted in 1598, with the third edi

tion of the Arcadia

DET'EBEITT (Lat part deferent, beanng
awar) An old term in astronomy, signifying a

circle on which the centre of another circle

mo\e is while a body is supposed to be moving
on the latter itself If we suppose the sun to be

moving round a centre m space while the earth

moves say in a circle round the sun, then the

bun 1* moving m the deferent The term ong
mated in the Ptolemaic bvstem (qv )

DEFEAND, dl'fan' "NfABTTi ASSE DE VICHY

the Convent of St Joseph was frequented by
Voltaire, llontesquieu, D'Alembert, tte famous

encyctopeiZtstes, D'Alembert, however, abandoned
her for the young Mademoiselle de Lespinasse,
her protegee and former reader At 68 the now
blind Marquise conceived a violent passion,

hostile position, the guns have dismounted

defilade, if mounted, mounted defilade, if the

flashes of the guna are concealed, flash defi

la.de Consult Field J.J ttttery Drill Regulations,
U B 1 (1911) See FORTIFICATION
DEITLE' (noun, Fr defile, pass) Any pas

spite of her cynical nature for Horace Walpole, sage which compels tioops to advance in column

the famous English Premier, who would have formation DEFILE veib intransitive, not in

more openly reciprocated her love had he not common use means to march with narrow

feared the ndieule of his contemporaries Among fronts" as in column of files le, one behind

her cle\er sayings the following bon mot fur
-11" "" " r" J"" ^' " ^ ""

nishes the best keynote to her character <! was
bored, which accounts for all my follies

" Her
works exist as Correapondanoe complete publvse
par de Leacure (esscepte lettres a to daoheaae de

CTiotseuZ) (1865) several Letters to Horace

Walpole were collected by Miss Berry (London,
1810) Consult Sainte Beuve, Oauwnes du
Litndi, viols i xiv, and De Segar, Bsqutsses et

rents Mme du Deffand d'aprls de* documents
wtchits (Pans, 1908)

DEFE'AJBTCE A ci^y and the county seat of
Defiance Co Ohio, 51 miles west by south of

Toledo, on the Kaumee River, at the junction
of the Auglaize, on the Miami and Ene Canal

the other, as in Indian file See DEBOUCHING
DE HTDIPPI, FILIPPO See Fnjm, FIT

EPPO DE

DE nNTBUS BOWOOlirDI ET MALO'-
ETTK (Lat, On the Limits of Good and EM!)
A philosophical treatise by Cicero

DEPXNnTIOS' (Lat defimtio, from definii e,

to bound, from do + fintre, to fix a limit) The
act of making clear one's meaning in the use

of a term This may be accomplished bv giv

ing a synonym whose meaning is beyond doubt,
as is often done in dictionaries But tradi

tioaal logic calls for something more explicit
than this It demands that the defimendum

, the term to be defined) shall be assigned
and on the Wabash, the Baltimore and Ohio, and to a class including other terms with the same
the Ohio Electric railroads (Map Ohio, B 3) general meaning This class is called the genus,
It is the seat of Defiance College, opened in and the term taat names this class is called a

1885, and contains a Carnegie library and Port generic term There is a second requirement
Defiance There are several flour mills, exten which is met by stating the attribute or com
sive machine shops, wagon works, pressed steel bination of attributes which marks off the ob
factories, etc

, and the city has a large trade m jects denoted by the deflniendum from the other

agricultural products and live stock Pop , 1900, objects within the same genus This differen

7679, 1910, 7327 bating attribute or combination of attributes is
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called the specific ditiwence, 01 the diffeientiaA logic definition is thus the designation of

gemib and specific difference

But there are many terms which cannot be
defined in accordance with the above require
ments Formal logic recognized one such term
in the summum genus, the class to which all

things belong, and which therefore does not it

self belong to a higher class, fiom -which it mav
be differentiated by some specific attribute This
class is usually identified as 'being" But
logical definition presupposes the pobsession of a
iiumbei of teims whose meanings aie alieadv
known, and it grves a meaning to a definiendum
bv correlating it genericallv/ and specifically with
tlie-ie other terms When, however, we come to
define these other terms we enter upon a move
ment vhich is either circular or which ends in

something -which can be defined only by identi

ncition, ie, by directing attention to it in
some manner, such as pointing Such terms as

space, time, similarity, and i elation cannot be
defined logically without what is technically

known as a cueufus in defimendo Here ab

tlsewhcie, the i equipments of formal logic
should not be regaided as absolute but as sub

saving the purpose of cnticism

DEFLECTION OI1 THE PLUMB LINE
If the materials vshich compose the eaith had
the same density throughout, and if the ma
teiials were peiiectly plastic, at least to long
continued stresses, then the visible suiface of

the eirth would define a geometrical figure rep
resented by an ellipsoid of revolution with the

shorter axis joining the poles This condition

would also obtain, if the earth were composed of

concentnc (or neaily concentric) layers of ma
tenal vuth each layei having the same density

throughout Under the ideal condition the plumb
line would always be normal to the surface of

the ellipsoid But the earth's suiface shows ma
terialb of very different densities, and the recent

investigations carried on bv the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey prove that the mate
rials in the earth's crust to a depth of about 76

miles below the surface ha\e different densities

undei different places They show that the ma
terial under the sea is heawer than that under

the mountains They also indicate that the

caith s ciust has onlv a small effective rigidity,
and therefore the mountain range is floated by
the lighter material under it, and the sea bottom

is depressed by reason of the denser material in

the crust blow The water surface over the

oceans and along canals projected, in imagina
tion, through the continents would define an ir

icgular surface called the geoid, which deviates

somewhat from the ideal ellipsoid of revolution

This deviation is due to the variations in the

direction and force of gravity resulting from

dt pressed oemn beds and projecting moun
tains and to the heterogeneous densities in the

earth's crust The plumb line will be, at each

point perpendicular to the geoid surface rather

than to the mean surface of the earth, the

ellipsoid of revolution The angle between the

normals to the geoid and the ellipsoid at any
point is called the deflection of the plumb line

o~ of the -vertical The deflection IB given in

two components one in the plane of the

meridian and the other in thai of the prune
vertical Usually the deflections of the vertical

we spoken of as tie differences between the

geographic positions, as computed on the dlip

aoid of revolution, and the astiimomic positions,
as determined from observations on the stars
This is not strictly true, because of inaccuracies
in the dimensions of the adopted ellipsoid of

revolution, also to some error (possibly only

slight) in the assumed longitude and latitude
of the initial station from which all the other

geographic positions are computed
Bibliography Hayford The Figure of the

Earth and Isostasv fiom Measurements in the
United States," in United titattt foa<rt and
G-eodftio Huney (\\ashingtou, 1909) id

Supplemental Investigation m 1909 of the

Figure of the Eaith and Ko^tasv," in United
States Coast and (jeodetio tiuuey (ib, 1910)
Havfoid and Bowie Effect of Topography ana
Isobtatic Compensation upon the Intensity of

Gra\ity," first paper, in United State* Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Spec Pub "\o 10 (ib,
1912) , Bowie, Effect of Topography and Isos
tatic Compenbation upon the Intensity of Grav

itv," second paper in United Mates Coast and
Geodetic timtey, bpec Pul To !"> (ib, 1912)

DEFOE', DJ^TEL (c 1660-1731) An Eng
libh journalist, novelist and miscellaneous

vuiter, authoi ot Robinson Crusoe He was
born m London late in 1659 or early in 1600
the son of James Foe a dissenting butcher of

Northamptonshire stock, and he retained the

family name Foe until after he -was 40 yeara
old Comparatively little is known of his life

until he reached middle age He was educated
for the Preubyterian ministry, hut abandoned it,

probably going to Spain as appi entice in a
commission business and then doing some travel

ing Before January, 1684, -when he married

Mary Tuffley, who bore him several children

and survived him he had become a wholesale

hosier in Cornhill He took an obscure part in

Monmouth's Rebellion supported William ot

Orange heartily in 1688-89, having at that time
a good standing in the city, engaged in specu
lative commerce, and failed about 1692 for a
rather large sum Meanwhile he had done some

studying and writing, his earliest identified

publication being a verse satire, A Jew Dis

covet y of an, Old Intieague {1691) Fnends

helped him to his feet, and in a few years he

had established a manufacture of bricks and

rtiles and was paving off his debts In 1697

became a piohfic pamphleteer in political

and ecclesiastical controversies and issued the

most important of his early books, An Essay

upon Projects, m which he put forward many

plans for social betterment, bis discussion of

banking, insurance, road making, and the edu

cation of women being surprisingly modern in

tone In 1701 he gained a national reputation

through his poem "The True Born English
man" which defended Bang William from at

tacks made on him as a foreigner, and through
his bold TLegions Address," which demanded

from the Commons the release of certain political

prisoners known as the Kentish Petitioners He
was now at the zenith of his career so far as

regards popularity with his contemporaries
He was introduced to the Bong and served him

politically in some unascertained way, and he

was recognized as one of the ablest exponents
of Whig views In the latter capacity he us seen

at his best in the tract entitled The Ongvaal
Power of the Colleotwe Body of the People of

England (1701)

The death of William in 1702 marked a great
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war he took up the life of a -voluminous writer

and frequent traveler Between 1870 and 1880

he published no fe^er than nine novels, among
them The Wetherell Aftau 11873), Honest
John fane (IbTa) Juitme s Lowers (1878)
He \\rote also The DeFoif^ts of Aiesnes and of

\r ~\etheilanda 1 1900) and Poems Medley
and Palestnna (1902)

DE FOREST, LEE (1873- ) An Amen-
can im enter born at Council Bluffb, Iowa He

graduated at Sheffield Scientific School (It ale)

in lb% and ^ptnt thiee veara m postgraduate
work at Yale HP became known as one of the

pioneers in the dt\elopment ol wireless teleg

raptn m the Imttd States In 1902-06 he

ua<5 uce president of the American De Forest

Wirelf^s Tdegraph Company (no^v the Lmted
Wireless relegrtph Companv), and m 1907 he

became \iee president ot the Radio Telephone

Compam and also of the De Forest Radio

Telephone Companv In 1904 he was awarded
a gold medal it the St Louis E-^position for

his achievements in wireless telegraphv
DB FOKEST, ROBEOT WEEKS (1848- )

Aa American la\m_r and publicist He was
born in Xe* York City and T\a* educated at

Yale <AB 1S70) Columbia (LLB, 1872),

and Bonn When first admitted to the bar, he

joined his father and uncle, later the firm in

eluded his brother and sons After 1874 he -was

general counsel, and after 1902 vice president,
of the Central Railroad of Xew Jersey and he

came to hold offices or directorships in a num
her of other corporations Actively identifying
himself with a. -variety of public interests he

served a* pi evident of the Charity Organization
Society (New lork City) after 1888; trustee

after 1889 and president beginning in 1913, of

the "Metropolitan JInseum of Art, president
of tie Humcipal Art Commission (1905) ,

chairman of the State Tenement House Com
mission (1900) and New York Citys first

tenement house commissioner, president of the

National Conference of Chanties and Correction

(190^) vice president of the American Red

Cross, and nee president of the Russell Sage
Foundation From 1905 to 1912 he was 4. vice

president of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science

DEFOBMEIX TROTSFOBMEIX, THE A
drama by Lord Bjron (1824), based partly on
an old story, The Three Brothers, and partly on
Goethe s Faust

DBTOEM^TTIBS (Lat deformrtw, ugliness,
defonnitv from de, away, off -f forma, form,

shape) Varieties of form -which mar the ex
ternal appearance Deformities may be divided
into congenital and acquired, according as they
occur before or after birth The former class

were considered by the ancients to carry some

important meaning in their mysterious shapes
and to show tne anger of the goda, hence they
termed them monsters, from monstrare, to show,
and even in later tunes they were popularly be
heved to be the result of the moat hideously
unnatural combinations Modem scientific writ
era have, however, made them a subject of

special study under the name "teratology" (Gk
rfpat) teras, monster, and Xfryoj, logos, science),
and their researches have shown that deformi
ties generally depend on some arrest of develop
meet of the foetus, or some accidental position
it has assumed, or some inflammatory disease

which has caused unnatural adhesion of parts

It has been tound that in Puis> one monster

occurs m about 30UO births Deformities are

more common among domestic th/in \sild am
mak among mammilla, than birds ind are

\ery rare among n&heb and the impitebinta

It ib a common behtt that the mind 01 the

mother has an influence o\ei the t>hape of lier

infant but although nmt. singulai coincidences

have occurred, there it, no scientific proof that

such is reallv the case \et the theoiv ^aa

umversallv adhered to m the Middle Ages it

-was, in fact oiten appealed to in the interest of

mercv as a loophole or escape foi pregnant

uomen -who, bv the barbarous i^noi-mce ot the

time, might be condemned to toituie b%en at

the present dar no bcientiflc demonstration to

the contrary Ins proved sufficient to undermine

the absurd belief That deformities are in

many cases hereditary mav be seen in the in

stances of additional fingeis and toes and of

harelips It seems uncertain -whether the male

or female parent chiefly influence-* the occur

rence or deformity m the offspring Cases aie

reported ot a family of three -with harelips

whoie father alone is similarly deformed, and

another family of three with peiieetiy formed

mouths whose mother has an uncorrected and

eitremelv unsightly harelip The chief con

genital deformities may be classed under the

following heads 1 Deformity as legatds the

number of paits The Sirens for instance,

have apparently but a single inferior extremity,
which tapers to a point, and the Cyclopes have
but one eye In some cases the h<ad itself or

some organ, as the brain, may be absent Snch

deformities, from * deficient of pait, may also

result from amputation of poitions of the limbs

of the foetus, when stall within the uterus, by
the pressure ol the umbilical cord Curiously
enough however, it often happens that this intra

uterine amputation of parts leads indirectly to

an exactly opposite condition, viz
,
a multiphca

tion of parts arising from the stumps left by
these uterine amputations, the foetus in the early

stages of its growth appearing to possess some

thing of the power of reproduction of paits ob
sened in many of the lower orders of animals
The parts most commonly reproduced aie fingers
and toes or, most commonly of all, only abor
te portions of these, as little projection? from
the stump of the limb, with traces of nail and
sometimes a single ioint with an imperfect
bony development We see a- new growth, of

little fingers or toes according to the member
lost, and this power shows itself sometimes
without being preceded by such an injury, in
additional fingers, toes, etc These pait* are

generally dose to the similar natural ones, but
not always, as, eg, an ear in the neck 2

Deformity with, regard to *%tse or volume
This may involve the whole body, as m dwarfa,
of whom there lave been some remarkable pen
patetic specimens the Corsiean fairy was only
2 feet 1% inches high Mademoiselle Cmhaon,
the smallest child that ever lived, died at 10
years of age, only 20 incliea in height This
kind of deformity not necessarily hereditary,
the father of Borowlaski, who -was only 39
inches when 30 years old, had six children Alter

nately short and tall, and dwajJ women hdvt
brought foith infants as long, when extended,
as their mothers In some cases one Lunb only
IB diminutive Of course, deformities the oppo
site of these exist, such as giants, or
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of prenutuie or excebsue local gionth
Byrne, the Irish giant, measuied 8 feet 4

mclieb when, he died at the age ot 22 Such m
dwiduals aie genei illy bub]ect to premature
deca\ 3 Defvnnity M teqatdi, shape Thu>
results geneialh Horn retarded giowth the

paits of the embryo not consolidating as

growth advance^, ab in liaielip or fiom niegu
lar musculai conti actions as in clubtoot (q\ )

or b> t\\o 01 inoie, paits coalescing, ab t\o
fingeis or in c\clopy, -when both e^es run auto
ont 4 Dtfoi unties of color are frequently
coexistent with i tendency to, 01 the presence
of some ditease Iheie ma\ be a deficiency of

coloring
1 mittei as in albmob or an appaieut

increase, ab in cyanosis (q\ ) or blue difa

ease, arising fiom the partition between the

right and left bides of the heart not being com
pleted, or from pigment abnormally placed in

the bod) as in the mottled individuals shown
m the side shows of circm>es 5 Deformities
of continuity occur fiom the lateral halves of

the embiyo not completely doting as been in

clefts of the back, the palate, etc Acquired
deformities will be noticed undei then special
names Consult Hush and Piersul Human Mon
ittosihes (Philadelphia, 1892)

DEEEEGGER, dt'freger PBANZ voj, (1835-
1921) An Au&tnan genie and historical

painter, widely populai through his delineations
of Tvrolese eveiydav life and of many bturing
episode*, m the histon of his mtive land He
was bom at Stronach Tirol April <JO, 1835,
the son of a peasant, and showed early a taknt
for drawing and wood caning, which he prac
ticed untutoied while tending hit father's cattle

His career beg^n. late for he Licked jnstiu<"ticm

till, in 1860 he went to Innsbiuck to study

sculptuie under Michael Stolz, who, disunermg
his greater talent foi painting sent him to

Munich, where he studied at the Academy under
Anschutz After 18 months spent in Paris

(1863-64), with httte if an\ beneht to hib art,

he returned to Munich in 1806 and in the

spring following became the pupil of Piloty, to

whose influence he is indebted for his technique
He now also tound the sphere in which he

was soon to scoie success after succf-*, auch

subjects as "Joseph Speckbadier and his Ron'

(1869, Perdinaiideum, Innsbruck) a patriotic
scene of soulful conception, and '\Viestling
Match in Tirol" (1S70), a spirited representa
tion of this popular sport of lus countrymen,

being leceived with gieat favor, and most of

his subsequent efforts hnding their way into the

principal galleries of Germany The most note1

worthy among these are "The Last Summon?"

(1874, Vienna Museum), a stirring episode
from the rising of the Tyrolese in 1809 Re
turn of the Tyrolese Riflemen in 1809 (lH7t>

National Gallery, Berlin) "Andreas Hofei on

his Way to Execution' (1878, Komgbbexg Mu
seum) , "Storming the "Rtd Tower at Munich m
1705" (1881, Pmakothek, Munich) But he

appears to even greater advantage in his village

genre scenes, such as "The Prize Horae'

(1872) 'The Zither Player" (1878, Vienna

Museum) , the cleverly ironical "Fashionable

Tyrolese" (1882, National Gallery, Berlin),
"The Fortune Teller" (1891) "Before the

Dance" (1892), and many others that have

become widely known through reproductions
In technique they are less attractive the color

being thin and dry, the drawing lacking in

naturalistic truth Ken wwght into

and quaint humor are the mam features of his

compositions He passed most of his life in

Munich, where he was appointed professor at
the Academy in 1878 and was ennobled in 18S3
A Defregger Album,' with tert by Rosegger,
vas published in Vienna (2d ed in 1889-92),
and ' Vom Land Tirol," a collection of pictures
with text by Haushofer, in Munich, 1895 Con
&ult Rosenberg, 'Defregger," in Knackruss,
Kw&tler Ifonos-rap/Men, (Bielefeld, 1897 and
1900), and Meissner, Fnanz ion Defregger
(Berlin, 1900)

DEFTEBDAB, dSftSr dai/ (Turk deftetter,
fiom Pers daftai, book -f dar, keeping, hold

ing) A title of the chief treasurei of a
Turkish prounce, as formerly of the Turkish
Minister of Finance who has a beat m the
divan (qy ) and disburses the public money
DE PU1TIAZ SPBHTGS A city and the

county seat of Walton Co , Fla
, 79 miles eist

by north of Pensacola, on the Loui^ille and
Nashville Eaihoad (Map Florida B 6) It w
in an agncultural and fruitgrowing region
which produces cotton, rice, sugar cane, grapea
and peaches, manufactures turpentine, and has
also important lumber, poultry, and stock

raising interests It is the seat of a Presby
tenan college, the Thomas Industrial School,
and of the Florida Chautauqua Assembly The
water works and electric light plant aie owned
b\ the city Pop , 1900, 1661 , 1*)10, 2017
DE GAJOOA, P S See SABUEBMO no

GAMBOA
DE GAB/MTO, CHAHLES (1849- ) An

American educator, born at Mukwonogo, Wis,
and educated at the State Normal University,
Normal, HI and at Halle Geimanv He was
piofessor of modern languages in the Illinois

State Normal University (1886-90), professor of

pb\ckology at the Unnerbitv of Illinois (1890-
91), president of Swarthmore College from 1891

to 1898, and thereafter professor of science and
the art of education at Cornell University
He was elected president of the National Her
bart Society in 1892 and is considered the

leader of the Herlartzan school in the United
States Among his published works are Her
tort and the Herlartiana (189C) Language
8ene? (1897) , a translation of Lindners J/a

wl of Bmpincal Psychology as an Inductive

Science (188<)), Essentials of Method (1889,

1007), Interest and Education (1902) Pun
ciples of Secondary Education (1907-10),

Laboratory Svetcises in the Art of App> eciation

(1907), JEsthetic Education (1913)

DEGAS, degas', EDGAB HILAIBB GEBVTAI^

(1834-1917) A French genie and portrait

painter He wat> born in Pans, Jul\ 19, 1834,

and was a pupil of Lamothe in the Ecole des

Beaux Arts, but learned more from the old

masters m the Louvre and m Italy Though
ubimlly clatsed as an Impressionist, he is in

itahty an independent, his art haying been

subjected to several different influences and be

ing, above all else, personal He at first painted
in the manner of Ingres, and was also a great
admirer of Delacroix, less for that artist's

coloring than for the noble action in his pic
turea His softness and fluency of modeling re

sembled the modeling of Manet, and from the

Japanese he learned hv absolute freedom of

composition, fantastic decoration, and peculiar

emphasis His fhbt works wt>u etchings, por

traits, and histomal putitmgs, Irut he soon

turned to gimie pirtuus of modern life Among
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the large variety of subjects which lie treated, are deformed skulls, paralybis of members,
the bett known are his 'Race Horses" and nu
merous "Ballet Girls" The former are dis

tinguished for their fine movement, while the

latter were hiss favorite subject after the seven

ties He scoured the slums of Paris in search

atrophy of -various oiganb, epilepsj, feeble

mmdednebs, idiocy Anatomically speaking, the

causes, of these are certain lesions of the

cerebrospmal avis

The word "normal" should be understood as

of picturesque subjects but still continued, having a relatne significance The man is

however, to pamt portraits, many 01 which are normal \vho is best adapted to his environment

masterpieces His color and brushwork are The normal savage would soon find his way to

fine His later work is almost entirely pastel the almishouse if suddenly transpoited to cry

His composition is danng and original, he does ihzed life In primitive life great variations

not hesitate to bisect figures, hit, stage pictures from the normal are soon weeded out by the

often showing nothing but the heads of the or ruthless action of natural laws The feeble

chestra and the legs of the danceis Ne\erthe minded soon perish without opportunity of

less his woik is very popular in America, propagating their kind In advanced society,
where he paid a lengthy visit in 1873, as well \uth its higher regaid for life, the defective

as in Fiance The Luxembourg acquued, as a has a chance to live and, if society is sufficiently

legacy from the painter Caillebotte, a number of caieless, an opportunity to lepioduce Thus
his paintings, including the celebrated "Dancer the Jukes, a notorious New York family, might
on the Stage Peg is s pictures now command have attracted no attention in a hunting society,
enormous price" At the sale of the Rouart

fout, living in New "iork la the nineteenth
collection in 1912 his "Danseuses a la barre" century, they cost the taxpayers millions of
was sold for 433,000 francs, the highest price dollars besides the indirect harm of then pres
ever paid in France for the work of a living ence and influence of their example The m
master Although "Mary Cassatt was his only dividual loses power of adapting himself to
actual pupil, his influence on the younger changed conditions and sinks lower and lower

generation has been very strong For his hfe The Question of degeneracy thus becomes of
and works, consult Liebermann (Berlin, -vital importance to society
1899) , Moore in the Magazine of Art (Lon Certain forms of degeneracy are relatively of

don, 1900), Grappe in Kunst der Qegenuart less social importance, as, eg, minor physical
(Berlin, 1908) , Lemoisne, m L'Art de notre defects or those monomanias that find e\pres
temps (Pans, 1912), Meier Graefe (Berlin, 8ion in strange beliefs, grotesque obsessions,
1913)

great anguish concerning impossible conditions

DE GASPE, de gas'pa', PHILIPPE AUBEBT Indeed, great deviations from the normal may
(1786-1871) A Canadian author He wag born be accompanied by unusual power in some line,

in Quebec was educated at the Seminary of that as, eg, the musical gifts of "Blind Tom" But

city, studied law, and was admitted to the bar those mav vary, from such incoordinated motor
He became sheriff of Quebec, but fell into debt, reactions as persistent movements of limbs or

for which he was for four years in prison After face to kleptomania, impulsion to suicide, and
his release he went to live on his inherited homicide Here the public welfare is again at

seignonal lands at Saint Jean Port Joli In stake

advanced years he wrote Les anciena canadwns The greater degrees of degeneracy are repre

(1862), a series of historical pictures (in the seated by the idiot who merely vegetates The
form of fiction) of the life and manners of the higher centres are inoperative, the individual

old regime in the Province of Quebec His totally irresponsible Among those whose men
Memoires (1866) narrate his personal recollec tal functions are in evidence there are still

turns of contemporary persons and events with certain physical stigmata 'The cunning look"

rare fidelity, ukill, and discretion See CANA of the criminal is proverbial Lombroso and
DIAN LrTEBATUBE his followers have sought to classify criminals

DEGEEB, degar
7

, KABT. BABON (1720-78) on this basis The attempt has not wholly sue
A Swedish entomologist, born at Farspang He ceeded, but Z R Brockway, long supenntcnd
was marshal of the household to the Swedish ent of the Ehnira Keform'atory, has lately

King and was chosen member of the Academy stated his growing conviction that criminals
of Sciences at Stockholm He is known as the are not normal men physically Society must
author of a great work on the history of insects, m some way discover the line between the nor
entitled Memoires pour servir d I'htstoire des mal and responsible and the degenerate and
msectes (7 vols, 1752-78) irresponsible It has become clear that there
DE GEEE AT FUTSPAJTG, fSn'spang See are born criminals, moral imbeciles There is

GEEB AF Fmsrlrra, Louis GEBHABD, BABON DE a difference between the erotic and the immoral
DEOEIPEKA.OY (from degenerate, Lat de man, the kleptomaniac and the thief, the homi

generates, pp of degenerare, to degenerate, cide and the assaasm Not until these facts
from de, Hovm -{ genus, race) The definition are understood will there be a scientific treat

given in 1857 by Morel is "The clearest notion ment of the individual who errs

we can form of degeneracy is to regard it as a It is a great misfortune that a man should
morbid deviation from an original type This be born deaf, epileptic, or feeble minded It is

deviation, even if at the outset it was ever so something more than a misfortune if he is al

slight, contained transmissible elements of such lowed to grow up and transmit his defects
a nature that any one having in himself the When it is found that children of deaf parents
germs becomes more and more incapable of ful are likely to be deaf, those of tae epileptic to

filling his functions in. the world, and mental have epilepsy, and the offspring of the feeble

progress, already checked in his own person, minded to resemble their parents, society must
finds itself menaced in his descendants " Morel call a halt Without any greater knowledge of
uses the term to denote the congenital defectives, the field than we now have, it is plarn that this
mental and physical Degeneracy manifests it is the first step to take
self in almost innumerable forms, among which The immediate cause of degeneracy may be
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either individual or social, though the final tion The term '

mucoid degeneration" is used
u M are often beyond our ken In

^
present to designate a foim aflectmg both cells and

society sexual immorality is a fruitful source
of degeneiacy All attempts to regulate it have
been futile Of the effect of this vice there has
been far too little study In the best study
extant, "The Jukes," Dugdale savs "Formca
tion, either consanguineous or not, is the back
bone of their habits, flanked on the one side by
pauperism, on the other bj crime The second

ary feitures are piostitution with its comple
ment, bastardy, and its resultant, neglected
and misedueated childhood, exhaustion with its

complement intemperance, and its resultant, un
balanced minds and disease with its comple
ment, extinction " Another great cause is in

intercellular substance, and m which the proto-
plasm is transfoimed into a translucent sub
stance contumng mucin A similar condition
in which the new material is more dense and
film is kno'nn ab colloid degeneration Under
ceitain conditions granules of lime cells are

deposited m the tissues and may be so abun
dant as to make the tissue hard and brittle or
even bony, the condition thus produced is

kno^n as calcareous degeneration or infiltration

DEGENERATION" AS A JACTOB ET E\our
TION The progiessive development of organic
forms is from the beginning attended by the
modification of organs or of the organism,

temperance, though the extent of this is often through lack of nutrition or disuse, resulting..-*.*.i T* ,- .. .. -*~, - J
in ph>aical degeneracy Tie see everywhere

throughout the plant and animal kingdoms
this process of degeneration, this loss or re

duction of piits of organs or entire organs
This is pio-ved by the occurrence of so many
vestigil organs 01 stiuctures in the higher or
more specialized plants, and especially animals,
as compared with the stem forms, le, the an
cestral or generalized forms from which they
have apparently descended

Indeed, theie can be no specialiyation of form
and structure without a corresponding reduc
tion of the less useful neighboring parts bv

partial or total atrophy To illustrate The
foot of the horse, so wonderfully adapted to

the animal's mode of life consists of a single

digit, the other four having disappeared, with
the exception of the two splint bones, which
aie the relics of two digits Morphology and

paleontology declare in unmistakable terms that

the ancestral form fiom. which the horse family
has descended was a generalized form provided
with five functional toes on each foot See

HOBSE, DISUSE
In groups of animals with a metamorphosis

there are exceptional forms in which develop
ment is direct, the stages of development being
abbreviated or suppressed, the organism may
then be said to take a "short cut" to attain a

iprowth on a level with its allies, who have

traveled the long road of development by meta

morphosis
The evolution of almost every type, as well

as the process of development of the embryo of

most organisms, particularly of the more spe

cialized animals, is a process of development of

one part at the expense of another, its hvper

trophy, due to accelerated development, result

ing from use or exercise and consequent in

creased nutrition, while adjoining parts, or

less desirable or useful parts or organs, arc

allowed to remain stationary or lapse by atro

phy Adaptation seems not only to involve

progressive evolution, but also degeneration
Thus there appears to be in the growth of the

overstated It is at once an effect and cause,
a symptom and a source of degeneration

" Lazi
no&s, with its complement, idleness, is likewise a

potent factoi Among social causes are en
foiced idleness, accident with its resultant loss

of employment, dangerous employments, un
healthful housing conditions, producing weak
ness tending to dissipation and vice Thei>e

causes we perceptible, can be got at, and to a

large me\sure be destroyed The attempts of

Nordau and others to class the genius with the

degcneiite have not succeeded See DEGENEBA
TION AS A FACTOE IN EVOLUTION, EUGEMOS
Bibliography Morel, Ttaite des degeneies

oenres (Pans, 1S57) , Lombroso, L'Uomo de

hnqitente (Turin, 1806) , Warner, American
dimities (New York 18<)4), of special value
from i practical stindpomt, Galton, Eetedi

taty Genm? (ib, 1871), Dugdale, The Jules

(ib, 18S8, 4th ed, 1910), Nordau, Degeneia
tion (Eng trans, ib, 1895), Hirsch, Genius
aaid Degeneracy (ib, 1890) Demoor, L'Evolu

tion rcgtevsive en liologie et en sociologie

(Pans, 1897), Beach, Racial Decay (London,

1911), Davenport, Heredity i Relation to

Eugenics (New York, 1911) , Aschaffenburg,
Crime and its Repression (Boston, 1913) See

AUOIIOIISM PAUPERISM, CKMINOLOGY, Ea
OLNICS , SOCIAL DEBTOR CLASSES

DEGEN'EBA'TION (Fr degeneration, from
Lat deqenerare, to depart from one's race, to

degenerate, from de, away + genus, stock, race,

family) In pathology, a teim applied to cer

tain tissue changes of a retrogressive character,

which are associated with various conditions

resulting from age, malnutrition, infectious dis

eases, poisons, etc The degenerative process

may assume several forms, which have been

named from their special characteristics Pa

renchymatous degeneration, or albuminous de

generation, is the type which most often ac

companies the infectious diseases While any
of the cells of the body may be affected, those

of the liver, kidney, and the epithelial cells of

the mucous membranes suffer most frequently,
the cells become swollen, more granular than individual as well as in the development or

normal, and may j
5 on to disintegration Fatty

i term used to designate a

evolution of the race or class, a competition

or struggle for existence, at first between the

process by which the protoplasm of the cells of cells and afterward between the different or

various organs u converted into fat droplets gans, especially those most concerned with the

Under certain conditions tissues, especially outer world 01-with competitive. ynic
forma

The result is that the successful structures re

r a ^~e - r-_ ceive the most nourishment^
while ttetes u

stance, this form of degeneration is called ful or favored languish ai

""T" 1

'. - , j___ 1_.J J3~ n an -ma-n-rr -iroofl traa *fi +^>Tl T.

those in the walls of blood vessels, are con

verted into a homogeneous transparent sub

stance, this form of degeneration is called

either hyaline degeneration or amyloid degen

eration, according to the microchexmcal reac

tion of the substance Amyloid degeneration

is also known as wasy or lardaceous degeoera

so many vestiges to tell the tale of defeat and

death by atrophy
This is exemplified in the case of such an

animal as the lobster In this afcimal and
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throughout the da&> of Crustacea, of which it

is d tvpe, the -wonderful diverbity of form in

the segmentb of which the bodv and limbs are

composed as ell as the nurvelous degree of

specialization of body and limbs characterizing
the thousands of species of the clash are due

to the excess of development of one over ad

joining pirts lhus the huge carapace or

shield of the lobster i due to the exeebSive

development of the upper or dorsal portion
of two hi ad &egments, the conespondme pait^
or arches of 11 other segments of tlie cephalo
thoiax lining during the growth of the ammal
btcome completelv lost or atrophied by the

continuous pressure of the giowing carapace
The \\ondeiful differences between the mouth

paits of the caterpillir and the butttrflv are

dui to the noiuul or in some cases, excessive

development of one pair of organs at the e\

pen-e of otheis Thus the mandibles of the

( iterpillai undergo atiophy in the changes of

the chn vilis to the butterfly the latter taking
no solid food has entirely lost its mandibles
w Ink the maxillse forming the tongue tie by e\

u use in taking nectar greatly de\ eloped as m
the butteifly and especially in the hawk moth
^o it is -with man 4> regards his brain and

hinds he ib the most speciali/ed of mammals,
but as concerns his feet he is plantigrade show

ing a tendency to los& of his little toe by atro

phy, while already in the higher race he loses

hia wisdom teeth soon after they appear Be
sides thi^ he bears the yestiges of neirlv 70

UfaelcbS structures, among them the vermiform

appendix, the most useless and positively dan

gerous of these relics pointing to his origin
from some more generalized mammal
The case is similar with the paddles of the

ichthyosaurus, the plesioaaurus and the -whales

They ire at least in the last named, the result

of modification by degeneration, resulting in

adaptation to the medium inhabited And so it

is with the proces" of evolution of the birds,

pterosaurs and bats and the modifications in

the feet of the mole, and m the burrowing in

sects, climbing lizards, mammals, particularly
the lemurs, and the thumbless monkeys

There are four chief form? of degeneiation
(1) degeneration during the growth of the in

dividual, and the phylogeny of the race or class

(2) degeneration of the individual, more or lees

total, (3) social and institutional degeneration,
often affecting wtole peoples, due to slavery,
aad to mental, moral, and pathological causes,
and (4) individual moral degeneration in the

human races, resulting in the production of

mental degenerates and criminals It is worthy
of observation that the occurrence of atrophy,
of degeneracy in man, is nearly everywhere
foreshadowed in the rest of the organic world,
where it is a normal process, and the necessary
complement of progressive evolution

The death or elimination of the individual

member which has become useless or out of

harmony with its physical and social environ
ment is also in the course of nature When
once lapsed by atrophy, an organ or part of an

organ can never as a rule, be restored there

are a few exceptions, eg, that of the pigment
of a blind Proteus subjected to light, and the

organs of certain plants The process of de

generation may at an early stage be arrested,
but after a certain stage resumption of the

original normal structure becomes
impossible

Were it not so, evolution would be vastly lens

progi en!

would 1

thui it h<t,s been, and the world

. be crowded more densely than now with

degeneiateb
The immediate cause*, of degeneration are

lack of nutrition, disuse and change of habit

and instincts, so that an organ or set of organs
arp thrown out of use Atrophy, also, as stated

by Demoor ma\ arise from ltck of space, as

seen in the i eduction in the number of teeth in

man compared with Itmurs and platyrrhine
monkeys these having six grinding teeth while

man has but live, due to a reduction in the size

of the jiw
Not onlv do we observe sporadic cases of

degeneration but also species and genera, ah

well as families are made up of forms in dif

zerent stages of degeneration All puasites,
pntiie clashes as that of sponges and two
(lasses of worms, at> the Tromatoda and Ces

toida thp ciustacean class Cirnpedia nr barna
des and thp parasitic fish lice as well as the

parasitic isopods (Bopvridae), and many insects

owe their characteristics to degenention while

the efTPat order of Djpteia are all highly modi
ned by the atrophy of certain parts their most
obvious features being the i eduction of the

second pan of wings so as to form the 'balan

cers" (See FLY ) The formmnerb of the tiue

vertebrates the tunicates aflord a notable in

stance of the retrogressive development of an
entue class

Enough has been said to show how very gen
(ral throughout the animal kingdom is modifica
tion by partial or total atrophy The study of

animals thus affected throws a Hood of light on
the factors and causes ot progressive evolution

In mankind degeneration on a wholesale scale

is observed in the effects of ^laven fiQd of the

Slav? trade in Africa where it has been carried

on for centunes, and on th( mister races The
result is that the white rice is m i degree
pulled down or deteriorated \ pAnllel is ob

servable in ant societies where the service

rendered by the enslaved tinds to disuse and

atrophy in the masters
In the social evolution of man the joint work

of Demoor Massart and Vanrterville gives a
multitude of facts proving that as among or

ganisms in general so in hum in societies, evo
lution is at once progressive and retrogiessive

Existing social forms have during the process
of change and modification lost some parts of

their structure, and this process of dogenorn
tion cannot be regarded as a roturn to the pnmi
tive Condition of man Thus (1) an institu

tion which has once disappeared in the course
of hum in development ne\er mippears also

(2) an inbtitution onee reduced to the oondi
tion of a vestige cannot be reebtablishod and
resume it foimer functions (3) neither can
it assume fresh functions While m the or

ganisras below man degenerative evolution is

brought about by a limit ition of nutriment
in sociology the cause is a limitation m capital
or labor An institution which has ceased to
be functional or useful may Riirvive These
survivals exist her< and there and as Hou
reau has said "it is to be expected that living
and superior civilisations drag nehmd them a
trail of debm from dead evaluations "

All
this has the most significant bearing on human
degeneracy and the study of criminology, espe
dally as to the existence of those pathological,
mental and moral degenerates that appear to
live only to afflict struggling humanity
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There aie degeneiatt race*,, is the Austra

lians a probable blanch of the Dravidian stock
of India, the Gypsies, a broken down low caste
Indian people, the Fuegians, a tribe segregated
from the American Indian race There arc ilso

scattered through the most highly developed
civilizations physical, mental, and monl degen
(rates of which families like that of the James
bi others of Hi&soun, the Jukes of the State of

Ntn ^oik, or assassins like Booth, Guiteau,
and catun Nihilists ait tAamplts
Bibhogiaphy E Eay Lankestei, Degenera

tion (Lonuon, 1880) T Domooi I Masisait
and E \ induvilk, Dioluiion l>y \ttopliy in

Biology and Sociology (New Yoik 1899)
Mord Ttaite dc<t dtginuetceme*, phy&iques, in

tellntueJlei, et mm ales de 1 especc humaine
(Pins 18W), E R Talbot Degeneracy Its

Cauies, Signi, and Results (New York 1898)
Roc DF(ENLRACY, and consult the works there
referud to

DEGEB, da'gSr, EBNST (1809-85) A Ger
man religious painter He was born it Bocke

nem, near Eildeshenn, studied first at the Ber
1m Academy under Yiach, and then under
Schadow at Dussoldorf Dcgei w is the leadrr
of the Dusseldorf jeligious painters who
imitated the so called Nazaiencs (see PEE

RAPHAIIHES) He showed moie true feeling
for beauty and color and less affectation, than
the contompor mes of his school In 1837

Count Furstenberg intrusted him with the dec

oration of the newly built chuich of St Apol
linans, near Remagen on the Rhine, of which
he painted the frescoes in the choir, considered

the gieitest achievement of the Dusseldorf
school in that field They include the "Cruci

fKion," the colossal figure of the Redeemer,
with the Madonna and Tohn the Baptist on
other side, and scenes from the life of Christ

Deg<r wxs nc\t commissioned by King Fred
enck William IV to decorate the chapel in the

castlo of Stol/enfels, near Coblenr wh<re he

painted 12 frescoes, representing the fall of

man and the redemption After 1869 he was

professor at the Dusscldorf Academy His last

important work was "The Resuriection," in the

Maximihaneum, Munich

DEGEBANDO, de zha'raN'do7, JOSEPH MAKE,
BABON (1772-1842) A French philosopher,
boin in Lyons In 1797 he went to Pans
whence after the 18th Fructidor he fled to Ger

many After his return he was Secretary Gen
eral m the Ministry of the Interior m 1804,

and a Councilor of State in 1811 His De la

gn&ation de? cownawamcft humauiet (1802)
was crowned by the Academy of Berlin, and his

Histovre (omparfe dei systemes de philosopJne

(2 vols, 1806-07) remains one of the most ira

portant of French works on the sublet His De
la licnfaiiancc pulltque (4 vols, 1839) should

also be mentioned as among the most elaborate

treatises on poor relief

DEG'GENDOBF A town of Lower Bavaria,

Germany, situated on the Danube, 30 miles

northwest of Passau (Map Germany, E 4)

It is a manufacturing town with woolen mills,

breweries, tanneries, and corn mills, and is a

busy corn and cattle market Its chief points

of interest are the church of the Holy Sepul

chre, built 1337, a pilgrim resort, the scene of

reputed miraculous cures, and a Gothic rathhaus

built in 1535 Pop, 1900, 6843, 1910, 7478

DE GOEJE, da gWy, MICHAEL JAK (1836-

1909) A Dutch Arabist He was bom at

Dromjp, tneslaiid, and was i pupil of the difl

tinguished Arabic scholai l)oz^ at the Univer
sit} of Leaden ( 1854-60 ) In 1866 he \vas

appointed to the piofessorsbip of Arabic at the

Lniveraity of I eyden, and from 1S62 to 1878
was prominently engaged as an inspectoi of

schools and promoter of education in Holland
He was cditoi of a new edition of Talari, and
continued the catalogue ot Oriental manu
scripts begun bv Remhart Do/v De Gwjt
was generalh legarded as the greatest Irabu
scholar of his generation in the wcstein world

\mong his numeious publications die the fol

lowing Jaliibi a description ot Africa xnl

Spam, Beladho)i a histoiv of tlu conquest ot

S\na the geographical works ot Istakhn, Ibn

Haukal, Mokaddasi, Ibn al Fakih, Ibn Khor
dadbeh, Ibn Hosteh, and al Masudi (m tlu

Bibhotkcca Ueogntphonim itabicoium, 1870-
94 j the Duan of the poet Moslem Ibn al

\Vahd, Biographic de Semhait Dostj (trans M
Chauvm, 1883) 'A Contribution to the Histon
of the Gipsies,

'

in pioteedings of EonmJhjJe
iladctnic tan TT ctetuihappen, Eng trans l>\

fsiAdcis (London 18S6) Consult Untersweg
Micfiael Jan de ttoeje (Gri/ 1909) and Snouck
Tlurgionjp / cun^bei ulit ion Michael Jan dt

(heye (imsterdam, 1910)

DEGBAS, dagra' A wool grease obtained
in th< process of oil tanning of skins and hid<s
and ilso from the waters used in wool sroui

ing fice LLATHLB
DE GBASSE, de gias' COUNT See GE^SSI

COUNT DE
DEGREE' (m mathematics) See ANGLE,

CIBCLE

DEGBEE An academic rank or title, origi

nating in the medio?\al unnersities Scholastic

distinctions of an analogous nature seem to

have (Aisted in ancient times The ancient
Gieek doctors or teachers of the law (nomodt
dasJialoi) and the scribes of the Tews were

products of an oigani/ed educational scheme
and possessed privileges similar to those con
ferred by the degiee of a teaching doctor in the

Middle Ages In the latter part of the classical

Greek period education was well organized into

infenor and feuptrior courses, and there evi

dentlv evistcd some recognised proof that such

courses had been completed Greek educational

institutions and practices were imitated bv tin

Romans, and Constantinople, Alexandria and
Rome \ied with Athens in the suppoit of schools

offering elaborate and definite courses of studv,

the completion of which carried certain dis

tmctions comparable to the modern degree His

toncally howevor, there is no connection be

tween them The degree as a university dis

tmcinon originated at Bologna and Pans dur

ing the twelfth century and, as the titles "mas
ter" and "doctor" implv, signified at first noth

ing more than a license to teach Thus at the

IJmversitv of Paris in its earliest days, the

instructors taught by virtue of a Iwentta do

oendt is&ued bv the chancellor of the cathedral

on the He de la Cit< This gave them the

nght to the title of master the advance from

their previous academic rank of bachelor being
svmboli/ed bv the ceremony of placing the

liretta, or cap of office, upon their heads by
their former instructors

Of the different university degrees, that of

master fame first in point of time, being con

fcrred in the twelfth century by the various

faculties of the universities m both France and
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Italy The title
'

doctor,
'

ab an honorary dib

tmction, is not infrequent at this time, usually

coupled with borne quihtv mg word e g ,
Thomdb

iquiuos, Doc+oi Angelicus For some time,

how LV
,
the titles of master, doctor and pro

tessor were used indiscriminately In the fif

teenth centurv the doctor s, degree had quite gen
uallv replaced the masters m the faculties of

law, medicine and theology, while the master's

degiee still held its own in the faculty of arts

In tut tourteenth centun, when many umversi

ties began to be founded bv virtue of special p;*-

i legia granted by pope or emperor, the right
to bebtow the doctoi * degree was often specifi-

cally granted and in some cases wab withheld

Usually however, the founding of a university

bachelors degite &tandb toi four vears of college

vork, that the second, or mastei b degree, is

granted after not less than ont viar oi special
i/ed study in a graduate department and that

the doctoi b degiu. ib bustowed aftei two or three

veirs of specialized stud's and the picpaiation
of a thesis upon some subject appioved by the

ficultv Even among the oldti umveisitits and
those of the highebt btandaidb there is consider

able divergence in thi significance of the several

degrees That of A B , for instance no longer
stands, a 1- it once did, for a definite amount of

Latin and Greek and mathematics The steady

growth of the elective svstem and the tendency

to substitute modern languages for the classics
~

forced upon the universities the alternative

implied the right to confer degrees Both the of either changing the i equirements for the de

Pope and the Emperor had the power to confer gree oi el-<p conieiung a different degree in place
the honoiarv title of doctor, or to delegate thib of it Latin and Gieek aic still required subjects

power to others, and the doctors thus created for the \ B do^rre at Ohio Univtrsitj, Univer

were known as doctores Ivllati, in distinction sitv of "\ ermont Pnnceton, Rochestei, Syr \cube,

from the doctores nte promoti, those who hid Amherst Tianklm and Mai shall, and Lafayette

succesbfullv undergone the test of the disputi while Latin is still required m miny of the

tion A candidate for a degree was required to Southern colleges and universities, and Western

prepare and read a Latin thesis, which he had to Reserve, Mount Holvoke, Bates, Williams, Penn
defend against a doctor of the faculty, three op svlvanu, and a few otheis The tendency is

ponentb specially appointed, and, as the phrase moie and more to extend the elective system,

ran, against all comers
'

Disputations which to recogni/e the < alue of new subjects, and if

formed one of the most brilliant and picturesque any subject is to be piescubed, to select English
features of mediaeval umverbitj life, continued Most American colleger offer several parallel
down to a comparatively late penod In Eng coupes, leading to the degrees of AB, BL,
land the* were not wholly done away with until BP, and BS and in these institutions there

1860 The degree of bachelor was first brought are usuillv coi responding master's degiees
into use in the thirteenth century, at the Uni MA, M Lit , M Ph

,
and M S In the faculties

versitv of Pans and elsewhere, to designate of medicine, hvv, and theology there is not the

students who had passed certain preliminary variety of degrees found in the faculties of phi
tests In the faculty of arts, where the term of losophy and science The medical schools recfu

study was shortest, it was of comparatively little larly grant the doctor's degree alone , while the

importance In Pans, in the fifteenth century, divinity and law schools usually give only the
the required period was four years in the faculty bachelor s degree The higher legal degrees,
of arts, seven vears in law, eight in medicine, however, are granted by just a few law schools,

and 14 in theology, and in these longer courses such as Yale, which confers the degrees of LL M
the preliminary degree conferred certain valu and D C L as the result of certain required
able pnvilegea The later history of degrees studies, and the University of Chicago, which
vanes somewhat in different countries Thus, in already confers the degree of J D The indis

Germany the doctorate is practically the only criminate and ill advised bestow \l of honorary
degree conferred by universities and has been degrees is another cause that contributes to

extended to other faculties than philosophy, lessen the value of American degrees Not only
which is the most common In France the lac those degrees which are properly honorary, such
calaurfat in letters and science is not a degree as the D D and LL D , are often bestowed by
conferred by the university in the technical smaller colleges upon insufficient grounds, but
sense, but is obtained on completing a course other degrees which should regularly be won
corresponding largely to that of secondary only by a definite course of study are conferred
schools elsewhere In Scotland the first univer as honorary degrees, such as the Ph D , the

sity degree is the MA, the ancient tradition M A and even the bachelor's degree Recently,
thus being retained In the English universities however, a reaction has set in, and steps are
the three degrees bachelor, master, and doctor being taken to check the granting of degrees out

are found The doctor's degree is, however, of course excepting such as are generally recog
not frequently obtained in course, the majority mzed as honorary degrees See BACHELOR'S DE
of those holding it being m the field of medi GBEE, DOCTOR, DOCTOBS OF THE CHURCH, ELEO
cine, science, music, or theology TTVE STUDIES MASTERS or AETS, UNTVEBSITT

LIST OF THE MORE USUAL DEGREES

A A Associate of Arts
A B or B i Bachelor of Arts
AM or MA (Jfiwm Jftwufar) Master of Arts

Degrees in the United States At the pres
ent time there is a regrettable lack of uniformity
throughout the whole system of degrees granted
by institutions of learning in the United States

Institutions claiming the right to confer um _ vtrmm MVUKmf t

versity degrees have multiplied so rapidly within B C L Bachelor of Civil Lav

recent years, and there is frequently so wide a Bachelor *Dmmty

disparity in their standards, that the value of a B LL or LL B (Lwm Baoeahwnts) Bachelor of Lawi
degree is a highly variable quantity To some BP BPh orPhB Bachelor of Philosophy

exlent, howevlr, there is a tendency towards g | ^8
El
* e

r

lor of 8<a*w*

uniformity of standards, a movement fostered by CM (CkmtrwiMagisttr) Master m Surgery
numerous college and university associations and g C L Doctor of Civil Law

-

cr
In general, it may be said that the lowest, or M , l&ta-of MedZf
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D M D (Dentancs Medicma Doctor) Doctor of Medical

Dentistry

BV
M Doctor of Vetennan Medicine

S or D bo Doctor of Science
E E Eleotneal Engineer
J D (Jww, Doctor) Doctor of Law
J U D (Juris Ittnvaqw Doctor) Doctor of Civil and Canon

Law
LED Doctor of Letters or Humanities
LL B (Leyum. Bnccalaweus) Bachelor of Lavs
LLD (Lfgum Doctor) Doctoi of I avis

LL M or M L (Legum Magitter) Master of Laws
M B (Medicines Baccalaureus) Bachelor of Medicine
MCE Master of Civil EngineeringM D (WedtciruB Doctor) Doctor of Medicine
M M E Master of Mining Engineering
Mus B Bachelor of Music
Mus D Doctor of Music
Ph D (PhUa&ophKS Doctor) Doctor of Philosophy
Ph G Graduate in Pharmacy
V S Veterinary Surgeon

The oiigm of a, special costume to designate
members and graduates of universities is obscuie
and probably was not in the first instance at all

foimal or conscious, but a mere adaptation of

monastic costume In the days when it was first

iifaed long and flowing robes were commonly worn
all classes of people, the university, like

he Church, only preserved a tradition which
dud out m the world The advantages of a dis

t netive costume were probably recognized at an
early date Two of the most obvious are the

equah/ation of rich and poor under a simple
uniform gown, and the provision of a means of

identifying students This latter view probably
counts for something in the rule still in force

at Oxford and Cambridge, which forbids under

graduates to appear in the streets without aca

demic costume m the morning or evening
Gowns were at first all black, but distinctions of

social rank were later expressed by them, and
the sons of noblemen in England were permitted
in the thirteenth century to wear gowns of any
color A skullcap was allowed to ecclesiastics

to protect the tonsured head, and, except the

hnod, this is the only headdress recogm/ed by
eaily university statutes This pileus soon as

sumod a pointed shape, and in this form was

recognized, as one of the insignia of the doctorate

The contral point developed afteiward into the

modern tassel Bachelors wore no official head
dress The hood, which was worn by under

graduates until the sixteenth century, was ong
in ally attached to the gown, like the cowl of the

monastic habit Later it became a separate
article of dress, which by its shape or color de

noted the academic rank of the wearer The

English and Scottish universities have long
maintained a definite system of hoods, which

differ in each institution Thus the bachelor's

hood in Oxford and Cambridge is trimmed with

white fur the M A hood of Oxford is lined with

crimson, and at Cambridge with white silk, the

Oxford D D is of scarlet cloth lined with black,

the Cambridge of scarlet lined with pink, the

Oxford D L of scarlet cloth lined with cnm
son flilk, the Cambridge LLD with pink silk

Clergymen who are literates i e
, ordained with

out an academic degree are allowed to wear a
hood or tappet of plain black silk over their

surplices Gowns are not worn by undergradu
ates in the German universities in fact, they
are practically appropriated to the rector and

deans of faculties and by them worn only on the

most solemn occasions

The wearing of cap and gown in America was

comparatively rare until the last quarter of the

nineteenth century A movement towards a gen
oral adoption of a uniform system resulted in
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the calling of an intercollegiate commission,
which met in 1894 at Columbia College, under
the chairmanship of President Low, Yale,
Princeton, and New York University being also

represented Their report, made a year later,
was adopted by many colleges, as offering a

simple, adaptable, and intelligible system It

piovides for three types of gowns and of hoods
for bachelors,, masters, and doctors The

bachelor's gown has long pointed sleeves, the
master's a long closed sleeve, square at the

end, falling below the knee, the doctor's re
sembleb the familiar pulpit or judge's gown,
with full, lound, open sleeves, and is faced with

velvet, of which it also bears three bars on the
sleeves The two latter are of silk, the bache
lor's of worsted stuff These distinctions in

gowns follow closely the English usage the sys
tern of hoods is a piece of original constructive

legislation there being three distinct forms for

bachelor, master, and doctor, lined with silk of

the official colors of the institution granting the

degree, and tnmmed with velvet of the color

that represents the department of learning m
which it is conferred The following are the
colors used for this purpose arts and letters,

white, theology, scarlet, laws, purple, philoso
phy, blue, science, gold vellow, fine arts, brown,
medicine, green, music, pink, pharmacy, olive,

dentistry, lilac, forestry, russet, veterinary sci

ence, gray, and library science, lemon In con
nection with this system it is customary for

those who hold degrees from German universities
to line their hoods with the colors of the univer

sity granting them upon which is laid a Ger
man tn chevron of black, white, and red Con
suit H Rashdall, Universities of Europe in the

Middle Age* (Oxford, 1895), A Norton,
Medieval Universities (Cambridge, Mass, 1909) ,

T Wells, The Oxford Degree Ceremony (Oxford,

1006) See Coloied Plate with article Uxi
VEBSm
DEGBEE OF LATITUDE The distance

along a meridian (qv) through which an ob
server must pass to alter his latitude (qv ) by
1, le, in order to see a star in the meridian
1 nearer to or farther from the zenith The

length of a degree must be calculated from data
found by actual measurements on the earth's

surface, and, owing to the earth being an oblate

spheroid and not a sphere, it varies with the

place of observation, the degrees being longer
towards the poles, where the earth ia flatter,

and shorter at the equator, where the earth la

more curved If the earth were a sphere, a de

gree would have a constant length As it is, a

degree at the equator contains 362,756 5 feet,

while at lat 40 it is increased to 364,283 7 feet

From a variety of observations conducted at

various times and places, from as far back as

the time of Eratosthenes (about 225 B o ) , tables

have been constructed showing the length of de

grees at different latitudes The length of "the

middle degree," as it is called, or that of places
in lat 45, is 364,606 feet The ascertained

difference between degrees of latitude is one of

the proofs of the earth's spheroidicitv See

GEODESY
DEGBEE OF LOWGITTTDE The distance

between two meridians of longitude that make
an angle of 1 at the poles, measured on the arc

of a circle parallel to the equator It is clear

that this distance is greatest at the equator and
becomes zero at the poles, and it can be shown
that it vanes with the cosine of the latitude,



if the earth be regarded as a sphere The an
nexed table shows the lengths of a degree of

longitude for every tenth degree of latitude from
to 70 and takes account of the earth's di

mergence from a spherical form

DEGREES, LAMBETH By Act of Parliament
in the twentv filth year of Henry VIII sundry

powers formerly belonging to the Pope were con

ferred upon the Archbishop of Canterbury

among -which was the right of granting all the

degrees taken in the universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, and to thi day he occasionally

grants them, honons causa They are known as

Lambeth degrees from Lambeth Palace, Lon
don nib ofecial residence

DE GBOOT See HOFSTEDE BE GBOOT
DE TTAAS de has, MAUBICE FBEDEBICK

HETTOBICK (18*2-95) A Dutch marine painter
He was born in Rotterdam and studied at the

Academy there and liter under Louis Meyer at

The Hague In 1859 he emigrated to Ne\\ York,
where he boon gained a high reputation He was
one of the original members of thp Ameiiun Po

cietv of Painters in \Yater Colors, m 18b8 and
m 1867 became an academician His best known
American picture is 'Farragut Passing the

Forts " Some of his other pictures are Storm
Off the Isle of Jersey," "After the Wreck,"
"White Island Lighthouse,' and 'The Rapids
Above Niagara" His treatment is vigorous

though formal, and his effects are often bnl

liant His brother, WmirAir FBEDEBICK (1830-

80) , settled in New York in 1854 and also dis

tinguished himself as a marine painter He

painted Sunrise on the Susquehanna," 'Fish

mg Boats off Mount Desert, "Evening at Hah
fax," and fNarragansett Pier

DEBJS'CENCE n. PLA.ITOS The opening of

structures to discharge their contents, AS, eg,
the opening of anthers to discharge pollen, the

opening of spore cases to discharge bpores, or

the opening of fruits to discharge seeds

DEHLI See DELHI

DEHMEL, dl'mel, RICHABD (1863-1920)
A German poet, born, in Wendisch Hermsdorf,
the son of a forester He studied at the Uni

versity of Berlin, where he edited student jour
nals and took his doctor's degree in 1887 for a
thesis on insurance For the nert eight years he
was employed by the German Association of Fire

Insurance Companies He traveled in different

parts of Europe in 1899-1902 and 1908 HP
wrote a novel, Lebensblatter (1895 4th ed

1909), some essays, Betrachiunprn (3d ed,
1909), but his most distinctive work was in

poetry, especially lyric, of the school of Lilien

cron He has been styled a hedonistic Nietz
schean His writings were collected in a ten

volume edition (1906-09) and in a 'popular"
three volume edition (1913), and a volume of

selections appeared in 1905 The more impor
tant titles are the symbolical Erlosungen
(1891, 4th ed 1906), Aler <foe Liele (1893
1896) Der Mitmenach, a drama (1895), Weib
und Welt (1897, 4th ed, 1907) TMoifer, a

6i6

pantomime (1899) Fitvebu f
e, a jmen le vmt

ten with his wife, Paula ( 1900 loth ed , 1901) ,

Z\t fi 1/ena.J/tn, le nnn and woman (1903,
10th Pd l f

)08), an epic in toini cKnid appar
pntly from Fnnch ifts hlne Da Kniduqaiten
(3d ed , 1909) ard also iu\emle ZH BuntwhecL

(5th ed 1001)) tbp eiotu ^ n landlunfftn dci

re*s (3d ert 1007) Vnhel l/?cfcr7 (1911),
x <omedv winch has been sfrvled an attempt at

a German Pee, Gynt Schone, uihh TTett (1913),
new po^ms ind pio\erbb Consult chap in of

P les'-iniys Matfeit in Modem Qoman Lit

(ratine (Diesden 1912) and Kunre 'R Deh
inel' in Tfrsfn mnnn? VonatiJ pft< December,
1013

DEKN1

, dan PIE&ITTED WILITEIM (1799-

ISiS) \ Gumui nm-> cal tin oust bntn at

\ltona He became +a\oiabh known though
bis ed tions of the woiks of Oil u do T isso

(*SVrr Pewtcntial Psalmt 18*58) ind other

pirly coraposerb He w is custodun ot the nmsi
oil department of the Royal Libian Bprhn,
alter 1842 ind in 1849 w is appointed piofpgsoi

Among his nunuioub distinguished pupils in

musical theon wtn TYIP! Glinka Rubinstein,
Coiiuhus and Theodoi Kullik His pnncipil
publication is the TI mtPtibJi pialtisclie Hat

DEHODEWCQ, daVdi%k' FDML AIIBED
\iJ\rs (Ih22-h2) \ Fiench t,*nio, poitrait,
ind lustoiu il punto Hoin in PAHS Tie stud
led at tht I cole <le> Btvuv hts diulti Tion Cog
met and --ppnt tfn M us in the T ist TTis rtpu
tation lists pimcipilh upon his Spanish ind

Oripnfcal pittmesa ind he is one of iht most
nn^inil of the gioup of Front h pAintcis who
heat smh subject^ TIis pietuies IK notable
for ethnographical accuiacy \ivac its, and f,low

mg color Tn this gonrp arp
'

\ Bull Fif,'bt in

^pam (1850 Piu Museum) 'G^psic^ on thp

Road" (1853) 'A Jewish Fete it T Uigurs'
(1865 Poitiers Museum) "A StonTtllir of

"Moiocro (1878) Yfter his idum to Fiance
hp painted his 'Octobei Morning" (1872) an

attempt to treat a Parisian scene with the brush
of in Orientalist Ho nlso painted i number of

poitraits, including the painter Dpbras and Thp
odore de Banville and scenes fiom Fiench Ins

torv such as the intensely dramatic "Aircst of

Cliulotte Coida^
'

(Loin re) Consult his Biog
taplnito failles (Pans 188"i)

DE HOUD, PIETEB PPC C\MSII f,

DEHOE1T1NG (a woid of hybiid formation
from Lat de, away fiom + Eng ftotn) The

puctice of dehoiiimg tattle has been in \oguo in

Europe and thp United Stitps for many vtais
From time to time there has been much contio

\tr&y
as to the adusabiht} and alleged ciutltv

of the operation Dehorning is quite generally
advocated by all who have tried it Specnl de

horning shears or clippers ha-vc* boon d* vised

which enable the operator to zemo>e thr hoins

quickly and with a. minimum imount of pam
The animals recover from tlip operition in a
few davs without serious loss of flesh or dp
creaae in milk production Dehoinod animals
are much less liable to injure one another, espe
cially in transportation Cattle with quarrel
some or vicious disposition a~p under* d docile

and gentle The operation should be pt rformedm mild weather and not during periods of ex
treme cold 01 in fly time
The growth of horn may be uitireh prevented

by the application of caustic, potash to the horn
button as -oon as it can be discovered on the
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calf's head, or about three or four days after

birth In apphing caustic potash the hair
should be clipped from the head so as to expose
the developing horn The lattei may be moist
ened with ammonia so ab to dissolve the oily
skin secretion A stick of caustic pota&h should
then be moistened in -water and rubbed on the
horn The operation should be repeated until

the horn becomes somewhat senbitive The pro
cebS requires onl\ a lew minutes 1 scab forms
o^er the treated surface, and falls off after a

period of about one month leaving i smooth

poll on which the horns ne\ei de\elop

DEHRA, dt'ra The capital of a dibtrict of

the same name in the United Pro\mces, British

India 75 miles eist 01 AmbaH (Map Indii,
C 2) It is pictmesquelj situated in a moun
tain valley at in altitude of 2 300 feet Its prm
oipal buildings are the se\entcenth eeiituiy

temple of Guru Ram Rai, founder of the town
and ilbO of i sect of Ascetics called Udtbi, an

Ynu;lican church, and an American Presfyteiian
misbion eslabhbhmcnt The town is the beat of

district btaft officcrb, of i go\einment suivev and
of a foiestiy school It is also headquutus for

the Imperial Cadet Corps The city has no man
ufactiues, but ib a trade centre Pop , 1901,

28,095 1911, 38 610

DE'IANT/BA (Gk Aijiowtpa, Dtianeira)
Tn Gieek mythology, the daughter of (Eneus,

King of Calydon in JEtoha, and of Althaa She
became the wife of Hercules (qv ) who was vie

torious over Achelous in a contest foi her pos
session, and bore him a son, Hyllus She unm
tentionally caused Hercules' death
DEI GRATIA, dt gra'shla (Lat, by the

grace of God) A formula found a number of

times in the epistles of the New Testament

Pope JFeliT II, in 356, is said to have used pa
qratiam dei episcopus It was formally used by
the bishops at the Council of Ephesus in 431
Later it was commonlj used by archbishops,

bishops, abbots, and others m their coriespond
ence After the middle of the thirteenth century,
when the sanction of the Pope was considaed

important for an ecclesiastical appointment,
the higher clergy wrote DOT et Apostolic
8edw Gratia Cby the grace of God and of the

apostolic see') Other expressions were albo

used, as Chnstt nomine, migrations chitna, pet
ntw9tone dtwna, etc In England the usage was

largely dropped about the time of the Rtforma
tion Occasionally, however, the archbishops of

Canterbury and York used the form until the

seventeenth century The expression is said to

have been used by temporal princes as early as

the seventh century, but most of the documents

with this formula have been proved to be for

genes From the time of Charles the Great the

form was commonly used by the Prankish kings
It was used bv all the French kings except
Louis Philippe, from Louis VII to Napoleon III

Charles Vlt of France regarded the use of Det

Gratia as a royal prerogative
and forbade its

use by the Count d'Armagnac The phrase is

used on coins of many nationalities

Consult Giry, Manuel fa Diplomatique (Paris,

1894)
DE IMITATKXNE CHBISTI See KBH

PIS, THOMAS I
DEINHABDSTEIN, dta'bart shtin, JOHAKV

LUDWW (1794-1859) A German dramatist,

born and educated in Vienna He was vice

director of the Ebflmrg Theatre, Vienna, from

1832 to 1841, and editor of the Jahrluclier der

Litteratur from 1829 to 1851, during which

period this publication counted among its con
tnbutors men like \\ \on Humboldt, A U
Schlegel, Ruckert, and Hebbel His Kunstler
dramen (2 vols, Leip/ig 1845), treating of the
dramatic episodes in the lues of artibts and
actors, may be said to have established in some

lespects a new dramatic genre m Geimanv
Among his best plays mav be mentioned Fans
tfachs, Flotetta and Gamck t Bnttol His col

lected works were published m Leipzig (7 vols,

1848-57), under the title Gesammelte d)ama
titche WeiKe
DEI'NOTHE'IinrM See DrroiHEBiUM
DEI'OCES (Lat, from Gk Aiji6n?j, Dtio/fs)

Accoidmg to Herodotub, i 96 ff, the first ruler
of the Empue of the Medeb Aftei the Median
levolt from Assjria- he rose to be judge of his
own village The jubtnesb of his decibiona won
buirounding "villages to him Presently the
Medes combined and made Deioees King For
a criticism of this storj, foi the rnobt pait un
historical, bee the editois of Herodotub eg,
How and Wells vol i, pp 104 383-384 (Oxford
1912) He built Ecbatana and, changing his

wajs, ruled, in tiue Eabtern st^le, ty means of

infoimeis and spies
DE'IOOVABTTS (Aijwrapos, Dtiotatos) A

tetiauh of Galatia m the fir^t centun BC He
formed an alliance with the Romans again bt

Mithridates and bo was made King b\ Poinpey,
63 or 62 BO Armenia Minoi was addetl to Ins

domain \\ith several hundrul horbemen he

fought for Pompey at Pharsalub m 48 B c md
afterward fled with the latter In 47 Julius

Cffisai, then moving igamst Pharnaetb (qv),
pardoned Deiotarus, who had eome to him as a

suppliant Several \earg latei he was accused

by his grandson Castoi of aiding C'secilms

Bassus and of conspiring against Coesar He
was defended by Cicero in the oration entitled

Pro Rege Deiotaro still e'rtant The result of

the trial is not known Deiotarus aided Brutus
at the battle of Phihppi and afterwaid sided

with Octavius against Antony
DEIPH'OBE Accoiding to Vergil ( Eneid,

vi, especially 35-36), daughter of Glaucus and

pnestese of Apollo and Artemis, and the Sibyl

at Cum who conducted --Eneas to his father,

Anchises, in the underworld
DETPH'OBTJS (Gk AqfyojSor, Dnpliobos)

In Greek legend, the son of Priam and Hecuba
and one of the bravest of the Iromn heroes

\fter the death of Paris he mamed Helen, and

she, after the fall of Troy, gave him up to Mene
laus, her former husband, by whom he was killed

and mutilated
DE1RA An ancient kingdom of Biitam,

corresponding closely to the modern Yorkshire

It formed A part of Roman Britain, and the

town of York was the capital and seat of the

Roman prefect Mid, a chief of the Angles,
took possession of Deira about the middle of

the sixth centuiy There was constant strife

between Deira and its northein neighbor, Ber

nicia, which delayed the full conquest of north

era Britain ^Ethelfrith of Bermcia drove out

^Ella's son in 588 and united the two kingdoms
under the name Northumbria In 603 the forces

of the North Britons were annihilated at the

Dsegestan, and the rule of Northumbna was es

tahhshed from the Humber to the Forth In

627 Christianity was accepted Bernicia and

Dwra became separate kingdoms about 633, but

were reunited in 651 Later Deira was * sepa
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rate kingdom under tlie Danes, It was a num The term deu>tb,' or freethinkers, is espe
ber of nacive priboners oi Deira, exposed for sale cially used to designate a school or beries of

in the s^e market at Rome, that attracted the enters who appeared in Lneland in the, beAen
attention ot Oregon I and led to the Christian

--*-
;
of Biitam, according to the old legend

teenth and eignteenth centuneb, and "ttho aimed

, to establish natural ichgion upon the basis of

DEIB-EL-BAEEI, dar el ba're {northern reason and free inqmn and to bung all positive
eon-vent

) The modern Arabic name of a famous or re\ealed religion to the tesat of thib The lead

Egyptian temple near the bite of the ancient ing names in th b bchool re Loid Heibeit of

Ihebes (qv) It was built by Queen Hatshe Cherburj (died 1648) John Toland, \vhose

psut (Hatasu), the sister and wife of Thoth Chnstiamty To* Hysteuous (London, 1696)
mes II, but \\ab ne^er completed In Christian ga^e e^act expression to the tendency of the

times it became a monastery, 'whence its modern deists , the third Eail of Shaftesbury, Anthony
name and the rebels adorning the walls were Collins (died 1729), the inend of Locke Thomas
badly mutilated by zealous monkb, -who regarded Woolbton, Matthew Tiadil, the author of Chi s

them as remnants of heathenism The temple tianity as Old as the Oieatwn, 07 the Gospel a

was dedicated to the god Ammon of Thebes, and Sepubhcation of the Religion of Mature (ib,

also confined chapeK for the deities Athor and 1730) , Viscount Bolmgbroke Consult A
Anubis as well as a funerarj chapel for Queen S Farrar, Hision/ of Ftee Thought (ib,

Hatshepsut It is built upon three teiraces ns 1863) Leslie Stephen, Bistonj of English

ing in successive steps from the plain, each con Thought in the Eighteenth Centuty (ib , 1881) ,

taming a court \uth columned porticoes and Robertson, Shoit Histouj of free Thought (ib,

other buildings The principal buildings sur 1906) Flint, Anti Theistw Theones (Edin
round the upper court at the rear of which is burgh 1879)

the sanctuary The v, alls of the \anous halls and DEISSHAHU, dis'man, GUSTAV ADOLF (1866-

chapelt, are magnificently decorated with sculp ) A German NCTV Testament scholar, born
tures and paintings In one of the hallb is de m Langenscheid, Nassau, and educated at the

picted the fleet sent by Queen Hatsheput to Punt Umversiiy of Berlin and the Herborn Theologi
on the Somali coast (See EGYPT, History )

cal Seminary He entered the ministry in 1890,
The site was examined bv Manette, and became a teacher at Maiburg in 1892 and at

later Naville acting under the auspices of the Heiborn in 1895, and wis made piofessor at

Egyptian Exploration Fund, cleared the whole Heidelberg in 1897 and at Beilm in 1008 He
temple of rubbish and explored it systematically lectured m Cambridge (Englind) in 1007 and
In 1881 no fewer than 39 mummies and coffins of at Upsala in 1910, and rccened tlio honorary

kings and members of the royal house \*ere degree of DD from Aberdeen (1006), St An
found in a deep, rocky pit near DeirelBahn drewb (1011), and Manchpstei (1012) Among
and removed to the Bulak Museum Among the his valuable publications are Die neittestament

mummies found were those of SeqenenR$, Ama liche Formel "tn Chnrto Tesu' (1892) ,
Bibel

sis I, Amenophis I, Thothmes n, Thothmes IE itudien (1895, 2d series, 1807, Eng trans,
Seti I, Rameses I, and Rameees II In 1906, the 1901-03) , Theologie vnd KmJu (1000) Tlie

year which, marked the completion of the excava Epistle of Psenosms (1002) , Die Jlelleni&inung
toons of the eleventh dynasty temple on this site, dei iemihschen Monotheisms (1903), Evan
a fine statue of a Hathor cow was found in situ gdium und Uichnttentitm (1905) , New Light
in its shrine (consult Egyptian Exploration Fund on the New Teitament (1907) , Philology of the

Memoirs, 1907, frontispiece) and the fine temple heek Bible (Cambridge Lectures, 1008) , flight
of Mentuhetep was cleared out In 1913 the ex from the Ancient East (1910) TJrgesohichte

pedition of the Metropolitan Museum of Art dis

covered the causeway to the latter temple Con

des Chnstentums in Isichte der Kpiachfoischung
(1910) , 8t Paul (1912, in English also in

suit Manette, Detr el Bahn (Leipzig, 1877), German and Swedish)
Dumichen, Flotte emer agypttschen E<tn/igin(il> , DEITEES, dl'tSrs, HERMANN (1833-1907)
1868) , Egypt Exploration Fund Memoirs, vols A German philologist and ^ritei on music
ni-xrv, XVI, TOX, xxvii, xxix, ***, yyrii (Lon He was born in Bonn At first he studied Itw
don, 1894^1913) Guide to the Temple of Dew and_for a short time followed it as a profession
el Bohr, published by the Egyptian Exploration in Berlin, but returned to Bonn to philol

ogy He received the degree of Ph D in 1858
As a writer on music, he soon attracted atten

Fund (ib )

DEZB-EL-TTAWAK, elka'mer, or DEB EL ,

KAMAR (Ar monastery of the moon) A town toon, especially with his excellent essays on
of Syria and once the seat of Emir Beahir, the Brahms In 1880 he published the first authon-
chief sheik of the Druses It is built in terraces tative biography of the master, which xvas com
on the side of a steep hill in the glen of Mount pleted, after Brahms's death, in 1898 His
Lebanon, at an altitude of over 2800 feet about most important work is the translation into
13 miles from Beirut The slope is devoted to German of A W Thayer's monumental biog
cultivation of the vine and the raising of gram raphy of Beethoven (never published in the
The chief industry is the production of silk stuffs English original) Only the first three volumes
and embroideries Pop, about 8000, chiefly were completed by Thayer, the fourth and fifth
Maromtes Deir el Kamar has been the centre volumes were written by Deiters on the bat 3
of many conflicts between the Maromtes and the of the materials collected by Thayer
DlS^r. _ DEJAZET, dft'zha'za', PAOTINK VnMHma
^S^ 5? M?me> froa Lat dmu> 804)' f 1797-1875) A celebrated French actress She

or THEISM (Fr th&sme, from Gk 0efe, theos, was born in Paris, Aug 30, 1797 (some ac
god) A term wiich properly means belief in a counts say 1798) From the time she was five
god, or opposed to atheism In common Ian years old, when she began playing children's
guage, however, deism as the belief in the ex parts with marvelous pfecociW of intelligence
istence and providence of God, grounded on the and grace, till she was over 70i her career upon
evidence afforded by reason and nature, rather the stage was an almost uninterrupted success
than on testimony of a supernatural revelation. After experience in several P&nsian theatres
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she went to Lyons and Bordeaux, where she
won great popularity in soubrette roles Re-

turning to Pans (1820), she plajed successively
at the Gymnase, the Nouveautes, the Gaite", and
the Palais Royal, where she made some of her

greatest hits in young men's parts These,
called roles traiestia, -were so distinctive that

tney together -with her quickwitted soubrette

roles, came to be known as a class by them
sehes, Dejaaets Famous especially weie her

imjpeisonations in Les ecoliers en vacances, La
petite sceur, Le plus beau jout de la lie, Le
fils de I'homme, Sophie Arnould, Fietillon, and
numeious others After 1845 she played foi a
time at the Varietes and made successful touis
abroad In 1S59, with her son Eugene, she
undertook the management of the Folies

Nomelles, then kno^n as the Theatre Dejazet
Here she brought out several of Sardou'b eaiher

piects, among them Monsieur Garat and Les

pres Saint Oe> mis She retired from the stage
in 1868, but appeared again even within a year
of hei death, which occurred Dec 1, 1875
Countless stories are told of her brilliant wit
and peibonal charm Consult Duval, ^itgime
Dejaset, Jf797-iS75 (Pans, 1876), Lecomte,
Vuginie Dtjaet etude biographtque (ib ,

1806) , Mirecomt, "Dejazet," in Les contempo
taink (ib, 1854)

DEJEAN, dczhdN', JEAN FBAN?OIS AIUL",
COUNT (1749-1824) A French geneial and

statesman, bom at Castelnaudary He fought
with distinction in the wars of the Revolution,

using successively to the rank of brigadier
general and general of division He was Mm
ifetor of War from 1802 to 1809 and, after the
first Restoration, was appointed governor of the

Polytechnic School Upon the retuin of Napo
leon from Elba he rendered valuable services

until after the battle of Waterloo He was albo

at that time grand chancellor of the Legion of

Honor and aid de camp of Napoleon
DEJEAN, PIEEBB FRANQOIS Arafi AUGUSTS,

COUNT (1780-1845) A French general and

entomologist, son of the preceding He was
born at Amiens and took up the study of mcdi
erne, but soon entered Napoleon's army, with
which he went to Spam and to Russia In
the army he attained the rank of a general of

division and at Waterloo acted as adjutant to

the Emperor From 1815 to 1819 he was kept
in exile by the Bourbons Devoting all his

leisure to science, Dejean made extensive col

lections of insects and contributed much to our

knowledge of Coleoptera (beetles) He is the

author of the following works Iconographie
des coltopteres d'Europe (1829-30), Espies
generates des coleopteres (1825-37) , JTtstowe

naturelle et iconographie des ooleopteies d'Eu

rope The last named work is still a standard

on the subject of Coleopteia The works were

written by Dejean in conjunction with Boisduval

and Aube"

DEJEBnra, dS'zhe rn', JULES (1849-
T<17) A French alienist, educated at Pans
In 1870 he became head of the medical clinic

at the Charite" Hospital, in 1893 took charge of

the course in clinical medicine at the Necker

Hospital, in 1895 became physician at the Sal

petnere, and in 1910 was appointed professor
of the clinic of nervous diseases He wrote on

aphasia, especially attacking Pierre Mane's

theory of the origin of this disease, and on

many other topics connected with nervous dis-

eases, and published L'BtrAkU dam to mala-
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dies du systeme nerveuso (1886) Anatomic des

centies nerveuoo (1894), in collaboration with
his wife, nee Klumpke, herself a well known

neurologist, Suneiologie du, systeme netvemo

(1900) , Traite des maladies de la moelle epini
tre (1902, with Thomas)
DE KALB A city in De Kaib Co, IU, 53

miles west of Chicago, on the Chicago ind
Northwestern the Chicago, Auioix, and De
Kalb, the Chicago Gieat Western, and the Chi

cago, Milwaukee, and Gary laihoads (]Map
Illinois, D 2) It is the seat of the Noitliern

Illinois State Noimal School and contains

barbed w ire factories, w 11 e drawing and w oven
wire mills, agricultural implement works, piano,

shoe, glove, mitten, nail, and creameiy package
factories, etc The government is administered

by a mayoi, biennially elected, and a mumci
pal council The city owns and operates its

water works Settled about 1838, De Kalb
was incorporated in 1877 Pop, 1890, 2579,
1900, 5904, 1910, 8102, 1914 (est), 9036 De
Kalb was the scene of an engagement in the
Black Hawk War Here, after the battle,

Lincoln, Davis, and Zachary Taylor held a
conference

DE TTAT;R
; BABON See KALB, JOHA^V,

BABON DE
DE EAT, CHARLES (1848- )

An Amen
can author and critic He was boin in Wash
ington and graduated at Yale University in

1868 He was associated with the New York
Times as literary and art editor from 1876 to

1906 and with the New York Evening Post in

1907 In 1894 he was appointed Consul Gen
eral of the United States at Berlin, where he
lemained until 1897 During his sojourn abroad
he established the Berliner Fechtklub, after

previously founding a similar society (the
Fenceis' Club) in New York (1882) Among
the literary and art societies which he took part
in founding aie the Authors' Club (1882), the

National Sculpture Society (New York, 1892),
the National Arts Club (New York, 1899), and
the Circle of Friends of the Medallion (1907)
Of the National Arts Club he became the manag
ing director Among his numerous publications
are the following Hesperus and Other Poems

(1880), Vision of Ifimiod, a dramatic poem
(1881), Love Poems of Louis Bainevel (pen
name, 1883) , Life and Works of Barye, Sculp
tor (1889), Bud Gods (1898), and transla

tions of Hemnch Heine's Lettets and of several

works from the French

DEKEN, da^n, AaATUB (1741-1804) A
Dutch poet and novelist, born at AmstelTean

Many of her works were written in collabora

tion with her friend Elizabeth Bekker These

joint productions include the novels Htstone
van Sara Bwgerhart (1782), jetstone van
W*JZem Levend (1875), Brieven von Abraham
Blankaart (1787) , Hutono van Oorneha W<dd
schut (1793) Her religious songs show her

to have been possessed of a truly pious nature,
while her descuptive poems are fine ch&rao

terizations of the folk life of Holland Es

pecially noteworthy are the collections entitled

Ltoderen voor den loerenstund (1804) and Lie

dfren voor Rtnderen

DEK'KEB, EDUAED DOTTWES (1820-87) A
Dutch writer, the author of Mow Hwelaw
(1860), the Dutch Uncle Tom's Qalm He waa
born in Amsterdam. Marah 2, 1820 He went in

1838 to the Dutch Indian colonies and remained
18 years in government employ, endeavoring TO
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mitigate the evils of natvve government, and

resigning in 1850 because his zeal clashed -with

government mtercbt in Java Then he made
his appeal to the public conscience in Max
Haielaai, repealing conditions of outrageous
and inhuman extortion and making a, great hit

as a novel, but getting little sympathy and no
ledress for the victims In 1866 he withdrew to

Geimanv, where he published (in Dutch) a

popular drama, Toistenschool ( The School for

Punces ) , a novel La Bamte lieige and sev

era! studies in political and &oci=il economv He
is -\\ell known bv his pseudonvm, Multaluh

(Lat nntlta tuh) The posthumous Cresuui

denis ian, Wouteije Pieterse (1888), incomplete,
was followed m 1892 bv Letters and TToiA-s,

ed bv his widow Consult the biographies
of Bubken (in Ten Bnnks Hedendaagsche Let

terkundigen, 1885), Meerkesk (1900), albO T
S Abrahanib/, Fduaid Doimes Dekker Eene

siekkegeschiedems (1888)

DEKKEB, THOIIAS (c 1570-cl641) An
English dramatist and pamphleteer Little is

known of him He wab born in london His

dramatic career began as earlv as 1597, and
before Ins death he wrote, single handed or in.

collaboiation moie than 40 plats most of thtm
foi Henblowe In IbOO were printed two of

his best comedies The Shoemal er's Holiday
and Old FQitunatus The former is a sprightly

pldv uid actb well The latter contains scenes

and pabbages of vtrv great bfautv Dekker had
been writing the pievioufa \eai in conjunction
\utli Ben Jonson but the two dramatists had
now f illen out In 1601 Jonbon ridiculed Dek
ker in The Poetastei Dekkei replied -with

hatiromabtu, 01 the entrusting of the Hu
moutous Poet (1002) Of the plays that Dek
ker wiote after that, the most powerful is The
Honest Whote (two parts 1st part printed
1604, 2d part 1530), in the composition of

which he -stab aided bv Middleton Other playa
in which Dekker bore a, hand are Black Bate
man of the ~\o>th (1598), The Roaung (hrl

(1611) The lirgin Martyi (1622) The Witch

of Edmonton (firut published 1658) He
wrought with a realistic aim, describing the

middle and lower strata of London life He
also wrote several noteworthy pamphlets, of

which The Gulls Hornbook (109) is the best

cvtant account of the London gallants Other

pamphlets deal with thieves and vagabonds,
another, The Wonderful Tear (1603), describes

London suffering from the plague Consult
Diamatic Works, ed by Shepherd (4 vols ,

Lon
don, 1873) Plays (selected), ed by Rhys (ib,

1887) A ondramatic Works, ed by Grosart (5

vols, ib 1884-86) the "Life' by Sullen, in

the Dictionary of National Biography } Penm
man, The War of the Theatres (Boston, 1897) ,

Pierce, The Collaboration of Webstet and Dekker
(\(w York, 1909), Hunt, Thomas Dekker (ib,

DE FtXVEM", (HEVBY Louis) BEGHULD
(1861-1920) An Amencan composer of songs
md light operas, born in Middletown, Conn
When 11 years old, he was taken
where he received his education He
from St John's College, Oxford, in 1879 After
he had been instructed in the usual musical

grounding branches by Speidel, Lebert, and
Pruckner, in Stuttgart, and by Hauff in Frank
fort, he took a course m vocalization with Va
nuccini in Florence and courses m light opera
composition with Genee, Von Suppi, and De

hbea On his return from Europe in 1882 he

took up his, residence in Chicago, but subse

quentlv moved to New loik From 1902 to

1904 he lived in ^ abhington ats conductor of the

"Washington S\mphony Orchestra He then le

turned to New York as mubical critic of the

World His scores are melodioub ind show re

finement of instrumental coloring and harmonj
His greatebt buccebb has been Robin Hood

/1890), a thoioughlv delightful woik of its

kind Otherb among his hi?ht operab are The

Btqum, (Ib87) The Fencing J/asfe? (1802)
Rol> Roy (1894), The Highuayman (1897),
The Three Dragoons (1899) Foxy Quiller

f!900), JIaid Uanan (1901), The Student

Ling (1906) He also composed manv fcongt,,

federal of which ha-te become well known

DELABAKBE, dSl'a bar7, EDMUND BLBKE
(1S63- )

An American psvchologist, born

at Dover, Me He was educated at Brown Urn

verbity, Amherst College, Harvard, and Frei

burg, and, beginning in 1891 was associate

professor and then (after 1896) professor of

psychologv at Brown In 1896-97 he was also

director of the Harvard Psychological Labora

torv during the absence of Piofebsor Munster

bcra: He was elected a fellow of the Amencan
Association for the Advancement of Science

He is author of Ueber Beiiegunqsempfindungen

(1891) and Repoit of Bi own Hanard- Expedir
tion to hachwk, Labiadot, in 1900 (1902)

DELABABBE-DTTPABCQ', dela'bai' du'

park', NICOLAS EDOUAED (1819-93) A French

military critic and historian boin at Saint

Cloud, SemeetOise He studied at the Ecole

Polvtechmque and in 1849 was appointed pio
fessor of military history at the College of

Saint Cyr Having entered the engineers in

1841, he rose in 1871 to the rank of colonel and
\vas retired in 1879 He wrote, in addition to

memoirs for the Academy of Moral and Pobti
cal Sciences, Bwgraphie et mammes de Maiince
de Saxe (1851) ,

Portraits mihtaires, Usquisses

histonques et strattgiques (2 vols, 1853-55),
Les cliiens de guerre (1867) ,

Hi&tone de Henrt

IV, roi de Fiance et de Navane (1884)

DE LA BECHE, de la bash, Sm Hnimr
THOMAS (1796-1855) A distinguished British

geologibt He was bom near London and edu
cated at the military school at Great Marlowe
He entered the army in 1814, but soon retired

from public service to take up the studv of

science For several years he traveled through
England, France, and Switzerland, e\aminmg
the geological formations and gaining a knowl

edge of mineralogy and petrography His re

searches were the bases of fiequent contributions
to the Transactions of the Geological Society,
in which he displayed great scientific abihtj
He was the first to conceive the plan of making
a detailed geological map of England a task
he commenced upon his own lesponsibility, m
1832 the expense of this work was asauined

by the government, and De la Bfeche was ap
pointed director He labored for many years to
establish the survey on & successful basis, and
he was also concerned in founding a geological
museum and a school of mines in London The
liat of his publications includes many books

recognised as standard works of reference and
numerous papers contributed to scientific ]our
nals, among the more important are the follow

ing Manual of Geology (1831) , Researches tn
Theoretical Geology (1834), Report on the
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Geology of Cornioall, Devon, and West Sometset
( 1839 ) , On the Foi nation of the Rocks of South
Wales

( 1846 ) , Geological Ols& ver ( 1853 )
De

la Beche was elected piesident of the Geological
Society of London in 1847, and in 1S55 he re-

ceived the Wollaston medal fiom the same
society HIB distinguished services were also
awarded by the bestowal of knighthood and by
numerous marks of honor from foreign societies

DELABOBDE, dela'bord' HENBI, COUNT
(1811-99) A French ait critic and historical

painter, born in Renues, son of Count Henri
Frangois Delaborde He studied for some time
in Pans with Delaioche and afterwaid produced
historical pictures of a lather conventional
classical type Among them are

'

Hagar in the
Desert" (1836, Di]on Museum), 'St Augus
tine" (1837), "The Knights of St John of

Jerusalem" (1845), at Versailles He aLo
painted frescoes in the church of St Clotilde,
Pans But he is known principally as a cntic

of art Besides his writings, as perpetual sec

retary of the Academic des Beaut Aits he con
tnbuted to the Revue des Deuce Mondes and
other periodicals These aiticles have been col

lected as Melanges wr Vait contempoiain
(1866) and Etudes sui les beaux arU en France
et en. Itahe (1864) He published, among other

volumes, Inqtes, sa vie, ses travauoo, sa doctnne

(1870) Lettoea et pen&eea d'Hippolyte Flan
dtvn, (1805) , Geraid Edehncl (1886) La
gravwe (1882), La qravure en Itahe (1883),
Maro Antome Jf2awond* (1887), Les maitres

florentms du XV siecle (1889) , L'Academic de<s

Beaux Arts deputy la fondation de I'Institvt de

France (1891) He was elected to the Institute

in 1868 and was conservator of the department
of pnnts in the National Library, Pans, from
1855 to 1885

DELABOBDE, HBNHI FBANOOIS, COUNT
(1764-1830) A French soldier, born in Paris

He successively became a brigadier general,
chif of staff, and commander in Corsica As
a general of division, he conducted the cam

paigns in the Pyrenees (1794) and on the Rhine
In 1812 he was a geneial of drvision in Mor
tier's "Jeune Garde," which fought so gallantly
in the Russian campaign Upon the return of

Napoleon from Elba he again espoused the cause

of the Emperor With the advent of the Restora

tion he was brought before a military tnbunal

(September, 1816), but was acquitted

DELACROIX, dela'krwa', (FERDINAND Vio

TOB) EUGENE (1798-1863) One of the most

important French painters of the nineteenth

century, the chief leader of the Romantic school,

also a lithographer and etcher He was born

at Charenton Saint Maunce, near Pans, April

26, 1798 Under the Directory his father had
been Minister of Foreign Affairs and had held

other offices of honor He mismanaged the fam

ily property, and the son had to struggle hard

for an existence At 18 he entered the studio

of Gueim, and there became the fnend of

Gencault, who greatly influenced him, but his

chief teachers were the old masters of the

Louvre, whom he diligently copied Joining
Gericault in the new Romantic movement, he

became, after the tatter's death, its recognized

leader He first exhibited in 1822 the "Bark of

Dante," which, although fiercely attacked by the

cntics, made a great impression, was pur
chased for the Luxembourg Gallery, and is now

MI the Louvre His "Massacre of Chios," ex

hibited in 1824 and now in the Louvre, caused

an even greater sensation Indeed, it may be
termed a manitesto of the new Romantic school

The types were individual and charactenstic in

stead of general and tvpical, as m the Classic

school The old ideas of composition were alto-

gether disregarded, and the scene portrayed was
one of gloomv horror and pathos The painter
was accused of worshiping the hideous instead
of the beautiful, and his picture was dubbed
"The Massacre of Painting

"
Its sale, however,

enabled him to visit England in 1825 and further
to increase his knowledge of the English color

ihts, by whom he had alreadv been influenced

During this visit he acquired his lifelong fond
ncas for English literature, especially for B\ron
Scott, and Shakespeare, whom along with Goethe
he preferred to the classic authors of his own
country In 1832 he was sent as a member of
an embassy to Moiocco, and he also visited

Spam and Algiers These travels enriched hw
palette with bright colors, and his Oriental

subjects brought him great popularity Never
theless he was unfortunate in selling his pic
tures and would have been in uncomfortable
circumstinceb had he not received frequent com
missions from the government after the revolu
tion of 1830 He was selected to execute mural
paintings in a number of public buildings and
distinguished himself as much in this task as
he had previously done in his canvases A mem
ber of the Academy in 1857, he exhibited his last

?icture

in 1859 and died in Paris on Aug 13,
863 His life was solitary and nearly all spent

in his studio He suffered much from ill health,
which only urged him to greater exertions He
was of a refined and sensitive disposition and
was deeply wounded by the bitter controversies
which his pictures provoked

Delacroix was one of the greatest painters of

the nineteenth century and one of the greatest
colonsts of all times His work has often been

compared with that of Rubens, who exercised

great influence upon him His colonng is bright,
but simple, the primary colors being chiefly

used, and he is fond of obtaining color effects

bv placing complementary colors together He
has been criticized as being deficient in drawing,
perhaps justly although his surviving drawings
reveal an excellent draftsman, and, when he
sacrificed the distinctness of outline to color, he
did it knowingly, as the greatest colonsts have
done before him His art is impetuous and in-

tensely dramatic, and he delights in passion
and in motion His activity extended over an
immense variety of subjects, he painted every

thing saints, warriors, loveis, animals, flowers

the ocean and all equally well He ransacked

history and literature for subjects, but always
rendered them as a painter in his own great

language of color

In his long career he produced some 853 oil

paintings and 1525 water colors and pastels

Vmong ms chief historical works, besides those

mentioned above, are "Hellas Mourning over

the Rums of Missolonghi" , "Milton and his

Daughters", the "Death of the Bishop of Liege,"
after Scott's Qventw Dunoard (Louvre) , the

"Entry of the Crusaders into Constantinople",
"The Bamcade," a scene from the July Revolu-

tion (Louvre), which secured him the cross of

tht Legion of Honor, "The Abduction of Re-

becca" (Metropolitan Museum) Among his

Onental subjects are "Algenan Women"
(Louvre) , the "Conyulsionanes of Tangier",
the "Jewish Wedding in Morocco" He also
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represented religious and classical subiects but
in a personal and modern wav example^ being
'

Justice of Trajan" (Rouen Museum) and <Me
dea" (Lille Museum) His biblical subjects are
also conceived in a thoroughly modern ^av as

egressions 01 dramatic and passionate move
ment Good examples are "Christ on the Cross

'

(Walters Gallery Baltimore) and "Christ on
Lake Gennesaret" ("\an Home collection Mont
real) His decorative paintings are the boldest

and most original of his day In 1835 he deco

rated the interior of the Chamber of Deputies in

the Palais Bourbon and in 1838 the library of

the same -with 22 compositions illustrating the

spiritual development of the ancient world his

most extensive -work On the ceiling of the Gal
lerr of Apollo in the Louvre he painted a mag
niflcent 'Triumph of Apollo" hut the god is a.

Titan rather than an Olympian He decorated
the library of the Luxembourg with subjects
from the Duma Commedia, and in the lat>t years
of his life he was engaged in painting in the

church of St Sulpice in Pans Besides his

many paintings, he found time to illustiate

Scott'b novels, Goethe's Faust, and Shakespeare's
Hamlet, and to write able articles on artistic

subjects
Since the acquisition of several important

private collections, including the Chauchard

(1010) by the Louvre, Delacroix has been there

worthily represented The Musee Pabre in

Montpellier, the Musee Conde in Chantillv, the

Musee Bonnat in Bayonne, and the museums of

Bourdeaux Lille, Lyons, and Nice are also rich

in his works He is well represented in the

collections of other lands, such as The Hague,
Amsterdam, South Kensington Museum, Wai
lace collection, London, and the Metropolitan
Museum New lork

Bibliography An interesting autobiograph
ical account based upon Delacroix's letters,

untings and conversations is that of Dargenty,
Eugene Delacroix par Iw. meme (Pans, 1885)
His letters were published by Burty (Paris,

1880) and his journal by Flat (ib, 1893-95)
The most complete and authentic catalogue of

his works is by Bobaut and Chesneau, L'&uvre

complet ffEugcne Delacrovo (Paris, 1885)
Other monographs on Delacrort's life and works
are by Moreau (ib, 1873), Veron (ib, 1886),

Rosenberg (Berlin, 1886), Tourneaux (Pans,

1907), Meier Graefe (Berlin, 1907), and Man
clair (Pans, 1909) An illustrated catalogue
of his etchings and lithographs was published

by Delteil in the Petn* e graveur illustre, vol

in (ib, 1908) Veiy interesting also are the

facsimiles of the Louvre album of studies pub
hshed as Le voyage de Eugene Delacroix av,

Maroo (ib, 1909), and those in the Musle
Conde, Chantilly (ib , 1913)

DEI/AFIELD, FBANCIS (1841-1915) An
American physician, born in New York City
He graduated at Yale HSSO) and at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Univer

sity (1863), and after further study abroad

practiced medicine in New York He was ap
pointed to the staff of Bellerue Hospital (1874)
and to the chair of pathology and the practice
of medicine in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons (1875-82) In 1886 he was the first

president of the Association of American Phvsi

cwns He published Handbook of Post Mortem
Examinations and Morbid Anatomy, Lectures on
Practical Medwme and Pathology (1&72, new
ed, 1903) , and, with Prudden, a Handbook of

Pathological Anatomy and Histology (1885, new
ed 1004) TextbooJ of Pathology (1911)

DELAFIELD, RICHABD (1708-1873) An
eminent American mihtan engineer He was
born in New York City graduated at West
Point at the head of his class m 181S, was

assigned to the engineer corps and served sue

cessnely at. assistant engineer for the construe

tion of the defends of Hampton Roads as

engineer in charge or the improvement of the

Ohio and Mississippi mers and as superintend

ing engineer of the division of the Cumberland
Road (q\ ) eai=t of the Ohio From 1838 to

1845 and again from 1S56 to 1861 he was buper
intendent of the United States Military Academj
at \\ tst Point He was -superintending engineer
of the defenses of New York harbor from 1846

to 1S55 (building Fort Wadsworth on Staten

Island) and of the improvement of the Hudson
Rner from 1852 to 1S55 and acted also as chief

engineer of the department of Te\as in 1853

and 1854 In 1855-% he was president of the

commission of three sent by the United States

government to observe the military operations
of the Crimean War and prepared the commis
sions elaborate report, which was published by
the government under the title Report on the

JLit of TTar in Europe vn 1854, 1855, and ISW
(1860) During the Civil War he acted from
1861 to 1863 on the staff of Governor Morgan
of New York organizing and equipping the

forces from that State was superintending

engineer of the defenses about New York City

from 1801 to 1864, became a colonel in 1863

and a brigadier general in 1864, and from April,

1864, to August, 1866, when he retired from th<*

service, was chief of engineers of the United
States army, with headquarters at Washington
In March, 1865, he was brevetted major general
for 'faithful, mentorioufl, and distinguished serv

ices in the engineer department during the

Rebellion" After Ins retirement in 1866 he
served as a member of the commission for the

improvement of Boston harbor, and as a regent
of the Smithsonian Institution (1865-67)
BE LA GABDIE, MAGNUS GABEUX See

GAEDIC

DELAGE, delazh' (MABra) YVFS (1854-
) A French zoologist He was born in

Avignon, Mas educated there, in 1874 became an
instructor at the lycee of La Rochelle, in 1880
took charge of the conferences on zoology at
the Sorbonne, in 1883 went to Caen and became
director of the Luc sur Mer zoological station,
and in 1885 returned to Pans There in 1886
he became professor of zoology and comparative
anatomy In 1901 he was chosen a member of

the Institute and was appointed director of the

important laboratory of marine biology at Ros

coff, Finistere He made valuable experiments
in parthenogenesis, especially after 1900 and
with Herouard classified the Eydromedus* In
1897-1908 he edited L'Annte biologique Be-
sides many special studies, Delate published
L'Htrtdtte et les grands prollemes de la Itologie

geneiale (1895), TraitS de ttoologu concrete (6
vols, 1896-1902), and, with Goldsmith, The
Theories of Evolution (1912)
DEL'AGKXA BAT (Portug, oay ot water)

An inlet of the Indian Ocean, on the southeast
coast of Africa, in lat 26 S

, in the Portuguese
colony of Mozambique, of which LouienQo Mar
ques is the capital and principal port (Map
Africa, H 7) It has a length of about 70 miles
and a breadth of from 15 to 35 miles Its lower
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portion is protected by the Inyaek peninsula and
island and forms there a safe and ample anchor

age Delagoa Bay receives the waters of several
rivers the Maputu, the Umbeloei, the Crocodile,
the Umfusi The coasts are low and covered
with mangrove forests The commercial im

portance of Delagoa Bay is very considerable,

owing to the fact that it contains the port of

Lourenco Marques, which is connected by rail

\\ith Pretoria (since 1805), thus affording an
outlet for the output of the gold fields of the

Tians\aal The imports of Lourengo Marques
amount to approximately 5 million dollars an

nuallv, chiefly foodstuffs, manufactures, and ma
chinery, of which a laige pait pass thence to

Pretona The railway from Lourenco Marques
to Pretona was constructed bj a company of

\merican and English capitalists and seized by
the Portuguese government after the death of

the concessioner After 10 years of litigation
the case was decided in 1000, in favor of the

United States and Great Britain, although the

Portugue&e government was made to pay an in

demmty of only about $3,000,000 Several short

railway lines penetrate the adjacent territory
The Delagoa Bay Railway has a length of 57

miles in the colony and is continued 290 miles

to Pretoria The Beira Railway with about 200

miles of line in the colony is continued from the

British fiontier to Bulawayo During the South

African War the port of Lourenco Marques
v\as used for smuggling supplies to the scene

of action The British government, in order

to prevent further violation of neutrality,

blockaded the port and seized several vessels,

proceedings which led to some international com

plications Consult Tesset, The Key to South

Afnca, Delagoa, Bay (London, 1899)

DELAGBANGKE, de la'graireh', Lflow (1872-

1910) A French aviator, also a sculptor He
was born at Orleans and studied at the Ecole

des Beaux Arts, Pans As a sculptor, he is

known for several notable works, especially

"Florentine Page," "A Templar," "Love and

Youth," "A Huguenot," and "Girl Dancers " In

September, 1908, a year after his first flight in

an aeroplane, he established a record of 152

miles in 29 minutes, 53 seconds, and in 1909 he

received the Lagatmer prize at Juvisy (3 6

miles in 10 minutes, 18 seconds), made a sensa

tional flight in a storm at Doncaster, England,
on October 17 established a world record (6

miles in 7 minutes, 36 seconds), and in Decem
ber made a new monoplane record In 1910 he

was killed in an accident with his monoplane at

Pau He was president of the Aero Club of

France in 1907, in 1909 was decorated with the

order of the Legion of Honor, and in 1910

received a medal from the Paris Academy of

DE LA TTTRE, de la er, PHILIPPE (1640-

1718) A French writer of considerable prom
inence on the theory of curves He was born

in Pans and was professor of mathematics in

the College Royal and at the Academic d'Aroh

itecture The following are his most impor
tant works Nouvelle mtthode de g4ometne
(1673), Beohones Conicce (1685), a, treatise

on epicycloids and roulettes (1694-1706) He
was a pupil of Deaargues and founded has re

searches in conic sections and roulettes on the

works of his master
DELAMBBE, deWbr*, JBAK BAPTISE

JOSEPH (1749-1822) A French, astronomer,

born at Amiens He studied first under Dehsle

and afterward under Lalande, with both of

whom he formed a close friendship When, in

1781, the planet Uranus was discovered by Wil
ham Herschel Delambre woiked out tables of

its motion that obtained for him the annual

prize of the Academy and attracted to him the

attention of the learned woild in general Soon
after he commenced the construction of new
solar tables, and at a still later penod tables ot

the motions of Jupitei and Saturn Along with

Mechain, he was appointed bv the French go\

ernment, in 1792, to measure the arc of the

mendian between Dunkirk and Barcelona, which
was completed in 1799 Aftei \\ird he vvaa

elected a member of the Atadtmv In 1802 he
was appointed inspector genrial of education
and in 1803 peipctual secretary of the mathe
matical section of the Institute The lebult of
his measurements appeared in his great work,
Bate du systeme metnque decimal (3 vols,

1806-10), for which he was awarded the de
cenmil prize of the Institute in 1810 In 1807
he obtained the chan of astronomy at the Col

lege de France, rendered \acint by the death
of Lalande, his master and friend In 1814
he was appointed a membei of the Council of
Public Instruction DeHmbre received a mul
titude of honors during his lifetime He was a
member of most of the leained bodies in Eu-

rope and an officer of the Legion of Honor His

writings are ven numerous The principal are

istronomie theonque (3 vols, 1814) llistoue
de I'astromamie ancienne (2 vols , 1817) His
toire de I'atfionowie an moyen Qge (1819),
Histaire de I'astiononne moderns (2 vols

1821) , Hi<ttoite de I'arttonomie au disc Iwiti&me
ntcle (1823-27) published under the care of

Matthieu Besides these, Delambie is the au-
thor of several ox.eellent Memovres
DE LA MOTTE-GKTYON See GTJTON
DE LAN'CEY, EDWABD FLOYD (1821-1905)

An American lawjer and author born at

Mamaroneck, N Y , and educated at Hobart Uni-

versity and at the Harvard Law School He was
associated with various historical societies and
was president of the New York Genealogical
and Biographical Society from 1873 to 1877

Among his contributions to the history of New
York State are the following Documentary
Huttory of New Yoife (1851) , The Capture of
Fort Washington the Result of Treason (1877) ,

History of Mamwroneck, Mew York (1886),
The Origvn and Histot y of Manors m the Prov
vnce of New Tori (1886)
DE LANCET, JAICP-S ( 1703-60) An Amen

can jurist He was born in New York, the son

of a French Huguenot, was educated at Cam
bridge, England, and was admitted to the Eng
lish bar He returned to New York in 1729
and became a leader in the affairs of the city
and province In 1731 he was appointed a

judge of the Supreme Court of the province and
from 1733 until his death he was Chief Justice

In 1747-55 and 1757-60 he was Lieutenant

Governor He was one of the founders of

King's College, now Columbia University, and

presided over the Albany Convention of 1754

VE LANOEY, OUVBJB (1708-85) A British

soldier, born in New York City He was the

youngest son of Etienne, and the brother of

James De Lancey, the Lieutenant Governor of

New York He fought in the French War, was
colonel in chief under General Abercrombie,
and was present at the attack on Fort Ticon
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deroga From 1760 to 1766 he was a member
of the Provincial Council of Xew York During
the Revolution he occupied responsible posi
tions on the Lovabst side and -was commits

sioned brigadier general to raise 1500 troops
for the defense of Long Island He commanded
one of three battalions raised which occupied

Long Island His estates being confiscated, he

went to England His losses were estimated

at $390000, and he received $125,000 in

compensation
DE LANCET, OLTTEB (1749-1822) An

Yniencan soldier The son of Oliver De Lancev

(1708-85) he was born in Edinburgh, Scot

land He entered the British armv in 1766

bened in the Seventeenth Light Dragoons {of

which he eventually became colonel), and wab
sent to America to prepare accommodations for

the regiment He -nab present at Bunker Hill

and -Kith hit, regiment participated in the vie

tory of the British it the battle of Long Island

After the capture of General Woodhull and his

lorces at Jamaica LI it was De Lancev who
rescued the Bounded general from British sen

tries when Woodhull tried to escape The

charge that DC Laiicev struck Woodhull after

he had surrendered was not sustained He oc

tupud important positions in the Lovalist armv
and was made adiutant general as successor to

lli]or Andre (1780) At the close of the war
De Lancev returned to England, -nab appointed
to settle militaiv claims of the Loyalists, and

sat m Paihament from 1796 to 1802 In 1804

his barrack accounts were discovered to be in

bad condition, but his appaient defalcations

did not result in prosecution, and in 1812 he

was promoted gcneial

DE LANCET, WILLIAM HEATHCOTE (1797-

1865) An American clergvman He was born

in Mamaioneek N Y, graduated at Yale in

1817, and studied theology under Bishop Ho
bart After being assistant to Bishop White,
of Philadelphia, and secretary to the House of

Bishops in the General Convention of the Epis
copal Church in the Lnited States, in 1828 he
became provost of the University of Pennsyl
vania, and m 1833 assistant minister, and m
1836 rector, in St Peters Church, Philadel

phia He was chosen Bishop of the diocese of

Western Few York in 1838, and in 1852 was a

delegate from the Episcopal bishops of the

United States to England
DE LAND A city and the county seat of

Volusia Co ,
Fla

, 60 miles south of St Angus
tine, on the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad (Map
Honda, E 2) It is a health and winter resort

known for its sulphur springs and its fine shell

pav cd and shaded streets, contains Carnegie and

Sampson libraries and is the seat of the John
B Stetson University (Baptist), opened in

1887 The city shipped 350,000 boxes of

oranges in the year 1913-14 De Land owns
its water works Pop , 1900 1449, 1910, 2812

DELAND', MABGABET WADE
(
CAMPBELL )

(1857- ) An American novelist, born at

Allegheny, Pa She was educated at New Ro
thelle, X Y She married L F Deland, of

Boston in 1880 She commended herself most

strongly, perhaps by those of her stones of

which Dr Lavendar, with his keen yet kindly

insight, is the centre, and in which appear a
varied gioup of village characters faithfully
and graphically portrayed In 1886 The Old
Garden and Other Verses appeared Her first

novel, John Ward, Preacher, was published rn

6*4 DEItANY

18SS blus wrote also Sidney, a novel (1889),
Story of a Child (1892) J/> Tommy Dove and
Other Stonet (1803) Phihp and hts Wife
(1895) OM CJiettfi Tale* (1309), Di Laven-
dar's People (1904) The Common TTay
(1904), The Aualemnq of Helena Richie

(1006) The TTaz/ to Pence (19iO), The Iron
Voman (1011) Potners (1913)

DELANE, delln', Jo^ THADDEUS (1817-
79) An Fnghsh journalist, editor of the Lon
don Tunes He was born in London, Oct 11,

1817, was educated at Oxford, and called to the

bar at the Middle Temple At the ige of 2J
he became editor of the Times, of which his

father was financial manager Under his edi

torship the newspaper exerted an influence un

paralleled in the historv of jomnahsm He
exposed the railway mama (1845), took an
active part in the repeal of the corn laws, and
led public opinion during the Cumi in War
He retired in 1877 and died Xov 22 1879

Consult A I Daseut John Thaddcu? Delane

Life and Con espondcnce (2 vols, New York
and London, 1908)

DEL'ANO, COLLMBLS (1809-96) An Amci
can lawver, born in Shoreham, Vt He v as

taken as a child to Ohio whine he was educxtcd

at the common schools, and was admitted to
the bar in 1831 and became known ab i aim
inal lawvei He was commissaiv general of

Ohio in 1861 served thiee terms in Congiess
(1845-47, 1865-60) and in 1860 wab appointed
Commissioner of Intel nal Revenue, in which

capacity he increased the receipts moie than
100 per cent in eight months In October, 1870,
he resigned and from then until 1875 was
Secretary of the Intt nor He endowed the pre
paratorv school at Gambler, Ohio, which bears
his name

DELANO, FBEDEBIC ADRIAN (1863- )

An American railroad president, born in Hong
kong, China After graduating fiom Haivard

University in 1885 he was omploved by the

Chicago, Burlington, and Qumcv Railroad in

various capacities, rising from the position of

civil engineer to be general nianagw at Chi

cago For a time he was consulting engineer
to the United States War Dcpiitment in re-

spect to the railroads of the. Philippine Islands
In 1905 he became president of the Wheeling
and Lake Erie, of the Wabash Pittsburgh
Terminal, and of the \\abash idilroads H
was appointed one of the receivers for the
\\abash in 1011, and in 1013 he was elected

president of the Monon Railroad He was vice

president of the American Unitarian Associa
tion in 1907 His addrebbes were published
under the titles Question* of the Hour (1911)
and ire Our Raihoadt, Favly Ti rated* (1913)

DELA'NT, MABY (GBANVILLE) (1700-88)
An English author, born at Coulston Wiltshire
She was a friend of the Duduss of Poitland,
Miss Burney, George III, and Dean Swift In
her own day she became noted for hei "flower
work" an arrangement of bits of colored paper
in a kind of mosaic, some of which arc now
in the British Museum Her Autolnogi aphy
and Correspondence (ed by Lady Hanover, 1st

series, 3 vols, 1861, 2d senes 3 voh, 1862)
contains many anecdotes of Pope, Swift, and
other literary folk of the time Consult the Dt
ary of Madame D'Arblay (Fanny Buiney) (Lon
don 1842-16), and E M Syinonds, Urs Belong,
Mary Granvdle A Memoir (New York, 1900)
DELANY, PATBIOK BEBTUBD (184 "5-1024)
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^Ji Ameiican electrician and inventor, born in

County Kings,, Ii eland He early came to the
United States and learned telegraphy at Hart
ford, Conn gradually he worked up from
office boy to be superintendent of lines Later
he vis also a nt wspaper correspondent, editor,
and wiitei His inventions include more than
150 patents, ro\ermg anti induction cables,

synchronous multiplex telegraphy by mea.ns of
which siv messages ma\ be sent simultaneously
o\er one wne automatic ocean cable systems,
and rapid machine telegraphy for Knd lines

His automatic telegiaph astern is capable of

transmitting and ucordmef 3000 -words a mm
ute o\ei a single wiie He was awarded gold
medals it the Inti rnational Invention Exhibi
tion in London (1885), at the Pan American

Exposition (1001) and at the St Louis Expo
sition (1004) the I- lliott Oregon gold medal
twice and the John Pcott medal of the Frank
1m Institute Fiom 1893 to 1805 he was a
uce piesidint of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers
DE LA PASTTTSE, de laj/patur, MBS

HENBY (Lu>Y OriiTORD) An English novelist
and dramatist, daughtci of Edward Bonham,
Biitish Consul at Calais She marned m 1887
llenn de la Pastuie (who was a son ol the Mar
quis de la Pasture ind who died in 1908), and
in 1910 Sir Hus-h Clifford (q\ ) She writes
of everyday life with grace and with sentiment
and with a humor that has been compared to
that of Jane Austen Among her novels are

The Little Uquue (1894, dramatized) Deborah

of Tods (1897), Adam Origin (1899), Cath-
enne of Calais (1901), Coinehiis (1903),
Peter'1 Motha (1905) The Man from Amer
tea (1906), The Toy Tragedy (1906, a juve-
nile) The Lonely Lady of (hoivencn Squat e

(1907), Ca*AW Child (1908) Grey
hnight (1908), Unlucky Family (1908) The

Tyant (1909), Master Christopher (1911),
The Honorable J/? Garry (1912, in England,
called Enca) Michael Ffrrys (1913) Her
moie successful plays weie Peter's Vothei,
which had a long run in 1906 and was revived

m 1909, Debotah, played in Boston in 1909-

10, andflnca (1912)

DELAPLAJSTCHE, dp la'plawsb/, EUGENE
(1836-91) A French sculptor, born at Belle

Mile (Seme) He was a pupil of Duret, gained
the PHSD de Rome in 1864, and the medal of

honor in 1878 His "Messenger of Love" (1874),
"Awora (1878), and the "Virgin of the Lilies"

(1884), are in the Luxembourg Other works

by him are "Music" (1878, Pans Opera House),
called his masterpiece, "Eve After the Fall"

(1870), 'Maternal Instruction" (1875, Square
of Samte Clothilde, Pans) ,

and the statues

of 'Security" and "Commerce" (1884) in the

Hotel de Ville, Paris (replicas in the Chicago
Art Institute) He is also noted for his decora

tions in relief on vases of Haviland faience

His b< st woik is naturalistic, but at the same

time dignified and simple in line, and shows

sound raasteiy of technique He is represented

by 15 works in the Glyptothek, Copenhagen,
and in many French museums and in churches

DE LA KAMEE, d la ra'ma', Lotnsa

(pseud OUIDA) See KAM*E
DE LA BET, de la ra'6, JACOBUS HENBBIOK

( 1847-19 1 4 ) A famous Boer military leader of

French Huguenot descent He was born in the

Liehtttiburg Distnct of the Western Transvaal,

whither h father had moved after Sir Harrv

5 DE LA KCVE

Smith and the British tioops had driven them
from the Orange Free State, in consequence of
their participation w th Pretonus in the driv

ing out of the British from Bloemfontein in
1848 His eailv life was marked bv a severe

training in the art of waifare through numer
ous campaigns against ho&tile Kaffir tribes

His first experience as a commanding officer was
against the Basutos in the earlv 60s, during
which he distinguished himself so conspicuoush
that when the Boer British TC ar of 1899-1902
broke out, he Mas unanimously elected to the
command of the Lichtenbuig burghers, who
afterward formed part of Crone's western
column Like Cronje, he rareh can led weapons
on the field, but was ne\er been -without his

neld glass, pipe, and Bible Previous to the
war he had represented hia district for some
years in the Volksraad and was a consistent

supporter of Joubert as against Krugei Ho
was not among the Boers who were anxious to

begin war and was one of the few leading mem
hers of the Transvaal Volksraad who protested
against the ultimatum of President Krugei
Hostilities once begun howem he rapidly be
came one of the most determined leaders of

his people and in the first stages of the war
greatly distinguished himself b\ the skill with
which he laid out the line*, of the battle of

Magersfontem and other smaller encounteis

Later, he conducted a welloidcred retreat be

fore the British advance undtr Lord Roberts
and at Nooitgedacht, in 1900, captured 300
British troops In the second or guenilla stage
of the war he was equally distinguished b> hib

successful tactics, lus most impoitant success

being the capture of the British general, Lord

Methuen, on March 7, 1902, together with a
number of British troops His lack of ho&

pital accommodations and the necessity he was
under of nuking forced and sudden marches

precluded hib detention of the wounded Lord

Methuen, whom he accordingly had to release

His entire caieer throughout the war was
marked b\ great personal gallantry and bj
the humane treatment accorded to his enemies

With the Boers he was one of the most popular
leaders of the two republics, and he gained from
his foes the reputation of being a leader of un

erring military judgment and remarkable re-

sourcefulnebS In 1902 he took part in the

peace negotiations with Great Britain and was
one of the deputation appointed to \ibit Euiope
and the United States for the purpose of raib

ing funds for the distressed Boers In Decem

ber, 1903, he went to India m order to induce

the Boer prisoners of war at Ahmtdnagar to

take the oath of allegiance to England After

the formation, in 1907, of the new Trans\aal

Parliament he became a member of the Legis
lative Assembly
DE LA BIVE, do la reV, Amman ABTHTTB

(1801-73) A Swiss physicist who devoted much
attention to researches in electricity He was

born m Geneva and at the age of 22 was ap

pointed to the chair of natural philosophy in

the Geneva Academy He was one of the first

to investigate the temperature of the earth's

crust and made observations in an artesian well

700 feet m depth He discovered the proce&s

of electrogilding, and in 1842 received for it a

prize of 3000 francs from the French Academy
of Sciences, of which in 1864 he was made a

foreign associate He made oiiginal discoveries

in connection with magnetism, electrodynamics,
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the connection of magnetism with electricity,

the properties of the \oltaic arc, and the pas
sage of electricity through extremely rarefied

media He publibhed a complete treatise on
electricity (18o3-)Sl, \\hich -nas for manv
years considered a standard work

DELABOCHE, deli'rfisV, PACT, (1797-
185to) A French historical and portrait

painter He was born m Pant., Julv 17, 1797
and u as a pupil of Watekt and of Baron Gros
He soon became one of the most representative

painters of his time, for he -was an eclectic,

who endeavored to unite the excellences of the

Classic and Romantic schools, the line of the

one with the color of the other In his Joan
of Arc" (Wallace collection, London) and the

'Death of Queen Elizabeth" (Louvre) he es

saved to follow the Romantic school, but earlv

turned to historical painting His Death of

the Duke of Guise" (1835, Chantilly Museum)
and Ciom^ell Opening the Coffin of Charles
I" (1831, Nlmes Museum) are executed with
technical power and fine dramatic effect His
'Children of Edward IV in the Tower" (Lou\re)

appeared in 1831 Among other historical sub

jects are the Execution of Lady Jane Gre\"

(1834) and 'Lord Strafford on the Way to

Execution" (1837) His most ambitious uork
finished in 1841 is the henucvcle in the Theatre
of the Ecole de& Beaux Arts in Pans In it

the arts of different nitions are depicted, and
the 70 life size figures that occupy the canvas

are portraits of the artists of the times and
countries represented The figure that repre
sents Gothic architecture is said to be a por
trait of the painter's wife, who was a daughter
of Horace Ternet After her death, in 1845,
he produced Christian Martyr" (1855, Louvre),
the "Crown of Thorns," and the "Keturn from

Golgotha" These pictures show a spontaneity
and freedom of treatment not always apparent
in the "works of Delaroche and express a new

impulse bom of love and sorrow Among his

later historical works are 'Napoleon at Fon
tamebleau," painted m 1845 (Leipzig Museum) ,

"Bonaparte at St Bernard" (1850) "Mane
Antoinette Before the Revolutionary Tribunal"

(1851) From 1840 until his death he was the
most popular portrait painter in France In
the historical accuracy of his compositions
Delaroche surpassed all other painters of his

day But he painted without impetuosity and
consequently with little feeling Although he
had the pictorial sense rn a high degree, he
often bordered on the melodramatic His large
and sumptuous picture of the "Death of Queen
Elizabeth" is an instance of this He painted
rich stuffs with great skill, but never touched

high sentiment or deep feeling S W Reynolds,
Desclauj, and others have engraved his pnn
cipal works Delaroche was a member of the
Institute and a professor in the Ecole des

Beaux Arts, he was an officer of the Legion of

Honor and received many medals He died m
Paris, Nov 4, 1856 Consult the monographs
by Lomenie (Pans, 1844), Mireoourt (ib,
1856) , HaZe'vy, Notice $ur la vie et lea ouv

rages de Paul Delaroche (ib, 1858), Rees,
Horace Vernei and Paul Delaroche (London,
1880) , Lalaing, Leg Vernet, Genoault, et Dela
roohe (Pans, 1888) , Muther, History of Modern
Painting (London, 1907)
BE LA EOQTJE, SIEUB See ROBEBVAL
DE IL&. BTTE, dfl'a rW, WUIBEN (1815-89)

An English scientist He was born in Quern

sey, educated in Pans, and devoted his leisure

hours to scientific research, especially in the

fields of chemistry and electncitj Between

183C and 1848 he published several articles on

these subjects, and in 1850 he constructed a

large reflecting telescope at Canonhurj, moving
it later to Cranford, Middlesex He introduced

important improvements in oil refining, color

printing, and envelope folding machines, but his

importance is. due chiefly to pioneer work in

photographing the heavenh bodies He was

president of the Royal Astronomical Society
from 1864 to 1866 He published On Celestial

Photography in England, (1859) , Researches

on Solar Physics, with Balfour Stewart and
B Loewy, and a number of papers and lectures

on astronomy and phvsics
DE LA TOKBE, Dmr; See SERRANO T

DOJHlsGUEZ
DE LA TOTTR, de h, toor, MAUEICE QUENTIN

See LA TOTJB, MAUBICE QUETSTIX DE

DELATTBE, dela'tr', ALFTJED Louis (1850-
) A French archaeologist, born at Deville-

les Rouen Sent as a misbionaiy to Algeria,
he became chaplain of the church of St Louis

of Carthage (qv ) and conbervator of the arch

ueological museum at Algiers His mvestiga
tions among the rums of ancient Carthage have
been veiy valuable He became director of the

Musee Lavigene de Saint Louis de Carthage,
founded through his efforts in 1875 His \norks

include Car thage et la Tumsie au point de vue
at cheologique (1883), Inscriptions de Carthage
(
1884-85

) , Souvenirs de la croisade de Saint
Louis tiouies a Carthage (1888), Les torn

leauas puniques de Cat thage (1890) , Souvenirs
de I'ancienne eghse d'Apique (1893), Musee

Lavigene de Saint Louis de Oarthage (3 vols,

1899-1900) For his articles in periodicals,
consult Marquis d'Anselme de Puisaye, Etude
sur les divirses publications du Reverend Pere
Delattie (Pans, 1895)

DELATTRE, ROLAND See LASSO, OBLAWDO DI

DELATHTAY, de lo'na', CHABLES EUG^VE
(1816-72) A French astronomer and mathe-
matician He was professor of mechanics in

Pans and a memher of the Academy and sue
ceeded Leverner as director of the Observatory
in 1870 He publibhed Bur une nouvelle
theone analytique du mouvement de la lune

(1846), Ralentwement de la notation de la

terre (1866), Papport sut les progres de
I'astronomie (1867), Court elementaire 03
tronomie (6th ed

, 1876) , Traite de meoamque
rationale (7th ed, 1883) His Theone de la

lune (2 vols, 1860-67) was left unfinished at
his death Consult Thevenot, Biographic de
E Delaunay (Pans, 1878)

DELATTNAY, ( JULES) Et-ra (1828-91) A
French mural and portrait painter He was
born in Nantes and was the pupil of Lamothe
and Flandrm in the Ecole des Beaux Arts He
is known chiefly for his mural paintings in the
fo\6T of tha Opera House, the Eatel de Ville,
the church of La Tnmte

1

,
and the Pantheon m

Pans The paintings in the Pantheon, repre
senting scenes from the life of Saint Genevieve,
he did not live to complete Among his best
works are "The Last Supper" (1861), "The
Plague at Rome" (1869), a water color called
his masterpiece, "The Communion of the Apos
ties", "Diana," a fine nude all in the Luxem
bourg, "The Death of the Centaur Nessua"
(Nantes Museum) His later years were de
voted almost entirely to portrait painting Of
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this kind his "Mother" (Luxembourg) and
Mademoiselle Toulmouche '

are among his best
canvases His work is characterized by great
attention to form, firm, modeling, and a noble,
rather severe style of composition His color
was at first hard, but later showed fantastic
vet harmonious effects He -was awarded a
first class medal at the Pans Exposition of

1878 and the medal of honor in 1889 In 1878
he became an officer of the Legion of Honor
and the following year was made a member of

the Institute

DE LATJNAY, EMANUEL L H See AN-
TRA.IGUES

DELATTNAY, Louis AESLNE (1826-1903)
A French actor, born in Paris He made his

hrst appearance at the Odeon in 1846 and for

two years was engaged there as leading juvenile
In 1848 he appeared as Dorante in Le Menteur
it the Theltre Francais and in 1850 became a

regular member of that theatre In 1877 he
was appointed professor of dramatic declama
tion at the Conservatoire He received the
decoration of the Legion of Honor in 1883 and
retired from the stage m 1887 He was one
of the most accomplished of French actois, find

ing his parts in the plays of Augier, De Musset,
Victor Hugo, and Pailleron

DELATJETAY, MABGTJEBITE JEANNE See
STAAL
DE LATTNE, de Ito, ETIBNNE See LATTTTE,

or LAULNE ETTENNE DE
DE LAVAL, dl la val', CABL GUSTAF PATBIK

(1845- ) A Swedish inventor and engineer,
born at BlAsenborgs, Dalarna, Sweden In 1866

he graduated from the Institute of Technology
at Upsala, where he took his doctor's degree m
philosophy in 1872 For the ne\t five years
he was occupied with various building opera-
tions, such as constructing sulphur refineries,

copper smelters, glass works, and other indus-

trial plants, but after 1877 he devoted himself

exclusively to inventions In 1878 he patented
a cream skimmer, and in the following year he

put on the market his continuous centrifugal
cream separator For the manufacture of this

machine a large factory was built at Stockholm,
and the contrivance was soon known all over

the world In 1883 he made the first success

ful steam turbine (pee RTEAM TOBBINE), and
after further experiments with his invention

he constructed in 1892 a steam motor that made
30,000 revolutions a minute His flexible shaft,
which overcame the greatest obstacle in the use

of the high speed turbines, constitutes one of

the most original and daring inventions in the

field of mechanical science He also invented a
steam boiler that was able to withstand more
than 100 atmospheres' pressure His lactator,

a perfected milk separator, was not received

into practical use In 1894 he was chosen as

representative for Kopparsbergs in the First

Chamber In 1886 he became a member of the

Academy of Sciences (whose gold medal he

received in 1892) and in 1896 an honorary
member of the Agricultural Academy
DEI/AVAN A oily m Walworth Co , Wis ,

62 miles southwest of Milwaukee, on the Chi

cago, Milwaukee, and St Paul Eailroad, and on
Rock River (Map Wisconsin, B 6) It is the

seat of the State School for the Deaf and con

tains a public library The city is noted for

its mineral springs and, with Delavan Lake in

the vicinity, is a popular place of resort There
are some manufactures of knit goods The

water works are owned bj the city Pop , 1900,

2244, 1910 2450

DELAVIGNE, dela've'ny
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CASIMIB (1793-1843) A French Ivnc poet and
dramatist, born in Havre, April 4, 1793 His
first important writings were dithvrambic

poems, Lea metsemennes (1818), antique m
form, but present and dnect in their allusions
to the disasteis of the last Napoleonic jears
These gave stirring e\p:ession to popular emo
tions especially to the rancor and fears of the
Liberals at the reactionary rule of the restored
Bourbons They achieved sensational success
In 1810 he turned the same talent to celebrate
Joan of Arc, thus appeahns; to a universal

patriotic sentiment before eithei Hugo or La
martme had begun to touch the French heart
with their Napoleonic verges The foreiunner
should not be forgotten in the gieatntss of his

successors, and in drama Delavigne is important
to the continuity of hibtone development He
stands between Beaumarchais and Emile Au
gier, almost the sole talented representative
of dignified comedy, and his diamatic work,
taken chronologically, represents almost every
phase of the conversion of a stiict Classicist
into a moderate Romanticist However, his

lack of genuine, foiceful inspiration and en
thusiasm caused his works to be relegated to

the second rank especially when compared with
those of the more bmnint geniuses of the
Romantic school His L'Ecole de<) meillatds

(1823) still holds the boaids by its lively dia

logue, graceful style, and ingenious invention
Manno Fallen (1829) anticipates the Hugo
esque mingling of tragic and comic elements,

preserving an academic coircctness of form
without following the classic rules Other plays
still occasionally acted and often read are

Lea v&pre? aunhennes (1819), Lout? XI
(1832), Let enfants ffMonaid (1833), and
La file du Old (1839) Dolavigne was elected

to the 4cademv in 1825 and in 1830 rose to

the political occasion, as he had done after

Waterloo His song, "La Pansienne," set to

music by Auber, rivaled for a time the "Mar
seillaise" itself, and "La Varaovienne" was sung
as a battle march by the rebelling Poles In

deed, it is as a poet of politics, a man of the

hour, that Delavigne is at his beat At times

very popular, he needed striking occasions to

evoke his genius When he became contem

plative, he was commonplace, but in direct ap

peal he wrote with terse vigor His private life

was above reproach He died in Lyons, Dec II,

1843 His complete works were published in

1870 in four volumes Consult Ed Sambuc,
Cazvmvr Delavigne (Pans, 1893), and N M Ber

nadm, Devflnt le Btdean, conferences dramatiqiMS

(ib, 1901)
DEI/AWAKE One of the thirteen original

States of the United States, constituting one

of the Middle Atlantic States (Map United

States, L 3) It lies between lat 38 30' and
39 46' N and long 75 and 75 50' W It

is bounded on the north by Pennsylvania, on

the east by the estuary of the Delaware River

and by Delaware Bay, which separate it from
New Jersey, and by the Atlantic Ocean, on

the south and west by Maryland It has a

total area of 2370 square miles, of which 1965

square miles is land and 405 square mJ.es IB

water surface It has a length of about 96

miles from north to south, with a greatest
width of 35 miles and a least width of 9 miles
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At the entrance to Delaware Bav is Cape Hen
lopen, opposite Cape May X J
The State of Delaware forms a portion of the

"Middle Atlantic slope, being embraced largely
within tht phvisiogiaphic province of the coastal

pkin although somewhat o\er 100 square miles

in the northern part of the State fall within

the piedmont plateau province This latter

area -which consists of rolling country, reaches

an ele\ation of 438 feet at Centerville, near

the northern border of the State The streams

flow -with rtpid currents until they pass the

"fall line
' where they continue with sluggish

courses or empfr into tidal estuaries The
coastal plain consists of a broad terrace upland
of low elevation, known as the Wicomico ter

race -which rises from about 60 feet in the

<*outhem pirt of the State to somewhat o\er

100 feet in the northern part and constitutes

the drude between the streams, This is fol

lowed by a Ion terrace known as the Talbot

terrace whicli "surrounds thp shores of the

Deliware River and Bay and extends up the

various stream channels, reaching an elevation

along the landward margin of about 40 feet,

from whence it slopes gradually to tide level

at most points The stream*, of Delaware, while

numerouh are all bmall In the northern part
of the State the streams flow in an easterly or

southeaster^ direction across it from Pennsyl
vania and Manhnd and empty into the Dela

ware Nearly all the State however, lies on

the peninsula between Delaware and Chesapeake
bays, and the divide between their waters trav

erses the States from north to south, keep

ing at a uniform distance from the east coast

Thus as Delaware broadens southward, a rela-

tively greater part of jt lies west of the divide

in the south than in the north None of these

rivers are nawgable although the estuary like

mouth of Christiana Creek permits the as

scent of vessel^ to Wilmington The Delaware
coast of Delaware Bav and the estuary of Dela-

ware Ri>er offer few advantages in the way
of harbors Portions of the shore are marshy,
and the only good harbors are at Lewes, Wil-

mington and New Castle The Delaware Break
water has been constructed at great expense
near the mouth of the bay, in. order to remedy
somewhat this deficiency of safe harbors On
the southern border of the State there is an
area of swamp land covering 70 square miles

On the Atlantic coast there are a number of

shallow have or lagoons separated from the

ocean by sandy reefs, the snallowness of their

entrances however, limits their usefulness

The largest bays are Rehoboth and Indian River

bays which have a common outlet known as
Indian River Inlet, which permits navigation
bi vessels drawing less than six feet of water

Climate and Soil Situated on the east
coast of the continent, Delaware has a tern

perate climate with a considerable range of

temperature and an ample rainfall

The average annual temperature is about 55
F varying from 56 at the extreme south to
about 52 at the extreme north The average
daily range of temperature, or difference be
tween the highest and lowest temperatures dnr

ing 24 hours, is from 16 F to 20 F The

highest summer temperature on record is 103*
F and the lowest winter temperature 17* F ,

even in midsummer the temperature has de-

scended to 50* F On the average August day
tbfl temperature nes to about 85* F, and on

the a%erage January da\ the temperature de

scends to 25" F In the fall frosts seldom

occur before Octobei 10 uid ma^ not occur

until about NOT ember 1 while in the spring
they may occur ah late as the latter part of

April The advent of spring (le th< awaken

ing of plant life) occurs on the ueiage about

the end of March
The annual ramtall is on the vtenge from

40 to 45 inches o^er the State as a whole, but

ii> shghth greater on the coast than inland

The lamfall ib rather e\inlv distributed o\er

the whole -vear although there seems to be

somewhat less piecipitation in late fall and

early winter than at other seasons of the veai

Damaging drought
1- aie not infrequent but

killing droughts, are unknown Heav% rainfalls

take place, sometime*, an average month's rain

fall occurs m a tingle day, but damaging lain

storms are rare Thundeistoims and hail

storms are mobt frequent from Ma-v to August
The prevailing winds aic fiom the northwest
from October to May from the southwest in

June and July, and \aruble dm ing the inter

\ening spring and fall months
The soils of Delaware are dependent on the

underlying geological foimationb from which
they are derived, those of the north in the

piedmont plateau belt coming from the under

lying crystalline rocks and piosenting consider

able variation on account of the diversity of

their mineral constituents They possess much
less importance from an agricultuial stand

point than those farther south denied from
the sedimentary deposits compnsmg the coastal

plain Several well marked frspes ha^e been

desciibed, the most impoitant being the Rassa
fras loam, which occupies the high levels of the
Wicomico terrace, this soil being well adapted
for wheat, corn and tomatoea and also afford

ing largely the soil on which the famous peach
orchards of Delaware and Man land arc lo

cated Another important ROI! is the Noifolk

sand, co\enng large areas on both the Wicomico
and Talbot terraces and being- chiefly employed
for the production of early tiuck crops includ

ing vegetables and small fruits not only in
Delaware but throughout the coastal plain dis
tnct from Long Island to Cape Hatteras The
Portsmouth sand, formed undpi similar condi
tions but where the country ib less well drained,
is well adapted for late truck crops, Many
other soil types, including the Elkton clay,

Susquehanna claj, and gravel occupy smaller

areas, but are of much less importance from
an agricultural standpoint The important
soils described abo\e are derived dmctl-v fiom
the underlying Pleistocene formations, while
the latter are in part derived from the sub
jacent Cretaceous beds

Geology and Mineralogy The northern
part of the State has been already described as
falling within the area of the piedmont plateau
this district being underlain by crystalline rocks
of various kinds, both, of sedimentary and erup
tive origin the former consisting of gneiss, mica
schist, and limestone, and the latter of gxanite
aporhyohte, serpentine, and gabbro with dikos
of pegmatite and diabase Ovei lying this pied
mont plateau complex of crjstallme rocks are
the coastal plain formations which comprise icp
reeentatives of the Cretaceous and Pleistocene

periods The strata are for the most part uncon
sohdated and consist of marls, clays, sands, and
gravels the total tbiolaww of the deposits m cey
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tarn park, of the area being less than 1000 feet
Clavs buitabk for the manufacture of brick and
terra cotti and kaolin are found in the vicin
itv of Wilmington A small area of granite
oecuis noar this citv, from which building stone
and load mattiial are quirned and some feld

spar has been extracted Glass sand marls,
and bog 11 on ore are known to torm extensive

deposits

Mining The mmeial lesources of the State
aie limited to it& quameb, its, clav sand, and
gravel pits and its mineral waters All of

DELAWARE
50 and 174 acres in size, and nearly three
fourths are between 20 and 174 acres Slightly
o\er nine tenths of the farm operators in 1910
were whites and nearly one tenth colored The
total number of natrve white farmers was
0504 and of negro and other non white 922
The foreign born white farmers numbered 410,
of w horn nearly one third were born in

Germany
The total value of the crops in 1909 was

$9,121,809 against $6,275,360m 1899 Combined

acreage of crops was 43S 522 representing 61 5
these aie of little importance compared with per cent of the total improved land in farms
those of othei Stiles The total mineral pio (713,538 acret.) The general character of the
duction of Dikwaie in 1012 was valued at agricultural products is indicated bv the fact that
4-42'5 360 ot which $193074 was repiesented bv about one half, 01 314 per cent of the total
the output of the stone quames and $162216 value, m 1900 wab contributed by the cereals

about one fifth by potatoes and other vegetables,
and about one eighth by hay and forage , the

lemaindei, repiesentmg 15 6 per cent of the total,
consisted chiefly of small fruits, forest products
orchard fruits,, and nuts The following table

gives the icieage, pioduction and vilue of the

principal crops m 1013 and in 1009 The figures

bv the cliv pioduct*

Agiicultuie Delawaie rinks forty seventh
m both ait\ and population among the States

Although i consideioble portion of its popula
tion lives in a nunufactuimg centie it is a
distinctly agiiculturil State As most ot it 19

part of the Atlantic coi&txl plain, as a whole
it ib hvel and easily tilled Between 1000 and
1010 there was an increase of 9 5 pei cent m
population, while the numbei of farms increased
11 per cent In the same penod there was a
decrease of over 2 6 per cent in the acreage of

farm land and a decrease of 5 4 per cent m
the improved land in farnib The total number
of faims in the State m 1010 was 10,836, com
pared with 0687 in 1000 Of an approximate
area of 1,237,600 acres, there were in farms,
in 1010, 1 038,866 acies compared with 1,066,
228 m 1000 The improved land in farms in

1010 imounted to 713 538 acies, compared with

754,010 acres in 1000, a decrease of 40,472 acres
in the decade The aveiage acres per farm de-

creased from 1101 in 1900 to 950 in 1910
The total value of farm property which includes

land, buildings implements and machmerv,
domestic animals, poultry and bees, was $63,

170,201, m 1910, compared with the value in

1000 of $40,607,654, an mcreabe in the decade of

$224S1,547, or 552 per cent The average
value of all property per farm in 1910 was
$5830, compared with $4201 in 1900, while
the avetage value of land per acre increased

from $22 20 in 1000 to $33 63 in 1910

Of all the farms in the State in 1910 (10,

83C), 6301 were operated by owners and man-

agers and 4535 by tenants About 42 out of each

100 farms were operated by tenants In 1800

and in 1000 the proportion was even higher,
in the latter year it amounted to slightly more
than 50 The fluctuations m the number and

pioportion of farmers who are tenants anse

mainly from the changes among the share ton-

ants The number of cash tenants has increased

slowly since 1880 Share and share-cash ten

ancy, on the other hand mcieased rather rap

idly for 20 >ears, but decreased considerably

for 1013 aie estimates bv the United States

Department of Agriculture, while those for

1909 are from the thirteenth census

The leading eiops in the older of their im

portance are corn, wheat hay and forage, po
tatoes, and sweet potatoes and vams Potatoes,
sweet potatoeb and yarns, and dry peas are the

only crops outside of ceieals and hay and forage
which have any considerable icieage There
has been a considerable fluctuation in the acre

age of corn In the last 30 vearb the decrease

m the acreage of oats has been marked The

acreage of wheat on the other hand has made
A considerable gain si net 1870 though it de

creased slightly dm ing the decade 1900-10

The acreage of hay and foia^e nearly doubled

m the same period, and that of sweet potatoes

duiing the decade 1900-10, and among colored and yams moie than doubled The State is an

important producer of orchaid and tropical
fruits The total value of thc&o m 1909 was

$109,766r and the quantity produced was 309,

274 bushels The production of orchard fruits

farmers the proportion increased slightly

Of the owned farms m 1910, numbering
6178, 3817 were free from mortgage, while

2264 wore mortgaged The total amount of .

the mortgage debt was $3,068,721, while the greatly decreased in the decade 1899-1909, while

value of the land and buildings mortgaged was the production
of grapes increased The value

$8,801976 The aveiage debt per farm was
'

$1518 in 1910, compared with $2147 in 1890,

whik the average equity per farm in 1910 was

$2837 in 1910 and $2728 m 1890

Over half the farms in the State are between

of all orchard fruit* in 1899 was $283,000
while the value of grapes increased from $31,

701 m 1899 to $43,967 in 1909 The most im

port/ant of the orchard fruits is apples, of

which ther* wwre jrrown 183,09* bwute ip
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1909, with a \ilue of $115371 Pears ranked
next in ^alue with 105,357 bushels, valued at

$52 022 , peaches and nectarines, 16,722 bushels,
valued at "R21 402 Other fruits of less im

portanee are plums, prunes, and quinces Of
much greater value than the orchard fruits are

small frmtia There -were produced of these,

in 1909, 14 425 209 quarts, valued at $649 732

Strawberries ire bv far the most important of

the small fruits The production in 1909 was
12,730265 quarts, -valued at $569,354 Black
berries and dewberries rank next in value The
total acreage of bnull fiuits in 1909 was 8687,
a decrease from 10509 in 1399 The value

of all vegetables other than potatoes and sweet

potatoes and iaaa in 1909 TV as $1,102,620
The raibing of flowers and plants and nursery

products is of the bame importance The total

output in 1109 TV as valued at $110,486
lave Stock and Dairy Products The total

value of the live stock on the farms of the

State in 1910 was $6817,000 This includes

domestic animals., poultry, and bees The cattle

numbered 54986, with a value of $1,648,333,
horses 33065 valued at $3,451,791 mules, 5935,
\aluerl at ^764,133 swine 49260, \alued at

$337910 sheep 7806, \alued at $36,898 The
total number of fowls of ill kinds was 876 081,
valued li $=560 146 The estimates of live stock

on Jan 1, 1914, as given bv the United States

000, valued at $597 000 horses, 35,000, valued

at $3,710,000 multo, 6000, \alued at $756,000
The number of dam co%vs on Apul 15 1910 was

35,708 The milk sold in 1910 wa* 4425,909

gallons, -valued at $665,953 The butter sold

amounted to 1,024945 pounds \alued at $277

202 The total > ilue of milk cream, and butter

fat sold, and butter and cheese made, in 1909

\\as $1089497
Forest Products Theie were 5429 farms in

the State in 1909 which reported forest prod
ucts, the total value of such products being

$346,062, as compared -with $250,481 in 1899

Of the -value in 1909, $180,061 was reported
as that of products used 01 to be used on the

farms themselves $101 814 as that of prod
ucts sold or for sale, and $64,187 as the amount
recerved for standing timber Forest products
not produced on farms, are not included in these

figures
Manufactures Although, as noted above, the

chief industry of the State is agriculture, its

manufactuiing interests are important The

transportation facilities of Delaware are e\

cellent, as no part of the State is removed from

na-vigable -water and its location gives it direct

railroad connection with the large railway sys
terns in the East There is but one city having
a population of o\er 10,000 Wilmington, with

a population of 87,411 The following table

COMPVR4.TRE SITVfMARY FOR 1909 4\D 1904

THE BTVTE *LL INDUSTRIES COMBINED *ND SELECTED DTDUSTBEBa

Census *tab

STATE All Indus

Canningand preserv ing

Can and

Paper and wood pulp

PERSONS ENGAGED IN

Value
added
by

Expressed in thousands

SiS fiS

* Deluding statistics for one estabftliment to avoid dlsolosuie oi Individual operations

Department of Agriculture, was as follows gives the most important facto relative to
cittle, other than milch cows, 19,000, valued at manufactures in the State in 1909, compared
$555,000, milch cows, 39,000, valued at $2,028, with 1904 Only such industries as had a prod
000, sheep, 8000, valued at $41,000, swine, 58, net valued at $1,000,000 or over m 1909 are
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included From this table it will bt noted that
there were, in 1009, 726 manufacturing estab

lishments which gave emplo\ment to an aver-

age of 23 034 persons during the 3 ear and paid
out $12,618,000 in salaries and wages The

products of these estabhbhments were valued

at $52,840000, to produce which materials

costing $30,038,000 were utilized The value

added bv manufacture was thus $21,902,000,
which figure best represents the net wealth

created bv manufactuimg operations during the

year
In general, this table brings out the fact

that the manufacturing industries as a whole
showed a considerable increabe in the period
1904-09 During this period the number of

establishments increased 15 1 per cent, and the

aveiage number of wage earners 15 per cent,

while the value of products increabed 284

per cent and the value added by manufacture
34 6 per cent The mobt important industries,

in the order of their importance are those con-

nected with the manufacture of leather, those

relating to foundry and machine shop products,
caib and steam railroads, paper and wood

pulp, canning and preserving shipbuilding,
flour and gristmill products, iron and steel,

steel works and rolling mills, and lumber and
timber products The leather industry showed
a gi eater rate of increase from 1904 to 1909

in the value added by manufacture than any
other of the specified industries The steam-

railroad repair shops and the canning and

preserving indubtry also showed remarkable in-

creases both in value of products and in value

added by manufacture The total number of

persons engaged in the manufacturing indus-

tries in 1909 was 23,984 Of these, 21,238

were wage earners The male wage earners

numbered 17,505, and the female 3733 There
were 529 wage earners under 16 years of age,

of whom 300 were male and 229 female Nearly
all the women and children are emplojed in

canning and preserving For the great major-

ity of wage earners the prevailing hours of

labor lange from 54 to 60 hours a week, or

from 9 to 10 hours a day, only 8 per cent of the

total employed in establishments working less

than 9 hours a da> and only 45 pr cent m
establishments working more than 10 hours

a day
The manufacturing industries are laigelr

centralized in the city of Wilmington In 1009,

72 per cent of tho total value of products was

reported from this citv, and 69 pei cent of

the average number of wage earners were em-

ployed there Between 1899 and 1909 the dis-

tricts outside of Wilmington gamed slightly

more in the value of manufactures than did

the city itself This is due to the fact that

two of the largest and moat important indus

tries canning and preserving and lumber and
timber products are conducted entirely out-

side of Wilmington
Fisheries The fisheries of Delaware are not

important The value of the products for the

vear ending Deo 31, 1908, was only $541,200
Of tins the largest in point of value and amount
was menhaden The value of this fish taken

was $151,790, and the amount 69,815,400

pounds Next in order of importance were

oysters, of which 154,600 bushels with a value

of $111,990 were taken Of oysters for seeding

purposes; 193,200 bushels, valued at $56,620,

were caught Following m or***- of importance

were snad, 869,800 pounds, valued at $67860,

squeteague, or sea, trout, 2 590 000 pounds,
valued at $29190, crabs, 3,178,300 pounds,
valued at $13 390 Among othu fish caught
are striped bass and catfish In 1908 there

were 65 vessels emploved in the fisheries of the

State, and these were \alued at $679,565 The
number of independent fishermen were So3, and
the wage earning fishermen employed num
bered 903

Transportation The State has good facih
ties for transportation, both by land and bv
watei Two important raihoadg pass through it,

the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore and Ohio
The \\ilmington and Noithein Raihoad is

leased by the Philadelphia and Reading Rail

way Company The longest mileage is that of

the Penns^ Iv ima road which has 275 miles
The total i ailway mileage in 1913 was about
400 There is no State railway commission
The Chesapeake and Delaware bays are con
nected bv a canal 13% miles long 66 feet wide,
and 10 feet deep This work was completed in
1889 at a cost of $2,253,000 Wilmington hat,

considerable coastwise traffic, and it is a cus
toms district The citj is connected with New
Yoik by a line of steameis In recent 5 cars
the government has made appropriations for

improving Wilmington harbor and for dredging
a channel in sevcial of the larger streams of
the State A massive breakwater at Lewes was
begun in 1837 and \vab completed in 1869 at
a cost of over $2,000,000 The mileage of

electric railways on Dec 31, 1912, was 11037
Banks There weie on June 14, 1913, 25

national banks in Delaware These had a oapi
tal of $1,689,000, deposits subject to check of

$8,224,000 lliere were also four State banks
with a capital of $520,000, deposits subject to
check of $1,514083, and savings deposits

amounting to $025,345 On June 4 1912, theic
were two savings banks with 33,575 depositors
and deposits amounting to $10,800,113 In ad
dition there were 11) loan and tiust companies
with deposits subject to dieck amounting to

$7,705,193 and savings deposits amounting to

$957,408

Population The population of Delawaie
fiom 1790 is as follows 1790, 59,000, 1820,

72700, 1850, 91,500, 1860, 112,200, 1870,
125000, 1880 146600, 1890, 168,500, 1900,

184,700, 1910, 202,322, 1920, 223,003 The esti

mated population in 1914 was 209,817 The ratio

of inciease in the decade 1900-10 was 95 pel
cent, as compared with 21 per cent for the entile

country The white population in 1910 was
171,102, compared with 153,977 in 1900 The

negro population in 1910 was 31,181, compared
with 30,697 in 1900 The native born papula
tion in 1910 was 184,830 and the foreign-born
17,492 Of the white population, 127,809 weie of
native paientage, 17,566 of foreign parentage,
and 8307 of mixed parentage Wilmington is the

only city in the State having over 25,000 in

habitants Its population m 1910 was 87,411,

compared with 76,508 in 190Q1 Other cities with
then populations in 1910 and 1900 are Dover
(the capital^, 3720, 3229, Milford, 2603, 2500,
New Castle, 3351, 3380

Education, Educational conditions in the
State are far from satisfactory, but the people
and the Legislature have evidenced a deteimina

tioa to remedy them The Legislature of 1907

passed a compulsory education law by which all

children between the ages of 7 and 14 are re
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quired to bt sent to bchool This law nas
amended in 1909 The Legislature of 1911

flbolishcl the e\i*tin btate Boaid of Education

and published a new State board with wider

po\urs This board is composed of beven mem
I era ^ho seive without compensation The

legislatuie of 19 13 <rue the Go\ernor the

power to appoint a State Commissioner of Edu-
cation vtio -would al-o be the secretary of the

btate Boird ot Jducation The ttim of this

onuvi is tor tuo -\eais and the first appoint
nunt nude TV is on "\Ia\ 1, 1013 The piesent
law undu -which tlw public schools aie admims
tered ditts horn 1S98 Successue legislatures
biiite that tune ha\e amended the^>e la\\s Pio

Mbion In i been mUe lor the establishment of

fiee public hbrarie-, in schools and for moral

and humane education Measures have also

been pabsed pi muling foi the unpio\ement of

schoolhouses lor coloied childien and for the

consolidation and uniting of bchool di^tucts for

coloied people Although there are no normal
schools in the State, piousion ib made for the

attend uice ol a ceitain number of persons at

noimal schools m other Stilts

Authontitne btatibtics in legard to bchool

enrollment attend ince, etc , arts not available

for a date later than 1910 In that \eai the

total school population between the ages of 6

and 20 was 57 932 The total number of pei
<-ons attending school in the bame year was

35,304 Of these 23 789 is ere of natrve 'white

parentage 3103 of foreign born or mi^ed par-

entage and 5s 15 negroeb
Out of a population of 163 080 of 10 years of

age or over in 1JO 1? 240, or b 1 pei cent,

were illiterate In l'OQ the numbei Mas 17 531

and the percentage 12 Among pei sons of na
tive parentage theie were 3)62 or 3 3 pei cent,

ilhteiateb in !')!() \\hile for the negro popuk
tion the total numbu of illiterates in 1910 was
6345, or 256 pa cent The illiteiates among
the negroes m 1900 numbered 8967 or 38 1 per
tent of the colored population In 1912 there

\\ere 23 public high schools with total enroll-

ment of I92S \ihite and 177 colored studentb

The a%eiage length of the school term in 1910
uas 1725 In the same year there were 993
teachers employed, of whom 857 were -women
and 136 men The a-\erage monthly salary of

men teachers in 1910 was $78 40, and for women
teachers $38 76 The total amount expended
for bchools m the same year was about $600,000
The only institutions for higher education are

Delaware College for men at Newaik, St

Tobephs Industrial School (Roman Catholic)
at Clayton, and a State College for Colored

Students at Do^er The last named institutions
are both lor coloied students

Chanties and Corrections The State has
no boaid in direct supervision of charitable and
conectional institutions The list of such insti-

tutions which are partially supported by appro
pnations by the State or countv are as follows
State Hospital foi the Insane Farnhuist, New
Castle County Hospital, Fainhurst, Ferris In
dustnal School, Maishallton Delaware Indus-
trial School for Crirh, Wilmington Delaware
Orphans' Homo foi Colored Children, State
Road There are in addition several private
institutions ^hich receive appropriations from
county or State These include the Home for

\ged Women at Wilmington the Cnttenton
Home at Wilmington, and the Home for Friend
less Children at Wilmington Supervision of
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the blind in the State is in the hands of the

Delaware Commission for the Blind There are,

in addition to these, private hospitals and other

institutions A lirge part of the supervision of

the public and semipubhc institutions is in the

hands of the Associated Chanties at Wilmmg
ton The Legislature of 1911 provided for the

appointment by judges of the Superior Court of

a probation officer to act lor the vhole State

and for a juvenile court at Wilmington Com
missions weie appointed by the same Legislature
to repoit on child labor This report ^ab made
to the Legislature of 1913, and a measure was
enacted regulating the hours of labor for fe

males, making a maximum of 10 hours per day
or 55 hourb per -neek in certain employments

"Wilifria The organized militia, comprises one

regiment of infantry and one detachment of

sanitary troops The enlisted men on Jan 1

1913, numbered 441, and the officeis 41 The

designation is the Organized Militia of Delaware

Finance The report of the State Treasurer

for the fihcal year 1913 sho\ts leceipts from all

sources for that year of $676,953 The dis

bursements for the same period weie $707 158

At the beginning of the fiscal year theie was a

balance of $92,347, lea\ing a balance at the end

of the fiscal year 1913 of ?61,749 The chief

souices of roenue are licenses and fees fiom
clerks of the peace, insuiance and banking de

paitment> railroads, State corpoiation and
franchise taxes, and the collateral inheritance

ta-v. The chief expenditures aie for education,

chanties, State institutions, highways, executive

and judicial departments, public health, agricul

ture, legislature, and public defense The bonded
debt of the State at the end of the fiscal yeir
1913 was $826,785 The Legislature of 1911

appointed a revenue and ta\ commission which
TV as to report to the Legislature of 1913 A
re\enue law passed in the same session requires
manufacturers to pay for an annual license and
make an annual report

Religion. The leading religious denomma
tions are the Methodist Episcopal, Roman Cath
ohc, Presbyterian, Protestant Episcopal, and

Baptist Wilmington is the see of the Protestant

Episcopal diocese of Delaware and of the Roman
Catholic diocese of Wilmington
Government Delaware has been governed

under four constitutions The first was adopted
in 1776 the second in 1792 the third m 1831,
and the present m 1897 The last named has
been se-\eral times amended, but the amendments
are not of great importance Amendments may
be proposed in the Senate or House of Repre
sentatives, and if two thirds of each House vote
for such amendment it must be published three
months before the next general election If the
General Assembly next held aftei this election

agrees to the amendment by a two thirds vote,
it becomes a part of the constitution The
Geneial Assembly by a two thirds vote has the

power to provide for the submission to the elec
tors at the general election ne\t thereafter the

question "Shall there be a convention to reuse
the constitution and amend the same'" If a
majority of electors voting on the question shall
decide m favor of a convention, the General
Assembly at its next session shall provide for
the election of delegates to such a convention
at the nest general election

Legislative The legislative power of the
State is vested in the General Assembly, con
siatmg of the Senate and House of Eepre&enta
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tivts The HUUN, ut Rtpie^entatives is com
posed of 35 mt>mb(.it> thoiscn foi tvro years The
Senate is composed of 17 membeib -who are
chosen foi foiu yeais The Legislature meets
bienmalh
Executne Executive officeis include Go\ei

nor, Lieutenant Governor, Attoiney General, In
suranco Commissioner, State Treasurer and Audi
tor of Accounts The terms of the Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, and In
surance Commissioner die four yeais, and those
of the State Tieasurer and Auditoi of Accounts
aie two yeais The Governor may not be a

c mdidate a third time for office

Local and Municipal Government The bun
died, 01 township, is the unit of local govein
ment Tlie city of Wilmington is governed bv
a modified commission form of goveinment, in

eluding the initiative and referendum This
\\as authorised by the Legislature of 1<07

Sheiiffa aie elected for a term of four years
and aie not eligible for a second term
Pnor to 1913 theie was a piunary law which

applied only to New Castle County The Legis
Lxtuie of that year extended this la^ to Kent
ind Sussex counties, thereby coveung the entire

State This piunary law pnmdes for the nomi
nations of county officials, members of the

Gtneial Assembly, and the election of delegates
to the lespective paity nominating conventions

Judiciary The judicial powers of the State

are vested in a supreme court, a superior couit,
a court of chancery, an orphans' court, a court

of oyer and tenniner, a court of general ses

aions, and a registers' couit There are six

State judges, one of whom is chancellor, one

chief justice, and the other four associate jus
tices The chancellor, chief justice, and asso

ciate justices are appointed by the Governor

and confirmed by the Senate The term of ser

vice is 12 years By an amendment adopted in

1913 the chief justice and the four associate

justices compose the supreme court, the court of

general sessions, and the court of oyer and
tenniner The chancellor presides over the court

of chancery The orphans' court in each county
consists of a chancellor and a resident associate

judge of the county
Suffrage and Ulectwns Every male citizen

of the age of 21 years and over who has been a

resident for one year next preceding an elec-

tion and for the last three months a resident of

the county and for the last 30 days a resident

of the hundred, or election district, in which he

may offer to vote and in which he shall have

been registered, is entitled to vote Each voter,

however, is required to be able to read the con

stitution of the State in the English language
and to write his name Prior to 1907 each

voter at the tune of his registration was re-

quired to pay a fee of $1 for the use of the

county wherein the registration was made The

Legislature in the year noted passed an amend
ment abolishing this provision

General elections are held biennially on the

Tuesday next after the first Monday m the

month of November The Legislature has passed
several measures providing for the secrecy and

purity of the ballot The constitution contains

strong provisions against gmng or receiving

bribes fox voting
History The aboriginal inhabitants of the

region belonged to the Lenni Lenape family, but

froquois hunting parties frequently traversed

the country Oie name "Delaware'* was first

applied to the bay which Lord de la Wan-
entered in 1811 Mey, a Dutch explorer, built

Fort Nassau near the site of Philadelphia in

1623, and in 1C31 a Dutch company, headed by
De Tries, established a colony on Lewes Creek,
near Cape Henlopen, which the Indians de-

stroved In 1638 Swedes erected a fort on
Chiiatiana Creek, named the country New
Sweden, and subsequently established a military

pobt on the island of Tinmcum, below Phila

d^lphia The Dutch consideied this an invasion
ot their tenitorv and set up Poit Ca&imii, near
the mte of the present Ne\v Caotle A settle

mcnt on the Delaware, made in 1641 ne^r the

present site of Salem, N J, by a colony fiom
New Haven existed for only two yens After
1642 the Swedes and the Dutch came into open
conflict The Swedes took Fort Casinur in

1654, but were driven out in the following vear
by the Dutch, who seized the whole country
\Mien New Netherlands came into the posses
Bion of the English, the settlements on the
Delawaie were clamed both bj the Duke of

Yoik and by Lord Baltimore In 168J William
Ppnn received the temtory in fee fiom the Duke
of lork and eftected a compromise -with Lord
Biltimoie, and for 20 jears Delaware was gov
ernecl as a part of Pennsylvania under the name
of the Territories or Three Lower Counties on
the Delaware," each county sending six lepre
sentxtives to the General Assembly In 1703
Delaware established a separate legislature, but
continued to acknowledge the authority of the
Goveinor of Pennsylvania till the Eevolution
In the War of Independence the "Blue Hen's

Chickens," as the Delawaie volunteers were

called, rendered efficient service The State was
the first to ratify the Federal Constitution, Dec

7, 1787

Though a slaveholding State, Delaware re

mained faithful to the Union in 1861 and con
tributed nearly 14,000 troops to the Federal
armies In the southern part of the State, how
ever, the Confederate sentiment was strong, and

large numbers went to join the forces of the

South The Fourteenth Amendment was de
nounced by the Legislature, and though no for

cible attempts were made as in the South, to

hamper the negroes in the exercise of their

newly acquired civil and political rights, the

feeling of race hatred prevailed for a long tune
after the war
The period since 1865 has witnessed a re

markable growth of the railway system, the de

velopment of the fruit industry, and the nse of

Wilmington as a shipbuilding and manufactur

ing centre The rapid growth of Wilmington in

population since 1873 has created great opposi
tion to the prevailing system of representation
in the Legislature as being unfair to the mhab
itants of that city This is owing to the faft

that the State representatives are apportioned

arbitrarily among the three counties, with the

result that New Castle County, containing the

city of Wilmington, with an industrial popula
tion one and a half tunes that of the agricul
tural counties of Sussex and Kent, has always
been m a hopeless minority From 1788 to

1852 Delaware was a Federal or Whig State in

national elections excepting in 1820, when it

oast its vote for Monroe Since 1852 it has been

a Democratic State with the exception of the

years 1872, 1896, 1900, 1904, and 1908 In State

politics it was consistently Democratic from 1805

to 1869 The Republican party in the latter
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veil won i majorifr in the State Legislature,
nd fr-jm that turn. ^ ith the exception ot short

pencils uas m pohtual control of the State

until 1013 The period from 1893 to 1906 was
marked l>v one of tl e motst remarkable instances

of the domination of a political paitv bv one

man that has occurred in. the history of the

United States In consequence of the political
ambitions or J Edward Addieks (qv ), the Re

publican parto in the State wab disrupted and

corruption of the Legislature and electorate be

came notorious throughout the country In
the struggle between Addieks and the opposing
faction tae LegnJature wat several timeb dead

locked, and from 1001 to 1903 the Stite ^a*
without representation m the lj rated Stateo

Senate Not until June 13, 1906, -when Henrv A.

Du Pont representing the Regular Republicans
\*as elected to the Senate did \ddicka abandon

the attempt to control the politics of the ^tate

and to ha\e himself elected to the Senate On
the expiration of the term of Senator Alice in

1907, Ham A Kichardbon ^vas elected Senator

In the presidential election of 1908 Taft re

cerved 25014 \otcs and Bivan 220T1 In the

presidential election of 1012 Wilson receued

22631 votes, Taft l->997 and Eoose^elt SS86

The Democritb elected all State officers except

Governor, and elected also a majority of the

Legislature, which insured the election of a
Democrat as Senator in 1913 to succeed Senator

Sichard&on Willard Saulsburv v,w elected on

Jan 29. 1913, for the term expiring March 3,

1919
The question of liquor regulation has been a

troublesome one The local option law drv ides

the State into four districts one of -which in

eludes the citv of "Wilmington, another the rural

part of New Castle County (in which is Wil

miDgton), and the others Kent and Sussex Conn
ties In an election held in 1907 two of these

districts \oted for no license, and the other two
for license In the citv of Wilmington and m
rural >Tew Castle County license was successful,

nhile Kent and Susses counties gave large ma
jonties to no license This resulted in the pro
hibition in these counties of all liquors except
for sacramental and medicinal purposes Suite

brought to test the validity of the law under

which these elections were held resulted in a

decision of the Supreme Court sustaining them
in 1908 The Legislature of 1909 passed a
measure prmiding for a resubmission of the

qnae&tion of licensing the sale of liquors m rural

Xew Cattle County, which, with Wilmington,
voted in 1907 for license At an election held

ra November 1910 voters of the rural portion
of New Castle County again voted for license by
a majority of 748, thxis all New Castle County
remained license, while Kent and Susses coun
ties continued no license The State has one

Representative in Congress, and three votes in.

the Electoral College

Following is a list of the governors of the
State from its first settlement to 1915

Xew York, and from 1082 to 1776 its ^ernois
were thobe of Penn^ h ania

PRESIDENTS UNDER TEE CONSTITUTION OF 1776

1905-00
1909-13
191S-17
1917-21
1921-

COLONIAL GOVERNORS

Peter
Pater
Johan Prmte
Johan
Johan

1638-40
1WO-43
l3-3
1553-54
1354-55

From 1655 to 1682 Delaware was under the
rule of the Dutch and English governors of

Benjamin T
Robert J Ri
Joshua H Marvel
William T Watson (acting)
Bbe W Tunnell
JohnHunn
RwtoaLea
SuawnS Pennewdl
CharlesR Miller
J G Townaend
WiflwmD Dtasay

Consult Scharf, History of Delaware (2 vols
,

Phihddphia, 1888), Conrad History of the
State of Delaware (Wilmington 1910) , Messer

smith, Government of Delaware (New York,
1910) , Hassee, Index of Economic Material w
the Documents of the Untied States Delawate

(Washington, 1910) , ^le, Once Upon a Time
tn Delau,aie (lAilmmgton, 1912)
DELAWARE A city and the county seat

of Delaware Co, Ohio, 24 miles north of Co-

lumbus, on the Whetstone, (Olentangy) River,
and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and
St Louis, the Pennsylvania Company, and the

Hockang Valley railroads (Map C5hio, E 5) It

is the seat of the Ohio \\ealeyan University
(qv) (Metlodist Episcopal), opened m 1344,
and contains the TJnrversity and Carnegie h
braries and was the birthplace of Butherford
B Hayes There are mineral springs noted for

medicinal properties The city is in a rich

agricultural and stock raising region, carries on
a considerable trade, and has foundries, rail

road repair shops, clay works, and manufactures

chairs, carnages, building material, gloves, flour,

woolens, lumber, shoes gasoline engines, cigars,
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etc Delaware, incorporated in 1827, is gov
trned by a mayoi elected o\ery two years, and
i mumcipil council Pop, 1900, 7940. 1910.

007i>, 1014 (U S ebt),9500
DELAWARE (from the Delaware River)

One of the moist impoitant tnbea of Algonquian
stock, oiiymally occupymg what is now New
Jeisey aud the Delaw ire Rrver basin, eastern

Pennsylvania, and southeastern New "iork

They call themselves Lenm Lenape, 'true men,'
and claimed and weie accoided precedence o\er
neail> all the other tubes of Algonquian kinship
They had a number of subtnbes in three princi-
pal dmsiont,, of which the Munsee (qv ) 01 Wolf
tube diileied considerably from the others

They wue fiiendty with the Dutch and Swedish
colonists and in 1682 made the celebrated treaty
with "ft illiam Penn, which was faithfully kept on
both sides for over half a centuiy German
Moravian missionaries, among whom were the
demoted Zinzendoif, Zeisberger, and Heckewel
dei, labored among them with great succebs

Thiough the aggression of the later settlers,
backed by the poweiful Iroquois, tliey weie

finally compelled to retire to the Susquelianna
and upper Ohio region, in consequence of which

they became embittered against the English, colo

m&ts and threw their whole strength with the
French side in the Ficnch and Indian War of

1754-63 In the Revolution they joined with the
British against the Americans and, with other
tribes of the Ohio vallev, continued the struggle
until ciushed by Wayne and compelled to ac-

cept the Treaty of Greenville, by which in 1795,
the allied tribes ceded nearly all their ancient
claims in what is now Pennsylvania and Ohio

During this struggle occurred the massacre of

the peaceful Christian Delawaies at Gnaden-
huetten, Ohio, in consequence of wluch the re

mainmg converts fled to Canada By successive
removals the larger portion of the tribe drifted

from Indiana to Missouri and Kansas, a con-

siderable band settling by Spanish permission
in eastern Texas The mam body removed in

1867 from Kansas to the Indian Territory
(Oklahoma) and became incorporated with the

Cherokee Nation Of the Delaware there are
now but 914 and of the Munsee, 71, residing

chiefly in Oklahoma Consult Harrington, in

American Anthropologist (1913), and Skinner,

Report ArohoBologtcal Swvey of New Jersey
(1913)
DELAWARE BAT A bay on the Atlantic

coast of the United States, between the States

of Delaware and New Jersey (Map New Jersey,
B 5) It receives the Delaware River, whose

estuary gradually merges into the bay It is

about 50 miles long to where it contracts to a,

width of 4 miles Its greatest width is about
28 miles, and the width at the entrance, between

Oape Mav, in New Jersey, and Cape Henlopen, in

Delaware, is about 12 miles The depth of the

channel varies from 30 to 60 feet, but much
of the bay has less than 30 feet of water A
breakwater at Cape Henlopen, constructed by
the United States government, forms a large and
safe harbor from 24 to 35 feet deep Govern-

ment lighthouses are maintained at the entrance

to the bay and also at a number of places within

the bay, not only to mark points on the shore,

but also ehoal places in the channel A large

tonnage of coast and foreign shipping passes

through the bay to and from Wilmington, Ones

ter, and Philadelphia
DELAWARE COLLEGE An educational
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institution founded at Newark, Del, in 1833
In 1830 the college was closed and was not re

opened until 1870, when it was made beneficiary
of the Congressional Act of 1862 granting pub
he lands to the se\eral States for the purpose of

establishing colleges of agriculture and the

mechanic artb Under a further congressional
act known as the Hatch Bill, an Agricultural
Experiment Station was established at the col

lege in 1887 A second bill, known as the

Adams Bill, was passed, and the college derives

from thtbe two funds for experimentation, the

annual sum of $30,000 In 1800 a supplementary
bill, known as the llorrill Bill was passed and
in 1897 a bill known as the Nelson Bill, giving
the college an annual appropriation of $40,000
The charter which heretofore had been renewable

every 20 years, was at the session of the Legis
lature in 1913 made permanent, at the same
time the State Legislature appropriated $30
000 annually for fhe years for the purpose of

putting up buildings suitable for opening a col

loge for women in connection with Delaware

College, to be opened in September, 1914 It is

entirely distinct from Delaware College, having
separate classrooms hbraiies, and buildings, and
is a coordinate college rather than a coeduca
tional one \t the beginning of 1914 the college
had property valued at $400000 and a total

annual income of $97,480 The hbiary contains

18,000 volumes The president in 1914 was

George A Harter M \ Ph D
DELAWARE EIVEE A nver of the east

ern United States The source of the main or

west, branch, is a small lake in Schohane Co ,

N Y, very near the Delaware County line on
the west slope of the Catskill Mountains, 1886
feet above sea level (Map New Jersey, C 1)

It flows in a southwesterly course to Deposit, a
distance of about 100 miles, where it receives

the Oquaga Creek an important tributary, and
turns sharply to the southeast and soon forms
the boundary between Pennsylvania and New
York, receiving at Hancock the waters of the

eastein branch, which also rises in the Catskills

At Port Jervib, N Y, where it becomes the

boundary between Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
it turns to the southwest and flows 40 miles along
the base of the Shawangunk Range to Delaware
Water Gap (q v ), thence generally southward to

Easton, Pa
,
thence southeast to a point just be

low Trenton, thence southwest again past Phila

delphia and Chester, Pa where it begins to

broaden into an estuary, which gradually widens
into Delaware Bay In its lower course it sepa
rates New Jersey from Delaware Its length is

about 360 miles to the head of Delaware Bay,
or about 410 miles including the bay, and it

drains an area of 12,012 square miles, of which
one fourth is in New York, over one half in

Pennsylvania, and about one fifth in New Jer

sey Its mean discharge at Lambertvitte has

been estimated at 18,600 cubic feet per second

It has a considerable fall and furnishes exten

sive power at Trenton, where it crosses the Fall

Line (10 to 15 feet fall), at Lambertville

(Welles's Falls, 14 feet), at Belvidere (Foul
Rift, 23 feet), and at Port Jems (30 feet)

Its chief tributaries are the Sohuylkill (qv),
the Lehigh (qv), and the Lackawaxen, from

Pennsylvania, the Mongaup and the Nerersmk
from New York, and the Musoonetcong and
Maunce from New Jersey It is navigable for

large ships to Philadelphia and for steamboats

to the head of tidewater at Trenton It IB eel
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dom that na\ igation is closed by ice below Phila

delphia A canal paiallels the lert bank of the
mer from Eabton, Pa, to Mornsnlle (opposite
Tienton), and then cuts across a bend to Bns
tol \ canal also connects Trenton \iith New
Biurswick (on the Raritan River), and another
clothes New Jersey from near Philhpsburg to

Jersey City on the Hudson River A fourth
canal parallels the Lehigh Rner and connects

Maueh. Chunk with Easton -while a fifth paral
lels the Lackawaxen Rner from Honesdale, Pa,
to Lackawaxen on the Delaware, and parallels
the Deliware to Port Jems
DELAWARE WATER GAP A low gap

and narrow gorge in the Kittatinnv Range of

the Appalachian Mountains on the borders of

Pennsyhama and Xew Jersey, near Stroudsburg,
Pa (Map Pennsyhama L 5) The Delaware
Ri\er flows through the gap The steep moun
tain Mdes rise to a height of 1400 feet above the

stream, forming -very picturesque scenery, which
mikes the region a popular summer resort It

is reached bv rail from Philadelphia (108 miles)
and Xew York (88 miles)
DE LA WARR, or DELAWARE, THOMAS

\\EST LOED (1577-1618) A Colonial governor
of Virginia He succeeded his father as Baron
De la Warr and became a member of Queen Eliz

abeths Pnw Council in 1602 In 1609 he be

came a member of the Council of Virginia and
in February, 1610, ^vas appointed first Governor
and captain general of Virginia, arriving at

Jamestown just in time to prevent the ong
inal colonists from abandoning the settlement

Though he lived with ridiculous pomp, he was
an able and energetic officer and infused new life

into the previously mismanaged colony He
planted a small settlement on the site of the

present Hampton and built two forts, Henry and
Charles named m honor of King James's sons

In March, 1611, he sailed for the West Indies

for the purpose of recovering his health,
but \\as drrven by a storm into the river which
now bears his name He never returned to

Jame^tcmn, though he remained the nominal

Governor, and contributed large sums of money
to the enterprise In 1618, in answer to the

urgent request of the colonists then smarting
under Argall's oppression, he sailed again for

America, but died on the voyage His The Re
lation of Lord De La, Warr to the

Council of Virginia, originally published in

1811, -was republished in 1858 Consult Neill,
TJie Early Settlement of Vvrgvma, (1878)

DELBtETTF, deTbel, JOSEPH REMI LEOPOLD

(1831-96) A Belgian philosopher, born in

Liege In 1860 he became an instructor in the
normal school of his native town, in 1863-66
was professor of philosophy in Ghent and from
1866 in Liege He is perhaps best known for

hib contribution to psychophysics, in his method
of mean gradations, whereby he sought to estab
Ijsh an accurate scale of intensities in sensation

capable of mathematical expression His works
include De la moralrte en htterature (1861),
De la psychologic comme science natvreUe, son

piesent ei son avenvr (1875) , Baa/men antique
de la lot piychophy&ique (1833) , Le sommetZ
* lei ,e\es (1885), La mattere Irate et la

mattere viiante (1887) For a criticism of his

psychophvsical work, consult Bergson, Time and
free Will (1910)

DELBRTTCK, del'bruk, BEBTHOLD (1842-
1922 ) A German comparative philologist and
Sanskrit scholar, born in Putbus He studied at

the universities of Halle and Berbn and was ap

pointed professor of comparatue philology and
Sin^krit in Jena in 1869 His -norks include

Einleitung in das Spiacltstudiiim (1880, 4th ed,

1904, Eng trans 18S2) bitntaUische Fotsch

ungen, with E Wmdisdi \olb '-\ (1871-88),
and Tei gleichendc Syntax dei mdoget mamschen

Spiachen, which torras -volumes in iv, and v of

Brugmann and Delbiuck's Giundriss dei indoger
manixhen Spiachen (Straysburg, 1897-1913)
ind (hundfiagen dei Spiachfo)schnng (1901),

Emleitung in das Studunndet indoget mamschen

tipiachen (1904, 1908), SynJ retismut em Bei

ttaff siit gennanischen Katiislehte (Stiassburg,

1907) QennanucJte hynta-c (Leipzig, 1909-11),
The Classical Quarterly, \ol vii, p 216 (Lon

don, 1913)

DELBRTTCE, HA>S (1848- ) A Ger
man historian of the art of war He was born
in Bergen on the island of Rugen, and was edu
cated in Heidelberg, Greifswald, and Bonn He
sened as officer in the Fianco German War In

1874 he became preceptor of Prince TCaldemir

of Prussia a brother of Lmperoi William II,

and for a time ^as Von Rankes secretau He
\\is a deputy m the Reichstag in 1882-83 and
1884-90 In 1883 he became an editor of the

Pitiis-iicheJahrbucher, assuming charge in 1899

In 1885 he became professor of modern hibtory
at the Uni\ersitv of Berlin Hib -woiks include

Die Pweiknege und die Butgund&ktiege
(1887), Die Sttategie des Penlles eilautert

dutch die Rtrategie Pued/nclii dei Groseen

(1890) Fnedrich, Napoleon, Moltlc, lelt&re

und neuoe fltiategie (1892), Qeschichte det

KiiegiLuntf tm Rahmen det pohtwchen Ge
schiehte (3 \ol& Dai -Utettttm, 1000, Romer
und Oermanen, 1902 Das Mittelalter, 1907), his

most important work Etinnet ungen lufoatse,
und Reden (1902) Numleis in History ap
peared in 1914 He published an edition of

Schulnhess's Europatscher Gesrhwhts Kalendar
Consult the introduction to Delbi ucl Festschrift

(Berlin, 1908)

DELBRITCK, HABTIN FBIEDBIOH RUDOLF VON

(1817-1903) A Prussian statesman, born in

Berlin He came of a distinguished family, his

father, Johann Fnedrich Gottlieb Delbruck

(died, 1830), having been pieceptor of the two
Prussian princes afterward respectively known
as King William IV and Emperor William I

He studied in Halle, Bonn, and Berlin Aftei

an association of 15 years with the Prussian
Bureau of Commerce (organized as the Ministry
of Commerce in 1848), he became in 1859 Di
rector of the Department of Commerce and In

dustry, in which capacity he skillfully consoh
dated the German Zollverein and negotiated

important treaties with France (1862) and sub

sequently with England, Belgium, Italj, and
other European states In August, 1867,

through the aid of Bismarck, he was advanced
to the presidency of the Chancery of the North
German Confederation He also became a Pius
sian minister of state in 1868, and m both posi
tions, in which he was virtually the represents
tive of the "Iron Chancellor, he displayed a
strict adherence to constitutional principles,

notwithstanding the great difficulties frequently
encountered in the defense of the measures ad
vocated by Bismarck In October, 1870, he was
sent on diplomatic missions to the various courts
of south Germany, in order to promote the urn
fication of the country, ana the ultimate con
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elusion of the treaties at Versailles (Nov 15,

23, and 25, 1870) was dnectly due to the skill

and tact with which Delbruck had discharged
this impoitant mission He was President of
the Imperial Chancellery until 1876, when Bis
marck began to inaugurate that programme of

protective tariffs and of state railway owner

ship which Delbruck as the representative of

free tiade had ever strenuously opposed His

literary productions include the anonymous
monograph Der Zollveiem und das Tabaksmono-

pol (1857) and the legal tieatibe entitled Der
ArtiJel 46 det Reichsveifassung After vainly
endea%onng from 1879 to 1881 to defeat the new

policies, he retired to private life He was
honored by the Emperor in 1896 with the Order
of the Black Eagle

DELBRTTCK, MAX EMU JULIUS (1850-
) A German chemist, born in Bergen He

studied chemistry in Berlin and in Greifswald
In 1872 he was made assistant at the Academy
of Tiades in Berlin and in 1881, after several

vcars of connection with various experiment sta

tiona, he was appointed instiuctor at the Agri
cultural College (also in Beihn) , he was given
a professorship m 1899 His researches re

suited in technical contributions of the highest
value to the fermentation industries He was
one of the editors of the Zeitschnft fur Spirit
wundustne (1867) and of the Wochenschnft
fur Biauerei

DELCASSE, del'ka'sa', THOPHILE (1852-
1923) A French statesman, born at Pamiers
and educated at Toulouse He wrote able arti

cles on foreign politics contributed to various

journals, notably Gambetta's La, Repubkque
Fiamaise and Parts, and in 1889 was elected to

the Clumber of Deputies He was Undersecre

tary of State for the Colonies in 1893, and in

1894-95 Colonial Minister in the second Dupuy
cabinet In the Brisson cabinet of June, 1898,
he received the portfolio of Foreign Affairs and
retained office for seven years He brought
about the alliance with Russia, established rela

tions of amity with Italy, drew into closer touch
with Spain, entered into relations of intimate

friendship with Great Britain, and negotiated a
settlement of the difficulties connected with the

French occupation of Fashoda (qv) The

Agreement with Great Britain of April 8, 1904,
embodied a series of mutual concessions The
German government regarded. M Delcass6's

policy of alliances as aiming at Germany's isola

tion in Europe Confronted by the threat of

war over the French pohcv in Morocco (qv ),

the Premier, M Rouvier, apparently demanded
the resignation of M Delcasse", June 6, 1905,
and took the portfolio of Foreign Affairs him
self In May, 1006 Delcasse was reelected to

the Chamber of Deputies In 1909 he was

president of a committee to inquire into naval

affairs, the report it made angered Clemenceau
into an attack on Delcasse", but the Chamber
refused a vote of confidence, and Clemenceau's

ministry had to lesign In 1910 DelcassS's

elaborate programme for naval improvement was

adopted In March-June, 1911, he was Minister

of Marine in Monis's cabinet, and he held this

C'folio in the Caillaux and Pomcare" minis

of 1911 and 1912, and succeeded De Selves

as Minister of Foreign Affairs in January, 1912

In 1913, while still holding his seat in the

Chamber, he was in St Petersburg on a tern

porary mission as French Ambassador

7 DELEGATES

DEL CBED'EBiE (It, upon faith or credit,
from Lat aedcie, tu behe\e) A phrase of the

law merchant, \ihich has been adopted into the

commercial codes of Europe as -nell as into the
common law system of England and America A
del credete agent is one uho, in consideiation of

an additional compensation, undertakes to be
come personally responsible to his principal for

the paj ments and other obligations which accrue
to him as the icsult of his dealings His under

taking is in the nature of a continuing guaran
tee that his principal shall suffer no loss through
the default of those to -whom he has extended
credit on the principal's account The class of

agents known as factors are commonly employed
on this basis The agent is said to be acting
under a del credete commission or authority
See FACTOB, PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
DEI/EB PALM See PALMTBA PALM

DELECLTJZE, delakluz', ETIENNE JEAN
(1781-1863) A French art critic, painter, and
novelist He was born m Paris, studied in the
atelier of David, and obtained a gold medal in
1808 TMth ' The Rape of Europa," but after 1816
demoted himself to literature In his art cnti

cism, contributed to the Jowtnal des Delate
and other papers and magazines, he championed
exclusively the classical style of David and at
tacked the new Romantic school, especially the

painter Delacroix He wrote Precis d'un
trcnt^ de la pemture (1828) , Louis David, son
ecole et son temps (1855) Souvenirs desoicsante
winees (

1862 ) Among his romances are Madf
mmselle Justine de IAt on (1832) and others,
collected as Romans, contet et nouvett?? (1843)
DELECTABLE MOUNTAINS, THE The

pastures of "the chosen," in Pilgrim's Progress
DELED'DA, Ga*yiA (1873- ) An Ital

lan novelist, born at Nuoro Sardinia Her nu
merous books reflect realistically the peasant
life of Sardinia, of which she is the best modern

interpreter She is inclined to depict characters
of virtue and idealism in tragic conflict with
sad conditions of life Tvpical works are Rao
contt sardif II vecohto delfa montagna , Oanne
al vento, trans of Dopo il dworzw (London,
1905) Consult the Fortnightly Review, vols

lxxiii, ITVCIII, lxjm.iv

DEI/EGATE, APOSTOLIC See LEGATE

DELEGATES, HIGH COUET OF In England,
the supreme court of appeal in ecclesiastical

causes Before the time of Henry VIII the

practice had become established of taking
ecclesiastical causes on appeal from the "oidi

nary," or bishops', courts to the court of Rome
By 24 Hen VIII, c 12, this practice was pro

hibited, and appeals were directed to *e he?rd

by the archbishops of the several provinces Bv
25 Hen VIII, c 19, it was directed that appeals

should finally be referred to the King in council,

and his Majesty was by the same statement em

powered to issue a commission under the great
seal to hear the appeals The court established

m pursuance of this act was known as the High
Court of Delegates It consisted, in ordinary

causes, of a puisne judge from each of the three

superior courts of common law (King's Bench,

Common Pleas, and Exchequer) and of three

or more doctors of the civil law After sentence

had been pronounced by tlw court of delegates

it was competent for the King to grant a com

mission of review, but this power was rarely

exercised By 2 and 8 Wm IV, c 92, the court

of delegates was abolished, and its jurisdiction
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tranbferred to the King in council and by 3 nationals des tiaiailieuis, known as the Inter

and 4 Wra IT c 41, and 6 and 7 Viet, c 38 national? Alter the collapse of the Empiie he

organized the revolt against the Go\ eminent of

National Deftnse and for thib was anested, but

^as soon released Elected to the National As

semblv (1871), he resigned from that bod^ on

being chosen a member of the Commune, of

hich he "waia a conspicuously desperate and

all appeals from ecclesiastical courts go to the

judicial committee of the Priw Council See

ADiHRJULTY ECCLESIASTICAL COTJBTS, PEIVT
Cotrxcn,

DELEGATION (Fr delegation, Lat delega

tio, from de, awa~v from + legate, to send - - - ^ - .

with a commission
) The term formerly applied reckless leader dm ing the *.ige of P iris Seem?

in Lombard\ Yenetia, and the Papal States, the collapse of the Commune, he sought and

both to the governing court of a province and to found death on the labt barricade held to the

the proMnce itself There were nine delegations revolutionists
_
in the Rue

^

d AngouKme Hi*

in Lombardv and eight in Yenftia, each of which
was presided over by a delegate, a vice delegate,
and -various subordinates In the States of the

Church there were 17 delegations originally
established but this number wa& not strictly ad
hered to The delegate \vas always a prelate
and directly appointed by the Pope If he was
a cardinal, he was called a legate, and his prov
ince a legation In Austria Hungary the Aus
tnan and Hungarian dplegationi constitute the

deliberate e assembly for the dual monarchy
See AUSTBIA HITSGABY

DELEHAYE, delefe^, HIPPOLYTE (1859-
) A Belgian Catholic scholar, born in

Antwerp He entered the Society of Jesus in

1876, studied at Lou\am and Innsbruck, was
ordained a priest in 1890, and in 1891 became
a member of the association of Bollandists He
was one of the editors* of the Acta Sanctorum
and of the Analecta Sollandiana and wrote im

portant separate volumes on hagiology Mrs
V il Crawford published (1907) an English
version of one of his works, under the title

Legends of the Saints an Introduction to

Hagiography
DELE'OIT, EDWIN (1828-91) An American

journalist, diplomatist and author, born in

Columbia, S C In 1862 he became diplomatic

agent in Europe during the Cml War and after

word Consul General of the Lnited States at

Cairo He wrote Thirty Tears of my Life on
Three Continents, The Khedne's Egypt (1878) ,

Atkaios Kassis, the Copt (1870) , and Under
the Stars and Under the Orescent (1887) His

younger brother, THOMAS COOPER DE LEOV
(1839- ), also born in Columbia, is the
author of Cteole and Puritan (1889) , The Pun-
tan's Daughter (1891), Four fears tn Relel

sufferings \\hile a prisoner he has described in

De Pant> a Cayenne, jouinal d'un tianspotte

(I860)
DE LESSEPS See LESSEPS

DELFT (Dutch, ditched connected *ith AS
dcelf, ditch, from delfan Dutch dehen, to dig,

OHG bi telban, to bun , Eng delve) A quaint
old town of the Netherlands, situated on the

Schie, about 6 miles southeast of The Hague
and 8 miles northwest of Rotterdam (Map
Netherlands, C 2) It is intersected bv many
canals bned ^uth trees and contains a number
of interesting buildings In the Prmsenhof, no-fl

converted into a museum with many fine paint

ings, William I of Orange was assassinated on

July 10, 1384 The Oude Kerk a Gothic struc

ture, dating from the fifteenth century, contains

monuments of famous Dutchmen, including one

of Admiral Tromp, and the Gothic Nieuwe

Kerk, dating from the fourteenth century, is

surmounted by a tower 375 feet high containing
a famous set of chimes The church contains

the family %ault of the house of Nassau, the

mausoleum of William I and the remains of

Hugo Grotius, the statesman and scholar, A

native of Delft, ^ho has also been commemo
rated by a bionze statue The to^n hall dates

from 1618 and contains interesting paintings
The town's educational institutions include a

polvtechnieal school, with over 1100 students,
and a training school for colonial officials, it

also has a powder magazine and arsenal In
former times Delft was especially famous for

its earthenware known as Delft\vare, and made
in imitation of Chinese and Japanese porcelains
This industry, after a period of complete de

cline, has been revived of late There are also

arms and ammunition factories, and other manu
Capitals (1892), historical reminiscences, The factures comprise carpets, cloths, cigars, soap,
Rending of the 8ohd South (1895) Crag Nest

(1910)

DELBPIEBEE, del'p&ar', JOSEPH OCTAVE
(1802-79) A Belgian author He was born
m Bruges and studied in Ghent In 1849 he
was appointed Belgian Consul to London and
filled that position until 1877 Besides editions
of older works, such as Aventures de Ttel Ulen-

ipiegel (2d ed, 1840) and Macarontana (1852),
he published Les traditions et legendes des
Flamands (1834), Hutoure htteraire des fou*
(1860) , La parodie (1871) , Tableau de la ht
ierature du oenton (2 vols

, 1875) , L'Enfer
Essai philonphique et Juatongue (1876)
DELESCLTTZE, delikluz', LOTUS CHARLES

(1809-71) A French politician and journalist,
who took a prominent part in revolutionary con

spiracies in the time of Louis Philippe, of the

oil, mathematical instruments and leather The
town was founded in the eleventh century, re

ceived a charter in 1246, and was almost de
stroved in 1536 by a fire and in 1654 by the

explosion of a powder magazine Pop , 1900,

31,582 1910, 34,485

DELFTSHAVE3T, dSlfts'ha/ven An old
town on the river Meuse, in South Holland, since

1886 a suburb of Rotterdam (qv) The Pil

grim Fathers embarked at Delftsh&ven for

Southampton, July 22, 1620

DELQADA, delga'da See POBTTA DELGADA
DELHI, dSl'S The name of a former dm

sion of the Punjab, British India (Map India,
03) Out of the Delhi division was erected,
Out 1, 1912, the new Province of Delhi, and the
remainder took the name of Ambala division
Ambala is the southeastern division of the Pun

Republic of 1848, of the Second Empire, and the jab, being separated from Agra on the east by
Third Republic He was many times imprisoned the Jumna River, it lies entirely in the plains,
and in 1857 was deported to Cayenne, whence he with the exception of the small district of Simla
returned in 1859 under the amnesty In 1868 and the hill station of Kasauli The area is
he started the Reved, a most radical paper, ad 14,838 square miles, and the population (1911
vocating the ideas of the Association wter census) 3,784,408 The detached Province of
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Delhi has 657 square miles, with 391,828 in

habitants The Delhi division therefore had an
area of 15,395 square miles and a population of

4,176,236 against 4,587,150 in 1901 and 4,434,751
in 1891 In 1901 about 71 per cent of the

population was Hindu and about 26 per cent
Mohammedan Christians numbered 12,108, of
whom less than 4000 -were natives The di\ibion

is mainlv agricultural and comprises 7 districts

The capital is Ambala (pop, 1911, 80131)
Other towns of impoitance are Bhrwam, Rewan,
Panipat, Karnal, Rohtak, and Simla
DELHI The smallest province of British

India It ^as constituted, Oct 1, 1912, as a
result of the removal of the seat of the Indian

go\ eminent from Calcutta to the citj of Delhi
The province, which is administered by a chief

commissioner, consists of the city of Delhi and
outhmg districts with an aggregate area of

557 square miles, detached from the old Delhi
division of the Punjab Pop , 1911, 391,828

DELHI, also DEHLI or DILLI The former

capital of the Mogul Empire, now the capital
of Delhi Province and of British India (Map
India, 03) It is situated on the west bank
of the Jumna River, in lat 28 39' N and long
77 15' E , distant by rail 956 miles from. Gal

cutta, 982 miles fiom Bombay, and 907 miles
from Karachi The city, which extends over 2
miles along the river, is inclosed on three sides

by a stone wall 8^4 miles long, it was built by
Shah Jehan and reconstructed, early in the
nineteenth century, by the British In the
eastern part of the city and directly on the
river lies the old Mogul palace, inclosed on three
sides by a wall of red sandstone it is now
called the Fort To the northeast is the Sahm-
gahr outwoik, where the Bast Indian Railway
enters the city by a fine bridge across the
Jumna To the northwest of the Fort is an

open space containing official buildings and the
Protestant church of St James South of this

space and of the railway are the public gardens
The cantonment is in the southeast part of the

city The territory comprising these sections,
and constituting nearly half the city, contrasts

sharply with the- native, or southwestern, por
faon, whose streets for the most part are nar

row, crooked, and densely populated The
native part of Delhi, though largely a mass of

mean houses, is interspersed with splendid

mosques
Delhi was rebuilt on its present site by Shah

Jehan (whence it is called Shahjehanabad) at

a tune when the glory of Mogul architecture

was at its zenith It was Shah Jehan who
built that pearl of all architecture, the Taj
Mahal, at Agra, and it was he who built the

splendid Imperial palace, or group, at Delhi

(1638-48) This palace, or group walled on
three sides, is an oblong, 3202 feet north and
south (along the river), and 1600 feet east and
west It now contains the ugly British bar

racks, and much of its former splendor has been

lost Entrance is through a magnificent portal
to a vaulted hall, 375 feet long, facing which is

the music hall, beyond is the great court, m
which stands the hall of public audience, and
bevond this is the painted chamber It was in,

the hall of pubbo audience that the peacock
throne, which bore a fully expanded peacock's
tail done in gems, used to stand, in a recess of

the back wall, it is estimated that the throne

was worth some 6,000,000 The buildings just
mentioned constitute a central range, north of

tp DELHI

it is the private audience hall Tie latter, which
is close to the mer, has been called the most
ornamented of all Shah Jehan's buildings It

abounds with delicate inlaid work and bears the

inscription, in Persian characters, 'If there is

a hea\ea on earth, it is this it is this 1
" The

harem and prnate apartments ot the palace lay
south of the central range, co\enng a space
about 1000 feet &quaie
Near the Chandm Chiuk (Silver Street) is

the Jama Masjid (Great Mosque), begun by
Shah Jehan in the fourth >ear of his reign and
finished six jeais later it is one of the most

noteworthy buildings of its kind in India on
account of both its dimensions and itb architec

ture It stands on elevated ground, so that its

front courtyard which is 450 feet square and
surrounded b"\ a imo open cloister, commands a
view of the cify The mosque, 261 feet long,
has two graceful mmaretb at the front corners

and three ^vhite marble domes, white marble
also forms the interior paving as well as the

lining of walla and roof Mention should be
made also of the Kali Masjid (Black Mosque),
built, it is supposed, by an early Afghan ruler,
the small Moti Masjid (Pearl Mosque), built by
Aurangzeb, and the mosque of Roshan ud daula
The principal street of Delhi is the Chandm

Chauk, % mile long and 74 feet wide This

street is lined with warehouses and with shops
(notably thoiae of dealers in gold and silver

embroiderv) Amona; its buildings of special
note are the high clock tower and the citv hall,
the latter has a picture gallery, a public library,

and a museum The old palaces of the nobles

have in large part disappeared Beyond the

city walls is> a considerable population which is

included in the municipality Outside of the

walls also are the Imperial tombs The tomb of

Euraayun is about 3% miles from the Delhi

Gate (south wall) It is an imposing square

building of pink sandstone surmounted by a
white marble dome , it stands on a platform, 200
feet square supported bv cloisters which is

surrounded by a terraced garden and this by a
battlemenfrd -wall About a TOI!P to tha west
are the tombs of the Imperial Mogul family,
each inclobed by latticework of white marble

Here, too, are numerous small mosques, notably
the one in memon of the saint Ni/am ud din

The Delhi College founded in 1792, was the

pnncipal educational institution until 1877,

when, in order to concentrate higher education,

its endowment was transferred to the Punjab
University at Lahore The principal school now
is the municipal high school (which occupies
the old Residency), with six branch schools,

there are several other high schools, a, mu
mcipal industrial school, a/ normal school for

vernacular teachers, and other educational estab

liehments
The industries of Delhi include the making of

jewelry (for which the city has long been fa

moue), gold and silver embroidery articles of

silver, brass, and copper ware, etc In recent

years western manufacturing has made con

siderable progress there are cotton mills, flour

mills, sugar mills, etc The city carries on an

extensive trade, especially in piece goods and

gram The municipality wa* created in 1850

Delhi has a drainage system, a good lighting

system, and an ample watei supply, of late its

sanitary conditions have greatly improved

Pop, 1891, 192,579, 1901, 208,575, 1911, 232,

887 (the increase Wing 11 6 per owt) In 1901
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about 55 per cent of the inhabitants were Hindus
and about 42 per cent Mohammedans, Chris

tians numbered 2164
The city of Indraprastha (ancient Delhi), tin

rivaled in its splendor among the cities of

India, ^as situated on the opposite bank of the

ri\er Its original foundations are supposed to

date from the fifteenth century B c Its remains

co-ver an area of about 30 miles in circumference

The authentic histor\ of Delhi begins in 1193,

when the citr was taken to the Mohammedans
Thereafter under the first dynasties of its

Afghan conquerorb it was the centre of a mighty
Mohammedan empire reaching its highest power
in the early fourteenth century Although cap
tured and sacked bv Timur in 1398, Delhi re

mained under its Afghan emperors until 1526,

when it was taken by Sultan Baber, who removed

the capital to Agra, but under his son Delhi re

gamed its former rank In the latter part of

the srrteenth century the citv fell almost into

utter decay, as the capital of the state was either

at Agra or Lahore Shah Jehan began the

building of the modern city in 1638, and some of

the finest edifices of Delhi belong to that penod
At the beginning of the eighteenth century the

decline of the Mogul Empire affected also the

city of Delhi In 1739 it Mas captured by the

Persians and, as a result of an attack by
the natnes on the invading army, many of the

inhabitants were massacred and tie city was

despoiled of some of its finest treasures, in

eluding the peacock throne and the KohiKur
diamond In 1789 Delhi wab captured by the

Mahrattas, in whose possession it remained until

1803, when it was taken by Lord Lake, and has

since remained m the possession of the British

The uprising of 1857 and the subsequent siege of

the city form some of the most stirring events

in the history of ibe British occupation of India

The invasion of the city by a handful of rebels

from the cantonment of Meerut on May 10, 1857,
was a signal for a general uprising in the city,

as well as in northwestern India, and the rebels

were soon joined by the native troops The

Europeans were mercilessly cut down, and the

large powder magazine was exploded by the

British officer*, who were unable to defend it

against the attackb of the natives Europeans
and fnendlv native troops began to arrive at
the beginning of June, out it was not before

September that the army of relief was strong
enough for an assault on the city On Septem
ber 14 Delhi was entered by the British, but it

was only after six days' fighting within the
walls that the city was retaken The British
losses during the siege amounted to over 1000
killed and nearly 4000 wounded The old Baha
dur Shah, who was proclaimed Emperor by the

mutineers, was exiled to Rangoon, and his death
in 1862 marked the end of the Mogul dynasty
The city subsequently settled down into a pros
perous railway and commercial centre Because
of its Imperial traditions, however, Delhi was
selected as the scene oi the Imperial Proelama
tion of Jan 1, 1877, and of the Durbar in 1903,
at which King Edward VII was proclaimed
Emperor of India The growing native unrest
led King George V and his consort to visit India
for then Imperial coronation At the brilliant

Durbar held at Delhi on Dec 12, 1911, unex
pected changes were announced for the adminis
tration of India, involving the transference of
the capital from Calcutta to Delhi On Oct 1,

1912, the Pxmjab dmBion of Delhi was recon

stituted as a new province In 1913 Imperial
and native endowments were announced for mak

ing Delhi the educational as well a* the political

centre of India

Consult Brown, The Punjab and Delhi in 1857

(London, 1861), Chambers, History of the In

dian Reiolt (Edinburgh, 1859), Fansha\ve,

Delhi, Past and Present (London, 1902),

Wheeler, Histoiy of the Delhi Goionation Dur
bar (ib 1904) Testing, When Kings Rode to

Delhi (ib, 19121

DELHI, deThi A town and the county seat

of Delaware Co, X Y, 66 miles (direct) west

by south of ilbam, on the Delaware Ri\er, and
on the New York, Ontario, and Western Eail

road (Map 3Tew York, F 6) It is the seat of

a State agricultural school and lias silk nulls

and creameries The water works are owned by
the town Pop , 1910, 1736

DETLIA. See DELOS , GEEEK FESTIVALS

DELIAN LEAGUE See DELOS, GREECE,

History (Ancient History)
DE'LIAIT PBOBLEJSI See CUBE

DELIBES, deW, Cu&HENr PHUIBEBT LEO

(1836-91) A French composer, born at Saint

Germain du Val, Sarthe He studied at the

Pans Conservatory, where he won many prizes,
and in 1853 became accompanist at the Theatre

Lvnque and organist at Saint Jean et Saint

Francois In 1865 he became second chorus
master at the Opera and in 1880 was made
professor of composition in the Conservatory
In 1884 he became a member of the Institute,

succeeding Victor Masse Dehbes became popu
lar \iith his first operetta, Deuat sacs de charbon

(1855), and then wrote a number of comic

operas and ballets, of which the most famous
are Le rot I'a, dtt (1873) and Lakme (1883),

operas, Ooppeha (1870) and Bylvut (1876),
ballets They are famous for delicacy and bnl

liant, fairy like orchestral effects Consult A
Pougm, Musunens du XIXe siede (Paris, 1911)
DEliaHTF OP M-A-Knmirrv (Lat amor

ao delici(B genens Aumeww) A. title given
to the Roman Emperor Titus, in admiration
of his mildness and virtues Consult Suetonius,

DELFLAE (Heb, delicate) The name of

a Philistine woman whom Samson loved Her
home wa& in the valley of Sorek By her flatter

ing blandishments she obtained from him the
becret that his great strength lay in his locks,

and, having cut theae off while he lay asleep, she
then treacherously betrayed the warrior, shorn
of bis strength, into the hands of his enemies

(Judg xyi 4-31) See SAMSON
DELILLE, detel', JACQUES (1738-1813) A

French didactic poet and translator, born at

Aigueperse, June 22, 1738 He achieved ex

traordinary popularity in the eighteenth cen

tury, but is now hardly read or thought read
able He mistook his prolix habit of periphras
ing for poetical expression, he would enumerate
various characteristics and leave it to the
reader's imagination to supply the name of the

object described His translation of Vergil's
Georgios (1769) was esteemed at least equal to
the original, and Les jardrns on Vart d'embelhr
lee paysagea (1782, enlarged ed, 1801) was
deemed immortal After the outbreak of the
Revolution he followed the Emigration He lived
for a time in Switzerland, where he published
L'Somme des c7tom.iw, ou, lea Qeorgiquet fron
pMses (1800) In 1801 he went to England,
where he translated Paradise Lost That same
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year he returned to his seat in the Academy
and his professorship of Latin and belles lettres

in the University of Pans and the College de

France, which he held till blindness intervened

This, however, did not check the stream of hia

poetic production, which in these last jears
included La pitie, in four cantos

( 1803 ) , Ver
gil's Eneide (1805) It'Imagination, in eight
cantos (1806), Les trots regnea de la native

(1809), La conversation (1812) He died in

Pans, Mav 1, 1813 Consult Samte Beuve,
Porhaiti htteiaues, vol 11 (Pans, 1864), and
L \udiat, Un, pocte oublie J Dehlle (ib,

1902)
DEL'IQTJES'CENCE (Lat dehquescere, to

melt a\\ay, dissolve, fiom de, down, away -f*

hqueie, to be fluid, hqmd) The term applied
to the property which certain substances nave
of abaoibing moisture fiom the air and becom-

ing damp and even running into liquid The
substances possessing this property are said to

be deliquescent Ciubtic potash and the chlo-

rides of calcium and magnesium are examples
of deliquescent substances

DELIBTU1I (Lat, literally, being off the

straight line, or furrow, from de, off, away +
lit a fuirou) A derangement of mind during
illnebs, m winch the intellect and the judgment
are perverted or lost, while the imagination and
the passions are often excited or at least left

without control The result is an incoherent or

totally disordered course of action and speech,

frequently attended by delusions or unreason-

ing beliefs, which the sound mind at once per-
ccivt s to have no found xtion in fact Two types
of dilurum are recognized active or wild de-

lirium, in which the sufferer shouts, struggles,
tries to escape from imaginary enemies, and
has to be forcibly restrained low or muttering
dehiium, in which the patient lies still, but is

constantly engaged in incoherent and disjointed
converse with himself or imaginary peisons
Active delirium is the form most frequently
ohseivcd in delinum tremens Muttering de

linum Ji chaiactenstic of the later stages of

typhoid fever Delinum mav occur during the

invasion of pneumonia, scarlet fever, smallpox,
bubonic plague, or during uisemia, chorea, hys-

teria, epilepsy, etc Delvnum tremens (Lat,

shaking delinum) is the result of long continued

alcoholic intoxication and mav attack a "mod
crate dnnktr" dm ing a single excessive indul

gence Delirium tremens is characterized bv a

restless, irritable state of the nervous system
rather than by furious parovpsms of excitement

(though these are not rare) by constant though
ill regulated and ineffectual attempts of the

patient to occupy himself, by spectral illusions

of horrible, temfving, or very rarely amusing
objects, such as animals, snakes, goblins, etc,
or hallucinations of vision and hearing by
tremois of the hands and tongue, by loss of

appetite, nausea, and vomiting, and by great
wakefulness, the want of sleep being often pro-
tracted over many daya and nights, with con

stant excitement of the senses, and the prostration
of the vital powers from deficient nourishment
In treating delirium tremens bromides, chloral,

rarely opium, strychnine, and other powerful

drugs are used with purgatives Stimulants

other than alcohol are frequently needed The
condition is very dangerous, as about 17 per
cent of the patients die, and the use of drugs,
of restraint when the patients are furious, and
the direction, of nourishment must be under the

DELITZSCH

administration of a physician See ALCOHOL,
MANIA
DELnHTJM E'EBIO'STTM: (Lat ebnotiu

addicted to drink, from e&ntts, drunk) An
obsolete term, used to denote either the delirium

accompanying acute alcoholism or delirium
tremens In the former there are exaltation,

garrulity, boastfulness, delusions of a grandiose
character, followed by violent verbal abuse,

passion, and often fierce anger without cau&e,
which prompts the inebriated individual to break

furniture, glassware, panes of glass in windows
etc Delirium tremens is described under
DEUBTOM (q v

)

DELEBTCOI NEaVCySTTM, or TSATT-
HAOyiCTTM (Lat nerwsus, nervous, ttauma
tious, from Gk T/>av/ttm/c6s, traumatikos, of

wounds, from TpavfM, trauma, wound) A term
employed by Dupuytren to designate an attack
of delirium with tremors, which frequently
supervenes on severe bodily injuries, such as

gunshot wounds, burns, and fractures chiefly
met with in large hospitals in the case of per
sons of weakly constitution, and who are ir

ritable and nervous and have been intemperate
in their habits Delirium nervosum is an obso
lescent term It is really a form of delirium

tremens, manifesting itself in alcoholics with

pneumonia, or after operations or injuries, and
is the forerunner of death in some operative
cases

DELIBITJM: TRE'MEITS see DmiBroM
DELISLE, de lei' See LISLE, GUILIAUME DE

DELISLE, LEOPOLD VIOTOB (1826-1910) A
French historian and bibliographer, born at Va
lognes For many years he was connected with
the Bibhotheque Nationale In 1871 he was
made director of the department of manuscripts
and in 1874 general director of the great libiary
His works include Rouleaux des mort* du,

Ileme av XVeme siecle (1866) , Le cabinet des
manusonts de la Bibhotheque Nationale (3

vols, 1868-81), Inventaire general et metho-

dique des manuacnts fronfats (2 vola
, 1876-

78) , Lea Bibles de Gutenberg (1894) , Catalogue
des Iwres tmpnmes ou publics a Caen avani le

rnib&u du XVIe steclo (2 vols, 1903-04) Les
Jieures de Blanche de France (1905) , Reoherohes
sur la libravne de Charles 7 (1907) , Les heures
dries de Jean Pucelle (1910), Inshuotion*
tlementaires et techniques pour la rnise et le

matntien en ordre des hvres d*un fobhotMque
(4th ed, 1910) For a fuller list of his early
works, consult Oursel, Nouvelle Tnographie nor
mande (Pans, 1885)

DELITZSCH, da'llch A town and important
railway junction of the Prussian Province of

Saxony, 15 miles north of Leipzig, on the right
bank of the Lober (Map German Empire, E 3)
It is an old but well built town, still partially
surrounded by walls The castle of the four

teenth century, rebuilt in 1690, is now used
as a female penitentiary The manufactures
include cigars, beer, cereals, sugar, sirup, shoes,
and hosiery In the neighborhood are rich coil

mines The town is the birthplace of the famous
naturalist Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg and
the economist Schulze Dehtzsch Pop , 1900,

10,500, 1905, 10,940, 1910, 13,031 Dehtzach
was incorporated with Prussia in 1815 Con
suit Lehman, Ohromk der Btadt Dehtzsoh (De
htzsch, 1852)
DELITZSCH See SOHTJLZE DBLITZSOH

DELITZSCH, FBANZ (1813-90) A German
Lutheran theologian, born and educated in Leap
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zig He became professor of theology at Ros
tock in 1846, at Erlangen in 1850 and at Leip

zig in 18b7 He was one of the strongest e\

ponents ol *vhat is called the Erlangen school,

or the strictest orthodox theologj He inter

ested himself m the conversion of the Jewia he

was of Hebrew descent and for this purpose
used his great knowledge of Hebrew and the

Talmud and founded a training school (1886),
now called the Inshtutum Dehtzschianum Hiu
translation of the New Testament into Hebrew

(1877) was widely circulated m Galatia and
Russia Hia earlier works were intensely con

aervative and strictly Lutheran, but later he

approached the position of the radical higher
critics He aided Baer in editing the Masso
retic te\t of the Old Testament (1869-15)
Besides commentaries on Hafoakkuk (1843)
Genesis (1852, 1887, English, 1888), Psalms

(1859-60, English, 1873), Job (1864 English,

1866), Isaiah (English, 1875), Proverbs (1873,

English 1874-75), The Epistle to the Hebrews

(1857 English, 1865), Song of Songs and EC
cleswstes (English, 1877) the English versions

being in 'Clark's Foreign Theological Library
3'

and other theological works, he published
some popular devotional writings, among which
the following had a wide circulation Das 8ak
rament des uahren Leibes und Blutes Jesu

Christt (1844), Tier Bucher von der Kirohe

(1847), Philemon, oder 1/on der chutflichen

Freundschaft (2d ed, 1858), Handioerkerleben

sur ZettJeau (1868, Eng trans, 1877, 1902),
Bin Tag in Kapemaum (1871) , Durch Krank
heit nut Qenewng (1873) Consult Curtiss,

F Dehtzsch (London, 1891)

DE1ITZSCH, FHOEDBIGH (1850- ) A
German Assynologist, a son of Franz Dehtzsch
He was appointed extraordinary professor at

Leipzig in 1877, ordinary professor at Breslau

in 1893, and in 1899 professor of Assyriology
in the University of Berlin His lectures at

tamed a wide popularity, and one of them, en
titled Der babylomsche Ursprung hebraisoher

Ideen deliveied m 1901, was attended by Em
peror William II, -who also gave a large sum
towards the researches to be made in the tern

tory of ancient Babylonia In 1906 he lectured

m the United States He wrote Assynsche
Lesestuoke (4th ed, 1900) , Wo lag daa Paro-
dies 9 (1881), Studten, uber mdogermamsohe
IT ur3elveriDwndtscha.ft (2d ed, 1884), Assyr
isohes Worterbvch ssw gesamten bisher veroffent
hchten Eeilschnfthtteratur (1887 et seq ) ,

Assyrische Grammatik (1889) , Assynsches
Handworterbuoh (4 vols, 1894-96), Das baby
lonisohe Weltschopfwigsepos (1896) , Babel und
BAel (1902, Eng trans, 1903), Awrbawpal
und die Assynsohe Eultur seiner Zeit (1909) ,

Handel und Wandel vn, Altbabylomen (1910),
numerous articles in Mittedunger der Deutsohen
Onent Gesellschaft (1899-1913), Kleme sume-
rtsohe Sprachlehre (1914), Sumensohes Glos
sar (1914)
DE'LTUS (Lat, from Gk AijXioj, Delws)

A name given to Apollo, who was fabled to have
been born on the island of Delos

DELIUS, FKBDEBIOK: (1863- ) An Eng
hah composer He was born m Bradford, York
shire, of German parents In 1883 ho went to

Florida as manager of an orange plantation,
and there he began the study of composition by
himself From 1886 to 1888 he studied at the

Leipzig Conservatory under Remecke and Jad
aohn In 1890 hf took up tu* resident in

42 DELIVERY

Pans His compositions show decided talent

and origmahtj and have been received with

marked favor His works include the operas
hoanva (1904), Borneo and Juliet m the Yil

lage (1907), Hat got la- Rou(/e and Fennimme
(1014), for orchestra an overture Oier the

Elite, a "\o)uegian Suite Pan?, Lebemtan*' a

Lfgend for violin and orchestra, a piano con

certo in C m and the choral works with or

chestra AppaJachia, Sea Dt ift, A Mas? of Life
Consult SI Chop, 'Frederick Delius" in vol

11 Monogiaphten Moderner Musiker (Leipzig,

1907)

DELIUS, dale-Bos, NIKOLAUS (1813-88) A
German philologist and Shakespearean scholar,

born in Bremen He studied at the universities

of Bonn and Berlin, visited England and Frince

and settled in 1841 in Berlin In 1846 he re

moved to Bonn, where he was profcssor from
1855 to 1880 Among his wiitinps those con

cerned with the criticism and interpretation of

Shakespeare's works are the most important,
above all, the great edition of the complete
works, with a critical preface and explanatory
noteb, published 1854-61, and repeatedly there

after Besides this must be mentioned Die
Tieclsche Shakespeare Et ihk (1846) Der

Mythus von William Shakespeare (1851),
Ueber das enghsohe Theaterueten <xu Shake

speares Zeit (1853), ShakespeafeLevikon
(1851), Pseudo Shakespeansche Di amen (1856-
74)

DELIVERY (OF dehvrer, Lat dehberare,
to free, fiom de + hber, free) The physical
tiansfer of possession The term is commonly
emploved in the law to characterize such an
act when performed with the purpose of crcat

ing or transfemng a legal right Its supiifi

cance springs from the importance of physical

possession as an element of ownership In prim
itive society it is the principal, and in its

earlier stages the controlling, element in the

conception of property The metaphysical no
tiou of ownership, dissevered from possession
and even from the right of possession, belongs to

a comparatively advanced stage m the evolution

of legal ideas At first possession, if not theo

retically identical with ownership, is at loast

attended with its legal effects and always tends
in practice to supersede the more abstract right,
a fact which finds expression in the maxims
beat* possidentes, "Possession is nine points of

the law," etc Under such a conception of own
ership there is only one way in which the title

to property can be transferred, and that is by
the actual transfer of the physical control over
the property, and hence delivery of possession
becomes the important fact in the assignment
of legal rights over physical objects

It is easy to see how this simple process, so
convenient and appropriate in the case of chat

tels, came to be transferred to the conveyance
of interests in lands There was no way in

which these interests, however temporary and
limited in character, could be vested in another
but by putting ham into possession of the land

itself, and thus we find the early method of

conveyancing to be the transfer of the land by
delivery See FBOFFMENT, LOTHY OF SEISIN,

Though this method of conveying real prop
erty has been superseded on both sides of the
Atlantic by more convenient methods, the notion
of the significance of delivery has been trans
frrred to the written uwtrumeat by which lands



are now universally conveyed, and las even
been e\tendid to otlicr transactions in which
similar instruments are employed, while in tlie

case of chattels dchteiy of possession IB still

the usuil and in many cases the essential, mode
of trmsfei See DELD GIFT SALE

Yvhile ddivtr} usually contemplates the ac
tual handing o\er of the subject matter of the
transaction by the tiansferror or party to he
hound, to the tiansferce, 01 party to be bene
fited, it may equalh he effected by any appro
priato and numfcst act Tvheieby the deh\eree
is put in the sxme position of control over the

thing is that \\hich the dolrveior held prior to
the act The possession thus assumed may he
immediate and por&onal or it may be by an

agent 01 seivint The transfer of title to a
house may, if so intended, carry with it the

possession of the chattels therein, and the
actutl physical delivery of a key may consti
tute a delrveiy of securities in a strong box or
of i horse in a stable So there may be a sym
hohcal dehveiy, as of goods, by the transfer
of the bill of lading or warehouse receipt de

scubing them, or of money on deposit in a

sa\mgs bink, by pabsmg over the bank book
There is also what is called a "constructive"

dehvoiy, as where a part of a bill of goods is

dchveiod for the whole, or where, a thing hav

ing been placed by the o^ner in the custody of

t thud person, the custodian agrees to hold it

foi the delivcree

It will be noticed, however, that in no case is

tliere a legal delivery bj mere words indicating
an intention to tiansfer the title, without aome
overt and significant act on the part of the
donor or vendor, whereby he surrenders his

control over the article The nearest approach
to such a case is that retried to in the article

on DELD, where such i declaration of intention

accompanies and e\plani3 an equivocal act, such

as the laying down of an instrument on the

desk of the deliverer or his inclosing it in an

envelope addresbed to the deliveree See Pos
SESSIOV

Consult Pollock and Wright, 4.n Essay on
Poweiiion in the Common Law (Ckfoid, 1888),
and the authorities referred to under such titles

as RATE POSSESSION TITLE, ETO
DELIVEBY See OBSTLTEICS
DEL'LA CRTJS'CAIT SCHOOL About the

year 1785 a number of English residents in

Florence sought to beguile their leisure hours

by writing versos, -which they published under

the title of The Florence Miscellany The in

sipidity, affectation, and fantastic silliness of

these productions tranbcend belief, yet, such

was the poetic destitution of the period that

they soon found admireis and imitators Tak

ing the name of an academy in Florence (see

ACADEMY) ,
the Delia Cruscans presently began

to print their lucubrations in England, chiefly

in two daily newspapers called the World and

the Oracle "While the epidemic malady was

spreading from fool to fool," says Giflord pun
gently,

<7
one of the brotherhood, a Mr Kobert

Merry, came over from Florence and immediately
announced himself by a sonnet to Love" It

was answered by a certain Anna Matilda, who

(as was the custom) praised it immoderately
in language even more absurd than Merry's own

"The fever now turned to a frenzy," Gifford con

tmues, Laura, Maria, Carlos, Orlando, Adelaide,

and a thousand other nameless names oaught
the infection, and from one end of the kingdom,

ft BEt-HOMTE Y TEJAUA
to the other all was nonsense and Delia Crusca "

Retribution came, however, for in 1794 Gifford

produced his Baviad and in 1796 hib Mcsmad
Rarely has literature witnessed such an excona
tion It quickly and completely killed the
bchool' and, indeed it is onh in these two

poems that the memory of most of the unhappy
Delia Cruscan songsters has been preserved at

DELLA EOBBIA See ROBBIA
DELLENBATTGH, del'en ha, FBEDEBICK SAM

TEL (1853- ) An American explorer, born
at HcConnels-ville Ohio He was educated in

Buffalo, New lork City, Munich and Pans
In 1871-73 he was artist and assistant topog
rapher with Major Powell's second expedition
down the Colorado River, and in 1899 he was
a member of the Harriman expedition to Alaska
and Siberia He served as hbramn of the
American Geographical Society from 1909 to
1911 and became a fellow of the American

Ethnological Society Besides contributions to

Sturgis's Dictionaiy of Aichitectute, to the
second edition (1914-15) of the NEW INTER
NATIONAL E*\CYCLOPEDIA, and to magazines,
his writings include The North Americans of
1 esterday (1900), The Romance of the Colo
tado Rive) (1902, 3d ed, 1909), Breaking the

Wilderness (WOS) A Canyon Voyage (1908)
Fiemont and '}9 (1913, 2d ed, 1914)

DELLYS, del lea' (Kabyle Tedles, Lat Rusu
currut) A seaport town and important mill

tary post of Algeria, situated 49 miles east of

Algiers, with which it is connected by rail It

is divided into a European and a native port
and has a good roadstead It contains a mosque
and an industrial school and carries on a con-

siderable trade in grain, olives, and wine Pop
(commune), 1901, 13,977, 1911, 13,626, mclud

ing 960 French residents The city has been

successively Roman Arab, Spanish, and Turk

ish, and is now under French control

DEL -M-A-R. ALEXANDER (1836-1926) An
American economist, bom in New York City
and educated at New York University He
founded the Social Science Review and was its

editor in 1864 to 1866, and in the latter year

orgam/ed and was director of the United States

Bureau of Statistics In 1876 he was appointed
mining commissioner of the United States Mone

tary Commission His publications comprise
The National Banking System (1865) , The His

tory of Precious Metal? ( 1880) , The History of

Money vn Ancient Oountnes (1884), The
Science of Money (1885) , Money and Cwilwa
tion (1886) , The History of Money vn America

(1899), Ancient Britain (1000), Worship of

Augustus Ccesar (1900), Middle iget Revisited

(1900), History of Money in the Netherlands

(1903) , Messiah, a History of the Golonvsatwn

of Asia Minor, Egypt, and Europe from the

Onent (1907)
DEiyMENHOEST A town in the Grand

Duchy of Oldenburg, on the Delme, 10 miles

southwest of Bremen (Map Germany, C 2)

Wool carding, yarn spinning, jute spinning, and

the manufacture of cigars, ironware, linoleum,

bricks, and lumber constitute the principal in

dustnes There are also important cattle and

horse markets Pop, 1890, 6828, 1900, 16,573,

1910 22616
DELMONTE Y TEJADA, dal m&n'ta ti

Bd'Da, ANTONIO (1783-1861) A Spanish Amer
loan historian, jurisconsult, and statesman He
was born at Santiago de los Caballeros (Santo
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p) and studied law at the University of

o He participated in the cam
Toubsamt I'Ouverture, but in

compelled to seek, refuge in Cuba and
ultimately settled at Havana as an official of

the government He wrote a Hitfona de Santo

Domingo desde su descubnimento hasta nuestros

dias (Havana, 1853) The first volume was
all he succeeded in publishing, but he left two
more completed and notes to bring the account

down to hib time
DE LOACH, ROBEBT JOHN HETOEBSCA ( 1873-

) An American botanist, born at States

boro Ga and a graduate of the University of

Georgia (class of 1808) He was superintend
ent of Swainsboro (Ga ) schools (1900),
teacher in the United States Indian School at

Port Sill, Okla (1900-02) and principal of the

Statesboro high school (1903-05) After serv

ing is botanist at the Georgia Experiment Sta

tion (1906-08), he became professor of the

cotton industry at the State College of Agri
culture (Georgia) in 1908 In the summer of

1911 he was collaborator at the Bureau of Plant

Industry Besides bulletins on plant diseases

and breeding and magazine articles, he is

author of RamUes uith John Burroughs (1912)
DELOCHE delfish', JTTLES ETJOTTABD MAXI

vr\ (1817-1900) A French historian and

archaeologist He was born at Tulle and, after

having studied law at Bordeaux, entered the

government service in 1840, and held various

offices in tlie Ministry of Public Works In

recognition of his works m the field of history,

archaeology, and numismatics, he was elected

a member of the Academy of Inscriptions in

1871 He died in Pans Among his publica
tions are Etienne Baluse sa vie et sea entires

(1858), Cartulaires de I'dbbaye de Beauheu

(1859) , Etudes sur la geography histonque de

la Gaule, etc (1861-64) , La Tru&tis et Vanttus

tion loyal sous les deua 'premieres races (1873) ,

Des monnaies for au nom du rot Thtodebert

(1886-88) , Etudes de numusmatique merov

ingienne (1890) , Les Arohipretres de I'anmen
diocese de Limoges, etc (1899)

DELOLKE, delOlm', JEAW Louis (1740-
1806) A Swiss jurist, born m Geneva, where
he practiced law Having given offense to the

authorities by his publication, Sxamen des troia

points des droits, he was obliged to take refuge
m England, where, la spite of his literary ac

tmty, he lived for several years in great por
erty He returned to his native country in

1775 His principal work is Constitution de

V4.ngletcrre (1771), which was translated into

English by himself and passed through several

editions He also published, in English, Parallel

letueen the Enghah Government and the Former
Government of Sweden (1772) , History of the

Flagellants (1777), Essay Containing Stric-

tures on the Union of Scotland wth England
(1787)
DE LONG, GEORGE WASHINGTON (1844-81)

-An American naval officer and Arctic explorer
He was born in New York City, graduated at
the United States Naval Academy m 1865, and

by 1873 had risen to be navigating officer of

the Jumata, in which search was being made for

the lost Polans, the Arctic exploring steamer
in which Captain Hall had sailed To his en
thusiasm for polar research thus kindled was
due the Jeannette expedition, subsidized by
James Gordon Bennett, which set out from San
Francisco in 1879 with a company of 33, com

manded by Lieutenant Commander De Long
The Jeannette was crushed in the ice north of

Sibena, and the party, after traversing the ice

on sledges, set out for the land m three boats,

of which one was lost at sea The one contain

ing De Long reached the Lena River, but (ex

cept two seamen, who succeeded m reaching a

settlement) her crew, including De Long, died

of starvation in Siberia The third, which con

tained George W Melville and Lieutenant Da
nenhower (qq v ), ai rived at the Lena in October,
1881 and after months of search found the

bodies of De Long and hit companions (Maich,

1882), which -were brought to New York and
buried with honor Consult De Long, The

Toyage of tlie Jeannette, comprising his jour

nals, edited by his widow, Mrs Emma J (Wot
ton) De Long (1883), Danenhowei, The ATarra
tne of tlie Jeannette (Boston, 1882), Melville,
In the Lena Delta (ib, 1885) See POLAB RE
SEAECH
DELOO' See DUIKEB

DELOBD, delOr', TAXHJS (1815-77) A
French publicist, born at Avignon He began
his career as a journalist in Marseilles and in

1837 settled in Paris, where he became a con
tnbutor to several journals, notably the Chan
i an, of which he was editor in chief from 1848
to 1858 Afterward he was connected with the
Siede as literary editor Elected to the Na
tional Assembly (1871-76), he voted steadily
with the extreme Radical party He published
Physiologie de la Pannenne (1841) ,

Les Mati
nees htt&ravres (1860) ,

Histoiie du second Em-
pire (1868-75), his principal work

DELOBME, delGrm', MABION (1611-50) A
notorious French courtesan At an early period
of her life she went to Pans, where her great

beauty would easily have seemed for her a

good match had she not been inclined to a life

of licentious intrigue Almost all the distin

guished men of the age were her lovers, among
them CmqMars, the great Conde, his brother
the Prince de Conti, the Duke of Buckingham,
and Cardinal Richelieu During the first dis
turbances of the Frondeurs her house was the

rallying point of the chiefs of that party, and,
m consequence, Mazann was about to imprison
her, when she suddenly died m 1650 A curious
tradition sprang up in France during the next

century, to the effect that Marion had not died,
but had escaped to London, that she had re

turned to Paris in 1682, that she meanwhile
had been twice married and, finally, that she
died in 1706 or, according to others, even as
late as 1741 Victor Hugo has made her the

subject of a drama, and Alfred de Vigny de
scribed her fate in his novel Cinq Mars Con
suit J Peladan, ffisfcwe et legende de Manon
Delorme (Pans, 1882)
DE L'OBME, PHIUBEBT (c 1515-70) The

earliest of French Renaissance architects in the
modern sense, the first* i e who practiced archi
tecture as a profession after a special training
for it He belonged to a family of architects
and went to Rome in 1534 to study the ancient
monuments After a number of years spent
on the works of the palace at Fontamebleau
he was appointed architect to the King in 1546
He built the great hall on the bridge at the
Chateau of Chenonceaux, for which he planned
a vast extension, which wag never carried out
His chef d'oeuvre is the Chateau d'Auet (1552-
59), which he built for Diana of Poitiers, a fine

design displaying the new classical tendency
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which he acquired in Eome, though still far allowed them to return in the following year
from the rigidity of the Palladian type After
a penod of disgrace Catharine de' Medici em
ployed him to design the palace of the Tuilenes

(1563), the construction of which he continued
until his death This was a vast project, of

which but a small fragment was built, and
this by no means worthy of De POnne's talent
The lower story was adorned with banded Ionic

columns, which De 1'Orme's vanity claimed as

a new or "French" order (See TUILEEIES
)

De rOrme or Delorme, as his name is also

written was the author of the earliest French
treatise on architecture, Nouvellea inventions

pout lien lostir et a petite fiais (Paris, 1561)
Consult Pattison, The Renaissance of irt in

France, vol i (London, 1879) , Palustre, La
renaissance en Fiance, vols i 11 (Pans, 1879-

81) Vachon Phihbert de I'Orme (ib, 1887)

DELORME, PIKBEE CLA.UDE FBANQOIS (1783-
1850) A French historical painter and lith

ographer, bom in Paris He was a pupil of

Girockt, whose manner he imitated His art

embodies the classical tendencies of the school

of David (qv )
His most important canvases

are "The Death of Abel" (1810), in the Mont
pelher Museum, "Hero and Lander" (1814),

'Raising of the Daughter of Jairus" (1817),
in the church of Saint Roch, Paris, "Descent
of Christ into Limbo" (1819), in Notre Dame
de Paris, "Cephalus Carried off by Aurora"

(1822), in the Museum of Cens, "Foundation
of the College Royal by Francis I," Versailles

Gallery He also executed mural paintings in

the chuiches of Saint Eustache, Saint Gervais,
and Notre Dame de Lorette, in Pans
DEXLOS (Gk AijXos) The smallest but most

famous of the Cyclades, called in ancient times

Astena, Ortygia, and Cynthus (Map Greece,
G- 4) It is situated between the islands Rhenea
and Myconos It is about 3% miles from north to

south, and % of a mile from cast to west Ne^r
the centre rises the rocky hill Cynthus, about

380 feet high ,
to the west and north of this hill

is almost the only level ground of the island,

and here were situated the sanctuary of Apollo
and the ancient town According to the myth,
Delos was at first a floating island, but was
fastened by chains to the bottom of the sea, or

to Myconos and Gyaros by Poseidon or hy Zeus,
that it might afford a refuge from the jealous
Hera for Leto, who there brought forth Apollo
and Artemis Vergil (ZSneid, in, 75-77) makes

Apollo bind Delos to Myconos, in gratitude for

his birth on pelos From very early times

Delos was a sacred island, the centre of the

After the fall of Athens, in 404 BO,
seems, thanks to the Spartans, to hate re

gained its independence for a time, but the

Athenians soon recovered the suzeramtv and
seem to have retimed it until about 322 BC
\vhen Delos became a free community, a poai
tion \vhich it maintained until about 166 EC
During this period the island piospeied greatly
The successors of Ale\andei Med \vith one an
other in gifts to Apollo, while its central posi
tion made Delos a natural centre of commerce
Nor did this prosperity decrease when the Ro
mans once more placed Delos under Athenian
rule (166 BC ), for at the same time all im
ports and exports were freed from taxation and

dunng the second and first centuries B c Delos
was the seat of a large colonv of merchants

Italian, Greek, and Eastern It was a centre

of the slave trade but had few local industries,

except the manufacture of a variety of bronze
Sacked during the Mithridatic wars (c87 BC )

it never fully recovered, and by the middle of

the second eentun A D was deserted to all ex

cept those connected with the temple With the
fall of heathendom the island was deserted ex

cept by those who visited it to collect building
matena1 or to burn its marbles into lime To
day the island is deserted, except by the few

shepherds who in the summer cross with their

flocks from Myconos or Rhenea

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centunes
the island was plundered for the benefit of Eu
ropean collections, but sc entific exploration

began only in 1829 with the French scientific

expedition under the direction of Blouet In
1873 Lebegue explored the ancient shrine and

grotto on Mount Cynthus, and in 1S77 Homolle

began excavations in the sanctuary of Apollo
Since then the French School at Athens has con
ducted numerous and successful campaigns,
which h-ue brought to light not only the sacred

precinct with its temples, porticos, and altars

but also the wharves and warehouses, the bazars

of the merchants, the theatre, the gymnasium
and a number of private houses belonging ap
parently to the prosperous period of the second

century BO In sculpture the island has yielded
some important archaic statues of the sixth cen

tury B c , such as the
' Nike" of Archermos, the

statue dedicated by Nicandra, and some female

figures similar to those found on the Acropolis
of Athens, and, of later art, a fighting warrior
and a fine copy of the "Diadumenos' of Poly
clitus (qv), as well as many other works
often unfortunately, in very poor preservation

Ionian cult of Apollo, and the scene of a great The chief harvest has been in the inscriptions,

festival, the Delia, celebrated by the lonians many of which are still unpublished In addi

in the month Thargehon (May-June) and men
tioned in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo Even
the Persian general Datis (qv), when on his

way to attack Athens, spared this island and

made a rich offering to the god After the Per

sian wars Delos became the centre and treasury
of the new league under the presidency of

Athens, and when the league was transformed

tion to the decrees and dedications always com
mon in sanctuaries, these include long lists of

the treasures of the temple and also an impor
tant series of accounts, snowing the receipts and

expenditures of the temple, carefully iterated

and throwing a flood of light on the financial

administration of a Greek shrine Consult

Lebegue Recherches sur D6h<t (Pans, 1876) ,

into the Athenian Empire Ihe temples of Delos Von Schoeffer, De Deli Insvlcs Rebus (Berlin

seem to have passed under Athenian control 1889) , Homolle, De Antiquissimia Diana

See ATHENS, History, GKBBOT, History (An Simulacra (Pans, 1885) and Let archives de

cient History) In 426 BO the island was pun Vmtendance sacrte de Deloe (ib> 1886) tins

fled by the Athenians, who removed all the dead work gives a plan of the excavations, Bulletin

bodies to the neighboring island of Rhenea and de correspondence hellewgw, vol i et seq (ib,

ordered that hereafter no birth or death should 1877 et seq ) , Frank, "Commercialism and

occur on this sacred spot In 422 BO they Roman Terntonal Expansion," in t toZ

even expelled all the secular inhabitants, but Journal, vol v, pp 99-110 (1909),

in the

this article
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throws much light on the relation of the Romans
to Delos Good summanes of the history and

antiquities are to be found in Jebb, Journal of

Hellenic Studies, i (London, 1881) , Diehl,

Excursions in Greece, Eng trans by Perkins

(New York, 1893) , Guide Joanne, Grice, vol

11 Consult also Schoeffer, in Pauly Wissowa,

Realencyclopadte der Uassischen AUertumsuis

senschaft, vol iv (Stuttgart, 1901) Eomolle
and Holleaux, Bxploiation ai checlogifjue de

Delos (parts i-m, Pans, 1910-11) Larfeld,
Gnechische Epgiaphik (Munich, 1 (

)13), Fei

guson Hellenistic Athens (New York, 1911)
For the theatre, consult Eiigh, The Attic

Theatre (3d ed , Oxford, 1907) for works of art

found at Delos, consult Gardner, A Handlool of

Greek Sculpture (London, 1911) and Principles

of Greek Art (ib, 1913) Consult, finally,

Baedeker, Greece, 4th Eng ed (Leipzig, 1909)

DELOS, CONFEDERACY OF See DELOS

GBKECK, History (Anoint History)

DELPHI, del'ft (Gk AX0o/, Delphoi) An
ancient town of Phocis, Greece, celebrated for its

oracle of Apollo (q^ ) It was situated 2130

feet above sea le\el, about 6 miles inland, north

of an indentation in the northern shore of the

Corinthian Gulf (Map Greece, Ancient, G 2)
In the Homeric poems it is always called Pytho
It was situated on the southern slope of Mount
Parnassus fqv), where above the steep and
narrow valley of the Pleistos rise the twin cliffs

of the Phodriad*, the 'Shining Rocks' These

precipices are separated only by a narrow chasm,
from which issues the famous fountain of Cas-

taha (q\ ) The temple, theatre, and stadium
were situated at the foot of the western cbff,

and about them the town must have gathered

though the gymnasium and a sanctuary of

ithena lav to the eait Below the terrace on
which the town lay the land slopes abruptly to

the bed of the Pleistos The natural surround

ings are full of wild grandeur, from underground
caverns streamed cold vapors, and the region
was liable to violent shocks from earthquakes
The place seems early to have become the seat

of a worship of the earth, shaker, Poseidon, and
the earth mother, Gsea Somewhat later, but
still at a very early date, the worship of Apollo
was introduced and took the place of these
cults Since Apollo was a prophetic god, Delphi
became the seat of an. oracle, which soon attained

great fame At first the responses seem to
have been given from the rustlings of the laurel,
as at Dodona (q v ) from the oak Later, the
Pythia at first a maiden, subsequently a woman
o\er 50 years old, garbed as a maidenafter

laurel leaves, took her seat upon a tnpod m the

adytum, or inner shnne Her utterances were
taken down and put into hexameters by poets
attached to the temple During the greatest
prosperity of the oracle three women relieved
one another in this exhausting task At the
head of the temple service stood two priests,

holding oflSce for life and seemingly in charge
of the oracle The oracle was consulted by
states and kings in matters of national policy,
and also by private persons on all manner of

personal matters, such as voyages, business ven-
tures, marriages, and other details of daily life

Its fame brought it great wealth and many
splendid offerings, among which, those of Croesus
and Gelon of Syracuse were especially famous
In the earliest source, the Homeric hymn to

Apollo, Delphi appears in dependence upon the

,46
DELPHI

Phouiau at\ of CribA, neai the Cormtluan Gulf,

which controlled auesb fiom tho s*a, and

through the later political hibtorv of the place
this early claim of the Phociana to the control

of the oracle keeps recurring until the conquest
of Philip of Macedon The acts of Cn&a led to

the first of the Sacred Wars (qv ), in which the

Amphictyonic Council (q \ 1 of Thermop^l^ first

appears as a, guardian oi the oracle In 590-

589 BC Cnsa fell and the fii^t celebration of

the PUhian gimes occurred in 582-581 BC the

fort was captured the harboi filled up, and the

whole plain placed under a curse On this occa

bion another celebration ot the games occurred

and from thib time they were celebrated eveiv

four years In 548 B c the stone temple, said to

have been built by Trophomus and Agamedes,
was burned, and the priests at once collected

subscriptions from all Greece, and e\ en from for

eign parts, for its reconstruction The work of

reconstruction was undertaken by the Alcmas

omdse (qv ), then exiles from Athens who did

more than they were required to do bv employ

ing Panan marble for the east front instead of

the poros, or limestone, specified in the contract

Some fragments of sculpture found by the French

seem to belong to this building During the

Persian wars the oracle showed a pro Persian

spirit, though later the priests declared that

supernatural aid had turned to flight a Persian

plundering expedition (480 B c ) In spite of its

prophecies of defeat Delphi was richly rewarded
by the Greeks from the Persian, booty During
the fifth century Delphi was adorned by the

Greek states with treasuries to contain their

offerings, as well as with many works of art
commemorative of victories over their enemies

About 373 B c the temple suffered severely, and
once more collections were invited from the

Greek states for its restoration, which does not
seem to have been completed till 328 B c Be
fore that time, however, an attempt of the
Phocians to reassert their control of the oracle

led to the third Sacred War (357-346 BC),
which ended in the triumph of Philip II of

Macedon (qv) About 300 BO Delphi passed
into the power of the JStolian League, and when
(278 BC ) the Gallic invasion was repelled (ee
BBENNUS, 2) we hear once more of the super
natural powers that drove back the robbers from
the temple of Apollo

During the years that followed Delphi seoms
to have lost much of its old importance, though
the inscriptions show that offerings were still

made there, and honors were bestowed on benc
factors of the community Under the Romans
it enjoyed only spasmodic prosperity, one Pythia
sufficed for the inquirers of the oracle Though
some of the emperors endeavored to restore
some of the fallen

splendor, others found in the
mass of statues and works of art a convenient
source for the decoration of Rome Nero is

said to have carried off 500 statues, while Con,

stantane, along with many other treasures, re
moved to Constantinople the serpent column
which had formed part of the offering after the

victory at Plateea (qv), and still bears the
names of those Greek states which fought
agaanst the Persians (it stands now in the

Hippodrome at Constantinople) Later Delphi
became the site of a Christian church, but the
rums finally vanished, and until 1892 the site
was occupied by the village of Oastri (q v ) In
1880-82 Haussoullier, and in 1887, Pomtow
had conducted excavations at Delphi In 1892
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the French School at Athens, under the direc
t on of Homollc, began excavations, which have
resulted in laving bare the entire sacred pre
cinct, including rnanv treasuries and other

buildings, as well as the altai, temple, theatre,
and stadium, the theatre and the stadium m
particular are well pie^eived The inscriptions
found number over 4150, manv of them docu
ments of great impoitmct for the hibtorv of

Greece, especially foi the hi&toiy ot the Delphic
Amphictyonv The sculpture alto has thrown
much light upon the historj of art during the
later sixth and eaih nfth centur\ BO, while it

seems almost certain that in a marble btatue
w e have a contemporary copv of a bronze by the

great Lysippus Consult E A Gardner, Six
Greek Ftculptors, pp 217-223 (London 1910)
Another wonderful work of art from Delphi is

the Bronze Chaiioteer" figured and descnbed by
Gardner in the work ]ust named (pp 49-53)
The repoits of these excavations are to be found
in the Bulletin de con espondance hellenique,
vols \vn et seq (Pans, 1893 et seq , for plans,
see vols YVI, TUI), and the Comptes tendns
de Vlcademie des Inwiiptwm et Belles Lettiet

(ib, 1893 et seq) Consult also Mommben,
Delphika (Leip/ig 1878) Pomtow, Beitrage
stir Topographic ton Delphi (Berlin, 1839),
Hiller von Gaertrmgen and Pomlow, in Paulj-
Wiseowa, Realencyclopudie der klatsischen 17-

totumwiisenicliaft, vol iv (Stuttgart, 1901),
Frazer, Pau manias, vol v (2d ed London,
1913), Baedeker, Greece (4th Eng ed, Leipzig,

1909) , Larfeld, <h lechische Epigraphik (Mu
mch, 1913)
DELPHI A city and the county seat of

Carroll Co, Ind
,
60 miles north by west of

Indianapolis, on the Walmsh River, and on the

Wabash, and the Chicago, Indianapolis and
Louisville railroads (Map Indiana, C 2) It

has good water power and contains lime works,

planing and flour mills, canning factorv, car

nage and wagon works, paper nulls, button

factory, stone crushers, etc There are munici

?il

water works and a public library Pop,
890, 1923 1900, 21 W 1910, 2161

DELOPHItf CLASSICS (Lat delphinus,

dolphin, from Gk 8e\<l>ls, delphis, Se\<t>tyt delph,in,

dolphin) A famous edition of the Latin

classics, published in France in the seventeenth

century It was prepared by 39 of the best

scholars of the time, under the editorship of

Pierre Daniel Huet (qv ), tutor to the Dauphin
(qv ), son of Louis \TV The title pages bear

the words In ubuw flennissimi Delplnni, hcncp

the name, all the volume's of the original odi

turn have an engraving of Anon (qv) and
the dolphin The Delphin Classics comprise C4

volumes (1674-1730) They possess little value

now Consult Sandys, J History of Classical

Scholarship, vol n (Cambridge 1908)
DELPHFTTIA See GBTOK FFSTWAIS
DELPHINIUM See LABKSPUB
DEI/PHOS ^ city and railroad centre in

^Ilen and Van Wert counties, Ohio, 15 miles

northwest of Lima, on the Miami and Erie

Canal, and on the Pennsylvania Company, the

Toledo, St Louis, and Western, the Northern

Ohio, the Ohio Electric, and the Cincinnati

Hamilton, and Dayton railroads (Map Ohio,
B 4) It has railroad repair shops, marble and

granite works, paper and flour nulls, brewery,
and manufactories of galvanized iron products,
oil cans, printing presses, furniture, pipe, etc.

Settled jn 1834, Delpbos wag incorporated m

1851 as a village and became a city in 1913
Its government is administered by a mayor,
elected every two years and a municipal council

The city owns and opeiates its water works and
contains a Carnegie library Pop, 1900, 4517,

1910, 5038

DELPEBTO, dalpe'nd, FEDEBIGO (1833-1905)
An Italian botanist born at Chiavan (Genoa)
He studied at the Umveisitv of Genoa, became
an official in the cu&tomb department, and in

1871 was appointed professor of natural histon
in the School of Forestry at Vallombrosa In
1875 he v, as called to the chair of botanj at the

University of Genoa and in 1894 to a similar
chair and the curatorship of the botanical gar
dens at the University of Naples His publica
tions, which hav e contributed much to the study
of plant biology, include Sulla, dancimana teoria

delict, pangenesi (1869) , Teoria genet ale della

fillotasei (18S3) Punsione mirmeofila nel regno
tegetale (2 parts, 1886-88) , Fion doppn (18S7 )

DELPIT, dgl'pe
7
, ALBEBT (1849-93) A

French noveli&t and ditmatist He was born in

New Orleans, the son of a wealthy tobacco

inerehint, and at an eirh age was sent to

Fiance to complete his studies Devoting him
self to literature, he first became a contributor

to newspapers founded by the elder Dumas
towards the end of the Second Empire Several

poptic productions were honored with prizes by
the Academy These were / Apotheose de La
mattine (1869), L'lniavion (1871) a volume
of verse and Le -tepentu, on tecit d'un cure

de oampugne (1878) Hi& e\rher dramatic ef

forts did not meet \vith success, but Le fils de
Coiahe (1879), dramatized from his novel of

the same title, was received with great favor,
and several of his subsequent dramatizations

held the stage for some time, especially Le
pete de Martial (1881) He was, however, at

Ins best as a novelist Among his productions
in this field, for the most part descriptive of

life in fashionable society and many of which

appeared first in the Reive des Deuv Vondea,
art La iwgeresse (1874) Lea fils de jwe
(1877), Le manage dOdette (1880) La mar
qmse (1S82) , lea amouis cruelles (1884),
Nolanqc de Croir ffamt I vc (1835) Made
maiwlle de Biewer (1886) Tfierestne (1888) ,

Disparti (1888) Comme dans la ue (1890),
lielle n'adame (1892) A collection of poems
appeared under the title Les dtevx qu'on l>n*e

(18S1) Dunng the Franco German War he

cntcied the army and, serving with distinction,
was decorated with the Legion of Honor (1871)
He died in Paris

DELPIT, EDOTTABD (1844-1900) A French
author and journalist born in New Orleans,
U S A He studied in France, where he was
naturalized in 1868, and in 1873 became sub

prefect of Nerae Subsequently he assumed
control of the Union Rationale, a newspaper of

Montpelher He published a volume of poems,
Lw mowiques (1871), and Paule de Bntssange
(1887), La vengeance de Pierre (1888), Ghaine
Iriste (1390), Maroumne (1894), Sans mem
(1898), La tahon (1899) all works of fiction

DEL POLLA3TJOLO, d61 polla-hwMfi, Si

MOKE See POLLAIUOLO
DEL BIO, dfil rS'o (Sp , of the nver) A

city and the county seat of Val Verde Co
,
Tex ,

170 miles west of San Antomo, on the Galveston,

Harnsburg, and San Antonio Bailroad (Map
Texas, B 5) Notable features ot the city are

the Ran Felipe spring, A hospital, two* conventa*
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and the Federal building It has cotton, gins and
other industrial establishments, and is the centre
of a truck farming and cattle raising region
Pecans, wool, hides, live stock, fruit, and vege-
tables constitute important exports Del Eio
has adopted the commission form of government
Pop, 1914 (local eat), 9000, 1920 10589

DELSAB.TE, delsirt', FEANCOIS ALEX^DBS
NICOLAS CHEBI (1811-71) A French Amencan
muhiuan bom m Solesmes, France He was a

pupil of the Conservatoire, -was for a time a

tenor hingei in the Op4ra Comique, composed a

fevt melodies and vsrote several romances, but
is chieflv known as a teacher in singing ind

declamation He bought by an elaborate system
to present the art of expression as a complete
science His theories have been widelj adopted,
and are handed down mainlv by tradition, as

Delsarte wrote very little about them
DELSABTE SYSTEM See GYII\ASTICS
DELTA (Lat, from Gk AeXro, fourth letter

of the alphabet, anything shaped like the letter

A, from Heb daletk, door, name of the fourth

letter of the alphabet) An alluvial plain

occurring at the mouth of a river The name
was applied originally by the Greeks to the land

area at the mouth of the Nile from the re

semblance in shape to their letter A All rivers

carry finely divided sand and mud in subpen
sion and, as their currents are checked upon
entering quieter waters the solid particles aie

deposited upon the bottom of the channels near

the river months The deposit gradually m
creases m area and also in thickness until it

reaches the surface, and then by floods and by

growth of vegetation it is raised beyond the

limits of high water At the head of each land

area thus built up, the river divides into diverg

ing branches, forming a triangle the base of

which fronts upon the sea A delta may occur

at the junction of two rivers or at the entrance

of a nver into sea or lake, a fan shaped de

posit resembling a delta is sometimes found,

aldo, where a nver debouches from a moun
tainous region upon a plain The large deltas

are found at the mouths of great rivers which

discharge into comparatively quiet seas Coastal

currents and strong tidal action remove the

nver deposits before they accumulate to any
considerable thickness The area of a delta

vanes with the size of the nver, the amount
of sediment earned and the length of time it

has been deposited, and the relative quietude of

the sea > The combined delta of the Ganges and

Brahmaputra in India occupies more than
30 000 square miles, and the deposit has been
found m places to be nearly 500 feet thick, that
of the Nile is 200 miles wide at the base of the
Mediterranean Sea and 100 miles long The

MissiSbippi delta is irregular in form, but it

affords a fine illustration of the manner in

which a river extends its channel seaward Its

area is about 12,300 square miles, and it ib

advancing into the Gulf of Mexico at the rate
of about 260 feet a year In Italy the Po has
constructed a delta so rapidly that the city
Adna, which in ancient times was a port of

sufficient importance to have given its name
to the Adriatic Sea, is now about 15 miles in

land Delta lands are usually fertile, but by
reason of their low elevation they are often
unhealthful and their cultivation is hindered
by inundations during storms and floods Oon
suit Geikie, Teat Book of Geology (London,
190)) See RIVEB, SHORE

DELTOID MtTSCLE See MuSdiE
DELTTC deluk', JCA> A^DBt (1727-1817)

A &vuss geologist and meteorologist He was

engaged in meicantile pursuits until neaily 50

itart, of age but within that tune, assisted bv

hi& brother, he assembled a fine museum of

mineralogy and natural histoiy He removed to

England in 1773, was made a tellovv of t^e Rov il

Society, and appointed leader to Queen Charlotte,

i position which he held for many veais, and
which afforded him ample time for study He
invented a hvgrometei, a portable baiometu,

etc, and earned out many interesting expeii
menta in physics and meteoiologv His prm
cipal geological work is Letties physiques et

morales sui lea montagne? et LU) I'hiitoite de

la tetre et de I'homme (1778) In this woik
he endeavors to reconcile the Mosaic account of

creation vuth the data of science by extending
the so. days of Genesis to so many geological

epochs In 1809 he described the dry pile or

electne column in a paper sent to the Royil

Society He also published Rechetches sur lea

modifications de I'atmoaphete (2 vols, 1772, 2d

ed, 4 vols 1784), Ttaite elementawe de

geologie (1809) , Voyages geologiquea en Fiance,
en Suisse, et en Allemagne (2 vols, 1813)
DELUGE (OF, from Lat dduvtum, flood,

from falueie, to wash a^vay, from di
, avtay +

lucte, to wash) A flood of waters bupposed by
mam- peoples to have submerged the whole

earth, or a large part of it, in pnmeval times,

involving the destruction of all, or nearly all,

life upon the planet The mot,t unmistakable
evidence of a belief m such a flood is found in

the literary remains, not only of the ancient

Hebrews, but also of India, Persia, Babylonia,

Syria, Asia Mmoi, and Greece In one form or

another it also seems to have existed among
the aborigines of America and Polynesia, ac

cording to the testimony of Chnstian mission

anes, whose accounts, however, cannot always
be accepted without caution On the other hand,
there is practically no trace of a flood story in

\fnca, not even among the ancient Egyptians,
though an earlier form of one may have been
familiar in the Nile valley Aside from Greece,
and possibly Lithuania, there is none in Europe

Of course the mo&t obvious way to account
for this widespread story is to suppose that
there really v*as a flood The fact that the
Bible gives a detailed and intelligible account
of one was formerly generally regarded by Jews
and Chnstians as unquestionable evidence that
it occurred, and the story of it m other nations
was considered remarkable confirmation of the
Bible narrative The organic remains found

everywhere in the rocks of the earth's surface
were also held to prove that the waters had
covered every known country and risen over
the highest hills With the progress of geology
it became evident that most of the stratified

rocks demanded an earlier origin than a few
thousand years, and the influence of the deluge
was consequently restncted to the slightly al
tered superficial deposits But many of these
were found to belong to a period vastly anterior
to any historical epoch and to have been pro
duoed by a long continued action trader uniform
conditions, \nr regional glaciation, which was
most active during that portion of geological
times known as the Glacial penod Conse

quently there arose a tendency to regard a
Noachian deluge as having been of merely local

extent, and this explanation was adopted by
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certain commentators on the narrati\e of Gen wise referring to Atra basis svas published by
esis At the present time the most important Jensen in Keilinschnfthche Bilhothek, vol M
discussion of the subject belongs to the depart (Berlin, 1900 ) Another fragment has more
ment of comparative religion and mythology recently been published by Hilprecht, Det ~\~eue

By far the earliest and most important of all Fund xur Sintflutgeschichte (Leipzig, 1910)
deluge stories outside of the Bible is the Baby While he assigns it to the Ism period, other
Ionian Through the excerpts from Berosus

' ' ' ~
{c 330-260 BC ), made by Alexander Polyhistor
(died c40 BO), and preserved by Josephus,
Eusebius, and Geoigms Syncellus, one version
of the Babylonian story has long been familiar
It relates how in order to et>cape the flood, the

f

Babylonian King, Xisuthrus, was commanded the deification of Zuiaiddu
to enter a vessel with wife, children, friends, The narrative in Genesis (chaps vi-rc) is
and a pilot, and to steer 'towaids the gods," regarded by many modern critics ab made up
and how, when the witers hid subsided, he sent of tao versions intenv ov en Tins was recog
out birds thiee times, grounded on a Kordyaman nized by Jean Astruc (qv )

as early as 17 ")J

mountain in Armenia, disembarked, sacrificed
TT --..-.

Assyriologists are inclined to date it in the Kas
site period (1761-1185 BO) Finally, Poebel
m 1913 discovered a Sumenan onginal coming
from Nippur The hero's name is here Ziugiddu
There aie references to Ea's advice, the seven

days of storm, the gieit boat, the sacrifice, and

to the gods and -was translated In 1872 George
Smith discovered another version, forming the
eleventh tablet of the Gilgamesh epic Accord

ing to this story, Anu, Ellil, Nimp, and Ennugi
sent out a destroying flood (abitbu), but Ea,
determined to svve Utnapishtim of Shuiippak,
advised him to

'

build a house, to construct a

ship," and to take with him into it "seeds of life

of all kinds ' He accordingly constructed his

house, or boat, coated it within and without
with bitumen (kuptu), and made apartments
in it His possessions, family, relatives, la

borers, the cattle and the beasts of the field,

Ut napishtim brought into the house Then the

ram fell, the storm arose, and darkness covered

the earth All living beings were destroyed,

except those in the house On the seventh day
Ut napishtim opened the window, and soon the

ship grounded on the mountain of Nizir Seven

days later he sent out a dove, a swallow, and
a raven The dove and the swallow returned,
the raven did not Ut napishtim offered a

sacrifice on the mountain, and the cods "smelt

the pleasant odor
" Ea rebuked Ellil for order

Using as a clue the divine names Yahwe and
Elohim, he roughly outlined the two accounts
At the present day his intuition has been widely

accepted, and scholars proceed to rearrange tie
material and assert that the Yahwistic naira
tive is found in Gen vi 5-8 YII 1-5, 7-10, 12,
16 b, 17, 22, 23, vin 26, 3 a, 6-12, 13 b, 20-22
The flood is represented as sent because of

man's wickedness It is occasioned by a rain

lasting 40 dayb Noah is saved with lis

family in an aik, or house With him are a

pair of all unclean animals, and seven pairs
of all clean animals The flood comes aftci

seven dava and destioys all li\mg- things on the
earth At the end of 40 davt. Noah sends
out a raven, which does not return, then a

dove, which returns with an olive twig, and,
after seven days the dove is again sent out and
this time does not return Seven days later

Noah disembarks, builds an altar, and offers

a sacrifice of which Yahwe smells the "rest

giving odor" and promises not to destroy the

world again Portions of another narrative

are found in Gen vi 9-22, vii 6, 11, 13-10 a,

18-21, 24, Tm 4, 5, 13, 14-19 HE 1-17 Noah

ing buch a deluge, when he might have punished is represented as a just and perfect man whom
men by beasts, famine, or pestilence, and Ishtar,

who had already during the deluge expressed
her sympathy with mankind, now lifted up her

Elohim desires to save and therefore commands
to build an ark, giving its exact measurements
Noah is to take into it his family and of all

gems made by Anu (probably the rainbow), living beings a pair The flood is brought about

which would remind her forever of the flood

Ea pacified Elhl's disappointment at the de

hverance of Ut napishtim, and Ellil himself

went on board the ship and announced that Ut

napishtim and his wife were thenceforth to be

gods and live "afar off, at the mouth of the

rivers
" These tablets containing the Gilgamesh

epic were found in the library of Asurbanipal

(668-625 B C ) at Kuyunjik, but they were only

copies of originals found in turn by Asurbam

pal's scribes in the temple archives at Uruk

(modern Warka) Several fragments have

since been found, giving the dimensions of the

ark, and directions concerning food, treasures,

men, and animals to be taken into it Espe

by the subterranean waters of the great abyss

breaking through the openings in the earth's

crust and the windows of heaven being opened
It begins in the SIT hundredth year of Noah's life,

on the seventeenth (or more probably, according
to the Greek version, the twenty seventh) day of

the second month It increases during 150 days,
or five months of a solar year, and begins to de

crease in the seventh month The ark then

grounds on one of the mountains of Ararat

(Urartu, see CHAIJDIAWS) The waters decrease

until the tenth month, when, on the first day, the

tops of the mountains are seen On the first

day of the first month in the six hundred and
first year of Noah's life the ground is dry, and

cially interesting is a tablet published by Peiser on the twenty seventh of the second month, con

(Zettsohnft fw Assynologw, Leipzig, 1889), sequently after a full solar year, Noah leaves the

giving a map of Babylonia, surrounded by the ark and is blessed by Elohim, who points to the

ocean at the time of Ut napishtim "in the year
of the great serpent," and probably dating from

the ninth century BO An earlier reference to

bow in the sky as a guarantee that a flood shall

not again occur

_._ _ . The striking similarity between the Genesis

the flood is M a fragment published by Seheil narrative and the Babylonian account is mam
(Reowil de trwauiD, Pans, 1878), dated the fest, and has been explained in two ways Both

- ' " * ' "
records have been thought to be independent de

velopments of an old Semitic tradition , and the

one has. been said to be copied from the other

28th of Shebat of the year when Aranu zadugga

(1973 BO ) built the fortress of Ammi zadugga
The hero of the flood (abulu) is here called

Atrahaais, which, reversed (Haswatra), is evi- Some scholars who, in view of the uncertainty

dentiy Berosus* Xisuthrus A fragment like of the textual transmission, are not inclined
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to attach so much weight to the alteration of

the divine names in the Masoretic test admit
the probability of redactional additions due to

a different tradition The fact that the story
has now been found m the Sumerian renders

the second alternative more probable Those
who believe that the Hebrew narrative is taken
from the Babylonian differ as to the time when
this is likely to have taken place In Genesis

iv the history of existing tribes seems to be

traced back to their earliest progenitors with

out the interruption of a flood This has given
rise to the theory that one of the Pentateuchal

sources did not contain this stor\ ougmally,
but that it was interpolated either after con

tact with the Assyrians in the eighth century,

or, since the waters of Noah are first quoted

by Deutero Isaiah not long before 540 BO bv
a Babylonian Jew possibly at Uruk, and that

the story was afterward supplemented bv Ezra,

who was familiar \Mth a version having greater
affinity to the Sippara recension On the other

hand, it is held fav some scholais that the story
found its way into Svna before the Hebrew
invasion, as "was the case with other navths

(see BABYLONIA), and that it -was presented in

different recensions in Palestine Absence of

polvtheism in the Hebrew is an unquestionable
advance in thought, but it was not made with

out a sacrifice Instead of a divided council of

gods in which, through Ishtar and Ea, sym
pathv with the whole human race found fine

expression, and mercy won the day over jus
tice unmollified bv kindness, the one all power
ful God became responsible for the ruthless

destruction of life, and His partiality to those

finding favor in His eyes became accentuated

As to the origin of the Babylonian storv, and
also of thte Hebrew narrative, if it be mdepend
ent of the former, it has been maintained by
some scholars that an actual occurrence, such

as the incursion of a tidal wave through an

earthquake the destruction of a single city

through a rainstorm, the flooding of some das

tnct from a s\stem of canals not properly pro
tected, or the annually recurring inundation of

a river, may have given nse to it But it is

far more probable that the Babylonian account,
at any rate, originated in a myth describing the

passage of the sun god in his boat through the

heavenly ocean When the present order of the

world was regarded as the creation of the sun

god after a successful conflict with the earth

encircling ocean, it is natural that this myth
should, in course of time, take the form of a

deluge story relating the escape of a solar hero
m the year of the great serpent This conclu
non is also indicated by the fact that the story
of the flood is told on the eleventh tablet of a
series manifestly representing the course of a
solar personage through the signs of the zodiac
In the great cosmic year the sun god meets
the cataclysm of waters in Aquarius, as m
the solar year he encounters in Shebat, the
eleventh month, the inundation of the river

This mythical origin is believed to be con
firmed by the flood stories of Greece, India, and
Persia, as well as by the American and Poly
nesian accounts The story of Deucalion's flood

is known to us through Pindar (died c 440 B o
) ,

Olymp , ix, 37 et seq , and Ovid, Metamorphoses
1, 240, that of Ogfges through Nonnus (c400
AD ), Dwnynaca, 111, 96, that of Dardanus also

through Nonnus, ib , m, 215 et seq Deucalion
means "the little Zeus," and this young sun
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god steers in his ship for Parnassus, the moun
tain of the gods The Pbrvgun myth of which

the bronze coins of Apamea bear witness, in

the third century AD, has evidently been m
fluenced bv the Jewish account, as the name
Noe" shotts and the same is true of the

Syrian storv in Lucian s De Dea 8yi ia, sn On
the other hand, the Indian flood story is quite

independent of the Semitic It is found m its

earliest form in Satapathabtahmana (c600
BC ) , then in the UahUlJuiiata, and Bhagaiata
Put Una Manu, son of Vivmat, is a solar

hero Eib dmne character is sho\vn by the

fact that after the flood he ereatet, not only a

new human race, but even gods Brahma in

the form of a fish cames him through the

waters The Iranian t>tor\ (Tendidad n, 46 et

seq ) is m too fragmentan a condition to

permit a conclusion It ib uncertain whether
the flood is in the past or in the future Yima
seems to be identical with Mima

,
if so, the

myth belongs to a diffeent order The medium

through which the Mexican, Peiuwan, and
Cuban flood stones have come to us renders it

difficult to determine their original form but
the somewhat better authenticated Polynesian
stories seem bevond a doubt to ha\e their oiigm
in a sea myth Consult Usencr Die Bint

flutsagen (2d ed Bonn, mi), Andree Die

Flutsaqen ethnographisoh bctiarhtet (Bruns
wick 1891) Wmternitz m Mttteilungen der

Anthropologischen Qetellschaft in Wien, vol

T\M pp 212 ft (IQOl) Murad, 4mot und
Masis (Heidelberg, 1901) , Vail, The Deluge and
its Causes (Chicago, 1905) Haupt, Das Baby
lomsohe Nimrodepos (Leipzig 1801) Jensen,
Das Ghlgamesh Epos (1900), Gordon, Early
Traditions of (?enem (1907) Hilprecht, The
Eculiest Ver-non of the Babi/loman Drtuqe
Story (Philadelphia, 1Q10) Unopiad m Oiess
mann Altonentalische Texte vnd Bildci

(Tubingen, 1909) , Gunkel, Genew (3d ed,
Gottingen, 1910) , Fiske The Great Epic of
Jstael (1911), Rogers, Cuneiform Paiallrh to

the Old Testament (New York, 1912) Poebel,
in Bali/Ionian Publication? of the Ifuseum of

Archaology of tho University of Pennsylvania,
vol vi, p 1 (Philadelphia, 1913) Jastrow,
Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions (New Yoik,
1914)

DELTT'SION' See INSANITY
DELVATT, dSlW, ALFRED (1825-67) A

French author He was born in Pang, the son
of a tanner, and after having been secrotaiy to
LedruRollm in 1848, while the latter was
Minister of the Interior, he devoted himself en

tirely to literary pursuits He became a prolific
writer and produced works of the most vaned
description, among which his skillful delineations
of Parisian customs and curious phases of life

are the most interesting and may lay claim
to some ment as contributions to the local his

torv of civilization Of these may be quoted
Gtandeur et decadence des gnsettei (1848)
Les dessous de Pans (1860) Ktstoire aneo

dottgue de* caffa et des cabarets de Pans
(1862) , Lea Oyth&r&i pttrtaiennti (1864) ,

Lea hew-es ponwennes (1866) Les hon fa
jour (1867) He also published Histovre de
la revolution de Fewier (1850) , Let muradles
revolufaonnatres (1851) a cunous collection of
decrees and proclamations placarded during
the Second Republic, iu lord de la Btfare,
impressions et sotaenws ( 1854) , Qerwd de
Nerval, M vie et ses cewores (1865) , Bewn
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Murger et la Boheme (1866), Lea sowieurs de than whom he was more popular, but not a
sonnets, 16'tO-1866 (1867) Under the pen greater statesman
name of Junius" he contributed a lively series DEMADES, dm a'dez (Gk Arj/iafots, Dd
of letters to the Figaro m 1861

-.....-
DELVAUX, deTvo', LAUBENT (1695-1778)

A Flemish sculptor He was born in Ghent
and btudied his art under Gerv Heidenberg
and Dieudonne Plumier in Brussels In 1717
he went to London, where he spent nine Tears
and executed numerous works for Westminster
Abbey and other churches and for palaces,
partly in conjunction with the sculptor Pieter

Schcemaeckei, of Antwerp From 1727 to 1733
he studied antique art in Italy and, after his
return to Brussels \\ is appointed court sculp
tor to the Regent Maria Elizabeth and later
to Duke Charles of Lorraine, for whom he
modeled busts of Maria Theiesa and Louis XV
He afterward scttkd at Nivelles and there

piacticed his art until his death His produc
tions, chaiactenzed b\ \igoious treatment, show

DEMADES,
madt-s) A gifted Athenian orator arid un'scrup
ulous politician of the fourth century B c Foi
the 12 years preceding Alexander's death he was
a leader in Athens ^ith Phocion (q\ ), and
so TV a& the enemj of Demosthenes Though
friendly to the Macedonians, he accepted bribes

from the other side, for this he was fined

several times and at last deprived of his civil

rights When Antipater was advancing on
Athens in 322 B c , Demades was restored to full

standing as a citizen, and he and Phocion weie
sent as ambassadors to him Their acceptance
of the terms offered, terms which were unfa\ora
hie to Athens ^as made the basis of a chaige
that they had been bribed Some years later

Antipater discovered that Demades had been
false to him, and he put him to death (c318~
c

) None of his speeches is e\tant in an
the influence of clastic ut, and his religious tiquity U orations were curient under his name
_ , - -v . ^ _< _ . ., ,

bufc they ^ ere flll recogni7ed to be spunous Ex
tracts from one of these (IIe/>i Aw5en.aeTfay,

Pen Dodehaetia?) are edited bv Haupt in

sp albo that of Boinmi Thev include a co-

lossal statue of Hcicules in the New Museum of

Brussels, the mausoleum of Leonhard van der
Noot in the Carmelite Church, Brussels,JNoot in tlie Uarmolite Church, Brussels, a Ueimes, vol xm pp 408 et seq We have also

pulpit, zepresenting the "Tree of Life," in the a collection of savings attributed to him, De
cathedral in Ghent the best specimen of Flem
ish sculpture in the eighteenth century, a
statue of St Livin in the Museum in Ghent

DELVTGITE, del've'ny', HENBI GUSTAVB
(1700-1876) A French soldier and inventor,
boin in Hamburg He became a captain in the
French infantry service from ^hich he re

madea Con&ult Blas>s, Attische Betedsamlevt,m (leipzier, 1887-03)
DEMAEN' See DE^MESISE

DEMAND A technical term of the common
law, signifying a legal claim or obligation It

is defined by Lord Coke as ' a term of law, of

an e'rtent greater in its signification than any
signed on the outbreak of the revolution of July other word except claim" (Co Lit, 291)
(1830) In 1826 he invented a rifle known addition to the claims enforceable by ac(1830) In 1826 he invented a rifle known
by his name In this rifle the chamber was
smaller than the bore with which it was con
nected by a spherical surface equal in radius to

the ball used The powder was poured from
the muzzle into the chamber, upon which the

ball rested when dropped into the bore The

addition to the claims enforceable by actions,

such as contracts, debts, obligations, etc, it

includes, as well, all rights enforceable by
entry, by seizure of goods, or by any other act

A release of all demands, therefore, is the most

comprehensive release that can be given The
usual form of "general release/' as it is calledu in i enecu wiieit uruppeu mw wie oure jtue usual lorm or general reieane, aB >" caueu

ball was then made to take the rifling grooves is to release "all claims and demands what
by ramming This invention marks an im

" "

portant step in the improvement of the nfle

Delvigne also devised some life saving appara
tus, particularly life rockets His publications
include ExposS {Fun nonvcau sysUme d'arme
mcnt pour rwfant&rie (1836)

DELYAWITIS, or DELIJA23TTIS, THEODO
ROS (1826-1005) A Greek statesman, born at necessary to fis. an inchoate legal obligation and

Kalavryta, in the Peloponnesus He studied at to entitle the claimant to bring an action for its'"'"''" ' "~
enforcement Thus, under ordinary circum

stances, no right of action arises for a breach

soever" See RELEASE
The term "demand" is also employed in law

in a narrower sense, derived from its general

signification of a request, or summons, ad
dressed to another m legal form, calling upon
him to perform a legal duty which he owes to

the demandant Such a demand is frequently

Athens and entered the government service (De

partment of the Interior) in 1843, and was

rapidly promoted He was Minister of Foreign of promise to marry unless a pievious demand
Affairs in the provisional government of 1862- can be shown, and the same is true of all con

63 and Minister to France m 1867 In the cab tract obligations in which the time of perform
inets from 1868 to 1878 he held office either ance is not definitely fixed, as well as of others

" ' '" ' ""
in which the time is not a material element

So, m other classes of rights, a demand and
its refusal are frequently necessary to give to

a \vrongful act the sharpness and deflmtene&s

requisite to make a legal remedy available For

example, where goods are wrongfully detained

by a finder, or by any other person whose ong

as Minister of Foreign Affairs, or of Finances,
or of Worship and Instruction He represented
Greece at the Berlin Congress in 1878 and ob

tamed an extension of territory for his country
Tn 1885 he formed a new ministry, but his policy
led to a blockade of the Greek coast by a fleet

of the Great Powers, and he resigned in 1886
He was Prime Minister again in 1890-92, but mal possession thereof was lawfully acquired,

his mismanagement of finances led to his dis

missal He held the office a third time from
1895 to 1897, when he involved Greece in the

war with Turkey and was obliged to resign
He was Premier again in 1002-03 and 1604-05
On June 13, 1905, he was assassinated by a

gambler whose olaas interests lie had antag-
onized His political history was for the moat

part nothing but opposition to Tnkoupis (qv ),
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he must refuse a demand for them before he

becomes liable m trover for a conversion, and

so, before abating a nuisance, either personally
or by action, a demand must usually be made

upon the person maintaining it

There are other cases in which, though a

definite default has been made, entitling the in

jured party to sue. without further notice, a

demand for performance may yet be necessary
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to enable him to avail himself of some more subsequently fell to the share of Portugal As
drastic remedy as in the case of a failure to

pay rent at the stipulated time, though an
action will he for the breach of contract, the

landlord cannot enter for breach of condition

and put an end to the lease without previous
demand It should he added that, in all cases

in which a demand is requisite to fix a Ipgal

liability, the requirement is dispensed with if

the partv in default has put it out of his power

between the iv,o Iberian Powers, the terms of

the comention were respected in fair measure,

though disputes as to the exact determination

of the line ^ere frequent The chief disputes
were o^er the ownership of the Moluccas and

Philippines, settled by the Treaty of Saragoasa
in 1529 and over the southwestern boundary
of Brazil, which resulted in the abrogation of

the line of demarcation and all agreements
to comply \uth it, and in some jurisdictions based thereon bj a treaty of 1750 This treaty,
the courts hat e gone so far as to hold a demand

unnecessary in all cases in which it would

probably have been unavailing See BBEACH,
COHVEBSION, LIABILITY, QUASI CONTRACT,
and consult the authonties referred to under
these titles

'

DEMAND AND STTPPLT In political

economy demand signifies the amount of a

commodity that will be taken at a given pnce,
supply the amount that will be offered at a

given pnce In the case of most commodities

appearing on the market the volume of de-

mand increases and the volume of supply di

mimshes with e\err decline in pnce, and vice

versa There must be some price at which the

volume of demand just equals that of supply,
and this is the pnce that tends to rule in the

market Hence the axiom of political economy
that pnce is determined by the equation of

demand and supph
While classical political economy explained

prices current on the market by the equation
of demand and supplv and had no other for

mula e\en for the permanent prices of objects
not reproducible, for goods that could be pro-
duced bv labor another law governed prices m
toe long run coat of production If market

pnces, fixed by demand and supply, exceeded

cost of production, supply would increase until

prices were forced to a lower level if maiket

pnces were inferior to cost* supply would di-

minish until prices rose It is to be noted that

the law of costs operates only through the

mechanism of demand and supply
In recent economic theory the law of demand

and supply is accepted as a preliminary step
in reasoning, but chief interest is held to centre

m the forces underlying demand and supply
See POLITICAL ECONOMY
DEMARATTJS (Lat, from Gk Awioparo*,

Demaratus) A Spartan, king (c510 to 491
BO

) By the machinations of his colleague,
Cleomenes (qv), he was deposed He subse-

quently repaired to the Persian court and ac-

, -was also abiogated in 1761 and all

disputes involved were at length settled in 1779

by a new treaty The other nations of Europe

C"
little regard to the papal bull Consult

isse Diplomatic Hi&tonj of i,netica (New
York, 1S98), and Edward G Bourne, Essays in

Histoncal CntiGi&m (ib, 1901)

DEM'ABEST', WILLIAM HENBY STEELS
'1863- } An American college president,
born at Hudbon, N Y After giaduatmg fiom

Rutgers College in 1883 and from New Biuns
\\ick (N J) Theological Seminary in 1888, he
\\ is ordained to the ministry of the Reformed
thmch in America He \vab pastor at Walden,
N \ (1888-97) and at Catskill, N T( (1897-

1001) In 1901-06 he nas professor of church

lustorj at New Biunswick Theological Semi

nin, and in 1906 he became president of

Rutgers College He rescued the degiee of

TLD from Columbia Unueibity and Union

College

DEMABTEATJ, de'nur'to', GILLES (1722-

76) A French line engraver He was bom m
I ieg, but studied and practiced his art in

Pins He is one of the most eminent e\po
nints of the style of enqiaving in imitation of

nayon drawing He brought that process to

crieit perfection, but was not, as is frequently
stated, the inventor of it Foi his sei vices he
lituved from Louis XV a pension of 600 livres,
nid in 1769 he was elected a member of the
Paris Academy His work comprises some 729

plates, for the most part after French masteis,

especially Boucher, including models for stu

dents, of -which he seems to ha-\e created the

typical academic style of drawing Among the
beat are "The Wounded Lycurgus," after

Cochin, "Justice Protecting the Arts," after

CoUun, Entombment of Cliribt," after Stcl

laert, "The Education of Cupid" and "Venus
Crowned," after Boucher, and some excellent

portraits, especially that of the painter Charles
Vanloo

DEM'AVEND', MOUNT An extinct volcanoi i ~r - jjjuju. .0. XUN jj- . j,uuurri ja.ii exunci volcano
companied Xerxes as a councilor on that mon- Of Persia, in lat 36 N, and long 52 E , about
ar<l* JR ftTmpflitiftn nJTAiTisT. O-reflftp- tfi i *_J.V^-L ^* m^ *__ TS .arch's expedition against Greece

DETIABCATION (Fr demarcation, from
Lat <fo, off, away, MI; marca, boundary, limit,

mark), LINE or The historical and cartograph-
ical name given to an imaginary line running
due north and south 100 leagues west of the

Azores, established by a papal bull of Alexander
VI on May 4, 1493, delimiting the spheres of

Spanish and Portuguese possession in the New
World All new lands discovered east of this

kae were to belong to Portugal and all to the
vest to Spain Dissatisfaction with this

iO miles northeast of Teheran (Map Persia,
D 3) It has an altitude estimated at 18,500
feet and forms the loftiest peak of the Elburz
chain, which separates the low shores of the

Cabpian Sea fiom the high tableland of Persia

Although no longer subject to eruptions, Dema
vend bears traces of comparatively recent ac
tmty Its summit is conical and the crater
<till intact At its base hot springs give evi
dence of the continued existence of volcanic heat
at no great distance beneath the surface A
great deposit of sulphur covers the summit of

arrangement on the part of Portugal led to the Demavend and is brought down to the plains in
conclusion of the Convention of TbrdesiUas be-
tween Spurn and Portugal, June 7, 1494, sane
turned by a bull granted by Pope Julius II,
Jan 24, 1506, in which the line of demarcation
was shafted 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde
Islands, so that Brazil, as yet undiscovered,

bags as an article of commerce The first Euro
pean to make the ascent of Demavend vras
William T Thomson, in 1837 Demavend
towers high above the neighboring mountains,
the adjacent summits not exceeding two thirds
of its elevation At all tnaes itixas been a
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conspicuous object from the great trade route
between India and the West, along the edge
of the Persian table land Zohak, a persomflca
tion of the bad principle, TV as supposed by the
Persians to be buried under Demavend
DEMBEA, dem1>e & or dem be'a See TZAKA
DEMEHT'SKI, dem ben'ske, HEMJYK (1791-

1864) A Polish and Hungarian general, bom
near Crawro, in Poland He entered the Polish

army in 1809, took part in the invasion of

Russia by the French m 1812, and -was made
captain by Napoleon himself on the battlefield

of Smolensk He subsequently distinguished
himself at Leipzig After the fall of the Empire
he returned to his natne tountry and Irved in

comparative obscunty for some time The
Polish Revolution of 1830 called him again to
arms He obtained the command of a brigade
of cavalry and e\hibited heioic counge at the
battles of Kuslev and Ostrolenka Afterward
he wa? engaged in the campaign in Lithuania

and, returning to Warsaw, \\-xs made commander
in chief of the national army holding the post,
however, for only three days. After the sur
render of Warsaw to the Russians Dembmski
\vent to France In 1833 he proceeded to Egypt
and entered the service of Mehemet All, but
returned to Pans in 1835 Some months after

the outbreak of the Hungarian insurrection

Kossuth appointed him commander in chief

of the mam Hungarian army (Feb 5, 1849)
He drew up a line of campaign, but could not
obtain the concuirence of Qorgei, whose tardy
arrival caused the loss of the bxttle of Kdpolna
(Ftb 26-27, 1849) Forced to retreat behind
the Theiss, Dembmski resigned his command,
but subsequently consented to act under Mesza
roa He was appointed to the command of the
Northern Hungarian army ind strongly urged
the necessity of uniting the cause of Hungary
with that of Poland, proposing to lead an army
mto Gahcia, but his advice -was not taken

After the resignation of Kossuth, and the

capitulation signed by Qorgei at Vilagos (Aug
13, 1849), Dembmski fled to Turkey In 1850

he returned to France and began to write

his Alemotres on the Hungarian war He died

in Paris in 1864 Consult Danzer, DemlinsLi
in Ungarn (Vienna, 1873)

DEME, de"m (Ok Sfifws, demos, district)

One of the primitive subdivisions of ancient

Attica The word originally meant "a country
district" and was applied to the rural com
mumties or to the people living in the country
m distinction from those living in the city

The denies existed from an early period and,

according to tradition, were made constituent

parts of the Athenian territory by Theseus,

but they do not become historically important
until the time of Olisthenes (508-607 BG)
When Cliathenes (qv) abolished, for all but

religious purposes, the four old Attic tribes

and substituted m their stead 10 new tnbes,

he first divided the people territorially into a

certain number of demes and then formed LIB

tnbes by arbitrary groupings of these demes

( See ATHENS, History ) The demes were thus

the fundamental political units of the state

The number ol demes established by Chsthenes

cannot be determined, the statement of Herod

otus that he made 100 cannot be fitted into our

other information concerning his reforms The

demes were variously named some with gentile

or patronymic names, some from the trades

earned on in them, some from plants that

giew m the neighborhood, and so on Each deme
had its presiding officer (Sij/wpx ** demarches),
elected annually, its treasurer (Tartar, tamvts),
its controller ( dvrtypafavs, antigraphe^s) , and
other officers, besides its assembly, which, con
Aened by the demarch, transacted the public
business of the Seme There was also for

each deme a register wherein were enrolled, for

political and other purposes, all the memberb
of that deme Membership in the deme was

hereditaiy, it was retained without regard
to the place of actual residence Consult

Hermann, Gnechische Alterthumer (Freiburg,
1882) , Leake, Demes of Attica (London, 1820) ,

Haussouilher, La we mumcipale en Attique
(Pans, 1883) Wachsmuth Stadt Athen, vol
11 (Leipzig, 1890)
BE MEHDOZA See SANTHXASA
DEMENTIA See I\SAMTY
DEMEBAEA, dfim'6 ra'ra A river of Brit

ish Guiana (qv ), South America, ribing m the
mountains of the interior, flowing north almost

parallel with the Easequibo, and emptying into

the Atlantic at Georgetown (Map Guiana,
British, F 2) It is about 200 miles long, 1%
miles broad at its mouth, and navigable by
ships of considerable burden for 75 miles Its

affluents are numerous, though small At its

entrance into the ocean it affords a spacious
harbor, obstructed, however, by a bar

DEMESNE, da men', or DEMAIN' (OF de

maine, domavne, from Lat domintum, right of

power) In the feudal system of land tenure
the dominion over land But the dominion con
noted bv the term \\as the actual dominion of

the freehold tenant, and not the theoretical do
minion of the king or the mesne lord It did

not signify lordship of land, but the rights and
the authority of the immediate owner Such a

tenant was said to hold "in his demesne" (w
dominie auo\ Blackstone distinguishes accu

rately between the allodial, or absolute, owner,
outside the feudal system, who was described

as holding the land "in his demesne," and the

feudal tenant, \\hose dominion was qualified by
adding tlia phrase "as of fee

"
indicating a real

and yet suboidinate dominion But be was

probably wrong in using the same term to

describe the king-s paramount lordship The

king, indeed, held lands in his demesne, there

were and still are "demesne lands" of the

crown, but they are the immediate property of

the crown, owned and controlled by it, and not

lands held of the crown by freehold tenants

See CBOWN LANDS FEUDALISM, TENUBE
Ancient demesne is a species of privileged

copyhold tenure, surviving in a few ancient

manors which formed part of the demesne lands

of the crown in the time of the Conqueror and
are so recorded in Domesday Book These
manors mav now be in the hands of subjects
Tenure of ancient demesne is sometimes known
as customary tenant right, pnvileged villeinage,
and villein socage The abolition of the peculiar

privileges
which attended it, by statute in 1833,

has assimilated it closely to ordinary socage
tanure Consult Blackstone, Oommentttnes on

the Laws of England, Vinogradoff, ViUewctffe
m England, Pollock and Maitland, ffistory of

'Enqlw'h, Law (26. ed, Cambridge and Boston,

1899) See COFTHOLD, SodAGB
DEMETEB See CEEES
DEMETBITTS (Gk A^rpwj, DSmStrwa)

A sculptor of Attica, who flourished in the early

part of tlie fourth century BC He was espe
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cmlly celebrated for the realism of his portraits,

though some censured his excess ely close imi

tation of natural defects Consult E A Gard

ner, A Handbook, of Greek ticulptwe (London,

1911), and P Gardner, The Principles of Greek

Ait (New York, 19 14)

DEMETRITJS, called PHU.EBELS (Gk A^ZTJ

rptos $aXijpeus, Denntnos Phalneus) (c3i5-
283 D c ) A Greek orator and philosopher He
-ftas born at Phaleium, Attica, and -n xb a pupil
of the philosopher Theophrabtu* In 317 BC
he \vas appointed Go\ernor of Athene by Cas

sander (q-i ) and held that office successfully

for 10 -years When Athens \tas taken by
Demetrius Poliorcetes (qv) in 307 BC, Deme-
trius Phalereus fled, firbt to Thebes, then to

Ptolemv Lagus at \le\andna Later he was
banished from Alexandria and withdrew to Upper
Fgvpt, -nhere he died Demetrius -wrote many
historical and philosophical works, but only frag
ments of these lemam The rhetorical treatise On
Style (liepl Epfiyvetas, Pen HermGneias), as

cnbed to him, is probably a composition of a

later date The treatise was edited, with notes,

Eng trans etc bv Roberts (Cambndge 1902)
The ancient critics all piaise the suavity, ele

gance, polish, and subtlety of his speeches, yet
his style was effeminate, emotional without

being inspiring, florid, tricked out -with the

spurious charms, the paints and dyes of a

courtesan" Consult Wright, A Short History
of Greek Literature (Xe\\ York 1907) Christ

Schmid, GewJnchte det Guechiwhen Litteratur,
vol 11 (5th ed, Munich, 1911) the irticle

"Demetnos" No 85, in Pauly Wiswnva, Real

Pncyclopadie der classtschen Altet tumswiasen

achaft, \ol 11 (Stuttgart, 1901)
DEMBTBrDTS 1 A young Athenian in

love \iith Hermia m Shiktspeares Midsummer
Night's Dream 2 The son of Tamora, Queen
of the Goths, in Shakespe lie's Titut indi omens
3 A fnend of Antonv in Shakespeare's Jin

tony and Cleopatra 4 Cehas princely lo\er

in Fletcher's The Humorous Lieutenant

DEMETBITTS Tlie assumed name of four

pretenders to the throne of Russia between the

years 1603 and 1613 Jn 1584 Ivan the Terrible

died, leaving two sons Feodor and Demetrius
the former of whom ascended the throne, but

proved a weak ruler and fell completely under
the control of his brother in law Boris Godunoff
The second son, Demetrius, was brought up at

a distance from the court and when only 9 or

10 years old either was accidentally killed or
was put to death In 1598 Feodor died also,

and Boris ascended the throne, but his tyran
meal measures rendered him -very unpopular
In 1603 a rumor spread through Russia that
Deraetnus was not dead, but had appeared in

Poland The fact was that a person calling
himself Demetrius, but who, it is said, was in,

reality a monk named Gregory Otrepieff, be

longing to the convent of Tehudov, had sue
i ceded m persuading Prince Wisniewski in

Iithuama, and afterward Mmszek, Palatine of

Sandomir, that he was the true son of Ivan
The latter introduced him to Sigismund III,

King of Poland, who saw m him a useful instru

tnent for introducing Polish influence into Russia
and so aided him in his designs against Boris
Towards the close of 1604 Demetrius, supported
by a number of Polish nobles, invaded Russia,
defeated Boris, who died in April, 1605, and
watered Moscow in June. 1605, the people recerv

miff bun with great enthusiasm He ruled for

some months with -vigor and ability but his

manifest predilection foi the Poles soon excited

the RubSianss against him, and the arrival of

Ins bride Manna Mnis/ek, the daughter of the

Palitine of Sandomir, \utli i Polish retinue on

May S, 1606, brought the discontent to a head
Eleven da^ liter an int>umction broke out in

the capital headed by Prince Vabili Shuiski

The pretender wat. slam, and a multitude of the

Poles massacred Vasili Shuiski no-n ascended

the throne, but in 1607 an individual appeared

alleging that he T\as Demetnus and that an
other had been mistaken for him in the Moscow
massacre He found a considerable number of

adherents, and Marina acknowledged him to be

her husband The Poles helped him, and foi

some tune it seemed likely that he would sue

ceed, but at length he was killed at Kaluga
in 1610 The third pretender ga\e himself out

to be the son of the first After a brief caieer

he fell into the power of the Crar and was

strangled The fourth nude the same pietcn

sions, but, falling into the hands of the Cos

sacks, was carried to Moscow, where he -nas

executed in 1613 Consult Scipkin "Wer -wai

pseudo Demetrius I," AreJno fu> slawsche Phi

lologie, vol v (Berlin, 1898 1900) , Munro,
The Rtse of the Russian fimptte (London,

1900), Kostomaroff, Les faux Dmitri (fit

Petersburg, 1864) , Merimee, Les faun Demetnus
(Pans, 1858) Eng trans by A R Stoble

DEMETBTOS I, called POIJOBCETFS (&wn-
rpios noXtopKTjnjs Dfj/if trios Pohotketts, "Deme
tiius, Besieger of Cities") (c 337-283 BC ) A
king of Macedonia He -was the son of Antigonus
Cyclops and Stratonice At an early age he

assisted his father in wais viitli the generals of

Alexander, was defeated by Ptolemy, the son of

Ptolemy Lagus, at Gaza in 312, but soon after

retrieved his fortunes by gaining a victory ovtr

Cilles m Syria In 307 he freed Athens from
the rule of Cassander (q v ) , expelled the gar
rison under command of Demetrius Phalcrcus

(qv ), and was received m the city with divine
honors In 306 he defeated Ptolemy in a naval
battle at Cyprus and destroyed the naval power
of Egypt In 305 he laid siege to Rhodes, but
was unable to take the city Afterward (301)
he won the enmity of Seleucus, Cassander, and

Lysimachus, he was defeated at Ipsus by
Seleucus and Lysimachus His po-wer in Grecw
now passed from him for a time, but in 295 ho
recovered Mgina,, Salamis, and Athens In 294
he murdered Alexander, brother of Antipater,
and seized the throne of Macedonia, but was
afterward expelled by Pyrrhus and finally sur
rendered to Seleueus (286), whose prisoner h<

remained until his death (283) Demetnus is

famous for having conducted his sieges on a

grand scale, with all the paraphernalia known
to the military science of that age His in

genuity in devising new siege weapons was
shown especially in his attack on Rhodes His
life T*as written by Plutarch
DEMETBHTS I, called SOTEB (Gk Awtrpw

Swnjp, DSmftnos S5tPr) (c 187-150 B c ) King
of Syna from 162 to 15Q B o He was the son
of Seleuous IV Philopator and lived at Rome
as a hostage during the reign of his father and
that of Antiochus Epiphanes, who had usurped
the throne, after the death of Philopator (176)
He escaped from confinement in 161, overthrew
and killed Antiochue V Eupator and, with
the aid of the Romans, established himself firmly
in power He carried on war against the1 Jews



and the Cappadocians and freed tlie Babylonians
from the rule of the satrap Timarckus and so
won the title of Soter, "Savior" He fought
with the Maccabees He fell in battle against
tht usurpei Alexander Balas
DEMETRIUS II A king of Macedonia

(c 239-229 B c
) He was the son of Antigonua

Gonatas (qv) and giandson of Demetrius
Pohorcetes (qv )

and \\a<3 engaged in continual
welfare with the peoples to the north of Mace
donia -md with thp Achsean and the ^tolian

leagues
DEMETBIUS IE, NICATOB

(
'-c 125 B c

) A
king of Syria, son of Demetuus Soter (qv)
After his fathers death he Ined many veais in

exile, but with the assistance of Ptolemy Phi

lometer, whose daughter he mairied, he secured
the throne of Syria m 146 B c About 138, m
in expedition against the Parthians, he was
defeated and taken pnsonei Affcei 10 years of

captivity he was lestoied to potter (c!28), but
was vanquished bv a pietender to his thione in

a battle ntar Damascus He fled to Tyre and
theie perished by assassination

DEMETRIUS HI, variously known as Eucr
BUS EUEHGETES, and PHIIOMEIOB, King of

Svna fiom 94 to 88 BC He was the grandson
of Demetrius Nicator and ruled jointly with
his brother Philip, but waa dethroned bv him,
with the aid of the Arabs and the Parthians,
and died a pusoner among the Parthians
DEMETRIUS OF BYZASTTIUM, bizin'

&lu urn A Penpatetic philosopher He is sup
posed to have been the man who tried to

dissuade Cato Uticensis from suicide Part of

lus book Poets is quoted by Athenseus and
Philodemus Parts of book 11 of this woik have
been recovered at Herculineum Consult Scott,

Fragmenta Herculanenwa (Oxford, 1886)
DEMETRIUS 03T SU1TIUM A cynic phi

losopher, who lived in Rome for the greater

part of the years 40 to 80 A D He enjoyed the

friendship of Seneca, who obscives that Nature
made him to be at once an example and a

reproach to the world (Consult De Benefi&is,

MI, 8, 2
) He was a consistent opponent of the

monarchy He refused an offer of a large sum
by Caligula, meant to win him from his

opposition
DEMETRIUS TRICLI1TUS (Lat, from

Gk ATJ/IMJT/HOS TplK\tvas, D&netnos TnkUnos) A
Greek scholiast of the fifteenth century In

addition to his recension of the text of Sopho
cles, which served as the basis of several subse

quent revisions, he composed scholia on the same

poet, and on Hesiod, Pindar, and Aristophanes,
and works on the metres and figures of Sophocles
DEMETBIUS ZE'NUS (Lat, from Gk

ATMMJT/KOS Zijvos, D&netnos ZSnoa) A writer of

Zacynthus, who lived in the sixteenth century
His works include a translation of the Batra

chomyomaoJua (about 1530) into modern Greek

in the trrtxoi voktriKol, stwhcn poZtttA-ot, or popu
lar verses, and a poem in the same measure on

Alexander the Great (printed at Venice, 1829)

The former work has been edited by Mullach

(Berlin, 1837) It was printed, with a Latin

translation, by M Qrusius, m Hgen's edition

of the Homeric Hymns (Halle, 1796)

DEMETZ, de-mats', FBEDEBIQ AUGUSTS (1796-

1873) A French prison reformer, born in

Pans He studied law and was subsequently
made a judge In 1836 he was sent by the

French government to the United States for the

purpose of studying American poutentianee

The results of his investigations were published
in 1839 under the title Rapports a Monsieur le

comte de Montahiet sur les penitencieis des

Etats Z7nw One of the conclusions of this

repoit is that the penitentiaries of Pennsyl

vania, organized on the plan of isolating the

young prisoners, w ere inefficient Demetz's chief

services, however, were in connection with a

reformatory founded by him m 1840 on an
entireh novel plan at Mettray, near Tours
Hundreds of young cnnunals were gathered by
him into this leformatory at the expiration
of their terms of imprisonment, and theie they
were given instruction and agricultural work
which entitled them to moderite compensation
The lesults thus achieved led to the mtroduc
tion of this system in several other European
countries

DEMI', or DEMY (Fr demi, Lat dtmtdtiu,
half) A term in heraldry An animal is said

to be demi when only the upper or fore half of

it is lepiesented In inanimate objects the
dexter half per pale is usually intended, when
it is said to be demi, though a demi fleur de hs,

eg, may be a fleur de hs divided per fess

DEM'ICAN'TSrON A large gun used in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and perhaps
later It is said to have had a length of 12 to

14 feet, a diameter of bore of 6% inches, and
to have fired a ball of 33 pounds' weight, there
is some doubt about this, as a solid spherical
shot for a 6% inch gun ought to weigh over
40 pounds The point blank range was estimated
at 162 paces and its range at 2000 See GUNS,
NAVAL
DEMICUI/VERUT A gun of about the

same date as the demicannon (qv) It was
about 9 feet long, had a bore of about 4 5 inches,
and threw a ball of nine pounds' weight Its

point blank range was about 174 paces and its

range 1800 See AKTILLEBT OBDNANCB

DEMIDOEF, dyfime'dof, Princes of San
Donato A noble and wealthy Russian family,
the most distinguished members of which are

1 NIKITA DEMIDOFF (c!665-c 1720), the

founder of the family, a runaway serf, who
amassed an immense fortune as a manufacturer
of arms He established numerous forges and
foundries in, the Urals and died after 1720 2

AKINFI DEMIDOFF (died c!740), son of Nikita,

brought over skilled German miners to examine
the nch deposits of gold, silver, and copper in

the nver valleys of Siberia The government
made him a councilor of state 3 PBOKOP

(1710-1786), son of Akinfi, established a com
mercial school in Moscow in 1772 4 PAUL
DEMIDOFF (1738-1821), cousin of Prokop, trav

eler and scientist, gave a museum of natural

history to the University of Moscow and founded

the Demidoff Museum of Taroslav 5 NIKOLAI,
COUNT DEMIDOFF (1773-1828), nephew of Paul,
mamed the Countess Strogonoff and became a

privy councilor and Imperial chamberlain He

distinguished himself in the- war against the

Turks In 1812 he raised a regiment and fought
at its head against Napoleon 6 AITATOLE

(1812-70), son of Nikolai, displayed great en

thusiasm for letters and the sciences His

principal book, published in Pans in 1839, en

titled Travels tn Southern Russia and Ormea,
is the record of a great scientific expedition
undertaken at his expense In 1841 be married

Mathilde de Montfort, daughter of Jerome

Bonaparte The marriage was dissolved by
mutual consent in 1846 Hospitals, schools, and
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museums all over Russia testify- to the numifi

cence of the Demidoffs

DE MILLE, dentil', HEKBY CHUBCHILL

( 1850-95} An American playwright, one of

the authors of The Wife, Lord Chumley, and

other pieces He was bom in North Carolina

and educated at Columbia College from which
he was graduated m 1875 In 1882 he became

examiner of plavs at the ^ladi&on Square The-

atre, and later he -was an actor under \ M
Palmer s management His first play, Delmar**

Daughter, was produced in 1883 without sue

cess In 1884 he produced The Main Line by
himself and Charles Barnard In collaboration

vuth David Bekbeo he wrote The Wife (pro
duced in 1887 at the Lyceum), which proved a

great success and in the following seasons they

brought out Lord Chumley, The Chanty Ball,

and Men and Women In 1891 he adapted from

the German The Lost Paradise Consult Mont
rose J Moses, TJie American Dramatist (Bos
ton 1911)

DE MILLE, JACOBS (1833-80) A Canadian

author, born at St John, New Brunswick He

graduated at Brown Unnersity in 1854, was

professor of classics in Aeadia College (Wolf

ville, Nova Scotia) in 1880-65, and from 1865

until his death occupied the chair of hiitory
and rhetonc in Dalhousie College (Halifax,

Nova Scotia) De Mille wrote more than 30

novels, of which the best are Helena's House
hold (1868), a Eoman tale of the first century,
ind A Stranae Manuscript Found in a Copper

Cylinder (1888), posthumously published The

Dodge Club (2 vols, 1866-69) is a humorous
book of travel His other publications include

Andy O'Hara (I860), The Soldier and the Spy
(1865) The American Baron (1870) ,

The Lady
of the Ice (1870) , Comedy of Terrors (1872),
The Liwig Link (1874), The Winged Lion
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ating from lale University m 1872, he served

as assistant editor of the Trov Whig (1872-

73), as night editor of the Neu Haven Palla.

dium (1374-75), and as assistant news editor,

editorial -n liter, and tra\eling correspondent for

the New York Evening Post (1875-84) For

several years he edited the New Haven Aeics

and later he was associate editor and editorial

writer foi thf Raihoad, (ra~ette (now Ra Iway
Age Gazette) Besideb magazine articles, he is

author of By Ways of \a-ture and Life (1884)

DEMISE' (OF fern of demis, fiom Lat de

mittere, to hand down) In the most geneial

sense, a transfer or comevance of an interest

in land Technically the term is employed in

two distinct senses first, to denote a lease or

letting of land for a term of years, second, to

describe the transmission of the royal authority,

dignity, and estates trom one sovereign to his

successor The phrase "demise of the cioW
does not bignify the death of the soveieign but

the transfer 01 devolution of the kingdom,
whether that occurs as the result of the death

or of the -voluntary abdication of the sovereign
Probably, however, it \vould be lestucted to the

case of a normal transfer of the crown in the

succession established bv h\v, and not to a

change in the succession bv revolution or other

uise However this may be, the phiase
'

demise

of the crown" is the legal expression of the

notion involved in the populai phrase "The

king never dies" It indicates that the govern
ment does not come to a full stop on the death

or abdication of its head, but that the royal
authority is continuous and permanent, passing
at once, without a break 01 jar to him who
is to exercise it nevt This conception of the

matter, so important to the welfare of the king
dom and the stability of the government, is

comparatively modern the effect of the death

(1877, 2d ed 1904), A Castle t Spain (1882- of the sovereign in England having formerly
83) A Treatise on Rhetoric (1878)

DE MILLE, WILLIAM CHUBCHILL (1878-
) An American playwright, born at Wash

ington, N C He graduated from Columbia

Lmvermty in 1900 and studied also at the

4mencan Academy of Dramatic Arts in New
Itork City He is coauthor of the following

plavs The Gemus (1906), Classmates (1907),
The Royal Mounted (1908), and is author of

Strongheart (1905), The Warrens of Virginia

( 1907 ) ,
The Land of the free, and The Womm,

nhich was novelised by Albert Payaon Terhune
m 1912

DEKDMONDE, dem'i mond or de me'mONd'
(Fr half -world) The better class of courte-

sans in Pans and other cities The term ongi

been to paralyze for the time being many of the

functions of government, including the adminis
tration of justice The King's Peace had to be

proclaimed anew by each sovereign at Ins acces

sion and the administration of government
newly constituted All these inconveniences
have been remedied bv a soncs of statute 5

)

enacted since the accession of William and Mary
and the principle of the immediate demise of

the crown as above deacubed firmly established
See Anson, Law aiid Custom of the Constitution

(2d ed, Oxford, 1896)

DEMTCTBGE, deml Orj or de'mt (Lat dem*

urgus, from Gk hjnavpy6s} dtmiourgos, handi

craftsman, from Sjnun, demws, of the people -f-

p, ergevn, to work) The name given in the
uated with Alexandre Dumas flls, who used it cosmogony of the Gnostics to the creator of the
m the phrase meaning "half and half society

w world of matter and sense He was variously
DEM7ING A village and the county seat conceived In general, he was the archon or

of Luna Co
,
N Mex

,
86 nulee northwest of chief of the lowest order of the spirits or eons

M Paso, Tex, on the Southern Pacific, the
' J ' '

4.tchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe, and the El
Paso and Southwestern railroads, and on the

Mimbres River (Map New Mexico, B 6) It

is a health resort, contains a hospital, and has . o J o
important commercial interests, being the trade the divine rational soul or pneuma, But the
centre of a cattle aad wool growing and TTfrnrmg power of evil in the material body prevented" - '

the development of that higher element The
demiurge, ignorant of the highest God, could

of the pleroma, mingling with chaos, he formed
in it a corporeal animated world He created

man, but could impart to hzm only his own
weak principle, the psyohe, or sensuous soul

therefore the highest, the really good God, added

region Settled about 1881 and incorporated in

1901, it is governed under a charter of the

latter date by a mayor, elected for a term of not bring lus creatures to the"knowledge' of the
three years, and & unicameral council Pop

J" *"- j -- -- T - -L * " *

1910, 1864

DEimTG, OuxssxrcE ( 1848-1913 ) An Amer
ican editor, born at Lifchfield, Conn Gradu

true Godhead, as the Jehovah of the Jews he

gave them the imperfect law of Moses, which
promised merely a sensuous happiness, and evea
that not attainable, so that another revelation
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Was necessary Christian Gnosticism, usually-
held Chnat to be the bearer of that revelation,
and the opponent of the claims of the demiurge
upon men See G\ObTieiSM

DEMMIN, dSmen' (formerly Dymtn, Dem
myn, Dammyn Tinnn, from OChurch Sla\

dymu, smoke, Lat fumus, Skt dhuma, vapor)
A town of the Prussian Piovmce of Pomerania,
situated on the navigable Peene, 72 miles west
northwest of Stettin (Map German Empire,
E 2) Besides the to^n proper, Demmin com
prises thiee subnibs There are manufactures
of machmeiy, \voolens, hats, hugar, bricks, and
leather It has also distillenes and brewenes,
non foundries fisheries, and a large trade m
lumbei and gram Pop, 1900, 12,085 1905,
12541 1910, 12,378 Demmin, which had its

ongin in a Slavic settlement, was in the ninth

centuiy a place of some commercial impoitance
In 1164 it T*as taken by Henry the Lion, and
in 1238 it became a member of the Hanseatie

League By the Peace of Westphalia it passed
to Sweden, and in 1720 it came into the posses
sion of Prussia

DEMMIN, AUGUST (1823-98) A German
French art critic, bom in Berlin He \vent to

Pans at the age of 17 to complete his education

and made his home there until 1872, but traveled

extensively throughout Europe and in Asia in

pursuit of his studies, especially in the fields

of ceramics and the science of arms In 1873
he lemoved to Wiesbaden The most important
of his woiks is Enci/clopedie histonque, arohe

ologique, etc, des beaux art <i plastiques (1872-

80, 5 vols, \uth 6000 illustrations) He wrote
also a series of manuals, both in German and

French, designed to guide the amateur of the

decorative arts besides comedies, dramas, and
novels

DEMMLEB, femler GEORG ADOLF (1804-

86) A German architect and politician He
was born at Gustrow, Mecklenburg, studied at

the University and at the Academy of Archi

tecture in Berlin, and in 1824 entered the gov
ernment service of Mecklenburg Appointed
court aichitect in 1837, he planned the Grand
Ducal Palace, the Court Theatre, and the Arse

nal Much interested in the welfare of the

workmen, he introduced a svstem by which they
shared directly in the profits of their labor

His political activity in 1848-50 led to his

dismissal from, the government service in 1851

He traveled for several years in Europe He
was one of the founders of the National Asao

ciation (Nationalverem), in 1859, of the League
for the Promotion of Peace and Liberty, and in

1868 joined the so called German People's Party
at Stuttgart He was elected by the Social

Democrats to the Reichstag in 1877, but did not

seek reelection

DEM'OCE'DES (Gk A^/W^^J, Demokedte)
One of the most famous of the early Greek

physicians He was horn at Crotona, in lower

Italy about the middle of the sixth century B o

After living at ^Egina, Athens, and Samos, as

official physician of the commonwealth, or of

Polycrates (qv), retained at a high salary,

he was taken prisoner by the Persians and

earned to the Persian court, where he rendered

important medical assistance to Danus I and

his wife Atossa Though honored by the Per

sians, he was desirous of returning to his native

city, and, through the favor of Queen Atossa,

he secured appointment to a secret mission

which was sent to Greece Escaping on this

expedition, he returned to Crotona There he

championed the aristocratic pirty and was
obliged to flee to Platasa Consult Herodotus
m, 129-138 (a narrative not in all respects
historical)

DEMOCHABES, de mok'a rez (Lat from Gk
Aij/toxa/wjy) An Athenian orator and statesman,
nephew of Demosthenes He began his public
cueei as leader of the anti Macedonian party
(322 BC) and, after the restoiation of the

dcmociacy in Athens (307), became head of the

patnotic partv He \\as exiled about 295 but
returned in 287 or 286, after which he acted
as Minister of Finance He died after 280
Demochares left oration? and an elaborate his
torv of his time only fragments ot ^hich
remain, for these consult Muller, Fiagmenta
Histoncotum G-r&cotum, 11, 445-449 Consult
Christ Schmid, Cfeichichte de\ gnechischen Lit

tetatvr, l i (5th ed, Munich, 1908)
DE'MOCLES (Lat, from Gk AwwuXft

.DenioAhs) An Attic oiator of the school of

lheophrastu'5, a contemporai \ and opponent of

Demosthenes He is known best aa the defender
of the children of the oratoi Ljeurgus against
the calumnies of Moerocles and Menesoeohmus

Though none of his works is extant, he prob-
ably left some written orations, since Dionysius
of Halicarnassus ascribes to him an oration
which had been attributed to Dmarchus Dio

nysms and Smdas call him Demochdes
DEMOCVBACY (Gk S^fia^paTia. demoliatta,

government ot the people, from 8ij [tas, dimes,
the people + Kpareip, kratem, to rule) 4. term
of wide and vmablc signification comprehend
ing such dnerse but related conceptions as (1)
a society based on equality, (2) a state in

winch the actual power of government is

lodged in the mass of the people, and (3) a
f01 iii of governmental organisation in which the

authority of the state is directly administered

by the people or their chosen representatn es

The teim is also often employed indefinitely to

describe all of these taken together, in ttluch

case it may be defined as a form of society in

which the social organization, the energy of the

<tate and the powers of go\ernment are directed

and controlled by the mass of the people, and
sometimes more vaguely to characten/e the ten

dency of the progressive nations during the

last 200 years towards the realisation of such
i Kocial and political oigam/ation It is in the

fiist, 01 social, sense that the term "democracy"
is most frequently employed by continental and

especially French writers, and in the thud or

governmental sense by the Greek philosophers,
while among English and American political

writers, from Bentham to Lecky and Woodrow
V\ ilson the tendency has been to limit its use to

the actual exercise of political power by the

people, and therefore as coextensive in meaning
with popular government
A democratic society IB one in which privilege,

whether based on birth, on wealth, or on public

bemce, has been abolished, and a substantial

equality of legal rights and obligations and of

social and industrial opportunity established

The existence of a caste, whether hereditary or

intellectual, or of social classes is incompatible
with a democratic organimtion of society, which

is likewise menaced by the growth of centraliza

tion of wealth on the one hand, and, on the

other, by the existence of extreme poverty and

the growth of dependent classes It can there

fore under the present industrial system, be
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only imperfectly realized in a state of civih/a

tion, its best illustrations being found in pnmi
tive or simple communities, like certain of the

SYWISS cantont and the frontier settlements, in

the western poitions of the United States and
Canada Democracy as a social principle resta

upon the doctrine of the essential equality oi

all men and of their equal worthiness a notion

derived mediately from the Christian concep
tion of the equality of all men before God, but

oviing its translation from religion to society

ind politics chiefly to the influence exercibed by
the "writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau In the

_jorm which he gave to it, and in which it claims

our allegiance, the doctrine and the practice of

it are wholly modern Certainly there was no

social equalitj in the 'state of nature," in which
Rousseau imagined himself to have found it,

and the so called democracies of the ancient

world were anything but democratic in senti

ment or in social structure The triumph of

the principle m the modern world has been

checked by the unexpected persistence of the

military spirit and the revival of militarism in

Europe during the latter half of the nineteenth

century, and by the wonderful industrial ex

pansion of the same period, with the consequent
increase and unequal distribution of wealth, in

both Europe and America
A government democratic or popular in form

is a republic i e , a government in which the

administration of the affairs of the state is com
mitted to the people, to be exercised by them
either directly m popular assemblies, like those

of the Athenian democracy, or indirectly through

representatives chosen by them, as in the repub
lies of the modern world Of this it may be ob

served, first, that the pure or direct form of

democratic government, at which the criticisms

of Greek political writers were directed, lias

never been completely realized and cannot be

completely realized in practice Certain of the

functions of government must always be dele

gated If the legislative power be exercised by
the whole body of citizens, and the judicial

power by large bodies of citizens chosen by lot

or acting in turn, the executive power must

always in fact be committed for longer or

shorter periods to chosen representatives of the

popular will In the second place, even in this

limited form, the direct form of democratic gov
eminent is possible only in small and compact
states, like the smaller Swiss cantons and the

city states of antiquity, and even in these it

has usually been found to be operative only on
the undemocratic principle of rigidly limiting
the number of citizens entitled to participate
m the government The town meeting plan of

government cannot be extended to the great ag
gregates of people which constitute modern
states In the third place, it is to be observed

that, though the democratic state tends to act

through republican forms, a representative re

public is not necessarily democratic either in

spirit or in its actual operation A govern
ment republican in form may, like that of

Prance, be essentially bureaucratic in structure
and effect, or be, like that of the most of the

Spanish American states, a, military tyranny, or

be, like that of Mexico under Diaz, a virtual

despotism No one of these can properly be
termed a democracy, though that designation
would not be denied to England, which is a

monarchy in form or to Canada, which is a
subordinate part of an empire It would seem,

therefoie, that the term 'democracy" is not

properly used to describe the external form of

government, Lut rathei a type of political

society m which the essential power of the state

is wielded by the mass of the people
As thus undei stood, the true antithesis of

demociacy is not monarchy or ohgaichy, but

absolutism, le, dominion exercised over the

mass of the people by an individual 01 a gioup
of individuals, however constituted, not leiapon

sible to the people nor bound by law or custom
to consult then wishes Demociacv, on the

other hand is popuhr government govein
ment actually directed and conti oiled by the

people, under whatever constitution il forms

The terms 'monarchy," "oligarchy," and "re

public" properly describe the foim, and not the

essential character of a government A democ

racy may exist under any one of these forms

A limited monaichy like that of England, under

which the power of the state is actually e\er

cised by the people through then chosen repre

sentatives, may be moie truly democratic than
a republic, like the recent gov eminent of the

Transvaal, in which the actual power is wielded

by a financial or political oligarchy, 01 like the

Athenian Republic, in which it is restricted to

a small minority of the male inhabitants of

the state

Attention has been called to the fact that

democracy as a social principle is of modern

origin This explains the curious diflerenccs

between the ancient and the modem concep
tions of political democracy The Anstotclian

notion of democracy as a community of free

citizens ruling the state, not being based on

any conception of the essential equality of all

men, was not offended by the existence in the

state of a numerous laboring class, seivilc or

free, and of a large resident alien population,
which together outnumbered the political citi

zens 10 to 1, and which were equally excluded
from participation in the government The
modern idea of a political democracy, on the

other hand, being derived from the social con

ception of the equal worth of all members of

the state is satisfied with nothing less than
the substantial participation of the great body
of the people in the affairs of the state It

rests upon the theory that the people, whoao
welfare is the true end of government, are

better judges of what will conduce to their wol

fare than is any individual or group of inch

viduals likely to arise by any hereditary or self

selective process a sound and salutary doctrine,

which, however, in political experience runs too

easily into the extreme form of the assertion

that for public purposes one man's opinion is

as good as that of any other man and that (ill

men are entitled to equal weight in political
affairs

It is to England more than to any other

nation, even than the United States, that the
modem world owes the realization of the dorao

cratic ideal in forms of political action The
two great revolutions that which resulted in

the creation of the Commonwealth, and that
which finally expelled the Stuarts were enaen

tially popular in character Though the Parlia
ment was throughout that period, and until tlie

reforms of 1832 and 1867, an aristocratic body
its responsiveness to public opinion and its

steadfast resistance to royal pretensions madf
it the type of & popular representative assombly
in Europe Before the middle of the nineteen*;!
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century every considerable European state, with
the exception of Russia and Turkey, had adopted
a constitution limiting the po-ner of the crown
and \estmg a consideiable share of political
power in the people, and in moat of them a rep
tentative legislature of the parliamentary or
British type was, adopted But nowhere on the

Continent, excepting in. Prance, Switzerland,
Noiway, and Sweden, has popular government
reached a high degree of efficiency or attained
any considerable meabure of success Even in

England the complete triumph of the demo
cratic principle has been delayed, both in poll
tics and society by the persistence of the aristo

critic tradition, which still preserves a con
siderable number of legal rights and privileges
to a social class based on birth and inherited
wealth and which gives that cLiss a preponder
atmg influence in the political organization of

the state

Democracy in the United States is histori

callv the offspring of the democratic forces in

Englibh political institutions The radical wing
of English republicanism and Whiggery in the

se\enteenth and eighteenth centuries dominated
the settlement of the English Colonies in Amer
ica, and dictated their political development
The simplicity of Colonial life and the absence
of any considerable representative of the English
aristocratic classes promoted the orderly growth
of a homogeneous democracy, which stood clearly
revealed when the shock of separation from the

mother country came The speedy adoption of

a wntten constitution, however, fixed the forms
of American democracy and in so far tends to

control the evolution of its ideals The result

is that in most forms of political action the

United States is now less democratic than Great
Britain In spirit the English democracy is

doubtless more conservative than that of the

United States

Since the opening of the new century there

has been a marked revival of the democratic

upiiit in western Europe and America and the

birth of that spirit in the older civilizations

in which society had for centuries been unre

sponsive to its influence The unrest which has

recently characterized the teeming millions of

India, the recent revolution in China and the

Young Turkish movement in Turkey, as well

as the widespread demand for woman suffrage
in Europe and the United States, indicate that

the movement is worldwide The transforma

tion, still in progress, of the Liberal party in

Great Britain into a radical party, the rapid
success of the so called progressive movement
in the United States, and the growth of Socialism

and the Socialist party in western Europe and

the United States are marked instances of its

success The demand for the direct nomination

of candidates for public office, for the direct

election of United States senators (secured by
recent amendment to the Federal Constitution),

and for such, political safeguards as "the initi

ative," "the referendum," and "the recall," are

further indications of its purpose and strength
In the social, as distinguished from the politi

oal, sphere the democratic movement of the time

IB finding forcible expression in the feminist

movement and m various important legislative

devices to improve the condition of the working
classes and the poor See OowsTrnmoN, Gov

HSUMBNT, REPUBETO, FHIONISM, BQTTAI SOT

I-RAGE, SOCIAL LEGISLATION, SOCIALISM

Moat of the philosophical authorities art bog

tile critics of democratic government For the
ancient and medieval view, consult Dunning,
History of Political Theoues, Ancient and
MedicBval (New York, 1902) , for the modern
view, consult De Toequeville, Democracy in
America, (1835), Motlev Historic Pt ogress of
American Democracy (I860), Freeman, Oom
parative Politics (London, 1873) , Maine, Popu
lar Government (ib 1885), Bryce, The
Ametican Commonuealth (new ed, London and
New York, 1910) , Lecky, Demociacy and Lib

erty (London, 1896) Buigess, Political Science
and Constitutional Law (Bobton 1891), Wil
son, The State Elements of Historical and
Piactical Politics (ib, 1892) Ostrogorski, DP
mocraoy and the Organization of Political Pa}
ties (2 voh, New 'iork, 1902)
DEKOC'BATES (Lat, from Gk Aij/iOApdr^,

Ddmoktates) An Attic orator ^ho h\ed about
350 B o a contemporary of Deraobthenes and an

opponent of the Macedonian party He accom
panied Demosthenes to Philip to receive the
latter's oath to the treaty \uth Athens and
afterward assisted him in concluding a treaty

against Philip with the Thebans As an orator
he was of onlv secondary importance
DEH'OCRATTC PABTY The term "Demo

cratic," as used in American partv politics, was
occasionally and looselv applied in the vears
1780-02 to the group of Anti Federalists (qv ),

and thereafter, in the last decade of the eight
ecnth century and the first two decades of the

nineteenth, to the partv then commonlv known
as the Republican The vigorous adoption by
these Anti Federalist Republicans, especially

during Washington's administration, of French

principles and sympathies led to the applica
tion to them of the term 'Democratic Eepub
hcan," which remained in quite common usage
for more than 30 years This general attitude

was one of opposition to all centralizing tend

encies in the interpretation of the Federal Con
stitution They wished the national govern
ment to remain weak, somewhat as it had been

under the old Confederation, and they regarded
the States as sovereign in an extreme sense

of that word (See STRICT CO^STBTJOTIONISTS )

Upon the disappearance of the Federalist partv

(qv ) there gradually appeared within the onlv

party then active two groups, one of which

became known as the National Republicans, and

the other of which retained the old name of

Democratic Republicans The former developed
into the Whig party (q v ) ,

while the latter was

compactly organized as the Democratic party,
which has since 1828 maintained an unbroken

existence This party, when thus organized by

Jackson, adhered to the orthodox tenets, of

the old Anti Federalists, the strict construction

of the Constitution, and the limitation of the

powers of the Federal government As slavery,

however, soon became the most vital question
in national politics, and as the Democratic

party was largely controlled bv its Southern

wing, it became finally the party of conserva

tism, m opposition to the new Republican

party's progressive platform of free men and

free soil The two sectional wings of this

party became naturally separated during the

course of the Civil War, and the subsequent

process of rehabilitation was so prolonged that

the party was not again able to elect a. presi

dent (leaving out of account the disputed lac

hon of 1876) until 1884, when entirely new

unues were involved In its later ooturw the
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party, in accordance with its old traditions,

became particularly conspicuous as the advocate

of tariff reform, and upon that platform its

firat pobt bellum President, Grover Cleveland,
was elected

The founding of the present Democratic party,

although m large measure due to the bitter

fight between the followers of John Qumcy
Adams and those of Andrew Jackson, occurred

m a decade during which were effected certain

significant changes in. the American political

system Thus, the practice, -which had been

hitherto uniformly observed, of having the

presidential electors chosen by the State legis

latures, was in some States abandoned, and
thereafter the present method, by which the

voters at large were given a share in the choice

of the electors, was gradually mtrodjced

Moreover, the old method of leading the choice

of presidential candidates to a caucus (qv)
of the members of a party in Congress was vig

orously attacked in 1824, with the result that

after 1828 the people at large, through the

medium of the national nominating conventions,
had a direct share in the choice of candidates

Furthermore, in the same decade was felt for

the first time the real significance of the pohti
cal power of the new States beyond the Alle-

ghames, for, with the rise to power of the

new Jacksoman democracy, there was given full

swav to the
principles

of equality and of thor

ough democracy, which were best illustrated in

the region of which Jackson was the natural

product In large measure the first conflict,

in addition to being a largely personal one be

tween the followers of Adams and those of

Jackson, became a struggle between the old

aristocracy of the East and the new democracy
of the West, in which the latter, having almobt
won m the campaign of 1824, triumphed de

cisively in 1828, and brought to the presidency
the man who in eight years was to transform
a personal following into a dominating national

party Jackson brought under his leadership
not only the friends of Calhoun and of W H
Crawford, but also the strong forces of the Al

bany Regency (qv), under the lead of his

Secretary of State, Martin Van Buren Accord-

ingly the Democratic convention the nrst na
tional convention of the party which met at

Baltimore, May 21, 1832, had little more to do
than to name a candidate for the vice presi

dency, and m that step they followed the wiU
of their leader and named Van Buren This
convention originated the so called "two thirds

rule" The election which followed indicated

clearly that Jackson's policy as to the tariff

and as to the national bank had been approved,
inasmuch as he received 219 electoral votes,
while Henry Clay received only 49, Jackson

carrying besides the Southern States, excepting
Kentucky, the States of Maine, New Jersey,
New Hampshire, and New York The next
contention of the party, that at Baltimore on
May 20 1835, was peculiar m having some 626

delegates, of whom 422 came from four States,

Maryland, e g , sending as delegates every mem
ber of the State Democratic convention As was

commonly expected, Van Buren -was given the

nomination, Richard M Johnson, of Kentucky,
being named for the vice presidency The vote
of the Whig candidate, William H Hamson
(qy ), was increased to 73, while Van Buren's
electoral vote fell to 170, a part of this Demo-
cratic weakening being accounted for by the

26 votes which were cast for Judge White, of

Tennessee, and the 11 \otes which were cast

for Mangum by South Carolina The whole

responsibility for the failure of the financial

policy of Jackson and Van Buren was placed

upon the Democratic party, with the result that

in 1840 General Hamson received 234 electoral

\otes and Van Buren received onlj 60 The
Democratic con\ention of May 4, 1840, had been

especially uncertain m its action because of a

pronounced difference of opinions as to the

claims of Vice President R M Johnson The

convention adopted, in a series of resolutions,

what was substantially a platform," express

ing their view of the limited authority of the

central government and of the impropriety of

Federal laws establishing a national bank, pro

viding for internal improvements, or fostenng

particular industries The same platform, with

additions, was adopted by the convention held

at Baltimore on May 27, 1844, which pronounced
for the reoccupation of Oregon and the annex
ation of Texas For the nrst time m a con

vention of the party there was then a serious

contest for the presidential nomination Upon
the first ballot Van Buren received a majority
of the votes, and, although m the lead for four

ballots, for the four subsequent ballots the

leading candidate was General Cass, of Mich

igan, but on the ninth ballot the convention

was "stampeded* for an inconspicuous candi

date, pobsibly advanced to preserve harmony,
James K Polk of Tennessee George M Dallas,
of Pennsylvania, was nominated for the vice

presidency, and this ticket received 170 elec

toral votes, as against 105 votes cast for Henry
Clay The failure of Van Buren to secure the

party's nomination in 1844 and the choice by
Polk of William L Marcy (qv ) of New York,
as his Secretary of State, brought into prom
mence the factional controversy between the

'Barnburners" (qv ) and the "Hunkers" (qv ),

in New York Both of these factions sent

delegations to the convention of May 22, 1848,
at Baltimore, and both delegations weie ad
nutted to seats, the vote of the State being
divided equally between them Neither dele

gation took thereafter any part in the con

vention, although the Hunkers and Marcy sup
ported the administration and the party's nom
mee On the fourth ballot Gen Lewis Cass,
of Michigan, was nominated for the presidency,
and for the vice presidency Gen William
Butler, of Kentucky, was named, the convention
also readopting substantially the platform of

1844 The seceding Barnburners held a State
convention in June, in which delegates from
four other States were present, and nominated
Van Buren for the presidency, and in August
they took part in the national convention of

the Free Soil party at Buffalo, which nomi
nated their leader for the presidency and Charles
Francis Adams for the vice presidency This
combination of 'Tree Sorters" and Barnburners
effected such a division of the Democratic vote
in New York that Taylor earned the State
and secured in the aggregate 163 electoral \otee,
while Cass received 127 Between 1848 and
1852 political conditions were materially
changed, particularly through the progress of
events attending the Compromise Measures of
1850 (qy), and also through the effect upon
the Whig party of the differences between the
"Conscience" Whigs and the "Cotton" Whigs
At the Baltimore convention of June 1, 1852,
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Cass, Buchanan, and Douglas were prominent
candidates, but on the fortj ninth ballot Frank
lin Pierce, of New Hampshire, was named, Wil
ham R King, of Alabama, being nominated for
the vice piesidencj The platform was similar
to that of 1848, with the addition of the, 'final

itj" plank, with an approval of the doctrines

of the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions

(qv ), and with a declaration of the justness
of the w ar against Me\ico The Free Soilers
nominated John P Hale (qv), of New Hamp
shue, while the Wings, for what was the last

campaign of the party, nominated Gen Win
field Scott (qv), who received only 42 elec

toral \otes, as against 254 cast for Pierce In
the convention of June 2, 1856, Pierce was
again a candidate, being supported largely by
Southern delegates, while the Northern dele

gates supported James Buchanan, of Pennayl
\ania, who was chosen on the seventeenth ballot,
John C Breckmndgc being named for the vice

presidency The platform introduced a declara

tion in favor of insuring the ascendancy of the
United States in the Gulf of Mexico and con
tamed a declaration of the nght of the Tern
tonal governments of Kansas and Nebraska to
allow slavery m those Territories The con
vention of the American party nominated ex
President Fillmore, who received the eight
electoral votes of Maryland, and the new Re

publican party (qv ) nominated John C Fre
mont (qv), who secured 114 electoral votes,
while Buchanan was elected with 174 electoral

votes The year 1860 was disastrous to the

organization of the Democratic party, inasmuch,

as it had become impossible to hold all factions

of the party to the support of any one platform
Thus, the convention of the party, which met at

Charleston, S C , April 23, adopted resolutions

which represented the middle view as to slavery
rather than the distinctively Southern view,
and this led to the withdrawal from the con
vention of the solid delegations of Alabama,
Mississippi, Florida, and Texas, as well as of

many delegates from Georgia, Louisiana, South,

Carolina, North Carolina, Arkansas and Dela
ware The portion of the convention remain

ing in session adopted a resolution that a vote

equal to two thirds of a full convention should

be necessary for a nomination, and after sev

eral days of ineffectual balloting, m which

Stephen A Douglas (qv) was easily in the

lead, adjourned to meet at Baltimore on June
10 At that time the places of the Charleston

seceders were filled so uniformlv with followers

of Douglas that a new secession took place,
under the lead of some of the Virginia dele-

gates, whose example was followed bv most of

the delegates from the other Southern States

Finally, the delegates still remaining virtually
rescinded the two thirds rule and declared

Douglas to be their nominee for the presidency
Herschel V Johnson, of Georgia, was nomi
nated for the vice presidency The delegates
who had withdrawn from the Baltimore conven

tion, representing in some manner 21 States,

proceeded to nominate for the presidency John
C Breckinndge, of Kentucky, and for the vice

presidency Joseph Lane, of Oregon These

nominations, furthermore, were adopted by
those who had seceded at Charleston and had
later met in convention at Richmond In the

following election the combined popular vote

of Douglas and Breckinndge exceeded the pop-
ular vote of Lincoln by more than 350,000,

although the electoral vote of Lincoln was 180,
while that of Breckinndge was 72, and that of

Douglas only 12 Douglas secured the whole
electoral vote of Missouri and three votes from
New Jersev The Constitutional Union party
(qv ) carried Virginia,, Kentucky, and Tennes
see, and the rest of the South went solidly for

Breckinndge The strength of the Democratic

party was thus plainly in the South, and the
effect of the war was naturally to remove the

party, for the time being, from its position as a
factor in national politics Even in 1868 three
Southern States were still in such relation to
the national government as to lose their elec

toral votes entirely In the campaign of 1864
General McClellan (qv ), standing as a candi
date in the North on a platform which declared
the war was a failure secured only 21 electoral
votes as against the 212 given to Lincoln The

party having taken an attitude of criticizing
both the conduct of the war and its results, its

defeat was assured by the Republican nomma
tion in 1868 of General Grant, who received 214
electoral votes, while his opponent, Horatio

Seymour, received only 80 of which 33 were
from his own State of New York The m-
trenchment of the Republicans in power was
emphasized in the following campaign, when
Grant's vote rose to 286, while for his Demo-
cratic opponents (the regular Democratic can

didate, Horace Greeley, having died before the

casting of the electoral votes) were cast only
63 -votes The character of the Republican ad
ministration and the vigorous attacks upon it

(see GBEDIT MOBILISE) made possible the re

turn to effective activity of the Democrats,

particularly as they had an especiallv strong
leader who, as the reform Governor of New
York and as the successful opponent of Tweed

(qv ), had become the most conspicuous Demo
crat of his day The energetic campaign of

1876, however, while seeming to give Tilden

substantial success, resulted in the election of

Hayes, through the intervention of the Electoral

Commission (qv) In the matter of popular
vote the following election was equallv favor

able to the Democrats, the vote of Garfield

exceeding that of Hancock by fewer than 1000

Garfield, however, received 214 electoral votes,

while Biancock received only 155 In the en-

suing campaign the Democrats were able to

take advantage of the factional conditions

within the Republican party, and this advan-

tage was greatly increased, on the one hand,

by the Republican nomination of James G
Blame and the immediate development of the

so called Mugwump opposition to him (see MUG-

WUMP), and, on the other hand, by the Demo
cratic nomination of the reform Governor of

New York, Grover Cleveland A revolt against
the alleged Republican corruption, and other

unusual elements, combined to bring about, for

the first tune since the war, the election of a

Democratic president, although in 1888 Cleve

land himself was defeated by Benjamin Harri-

son, only to he even more strikingly successful

m 1892, receiving 277 votes to the 145 given to

Harrison The plank of tariff refoim had thus

within decade earned the party through two

successful campaigns, but the greatly increased

powei of the protectionists (see TAEOTP) made
doubtful any further success in that line by
the Democrats, while at the same time a faction

m the party forced to the front a new issue,

seemingly a sectional issue, and, having se-
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cured control of the convention of 1896, in-

troduced the 'free silver" plank into the plat
form and nominated William J Bryan In

spite, however, of the aid given to the Democrats

by the Populists (qv) the principles of the

gold standard and a high tariff were indorsed

in the election of William McKmley (qy)
Four -\ears later the Democratic party once

more nominated Mr Bryan President McKin
lev received 292 electoral votes as against 155

cast for Mr Bryan The defeat had the effect

of lessening the influence within the party of

the silver and Populistic faction, so that in

1904 the party's candidate was Alton B Parker,
of Sew York, a conservative Democrat He re-

ceived 140 electoral votes as against 336 cast for

Mr Roosevelt In the campaign of 1908 William

H Taft defeated Mr Brvan, who had easily
secured the nomination of the Democratic party
in a convention held in Denver Julv 7 In the

election Taft received 321 votes., and Bryan 162

In the campaign of 1012 Taft was again norm
nated by the Republican party Roosevelt was
the nominee of the new Progressrve part\ in a

national convention held at Chicago August 5

In an exciting convention held at Baltimore,
June 25, Woodrovv \\ilson, Governor of New
Jersey, was nominated by the Democratic party
after several days' balloting, his chief rivals

being Clark of Missouri Underwood of Alabami,
and Harmon of Ohio The nomination of Wilson

was due to Mr Brvan The Democrats declared

for a tariff for revenue onlv, for the populvr
election of United States senators for a Federal

income tax, and for the nomination of candidates

in primaries In the election -which ensued Wil
son received 435 votes, Roosevelt 88, and Taft 8

Consult Gillet, Democracy in the United
States (New York, 1868) Van Buren, Political

Parties in the United States (ih , 1867) , John
ston, American Politics (last ed

, ib
, 1902 ) ,

Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organization of
Political Parties (ib, 1902), Woodburn, Pohti
oal Paities and Party Problems tn- the United
States (ib, 1903)

DEMOOmTTTS (Gk Awfcptra DSmoknr
tos) An illustrious Greek philosopher, often

popularly spoken of in both ancient and modern
times as "the Laughing Philosopher," just as
Heraclitus was styled "the Weeping Philoso

pher
" He was born at Abdera in Thrace, about

470 or 460 B c Of his life httle is known The
statement that he was first inspired with a de-

sire for philosophic knowledge by certain Magi
and Chaldeans whom Xen.es had left at Ab
dera, on his Grecian expedition, is as untrast

worthy as that which represents him as

continually laughing at the follies of mankind
His extensive travels, however, through a great
portion of the East (he lived in Egypt seven

years) prove his zeal for knowledge, as does also
his ceaseless industry in collecting the works of
other philosophers Democntus was bv far the
most learned thinker of his age He had also a
high reputation for moral worth and appears to
have left a strong impression of his disinter

estedness, modesty, and simplicity on the mind
of the community, for even Timon the Scoffer,
who spared no one else, praised bun The period
of his death is uncertain He lived, however, to
a great age Of the 72 works which, according
to Diogenes Laertius (q v ) , he wrote on physics,
mathematics, ethics, and grammar, only a few

fragments are extant These tave been col

lected by Mullach (Berlin, 1843, 1860) Con

suit also Ritter and Preller, Histona Philoso-

phies OrceccB (9th ed
, Gotha, 1913)

Democntus' system of philosophy is known
as the atomic system Its essence consists in

the attempt to explain the different phenomena
of nature, not as the earlier Ionic philosophers
had done bv maintaining that the original

characteristics of matter were qualitative, but

that they wtre quantitative He assumes, there

fore, aa the ultimate elementary ground of

nature, an infinite multitude of mdiMSibk

corporeal particles atoms, and attiibutes to

these a pnmarv motion derived from no higher

principle, existing from eternity to eternity

This motion bimga the atoms into contact with

each other, and from the multitudinoas com
bmations that they form bpnngs that vast

and varying aggregate called Nature, which is

presented to our eyes Besides the atoms

(matter) there is void, -without void motion

(and so bfe) would be impossible Democntus
did not acl nnwlwlge- the presence of design in

nature but he admitted that of law He be

lieved strictly in secondary or physical causes,

but not in a pumary immaterial cause With
the aid of law all the phenomena of the

world can be accounted for, there is no need,
no room, for divine providence Life, conscious

ness, thought, were, according to him, derived

from the finest atoms, tho>>e images of the

sensuous phenomena surrounding us which we
call mental representations were to him only
material impresbions, caused by the more deli

cate atoms streaming through the pores of our

organs Democntus boldly applied his theory
to the gods themselves, whom he affirmed to be

aggregates of atoms, onlj mightier and more

powerful than men The ethics of Democntus
set happiness as the aim, and by this he under
stood serenity of mind, undisturbed by fear 01

passions, hence temperance uprightness, and
noble actions are to be cultivated The physical

philosophy of Democntus, itself derived, m part
at least, from that of Leucippus, was made the
base of the system of Epicurus, who reared upon
it a structure of ethical doctrine See EPI
CTJEUS Lsccimis LUCBETIUS Consult Zel

ler, Philosophic der Gnechen, vol ) (Leipzig,
1892), Gomperz, Gheel Thinkers, vol i (Eng
trans by Magnus, New York, 1905) , Beare,
(hecTt Theories of Elementary Cognition (Ox
ford, 1006) , Hicks, Stoic and Epicurean (New
York, 1910)

DEMOD'OCTTS (Gk AIJ^OKOS, Dgmodofcoa)
The bard at the court of the Phaacian King Al
cinous, who entertained Odysseus after his ship
wreck His songs are described in books vii

and vin of the Odyssey

DEMOGEOT, demfi'zhfi', JAOQTJES CIATEDE
(1808-94) A French author, born in Pans
He taught literature in the colleges at Beauvais,
Bennes, and Lvons, became professor of rhetoric
at the Lycee Stunt Louis in Pans in 1843, and
finally was appointed to a chair in the faculte

1

deslettres at the Sorbonne His most important
work is the Hutowe de la htt&rature frangaMe
dejnnff ses onoines jit'iqii'a nos jours (1851,
26th ed, 1899], held in great esteem in the

literary world He published further Etude
sur Phne le Jeune (1845-50) , Lea lettret et
Vhomme de lettres ou XlZeme v&ole (1866)
La antique et lei antiques en France au XlXeme
sieole (1857), Tableau de la htteratwe fran
Saise m XVIItme neole (1859), Gonte* et

en vert (1862), JTwtotre dw litthti.
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tures fttangnes tvnsidei tti datu IV/s rappvits
aiec le deieloppement de la httoatuto ft an
raite (3 \ols, 1880-83) Ftancetta da Rimini
(1882)

DE'MOGOR'GON (Gk Jaipur, daimon, demon
+ 7op7os, gotgos, horrible) A mysterious being
whose name firist appears in some manuscript^
of the commentary of Lactantms (01 Luctatms)
Placidus to the Thebais of Statius rv, 516, as
the name of the mighty being whom all the

powers of the Io\ur \\orld obey (Luctatma wiote
about 450 AD ) Other manuscripts show \an
mg forms and it 19 \en probable that we ha-ve

to do with a copyists coriuption of the Greek

STjtiiovpyos, demioutgoa Mythological writeis of

the Renaissance, especially Boccaccio, took up
the word as the name of a supreme power, and
thence it passed into the works of Ariosto and
other poets Demogorgon is mentioned by
Spenser and Milton in Shelley's Piometheus
Unbound he is introduced as the mightj power
which overthrows Joie E\en if the foim of

the name ih coirect, there is no reabon to sup
pose that name 01 being was known to any
classical waiter

DEMOGKBAPHY (Fr demographic, from
Gk BTJPOS, demos, country, people + 7p<*#etj>, ffra

phew,, to write, describe
)

A branch of the science

of statistics In its narrower sense it deals ev

clusnely with vital statistics, the statistics of

population In its broader sense it has been
defined as "the science of statistics applied to

questions concerning the social well being of the

people," and it has been considered as synonymous
with statistics The term was first used by
Achille Guillard in his Elements de statistique
humatne ou demographic comparfe (Paris, 1855),
and since then it has been adopted in all coun

tnes, although it has not been accepted by all

statisticians Demographic statistics are so

closely as&ociated with anthropology that demog-
raphy has been called a branch of anthropology

They are also of special importance for sociology
Statistics of population are fundamental In

general they measure the growth and decay of

population, the normal and abnormal conditions,
the working of great social influences, and the

pressure of antisocial forces m the community
In a more detailed form demographic data may
include the following 1 The composition of

the population, the numbers, density, sex, age,

parentage, defective classes, physical condition

in relation to disease and epidemics, and manner
of grouping from point of view of race, occupa
tion, or cml position 2 Changes in popula
tion, as expressed in births, marriages, and
deaths 3 Migrations and their effects, both

individual and local, and their relation to eco

nomic conditions 4 Morality, with statistics

of crime, illegitimacy, and suicide 5 Degrees
of education 6 Economic and social statistics,

especially relating to insurance In drawing
conclusions from these statistics an important
theoretical topic is their application to the doc

tnnes of Malthus

Demography is recognized as a cognate subject
to hygiene, and since 1887 the International

Congress of Hygiene and Demography has held

annual meetings, one of which, 1912, was held in

Washington, the others in various European
cities Demographic material is found m all

national bureau reports on population In the

United States the word is less widely used and
in its narrow sense For instance, Professor

Mayo-Smith divides population for the study of

bocial organization into demographic, social, and

ethnographic classes, and includes m the first

only the individuals who are distinguished by
differences in sex, age, conjugal condition, and

physical health The Amencan Statistical As
sociation also publishes much demographic ma
tenal without so distinguishing it Consult
Ma Smith, Statistics and Sociology {New
Yoik, 1895), and Le\asseur, "History of Demog
laphy" in Repot t of International Oongtfss of
Hygiene and Demography, -tol i (Budapest,
1804; See STAIISTTCS

DEMOISEL1E, demwaW A fish of the
famih Pomacintndjt These fishes are remarkable
for their graceful foim and brilliant colors and
abound in tropical seas, haunting the coral reefs

and feeding upon corals and other small crea

turcs, much after the manner of coral fishes A
characteristically brilliant species is pictured
on the Colored Plate of PHILIPPINE FISHES
33E MOIVBE, de mwa^r, ABE\HAM: (1667-

1754) A distinguished French mathematician
He was born at Vitn, Champagne, but spent
the greater part of his life in England, whither
he fled in 1688, with many others, after the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685) He
supported himself by private tutoring and pub
lie lecturing and, tow irds the end of his life by
sohmg problems in chance, play and annuities
He was a fellow of the Royal Society of London
and a member of the Berlin and Pans acade
mies The Philosophical Transaction? of London
contain many of his contributions He was so
esteemed by the Royal Society that he was
chosen to decide the famous contest between
Newton and Leibnitz concerning the invention

of the calculus De Moivre's researches, with
those of Lambert, created the part of trigo

nometry (qv ) which deals with the imaginary
quantities, and lie contributed much to the ad
vancement of the theory of numbers and of

probability Among his published works are
Miscellanea Analvtica de Benelux et Quadrature*
(1730) , Doctnne of Chances (1st ed, 1718, 2d

ed, 1738) Annuities -upon Live* (1725, and
several subsequent editions) The well known
theorem which bears his name is connected with

complex numbers (qv ) It may be stated sym
bolically as follows (cos0 + * sm^)* = cos<>

DEMOLITION, dem'6 Hsh'un (Fr demob
twn, Lat demolitio, from demohti, to pull down,
from de, down -f unolvn, to build) The seien

tific destruction of worka or property In mod
era warfare the destruction of material is often

deemed by military commanders to be essential

to the success of their operations The ma
tenal destroyed on various occasions has in

eluded every kind which might be of use to an

army acting either on the offensive or the d

fensive The motive for demolition by troops
has likewise varied from the necessity of remov

ing an obstacle in the way of their own opera
tions, to the advantage of embarrassing an

enemy by destroying or disabling some struc

tare that might be useful to him In some

cases, as in the famous raid through the Shen
andoah valley, Va , practically everything which
it was thought might contribute to the success,

directly or indirectly, of the Confederate army
was destroyed by General Sheridan with a view
of rendering it impracticable for the Confederate

army to operate in the valley as it had been

doing At the other extreme lies the deetruc

tion of a single piece of material which acted as
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a barrier to the progress of an army A typical
instance of this kind was the destruction of a

door during the hostilities in China The Japa
nese troops were delayed at one of the gates,
or doors, the approaches to which were \vell

covered by the fire of the Chinese A Japanese

corporal -undertook to effect the demolition of

the gate by an explosion After he had placed
the charge, ignited a fuse, and withdrawn from
its immediate vicinity, the flame was extm

guished by the Chinese This operation having
been repeated several times, he finally drew his

sword after lighting the fuse and stood over the

explosive, permitting himself to be killed by the

explosion which broke in the gate
The exercise of good judgment is enjoined

upon, the officer in charge of demolitions He
should carrj the destruction as far as is necee

sarj to aid the general military project of which
his work is a part but he should not knowingly
go further The demolition of material which
mar subsequently be of service to the friendly

army should only be undertaken with great
caution The denial of its use to the hostile

army may frequently be accomplished in some

other way For example, a blockhouse or other

purely military structure about to be abandoned
and likelv to be of considerable value to the

enemy's forces should be unhesitatingly razed to

the ground While a bridge, building railroad,
or telegraph hue which is useful for nonmihtary
as well ab militarj purposes should, if practi

cable, be crippled onh sufficientlv to prevent its

temporary use by the enemy Its rehabilitation

will thereby be simplified, whether for later use

by the friendly army or for civil purposes
The principal agents used in demolitions are

fire, explosives, and tools Where time allows
and the material to be destroved is inflammable,
as in the case of food supplies, crops, frame

buildings, wooden bridges, etc, it is burned if

the flame and smoke will not be objectionably

conspicuous In other cases the demolition is

effected by the use of explosives, assisted some
times by the pick, axe, and other took

The material* most frequently to be demolished
are guns, railroads, including their bridges and

tunnels, walls, doors, telegraph and telephone
lines A large gun is most readily destroyed by
removing the breechblock and exploding a charge
on the chase or m the bore A railroad may be

put out of commission by destroying its rolling
stock or its track Wooden cars are easily de
stroked by burning Locomotives and other
machinery can be quickly disabled by removing
or destroying some vital part A locomotive
can be more seriously disabled by building a fire

in the empty boiler or by setting off a charge of

explosive in the boiler or near some other large
vital part Bailroads have been destroyed by
overturning sections of the track, removing and
burning the ties, the rails placed on piles of

burning ties, heated in the centre, and then bent
and twisted If simply bent, it is a compare
tively simple matter to straighten them If,
however they are well twisted, the rails must
be re rolled before they can be used again A
tunnel which is a critical point of a railroad
line may be put out of commission for some
time by a collision and wreck therein If it is

desired to quickly and temporarily disable a
road in such a way as to leave the same material
available for its rehabilitation in the near

future, it may ordinarily be done by overturning
the track *> fiHt and throwing it down the sides

of the embankment Walls and doors mav be

broken down with picks and crowbars, or can

be demolished ay exploding charges against them

The explosives ordinarily used for demolitions,

are gunpowder, dynamite, and guncotton Ex

periments are in progress in various military

countries, to develop explosives still more suit

able for such use If gunpowder be used, it is

necessary to tamp the charge If guncotton,

tamping ib not essential The rules governing
the amount of explosive to be Ubed are only ap
proximate and must be considered in connection

with the class> of material to be destroyed In

general the amount of explosive force vanes with

the square of the thickness of the wall or pier
to be demolished, and directly, as its length
For example, a brick wall 2 feet thick requires
about too pounds per running foot of guncotton,
while one 4 feet thick will require about eight

pounds per running foot

If in haste, the walls of a house may be blown
down by the explosion of one or more charges
of 50 pounds of dynamite in a central position
A tree 13 inches in diameter may be cut off bv

boring two radial holes, inserting a h" If pound
stick of 50 per cent dynamite in each, tamp
ing behind the sticks with clay, and exploding
the charge eleetncallv If the charges must be

exploded with time fuses, one hole should be

loaded and fired and a second hole bored in the

soundest pait of the tree remaining and treated

similarly A steel rail can be cut by the ex

plosion of three fourths of a pound of guncotton
against its web The destruction of bridges re

quires judgment in the placing of the charge
In a wooden bridge the destruction can be ac

comphshed by building a fire under one or more

pieces, whose failure will cause the entire bridge
to drop Similarly, an iron or steel truss bridge
may be destroyed by cutting simultaneously
with explosives the lower chord of some tension

member, usually near the abutments of the

bridge, where the cross section is smallest A
pound and a half of dynamite is required per
running foot for steel plate % of an inch thick

Charges for cutting steel must be placed on the
surface and extend completely across the mem
ber to be cut Where practicable, they should
bf> tamped Tamping is facilitated by placing
the charges at crossings or intersections of mem
bers Arched masonry bridges and tunnels can
best be destroyed by exploding the proper sized

charge on the top side of the arch near the
haunches When impracticable to reach the top
side of the arch, the destruction, may be effected

by propping a large charge against the crown of

the arch

The method of destroying such purely military
obstacles as abatis, trous de loup, palisades, bar

ncades, will usually be simple and evident, but

may be as varied as the variations in construe
tion It will usually include the refilling of

places excavated below the general level of the

ground and the tearing down or burning of
structures above the ground surface Wire en

tanglements placed as obstacles to the advance
of the troops may be rendered ineffective bv
cutting with wire nippers, axes, or other edged
tools Telegraph and telephone lines can be de

stroyed by cutting down and burning the poles
the wires should be removed and twisted or
buried A telegraph line may be temporarily
disabled by removing some instruments or estab

beting faults, crosses, and grounds in the line
The explosives, tools, and fuses for military
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demolitions are variously carried in small pack
ages in the saddlebags of mounted troops and m
larger quantities on pack mules and -wagons in.

charge of engineer troops
DETffiON (Lat, from Gk AT^UJ/) A Greek

wiitei who lived about 280 BC He IB the
author of Attkis ('Arflij) a lengthy history of

Attica, and of works ITe/H T[apoifj,iiavt On Proverbs,
and Hepl Qvav, On Sacnfices The extant frag-
ments of his wntmgs are collected in Muller,

Fragmenta Eistoricorum G^cecotum, vol i (Pans,
1868)
DEMON (Gk Saifuav, daimon, fiom 8att>vff9at,

daiouithai, to divide, to apportion) In popular
usage, an evil spirit or fiend, but in allusions to

the classics a tutelaiv deity or a godlmg The

development of the demon concept is an interest

ing one In Hesiod the souls of the departed
aie called demons, and --Eschylus in the Persians
makes Atossa. applj the terra to her deified hus
band Darius Herein seems to he the original

meaning of the word The daimon is one of the

manv. spiritual beings that determine the fate,

good or bad, of individual human beings De
noting at first the ghosts of the benignant dead

who, when dulv propitiated, confer boons on
those who observe their cult, and later deities

in a \ague sense, they become in Homer immor
tal godb, beciuse responsible for the decrees of

fate Then the concept entered bv the time of

Sociates and Plato upon its meaning of guardian
spmt In this sense fiociates called his indwell

ing genius Saifi&viov, and he fancied that it spoke
within him to restrain him, but never to im-

pel him The sense of the word which is the

most common one is a late Jewish and Christian

development Through Oriental influence there

gradually arose a leahstic doctrine of demons
as good and evil spirits and as mediators be-

tween God and men In the Greek version of

the Old Testament the words indicating the gods
of the nations are often translated as demons
This paved the way for the peculiar use among
the Christians In the New Testament, there

fore, demon always has a bad sense The spread
of Christianity carried the use of the word with

it, and demon thus became a synonym of devil,

fiend, and maleficent spirit in general See

DEMONOLOQT Consult \an der Veen, "De

demonologie van het Judaisrae," in Theologische

Htnelim, pp 301 ff (1800), and Baljon, article

Aalfuav, in Qrtelsoh theologisoh Woordenloek

(Utrecht, 1805)
DEMOTTAX (Lat, from Gk Aij^of) A

Cynic philosopher of Athens in the second cen

tury AD His character has been extolled by
Lueian, and he seems to have been a benignant
sort of person, quite as much Socratic as Cvnic

Consult Pritzsche, De Fragment Demonactti

(Rostock, 1866), and Bernays, Luoian und die

Eyniker (Berlin, 1879)

DEMONETIZATION
1

See BIMETALLISM
DEMO'NIAC (Lat dcemomacus, Gk daifiovi-

KOS, dawnomkos, from Salpuv, datmon, demon)
A person supposed to be possessed by a demon
The idea of such a possession 19 as widespread as

the belief m the existence of demons There is

evidence of it in the ancient civilizations of

Egypt and Babylonia, it existed in Persia and

Judaa, Greece and Rome, in the most flourish

ing periods of their history, it held a large

place in the life of the Christian nations until

the end of the eighteenth century, it is cherished

by the mass of the people m India and China

and is found among numerous savage tribes
'

This conception has offered itself as the natu
lal explanation of certain extraordinary and

startling phenomena The frenzy of the prophet
and the dervish, the Pythoness and the Bacchant,
the necromancer and the witch, could only be
understood m earlier times as the obsession of

a spirit, the temporary possession of a human
being bv a ghost A frequent occurrence of such
in unusual phenomenon would naturally give
rise to the belief in a permanent possession, an
incarnation of a god, a transmigration of an
eminent ancestral spirit into the body of a de
seendint As the divine frenzy was frequently
connected w ith hysteria and epilepsy and seemed
akin to insanity, these pathological conditions
were naturally ascribed to the same agencies
Physical disabilities of long duration and ap
parently incurable such as deafness, dumbness,
ind blindness, would also be accounted for in
the same way and ultimately all bodily diseases

is m course of time the demons were dif

ferentiated as evil spirits in distinction from the

good apiiits, gods, angels, saints (see DEMON),
persons possessed by them were thought to se
cure from such impure sources forbidden knowl

edge, heretical doctnnes, unholy enthusiasm

suffering and misfortune, or a singular immunity
from want and disease in exchange for ever

lasting perdition

Although a belief in demoniacal possession
must have grown up spontaneously among differ

ent peoples from the need of explaining such
abnormal and striking phenomena found every
wheie, historic contact no doubt hastened the

process of development and gave shape to latent

tendencies The highly specialized demonology
providing a spirit for each important organ of

the body and for every familiar disease, which
meets us at the very dawn of history in Egypt
and Babylonia, has, directly or indirectly, in

fluenced all nations of western Asia and Europe
Thus, in Iran, Zarathustra, by reciting the

prater called Ahunavairya, "caused all demons
to vanish m the ground who aforetime flew

about the earth m human shape" (Yasna, ix,

15) Already in Homer (Odyssey, v, 396) a
demon causes wasting sickness, insanity and

epilepsy,
as well as the divine frenzy of the

Bacchantes, are ascribed to demons bv later

writers But there is every reason to believe

that the increasing emphasis on the wickedness
of the demons was occasioned by conflict with

Persia on the one hand and Egypt on the other

How strong the native conception was is seen

from the fact that even the Neo Pythagoreans
and Neo Platomsts did not limit the term to an
evil spirit, as was done :n Persia and Judaea

Possession by a spirit must have been a very
familiar conception among the ancient Hebrews
Without it necromancy and witchcraft could

not have flourished, and prophethood would have

been impossible The high moral ideals of the

prophets whose words have come down to us
cannot obscure the fact that they both con

sidered themselves possessed by a spirit, whose

spokesman they became by virtue of this pos-

session, and also regarded other prophets as

possessed in a similar manner by other spirits
The immunity with which they could make per
sonal attacks upon kings, magistrates, and

priests was undoubtedly due, m no small meaa

ure, to the general fear of the spmt that pos
sessed them The capacity for prophetic visions

or conditions seems to have been connected with
a certain epileptic or cataleptic tendency The
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prophet \iah looked upon as a madman, the

insane man was possessed by a spint David
Has perfectly safe -when feigning madness (1

Sam xxi 13) , his lament over Saul shows that

he did not associate with the King his deeds in

moments of inuanity 12 Sam i 17-27} In the

sime "nav the frenrr exhibited in battle was
looked upon as possession The spirit was said

to clothe himself -with a man While -we have
no positive evidence that disease \*as explained
bv spint possession, the prophetic character of

the hterarv lemains in part accounts for the

silence As leprosy and pestilence were con

sidered as the result of blows inflicted by
lahwe or some other god, coming unawares
and smiting so other sicknesses may have been

traced to purely external attacks of such spirits
as the Seirina or the Shedim The growth of

monolatrr and transcendental theism forced the

transfer of certain functions of deity to inter

mediaries Then it was that contact with Per
siin Egyptian, and Grco Macedonian thought

helped to develop the idea of demoniac posses
sion so manifest in the Synoptic Gospels and the

Talmudic literature It has been observed that

in no Gospel are all diseases referred to demo
mac possession and th it Mark confines possession
to psychical maladies such as insanity and epi

lepsi ,
while Matthew and Luke add instances of

purely bodily diseases The selection of Mark

may be connecttd with the great importance
that his Gospel attaches to the superhuman in

sight possessed by the demons, and it can

scarcely be asserted -vnth safety that he dre* a

sharp distinction between psychical and physical

disease, or that he differed from the other

Svnoptists in regard to the cause of ordinary
maladies Some scholars have maintained that

Jesus did not really believe in demoniac pos

session, hut onlv accommodated himself to the

current belief This is a highly improbable
vien

,
and the discussion recorded in Matt xu

22 et seq seems to be decisive against it Here
Jesus assumes that members of the Pharisaic

party are able to cast out demons, but points
to his own extraordinary success as a sign that
the kingdom of heaven is coming and attributes

his own work to a spint working through him
that must not be blasphemed That exorcists

formed a recognized profession among the Jews
of the penod mav also be inferred from Talmudic

literature, in which demoniacal possession and
the possibility of expelling the demons are in

numerous places accepted as facts

Among the Celtic, Germanic, and Slavic na-
tions there were many higher or lower nature

spirits to whose influence various distempers
were attributed, and, though it cannot be defl

mtely proved, there is reason to suppose that

possession was not unfamiliar to them But
their conversion to Christianity made them at
once acquainted with New Testament demonology
and with an ecclesiastical organization that

recognized exorcists as a clerical order (See
EXOBCIST ) Persons who contrived to worship
in secret the ancestral gods, wen after they had
been officially declared to be demons by the

Church, were regarded as possessed This would
be especially the case with old women who ad
hered most persistently to the ancient cults

Since obstinate clinging to wrong beliefs could

only be accounted for by demoniac influence,
heretics were also regarded as bewitched In its

battle with the demons the Church never struck
9 heavier blow than, when Innocent VUI (qv ),

on Dec 5, 1484 sent out hu> bull Id pituram
rei memoriam The methods of earr ing out its

recommendations \\ere set forth nith brutal

frankness in the Malleus Malejicat urn, written

by his chief mquibitor, Jacob Sprenger It has

been estimated that a \ast number of lues -were

destroyed as a re&ult of these methods of deil

ing with demoniacal pobae^sion Ab Luther and
other leading reformers continued to cherish the

belief, it maintained its hold upon the Protes

tant churches and ^a& responsible for much

persecution until undermined by the attacks of

deibts and rationahbts, it gradually disappeared
before the progrebb of modern science Con
suit Semler De Demomacis (Halle, 1700),

Stube, Judisch Idbylvnische Zatibet texte (ib,

1895) Ke\ms, Demon Poswswn (Chicago,
1SQ5), Maspcro Dau,n of Civilization (Eng
trans New York, 1894) Alexander, Demoniac
Possession in the ~\ew Testament (Edmbuigh,
1901), To^vnsend, Satan and Demon? (Cmcm
nati, 1902) , Duhm, Die boen Geister in Alien

Testament (1904) > Lagrange, Etudes sur les re

ligions semitiques (1905) , Marti, Religion de*

Alien Testament (1907), Henry Preseived

Smith, The Religion of Israel (1914)

DETSIOBTOI/OQ-T The branch of compara
tive theology which concerns itself with beliefs

legarding evil spirits or demons The woiblup
of demons is one of the moat widespread of all

religious phenomena Besides the beneficent

godlmgs or ghosts, there exists a far greater
number of maleficent beings who aie either

divinities or supernaturahzed spirits While
the beneficent deities may, and often do, receive

expressions of gratitude for past bountiets and

prayers for continued blessings in the future

from, their worshipers, it is the demon or
maleficent godhng or ghost who recedes the

greater amount of human tribute The reason
for this religious attitude in primitive society

is not far to seek The beneficent deity is, in

the eves of early man, an easy going being who
dispenses blessings as a matter of course and
he may therefore be trusted to continue on in

his routine goodness An occasional sacrifice

as a token of gratitude or as an inducement to

confer greater boons, or to recommence an in

terrupted coune of beneficence is quite suffi

cient for him His blessings may even be over
looked in view of their quiet and orderly action,
or be forgotten altogether on account of the
number of painful events which befall man
With the demon things are altogether different

His power, which he constantly exerts for harm
ful ends, must be met with continued propitia
turn, in the shape of prayer or sacrifice Further

more, the malignancy of the demon cannot be
overlooked and is far more prominent to the

primitive mind than beneficence, which, as al

ready suggested, frequently passes unnoticed
The worship of demons is in general directly

proportionate to the low character of the cult

As religion develops in any community or tribe

the demon's scope of malignancy is circum
scribed accordingly, while the degree of worship
paid to beneficent ghosts and gods constantly

increase*

Demons comprise several classes and occur in
a vast variety of forms The two main divisions

are, as in the case of beneficent divinities, either

superhuman, being personifications of the powers
of nature, or what may be termed posthuman,
being ghosts of dead ancestors, especially of the

chiefs, or of men who had been otherwise con
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spicuous in the commumtv during life These
two elabses of uperhuman and posthuman god
lings and demons fiequenth overlap, and the

dividing line between them must be regarded as
a bhiftmg boundaiy Here in many cases svn

cretism, 01 the blending of divinities originally
dibtinct into one, may be the source of confusion
In such a dmmtv as the Greek Apollo, eg,
might be svncretized a beneficent godling of

hght, a ghost of some earh membei of a tribe

conspicuous for mubical ability, and the malefl

cent godling of light, who causes death and

damage as in. sunstroke It is, in consequence,
sometimes, hard to tell to which division a given
godling or demon belongs Such an uncertainty
is not in itself a proof of error of method It is

probably mcoirect to asbume an excessively nice

discrimination in this regard among primitive
mankind, although there is a marked tendency
to elevate posthuman into superhuman divinities

either benehcent 01 maleficent, -while the change
of nature deities into ghosts is practically un
known On the other hand, the attempt to re

duce all gods and demons to the single category
either of nature deities or of ghosts seems an
unscientific one in its fundamental principle
Tin re may even be other factors in the origin of

belief in divinities, and it is an error to assume
that the primitive is necessarily simple Fur
theimore, the functions of the beneficent and
maleficent deities, like the classification of super
human and posthuman, are frequently fused,
Thus the fiie godling may be beneficent, as in the
hearth fire, 01 maleficent, as in the conflagration
of a village Again, a malignant deity may, by
proper sacrifices and ritual, become benignant
to an individual or tnbe, as in an invocation to

smallpox to befall one s enemies

The Semites furnish an admirable example of

the course of development of demonology In
t
T
ie earliest records of Babylonia and Assyria the

antithesis between beneficent and maleficent

deities is clearly marked The conflict in the

Babv Ionian creation myth of Marduk, the god of

light, with Tiamat, the demon of darkness, a
conflict which is indicated by Gen i 2-8, and
moie clearly in Rev uu 7-9, is an instance of

enmity between two nature godlings On the

other hand, Lilith, according to Talmudic tradi

tion, seems to have been originally a malignant
ghost changed into a vampire or ghoul The
Old Testament contains allusions to demons,
such as the "familiar spirits" of Lev xx 6, 27,
the "devils" of Lev xvii 7, Deut xxxu 17, 2

Chron xi 15, Ps cvi 37, the creatures that

haunt the desert, Isa xin 21, 22, xxxiv 14, 15,

as well as the "terror by night" and the "pes
tilence" of Ps xci 5-6 On the other hand, the

strongly Yahwistic tendency of the Old Testa

ment was most unfavorable to any development
of demonology in the Bible Even the one demon
who retained any real personality, Satan (see

DEVIL), plays but a small part in the Old Testa-

ment He is a servant (even, in Job-o 6

11 11, reckoned among the sons) of Yahwe Add

completely under his control, so that he is

sharply rebuked by Yahwe in Zech m 1-2 and
is obliged to ask Yahwe's permission to tempt
Job, in Job i 6-12, u 1-7 That Jewish demon

ology was far more developed than the extreme

Yahwism of the Old Testament would lead one

to suppose is clear for several reasons In the

New Testament the power of demons is fre

mentioned Insanity and disease are

demoniacal possession, and Jesus is
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tempted by Satan, who is represented as an in

dependent agent of the utmost enmity to God
The existence of storm demons is distinctly im
plied in the account of the stilling of the tempest
in Matt \iu 26-27, Maik iv 39, 41, and Jesus
is mistaken for a spirit, either a storm demon
or a malignant ghost, in Matt xiv 26 The
Talmudic demonology like the devil lore of other
Semites as shown by the Koian and the vast
Aiabic literature, of which the Atabian \ights
furnishes a familiar example with its tales of
the jmns, who are probably ghosts of benignant,
or more fiequentlv of malignant, dead, is another

proof Mobt conclusive of all, perhaps is the
rich demonology of modern Semitic peoples, with
its superhuman and posthuman fiends

In India the development of demonology is

still more instructive Besides the primitive
nature gods, theie existed nature demons no less

ancient Tndra, the storm god, cleaves the

diigon Alii, who has confined the cows repre
senting the rain clouds Here, too, can be been
the process of syncretism more clearly than in

any other religious s\ stem For instance, Indra
is the god of the monsoons and is beneficent,
while the feaiful Rudra typifies the ruin caused

by the storm Yet the benignant Indra and the

malignant Rudra become blended into one deity,

Indra, who is almost altogether beneficent

While nature demons are ancient, new ghost
demons may be and are created constantly
There is an instinctive story current m India
of an nascible Englishman much dreaded by
the natives After his death his tomb was
regularly visited, and propitiatory offerings of

brandy and cigars were presented to appease his

ghost On the other hand, the ghost of Rama
Kiislma, a Hindu ascetic of recent date, has
become a beneficent godling about whom the

logopoetic tendency universal in religion has
already created numerous mvths

Besides the superhuman and posthuman gods
ind demons, there is a third class of much Liter

origin These aie ibstraet deities They occur

m nearly all the great religions, as in India,

Greece, and especially in Rome Thus, in India

by the time of the later Rig Vedic period,

Brahma, the praver, is practically an abstract

deity The same we now know to be true of

Mitra, 'the contract,' and Vantna, 'the oath'

Persia had a large number of abstract demons,
as Taromaiti (Pride), Akoman (Evil Mind),
Duzhyairya (Drought), and the like In Greece

and Rome it will be sufficient to refer to the

long list of abstract demons enumerated by
Vergil, JBneid, vi, 273-281 It is obvious that

the abstract gods and demons are moie closely
allied to the nature divinities than to ghosts

Demonology is everywhere closely associated

with witchcraft In this two distinct processes
are involved In the first place the demon must
be placed under the control of the wizard, or,

more commonly, of the witch In the sec-

ond place the demon so controlled may become

either nomnjunous or malignant to some other

person or persons Control over the demons is

gained in many ways Thus, a beneficent deity
or somethipg belonging to him may confer the

power over demons Familiar examples are the

magic ring given by Allah to Solomon in the

Arabian, Nighte, which enables^him to control

all jinns, and the tetragrantin&ton, or mystic
letters YHVH of the name Jehovah, or Yahwe

(qv), during the Middle Ages Demons nvn
be exorcised or may be invoked against enemies
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some object belonging to the peison to be affected

is one of the most common modes For this

reason many tribes hare careful regulation*,
as the ancient Persians, who disposed of parings
of nails and clippings 01 hair according to pre
scribed form An extremely widespread super
stition of this class is the so called power of the

name According to this the knowledge of the

real name of the individual gives all who pos
sess it control over him, and this may be u&ed

for demoniacal purposes For this reason it is

mbtomarv in manv tribes, as possibly among
the North American Indians, to keep their per
**onal names secret The same new was held bv

the Jews, as is cleir from Rev 11 17, xi\ 12

Matt vn 22 Akin to this acquisition of de

momacal control is the selling of one's soul to

the denl to gam some object as in the famous

Faust legend, or in the demotion of the Hindu
I hugs to the malignant Kali the wife 01 Sim A

in his destructive aspect
As has been suggested above sacrifice IB an im

portant element of dt raonologv Since this clat^

of offerings must be in general propitiatory thtv

are usually, in conformity to the nature of the

demon, of a bloody or revolting character Thus

among the -iztecs the war pod Euitzilopochth,
wais honored hv human sacrifices, the pulsating
heart being the offering specially dear to him
The eubtoms' of Abhanti, with their enormous
waste of life, and their cruelty to men and am
mals, were pnmanh ba&ed on the necessity of

appeasing malignant gods Even among the

early Greeks a bacrifke of maidens was given
each year to the Minotaur, and in early Rome
the Tiber received an annual tribute of aged
men As civilization develops the sacrifice be

comes more and more ntualibtie, and substitutes.

for the bloody offering ma\ be made, as when,
instead of sacrificing old men, dolls were thrown
into the Tiber

The change of gods into demons occurs fre

quently When one tribe conquered another, it

\vab customary for the pantheon of the defeated

people to be incorporated into that of the con

(juerors When, however, a nation has reached
a monotheistic stage, or is inspired for any
other reason by an intense hatred for the religion
of the conquered, the gods of the subjected tribe

OUT become demons This is especially charac
teristic of later Judaism and Christianity and
of Zoroftstnanism Thus, in Ezek vm 13-18

among the greatest abominations are classed the

annual mourning for Taxnmuz, an ancient Se

untie spring god, familiar to us from the Greek
version of the myth m the story of Venus and

Adonis, and the worship of the gun, which is

most probably an allusion to Zoroastnaniam
In this latter religion the gods of India (Skt
c/f pa) are demons (Av da&va), and great Indra
heems to have been, turned into a fiend Andra
bv the Iranians In. like manner Ceylonese
Buddhism sees demons in the old Brahmamo
gods, and the jinns of Mohammedanism are the

heathen Arabic deities in disguise
The worship of demons has led to the cult

termed diabolism or satamsm (qv) The
earliest mention of such a belief is in the Avesta

(qv), where adherents of non Zoroastnan
faiths are called daevayasmans, or demon wor
shipers Persia still has a numerous sect of

denl worshipers, called Yezidia (q v ), who en
deavor to keep on good terms with the devil that
he may not injure them, m the future world. A

Rpn
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similar tendency txi^ted to a marked degiee m
early Christian Gnosticibm (q\ )

The beet of

the Ophites,, eg, regarded Yanwe as an evil

divinity but the serpent, because of his promise
of knowledge (Gen m 5), as the highest god
and a benetactor ot mankind The modern cult

of latani^m se^ms to be a survival of earlv

Gnobticism This worship which is for obvious

reigns ot an ormlt niture "eems to unite to

diabolism the vudpsprf^d notions of phalhcism,
or worship of tin3 reproductive powers of nature

Patitnsm, w Inch is now nmnlv a travesty of

Chiibtiamtv finds its culmination in the so

railed bhck mass, where the Christian ritual va

parodied m most revolting Via\,s

Consult Colhn de Planev, fiirtionnaire w
fftnaJ (Paris 1844) Lecanu Hittoue de Satan,
.n clitttp fon citne ses manifestation?, <t<s&uvrea

(ib lfc.61) Hild, Ftiitie wt If9 d( mom> (ib,

1<5S1) laengin, Wund't und Damonenqlaule
fin Grqeniiait (Lpiprig, 1SS7) Conwav
nptunnnlow and DcuJ I die (2 vols,

,
New York

1SSO) Bois ftatanusme et la magte (Panu,
1<W)I Caius Hittm if of tJie Demi and the Idea

of Ei il frr>m the Enthpst Time<t to the Ptekent

Dan (Chuago, 1000) Taulnws Ettai am ly

tatamsmf et la supntfiliOTi au moyen, age
fVontauban 1900) Alexander, Demoniac Pot
session t>i the Old Testament (Edinburgh
1002) Thompbon, trans The Denh and Eitl

Rpnitt of Balnilovia (2 vols London, 1903-04)
her deschiclite der BuJiJtcufet und Damonen,
Rl Fichmann Die Angelologie unrf Damon
p <ln Krm<<t (190S) Roltan, D<jt Foith
/fs Heirfentum'* m der altrfnittlu heti Kuche

Ddhnhaidt Zaturwqen (1907) Tarn

bornino, De ftntifjuotum damonnmo (1000)
Wendt Chnstentum tind Dualismus (1000)
and see ANCET DEVTT POPHTOLOOY SUPER
STHTOft

DEH'OITSTBATION
1

, MUJTABT An opera
tion designed tf> diceivc an enemy, persuading
him that danger is threatening from another

quarter, and inducing him to divide his force so

as to meet the apparent as well as real danger
A demonstration mnde during the attack, in

order to cover the development of the real point
of attack, or to discover a vulnerable point in

the defense, is called a feint Before deciding
the necessity for ^ar a demonstration, le, ?

concentration of military forces at strategic

points, may be employed to demonstrate pre
pajednesg for ^ar
DE MOS'aiM', AUGUSTUS (1806-71) An

Publish mathematician born at Madura, India
He was educated at Tnmty College, Cambridge
was graduated as fourth wrangler (1827), and
was profesbor of mathematics in the University
of London (afterward University College) from
1828 to mi and from 1836 to 1866 Beside?

being a mathematician of high rank, he was ex

tensively versed in the history of mathematical
and physical science He gave much time in at

tempting to formulate Aristotelian logic into
a symbolic system and contributed to the
methods of calculating insurances and to the en

couragement of a decimal coinage De Morgan
was the first president of the London Mathe
matical Society and was a member of the Ro\al
Astronomical Society He was a remarkable
teacher and a suggestive writer, and his Evwi/
on Probdbfattev (1838) is still one of the befit

in English He died in London The following
are among his chief works Elements of 4nA
metto (1831) , Elements of Algebra,, Preliminary
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to the DiftctentiQl Calculus (1835) Et>aay o

Probabilities and on their Application to Life

Contingencies and hisu.ta.noe Offices (1838),
Trigonometry and \Dov,Ue Ugebta, (1849) Por
mal Logic, or the CaJoulua of Inference A ecessary
and Provable (1847), Arithmetical Books

(1847) , Treatises on the Diffeiential and Inte

(ftal Calculus (1842), published bv the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, eontn
butions to the Penny Cyclopaedia and to the En-

cyclopaedia, Mettopolitana, and the Budget of

Paradoxes, published in book form after his

death A memoir of De Mor^u by his widow
AY as pubh&hed in London in 1882

DE MORGAN, WILLIAM FBEND (1839-1917 )

\n English novelist He ^as born in London
the son of Augustus De Morgan, grandson of

William Frend, and descendant of Jamea Dod
son (qqv) is a boy he attended Unrvcr&ity

College School and later for thiee vfars Ini

^ersity College itself He then studied art in

1859 in the school of the Eoval Academy and
from 1864 to 1871 (approximately) devoted

lumbelf to working in ttamed glass Sub^
quently, for moie than 30 years, he \*as known
as a potter \tho made successful experiments in

gla/es and lustre and wrote about his craft

He was also of a mechanical tuin and inverted
a duplex bicycle, a smoke consuming grate etc

As an illustrator he may be remembered for the

illustrations to On, a Pincushion and Othei Fait
\j

Tales, \mtten by his sister Mary Augu&ta Tn

1904, then in hia 66th year, he wrote Joseph
Vance, a novel of well nigh 300,000 words,
\ihich achieved an immediate success on its

publication in 1906 Other novels followed, le-

sembling Joseph, Vance in length and in delibera-

tion of manner They also were warmly wel
corned De Morgan calls Dickens his master,
but in many ways he is more akin to Thackeray
In Ahce for Short (1907) De Morgan has been,

accused of imitating Wilkie Collins Somehow
Good (1908) ib the best of his books in con
struction and style After 7* Newer Can Sap
pen Again (1909) De Morgan attempted in. in

Iffair of Dishonor (1910) to write a historical

romance of the eighteenth century, he might
have succeeded better if the plot had been less

improbable or distasteful A Likely Story
(1912), first called Bianca, is m part a his

toncal romance, with an Italian setting which

repeated sojourns in Italy enabled him to paint
faithfully When Ghost meets Ghost (1914)
is nearer the earlier manner, and scene and co

incidences are piled up one on another without

direct or obvious bearing upon the mam drift

of his tale In all his stories De Morgan leans

heavily upon the long arm of coincidence for

assistance in the resolution of his plots, but his

skill as a storyteller often gives a chance con

elusion the air of an inevitable denouement
His milieu is now the London slum, now English

higher society In the naturalness of his du
logue, which has the quality of living speech,
he excels He is skillful also in the use of

dialects and scores notably in the dialect pas

sages of his stoned The company of adults to

Whom he introduces us is often memorable and

charming, and his sketches of children are

singularly happy Character is more to him
than plot, and hia own rambling comments nave

an appeal at least as strong as the narrative

itself He must certainly be counted one of the

most agreeable and begbling novelists of to

generation Consult w L Phelps, Essays

on Modern Xoidista Ctfew \ork, 1010), and F
T Cooper, Some English Story Tellers (ib,

1012)

DE1COS (Gk STJ(J.OS, demos, people) A word
used in Greek to denote both the body of Athe
man citizens and a political subdnmon of the

city a township A statue of the Demos (the

people) b\ Lvson stood m the Senate House at
Athens See DEAIE

DEMOSTHENES (Gk ATjjwxrfcwjj) (c383-
322 BC I The greatest orator of the ancient
world He wati born in the deme Pseama, in

Attica Hi-> father, a wealths nianufactuier,
died when Demosthenes xras but te^en veaib old
his fortune and his children he left to the
care of three guardians, who abused then
trust As soon as Demosthenes came of age
lie prosecuted at law these trustees and gained
a \erdict against them but much of the prop
erty hid already been squandered, and we can
not tell whether he was able to collect the
amount awarded to him by the court His sue

cess in tins and some other cml causes fixed

lus resolution to d<\ote hinwlf to public life,

ind he &ft himself to master the law and poll
tics of his country \uth a labor and persever
iTice ilmost without parallel His first ap
piarance before the people T\as a failure, but
tins spurred him to o\crcome his defects His
tirit care was to conquer the physical diead
\ mtagcs under ^hich he labored his health
\\as nituralh feebk1 his voice harsh and turn

less, and his action ungraceful To impnne
his delivery he took instruction fiom Satvrus
the actor, and did not disdain to study effects

before a mirror His feebleness of health he
never fairly o\ercame but he obviated the

defects of his early training bv the severest

study pursued for months at a time without
an interruption Throughout his life he gave
much time to the writing of speeches to be

d<lmied bv himself or more often bv others,
in private suits 33 such orations have come
down to us under his name, but only 14 of

these are now regarded as by Demosthenes
He was less effective in such suits than in his

political speeches
Demosthenes first took part in public affairs

when about 25 years of age from that tinu

IIIB historv is the history of Athens The stat<s

of Greece were miserably weak and divided and
had recklessly shut their eyes to the dangerous
<ncroachments which Philip of Macedon was
already making on their liberties The first

period of Demosthenes' public bfe was spent
m warning his countrymen to forego their

mutual jealousies and unite their forces against
the common enem}, whose crafty and grasping

policy he exposed, about 351 BC , in the oration

known as the Fiwt Philippic, the most eloquent
and the most effective of his speeches against

Philip and in condemnation of the supmeness
of the Athenians In 347 Philip became master

of Olynthus the last outpost of Athenian power
m the north, which in a series of splendid

harangues the three Qlynthtaos Demosthenes
had implored his countrymen to defend Peace

was now necessary for Athens, and Demosthenes

and JEschines (qv ) were among the ambassa
dors sent to negotiate -with the conqueror, but

Macedonian gold had done its work, and Demos
thenes as incorruptible as he was eloquent,

saw with despair thai Philip was allowed to

seize Thermopylae, the key of Greece, and be-

come a member of the Amphictyonic League
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The peace, concluded in 346, lasted for six rears

during which Philip's incessant intrigues ^ere

eiposed and denounced by Demobthenes in ora

tions hardly less remarkable for their political
wisdom than for their eloquence The most im

portant -were the second and third Philippics,
and the speeches on The False Emlas<iy and The

Affairs of the Chersonese When Philip entered

upon a fresh course of aggression (340) and
laid siege to Byzantium, he was baffled for a

time through the assistance afforded by the

Athenians to the besieged city at the instance

of Demosthenes (339) In 338, when Philip
threw Athens into consternation bv passing

Thermopylse and seizing Elatea, Demosthenes

brought about an alliance between his country

men and Thebes But the Macedonian pha
lanx proved invincible, and the battle of

Chfleronea (qv ) laid Greece prostrate at the

feet of the King The Athenians were treated

bv Philip with the greatest consideration and

accepted hie terms of peace Demosthenes pro
nounced the funeral oration over those who fell

m the battle and urged the Athenians to repair
their walls against their enemy, contributing
to the expense from his own purse For his scrv

ices to Athens in the crisis before and ifter

the battle of Cheronea Ctesiphon proposed that

a golden crown be given to him, whereupon
JSschmes, Demosthenes' lifelong opponent, at

tacked Ctesiphon \uth the charge of having
made an illegal proposal Demosthenes de

fended Ctesiphon (330) in his oration On the

Crown essentially a review of his entire po
litical career which the almost unanimous ver
diet of critics has pronounced to be the most

perfect masterpiece of oratory of ancient or
modem times /Eschmee was defeated and

33) The ^orks ire best edited by Bekker

(1824) Sauppi (1S43U DmdorfBlass (4th

ed, 1889-92! jmd Butchei (CKford, 1903 ff)

Dmdorf edited all the speeches with notet, and
Greek scholii in <J volumes (Ovford, 1846-51)

Of the single &pecches there are mam special

editions of the oi-tfaon On the Crou,n the best

in English ire In Goodwin (Cambridge, 1901),
and Humphrevs (New York, 1913) Consult

albo editions of Wect Pi u ate Otations, by
Sand\* and Palev (1S08), and of the Midias,

In Goodwin (1906) There is a translation of

the orationt b\ KennecH in nve -volume's (Lon
don 1853-63) On the life and art of Demos
thenes consult Schifer Demosthenes und
seme Zeit (2d ed, Leipzig, 1885-87) Jebb,

The Attic Orators from Intiphon to Isaeos

(2 vols, London, 1875-76), Blass, 4.ttische

PoedsamJ eit, vol m (Leipzig, 1893) Wright,
i fl/io/i Histvty of Greek Liter atuie (New
\ork, 1007) Christ S(.hmid, Geschichtc tier

gi lechivclien Litteratur vol i ( 5th ed , Munich

1908), Adams Are the Political Speeches'
of Demosthenes to be Regarded as Political

Pamphlets'" m Tiansacttow of the American

Philological iwciat on, vol xlm (1913)

DEMOSTHENES (
'-B c 413) A

conspicu
ous Athenian general in the Peloponnosian War
He v\as one of the commanders sent (413 BC

)

to reenforce Nicias at Syracuse, but he wis

ciptured and put to death See GYLIPPUS

DEMOTIC ALPHA"BET See EGYPT

DEMOTaKA, often spelled DIMOTIKA
(MGk &iSu(ioTcix>', Didywotewlion, double

\\alled, from 5i5u/ws, didymos, torn -f- reixos,

teichos, TV all) A town in European Turkey, in

the Province of Adrianople, 26 miles south of

Adnanople (Map Turkey in Europe, F 4) It

obliged to leave Athens and spent the remainder is situated on the Maritza here navigable for

of his life in exile In 324 the enemies of small vessels, and is connected by rail with Con
Demosthenes brought about his conviction on a stantmople It contains an old palace and a

charge of having received a bribe of 20 talents citadel and is the seat of a Greek archbishop
from Earpalus (qv ), the absconding treasurer The inhabitants are engaged in agriculture
of Alexander Unable to pay the fine imposed Vegetables, tobacco, and the v me are cultivated

" ' ' ' " '
Demotika is noted as the temporary residencehe was thrown into prison, but succeeded in es

caping The death of Alexander the Great in
the following year was followed by the trium

phant return of the orator, and he was again
at the head of affairs But the disastrous issue

of the Lamian War, waged by the Greeks

against Antipater, was fatal to Demosthenes
Once more the power of Maoedon prevailed The
surrender of Demosthenes was demanded by the

conquerors Finding escape impossible, the

orator sought an asylum in the temple of Posei

don, in the island of Calaurea Before his

of Charles XII of Sweden after his defeat at

Poltava The town, occupied by the Bulgarian"

during the Balkan War (q> ), was formally
renounced bv Tuikey in the Treaty of London

(Mav 31 t 1913), but recovered from Bulgana
bv the nnal Tmtv of Constantinople (Sept
29, 1013) Pop ahout 8700, mostly Greeks

DE MOWBEAY, ROBEBT See NOBTHTJM

BEBLAt,D, EARL 07
DEMPSTER See DLEMSTEE

DEMPSTER, JOHM- ( 1 794-1863 ) An Amen
can clergyman and theologian, the son of thepursuers overtook him he died (322), as was

generally^ believed, of poison administered by Rev James Dempster, a Presbyterian, minister

who graduated from the University of Edin

burgh and subsequently became one of the early

helpers of John Wesley John Dempster was
born at Flonda, N Y In 1810 he entered the

Methodist ministry Besides serving important
churches, he was presiding elder for 12 years,
and for one year he was a missionary in Buenos
Aires He was one of the founders and president
(1840-54) of the first theological seminary of

the Methodist Episcopal church, the General
Biblical Institute, located first at Newbury,

his own hand
The personal character of Demosthenes is

of the noblest His bravery, the stainless

purity of his public and private life (exceptm the Earpalus matter, if that conviction was in
accord with the facts), his splendid and dis

nterested, if blind, patriotism, and his serv
ices as a statesman and administrator, entitle

him to a place among the noblest men of an

tiquity He has been rated among the foremost
orators of the world by all critics since his
own day
There have come down to us 60 speeches,

six letters, a letter from Philip of Macedon,
and a collection of introductions (vpoolnui) All
the letters, introductions, and many of the

speeches are regarded as spurious (19 out of

Vt, and then at Concord, N H in 1867 be

coming the Boston School of Theology He was
also one of the founders and president (1855-

63) of Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, HI
The establishment of this "Central Salvation

Seminary" as its opponents called it, aroused
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one of the greatest controversies of the Metho-
dist Episcopal church Dempster's Lectures
and Addresses were collected and published an
1864 Consult this book and also an article

in the Methodist Quatterly Review for 1861

DEMPSTER, THOMAS (cl579-162o) A
Scottish scholar and author, born at Chftbog
in Aberdeenshire The details of hit, life are

given in an untrustworthy autobiogi-ipln but
from other sources it seems that lit was edu
cated at Cambridge and was profeb'-or fiist at
Pisa and later at Bologna He left a Hiitona.
Ecclesiasttca Gentis ticotorum (1627), uhicli,
while curiously dishonest concerning earlier

personages, is sometime*, valuable for the in

formation it gives of the author's contempo
ranes The Ballantvne Club issued an edition

of it m 1829 Dempster's best \vork is an in
notated edition of Aceolti's De Bello a CJins
tiams oontra Barbados Gesto (1023) and he
also enjoyed a good reputation as a Latin poet
DEMUI/CETTTS (Lat demulcere to stroke

down, soften, from de, do-wn + muhae, to

stroke) Bland and lubricating liquid sub
stances taken by the mouth for the puipose of

soothing irritation of the mucous membranes
of the gastrointestinal tract and reflexly of the

lannv and bronchi The same substances are

also given in enemata to relieve irritation of the
lower portion of the bowels Water must be
classed as the mo&t valuable of the demulcents
Demulcents are chiefly composed of starch, or

gum, or of substances containing these, dis

solved in water , sometimes also of oily matters,
or the white of eggs, and other albuminous or

gelatinous substances largely diluted The de

coction of althsea, or marshmallow, is a favorite

form of demulcent, flaxseed tea is a common
domestic remedy of this class Gelatine, ism

glass, glycerin, honey, and staich aie other

demulcents in common Ube

DEMTJB'BAQE (OF demorage, from de-

morer, to delay, from Lat dewiorowt, to delay,
from de, down + mot art, to delay) In. ad

miralty law, an allowance made to the master
or owners of a ship by the freighter when she

is detained in port bv the latter beyond the

specified time of sailing A certain number of

dajs, called running or working days, are al

lowed for receiving and discharging cargo, and
it is usually stipulated in charter parties that

the freighter may detain tho vessel, either for

a specified time or as long as he pleases, on

paying so much per diem for overtime All the

ordinary causes of detention, such as port regu
lations, the crowded state of the harbor, and
the like, are at the risk of the freighter, and

demurrage must be paid, though it be proved
that the delay was unavoidable, unless it is

due to the shipowner's fault The demurrage
ceases as soon as the vessel is cleared for sail

ing, though she should be prevented from ac

tually doing so by adverse winds When the

Jays of demurrage are limited by special con

tract, and the ship is detained beyond them,
the sum due as demurrage under the contract

will be taken as the measure of the loss for the

further time which may be claimed in the form

of damages It will be open, however, to both

parties to show that the rate thus fixed per
diem is either too high or too low Where
there is no stipulation beyond the ordinary

Agreement that the usual time shall be allowed

for loading and unloading, the master will be

entailed, when this period expires, either to sail

or to claim damages for detention A suit

for the recovery of demurrage is an admiralty
and maritime case Consult the authorities re-

fen ed to under ADMIRALTY LAW For the
technical use of the word as a charge for the
detention of freight cars, see RAILWAYS, Freight
8e> i ice

DEMTTB'B.EB (Lat demoran, FT demon er,
to Tiait or sta>) A pleading which in legal
effect admits the facts alleged by the opposite
pait> to be true for the purpose of argument,
but denies that they are sufficient, as a matter
of la\v, to sustain his claim, or which sets up
that there is some other defect on the face of
the pleading which is a legal reason why the

plaintiff should not be allowed to proceed under
it It is always based solely upon what is

stated m the pleading to which it is interposed
and cannot contain any other defense

Its purposes vary somewhat in different juris
dictions, but generallv, in addition to demmg
that the facts alleged constitute a cause of

action, it may be used to put in issue the juris
diction of the court, the capacitv of the plain-
tiff to sue, that another action is pending be
tueen the parties for the same cause, that there
is a defect of parties plaintiff or defendant,
or that several causes of action are improperly
joined in the same pleading It may be inter

posed to anv pleading of either plaintiff or de
fendant which alleges "new matter," le, some-

thing in addition to what was set out in the
last previous pleading

It is in the discretion of the court to allow
the party whose pleading is thus attacked to
amend if the objection is well taken and sus

tamed, and great liberality is shown by the
courts in this respect, especially where the de
feet is in some technical matter of form, and
an amendment curing it would not prejudice
the opposite partv On the other hand, if the
demurrer is overruled, the demurrant is usually
allowed to interpose an answer or reply to the

pleading which he had attached by the de-

murrer if he can convince the court there la

probable merit in his proposed defense These

privileges are usually granted upon terms, as

the imposition of costs to date of the argu-
ment The demurrer has been abolished in

England, and other proceedings designed to ac

comphsh like results substituted in the King's
Bench and Chancery divisions of the High
Court, but is retained and in constant use in

most of the United States, both under the

codes of civil procedure and the modified com
monlaw system of pleading See ANSWER,
PLEADING
DEMY. dSml' (Fr derm, from Lat dmidw*,

half) A term applied to those holders of

scholarships in Magdalen College, Oxford, called

demyships The name would seem to he a

shortened form of the Latin demitocn (half

fellows), the formal term by which they are

more elegantly distinguished Of the 43 demy-

ships, there are eight senior, each valued at

f100, and 35 junior, of the value of 80 a year
Addison was a demy
DEMY A particular size of paper In

America writing demy u a sheet 16 by 21

inches, double demy being 21 by 32 In Eng
land writing demy IB 15 by 20 inches, print

ing demy is 17% by 22 inches, and double

demy, 26 by 38ya inches

DENAJN, dfl-nair' A town, in the Depart-
ment of Mord, France, at the junction of the
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Selle and the Scheldt, 5 miles southwest of

Valenciennes (Map France, J 2) It owes
its prosperity to its situation in the centre of

an extensive coal field The immediate vicinity
of iron mines also gives it unusual facilities

and mountainous in the north, about two-

thirds is under cultivation Its corn, cheese,

butter, and live stock are greatly esteemed

Near Wre\ham are coal measures more than 4

miles broad Hie chief towns are Denbigh, the

for smelting, and its workb of thit, kind are of capital, \\rexham Ruthm, and Llangollen The

considerable importance It has some manu
factures of beetroot sugar glass, beer, oil ships,

steel, candy, and spirits Pop, 1901 23204
1011 26800
DENARIUS (Lat from dem, ten each, from

decfm ten) The pimcipal silver com of an
cient Home The earliest monev of Rome was
of bronze and the standard was the at (qv ),

nominally, it least at first a pound of bron/e

In 269 BC the as, which had decreased in size

and value was flxed bv law at a lower valua

tion and a silver coinage was introduced The

chief silver coma were the denarius (
= 10

asses) the quixarius C = 5 asses), and the

sestertius (
2 1

., <WJes) At first the normal

weight of the denanut was 4 bcruples, or ^
of a pound (4 55 grams) About 217 BC the

denarius was made equivalent to ]6 avsea fthe

o* had been still fuither reduced), and re

mained so (about 17 cents) until the tune of

Nero after \\hich it undeiwent a gradual dim
inution until silver money disappeared entirely

in the third centuiy AD (See Plate II of

NUMISMATICS } For the earlier period, after

Rome became a world power, the denarius was
the basis of coinage outside of Italv, especially
in the Adriatic territory and in \\csstem Europe
Consult Hill, J. Bandlook of (J)eek and Roman
Coins (Xesv York 1899 >

DEN'ARY SCALE <*ee NUTATION

DE NATTPBA DEO^BUM (Lat, On the

Nature of the Gods) \ treatite on the nature

of the gods by Cicero tontumng an exposition
of the Epicurean and Stoic philosophies and a

criticism of both from the point of view of

the \cademics m the form of a conversation

between representatives of the three schools

DENATTTEED ALCOHOL See METHYL
ATED SPIBTT, FTOCL

DENBIGH, den'bl (Welsh, Dm lack little

fort) A municipal borough and the countv
town of Denbighshire, Wales, 30 miles west of

Chester (Map Wales, C 3), in a region of

much historic interest It stands in the vale of

the Clwyd, on the sides and at the foot of a

rugged, steep, limestone hill, crowned bv the

imposing ruins of a castle built in 1284 by
Henrv de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln The town
sheltered Charles I after the battle of Rowton
Moor It was taken by the Roundheads but
was dismantled after the Restoration Other
structures of interest are the Carmelite Pnory
(founded perhaps as early as the thirteenth

century), the town hall, dating from 1572
the old parish church, a Bluecoat school

(1514), and a free grammar school (1527) A
lunatic asylum for the five counties of North
Wales was erected near the town in 1848 The
town's chief industries axe bootmaking, butter

counts Ttaa formed in the reign of Henry VIII

limestone civeb in tht mountainous regions

yield manv lelics of prehistoric men and am
mals and tin re ire tiacts of several Roman
roads Pop, 1901, 131,582 1911, 144,783

DEtf'BY, CHABLFS (1830-1904) An Amer
ican lawyer and diplomat, born at Mount Joy,
Va He studied at Georgetown Umveisity and

the \irgmia Jlihtarv Institute was admitted

to the bai in 1855, and practiced law in In

diana During the Civil \^ar he rose to be

colonel of the Fortv second and the Eightieth
Indiana Volunteer Infantrv. From 1885 to

1898 he was Minibter to China and in the latter

year became a member of the conunisision for

tbe investigation of the conduct of the -war

\uth Spain In 1899 he became a member of

the United States Philippines Commission He
\\iote a valuable book on China and hei People

(2 voL 1006)

DENDEEAH, den'der a (Gk lempa, Ten-

tyra, Coptic Tentm e, perhaps "the goddess," evi

dently the end of a longer, mutilated name)
A village of Upper Egypt, on the left bank of

the Nile, opposite the large city of Keneh, in

about lat 26 12' X (Map Egypt, C 2)
The ancient temple wes>t of the village is one of

the best preserved and mobt beautiful of ancient

Egypt The portico (ol yaids wide) has 24

columns, bearing the head of the goddess of Den
derah the intenor is divided into 27 rooms
This temple is said to stand on the site of a

building dating fiom the time of King Cheops
(qv ), which was restored in the twelfth, and

eighteenth dynasties The present structuie was

begun under Ptolemy XIII Auletes, and the

temple was dedicated under Tiberius, although
some details of the ornamentation date from his

immediate successors Among the many pic
tuies and inscriptions, which are of rather mod
erate execution, a representation of the zodiac

(or, better, the sky) aroused much interest
after its publication in the Description d'Egypte,
it has, however, proved to be merely a mytho
logical representation and of no value for astro
nomical purposes (Consult Letronne, 0&?en/a
tiow 9M7- Voljet des representation* xodiacalei
de lantiquite (Pans, 1824) For information
about the cow formed goddess Hathor of Den
derah, see ATHOB ) The tombs of the ancient

princes of Denderah of the fourth to the eight
eenth dynasty were etcavated by Flinders Pe
trie in 1898 Ocmsult Petne, ZJenderoA

eighteenth memoir of the Egyptian Exploration
Fund (1900) For tbe inswiptions consult

Manette, Denderah (Pans, 1870-80), and Dunn
chen, Baugeaohwhte des Denderatempels (Straas
burg, 1877)

DENDEEMONDE, den'der mfa'de A for
making, poultry farming, and tanning and tifled town of Belgium, in the" Province of Bast
quarrying and there is considerable timber Flanders, at the confluence of the Deader and
trade The Welsh 1 .,,...._ . . _ _. <- "

vernacular newspaper,
Saner, is published here Pop, 1901, 8438

1911, 6892 Henry M Stanley, rhe African ex

plorer, was born near Denbigh
DEIT/BI0HSHEEE A county of North

the Scheldt, 18 miles east of Ghent It has a
fine church, which contains a number of paint
ings by Van Dyck and De Grayer, an old citadel,
and an elaborately decorated fourteenth century
town hall (Map Belgium, C 3) It numbelrs

Wales on the Inah Sea and between the Dee among its institution! a bishop's college and
and the Conway It contains 662 square miles an academy of drawing There are bleacherws
with 8 mile of coaat The surface is ragged and manufacturing eXbhshmenta for thV pro
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duction of leather, cotton goods, soap, and linen
Dendermonde was besieged in 1667 by Loms
XIV, from whose hands it was saved bv the

opening of the blunts which resulted in the

flooding of the surrounding country It -was
taken \>) the French m 1745 Pop , 1900, 9953,
1910, 10 193

DENDBID1C AGKATE See MOCHA STONE
DENOJBITE (GL SevSpmp, dendntte, of or

pertaining to a tiee, from SevSpov, dendron,
tree) The peculiar treelike or blanching effect

found in nnneralb and due to the erystalh/ation
in them of certain metallic oxides, especially
that of manganese The wt 11 known moss agite
or mocha stone i& a topical illustration of the
dendritic markings due to manganese oxide,
which are distributed thiough the mineral, pro-
ducing i mobshke ippearance Dendntes are

frequently used as gtiu stones

DE1TDEITE A process which passes off

from a nerve cell Bee NERVOUS SYSTEM A*.D
BBAIN
DEITDBOUTES See PEPBiFrED WOOD
DE1TDY, ABTHUB C1865-1925) An English

joologibt, educited at Manchester (riammar
School and at Owtns Collfgi Mmc luster He
became an assistant ni the /cxilogical lUpaitment
of the Biitish Museum in 1S87 w is demonstia
tor in the Umvirsity of Melbomne in 18S8-04,

professor of biology m Canterbm> College ITin

versity of New Zt aland m 1 394-100 3, ind of

zoology m South Afiican College Cipe To\\n,
from 1903 to 1005, and in 1005 was chosen pro
fessor of /oology in King s College, Unn ersity

of London Besides contributions to technical

journals on embryology, anatomy, etf he wrote
Outlines of Evolutional y Biology (1012)

DENE A name frequently used for all the

Athapascan speaking Indians of the Mackenzie
Basin and the Rocky Mountain region in Can
ada See ATHAPASCAN STOCK

DENEEN", denen', CHABLES SAMOEL (1863-
)

An American lawver and public official,

born at Edwardsv ille, 111 Be graduated from
McKendree College in 1882 taught school

was admitted to the bar m 1886, and from 1890

to 1004 practiced law m Chicago He was a
member of the Illinois House of Repiesentatives
(1892), attomey for the Sanitaiy District of

Chicago (1805-06), and States attomey foi

Cook Co, 111 (1S96-1904) From 1905 to 1912

he was Governor of Illinois he afterward served

as attorney for the Butts legislative committee

investigating (August 1913) the -voting machine

scandal m Chicago
DENFEBT-BOCHEREAtr, dasr'far' rd'

she rt', PIEBBE MAETE PHILIPPE ABISTTDE (1823-

78) A French officer, born at Saint Maixent

(Deux Sevres) He studied at the Ecole Polv

technique, enteied the engineer corps, and served

as a captain in the Crimean War In 1864

he was appointed chief engineer of Belfort, of

which fortress he became governor with the

rank of coloml in 1870 During the Franco

German War he defended the fortress from

October, 1870, to February, 1871, and surren-

dered only when ordered to do so by the govern
ment (February 16) He was elected to the

National \sserably in 1871 and 1877 He as

sisted Thiers and De la Laurencie in the prepa-
ration of the #t$*OM de la Mfenve de Belfort

(Pans, 1871) and wrote Des drovte pohtiqve*
dei mihtwres (1874) Hi heroic defense of

Belfort is there commemorated by Bartholdi's

colowal gramt "Lion"

DEITCUTE, den'ga (Sp dengue, prudery, fas-

tidiousness, from Lat denegaie, to deny, re

fuse), or BBEAKBOI.E FE\EB, also called DANDY
and BUCKET (conupted from Bouquet) FEVEB
The disease was first authenticallv observed in

Spam (1764-68) It was accurately described

by Brjlon of Java in 1770 and by Eush of

Philadelphia in 1780 In 17SO the fever was

epidemic in Spain, India, and the United States,
in 1827-28 in the West Indies* and in Charles

ton, S C
,
m 1848-30 in South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, Louisiana and Te\as From 1870
to 1873 anothei epidemic tpread over India,
East Africa, and Java, reaching the Gulf States
of the United States in 1873 In New Orleans
alone 40,000 people were attacked Other uidc

spread epidemics ocouired in 1880 1883, 1883

1895, 1897, and 1004, coveiing much the same
temtoiy Its &ymptoms are chill, two febrile

reaction**, intense headache, pain and swelling
about the joints, and severe pain in the bones,
a rose colored eruption o\ei the bodv, and gieat
piostration It is rarely fatal The names
'dengue" and "dandv '

aic said to have been

applied to the disease because of the stiff eiect

ne&s iml taitful walk ot those afflnted It is

now believed to bt i mosquito boine dibeaiae

due to a heruato/oun, differing in its life history
horn, the malarial plismodium in that it does
not foim pigment Quinine i^ ustd in its tieat

ment, but it has no specific eflect Calomel

purges, tollovved by Dover's powder ior sleepless

ncbb, and the salicvlatcs or coaltai deinatives
foi pain, is tin. tieatment geneialh followed

DENHAM, den'arn, DIXON (1786-1828) An
English exploier He was born in London, edu
cated at MLI chant iajlors School, md -was

aitacled to a aoliutoi, but joined the aimy in
1811 He fought in the Pcninbular campaign,
distmyuibhed himself at the battle of Toulouse

b) his daring and gallantry, and subsequently
semd in the Netherlands He was associated

with Clappcrton and Oudney in an exploring

expedition to Central Africa, which reached
Take Chad by waj of Tripoli and Murzuk in

1823 In 1828 Denham became Govemor of

Sierra Leone Consult his "Ncunatwe of Travels

and Dt,KOi,enes in ^orthetn and Cental Africa,

(1826)

DE1THAM, SIB JOHN (1615-69) An Eng
hsh poet, bom in Dublin, Ireland, the son of an
Irish judge beaung the same name He was
educated at Oxford and studied law at Lincoln's

Inn His fiiet publication was a tragedy, called

Sophy (1642), perfoimed with applause at

Blatkmxrs To 1642 also belongs the first ver
sion of Cooper's Hill, which is the earliest of

English des(nptive poems, and became Pope's
model for Wtndsot Forest According to John

ton, he should be credited with first making
the horoic couplet terse and epigrammatic In
1685 appeared a corrected edition of Denham'a

poem, containing the famous address to the

iiver Thames "0 could I flow like thee," etc

Denham was engaged in secret service for

Charles I, but, being discovered, he was obliged
to escape to France in 1648, returning thence

to England in 1652 After the Restoration he

was appointed surveyor general of hie Majesty's

buildings and created Knight of the Bath The
latter part of hi* life was darkened by madness,

but, recovering for a short fame, he comraemo
rated the death of Oowley va. one of his happiest

poems HP- was buried in Westminster Abhov

Consult Chalmers, Sfiglwh Poets
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1810), and Ward, English Poets (London,
1880-83) The Bibhotheca, Cunosa, veil i

(Edinburgh, 1885) includes Denhams political
satires There is no critical edition

DENEAKDT, denliart, CIEME\S (1852-
) and his brother GTJSTAV (1856- )

Two distinguished German explorers, born in

Zeity In association with the physician G A
Fibcher thev undertook m 1878 a tour through
the Tana River region, East Afnea, which they
endeavored to secure to German commerce Six
years later they entered upon a second expedi
tion, extending from the island Lamu to "Vitu

(March, 1885), where the Sultan of the Swahih

requested the establishment of a friendly treaty
with Germany bated upon proposals made by
him 18 years previously Part of the territory

acquired by Clemens Denhardt was afterward

transferred by him to the German colonial so

ciety kno^ n as the Dfutscke Tl itugesellschaft
In 1890 all rights to this territory were ceded

by Germany to England in exchange for Eelgo
land, the German government compensating the

brothers with an indemnity of 150,000 marks
An important work by Clemens Denhardt was

puhlibhed. in 1883 in the Mitteilungen des

Tereina fur Erdkunde at Leipzig under the

title, Anleitung zu, geogtaphisohen Arbeiten ~bev

Forschungsrnsen
DENTA, da'nS a (Lat Ihamum, from a tern

pie of Diana situated there) A seaport town
of eastern Spain, situated on the eatit coast

of the Province of Alicante (Map Spam, F 3)

It has a small harbor and a lighthouse and is

the seat of an important trade in raisins and
salt In its vicinity are lound some Roman

antiquities Pop, 1900, 12,431, 1910, 12,161

DEMXFliE, dAnS'fle (FMEDBICH) HEZNBICH
Suso (1844-1905) An Austrian priest and

historian, born at Imst, Tirol He studied at

Brixen and in 1861 entered the Order of the

Dominicans at Gratz Having received holy
orders m 1866, he completed his studies in Rome
and in 1876 became professor of theology in

the Dominican monastery at Gratz and ac

quired high repute as a pulpit orator Sum
moned to Home in 1880 as representative of his

order for Germany, he was appointed archivist

in the Vatican m 1883 and intrusted with a new
edition of the works of Thomas Aqumas He
was an authority on the mystic literature and
the universities of the Middle Ages Among his

principal writings are NiLolaus von Basel

(1875) , Das geistliche Leben Eine Blumenlese
aus den deutschen Mystikern des 1 Jahrhun-
derts (1873, 5th ed, 1904) , Die Bohnjten dea

sehgen S Seuse (1878-80), an incomplete
edition, Dos Buch von geistlicher Armut
(1877) , Die Unwersitaten dea Mittelalters Ins

Cambridge University where he and Ehrle were

to receive honorary degrees Consult the

sketches by Grauert (Freiburg, 1906) and

Grabmann (Mainz, 190S)

DENTEEB, JOSEPH (1852 -1918 ) A French

anthropologist and ethnographer, born in As

trakhan, Ru&sia, of French parents He was edu

cated at the St Petersburg Technological Insti

tute and, after working as an engineer in -various

European oil fields,, at the University of Pans
In 1388 he was chosen librarian of the Paris

Museum of Natural History His book on The
Races of Man (1900) is one of the most impor
tant -works on the subject in English In French

his principal publications are Anatomie et

embryology des singes anthiopoides (1886),
Les races de I'Europe (1896-1908), BiUio

graphie des soci4tes savantes de la France

(1889-95), Les six races de VEurope (1904,

Huxley Memorial Lectures), Les races et

peuples de la tetre (1913)

DENOTA, dane'na, GIACOMO MABIA CABLO

(1731-1813) An Italian historian, born at

Revello, Piedmont Educated at Saluzzo and

Turin, he began his career as a teacher, becom

ing professor at Turin in 1770 Clerical oppo
sition to his liberalism made an offer from
Frederick the Great to come to Berlin acceptable
in 1782 In 1804 he received a position from

Napoleon in Pans The most important of his

many scholarly works is his Delle nvolnzwnt
eP Italia (1769-72) , a synthetic, well documented

history of Italy, colored by French, philosophy,
and positioning the ancient Roman spirit, re

vivified in the medieval communes, as the mo
tive force of Italian life Consult Surra, Vita

di D (Turin, 1902), and trans of Rwolu
siom by Langhorne (London, 1773)

DENFO, TTTaA-u- (1799-1871) An American

jurist, born at Rome, N T Several years
after his admission to the bar he removed to

Utica, where he became distinguished as a law

yer He was three times elected judge of the

Court of Appeals and retired from that office

in 1866 He was one of the most distinguished

jurists of his day, and his decisions are often

cited His works include Reports of Cases

irgued and Determined in the Supreme Court
and m tte Court for the Correction of Error

(5 vols, 1845-48), and an edition of the Re
vised Statutes of New 7ork, in collaboration

with William Tracy (2 vols, 1852)

DENIS, Fr prow de ntf", or DIONYSIUS, SAINT
The apostle of France and first Bishop of Paris,
who according to tradition, suffered martyrdom
in the third century He was sent, it is said,
from Rome about 250 A D to preach the gospel
to the Gauls He settled on an island in the

Seme, near the present city of Paris and made
1400 (1885), especially important as correcting numerous proselytes Sisinmus Fescenmus, who
Du Boulay on the early history of the Umver was then the Roman Governor of this part of

sity of Pans, Die papstliohen Regtsterlande Gaul, ordered Denis to be brought before him,
des IS Jahrhunderts, eto (1886), Les unwer along with his two companions, Rusticus, a
sites /rancowes at* moyen age (1892), supple pnest, and Eleuthenus, a deacon As they con
mented by an edition (1889-97, with Chate turned firm in their faith in spite of threats,
lam) of the Chartutonum of the University of he caused them to be cruelly tortured and after
Pans, and Luther und Luthertum (1904-09, ward beheaded, 272 AD, or, as others say, 200
last part ed by Weis), which roused a great Gregory of Tours, Fortunatus, and the Latin
controversy in Germany Denifle answering

'

Seeberg, Harnack, and other critics of his first

volume with I/uther in rationaliitisoher und
ahnsthcher Belewthtuno (1904) He was asso
ciated with Franz Ehrle in editing the Arohiv

martyrologists state that the bodies of the three

martyrs were thrown into the Seme, but taken

up by a pious woman named Catulla and in
terred near where they lost their lives At a
later period a chapel was built over their tomb

fur Litteratur vnd Kwchengeschiohte Mittel In 636 &ngDagobert founded on"the 'spot' tli^

alters (1885-1900) and died on his way to Abbey of St Dems The Greek church nuke*
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St Denis to be the same person as Dionysius the

Areopagite, first Bishop of Athens (qv )
The

Roman Catholic church celebrates his memory
on October 9 For a long time his name was
the war cry of the French soldieis, who charged
or rallied to the words Montjoye Saint Dems
Consult Vercelly, Vie de Saint Denis (Paris,

1854), and Tailliar, Apostolat de Saint Dems
(Amiens, 1869)

DENIS, den', JEAN FERDINAND (1798-1890)
A French traveler and author He \vas born in

Paris and early devoted himself to the study
of the principal European and Oriental Ian

guages -with a view to a diplomatic career His
love of travel, however, induced him to go to

South America in 1816, he spent several years
in Brazil, studying its condition and resources,
ind after his return home prepared to write a
] istory of that realm and of some of the other
Pouth American countries and subsequently
\ sited Portugal and Spain In 1838 he was
, ppomted librarian in the Ministry of Public

Instruction, and in 1841 custodian of the li

brary of Samte Genevi&ve, of which he became
administrator in 1865 Among the great num
ber of his writings may be mentioned Le Bttsil,
ou Mstotre, moeurs usages, et coutumes de ce

tot/aiime (1821) , Buenos Ayres et le Paraguay
(1823) , La Quyane (1824) , Scenes de la natwe
sous les tropiques, et de leur influence sur la

poesie (1824), Resume de Vhistotre httfraire

du Portugal et de I'histowe litteratre du Bre&il

(1826) Chroniques chevaleresques de VEspagne
et du Portugal (1837), Le Brahme voyageur
ou la sagesse populavre de toutes les nations

(1833) , Camoens et ses oontemporams (1841)

DENIS, da'nfe, MICHAEL (1729-1800) An
Austrian bibliographer and poet He -was born
it Scharding, Upper Austria, and was educated
at Passau by the Jesuits, whose order he joined
in Vienna in 1747, devoting himself to the pro
fession of teaching In 1754 Dems was ap
pointed custodian of the Imperial Library He
deserves much credit for having elevated the
standard of bibliography as a science, but his

chief merit is that he furthered literary taste

in Austria, making that country participate in,

the revival of letters which was then agitating

Germany He translated Ossian into German
and was a great admirer of Klopstock, in imita

tion of whose bard poetry he composed lyrics
under the name of "Sined [anagram of Denis]
the Bard" His poetic productions comprise
Poetische Bilder der meisten krtegenschen Vor

gange t Europa set* 1156 (1760) , Die Lteder

Svneds des Barden (1773) , Ossians und Sweds
Lieder (1784-85) Among his valuable biblio

graphical writings are Orundnss der Biblw

graphic und Bucherkunde (1774) , Einleitung
in aw Buoherkunde (1777-78), Merkvwrdtg
k&ten der garelhschen Bibltothek (1780),
Wtens BuchdrucJcergesohichte ow 1560 (1782,

supplement, 17$3) , Lesefruchte (1797)

DENIS, da'nis, PATO, O.AMTT.T.K (1795-1872)
A German civil engineer, born at Mainz He
studied at the Bcole Polytechnique of Pans,
entered the Bavarian civil service in 1817, and
in 1834 became a member of the commission
for the construction of the Danube Mam Canal

In 1885 he built from Nuremberg to Furth the

first railway in Germany Subsequently he

was known as a builder and director of railways
DENISON A city and the county seat of

Crawford Co
, Iowa, 65 miles north by east of

Council Bluffs, on the Boyer River and on the

Illinois Central and the Chicago and North
western railroads (Map Iowa, B 3) It is the
seat of a normal and business college, contains
a hospital, and carries on a considerable trade
in live stock, grain, flour, poultry, and dairy
products The leading industrial establishments
are flouring mills, a cold storage and ice plant,
and creameries There are municipal water
works Theie was an Indian massacre at Fort

Purdy, 1 mile from here, in 1849 Pop, 1900,
2771 1910, 3133
DENISON A city in Grayson Co , Te\ , 72

miles north by east of Dallas, on the Missouri,

Kansas, and Tei.as, the Missouri, Oklahoma,
and Gulf, the Texas and Pacific, the Houston
and Tevas Central, and the St Louis and San
Francisco railroads (Map Texas, D 3) It
ib a railroad centre, containing shops of four

systems, and has important manufacturing and

jobbing interests There are cotton, cottonseed-

oil, and flouring mills, cieosote woiks, a handle

factory, giam elevators, and a mittress and
felt factory Among the noteworthy features
are St Xavier's Academy, Washington School,

public library, Union Station, government build

ing, Forest and Munbon parks, and the city

hospital Settled in 1872, Denison was moor

porated the same yeai It has adopted the
commission foim of government and owns its

water works Pop, 1900, 11807, 1910, 13,632,
1014 (U S est), 14,409, 1920,17063
DENISON, CHABLES WHEELEB (1809-81)

An American clergyman and author, horn in
New London, Conn For a time he edited the

Emancipator, one of the early antislavery pen
odicals, in 1853 was appointed United States
Consul in British Guiana, and during the Civil

War spoke in behalf of the Federal cause among
English workmen m Lancashire, and was post

chaplain at U inchester, Va
,
and a hospital

chaplain at Washington, D C His publica
tions comprise two volumes of verse, The Amen
can V^lage and Other Poem? (1845) and Out at

Bea (1867), a story Antonio, the Itahan Boy
(1873), The Child Hunteis (1877) and biog

raphies of Generals Grant Hancock and Banks

DENISON, GEOTGE TAYLOB (1931-1025) A
Canadian soldici and author born in Toronto
He was educated at Upper Canada College and
Toronto University (LLB, 1861) and was
called to the bar in 1861 He early entered

the volunteer militia service and m 1866 became
lieutenant colonel of the Governor General's

bodyguard In the same >ear he was on active

service during the Fenian raid Although of

Conservative affiliations, he was not a strict

party man, his attitude being determined by
his concern for the assertion of Canadian in-

terests so far as these were consistent with
the unity of the Empire In 1867 he was one
of the founders of the Canada First party In

1872 he was an unsuccessful Liberal candidate

for the House of Commons In 1872 and 1873

he was sent by thp Ontario fifovernment to Bng
land as a special commissioner on matters con-

nected with immigration, and in 1877 he was

appointed police magistrate of Toronto He
was again on active service during the rebellion

led by Kiel in the Northwest Territories in the

spring of 1885 He was president of the Im
penal Federation League in Canada in 1803-95

and became president of its successor, the Bnt
ish Empire League in Canada, in 1896 In 1903

he was a-ppomted president of the Royal So

cietv of Canada, and in 1910 vice president of



the Roval Colonial Institute He began ej.rl\ to

write on military subjects and also on problems
of national defense His Biito)y of Caialry
(1877) won the prize of 5000 rubles offered bv
the C?ar for the best work on that bubject, wab
translated into Russian and subsequently also

into German and Japanese He also -wrote

The Fenian Said at rott Ene (1866) Cawltij

Chaiges at Nedan (1872) Canada and for Rela
tiont tn the Fmpue (1895) Soldifrmg in Corn

ada (1%0) The Struggle Tor In penal Unity
(WOO)
DENISON, HEMJT TCH.LAHD (1846-1914)

An Americ in jurist born in Guildhall, \ t and
educated m the Lancaster (N H ) Academy
and the Columbian Law College, "Washington
In I860 he was appointed United States Vice

Consul to Kantgawa Japan and in 1880 left

the consular sen ice to become the legal adviser

of the Tapan Foreign Office At Portsmouth
N H in WOi he wis the representatne of

Japan in the drifting of the peace treats with
Russia He became a member of the Permanent
Court or Arbitiation of The Hague and of the

Association de legislation Comparee Pans and
was decorated with the grand cordons (first

class) of the Imperial Tapine51 ** Order ot the

Rising ^un and of the Japanese Order of the

Sacred Treasure

DENISOW TTNIVEBSITY Vn educational

institution situated at Granule Ohio The
xumersitv was organised bv the Baptist Edu
cation Society in 1931 is a manual labor school,
under the name of the Gnmille Jjteiarv and

Theological Institution The manual labor idea,

however did not prove successful and was soon
abandoned In 1856 the namo of the mstitu
tion was changed to Denison University in honor
of Willi im S Denison one of its principal bene
factors The theological department was dis

continued in 1870 The university offers de

grees in arts and science In 1900 Shepardson
College for women established in 1887, became
affiliated with the umversitv The property
\alue of the two institutions, including their

endowment funds is estimated at about $1,250,
000 The unnersitv had a registration in 1914
of over 600 students Tho library contained
about 35 000 volumes besides pamphlets
DEirrTB33TCA/TIOir See NrramoATiON
DEWTZEIT (AF denzein, denetyn, OF deine,

FT dans, within from Lat rfe, from + mtus,
within) One who was born an alien (qv) to
his adopted country, but who has been granted
some of the prmleges of citizenship In Eng
land 'denizen" signifies one who has been ad
nutted to become a citizen bv letters patent
from the crown, his rights dating from the time
when thev were conferred, and he is distin

guiahed from a naturalized citizen, whose rights
are granted by Parliament and are retroactive,

giving him the same status as if he were a
natural born citizen A denizen m England is

also under certain political disabilities as to

holding office, and he is subject to certain taxes
from which other citizens are exempt He is

said, therefore, to occupy a middle position be-
tween an alien and a natural born or natural
ized subject In the United States the terms
"denizen" and "naturalized citizen" are used

synonymously, there being no distinction Nat
urahzation (qv ) is held here not to be retro-

active but when one becomes a denizen or
naturali7ed citizen, he has from the date of
his admission to citwenship practically all the

lights and puvileges oi a natural boru citizen

The Constitution piovide*. that no one not a

natmal bom citizen may become President but

otherwise there aie no constitutional hmita
tions on the rights of a naturalized citizen See

C rnzjo XArrBALizATio\ SLBJECT

DENIZLI, dSn'izle' (Turk denis, sea) A
town of Asutie luikey in the Vilavet of

Smvinx, <m tb> Simini Dineir Railway (Map
lurkex in Asia 04} In its ucinitv are sit

uated the luins of ancient Inodicea The sit

uition of Denizh amid beautiful gardens and

\ineyards at the base of the Baba Dagh has

earned it the title of the Damascus of Ana
toha '

It has a bazar, khans and leather cur

ing and manufacturing industiies Pop , about

20000
DEJTK, EASTS (c 1495-1527) A German

Anabaptist He was born in Bavaria, studied

at Ingolstadt, was proof reader in Basel, rector

of a school at Nuremberg in 1523, and there

met Thomas Hunzer, and so first came in con

tact with Anabaptism, which he accepted with

modifications In consequence he was bimshed
from the citv, January 1324, and fomd upon
that -wandering life which he hencefoith led

until his death, in Basel November, 1527 llis

writings are \erv scarce He was eshentialh a

mystic and, like hu> class mingled truth and
error For his life, consult L Kelkr (Lup/ig,
1527)

DEWMAIT, THOMAS, Bvuox { 1779-1^4)
An English jurist He wis born in Tondon,
educated at Cambridge, and v is ( ilkd to the

bar in 1806 On the aceesmim of George IV
he was appointed Solicitor General to the Quten
and in conducting her defense won a consid

arable reputation both as a lawyer ind as a

speaker, but earned the enmity of the King,
who for some time thereafter oppoxul his dd
xancement In 1818 he was elected io Puha
ment, and took a scat with the \\hig Opposi
tion, serving there until 182b iml hung re

turned again, in 1830 In thp lattei vcai he

was made Attorney Geneial, and two years
later became Lord Chief Jubtice of Hie King's
Bench In 1834 he was TAiaed to the pttiHgc
He resigned the office of Chief Justice in 18)0

and retired to private life His iharaitei was
marked by high moral and soml virtues As
a jurist, he was especially interested in the

subject of law reform and instituted important
changes in the code He alto stio^e with great

energy, both as a writer and as a judge, to eflect

the abolition of the slave trade

DENMAHT, WILLIAM (1870- ) An
American lawyer, born in San Francisco, Gil
A graduate of the Unuersity of California

(1894) and of Haivard Law Rchool (1807),
he became a prominent member of the Call

forma bar He defended the eight hour law for

women, was counsel in various important ad

miralty cases, and served as assistant professor
of law and lecturer at the Hastings College of
Law and the University of California In 1908-
10 he was chairman of a committee appointed
by the mayor of San Francisco to report on
causes of mumupal corruption A movement
which he organi/od in 1Q08 to secure nonpaiti
san election of judges reflultfd in the passage
of a law to this end in 1011 He also drarW
a nonpartisan majority election law, which is

now part of the San Francisco charter
DE1THABX The smallest of th t)irc

Scandinavian kingdoms of Europe (Map 1 u
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rope, D 3, and special map) It torupubu. the tion of the pLuua oi ^oitli Geiniam The sui

northern portion of the Cimbiian peninsula, face consists of bowlder cliy and said, restmt
called Jutland, the Danish Archipelago east of upon stratified rotks of generally Cietaceoub
the peninsula, the island of Bornholm, ind the

"* ' ' " " ""

Faroe Iblands, making a total aiea, of 15,682

squaie miles Not reckoning the Farue Islands,
it lies between lat 54 33' and 57 45' N It is

age Ihe clay was deposited duiing the Plcis

tocene epoch by the Scandinavian ice sheet West
and noith from Jutlxnd there ale large tiacts of

moorlands "which weld peat, but no metallic ores
almost surioundcd by the sea, Jutland being occur in any pait of the country Boinholm
connected with the Continent only at the south
em frontier, in which place the peninsula is

less than 40 milos -wide

Topography The west and northwest coasts
of Jutland, which ire washed by tho North Sea
and the Skagenak, are low and giit by dunes

formed by Paleo/oic and Mesozoic rocks and has
the bame geological ttructure as the southern

pait oi Sweden Kaolin and a poor grade of

coal ate mined on this island

Agriculture Denmark piopei is essentially
an agncultural countiv iSeailj 39 per cent of

and sa,nd bars Behind the duuea there are the populition aie engaged in agnculture The
several large lagoona or inclosed baj s, but they laws forbid the uniting of sm ill farms into large
are usually too shallow to serve as harboie

--. - . . , , ,

The north extremity of Jutland is formed by
the Skagen, a long, curved sand spit The east
coast along the Cattegat lies at a somewhat
higher level and is indented by a series of m

ones and ia\or the paifeling out of landed es

tates The peasant propnetois are consequently
increasing both in numbei and importance The
division of the land into \try small holdings is

......_ successfully associated with a well developed
lets (fjords) that penetrate deeply into the system 01 cooperation, which enables small farm
interior, Limf]0rd, the most northerly, reaches eis to use the most improved and eipensive ma
across the peninsula and communicates through chmery, etc Tenants m good standing ha\e
a tortuous course with the North Sea Rome absolute charge of their land About 75 per cent
of the inlets may be entered by ships of light of the total area of the country IB productne
draft Between the south of Jutland and the land (not including woodland) In 1907, of the
south evtiemity of Sweden are Fyn and Zea

' ^"

Ixnd, the largest islands of Denmirk, dividing
the outlet of the Baltic into three passages
the Little Belt, between Jutland and Fyn
the Great Belt, separating Fyn and Zealand
and the Sound between Zealand and Sweden
Both islands have in irregular and sandy coast
line The surface of Denmark is uniformly low
A ridge of hills crosses the middle portion of

Jutlind from the southern frontier to the Lim
fjord, of which the highest point, Himmelberg

total weft of 3 806 870 hectares 1,122,761 were
under rereals, 30S %2 under roots, etc, 27247
under other crops (excluding hav) 230,413 fal

low, etc
, 1,22*) 5S5 in hirba<?e and pasture of the

icmaining 078 i02 hectires 324241 were wood
land (including public parks) 382450 were not

utilwed, ind 56 459 weie inland uitei In 1912,

40,512 hectares weie sown to wheat yielding

983,87*5 metuc quintals m, 276009 hectares

4,799,236 quintals, barley, 233714 hectares,

5,439,031 quintals oats, 402 939 hectares, 7,520,

near Aarhus, a little more than 500 feet, is not 647 quintals, sugai beet 30,300 hectares, 9,860,

exceeded The ridge Constitutes the water part 071 quintals The production of raw sugar in

ing between the North Sea, which leceives the 1912 was 1,510,000 quintals (Hectare = 2 47

Stoi Aa, the Lonborg Aa, and the Varde Aa, and acres, quintal = 220 5 pounds ) Stock raising
the Cattogat, which receives tlie Guden Aa, the is an important industry In 1910 horses num
largest rmr of Denmark with a length of about bered o35,018, cattle 2253982, sheep 726829,
80 miles Many lakes, characteristic of glaciated goats 40,257, ind swme 1,467,822

areas, abound Manufactures The manufacturing- indus

Climate The climate of Denmark is like tries are chiefly on a small scale The indus

that of eastern Scotland, but it is somewhat trial census ot 1906 gives the number of estab

warmer m summer and colder in winter The hshments as 85 242, with a personnel of 317,086,

mean temperature at Copenhagen is about 60
F in summer and about 32 F m wmttr In

general the islands have a milder climate than
Jutland In winfar the sound and other chan

nels are sometimes filled with drifting ue, the

blockade, however, doos not continue for any

length of time Hea^y rams art* frequent in

autumn, and mists in summer, especially on the

west coast of Jutland The annual rainfall

ranges from 21 to 27 inches

,

of whom 208444 were industrial laborers

these establishments but 1248 hod between 21

and 100 hands, and only 218 over 100 hands

each, 12,379 establishments, with 80,106

workers (out of the 208,444), were in Co

penhagen The principal manufactures are

furniture, foodstuffs articles of apparel, metal

products, and porcelain The textile industries

are confined chiefly to the rural districts

Manufacturing is increasing in importance,
Flora The flora of Denmark includes many partly in consequence of the industrial schools

of the common European plants and a number of Most of the important plants axe m Copenhagen

species peculiar to the moorlands Formerly In 1911 the distilleries in the whole country

there were extensive forests of beech but these numbered 27, and their output of spmt (re

trees are now practically limited to cultivated duced to 100 per cent) amounted to 15,550000

lands Besides the beech the tree most commonlv liters Tn that year 1,115,000 hectoliters of ex

tound is. the oak About 5 per cent of the total cisable boer were produced and 1,660,000 hecto

area is forested liters nonexcisable, 116,150 metric tons of sugar

tfauna The fauna has no noteworthy char- and 35,400 metric tons of margarine There is
1 ' ' '

some manufacturing of machinery and also a

little iron smelting The industrial joint stock

companies of Denmark are a significant feature

in its manufacturing development

Transportation and Communication Most

of the towns of Denmark are situated on the

actensties Fishes and aquatic birds abound

Salmon are found in the Guden Aa and oysters
in a few localities In 1911 the value of the fish

caught was $4 103,000

Geology With the exception of Bornholm,
which belong physically

to Sweden, the entire

arefc of Denmark may be regarded as a continua- coast or on navigable rivers Steamboats ply
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constantly between the islands At the end of

1911 there were, outside of Copenhagen, 4344
miles of road and o\er 22,500 miles ot bywajs
The first railway within the present confines ot

the country ( Copenhagen Roskilde) waa con

Btructed by a private company and opened for

traffic in 1847 Prior to 1880 the state mlway
lines were confined to the mainland and the

island of Fyn, -while private companies controlled

all lines on the islands of Seeland, Lolland and
Falster In 1880 an Act was passed author]/

ing the acquisition of the Seeland lines At the

end of 1911 the length of railway open to triffic

was 36913 kilometers (22937 miles), of -which

19228 kilometers were owned by the state and
17685 by private companies The cost of the

state lines to the end of the fiscal year 1912 is

stated at 270,649,217 kroner ( Krone = $0 268
)

In 1913 the state telegraph lines had a length of

3621 kilometers, with 13,005 kilometers of wire

and 1017 offices, there were 8 wireless telegraph
stations besides 19 on board ship
The merchant marine (including vessels of

over 4 tons' register) on Jan 1, 1913, comprised
642 steamers, of 415,436 tons' register, and 2062

sail, of 91,188 tons, total, 3564 vetsels, of 522,

143 tons In the foreign trade there entered at

Danish ports, in 1912, 38,667 vessels of 4,387,258

tons (steam, 23,074 vessels, of 3,741,958 tons),
and cleared 39,339 \essels, of 1,623,077 tons

(steim 23,578, of 1,399,639 tons)
Commerce Although the foreign trade has

not grown at so rapid a rate as that of some
other countries, Denmark has had, nevertheless,

a fair share in the modern commercial expan
sion of the world In 1875 impoits for con

sumption and exports of domestic produce (ic,
the special trade) amounted to $62,617,500 and

$46,122,800 respectively in 1890, $82,276,000
and $32,658400, in 1900, $111,541,600 and

$75,549 200 in 1905, $129,430 600 and $104 701

200, m 1910, $154,680,300 and $130,080,200, in

1912, $197,962,200 and $159,921,800 The de

velopment in both import and export values has

been notable since 1900 The leading imports
are cereals, oil cake, metals and hardware, tex

tile manufacturea, coal, wood manufactures, and
timber The principal exports are as follows

(the \alues being for 1912) butter, $51,211,

584, meat (largely bacon), $47,249,792, li\e

stock, $14,521,580 eggs, $7,289,868, hides,

4,168,740 The general commerce (which in

eludes, besides tie special trade, imports of

foreign merchandise for reexportation) in 1912

amounted to $219,093,216 for imports and

$182,797,976 for exports In the general com
merce of 1912 imports from and exports to the

United Kingdom were valued at $36,417,716 and

$9,999,872 respectively, Germany, $84,217,928
and $48,681,128, Sweden, $18,508,080 and $8,

938,336, Norway, $2,456,488 and $4,968,988,
Russia, $15,054,900 and $4,380,996 Imports
from North America were $19,474,220, while the

exports thereto were only $3,118,716 The larg
est share of the imports comes from Germany,
and that of the exports goes to the United

Kingdom Imports from and exports to the
United States in 1912 amounted to $15,767,348
and $2,832,418
Banks The only bank of issue is the Na-

tional Bank at Copenhagen (established 1818) ,

m 1912 its assets and liabilities balanced at

W8,205,596 kroner At that tame there were
135 other banks, for general commercial and
industrial purposes The assets and liabilities

of the 136 banks (including a number of affili

ated institutions) balanced at 1,440,111,119

kronei, of \vhich. 1,068,892,157 kroner repre
sented 12 banks at the capital (le, Copen
hagen \\ith Frederiksberg) The note issue

amounts to about 154,000,000 kroner At the

end ot the hscal year 1911 there were 621

ba\mgs banks, with 1,353,384 depositors and

deposits amounting to 803,007,171 kroner The
numbei of deposits \vas equal to nearly 49 per
cent of the number of inhabitants, the average

deposit vao about 59 i kroner, or $159
Government Denmark is a constitutional

monaichy, heieditaiv m the male line of the

hou&e of Schlesw ig Holstein SundeiburgGlucks
bmg The conbtitution beais date of June 5,

1849, revised July 28 1866

The laxtmaking power is vested in the king
and in the Rigsdag or parliament The Rigs
dag consists of the Landslhing, or upper house,
and the Folkcthmg, 01 popular chamber The

Landsthmg ia composed of 66 memberb, of whom
12 are appointed for life by the crown, and the

remainder aie chosen for a term of eight years,

partly by the representatives of the hic;hcst tax

pajeis in the towns and rural districts and

jnrtly by the representatives of the people at

hrge The Folkothing is composed of 114 dop
uties, elected for thiee years by all male citi/ens

of 30 yeais or ovci not in icccipt of public char

ity or eng^gcd in menu! household service and
resident for a year in the distuct in which they
enroll While 90 is the age of franchise, 25
is that of eligibility to either house of par
Lament Legishtion may be initiated in either

house, but financul bills must be submitted in

the fiist instance to the Folkcthmg, and only on
the initiative of the executive In practiu the

Landsthing enjoys a -very large degico of mflu

ence, owing to its feature of comparative peiraa
nency, and in con]unction with the king, who
\uclds an absolute veto on legislation, it is

frequently in the position of directing the action
of pailument The executive power is vested in

the king, who acts through a council of nine re

sponsible ministers, who preside over tho depart
mcnts of Foieign Mans, Finance, Interior, Jus

tice, Nitional Defense, Public Instruction and

Worship, Agriculture, Public Works, and Com
meice and Navigation There is also a minister
for Iceland

Justice is administered in the first instance by
the judges of the hundreds in the rural com
munities and by the city magistrates in the ur
ban districts Appeals from suth courts lie to
the superior courts of Viborg and Copenhagen,
and in the last resort to the Supremo Court of
24 judges (Hojesteret) at Copenhagen To
gether with four judges especially appointed by
the Landsthing, the Supreme Court sits as a
tribunal for the eases of impeached ministers

Army and Kavy The Danish army ia raised

by conscription from among all citi/cns above
the age of 20 Substitution is not permitted
The terms of service are eight years with the

regular army and its reserve and eight years
with the supplementary reserve The standing
army in 1913 approximated 975 officers and
13,200 men The war footing of the nation is

placed at about 84,000 men The infantry is

armed with the Krag Jorgensen rifle, and the

cavalry with the Remington carbine The field

artillery is armed with a Krupp gun firing a
14 88 pound shell The navy is maintained only
for purposes of coast defense It consists of
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several monitors, torpedo gunboats, torpedo
boats, submarines, etc

Finance The standard of value is gold The

monetary unit is the krone (crown), par value
26799 cents Kevenue and expenditurp in the
fiscal year 1910 were 81,948,924 and 113,120,921
kroner respectively, in 1911, 90,903,801 and
119,902,100, in 1912, 101,404,844 and 118,754,
904 The budget for the fiscal year 1914 showed
estimated revenue and expenditure of 112,214,
910 and 104,804,334 kroner respectively In
direct taxes (customs and e\cise) were esti

mated at about 60,000 000 kroner and direct

taxes at about 35,000,000 A considerable re

scne fund is maintained for emergency At
the end of the fiscal year 1913 the public debt
was foreign, 272,287,250 kroner, interior, 84,

352,218, guarmties, 1,401,455, total, 358040,
923 Seivice of the debt (1914 budget), 12,337,
162 kroner
Colonies Iceland, Greenland, the Faroes, and

the \Vest Indian islands of St Croiv, St Thomas,
and St John belong to Denmark The Faroes
are not a colony, but form a department, or

amt, of the kingdom and are represented in the

parliament, however, their area (540 squaie
miles) and population (18,000 m 1911) are not
included with Denmark proper Iceland has a

parliament of its own The area of Iceland is

40,457 square miles, its population in 1911 was

85,188 Greenland, whose commerce is a state

monopoly, is directly under the home govern
ment The area of the island of Greenland is

1870
1S90
1901
1908
1911

Capital
Other
towns

1 784 741
2172380
2449540

Of the total population in 1911, 1,337,900 were
male and 1 419,176 female In respect of religion
the population 13 remarkably homogeneous, the
number returned in 1911 as of the national church

(Lutheran) being 2,715,187 Roman Catholics
numbered 9821, Anabaptists 5664, and Meth
odists 4284 The inhabitants born in Denmark
numbered (1911) 2,635522, Germany, 34535,
Sweden, 33,312, Norway, 4696 In 1912 mar
nages numbered 20,413, births and deaths (each

including stillbirths), 76405 and 38,170 respec
tively, excess of births, 38,235, emigrants, 8636

Population of the larger cities and towns in

1911 Copenhagen, 402,161, Fredenksberg
(suburb of Copenhagen), 97,237, Aarhus, 61,-

755, Odense, 42,237, Aalborg, 33,449 Horsens,
23843, Banders, 22,970, Esbjerg, 18,208 Vejle,
17261, Fredencia, 14,228, Koldmg, 14,219,

Hehmgor, 13,783, Svendborg, 12,667
The Danes are a Teutonic people of the Scan

dmavian group Height, 1 685 meters , hair,

wavy, light brown or chestnut, eyes blue, com
plexion pale white, swarthy, or very light brown

not known with accuracy, but may be placed at Primary education is free and compulsory be

about 889,400 square miles the idmmistercd
a * " - J 1J

area, in the southwest part, is estimated at

34,015 square miles pop, 1911, 13,462

The Danish West Indies have consultative rep
resontation in the administration directed by the

home government Their area is 139 squire
miles, pop, 1911, 27,104 See ICETAND, GBLEN
LAND, FTC

Population The population of Denmark
proper in 1801 is stated at 929,001, m 1840,

1,289,075, in 1880, 1,969,039, in 1890, 2,172,380,

in 1901, 2,449,540, in 1906, 2,588,919, m 1911.

tween the ages of
'

oughly diffused There are numerous secondaiv
schools Denmark has one university, that of

Copenhagen (about 3000 students) There are
also an agricultural and veterinary college, 19

agricultural or horticultural schools, the Royal
Academy of Art (founded in 1754), the Poly
technic Institute, a college of pharmacy, and
about 100 technical and commercial institutions

History Of the primitive history of Den
mark little is known The kitchen middens
and other primitive remains indicate the earlyin , ,,, in , ,,, m

,
an oer primiive remains inicae e eary

2,7^7,076, 1921, 3,268,807 By insular and presence of paleolithic man in the Danish pen
mainland divisions the area and the population
in 1901 and 1911 (census of February 1) are

shown in the following table

The following table shows the population of

insula The sagas hand down myths and tradi

tlons of k^j. j^ gtlll eajiy aggSj wnen the orig
mal mlubitants hid been crowded out by wan
dcring tribes of Germanic stock, and Jutland
and the iblands had become the homes of Saxons,

Angle fa, and Jutes This was probably com

pleted about the second century of our era, but

was followed by an invasion of the Danes in the

fifth and sixth centuries Less influenced than
the othei Teutonic peoples by the Romans, the

inhabitants m the Scandinavian countries de

veloped a striking and characteristic cmliza

tion, marked by a warlike and adventurous

spirit, which sent them as Vikings and oon

querors over all Europe and as far as America

Christianity was preached by Ansgar in Den
mark in the ninth century, but the conversion

of the land dates from the second half of the

tenth century After the ninth century we find

rt united Danish kingdom growing out of the

petty principalities into which the country was
divided We hear of Danish kings as early as

the eighth century, but know little of them, in

the tenth century Gorm the Old is said to have

the capital (Copenhagen with Fiedenksberg), been a bitter opponent of Christianity, but the

of other towns, and of the rural communes The first Danish ruler of prominence was Svend

mote rapid urban growth, as compared with, the (Sweyn) I, of the Forked Beard (985 or 986-

rural, is marked 1014), a redoubtable sovereign who for a brief
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period imposed his yoke upon England Svend's

sou, Knut or Canute (died 1035), King of

England and Denmark (see CAMTTF), -was a

really great soveieign, undei \vhom the conver

sion of the Daneb to Christianity was completed,
and much \\as done to crulize the kingdom and

bung it into order After his death the northern

empire \\hich lie had cieated fell apait, and the

Odinio dynasty of the Skjoldungs became e^inct
in 1047

&\end Estudsen, bon. of Knuts sibter, now
ascended the throne Internal dissensionb and
external ^ars led heie as elsewhere to the intro

duction of A feudal bvstem A new era of hnl
liant achievements, began with Valdemar I the

Great (1157-82) and continued under Knut VI
(1182-1202) and Valdemar II the Victorious

(1202-41) These kings extended the conquest*
of Denmaik fai into German and Wendic lands

and made the Baltve little more than a Danish
sea The ]ealousy of the German princes and the

treachery of his \assils combined to lob Vil
demar it of these conquests Hit> death m 1241

\vas followed bv a centurv of anarchy, during
which the kingdom was brought near to destruc

tion xinder the vicious rule of his sons and

grandsons Lnder Valdemar III (1340-75), the

last of the Ebtndsen line, Denmaik lecovertd

for a time the conquebts of the elder Vxldemars,
and the national laws were collated into a Tvell

digested code From 1375 until 1412 Valdemar's

daughter, the great Margaret ruled Denmark at

first as Regent for her voung sou Olaf and after

his death at Queen Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden were united under her sovereignty, and
this was confirmed in 1307 by the act known as

the Union of Kalmar Mirgarets successor,

Enk (1412-39) the son of her niece, undid her

work with fatal rapidity, lost his triple king
dom, and died in obscurity After the short

reign of his nephew, Chri&topher of Bavaria, the

Danes, on the death of the latter in 1448, re

asserted their ancient right of election to the

throne and chose for their Kong Christian of

Oldenburg a descendant of the old royal family

through his maternal ancestress, Richiza, the

great granddaughter of Valdemar H Christian
I was the father of the Oldenburg line, which
continued unbroken till the death of Frederick

VII in 1863 Christian was chosen ruler by the

estates of ScbJeawig and Holstun m 1460 prom
ising for his successors that they should forever

leave the two lands united As rulers of Hoi
stem (which was included m the Holy Roman
Empire), the kings of Denmark became members
of the Germanic body Christian I's reign was
followed by half a centuiy of continuous war
fare and anarchy in Scandinavia The tyranny
of Christian II (1513-23) cost him his throne
His bloodv atrocities m flweden were followed

bv the successful vindication of the independ
ence of that country by Gustavus Vasa Chris
tian's subjects chose his uncle, Frederick 1(1523-
93), to be their King, while Sweden wae forever

separated from Denmark Under Christian II
Denmark first began to enter into extensive

treaty relations with other European states

Ohnstian III (1534-59), m whose reign the
Reformation was established, united the Scales

wig Holstem duchies m perpetuity to the crown
His partition of the greater part of these prov
mces among his brothers became a source of
much mischief Frederick II (1559-88) further

complicated matters m regard to the duchies by
making additional partitions m favor of his

brother, the founder of the Holstem Sondeibuig
family He vas (succeeded by Christian IV
(1588-1648) vho was one of the ablest of Dan
ish rulers although bis foreign wiis were disais

trous, while hit. liberal and \\ise inteinal pohcv
was cramped m e\en dutction by the noble*.

He fought for Protestantism in Germany in the

Thirty Years' ttar and vus utteily defeiticl

Towards the end of his ieign he engaged in an
unsuccessful \vu igunst Sweden, which now
became the dominant power on the Biltic In
the reign of Chnstian s son Frederick 111(1648-

70), Denmark hid to surrender all her posses
sions in the Swedish poition of the Scandinavian

peninsula
In 1660 Frederick III \uth the assistance of

the clergv and the buigheis "who had ]omecl him
in opposing the pietensions of tin nobles, cle

clared the cro\vn heieditarj and the royil au

thonty absolute and ushered m a nc\\ icguue
The power of the nobility ^AS reduced, but the

peasantry and burgheis piofited htllc b\ the

change Main implements \\eic IKTOPUI,
effected m the mode of idimniste rmj> tlu laus,
and the Danish kincis ilthoufjh mtocrits, oxer

died a mild rul< Th< abolition of herfelom was

l)egun m 17h7 by Clinstian VIT (1766 1808),
but wis not fhulh completed till 20 \<ais 1 itu ,

it TV is extended to the Sehlesvug FTolstom due lues

in 1804 The misfoittims <lu< to Uu lelations

maintained hi Denmaik \vith Nipolion l>i ought
the countiy to th< vere of niui, It; pluuyinj?
it into vi ir \\itli Svuclcn England, "Russia, and

Prussia, and although it sjnedih iiThid fr ><n

the losses inflicted m 1801 by the battle of Copen
hagen, th< hcsh inpture with the \llus Mihich

ended m the compulsory sunonder to the Fng
lish of the entne fleet after the destructive bom
bardment of Copenhagen (September, 1807),

completely parity /ed tho nation By the Peace
of foci in 1814 Frederick VI of Denmark
(1808-39) was compelled to cede Norway to

Sweden The discontent thvt h 1 long been pro
vailing in Pclileswig and Holstem dcwloppcl
after 1830 into mutual animosity between the

Danish and German population The antou

pated failure of heirs to tbt throno tomphontod
the questions at issue, and in 1848 immediately
after the- succession of Frederick VII the Ger
man element in Schl<swi# and ITolhtcm, }mng
encouraged by the Frinkfoit Parliament (whuli
voiced the i evolutionary movement in Germany),
and perhaps still more by Prussia, rose in arms
against Denmark ^ftn alternate Iiostilitic-B

and armistices the fitst Rchlofiwig Tlolstem War,
in which the Daninb troops fought brtivoly

against ilie forces of PriwRia and other Oor
man states and e>f the rebellious duchies, ter

imnated in 1851, Prussia having abandoned tho
cause of the duchies, and Austria and Prussia

having intervened to restoie the foimer order
The liberal constitution which Frederick VIT
had in the meantime granted to his subjects did
not reconcile the Germans in Rehlcswig TTolstcm
On the death in 1863, of Fifdenrte VTT, Chris

tian of Schleswig Holstem Ronderburg Glttcks

burg ascended the throne under the title of

Christian IX (qv) in conformity with the
act known as the Treaty of London (lfl*32)> by
which the European Powers had settled the
succession to the DaiuBh crown on him and his

descendants bv his wife Princes* Tx>uine of
Hesse Oases!, nw* of ]\mft Christian VITT ot

Denmark With Frederick VTT tho direct Olden

burg line had expired, ind at hin dentil tli* quos
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tion of the succession to the duchies acquired
an importance which it had n^er before pos
sessed Schleswig and Holatem declared for

Prince Fredtnck of Augustenburg, a scion of a
branch of the Oldenburg line, and appealed to
the Germanic Confederation for support The
Geiminic Diet sent an army into Holstcm
Prussia and Austria had in the meantime con
certed -with each other to take the settlement of
the Schleswig Holstem affair into their own
hands Christun IX, reflecting upon the way
in which tlit cauhe of the duchicg had been be
traved bv the German Poweis in the War of
1848-51 and relying upon the vuppoit of Eng
land, allowed himself to be dragged into a war
single handed with Piussu and Austria whose
forces idvanct'd into Schleswig in February,
18(54 After a biave but utterly futile attempt
at resistance the Danes saw then country over
run by the troops of Prussia and Austria, and
by the Treaty of Vienna (Oct 30 1864) were
fouod to submit to the terms exacted by their

powerful foes, and resign not only ITolstem and

TjAiienburg, but the ancient ciown appanage of

tSchleswig into the hands of the two Powers
As a result of the TC ar of 1866 the duchies be-

came permanently possessions of Prussia The
rocord of political occurrences in Denmark after

1864 was mainly concerned with the struggle be
tween the Conservative and Liberal parties, the
rise of a powerful Democratic pirtv, and the

development of the system of parhamentaiy
government In 1004 a special minister for

Iceland resident at Keykiavik wis created On
Tan 29, 1006, the aged Christian IX died He
was succeeded by his son Frederick VIII (qv ),

whose second son Charles had been elected in the

preceding year to the throne of Norway as

Haakon VII Tho new King proved immensely
popular with his people and by his unpretcn
tious and democratic WAVS stemmed the growing
tide of Dimsh radicalism On May 14, 1012,
while visiting Hamburg incognito, he fell sud

denly dead, his body being carried to the morgue
as sn Timeeognired man His son succeeded as

Christian X and immediately found himself

face to face with a Folkething that in 1913

passed a woman's suffrage bill and a further act

depriving the King of his right of nominating
certain members of the national legislature
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DEWNEB, BALTRASAB ( 1685-1749 ) A Ger

man portrait and miniature painter He was

born at Hamburg and studied in Altona under

Amann, in Danzig and afterward at the Berlin

Academy He IB said to have painted good por
traits when only 14 year* of age Rapidly ao

quiring reputation, he wa& invited to several

European courts and painted the portraits of

many pnnces and other distinguished persons
of hie twne, Deluding the Duke of TTolatein Got

torp, later Czar Peter III, King Christian VI of

Denmark (Museum, Chnstiama) , the poet Hage
dorn, and many of the aristocracy of England,
where he Irved set en years His chief peculiar
ity consisted in the nnenesb of his mechanical

finish, which extended to depicting e\en the
almost invisible furze of hair growing on smooth
skin He is paiticularly noted for his heads of

old men and women The Emperor Charles VI
paid 4700 florins for a Head of an Old Woman"
by this artist This and its companion piece,
the "Head of an Old Man," are m the Vienna
Mubeum Specimens of his art are to be found
in most of the principal galleries in Euiope,
especially at St Peteisbuig
DEUnSTEBY, dS'n' r$', or D'ENNEBY,

ADOLPHE PHILIPPE
(
1 8 1 1-S9 ) A Fiench drama

tisfc of versatile facility, born in Pans He
wrote or collaborated in nearly 200 plays The
more noteworthy of his dramas are L'flonneur
de ma fiUe (1835) La petle de Savoie (1842) ,

La Gate d'Onde Tom (1853) a Fiench \ersion
of the famous American novel, Les deuo> orphe
fines (1873), which as The Tuo Orphans, played
for many yens by Kate Cla\ton has been ex

ceedmgly populai in the United States Consult
Tules Leinaitre, Opinions a tepandie (Pans
1900)

DENNETT, RICHABD EDWABD (1857- )

An English wiiter on the
peoples of Africa He

was born in Vvlpaniso, the son of an English
clergyman, and was educated at Marlborough
College At the age of 18 he became a clerk

m a mercantile house and in 1879 went to Africa
on business About 1886 he began to attack the

administration of the Congo Fiee State and soon
afterward started a manuscript newspaper called

the Congo Mirror His agitation led to the or

ganization of the Congo Reform Association

In 1902 he joined the Nigerian Forest Service,

of which he became deputy chief conservator

His valuable books on native life in Africa in

elude Seven Years among the Fjort (1887) ,

At the Back of the Black Man's Mind (1907) ,

Nigerian Studies, or the Religious and Political

System of the Torula (1910), West African

Categories (1912)

DENNEWITZ, deVevIts A small village
in the Province of Brandenburg, Prussia, 42

miles south southwest of Berlin Here was

fought, on Sept 6, 1813, a battle between 70,000

French, Saxons, and Poles, commanded by Mar
shal Ney, and 50,000 Prussians, under Generals

Bulow and Tauenzin The figntmg was obsti

nate to the last degree, and both armies more
than once drove each other from their positions

Key's array was finally defeated The French

lost 15,000 killed, wounded, and prisoners, and

43 pieces of cannon The Prussians lost about

9000 The most important feature of this vie

tory to the Prussians was that most, of their

troops were lomdwehr ('militia'), for whom Na

poleon had expressed the utmost contempt, desig
natitic them ae "rabble

"

DEN'NET JAMBS (1856-1917) A Scottish

Free church theologian and New Testament

scholar He was bom in Paisley and was edu

cated at Glasgow University and at the Free

Church College! where, after 11 years (1886-97)

as pastor in Broughty Ferry, he became pro
lessor of New Testament language, literature

and theology His exegetical a&d theological

works include The Epistle to the Thessalomuw

(1892) and Second Oorwthicm* (1894) m the

"Expositor's Bible", Studies m TJirolotfj
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(1895), The Epistle to the Romans (1900) in

'Expositor's Gieek Testament/ probably hia

most important commentarj The Death of

Christ (1902) and The Itonement and the Mod
ern Mind (1903), peihapb his greatest theo

logical \\oik Jesus and the Gospel (1909),
The Way Evej lasting (1911), a volume of

DENNEY, JOSEPH VFLEBS (1862- )

An American rhetorician and unrverbity dean,

born at Aurora, 111 where, after graduating
from the University of Michigan in 1885, study

ing law and being engaged in newbpipei uork,
he wat, principal of the hidi bchool (1888-90)
He taught for a vcar at the Um\ersit> of Michi

gan and then -went to Ohio Stite University to

be associate profetsor of ihetonc (1891-94),

professoi of rhetoric and English literature

(1804-1904), dean of the College of Aits, Phi

losophv, and Science (after 1001), and profes
sor of English (after 1904) He also lectured

at Columbia University in the summers of 1908

and 1911 Besides contributions to \anous

journals his ^ratings include But lie's Concih

ation Speech (1898) imerican Public Ad
dresses (1909) Fow Idylls of the King(lQU) ,

'Washington, Webster, Lincoln (1911), Argil
mentation and Debate (1911) In collaboration

with Fred N Seott he also wiote Paiagtaph

Writing (1893) Composition Rhetors (1897),

Elementary Fnghsh Composition (1900), Gomr

position Liteiatuie (1902) ind with Silas B

Tobey, English Grammat, Designed for Intensi

fyvng the Study of English (hamtnat in Cham
mat Grades (1913)

DENITIE, JOSEPH (1768-1812) An Ameri
pan journalist, born in Boston, Mtis He grad
uated at Eanud in 1790, studied law at

Charlestown, N H, and \\as admitted to the

bar Irom 1795 he devoted himself mainly to

literature and journalism He edited the Farm
ei^s Weelly Jfuuum, m Wilpole, N H, one of

the first experiments in departmental journal
ism He attained considerable reputation also

as an essayist through The Lay Preacher (1796)
In 1798 Denme was nominated for Congiess but

was defeated, and afterward went to Philadel

phia as private secretary to Timothy Pickering,
then Secretary of State (1799) Here he edited

The United State* Gazette and afterward estab

hshed and conducted until his death The Port

fobo (1801) This weekly became a monthly in

1806 and enjoyed high reputation Its contnb
utors included Brockden Brown and J Q Adams
Dennie wrote under the pseudonym of Oliver Old

School, and he performed some seivice in keep
ing the cause of letters alive in America at a

very gloomy period His Addisoman composi
tions have long remained unread, but his Port

foho is of considerable value to students of the

period

DEN1TIS, FBEDEBIO SHEPABD (I860- )

An American surgeon, born in Newark N J
After graduating from Yale University in 1872
and from BeUevue Hospital Medical College
(New York University) in 1874, he studied also
in England at the Royal College of Surgeons, by
which he was elected a fellow m 1899 He be
came consulting surgeon to several hospitals in
New York and vicinity, and from 1898 to 1910
he served as professor of surgery in Bellevue

Hospital Medical College In 1894 he was presi
dent of the American Surgical Association He
edited the System of Surgery (4 vols , 1895-96)
DENNIS, JAMES SHEPAED (1842-1914) An
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American Presbyterian missionary He was
born at Newark, N J graduated at Princeton

College in 1863 and Theological Seminary in

1867, and was missionary in Syria from 1868

to 1891, during which time he was principal
and professor of theology in the theological

seminary m Beyiout (1873-91) Bewdc& sev-

eral theological treatises in Arabic, he published

Foreign Missions aftei a Centuty (New "ioik,

1893) , the very elaboiate work, Christian Mis
sions and Social Progress (vol i, 1897, vol n,

1899, vol m, 1906) Centennial Survey of for

eign Missions (1902) ,
and The Aeu? Iloioscopc

of Missions (1908) He wab also joint editor

of a World Atlas of Christian Missions (1911)

DENNIS, JOHN (1657-1734) An English
critic and dramatist He was born in London
and graduated at Cambridge in 1679 After

further study and foreign tiavel he devoted him-

self to literature His play, Libeity Aswted
(1704), was received with some favor He was
best known, however, as a political and critical

pamphleteer and satirist He is one of the best

abused men in English liteiatuio bwift Urn

pooned him, and Pope asbailcd him in the Eswy
on Criticism and finally "damned him to evci

lasting fame" in the Dunoiad Of his cntical

writings, the chief is The Advancement and Rof
ormation of Modem Poetiy (1701) Consult

H G Paul, John Dennis ITis Life and Cntiwm
(New York, 1911)

DENNIS, Lotus Mtnraioffi (1863- ) An
American chemist, boin in Chicago He gradu
ated from the University of Michigan (PUB,
1885, B S , 1886) and aftei further study abioid
returned to teach chemistiy <xt Cornell Univcr

sity There he was advanced to a professorship
in 1900 and to be head of the department of

chemistry in 1903 Bowles contribution to

American and German chemical journals, bo
translated Walther Hempel's Methods of Ctas

Analysis (1902 newed,191<J) ind wiotc CKwn
teal Problem* vn Inorganic Vhemitttij (18%)
Elementary Chemirtry (1902) and Laboratory
Manual of Elementary Gftemwfty (1902), with
Frank W Clarke, Manual of Qualitative inaly
svt (1902 rev ed, 1912), with Thoodoro

Whittelsey

DENNIS, WILHAM CULLYS (3878- )

An American lawyer, born at Richmond, Tnd
He graduated from Earlham College in 1896
and from Harvard Law School m 1901 Al

though admitted to the bar, he did not for some
years take up the practice of law but taught
this subject at the University of Illinois (1002-
04), Stanford University (1904-05) Columbia

(adjunct professor, 1 905-06), and George Wash
ragton University (professor, 1906-09) From
1906 to 1910 he was also assistant solicitor of

the United States Department of State, he rep
resented the United States in the matter of the
Venezuela Arbitration, before The Hague Tri
bunal (1909-10) and m the Ghnmiral Arbitra
tion with Mexico before ihe International

Boundary Commission (1910-11) ,
and he acted

as secretary to the Chief Justice of the United
States m the Panama Costa Rica Boundary Ar
bitration He took up private law practice in,

1911 at Washington, D C
DEN1JISON A village m Tuscarawas

Co , Ohio 100 miles northeast of Columbus, on
the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago and St
Louis Railroad and on the Panhandle Ohio Canal

(Map Ohio, H 5) The village contains a hos

pital and public library and has railway work*



shops and sewer pipe woiks Under the Ohio
code in 1002 the government of Denmson is

vested in a mayor and a unicameral council

Pop 1900, 3763 , 1010 4008

DENNISON, WALTEB (1869- )
An

American Latin bcholdi, bom at Saline, Mich
He graduited m 1893 fiom the University of

Michigan, wherp, after studying it the Univer
sitv of Bonn and it the American School of
Classical Studies, Rome, lie wia instructor

(1897-99) and junior professor of Latin (1902-
10) He alto held piofebsorships at OLerhn
College (1899-1902) and at the American
School of Classical Studies, Rome (1908-09)
In 1910 he became piofcs&or of Latin and Gieek
at Swarthmore College Besides revising Kel

soys Topical Outline of Latin Litetatute (1899)
and Frieze's lugil'i Uneul (1902), he is co

author with John C Rolfe of 4. Junior Latin
Bool. (1&98, rev ed, 1911), and he al&o edited

Livu, BooL I, and Selections from Bools II-Z
(190S)

DEBTNISOM", WILLIAM, JB (1815-82) An
Americin politician He \vas horn in Cmcin
nati, giaduated at Miami University in 1835,
and piutued hw until 1848, when he was
dectcd to the State Lcgislatuie He was Gov
einor of Ohio fiom 1800 to 1862 and in answer
to a call foi 11 000 tioops laised more than

30,000 From 1804 until his resign ition in

1866 lie was Postmaster General in the cabinets
of Presidents Lincoln and Johnson One of the

eaihost prominent politicians who joined the

Republican party, in 1864 he was chairman of

the Republican National Convention He was
a benefactor of Denmson University (Granville,

Ohio)

DEIT'NY, SIB ABOIIIBALD (1860- ) A
British marine engineer, born in Dumbarton,
and educated there, at the TCeole Cantonal
of Lxusanne, and the Royal Naval College,
Greenwich ITe worked in the Lcven shipyard
xnd in 188J joined the firm of William Denny
& Brothers, prominent at Dumbarton since the

middle of the eenturv HP IB an influential

membiz of tlio Institution of Nuil Vithiticts

and served on important committees of tho

Butish Corporation for the Registration of

Shipping lie wrote professional papers for the

Institution of Naval Architects

DENNY, GEOSQE HOTOHESO^ (1870- )

An ^moruan Latin scholar and university presi

dent, born m Hanovei Co Va He graduated
from Hampdcn Sulnev College m 1891 and ro

ceived the degree of PhD from the University
of Virginia in 1896, was professor of Latin and
Gorman at Hampden Sidney for three years,
and was then called to Washington and Lee

University to be professor of Latin, acting presi

dent, and (1902-11) president In 1911 he

became president of the University of Alabama
He was president of the Southern Association

of Colleges and Preparatory Schools (1905)
and of the Cooperative Educational Association

of Virginia (1903-12) and chairman of the

Virginia State Board of Chanties and Correc

tions (1908-11) He was also chosen (1905) a

trustee of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad
vaneement of Teaching He edited Otoero's Let

* (1901), contributed "The South m the

Building of the Nation" in the Library of South-

ern Literature, and wrote The Svbjunotwe Be

qMnoe after Adieottve and Svbstwitwe Prefa

catei and Phrases (1896)

DB1TON, de BON' DOMOTCQUE VIVANT, BABOBT

VOL VI 44

(1747-1825) A French draftsman, art col

lector, and writer He was born at Givry, near
Chalons sur SaOne, Jan 4, 1747, and came early
to Paris While studying law, he wrote exten

9i\ely, studied drawing with Noel Halle, and
became a great favorite in aristocratic society
Louis XV made him an attache to the embassy
at St Petersburg and afterwards Ambassador
to Switzerland Here he repeatedly visited Vol
taire at Ferney and painted his portrait and
made the drawing "Dejeftner de Ferney" after

which the well known print "was engraved
During his seven years' stay with the French
embassv in Naples he collected works of art,

reproduced the old masters, etched portraits
of his contempoianes, and in conjunction with
the Abb Saint Non published the Voyage fit

toiesque de Naples et de Sioile (1788) He
returned to France during the Re\olution and
was saved from the guillotine by the painter
David, for whom in gratitude he etched the
"Oath of the Jeu de Paume" He was chosen

by Napoleon to accompany the expedition to

Egypt in the capacity of a savant and in 1802

published his Voyage dan? la Basse et la Haute
Egypte, the engi ivings of which are very cor
rect Napoleon made him inspector general of

museums, m which capacity he slowed great
ability He accompanied the Emperor on.

various subsequent expeditions and suggested
to him what art treasuies of the conquered
cities would be most suitable for the Louvre
After the restoration of the Bourbons he was
dismissed from his office The remaining years
of his life were occupied in arranging his pri
vate collection and designing the illustrations for

a history of art the text of which was furnished

by Amanry Duval and published in 4 vols

(1820), under the title Monuments des arts du
dessvn cJiess /et peuphs tant anciens gue mod
ernet Denon himself executed more than 300

etchings, which were published in L'GEuvre

originate de Tivant Denon (1872-73) with in

troduction by La Frizelere He designed most
of the Nipoleomc medals and corns and was
one of the first to introduce lithography into

France
DETTOTA'TION (from Lat denotare, to

maik out, from de + nota, mark) In logic,
the group of objects of any one of which any
teim with a definite meaning can be predicated
Thus, every individual horse, past, present, and
to come, is part of the denotation of the term
"horse" Denotation and connotation (qv)
are said to vary inversely, because, in general,
with the increase of attributes in the connota

tion, the objects in the denotation are reduced
The number of bay horses is smaller than the

number of horses in general, but the number
of qualities connoted by "bay horse" is larger
than that connoted by "horse" A parttoular
color is included in the former connotation

which is not included in the latter Synonyms
of denotation are extension, sphere, breadth

See LOGIC

DiMXHTEMEITT, da'noTmair' (Fr, an un

knotting) In fiction, a term generally applied
to the termination or catastrophe of a play or

romance More strictly speaking, it designates
the train of circumstances unraveling the plot
and hastening the catastrophe A good denoue

ment in a novel or play should follow naturally
from the plot without being so obvious as to

be easily anticipated

PENS, PETER (1690-1775) A Roman Oatho
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lie theologian, born at Boom, m Belgium He
WES reader in theology at Mechlin for 12 years
and president of the College of Mechlin for 40

years (1736-75) He was also canon, peniten
tiary, svnodical examiner, and archpnest of St
Kombolds the metropolitan church at Mech
1m The work Ly which he IB best known is

the Theologia Morahs et Dogmatica (new ed,
8 vols, Dublin, 1832), published under his name
in 1777 It is a systematic exposition and de

fense m the foim of a catechism of every

point of ethics and doctrine maintained by Ro
man Catholics and has been extensively adopted
as a textbook m their colleges The casuistical

pirts of the work h^e been severely criticized

by Protestant moralists and weie translated in

a condensed form by J F Berg (Philadelphia,

1840)
DEN'SITY See SPECIFIC GBAvrrY, MOLE

CULES MOLECUIAB WEIGHTS, YAPOB

DENT, FBEDEBICK TRACT (1820-92) An
American soldiei, born in TXhite Haven, Mo
He graduated at West Point in 184i, was as

signed is brevet second lieutenant to the Sixth

Inf intir, sened in the Southern, campaign dur

the Upper Canada Rebellion of 1837-J8 He
was biased against \\illmni LA on Macken/ie

(qv) and unduh praised John Rolph (qv),
nevertheless the mam featuies and i-bsuts of

that contentious period arc faithfulh delineated

Consult Marque, English Canadian Litera

ture," in Canada and ifs Ptooinoet, vol vi

(Toronto, 1914) , Casgiain Etude critique,"

in Tiantactio)i<, of the Royal Society of Canada

(Ottawa, 1884) King, The Other Side of the

Story of the Uppw Canadian Rebellion (To

lonto, 1886)

DENTAL FOE/MITLA A formal statement

of the number and arnngement of the tetth

See TEFTH
DEN'TALS (NeoLat dentah?, from Tat

dens, tooth) A nime given to sounds foimed

or pronounced agamtjt or near the front upper
teeth with the tip or front of the tongue auih

ab d, t, th, I, or n This teim is \civ imperfect,

as the teeth bear no import int part in the pio
duction of the sounds m question and some

times, as m the English pi ouum mtion of 7 and

n, no part at all For this reason phonctici ins

attempt often to a\oid the term, substituting

ing the Mexican War, and *as briAetted first lingual, tongue point, kteial (for I), 01 the

lieutenant and captain for gallant and men like

tonous conduct at Contreras a,nd Churubusco DENTATTJS, MANIUS drains A Roman
eminent for his warlike txploitb and the upub
lican simplicity of his life In his flist consul

ship he triumphed over the Rimnites nul the

Sabmes (290 BC) bv defeating the Rammtes
he ended i war that had listed 50 veais

~

and at Mohno del Eey respecti\ely He served

for 16 years on frontier duty, taking part in

the Yakmia expedition, and in 1863 was pro
moted to be major and was stationed in New
"York to suppress anticipated riots In 1865
he -was broetted brigadier general of volunteers ing his second consulship (27")) ho clcfeitul

* ' " ' "

Pyrrhus, neai Bencventum and (hove him fiomand in 1866 was made brigadier general of vo1

nnteers In 1873 he served on the staff of the

general in chief He commanded Fort Trum
bull, Conn , in 1875 and the post of St Augus
tine in 1881 He retired in 1883 His sister

Julia married his West Point classmate U S
Grant and became the mother of Frederick
Dent Grant

DE1TT, JOHN CH.4BLBS (1841-87) A Cana
dian journalist and historian He was horn at

Eendal, England, was brought by his parents
to Ontario during infancy, and was educated
at the public schools He studied law and was
called to the bar in 1866, but after practicing
his profession for a brief period went to Eng
land and became an editorial writer on the

Daily Telegraph In 1867 he returned to

America and did newspaper work in Boston for
three years and in 1870 went to Toronto to

join the editorial staff of the Globe He relin

quished journalism after a few years to devote O^ne species (i)entea> iwZflanO/'dentix" of tlio

himself to historical investigation His works ancient "Romans abounds in the Moditoi ratios n
are The Canadian Portrait Gallery (1880), and attains 20 to 30 pounds' weight It is ov
a series of biographical and historical statues cessively voraeious, devouring other finhoH, Init
*hich he edited and mostly wrote, The Last is itself m much rcqueit as an article of human
Forty Yean Canada stnce the JJmon of 1841

' *

(1881), Rev Henry Soaddtng A. Memorial
Volume (1884) , The Story of the Upi
Rebellion (1885-86) In literary style,
mg of events, and political analysis --,.,
books are a distinct advance beyond histories
of Canada previously published in English His
writing is brilliant, lucid, forceful, his method

Italy In 272 he became censoi On ono oa
sion a Sabim embassy, sent to his taim with

gifts, found him roasting turnips at the health

Rejecting the, gifts he declared that lit pre
feired rather to rule those pcwBossmg gold than
himself to possess it It was hi 'who, to di nn
the Valley of Reate, du? the oanal fiom Laki

Velmus to the river Nera, where it falls m the

well known cascade of Term (qv) PUnv,
fftitona Naturahs, 7, 68 says his cognomen
(qv) "Dentatus" was due to the fact that

^hen he wts born Ins teeth \Krc alio<i<ly grown
DEN'TICE (Lat dentvo, a kind of sea fish

,

from dens, tooth, ou account of itH \oiaoous

ness) A fish of the genus Dentem, family Spa
rids (sea breams, etc), having <t deep, coin

pressed bodv and generally perchhke foim a

single dorsal fin, the anterior ray* of winch arc

spinous, ncaly cheeks, and Uige cauiw tooth

Canada

food, and great numbers are taken in southern

Italy and in Dalmatia and the Levant, where
it is a considerable article of commerce, being
cat in pieces and packed in bairels with vinegar
and spices as well as Mined fresh

such as to leave a clear and abiding sense of

DENTIPBICE, den'tifrls (Lat
mum, tooth powder, from dent tooth + /*<
to rub) Any substance generally a powder,
which i* employed as an aid in cleaning the

the relative importance of different phases of teeth Charcoal and cuttlefish bone powder are
Canadian development He was a painstaking useful as detergents chalk, as a soft powderand conscientious investigator, fearless m his and pumice, as a hard, ffntty (mbstance for
conclusions, and his treatment of the politi occasional use, when the teeth are more than
cal crises between 1841 and 1880 is, on the ordinarily discolored Catechu, cinchona, and
whole, impartial This can scarcely be said rhatany are employed to $ive a-dtnngfnr-v to
of his estimate of tne two leading characters m the tooth powder myrrh, to impart odor, nncl
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bole armemac, to communicate a red color
Common salt cream of tartar, phosphate of

soda, and sulphate of potash are occasionally
used, and \\heie the bieath has an unpleasant
odor, the addition of four parts of bleaching
powder (chloiide of lime) to 100 of the tooth

powdei rciwms the fetid chiracter of the
brexth ind iKo tends to whiten the teeth An
excellent mouth \\ash ma-\ be prepared b7 add
ing to i tumblnful of water 10 or 15 drops
or a mixture containing equal parts of carbolic
acid md essence of pippeimmt
DENTILS (Lit denticului, dim of dens,

tooth) A seiics of small block*>, arranged in
a low closeh seriied especially under the
poioni in a das&ical coinice They are used m
the Greek Ionic and Corinthian orders and by
tlu Romans also in the Denticulated Doric, Co
ainthim, and Composite ordeis See EXTABIA
u BF

DENTINE, d'-n'tin (Fi , from Lat dens

Fng tooth) The tissue forming the principal
in i*,s of the tct th Tt is a modihcafaon of osse

ous tissue but diffeis fiom this in structure
and chemical composition Muioscopical ex
inunation shows numerous minute blanching
tubules embedded in a dense intertubular sub
stance and opening into the cavity of the tooth,
vi Inch contains the pulp Externally the
crown of the tooth is covcied by a thin layer

of enimel, which is extremely hard and

comput
DENTIROSTBES, den'ti r&s'trez (pi of Neo-

Lat dentwofttif from Lat dent, Eng tooth
-I- to^tnim beak, bill) A term no longer in

use, formeily designating an artificial group
of buds, mostly insectivorous, having a notch

and "tooth" in the maigin of the upper
mandible

DENTISTRY The science of diseases or

lesions of the teeth and ad]acent organs, and
the art of making and inserting appliances for

the correction of loss, deformity, injury, or mal

portion of those organs The two main
branches of dentistry are prosthetic or mechan
ical dentistiy, sometimes called prostho

dontia, and operative or surgical dentistry
It is not easy to draw a distinct line of demar
cation between these two branches, for much
of the work considered to be in the province
of the operative department is really prosthetic
or mechanical and vice ve>rsa Prosthesis in its

surgical sense has been denned to be 'the ad
dition of an artificial part to supply a defect

of the bodj
" Many of the conditions about

the mouth which call for treatment require
on the part of the dentist an intimate knowl

edge of both branches and the treatment is

both prosthetic and opeiative The operation
of filling teeth, and also the insertion of in

la\s, although generally considered as belong

ing to toe department of opeiative dentistry,

are to a certain extent prosthetic, since thev

supply artificial substitutes for lost natural

parts Under the head of operative dentistry

come also the operations of extracting teeth,

implantation, replantation, transplantation (see

below), removal of deposits from about the

teeth, and the treatment of the various diseases

or injuries of the dental organs or their BUT

roundings The making of artificial dentures,

crowns, bndgework, obturators, and artificial

vela i$ prosthetic, but the adjustment of such

appliances, or perhaps the preliminary treat

ment, may require no small amount of surgical

5 DENTTSTBY

knowledge and skill The operative dentist
must also to a certain extent be qualified as

an oral surgeon, in order that he maj treat

some of the ordinary diseases or injuries which

may affect the mouth or maxillaij boneb The
correction of irregularities, of teeth and the

making of appliances for the purpose aie laigelv
mechanical, and for that leason usually clashed
under the head of prosthetic dentistiy Stiictlv

speaking, however, the operation is not a pros
tnetic one, and many prefer to class this as a
third branch or subdrvision of dentisri\ callmq
it orthodontia, and the opeiatoi an orthodontibt
As a distinct profession, dentistn has onh

developed during the past centun Prioi to

that period, so far at 'ne can determine, it e\
isted only as a somewhat unimportant branch
of the healing art and some of the operations
now considered to belong only to the domain of

dentistry -vvere then performed by the medical

practitioner, or perhaps b\ some artisan who
made claim to a ceitam amount of proficieno
in the performance of such operations The
time is not so long pissed since it -wa-s not
unusual for the barber or blacksmith to e\
tract teeth and to iceiivc a fee thuefoi nor
since it was eu*tomai> for the &il\er&mith or

jeweler to make aitificial dentures

Certain blanches of deutistn wene piacticed
long before the modem profession came into

existence, and dental operations were performed
eaily in the histon of cmh/od nations The

wearing of false teeth must hx\e been common
in Rome in the time of Martial, who fre

quentlv ridicules them One couplet runs

'

False teeth and h ui flaunts I aeha shainclesaly
But not false ej e for these, she cannot buy

The Romans probiblv acquired tbeir dental

knowledge from the Ettuscans and the Etrus
cans and Greeks from the Egyptians Speci
mens of dental woik in the shape of natural
teeth bound together with gold or artificial

teeth of ivory, bone, wood, or stone, attached to

the natural onts by means of cord, or gold or

silver bands or ligatuies, have been found in

the jaws of mummies, which were probably
buried 500 or 600 yeais before the Christian

era, but, so far as we know at present there

are no authentic examples of tooth filling of

equal antiquity In \viitmgs upon the subject
of dentistry the statement is not infrequently*
made that teeth of mummies have been found
filled with gold But, according to the re-

searches of Van Mater and others, the truth of

such statements is certainly to be questioned
Van Mater, who had unusually good opportum
ties for archaeological investigation asserts that

in his careful study of the teeth of many of

the remains taken directly from excavations of

ancient tombs in Italy and also of the teeth

of mummies in various museums and private

collections, he was unable to find a single ex

ample of a gold filling in such teeth The re

suits of his investigations seem to show that

cases hitherto supposed to be examples of gold

filling vere nothing more or less than spec*

mens of bridgework, or perhaps the banding
of teeth with gold for the support of loose ones

or to hold artificial teeth m place Many of

the specimens found were so covered with the

accumulated dust of centuries that it was im

possible, before removing some of that aocumu

lation, to tell whether they were examples of

gold fillings in the teeth or gold hands about
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the teeth It is well known that the higher
orders of Egyptians often caused the mummies
of their deceased friends and relatives to be

lavishly decorated with paint and gilding and
in several instances the supposed gold hllmgs
in the mouths of Egyptian mummies have, on
mere scratching with a knife, pro\ed to be

nothing but superficial gilding on the natural

teeth

References to dental operations are found in

the writings of Herodotus and Hippocrates in

the fifth century BC Aristotle -wrote on this

subject about 350 B o , and Herachdes of Taren

turn, Herophilus, and Erasistratus are recorded

as dental operators three centuries before our

era According to the writings of C Aurehnus,
Erasistratus deposited in the temple of the

Delphian Apollo a leaden
'

odontogogue" (for

ceps), "to prove that [only] those teeth ought
to be removed which are loo&e or rehied, and
for which a leaden instrument will suffice"

Celsus, who lived about 100 BO, was the hrst

to recommend the use of the file in the mouth,

saying- that the points of a decayed tooth which
hurt the tongue should be removed with an
iron file Horace (65 to 8 B c ) , Ovid (43 B c to

17 or 18 AD ), Martial (c 43-104 AD ) already

quoted, and other of the ancient Greek and Latin

poets, allude in their writings to artificial teeth,

as does Cicero The further history of dentistry
is meagre and uncertain Before the invention of

printing the methods of recording and trans

nutting knowledge were ao laborious and ex

pensive that only matteis of great importance
were transcribed, while other matters, of lesser

importance, were transmitted and preserved only

by word of mouth Thus the early history of

the profession is imperfect and uncertain The
oldest printed book known to dental bibliog

raphy is one dated 1532, printed in German by
Peter Jordan and containing extracts or quo-
tations from the works of Galen, Avicenna,

Mesua, Cornelius, Pliny, and others This book
was written for lay readers by an anonymous
writer, and in the chapter treating of decay
of the teeth the author, quoting from Mesua,
advises, as one method of treatment, first to

scratch and clean with a fine chisel, knife, file,

or any other suitable instrument, the parts at

tacked, and then to fill the cavity with gold
leaves for the preservation of the remaining

^-ffarts of the tooth If this quotation is re

liable, the operation of filling teeth with gold
must have been known more than 1000 years
ago Galen (150 AD) treated the subject of
the teeth more extensively than any other of

the ancient authors, and his writings on that

topic were the best up to the time of Fallopms,
Eustachius, and Ambroise Pai in the sixteenth

century Fauchard wrote on dentistiy in 1728,
and Bourdet in 1757 John Hunter in 1771

published his Treatise on the Natural History
of the Human Teeth, and in 1778 A. Practical
Treatise on Diseases of the Teeth, as a supple
ment to his former work Not being a dental

specialist, however, he wrote anatomically and

philosophically rather than practically Woo
fendale's Practical Observations on the Human
Teeth was published in London in 17SJ Blake
wrote on dentistry in 1798 01 1801 Since the

beginning of the nineteenth century a consider

able amount of original research has been car

ned on in all branches of dental science, and
a large and increasing number of treatises

have been devoted to dentistry exclusively
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Histology and Development The micro-

scope has done much to improve the practice
of modern dentistry Leeuwenhoek was the

fiist to gne an intelligent idea of the histo

logical btructure of the teeth (c!682) The
mam work howevei, on the embryology, his

tolog^, and pathology of the teeth was done

during the nineteenth centurv The first ra

tional theory of the evolution of the teeth was
advanced b> Goodsir m 1837 In 1860 Eobm
and Magitot bi ought forth a better theory in

regard to the mode of development of the teeth,

and their theory, with -very little modification,

ib accepted at the present time See TEETH
Artificial Dentures Prior to the discovery

of the method of making porcelain teeth the

dentist made use of human teeth, animal teeth

(those of cattle and sheep), hippopotamus
tusks, elephant and other ivories, and bone

The human and animal teeth wore fastened in

the mouth by ligatures of gold or silver wire,

unbleached thread, sea grass, or silkworm gut
The hippopotamus or elephant ivory, or the

common bone, was carved in single teeth or

blocks, and perhaps in the shape of full or

partial dentures, to replace the lost natural

teeth The objections to this method of restora

tion were the difficulty of getting accurate

adaptation in the mouth and the tendency, be

pause of the poiositv of the material, to ab
sorb moisture, to become offensive and ulti

mately to decay The use of porcelain as a
material for artificial teeth was fiist proposed
by Fauchard in 1728, but the manufacture of

porcelain teeth was first actually begun by
Duchateau, a French chemist assisted by Du
boia, a dentist of Paris somewhere between
1774 and 1776 The date of the introduction

of metal loses in prosthetic dentistry is not

definitely known It is behoved, however, that

gold was the first metal used as a base1 for

artificial teeth, and that Dr Gardette, of Phtl

adelphia, was the first to use the gold base in

this country, m or before 1787 Among the

other metals which have been used as bases for

artificial dentures are silver, platinum, alumi

num, tin, and various metallic alloj-j but at

the present time gold and platinum are the only
metals in general use for that purpose Gutta

percha as a base was introduced in England by
Edwin Trucman about 1851 In 1851, alBOj

Nelson Goodyear discovered a method of mak
mcf a haid rubber compound, since named vul

camte, and in 1855 Chailes Goodwar, Tr, ob
timed a patent m England for making a dental

plate of hard lubber, m which the teeth were
seemed before the compound was vulcanized

Row pe<M 1,
a preparation of collodion, was next

e\penmented with as a base, but, owing to the

difficulty of manipulating it and to its lack of

dm ability, it fell into disuse Celluloid was
the neist material tried, but, being more porous
and less durable than vulcanite, it is seldom
used at present Porcelain and a combination
of platinum and porcelain have been used as
bases for artificial dentures Porcelain alone
did not come into general use because of the
difficulty of manufacture, bnttlcness, and danger
of shrinkage or warping during the process of

firing The combination of porcelain and plat
mum (continuous gum) is made as follows
A base of platinum is swaged to fit the mouth,
the artificial teeth are lined with metal and
soldered to the platinum base, a porcelain
body of the proper shade is next molded about
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the necks and root portion of the artificial

teeth, as well as upon the exposed surfaces of

the platinum, and caived and colored to imi
tate the natural mucous mcmbiane of the

mouth, the entire piece is then put in an oven
and baked long enough and often enough to

fuse the porcelain properly This method of

inserting artificial teeth is one of the best at
our command, so far as beaufrv, cleanliness,

durability, and correct imitation of nature are
concerned

Crown and Bridge Work Modern bridge
work (or the insertion ol artificial teeth by
means of bands, springs, or aitificial crowns
^tached to the crowns or roots of natural

toeth) is but a modification of methods pursued
by the ancients many centuries before the
Christian era The use of bridges is not mfre

quentlj carried to extremes, and bulky bridges
are sometimes attached to teeth which arc* m
capable of beaung the strain for any length of

time Poorly made or improperly adapted
bridges are frequently inserted and aie prolific

improved by A J Watt, of Utica, N Y, in

1353 In 1855 Dr Arthur, of Baltimore, rec

ommended the use of cohesive gold for filling

teeth, and this variety is moie used at present
thin anv other The use of mallet force in

filling teeth with gold was first recommended
by Dr William H Atkinson of New York
Platinum has been tried as a filling material,
but was found to be too harsh and to have too
little ductility and plasticity to make it valu
able for that purpose It is sometimes used in

combination with gold foil or rolled gold for a
filling exposed to se\ere stress Bilvet is not
used alone for fillings because of its tendency
to oxidi/e and because of its stiffness and want
of ductility Tin, in the form of foil, has been
Ubfd for filling teeth since 1783 and is still

used for certain kinds of cavities The advan

tages of tin are that it is soft, pliable, easily
condensed and adapted to cavity walls, a poor
conductor of heat and, m cases of disintegra
tion yields salts that seem to possess anti

septic pioperties Yet its softness, its almost
sources of pollution of the becretions of the complete lack of eohesiveness, its property of

mouth, and borne cases of movable or

movable bridges require consider ible sacrifice

of natural tooth structure, or perhaps devital

ization of the pulp, m order that the bridge
may be properly adjusted It is sometimes a

difficult matter to determine the best means of

restoration or prosthesis m these cages, but the

conservative dentist will hesitate, and peihaps
prefer a partial denture, rather than resoit to

the sacrifice of those tissues for the sake of

introducing a bridge
Gold shell crowns, for the purpose of cover

ing teeth too badly broken down to be amenable
to the operation of filling, arc supposed to be

becoming discolored in the mouth, and its dis

integration under chemical and mechanical in

fluencea, also constitute serious disadvantages
Owing to the difficulties in properly manipu

latmg the simple metals in filling teeth, efforts

T\ere early made towards discovering some ma
tonal of greater adaptability, and, as a result,
we have the plastics so extensively used at the

present day The earliest of these materials
were preparations of the gum resins, such as
ethereal or alcoholic solutions of mastic, sanda

rac, damar, or copal Then fusible metals were

employed, until in 1826 or thereabouts, Taveau
of Pans, introduced the use of amalgams An

of quite recent invention but it is claimed that amalgam is a combination of one' or more
their use \vas suggested by M Mouton, of metals with mercury, and that first tried was

Paris, as far back as 1746 It is said also that

Mouton advised enameling the exposed surfaces

of such crowns Gold crown work has been

abused even more than bridge work, and we

frequently find gold crowns placed on the an

an amalgam of pure silver The next amalgam
to be used was one of coin silver The amal

gams as made at present usually consist of a
combination of three or moro metals with mer
cury Such amalgams, manipulated by im

torior teeth to protect them^ when injured or proved modern methods, constitute the only
1 -' -" J- '--- '----

plastics that can be considered as permanentdiseased, or to serve as abutments for bridges
when crowns of porcelain or porcelain faced

crowns would answer the purpose as well and

be much more sightly Many patients will in

sist on a dentist placing a gold cap or shell

crown on a tooth, when a filling of some sort

would be very much better and much more
artistic Fortunately the laity, as well as the

dentist, are beginning to appreciate the enor

mity of this offense against good taste

Fillings, etc The filling of teeth is now
sometimes called obturation Before the intro

duction of gold lead foil was used as the ma
terial for filling teeth Celsus (100 BO) is

sometimes referred to as the first to have ad

vised filling cavities m teeth, but the only
reference to the subject in his works is his ree

ommendation to stuff with lead decayed and

frail teeth that are to be extracted, in order

that they may not break under the forceps

Tooth filling proper was,

filling materials The other plastics used at

Present

include guttapercha (introduced in

847-48), "Hill's stopping" (a mixture of

gutta percha with harder materials) , oxy
chloride of zinc (oxide of zinc, with a solution

of zinc chloride) , zinc phosphate (oxide of

?mc, with a solution of phosphoric acid) , oxv

phosphate of copper, aluminum phosphate,
oxysulphate of zinc, arid other varieties of

the cements Fach of these cements has its

definite uses and advantages, but all have the

disadvantage of serving only as temporary
fillings

The filling o/ pulp canals in devitalized teeth

was believed to have been introduced by May
nard and Baker, of Washington, D C It has
been shown, however, that this operation was

practiced by Bourdet and Fauchard, in Pans,
as far back as the middle of the eighteenth

'

Bourdet, had been;h filling proper was, up to the beginning century and, according to

of the nineteenth century, practiced very sel practiced by others many years before The

dom The operation of filling teeth with gold capping (covering over) of opposed pulps is

was mentioned by Pauchard (died 1761) For said to have been first recommended by Koecker
The dental enhe dental engvne, in its original form, was
troduced by Dr Morrison, of St Louis, Mo ,

years gold was used in the form of thin foil 01

rolled gold of the noncohwwe variety Sponge . _. ,

or crystal gold was introduced m 1846, but was m 1846, in its various impioved forma it has

httle used until its applioataoji to dental pur become one of the most useful of dental ap

poees was patented, and its working quality phances Tlie use of the rubber dam for the



purpose of excluding moisture from cantiea

duimg the operation of filling teeth was first

sugge&ted by Dr S C Barnum, of New York,
and this innovation has been as great a boon to

dentistry as the introduction of the Esmarck

bandage has been to general surgery

Inlay Work One of the latest innovations

in the art of dentibtrv is mla> work ie, the

use of plugs of poicelam glass, gold vulcanized

rubber, and similar materials, -which are ce

mented into a tooth ca-vitv in such form and

bhape as to fit it exactly VUth the improved
methods and materials foi making porcelain
inUus this mode of filling carious cavities is

becoming more and more popular, and when

perfected will undoubtedly cause the abolition of

gold fillings in the anterior teeth It ma^ be

interesting to obsene that inlays of green jade,

placed in the teeth probably for ornamentation,
have been found m the ruins of Copan, Hondu

ras, and of Yucatan

Uses of Electricity Electucity has its prac
tical application in dentistry at, well as in the

arts and it utilized not onh for the control

of -sanoub mechanical appliances employed by
the operatne and pi esthetic dentist, but in

the foim of the electric mouth lamp, the cata

phone current, etc
,

is used foi diagnostic and

therapeutic purposes as well Catapkot e<ti<i,
or

the method of forcing drugs into the tissues bv
meant, of the galvanic current, was first pro-

posed to Dr B W Richardson as far back as

1857, but has come into general u&e onlv within

recent Mars The Xrats, or "Roentgen rays,
are no\* put to practical use in dental as well

as in general surgen and as a means of diag
nosia are bometimes of \er> great assistance

For the purpose of detecting unerupted or im

pacted teeth, abnoimal growths on or about the

teeth, imperfect root canal fillings, resorption of

roots, fractures of the ia-w, or the presence of

foreign bodies in the aheoli of the teeth, the

X ravs are of great value and frequently
utilized

Treatment of Loose Teeth The teeth fre

quently become loosened from their attach-

ments in consequence of local or constitutional

disturbances, and the treatment of this con

ditjon IB still a somewhat knottv problem
When due to local causes, such as deposits of

sahvarv calculus, or ordinary tartar, the treat

ment is principally local and consists in first

removing the
deposits, getting the teeth as

smooth as possible, and then adopting proper
therapeutic and prophylactic measures, with a
view to inducing a healthy condition of the
soft tissues and preventing a return of the

deposit The constitutional cause, which is

moie often concerned than any other in bring
ing about the loosening of teeth, is the so called

gouty
13

or 'rheumatic" condition In cases of

this nature the treatment should be both local

and constitutional or general

Replantation, Transplantation, Implanta-
tion Replantation, or the replacing of a natu
ral tooth in the socket from which it has been
extracted or forced out, is a very old operation,
and its definite history is unknown Trews

plantation, or the placing of a natural tooth in

a natural socket other than the one it originally

occupied, is also an old operation and was
spoken of by Ambroise Part in the sixteenth

century In this operation it was customary
to use a freshly eTtracted tooth from the mouth
of one person and place it m the socket of a

newly extracted tooth m the mouth of ^mother

In an advertisement inserted in a Philadelphia

paper m 1784 Le Mayeur, a dentibt, offers two

guineas each for sound teeth to be obtained

from persons disposed to sell their front teeth,
or any of them "

Implantation, which may be

defined to be the placing of a natural or arti

ficial tooth in an artificially picpaied socket,

or the inseition of an artificial tooth m a nat

ural socket, vtas suggested by Dr William

Younger of San Francisco, Cal ,
in 1S85, but it

is asserted that Bourdet, in 1780, advised a
similar operation In the Peabody Museum, at

Cambndge, Mass, there 19 a jaw, discovered m
the ruins of Copan, Honduras, wherein is iin

planted (in the socket of a left lower lateral

incisor) an artificial tooth of carved stone,
which from the amount of tartar on it 'would

indicate a considerable amount of Ube in the

mouth of the mdi\idual The e^act age of those

rums is unknown but this specimen of im

plantation probably antedates Dr lounger's
operation by about 1500 -*<?ais Experience, has

shoun that implanted teeth are shortlived so

far as their usefulness goes After a penod
varying from 2 to 10 or 12 years the implanted
teeth almobt invariably loosen and fall out,

because of absorption of the roots when natural

teeth aie used, and incompatibility when arti

ficial rootb are inserted In many cases of im

plantation the operation is unsuccessful from
the start and no union is obtained, in others a
slight attachment seems to occui between the

tooth and aheolus, which gives out after a few
weeks or months, while in a fair percentage of

cases the teeth may becomo firmly attached and
remain for several years As a rule, they seldom
remain longer than throe or four yeam and are
much shorter lived than replanted 01 trans

planted teeth

Ansestheb.cs The action and history of the
use of anaesthetics may be found dchcribod m the

general article ANESTHETIC, and in a num
ber of special articles on the more important
anaesthetic substances in use1 at present IJfen

it may be stated that, while chlorofonn and
ether weie much usod in dentifitrv formerly,
practically the only general anesthetic employed
by dentists at present is nitrous oxide*, 01

"laughing gas
" The only local anspulhe tic now

used m dentistry to any extent is coeanio, whuli
has almost entirely superseded the1 use of (old

producing volatile substances, liko ordinal y
ether ethyl ehloride, or rhigolene
Orthodontia Orthodontia, or the art of re^u

lating 01 cormtmg malpositions of tec>th, has
recently developed into a distinct specialty, al

though some attention has boon given to it by
dentists ever emce the latter part of the? tight
oenth century At the present time some opera
tors devote their whole attention to this branch
of practice, and the results obtained by thewe
who have the necessary mechanical mg<nuitv
and diagnostic abiliijy arc extremely gratifying
Dentists Woofendale, who came to America

in 1766, seems to have been the nrst regular
dental practitioner m the United States Le-
maire came to America probably in 1784 .Tamos

Gardette, a natrve of France, began, practice m
the United States m 1781 He went to Phila

delphia m 1784 and continued in successful prac-
tice there for 45 years JTosiah Flagg, who, as
far as can now be accurately determined, was the
first dentist native to the United Stated, began
practice in 1782 He obtained his knowledge of
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dfentiatrv fiom Lemairti Isaac Greenwood, the
father of tJie John Gictnwood who made sets of

artificial teeth for George Washington, was
probablj the fliat dentist in Boston John
Greenwood and his younger brother, Clark, were
in piactice in New York about 1784 The in

creasing giowth of the profession since

from New York City and 145? milea fium ban.

Francisco, in lat 39 47' N, long 105 W
(Map Colorado, E 2) It is one of the most

impoitant lailroad centres in the West Among
the numerous lines entenng the city are the At

chison, Topeka, and Santa Fe, the Chicago, Bur
Imgton, and Qumcy, the Chicago, Rock Island,

is, shown
bv^

the following iigures in 1820 there and Pacific, the Colorado Midland the Demei
and Rio Grande the Missoxin Pacific, the Union
Puific, the Coloiado and Southern, and the Den
\er Koithwestun, and Pacific Ihe city is mag
nificcnth situated it an altitude exactly 1 mile
abo\e sea level and within 15 miles of the eastern
base of the Rockv Mountain Owing to the
remaikable clear nesb of the atmosphere, a stretch

of 200 miles of the mountains is discernible from
north to south almost every day of the year
Denver has a climate pecuhaily mild and
adapted to people suffering with pulmonary com
plaints, the mean annual temperature is 48 F ,

the average annual rainfall is about 14 inches,
and the sun shines 275 days IB the year
The city occupies an area of 60 square miles

It is distinctive!? lesidential with broad, and
shaded streets, and is substantially built of

brick and stone It has over 40 miles of thor

oughfares paved with asphalt, while 140 miles
are surfaced with disintegrated granite Of the
30 public parks and 10 children's playgrounds
within the cit\, with a total area of 1239 acres,
the largest is Cit> Park a preserve of 390 acres,
adoined with flowers shiubben, statuary, etc

and including a zoological garden, an aviary, a
natural history museum, lakes race track, and
dnvewavs In addition the city has a chain of

five mountain parks and a beautiful drive con

neetrag them Among not< worthy buildings are

the oapitol on Capitol Hill, erected at a cost

of $2,700 000 the new Federal building, costing

$2,500,000 St John's Cathedral (Episcopal),
the cathedral of the Immaculate Conception
(Roman Catholic), Tnmt> Methodist Episco
pal Church the Auditorium seating 12,000

persons the public library, the United States

mint, the counts courthouse, the First National

Bank buildmg, the Denver Gas and Electric

building and the Chamber of Commerce Every
educational advantage possible is available for

the children and \outh of Denver There are

were about 100 dentists in the United States in

1872 the number had increased to 5000 in 1S03
the numbei was 13 oOO in 18<*S, 18 000, in 1900
the number in the United States and Canada
was 26,500, in 1902 the United States and
Canada had over 27,600 dentists, of which num
btr 16,390 wuc graduates of regular dental

colleges
Literature L and M Greenbaum, J. Ptac

tical Treatise upon the Genetal Practice of

Dentistty (New York and London 1912)
Richardson, 4. Piactical Tieatise on, Mechanical

Dentistry, ed by Wanen (Philadelphia 1900)

Kirk, Amencan Text Bool of Op&ative Den
*is*ri/ (ib , 1911) , Dexter, tfrtorv of Dental and

1 al Science in Lmenca (ib, 1876), Browncll,

inatomy and Hntology of the Mouth and Teeth

(2d ed , ib , 1902) Burchard, Teat Book of Den
tal Pathology (2d ed, ib, 1914), Jackson,
'
(h thodontta and Orthopccdici of tl\e Face" fib

,

1904), Lischer, to maple* and Metlicdi of Ot
tltodorttiti (ib, 1912), Guenm, A History of

Ucntutiy (ib, 1909) See TEETH
DETTTITIOIT See TEETH
DENTON" A city and the county seat of

Deuton Co, Tex, 35 miles north by east of

Foit W orth, on the Missouri, Kansas, and Tetas
and the Texas and Pacific railroads (Map
Texas, D 3) It is the seat of the Noith Texas
State Normal College ind the College of In
dustnal Arts, and it contains a sanitarium
Durton trades extensively in cotton wheat, corn,
tnd cattle Tht -water works, electric light

plant, and sewage sjstem are owned by the

municipality Donton was first settled in 1857

and mooiporated in 1868 Pop, 1900, 4187,
1910, 4732
DENTON" (Danetown) A manufacturing

and coal mining town in Lancashire, England,
2i/, miles Boutlnuflt of Ashton It owns re

munritive municipal gas works Reservoirs of

1,800000,000 gallons' cipaeity, -which supply
w<itu for Manchester, are within the township
3>oP , 1001, 14934 1911 16880
DIOTTBECASTEATTX ISLANDS, daw'tr

5

knfl'W (named in honor of their disc merer

Joseph Antoine d'Knttuwteauai) A group of

islands, about 10 milen off the eabt coast of New
Guinea, Iving in lat 10 S (Map East India

Inlands, J 2) They consist of three large

islands, vi/ , Ferguson Nbrmanby, and Good

enough, and a number of islets, with a total

ana of about 1200 square miles They are

64 grade schools, 4 high schools, 1 trade school,

1 manual training high school, and 1 technical

high school IE addition kindergartens, special

schools for retarded pupils, open air schools,

and night schools are maintained The total

school census in 1913 was 51,981 Denver is

the seat of the University of Denver (Metho

dist, see Drwvm, UNXVEBsm OF) the Jesuit

College of the Sacred Heart, founded in 1888

Westminster College (Presbyterian) , the Ihff

School of Theology, Colorado Woman's Col

lege, Loretto Heights Academy and various

veiv mountainous, some peaks attaining the school* of music and dramatic art The citv

height of 7000 feet Extinct volcanoes and hot has a magnificent public library, with five branch

springs are found on Ferguson laland Tin and libraries and eight depositories, containing 105,

traces of gold have been discovered In 1885 000 volumes, besides the State library of 41,000

the group became a part of the administrative volumes, the Supreme Court library with 31,000

dependency of British New Guinea, which, by volumes, and r-umerous others
J ^- m A A combination, of favorable natural conditions

has resulted in making Denver the leading in
proclamation in 1906, was renamed the Territory

of Papua The inhabitants are Papuans
DEN-'TTDATIOM' See EBOSKW
DENSER The capital of Colorado, the

county seat of Denver County, and the largest .,
~ -

. - .-

tity between the Missouri River and the Pacific which produces, not only metalslead,

Ocean It is situated at the junction of the iron, gold, silver^ tungsten^
vanadium,

South Platte River and Cherry Creek, 2Q25 miles
' ""

dustnal city of the western mountain region of

the United States Chief of these is its proa;

unity to the great mining region of Colorado,

and 'uranium^ but also coal, the latter making
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it possible to smelt the ores and thus avoid

shipment to other parts for that purpose Hie

many raihoads entering the city make it the

best collecting and distributing centre m the

Rocky Mountain States, and the great distance

from the eastern manufacturing centres exempts
it largelj from trade competition The value

of the manufactured products of the 738 m
dustrial establishments in 1913 was $62,950,381,
exclusive of the smelting industry, whose prod
ucts m 1913 amounted to $7,500000 Much
mining machinery is produced, and the output
of the flouring and grist nulls is large The
manufacture of malt liquors and railroad car

construction and repairs are considerable m
dustnes Demer is becoming important as a
livestock market In 1913 the Union Stock

Yards handled about 1,385,000 head of stock,
valued at $48,000,000, and the output of the

packing plants was estimated at $12 775 000
The annual Live Stock Show is second only to

the one held in Chicago In addition the city
has a large wholesale jobbing trade ^hich is

estimated at $45,000,000 annually The Denver

City Tramway Company operates 235 miles of

electric railways, 20 i miles of which are within

the city limits The water supply of the city
is brought from the mountains There are 11

reservoirs of which the Cheesman Dam, located

in the mountains 50 miles from Denver, has a

capacity of 26,000,000,000 gallons The com
mission form of government was adopted by
Demer in 1913 All legislative, executive, and
administrative powers and duties aie vebted m
a council of five commissioners, who have charge
of the departments of property) finance, safety,

impiovements, and social welfare They are

elected for four years and receive a salary of

$5000 per year The commissioners elect one
of their number as mayor, who presides at the

meetings of the council, but has no power of

veto With the exception of the auditor and
the election commission, who are elected, the

commissioner of each department appoints all

officers, commissions, or boards under his con

trol, subject to civil service regulations The
total annual income of the city is about $3,800,-

000 The larger annual appropriations approxi-
mate $1,300,000 for schools, $300,000 for the fire

department, $300,000 for the police department,
$200,000 for municipal lighting, and $275,000
for parks

Denver was first settled by miners in 1858,
and in the following year was incorporated as
a city by the provisional Legislature and named
m honor of Gen J W Denver, then Governor
of Kansas In 1861 it was rcincorporated by
the first Territorial Legislature It became the

capital of the Territory in 1867 and in 1870,
on the completion of the Denver Pacific and
Kansas Pacific railroads, was first connected by
rail with the East and South Destructive
floods occurred in 1864, m 1876, and in 1912

In 1894 the town of South Denver was annexed
Since 1870 its growth has been exceedingly

rapid, a population of 4759 in that year having
increased to 35,629 in 1880, 106,713 in 1890,

133,859 in 1900, including 25,300 persons of

foreign birth and 3900 of negro descent, and

213,381 in 1910 The population in 1914 was
approximately 240,000, 1920, 256,369

DEBVEB, UHTVFBsnr OF The earliest in-

stitution for higher learning in the Rocky Moun
taan States, founded m 1864 at Denver by Gov
John Evans It was known as the Colorado

Seminary until 1880, when the school was re

oiganized and the present name adopted in evi

dence of its increased educational scope The

departments at Univeisitv Park are the College
of Liberal Arts, the Graduate School, the Sum
mer School, and the barren Academy The

professional departments, in the heart of Don

\er, are the Law School, the Dental School, the

School of Commerce, and the Teachers' College
The Unnersity buildings at University Paik are

Univeisitv Hall, the Camegie Library, the Car

negie Science Hall, the Alumni Gymnasium, the

Chapel, the Chamberlain Observatory, one of

the most important astronomical stitions of

the -noild, and the two dormitories known as

Templin Hall and Wycliffe Hall In Denvei the

buildings used for school puiposes are tlie Law
ind Commerce Building and the Dental Building
Five other buildings in Denvei and four others

at University Park are now pioducing income
The enrollment for 1913-14 was 1159, of whom
816 (or 70 per cent of the total) reside in Den
ver Ihcre were, in 1914, 2650 graduates in the

regular courses in all depaitments All pioper
ties and endowments aggregate $1,200,000 in

value The General Education Board has rocog
nized the Umveisity of Denver bv a conditional

gift of $100,000 An addition of $400,000 ^ w
made to the productive endowment in 1014

The president in 1914 was Henry A Buchtcl,
D D

,
LL D

DENZINGBE, dSn'tsInger, FBANZ JOSEPH
(1821-94) A Geiman aichittct Ho was born
at Liege, Belgium, where his father was piofcs
sor at the Umveisity He studied it \\m/burg,
then in Munich at the Polytechnic Institute ind
under Gartner at the Academy of Aita In 1814
he entered the government service at llegoasbuig
and in 1859 was appointed architect of the catlu

dral, the restoration and completion of which he
carried out in the most successful manner Ilitt

next important work was the reconstiuttion of

the cathedral at Frankfort on the Mam, which
had been destroyed by fiio m 1867 Em lie

also erected the building of the municipal ar
chives and the Dieikonincjakirchf Among Ins

other structures may be mentioned the chemical

laboratory of the University at Erlangen and
the saline bathing establishment at Kissingon
He died in Nuremberg
DE'ODAND (ML deodandum, to bo given to

Godj from Doo, to God + dmdum, to be giv(ti)
In English law, a term applied to any chattel
winch was directly instrumental in causing the
death of a human being, either by accident 01 by
homicide Where a person WAS thus killed a
jury was summoned, and, if any domestic animal
or inanimate thing was found to be the im
mediate cause of his death, it was forfeited to
the crown, usually for pious or chantablo uses

"to appease God's wrath," as some of the early
wiiters put it Thus, if a horse and cart ran
over a person and killed him, they were forfeited
as accursed things, irrespective of whether they
belonged to the deceased, the person having them
in charge, or to some other person wbo was not
otherwise connected with the accident TLe right
or franchise to have all dcodands in a certain
district was sometimes granted to individuals

by the crown This curious law, which baa its

analogies in many primitive legal systems, was
not finally abolished in Great Britain until the
year 1846 by statute (9 and 10 Viet

,
c 62) It

was never recognized in the United States Con
eult Blackstone, Commentanes on the Laws of
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England, and Stephen, History of the Cnmtnal
Law of England (London, 1883)
DE'ODAB' See CEDAB
DEO'DORI'ZEB (fiom Lat de, from, away

+ odoj, smell, bcent) Any chemical substance

employed for the purpose of absorbing or de

stroking the odoriferous principles evohed espe
cially from decomposing animal and vegetable
mattei Ihey stncth belong to the daises of

substances known as> antiseptics (q\ ) and dis

infectants (qv )

DE OFFICIES, de offish/us (Lat, On
Duties) A tieatise on morals by Cicero, ad
drebbcd directly to his son Marcus The work is

in three books, but is doubtlebs incomplete
D'EON DE BEAUMONT, da'GN' de bS'moN'

See EON DE BEMJ^ONT
DEOPBAYAG, da'o pi a yag" 01 DEVAPBA-

TAG-A, dVva pr i ya'ga ( 6kt , altar of the gods)
A \ jllagc of the btate of Tehn United Prov mees,
India, 22b5 fett above sea level, remarkable

clnelly for its situation at the foik of the

Alaknanda and the Bhagirathi, which form the

Gangcb (Mip India, 02) As the aouice of

the sacred nvei, Deopravag is a favonte place
oi pilgi image for the Hindus The temple of

Raghunath, built on a high terrace, ib capped
by a "white cupola, golden ball, and. spire A
flight of steps in the lock l*Mds down to the brink
of the mingled stioams and there three basins

have been excavated in tlu solid stom a little

below the level of tlu bUrfuc of the cuircnt

foi ablutions Ihe pcimanent population, about
1000 consists dncfl) of Brahmins
DE O'BATO'RE (Lat On the Oratoi) A

dialogue m three hooks by Cicero (35 B c ) ,

treating of the btudics iiccessa.iv for an orator,
the matter, and the form and dehveiy of a

speech The puncipal speaker are the great
oratois Lucius Cussus and Marcus Antonxus
DEPARTMENT (Fi dcpai tern ent, from Lat

<Z;sp<wtwe, to divide) An administiativc divi

sion in France The old provincial divisions

WPIG aboliHhed by tho Constituent Asbembly in

17%, and the countiy was divided into 83 de

partmtntb This was done at the instance of

Mirabcau, who pointed out the necessity of wip
ing out the ancient territorial boundaries in

order to concentrate power in the liands of the

central government, and to destroy the influence

of the anstocracv, which, based upon ancient

custom, was btill strong in the piovmct& In

the rodistnbution, care was taken to efface as far

a? possible ancient political divisions!, and in a

large number of instances a department was
conntituted out of territory ta-kcn from two or

more provinces Most of the departments were
named after rivers or mountains At the head

of each is a prefect, appointed by the President

of the Republic, and assisted by a vosoZ de

prefecture The departments are subdivided

into arrondissements

DEPAB/TtTBE In nautical language, a dis

tance along a parallel of latitude measured in

nautical miles, especially the distance east or

west made by a stop When tho course is neither

east nor west, the departure = distance sailed X
vine of course Since minutes of longitude are

in length proportional to the cosine of the lati-

tude in which they are measured, we liave depar
fare (in nautical miles = minute* of longitude

X co#*e of the latitude in winch the departure
is measured To determine the exact position

of a ship when starting upon a voyage and after

leaving port is termed taking a departure It is

usually done by observing the bearings of two
or more objectb and transferring those bearings
to a chart whence the exact point is determined
For use of this term in surveying, see SUBVEYING
DE PATTW (de-pa') TTNIVEBSITY An

institution of higher learning situated at
Greencabtle Ind It was founded by the Indiana
Confeicnce of the Methodist Episcopal Church
m 1837 and vab known until 1884 as the In
diana Asbmy University In recognition of

large gifts bv the Eon Washington C De Pauw
during his life and the bequest of a share in

his estate -which has added more than a half

million dollais to the endowment of the uni

vcrsity bince his death, the name of the in

stitution was changed to De Pauw University
Schools of Medicine, Law, Theology, Pedagogy,
Music, and Art, as well ab the College of Liberal

Arts, were provided in the charter, and at
some time cverv one of them has been insti

tuted and conducted for a period of years But
for lack of sufficient income to support them on
a high educational plane all of the professional
bchools have bten suspended except the School
of Music At the present time the institution
includes onlv the College of Liberal Arts and
the School of Music The plant includes 12

buildings and 50 acres of campus, valued at

f-528,000 Recent benefactions and bequests
have i used the productive endowment to $1,200,
000 There are 50 instructor m the faculty,
and the student eniollment is slightly above
1000 Graduates to the number of 3157 (in

eluding all whools) are scattered throughout
the v\orld The president in 1014 was Rev
George R Grose, DD
DEPENDOB3NT CHTLDBEN A term ap-

plied to noimal children who must be supported
by other than their natural guardians It does
not include the deaf and dumb, blind, insane,

epileptic, and feebleminded, who are classified

aa defectives, nor those of perverse habits,
known as juvenile delinquents
In ancient times the Semites placed a higher

value on children than did the Aryans Among
the Aryans, however, childless families some
times adopted children The father in Greece
and Rome had practically power of life and
death over his children a-nd could sell them into

slavery Infanticide was common Yet the
cluldien left alone were not entirelv neglected,
and their adoption was encouraged by decrees

making them the slaves of those caring for

them Not until after the introduction of

Christianity do we find anv special attention

paid to child sivmg From that time to the

present among Europeans and their descendants,
and wherever Chribtian missionaries have gone,
we find increasing attention paid to dependent
children

In the sixth century came the beginnings of

special institutions for such children in France
and a little later m Italy (See FOUNDLING
HOSPITAL ) From these humble beginnings the

great institutions now found in all civilized

lands have grown The state has come to recog
nize that it is responsible for the proper oare

of the children and is gradually extending its

efforts for the sake of its own future welfare
as well as for that of the children

From the practice of receiving young children

into institutions to save their lives there natu-

rally developed the belief that such institutions

were even better places for the children than any
family home Here children would be kept from
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the temptations of the world here thev would
be cared for bv skilled matrons and taught by
chosen teachers, here too religious instruction

would be planted in fruitful soil The Church,
under who&e influence these institutions arose,

encouraged this belief Ihis is the principle

underlying all institutional caie for dependent
children The highest development of this pnn
e iple is found in the institutions of the Catholic

church and of the Hebrew s, in which it is possi
ble for a child to pass from mfancv to maturity
constantly guarded fiom the woild Europe,

except Fiance has lar#elv followed this method,
and it is widespread in Amenca
The older plan of rearing dependent children

m family homes lias, however, kept a foothold

and is latterh coming rapidly to the front It
exists in two forms In the first the childien

ire boarded out in families, the boaid being paid
by societies organi/ed for the purpose of caring
for children or by the stite This svstem has
been successfully earned on in Scotland and

England but has found its greatest dev elopment
in Australia and France In France a special

depaitment of the government with branches in
the provinces boards out the children and super
vises them until thev are 21 veais of age No
board is paid after the twelfth vear, the ehil

dren being then indentured In the second form
the childien ire placed out for adoption or are

indentured to persons willing to receive them
and to assume all responsibility for their mam
tenance and education Aftci the initial e\

penst of finding and investigating a home, this

system coats the public nothing save the expense
of supervision to sifeguard the interests of the
child Thib plan has found its chief field in

Canada and the United States

In America during Colonial times children were

apprenticed in families or w-tre consigned to the
almshouse It was gradually recognized that
the influence of the almshouse was degrading,
and the leading States now forbid the practice
It still prevails m the Southern States Illinois

is the onh piomment Northern State permitting
it The movement for institutions began about
1800 and rapidlj spread in the larger cities

Organized effort for placing children m family
homes started with the founding of the New
York Children's -Vid Society in 1853 Similar
societies are now found in most cities The first

of the children s home societies was started in

Illinois in 1883 Thej now exist in 24 States
chiefly in the West Their work has been

largely outside the big cities

The advocates of the institutional plan and
those who favor the placing out system have

long been at swords' points Each has claimed
that the other system did not produce the best
results There is taking place in America, how
ever, a gradual amalgamation of the two ays
terns It is now admitted that the institution

fosters a pnde which tends to develop the in

stitution at the expense of the child, that insti

tutional life is artificial and cultivates dependence
ratheir than independence On the other hand
it is admitted that some children need for a
time the training in obedience and in respect
for autho-nty which institutional discipline
gives, that children in bad physical condition
often receive better care in an institution than
16 possible in the average home, that the work
of placing out children must be most carefully
done to avoid putting children m bad homes,
that it ur sometimes hard to find the proper

a DEPENDENTS

place for a particulai child lodn institutions

are placing out many ehildie n while placing out

agencies are bending childien to institutions for

temporarv care Both agico that the home is

the normal place and tint the phce of the

institution ib to give the neassan training to

ht the child for home life It has so fai boon

possible to nnd free home*, for most of the

children placed out, and the boaidmg out svstem

has been in ute onlv in the Last

The general interest in the sublet has led to

the active participation of the State In Now
\ork, California, Penns>lvania and to a lessei

degree m other States subsidies Iiive been

granted fiom public funds to pmate societies

The result has not been &atisfacton Laige in

stitutions have been built up which tend to

receive children not leilly dependent te>i the

sake of additional revenue The icsult is pi unlv

seen b\ comparing New Yoik with 317 J do

pendent children per 100000 of populition,
Cahfoinia 2008 Pennsylvania, l)3o, In

diana, 110 1 Michigan, 65 6 West Viigima,
180, North Dakota, 18, Mississippi, 102,
Arkansas, 127 Oklahoma, 88 Tlusc diflei

ences reflect not meieh diflorencos in institu

tions but in greater dtgioe difTcienios in

economic conditions Child depenefrno is Urge Iv

an urban condition Michigan in 1S74 opened
what is known as the Stite Public School

(qv )
All children becoming public charges

are bent to tins school and are pi iced out <is

sewn as seems best The result his been m
actual decrease in the numboi of dependent
children This system his been adopted in

Rhode Island Wisconsin, Minnesota and Colo

rado In Massachusetts and Pimisvhaim the

boarding out system has been Lugth eleveletpenl

The State homes foi the* orphans of soldiers xml

sailors, staited soon after the* Civil Wai haw
been generally abandoned 01 tinned intei oiplun
as\lums Thcie is now a, strong movement to

wards State* contiol and supemswn of the woik
for dependent children New Turtey 1ms or

gamzed a State Bo\rd of Children's (liwrdians

Indiana has appointed a State age'nt Cemsult

Wines, Pmon<? and Child Swing Jnilitutwti*

(Cambridge Mass 1880) TIill, Child-icw of the

State (London, 1880) , Folks (
1we of Deititntt

Neglected and Delinquent Children (Mbanv,
1000) Henderflon TntrodiKtion to tfludif of l)(

pendtnti Defective?, Delinquent* (Boston
1893) id Ifodein Method** in C/hanti/ (NVw
York 1004) Report of Ctmantlrr on ff^tnni

of Child Sat w<7 (Boston, 1803) Bartlott flt/pfi

otttott and Education \it Charity (New Yoik
1003) Devme The Pnnuplf* of ltdief (il>

1004) Vmtcd Rtatei (7mw* Rcnevolml Tntti

tutionv (Washington 1004) Giay Pinion

thropy and the State (London 100R) , Con Miff

ton, How to Help (New York 1000) Cenngan
The Lew and the tmenrw Child (T\orcostx%

1011) Chicago School of Owes and Plulan

thropy, The Child m the City (Chicago, Iflll)

Engel, The Elements of Child Piottctwn *Ncw
York, 1912) , We>bb, The Prevention of Dwti
tutwn (Tondon, 1012)

DEPENDENTS, DEFECTIVES. DELIN-
QUENTS Dependents are those who must be

supported by other than their natural guardians
or family Defectives are those who are not

normal!; developed, the blind, etc Delinquents
are those who commit act* forbiddwi by law
This classification is not satisfactory, but it is in

very general use, See Scout DEBTOR
**
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DE PEEE, de per
7 A city in Brown Co,

Wis, 3 miles southwe&t of Green Bay, on Foi.
River and on the Chicago and Northwestern and
the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St Paul railroad*

(Map Wisconsin, F 4) Lake steamers ascend
the imr as far as De Pure De Pere is the
seat of St Norbeit b College and is the site of

the fust mission in Wisconsin The city has

good watci powei ind manufactures of bricks,

potterj, writing papei steam boilers, gasoline
engines, cigiib, sash and doors, skiffs, \achts,
1 lunches, flour, wooltn goods, foundn products,
and dun pioducts There aie also several lime
stone quarnos Cattlo yiam, ind haj are among
the eApoits A steel bridge over the n\er 1600
fpet long conne cts the east and vv ( at sides of the
citv Tlu vvitei works are owned bv the mumci
pahty Pop 1000, 4038 1910 4447
DEPEW' A. villige in Erie Co, N Y, 8

milos east of Builalo on th< New Yoik Central
and Hudson River, the International Electric,
the JDchwiie, Lickavvatmi and \\estern, the
Fiic and the Ldngh Valley railroads (Map
New Yoik, B 5) Dqiew tontams a public
hbiarv ind fino high school bmldzng Jfc, chief

manufacturing establ]&hm<nts ire locomotive
and coupler woiks i large smelting plant, and

Btoiagd batten, spnng and gear factories The

Milage \>i as incorporated in 1804 and was named
after o\ Senitor Chiuneey M Depew Pop.
1800, WO, 1010, 3021

DEPEW, CirAtn,cEv Mncraii (1834- )

An American lawrei, railroad president, poll
ticnn, and ontor EC was born, in Peekskill
N Y , graduated at Yale in 1856, was admitted
to the bar two jears later, and soon took an
active part in politics He was in the State

Assembly in 1801 and 18(>2 and Socretan of

State of New York fioni 1863 to 186> In 1872
ho was candidate for lieutenant governor on the
Libcial Republican ticket In 1866 he became
attorney for the New York and Harlem Rail
load and in 1860 for the New York Central
HP was eltctid second VKP president of the New
York Central in 1882 ind was president from
1885 to 1808, when lu resigned this position
and the presidency of the West Shore Railroad
to become chairman of the entire Vanderbilt

system He was dehgite at large to the Re

publican national conventions from 1888 to 1004

and nominated Benjamin Harrison in 1888 and
Levi P Morton in 1806 In 1888 he received

00 votes for tlif> presidential nomination In
1890-1011 he was United Statts Senator from
New York He had declined the State portfolio
in President Hamson's cabinet tn 1802 He de-

livered addresses at the Washington Centennial

in New York in 1880 and the dedication of the

World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in

1893, and orations at the memorial services of

President Garfield and General Sherman, and
was a famous after dinner speaker He was a

regent of the University of the State of New
York in 1877-1004 and a member of the cor

poration of Yale Umyersitv in 1895-1006 Sena

tor Depew became involved in the investigation

of certain New York hfe-ansurance companies
in 1906, with the result that lie repaid to the

Equitable Life Assurance Society, of which, he

was a director, a loan made to a concern in

which he was interested, and he resigned from

the directorate of the Equitable In 1911 he

was succeeded in the Senate by J A (^Gorman

(Democrat)
DE PEYSTEB, de plater, ABRAHAM (1658-

)3 DEPONENT

1728) An American merchant and Colonial

official, son of Johannes de Pevstei (qv ), bom
in New Amsterdam (Jsew lork) Ht was may01

of New York from 1601 to 16lb and afterward
Chief Jubtice of the province and President of

the King's Council, and he acted as Governor
in 1701 He served as colnntl of the militia of

the city and countv of New York and as treasurer
of the provinces of New York and New Jersey
There is a statue of him in Bowling Green, New
York Cih, br G * Bi shell

DE PEYSTEE, ABEM SCHUYLES (1736-
1832) An Ami i ican soldiei, bom in New York
City, and prominent as a Royalist at the time
of the Revolution From 1773 to 1783 he was in

command, at difleient times of Detroit Macki
nac and several posts in Uppei Canada, and
endeavored to turn the Western Indians against
the United States ifter the war he icmoved
to Dumfries Scotland where lie became a fiipnd

of Burns
DE PEYSTEE, Jon \NTNES (1600-83) One

of the early settlers of New York and the
founder of a notod Aniencan family In the

Colony, then New Amsterdam, he held the offices

of burgomastei and dejiutv. major and resisted

the ceabion of the pi o\ nice to the British in

1664 and Id74

DE FEYSTEE, JotiN WMIS (1821-1007)
An Amen* in vv liter on militan and historical

subjects He was bom in !New York City, wab
educated at Columbia, became colonel in the

State nuhtia in 1845 adjutant general in 18V)

and bre\et major general in 18b6 Among his

works are Life of field Vanhal Tortfcnwn

(1855) The Dutch at the Ao*/i Pole, and the

Duhh in Maine (1857) PmonaJ and Militant

ffiitory of den Philip heaim/ (1860) Beftat,

at, cmd aft?) Gcttyibwg (1887) The Real

Napoleon Bonapatte (1807) Consult Law fine
cmd Thfte tn Tito Hemi&phetei (Lancaster, Pa

1003) ind F Allaben John Watts de Peyttet

t2\olb, N<w loik, 1008)

DEPTEtAL See BEFAniEiiT IKLF

DEPIL'ATOEIES, or EPITATOBIBS (I at de

vilare, to pxill out ha.ii from de, oft -|- film i

hair) On tain agents emploved for removing
hair from the skin Thev were e\tensiveh used

by the ancients, but aie now restricted in their

employment to the face and to the removal of

the han from the scalp in the treatment of

certain diseases The agents most commonh
used are the caustic alkalies arsenic, barium

sulphide, calcium sulphide and quicklime One

recipe oonaiMis of 5 parts of caustic or slaked

lime, 10 parts of carbonate of soda, and 40

parts of lard The tnsulplude of aisenic (com

monly known aa orpiment) is occasionally used,

but its omplovment is dangerous A mixture of

caustic hme and oipnmnt constitutes some of

the depilatories to be purchased
and it is be-

lieved that the Turkish ri/swn is composed of

these ingredients Electrohsis, by means of a

strong galvanic cunent is used by physicians
for the purpose, a needle electrode being applied
to the root of each hair

D'EPIN'AT, da'pS'na', MADAME See EPIWAY,

DEPTT AMOTTBETJX, da'pfif a'mCS'rS', LB

(Fr, The Lovert,' Quirrel) A comedy by Mo
here (1654)
DEPOITEiNT A terra in Latin grammar ap

plied to -verbs haying a passive form but an

active signification Tbev are so called because
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they, as it were, lay down (Lat deponei e] or

dispense with the signification proper to their

form Such verbs had originally a reflexive

meaning , thus, aienoi, I shun,' means radi

callv 'I turn myself away from' vetsor \n,
'I engage in,' means propeily I turn myself
about in "

They thus correspond to the middle
voice forms of the Greek verb, which, though
properly reflexive, became often indistinguish
able from the active voice, so that middle forms
were used with a direct object Consult Lind

say, The Latin Language, pp 519 ff (Oxford,

1894)

DEPORTATION See TB^NSPOBTATION,
PFJSAL IMMIGRATION*

DEPOSIT, or DEPOSITTJM (from ML de

posttare, from Lat depone) e, to lay down) In
a legal sense, a term implying possession of per
sonal property by some one not the owner, either

bv virtue of a delivery thereof, or from some
other source as bmdingj and under such cir

cumstances that he IB legalh bound to keep it

for the benefit of the person who so delivers it,

or whoever ia, or rightfully becomes, entitled to

the possession, and to give up possession at any
time, on demand to such peison or persons It

is the most common form of bailment (qv ), as

every case where a person gives another some-

thing to hold, or keep for him, for however short

a time, comes under this title and is subject to
the rules of law governing it The bailee or

depositary, as the person who thus receives the

property is called, must take such care of it

as a reasonible man \vould of his own goods
but if he does this he is not liable for any loss

or damage occurring while it is in his hands
The depositary cannot use thp property for his

own benefit unless there is an express or implied
agreement to that effect Money in a bank to a

person's credit, although oidinanly spoken of

as a deposit, does not strictlj come within the

legal use of the term, and is for that reason
sometimes designated ab an 'irregular' deposit
The reason foi this ib because the bank is only

required to return an equivalent amount, and
not the particular bills or specie originally de-

livered to it, and the chief characteristic of a
true deposit is that the identical thing is to be

kept and returned intact Sec B \ILHENT, COM
MODATTTM, DLBI MANDATE, PLEDGE
DEP'OSITIOW (OF deposition, Fr dtpon

turn, from Lat dcponere, to hy down) The
testimony of a witness, legally taken and com
nutted to writing, by or in the presence of a

judge, referee, commissioner, notary public, or

other duly qualified official person It is usually
taken by virtue of a commission or letters roga
tory issuing out of the court in which the action

is pending or which has jurisdiction of the sub

ject matter if taken before trial

The questions may be asked orally or may be
submitted to the witness in the form of written

interrogatories The legal representatives of all

parties to the action or proceeding are entitled

to be preaent and to cross examine the witness
or submit cross interrogatories to be answered
If the competency of the witnesses or the ad

missibility of the questions or answers is ob

jected to, the objection may in some jurisdictions
be stated to the court or officer taking the dep
osition, and he may either rule on the question
at once, noting' the objection, ruling, ana excep
toon, or reserve it for the opinion of the court
from which the commission issued
The laws of the state having juried]ction of

the litigation in which the evidence is to be
used regulate the manner of taking the testi

mony, irrespective of the jurisdiction where it is

taken Ihe competency and admissibihtj of the

testomonv are deteimined by the rules of ^vi

dence in force where it is ofiercd in court

Depositions are u^ed in all courts, and thev may
be ordered taken where witnesses are out of

the juribdiction, or, if within the state, if they
are very old and inarm or in feeble health, in

order to peipetuate their tebtimony in case of

death before the tiial They cannot be used,

however, where the witnebb himself can be pro
duced See EVIDENCE, TESTIMONY, LETTERS
ROGATOKI

DEP'OSrTIOlff The ecclesiastical penalty
by which a cleigvman ib deprived of churchly
authontv to exercise the functions of his office

Ab long as oxdmation was connected with the

right to serve m a particular church, the with
drawal of this right wab equivalent to exclusion

from all clerical right*, but with the develop
ment of the cleigy as a pnvileged order, and
when absolute ordinations and changes of place
became common, deposition in the stricter sense

was confined to the withdrawal of local rights
and the term '

degrvdation" came into use in the

twelfth century to signify entire removal of

clerical rights Owing to the belief among Roman
Catholics that holy orders are indelible, the

spiritual powers of a deposed priest are held to

remain, but he has no right to exercise them, and
if he attempts to do so commits an additional

grave sin In case the penalty is i emitted upon
his proved repentance, he needs, of course, no
reordmation Bishops could fonueily be de

posed by their metropolitan with 12 other

bishops as assessors, the right was later reserved

to the Popo The soli ran degradation of a

priest, aftci which theie eould b< no reinstate

ment, included nunv awe inspiring ceremonies,
such as the removal, piece by piece, of all the

sacred vestments designating the successive-

orders to which he had attained, the scrapmj

at ordination, and the shaving of the head to

obhtciate the tonsure At present deposition
is rarely mfiicted Dismissal and nuspinmon
usuallv take its place Only the bishop can de

pose a pi icst, and he requires for solemn deffia

dation the assistance of at least su. digniued
clerics learned m the law
In England a minister may be deposed by n

bishop with the assistance of such of his ad
viuers as may conveniently ho had Tn Scotland
the power belongs to the Church courts In the
United States the power to depose is exercised

by the various religious bodies The roasonis

which may justify such action are scandalous
or immoral conduct, preaching or publishing
doctrines contrary to the Church standards, or

contumacious disrespect for Church authority
See OSDEBS, HOLT, DTS,OIPI nra, ECCLESIASTICAL
Consult Kober, Die Deposition und Degradation
naoh den Orund^atxen des Kirohewrwht* (Tlibm
gen, 1867), and Smitte, Elements of Ecolenasti
oal Law (New York, 188fl)

DETOT, French pron da'p^ (Fr dtptt, OF
dfpost, from Lat depototum, deposit, from de

fonere, to deposit, from de, down + ponere, to

put) A place set apart for the storage of

munitions of war or other army stores All the

supply departments of the United States army
maintain reserve supples of articles for which
each is responsible The places at which, such.
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supplies are collected are designated quarter
master, ordnance, engineer, signal corps, or
medical supply depots They are located in
different parts of the United States with refer
ence to the facility for supplying troops in peace
and in war In addition to these there are five

general recruiting depot 1
} located at Foit Slo

cum, N Y, Columbus Ohio Jefferson, Mo,
Fort Logan, Colo, and Fort McDowell, Cal,
where recruits are received, trained, and dis

tnhuted Similarly for the collection of horses,
remount depots have been eutablished at Fort
Royal, Va, Fort Reno, Okla, and Fort Keoh,
Mont In England and continental Europe
generally the name refers specifically to the

headquarters of regiments or divisions, or dis-

trict headquarters of the territorial recruiting
system, according to the country and its army
organization In England, in some instances,
it has the same application as in the United
States An army in the field is supplied by
depots designated from rear to front, as law
depots, intermediate depots, advance depots <?u&

depots Consult Field Service Regulation?
(U S Army, 1913)

DEFPIITG, GEOEQKS BBENABD (1784-1853)
A French historical writei He was born At

Munster, Westphalia, settled in Pins in 1803,
was employed for a time as a teacher in teveral

institutions, and subsequently contributed to

French and Gtrman periodicals He wrote on a
wide range of subjects Two of his juvenile
works attained wonderful popularity Merveillev
et Xante's de la nature en France (1811) , and
Les soirees d'hner, including the instructions of

a father to his children on moral and scientific

subjects He assisted Malte Brun in his geo
graphical works and published a number of

histories, books of travel, and biographies, in

eluding Hwtowe <ies expeditions mantimet des

hormands (1826), Eistoire du oommerce entre

I'Europe et le Levant depuis lev oroisades

(1832) , Lea Juifs au moyen Sge (1834) , Livte
da metiers (1837) , Oorre'ipondmce admimstra
tive sous le regne de Louis XIV (4 vols, 1850
et seq )

DEPSES, depra', JOSQTJIN (c 1450-1521)
A Flemish composer, and one of the greatest
masters of that time, born at Conde, Hainaut
lie was the successor of Okeghem and the im
mediate predecessor of Lassus and Palestrina
in the evolution of music Little is known of

the details of his life, but there is record of

his appointment as chapelmaster of Saint Quen
tin and that he studied under Okeghem From
1471 to 1484 he was at the court of Pope Satue
IV The library of the Sistine Chapel to this

day treasures much of the fruits of his stay m
Rome During his lifetime he visited or held

appointments from the greatest princes and
courts of the world Other composers of Jos-

quin's school had developed the custom of taking
a secular cantos firraus, the voice to which it

was assigned singing the secular words, the re

maimng voices singing those of the mass proper
So grave an abuse did this custom become that

a reform was brought about in Church music,
and all such compositions were condemned

Josquin, however, had consistently striven to

reah/e the emotional content of tie words of

the mass in his compositions so far as he was
able The invention of music printing by mov
able types at a time (1498) when Josqum was
at the height of his fame as a composer did

much to make his music universally popular
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Consult Menil, "Josquin de Pres," in Revue In

ternationale de Musigue, No %1 (Pans, 1899)
DEPRESSION (Fr depression, from Lat

depnmere, from de, otovn + premere, to press),
or Dip or THE HOBIZON The angle through
which the sea horizon appears depressed in con

sequence of the elevation of the spectator above
the surface of the water

Let A be a point on the surface of the earth,
B a point situated in a vertical line from A
Let BE be a tangent to the earth's surface drawn
from By Bh a line m the same vertical plane

perpendicular to AB The angle hBH is the true

dip of the horizon to a spectator at

The true dip measured in minutes is equal to

the distance in nautical miles of the visible

horizon Let be the centre of curvature of

the surface then, since GEE is a right angle,
the angle hBH = JJO\. 3 and the minutes in this

angle are the nautical miles in the arc AH
The true dip of the horizon, however is not

exactly the &ame as its apparent depression
The apparent sea horizon is raised above its true

place by atmospheric refraction through an angle
which varies according to the state of the at-

mosphere and the relative temperatures of the
air and water, the variation ranging from one
third to one twenty third of the amount of the
tiue dip The rule commonly employed is to
diminish the true dip by about one fourteenth
of its amount, to find the apparent dip

If S be a star or the sun in the same vertical

plane with 4.BH, and an observation of the alti

tude above the sea horizon be made by means of

a sextant from the point B (as from the deck of

a vessel), the apparent dip of the horizon must
be subtracted from the observed angle in order

to find the altitude of the sun Owing to the

uncertainty of the amount of refraction, the

nearest minute to the dip given in the tables is

usually taken The following table gives a

notion of the amount of the apparent dip under

ordinary conditions, the air and water being

supposed to be at the same temperature

Dip Height Dip
' " fAfl* 'Height

ft
8
9

10
20

246
2 56
3 6
423
5 22
6 12

DEPBETIS, da prates, AGOSTINO (1813-S7)
An Italian statesman born at Me/zana, in

Stradella, Piedmont He studied and practiced
law m Turin, and, as an adherent of Mazzim,



carh took an actm pait in the national move
ment to\\aids bringing about the unity of Italy,

<specialh after hib election to the Piedmontese
Chamber in 1848 \\here he wgorouslv sup

pmted the Opposition He established in Turin
t'u Liberal journal 11 Progress Cavour ap

pointed him civil Governor of Brescia in 1859,

inrt Uaiibaldi named hum pro dictator at Pa
lermo in ISftft, ^here he displaced great zeal in

urging the adheionce of Siuh to the United

Kingdom He held -\ mou*. portfolios in the

cabinet in the ^eais 18t>2 1866 1876 and 1879,

md T\as Pimu Mmibter in 1876-78, 1878-79,

and 18S1-S7 He became the leadei of the Op
potation xfter Rattarn'b death in 1873, and

tiom 187b on gre^ to be a mon and moie con

spicuous figure in modem Italian histoiy, pro

moting the adoption of mau> measures, such a<3

the abolition of oppressive taxes, the cieation of

free ports, and electoral leform He died at

Htiadella, wheie a monument \\as elected to his

memorv m 1893

DEPBEZ, deprl', MABCEL (1843- )
A

French engineer and pioneer electrician He
undertook an expensive series of experiments at

Munich in 1872 and in 1882 announced that he

had succeeded in transmitting poivei by tele-

graph \ure foi a distance ot 35 nuleta between

Munich and Miesbuh which is said to have

been the first buccessful experiment in the trans

mission of elutru po\\er through a considerable

distance Further experiments *ere success

fully earned out on the line of the Northern

Eailway of France He became a member of

the 4-cadenrv, professor of electncitv at the

Conservatoire des Aits et Metiers and professor
of pin Bits at the College de France

DB PROPUWDIS (Lat, Out of the depths)
The fast words of Psalm c\\\ which forms a

portion of the office of the dead in the Roman
Catholic chuicli

DE PBONVILLE, AT.CT See TRACY, MAB
QUTS DE

DBPTFOBD, dSt'ferd (formerly Depeford,

deep ford) A former to\nn of Kent and Surrey

England, at the mouth of the Ravensbourne, on
the right bank of the Thames, 3 miles southeast

of London Bridge, now a metropolitan and par
liamentarv borough of Greater London (Map
London, E 8) The London cattle market here,

covering 30 acres, occupies the site of the

historic admiralty dockyard, established by

Henry VUJ, where Queen Eluabeth m 1581

knighted Drake in the ship in which he had en

compassed the world and "where in 1698 Peter

the Great toiled as a shipwright It was closed

in 1869, but the immense victualing yard for the

British navy with its extensile establishments

remained, and there are also important marine

engineering establishments and electric lighting

plants for illuminating the metropolis Dept
ford ib a favorite residential section for London
merchants Pop, 1901 of parliamentary bor

ough, 110,3%, 1911 109,398
DEPUTY (OF depute, Fr dtputt, from ML

deputa-re, appoint, select) One authorized by
law to exercibe all, or certain, of the functions

of an office held by another, as an assistant to

the incumbent and accountable to him Acts
done by a deputy m his ofhcial capacity are of

the same foice and effect as if done by the
officer himself A deputy does not need special
authority for each particular act, but proceeds
under the general powers vested in him by law,

although usually his superior may limit his

gO D <

duties and supervise his work \n offictr is

generally icbponsible lor tb< acts and conduct of

his deputies to some extent arid theiefore is

usually gi\ en the power of fat 1< cting and ap
pointing them

\ deput> is required to take an oith of office

his salan is usualh fixed by law ind he is fre

quenth required to gi\e a bond for th< honest

and faithful peifoimanor ot his duties Gener

alb onh administrate t and t \ttutm officers,

such ab bhenffs constables, count\ clcikss etc ,

are authori/ed to appoint deputies, as judicial
officers e\en of ^en limited juribdution, <ire

usualh accountable onh to the gouinmcnt, and
not to othti ofnceib of a lugher lank See COB
ONEB MABIsHVI SnFBII I

DEPUTY (m French politics) See POLIII
CVL PUITIFB, Ftame
DE PUY, de pu, WILIIAM HABBTSON (1821-

1901) An Yuierican Methodist Fpiscop vl clei

gMnan, bom at Penn Yan NY Ho u is

educated at Genesee College, Union University

and Mount Union College He uas professoi
of mathematics in Genesu \\tsltvan Stminan
(Lima N Y) (1851-)5) editor of the Buffalo
Christian Idiocate (1S55-59) editor of the

Methodist Umanac litei cilltd the Mcthodnt
Yea.) Book (1866-89) assistant ulitoi of tlu

Chnshan idiocate of Niw York (1805-84)
He wab also editor ot the Daily CJinttian Ad
rocate for the general confirenus of 1860 and
1872 His publications include TJncc Rcote
leais and Beyond (1872) Compendium of Utc

ful Infotmatwn (187S) Home and Health and
Home Economy (1880) Tlu I'copte't Oyclo

padia of Useful hnott Inlge in 2 i and latei 4
vole (1882) Tlif Vethoditf Centennial Icar
Bool, mj-WW* (1884), The People><> 4tlai of
the World (1886), Imrnran Tten<nons and
Additions to the flntijclopndia- Btitanmuw
(1891) VnwetMtij of Utctature (1800) Sev
era! of his works have had a largo cueulation
DE QUEIBOZ See E^A DL Qunno?
DE QUIN'CEY, THOMAS (1785-1S59) A

great English prose ^ riter H( was born Aug
15, 1785, in Minchestcr, whore his father, of
the same name, had been a successful merchant
m the foreign trade and left at his death an
estate producing about 11(500 a -year to- his son
he seems to have bequeathed his love of books
The future essayist as a child was retiring and
sensitive and even before his opium (almg had

begun, his natural tendency was to live in a
dreamworld of Ins own creation His somewhat
pugilistic elder hi other tried without SWOOSH to

develop his character by street fights with town
boys Yet m some directions he made remark
able progress in his studus, <4pu tally in

Greek, at the grammar schools of Bath and
Manchester "That boy," said one of his

teachers, 'eould harangue an Athenian mob
better than you or I (ould address an English
one" At the Manchester school he suffered
much from ill health and was unhappy with his
fellow students In 1802 lie finally ran away and
had a brief adventurous careei among the Welsh
hills and m London where he remained a year
and nearly staned before ho was discovered by
hiB family and sent to Wort outer College, Ox
ford Here he spent, five years, though ho left
the university without a degree Punng this

period, m 1804, be resorted for the first time to

opium as a cute for aeveie rheumatic pains in
the head, and the habit grew upon him as
rapidly and to almost as disastrous an extent aa
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it did upon Coleiid^c ^u nut, a hold upon him
\v hich he was ne\u al>k entntU to shake off

though M IS21 he lud succeeded in leducing the
eniantifrv sufficiently to allow regular and sus
tuned work In 1808 he took up his residence
on the borders of (rrismere, attracted thither

In his affectionate \eneiation for Wordsworth
and Coleridge Here he enjojed their society
md that of Southe\ and Christopher North,'
Kad wideh in clissieal, German, and Fnglish
literatim and bogan to pioduce his own mag
mncent contributions to the latter Except for
Ins tragic btruggle with the opium habit, the
e \onts of his later \e>ais are not vorv divei sifted

or btiiking, and it ib diflicult to trace them ac
tuiateh from his own autobiogiaphicil remains,
which ha\e at times the vagueness and mconse

ejuence of hit, opium dreams In 18 Ib he mar
nod and dunng the rest of his life supported
himself and his family almost entirely by his

pen, though ofton embarrassed h^, the mone\
difficulties- which seem insepirable fiom a ctr

tain type of litwarv genius and which in his

case wtic aggravtted by occasional leHpscs into

Ins bcstttmtf sin From 181*) to 1820 he edited

the H c^tmot eland dasettc After several vcarh

(1821-28) spent in London he found it con
\emcnt to bo nearer lilacl wood's Magazine to

w hich he made the hrvt of many contributions in

1S26 He theiefoie bcttled in Edinburgh where
his family joined him in 1830 A.fter the death
of his wife, in 1837 he had hw headquaiters
with his daughters in a cottage at La&swade,
but foi hia privacy in wilting be took lodgings
m Edinburgh, often maintaining seven al work

shops of the sort at one time In one of these

lodgings he died, Dec 8 1850

Nearly all his work appeared first in periodi
cals Blai 1 wood

<t,
Taifi and the London Maga^

sine, but its remarkable qualities led to its

pieservation fiom tlie fat*1 of merely ephemeral
hteratuie His lust grt it success waH the Con

/V<fos of an Mnghtfi OjHumEatei, which ap
peared m the London Magazine in 1821 and
attiacted tmiveisal attention Onh a small

pint of it is devoted to the results of the drug
the lest being a fascinating if discursive, sketch

of the scenes and sunoundings of his life up to

that tune Tt was ultimately supplemented by
the darker Suapina de Profunfa (1845), made

up of the marvelous and terrible imaginings in

spired by opium His grim humor is well repre
sented by Murcfet flonvdered at One of the Fine

tr** (1827), and tho penetration of his imagi
native criticism bv his essay On the Knocking at

the Oatc in. Varbrft (1823) Special mention

mav also be made of his Letters to a Young Man

(1823), of The Fhqht of a Tartar Tnbe (1837),

and of his essays on Rtyle and Rhetoric (1840) ,

on Joan of 4tc (1847), and The Enghth Mail

Qoach (1849) A sejrics of about 30 articles,

collected in 1853 under the title of Autofao

qraphw Sketches is also of great interest In

criticism De Qumeev must be regarded very

lughly his view of things might be called essen

tially analytical His Literary Remrnvicences

embraces broad views of Lamb, Coleridge, Words

worth, Routliey, and others, and there are also

studies of Shelley, Keats Goldsmith, Pope,

Godwin, Hazjify Landor etc It is difficult to

find critical matter so luminous and scientific,

and the style at its best incomparable, is as

brilliant as the judgments are just

His great wnportanoe to literature Hes in the

new possibilities which he revealed in *-

&HA 7.1 KHAN

piote He has hiniseli in tlu L'uA/'Cbsiwts isfaoci

ated together the names of th* seumtc pnth cen

tury authors who come neanst to being his

models in st\le Donne Chilhnguorth Sir

Thomas Browne Jerenn la\lor Milton South
Barrow form a pleiad of se\en golden stais su( h

as no literature cm matih m thoir nwn class

But the claim mvohod m bis designation of tho
rr

oM/p<mon<f and Fluspina is ntodes of impa"
sioned prose ranging undtr no piecedints that f

am aware of in am liteiatuu inn bt justified
b> the fact that the goigtous tolotful ind

ihythmical prose 111 which De Qumctv equilul
or suipaefefd hib predecessors \\ vs in his hands
a deliberate and formal st\L whose puipli

patches" are seldom out of place ind whose

majestic and soul stirring luinionus tan bt par
alleled only among musical in^tiuments M the
rich fullness of a gieit oigan Euskm is Ins

most conspicuous successor in this st\li but it

hid a wide influence throughout the remainder
of the century His wilting is far from fault
less it has two considerable defects a tendency
to lapse, in th< midst of a loftv strain into

pointless triviality and i dihcuismness which
lenders it impossible foi him to go straight
ilong the highroad of his main thought without

darting off to right and left to explore little

careen lines of whimsical fancv or erudite al

lusion He will never perhaps he a popular
wnter He postulates in the reader \vho is to

enjoy him fulh too similar an equipment in

culture, in imagination in wide knowledge of

books and men, but for that ver> reason he
must remain all the, more valued by those who
are able to appreciate him an intellectual

luxury and stimulus- alike According to his

own famous distinction between the literature

of knowledge" and the literature ot power,' it

is to the latter class that his own work belongs
and of it may be predicated his general conclu
won that such literature will remain "trium

phant forever, as long as the language exists in

which it speaks"
The first collected edition of his writings ap

peared in Boston USA (1852-55), in 20
vols

,
a more complete edition followed in 1877

in 12 vols The first English edition appeared
in 1853-60 in 12 vols a more complete edition

in 1862 in 15 vols For other editions and for

criticism consult Collet h d Wnfm?? ed bv
Manson (14 vols, London, 1880-90) some ad
ditional Uncolletted Wntvngt ed by Hogg (ib,

1890) , Posthiimouv TVotJci, ed by Japp (ib
1 891-03), Japp ( H A Page') l^fe and Writ

mgs of De Qtnucey (2 vols ib 1877) Mas-son,
De Quvnaey (ib 1881) Fmdk\, Personal Bet,

ollections of De Qiwnrvv (ib 1885) also

essays by Samtabuiv in Htswi in English Litera

ture, 1780-1860 (1st series, ib, 1890), and

Stephen, Hovr>, vn a Library (ib, 1874-79)
There is an excellent study fiom the scholastic

point of view in Mmto, J/owuo/ of Rnghth Prow
Literature (New York, 1886) Consult also De
Qwncey and Jm Fnends, ed bv Hogg (1896)
W A Dunn, Thomas De Quwey't Relation to

German Literature and Philosophy (Strassburg
1000) , H 6 Salt, De Quinow (London, 1004) ,

Arvede Banne, Poetei et iievroite (2d ed, Pans,
1908)
DE QtrrNCT See QUATOBJCEBK
DE RABTTTHT-CHANTAL See fMmsast
DEEA GHAZI KHAN, deV& ga /f lean

Hie capital of a district of the ^ame name
Punjab, British India, on the nqkt bmtk ut
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the Indus, 45 miles southwest of Multan (Map
India, B 2) Of manj Krge and handsome

mosques the chief are those of Ghazi Khan,
Chuta Khan, and Abdu'l Ja\var The chief

industries of the district are ag icultuial,

wheat and indigo are exported The town has
silk mills, a cotton ginning factory, flour and
oil mills Pop, 1901, 23,731, 1911, 18,466

DEEAH, de ra' The Egyptian unit of meas
ure of length The one most in use is 22 37

English inches, or 57 centimeters The derah is

divided into the ladam, one half the abdat,
one sixth, and the Lerat, one twenty fourth The
derah by which drv goods aie sold is 25y3
inches, while the derah of Constantinople is

66 34 inches

DEEA ISMAIL ZHAJST, es'ma 1' Kan The

Apostle On his second and third journeys he

again visited the place (Actb xvi 1, ivm 23)
Since Derbe and its district were government
ally a part of the Prooinoia Galatia m Paul's

day, it was probabl} one of the cities whose
Christians were addresbed b> Paul in the

Epistle to the Galatians See GALATIANS,
EPISTLE TO THE
The dibtnct has been carefully examined by

Ramsaj, after Sterrett, and the site of Derbe
fi\ed as that now occupied by the ruins on
and near the mound of Gudehssin, about 45

miles south by east of the modern Konieh

(Iconium) Consult W M Ramsay, Tlie

Historical Geogtaphy of isia Minor (London,
1890), id, St Paul the Traveler and Roman
Gtttsen (New Yoik, 1898), id The Cities of
8t Paul, pp 385-404 (London, 1907), wheie

,

capital of a district of the same name, North St Paul, pp 385-404 (London 1907), wheie

west Frontier Province, Bntish India, 120 miles practically all that is known of the citj's his

northwest of Multan (Map India, B 2) The
*~~ m" ^ fn""A
tory will be found

t<mn, situated 4 miles from the right bank of

the Indus, is of modem construction, dating
from 1823, when a flood swept away the old

town on the river bank It is surrounded by a

DEEBENT, or DEEBE1TD, derbgnt' (Pers
bond of the gate, Ar Bab al (b>ab

gate of the gates, or Bab alKadid, Tuik Demit

kap, gate of iron) A seaport in the Cauca
,

thin mud \vall with nine gates An important sian Piovmce of Daghcstan, situated on the

trade is carried on with Afghanistan, the town

being on several of the mam caravan routes,

and there are two TV ell equipped bazars where
the local manufactures of inlaid woodwork,

scarfs, and cotton cloth aie traded Wheat and
wool are exported A military cantonment is

stationed here The old town was founded in

the fifteenth century by Ismail Khan, a Baluchi

chief whose dj nasty lasted through three cen

tunes Pop, 1901, 31,737 1011 35,131

DEEAIYEH, or DEEAYEH, dert'ye (from
Ar datr, camp, house) A ruined city of

Arabia in the District of Nejd It was formerly
the capital of the Wahabis and residence of

the Sultan of Nejd and was a town of con

siderable importance (Map Turkey m Asia,
R 11) It was destroyed by the Egyptian
forces under Ibrahim Pasha in 1818, and since

then it has been little more than a small

settlement in the midst of the ruins of the

old city, with a population of about 1600

DEEAJAT, der'ajaf (Ar, camps, pi of

daw, camp, house, from dara, to abide) A
level plain of the Punjab, British India, in the

valley of the Indus It derives its name from WJXBI, ourra. \uaji uerwem
three districts Dera Ghazi Khan (the most near the Derwent, Lat Detrenlio) A munici

important) ,
Dera Ismail Khan, and Dera Fateh pal and parliamentary borough and manure

tunng town, the capital of Derbyshire, England,m the wide and fertile valley of the Dcrwcnt,
thence navigable to the Trent, at the junction of

the mam branches of the Midland Railway, 129

miles noith northwest of London, and 40 miles
north northeast of Birmingham (Map Eng
land, E 4) The town lies mainly on tho west
bank of the Derwent Tho housoa are mostly
of brick and tho public buildings of stone Tho
most notable of the litter aie All Saints' church,

Caspian Sea and on the railway line fioin Baku
to Petrovsk (Map Russia, G 6) Its military
and commercial impoitance -was considerable

before this century It is burrounded by stiong
walls and commanded by a citadel The sur

rounding district is abundant in gardens, fiuit

being the chief article of commaa Cotton
and tobacco are albo cultivated The exploita
tion of bituminous deposits constitutes tho

city's chief industry Iho harbor is unpio
tected and shillow Tho Cuicasun 01 DnUnd
Wall, a line of fortifications of the Hi\th cm
tury and formerly sti cngthened by high towers
and formidable gates, bo^ms in the vicinity of

the town Another interesting lelic of an

tiquity in the vicinity is tho monument of Kirk
Lar or "forty heroes," dating from tho eon

quest of Daghestan by the Arabs in the sovonth

century Derbend was taken by the Mongols
in 1220 and, after many changes of raastiri,

by the Russians in 1722 After the Treaty of

1723 the town was returned to Persia, only to be

formally annexed to Russia in 1813 Pop , about

15,000, of which 57 per cent are Mohammedans
dar'bl (Dan Denoently, Deotaty,

Khan
DEEBE, deVb* (Gk Mpfo) An ancient city

of Asia Minor Little is known of its history,

though from notices m Strabo (535, 567, and
569) it may be inferred that it was a place of

some importance It was the chief city of a
district which lay west of the old southern

Cappadocian Kingdom of Amyntas and was
originally a part of old Lycaonia In the con
fusion resulting from the breaking up of the

Greek kingdoms of Asia Minor, Derbe, in the with a beautiful Perpendicular tower 175 feet
first century B o

, became the independent capital high, dating from the sixteenth century, the
of one Antipator, called by Strabo a "pirate,"

--'*
who was conquered by Amyntas about 28 BO

Throughout the various changes of local gov
ernments incidental to the Roman admimstra
tion of Asia Minor Derbe continued m posses
sion of the kings of Cappadooia until 41 AD, . , , (

_...

when it was incorporated by Claudius into the light plant, public baths and washhousee >mo
law* Province of Galatia teries, markets, and slaughterhouses The not
Derbe was the last city reached by Paul on moome from corporate property in 1010 was

hia first missionary journey (Acts xiv 6, 20 f ) about $40,000 It maintains a technical school,
Here a Christian church was founded by the a free library, mufteum and art gallery Tao

quaint little fourteenth century chapel of St

Mary on the Bridge, the Roman Catholic church
of St Mary, built by Pugin, a large market
hall and corn exchange Derby sends two mem
bers to Parliament It owns and operates its

electric tramways, water supply, an eleotnc
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free grammar school founded in 1160 is one of
the oldcbt institutions of its kind in England
There is also a laige general mfiimary Derby
ib \\ell situated for manufacture and tiade,
being Connected by canals and railways with
a gicit pait of England The Midland Rail

\viy hab cbtabhshed laige works here, which

employ ovci 12,000 men Since about 1750
Dcibj hat been famoub for its porcelain manu
factuie Othei manufactures are silk, cotton,
lace hosiciy, and elastic tabncs The first silk

null m England w is erected on an island in the
Deiwent in 1718 by John Lombe There is

a leaident United States Consular Agent Pop,
1901, 114,848, 1911, 123433 Derby is the

birthplace of Heibcit Spcncei, and Erasmus
Daiwin wrote many of his works and died heie

Oppobite Derby was the Roman station Deroen
tio, which stood on the east bank of the river

Roman brass, silver, and gold coins have been

found, as well as a Roman pavement, and the
foundations of a Roman budge Derby was
fiist mcoiporated in the reign of Hemy I It

was the southernmost point reached by Charles
Edwaid the Young Pretendei, in his attempted
maich to London in 1745

DERBY, deVbl A city in New Haven Co ,

Conn
,
10 miles west of New Haven, at the con

fluence of the Naugatuck and Housatonic rivers,

and on the New Yoik, New Haven, and Hart
ford Railroad (Map Connecticut, C 4) An
impoitant industnal centre, its manufactures
include pins, typewriting machines, pianos, or

gans, piano players, heavy castings, engines,

dairy and other machinery, files, woolen under

weir, corsets, hosiery, combs, hairpins, curling

irons, keys, guns, and ammunition There are

many places of interest in the vicinity Sen
tinel Hill, Indian Well, Lake Housatonic, and
the Housatonic Dam, 25 feet high and % of a
mile in length Derby contains also the Gnffin

Memorial Hospital and two libianes The gov
ernment is administcitd by a mayor elected

biennially, and a umoameral council City
meetings are hold to issue bonds and for action

on matters over which power is not vetted in the

common council Pop, 1800 5960, 1000, 7930,

1910, 8901, 1914 (U fl ebt), 0441, 1920,

11 238 The l<ron was settled about 1646 and wab
knovui as Paugabselt until ineoipoiated as

Daby (horn Deiln, England) in 167i It was
the bnthplacc of Gen David Humphieys, promi
nent m the Revolution Until 1880 Ansoma was
included within its limits The city of Derby
wan formed in 1803 by the consolidation of the

town of Derby and the borough of Birmingham,
founded in 18*34 Consult Orcutt and Beardsley,
The Hirtory of the Old Toton of Derby (F

field, 1880), and The TOVM Records of

1665-11W (Derby, 1901)
DERBY A border town in Orleans Co , Vt ,

100 miles by rail north by east of Montpelier, on

the Boston and Maine Railroad, overlooking
Lake Memphremagog (Map Vermont, E 2) It

contains the Derby Academy and a public library

Farming, dairying, and lumbering are carried

on, and largo quantities of granite, which is ex

tensively quarried here, are shipped Pop , 1900,

3274, 1910, 3689

DERBY, dart*, or dfa'H, EDWABD GEOBGE

GEOIFKET SMITH STANLEY, fourteenth EABL OF

(1799-1869) An English statesman He was

born at Knowsley Park, in Lancashire, on March

20, 1799, was educated at Eton and at Christ

Church, Oxford, and in 1820, immediately after

VOL

)$ DERBY

leaving the University, he was made a member
of Pailiament In 1830 he became Irish Seore

taiy in the Whig mimstiv of Eail Grey, and by
his ability as a debater he rendered very ma
terial absistance in the passage of the Reform
Bill of 1832 Among his Irish measures were
the Education Act, establishing a national
board and admitting all children to the schools,
but providing for Protestant religious instruc

tion the Insh Chuich Temporalities Act, abol

ishing 10 bishoprics and removing the griev
ances of first fruits and church rates, and a
coercion bill for the trial of Irish rioters by
courts maitial This last measure rendered him
unpopular with the advanced Liberals, and he
was transferred to the colonial secretaryship
in 1833 In that year he distinguished him
self by securing the passage of the bill for the
abolition of slavery in the ^est Indies Be
coming alarmed at the intention of the Whigs
to appropnate the surplus of the Irish church
revenues to purposes of secular education, he
left the party in 1834 He soon united with
the Tories, and in 1841 he became Colonial

Secretary in Peel's ministry This position he
held until 1845, when he resigned because he
was opposed to the repeal of the corn laws
He was the recognized head of the Piotectionist

opposition in the House of Lords, which he had
entered as Baron Stanley in 1844, and soon
became the leader of the Conservative party
In 1851 he succeeded his father as Earl of

Derby In 1852 the first Derby ministry was
formed But it was of short duration, as were
also his second teim of office (1858-59) and
his third (1866-88), and Disiaeli (qv ) was the

leading spirit in all of them In 1868 he re

signed the premiership to Disraeli, and in the

following year he died

Derby was a typical Lancashire magnate of

the old school Traditionally Whig, he left that

party because of his repugnance to the rising

democracy While not a statesman of the first

rank, he was nevertheless possessed of great
ability His doctnne of free trade with the
colonies alone anticipates Conservative doctrine
of our own day, and to him, as well as to Dis

raeli, is due the transformation of the Tones
into the modern Conservative party He was a
debater of great ability, excelling especially in

invective, and his skill earned him the title of

"the Rupert of debate" His passages with
O'Connell on the repeal of the Union and the

disestablishment of the Irish church are well

known He was a man of high scholarly at

tainments, who distinguished himself at the

university, and was afterward famous for his

Latin speeches He was elected Chancellor of

Oxford in 1852 and devoted the leisure of his

later years to a metrical translation, or rather

paraphrase, of the E\ad (published in 1864)
For Derby's speeches, consult Hansard, Par

liamentary Debates (London, 1803 et seq ) For
his life Kebbel, English Statesmen Svnoe the

Peaoe of IBIS Derby (London, 1869), and

Saintsbury, in Reid, Prune Mwwters of Queen
Victoria, (New York, 1892) Consult also Keb

bel, History of Toryism (London, 1866), and

Hamilton, in the Dictionary of tfatwn&l Btog
raphy, vol liv (ib 1898)

DERBY, EDWABD EENBT STABLE*, fifteenth

EABL OF (1826-93) An English statesman,
son of the preceding He studied at Rugby
under Arnold and at Trinity College, Camhndge,
where he was one of "the Apostles," and from
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1S4S to I860 was a member of the House of

Commona In 1852 he was Undersecretary for

Foreign Affairs in his father s cabinet, m 1858

Sccietaij foi the Colonies and the fiist Secie

taiy of State for India, and in 1866-68 and
1874-78 \\as Secretaiy for Foieign Affairs He
definitely left the Conservatives in 1880 and

lomed the Liberal paity From 1882 to 1885

1 e v, \a Secretary foi the Colonies in Mi Ghd
"tone s second administration and in 1S84 nego
tnted tlie London Contention \\ith the Boers
In lb8(H<U he TV as a leader ot the Liber il

Unionist party From 1891 until his death he

vats chancellor of the Unrveibity of London
Consult the sketch by Leck\ prcfKed to Lord
Deihv's Speeches (London, 1894), by Sanderson

and Roacoe

DERBY, FBEDEBICK ABTHUB STAXLEY si\

teenth FVBL OF (1841-1908) A Butish states

man After seiving in the Guards for a sboit

time, he enteied the House of Common-, is a

Consenatne He vas Financial Sccietai} fo'

'War (1874-77) and Financial Secietary to the

Treasury (1877-78), in the Disradi cabinet See

ictaiv of Stite foi \\ar (1S7S-8C), diid m the

fiist Salisbury cabinet Setictaiy of State foi the

Colonies (1SS5-86), and he &ei\ed as Pzeaident

of the Boaid of Tilde (1886-88) Cieated Baion

Stanley of Prebton in 1886 he was two years
later appointed Go\einoi General of Canada,
Tvheie he remained until 1893 In the Uttei

year he succeeded his brother Edward Hemy
Stanley as Earl of Derby From 1900 to 1103

he was Financial Secietary to the \\ar Oihee

and fiom 1903 to 1005 Postmaster Geneual

DERBY, derTn, GEOBQB HOBATIO (1823-bl)
An American humoiist, commonly known as

"John Phcenii," born at Dedlum, Mass lie

graduated at Yiest Point in 1846 and seived

in the Mexican War with galhntry He wis
on the stafl of the commanding general of the

Department of the Piciflc fiom 1834 to 1856

and did other engincumg semce, in the couise

of TV Inch he suffered the sunstroke tint caused

his death He has a distinct place araonaf Amcr
ican humorists for Phrrninana (1835) and
tne Squtbol Papen (1859), chiefly burlesque
sketches of his official experiences, full of whim

&icality and important as introducing the

rough but amusing humor of the Pacific coast

into American literature Among his best

squibs may be mentioned his Musical Revuw
EsotraoidiiHuy and his New System of English
Grammar
DERBY, OBVILLE ADELBEBT (1851- 1015)

An American geologist appointed chief of the

geogiaphical and geological surveys of Slo

Paulo, Bra/rl, in 1886 He was born at Kel

loggsville, N \
,

and graduated in 1873 at

Cornell University, where he was instructor m
geology from 1873 to 1875 He visited the

Ama/on \alley in 1870-71 and was connected
with Prof C F Hartt's geological commission
of Brazil from 1875 to 1878 In 1878 he was

appointed cuiator of the geological department
of the National Museum He published several

papers on the geology and geography of Brazil

and headed many hydrograplncal, geographical,
end geological surveys In 1891 he published
the first detailed topographical maps of South
America based on actual surveys In 1885 he

organi/od the geographical and geological com
mission of Slo Paulo serving as chief officer

until 1904 In 1907 he went aq chief officer of

another geological survey of Brazil

DERBY DAY dir'bi An import mt day
in the calendar ot Lnylibh hoi si i if

1114, e\cnts
The n\me is derived fiom the Deibj Staket

race, run on the second day (\\ednesdaj) of

the Epsom Summei Meeting which takis place
about the end of Ma^ 01, in me instinces,
at the beginning of June llu lace itself \vas

instituted in 1780 by the Eail of Derby, whence
the name The couise is 1 mile, 4 fui longs,
and 29 jards in length Ongmillv the weights
cinied "Reie 112 pounds foi colts and 109

pounds foi fillies, but aftei scveial changes
the^ aie now peinnncntty set it 126 pounds
foi colts and 121 pounds for fillies Entnes
aie usually made when the animals uc year

lings, two ^eaia befoie the lace tikes phce
Ihe event owes its impoitance to the fact that
the entries in the Dirhv ncc upiostut the hiafh

cst de\clopment of race hoi se hi ceding bosidcs

iffoulirg an indication of the piobable -v\iimcis

of the subsequent impoitant ias The piov
imity of the race couise (Epsom Downs, Sui

icy) to London makeb possible tlie tunundoua
and hetoiogineoub attendance 'nhuh is so con

spicuous i fcatuie of the. lace, and which, to

gothci with its, \alue 19 a bpoitmi event, IHH

gi\en the day itb pieocnt impoitance Pailii

imnt is ad)ouintd o-vd Dciby Day, though of

lite not without protest on tlu put ot i few

of its membeis, and business qenonlly is sus

pended as f\i is London is comuucil In
Ameiua the toiin Duby" piocedtd by tho

name of the tiack or meeting
1

bis been ip

plied to the day on which the c lnckf race of the

year ot such intotin^ 14 mil R<.c riojifar
,

HOESr IvACIM'

DERBYSHIRE, di'i'In shrr ot duld An
inland county of England, lying between Yoik
slure on the noith ind LeMCcsteislmc on the

south (Map England, E 3) Its area is

10205 hquue miles It is hilly in the noith
and le\el in the south with a very fotiih soil

The Dc'iby Highlands, which ieach their mn\i
mum altitude in the Peak, 1880 feet, and tho

Kinder Scout 2088 feet foim the Peak DM
tnet, noted for its beautiful Hcenoiv, especially

along the ville>a of the Derw< at and the Wye
The Ingest n\ei is the1 Trent (which empties
into the Humbor), and the striam n<\t in

importtince is one of its tiibutines, tlu Dei
went Matlook ind Buvfcon, among the hills,
ait* fishioiublo health icsorts on aemnt of
then wnm mincial springs Tluenighout tlto

county thcie aie numeiems Coltic and Roman
remains, inedijeval rums of abbeys, monas
tones, and feuelal castles, and among tho many
lundsome, noble re aide nee s nro Hadelon Tfall

and Glutsworth, the scat of tho Duko of Deve>n

shire Derbyshue is moie a raanufaetuting untl

mnuncf than an agiicultuial county, though its

agricultural industnes aio important Tn th
northeiu portions sheep aro raised Tn th<

midello and southern sections good cropw of

wlieat are pioduced About seven tenthw of
the countr> is cultivated land Tlie mdustnon
include the manufacture of woolens, eeittoim,

silks lace, and elastic web The ehief towns
are Derby, Button, and Bolpcr Population of

ancient or geographic counfrj m ]801 128033,
1911, 68i,423 of admimstiative county, 1001,
484,8^6 1011, 560,013
DERBYSHIRE KECK See GoiTBB
DERBYSHIRE SPAR A name given to

the splendid crystals of fluonte found m D<?rb\

shire, England
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DEH'CUlt, FRANCIS XA-VIEB (1859- )

An Amemui nemologiit, Loin in Philadelphia
He icccivcd the degiees of MD and Ph D fiom
the Univerbity of Penns^h mia in 1877 In
1887 he became ncuiologibt to the Phihdelphia
Hospitil and in 1S93 consulting plijsicuin to
the Asylum foi the Chronic Inbane it \\oinua
viHe Pa, and attei bciving tie Unrveisity of

Ptnnbjlvann, fiom 1883 to 1892 as mstructoi
in nenous and mental diseases he \\ 13 ap
pointed piofcbsoi ot the sxmc subiectb in the
Jefleibon Medical Colkge lie uab piesident
of the Amciuan Xeuiologicil Assocntion in
ISO 3-96 Bcbidcs editing Teat Bool on Ac?
0ou9 Dixe09es Zij/ imencan Author* (1895), he
is author ot "Rest, ilental Therapeutics md
Suggestion,

'
vol \iu ot Cohen 8 System of Phy<*

toloqic Thuapcutic', (1003), ind 1 Vlmioal
Manual of Mental Disease 1

* (191J)
DERCYLIiIDAS (Lat, tiora Gk AepmXXi

5as, Dul iflhdas) A distinguished Spaitan
gaicial and diplomit of the fomth. ind tlnid
untunes no He \\an sent in 411 BC to the

Hellespont to arouse the cities to xevolt aginibt
the" supienucy of Athens and m J<)9, as buc

u>ssor of fhibion, letervod commvnd ot the

anuy stationed in \su foi the defenbc of the
Ionic Gucks against the Persnns It thib time

Xcnophon uid the other sui\nois of the tol

lowers of C^ius the Youngei served undci him
lie took id\ intage of tlie hostility e\i&tmg
between Phainibi/Ub (cp ) and Tibsaphcnies
(qv), concluded a tiucc with the latter, and

successfully invaded 2Eohs, the satrapy of the
Joimtr In 398 he built a wall to guaicl the
r
JUnacian Chusonisc igamst the imoads of tho
Thrauans Ho cndeavoicd in 397, by threat

cmng Cina, to obtain the independence of the
Tonic Gicfks md in 306, when Agc&ilaus (q> )

Ind u lived in Abia, was one of the commission
us for the airingt-incnt of an aimistioe with

Tjssaphcrnes In 394 he conveyed to Asfesilaus
and liic Gittk cities of Abia the tidings of the

battle of Coimth At tho time of the battle

of Cnidus he wag Rpattin haimost at 4>bydus
and Huccceded in holding that to^vn foi the

Npaitans He di^apptais fiom history after

J8 (
> B o

DEB/ELICT (Lat derehctus, from de + te

hnqneie, to abandon) Port>onil propnty cast

away or abandoned by tho owner, espcciilly at

aoa The sei/ure or "ocoup incy
' of deichct

property is one of the rccogm/ed modes of

original as distinguished from the derivative,

txquisition of title In, order to constitute an
article derelut, so as to make it avulablo to

the first person who choosos to mike it his own,
it la not sufficient that it should be lost, but

it must have been deliberately ca&t avay or

abandoned, without expectation or intention of

recovering it Goods thrown away by a thief

in his flight, known as low* i/autafa, are not

properly derelict, inasmuch as he has no title

to them The same thing is tiue of treasure

tioxp The question of abandonment is one

of fact, to be determined from the conduct of

the ownw at the time of the loss A vessel or

goods found abandoned on the high seas are

presumed to be derelict, but not so personal

property found without an occupant on land or

even in a harbor or river, and the presumption
in the former case may be rebutted by showing
the circumstances under which the abandon

ment occurred See AOQUTBITION, AOOBPTION,

E, WKEOK Consult Blackstone, Cow

mmtanes on the LO.IL& of England, bchouler
on Personal Ptopetty (3d ed

, Boston, 189G)
Miclachlan, lieatiie on the late of Met chant

fthippwg (4th cd London 1892)
DER-EL-KAMAB See DEIS FL KAILAR

BEEENBOITE.Q-, deiaN'oUUi", HABTnit
(1844-190b) A liench Oneiitilibt He \vas

bom in Paiiu a son of Joseph Deienbourg, and
studied there and at the unueroities of Gottm
gen and Leip/ig On his ictuin to Pans in

1867 he Mab employed in the Bibliotheque Na
tionale and edited the catalogue of Aiabic m\n
uscnptb Fiom 1875 ho taught Aiabic at the

?cole de>3 Langue^ Ollent^les \\ajs made pio
fcssor thoc in 1870, and piofcsboi oi iclic.ious

scjcnce it the Ecole des Hautes Etudes in 1S80
His numeious publications include De Pint a

hum L nfjitfe \iabtcn: et JStfnopiccp Fomiatnin

Ongine et IniMe (1807) J5c Duian de "Vafc yfi

Dholyani (2 vols
, 1869) ,

Le hue de Bibauuihi,
teite cuabe (2 vols, 1881-89), hi& puncip 1

^oik ie? matiKscnh a/a&ci de I'E&cunal

(1881), Chic^tomathit tlarentaue de 1'anile

httaal (lt>85 2d ed 1892), Ouwna, ttn

JIounKidJ', un emit <njnrn uu ptemie] glide
des t,)oi*ades (1886-89) La science des >e

hgions et I'Islamsme (1886), Les monument?
Sabtcns et 31imyante<> de la Bibhothtque ^a
tionale (1891) Oumtua du Jemen, sa vt& et

son mine (1002)

DEREBTBOTTPG, JOSEPH (1811-95) A
French Orientalist lie wat bom at Mainz
of Jewish paients, his real mme having been

Deinbuig He studied at the unweisities of

Gussen and Bonn and, having spent some years
at Amsterdam as pmatc tutoj, tvent to Pans
in 1838 to complete1 lm study of Onental Ian

guages In 18^2 he \vas made correctoi at the

Impmnene Nationale, in special charge of the

Oriental publications ITc was elected a mem
bei of the Acidemv of Inscriptions in 1871 and
wis appointed to tlio chaii of Talraudie science

it the Ecolf Pritiquc dcs ITiutth Etudes in

1877 His pimcipal \\oik is the Z/sscu sur Z'Ats

tovte et la, qtogtaphic d< la Palatine (1887)
He edited the fables of Lokman (1846), with
an introductoij e&sav on then Clinstian origin,
the Makanwt ot Harm Lc3 setrnce? de

Hffnn (1847-53), in collaboration with Beinaud,
and an edition of Sauha in coll xboration with
lus son llartwig (1893) His othei woiks com

pnae L'Hwtoite de la Palestine daprea le

Talmud ct let autre<s tioits > abbmique? (1867) ,

Manuel du leotair (1871), Ao*cs tpigt aplnquet
(1877), Deux vefnoni Jtiliraiqua du lute

dc LaltWt et Dimnah (1881), Johannis de

Capua Directorial)!, vtlce liunnmoe (1880), be

ing a Latin tianslation of the foimer work,
"Version atabe <fo<? prove? bos wnonvmet Iwie

de la icchci(he dc la wgcste de 8aafaa ben

Jose/ of Fayi/o&mi (1804) Le hire dei pat

*ejes y?c?uis (1886) Commentv-ire de Ufaimo

nide sr la, Mwhnah Seder ToJiorot (1888-91; t

besides contributions to the Journal Anatique
and the 7?< i tif Critique
DE BEPXTB'LICA (Lat, On the State) A

philosophical treatise on politics by Cicero

(c 54-51 B o ), in arc books It was lost during
the Middle Ages, but fragments woie found on

a palimpsest eaily in the nineteenth century

About one third of the work is pieserved, in

cludjng the Bomwim flotpwmts, with which it

closed

DE BESZKE, EDOUAED and JPAT* Sff

RBSZKB, EDOUAED BE, RBSZKL, JLAN on.
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DERFFLINGEB, deVilingei, GEOB&, JBAflON

-VON (1606-95) A field maishal of Branden

burg, bom at Neuhofen, Aubtria, of a Protes
tant family He entcied the Swedish service

during the leign of Gubtavus Adolphub and
advanced to the rank of colonel In 1642 he

was sent bv Toistenson to negotiate an alliance

with Geoige Eakoe/y in Tianbyhanu In 16o4
he entered the aeiMce of the Elector of Branden

bmg He fought with dibtmction in the warb

agambt PoUneF Denmark, Sweden md Fiance,
and wab piomoted to the rink of lieutenant

general, in consideration ot hib bplendid assault

on Warsaw in 1656, field marshal (1670), and

military Gouinor of Pomeiima (167S) The
foimation and training of the ca^ahy of the

electorate "were due chiefly to him, and the cele

brated bittle of Fehihellm (June 18, 167t>)

was decided bv his brilliant cualry charge at

the head of 6500 horsemen The conquest of

Stralsund and Rugen (1678), where at the age
of 72 he led the attack m peison, and the subse

quent campaign against Sweden, weie among
his military featb The military gieatnebS of

Prussia in latei times -was partly due to the

influence e\eitcd upon the army of Branden

burg by men like Deifflmger Consult Unger,
FeldmarscJiall Deifflinget (Berlin, 1896)

DERG-, dSrK, LOUGH (Ir, clear lake) The
name of two Irish lakes 1 The laiger ib an

expansion of the rrver Shannon, between Tip

perary on the southeast and Galway and Claie

on the northwest (Map Ireland 04) It is

24 miles long from northeast to southwest and
2 to 6 mileb broad Its surface is about 100 feet

above sea level, its avwage depth, 35 feet It

has several islands 2 A lake in the south of

County Donegal, on the border of TV rone It is

3 miles long, 2% miles bio.id, and has many
islets and rocks On its wild shores aie hills

rising 700 to 1200 feet Soint'b Ibland possesses
the remains of a priorv founded about the year
600 and was the scene of St Patricks vision

of purgatory The pi ice of penance on Station

Island was for yearb the most celebiated spot
for pilgrimage in Ireland

DB RIGtATTD See VATJDBEUIL, MAEQTJIS OF

DERIVATION See ETYMOLOGY
DERIVATION" (Lat denvatw, a leading or

turning off, from de, awa\, oft + nuu?, small

stream, channel, canal) An old term in medi

cine, descriptive of a method of treating disease,

by which it was supposed that the matenw
morbi, or 'matter of the disease,' was drained
awav through some channel established for it

bv artificial means, as by a blister applied over
an inflamed lung, or a discharge from the bowels
established m a case of dropsy The term is

little used now, though applicable to certain
methods of treatment as far as results are
concerned

D'ERLON, JKAW BAJTISTE DBOTJBT, COUNT
See EBLON

DEB'MA, or DER'MIS See INTEGUMENT
DEBlCAT'OGfflN (Gk #Pluo, derma, skin,

bark + root, yev , gen, to produce, generate,
cf 7&os, genos, stock, race, origin) A single

layer of superficial cells at growing tips, which

gives rise to the epidermis A true dcrmatogen
is found only in the seed plants (spermato
phytes) and m the roots of fern plants (pten
dophytee) While a distinct dennatogen is

evident in many plants it is by no means such
A definitely differentiated generative layer as
was once supposed. See MOSPHOLOGT

DEB'JttLATOI/OGY ((A Sep^a, <7c/ma, skin

f Xo-yos, logos, dibcouibe, science) The sci

ence of the managtnient of the skin and of its

diseases See SKI'S

DEBMAT'OPHYTES (Gk deptut, detma,

skin, <J>VTOV, pliyton, growth, plant) Ciypto
gamic 'tegetable gio\\hs, \arietieb of Toinla,

inhabiting the cuticle 01 epidermib, md giving
ribe to borne f01 int. of bkin dibe ises as favub

pityriasib i mgw 01 in
( qq \

) ,
etc

DEBMES'TID BEETLES (Gk depfiui, detma,
skin + effBtew, esthuin, to oat, hteiallj 'skm
eater )

\ iamih (Deimebtidi) of small 01

moderatelj sized and ^e^J destiuctive beetles

Both the adulth and the larvae fc.ed on a variety
of animal md -vegetable subbtaneeb, making
them mubcum and houbehold pebta, piebervcd
meats woolens, iurs, featheib, bilk, and even

diugs being exposed to then depredatumb The

adults, which are o\ il 01 elongated md van
colored, feign dtath when distuibed, filling to

the ground, vential suifice upwud, and lying
stiff with folded legs The adults may fie

quently be found outdoor on How us and on
the windows of mftstcd houses The laivas,

which are bhort and woolly or fu/zy, do f u moie

damage than the adults Theie ire 300 to 400

species in the family The most common of

them in the United States are the laidra or

bacon beetle (see BACON BFJLLLE), the cupet
beetle (qv), the museum pest, and the rasp

beny worm (qq\ )
One foim 1mb on cob

weba feeding perhaps on the itmiins of indents

eiught theie and possibly on the wtb itwolf

Species of the gtnus [tlaqpttm aio icsponsiblo
for a cuiious md bcmtiful kind of ffltmg,

lesembling molt skin, of pillows uiul bodticks,
which often pu//l<s housekeepers Tlu fumes
of caibon bisulphide, applied in a tight in

closure, are fatal botli to the beetle and the

lance Carbon bisulphide, howovoi, is vciy et

plosive, and its funws aie harmful to man, ami
hence it should be used with tuition Ben/me
and naphtha are helpful in keeping the HO pests
from entering storcxl goodb
DEBMIS flee INTEGUMENT

DEBNA, dSr'na, or DERW A. tovro. of

Birca, northcm Africa, situated it the mouth
of a ravine, 1 mile fiom the Me elite rranpan

(Map Atnca, Tnpoh, G 1) In 180 r
> it was

captuicd by a foice of natives and Americans,
led by General Eaton A fort was begun by
the Americans at that lime, and stands to day
incompleted It is the only place on tin? Afnean
continent ever occupied by Anu*neana Pop
(tst) 7000

DBRNBTJRG-, dPn/bnrK, BFBNIUBD (1865-
)

A. German admimstiator, born in Darm
btadt Hie father was an editor of the Bfrlvner

Tageblatt and his grandfather a pnvy coun
cilor He waft educated at the Berlin gymnasium
and went into the banking buHinoss, being om
ployed for several years m the Now York house
of Ladenbuig, Thalmann & Co In 1001-06 he
was a director of thp Darmstddtfi Bank HIH
"business" administration (1907-10) of the

Colonial Office markedly improved the eondi
tion of Gorman colonies, espmally German Mast
\fnca and Gorman Southwest Africa, which he
visited in 1907 and 1008 In 1913 he was nomi
nated a member of the Prussian House of Lords
Consult Bongard, Dernlwrq vn, Bntisch Hud
Deutsch OitafnKa (Bcrlm, 1908)

DEB1TETJBQ, dSn/burK, HEINEIOH (18Si9-

1007) A German legal scholar, born, in Mainz
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He was educated at the unnersities of Heidel man) A device for hoisting hea\y loads and
berg and Giessen \vas appointed a professor at conveying them short distances In ordinaryZurich in 1852, and at Halle m 1862 In 1873 he nomenclature the distinction between dei ricks
became professor of Roman law and Prussian and cranes is considerably confused The most
common law at Berlin He lepresented the Uni common form of derrick consists of a vertical
versity of Halle in the Prussian Upper House mast pi-voted at its bottom in a fixed bedplatefrom 186o and the Umverbitj of Berlin from and maintained in an upright position b\ guy
1873 His publication include Die Institu

-- 1- 1 -^ - - - -

toonen des 0-ajus (1860) ,
a Lehtbuch des pteut

aischen Pnvatrechta (J -volb, 1871-80, 5th ed
1893 et seq ) , Dot p> cuwclie ffypothekenrecht
(1877, 2d ed, 1891) Die Phantasie im Rechte
(1894) Per&ontche Rechttttellung im Burger
lichen Qet>et*buoh (1896) System des romischen
Kechts (ed by W H Muller, 1911)
DE EOSNY, de ru'ne:', LficHsr See ROSNY,

cables or other foims of stajsj which radiate
from a loose collar 01 spider encucling a pin in
the top of the mast of a boom hinged to this
vertical mabt near the bottom so that it ma> be
made to aa&ume \arious inclinations relative to
the mast and of the tackle and motors neces

sary to impart motion to the boom and ma&t
and to the load winch the-\ carrj The loid is

suspended fiom the end of the boom by ropes
\vhich pass through a block and thence to the
motor at the foot of the mast The end of the
boom is, sustained by a cable pahsing tliioutfh
a block at the top of the mast and thence to the
motor at its foot The mast is revolved on its

bottom pivot by means of a horizontal wheel
around which a rope passes or by some othei

simple mechanism The motions permitted by
such a derrick are the \ertical hoisting of the
load, a swinging motion through the rotation of
the bhaft on its pi\ot ind a rxdial motion due

DEEOTTLEDE, dYrooIad', PATO (184b-
1914) A chauvinistic French poet and political
agitator, bom m Pans He wiote Chants du
wldat (1872), Nouveaux chants du soldat

(1875), Refrains mihtaires (1888), Chants du
paywn (1894), Poesies mtUtaites (1896) De
roulede also \viote a patuotic cantata, 1 ive

la, fftance (1880) , a religious diama, La, Moab
tte (1880), and a patriotic play, L'Hetman
(1877) Other patriotic historical works are .

Messiie du CkiesUin (1895) and La moit dc to the change m inclination of the boom Per
Hoche (1897) Deroulfide fought in the War of naPs the most salient distinction between a

' *
derrick and a ci ane is that the boom of the der
rick is hinged at its connection \vith the mast,
while the ]ib of a crane is always iigidly con
nected with the upiight member If this dis

tmction is maintained in classifying these two
sorts of hoisting and conveying devices, how
ever, it thiows many devices now called derricks

into the class of cranes Dei ricks of the type
described are extensively employed in quarrying,

to France in 1905 under a law of amnesty He masonry work, excavating and building erection,

stood unsuccessfully as a candidate for election and instead of wooden booms and masts, built up'""" * " ~ ' -'
lattice booms and masts of steel are employed
Such derricks may ha\e a capacity up to 100
tons or moi e Foi "floating derricks," see CBANE
A hauling derrick as distinguished from a

hoisting derrick is a drum and the necessary
driving gearing from two cranks mounted in a
auitible frame The rope from the drum leads

hon/ontallv to the obiect to be moved The

hauling derrick is like a geared capstan whose
barrel is horizontal instead of vertical, as in

the original form

DEEEIWGEE, deVrfn jgr A short barreled

pistol of very laige calibre and very effective

at shoit range It was usually earned in the

1870-71 and subsequently, as the head of the
Patriotic League, earned on a passionate agita
tion for a war of revenge against Germany
He was an aidcnt supporter of General Boulan

ger (qy ) He -was a Icadei of the anti Dreyfus
forces He was m the Chamber of Deputies from
1893 to 1895 and m 1808-99 In 1900 he was
found guilty of plotting against the Republic
and sentenced to exile for 10 years, but returned

to the Chamber of Deputies in May, 1905

DEES, TXHJIS (1168-1923) An American

physicist, born it Potts-ville, Pa He gruluated
at Araherst College in 1889 ind studied also at
Huvard and at Ma^sachust tts Institute of Tech

nology, where he taught physics aftoi 1S02, m
mg to a full professorship in 1909 From 1893
to 1898 lie was also instructor in physics at

Boston University and from 1893 to 1908 he

supervised the teaching of thib subject at the

Boston Normal School of Gvrmubtics He was
elected a fellow of the Americm Academy of

Arts and Sciences Besides contributing to sci

entific journals, he edited the (Cyclopedia of En
gtneenng (1902, 2d ed, 1912) and published
Note? on the Prmwplei of Dynamo and Trans

form& Dengn (1902 3d ed, 1905), and Pho

tography for Students of Pftystos and Ohemistry
(1906)

DEBEECAGAIX, deVr&'ka'ga', VIOTOB BEB
NABD (1833- ) A French soldier born in

Bayonne He studied at the
_ College ^

of Saint

side pocket of the coat, and in emergencies fired

without being -withdrawn It derives its name
from its inventor, an American gunsmith
DEB/BY See LOITDOTOEBEY

DEBEY A town in Roekingham Co, N H,
12 miles southeast of Manchester, on the Boston

and Maine Railroad (Map New Hampshire,

./uu ,- B ^ . w * . <* 8) It contains the Pakerton Awdemv a

Cyr, served m the Crimea in 1854 as lieutenant public library and the homestead of Matthew

of infantry and row to be lieutenant colonel in Thornton, a B1gner of the Declaration of Inde

1880 In 1883 he was appointed professor at the pendence The chief industries are shoe manu

Bcole de Guerre and in 1888 became chief of the facturmg, milk shipping, and apple laismg

geographical service of the army He was pro There are also manufactories of plant stakes,

aofid in 1895 to be a general of division He tree labels reed ribs oarriages, acetylene gas

is known for his topographical surveys of France machines and witch hazel Th* *** *9

and for his works on military affairs, especially
are owned by the town Pop , 1900, 3583 1910,

Etude sur lea ttati majors des armies ttrangeres 5123

(1869, 2d ed, 1871) , Hultowe de la guerre de DEEBT A borough in Westmoreland Co,

MO ( 1871 ) , La gverre modern* ( 1885 , Bng Pa ,
45 miles east by south, of Pittsburgh, on the

teans by Foster. Uofarn War, 3 vols, 1888-40) Pennsylvania Railroad (Map Pennsylvania, C

DBB^UCCK from Derrwk, a Tyburn hung- 7) It is a summer resort and has bottling and
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sand woik& -ind manufu tones of china and high

voltaqe insulatois

IIOTVCVOI, tiicv \VCK H gilded with suspicion l>y

Pop, 1000, 2347, 10iO, the apvpimmnt, Hinoe they duline io O)H> any
nuthontv e \eepttlu nitons lu<id ot tin oulei

The Litm name IIonce Malumid 1 1 in IS2(> Utempted to do

Btioy tin 01 eki s, utinlly puttin*' to de ith some
of tlu 1( tdois His it tempt lioxiuu fulcd

The lehticm ot tli< eld \ish oideis Io (he giwvth
of nnstidsm in Islun uid tlu ieliiious Mlalitv

shown in these ln\( IM (ii wdl luought out l>y

M tc don ild

Uesides ihiwi ddviHlus ieuhil\ inilnt<d

with in oidei Hun IK nidiMdnils \xho ti ml
from ph io pliu uid b\ teds <>1 slidith oi

sit i^ht oi Innd lining to < un i Imlilmod
C'onsulL DOhsson Tn dh tin ti<H<i<it tit I nnfun
Ollionitni (I'uis 17S7 '><)) II immti I'm t ill

'

DEBTTENTIO, dti vui'ahft

of the town of Dciby (qv ), m
DEBVISH (Ar (tamibh Hi a <iunhh poor,

Austi dnyii, pool, the Pusnn equivalent of

Ai faLu, pool ascitio) In Molnmmothn cemn

tins, i chsb of pusons who vie siippowd to kid
x puuliuly uhgioiiH lite, Ubimhling in some,

ic splits tin monks of (Jhiislindoin Thcit in

mxivy difliunt biotlui hoods 01 oieltis DOhs
faon in Ins \\oik on the Ottomui Knipni dm
inei iks 12and riunnui Puinstill ?0 buttholi'-t

is fai tiom being lomplete Ilu Just tonndds
of suui oieleis are supposed to hue. bun \I>d al

Kitln ot filan (died Hub) ind Alinnd <il Rifii

(dud 1182) anclthccstabhsliimntot oideis Ins

gone on until the? picsent tune They live mostly
in convents, \\ell enduvud both in 1 uid ind

money tilled Tckki|i ind ue nndu i duel

with the title of Sheikh le 'ddd ' Some of

the monks ue. maimd ind illovtod 1o hvo out

of the monastery, but most sleep thin sonu

nights e uh Mick
rlhtu divotionil CMKIHIS

consist in nuitings tin vioiship hi (Hunt pi aye is,

religious dine os, ind moiliiu itions The miin

devotional euinse, howim, is the t/J, whith

is conducted difleitntly in the dilUient oidem
It coimsts in the ic petition of attain foimulis, "'

ammipimedhv \iohnt motions until tht duvisli

falls into i utile [it ic stitc Xs the eonunt does

not provide, the in \\itli clothing tht\ aie obliged

to v\otk moie 01 1< ss Iluee of* the oideis tlu

Bistamivali, tho Nikshibuidivili ind tin Bak

itishivah- duni to In descended tiom the oiig
mnl oidii cstihlished by the hist Oiliph Abu
Btki Of these, the N ikslnlmndi\ Ui ate the

most nnmeiems fn then convents at Tauo and

Ooiihtuntinople and dsiwheie they haveseuiets
on \\ednesdavH ,ind Sundays, vduu about SO pd
foimeis t.iko pa it in the 1 iA> eeiunouv Tho
oidcis OTC spiead thiougliotit the Mohammedan
woild and in India

r

llie most populai one IB

that of the Miuudiyah, to which most ot the

1SJ7- !") Line Tin Mwitm /V/w///s ( Lon

don 1S{(.) Mileolm, Union/ <>j l'u\ia (ib,

1S2')) Biow no Tin l)nn>>fn\ (ib iSdS)
Hum Uff*flftoH/s tl A //IM

(
\l"ieis IhSI)

Chiiolni //'s (un]nn<\ inn >it[mn< s tlu lltd/tt

(I* 1 1 is, 1%7) Depemt et Coppoluii /is ton

zitin!/' !/ff/mr?/A< <'ia<lh nj hlttni (I'lOlV
Juob, l)n lullavlniii (Munrdi MKI'I) Mn<
don lid, ts/)/ oj /s/rtw (New \oik I') III

DEBVISH PASHA, de t vesh' pi Hhli', I miA
HIM (1817-%) \ Tin IvHli soldid ami UtM

( Constant itio[)h II< Htnditd mm
and I'un and t ui <!it dieui

fakns belong who (to\\d tin lui/ars of India

Tlio Kufai\ ill (founded 1182) m India, Tmkov,
and Kgypt, aic kno\\n foi tlxu sovdo distipluu
and tho instigations of ihin litxlics Tiny au>

commonly knowa an tlu 'Howling Dcivislus"

Auotlicr pojmlai oidcr is Iliut of the Knlaiidut

y ih, known ilio as ilu 'Wnndding DuviHliwi," "toilmmslv iouaidn tin Houiltiaif pn .M Ity

among whom (onstant tiiui ling is an obligation Molnii the < ipitnl, nnd after ti umi ot 1 ((0

Tin Mania \viyih constitutf (hi oidoi familiatly links dittis Stotm B.iv in D'Dittnut itdiux
known as tlio

'

Duumg DounlioH
'

^\t tluir <'lunnel, Itv .in (Htuu> < mi!(H wide (Map
ci/./ they follow oiu> anotlui aboui i\w Own in Taiuimtun <* ,U The lletwuit \* iiiivlf'ttbh nn

ci ilogv in i

jsln and pilous in (lie Con it inluioph niiliduv
H( hool lit att until UK* iiink nt

^'( IK nl of

division in 1SI1> mil smu slnlU t miiiii null ti the

'hnkish font 1- in llie e,impn/'M iij'Hin il Memte
n<i>)(> He \\ is \mbii sidoi to S( I'deNtm,'
ind thin \VIIH plated in diai;*i of (he ti\il intl

tnilituv adminmti ition (it \lluuui ind Sum
He hi e ime (to\einoi (<< nei il ot Ittuin i find Hi t/e

geiMiii in lS7 r
> but, failing to t|udl the in ui

ledmii of iluit veai, nun H'liillul In 1S7U IK

A\im Minister ef \\ar In tin Uutwlufknh
\\ai ot 1H77 7S he (lnlnu,,uislu>d him tit bv his

HuuiHHful dele^ksti of Itiituin \s Uovduoi ('en

oial ot Minima in 1KHO SI lie iceStnhtiMlud Otto
ituui lUitluuity ind Imwjlit as pnsontis to Con

st.intinoplt> the letidtis of tlu loulufiwiutv
lui"Ui, \\littiit he ddt'atod at Duliifito

DEBWETSTT, du ' Put (cleiu uittej) One of
the [xiiii'ipdt tueisot Tasmania It HHIKH tfoiti

I ike St Clini, in the eenlie ot the idnud, tlovs t

far iw (toliait foi
H|IIJH

f ativ ltiud<n

DEEWEISTTWATBIR, dd'w^nt wj|f,
o\al Hlieet of water In the nouth of (

An
ordoi, each wtili eyiM iloMKl and anus

(\tpnd(il, tuning mound in i soit of wait? and

intoning a uonotonouH ( hunt Kach oidor IUH its ............ .

own lulosand piimiploH, extending to the dn-HH land, Kngland, one of the moht tiituidfiil lak<H
and the method of aiming the hair and heatd of that mnt\ (Map Knp-land, (' '2> It w 3
In rainy of the ordoiH the initiation ntcN fli inileH long, 1 mile hioad 7*2 teH <lcep, nnd 22^
wont olahoratp foet nlto\e wa level Its ImtiU ate tuk) untt

Tifldition icfois tlip origin of these* ordoiH to abiupt, and behind them tine totk\ immntalnH,
the oarhoHt times of Twl un making the ealiplm one of Hh, lh<* (*ftt Uell-t IM 1 UK {et liiffh,
Aim Bcki ind Ah found Hiuh brotherhowls anolliet, Ix)dore, IIHH a nnlnfttU of 100 fwt
While it is (prtam that Molmmm<d advocated DeiwmUvaicr in an enlnTjtouent f tijt Derwtnt
povaty, th tdideiuies of thought that led to Hivei, which flow* wlotlut Insli Hen at Workma-
te founding of deivih order* developed lafer, ton Tt IUIK wwrnl wooded t4en tmiMm ii rif

when Mohaminodanjflm came into contact with nmrkuble (lontmg isle ~H HIIIHH (f (aifltv mutter,
other leligions, Midi as Perman nnd llmdlu (1 feet title k, VHivttifl in Hi/e tn different VVAW
Many Mohammed in prin

iB hve luld detvishes Irowi an acre to a few MIUM* lodH, imvwl wltlim high respect and liraUmcd neh radowrapntrt vegetation iul full of gjs bubble* nhtf h Inwy tt
on ilieir estahliah merits, and they are olill held on the mirf.ue of the water Tht* lnko uhnundl
in high veneiation Ity the people For a time, m tiout, pike, penh, nnd etk
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DEBiWElTTWATEB,, df i '\\ i ui \\ ,v't"r I urr s

I?Ai)(inn <u K \ixmn third and list K\u
en (lUS't 171(>) \n hmjlish Komin ( itholic

nobli mm out ofr tin loidni in tin Uobdlion of

17 1 "5 Ho (tnu ot an <nuunt Noithuiiibulind
f nnilv iml \\ is lioin in London, him 2S, IbSO
Ho iiitnul Ins idm ition in JM inu and it 1m
t ithoi s dt ith in 170") 1> line Kill of DM wont
\i ild Hi [mind tin Pidtndd in 171 1 uirli

70 iituiuis iml Utd fiafhtini? \\ith !>n it lino
ism \\ is i iktn piisond it Pitston Hi v is <on
\uttd o{ in i sun ind di spit < ,vll dlotts io mvo
liuti u >s IK In idtd on 'lm\ei Hill Fd> 21 1716,
his link vmth nniibihh, hi ivn\ ind sun

pluilv ot moluos tMituiir uidispitul tnni

j>iili\ His tsi itis \\tit foifultd uid givtn to

<ii((in\uh Ho pit il

DERZHAVJTNT, d\tM /h t'un, fUvui Tv(WA
NOMIUI (I7H ISKO \ (dtbnttd Kussi m
IMK |MK i Hoi ii ot a 7iol)l( Inmih <it Ki/in,
lu milled tluio 1ln> ii(\\lv opmtd #\ninisinm
in 17

r
>
(
) itmidl tin i links of i IK Pit obi i/honskv

(iii'iid Ilt^nndit in 17V2 \m inn Inuttnint

< ipi mi in 1771 ind lild ditdtd tin (ivil

sii\n< His od( /<W)/vr (J7hJ), in ^hidi

lu (\lolhd Citlmint II n1ti.ull lid illdi

{ion und thioiijjh ho inlllidiu lu Ki\<d
manv piomodoiH, In \\is(imtrnoi of Olond/

in I7HI ol 'I mibov in 17T> Scdoinvol Hi ito

in 1?H iiml Mdtiioi in 17MJ (Mill linn's sm
<(>s oi Paul Hjipomlifl luin Pii'SKhmt of tli<>

HIM id ot Coinini'iu' in I7<)(i and \[<<\uml('i I

undo lurn MniHloi ot Ju^ic* in 1802 hut IK*

T diiod io piivxit
1 life in 1HOI HIM uuhd

\\oik in ^dKi.it van doiK 1 in inui ition of

Lomonosov (<p ) Hut IK won aliandon<d tins

n<d<> loi \\hxli lusKifN \vdt> uitwU wnKiuiwI,

11 nd tdoptdl tlio iniiimi <tt ilic odes ol llonxo

Mo \\IN {lit Ki<ts( nnrt mosi on^iiml pott

licloiM I'lishkin find H he i kuonn as ibo

Sm^i'i of CnlliHnno' IIH \\oilvH touinnj? a

poiiu diioiiuh ol lid ndiicMiiidiis >So l<u

from hdti^ a toiui poii lu \\as n tcillv dp
and duo'it" ndnntoi ot {lu* lunduin Sniin.uius,

With lici hlti>pl idnnns and doinodatu lean

IUZJK, <IH lAidciuctl in lici duh hit' und cotio

sptmddid' with VolldiK ,nl biddot Tlunu?h

(KdipMiii
11

<i moit> cMilitd position afttr Cath

n inn H (htiih, IK iicvt't uroio anything ubout

tin- cillixi tnnnwtilw <luit in p<n\ti and loftimw

of tontdttimi toiild t\di .ii|ii<HKh his odts

nhoiit Ciilintinc and tht fc tvt'niH <^t lu v
i idpfn

(Its litii/fiiiiK'
1 1H 'l

lll((> "I' 11 ' 1 '"' i" ^ 4
jnintv

and

toiniMUitiv* liu'dont fmni Chmdi Slavtmlt 1 o\

m< ,1(011 4 Its dud tlwutwiitH W VIKOI

niiitt'd \dtli pJiiuiiv nnd u \i\ul mmmft'iy tluit

tlic tiiMt to intttMluu 1
t

(vd\da\ t \pipHhions into

(wlt'K, tluw hiintrinff dtmn tlu k K"l tl H^ l< *"

nittdtni itm\i*m Om of 1m ffoAi(*t wmtiilm

tiotis to tin dt'voltipnidit of ItiHHwn pwtrv con

HM((H( In intuitlutinit l'iKtit of rtitlisin ind

n totu'li of ImiMor i
l\t in oi whinihunlitv uito

tlu k ]li<nttl nnd wiuUo VCIM ot Uimcmnwiv

HIH own pod TV idltets ft tkuii, witirual mind,

irood nulmudii tl wmwl mntinuni Of UIH

m,\n\ p<rti*t tht cttlt fltul w ilw bmt kntwn,

Ijavlntf IMHII {nmshttirt into nu*t OwidonUl

InnirimK*^ Aiul i'wn '"to ilniwww ttnu OlnnoHp

T!M In4 htlm of hw work'* nppwirod in

voln (HI l-tprbu*K, 1H04 81), wttli a com

inwtajy awl M^tttplu I>v tht n<dpmuiM J

(Jrot l
l

lip oi^lith volurao H divottnl to the

port's bw)iapltv

DlfcS, or DfiBS, dftK Tht capit*! of tbe

PIOMTKP of P/olnok Dol)ok i I idiwH inn,

Ilunijfnr, nt u tho tonthunrc of tht 0!i< it ind
Little 8/amos, 37 1

/, nulu noitluast of Klinson

lung hv itiil (l\[ip Austin T[uni?m II 3)
HM chuf publu buildings an the fiftunih mi
tiny Gothic Eofoinud Ohnu 1

! tin Thokoh
Pilace, Fr incise in ibhcv tlio liuidsonu towii

liall and munuipil tin itro A si\.tttnth ctn

tun ttmoi is A it inn uit of tin1 imioiu toiti

Ijoiiiong Wcaiim*, distillino; nnd salt mims
au unonj> tlio |nin<ipil indxi-itius Pop, VMIfl,

%SS 1<)10 11 JIS

DESAGITADEBO, dft si'^i DVrft (Rpj out

1(0 V iivti of Uolmii tin ouild) ot T ik<
r

li{n u i \ftci a southi ist coinso of TOO tnili s

it cniptits into tin landlotkttl lakt of Vulhgii
in 1 1 tin ttmu of OMIIO (M> TJohvii 1) 7)
It is tho loftitst Mtioun ot \nv Itngth on tlit

1

ditno \nidit in continont its souirt 1 bdii la,

(>"<> fttt h it>1i

DESAIX DE VEYGOTJS, tlrsil' 01 dc/A'
d( \ /gorr' l<uis ('IIARIIS ^Nltr^[ (17(>8-

1SOO) \ Ki null HI mill of tlu Fust Kipnblit,
bom \iv 17 17S at Saint Hilint d \\at

Ht slnditd it tht nulit uy Mthool of Hffiat und
in I7M \\is mult snbliiiitonint in a Uitton

H<;inidi1 llo \\as in H\mpiih\ with the itvo

Intionists {liounh lu dipidatid tlun vitdtntt

and in I7 (
>li lit

1 uas appouittd aid to Pi met

\idoi d<> Hit^lit thdi toriiiiiuidinf" Hit \iu\y

of {lie lUunt In 17 ( ){ 'II lie u is midt a fitn

fill ot biiftulo and tlnn of division lit torn

tnuidul ilu iii?lit \\IIIK ot tin \iinv of tlu

Hnnbit and Mtns< undti Tomdin in 1705 ind

in {lit following \<
v u \\us rtfjaiu in tlit \nny

of ili< Hhnio nnd Mosdh, nndd I\lon in torn

inn nil urn {lit* lolt wim? ni Monaun fnnumi

iduii tlnoif?h {ho Itlttk Fount To I)i mu\

TIJH indUhiwl llu ftntioss of Ktlil, tin only

ftdontfluild upon tin n^ht bank of the Rhino

\\lmh {lu> Kniuh ittnmtd ftd this ichmt
Tin foit V.M in initiH, buti behind its impoifwt
dtfonst'H I)ts (u\ IK Id out againnt an \usLnm
ainiv foi tvo months, onl\ Hiint'tiduintf m
Jnntuuv 1707 whtn IIIH ammunition ^H ox

JmiiHtod In tht spiintf IK \v is writ to Itah

Mliiio Uonaputo, mogni/nitf IUH utronpr qiuli

tits took pains itv attath him to lnnwelf Do

HIUV ntt'onmnniod (lit Kff\piian t'\])oditi(in ind

tlioit* \\on Ins buKhtint laiudH in tlio contnuHt

of U[>])d M\iit fioiu tht Mann hikes under

Mnrtd It\, attir nn iiifht montlis
1

<> impawn
Fh Ins oquit iblo idminish ition tif tin <oimttv

after the conquest he \um from the \inl)H tho

title of
' the JuHt Snltnn

'

Hctunnnpf to Kmmo
t the tommiind of Htmapule in 17S)I> 1> joined

tlio latttt m Itulv ftnd \\us jj;iven the ttminumd

of two divisions ol KWIVIS TJiiw h in

luiit, 1800, WAS Hint to Odioa on Uottuhul

neivite, but m itwponso tt> the hound of tlio diw

taut flffhliag at MJUMIHO (June 14) Dtwai^

bv sudden inHpiiniinn letuined, anivinff iiwt

an Honupurte WUH about to viold tln> firfd to

Melax I)es<u\ KRvetl tht dtiv bv a vigorous

tU'k with Inn divisioiiH but ho was shot and

itwtanUy killed wluli hadmi? the (hargo llo

wi Rn intrepid wWi, Hkillful tomimuidei,

and thr idol of htw troop* JTw Iwdy wis om

balmod and tilaced in tho monawtpiv of Rt

Xk'raaxd A Htntuo nan Item ittmod in hw
honor m PurlH, (^onult Mnrtbiv Ik'ckc r,

us or '

mont, ISfiS) , T? Bonval, ffiftt( dr frwiv

(Pans, Iflfll), WwjMi*, 7)<rtttu> (ib, Iftflt)

DB SAI/ABBBBT, ()XWM Micii
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BFBBY (1778-1829) A Canadian soldiei He geometry Ponce let cilled him 'the Monge of

was bom at Boauport P Q ,
and caily entering his centuiy" Desaigues arid 1'iseal mtro

tht anny was at the conquest of Maitmique. duted tlu metliod ot puspeetm Andiuatul tho

(1705), accompanied Majoi General Rottenbuig conic sections (q v
)

as pupations of i emle
as Aid decamp in the Waleheien expedition, Two impoitmt tlnoiuns an ittubutul to De

' " ' - '

saiguos one of winch fenms the Insis e>f his

icmarkable1 theon of homoloHK il Injuns 'lo

Defluues is tuithei elm 1 much of ltu k tluoncs
ot involution ind tiaiisvusils ih< clihoiation

of the coneepdon that n sttaiyht line is i eurve

closed nt infinity and tin cl< (imtion of pat
tllels is Inns inte rwee ting at mlimt\ Tin

\\oiks of Desaiguts vtit long thought to 1x

lost, but tliov woie founel \nd tepublisluel b^

and \\as foi 11 yeais in the West Indus
under Geueul Piescott On letuinmg to Lo\ver

Canada ho oigam/ed and commanded the icgi

inent ot Volligours, and was a chief of st*iIF

in tho militu DILImg tlio Wir of 1812 he

rendcied viluable service1 His fiiHt success \v is

won neai the close of 1812, at Lacolk against
the Ainu ican General Deaiboin, and in 18H,
by his buperior knowledge of tlu countiy

through "which General Hampton ddvinud to

attack him and aho in pait by his skillful

manoeuvring of his tioops so as to cuate tho

impression of a laige force, he defeated tint

general at Cliatpauguay, a villige about 21

miles southwest of Monti e<il This hueeess per
nutted C!tn Baion do llottenbuig, and after

\iard IHB Huccisaor, Gen Sir Goidon Dium
mond, to icsume active opeiatiows in Upper
Canada Aftoi the close of the wai De Rala

boiry entoicd politic vl life and in 1818 was

appointed a member of tin Legislative Council

of Lower (Jnmdi TTi dievl it dumbly
DE SANCTIS, dl adttk'tts, FBATCTOOO (1817-

83) A gioat Italian cntu and teachoi, bom
at Morra, Iipino Tmpnsoneel for molutionary
activiticb in 18 19, ho later went to Milti and

Turin (1852) , his bulliant loctuieH on Dante1

won him m 18*56 a professorship at /uneh K<

turning to Naples in 1800 as Mmint< i of L'ublie

Instruction, lie became deputy m 1801 and
headed the Education Department of the king
dom m 1801-62, 1878, and 1S70 80 lie boeamo

professor at Naples m 1871 Tli founded tho

jouinal ISItalia in 1802 De Hand is was u

great forco in the mlollutual hf< of Itul>, pal

ticularly m the south, wheie lu te>ok up the

tradition left bv Vieo and passed it on re

tfrfoiccd to tlu gieatest of hiR siucenHorfl,

Benedetto Croee ITis enliosin w an advance
on the historical nu thods of flainto Heuve and
on the systematic nitdloetualiBm of the Ttegel

lans rigoiously scientific in mooedure, it taken

as its point of departure tlie> immediate* nn

preesion produced by the work of a>it itwclf,

from that working back to tlu reconstruction

of tho consciousness e>f the author m all its

varied aHpe*cts The interpretations of great
Italian writeis in the Stona, dnlla Irtlfrtitnta,

itaJtana, in $aqqv oriha, and NUOM Naqgi m
tun are all clasHics, and in Home- easen aeoin to

bo definitive Consult B Croce, "Eatetua, (Hari,

1008), chap "tv Tho worke are now appear mir
at Ban (1013- )

DE SANCTIS, LUIQI (1808-69) An Italian

theologian A distinguished piolate in Uome,
he was converted by the study of thft Ihblo and
in 1847 fled to Malta, where he became a ?rot

I'oudni in 1 Tlu eliuf OIKS an
Mittn

u matt
,

ploijcr (iitcitn point <fiti soi/ /us tlu (hnmp rf(

louwaqr (Iftift) lltnwlhm p>t>tt d inn <tt

tcwtc aujr <ituiin< >n\ <!<<> t<iti<>\ rf' ?un(

ana un plan (!($')) ItminiIon pn>f<(t

pom la/ <ottp< <I<\ pnin\ (UtHI), (hit)i)ionu[i(i

(1040) Vm las liiciuiapliv etmsuH I'oudm, in

Desaigucs s ^/''JM'MV (Pans ISO I)

DESAJRT, (It/ail, WIIMAM Utic'K O'CONNOR
OinuF- Icmifli MAW nt (If5 OH) An Knj Inh
novelist 11< \V<IH bom in fjomlon and \MIS

eduealod at Mi on Jinel nt Honn AHu wmng
an p igi o( hotiot i<> Qun \utonii, IK h<um
lieutenuit in tin (tienadxi (iuaids (1H02) mid
thin enptaiu (lSii;l) Mtuli ol his Into lifi*

\vns passed m Ciiuadi H< dud H< [)i 1H, IS<IS

Tie was the author of inariv iiovdH, timotij^ which
an Onti/ a Homffws hnw (HilS), r/oMtfn
of Nnttnt a nloiv <it mode in l-onddti, whuh
caused a miisjit ion (1877) Afhvirfrt/r (1H7H)
Tht lltmnwMi Kiln (1H7), Wori/n* 0<'w
<IIH( ()tli Tdttit (1HHO) hunt and hadif htw
(hlli/ (1KH7) l>ni< and Pntlt on an, llu>q,
ami Othn Talri (1H7), 7'/ Rant of (he

D^SATJCHERS, elA'urt'jjhyH'

1

, MABO ANitHm?
^IADKIHN* (1772 1827) A Fxwh wnlor of

wings and vaudevilles He* \va bom at Kn>m
nd v,m a son of flu eotuncwr Mnu Ati

tome De^HUifftoiN (I7t2 (IS) He WHK wttuntul
for the* miiuMry at the Coll^i Mii/ann, F''IIK,

but eliwonlinuiHl IIIH sdiduH in older to visit

Santo Domingo HIM attitude* li*
in dining 11m

negro inmuu'ctum nnpctilotl hm liie, ntul Iio

uitH compelled fo sick refngtv cm an Aituihnti
Hteam(r bound for Philacltlnlua in thiit <'lt>

he devoted InmHclf for wvetal >eajH to tiinno

forte insltmtion U\wn IUK Ktiirii to Kuvnit*
he aceiuired a conxtderable rcputttiion nn a
write i of HojigN and vaudcvtlli'H ami liM<

qutntly became* dm < tor of the Vnudi'* illt

Theatre of PUIIH, a pomtion wMeh lie h<*ld till

IIIH death Hevetnl of liw ftontrn mt* Htill popn
lar Anionpf them ai U trnUn <lr la ttwtitA
and /'aM'f d (i(/ An/m rfw mnhn Tlu* wn

cstant Fiom 1852 he worked an a preacher of pleto woiktf of thin nmiahle and charnuug
tho Waldnnian congregation, in Turin, be

came, in 1854, the head of the- "ChieHa Liber*,"
a, radical ofTshoot of the WaldenaianH, which

body he, howevor, )omwl again m 1884, <u*

opting a professorship at tlieir sommary in

Florence, wheic he also estaMiftbeel tho Proten
tant penodual E<o delta Vont& Connult IWn
neke, Luu/i Do tfanctn (Italic, 1800)

DESABGTJES, dozing GflBAW 1593-1602)

writer, who i held bv somc to HUijmH <*veri

Brtiaugor, wero publiiiucd in Putin m 1HU7 utnlir
the titlo Cthanwn* tt puttie* thutmv Ow cf
hiH most humoroiui iirtMlueWonirt \n tho one art
vaudeville* entitled Alilord (ltt> t>u h tftjfftnit

flnwair? (18(U),

DBSAtTLT, de zt/t PlMtB* JOHIWir { 1744 05)
A French tuuvtomint ftntl mirmum, Hi* bwumn
profcfipor of ttnatmnv in T'arlH In 1770 at

V French mathonAtician, espeeially gifted an age of 33, wa admitted to mmfaonihlp lo tbn
a geometer He> was born m Lyons and u corporation of nurfleorm In th nam' war, and
chiefly known a one of the foxwdw* of modern iulMKiueatly held vartoun pwlttow of hdnor
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In 1782 he was ippointed surgeem major to the
])( la Chuite Hcmpitil and <IUK to be regarded
JIR orn of tli( ablest stations of hia tmio Ho
novt vtent to the Ilole'l DKU nul after Mo
runs death tin HiiifK d dcputment of the

hospitil \\ is mti list id to him Then he in

ntitut(d ,i eluiieal school ot surg<i> tlu lust
of its tjpe ittiuting pupils hom all over
Km ope Ih mhodueed system and pmisiou
into singe iv ind undo minv \iluil>h impitno-
nunts in tlu i nst i ume tits us(d in tint pro
fession Hi esiablislud th< luinnal tl< thinu
quit in 17<M HIH pupil, tho uleluited Itiehit

(<1\), published lus WHIMS r Ainu 900/1* (3
\ols 17')S HO) Id <d 1SH, Hug tuns,
islO Consult Libiune fl/Mr/f sin / i< c{
/(< fxmirfi f/f Diwult (Besancon 1M>7)

DESBABBES, da'bai', or DBS BAEEES,
JOHMII KltltlMtlUv \\AISU (172.2 1821) \U
Knglish milituy uigiiKu and h\diogi iplui
Mi giadnatul at tlu Ho> il MilrUiv \udum of

Woolwich and u is sent to Vmoui, wluic ho
was (ngagn! in UK Kiewh and Indian Wai a<i

lnutenant (it utillin 1I< was in tbc e\pli
tion gainst Louisliuii? nd in tlu 1

siege of

(Jiuhw \UIH aid to \\olie \\lio foil into lus anus
ttlitn ho ti\ed Ins death wound KIOIU I7(H

to 177l l)(Hlmns \\,\n ihaiged with impoilant
eugmuiinK Mirve\s in NOMI Scotia, Ne w found

liutd, and othei Ittitinli colonus, with a vic\v

of cstahliHltiiifj ti <hnin ot nnliluy postn Ho
\\as also onjfgid in toiiMtmjr old and niakinff
tuw (InutH of tlu k Nottli Aiiu'iictm (oat whuh
woto puhliHlicd in 2 \ols in 1777, wide! tbc
title oi tlu (flantu \<t>titn< In 17t ho Ix

<iimo ()o\<inoi ot tlu island of C*apt Hi i ton
and stum nftduuid began to build tlic town
of Hvdncv HlKK bo oponod the ml trade In

IHOf), at tlu ug(
k of 85 lie \vas iii'idi 1 Lxnionant

(Jou'inoi and (oitinuiiKlcj in <Iiuf of Pnnco
hcU\atd Iwlnul and se>tved until IhlJ

3>BSBOKDES-VALM:OBEt dn'horcl' ai'mflr',
MAIM MINI Kfnpiif .|SIMI (17H5 1MTO) A
Funili [H't hot n at Douai Slie bigan publu
life UH u Hin^ct in (oitiK opetii (1H01) but noon

Lit the Kingi, and ftotn 1HH) till HH pub
Ijrdud ricntunuitul MIHIH of tmub H\\tetntMfi

and pathos collet ted uudii tlu miggcKtm* titles

nnuwltt* (1H21) In plnin (I8.W), Panne*

fliurv! (UMU) /lo*/HfN ti jtnnn (1H4J)
/^*l((fr <A rtnfanw [let popular nong S il

avfiit HU
1

IH it) itumt anthologies For an dab
orat*' Htmly of hci nouns toriHult Hauito HCUVP,

huHMttutf /HK/[, vol < (l*<iriH, 18(W), and

tHlMM* (Mttn nwbwtKv I a/'wwtt,

NH(/(IM, 1 ^Wrti) (Willis U0)
DESBOBOTTGKE, dftdfli 6 JOHN (1008-80)

An Ktighsh HdlduT, born nt Kltinloy, Cambridge
8hm Dunng tho Civil War ho nerved a

(n
[i
turn of hoist* and ntt intijor undfcr Ins

biotlwr in law, Oliur Citnuwfll, and lator, b>-

<ormri# colonil, wnn m oonminnd of the foxcg

at (Jufit tntmuntb Hin rclationwlnp to tho

Ixird ProttH'tor l*d to IUH prtformi'nt to many
poHitidHK of liotior Including a w,t in. tho

Council of Htutc, tht> < (iinniiMmonorfihii) of tho

Tr^Hurv, and Iut**t also tlio comm!HlonorHhip
f thf Ailmirilh tvl V.vv It* wu . mcwbor

of thrt pttilmmontK of IflW and 1686, of the

Privv (ioumil m IfltfT, and m tb following

vwr of Cromwt-ir UOUH* of Tx>rd After

()Hvr (homwoirM death Iwjoaiwd eoniplraxjy

of offlor ftgditutt thfl Proteotor'a nephew,

llicbard Restoration following, Desboiough \\ it

twice imprisoned, tied to Hollmd wis itu

prisoned a thud time upon his letmn to knuf
land but w>s soon uleastd He \vas i sublet
of Butl<r's ndiculo m Hudibrat

DESCAMPS, dVk w', BABON EoooAtti)
( 1847-

) A Bolqun |unsl, bom m Bdail and
wlucatul ut Namur and Louvun In 1872
lit

1 became profcasot of international law at

Louvain, in IS02 he was diosen i niomlicr of
the lieliriiin Senate., and m 1007 he became
TVIuustu ot vScumt and Ait Hi was a mem
bu of T\\v lligue (ponnamnt) Arbitration
Tubuiul and was counstl foi tlu United States
m tlu Cilifoinu l'iom tund case and for

Jipm in tlu llonsi Tax cise Among his pub
lislnd >\enks aie fjit offiics inteniationaux

(1S')4), liOigamvatwH (fr latlitKiqc vntona.
tionalc (1SOO), Lc droit de (a pan et <lc la

qunic (1S08), La, nttitialiU d< la Bclgique
(1<)02) Vlfnque nmu die (l)0i) IS \vour
d \llMnu (10H)
DESCAMPS, da'ktlN', JJUN B \rriSTB (170(5-

')!) A in tuh authoT and pnntxi, bom at
DunkiiK II< Htndiod i)untiiuj undor CTlm and

Laigilli?ie and in 1740 founded an a.i ulcmy of

painting, seulptuio utid arthitcctme in KOIKB,
whoie he* us piofeHKoi foi many yeais There
arc pictures b> him in the Louvre, the Dunkirk
Museum, and tlu Houen Mxwtmn His HXib|ects
\\oe uHiiallv peasant Heemn but he alo painted
a HUii'H of episodes from the life of LOUIH XV
I)es<ampH H btst Kim mix ted foi bis lirs det

pantiM fl(iMand<t alU)nan({<, ct ho!l(in<lai<> (4

vols, 171 J 0)) A woik foimeily much es

ttonxd, but wot veiv txitical and IUH Voyage
pitta) wqitf <fc la inavtdtf ct (in Ittabatit (17*)'))

DESCANT, dSHOtftnt, oi BIS'CANT (OF
tfawnt ML ({want it <,, from rfj9 anundi'1 apait
-f- (aniut Hong Hinging) A tx'iin 'wlutb in

inedinval timw \VM applied to contiar> motion
in nohpbftnv, a distrngnwhwl from the par
alia motion of the purts of tlu HO called

aHWHitm In modern pint music, the highent

patt, the treble or nopiano voice

DESCABTES, da'krfrt', RKNI? , Ut T!KNATITS

CABIMIUH (IRfltt UMJO) One of the most diH

tinguished modern plulosctplu'ts, sometimes
uillid "the father of modem philosophy* TIo

wan boin at Ui 1Fa>e, m Tourame, and wa
went at tlu age of eight YUUH to tin Jesuit

school at TA KleVhe wlieres lie noon Ixuame

cliHtinguwhcd for bin kecnne^H of intellect and
made great and rapid pronneHN in language*),

inatheniatK'rt, and astronomy It wiw not long,

however, before lie became dinatinlied with the

doctrine* and method of w hoIaHtuiHm and felt

it impQHHiblo to lU'.jnu'Ht'c in what had hitherto

been legardtd an knowledge The flrrtt thuig
that ho did after leaving whool m 1012 wan to

abandon books and endea\or to effaeo from hi8

mmd all that he uad hitherto bwn taught,
that it might bo free to receive the impressions
of truth whensoever they hould eomo In

pursuanoo of hi plan ho H solved to travel and

la 1017 entered wift army OR & volunteer, SPIT

ing suoeeHHively tinder Maurice of Naflnau, on

of WiUiam of Orange, and under Tilly and

Buquoy However the hfa of a soldier con

tributed little to hi tnam object and be quitted
tho army in 1021 .Aftor making journeya in

diflfereni directions, he at la^t retired m 1629

to Holland, where ha prepared moat of his

works, attracted many diftciplos, and at th*

flame time beoazae involved in several homed
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controversies f-pt-ci^Ln i\ith tiie theologians
A \ioik If Monde rthich lie had planned to

publish tl>t Ltttu part ot ^b"
1

} he prudently

svpijn 1 in lit n i n fl of <r 1'kos condem
nation Altiougl lu- io\ed mdepf ndcice, vet n
li>4' be aceepted an mutation "ddie^ed to lum
b^ Qwcn C'instira to u to <svudtn H ^11
nun'su to lea^c HolHnd v T, mrth occisioned

b^ his anvietv to cs ipo troir the hoatil'ta ot

hi- tnemie^ H* did unr ti\^ irortVs liter

liis nmal it the com* o* Queen Orr-tini

Sivtttn %ears liter his bod^ ^ v> brought to

Pirn ind buiied in the crane 1 of Sainte

Gcneuc\ t du "Mont

The grand jbjtct towaids Ttmch Dtcaitts
directed hi* end i i& \ is the ittninment ot a

trm philosophic ii LOW ction Ihe TV-IT -ttlercto

V bought to ittam t'i s t nd is p\phmed n fie

discourse OP Pitt' od D ,< /s ae /a infthvde),

puHishrd in 1037 1 > s t,mall but t\tremclv

mttrestirji and impcitii't tieatisc contains a

Bister* or t'u mntr ln of the author tiacing
tV progress of h s nwnnl development from its

"own enct mint in ^il\ veir-, to tK point where

it rt suited in Ms re olution to hold nothing for

tr 11 unt 1 he nad i a rt-uned the grounds of

*ertituclt? The iwuoi m the same treitise also

evjhms the pnetioal rnleb wheicb-v he ae ohcd
to bt enidtd vhile in this state of su-pended
belief and h* the oWn mre of tthich he hopnd
to arr-sc at abolut ceitaint\ '1 indeed it were
at all ittumLle Tl c rtsult of hu, inquiries so

conducted he t\hibited more particularly in

his H((ltainjnr<s de Pnma Philowphia (1041)
and the Princ pia PJnlo^oplna: (1644) He be

g ns piiilosOiili-v anew Tutu a resolve to doubt

eier tlnmar tor mitf'it not our Ltliets be tl e

rebiilt ot tho misclnp\ous working of some e\il

demon* One fact he found indubitable his

doubting and his tVnking But m order to

think lie must e^jst hence in the fundamental

taet ot psudiic tvpenence he helif\ed that he

carre into kno^in^ Lontact \\ith ultimate real

itv a proce&s of reasoning which Augustine
Iiad lollop ^-d btfcie him In other \iords, he
could not doubt that he lelt and thought, and
therefore lie could not doubt that he the feeler,

the thmkei existed Ihis relation between eon

sciouene^s and e\ib.tenee he expressed by the

memorable ^ords Cogito, ago avm (I think,
therefore I e\iht) Upon evaminong the cri

tenon tor the certitude of this knowledge he
found it in the clearness and distinctness of

hih thought about himself Hence he argued
that whatever is as clearly and distinctly

thought as self consciousness must be true

\mong these clear and distinct thoughts he
first recognized the idea of God as the abso
lutdv perfect being This idea, he reasoned,
could not be formed in our minds bj ourselves,
for the impertect can ne\er originate the per
feet, it must be innate, ie, part of the ong
inal structure of our understanding, and im
planted there by the perfect being himself
Hence from the existence of the idea of per
fection, Descartes inferred the existence of God
as the originator of it he inferred it also from
the mere nature of the idea, because the idea
of perfection involves the existence of perfec
tioa a form of the so-called "ontological
argument" Descartes's reasoning here is as
follows To think of anything as perfect is to
think of it as not lacking anything valuable
But to lack existence is to lack something valu
able Hence, to think of anUhina: as Dwfeot is

og DESCABTES

to tl ink ol it a* existing \S e cinnot think of

t' e ptrlfct event la exist ng \\e must think

t>t CrO'l t'ltreioif at, e\istmg But if God
e\ist t pn \M huf i guai intee of the pre
viod-h determined grourt

1 ol ceititude, tor God
the pe^ect l'nj rannot decent md therefore

vuiatciu uui cnisciou ncssb cleaih testifies may
be iippl uth nt.lnud This Cirtebian pobi
tion t'i it the tiut'i ot a proposition its tested

'A it-> vlt-ar ana distinct intelligibility is the

pi'neiple ol rationalism (q% I

( 'm ot t1 most tundamental general prin

ciplfcs of the philosophical t^stcm of Debcaites

I- th^ esstntul diffeience bet\\een spirit and
matter tturkirg and extended substanceb a

diiie^-tncf so greit according to Descartes., that

t'les can i\eit no influence upon each other

H(nce m ordti to iieount for the conespond
n>.e b^Hcen nifteriil and spiritual phenomena,

hi, v as obliged to ha%e rceomse to A constant

eonpnition \cuncui si 1 ?} on the part of God a
doctniK \\hch g\\e use sub&equenth to the
s\stcm called OLcasionilism (q% ), the prm
tiple of tthich vas that bodv and mind do not
really affect each other, God being always the
tiue caus=e of the appaient or occasional in

Huence of one on the othei This doctrine re

cerved another development in the preestablished
harmom of Lubnit? (q% ) In Deseaitess

thought it resulted rneicrs m a strenuous m
sistence upon the difierenced hetueeu pumary
and secondary quihtiefa (qv ) Descartes main
timed also that the lower animals belong
merely to the world of extension, being un
conscious automata See DTJALISMJ AUTOII
ATI81I

Descartes did not fonfin^ Jm attention to
mental philosophy but demoted himself svste

matiealh to the explanation of the properties
of the bodies composing the material umveiae
In tins department his reforms amounted to a

revolution, though many of his explanations of

ph>s cal phenomena are purely a pnoii and

quite absuid His corpusculir philosophy in
uhicli he endeaiored to explain all the appear
ances of the material \rorld simply ty the mo
tion of the ultimate particles of bodies was
a great advance on the system held up to that

time, according to which special qualities and
powers were assumed to account for every
phenomenon It was in pure mutheraatics,
however, that Descartes achieved the greatest
and most lasting results, especially by his in

vention. of the analytic geometry, which is

kno^a from his name as Cartesian In devel

oping this branch of mathematics he had in

mind, not the re\ olutiomzing of geometn, "but

the elucidation of algebra In means of geo
metric intuition and concepts He intended to
establish a universal mathematic, to which

algebra arithmetic and geometry (with its

applications) should be entirely subordinate
He d ficarded Vieta's improvements in algebraic
symbolism introduced the present plan of rep
resenting known and unknown quantities, gave
standing to the present system of exponents,
placed the theory of negative quantities on a
satisfactory basis, and set forth without demon
stration the well known rule for finding the
limit of the number of positive and negative
roots of an equation through inspection of the
variations in the signs While his expecta
tions were in one sense, not fulfilled he never
theless succeeded in imparting a powerful im
pulse to the progress of mathematics and m
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gning to the science its modern trend The
establishment ot a correbpondence between

geometry and analysis hat, been ot incalculable
assibtaiice to both, and Descartes b imcrtion
may be said to conbtitute the point oi de

parture of modern mathematics In 1637 le

published at Leaden a treatise entitled Discouit
de la methods pout li?n conduit e sa iai&on et

cherchei la icnte dans lea sciences (Lng trans

1850, recent ed, Chicago, 1903) Tins was fol

lowed in the same leu l\ t'uet appendices en
titled La, dioptiique, let mcteotes, and La
gtomttne Tue nevi mathematical discipline
was set forth entireh in tue (Jtometne The
first part showb ho\\ arithmetical operations
mav be represented geometrical!; by taking a
certain unit of length, in -which lay the bole

novelty of the plan The second part shows
how to tiace algebraic (which he cillb geo
metric) and transcendental (which he calls

mechanical) cunes explaining the use of co

ordmateb and setting forth the general scheme

(now dibcaided) of classification of cuncb ac

coiding to the order of their equation The
thud pait treats of the theon ot equations
The appearance of the Geomctnc placed Des
cartes foremost among the mathematicians of

his time

His -works in Latin were published at Am
sterdam (1650) Modern editions, of his col

lected works, aie those by Cousin (Pans, 1824-
26) and b\ Adam and Tannery (ib, 1897-

1910) in 12 vols, the last being de\oted to

an hibtorical study of Descartes is life and -works

b\ Adam English tranblationb of portions
have been made bv Veitch (Edinburgh kst ed

1907), bv Lo^ndes (London, 1878), and by

Torrey (New York 1892) Consult Mahafh,
Descries (Edinburgh, 1881), Millet, Des
antes sa lie, tea travanx, etc (Pans, 1867),

Fouillee, Descartes (ib, 1893;, Fischer,
Gewhithte do neuetn Philosophic, \ol i

(Heidelberg, 1897), Boutrout, L'Imaqinntion
et les mathtmatiques velon Descaites (Pans,

1900) , Smith Studies in Carte-nan Philosophy
(London, 1902) Iverach, Descaites, Spinoza,
and the yew Philosophy (New York, 1904) ,

Hoffmann, Rene Descattes (Stuttgart, 1005)

Haldane, Descattes His Life and Times (Lon
don, 1005)
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ing to this rule no numerical algebraic equation
can have more positrte roots than it has changes
of bign from + to and from to + in the

terms of the first member By substituting

( a>) for (a?) m /(a?) = 0, the law may be

applied to the case of negative roots It is

often possible to detect the existence of imag

mary roots in equations by the application of

this rule, for if it should happen that the sum
of the greatest possible number of positive roots,

added to the greatest possible number of negative

roots, is less than the degiee of the equation,

we are sure of the existence of imaginary roots

The rule also bears Harriot's name, his kno^il

edge of it being inferred from his algebra (1631)

Oonsult Burnside and Panton, Theory of Egua
toon* (Dublin 1899-1901), and Matthiessen

Orundauge der anHken und modernen Algelra

der Mteralen Gleichtmgen (2d ed, Leipzig,

1896) See DBSOABTBS

DESCAVEfi, da'ka< LTJCIEN (1861- )

French novelist and playwright, born in Pans

In 1900 he was elected a member of the Acad

emy of the Gtonoourts Hie novels include Lt

<nlia'ie d'Hdoi^e Pajctlou \ 1SS2) Les aw* ofrs

ilSt)9;, Les en ttiuna (iS'ili La co'oui >

1 1001) For tie stage ''e v roti f i *V > > c

(189^1, \\ith Donnav intf L tften*at i lldb i

TMth Cipu- la Sir e e /1007) La ne ijou

lourd' . t< Mn r'lin< Or^j net lit
7
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DESCENDANTS

\ iun Tat //"> c eZoe to
des end iiom tfr c-ov^ -r- winPcir LO cl mb
SV.t s/ diia to SDI nj, T^ie is-ut, ot an 11 d
udual including all uhu h \c piOv.teaed or de
bctnded nou tl t is-ut ot 'i -s lud in am; gen
eration 01 de^ret CA \nni- m as ndl as

LngU'-h li\\ dcscmduit" tkc piecidencc o^tr
collatfial relations and isppndints (q-v I in tht

inhciitance ot the pioptit* ot a daca'-ed an
cestor See COTLATEBAL Co\<*j&c,ri\ts!\ , DE
SCEM Hcrr
DESCENT' Tlie trpnsmnsiOT of real prop

trt-v b\ opeiition oi h-n to the heir 01 heirs, ol
ono \sho dies mtastite It is a principle com
mon to n>o!t if not all le^al s^bfem! thit the

propeitt ot a decedent if not otl'enx be dis

po&ed of by him, sull pass in a fixed line (if

descent to those reli+ed to him by tie> ot blood
Lnder some s\sttms, as t' it of Rome no dis
tmction ^as1 made between the to das-e& of

property which -oe distinguibh is ical and per
sonal, the vhole pas=ing along with the liabili

ties of the owner to a peibonal repie^entitne
and this his been the natuie of descfnt genpi
ally, both in ancient ind in modem nationb In
the common law s^s^m of England and the
Lmted Ptates, ho\\e\er a difleient principle
has piei ailed only the personal propeitv pass
ing to the represent iti\e of the deceased the
reil piopert\ de^ohing upon a descendant who
became known as the heir The personal repre
sentatue -\v is not necessarily a descendant, nor
e^en i elated b^ any ties of consanguinity to the
decedent and the use of the term 'descent" uas
therefore confined to the devolution of the real

pioptrtv the terms administration' and di"

tnbution" being employed to describe the cor

responding disposition made of the personal

property after the owner's death The trans
mission of the reil propeitv to a different in

dividual from the one whose title as person il

representative -was affected with the obligation
to pay the decedent's debts, was a consequence
of the feudil system and uas due among other

things to the necessity of holding the bands

together, free from claims on the part of others

than the feudal lords of whom the lands Mere
held

The exceptional and peculiar character of the

Ian of land at the ommon law, due to its com

plete absorption in the feudal system, is stnk

ingly exemplified in the history of the doctrine

of inheritance There \t is at first no general

recognition of tbe nght to transmit freehold

lands by descent, nor to alienate them without

the consent of the lord of \\hom they vere held

and the right to dispo^ of one's leal estate M
will was not conceded until the reign of Eern
VIII The nght of inheritance once acqunerl
was strictly limited to fieeholds which \\ere in

terms granted to ft man and his heirs and did

not extend to such as were granted to a mi n

absohvtelv, but without an express limitation, to

heirs The latter, therefore, fell into the cate

gory of life estates, while the quality of hent-

abihty became the chief characteristic of the

estate known as a fee Thenceforth freehold es

tates were classified as "freeholds of inheritance"

and "freeholds not of inheritance
"

It is with
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tne former, uiih ,
t' it the 1 1\\ ol descent huts ti>

do The right ui trt alienation of lands held

in lee w is not acquired until the quality o

hentabiht, had tome to be considered an Pohen

tial inaiacteiibtn. ot such l\nds>, and such ahena

tion was long reg tided as an infringement upon
the expectant rights 01 the heir aa well as upon
the reserved rights of the lord of whom the tee

\\ is held lo da\ howeve- 110 tti can txiit

\utiout pubbe3ing both the quahtx of tree

al'enibilty and that of hemabilitv within the

limits preiacnbtd bv the law-, of dt scent and an

attempt to create a. tee winch -hill lack either

ot ihe&e characteristic" it neifettual and \oid

The exigencies of the feudal system deter

mined the couise as well aa the tact of descent

at common law The importance of holding an
estate togethe* in the hands of i single heir

and that a male nearest in blood to tne dp

cedent fixed the eanon> ot descent as they ex

isted in England fiom the twelfth to the nine

teenth centurv Originally it is true and down
to the time of Glan\ille (twelfth century), lands

held bx the tenure ol nee and common socage
were go\erned bv diffeient rules from those

which regulated the inheritance of military fees,

or lands held bv knight'* bervice, and on the

ancestor s death weie diuded among all his sons

equally but long beiore the time of Littleton

this dibtinction had disappeared and all lands

held in fee bimple came under the operation of

the feudal rules

Bneflv stated, thete rules were as follows 1

Inheritances shall lineally debcend to the issue

of the person who last died actually seised

thereof in infinitum, but shall ne\er lineallv

ascend 4. father or mother cannot inherit di

reetlv from a son or daughter 2 The male
issue shall be admitted before the female, to the

total exclusion of the latter 3 Where there

are two or more males in equal degree of con

sangiumtv to the ancestor, the eldest only shall

inherit, but, there being no male of equal de

gree, the females inherit all together 4 The
lineal descendant j infinitum of any person
deceased, who, if he had survived, would haxe
been the heir, shall represent their ancestor

i e, shall stand in the same place in the line of

descent as he -would ha\e occupied if In ing
Thus, the issue, whether male or female, of the
eldest son will be preferred to the younger son
or the daughter of the deceased ancestor 5 On
failure of lineal descendants, or issue, of the per
son last actually seised of the lands, the inherit-

ance shall pass to his collateral relations of the
blood of the first purchaser (i e, of the first in
the line of ancestors to transmit it by descent,

having acquired it himself in some other way),
on the same terms as to preference of males,

primogeniture, etc , as it would have passed to
issue if there had been any Thus, an elder

brother, or his issue, will take the inheritance
to the exclusion of siaters and younger brothers
6 The collateral heir of the person last seised
must be his ne^ collateral kinsman of the whole
blood The half blood is wholly excluded from
the line of descent 7 In collateral inheritances
the male stocks shall be preferred to the female,
i e , kindred derived from the blood of the male
ancestors, however remote, shall be admitted
before those from the blood of the female, how
ever near, unless, indeed, the lands have de
scended from a female ancestor, in which case
the rule is reversed and the female stock pre
ferred to the nude

These common law rules ui descent hive been

changed in borne import int respects b\ the In

hcntance Act 1 3 and 4 ft in IV c 106) The
fimou-s r'll* <it prinio2nitiii miliodmd in the

-econd canon ind tne frst put of thp third re

mams unchanged not uthst mdmg its complete
reaction bv tht Lmted ^-tates and the self

go\ernmg colonies ot dieat Butain is well aa

by the nation^ of continental Euiope The bee

oml hilt ot the vcond canon and th" soenth
also remun unalteied The fast his been

changed bv deriving the descent fiom the last

pmchasei mate/id of the person last actually
seised and bA admitting limil anctstor-s in de

iault 01 lineal descendants and m pieference to

collateral hen* The sixth canon has also been

altered hi admitting colliteial relations of the

half blood m default of i elation s of the whole

blood in the same degree
So lar as they aie applicable, these common

law rulfs of descent go\em all common law, as

distinguished fiom customary inheritances, m
eluding the descent of fee tail estates These are

the result of legislation ol the end of the thu
teenth centun, and, as they aie expressly limited

to heirs of the bod\, ic, to lineal descendants

only, the lules relating to collateral inheiitince

have no application to them Eien the canons

goveining lineal inheritances, howe\ei, may be

varied by the foim of the fee tail, as a fee tail

special, which confines the inheritance to the

issue of a certain wife, a fee tail male (which
may be general or special) which limits descent

to the male issue, etc

So, too, while the common law rules have to a

gieat extent come to be applied to copyhold es

tates, whose qualities are largely determined by
local custom, they have no application \vhate\er

to certain other classes of customary estates

Thus, lands held by the custom of gavelkmd
(q\ ), which is the prevailing tenure in Kent
and which occurs elsewhere, are still goveined
by the old rule of socage tenure and pass to the
sons of the decedent equally, while in the case
of lands held by the ancient tenure of boiough
English ( q v ) the common law rule of primo
gemture is reversed, and the inheritance passes
to the youngest son And it may be said, in

general, that in many manors and boroughs in

England the course of descent of ceitam lands

may still be governed by local customs of great
antiquity, which have successfully resisted the
encroachments of the feudalized common law
doctrine

In the United States there is much diversity
in the law of inheritxnce The courbe of descent
is everywhere regulated bv legislative enact

ment, and the statutes of the several States must
be consulted by any one who desires to master
its details But there is a general and essential

uniformity m the outlines of the law governing
the matter throughout the nation

In the first place, the law of the descent of
real property has generally been kept distinct
from that of the distribution of personal prop
erty, and the heir from the personal repiesenta
tive In the second place, the descent of real

property is still confined to those who axe of
the blood of the decedent, excepting in a few
States in which the wife and the husband have
been placed in the line of inheritance In the
third place, the principle of priority according
to the degree of consanguinity has been pre
served, the relatives of one degree not being en
titled to share in tne inheritance if there is any



representatne of a higher degree Irung In the
fourth place, the inlet in accordince with which
the degree of consanguinity of collaterals is com
puted have generally in the United States been

changed to those of the mil law being the ag
gregate of both parties fiom the common anutstur
On the other hand, as has been said betore,

the lule of piimogemture ha-j been universally
rejected in the United Stateb, and with it the
feudal prefeience of the male over the female
heir All the children of the decedent, and all

the lelatives of equal degree, shaie alike,

usually as tenants in common, without distmc
tion of age or t>e\ Geneially, also the dis

ability of the half blood has been wholly or par
tially removed and hilf brothers and sisters

permitted to shaie equally with those of full

blood, 01, as now in England admitted imme
diately after the lattei In all States the f ither
and mother, and in ome States all lineal an-

cestors, are admitted to the inheritance, usually
immediately after lineal descendants and betore
the collaterals The punciple of representation
has also been retained, but in gtneial the dpsunt
is traced, not from the person kbt actually
seised, as it common law, noi fiom the last

purchaser, as under the pipsent English statute,
but from the person labt entitled The canons
of descent, ab given above from Black-.tone, do
not in teims exclude illegitimate children, but
no punciple of the common law is bettei estab

hshed than the rule which denies the right of

inheritance to a bastard only persons born in

lawful wedlock are within the legal limits of

consanguinity, and no others are capable of

lineal or collate! al inheritance This principle
has been maintained in all its rigor in England
and has been genwally observed in the inherit

ance laws of the United Rtaten, but with the

following exceptions and modifications In motjt

of the States illegitimate children inhent from
the mother equally -with legitimate children, in

one State (New Yoik) onlv in case the mother
has no legitimate issue, and m one (Kansas)
from the father also if his recognition of them
is notorious In many of the States the milder

rule of the civil and canon laws, that the

subsequent marriage of the parents legitimates

pieviously born children has been adopted
It remains to be said that the law of descent

of a given jurisdiction i<j immutable and not to

he varied by any form of grant or conveyance
\n estate may indttd be taken out of itb

operation by previous conveyance or by last

will and testament, but if real property be left

undisposed of it parses according to an iron

law of inheritance and not otheiwise No limi

tation of an estate to a different class of heirs,

no provision excluding an individual or a class

of individuals, has anv validity To attempt to

create a different line of descent from that

established by law, as by granting lands to A
and his male heirs only, or to B and his pater
nal line only, is to undertake the creation of a

novel kind of estate, unknown to the law and

therefore not to be tolerated Such a convey
ance, if it creates an estate of inheritance at

all, is at once subjected to the established rules

of descent and the particular restrictions un

posed by the donor disregarded The only ex

ception to this principle is the ease of the fee-

tail estate, referred to above, and that is only
an apparent and not a real exception, the

qualities of the various lands of fees tail being

as clearly defined as are those of the ordinary

z DESCHAMPS

estate in fee simple Consult Blackbtone,
Cowmentanes on the Lavs of England Wil
hamb, P/mcip'es of the Lav of Real Piopctti/

1 17th (Intel national I ed , London and Boston,
1894, 10th Lng el, lOQlj Jrnks Modem land
Lav (Oxford 1800) DigV* An Intioduction to

the Histojy of the Lau ~ot Real Piopftty (5th
ed, ib ItsOOl, Pollock and JIaitlan.l Histoty
of English Lau, (2d ed , Cambridge and Boston

1809), TTashbuin, Lai' of Real Pnpeity (bth

ed, Boston, 1902) *>ee DIMPILLTION EXFCL
TOP HEIQ I>HLPITA>CE and the titlts of the
various kinds ot estate as TE &IMFIE TFL
Titt ETC
DESCENT CAST A doctrine 01 the ancient

common law in England wherebv the light 01

entry of a person who had been difaseii&ed of

lands was barred bv tne death ol the idveise
holder and the descent of the lands to the latter's

heir Entiv upon lands was foimerlv by tar the
most convenient and expeditious method of re

covering them fiom a dissei'or but >o impor
tant in lesral effect was the fact ot actual

possession by him however wiongful, that he
was invested with an inheiitable title, and the

pasbing 01 this title bv descent operated as a
limitation upon the right of entrv of him who
had been disseised In the technical language
of the common law, 'a descent east tolls [le,
bars] entrv" This effect of a descent cast might
be avoided by the procedure known as making
continual claim, which consisted in an annual
demand for possession made bv the claimant

upon the diqseisor If such claim wib made
within a year and a day of the disseisoi s death,
the right of entrv of the disseisee was saved A
dPbcent cast had no effect upon the right of a
claimant of lands to pursue his remedies by
action, but only upon the summary process of

entrv See E'STBY RIGHT OF, DISSEISIN,
LIMITvnox
DESCHAMPS, di'shaV EMILE DE SAINT

ATCUSD (17U-1871) A French poet, born at

Bourges To foiwaid tht cause of romanti

cism, he founded with Victor Hugo La Muse
Fian^atse (1824) To this journal he con
tnbuted verses and stones signed "Le Teune

Moraliste" Foui vearfa afterward he collected

and published Etudes /ran< arises et etrancfues

(1828) consisting of poems and translations

The pieface of this book, an enthusiastic defense

of the Romantic school, won the approval of

Goethe His other publications include La
paiy conqutse (1812), an ode which won the

praise of Napoleon, Contes physiologiques

(1854) R4alit6s fantastiquet (18^4) Eis
GBuvret completes WPIC published m b vols

(1872-74)

DESCHAMPS, EusrACHE (called MOBEI
because of his dark complexion) (c!340-
c!410) A French poet He was born at Ver

tus, studied law at Orleans, and was appointed
bailh of Senhs bv the Emperor Charles VI
His life was that of a popular tiouvere His

verse, like most of that of his tune, is quite
artificial and possesses chiefly an historical

value One of his ballads is addressed to

Chaucer In addition to ballads and rondeaus,
he wrote a Miroir de manage in 13,000 lines,

which contains the prototype of the mother m-
law so frequently found in French farces, and
De Vart de dieter His (Euvres ooniptefes were

edited by Saint-Hilaire (11 vols, 1878-1903)
Consult E Hoeppner, Eustache Dmohamps
(Strassburg 1904)
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DESCEA1TEL da'bii i'nj' EJIILE ILGCSIE
ETIT-VNE "\UsTrs , lsin-iori4) A Trench critic

and autt 01 bun in Pin^ He beeme pro
tesbj" cl ihitor c it the Xoina 1

^euoul t^re,
and ti'a eontubuto1 or critical "itides tj the

tfmvt r f s Dt ux Vondei, Hib e^-avis on ( achol

c //K ct wciahsuie (1850 1 brought him into

dil cult (.-> vith the noiern^itnt He vvab

rresttJ. to loving the coup cletat oi Dec 2,

1S51 and \\ab expelled from FianCL He took

ietus>e in Btlj^um wheie *e met Victor Husri
On hi^ iLtuin to hib nit've countn Deiclunel

becime oue ot the editor* ot tlu Jr> i na 1 ties

Dflat<* fl^50) He was elected deputy in 187b
ml retlutul in Ib77 In 1681 he \vas nude

jtrote in of modem 1 teiatdie in the Colltgi de

Fiai ce ind m the bime \eir vas elected a

stratnr His works irclidt les coo tonnes

ffte(t,itts il'-SO) Hi foue dp la conifi&ntton

|1S37) Elides sm Iristophane (1807) Le
tu Hint"? t P rfc9 cfass'iy'^s ' lSb2 2d ed 18s3)

Ra^ne |18S4i Le thtatie de To'fcme (ISbb),
Lauaituie (1VM)
DESCHAWEL, PUT, (ELGLNT; Louis) (1856-

1922) A Frtneh st-iti-mm and author boin

in Bius^Js where hib nther Emile (1S19-
19041 a lurmcr uenator had been exiled for

opposition to Napoleon III He \vas secretaiy

to Maicrte- and to Iule> ^inon and entfred

the administration as \ ice Prefect in 1877

As an oiitor n the Chamber ol Deputie& to

which he -nab firbt elected m 1885 he disphyed

great eloquence He 'was a leader of the Pro

gre>- bt republicans and a strong exponent of

the sepiiation of chuich and state From
lvi> ti. 1002 he *is Pu-ilent of the Chamhr,
and being again chosen to tins office in 1912,

he ua^ rtelected in 1913 and 1914 In 1S99 he
was elected to the French Academy, and in the

same year he receded 10 totes (Loubet, 483)
for Prtbidtnt oi the Republic He -wrote La
qiteviio du Ton/ in (1SS3), Jn pohtique pan
raw ft\ Oceanic (1S34) les interets panr-aii
dans loctan pnnfique (1887), La decentialir

wtion {1895) La question soctalt- (4th ed
,

1898) La npulhque nouielle (3d ed, 1898),
a collection of speeches, Pohtique mtetieine et

etranqere (1006)
DESCHTJTES fdl'shoBf) ET7EE (Fr the

fallb) A n\er which rises in the Cascade
I? inge in Klamath Co Oreg flo\\b north b> tabt

through Crook and Wasco counties, and empties
into the Columbia River (Map Oregon, D 5)
It is atout 320 miles long, and for 140 miles
oi itfa course it cuts* into the great la\a bed of

the Norths ebt The river has made a canon,

ringing Irom 1000 to 2500 feet in depth and

e\pObing on its sides at least 130 layers of

lava one above another
DES CHUTES TTUDTATTS gee WA.RH

SPBINf
DES CLOIZEATTX, da klwaW, AU-BED

Louis OLHIER LEGBAXD (1817-97) A French

mineralogist, boin at Beauvais (Oise) Afttr

scientific study and travel he was appointed
assistant instructor in the Ecole Centrale des

Arts et Alanufactuies and subsequently lecturer

at the Ecole Nonnale He uas elected m I*s69

to the Academy ot Sciences In 1876 he became

professor of mineralogy at the Museum d'His

toire Naturelle He made important ime&tiga
tions in icgard to the optical properties of

cnt>tals, particularly with a view to establish

ing a basis for a crystallogiaphic sjstem, and
disco\eied the tnchmc potash feldspar known

ri2 DESEET

as nucroJine 'KAl^iO I and tU circulai po
laiozat en o c nnabar Fe publ b td Lefons

dc c n+nihfiii )/ c 'iSol) Jlanupi de tnineialo

Irs IJK>II 'tN (jpi <j
i s de? u t,taui (ISO")

DESCLOT de s ' If/ ( DESCLOS DES CLOT,

ESCLOT,
v c Ji i BFB>VT A Catalan hiatjnan

m tl e 1 tte ^all ot the thirteenth century
Ht viote a. I I if tW ley Fn I'Cic the oldebt

ir ) rtin- c >mpi sition in the Catalonian Ian

i-n?_,L \\iale 1- n hi^toriLil narratnt it is

bkilhil and tl^^e itb chief inteiest is 1m

gu^tic T1

e o >gm\l text was f-ibt publibhed
ard el ted b% Buchon under the ttle C7non

itfiit^ tttatir,t>es lelatuct am. expeditions pan
m Bfs pendant le ttesidne sicde (Paiib, 1841),
xlthuu^h it had appeared (in Barcelona) m a

Cistil an Km^ion \a\ Hilacl Ceneia as eaily

is Ibl6 and (in Madrid) in a becond Castihan
edition in 17al

DESCRIPTIVE GEOIIETEY See GEOM

DES'DEMO'NA JThe young wife of Othello

in Shake&pcare b tiagcdy of the latter title,

smotheied by her jealoub husband at the insti

gation ct lago Thib is said to be the first char

acter impersonated by an actiests on the English
stage

DESDE2T CON EL DESDEN, das din' kon Si

dab din', E (Sp, Disdain ^vith Disdain) A
pi 11 by Moieto, pioduced aoout tie middle of

the buenteenth eentun It ^vas tr inflated into

Eughbh b\ \\esthnd Marston (1864), troin the

fTtrmin -vtis'on of Sdim\od
DE SEN-TECTTTTE (Lat, On Old Age), or

CA'TO MA'JOE A popular essay by Cicero

applving the pnnciple-j of philosophy to the en
duiance of the illb incident to old age It \\as

compo&ed m 45 01 44 B c
, and is dedicated to

4tticus Scipio and Lffhus are represented as

meeting at the home of the elder Cato, in 150
r c

,
and admning the manner in which he bears

hib age

DESEEET, deYgrSt, STATE OF The name
gi\en by the Mormon', in 1849 to their settle

ment in the pie&eut State of Utah, deseret being
a word taken fiom the Book of Mormon and

meaning land of the honeybee" In September,
1850, Congiesb created the Territory of Utah
and the old name giadually fell into disuse
See UTAH MOBAIONS

DESEEONTTO, dSz'gr On'tfi A town of Hast

ings Co, Ontario, Canadi, the best harbor on
the Bay of Quinte, an inlet of Lake Ontario, 130
miles east of Toionto (Map Ontario, G 5) and
200 miles tvest of Jlontieal It is on the Canada
Northern Railway, which connects it with the
Grand Inink and the Canadian Pacific railways
It also has steamship connection with all Cana
dian and American ports on the St Lawrence
Ruer and the Great Lakes The manufactories
include a blast furnace, cannery, machine shop,
and saw mills, and their products are boxes,
cars, matches, sashes and blinds Abundant sup
plies of lumber and fruit are m the surrounding
district The town owns the gas, sewerage, and
xv iter systems The United States is represented
by a consular agent The beautiful Foresters'
Island Park is near Deseronto Pop 1901. d527,
1011, 201S

DESEET, d6z%t (Fr desert, Lat desertum,
from deserere, to abandon from de, from +
were, to bind) A region which supports little

plant and animal life As thus defined, the term
includes all barren areas, whether their barren
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ness is caused b\ intense cold, lack of toil or b\
insufficient moistme Gieenlmd bouthern Pata
gonia, and the Aictic an1 Antarctic landb in

geneial are deserts,, determined as, to chaiacter
b-s their bituation in high latitudes In common
usagt, hoT\e\er, the term is limited to the gieat
continental wastes lying within the tropical and
tempeiate zoneb uhich aie &eantilr watered bv
rainh The most extensne 01 thc^e and debritb
aic found m Abia, Afuca and Australia thc\
aie much less extensue in area in Xoith and
South Ameiica, and in Europe th^ seaneh
occui The Rah iia Desert is a part of an and
belt that reaches from the Atlantic cuist across
the noithcrn limb of Africa to the R<d Sea and
is continued through Arabia, Pema TuikPstan,
Sunqana and Mongolia, almo&t to the Pacific

shores of isia The eastein extension ot this

belt, ^hich is vider than the central poition,
ib kno^n as the Desert of Gobi In South Atrici
the Kalahaii Deteit occupies a laigc area bo
faeen the Zimbezi Rrver on the noith and the

Orange and Limpopo rrvers on the south The
arid regions of Australia are situated in the

central part of the continent and IT? of \ast
extent The -Uacama Descit, in noitlicrn Chile,
and tlie Colorado Desert, in California, aie ot

comparatrv civ limited aica but the\ furmsh per

haps the bebt illustrations of regions in America

ha\mg an and climate

The and deseits \ary greatly in surface con
formation and often they are far from having
the monotonous character which popular iirag
ination has ascribed to them The Sahara, Deb
ert conbists essentially of a series of ele\ated

plains rising in terraces to altitudes of seveial

thousand feet Within its compass there are

sandy stretches with the surface formed by the

winds into shifting dunes, and great areas

undeilam by stratified rocks, where the surface

is strewn with bowlders and has been deeply
pioded by the rivers that existed in past ao,es

Oases are found at intervals in deserts wherever
thpie are natural springs or mountains of suffi

cicnt height to cause precipitation The date

palm and other food plants may flourish here,

while in the less favored regions the plant life

is limited to representatives of the more hardy
families such as cacti and artemisia Under ex

ceptional conditions, such as exist, e g ,
in parts

of the Sahara, artesian TV ells may supply water
for nngation, such supplies are found in porous
strata like sandstone* that come to the surface*

in some remote region of plentiful rainfall

The drvness of the desert climate and the scanty

vegetation give rise to rock sculpturing in col

umnar, tabular, and fantastic forms Violent

tundbtonns, accompanied by whirlwinds cloud

less skies, extraordinary heat by day and rapid
fall of the temperatme at night and an annual

rainfall that vanes from a few inches to an im

measurably small amount, are characteristic

meteorological features

The small rainfall, upon which the anditv of

deserts depends, is due to the following causes

prevalence of dry winds, isolation by mountain

barriers along the borders, great distance from

areas of evaporation, or oceans The Sahara is

an illustration of a desert caused by dry winds

In the northern part the prevailing winds blow

from the northeast and ram falls onlv m win

ter, when cyclonic storms from the Atlantic pass

over the region The moist winds that have

their source in the Gulf of Guinea brag rain to

the southern Sahara, but in small amounts only,

as thnr temp< latuie and consequently their

capacity for 1 old ing moisture b increased be
lore thu reacl> iar into the interior A similar
condition piaail* in tf'e Desert of Atacjuia
Tvbeie the pm I'luiff wmdb are nom tie bouth
"ft hen niuuntam ran^ts occupy the boideia nf a

region, the mini's ai< dcpm^l of their moisture
beiore tuei pass bcvond the interior slopes
T'iu the Kalahari Deceit receives a vm -mall
lainfill norn t' e east \uids, which 1 inu an
al>ardance to the region Ivmj, betvuen t e S ruth

Atncm hiqlilands uxl the Indian Ou in In
Amtr ca the md region of Xcvai'a Ltih and
Aruona ib shut m from tht Pacific a by
nuunta^ns F iiallv desert condtio'b \v pie
\a.il in leg ons situated \i 51 at (listing-, nom
oeoins, o\ung to tie gi dual p*eup tition or
moistuie as the wm< s t^a^fl inland Ihf ex-

plorition of thi deserts ct Ccntrtl Aia bv Sven
TTecl'n, Huntington, and otncrs ha& brnar'it to
lisrlit numerous e-videnc(s of inciert culiii itions

nlnch \ould appear to in^ieite that tl o pit tnt
dry climate is a relitnelr recent development
Tl is ci tunibtanrf ma\ In expla ltd perhaps 19

tlip icsult or the e^ iporatinn of forme: hi ?

T\hich came into exibtence duiinar the Glacial

epoch, -nd ^hicli 101 a long time thereafter r"flv

ha\e pio\ided sufficient mni-,tuie to gi\e a moi1

eiite rainfall to that scrtioi Consult Xeu
mavr FidqucJiicJifp (Itip/icr 1815), and \^al

ther Dat Ge*et ctet Vti^tni j
i Uung in Gegen

uatt itnd Tot cit (Bet1m Iini)

DESEST'ED VILLAGE, THE A poem,
partl\ descript \c and parth declamatory by
Goldsmith (]77fli Pet KesrE^
DESEETIOK A military offense consist

ing m pbandoning the senicc *Aith the intention

of not rotounmg to it To p^o^e thu> offense it

is necessaiy to show absence without lea\e and
the intention not to retuin The maximum pen
altv for desertion in time of Tvar is death Tn
timo of peace it is dishonorable discharge and
confinement at hud labor for not more than
ta\o and one half years in the most aggravates!
cases The Act of April 27 1014 permits the

suspension of that pait of the sentence directing

dishonorable discharge until the soldier's release

from confinement This affords the soldier an

opportunitv to earn restoration to the colors by

good beliaMor while in confinement In cases

of soldiers earning restoration that part of the

scntencp directing dishonorable discharge will

be remitted befoie it is executed and the soldier

re-stored to duty to complete his enlistment The
United States government pavb a reward of $50
for the arrest, securing, and delnerv of a de

serter This reward is payable to an\ civil officer

or citiyen who makes the arrest and is also pay
able when information and assistance is guen
which directly enables military authorities to

make such arrest A soldier who has deserted

and whose period of sen ice has elapsed prior to

his apprehension, is handed over to the military

authorities for trial and sentence by a military

court-maitial, provided a period of two years

the extent of the period fixed by the Statute of

Limitations, has not elapsed since the expiration,

of his enlistment
In the British array desertion is a common

offense, although in the majority of instances the

soldier deserts to join another regiment immedi

ately, in which case should he confess or be

discovered he is tried by a district court martial

on the charge of fraudulent enlistment For

merly the charge was "desertion $n4 fraudulent
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enlistment,
' and up to 1879 the rule was to

brand a deserter bv tattooing him -with the letter

D or B C (bad character) The punishment tor

a first offense is usually rrom three months' to

two years imprisonment in a military prison,
and for succeeding oifenbes not more than fhe

vears may be inflicted In Gtrmany and conti

nental Europe generilly desertion in time of

peace is difficult and conbequentlj infrequent

owing to the compulsory service system "which

prevails Desertion in time of war is treated by
all countries alike, death being the usual punibh
ment De&ertion from the naval sen ices of

European nations is also treated with -varying
terms ot imprisonment, or the death penalty, ac

cording to the nature and circumstances ot the

offense

In the United States navy absence -without

leave, with a manifest intention not to return,

IB always resrardod as desertion Absence with

out leave, with the probability that the person
does not intend to destrt, ib at flrist regarded aa

straggling, and at the expiration of 10 days, if

still absent, as df>?ettwn In either case the

commanding officer decides the point of intention

and causes the person's name to be entered in the

ship a log book and marked on the paymaster s

books as a desnter Commanding officers are

authorized to offer a reward not exceeding $20
for the recovers of a deserter and one not exceed

ing $10 for the recovery of a btraggler In addi

tion to the reward there are paid such expenses

attending their lodgment, subsistence, and tra\ el

ing as have been fairly incurred Any reward

paid for the apprehension and necessary e\

penses of a straggler is charged to his account

The wages due a deserter are forfeited to the

United States if in debt to the government at

the time of his desertion his effects are sold and
the proceeds applied to liquidate it The letter

R marked agambt a person s name on the ship s

books signifies desertion and no application for

its removal is entertained unless the department
is furnished with sufficient evidence that there

was no intention to desert Commanding officers

of vessels at any United States naval station are

not allowed to receive on board stragglers or

deserters from other vessels, unless ordered so

to do by the Bureau of Navigation, which has

charge of the recruiting of the navy In case

of shipwreck or any other circumstance, except

capture by an enemy, whereby any person be

longing to a vessel in the navy becomes unavoid

ably separated from his command, it is his duty
to proceed at once to the nearest ship, squadron,
or station, and report himself to the officer in

command Should he not do so, he is regarded
as a deserter, and no claim for wages is allowed
unless he can prove that he was prevented by
circumstances beyond his control The punish
ment of death, or such other punishment as a
court martial may adjudge, can be inflicted on

any person in the naval service who in. time of

war deserts or entices others to desert In the
merchant service absence without leave for 48
hours is regarded as conclusive evidence of

desertion

DESERTION As applied to marital rein

tions, the willful withdrawal of one of the
married parties from the other, or the vol

untary refusal of one to renew a suspended
cohabitation without justification either m the
nonconsent of the other party or the wrongful
conduct of that party In most of the States
jn this country willful desertion is made by law

a cause of divorce The statutes of the several

States define what may be considered desertion

and usually declare tie length of time after

which desertion will be deemed a good cause for

divorce Th s> time varies from one year to five

In borne States it has been held that willful aban
donment of his wife by a husband will justify
an action lor divorce even though he had con

tmued during the period of his desertion to bup
port her In England under the law at present
in force, the wire is entitled to a decree of judi
cial separation, coupled with an order for ah
monv on account of willful desertion by the

husband lor two years without cause, while
either ispouse mav for willful desertion of the
other maintain an action against the offender

for the restitution of conjugal rights See Co\
JUQAL FIGHTS, DIVOBCE, HTJSBAMD A-ND WIFE,
and the authorities referred to under the last

named title

The desertion of children or other dependent
persons is dealt with under the head of

ABANDONMENT
DESOSBT VEGKETATIOIT Plants whose

natural habitats are in deserts They form one
of the three great climatic groups of xerophytea
and show the typical xeropnytic structures and

oigans which need but brief statement here

Most of the modifications secure reduced trans

piration e g many plants show reduced leaves

or the leaves may even be wholly absent, as
in some cacti, the deciduous habit is pronounced
and reaches its highest expression in annuals,
where the whole plant, so to speak, is shed dur

ing the dry beason, anatomical structures, such
as thick cuticles, coats of hair and also wax,
protected stomata, etc, are highly developed
Adaptations which secure increased absorption
are often found eg, root systems are highly
developed and absorptive hairs sometimes oc

cur Possibly the most characteristic of all

desert responses are storage organs, succulent
leaves and stems are particularly common, and
there are many plants with fleshy underground
stems, (bulbs, tubers, etc ) The conditions that
determine the nature of the vegetation are largely
associated with the small amount of atmospheric
moisture and its seasonal distribution Most
deserts are in semitropical regions, and hence
the xerophytie conditions are accelerated by m
tense heat and light The loss of water by evap
oration rather than by drainage often gives rise
to alkaline soils, which still further intensify
the xerophytic characters See HALOPHTTES
The vegetation of deserts is characterized by

monotony rather than poverty, there being but
few species that can endure the severe condi
tions The plants are scattered so that the soil

gives the landscape tone In comparing desert

plants with Alpine and Arctic plants, many eco

logical differences are seen, the most striking
are the deciduous and succulent habits habits

particularly adapted to regions where drought
as the result of heat Flonstically deserts are
noted for their endemiam (q v ), agreeing in this
with Alpine, but disagreeing with Arctic, vege
tation The endenusm of deserts is due m part
to their geographic isolation, mountains and
other barriers commonly cut off deserts on all

sides and prevent effective migration However,
another factor which favors endemism is the in
tense modification that desert plants have under-
gone as a result of the severe conditions See
XEBOPHYTE

DESEZE, dfizftz', RA.TMOHD, Cotnra (1748-



DESERT

1 PRICKLY PEAR CACTUS (Opuntia>, covering the surface of an Arizona desert

2 ARTEMISIA AND CACTUS Scene In an Arizona desert, showing the bushy flrewewood and

Mflft-brueh (Artemisia), and the columnar giant cactus (Careuij





7*5 DESHOULZBBBS

1828) A French lawver He was born and Flandrm and Bougereau His specialty was still
educated in Bordeaux and in 1784 becime es life and objects of art as, eg, vases and ivories
tabhshed in Pans, -where, together *ith Males from the collection in the Louvre grouped to
herbes and Trouchet, he vias subsequently in gether vuth perMps fruit or flowers Hamer
trusted \vith the defense ot Louis XVI before ton calls them precious copies ot precious
the National Co-mention Owing to the splen things" In the- Iu\embourg there is tne study
did oratory \\hich he displaced on thit occasion of in Amethvbt \ asr of the Sivteentn Century"
he fell under suspicion ot sympathizing with the (1850) by ham and n the Corcoran Gallery in
royal cause and was imprisoned until the fall of Washington are us "- on emrs ol the Sixteenth
Robespierre He did not avail himself of the and ^ev * nteenth CintuntV He is albo repre
opportunities of advancement offered him by srnted m the Metropolitan Museum, New York
Napoleon, but remained faithful to the house of fie Walttrb Gallen Baltimore the Brooklyn
Bourbon, and upon _

the installation of Louis Museum ind many private collections in Amer
XVLTI was appointed president of the Couit of
Cassation and grand wirden of the ro^al orders

DESFONTAINES, di'foVtln', PIEEBE FBA\
<?ois GUTOT (1685-1745) A French writer
horn in Rouen He entered the Jesuit Order and
became professor of rhetoric in Bourge^ but He
soon resigned and was editor of the Joutnal fa?
Savants (172^-27) He wrote Ofoenatio?*? swr
les Rentes mod&ne? (1735), a shallow perform
ance, yet so stinging that Voltaire bitterly re

plied m a Critique de* observation? (17J8)
Desfontames countered with La VoHauomame
(1738), and then Le mediateur (1739) His
Dictionnaire neologigue (6th ed , 1750) likewise
aroused Voltaire's ire

DESPONTAI1TES, REN LOUICHE (1750-
1833) A French botanist, born in Tremblav
In 1783 he was elected a member of the Academy
of Sciences, by which he was commissioned in

the same year to explore the Barbary States In
1786 he became director of the botanical gardens
in Paris, which he greatly improved His works

comprise Flora, Atlantic^ (1798-1800) compiled
from his North African studies, and an Eistoire

des arbres et arhnsseaitio qw peuvent etre cul

twes en, pleine terre sur le sol de la France

(1800)

DESFOEQ-ES, E D See PABNT VICOMTE DB

DESPOSSES, di'fo'sa', ROMAIW JOSEPH (1798-

1864) A French admiral, horn at Goueanon

HP rtnders te\ture material metals ind

jewels vuth peculiar felicity and microbcupi
detail but is less successful with fruit

DESHAYES, dp zi' G^PVPD PAUL (r95-
1875) A French gLoIotjibt and concholosfst

as born at Boran (Oise) studied in Stnss
uTEr and Pans gave prn ate lectures on geology

in Pariis and in 1869 \\as appointed protessor
of concholoor at the Museum dHibtoire Xatu
relle From 183H to 1842 he -nas a n ember of

the scientific commission to Alaena He was
one of the founders of the Geological Society of

France and frequently \* is elected its president
He assisted in tl e preparation of the statistical

tibles for Sir Clurlets I \ells Pnnaples of Gcol

oay prepared the description of the recent and
fossil mollusca obtained bv the expedition to

Morea, and began the compilition of a catalogup
of the bivalve shells of the British Museum It

Ras as a student ot fossil conchologv that he
was chiefly known In thib field he made im

portant discovenes and wrote his most note

worthy work, the Deso iption des ammaiine sct9

lertebres decouieitt dans le ftassiM de Paris

(18o7-67), the result of more than 20 years of

painstaking study He also published a Trnit

elementaire de conehvhologie (3 vols, 1834-58) ,

l/offu*7ucs de I'Uqtue (1848)

DESHIMA, dVshe'ma or PECnVTA, d&
sS'ma (Jap , Fore Island) A fan shaped arti

(Fmistere) In 1830 he was appointed cap ficial islet connected bv a single bridge with the

tain, in which capacity he participated in the city of Nagasaki (qv), Japan, on which the

capture of Algiers He was also a member of Dutch traders had their factory and residence

the expedition against Me-aco in 1838 and com from 1639 to 1859 Here the Dutch for 220

manded a vessel at San Juan d Ulloa In 1844 years enjoyed the European monopoly of trade

he arranged a treaty of commerce with Muscat with Japan, the recipients of honors as well as
- ' ' - ' ' '

the subjects of rigid rule In the renaia

sance of Japan Deshima plaved a most impor
tant part Consult Gnffis, Religions oj Japan
(London, 1?95), rf>, The Japanese Nation
Evolution (New York, 1%7), Rem, Japan (ib,

and later conducted a punitive expedition

against Madagascar He became rear admiral

in 1848, Minister of Marine in 1849, vice ad

miral and member of the Admiralty Council in

1853, and chairman of the Council of Naval Con
struction m 1854 As commander of the Medi
terranean fleet, he bombarded the forts at the

entrance to the Tetuan River in 1859 dunng the

conflict between Morocco and Spam In the fol

lowing year he was promoted to the rank of

admiral

DESO-ENETTES, da'zhe ntf, NICOLAS
DUTHIOHE (1763-1837) A French physician,
born in Alengon He was made physician in

18S4)

DESENEPF, dSsh nyfif The present official

name of East Cape, the most northeasterly point
in Asia, named arter the Russian explorer Desh

neff who in 1648 discovered the strait named

by Bering in 1728

DESHOTTLIEBES, da'zlSff'lyar', AsrronrerTE

DO LiQiffia DH LA GAEDB (1638-94) A French

_ poet, born in Pans She was married very

chiTf to the'army in'Ytaly in 1794 and'occupied young (1651) to the Seigneur Deshoulieres a

the same position in the Egyptian campaign gentleman attached to the Prince of Conde, and

He went afterward to Spam and Russia with the for eight years was separated front her husband,

French army and was present at Waterloo His he following the Pnnee into Flanders, where she

works include Analyse fa systeme absoroant on rejoined him m 1657 and soon afterward was

(1792) j?w*otr mtdncale de I'ar imprisoned for a year because of her obnoxious
- - -- *--

efforts to collect her husband's pension that was

long overdue After 1672 she lived in Pans,
mtide Vorient (1802) , Bowerwrs de la fa du

XVIH et dv commencement dv ZIZ neole

DESOOITB, diW, BI_WSE ALBOCAITDBB the p~oets, philosophers, and wits of the day

(1830-1901) A Freich painter of stall hfe He She was thejiead of the cabal against J*-
'-

holding a kind of salon and gathering about her

was born in Pans and studied the under

VOL VT 48

PUdre (1677) and composed a cruel epigram
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on the subjut Bo leiu who never forgive her,

has detailed her in bib tenth satire Her pla^b
are veak, an I ler reputation re&ts upon sever il

poin>3 she \vrott. in t
1

e Veicute Galant under

the name of Amarvlhb ard was known bv

her flatterer-, as the Tent i Muse '

T'ie best

edition ot her vorka vaa published m 1749

DESHT See DASHT
DESIC'CANTS (lor etymologr, see DCSICCA.

TIO^} In r edicme, the bubstanceb -nith as

tringert properties "which are serviceable in

checking secretion, from a m nous membrane or

causing soubmor o\er or cicatrization ot in

ulcfr or 1*0101(1

DESICCATION" (Lit de, down from a^av

+ ccae to 6"'%) The pioce^s of dnmg by

the employment 01 he it div air, or chemicil

agents vhicli 1m e an aPmitv for ^ater Ev

amples of t1 c cl -s of ar^ccajits or drvmg sul>

stances are msrd chlonde of calcium, quick

lime, caustic potash, fustd ca bonite of potash,

sulpliinc acid, and phosphorous pentoxide Oi

game liquids are usually d^-ied (it, freed of

water) bv introducing in appropriate desucint

into them tfiUt, alcohol ib rendered ab=olute

bv allowing it to *-t ind in contact with qu ck

lime bnuene miy be dr ed bv letting it stand

in contact ^ ith lused calcium chloride, etc

Solids, on tne rthcr hand, are dried, or kt.pt

drv, bv leaung them \\ithm a desiccitor or bell

jar, in vhii-h the desiccant is cont lined in a

sepaiate vest! A desiccator \\orks mo^t effi

cientlv if i ^ icuiim i!s established ^ ithm it

and if its desceant is placed abuie tlie vessel

containing the sub>tpace to be dried See also

FOOD PBLSFB* vi H)\ or

DESIDEBIO DA SETTIGKKTANO, da'ae da'

rffi da set'tenw'no (1428-Wj One of the

foremost Florentine bculptois of tlie eaily
Renaissance He vtas born at Settignano, near

Florence, or a lannlv of btontmasons, the son of

Bartolommeo di Francesco He is traditionally

suppobed to ha\e Jieen a pupil of Donatello,
pi hose influence appears in the naive naturalism

and the marble technique of his earh works
but as the latter left Florence to remain 10

years in Padua m 1443 when his supposed pupil
was onlv 15 years old, this influence must 1m e

been chiefly bv example Reminiscences of Luca
della Robbia also occur in his eaihest reliefs

of the Madonna Conceimng bis life only

meagie details gleaned from public documents
are kno<nn He ^as receued into the stone

masons' guild in 1453 in 1457 he lived near
San Pietro Maggiore, Florence, and had a work
shop isith his elder brother near Ponte Trimtl,
took part in a competition for Siena in 1461,
and died at Florence, Jan 16, 1464 His master

piece, the marble tomb of Carlo Harsuppmi
(church of Santa Croce), executed in 1455 or
soon after, is piobably the most beautiful

Florentine gra\e monument of the fifteenth cen

tury Within a frame surrounded by ornate

carving of the most exquisite detail and elabo-

rate invention the effigy of the dead man re

clmes upon his sarcophagus A relief of the
Madonna with two adoring angels is in the pedi
ment, above which are the statues of two boys
holding a garland, -while below are two others
with shields Among his other works of large
proportions was the celebrated cibonum of San
Pietro Maggiore, unfortunately lost m 1784,
otheis are the tabernacle of San Lorenzo, a
magnificent marble chimney piece in South Ken
sington Museum, and a wooden statue of the

Magdalen in Santi Tiimtl His \ioiks on a
smaller scale include tl e dUiguttul cl eiub ineze

of the Pazzi C apel, the rehei ot St John in the

llu^eo Nation --le Tloience, nnd a tondo of

Girist and St John t^ Baptist (Arconati col

lection, Paribi all ^outhiul woikb formerly
ascribed to Douatcllo Among hib characteristic

repie'scn+ationa o
4-

the Aladonna aie the eaily
rebels m the Foule collection Pans those in

tie Paichntici Pilaee, Floienee and the Pni
roteca, Tuim and the terracotta statuette m
S'uth Eei[ uston Aluotum He caned also a

number of n %e and characteristic busts of

en Idren such, is the well knou n Laughing
Guild

5

of the Benda collection, Vienna the

same subject in the Dmiuss collection Pans,
List's of bcAs m the Bibhotheque Vtionale,

Pans, the Dreyfuss collection, and in that of

Sir Chailes Rob nson London, and the fine
' Head ol a 1 outh ' in the jMusoo Xationale,
Florence Among his chaiming bubtb of young
\\omen are t1 e \\ell kno\\n evmple in the Museo
\azionale Florence, two others in the Beihn
and the J P Moigan collections (Metropolitan
iluseum, New lork) repiesenting Marietta

Strozzi, a sandstone bust and a punted plistei

replica ot a Toung \\onan thought to be a

piincebu of Urbmo, in the Berlin Museum His
otl er works include the spmted coat ot arms
vuth a lion rampant of the Gianfiglmn Palace,
Florence a rtlict suppostdly of St Cecelia in

the collection of Loid Wemjbs (London), UbU
ally attributed to Donatello, and a poi trait of
a suppobed courtesan, South Kensington
ITusoum
Debideno may be termed the leader ot the

charming group of marble sculptors \vho floui

i&hed in the generation following Donatello, he
is the founder of their style, characterized by
nane smcenty, refinement of tieatment, and a
certain meagreness of outline In his decora
tive -nork he refined the ai chitectural forms of

the early Renaissance, unented man\ ne\\ mo
tifs, and added greatly to the richness of detail

His sculpture is characterized by a masterly pfey

cholosfical mteipretation, and his ideal types of

the Madonna and child as A\cll AS young girls
dominated sculpture for the rest of the centaly
Consult Bode, Flotentmer BiUhauer d&> Renats
lance (Berlin Fng tians, 1002), and Die rtah
emscTie PlastiL (ib, 1911) Nearly all of his

woiks are repioduced in the monumental pubh
cation, Bode, Denlmaler der Renaissance Skulp
iur Toscanas, plates 282-312 (Munich, 1892-
1905)
DESIDEItnTS The last King (756-774

AD ) of the Lombards (qv ) After the death
of Aistulf there was a contest for the kingdom,
and Desiderius obtained it largely through the
influence of the Pope, to \\honi he piomised to
return part of the Lombard conquests After

obtaining the kingdom, however, he only par-
tially fulfilled hib promise For 14 years he
was able to keep his territory almost intact

Through the marriage of his daughter, in 770,
to Charles the Great, he seemed secure from any
Frankish intervention, but after a year Charles

repudiated his wife, and a little later Gerberga,
the \vidow of Karlomann, fled to Desidenus with.
her children for protection against Charles
Desidenus hoped to have the children of Karlo
mann recognized as the lawful heirs to the
Frankish Monarchy, and tned by an attack on
the papal territory to force the rope to anoint
them The Pope appealed to Charles, who m
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773 crossed the Alps and m the following year modern idea In the mediie\al guilds, though
succeeded in capturing Desideiiu& and conquti

i1 * L J ' '

ing his kingdom Desidcnub w \s held is a
piisoner in a monastery until his death Con
suit Hartmann, Geschtchte Itahcn* im Mittcia 1

ter, \ol 11 (Gotha, 1903) Hodgkm Italj a,il

het Imaders, vol vii (Oxfoid, 1S09) Abtl

Simson, Jahtbuchet des franl isrhrn Eddie?
unte> Karl dem Giossen, TO! i (Leipzig, ISSSi
DESIGN7

(OF dessem, horn Lat dc, out +

t 1 e instmction w is sv&tenvt c in a measure it

v, i rot tn\en in ecnocls or cl-"= ts bv specially

apjio n+td teacheiS 1 e fii>t achool of de* sn to
embod ti e nt\ conctit'on was ti e Pfnal Acid
e*u or Tim Art- t unled m Ib4^ in tle r^gi
cr Lo^s XIV, in Pin& In t i& i mou- schojl

01n^ fi e dqiartm nts \ere estabhsned those
-L/JSOJLU-IM- (ut aessein, nom L,at ae, out -f- or pi nt nc - ^ptm-e a rh tecture eneraunef

signate, to mark) In the fine aits, t1 e ait and t1 e cutting 01 areds ard metaU in which
of oiigmating and combining elements ol lorm j - - -

01 coloi to pioduce a unified composition
requires in "the designei a grasp' of all tl'e

exigencies, both practical and aesthetic, ot the

problem he is to sohe, combined with the neces

sary imagination to demise a scheme tint shall

satisfy these exigencies and at the same tiue
foim a beautiful and unified whole A. krowl

edge of ait hibtoiy is an advantage, though truly

great design should be cieatne and scholarly,
but not archaeological

The solution of an artistic problem is also

known as a design in a critical sense as a

good or bad design 01 as a design exhibiting
ceitain qualities but not otherwise By an
extension of this meaning the woid design" is

loosely applied to those drawings, paintings, or

models by which the artist expresses the con

coption he has eliminated for these modes
of expression aie so closely bound up with the

art they expiess as to be in the lay maid

inseparable from them
The word '

desispi" is also used m analogous
senses in the industnal arts, as in "textile

design," "fuimture design,
5

etc
, nd more

loosely it is applied to any creative composition
of many elements, e\en where the idea of beauty
is totally lacking, as in

' machine design,"
'

aero

plane design," "bridge design," and analogous
terms

DESIGN, SCHOOLS or In ancient times

every master of an art or artistic industry was
accustomed to impart the seciets of his craft to

a number of pupils, "who in icturn gave him
such help as they could, woikmg upon his mas

terpieces and learning by piactice, undei his

supervision, his particulai methods as well as

the established traditions of the craft In the

Middle Ages this system of teaching was highly

developed by the guilds, which controlled all

the arts and trades, particularly in Florence

and north Italy, in Germany and Flanders, and

to a considerable e^rtent also in France and Eng
land The go\erning councils of these guilds

instruction n is gnen bv rtguhrlv appointed
prt)f(.xas "i 1 IU*C<P\ encouraged b"\ an
eliboi tr> s^tj+tn ut awa d-> nilnrnatiD^ in t^e
<"r nd Pn/e of Ro in each dtpartment Sit
Ecor r DI^. Brvux Arts Pprc DE ROUE
In t 7

i^s school to which Trarce owes the trim
in? of mam of her r-iost illustrious artists tlp
f i^,t step % is ta1 LH towards a scientific s^ttm
of teaching d^iijn bv 'nilwing the training
requ red into its essfrtial elr inent? and teaching
t1 cse separately by lectures and class w ork with
teit exammat oni Composition and the tb oi\
of dctign t'e hi=torv of ort pcrspeetnf
costume and el^sital archaologi and in archi

teeture tl>e orders and the dements of construe
tue science aie the clnet dni5ions 01 this

teaching The Actual studio work has however
from the fir^t bun conducted largdv on the
traditional hies of the apprenticeship Astern,
and fus is ti ue of most of the schools of design
both Europe in and Amencan A few 1m e on
the other hand, endex^ored to carry the seien

tific organization of tie instmction into their
studio woik as in tl'e teaching of decorative

drsism in the South Kensington Schools (aee
SOUIH KE^srsGjm NATIONAL ABT SCHOOLS
OF) and like institutions in England, and in the
American schools of architecture

Since the middle of the nineteenth century the
number of schools of design has greatly in

creased in Europe and in the United States
since 1*^76 in both ei'-es this has beon largely
due to the stimulus of international exhibitions

Those of 1851 and 1862 in London, and in 1855
in Pans oponpd the eves of the English to the

superiority of the Trench art industries and led

to the estaohshmcnt of the South Kensington
Museum and Schools of Ait ard of scores of

proMncial schools for the training of skilled de

signers of tcxtileb ceramic wares, and other

products of industry Stimulated by the success

of the British experiment, the various German
states the French government, and many munici

pahties in both these countries opened schools

regiilated the terms of appienticeslup and the of design in the chief industrial centres The

course of instruction, prescnbed the tests for marked feature of this movement, following the

promotion from one grade to another and insti British present* was the recognition of the

tuted prize competitions to stimulate proficiency educational ialue of museums of industrial art

The Italian Eenaissance, however, brought In the United States the schools of design are

about a return from corporate to individual -with bat few exceptions independent of munici

teaching The guilds lost their controlling in pal or State control, being managed bj incorpo

fluence because of the personal preeminence of rated boards of trustees or influential art

great artists like Peiugino, Raphael, Da Vma, societies Some of the museums of art are

and Michelangelo These attracted groups of

apprentice artists, who became their ardent dis

ciples and imitators, reproducing often for a

maintained or aided by the city or state but in

general both schools and museums have been

founded by private munificence and are main

while not only the general style, but e\en the tamed without governmental aid Besides the

tucks and mannerisms of their masters in these special schools, drawing and

term "schools" applied to these personal or local elementary design are also taught in many pub

coteries and groups (school of Raphael, Vene- lie schools of Europe and America, as well as in

tian school) does not designate organized msti- evening clasw.s conducted by the
municipality

tutionTat all <* 1>Y philanthropic societies m the United States

The teaching of design by systematic instruo A broad distraction is generally made between

feon m oiganized schools is a comparatrvdy fehools of the flue arta in which parting,
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<<eulpture, and architecture are taught some
timeb also music and engraving and schools of

industrial art, -which tram their pupils lor in

ddbtrial design and the decorative arts f^ee

DcLOBATTiE ART ) In. some ca&es the two kmdb
01 training are offered in the same school, but
tins is rare Architectural training, moreover,
las in the Lnited States been chieflv given in

schools attached to universities or to techno

logical institutions, and has been more thor

oughly developed than anv other branch of

education in design in such schools as that ot

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(1866), Cornell University (I860), Columbia
tniversitv (1881) the Lniversitv of Pennbvl

vama, and Harvard Lmversitv
In the modern schools of design freehand

drawing is universally recognized as the founda
tion upon -which all the training must be based,
since it involves the coordination of hand and

eje The grammar of design i e the theoretic

principles of good decoration and the rules

which express these is taught bv lectures or

textbooks and enforced by progressive exercises

in design Fertility and resource are cultivated

by the study of the history of the decorative

arts and of the examples of design m the

museums, and the taste is trained both bv this

study and by the criticism of original designs

prepared by the students Finally, there is

added to these branches the detailed technical

instruction necessarv for each particular mdus

try, such as stained glass work, carpet weaving,
wall paper making, potterv, and glasswork and
the graduate pupil is then qualified to enter the

service of some industrial establishment or to

make designs for sale to the manufacturers
A number of the most important schools of

design are treated in special articles, such as

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE, BOSTON ABT SCHOOL,
ECOLE DBS BEATTX ABTS , NATIONAL ACADEMY OF

DESIGN, ROYAL ACADEMY, LOMXTV FtourH KE\
snerov, NATIONAL ABT SCHOOLS OF, SAI\T
LUKE, ACADEMY OF Other important schools of

design are the Ecole Nationale et Speciale des

Arts Decoratifs in Pans, the Berlin Bau
Akftdemie, the Vienna Imperial Art Institute,
the School of Applied Design for Women, the

Cooper Union (qv), New York, the Chicago
Art Institute, and the textile schools of Lowell
and Philadelphia Consult Munsterberg The
Principles of Art Education (Xew lork, 1904)

Ludwig, Ueler Erziehung zur Eunstuoung und
um Sunstgenws (Strassburg, 1907) , Kunzfeld,
Unter den gegenuartigen Stand der Kunster
ssiehtinggfrage (Langensalza, 1909), Adams,
Theory and Praatvx in Designing (New York,

DftStBAPE, da'ze"rad' (Sp deseada, de
sired) A small island of the French West
Indies, situated about 8 miles northeast of

Guadeloupe, of which it is a dependency (Map
West Indies, G 3) It is about 7 miles long and
1% miles broad and contains about 10 square
wiles it is without a good harbor Its popu
lation (1906) was 1484, chieflv emancipated
slaves The island was the first discovery of
Columbus on his second voyage in 1493 He
named it Deseada It has been in the possession
of the French since 1814 Pop , about 1500
DESTELE' (OF <fer, Fr dwr, It dmro, de

awfeno, from Lat desutenvm, desire, from <to-

9%farare> to desire) An imperfect volition In
both desire and volition an "attractive" object
t "and" is set before consciousness but m dt

sire the individual is unable to attain the "end,
'

unable even to attempt to attain it, while in

volition ^e makes, in effort to possess the object
He cxn lardlv s=av that he i& baffled" in desire,

for that would nrolv the making of an attempt
and altaou^a the ooject appeal^ as desirable it

does not appe ir it> a tiling to be sought dlter

at Ifast rot ior the niommt The inhibition 19

an inte^jral pait 01 the situation in which the

desired ojjett 's presented The central proce&s
in dt>ire is, tuen, a motive bhorn of its power
One niav desire an object which has fallen out of

reach, but since it is out of reach, one does not

will' to get it Onlv when the means of at

tamment coire betoie the mind or, at least,

when the impossibilitv of reaching the object

escapes, the mind, does the volition arise only
then, le, does one actuallv endeavor, strive to

obtain the object Lntil experience teaches that

some things are impossible of attainment, the

distinction between desire and volition does not
aritse Thus,, the infant desires the moon and at

the same time stretches forth his hands to grasp
it He mav still desire it after he has learned

that it ib an object in the sky, but he does no*

will" to possess it

Some psychologists have given the word "de
sire" a wider meaning than that just explained
Thev leave out the element of inhibition or in

abihtv and assert that whenever an idea pie-
sents itself as a motive it aiouses desire, whether
the thing desired, eg, a dinner or an ideal in

moral conduct, ib or is not realized Under the

nrst definition desire is akin to wishing, under
the second it is a particular kind of conation

(q\ ), an appetition, or an "endeavor towards"
It is probably better to restrict the term to its

narrower meaning and to retain the element of

inhibition, the lack of means bv which the de

sire consciousness might be changed into the

volition consciousness Thus considered, a dis

section, of desire reveals a strong affective ele

ment, which may consist m pleasantness or

unpleasantness The thought of restriction is

inherently unpleasant, but the unpleasantness

may be overcome by the agreeable thought of thp

object Over and above the affection and the
ideas attended to, there is in desire a complex
of organic sensations, and, in case the desire is

sufficiently powerful as m longing or yearning
a well marked feeling of effort (qv) Con

suit Bam, Mental and Moral Science (London,
1884) , Wundt, Human and Animal Psychology
(ib, 1001), Stout, Manual of Psychology (ib,

1890) Sea EVEOTKWT, WILT

DBSJABDINS, da'zhar'daN', ALPHCOTSJB

( 1841-1 912 ) A Canadian journalist and states-

man He was born at Terrebonne, P Q, was
educated at Masson College and Nicolet Semi-

nary, and was admitted to the bar in 1862 For
some years he practiced law, but in 1868 he
abandoned it for journalism and seived on the
editorial staff of L'Ordre and as chief editor of

Le Nouveau Monde He took an active part in

organizing the Canadian Papal Zouaves, sent to
aid the Pope in 1868, and was one of the framers
of the Programme Oatholigite (1871) For his
services to the Roman Catholic church he was
created a knight of the Order of Pius IX m
1872 In 1874 he was elected a Conservative
member of the Dominion Parliament and re-
tained his seat until 1892 He was mayor of
Montreal (1893), Minister of Militia m Six
Mackenzie BowelTs administration in 1806, and
in the same year was Mmurter of Public Works
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in the admimstiation of Sir Charkb Tupper
Towards the end of 1896 he retired from politi
cal life

DESJABDDTS, MiBm (1640-94) A
French sculptor, whose real name was Martin
van den Bogaert He was born at Breda, in
Holland, and studied under Verbruggen in Ant
werp and later under Buirette in Pans where
he succeeded so well that he took up hib resi
dence there He was made an academician in

1671, then professor (1681) rector of the Royal
Academv (1686), and court bculptor to Louis
XIV His works are in several of the Pans
churches, and at the Imahdeb and Versailles
His masterpiece wab the colossal bionze btatue
of Louis XIV in the Place de la Victoire (1686),
but this was destroyed in 1702, and there are

only fragments of it left in the Louvre It

lepresented the King on foot, crowned bv Vic
torr There are colossal stitues of Louib XIV
at Versailles and Lyons, by Desjardms, and a fine

bust of the painter Mignard, a bust of Edouard
Colbert, and a statue of Hercules in the Louvre
His work is academic in finish, but has not much
dramatic feeling

DESJABDINS, MICHEL AISEBT (1838-97)
A French -wntei and politician, bom at Beau
vais (Oise) He studied at the Uni\eraity of

Paris and in 1871 was elected deputj for Oise
in the National Assembly From 1873 to 1875
he was Undersecretary in the Minibtry of Public

ma'rl' de sa\ sfiild^, TEAS (1595-1676) A
French dramatic and historical writer He at
tracted the attention ot Richelieu and through,
his influence became one ot the founders and
the first cnancellor, of the \cademie Fra.nc.aibe

(1634-38) Pichekeu appointed him counselor
to the King and Secretary General of the Levant
marine In 1^45 Det,marcts became a devout
Catholic Thib led him to attack the Janbemsts
of Port Royal, and the pen w*ir lasted three
vear-> The mo=<t inter* sting ot his -works is

De la comparison de la langue et de la poteie
ftanraise aiec la giaque et la latine (1870),
which opened the long quairel between the
ancients and the moderns His Tiorks also in
dude Les iwonnaires H637^ Engone (1638),
Scipion ( 1639 ) Consult H Rigault Histoire de
la querelle drs anciens et des modetnes (iSoO)

DESMABSES, da'mar', Louis AUGUSTE
(1810-82) A French oculist, born at Evreux
In Pant,, in 1830 he established the chmque
which he conducted for 25 years He introduced
the operation of mdectomy He also invented
an ophthalmoscope and contnbuted to the
Gazette des Hopitaiir Hib principal publica
tion is a Tjaiff theonque et pratique des mala
die? <tes ueux (

18*54- >S)
DE SMET DE IKTAEYER, PAUL, COMTE

See SMET DE XAEYEB
DES1HDS One celled alga that exhibit

the greatest possible -variety of form and are
Instruction and in 1875-76 held the same post often" extremely beautiful The cell is peculiar
in the Ministry of the Interior In 1877 he was m being organised into two sjmmetrical halves,

appointed to the chair of legislation and erimi
"' ' - ' ' '

nal procedure in the University of Pans He
published Le pouvoir civil an oonctle de Tiente

(1869) , Tratte du vol dans les principals*

legislations de I'antiqmte et specialement dans
le drort remain (18S1), Code p$nal russe

(1884) , Examen doctrinal le droit cnminel en

Algene et dans les colonies (1887)
DESirATsT (Sw desman ratta, desman, from

desman, musk + tatta, Ger Batte, rat) A
large, aquatic, shrew like mole of the genus

Myogale, or Galemys, and family Talpidse, of

often separated by a deep constnetion which
makes the 'isthmus" In each half there is a

large chloroplast, while in the isthmus connect

ing the two halves the single nucleus is placed
Many of the desmids have the power of locomo

tion, and they are very sensitive to light, taking
a position determined bv the incident ravs On
account of the structure of the cell its division

is peculiar The nucleus divides, and a wall is

formed across the isthmus The division thus

results m two new cells, each consisting of half

of the old cell and a portion of the isthmus,
which enlarges into a new half In sexual re

,
___________ .

____ ________ , production the cells pair the walls are ruptured

ig and the hind pair enlaiged into paddles, at the isthmus, the protoplasts escape and fuse,

a long and flenble proboscis The best- and a fertilized egg (zvgoepore) is formed
,----------- , -------- , ------- DEg jjonrug^ de moin/

(Fr ( of the monks)
The capital and the hrgeat city of Iowa, and
the county seat of Polk County, near the geo_________ ___________________OJ - graphical centre of the State, 138 miles east by

eluding the tail, which is long and laterally north of Omaha, Keb at the confluence of the

compressed, forming a powerful swimming or Raccoon and the Des Moines nvers (Map Iowa,

gan, acting as a sculling oar, and it is clothed D 3) It is an important manufactunng and

in soft, molelike fur, blackish above and whitish commercial city and is noted for its extensive

beneath, and salable to furriers An element insurance interests and its exceptional railroad

of value in its fur is said to be the musky odor facilities, which include the lines of the Chicago,

which clings to the fur, which is derived from a Rock Island, and Pacific, the Chicago, Burling

cluster of sebaceous anal glands and which ton, and Quincy, the Chicago Great Western, the

renders the flesh uneatable Its home is an ex Chicago and Northwestern, the Wabash, the

tensive burrow in the bank of a stream, opening Minneapolis and St Louis, the Fort Dodge, Des

underneath the water, in which the desman Homes, and Southern, and the Chicago, Mil

spends most of its time, and where it searches, waukee, and St Paul, and also several inter-

by means of its long, flexible, and sensitive urban lines Des Moines was settled in 1846,

nose for insects leeches small moHusks, and was incorporated as the town of Fort Des Moines

similar food in the mud and beneath the stones in 1851, and in 1857 was chartered as a raty and

The other species (Myogale pyrenuica, or 0o- became the capital of the State, replacing Iowa

lemya pyrenatous) inhabits the Pyreneea, is far City It ia built on gently sloping hdls and

smaller/ and has a perfectly round tail, but its

which two species are known They have com

pletely webbed feet, the fore pair not adapted to

known species is the Russian desman (Myogale
[or Galemys} moscTiata) , which inhabits the mar

gins of streams and lakes throughout south~
It is about 16 inches long, in

,

are much the same Fossils show that
contains, among its finest structures, th&

fad, erected at a cost of
|3,000,000, |he, ,,

^
the desman inhabited Europe until the last States Government building, the State His-

Qlacial era toncal building, aty library, the county oourt-

DESMABETS DE SATBTT-SOBLIS
1

, di' house, two hospitals, a large audjtomma, and
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ttjee public Ljs;h schools Dts Mo nc^ is the

!>eat of Des Homes College (Baptist), totab

h^hed in 1S65 Drake t niv eraitr, lounded in

1SS1 bv tne Disciples, or Christ but HOT 'ion

"tctxnan, Highland Park College (Presj^
tenan i founded in 1800 Grand ^ icw Collide

(Danish Lutheran t, lounded in ISO 5 and tne

Capital Citv Commerce! Corcgt, fourded in

1S84 It has al^o an e\tens \e s^ten 01 pa^ks
and at\eral budges across tne l^vo nvi ru The
Iowa ^tate Fair is held here annualh Dea

Homes and tne surrounding region die urder

laid with va<t deposits ot bituimnoiih coil a
matu al advantage WUKII hit, contribu+ed to the

citv'b rapid industrial growth Among its

manutactures ire books and ma^a/ines, pvtent
mediunes brick trunks, e images \\ igons

sleighs engines and bolters cotton and voolen

goods pottery Portland ceJient glue, incubators,

clothing fie, &e^er pipe agricultural imple
ments conferticraerv, crackers mattrtsbi s, bar

nest, scales furnacet ploTi soap, brooms* \vhite

bronze, globes twine tents linseed oil,

paper cashing machine, iurmture, aile grease,

baking po-ndei, eleitncal appliances, etc The
annual in ome and expenditures of the city

amount to about *>2 200 000 and ^2 GOO 000 re-

spectrvelv the pnncipal items m the budget

being $75 000 tor street lighting, >SO 000 for the

fire department, aid .%)QOO for schools A
eitr charter, tmbodving miat ha& become knoun
as the Des Homot, Plan 1

ot municipal govein
mtnt was adoptid in l'07 It vet>ts thegovun
ment in a eommiijsion of hve chosen biennially,

on a nonpartisan ticket b\ the eleetoio of the

entire citv district divisions 1m ing been

abolibhed Other citv offLtrs, are chosen by the

commihSiOn and city employees are btlected by
a civil seivice board of three members appointed
to the commission Fach or the admmi&trativ e

department w controlled bv a commission The
comnussioncrta are subject to the recall on peti
tion 01 2o ptr cent of the registered number of

voters All franchises mubt be submitted to

the ptople and thev can compel the commission
to pass ant kw or ordinance Foil Des Alomes
was ebtabhbhed hue in 1843 to protect the

rights of the Satb and the I o\eb Whites settled

m 1851, and in 1000 the fort, mth a full regi
ment of ca\alry, was retsatabhshed Pop, 1890,

50,003, 1<K)0, 62139 1910, 86,568, 1914 (U S
ttt ), 96601, 1020, 126T4fl8

DES KOINES COLLEGE An institution

of higher education, situated at Deb Aloincb,
Iowa It wai> established in 1865 by membeib
of the Baptist church and *as affiliated -with

Chicago University (see CHICAGO, UMVEBSIIT
OF) ID 1892 The college offers the bachelor's

degree in arts, science, and philosophy It had
in 1914 an enrollment of 507, including students
in the musical and preparatory departments
The library contains 10,000 volumes A special

department for the training of teachers la main
tamed Si\ college buildings stand on a wooded

campus of 10 acres, including the athletic field

Buildings and grounds are valued at $250,000
The endowment is $200,000 The president in

1914 \*as John A Earl DD
DES MOINES RIVER The most important

nyer of Iona It ib 'orired by the meeting of
the east and west forks of the Des Homes in

Humboldt Co, loua The east fork is the out
let of Okamanpadu Lake, in Emmet Co

, Iowa ,

the west fork flows fiom a chain of lakes, one
of which is Lake Heron, in Jackson Co Mmn

AEip Io t a D 3) Tie Deb lloineb flo^s

euutmbtuh acro^ loua and emptieb into the

3Iia.bs.ppi Riui (qy) 3 mile* belov? Keokuk
It is 330 mileb long and drains an area of

14500 sqai e nulfe From Farmington to its

r-oatL it falls 48 leet 01 1% feet per mile

Tie chiel tr butan i* the Coon River, ^hich

jomb it tiom the west at Des Homes The chief

eitiea along its banks are. Ottum\va Des Momes,
and Fort Dodge Tnough Lee Count; it flows

in a mi row gorgehke \alley noted foi its

picturetjut sc ne, v

DES MOSPON'GLffl See HESACTINELTIDA

DESMOULUrS, di'moTftaV LLCIE SIITPLICE

Cvnixc ELNOIT (1760-94) A French pohti
ciin and journalist of the time of the Re\olu

tion He was Loin al Guise, in Picardi, March
2 17bO the eldest bon of the lieutenant general
ot tne Bailmick of Guisse Through the in

flu^nee of a relative "\oung Desnioulms obtained

a scholarship in the Lvcee Louis le Grand,
Paris vi here hp had Rohespiene as a fellow

student Alter his graduation young Desmou
luib studied law and became an advocate befoie

the Parlement of Pans m 1785, but met with

little success, owing, it is said, to a stammer in

his speech In 1788 he published a philosoplu
cal woik, La philowphie dw peuple franfais } but
it was the dismissal of Necker, July 11, 1789,

that first brought Desmoulins to the front as a

Revolutionist He heard the ne^vs on the even

ing of July 12 and, in the eicitement of the

moment forgetting his btammer, bpiang on a

cafe table in the gaiden of the Palais Rxnal and

harangued the ciowd of people around him
This bcene marked the actual beginning of the

Revolution The cry To arms' 1

resounded,
and two days later the Bastille nas taken A
Republican pamphlet, La Ftance hire, which he

brought out, \ias received with instantaneous

favor, and he was encouraged to follow it up
ivith a journal of a revolutionary nature His
Liscoms de la lantPin? ausa Parmens was less

to his credit and earnod for him the nickname
of Procureur de la lanterne

" Desmoulins was
a hero worshiper, but inconsistent in his al

legianee, and, after making Mirabeau his idol,

transferred his affections to Danton, to whom
he clung until the end In 1791 both men were
in danger of arrest foi the extreme boldness
of their views, but both escaped It was at this

time that Deemouhns ceased publishing Lea
Rtiolutwns de France et de Btalant, his first

journal, and began La Tnbune des Patnotes,
ftInch became tht organ of the Coidcliere He
was also intimate with Robe&pieire, who per
buaded him to attack the Girondists in a work
entitled Ftagment de I'hitfoire de la Revolution

(usually icferred to as the Histoire des Brmo
tuu) This venemous attack helped greatly m
overthrowing the opposite party, but it is said
that later Desmoulins regretted his course With
Danton he began to call for moderation, and
towards the end of 1703 the first number of
Le Iteux Cordelier appeared and stood up for

just and legal trials and less severe sentences
Desmoulins attacked the Hebertists as well as
the Committee of Public Safety, and the breach
between the Dantomsts and ultra Jacobins grew
aider After being twice accused before the
Jacobin Club, where he was defended by Robes
pierre, Desmoulma was at length arrested, alone
with Danton and others of the party The
merest formality of a trial took place, and they
were all executed, April 5, 1794 Desmoulins
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did not face death i\ it1

! tl e unflinching courage
of Danton His b( lutiful ^ oung wife Lucile

Dupless s sought 11 CMT* wo.i to rescue him,
but Mas heiself ariestcd and guillotwcd a icrt

night latei Consult (J lutes fie CamJle De?
mouhns aiec unc notice Inog) aphiqiie ed by
flatten (Pans, 183b) Claietie CnnuUe DCS
mouZms, Lucie Dtinouiint etude sui let,

Dcntonisfrs (ib ]S75) Eng tr^ns CamiUe
Dismoulmv and /us TT i/e, ta llr& Cashel Hoev
(London, 1870), Aulaid Les oiateitis de la

Legislatiue it de la Conieniion (Pan., 1885-

86) , Lenotic Pans revolutioi nnue (ib 1004 i

DESNA, dab'na A rrver of Russia, rising in

the Govcinment ot Smolensk 72 ni'kb southeast
of the town of that name (Map Russia D 4)
It flows southeast through the Go\ eminent of

Smolensk until it reaches Bnarsk in Orel,
w hei e it mikes a bh u p bend and after a bouth

westerly couibe through the go\ernments of O^el

and TchenngoT, ]oma the Dnieper nearly oppo
site Kie\ The Debna is 610 nule& in length
and is natig^ble for fctcimciis as tai as Bn
ansk Min\ important towiib aie found in its

basin The liver thus acquires considerable im

poitance in the inland tiade of Ru&sia

DESNOIBESTERBES, da'nw ir tai', Gus
TA^E LE BBisoib (1S17-02) A Flench author,
born at Ba^cux He it> the authoi of a numbir
of poems and no\cls, but his principal works
ha\e been lustoiical studies of the eighteenth
century These include Yoltaue et la socieU

panraise au \VIIhme siecle (8 vols, 1807-76),
which \vas crowned b\ the Academ\ Les couis

galantes (1859-64), La comidie satuique au
XMIIeme siecle (1884) , Le cJieiahet Doiat et

lee poetes hqets du JF/I/cme sucle (1887)

DESHOYEBS, dl'nwa'yl', AUGUSTS GASPABD
Louis BOUCEEE, BiEON (1771-1857) AFiench

engraver, bom in Pant, He studied drawing
with Lethieres, the dotted manner of engraving
with Louis Darcis, and line engiavmg liter

under lardieu One of the most important en

gravers of hiis time, he became a member of the

Institute in 1816, in 1825 was made engra\er
to the King, and three years later receded the

title of Baron He is especially known for his

engiavmgs after Raphael, ^hote works he inter

preted with peculiar sympathy and masterly

technique Among the best of his plates are

Raphael's "La belle jardiniere" (1801), Gerald's

poi trait of Napoleon (1808), the "Madonna
della Casa d'Alba" (1827) the "Sistme Ma
donna" (1846), and especially "The Transfigu
ration" (1840) In 1821 he published a col

lection of 34 prints, entitled Jtecueil d'estampes

gtaviet cPapies des pmntwes awftgue? vtaliennes

His complete cniue comprises 75 plates

DEStfOYERS, Louis CLAUDE JOSEPH FLOB

ENOB (1805-68) A French author born at Re

plonges (Am) He contributed largely to the

success of the Journal de? Enfaaits, in which his

Mesaientures de Jean Paul Choppart (1836,

1909) was published This and the following

story, Aventures de Robert Robert et de ton

ami Toussavnt Lavenette (1840), are considered

to be among the classics of the literature of

education

DESOLATION ISLAND See KEBOTBM*
LAWD
DESOLATION LAND, also called DESO-

LATION ISLAND An island of Chile, on the

south side of the west end of the Strait of

Magellan It is 70 miles long and 16 miles

broad Its westernmost point is Cape Pillar

DE SOLA, d6 sO'la, MELDOLA (I8o3- )

A. Canadian Jevu^h rabbi rnd opponent of re

formed Judn-m He was born in Monti eal and
T- edunt'd iirle1- thf direction 01 hi- father,

A de Sola ateo a Jewish rabbi For i fe\i
T ears he wai, encaged in oommeiual purtuits,
lut after an eventrce m 187b-S2 a- \olon
tary liy assistant in the Sp msh pnd Poitu

guese svnigogue of which Ins father was rabbi
1 e succeeded tiie littti in 1SS2 His controlling
im was soon known to b uncompromising

opposition to the Libeial mo\ement in Xorto
American Judaism He preauhed and worl ed

again&t it yigo'-oush He was foremost in

promoting and was first vice president of
a conft rtni.e of the iepiesentati\Ps of orthodox
Judaism (Xew York 1808) and he was al^o
oie of the three rabbis who foimulated the

pi meiples go\ einmg the com ent on A result
of the conference was the formation or the
Union of Orfiodo-i Tevibh Congregations of
the Lnited Stites and Cinada He became a
fiim suppotter 01 tho /'orist ino" orient (qi )

DESOB, dezOr' EDODABD (1811-82) A
Swiss geologist bom at Tn^drichsdorf, near

Homburg He studied it the universities of

Giessen and Heidelberg and 11 consequence of
the put taken M him in political affairs was
compelled to escape to Pans Thence he went
to Xeuch'itel, where IP became acquainted with

Agassi/, whom in 1847 Le accompanied to Amer
ua He subsequently became professor of geol
ogv in the Acidenne of Neuclntel He was
elected a member of the Federal Grand Council
and in 1873 became lib president His pubhca
tions dealing chiefly with the geology of

Switzerland, include Gelit gtltau dei llpen
(1865), Les palafittei du lao de \euchatel

(1865), Echmologie hehetique (1869-72), Ie
pat/sage moiamique (1S75J
DE SOTO A city in Jefferson Co, Mo,

43 miles south M Ttest of St Louis, on the St

Louis, Iron fountain and Southern Railroad

(Mpp Missouri, F 3) It is in the centre of a
lead and zinc mining region exports grain flour,

produce, and Ine stock, and has a shoe factory,

flouring and pkning mills and railroad machine

shops The water works are owned by the citv

Pop, 1<K)0 5611 1910, 4721

DE SOTO, HEKKA^DO (or FEBRANDO) See

SOTO, HERNAN DO (or FE^ANDO) DE

DESFAIB, GIANT The monstrous owner of
*

Doubting Castle," where Christian and Hopeful
are temporarily imprisoned, m Bunyan'b Pil

grim's Pt ogres?
DESPARD, dBs^aid, EDWABD MARCUS

(1751-1803) An Irish conspirator, born in

Queen's County He entered the army as ensign
in 1766 and in 1779 was appointed engineer in

the San Juan expedition, in which he disti

guished himself In 1781 he Vcame commander
of the island of Rattan, with the rank of cap

tain, and subsequently of the Bay of Honduras
and the entire Mosquito Coast Soon after the

peninsula of Yucatan had been added to his

domains by Spanish grant, he was accused of

cruelty and other offenses by the prior English

settlers, who resented the concessions made to

logwood cutters from the Mosquito Coast He
was ordeied to England, where he remained

from 1790 to 1792, only to learn that there was
no charge against him An unjustifiable im

pnsonment from 1798 to 1800 so incensed him

against the government that he devised a plot for

the assassination of the King and the capture of
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tne Bank of Tnghnd and the lower H* was

convicted of treason, and evtcuttd at Newmgton

DESPENSE&, de eptin'ser A powcriul Eng-
lish t muh ot the thirteenth and iourtttntn ctm

tuntt, HLGH LE DESPENSEB <Jitd 12o3> was

justieiar of England between 12uO ard 1204 and

was asbociatea with. Simon de Monttoit in fie

rising ac'ambt Eenrv III He -vsa-5 kilitd at tie

battle ot r^esJiam Bis son HLUHLL DtPLNsrat

nent part in tLe reign ot Edwaid II He s^ncd
in the Welsh Wars, and in Tranee and S.utki d

being present at the battle ot Dunuar in 12%

Subsequently lie was employed on nu'ntroub

diplomatic mihbionis to vrntuti Luropea.ii Powers

and to the Pope Lp to the tear UOb 'it w ^ a

member 01 the B irons parb., in which lus

property and rank a^urcd him a high position
but about the time of the fall of Ga^ton up t

the King's, favorite, he abandontd the cau^e of

the Barons and became the head of the Couit

part\ and a. bitter eneim of Thomis Earl of

Lancabter Tfough undoubted!* avaricious and

unstrupuloub in the means he adopted for in

creating hi*, pohssessioiis Husjh was probable no

more bjelfUl tfian mo^t of the great nobkb of

his timt who took advantage of the presence of

a weak king an the throne to rurther their own
intareytb In 1321 the Barons' party gained the

upper hand and Hugh van sentenced bv Parba
ment to bamshmuit He wat> recalled however,
in the lolloping lear, when the Kings faction

was once more m the ascendant, and contributed

no doubt to the fall and death of the Earl of

Lancaster In the ame \ear he ^aa made Earl

of Winche&ter and his position became more
influential than \er The feeling of hatred

with which he was regarded bv all the great
nobles finalh led to the outbreak of a rebellion,

in which Isabella the wife of Edward II, joined
The <Jucen

T
!5 force? marched upon Bristol, which

w&b defended by Hugh le Despenser The King's
favorite was forced to surrender and was speedily

hanged HtGH IE DESM\SEB THE lorn*GEE

(died 1326) was the son of the preceding In
his vouth he was the intimate fnend of the

young Prmce ot Wales, afterward Edward HI,
and served with him in the Scottish wars He
obtained great wealth by his mar^aee to one
of the heiresses of the house of Glouce^r, and,
like his father was for a time a prominent
leader among the Barons It was not until

1318 that he went over to the King, being
actuated m this move by an insatiable greed for
laud which had brought him into repeated con
flieis with many of the nobles of the Marches
A league was formed against him, headed by
the Earl of Lancaster, and in 1321 he was ban
iihed with his father With his father he was
recalled in the following year, restored to his

old possessions, and overwhelmed with grants
and new titles He met the same fate as the
elder Hugh In the Barons' rising of 1326 he
was taken prisoner, brought to Hereford, tried

upon the charge of piracy and complicity m the
death of Thomas of Lancaster, and hanged A
grandson of Hugh the younger waa the "war
like! bishop," Henry of Norwich, who died in
1406 He was chosen by Urban VI to lead a
crusade against the followers of Clement VTI,
the antipope, in Flanders A great grandson,
Thomas (1373-HOO), was created Earl of
Gloucester Consult Tout, Pohttcal History of
England, mS-lSTf (London, 1905), Davis,
England under the ISormwus and Angewns (ib ,

1105), Tickers, Histoty of Fng^and, l^-iyS
(ib, 1912; Wvhe, England iinde* Hem >i IV
(4 vols ib, 1SS4-P8)

D'ESPEBEY, GEVEBAL RSA^OBEP French
i onnurder For u^ tuoeraphy see \ on X\IV
DES PE&IERS, dl paryi' B(HAVEM:m

i la 10-44 A FitniA satinet and fetors tclle*

bom at AraavleDuL Arming at L\ous in

Ij3i Ue woiktd n coll iboi ition with Dolet

(
i\ i on In*, L'jHiiifntaiifi o/t tltf fatiti Lan

gi ag In 15)o he betame the btattan of MAI

^utt ot M-vaiie "i^tti of Franu>> I, and took

a inurnment p irt in tlie liteian quanel between

Mdrot and Sa^ua w o ^ai b later appeared the

\\ork bv vuich ie ^ piobauh best known, the

satinc Ctimwlun Hundi, buggesting Lucian on

it-s ruocl en ot superstition, old ana new, with

an Gccabional puisne berioubnegt. \ery character

i-tic of the finer culture of the French Renais

sinct The work caused such a sensation among
the clerg\ that the Parlement of Pans immedi

ately ordered its tuppression Whether through
ftar 01 perspcmtion which Margaret was power
leiab to avert or through mssamU, Des Peners
committed suicide in 1544 Besides translations

and poems of minor interest, among which it, a

curious literary eourtblup of a nun, he left a

collection of 129 "\outetfes rea eations et )Qyeiix
deuz (155S), wntten at diffeient periods dur

ing his life and published to friends after his

death Ihe best edition of Des Penerb's works
is that of Lacour (Pans, 1856) Frank pub
Iished a separate edition of the CijinbalumKIundi
in 1873 Consult CheneMfiie Bona^enture Des
Penets (Pans, 1886), Frank and Chene\iere,

Lexique de la langue de Bonaventuie Des
Peners (ib, 1888), Rubner, SyntaUi&cl r

titudien zu JBonaieniure Des Petiets (Leipzig,
1897)

DES PLAINBS (dft plan') 21IVEB (Fr, of

the plains) A mer rising near Hacme, Wis
(Map Illinois, D 2) It flows south nearly

parallel with the shore of Lake Michigan, and
from 6 to 12 miles distant, to Lyons, just west
of Chicago, 111 , thence southwest, uniting with
the Kankakee Rrver (qv) in Grundy Co, 111,
and forming the Illinois River (qv )

It is

separated from the lake by a low divide, over
which during high water it discharges into the

Chicago River (qv )
For 13 miles its waters

ha\e been deflected to form the Chicago Drain

age Canal (qv) It us 150 miles long and
drains an area of 1700 square miles

DESPOBHES, dvp&rf, (ALEXAITOBE) FBAX
SOIS (1661-1743) A French animal and still

JUfe painter, born at Champigneul He was the

pupil of the animal painter Nica&ius, but was in
the main self taught In 1685 he went for two
years to Poland to paint portraits of the King,
the royal family, and magnates of the court
On his return to France he devoted himself to

painting animals and scenes of the chase and
later to still life and fruit and flower pieces, and
was employed by the King and the grandees of
the French court At the castle of Marly he
painted portraits (now in the Louvre) of the
most valuable dogs of Louis XIV, with whom he
stood in high favor He designed compositions
for the Gobelin and Savonnene tapestnes There
are 27 pictures by him m the Louvre, and he is

represented m many other European galleries
Although a very productive and facile painter,
Desportes was always careful in his execution
His work compares favorably with that of th6
best Flemish masters in his line
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DESPOBTBS, PHILIPPE (154b~1606) A
French poet, Loin at Chartiet, In his vouth he
went to Itah as secretary to the Bibhop of Puv
and there studied the Italian poets, especially
Petrarch and Ariobto whom he imitated in his

sonnets and elegies On his return he rose rap
idly m favor ind enjovtd during his lifetime

the reputation of a Ronbard He "w as etsentiath

a courtier he piaibed the loves of the last

Valois and became Abbe and Canon of the

Sainte Chapelle and court poet His talent,
neither original nor profound, is best shown in

such charming ven>es as Contre tine nuit trop
claire and Rosette pour un peu d absence, al

though certain of his religious poems have a
sober beauty Editions of his "ROiLs appeared
in 1573, 1583, and 1502 They were also pub
lished with an introduction bv A Michiels, as
(Ewes de Philippe Desportes (1858) Le
inanage honm (1573) \\as repubhshed in 1908

DESTOT (from Gk SCO-TTOT^S, despotes, mas
ter, lord, zuler) An absolute ruler who carries

on the gov eminent entirely in his o\\n mterestb,

pursuing generally a policy of crueltv and op

pression Like 'tyrant," the word "despot"
originally earned no odious meaning and de
noted merely the pobsessor of unlimited power
In a modified sense, but still free from the im

putations of tuanny, the title was applied to

the rulers of the Greek towns of Asia Minor
under the Persian domination and bubsequently
to the governors of the Asiatic provinces and
towns of the Bvzantme Empire

DESPRES, JosquiN
1

See DEFERS, JOSQUIJT

DESPBES, dA'prS
7

, SUZANNE ISABELLE (1876-
) A French actress, born m Mexico She

studied at the Conservatoire in Pans and in.

1897 won the first prize m comedv and the

second in tragedy She played at the Theltre
1'GEuvre and married its manager, Aurehen

LugnePoe She also appeared at the Antome
(m Remplacantes) ,

the Porte Saint Martin (m
L'Assommotr) , etc , and in 1902 made her debut

at the ComSdie Frangaise in Phedre In 1910

she played in Eleltra, She was particularly
successful m Ibsen's plays She toured Germany
in 1906 and appeared in London Consult the

appreciation by Sorel, Nouvelle Revue, pp 25-
34 (May, 1902)

DESPBETZ, di'pra', CESAB MANSTJETB

(1789-1863) A French physicist, born at Les

sines, Belgium He was instructor of physical
sciences at the College Henri IV in Pans and
at the Polytechnic Institute and was appointed

professor at the Sorbonne about 1837 His

writings were published in the Oomptes Rmdus
of the Paris Academy of Sciences, of which

society he was a member, and in the InwoZes <fo

dwm^e et de Physique (1817-66) His Travte

elementwe de physique (1825, 4th ed
, 1896)

was adopted by the Council of Public Instruc

tion A product of carbon introduced by him
is said to be almost as serviceable as diamond
dust for polishing purposes

PESSATY) da's!', JOSEPH MAT, COUNT

(1764-1834) A French general and politician,

born at Thonons, m Savov In 1791-92 he

raised volunteers for France in Savoy and was

present at the siege of Toulon and subsequently
served under Napoleon in Italy He was a mem
ber of the Council of Five Hundred and was one

of the few who opposed the coup d'Stat of the

Eighteenth Brumaire Nevertheless, he was
made a brigadier goneial m 1803 and rose to be

general of division by 1809 Hw conduot at

Wagram won him the title ol "the Intrepid"
from the lips of the Emperor He was created
a Count in 1810 and made Governor of Amster
dam In the Russian campaign of 1812 Dessaix
was severeb wounded at Borodino In 1814 he
was successful against the Allies in Savov
yiter the Revolution of 1830 he \*as appointed
commander of the National Guaid^ at Lvons
He died Oct 26, 1834 For the details of his

life, consult Dessaii et FolliPt, Etude histoj ique
svr la. resolution et 1 empire en Saioie Le
generate Detsaixsa we pohtimte et mihtaire
(Paris 1870)

DESSAXINES, dd'salen', JEA^ JACQUES
( 1758-1806 ) A negro militin leader, known
as Jean Jacques I, Emperor of Haiti He v\as

born in Guinta Africa (according to some ac
counts at Grand Rruere, Haiti), and ^a*. sold

as a slave at Cap Frangais. (now called Cape
Haitien) In 1791 he entered the insurgent
ranks under Blazon, and subsequently, with
lank of lieutenant general became one of the

trusty subordinates of Toussamt lOuxerture
For some time he maintained a guerrilla warfare

againbt General Leclerc, the officer sent by
Napoleon to bubjugate the island but upon the

conclusion of peace m 1802, he professed al-

legiance to the French and was appointed Gov
ernor of the southern division of Haiti with
rank of a general of drvieion Angered at the
severe repressive measures of General Rocham-
beau, who succeeded General Leclerc, he or-

ganized and directed an uncompromibing revolt,

which, with the assistance of an English squad-
ron, ended an the utter expulsion of the French
In 1804 he was appointed Governor General for

life But, infuriated by the failure of his ex-

pedition against the Spanish part of the island,
he had himself crowned Emperor and proceeded
to a cruel despotism He was assassinated by
two of his officers, Petion and Chnstophe:

the
latter of whom became President of Haiti
Consult Dubroca,, Tie de J J Deasahnes (Pans,
1804)

DESSAU", d&Ysou (first called Diasouwe,
then Desso) The capital of the German Duchy
of Anhalt, on the Mulde, not far from its junc
tion with the Elbe, 67 miles bv rail southwest
of Berlin (Map Germany, E 3) The town
lies in a well wooded plain, surrounded by a

very fertile and richly cultivated country The
streets are broad and well shaded The palace,

dating partly from the sixteenth century, con

tains a collection of paintings, including some
excellent examples of the early Italian, Dutch,
and Flemish schools The palace is interesting
also for ita fine architectural features, its suite

of Old German rooms, its relics of Prince Leopold

(known as "the old Dessauer"), and Napoleon

tioned the old and new town halls, the new

palaces of Princess Louise and the hereditary

prince, the Parliament building, the new post

office, and the theatre The church, of St Mary,
built in 1512 and restored m 1857, contains

several pictures by the two Cranachs, and in the

vaults the tomb of Prince Leopold, the sarcoph

agus being surrounded by the figures of six

grenadiers The town possesses all modern
utilities Its educational establishments include

a gymnasium, several technical schools, and
three large libraries, one maintained by the

town It has a number of art collections in two

museums, and the Amalien Stiftung, founded by
the daughter of Pnnce Leopold in the eighteenth
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century Des^- xu i^ the butl place of the com

noser Friednch trader the poet "ftilnelni

"\[jller and tbe ppilo-ophtr ilo&ea ilendeLsohn

tl< trao latter being commemorated b\ rjonu

nents Tlie bridge over the Elbe wia tre s'ere

of t le unlhant % ictorv * on during the TJirt"
liars' War bv Wallen^tem o^er Count Manstelel

on Apnl 25 1C26 The city has groro \cn

rapidlv in the last 20 ^ai^ Tlie rtfinm,? of

sugar is the prmc pal industn Lut maruiac
tures of carpet paper cloth, machinery ra lv\ IT

car* \ehiclet> and spirits ha e ben grtitiy

prospered It is the centre ol a lertile &ar rul

tural country and hv r ier it ctrr e-i on i Imlv
tilde in erain Pop, 1000, jft S4fa 1010 30

6U6 Dessau \vaa rounded n tht t\\clit
T
i cen

tur\ bv Albert tae Btir reoema owe rghts, m
1213 and upon the diu-ion ot Anhilt in 1003

became the residence of tht Anhalt Deb'sau line

It suffered se^eielv daring the TlirtT Years

\Var but began to reco\.r it-. pio-peritT in the

eighteenth century Consult \YrrLg Chi on I

drt stadt Dftwii ' De^au ls7fii

DESSOIB, di'swar' LCTKTIG 'properly LEO
POLD Ds>SAiLRt 1 1 SI 0-74 A (rtinun actor,

born in Pobtn He was ittiched to the Le'p/ig
Theatre Horn 1SU to l^jfi tl at ol Karlsruhe

irom 1839 to 1 S44 ana t\e Hof Theatre of Bei

1m irom 1S47 until hit, ret'* ment in 1S72 Is

an interpreter oi trig c nJea rrom Goethe, Schil

ler and Shxkfneare 1 e took high rank CJ H
Lewes preferred his Othello to that of Kean
DE STAAL At sul M G, BLuan (1*22-

1007) A fiu^i in dipUmnt born in Esthomi
and educated at tlie University of 3fosc<m In

1845 hf enured the diplomatic senicc m the

Asiatic department of the ^rini&trv of Foreign

Affairs, fne ^ears later oeeomng a ra'mber of

the PaiB*ian emba>-a at Co i*,tanhnople Sub

bHjunth he served as consul general at Bu"ha
n t on t'le --tiff of the legition at Athtnb

(185*)), and, beginning in 1864, again at Con

stantmople, as councilor to the tmbass\ There
he obtained the Porte s permission for Russia to

dibregard the Black Sea clauses of the Treaty
of Pans From 1884 to 1002 he was Ambagsa
dor afc the court of St James's, and in this

capacity he uas instrumental in averting the

threatened quarrel between England and Russia
o\tr the Afghan boundary In 1809 he repre
Dented Russia at Tlie Hague Peace Conference

DE STAEL, d6 stil See STAEL EOLSTIOT

BESTEBBO, da btir'rfi Set Fronuxopotis

DESTIIOr, des'tin, EMMY (1878- ) A
Buienuan dramatic soprano, uhote real name
it Kitt! She was born in Prague, where she
reoened her firtst musical instruction on the
uolin When she discovered her musical voice,

*he studied with Madame LoeweDestinn who
secured for her an engagement at the Berlin
R<nal Opera Here her debut as Santuzza m
1898 MRS bo successful that she was permanently
engaged for Berlin Her European fame dates
from her appearance as Senta in the first Bay
reuth performance of The Flying Dutchman m
1901 In 1907 Strauss selected her to sing the
title rOle in his Salome at the first Pans pro
duction In 1908 she became a member of the

Metropolitan Opera House of New York and one
of the prime favontes She is not only a great
singer, but also a superb actress Her reper
toire includes 80 operas

DESTOUOHES, dA'tfJosh', PHUJPPB Ntoi
OAULT (1680-1754) A French dramatist, born
ftt Tours, Aug 22, 1680 Of hig 17 comedies,
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le dn>sip0*cin (1736> and Le gloneux fl732)

are pronouni ed b^ Le sing models ol finer high
comedo ^rd tie laigclv lutobiographic Le

pJitfu)p}e wane '1727 i i^ aUo a classic ol the

French stage His % orks are commendable

latter on account ol the abbence oi gieat
i utb fin iron tie prt tree 01 an^ r'al dia

mitic gen
1 a Except m Ln, ja.u<>se I^JIPS

1 17 56 1 Dev-tnjc it* tuok hi* coaic \oeation too

&enou^l\ lut ie ^ imDortint a^ a \\itnebb to

the ciirL'e in puolic filling thit wa^. to \^el

conn the teirnil conedi 1 1 jtiurhe lai mouante]

ot La Ciiiuwe Con-suit VI Burner Dettouches

ct SP cof/i^''""? i \Vv* Tlrr ale 1006)

DESTEOTONG A2iT(JELS, 01 D^mss See

DESTBTJC'TOE, BETTSE See GIEB\OE
DE3TTJTT DE TBACY, distnt' de tra'se',

A^TOINB Ions CLUDE CO^T (1754-1836)
A French philobopher \t the outbreak of the

Pc\olution lie \\a^ a colonel 4n the 11 mi, and
TV-IS sent to the States General as a delegate of

the nob bt\ of Bourbonnais In 1792 he ac

compamed his fnuid Lafiyctte into exile l>ut

returned secretly to Fnncc not long afterward

and nab cast into pn^on from flinch onh the

downfall ol Robespierre rnki^cd lain Under

Xapoleon he was a senator and after the Res
toration T*as created a peer to Louis XVIII
As a philosopher, lie reprebented the doctrine of

henbualiMn, lolloping moie eb^eeiallx Condillac

whose sTbtem he further developed to the io

called ideolosribm Hib pnnapil ^ork is Hie
ments ^ideologic (1801-1 "5) His other \voika

include Clramiiiaire gent tale (1803) Oommen
tane sur Fespnt d("t Ioi<i de Vwleiquieu (1806,

En? trins 1S1U Tiafo tic let inlontL (1815)
DE TAB'LET, LOED See WvBEB^r, JOHN

BTBMJ LUCLSTEP
DETACHTffiEirT (Fr dttachement fiom d

iachct, to detach, from d&, away + ^cAe? to

fabten, from It tacca, tack, from Bret tach, Ir

taca, Gael, tacaid mail), MiUTABy 'A body
of troops separated from a higher command and
intrusted with a special mission Nearly e\cry
command of any size ib composed of troops from
the different arms or special services or both,
and TV hen not constituting a division, brigade,
or other authorized unit, the question arises

whether to call buch a commina a detaohment
or to gne it the tactical designation of the pre>

dommating arm or special service, if there is a

predominating element, the title of the com
mand is that of the predominating element,
nnlebs the proportion of an luxilian arm or

special sen ice equals or exceeds that prescribed
for a division, in which case the command is a
detachment For example a command con

sistmg of one regiment of infantry and one

squadron is a detachment, while the title of a
command consisting of one regiment of infantry
and a troop is that of the regiment" (Field
Senice Regulations, U S A.rmy, 1013 )

DETAELLB, dcU/
y

)

, JKAT BAPTISTS EDOU
ABD (1848-1912) 1 Fiench military painter
He was born m Pans, Oct 6 1848 A pupil of
Memomer bis early pictures evince the same
devotion to detail and finish that marks the
works of his master but he developed a broader
style with better atmospheric treatment Hm
"Repose during Drill in Camp Samt-M&ur"
(1869) painted when he was 21 years old, se
cured him his first modal In 1870 he took up
arms for his country, but he was never unnund
rul of his art and made sketches whenever he
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coulc1 It was in ^(ttlnnj ^rn l e'> me dent to

camp lite that lc perfected ^ t^in'ijue and
mad< him-selt competent io uproduce v 1\ idl end
coireeth tie movements of tioo^a in prtpir*.
tion for battle or lestmg aftei a fi<ht Ihe
horrors of war he suggests rather than deructa,
and his tieatraent mar be observed in Ins
'Salute to the Wounded' (1877) His 'Move
ment of Troops" and 'The Dream 3 (Luvm
bomg Musrum), are well known canvases His

'Pissing Regiment" (1875) which is lumbar
bv its reproductions, is the property of tin Coi
coian Gallerv in Washington The Metropolitan

5 DETEBMDTANTS

thtm in civil or criminal proceedings He may
he a public officer or a private emplo}ee In
mam cities there are extensive detective

bureaus, vhose members are in no wav con
netted with the official police 01 constabulary
establishments Some states forbid persons to

act as detectives without a licence from a couit
or other official source A detectne does not
b< come an accomplice of a criminal even when
Ins knowledge 01 the criminal's plans -would have
enabled him to prevent the commission of the
crime His act in entrapping a criminal, if

[united to mere entrapment does not render him
Museum of \rt New loik possesses thiee of liable to punishment, nor does it in an^ way

'

excuse or rxonerate the criminal

DETEE'MTN'AU'TS (Lat determinant, pres
pait ol dttfiminaie trom de + terminate to

bound, limit) Certain algebraic functions re

niarktble tor their brevity of notation and their
' ' '

his Tvork" inchi<?ing the Defense of Campigm
called by the art st his best work and the Tan
deibilt collection on loan in the Metropolitan
Museum ^e^v 1 01 k, hag a like number In col

laboration with De Neuville he ppinted two pin
oraruas of the campaigns of 1S70-71 ohibited
in Paris in 1882-83 Among Ins latest "works

are decorative paintings in the H>tel de Ville,
Pans (1002-04) and the Pantheon (1005) the
Tlue du Petit Pont" (1010) an episode of the
Revolution ot 18 SO and 'General Lat>salle at

Wagiam' (1912) He TV as made a che alier of

the Legion of Honor for his
'

Retreat " Con
suit Claretie, L'Art et les wtistes panrai<)

contempoi ains (2d senes, Paris 1876),
Goetschv, Lea jeunes pemties mihtaves (ib,

1878), Valmy Bavsse, Pemttet d a nourd'lmi

(ib, 1010) and monographs by Card (ib,

1882) and Vachon (ib, 1S07)

DEJADT'EIl (from Lat detmere, from de,
off + tene), to hold) The technical term of

the common law for a withholding of the pos-
session of property The ist of the act is not
the manner in which the advtr^e possesion was

acquired this may have been lawful or unliw
ful but the continued detention of the propeity
from one who claims the right to the possession
thereof No question of title or ownership is

necessarily involved in the notion of a detainer,

wealth of significant properties

or (Oj& ) are merely other notations for _

a &j The first form is commonly used in ele

mcntary mathematics Similarly

&l Cil

represents aj) c3 -f- a I c^ -f oAc aa& e,

a OjOj
~ a^c Such functions are called deter

minants, and the quantities ai} 6t, GI, a b~,

are called elements The nrst or square form of

notation is called the array notation If there
are more columns than ro\\s, the form is called a
matiias An array of two colunuib and two- rows
is called a determinant of the second order, one
of three columns and three rows a determinant
of the third order, and so on In the expansion
of a determinant of the second order there are

too terms, each containing the letters a, b,

but differing m the arrangement of the sub

scripts, 1, 2 In the expansion of a determinant
of the third order there are SIT terms, each con

as one who is not the owner may nevertheless taming the letters a, 6, c, but differing in the

be entitled to the possession of the property, arrangement of the subscripts 1, 2, 3 Thus
and, on the other hand the owner may be guilty

<*
of an unlawful detainer of his own land or

there are two terms in the expansion of a deter

mmant of the second order, and six in one of the

A detainer is always an act of force third order, half of which are positive and half

ana may be lawful or unlawful The appropn negative The signs are selected according to

ate remedy where goods are unlaw fully detained the arrangement of the subscripts If there is

is detinue, or replevin, and if, after demand an even number of inversions m the order of

made, the holder refuses to return them, he is

deemed to have converted them to his own use

and becomes liable to an action in trover for

damages An unlawful detainer of lands gives
rise to a right of entry or in modern practice to

an action of ejectment Trespass is not avail

able if the original entry was rightful, nor can

any action be employed whose purpose is- to try
the question of title, as that is not involved

When a detainer follows upon a wrongful entry,

it may, nevertheless, be valid, as when one, in

the subscnpts of any term, its sign is considered

plus, if an odd number, its sign is consideied

minus e g , in the term a-ftaCi, 3 standing before

2 is an inversion, since the natural order is 2

before 3 likewise 3 before 1 and 2 before 1 are

inversions , there being three inversions, the

sign is minus A determinant of the fourth

order contains 18 elements, and its expansion
contains 24 terms In general, a determinant

of the th order contains m? elements, and its

expansion n(n 1) (n 2) 2 1, or n 1

terms Some of the leading properties of de

termmants are 1 If two adjacent columns or
violation of law, forcibly recovers possession of

his land from an intruder Here thf illegal

entry is punishable but m some jurisdictions rows Of a determinant are "interchanged, the

the subsequent possession of the owner of the 3^ oniy of the determinant ifl changed, if a
land will not be disturbed See Coimassio;*,

*

DETINUE , FORCIBLE ENTBT

D'feTAMPES, di'tairp', DUCHESSIF

ESTAMPBS, AMTE DE PISSELEU, DUOHESSE D'

DETECTIVE (from Lai detectus, from

column or row is transposed over an odd num
ber of columns or rows, the sign only of the

See determinant is changed,, if a column or row 11

transposed over an even number of columns or

rows, the determinant is unchanged 2 If ths

columns are made rows, and conversely, the

determinant is unchanged 3 If the elements of
togere, expose, from de neg + tegere, to cover)

One who engages in the work of securing evj _.. .

dence respecting persons suspected of wrongdoing a row or column are added to the corresponding

{or the purpose of having it used for or against elements of another column or row, the value of
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the determinant is unchanged 4 Mult plving
tne (.laments of an11

* column or row \>\ a rummer

multiplies the determinant bv that number 5

If two columns or two rows are ident cal or if

tie elements or anv row or column are all zeros

t IP determinant van sbe& Sucs properties are

ot great aid in evaluating determinants

Various methods 01 e-cpanMnn live been de-

vised bv which the terms cuh containing one

elemtnt ard onlv one, from eat i column ard

tach row tin revlih and Astern iticallv oe

formed While these met'^ods can best be ob

tamed from a textbook on the subject minor

determinants will be explained nere since tiev

furnish a simple means lor expanding determi

nints of degrees higher than the third Ii the

column and row to which smv element I* loner*

are suppressed tne resulting determinant is

called a first minor 01 the given determining
or tne cotactor 01 the given element If two
rows and two column" are suppressed the re

suiting determinant is called a second minor of

the given determinant and so on Thus, in

\a
b c d

(

a led
"ids 6 cj f?3

is a first minor of A and a cofactor of

the leading element at and (a^,) is a second

minor of A
If the redactors of a, 6 , c, d are denoted bv

A, B, C D, then it can be shown that A =
OjAi + ijBi + rid + <fjDi It should be ob

served that A Bj mvohe their own signs,

and that in the atove equation B md Dt are

negative Thus a determinant of the nth order

nmv be expanded in terms oi determinants of

tie (r llti order and o on Determinants

albo admit, in their aondged form of notation,

o* the fundamental operations of addition, sub

traction and multiplication (including invo-

lution)

These functions are of great importance in

the solution of simultaneous equations The
root* m the case of two linear equations, c^x +
1$ = c-s and ax + ty = c are expressed thus

s= /
ft

!i y - (fr)
*n *ne c*88 f *nree e^a

tions involving three unknowns of the type
eyr =

a& + ty -r- c s rfa the roots are

may be found bv a method Known as Sylvester's

dia'iitir ptorrt* eg to form tne eliminant of

/jj
3 T qx r = and nx3 -4- lr + ex + d

= mult rlv V e n embers of the first equation

bv i and J? aid tre -econd bv x, and form

a svstem o* tne epironi considering of, a? ar,

and r as the u iknow n- I ne ehmmant is

D q T

ft n tj c d

a t) c d =

// q r

p q rO
Ir u i V are unctions or y, z, the deter

(s> & &}=d<lr'^=*(um}
ib failed the Jaiubian of tht svstem u v, ID,

with respect to x, y _ In the pirticular case

where it i, v are the paitial differential co

efficients (bee CALCULLS) of the same function

of the variables x, y * it ib called the Hessian

of the primitive junction These and other ex

presions play an important part m expressing
the properties oi certain curves (qv )

and sur

faces eg it i-s shown in modern geometry that

if the first polar of any point A with respect to

a curve u = Q homogeneoub in a: y, s has a
double point B the polar conic of B has a double

point A The locus of the double point B is

expressed by the Hessian

la h g]

L/J
which is satisfied by x, y, r, and in which a, o,

c, are differential coefficients of the second
order This function is also an example of a
covenant See FOBMS
The first idea of determinants has generally

been attributed to Leibnitz (1693) There is

no doubt however, that Seki Kowa (1642-1708),
the Newton of Japan, knew of these functions
some jears before the idea occurred to Leibnitz
Seki treats of them in his fukvdai problems as
early as 1683 and evidenth knew of them even
before this date Leibnitz merely asserted that
the condition for the simultaneous nature of
the equations 10 + liar + 12y = 0, 20 + 21a>

+ 22V = 0, 30 + 310 +32y = 0, is that the

expression 10 21 32-10 22 31-11 20
"

+ 11 22 30 + 12 . 31-12 21 30 shall
vanish Seki, however, treats of n equations, he

, v , _._ _.
knew that the number of terms in the e^qxansion

In the case of linear equations involving ?f
a determinant of the *ith order is n' and he

unknowns knew tne law f interchange of rows and col-

umns Following the work of Leibnitz, but

entirely ignorant of that of Seki, Cramer (1750)
added somewhat to the theory, treating the

subjects wholly m relation to sets of equations
For n homogeneous linear equations, the deter
minant notation serves to express the necessary The recurrent law was first announced by Bezout
and sufficient condition for the consistency of

"" - - -

the svstem
~

e tz = 0, a.
. ,

+ c# = 0, if (Oi& cs) = 0, the _,
be satisfied by a set of values of a, y, z
determinant of the coefficients is called the dt?
mmnant or the eliminant of the system of

equations It is the expression which results

- (1764) But it was Vandermonde (1771) who
inns, m the system 0,0 + Btf + first recognized determinants as independent
+ o$ + cjff 0, and a& + 1$ functions, giving a connected exposition of the

can theory, and hence he deserves to be called ita
This formal founder Laplace (1772) gave the gen-

eral method of expanding a determinant in
terms of its complementary minors Immedi-
ately following, Lagrange (1773) treated de... T ,

from eliminating the unknowns from the given termmants of the second and third orders, be
equations The discriminants of higher equa ing the first to apply these functions to ques
tions also may be expressed m determinant tions foreign to eliminations, and he discovered
form Thus, the elnmnant of two equations, many special properties Gauss (1801) mtro-
one of the th and the other of the nth degree, duced tne name "drtenmnants," although not m
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its present sense, lie albo aimed at the notion
of reciprocal determinants and tame \en near
the multiplication theorem afterward given bv
Bmet (1811-12) and Cauchy \\ith the latter

(1812) the theory of deteiminanta begins in its

generality The next great contributor, and the

greatest sa\e Cauchy, was* Jacobi (from 1827)
\\ith him the word 'determinant recerved its

final acceptance He early used the functional

determinant already mentioned and which SU
tester has called the Jacobian and in his fa

mous memoirs, in Crelle for 1841, he sppuallv
treats this subject, as well as= that class of al

ternating functions known as alternants But
about the time of Jacobi's closing memoirb,
Syhester (1839) and Cajley (qqv) began
their great work a work which it is impossible
to bummarize briefly, but which represents the

development of the subject to the present time
The study of special forms of determinants has
been the natural result of the completion of

the general theory Ail symmetric determinants
hate been studied by Lebesque, Hesse, and
Sylvester per symmetric determinants by
Hankel, circulants by Catalan Spottiswoode,
Glaisher, and Scott, skew determinants and
Pfaffians, in connection with the theory of or

thogonal transformation, by Cayley, continuants

by Sylvester, Wronskians by Christoffel and

Frobenius, Jacobians and Hessians by Sylves
ter, and symmetric gauche determinants by
Trudi The theory as a whole has been most

systematically treated by F Brioschi (1824-
97), well known as the editor of the innah di

Matgmatica,, whose masterly treatise on deter

mmants is a standard (French and German
translations, 1856 Consult also his Opere mate

matiche, Milan, 1901- ) Consult Muir,
Theory of Dettfminants in the Histotical Order

of its Development (London, 1906-11) Bah
zer, Theorie und Anwendungen der Determman
ten (Leipzig, 1881) , Doster, Elements de la

theone des determinants (Pans, 1877) Scott

Theory of Determinants (Cambridge, 1880 2d

ed, 1004) , Salmon, Lessons Introductory to the

Modern Higher Algebra, (Dublin 1876) , Mem
man and Woodward Higher Mathematics (New
York, 1898) , Jacobi, Ueber die Bildung und
die EigenscJiaften der Determtnanten (Leipzig,

1896) Kowalewski, Etnfuhrung in die Deter

mvnantentheotie (ib, 1909) Xetto, Die Deter

iMnantfn (ib, 1Q10)
DETEB/MTNATE PROBLEM In algebra

or geometiy, a problem of a limited number of

solutions eg, given the base, perimeter, and
area of a tnangle to construct it In this prob
lem there are, m general, four solutions But

if any one of the three elements is omitted, the

problem becomes indeterminate The equation
0, -j. Sy = 12 can be satisfied by an indefinite

number of values of a and y hence it is mde
terminate, but the equation 3<r* 12 = has

only two roots, 2, 2, hence it is determinate

See DIOPHANITNE AIUIYSIS
DETERimmrG- TEKHDENCY A term

used in experimental psychology to explain the

continuity of thought or action Hobbes, in

the Leviathan distinguishes between mental dw
course that is unguided without design and

inconstant, and mental discourse that is reg

ulated by some desire or design The first of

these kinds of discourse 19 evidently realized

in dreams and revery The phenomena here

involyed are explained by reference to associa-

tive tendencies {See ASSOOIAHOBT OP lSf*B,

DiSK)biTios
;

The _econd mode of discourse
in which ideas seem to be regulated or guided
as happens when we are thinking out a problem
was supposed by Hobbes to be go\ernpd bv the
continued presence of some persistent idea an
emotion, eg, would be especially effects e be
cause it would make a deep irnpie^ion, would
theietore frequently recui and would thereby

?ment
the mind trom wandering Bain goes

urther and averts the necessity of an habitual
attitude ol an emotion occupation, 01 pursuit,
which not only detei mines some one out of many
possible train-, of ideis but A\ o tumbmes itself

with e\erv casual impttus grvf-n to the mental
tiams so as to constitute an element of the
composite effect

"
Furthermoie, he gusges,ts the

need of a positive stimulus a second starting
point to individualize and determine the bent
of the suggesting power to one or other of many
associated ideas

"
Thus, because of an habitual

attitude, a naked circle is rich in associations
to the geometer but it does not follow that
"every circle sliill hurry the mind of the geom
eter all through the Thud Book of Euclid"
The associative links in this case are good and
sound, but 'some one of the properties of the
circle is resuscitated by preference

' and this

arousal determines the bent or affords a second

starting point of the particular tram
Bam has here a complete mechanism for the

explanation of a regulated course of ideas,

though, as it stands, it cannot meet the require
ments of our current psychology In the first

place, his
'
ideas

' are logical, not psychological
in character, and secondly, the presence of *

persistent idea that holds throughout the course
of a train of thought is not discoverable under

experimental conditions It IB found that the
idea which is present as a starting point
soon drops out of consciousness, though not
before the meaning of the idea has aroused
a tendency, known as the "determining ten

dency," which directs the course of subsequent
ideas The nature of the determining tendency
can, perhaps be best e\plamed by reference to

experiments The idea, the meaning of which
arouses the determining tendency, is known in

the psychology of action as the idea, of end, m
the psychology of thought, as the instruction

or problem When an observer comes for the

first time to an experiment, he is instructed

what to do (idea of end), or when and what
to observe (instruction) The instruction sets

up a determining tendency, which facilitates

the appearance of ideas in accordance with the

experimenter's meaning and blocks all others

The determining tendency is not always, how
ever, immediately effective, if, for example, the

observer has been instructed to react or to ob

serve upon the appearance of a signal, the de-

termining tendency set up by the ^instruction

is, as it were, held in abeyance until it IB

touched off or released by the signal More

over, it frequently happens, when the expen
ment has been many times repeated, that the in

struction is not consciously remembered, yet,

on the appearance of the signal, the observer

continues to act m accordance with the original
instruction

It IB easy to find examples of these phenom
ena in everyday life, any purpose, aim or

ambition, intention or resolution, may set up
a determining tendency, and any opportunity*

command, or suggestion, may serve as a "signal*

to touch off the determination Here, too, the
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original purpose willi its idex oi end may tw

entirely tor^ctten but tie opportunities and

suggest ons ire nevertfccle-s aectpted as il fie

orij.if'Vl det vvrrc cent ntiallv present in eon

"Ciousne&s 1 "iere i- no vev er ei e exception
to tt's statement It *wo aetv'mining tendtn

cies interfere the ttronger ot the two will mod
irv tiie weaker in example oi such interterence

j.s given ui di r Vusti ction iqv )

The determining ^eide^y is pTVeiolosrieal in

rature it i* unto is -oiis in it* operation
t >ougl t' e determinate, n it ell mav be repre
sentcd in cnns-iou-riss and t n>u-t be both

iiihibitnrv and laulituve m ,.1 aratter The
nature of the underbids? physiological processes
:& oi course hvpotwtical we can only sup

po&e that ttav nervous coorduutions and

integrations in p rt con mon to the r<ue nd

transmitted Horn ore mneiatjon to another

in pan acquired in t e iru virtual Hetuie,
either t>v way ol rjabit 01 indcr strc^ of toiie

saLent tipernnee ''ee \CTIO> DISPOJSIIION

DISCRIMINATION
Consult Hobfe^ TToj/s -vol m (London

1831) Bam, The ^n&fs and tJ e Intrl'vt (ib

1804 1 Ach tV;er (I Tt illenttat gi eit i d

Dent en (Gnttngeu I%M Titclmpr, Eipen
rtental Pwhol~r}y of the Thovglit P ocenes

(Xow \o"k I'M' TrstBwl of Psychology
(ih 10101

DETEETSmnSM Tl'e name gi^en to the

view tint ev*rv p-vent jn tue p v hie x^> well

at, physical Im a cause 'see CAtsu.m> and
that thecau-^l n{r.rvfn t 1 '" \ Lnt lolkras, un

TSarvmgly It ib oppose 1 t indiff* rentibm or in

detrmnn-ra vhnh numtiins tint at leist in

the phcnomfn* of t\ humi will, the temporal
antiwdtnts do not deimitivelv determine the

event These opposing doctrines hive their

main interest m tue sphere ot etuci at. deter

mimsm is generally afasumed to be true of all

e^nt 1* exeppt volition The frankest of inde

temunistb Prof W lames (qv I, admits that
h's doetrine is an advocacy of chince pure and

siirple The dttermination of will bv motives
las until recently been questioned, mainly be-

cause it was thought to carrj with it a denial

of moral responsibility But this has been

stoutly denied by many detenmmsts with a

giwtd show of reason Of late however inde

temaimsts such as Bergson (q\ ) ha\e baaed
their views not so much on ethical as on ex

penmenta! grounds Bergson maintains that
the vt rv nature of time as experienced precludes
the deterministic hypothesis The argument
niv be stated briefly as follows We never

experience anything twice in exactly the same
wa-\ The memory of the former experience
alwavs modifies the second experience Hence
there can be no such thing as exact repetition
and whert there IB no repetition there can be
no determinism, for determinism presupposes
that the same antecedent upon repetition is

alwavs followed by the same consequent Other

opponents of determinism base their objections
upon considerations derived from biologv
Dneoh is perhaps the beat known represents
tive of biological indetenrunists The whole

question of determinism is much more debatable
now than it was two decades ago See ETHICS,
CHANCE, FBKB WELL, WILL, MKOHAMSM,
FrMAUSM and consult the authorities referred
to under ETHICS also Tames The Will to Be
Iwe (New York, 1897) , FouiUee La liberte

et le dtoermimmm (2d ed, Pans 1883) Ward,

728 DE TBEVTTiLE

~\atuiQi sw and IgptstiLisn (New York 1899),

Buj-on T Df t* <l F,r TT.r' iLoidon 1010),
Dnefcca N. cnfe < id Pinlov^hy ot the Oiganism
'id ITiT-Chi Pahici 1'iuWein ut lieedorn

DETT2OJE (OF de* ra 1'om Lat detmeie,
oil o oa*.k it.tin* to hold) A common

Kv a t on t-r t 'e itvuveiv ol tpecinc chattels,

vu n^ta h Mu^e^ iroui t'le claimant oi their

valut, t<.,_etliei v itl tUiajts 101 their det^n

tor It t i'li'-eiial vuiether the dtiendant

< iiie iii'j DJ ebt, on o" tne ehatteL lavullv
ur uiilitiia'i si It p., iis Le 1'at no present
i jit to n*i i J> n as ^ un-=t tue claimant

Tlus 'tt teicidant htld goodb at> a gi i

tu'tuu- bile hb pc>sebs.ion would be lawful

uit 1 a de i nd v as made bv t'ie proper party
lor 1 11 r return but in ease ol refusal to do "o,

t1 e claimant might m untain detinue, as the

detention would then be unlawful Dennnd
bcfure suit is not necetbarv if the original tak

mo; wit. wrongful Ihe plaintiff need not be

tie owner oi tue detained chattel in order to

maintain the aetioa It is sufficient if he has
suck an mtere&t in the pioperty as to have a

right to its immediate possession A judgment
in detinue was formerly enforced by a tpecul
form ot execution, called a writ of dittrmgas

(qv )
This has been abolished m England,

but is retained in several of the United States

See CoMiroN" FOPITS Coirno^r LAW, PLEAD
ING ErrLEvrv IBO\ER

DETMOLD, dfit'molt (OHO Theotmalh,
TJnatmalh, peoples court) The capital of the

German Principality of Lippe and residence of

the Prince situated on the Werre at the eastern

edge oi the Teutoburg Forest, about 47 miles

southwest of Hanover (Map Germany C 3)
It consists of an old and a new tewn, the latter

of which is well built, and adorned with many
fine public walks and gardens The chief build

ings are the old and new palaces, the former
of the si-cteenth century, the Eathaus, and
theatre Its educational institutions include a

gymnasium, a manual training school, a deaf
and dumb school, and a library of 120,000 vol

umes The industries include the manufacture
of buttons, labels tobacco, cloth linen, leather,

furniture, and beer Mxrble and gypsum are

quarried Pop 1000 11971 1005 1%157
1010, 142D5 The sturdy "Sennei" race of

horses is bred near Detmold The ETternsteme,
a much -visited group of five rocks, with a grotto
and a relief of the Descent from the Cross, are
m the vicinity About 2 miles to the south
west of the town, on the Grotenburg, one of the

highest points of the Teutoburg Forest, stands
the colossal Hermanns Denkmal, or Arminius
Monument erected m honor of the famous Che
ruscan Prince who gained here a signal victory
over the Roman general Varus in the year AD
The poet Ferdinand Freihgrath was born here
in 1810 Detmold was also the scene of a vie

tory of Charlemagne over the Saxons in 783
In 1011 it was presented by King Henry II to
the bishops of Paderborn and fiom them it

came to the Lippe family It received civic

rights in 1350
DE TBEVILLE, de traW, YVONNE (1881-

) An American prima, donna, born at

Galveston, Tex She studied under Madame
Marches! at Pans, and made her debut when
only 16 years old, in New York at that time

creating the principal part in La Bohfeme
Thereafter she sang entirely abroad, in ."

" "
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at the Opera Comique Pans at the Stockholm
Ro^il Opera ind the St Peterbbmg Symphony
Conceits fl<)03-04i tne Cairo Khodmal Opera,
and tlu St Pefrrsburg Imperial Opera (1904-
05) and finm then until 190 (

) in Bucharest,
Berlin Budapest, Nice, Snivels Vienna, Mu
aid', ind Cologne In 1910-11 she made op
eiatic and concert tours in Austna, Hungary,
German^ Poland Rumania and Rubbia
DETRITUS (Lat, a rubbing away, from de

tetcie, to iub a\ a\, fiom de, down + teteie to

lub) \ ewipial geological teim applied to frag
irental accumulitionb formed by the diaintegra
tion of iock Pee FROSIO>
DE TROBRIAITD, ( PHILIPPE) REGIS (DE

ELEEDLPN) Sec IroBnivxD

DETEOIT, dc. troit' The chief city of

Michigm, i port of entn, and the count\ seat

of T\ ayne Counts , on the Detroit Rn er, 18
miles fiom Lake Erie It extends 11 milea

along the bolder of the Detioit Rner and the
shore-, of I ike Rt Clair ind is in lat 42 10'

N" and long 82 58' IT, 85 miles east south

east of Lansing, 283 mile^ east by north of

Chicago, ind 2ol miles west by south of Buffalo

(Hip Aliclngan, F 0) The altitude of Detroit

is about 600 feet, mean innuil temperature,
484 F Januar\ 246 Juh, 72, average an
null rainfall 36 19 inches

The rner, sometimes exiled "The Dardanelles

of the !Se\\ \\orld," which is here the boundary
between the United States and Canada, is y_
mile wide and 30 to 50 feet deep It affords

a splendid harbor, with a water front of about
11 miles Fort \\ayne, with its extensive

works, commands the channel Femes connect

with the Canadian side The river contains

many beautiful islands, which, with those in

Lake St Clair are popular as places of sum
mer residence ind as resorts Grosse Isle is the

laigest of these river islands, and Belle Isle has
been conveited into the citys finest park
The city has an area of 41 76 square miles

and is finely situated on ground rising gradually
from the river It has a reputation for broad,

clean, -well bhaded and paved streets Of a total

of about 050 miles of thoroughfares more than

one half is paved, the principal streets being
laid with brick or asphalt Mobt of the streets

cross at right angles, but these are intersected

by se\eril broad avenues, radiating from the

Grand Circus, a, semicircular park of 5yz
acres in the heart of the citv Woodward
Avenue extends through this and divides the

city into nearly equal portions This inter

section of streets and avenues has resulted in

a number of small triangular parks, some of

which contain handsome fountains Woodward
'Ivenue, the principal business street and at

its northern end the centre of a fine residence

district, is the location of many of the city's

most prominent buildings The Campus Mar

tius, a considerable plot of ground about %
mile from the river, is a part of Woodward
Avenue Jefferson Avenue, in part also an im

portant business centre, and West Fort Street

contain costly dwellings Michigan, Gratiot,

and Lafavette avenues have many notable

buildings Fine residences are on the Grand

Boulevard, on Cass Avenue, and on the streets

in the northern section of the city, Virginia

Park, Boston and Chicago boulevards, and
Arden Park The banking houses are in Gna
wold Street Grand Boulevard, 150 to 200 feet

wide and paved with mactdam has its head

at Jefferson A\enue and itb terminus on the

oppobite side of tl t city It bunounds the
heart of the citv J-emg about 12 miles long
and is a magnificent thorough! tie

The street railu ay s\ item or Detroit operates
533 miles of track including th* mtuurban
s^tems to Mount Clement Port Huron Flint

Pontiac, Ypsilpnti Ann Ajboi Jick^on, Tren
toi <<rd Toledo

Buildings The Wayne County courthouse
is the largest and one ol the most attiactne of
the public edifices Tie Citv Hall, facing the

Campus Martius is 200 feet Ion* by nearly
100 feet wide built of sandstone, at an original
cost of SGOOOOl) On the campus i-, the Sol
diers' and Sailois' Monument b% Randolph
Rogers 55 feet high and surmounted by a rep
resentation of Michigan

' The Missile Ford
Dime Bank Free Press Hammond and Penob
scot buildings, neat the Citv Hill arc Detroit's
finest office buildings The Post Office Masonic
Templp Fedpial building Chamber of Commerce,
Board of Commeice Detroit Athletic Club-
house Y M C A building, Harpei, General,
and Giace hospitals, and the Hotel Pontchai
tiam are notable Among the finest eecletias
tical structures aie F'rst Unitarian, First Con
re,sational, First Presbyterian, Fort Street

Presbyter an Noith VToodwud Avenue Con
gregational, Second Church of Chn&t (Scientist),
Pacred Heart of Miry (Rom in Catholic),
\\ood\\ard Avenue Baptist \\oodward Avenue
Presbjtemn St John's (Piotestant Epis
copal), and Christ Episcopal churches, St Paul's
Cathedral (Epi-copal) and Temple Beth El
The Museum of Art has a librarv, and "valuable

collections on art archaeology, science, local

and. creneral historv Its special features are
thr Stearns collection of Oriental curios, one
of the finest in imenca and the Scnppb e-ol

lection of old misters, which includes -valuable

specimens of famous aitists

Parks The most notable feature of the

public park system, which includes over 1200

acres, is the island park, Belle Isle, of 707 acres
It lies opposite the eastern section of the city,
with which it is connected by an iron bridge,
elected in 1889 at a coat of $315,000 The is

Ifmcl with improvements has cost the city
$0000000 The beauty of its rner location is

supplemented by a series of interior lakes and
canals which extend around the island while a
further improvement ib projected in the recla

mation of the shoal at the western end of the

island, which will add at least 100 acres to its

territory On this projection will be erected

the Scott Fountain, for vhich the late James
fieott gave hjs entire fortune of nearly $500,000
Palmer Park (141 acres) on Woodward Avenue,
6 miles north of the City Hall, contains a
famous log cabin and other historical relics

and a large Colonial casino It was acquired
by gilt in 1894 from the late Senator Thomas
W Palmer and his wife Elwabeth Merrill

Palmer The total park and boulevard area is

1243 acres

There arc several cemeteries in the city, the

most notable of which are Elmwood (Protes

tant) and Mount Elliott (Roman Catholic),
both in the eastern section of the city, of great
natural beauty and containing handsome monu
ments Just without the city are several large
new cemeteries, notably Woodlawn, Evergreen,
and Grand Lawn

Institutions Detroit has, besides numerous
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public and parochial schools and pmate secou

dar\ institutions, or leainmg, a norn.al scaooi

u *\ i Detroit Lni\ensit\ tJetiut, opened
in lhT7 undtr the name of Detroit College),
Ue Detroit College of Law, the [Michigan Col

lgc oi MtJitint, which maintains b hooU ul

centibtrv ana pharmacy The Detroit Bar L1

warv hv* over 10 000 \olun &s and titre are

several educitional and institutional luraneb
T^e public liurarv luunded in 1S85, contains

27hlO') volume-, in the central hbrarv and has

established nine branches,, beside one in each

of tht bi\ high ^choolb

Th* city hat a pour ruid administered bv a
Pooi- ComniBsaon Triere are about 30 prnate
c'aritiea The Detroit Association ot Chan
tics is a general organization reprebentmg a
numijtr of allitd institutions The House ot

Correction vvmch has a plant \alued approvi
niatelv it $500,000 with accommodations for

hOO imratts lias a wide reputation as a re-

lormatorv institution Besides, the Lnited
Status Marine Hospital there are five large

general Lot-pitals, including Grace Harper, and
General ho&pitalt, in connection with which are

train rj bohoolt- lor nurses Tuere ib also the

Herman K eler Hobpitai for contagious dis

ease*, (.rther institutions, are St Mary's and
Red Crobs hospitals Home for the Friendless,

St \incentb Orphan 4s\lum, Protestant Or

phan AbVlum Arnold Home for the Aged and

Hobpitai for Incurable--. Thompson Home for

Old Ladien Florence Cnttenton Home Dea
contsa s Home, and Home for the 4ged Poor
Commerce and Industry There are a num.

ber of cond.tions Tvhich favor Detroit as a com
mercial and industrial centre Its position in

the southeastern part of the Lower Michigan
Peninsula gives it a natural command over the

trade of that region and at the same tune

places it within easy reach of the country to

the boutb, while its location upon the narrow
strait leading from Lake Ene to Lake St

Clair and thence to Lake Huron brings it into

relation with the immense lake traffic and with
the Canadian trade, a number of the railroads

of the Dominion naturally making their con

netfaon with those of the United States at this

point A new tunnel under the Detroit River,
built for the Michigan Central Railroad, has

greatly increased the volume of trade between
Detroit and Canada and expedited travel be-

tween New "iork and the West
Detroit ranks first among the northern bor

der ports in the extent of its foreign trade and
is first in the amount of its exports For the
vear ending June 30, 1913, the imports amounted
to $9,133,669, and the exports $62,222,404
About three fourths of the total trade is with
Canada and the larger part of the remainder
with England The principal exports are hog
products including hams, bacon and lard, manu-
factures of iron and steel, cotton, corn, lumber,
and coal The number of vessels in foreign
trade entering the port m the fiscal year end

ing- June 30, 1912, was 2232, with an aggregate
tonnage of 662,366, the vessels clearing, 2172,
with a total of 644,795 tons The river is open
to navigation about eight months m the year
The manufactures are noted for their variety

as well as their extent Among the leading
products are automobiles, stoves, freight cars,

aading machines, alkaline products, drugs, var
nish paint, and oils, some of the establishments
that produce these articles ranking among the

.. m tie world Dttro't has also e\ten

drvdocko and *- lnpwu Id'ng giants and

the largett seed uoute in tv orld At one

tiine tne c tv v\ab a leading lumber maiket of

the country and tl e banuy and planing mill

industry v\as eUenbivt ill thi^ hab declined

coiibideradv but there are a number ot allied

muustriesi, s>uc' ->b fie manuiacture ot lurni

ture and eirmges wnich havt attained impoi
tame Tne preparation of turb for market is

ot leib irrpoitance thin turmerlv Detroit, be

ing midw iv between tiie coal mines of Pennbyl
vinia and O^io and the iron ind copper mines
ot Mic'iie'm 'b the logical point for the manu
lacture ol the iron, copper nd brabS products
Thf&e irdustrieb L?ve giown lapidly in recent

vears,, ab has also the manufacture ot aluminum
The manufacture of phainuceutical prcpari
tions and of malt liquorb and the slaughtering
indubtry, thougn of recent development have

attained conbidtrable dimensionb Other impor
tant manufactures are thobe of chewing and

Bracking tobacco, cigirb and cignetteb and

clothing The recent industrial growth of the

city hab been noteworthy, in the period between
1004 and 1009 the number of manufacturing
estiblishments increased from 1362 to 2036
The c^pltal invested in the virioub industries

in 1909 was S190 125 000r the value of the prod
uct $252,992,000 and the value added by manu
facture *122 775,000
Government The government is vested in a

mayor and a unicameral council, elected bien

mallv There are a number of administrative

boards and commissions, most of which, with
other important municipal officials, are ap
pointed by the Common Council on nomination
of the executive The Board of Health is ap
pointed by the State governor Commissioners of

public works, parks and boulevards, and police
are appointed by the mayor The city clerk,
treasurer justice of the peace, police justices,
and members of the Board of Education, who
serve for four years, are chosen by popular
vote There is also a Board of Estimates, con
statuted of two representatives from each ward
and five members from the city at large, with
certain exofficio members, which acts upon the

general city estimates and all other measures
for raising money The United States District

Court for Eastern Michigan sits at Detroit,
and the United States Internal Revenue office

and the department in charge of the lake light

houses, are located here

Finance The net debt of the city on July 1,

1913, was $7,866,221, the per capita debt being
exceptionally low The legal borrowing limit
is fixed at 4 per cent of the assessed valua

tion The city tax budget for 1913 was $10,

127,183, and in addition there was derived from
licenses and franchises $225,000 and from spe-
cial taxes (used to pay salaries of school teach

era), $900,000 The school budget for the year
was $4,801,389 85 The city owns and operates
its light plant and water works For the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1914, the Public Lighting
Commission was allowed $674,27667, of which

$239,94278 was for operation and the balance
for extensions The waterworks system com
prises some 8765 miles of mains, with the

pumping station situated at the southeasterly
part of the city The supply is taken from the
Detroit River The plant, which was valued in
1913 approximately at $12,000,000, has a daily
capacity of 184,662,480 gallons
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Population Detroit was in 1910 the third

largest of the Gieit Lake cities and ranked
ninth among those of the Lnited States rhe

following figuies indicate its growth 1820,
1422, IbGO, 45019, 18SO, 116,340, 1890 205,
876, 1900 285,704, 1904, 317,591 1910, 465,
766, 1920, 903,73') Ui the last, 156,565 *ere

foreign born, the German and Canadian elements

being the largest About two thirdb of the na
tive bom vere native white of foreign parents
The colored population numbered only 5741

History The site of Detroit was visited by
Frenchmen as earb as 1648 and again by
La Salle in 1670, but no permanent settlement
was made until 1701, when Sieur de la Mothe
Cadillac, the first Commandant of the French

teiritorj in this -vicinity, built here Fort Pont
chartram and established a small trading \il

lage On Nov 29, 1760, an English force, under

Major Robert Rogers of 'Rogers Rangers"
took po&faes>sion, and in 1763, from May 9 to

October 12 the Indians under Pontiac besieged
the -village, making frequent attacks After an
heroic defense Detroit was saved being the only
frontier post west of Niagara and Fort Pitt

which was not captured In 1778 when a new
fort, Fort Lernoult, was built the place had

only about 300 inhabitants, all of whom lived

in rude log cabins Throughout the Revolution

it wag the headquarters of the English forces

in the Northwest and the point from which
many Indian expeditions were sent to ravage
the frontiers In 1796 the Enghbh abandoned
the fort to the Americans The name of the

fort was subsequently changed to Fort Shelby
After this the settlement grew slowly and in

1802 was incorporated as a town by the Legis
lature of the Northwest Territory In 1805
it was almost completely destroyed by fire All

the buildings within the palisade, except one

dwelling, were i educed to ashes The town, was
immediately replatted on a larger scale with

wide streets, and the rebuilding was begun at

once On Aug 16 1812, the fort was surren

dered by General Hull to the English under
General Brock The Americans reoccupied the

place Sept 29, 1813 In 1815 Detroit was in

corporated as a village, and in 1824 was char

tered as a city by the Legislative Council of

Michigan Territory It was the capital of the

Teintory from 1805 to 1837 and of the State

from 1837 to 1847, when the seat of government
was removed to Lansing

Consult Farmer, The History of Detroit and

Michigan (Detroit, 1889), Burton, Cadillacs

Tillage A History of the Settlement, 1101-1110

'ib , 1896 ) , and The Building of Detroit ( 1912 ) ,

chapters in Parkman, A Half Century of Con-

flict (Boston, 1892), and the Conspiracy of

Ponttao (ib, 1867) , various papers in the Mich-

igan Pioneer Collections (Lansing, 1874-1913) ,

Farmer, "Detroit," in Histono Towns of the

Western States (New York, 1901)

DETEOIT A city and the county seat of

Becker Co , Minn ,
194 miles by rail northwest

of Minneapolis, on Detroit Lake and on the

Northern Pacific and the Minneapolis, St Paul,

and Sault Ste Mane railroads (Map Mmne
sota, B 3) It IB in a

picturesque
lake region

with mineral springs and good hunting and

fishing The city contains a Carnegie library

and owns its electnc-light and power plant

Agriculture IB the principal industry, and there

are manufactures of cement products Pop,
1900, 2060, 1910, 2807
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DETEOIT HIVES A mer or strait con-

necting Lakes St Clair and Eiie flowing- nearly
west to Detroit and then south, and separating
Michigan from Ontario, Canada It 1 9 so called

irom the French word meaning strait
'

It

enters Lake Ene just eastward of Pomte
Mouillee and ib about 28 miles long, from 1^ to
3 nulcs> \vide, of considerable depth, bwirt in cur

rent, and admits the largest vessels Its upper
section between Fighting Inland and Lake St
Clair ib unobstructed, while its lower section

from Detioit Bntr Light to the same island is

divided into se\eial channels by a number of

islands It is the great waterway, -with the
St Clair Like and Rrter, from Lakes Su
penor, Michigan, and Huron to Lake Erie
Mire tonnage of shipping is estimated to pass
through this rrver than through any other
stream in the world There are naan-v islands

along its course and the scenery is very beau
tiful See DrxKorr

DETBOYAT, di'tnva'ya/, PIEBBE LfiONOB

(1829-98) A French naval officer journalist,
and author, born at Bavonne (Basses Pyrenees)
He studied at the Ecole Na\ale, took part in the
Crimean War and zn the subsequent expedition
to China, and accompanied to Mexico the Arch-
duke Maximilian of whose ill fated Empire he
was appointed Undersecretary of State for

Naval Anan s and chief of the mihtan cabinet
He accompanied the ill fated Princess Charlotte
on her return to Europe During the Franco
Prussian War he was for a time in command
of the camp at La RocheUe From 1866 to
1869 he was a member of the staff of La Libe) te,

which he edited from 1869 to 1876 He subse-

quently founded Te Bon Kent and L'Ettafette,
the latter a conservative and Bonapartist jour
nal, and in 1885-86 he edited the ConsMvtion-
nel His works include the following La cour
de Rome et Temperfin MasnmtJien (1867) L'ln-

tet mention franyaise au Mexigue (1868) , Dv,

iecrut0ment, de Vorganisation et de Vinstiuction

de Varmee franfaise (1871), Le senat et le

scnttin de liste (1881), Yos possessions fran
fatses en Indo Chine (1887), Les chennns de

fa en Amenque (1886)
DETTTNGEN

1

, dSt'ting en (Teut , the people's

home, from OHG ebot, diota, MEG diet, Goth

ptwto, AS ptforf, people + ingen, the patro-

nymic suffix) A village in Banana (Lower
Francoma), on the right bank of the Main It

is noted as the scene of a battle during the

War of the Austrian Succession, June 27, 1743

George II of England headed the armies of the

Allies Cooped up in a narrow -valley, 37,000

Englisn, Hanoverian, and Hessian troops lay,

surrounded by 60,000 French on the heights
Noailles's cannon swept the flank and rear oi

the Allies, and the only exit from the valley,

the defile of Dettingen, was held by young De
Grammont with 25,000 men Impatiently

charging upon the Allies, he was thrown back

with slaughter and confusion The French loss

amounted to 6000 men, that of the Allies to

2000
DETTCAIiION (Gk AwjcaJJw?) Accord

ing to the Greek myth, a son of Prometheus,

grandson of lapetus, and husband of Pyrrha
The crimes of the race of men then living led

Zens to destroy them in a great flood, but Den

calion, warned by his father, saved himself and
his wife in a cheat (X^wtf), wluch floated for

nine days on the -waters and then grounded on

Moant Othrys in Thessaly Later versions made
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Deucalion land uu Mat Hnnibj T
AtQus 01 e\en on Hra. Utvi I''OT. ai ^ P\rrla
now offful lip '-in +UI to 7\ u- and *&*<*

ho v the human rut to^a be it netted Birden
to t mm the tones ut t'ue mother < er the r

shoulders ther snug' t tn oT >tv by ^hro \ ing
stom-> t' P >tonps ti nvrn by Deunl'on lurame
mm * IOM t'Tnvn l P^rr'n wontn D ur

lions jra\e a as snr.wn qt A*hei= rthe-i Lf -ns
said to hi\e ouidta tie ttmple nt Olvnpwn
7fus Ihronirn '< s son HeUtn t[\

'i '"

cime the ana "tor >f tin Greeks Con- It OMU
MrtnrMtpkm <. i J4J-41" nid t enn /f

bitittiutwfjrn (Bonn IVt'h

DETTCHEB, doii/fi VDOIF < 1^31-1012) A
"MUSN bt^tsnun Ht v, is Nirn at ^teeUjorn

Canton of Ihurjm and stiulitd midinne at

HeidePxre Zu i h Pratnu and Yimna In

li>55 be became a m<mlur or t^ie count il o* his

carton md in IMs he *n\nl is i memlwr 01

tlie council est ibl s ud to lurirulite T new ilemr

cratic cunstitut on Jor lnurs'n From Isfi'i to

187 i ht \\as a intmmi ot thf ^^tmn^I fmmul
r>t ^\Mt7erhnd ind three vnirs iitu his rtpkc

tion to tint bodv huanip itb President '18S2)

In 18bi hp b.ame a mfmlwr of the Ffilcral

Loimfil md in issj fa \ift Pi^idtnt and m
ISSb was elected President nr the fs^isg Con
ledtracv ^mmg until l^S" Hf was Delected
to that office in 1^07 and 1903

DETTNTZEB, dom'tsSr JOHA> HFTBls.fl84o-

) A Danish jurist and statesmm horn in

Copenhagen Ht tnutfht in, tht \\ar nf 1SI>4

acam*.t (iermam became protestor ot Cnil Livi

at the Umver>itv of Copenhagen in 1*72 and in

1901 -when the sr&tpm or mmisteiial responai
hilitv to Parliament \\as established hecimt
head of the first Liberal ministry He resigned
in 1905 owing to differences in his cabinet HP-

TV rote extensivelv on Damah law in all iti

brandies

DETTSDE'DIT, or ADEODATUS Pope from
615 to 618 He 1=1 honored as a saint on
XovemiMT 8

DETTS EX MAGHINA, makl na (Lat God
from a nnchine a translation of Gk Qcos
oxo A"?x ttJ^rJ TJteos apo m?chanSs\ An expres
sion borrowed from the ancient classical theatre
The tragic poets often, employed the intenention
of a divinit\ to bohe abruptly a tragic difficulty
and to bring about quickly the denouement The
god was brought on by stage machinery hence
the name i.\ampks of tlie use of tliib denrt
are the appearance of Heracles in the Phtloctetei

of Sophocles and of Athena in the Ipkigenta in
Tawne of Euripides. JFrom the ancient usagi

1

the term has been extended to mean anj device br
which a dramatic situation is abruptly solved

1

On the meclume or mackmtt ingeneial, as used
in the Greek theatre, consult Haigh, The A.tttc

Theatre, pp 209-217 (3d ed, Oxford 1907)

DEITS-BAJffOS, da'oo&h rft'masb, Jolo DE
(1830-961 A Portuguese poet, born March 8,

1830, at San Bartholomew de Messmes, in the
Pronnce of Algarve, and educated m law at the

University of Coimbra, although he left in 1859
without taking his degree In 1862 he left

Oonnbra. for Beja, where be had been appointed
editor of Bejenw, the most influential news
ppr m the Province of Alemtejo In 1866
he edited the Polha do 8ul At the reoueet of

friends be entered politics, and wa elected Lib
end deputy from Stives m 1869 But he felt

it fteeomrr to act independently of all partie*
td oottftjqtuBtiy resigned, although, he knew

Swicr action voitld. kill til Liiaiiu ni tutuit, Jul

\ iictment Tor bt\enl vtais theieatter he de

Mtted himbelf to educ itio^il problems throwing
1 n>ell heart ind -oul into in attempt to ini

pio^e tie pdueitional condition in Portugal
rr- & wa- hiarhlv important woik and he did it

<\t emfh rttll Tat many critics are inclined

t.> ib* beVr that th*> country paid too high a

p i<e inr it since he was naturally forced

fiere >\ to l^mit the output of his exquisite
hriLs IP tns held even is things, btand, Jo3o
de IVus s now con&idaed as haung no equal
in hi* generation and having only C unites and
< airett, no equal m the literaly hibton of his

(.(untn md prophecy concerning his repute
\vith posterity is tspecialh fa^orible with ic

ifird to hib poems 01 loye He has been called

t if foremost poet of love not only in Portugal
hut in Europe" And this repute is hia dt spite
h's incredible caielessness about public opinion,
ic i lie seldom kept copies of his poemb (content

ipf himself generally with dictating them to his

iiiendb) and viaa not responsible for a single
edition of his woiks these were collected by
friends and admirers, who -were not always well

irfi timed as to ^hat poems were and what \veie

not from his pen A great popular and scholib

tic lebtiyal in his honor was held on his si\ty

fifth birthday He died at Lisbon, Jan 11 1896

wi* grinted a public funeral, and was buried in

the Xationil Pantheon the Jeronymite Church
at Belem Consult Jo^to de Deus, Campo de

1fnt^ ?or<nrtj li/ncat completai (2d ed M
Theophilo Braga Lisbon, 1896) Maxima For
mont Lc moiuement poetique contempoiam en

Pntitqal (Lyons 1892) , Marco Antonio Canim,
/ ibto deir amore

DETTSSE3ST, dois'sen, PAUL (1845- )
A

(reman philosopher and Sanskrit scholar, bom
in Oberdreis He studied at the universities of

Bonn Tubingen, and Berlin, m 1889 wab ap
pointed professor of philosophy at Kiel and in

1%7 was made a member of the goxerning coun
cil of that university His philosophy combines
tin s-s stems of Kant Schopenhauei, and the In

dian sages His works include rommentatio
de Platoms flophwto' Compositione et Dorfiina

(Bonn, 1W)) Dot Sifatem (let T ed<int<t (ib

1SS3^ Der tafegortsfftp /mperafu (Kiel, 1891)

rnnnerungen an Fnednch bietesche (Leipzig,
1901), Ulgemeine Geschiclrte den Philosophic
mit besondi c<t Bei ucl wrlttif^tiiQ dft Kehgwnen
yol* i, 11 dh, 1894-1915) The Element* der

Vftaphy^ik (2d ed , 1800, Eng tians bv Duff,

London, 1894) , Philosophy of the Upanwhads,
Eng trans by Geden (Edinburgh 1906) Out
lines of Indian Philoiophy ( Berlin, 1907 ) ,

Jakob Bohmc ubrr tew Leben und semr Philov

ophte (1911) The System of the Ved&nta 4.c

tot ding to Badnray&na'? BtaJima sfifros and
Panlara't Commentary thereon, trans b\

Charles Johnston (Chicago, 1912)
DETTS TCTLT (God willi it) The rallying

cr\ of the First Cruside, onginating in the ex
olamahon of the multitude after the completion
of Pope Urban H's addiess at the Council of

Chraont, \W>
DETJTEEOCAJTONTCAi BOOES A deu

ignthon. of certain books which are recos;

nized as canonical by the Koman Catholic church
<tnd the Oriental churches re-jected by the Prot
estant churches generally as apocryphal, and at

present withdrawn from public use and treated

as apocryphal by the Greek Orthodox church
in Russia Servia, and Bulgaria, and regarded as
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of doubtful duthontv m Greece Ihev Are

Judith, lobit, fiuurh, 1 and 2 Maccabtes, EC
clesiasticus, and Wisdom of Solomon some part"
of Daniel and Ebthei in the longer recension

preserved in the Greek. Bible are likewise dcu
terocanonical All these works ire found in the

great codices of the Old Tebtnment in Greek and
in tl e % ersions made Irom the Greek text and
are refciied to by earlv Christian -writers in
such a manner as to leave room for no doubt
that thcv foimed A part of tht Scriptuies -which
the first Greek speaking converts to Christianity
rt caved from the Hellenistic Jews But they
weie not included m the collection of books
that, in the judgment of the Aramaic speaking
Jews of Palestine, possessed such a sanctity that
it was necessary to wabh one's hands after con
tact with them Some of them, like 2 Maccabees,
Wisdom of Solomon, and the Additions to Esther
were -written originally in Greek and could not
therefore hare been considered at all in refer
ence to this ceremony by the Palestinian rabbis

Among those that were composed in Hebrew or
Aramaic some like Baruch and Ecclesiastics,
are likely to have been thought ot in this re-

spect inasmuch as, even long iltei the deci&ion,
they were occasionally read and quoted a* Scrip
tnre How far this was true of the rest cannot
be determined It may be said, ho\vever that,
unless these books in the original had enjoyed
a great prestige in Palestine, they would prob
ably not hive been translated into Greek and
been cherished with the other biblical books by
the Alexandrian Jews As to the reasons why
they were not included in. the Palestinian canon,
if they actually had for several geneiations
been held in high repute and read for purposes
of edification, the attitude of Josephus and the

author of 4 Esdraa our earliest witnesbes to the

reduction of the collection to 22 or 24 books,
seems to show that one consideration that had
much weight was age, and that no work was in

eluded which was supposed to be later than Ezra's

time But the prevalent opinion among the

Jews of Alexandria made no such distinction

They knew from the preface to Ecclesiasticus

that this book could not have been written be

fore the second century BO and no doubt in

ferred as much in regard to Esther from the

preface to this book There is no evidence that

they immediately followed the example of the

Palestinian rabbis in reducing their canon, or

collection of religious classics, to a fixed num
her On the contrary, the quotation of Enoch
i-xxxvi and the Assumption of Moaes by New
Testament writers, and the introduction into

their Bibles by various churches in early Chris-

tendom of many Jewish works clearly translated

from the Greek (see APOOBWHA) , seem to mdi
cate either that the canon of the Alexandrian

Jews never WAS absolutely fixed or that, in ad

dition to a canon which was itself more mclu

sive than the Palestinian, there was a group of

antilegomena recognized by some and rejected

by other? The Old Latin and Saidic version*

made from the Greek towards the end of the

second century A D contained the deuterocanom

cal group, but not many, if any at all, of the

antilegomena Ongen, who would not limit him

self to the Hebrew canon, seem* to recognize

certain boundaries set for the Uwger canon, and

Athanasms, Eufinus, and Jerome, who would

not recognize as canonical any books not jn the

Eebiew canon, enumerates the deuterooaaomcal

books as a special group chenahed by the

Church, though the great Uieek codices aie not

quite consistent, and Smiiticus contains 4 Mac
cabeei, HexandrinuM 3 and 4 Maccabees, ind
both 3 Esdras they make nr> distinction be
tween proto and deuterocinonical books and
like most of the later ver&ions, do not contain
such works as the Psalter ot Solomon the Tts
timents of the XII Patriarch* Jubilees the

Assumption of Moses, and the Apocalypsts of

Fnoch and Baiuch and the councils of Hippo
{303 AD ) and those of Cirthaye < 397 and 410)

ucppted the sime deuterocanoniral gioup i&

among the Looks received bv the fitheis to k.

i^ad m the chuich and to be held as canonical
From these considerations it would seem e\

tremely piobable that, as a rule, the Hellenistic

Tews in the second half of the second centun
AD recognized the deuterocanomcal hooks as

part of their canon though some may have

adopted the narrowei canon of the Arimiie

speaking Jews of Palestine, and others no doubt
counted as

^criptures quite a number of addi
tional bookb This would account for the domi
mnt view iraong the eaily Christian father*
and also for the disappearance in most caties of

the Greek translations of the apocrypha, or

pseudepigraphal books, as they are often called

by Protestant writers
Theie is no means of determining how exten

sive Philo's canon was In his discussioni with
the Jew Trypho, Justin would naturally quote
no book that wxs not recognised by him and
Mehto of Sardes reports the Jewish canon he
found in Palestine Origen called the attention

of the Church to the differences between itb

text and its canon and those of the synagogue
Athanasius, Cyril of Jerusalem, Rnfinus, Jerome

Epiphanius, Gregory of Nazianzua Amphilochius
and Johannes Damascenus regarded the ecclesi

astical books not found in the Hebrew Bible as

noncanonical and Jerome, whose leaimng gave

great weight to his opinion, called them apo
crypha But in practice little distinction was
made between proto- and deuterocanomeal books,
as the writings of these fathers, the manu
scripts, the versions, and the general Ubage
show The Greek Orthodox church has con

tmued the somewhat vacillating attitude of the

early Greek fathers Jugie seeks to account for

the exclusion of the deuterocanomeal books from
the Russian Bible and the frequent failure to

recognize them, in Greece by Protestant mflu

ence But Ph Meyer (Theoloqtache Literatur

zeitung, 1809, pp 490 ff ) has shown that Cyril

Lucans, who was influenced by Pi otestantisni,

in theory rejected, but in practice used these

books, and that men like Metroplunes Onto

pulos, Korais (a very independent and scholarly

theologian), Eugenius BulgariSj and Athvnat>ius

Parsjos, were not Crypto Protestants, tout onh

influenced by the attitude of Athanauus, Greg

ory of Naaianzus, and Johannes of Damascus

The Russian church is also more likely to have

been influenced by opposition to Rome than bv

Protestantism In the Roman Catholic church

during the Middle Ages the canonicity of these

books was questioned or denied bv INotkei {died

912), Peter of Clugny {died 1186), John of

Salisbury (died 1180), Hugo a, S Caro (died

1280), Nicolas Lyrajius (died 1341), and others

but in the mam their authority was upheld
Cardinal Cajetan {died 1534) also followed

Jerome But at the fourth session of the Conn

wl of Trent, in 1546, the decision of the African

councils m the time of Augustine was reaffirmed,
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and the deut^ocanomcal books weie recognized
as ot equal lufor 1*^ \u*h t' e p oti canonical

The Pnver ot AT r^e i^d 3 ma 4 E^lris \\eis

not countpd TIU^G tLai* It ' is betn TS "

ta*e.i t it
n
j Esd^s \ia^, evlu'eJ t'"ouga a

nn ii'u-tii Lug 'net1 AugusMne qjLLfa it a&

Serutuie iDc f >* ft Dt , ^\'i 3oi bat t 1
1->

is not cer in E\tn aner the Indentne lo'ai

cil i di'-tiiction has been thougnt jabtifible Iv
L'rtrv Jahi ind ot

1
er- t uu^h t L Inju^

u^eti m tiie detne does, nut ^eem to admit 1 1 the

construction *T
ie\ 1m t attenpttd to put upon it

lie <1 usion of tV ROT in C i*1 o M clw i

\\ts no doubt to ^ome evtent m^uent^d by ti e

at* tude ot the Ru ormers is that o tl ^ Aim n
c< i ncils had been affected bv the position tiken

by Jerome Cailstadt had pur=ued the qn stion

I -toritalh -id pm*td out t^e ditnrtiun
maae in t^e eailv church Luther vas ?lso led

find out what the original tert was, what the

autnors meant to say, and what the real signifi-

cance o their wiitmga is Even that larger
cinle ot boo\o iihich \von canonical recognition
o ih in so""* fc^allei ch nch province receives at

prtistnt ca c"1 ! stu'y on the part of Roman
Cat ol'Ca "nu Pio*v -tints alike (See APOC
E\ A t it _^Lit inH* t ons oi Ktutzsch and
<.

i tries Te ^ I'Jii le ado to the study of this

l<te* it uv It ould he in ad intage howe\er,
if t'ie i "s~o 'ciln ]u-

+inable and unobjectionable

teim amttii ocin3nii.il books' could be substi

tutcd fui .. oci pi i ' ich has no special ap

pionrnteaess is applied to them and only causes

needk-,b offense See BAPLCH ECCLESI^STICCS,
JUDITH AliccABEES SOLOMO> WISDOM or

BEL ASD DBAGOX SLSA>AAH DAXIEL ESTXCEB

DETTFPOCVNO^CU, FBAGMB\TS OF, and con

suit D estel flricluchte de? ilten Testament* in

by l'is opposition to certim dwtrmtst'iat tou id dei christhchen Ktrclie (Jena, 1869), Comely,
their support in. the douterocanonual books Intwductio in U T hbros sacros I (Pans
He tian-Hted them and declired titan to be 1S04I Eautzsch Die JLpo/ ryphen und. Pseud

valuable lor purposes oi edifeiUon out not for e; qiaplien des
^

Llten Testaments (Tubingen,
the establishment of doctrmt anJ. he plated
tl em jn in appendix bv themselves The dis

tmction he mai^e \\bieh -nis esbenti'lh the
?ame is Ind ilreidv been made b\ many emi
nt.nt lathers and med'B\il tcichers ^vas ex

pressed in the G'lhe Confession of 15uO the

\ngluan Confession of 1504 ana the Second
Hthtlun Confession of 1561 More iidical

ua- the xction of the Council of Doit (1018;,
\\hich dn.lared them to lie human \\oiks and
likewise apocnphi and tie Westminster Con

Andree, Les apo&yphe? de I'ancien testa

t (Pans, 1903) , Jugie, Histotre du canon

('< Vancien testament dans Icghw giecque et

Itqlir i sr db 1 OQ) Charles Tlie ipoc

itipliO and Pseudcpiffrapha of fiie Old Testament

(O^foid 1913)
DEU'TEBON'OBCY The name of the fifth

book of the Pentateuch dtn\ed fiom the Greek

tr->n^htion of the t\\o Hebrew vords in Deut
\MI IS, -which bignifv 'lepetition of the law '

Deuttronoim contains the lat>t injunctions of

fesssion (1048 1, \vhich maintained that they Moses to his people, delivered in the land of

were not inspired did not belong to the canon,
and had no more authority than any other
human writings JTe-vertheless Protestants hid
the opportumtj of reading these books until the

struggle about their canomcitv m the beginning
of the nineteenth centun led the London Bible
Society m 1826 to discontinue the spread of
any Bible thit contained these books The BT

ample was followed, though less ngidly, on the
crntinent of Europe, and the effect, in an era
of unprecedented missionary activ ity on the part
of the Protestant denominations, was to deprive
converts abroad as well as members of these
churches at home of access to the deuterocanom
cal books The Church of England, however,
ala^ s permitted the use of readings from them
When the Revised Version was made, tlw Tvero
also translated but published separately In
lecent years their value has been more and more

Moab With the exception of chaps
vwm ivm, and a feu \erses elsewhere, the

book is in the form of an address Theie are,

hove\cr, m reilitv, three distinct speeches (a)

chips i-iv (ol chaps v-vui, (c) chaps
x\i\-vcvi, together with tuo poems, chaps
\\iii and TOJII The book closes with an ac

count of the death of Mxwes (chap SM.IV) It

Has already recognized by some of the Church

fathers, eg, Chrtsostom and Jerome, that Deu
teronomy is th book referred to m 2 Kings
vui as having been found in the eighteenth \ear

of Josiah (620 BO) by the High Priest Hil

kiah (
See Josi vn ) But while critics are now

unanimous in dating the beginning of Deuteron
omv from this penod, it does not follow that

the book as we ha\e it was composed in the

davs of Josiah In the first place, the law book

brought to the Bang could not have been as

appreciated and an International Society for extensne as the present book of Deuteronomy
the Apocrypha has been established on whose
council are many bishops of the Church of Eng
land as well as English, American, and German
scholars The interpretation of these books for

The two poems are clearly additions, and the

same may be said of the short prophetic dis

course in chaps TKIX-XXII, and of the bless

ings and curses, chap zsni There remain the
a long time suffered greatly from the contro\ersy tuo speeches, {1} chaps v-xxvi, to which chap
as to their canomcity Roman Catholic scholars
felt themsehes in duty bound to defend the his
toncal accuracy of e\ery statement occurring in
them and often had to resort to violent textual

emendations, improbable interpretations, and
questionable apologetic methods, while Protes
tant scholars took an unseemly delight in ex-

hibiting historical inaccuracies, and lost all

45-49 forms the introduction, and (2)

chaps 1-11 Since the former discourse contains
no reference to the latter, the two are mde
pendent of one another, other evidence can
also be brought forward Between the two the

choice is not difficult Since Hilkiah speaks
of a "book," a document of some bulk is evi

dently intended, and the references to specific
sense of their beauty and power m the anxiety lans in the narrative of 2 Kings confirm the
to show their unworthiness of a place m the view adopted by most critics that chaps v-
<anon. The spint tiat teaches men to approach vm represent the law book of Hilkiah, which
all BW& Scriptures with reierence and yet with may have been composed m the earlier years
cnttcal judgment w

to-day bringing about a of Josiah's reign 01 possibly under Manasseh
hertth/^co^xratwn of scholars, representing or Hejsefaah This discourse may be again

doctrinal positions, but eager to divided into two sections (a) chaps v-aa,
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(6) chapts \II-\\M The lormer is an h^ton
cal naiiative put into the mouth ot Mobes,
the latter an exposition of the lav The t\\o

divisions, however, formed an organic -whole,

iS DEUTSCH

Bibliography Consult, besides the commen-
tane^ ot Dillmann, Driver, Keil, Oettli, Montet,

Steuernagel, etc, btark, Das Deiitetonomium

(1894), Steuernpgel Der Itahmen des Deuter
and everything points to a single origin for 01 omiums (1894), Addis, Documents of the
them The historical narrative foims the

iication, as it \vere, for the authority claimed
Ilexateuch, \ol 11 (1898) A Harper, Boo]

of Deutetonomy (1900) Stade, Bibhsche
for the law Xaturallv, even in thib original ologie des Uten Testaments (1W5), Boetticher,,

portion of Deuteronomy, insertions and ampli
ncationt, have heen introduced bv those -who in

Das lerhaltnis <Zes Dcufeionomiuii 9 au ' Eon
'?-',? und sut Pioplietie Tetemia? (1006)

the course of time enlarged the book bv adding Klosteimann Der Pentatemh II (1007)
to it the other discourse*:, the blessings and the Cornill

curses, and the poems, and who included the
whole m an historical frame and attached it

to the four preceding books (See EXODUS,
LEVITICUS, NUMBEBS PENTATEUCH ) In these
codes three distinct strata are recognized (a)
Ex xxi-iiin, called the Book of the Covenant,

Einleitung in das Alte Testament

(1%7) 5 Puukko, Das Deuteronomium (1<)10|

Duver, Introduction to the Old Testament

(1910), Sellm Emleititng m das Alte Tetta
ment (1911), Jordan Commentary on the BooK
of Deuteronomy flOU)
DEUTSCH, doich, EMAJTOEL OSOAB (1829-

(fc) Lev xvii-ixvi, the Law of Holiness (c) 73) A distinguished Semitic scholar He was
various priestly regulations found here and there born of Jewish parents, at Neisse, in _.,_
in Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers Hence a His education was begun by an uncle, to whose
question arises as to the position to be accoided inspiration he owed his interest in Oriental
to the original Deuteronomic code As a result languages and literature, and was finished at
of the investigations of modern scholar

notablv Kuenen Graf, Wellhausen, and Stade
it may now be regarded as definitely estab

hshed (1) that Deuteronomy is older than

(6) and (c), but younger than (a] and (2)
that the Deuteronomic code is based upon the
Book of the Covenant, enlarged and adapted

the University of Berlin In 1855 he was called

to England to fill an appointment in the

library of the Britibh Museum and hbored
there until hia death in 1873 He acquired on
extraordinary mastery of the whole range of

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Rabbinical literature and
best known for hi-, articles on the Talmud

to new conditions and introducing as an entirely <md I4am m the Quarto 7y Renen He also
new feature the recognition of Jerusalem as the

only legitimate centre of Yahwe -worship

Everything points to Jerusalem as the place
where the original Deuteronomy wis written,
and there is nothing strange in the supposition

urote excellent articles on the Targum and the

Samaritan Pentateuch for Smith s Dtctionai it

of the BilJe The monument of his official -work

in the British Museum is to be found in the

Phoenician Intcuptions, edited by Mr Vaui, to

that, as a result of prophetic agitation for the whom Deutsch rendered most valuable assist

purification of Yahwe worship, an attempt ance His engrossing public duties and com
should have been made, particularly after the parativolv short life prevented Deutsch from

profound imprebsion made in Judaa bv the fulfilling the dream of his life, an elaborate

catastrophe to the northern kingdom, to formu work on the Talmud Consult his Ltteiary Re
late an ideal code which should carry out the mains, containing reprints of his most impor
views of the Yahwe purists, and since the tant articles, with memoir (London and New
prophets pointed to the days of the wanderings York, 1874) The essay on the Talmud has also

in the wilderness as the period when the people been reprinted by the American Jewish Pnbh
showed the greatest fidelity to Yahwe, it was cation Society Special Series Ao S (Philadel
also natural that the tradition should arise and phia 1897)

gather strength which abcribed the Deutero DEUTSCH, LEO GBIGOHEVTTCH (1855- )

nomic code, as subsequently the other codes, to A Russian revolutionist He was born at Kiev
the great leader of the past, Moses It is this where, too, he received his education In 1874
tradition which, shaping the subsequent his he joined the Russian revolutionary movement

tory of Israel, gave to the codes their author and two years later was arrested, ostensibly

ity in the eyes of the people How long after for deserting the army (in which he served as

this the second discourse (chaps i-iv ) was added a volunteer), but really for his revolutionary
has not yet been ascertained by the investiga sympathies He escaped, bow ever, while await
tions of scholars, though it probably dates ing trial by court martial In 1877 he, to

from the exilic period The same may be said gcther with another famous revolutionist, nn
of chap 2Ji.ix while chap xxvin appears ong dertook to organize a revolt among the peasan
inally to have been the conclusion to the en try in the Government of Kiev When this

larged book Chap \xvii is an independent secret organization was discovered, Deutsch was

composition, which again impresses one as the again arrested, this time for a real political

natural conclusion of a book, and is therefore offense punishable with death a year after

a "doublet" to chap xxvm It may be ad ward, however, while still lingering in the Kiev
mitted that the problems involved in the re prison pending trial, he again made his escape

lationship of these two chapters (xxvii-xxviii) Going to Switzerland, he joined a group of

to the rest of the book have not vet been Russian terrorists known as the Land and Lib

satisfactorily solved, and further investigations erty party, became a Socialist, and in 1883

are needed Of the poetic supplements, (a-) the helped to found the Russian Social Democratic

Song of Moses and (6) the Blessing of Moses, party in Switzerland A year later, while con-

the former is now regarded as an exjlic or even veying literature of this new organization, he

postexilic composition, while the latter is con wa& accidentally arrested in Germany and,

siderably older and reflects political conditions through the influence of Prince Bismarck, ex

as they existed in the days of Jeroboam II tradited to Russia He was sent to Siberia for

(782-743 BO), before the disappearance of the 13 years and 4 months, but once more outwitted

northern kingdom his guards in 1901 and again fled, by way of
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Japan and Anunca to Sw tze- and There *ie cons, sts or 48 letters and it is, written from

left to rig t It i believed to ha^e assumed

ts present characteristic lorni about the eighth

eiitur * \ D and like, t^t otner H ndu scripts,

r.~ b .- . . ,__, _, -t is t- i- 1. 'ja<K to tie oldest loam ot In

tarncd to ^is rat'itrLnot T^e rciaio" tnat dan alphabet t e Bum m Itpi, or \\nting of

cane in l^OU loieiei agam niade 1 iin a poLt
"~ '

ual pr "urer On i w Tiay to Sibcna, \t'utfler

rejoined ti.e Social >>t party and bf cirre ton

nected with its> lead ng or,rn t e Impart
In

1005 iruch er ourajtd bT t 1 e C/art manifesto

prom 1! g Pu-s i a con^'tution, Deut_ca re

Brahma* ^Lit-h < kro\n irom coins and in

script on* <u abi it u^ EC The Brahmi itselt

<ie was being e-uled Deut*ch eldded ni= comoy is held to be. ^n adaptation oi a xorrn of Semitic

and tied to France In 1<U1 he ca-ie to tie \*ntiner t at nuy perhaps* hue found its -nay

United ^ftes and to* a -vear edited tae new'y mtu Ind i a& tai back at, the eighth ^centuiy
toundtd RL^H in SIK. ahist wttkly, "Not/

An 'itercstinsr account oi Li 40 ^ean 01 i..- - = L

lutionary activit1
including I 1 *, pnson hie and a prntea Euiypean botk i>s found in fhe tables

thrill ng escapes -nill be lound in hi* $ xtctn contributed to Knrhtr's rinna ilhisttata. (Am"
r York 1903) and Tmnal

~ ~ ~ ~ "

1107'

doicb/brot The capital

In Ln>l jin tin ts one oi the eaihest in

<itirce- ol D^ \r~eiri letter* being employed in

vum |j

EnttloJen ^tutt/art

DEUTSCHBEOD,
of a district in BoLemia Austria, on the Si
73.x a. 16 m les north ot Iglau (Map Hungary
D 2 1 It ha^ wooltn factories, lumber and

grifct mil's glvT orkb, and brewene> Tie
chiei event in its n ;tory is the dieat or the

Emperor Sisi'-mund by Zi^ka in 1422 and the

destruction oi the toan by the Hussites Pop ,

1900 t326

DETJTZ, doits See COLOGTB

DETJTZIA, dflt'si a or doit'si a (after the
Dutch botanist Deutz) A genus of shrubs of

the family ^axifragace* natne& ot the north
of India China and Japan They produce an

?autiful white flo\ver-<abundance of beau

sterdim 16Tj by Hemi ch Poth, a German
vho had Ined a numbei of yeait, in India as a

missionary On the Nagai 1 scnpt and itb palen

crriphie souices, consult the standnd woik of

Buhler, Indiadhe PalaogTaphie (Strassburg,
ISOb) and Ta\lor, The ilp1iabet,\ol 11 (London,

ItiHOi, \vho is the exponent of a \iew differing
from that of Buhler See ALPHABET, SANSKBIT
DEVAPKAYAGA See DEOPRAYAG

DEVATTX, de-^o7 PAUL Louis ISBJOE (1801-
80) A Belgian statesman He was born at

Bruges and was educated at Liege The estab

hshment o the so called Doctrinal party" after

the revolution of 1830 wdb largely due to his

effortb and to those of his chief asbocntes
3

Rogier and Lebeau with whom he had sre years
The previously founded the foutnal Pohtique "This

leases of Deutzia sfabra are so rough with sili publication, by unifying the Libeial and Cath
ceous hairs that they are used by joiners in ohc elements agitated the opposition to King
Japan lor ^

Deuizia, giactlis

varieties, including some with rose colored flow

f
wood Deutzia scalra and William I of the Xetherlands and e-ventually

; which there are numerous became largely instrumental in promoting the
.... . w separation from Holland and the establishment

era, are common ornamental shiubs in the of an independent government Deyaux assisted
United States Other species are often, used for m framing the constitution and in the nego-
forcmg in greenhouses

' ' " " "" " ' ' '

DETTX-POWTS,
tiation of"the Treaty of London In 1831 "he
became ilinister of State, resigning upon the
installation of King Leopold whose election he
had advocated He later became the head of

the Moderate Liberals in the Chamber, and for

many years conducted the official organ of that

See ZWBIBEUOKEX
DETJX-SEVBES See SVBES_
DJEV, dav, less accurately DEW, or DIV

The Persian word for demon, identical ^ith
Avestan daSta, and the same as Sanskrit dnn u
Ayestan dana, although the latttr meant god

*
paity, the Seme Rationale, founded by him in

not demon "
According to Zoroaster the Dae\as 1840 Towards the close of his career he -was

were created by Ahnman (qy) and in Fu stricken with blindness His publications in

dausi's Persian epic, BhUh N&mah, the Dev& are lude Jfewotres sur les guerres medigues
a constant source of guile, cunning, eyil, and (1874), and Etudes pohtiques sur les prvncipautc
alarm Consult Geiger and Kuhn, Grundnss der eienements de I'hiatoire romame (1880)
vranischen

Phnlologie,jrol
11 (Stra^sburg 1896- DEVAY, dVvoi, or DEVAI (ie, of Dgya),

1904) See AVESTA, ZOEOASTEE MATTAS Bra6 (01500-74) The founder of the
DE/VA The old Roman name of Chester and Reformed church of Hungary He was born at

the nyer Dee. Deya Trans\ lyania, studied theology at Cracow,
DGBVA-DAST See BATADEBE became a priest, but in 1529 embraced the
DE VATiERA, EAMO>T Irish republican Reformation, and spent nearly two years with

leader See ISSLAXD, History Luther at Wittenberg On his return home he

DEVANAGABI, aV^ana'gare, or KAQABI Pjeaehed
the new faith

^
boldly and at the risk

The name guen to the character in which San-
^of 1'^ until, in 1534, he cames under the

Bknt: generaUy wntten, especially innorthern Protection of a powerful noble In 1541 he fled

and middle India The Hindus commonly em to Switzerland to escape the oncoming Turks
" "

The
" " "

ploy the second term rather than the first

word n&gan means of the city, urban" (writ

ing) , dSoanSgan signifies "(writing) of the
dmne city" Aa the Arab ohronographer AIM
Ttttf m his account of India (about 1030 AD,
tnmjB Sachau, i, 173) mentions a kind of wnt
mg called 2fOffant as m use in Malwa, whose
chief csKky IB Umin, it has been thought that

the oanne of ihis script) urban, urbane, may
poewWy haye- apme ooaoection with Tfrg Yi
WwM'fl capital, which wn a famous seat of

and there imbibed Zftmghan views of the sacra

ments, much to Luther's sorrow He died at

Debreczin, Hungary, where he had faithfully
labored for a few years

DEVEI/OPMENT, EMBYBOTIC See EMBBT
OIOGT, GASTBgJA THEOBT

DEVELOPMENT, EVOLTTOIOITABT See Evo

PHOTOGKBAPHY

The

DEVELOPMENT HT
See P5OTDGBAPBT
DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTEDTE

The Nagarl alphabet process by which Christian doctrine has been
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slowly and succeabivdv divided mto different

depaitments of thought theie one attei in
other more caielulh defined, subdivided, and
elaborated, and moie thoioughlv eiounded in

revelation and leason, and the whole thereby
reduced to i svstematic and lelatively complete
form
The fact of such a development ib at once

evident upon the most superficial examination
of Christian history The earliest writers of the
Church possesb no system of theology and cm
plov^ few cxpiebSions which indicate im thought
upon the great questions v ith which theology ii

engaged The development has proceeds I with

unequal pace, now one subject tnd now an
other being the centie of attention In a oease
it ib true that heresies have determined the de

velopment of doctnne foi a hereby mubt be
met by a more careful study and lestitement of

the doctnne attacked Such a study is seldom
without modifying influence upon the foim in
which the doctnne is held

In the second centuiy Gnosticism (qv ) came
into Christianity and compflled the foimation
of thp New Testament canon itul the statement
of the relation of ChnstnnAty to Judaism The
fourth centuiv brought a discussion oi the ie

lation of Chnst to God rrsulung in the foima
tion of the Xiccne Cieed The fiftli century

brought the completion of Chnstology (qv)
by the definition of the i elation of the divine

natuie of Christ to his human natuie, culmi

nating in the Creed of Chalcedon (451) Augus
tme formulated the doctrines of giace and of

original sm, under the influence of the Pelagian

tontroveiby, and of the Church, under that of

the Novatian controvei^ The doctnne of the

Church took more definite form in the Middle

Ages, when the doctrines of the saciaments

were defined The doctrine of the atonement
was first clearly stated by Anselm (1008) The
Protestant Eeformation caused a twofold de

velopment On the Catholic Hide it issued in a
formulation and statement, in the Creed of the

Council of Trent, of the ecclesiastical and sac

ramental interpretation of Chi ibtianity This

statement was so full that Catholic development
of doctrine has proceeded moie slowly since then,

the most prominent points being the definition

of the doctnne of the immaculate conception

(1854) and of the papal infallibility (1870)
The Protestants formulated anew the doctrines

of the Church the priesthood of believers, the

sacraments, and justification by faith Both
Luther and Calvm regarded their doctrines, not

as new development?, but only as restatements of

biblical and Augustinian positions Calvin em

phasized the sovereignty of God This led to

the Anmnian protest against any doctnne which

destroyed a real free will This controversy
was one of the factors in the development of

the New England theology, which gradually
modified Calvinism, till little of its old form

was left Modem time** hive produced, m&tead

of developments of spetial doctrines, an atti-

tude towards all doctrines which demands (1)

that they be made ethical This has caused

changes in the doctrines of everlasting pumsh-
ment and of the atonement (2) That they
be in accord with present philosophical con-

ceptions, as m the case of the problems of free

wiU (3) That they be so stated as to possess

a practical value for life

Two theories of development have been held

One IB best expressed ua English in Newman's

famous Estay on Deidopment It holds that
all doctrine was latent in the teaching of

Christ and the Apostleb but that it unfolds

gradually under the sruardianbhip of a divinely

inspired and infallible Church Protestants
have oiten held a modification of this theory,
regarding all true Christian doctnne as lying in
the New Testament but denung the infallibility
of the Church The other theory holds that
doctrine has developed under natural influences,
and that the rtbults may be at some points quite
out of accord with the spirit of the gospel
Consult Caidmal Newm m, \.n Essay on Hie

Development of Christian Doetnne (London,
1S7S> and enticibm bv Prof JF H Foster in
hib Chnitian Life and Theology (New York,
1901), Brown The F^ence of Christianity
(ib, 1902) Allen, Ike Continuity of Chris
tian Thought (Bo&ton 1884) See CBEEDS A^D

-

DEVENS, CHABLES (1820-91) An Amen-
cin jurist and stateisEcun He was boin in
Charleston Mass, graduated at Harvard in

1838, and was admitted to the baa in 1841 He
was a member of the State Senate in 1848-49,
ind horn 184Q to 1853 was Lnited States Mar
shal foi the Distnct of Massachusetts In thib

capacity he was called upon in 1857 to remand
Thomas Sims (qv) to slavery and strongly
against his own inclination caused the process
to be executed, but subsequently made every
effort to secme Sims s freedom He sened with
the Union army in the Civil War from 1S61 to

1866, iobe from the rank of major to that of

bngadier general, and waa brevetted major gen
eral At the conclusion of the war he icsumed
the practice of law, was associate lustice of the

Rupenor and Supreme courts of Massachusetts
from 1887 to 1877, and wa* United States

Attorney General under President Hayes from
1877 to 1881 From that tune until his death
he was agam in the State Supremo Court He
was a brilliant oiator and public speaker In
1886 he presided over the exercises in celebra

tion of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of Haivard University Consult his Orations
and Addnises, with a memoir by John Codman
Hopes (Boston 1891)
DEVENTES A thriving town of Holland,

situated at the junction of the Schepbeek and

Yssel, 66 miles east of Amsterdam (Map
Netherlands, E 2) The town retains the medi-
aeval plan of streets, but i* very neat The

principal buddings are the early Gothic church
of St Lebumus, the Brothers' Church, and
the Bergkerk of the twelfth century, the town
house the courthouse, and the Gothic weigh
house, now a bigh school for girls There are a
number of carpet fartones and a Royal Smyrna
rug factory Erasmus received his early train

ing at Deventer The town is also famous

throughout the country for its honey cakes, a
kind of gingerbread, called "Deventer koek"
Other industries are iron molding, cotton spin

mug, cigar manufactures, rope making, and glue

making There is also a large trade in gram,
linen, and animal products Pop , 1900, 26,212,

1910, 28,223 Deventer is mentioned as early as

the eighth century, when it was taken by the

Saxons It was the seat of a bishopric from
1559 to 1591
DE VESE, d vfr', to AXTBBKT (1788-

1848) An Irish poet He was the son of Sir

YerQ Hunt of Curraga Chase Limerick Ireland

In 1832 he took the narae of De Tere He
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studjeu uit er a *ator it Ambleside and subse-

cmeirt v it HT"t ' H -* sonnets \vere greatly
admired by \VoM-wor* 1 He also \\rofe three

drinatiu p ecea I /' 01 the Apostate 1822),
Tie Dulf or JM<va '1823) and lEary Tudor

(postiumou* 1847 1 Car-suit flohnets (1S75>
and Jffliv TcZor , 1SS4), edited bv hia son,

Aubrey Thorns de Vere (q^ J Consult also

frunnrg i c . D* T*if iLmtrtk 1902)

and A\ rd b jiew A TV/e )X ^nrk 1004 1

DE VEBE, AUBREY THOMAS ,1814-1902)
An In&'i pott son 01 Sir Auorev De Vere and

second Banmet of Curragh Chiae Limerick

Educated at Trinity College Dublin he first

appeared a.* a poet n 1842 u ith The Waldenses

Xext year bis 8faren tfter Proserpine made
him widely and fivo^ibly known as a writer

of verse, graceiul, refined and fluent Among
later volumes, are Poems Miscellaneous and
Sacred fltSJ) The *t*ten flSGH It ah Odes

(18881 Legends of Saint Pntnck (1872),

Legends of the ftaroi* Stints (1879) The

Foray of Queen Meaie and Othei Legends of

It eland s Heroic Aoe (18s2j and Bt Peter's

Chains (1868 1, which enriches England's rather

slender store of de\otional \erse ot fine qual-
itr De Vere also published poetical dramas
on Alexander the Gmt (1874) and Saint

TJiomat or Cantetlmy (1876) which show no
marked dramatic gilt Essays Chiefly on Poetry

(18S7j Lsiaws Chiefly Literary and Ethical

(1889) and Recollections (1897) Many of

his best poera-s edited by G E Woodberry,
were published as Selections (New York and

London 1894} As a poet, he was m
spired bv Wordsworth He *as a classical

scholar of fine culture and his appreciation of

the Greek
spirit

is manifest in all his \*ork

relating to those ancient myths Of permanent
practical achievement miy be mentioned his

interest in the Celtic renaissance, and not the

least attuctne of his poems are those re\iv

ing the beauty of Irish legend Consult

Recollections /London, 1897) , Brooke and

Bolleston, Treasury of Irish Poetry (New York,
1900) W P Ward, Lubiey de Teie (Xew
York and London, 1904)
DE VERE, MA5IMILJA3, SOHBLB (1820-98)

An American philologist He was born in.

Sweden, studied in Germany, and m 1842 emi

grated to the United States In 1844 he he-

came professor of languages at the University

of Virginia, but dunng the Cml War entered

the Confederate army, and afterward acted as

the Commissioner of the Confederacy in Ger

many At the close of the war he resumed his

professorship He was one of the founders of

the American Philological Society and pub
liahed Comparative Philology (1853), Stray
Leaie* from the Book of Voters (1856) ,

Won-
der* of the Deep (1869) , Amencwums (1872) ,

Romance of American History (1872) , several

translations from Spielhagen X B Sain
fane's Myths of the Rhine (1874)

DEVEKETJX, deVeroTT, PENELOPE See

flrnrJA also, DAJJK LADY, THE
DEVEEJBITX, ROBEBTT See ESSES, third

B&SLOF
DEVI, da"rt (Ski , goddess) or MAHADEVI,

xnata-da^ In Hindu mythology, the wife of

Suva, also called Durga and Panati
DE'VIA.TXOir (Lat demtttio from de-mare,

to go out of the way, from de, off + w*> way)
The deflection, of the compass needle, due to

keal attraction, such as the magnetic forces of

an imn or -teel bhip It consists ol two parts
that produced bv penranent magnetism of parts
or the \ essei b structure and that produced bv
induced nragreti^m in other parts The angle

of deiiatiot is the angle between the magnetic
luendian and tne compass needle (See COM
PASS DECLTfiTIO:*. ^lU^ETISlT, TEBEESTBIAL )

The term *lt>o may signify a depaiture fiom
tne usual course of a ^ ox age without justifiable

cause it lack ot sufiicient cau^e is pio\ed, the

inssurerb are dihchngtd from all further retpon
sibil tv It differs tiom a change of \oyage,
w*iich is planned and decided upon before the

sailing of the ship Permission to touch at

stay ft, 01 trade in any paiticular place not m
the usual course of the vo\age musst be e\

pressly gnen m the contract Deviation is

justified by the following cautes (a) stress of

weather (6) urgent need of repans, (c) to

join con\o\ (d) to succor shipia in dibtrebS

(e) to a\oid capture or detention 3 (/) sickness,

(g) mutiny of the crew
DEYIATIOMT OF THE PLTIMB LUiTE

See DEFLECTIO or THE PLOEB LIM:
DEVICE' (HE dense OF dense, will, in

tention, dens, diMsion, plan, TV ill, from I at

dinsus, pp of dnidete, to diMde) An em
blem -which, with its accompanying motto or

legend, was assumed as an ingenious expression,

generally containing a hidden meaning of some

particular conceit of the wearer Devices be
came general in the fouiteenth century and
reached their full development during the period
of the French ^ars in Italy Miry Stuart
solaced her captiwtv by inventing devices ^hich
she afterward executed in embroidery A de
vice x\as composed of two parts the body and
soul, as they ^vere called by the Italians The
bod-v, or painted metaphor, was not to lepie
sent the human form, but was to be pleasing in

appearance The soul was to be short and in
a foreiOT language The combined emblem was
not to be so plain as to be understood by all,
nor so obscure as to require a sphinx to inter

pret it Dencps were borne onlv by the per
son who assumed them and not, like the crest
or cognizance, by his family or descendants
Thus, Louis XIII of France had a falcon is a
device, \\ith the words Iqmla genetavor ales (a
nobler bird than the eagle), by which he im
plied a claim of superiority to the Emperor,
Louis XrV had the sun in itb splendor, with
the motto \ec plunlnta tmpar Consult Rado
witz, Die Devnen vnd Mottos des spatern M\t
telalten (Stuttgart, 1850)
DE VKHTY, de v&'nye', ALFRED, COMTE See

YIGXY, ALFBED, COMTE DE

DEVIL, or SATAN (OB dfofol, Lat dialolus,
Gk Stapo\os, dtabolos, slanderer, from 810, dia,
across + jSiXXew, laUein, to throw, Heb Satan,
adversary, from satan, to persecute) In later
Jewish and Christian belief, a mighty spirit of
evil who has dunng unknown ages ruled over
a kingdom of evil spirits and is in constant and
restlessly active opposition to God This be-
lief, however, was veiy gradually developed in
the Jewish mind, and it is beyond all question
that it acquired clearness and prominence
through extranational influences The older
Hebrews who lived before the peiiod of the
Babylonish captivity- judging from the silence
of Scripture knew nothing, and certainly
taught nothing, of enl spirits in the later sense

i e , of beings separated from God, who were
evil m the essence of their nature and worked
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evil only Moral evil -was rather looked upon
as properlv the act of man, physical enl, or

adversity, on the other hand, as punishment
meiited through sm and inflicted hv a just
and holy God -who -was thus necessarily con
ceived as the true source of all calamitv The
angels \iho foretold Gods pui poses and exe
cuted His TV ill, ho\ve\er great might be the

physical evil they occasioned, are ne-ver accused
of moial eMl The spint from God \\hich

brought insanity upon Saul (1 Sam \vi 14)
was called

{

e\il" because of its effect, not its

moial natuie It it, piobable that the Hebrews
concerved of spirits like the Arabic jinn haunt

mg lonely places, but there is little demonologv
till the period of the exile, vhen they came
into contict with the vigorous demonism of

Babylonia and Persia Then appears for the
first time an angel called Satan, who, however,
still figures as a mmibter of God and, along
with the otheis, appears m heaven before the
thione of Jehovah, but with the function as

signed to him of accuser and seducer It is he
who (1 Chron YM 1) stiis up Dawd to num
her the people, while in tie older Hebrew
version (2 Sam YMV 1) the same act is

attributed to an angry God Satan also throws

suspicion on the piety of Job and, with the

peimission of Jehoiah causes a series of mis
fortunes to befall him (Job i 2) , while in

Zach 111 1 he is lepresented as "resisting
1 ' the

angel of God and as a false accuser of the high
priest Joshua As yet, however, an evil nature
is not expressly ascribed to him, although it is

assumed that he takes a pleasure in evil It is

a purely arbitiary and untextual interpretation
of Isaiah tiv 12 ("How art thou fallen from

Heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning'") that
would force these words to refer to the fall of

the DCM! or determine from them his name
In the Apocrypha, of which only a small part
is Palestinian, the rest being either CTuzZeZotco

Persian (is, eg, Tobias and Baruch) or

ZSgypto ilexandnan (as, eg, Wisdom) in its

origin, the older Hebrew doctrine of misfor

tune coming from the angel of Jehovah dis

appears, and demons or evil spirits, in the

New Testament sense of the term, are for the

first time mentioned (and in Tobias and Ba
ruch frequently) as the authors of calamities

According to the representations of these writ

ings, the evil spirits dwell in ^vaste places, but
associate themselves for the injury or destruc

tion of men, enter into them as tormentors,
and can be expelled only by magical or mysten
ous means To this class of beings the heathen

deities were reckoned to belong But even here

there is no mention of an organization or king
dom or prince of demons The first trace of a

Dtalolos or Devil proper (and one m all prob

ability springing from a foreign source) snows

itself in the Book of Wisdom (u 24), in rela

tion to the seduction of Eve, where it is said

that through the Devil the necessity of death

has come into the world

During the penod immediately preceding the

appearance of Jesus the Jewish ideas of angels,
as well as of demons and the Devil, received

an extensive development Much of this angel-

ology and demonology, wholly foreign to the

older Hebrew religion, was derived from Per

sian Zoroastriamsm The idea, of spiritual
hierarchies and. orders, and the names of specific

spirits and demons, as Asmodeus in Tobias, are

drawn from the Persian system In Persia the

evil pover vias supposed to have existed from
the beginning, but to be destined to defeat at

last The Hebrew represented the De\ il and his

demons as ha\maf been oiiginally angels who
had fallen Horn then high estate," been pun
it>hed by God and had therefore assumed a

position of hostilit\ -without, however, being
able materially to frustrate the dnme purposes
These opinions, found an almost univertxil re

ception among the people Indeed, the only
Jew ish sect A\ Inch rejected them -K &*> that of the

Sadducees, who considered them, as also the doc
trineb of the lesurreUion riom the dead, of the

Messiah, of the "Messianic kingdom, of the last

judgment, of regards and punishments, and of

angels and demons, to be nt\v, outlandish anti
Mosaic nnths and theoneb This conflict of

opinion among the Je\is prevented their ideas
of the Deiil and demons fiom obtaining in spite
of their broad diffusion a dogmatic and syste-
matic stability The populace and the Phan
sees behe\ed feividly in the existence of such
evil spirits, but their conceptions had not only
all the heat, but all the confusedness of super
stition

The New Testament contains distinct recogm
tion of the pre\alence of this extended popular
demonology, by -which, in particular, -various

diseases were ascribed to the agency of the
evil spirits (See DEMOM\C ) The chief demonic

power bears a great \anety of names, as Sat\n
(Matt n 10 et seq ) , the Deul (asHeb u 14),
the Adversary (1 Pet v 8), the Enemy (Matt
xin 39), the Adversary (1 Tim v 14), the
Accuser of the Brethren (Re\ xii 10), the Old

Serpent (Re\ xx 2), the Great Dragon (Rev
HI 9), frequently Beelzebub (Matt x 25),
once Belial (2 Cor vi 15) These names de
scribe well the character imputed to him He
is the 'evil one," the "tempter," who opposes
Jesus and seeks to draw the disciples as well as
their Saviour into sm, has power over the

world, of which he is the "Pnnce" and "God,"
and shows his power m the moral corruption of

heathenism
The piumtive Church assumed the pprsonahty

of the Devil as an unquestionable fact The
New Testament ideas on this point were not

only greatly enlarged, but in many respects en

tirely changed, partly through the introduction
of a considerable number oi heathen notions,
and partly through the dogmatic tendencies
of the time, in consequence of which the van
ous statements in the Bible regarding Satan and
evil were uncritically and unhistorically heaped
together, and a doctrine of Satanic agency elabo

rated logically Holding firmly to the belief of

a satamc kingdom of darkness opposed to
Christ's kingdom of light, the majority of the

early Christians ascribed all evil, physical as

well as moral, to the De\il and his demons
failures of the crop, stexihty, pestilence, mnr
rain among cattle mental maladies, persecu
tions of the Chustians, individual vices, here-

sies, astrologj, philosophy, and especially the
whole body of heathenism, with its mythology
and religious worship The heathen gods were
believed to be conquered by the work of Christ,
but not to be wholly powerless, they sank down
into demons, and so a part of their mythology
passed into the doctrine of the Devil It was

they who, as demons, meaning to deceive, uttered

oracles, were present at sacrifices, and inhaled

the sacrificial incense The doctrine of the

lordship of the Devil over the human race, BO
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fir as it w i iii i\.Qf iciatt, ^*\e rise bi tit

custooi ot ixoici&iiij, di*- unlv t\i-ti in wnoi

special siST* uf dun 'in ii 1 pv e->s m apptared
-ee FNEB&uiTENs hut ll candidates IT DID

<-|sm rthetitr inlint or adult- *>ee EXOP
cissi I Bit wlile *he potttr i fit D* '1 n fl-

ail not auiraed bv Christ an *ait1 rd ntns
MIS sujnt TIP o\*"- tlinse v '10 \ ff so r-'niVitwl

it \\a utterlv \ tak \"o < I r -tiati f\en te
v\e*kest could bt Torced to do m' and tH
-iffn ol th( i rows tne < i>mm<pioi t tion ol Sitans
daeat in tht decisive romlu surf eel to put
him to flight During tl * MidiUe \jt- ta<o

logian*. sfKHuIatul ds to the rea-on lor the fill

01 Sit<in ^onu n*-ld tbtt h^ \ as onsinallv
the higiiist of all ingels o he^s th\t he was a

prince m one of the loner ordtrs Pride \*as

usually asi j^Kil it the reason xor the revolt

which led to his nil The general theolocncal

^piculitions nn tht subject are expressed in

Aliltons /
J
a/artJsc / '/sf

The old {era>in and \orat mythologies

poured i flood or heath* n finue into the

dnetrne ot the Dml F\en Ulflla- at a

much earlit ptnod had tnn-iited the New
Testament \ ord dmuioii or dnnhomon, bv un,

htiltho it she de\il or sorcerer beciuse the

old Getm ins believed in -female demons while

the Chiistun HSHS loquendt contains no trace of

such Ihe pecuharlv Gtiman cnnctption of a

now malignant no\\ sjentle fe>iale Ines to this

dav m the Gernun phrase, The DeMl 13 beat

ing his moth(r (^hen nm and sunshine

quicklv alttrnatc) In England and Scotknd
too the phrase i* or was recentlv current, "The
Dtvil and his dam The Germans have also

the prcmrb 'Where the Devil cannot come
there Tie ^nds his grandmother

*'

Soon, how
ever the word diabolus, in violation of the New
Testament distinction between it and daunon,
came to sigmiy devils of everv or any sort

The dwelling of the De^il T\TS hell, which, how
e>er, according to old Germanic and Soandma
>ian notions was placed in the dre*irv regions
of the north ^though his mischievous powers
are to be prettv well controlled till the coming of

Antichrist, tvhen he expects to hold carnival, yet,
like ancient gods and demons, he occasionally

appears on the earth He then assumes at
tunes a purely human form, but like Vulcan,
who was thrown down from heaven like him
self and the smith, Wieland of German my
thology, he la somewhat lame He IB covered
*ith a gray, green, or red cloak, like the ko
holds and dwarfs (see GIASTS, DWABF), the

spirits of the suppressed heathenism, some
times, also he appears black and sooty, as
befits his dwelling place and his opposition to
a pure God But as the old deities, both clas
sical and German, possessed the power of trans
formation to a most remarkable degree, the

Denl, through his relationship with these, m

merdiv tiaiN o the heathen lfodt pa&bed over

i to tni puou'ar (.oniLptioii ul the De\il and

ji-ve to in& natuie a quite new humoious, and

e\en mt-u n!t A- aitfr the introduction of

I hr'-tu'utv (iti<m^ ^ere still occasionally

nude to tht old gud=, tne DHMI shared m thest

hor irs A 'iri-e i 1^ ffoat, or a hound ^as
it time- TiLiifffft to him and to the piesent
dav t if tipns'-ion IIT> sunned To kindle a

Jir< to1 tiie Deiil ob-viouslv an allusion to

iltar f i i e& ^ anous leituies of the old Xorbe

sod- e^ptciallv ot Loki and Donai iThor) the

jiuls of hre ind t'tunder ^ere also tiansferred

to Lim Hence the still current phiases in

<Teimanv \\hen thundti v, heaid The De\il

must be striking ind The runawav goose is

gone to the Devil
'

( Banner, thunder' is the

vord used for de\il in this case ) IXerv power,
too whicn according to the older heathen be

her ^as lodged in the lesser demons, giants,
(tc had now its proper centre m the gieat
nend himself who could perform all the pranks
attributed to the more giotesque creations of

the Norse mythology, and work all the e\il of

the more malignant spirits but in geneial
the^e beings weie rather pressed into his service

than absorbed by him or incarnated in his

person
Thus decked out in the costumes of man\

diffeient climes and ages, the image of evil

passed into the light of the modern world In
this light the Devil began to fade away Men
first lost faith m his occasional incai nation,
then medical science destroyed his claims to the

origination of mental phenomena, which he -was

once supposed to have caused directly, natural
science deprived him of his control n\er the rie

ments, historical criticism plucked from him
his borrowed feathers ^hile philo&ophy and a
study of the New Testament m its historical

background have combined to annihilate his per
sonahty The tendency has been to regard the

personal Devil as a part of the mythology 'with

which men in early times were \iont to cloth

the forces of the world in personal form Con
suit Mayer Histona Dtaloh (Tubingen, 1780) ,

Horst, Damonologie (Frankfort 1818), id,
Zaiibet libliathek ( Mainz, 1821-26 ) , Grimm,
Deutsche Mytlialogte (4th ed, Beilm 1875-78) ,

fonway, Demonology and Deiil Lore (London,
1878) , Lecanu, Htstwre de Satan, so, chute, son
culte, ses matitfeitf/Ltwn*, sea ccuirea (Pans,
1861) , Carus, fftafcwy of the Dewl (Chicago,
1900), and see DEMOKOLOGT, WITCHCRAFT ,

ANOEL ETC

DEVIL, TASMANIA^, or DEVIL Dim, See
IHfmntrj

DEVIL, THE Once a tavern near Temple
Bar, in Fleet Street, London, the former place
of meeting of the Apollo Club (qv) Child's
Bank now stands on its site

DEVILFISH A name applied to various
hented this power when they vanished from large marine creatures of terrifying" or "gro
the scene The form he- most frequently as tesque appearance 1 Any of various largesumed was that of an animal, approximating cephalopoda See

^ ^ "*

m this respect to the German forest spirits and 2 The
the Greek satyrs and fauns At one tune he
shows the foot of a horse or goat with horns
and tail, at another he appears as a black

horse, a he goat, a hog a wolf, a hell hound, a
wron, a wrjpeni a worm a dragon, or a fly
The eonwption of the power of the Devil was
vm*tty enlarged fcj the influx of these new fan
OUR. In tod, it rose almost to a new dualism,
boi on the other hand, also, many mild and

OCTOFCTS, SQUILL
c ray (Monta &tro**rts or vam

pynit) See RAT 3 The angler (Lophius),,
and itsrelatives See ANGLES.
DEVHfHr-THE-BUSH See NIQBLLA.
DEVIL IB -A3? ASS, THE A comedy by

Joneon (1616), the avowed object of which was
to substantiate the thesis laid down by the title

DEVTLLE, deyel' See SAINTB CXAIBB DB
vrr.rjr

DEVILLE, JEAST AOHIXLB (1789-1875) A
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French bcholai and antiquaiian bom in Pans
He became dnectot of the mubeum in Rouen
He wiote works on local histoiy and archeology,
such as an Histoire du Chateau GaiUatd ( 1829) ,

Tombeaum de la cathedt a.le de Rouen USJS),
Essai Buy Vexil d'Obide (1859), Histone de
latt de la, ictrwie dans I antiquite (1674)
the list named -volume, finely embellished with
nmneioub plates, being his bett

DE VLLLIEBS, de vil'veiz JOHN A J

(1803- )
An Anglo Dutch geogiaphei,

bom in London, the son of a Holl?mki living
in Cape Colony He was educ utd it the Oifr
of London College, became supenntendcnt of tht

map room m the Bntibh ilubeum, and vvis ev

pert adviser to the British Foreign Oflice m
the Vent/uelan and Brazilian boundan arbi

tiation cases In 1911 he lectuml throughout
Holland He published some translations irom
the Fiench, notably Bourgets Vetisonqc*, ind
edited for the Eakluvt Society of which he
was honorary secietarv eaily woiks on British

Guiana etc

DEVIL OF ED'MONTON, THE See MEEBY
DEVIL OF EDMONTONS, THE
DEVIL'S ADVOCATE See AmooAiLb

DIABOLI
DEVIL'S-APRON The large brown ajg,

usually called kelps, in the Older Laminaii
ales Sec PriEOPmcEJE, AT.OJK

DEVIL'S BIBLE, THE The name given to

a minuscupt Bible taken to Stockholm after

the Thuty learV War It is beautifully
w i itten on 300 asses' skins and the legend makes
it the work of a monk condemned to death who
by selling himself to Satan was enabled to

save his life by meeting the condition that he
should copy the whole Bible on asses' skins in

one night
DEVIL'S-BIT See SCABIOUS
DEVIL'S BRIDGE (translation of Ger

T&ufelsbi ucKe) A curious bridge formerly in

the Canton of Un, Switzerland, over which the

St Gothard Railway crosses the Reuss at a

point where there are often violent gusts of

wind (Map Switzeiland, C 2) Built in the

Middle Ages, it was paitially destroved by the

Fiench in 1799, in which yeai it was the scene

of fierce conflicts between them and the allied

Austnans and Russians The remains of the

bridge were carried away by a flood in 1888

"The Hole of Un" is the name given to the

tunnel near by, through which the road passes
The new bridge was built close to the old site

in 1830, and a monument to the Russian general,

Suvaioff, was erected in 1899 in a niche above

DEVIL'S-CLAW A heavy split hook at

tached to a chain or hawser and used for work

mg the chain cable in mooring, unmooring,

clearing hawse, etc The points of the hook

pass on each side of one link and grip the next

one at right angles to it The chain or hawser

is secured to a bitt, ringbolt, capstan, windlass,
or the like

DEVIL'S-CLTTB See AT*ATT A

DEVTL'S-OOACHHORSE, or Cow A rove

beetle (Oaypus olens), common in Great Britain

See ROVE BEETLE
DEVIL'S DARNING NEEDLE See

DBAQOM- FLY
DEVIL'S DOZEN See BATCH'S DOZEN
DEVIL'S DYKE 1 A prehistoric earth

work in Cambndgeshire, England, built as a

barrier between the Mercians and the East

Anghans 2 A natural formation near Brighton,

41 DEVINE

baid bv a legend to rcpie^-ait the attempt of the
Devil to let in the waters m ordei to inundate
the country

DEVLL'S-FlNQEBr A British name for

(1) p bekmnite, (2) a starfish

DEVIL'S ISLAND 4. smill barren island
ofl the coa*t 01 Trench Guiina, South Imeuca,
about 30 mileb northwest ot Cayenne (Hap
Guiana, Fitnch G 2} It becxme famous
thiough the coifinement thtu ot Cipt Alfred
Dievfus, Iqv ) Xe*i Devils Island ait the
two bmall French ptnal island*- ot "Mint Joseph
and He Rov lie wlncn \\eie foimerlv known,
with Devil b Island is lies du Diable but
which latci ituned the name lies du Salut
DEVIL'S LAKE 1 city and the county

seat of Ramsey Co, N" Dik SO mile* \vet,t by
north of Grand Forks on the Great Northern
and the Farmers Gram and Shipping Company's
raihoads, and on Devil's Lake (Map Xorth
Dakota, F 2) It contains a behoof foi the

deaf, a Cimfgie hbmv St Marv s Atidemv,
Geneial Hospitil, and shops of the Gieat Nor
them There ue also creimenes and gnat
mills Ihe city has adopted the commission
foim oi goveinrnent Pop 1900 1729 1910,
5157
DEVIL'S PARLIAMENT The name given

to on English Parhiment convened by Henry
M, which met at Covrativ in 14~> (

i ind unjustlj
attainted the Duke of York and hib adheients
of high treason

DEVIL'S BIDING HORSE See PIRATE
BUG
DEVIL'S THOUGHTS, or DEVIL'S

WALK, THE A bhort doggerel of 14 stanzas
written m collaboration bv Southey and Cole

ndge (1799), repubhshed in Colendge'b Sityl
line Leaies (1817), and in Southevs poems
with additional verses refernng to Porson
DEVIL'S WALL The popular name for

the Pfahlgraben, the old Roman wall between

Englandand Scotland, because of it& strength
DEVTL TTPON TWO STICKS, THE An

English adaptation by Foote of Le Sage's Le
Diable Boiteux
DEVIL WORSHIPERS Specifically, a

sect called Ye/idis, living in Asiatic Tuikey and

Armenia, and claiming seveial hundred thou
sand adherents Their religion is a survival of

pnmitive wonship of the evil mysteries, the

essential feature of many savage and baibanc

beliefs, though the chief object of their devotion

is borrowed from the Old Testament, and the

Koran They practice circumcision and baptism
DEVLNE, dfevm', EDWARD THOMAS (1867-

) An American leader in social work, born
at Union, Iowa He graduated in 1887 at

Cornell College (Iowa), and from 1894 to 1896

was secretary of the American Society for the

Extension of University Teaching In 1898 he

was appointed general secretary of the Chanty
Organization Society of New Ttork, and m addi
tion he was from 1897 to 1913 editor of Ohan
hes, later known as CAartftes and ike Commons,
and, since 19(W, as The 8wiey He was ap
pointed professor of social economy at Columbia

University in 1905, was director of the New
York School of Philanthropy from 1904 to 19Q7,

had charge of Red Cross relief work after the

San Francisco earthquake and fire m 19,06,

served in the latter year also as president of

the National Conference on Chanties and Cor

rection, and prominently identified himself with
various congresses and organizations aiming to
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DE VHTNT3, d wn'ne THEODORE Low (1S2S-
'U4t An Anieiitin punter, boi i at btmlord
Conn ind educated in the euiiLinoJ school* ot

1 1(_ various tu\vnt> vihere liis fat i**r had pa-
tuntes He learned the printing traJt n a

bhop at Fibhkill X 1 and littr \ra^ employed
on the New burgh (X Y) Ga-ette In lt>4r he

entered the establishment ot Francis Hart in

Xt\t lork Gift and was a junior partner in the

busmen trom 1857 to 1S77 The firm name
tan *ng been altered in 18S3 to Theodore L De
Y'pne &. Co he removed in 1886 to a mo lei

plant designed by him on Lafavette Place

He began to print the St "NitAo/ns Magn inf

niien it A\as founded in 1870 and the Crntutw

Maga-ine in 1874 He founded tbe Xationil

Tvpothett Societv, and was elected its. prtbi

dent n 1896 A great advocate of what he

tailed masculine printing, good piper bold,

readable topes and simple competition strongly

pnntcd m black ink De \inne did much for

the improvement 01 American typography For

\ears nib publications ranked at the head of

thi-* aenc al rule in the c^&t ot freehold estates

n kid \\mle tie uompon Ivn full} recog
n/eil t e r .' t o tosta" ent a-, applied to per
oinil i*' 'peit or all v m- including leat>ehold

inteie^fa 'n laid t did not admit the corre-

sponding r^t o* d'spo~mg bv "nill 01 treehold

The invertion or the lavstem oi ubc&, thereby
lands vere come\cd on a passive trust to one

mm tj the u-e and :or the benefit or another,

rptnta tht u ior to an t\asion of thii ftudal re

btrituon TLe right ot the beneficiary of such

a trofct called the cestai que use, not being a

legal t*.titc ind so not cognizable bv the couits

oi com P on liu vat, protected bv tlie Chan
celln" i>s a conbCientious chim igainst the

noiimil tnibtec in ^\hom the bare legal title

to the hnd was vested The cestm que use was

thus, by the giace ol the Chancellor, permitted
to make dispositions of hit. beneficial interest,

>) it \ijb teimed vhicli \\ere denied bv the

rommoi Iiv\ to the legal tenant of freehold

landt., and among them to mile deithbcd or

t< stamen tirv dis,pObitions theitof See TBUST,
USE

This practice of dousing the use of lands
became so common that upon the abolition of

such equitable interests to the Statute of Uses
(27 Hen VHI, c 1) in 1525 the demand for

American pressxvork and his firm gained an a convenient and legilized method of disposing
intern itional reputation He was the most pro
line of \vntere on printing publishing besides a

ereat n>inv magazine articles The Intention

of Pjnitmg (1876) Historic Punting Types

(1886) Plain Types (1890) The Practice

of Ti/poqraphy 1 1000 1 Cortect Composition

(1101 j TitlrPage* (1002) Modern VefAotft

of Book Composition (19041 and Notable

Punters of Italy dm ing the Fifteenth Century
I1910| He contributed to the XETO IMERN*
TIONAl ENCYCLOPEM A.

DEVINS, d5\1nz JOHST BA^OBOJT (1856-

1011) An American clergyman and editor,

born in Brooklvn X Y In 1882 he graduated
from Xew lork University and in 1880-88 he

was a member of the staff of the New York
Tribune Ordained to the Presbyterian mm

of freehold interests in land bv testament be
came irresistible and resulted fhe vears liter

in the passing of the first Statute of V^ills

(32 Hen YIH c 1) Tins statute wai the

origin of demises of hnds as we understand the

term, and granted
'
full and free liberty, power,

and authority
'
to dispose bv list will and testa

ment in writing of all lands, tenements and
hereditaments, saving only one third of all lands
held bv the tenure of knight's service This
restriction was removed by subsequent legis

lation, and in 1S37 a comprehensive statute, the

present Wills Act (7 Wm IV and 1 Viet , c 26),
was enacted bv which all devises of lands in

England }me since been regulated
The earliest American statutes were modeled

upon the Statute of 32 Hen VIII, excepting the

istry in 1888, he served from that year until restriction upon the devising of lands held by
1005 as pastor of churches in Xew York Citj
From 1890 to 191 1 he was managing editor of

the Xew York Observer He organized the Fed
eration of East Side Workers and the New
lork Employment Society, wrote seven! hymns,
assisted m preparing the Life of Ditight L

Moody, and wrote The Church and the City
Problem (1905), In Observer tn the Philip

pines (1905), On the Way to Bitai Yuen

(1905) The Classic Mediterranean (1910)
DEVISE (same as device, OF, Fr devise,

from ML dimaa, judgment, contrivance, will).

Stnctlv speaking, a testamentary gift of real

property As a verb, the term is frequently,

though improperly, employed interchangeably
with bequeath (properly, to make a legacy, or

testamentary gift of personal property), as sig

nifymg any disposition of real or personal prop
ertr by will The person making the devise IB

known as the <foutsor, or, more generally, the

testator, the person to whom the devise is made

knight's service, which as that tenure never
existed on this side of the Atlantic, had no

application in this country Everywhere in the
United States freehold interests in lands may
now be devised by last will and testament in

substantially the same manner as personal prop
erty, the matter beinsf regulated by statutes of
the several States See WILL
Notwithstanding the general assimilation of

the process of disposing of lands to that of be

queathmg personal property by will, devises re
tain many of the distinctive characteristics

impressed upon them bv their origin and early
history in chancery They are subject to pe
culiar rules of interpretation and they have,
under the title of executory devises contributed
a large and important body of doctrine to the
law of future estates See ExECtrrOBY DEVISE
FUTURE ESTATE and the authorities referred
to under those titles

DEVIZES, de-vl'zez A municipal borough
is called the devuee The power to dispose of and market town of Wiltshire, England, near
one's estate by last will and testament is fully the Avon and Kennet Canal, 22 miles north
reeogmwsd m all system* of law of which we northwest of Salisbury (Map England E 5)
hare any rtoxrd, but tte peculiar conditions,

Ti v J * ^ ' T

dw to the ftodal system, under which our land
Inr deretoped erected a curious exception to

It has two ancient Norman churches and
spacious corn exchange, the town being an im
portant gram market There are also mana
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factures of tobacco snuff, silk and farming tools,
the formerly important woolen industry hav

ing dechnul The town owns its gib and "water

supph Pop 1001, 6532 1911, 6741 Roman
household gods and coma have been lound here
The mme of the town is apparently derived
from itb Roman name, Gastnim Diiiwnim or
Ad Diusc 1

) Its first charter was granted by
Queen Matilda when the town was called De
Vies It giew up back of the castle built by

Roger, Bibhop of Salibbury, in the time of

Heniv I on a promontory bordered by two ra
vines Tint, cattle, which was repeatedly cap
tured duimg the wars of Stephen and Matilda,
and was demolished by Cromwell in 164a has
almobt disappeared

DEVOE, devo', FffiEDEBiCK WILLIE (1828-
1913) An American manufacturer, born in

New lork Citj After working as a cleik in

stores for nine years he became a partner in

the firm of Raynolds &, Devoe (1852-64) and
head of F W Devoe & Co (1864-90), and after

1890 he was president of the F VT De\oe &
C T Reynolds Co , manufacturers of paint and
varnish lie was at various times president of

the New York Board of Education, the Board
of Commissioners of Greater New York, and
the Xew \ork Juvenile Atrium
DEV01JIAM1 SYSTEM A division of the

Paleozoic group of rocks, next above the Silu
nan and oelow the Carboniferous, so named
from Devon, England, where the strata were

early studied and described The nane was

suggested by Murchison and Sedgwick to re

place that of Old Red Sandstone It is some
times called the Age of Fishes on account of

the prevalence of these vertebrates m the seas

in which the rocks were deposited The pas
sage of the Silurian into the Devonian is so

gradual that the etaet boundary between the

two systems is rather indefinite Between the

Devonian and the Carboniferous exist 1? a some
what variable i elation, in mobt parts of Noith
America the two aie practically continuous,
but m New England and the Acadian pi evinces

a marked unconformity oecuis in places, owing
to the upturning of the strata at the close of

Devonian time A similar unconformity is

represented, also, in paits of Europe The
American section of the Devonian as woiked
out m the classic New Yoik area it, ab follows

[ Chemung Catskill (Sandstones and shalea)

TT ^ J Portage TShales and sandstones)
Upper Gene7S fShalo)

\ Tully (Limestone)

f Hamilton (Shale)
Middle Marwllus (Shale)

1 Onondaga (Mainlv limestone)

T ( Onskanv (Sandstone)L,ower
| HelderbeTj (Mainly limestone)

This classification is now quite generally fol

lowed in the United States, although some

geologists consider the Helderbtrg as a part of

the Rilunan system
Conditions in Devonian Time At the

opening of the Devonian period the North Amer
ican continent already existed in its present

general shape Several large embayments and

troughs indented the coast or extended deeply
into the interior, notably the St Lawrence sea

and the Appalachian trough on the northeast,

the Gulf embayment on the south, and the Pacific

and Arctic embayments on the west and north,

and within th?ir basins mainly the strata ac

cumulated Oscillations of level increased or

d mmislied these areas of submergence and sedi
mentation trom time to time During the first

part of the Devonian, deposition in the north
eistein waters seems to have proceeded quaetlv
and slovvlv, resulting in the accumulition 01

limestones, with Hamilton time the beaa became
more turbid so that bhales accumulated in

great thickness By that time also, the Gulf
embayment had extended itself to the north

through the Mississippi region to the Great
Lakes and spreid eastward so as to connect
with the Xew York basin The Pacific and
Arctic waters likewibe reached far inland, and
in the Rocky Mountain and Great Basin re

gions the Hamilton was a time of limestone
formation on a great scale The Upper Devo
man was a period of shale and sandstone ac
cumulation chiefly, with a bnet interval of
limestone m the early part (lully) and more
or less conglomerate in the closing ot Chemung
stage A variation of the regulir phase of the

Chemung strata is presented by the ( atbkill

formation (qv), which consists of bhales and
sandstones that were deposited in frebh and
brackish waters
Distribution of Individual Formations

The Helderberg strata are mainly confined to

the eastein section of the United States Xova
Scotn, New Brunswick the Appalachian belt,

and the lower Mississippi region Thev aie
mostly lime'stones which have a thickness of

from 300 to 400 feet in eastern Xew York
The Oiiskanv sindstone is developed in cen

tral New York and extends thence bouth along
the Appalachians thiough Pennsylvania Mary
land, and Virginia It also appears in Ohio,

Indiana, southern Illinois and Missouri At
Onskany, N Y it is 30 feet thick, m Illinois

300 feet Although sandstone is the prevail

ing rock, there is some limestone in places
The Onondaga hab a rather widespread dis

tribution, extending from New York to the

Mississippi River and being found on James
Bay far to the north as a probable contmua
tion of the main area The limestone is largely
made up of coral 1- sometimes in recognizable

reefs, of which a famous eximple exists at the

falls of the Ohio, above Louisville It is from
100 to 200 feet thick in New York, where it

contains strata that are partly made up of

chert and are known as the Corniferous lime

stone

The Marcellus and Hamilton strata are shales

and shaly sandstones, but in the central west

include considerable limestone They extend

across New York from east to west and attain

a thickness of 3500 feet near the centre of the

State They extend along the Appalachians to

Tennessee and are found as far west as Iowa
and Missouri, they occur also m the valley of

the Mackenzie and in Manitoba, where they

represent an accumulation in the Arctic baam
which may have reached southward into the

United States

Of the Upper Devonian formations the Tully
limestone is a thin band represented in central

New York The Genesee consists of black bi

tuminous shale, 150 feet thick in New York
and 300 feet in Pennsylvania. The Portage
contains much sandstone and is from 1000 to

1400 feet thick in western New York The

Chemung is still more arenaceous and includes

local beds of conglomerate, indicative of veiy
shoal waters it has a thickness of 1500 feet

in the vicinity of Gayoga Lake and of several
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thousand fet in Ptru-vl n'd hut tHns to

the south xnd v st IP i intern >,f \ \o-k t^e

C^emung roks in; sUtittiJ d u" 3000 teet of

sanfistii 'n' ~ca *
i lies, Vi ' ' in &ep irately

d'fctirgais e i bv tl e n tmc Cats vJl, *& ttt*-y are

Tl'oa^lit to ne. btcn auuiiul 'ed uraer iresi

\\atir c r i tiins

Devonian Life The Ine CM t*ie Devonian
was iKur lai t >ut Tit^v nun 'e Sa plants,
such is lULcuJs. continued up irum tre ^ilurian,

a id Lin I phnts, appeared including lerns Ivco

pods, <nn rets ril equi-et
1- umr of thtrn

being 01 lar^e si/e borne ndced, are so well

preened th t the cellulir structure ot the

Mooci is obsmalile ir t'ltir sections Amon^
tlic initials ,51* at v >ricty *' oundea Crmoids
of the bU-toid or budhke tv pe also the plumose
one 'trai.hnipc.d3 wm. n<it htkirj especially

the lonj\int.td bpecitb t^ere were also the

early lorms or am uonites tnlobitcs and in

sects An inpoitant leiture is the great ibuu
dinee ol marine verted ates fislns -which

fairlT syarmed in tie Devonian seas They
include sha*h> cestraeiont and brdobont

ganoids, whose modern representitive is the

gir pike haMrg the bodv co^trtd Tuth shining

plates of mail and plaeodtrmh ha^ mpf the bodv

co\eied \\ith lonv plite*- such i* ire worn bv
the turtle fislns \\nuh seem to ha~ve linked the

gamtids \uth the shaiks A.monsr the genera
were PrpJtaJatpis fqv j Ptenchtliiia (qA ), Coc
cottevt (q\ i Dtnulitlyt (q^ i The latter,

found in the Ohio Devomin via- it least 18 feet

Ion,? another TitanirJithifi probably reached

30 Itet Both wnre covered \vith l>eavv pktes
Economic Products The Devonian rocks

are of vabt importance economic \llv, for thev

eontam the j?reat stores of petroleum and nat

ural ga obtained in Pennsylvania, Xew York
West Virpnn, and other Appalaehnn States

The pools of oil and gas are mamlv found in

the sandstones of the Middle and Lpper De
vonian The Hamilton, Portage Chemung, ind
Catskill sandstones are the familiar bluestone,

much used for flagging stones, ^hile the Held

erberg and Onondaga vield lime and cement
materials

Foreign, Devonian In Great Britain the

Devonian svstem includes sandbtonei elates,

and limestones similar in general character to

those appearing in imerica The "Old Eed
Sandstone" a freshwater pha^e of the De
vonian in Scotland, admirably deuenbed by
Hugh Miller, is the British equivalent of the

Catskill formation A large area of Devonian
rocks is found in northern France, Belgium,
and north Germany, also in Russia, China and
Australia

Bibliography Dana, Manual of Geology
(4th ed, Xew York, 1898), Geikie, Text Bool

of Otology (London, 1903), Williams, 'The

Devonian and Carboniferous *
Bulletin 80,

United States Geological Survey (Washington,
1891} Chamberlain and Salisbury, Geology,
roL H {Sew York, 1907) Clarke, "Early-
Devonian History of New York and Eastern
North America," N 7 State Museum, Memoir
3 (m 2 parts, Albany, 1008, 1909) , "Devonian,"
Maryland Geological Survey Reports (3 vols,

Baltimore, 1913)
DHVONPOBT (before 1824 called PLY

1COT7TH DOCK) A municipal borough, maritime

aid jEortafled town, and naval arsenal of Devon
itirtN England, situated on a promontory be-

tvteen Stonehottsepool and the Hamoaze or

ebtoa-v of tne Tunar, 2 miles \vest north

uest oi Plymouth. (Hap Eagland B 6) It

sfand:s on hig sroond with rampaits deiended

by uatteries. Tie ttre^s aie re^uhrly laid

oat and ^ell pavwi and there wt a number of

hardioTe puij'ie buildmtio The tovr ^ \s in

corpunted m 1SJ7 alt oue L. its existence dates

frum tie estiolishment oi t dock^aid there in

16SO by TCilha"! Ill It sends two members to

Parhaireiit The tovn niamtiins electnc light
and power st t 01% gib and vi iter -noikb, bath

houses a ft^e paik i teehnical btliool, and a

publie library It is ^ vtiv impoitant military

and navil ^tior- ^em^ t le seit of the military
and navil rov eminent ot The Thiee Towns.,"

le D^vonport Stonehouse ind Plymouth
The institutions melude the Xaval Fngineenng
Colleae (IS^O) the municipal technicxl bdioola

(1890) the nival ha* ricks and nival iiid mill

t^v hostiitils Its doekyiid and naval arsenal

aie imonsr the mobt important establishments

of this kind m the tnited Kingdom The dock

yard touttier with the Keyham Steam Yard
farther up the Hamoaze, witn which it com
munir itts by a tunnel covers an aie? of about
240 leres it* capacity having been about
doubled by the addition in 1007 of 118 acre?

including 77 acres ot mud flats which formerly
flooded at hijjh water Mount Wise is a fine

parade ground and contains the residences of

the Liputenint Governor and the Port Admiral

Devnupoit his important steimship communi
cation- Pop 1001, 70 437 1911, 81,094
DEVONSHIRE (AS Defena sclr, shire of

the Dffonb) A maritime countv, in the south
west peninsula of England, between the Bristol

and Tnghsh channel*. (Mip Fngland 06) Its

area is 2G04 square miles three fourths being
in pasture or arable The north coast 60 miles

long, is steep and rocky, the chief indent ition

being Bideiord Bay The south coast 100 miles

long is ilso lined -with cliffs and is indented by
Tor Bay and Plymouth Sound The general sur
face is hilly The conspicuous feature is Dart
moor (qv) Devonshne is an important agn
cultural and dairy country (about three fourths
of the surface 11 under cultivation) and has
considerable mining, manufacturing, and fish

ing industries The chief towns are Exeter (the
county town), Plymouth, and Barnstaple
Population of ancient or geographic county,
1901, 661 314 1911 701,944 of administrative
county 1901 436,938 1911, 457,343

DEVONSHIRE, SPE^CEE COMPTON CAV.EN
Disn eighth DURE OF (183J-1008) An English
statesman, long and familiarly known as the
Marquis of Hartington He was the eldest son
of William, the seventh Duke, and was born in
London July 23 1833 He graduated at Trinity
College, Cambridge, ISW, was attached to Earl
G-ranville's special mission to Russia, 18*56, and
entered Parliament as a Liberal, 1857 In 1859
he moved the vote of want of confidence that re
suited in the fall of the Derby ministry He
became Lord of the Admiralty and Underscore
tary for War in 1863 and was Secretary for War
for a bnef period in 1866 He held the office of
Postmaster General in Mr Gladstone's cabinet,
1868-71, resigning in the latter year to become
Chief Secretary for IreUnd Iu 1875 he sue
ceeded Mr Gladstone as the leader of the Oppo
sition m Parliament, and on the downfall of the
Conservative admmi&trataon, 1880, was sent for

by the Queen to form the new cabinet, this task

being declined both by him and by Lord Gran
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ville, it finxlly de\ohed upon Mr Glid^tone In Lear, Richard in, and Mercutio His acting
the new cabinet Lord Hartington wa^, firbt Sec was characterized by great originality and be
retary of State for India and then Secretan ot excelled alike in pathos and humor His power
State for War (1883-85), dining \\hith period uas due more, it if> said, to his natural gifts
occuried Lord Wolseley s memorable expedition than to study His habitb of life vere dissi
to rehe\e General Gordon (q\ ) at Khartum
Opposed to Mi Gladstones Home Rule pokey,m 1886 hi, became the acknowledged leader of
the Libeial Unionists (q\ ), and subsequently
ga%e a \igoious support to Lord Sahhbun B ad
ministration He became eighth Duke ot De\on
bhire m 1891, and the following year mimed
the Douager Duchebs. of Manchester, uidow of
the seventh Duke The tame veai he received
the order of the Garter From 1895 to 1003 he
was Lord President o the Council and from
1900 to 1902 President of the new Boird of Edu
cation He retired from the mimstrv m 1903 as
a piotest againsst the protectionist \iews advo
cated M Mr Joseph Chamberlain ind became

Sebident
of the Unionist Free Food League

B received the academic honors of the lord

loctorship of Ghsgow University, 1877, lord ree

torslup of Edinburgh University 1879-91, the

chancellorship of Cambridge University, 1892
nnd presidency of Owen^ College, Manchester
1900
DEVONSHIRE CLTTB A Liberal club,

founded in 1875, on St Jame&'s Street, London
DEVONSHIRE HOTTSE The London resi

dence of the dukes of Devonshire m Piccadilly,
neai Beikeley Squaie It contains fine collec

tions of poi traits, goms, and the 'Kemble Plays,"
including the first editions of Shakespeare
DE VRIENDT, de vrent See FLOEIS, FBAITS

pated, and his premature death which occurred
in Berlin, Dec 30, 1832, *as battened bv the
use of stimulants Consult Funck, A.US dem,
Leben Zueier Schauspielei , Iftiand? und De
wienti (Leipzig, 1838 j

DEVBIENT, OTTO (1838-94) A Geiman
actor and dramatist, son of Phihpp Eduard

the Douager Duchebb of Manchester, uidow of De\nent (q-v / He was born Oct 3 1838 in
.- . -n..i_ rm.. , ,

Berbn anj made hifi debut on the gtage ^
Karlsruhe in 1856 He had engagements in

Stuttgart, Berlin, and Leipzig then returned to
Karlsruhe in 1863 and remained till 1873, after
which he was manager successively of theatres

x in Weimar Mannheim, and Frankfort In 1879
cated M Mr Joseph Chamberlain ind became he retired to Jena and there produced his LutJier,-,~,.i,-.* * .. TT j. ,,_ __.., T a pkj vmiim on the oecaa]on of the Luther

jubilee in 1883 The next year he became direc
tor of the Court Theatre m Oldenburg and in
1889 was called to a similar position in Berlin,
rrom which he retired in 1890 He died June 23,
1894 He is the luthor of several dramas among
them Zvet Eomge (1867), Tibeiius Gracclwt

(1871), and Kaiser Rotlart (1873) , and other

works, including Zicet Shakespeare Tortrage
(1869) , and an edition of letters of Iffland and
Schroder (1881)

DEVBIENT, PHTLTPP EDUABD (1801-77) A
German actor and dramatist, brother of Karl

August and Gustav Emil Devnent (qv) He
made his debut as an opera singer in Berlin

DEVBTEITT, de MyaN', GUSTAV Eim (1803- when 18 years old, but after 1836 devoted him
72) One of a distinguished German family of self to the drama and was manager for a time'---=" " ' " - ' -"-'..

From 1852 to 1870 heactors, he and his elder brotheru, Karl August
(1797-1872) and Phihpp Eduard (qv), being
nephews of Ludwig De\nent (qv) Emil De
vnent as he is known, was born Sept 4 1803,
in Dresden, and began life in a manufacturing
business, but, having the family preference for

the theatre, made his debut as an actor and

singer m Brunswick in 1821, as Raoul in Schil

ler's Jungpau ion Otleans In 1825, in Leip

7ig, whither he had come about two years before

from Bremen, he married Dorothea Bohler a

popular actress After playing also m Magde
burg (1828) and Hamburg (1829) he, in 1881,

began his connection with the Comt Theatre of

Dresden, where he spent most of the remainder

of his life He died Aug 7, 1872 He was an

of the Dresden Theatre
directed that of Karlsruhe He wrote a number
of dramatic pieces, among them the libretto for

the opera Hans Heihng (1827), and the plays
Das grave Hannlein Die Gunst des Auqenbhc\*
(1833), Die Venrrungen (1837), and Treue
Ltebe (1841) ,

and also several historical and
critical works upon the drama, notably his

Geschichte der deutschen SoJiauspiellcunst

(1848-74)
DE VREES, da vr5s, DAVID PXETBBSZBN A

Dutch colonist Nothing is known of his early

history except that he served for a tune as mas-
ter artilleryman in the Dutch army He waa a
member of an association or company which was

organized in 1630 for the purpose of settling the

greatest rfiles were Hamlet, Posa, Tasso, and
Uriel Acosta

DEVBZENT, LTOWIG (1784-1832) A cele-

brated German actor, first of the noted theat

rical family of this name He was born Dec 15,

1784, in Berlin the son of a silk merchant and
bad begun the commercial career that his father

artist of great ability, excelling notably in the tract of land in the
present

State of Delaware

use of his voice When he played Hamlet in bought from the Dutch West India Company by
London, his performance was considered equal Samuel Blommaert and Samuel Godvn in the

to that of either Kean or Kemble Among his previous year A small settlement was made
*

early in 1631, on Lewes Creek, just within Cape
Henlopen, and the surrounding country was
christened Swaanendael In a few months, how
ever, the colony was destroyed by the Indians,

and De Vries, who had been chosen governor or

director, found on his arrival ( 1632) , says Ban-

croft, "only the rums of the house and its pall

sades, half consumed by fire, and here and there

the bones of colonists
" He left a portion of his

planned for him, when, in 1804 he lomed a trav

ehng dramatic company He made his d$but

in Gera, as the messenger in Schiller's Bruit von par there, while he himself spent some tune

Messvna The next year he secured an engage- in Virginia, but concluding that the colony

ment in Dessau, and in 1809 he went to Breslau would never be a commercial success, he earned

In 1815. having made the acquaintance of Iffland the colonists back to Holland m 1634 B^ YIS-

(qv ), he appeared for the first time on the ited Manhattan several tunes thereafter, at-

stage in Berlin, as Franz Moor m Schiller's tempted to establish a patroonship on Staten

RMber He won distinction alao m the rCles Island where 1640 his settlement waa 6V

of Talbot, Schewa, Lorenz Kindleuo, the Moor in stroyed by the Indians, and for acme trrn? lived

Fteaeo, and the Shakespearean part* of Shyfock, on a plantation, Vneasendaef about 25 imlw
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north 01 Xew Amsterdam on the site of tie thimble of polished gold or silver while the

present Tappan X 1 He published a volume upper end ot the graduated stem protrudes be

entiled iorte histrriaal ende Jouniaels Aen- vond this thimble Ii the thimble is filled with

teyr)en<nge ion lenrfeyden Toyagicn in der ether and a current ot air blown through it in

tier Tcdpn fa TTvMf9 Ronde /1655i (A order to evaporate tne ether the latter soon

Short Hi"ton ind Xotes ot a Journal Kept dur cools down to the dew point When this, is

ing Several Vovages m the Four Quarters ol the reicned a slight deposit of dew is seen on the

"ttorld I, ^ich contains a valuable account of outside of the polished thimble At this mo-

conditions in Xew Xetherland uani,' tl e aa ment the reading 01 the thermometer is to be

nvnibtration of "Van Ivullcr a d Kiett Tne noted, and as the temperature of the ether has

parts ot it relating to Ame* ca inve been trans probably already fallen below the dew point one

LtedmtoL '' ^ ' ' '- - ' ' ^
ind m 2d t

lot I lint ii'fal noriety
DE VEIES, HUGO (1848- ) A Dutch

botanist, uom at H arkm and educated at Lev
din Hudellirg, and \\urzburg and liter 1871

_._! and mav be. toand in vols i v\aits a minute until the dew on the poli6hed
=tries of the Collections of the "\eio tube evaporates, and disappears, when another

reading of the thermometer is made The mean
ot these too readings should give the tempera
ture of the dew point By a skillful manipula
tion of the apparatus, the dew appearb and dis

connected with' the 1 nn cr^itv of Amstertlim, appears vuth a scarcely appreciable variation in

first as lecturer and then as piofesbor ot botany the reading of the thermometer

His great vork was done m connection vuth tne When dew is thus deposited it indicates that
1

the air from which the moisture comes has been

cooled to what is known as the point of satura
development 01 the theory ot mutation (qv )

as a method of evolution It is the best known

explanation of organic evolution since Darwm's tion
and_

all the vapor associated with the air

theory ot nitaral selection The most impor
" ""

tant contribution 01 De Vrie& to science is prob

can no longer remain as vapor This cooling
jnce is prob process takes place naturally every clear night,

ably the changing ot the method of studying so that in the course of the early morning not
evolution from enervation to e\penmental only are the grass and other exposed objects
\nork Among his numerous publications the often covered with dew, but the quiet layers of

following are the best known IntracelMar the air near the ground begin to condense their

PangmeMS (ISST) Die Mutationtfheone (1901- moistuie in the shape of fog The deposition
03) Plant Biffding (Chicago, 1907) of dew, and especially the formation of fog,
DE VETBS, AfABiOT (1865- ) An retards the cooling of leaves and other objects

American lawver and public official, born near near the ground and delays the occurrence of

Woodbrulge San Joaquin Co, Cal In 1886 he freezing temperatures and frosts The actual

graduated from San Joaquin Valley College and quantity of dew accumulating on the leaves and
in 1888 from the Law School of the University dripping to the ground, so as to become avail

of Michigan He settled m Stockton, Cal , was able for the use of the roots of the plants is in

assistant district attorney of San Joaquin cloudless regions, such as Arizona, California,
County (1893-97), was admitted to practice be Syria, and Arabia, so large as to be an impor
fore the Supreme Court of the United States in tant matter in agriculture Many attempts
1807, and from that year until 1900 served as have been made to devise apparatus for mensur
a member of the United States House of Rep ing the absolute quantity of dew per unit of

resentatives He was appointed to the Board area of surface, but these drosometers (qv)
of Lmted States General Appraisers, New almost necessarily employ as the collecting sur

York, in 1900, and of this board was president face something different from the natural leaves,
from 1906 to 1110 In the latter year he re grass, and stones, and their measurements are
ceived an appointment as associate judge of the at best not absolutely, but only relatively, rep
United States Court of Customs Appeals resentative of the natural phenomenonDEW ( 4S dftzu, Ger Thau, cf Skt dhav, The discovery of the true explanation of the

dh&v, to flow) Dew is said to- be formed when formation of dew is commonly ascribed to Dr
atmospheric moisture is condensed by cold into W C Wells, of Charleston, S C ,

and London,
drops of water upon grass, trees, rocks, roofs of England, who published his Essay on Dew in

buildings, or other uohd surfaces, while the ad 18l4,butusequallyduetoMusschenbroek,PecIet,
jacent air remains clear The moisture which Wilson, and others The air that lies near the

gathers on the outside of a vessel containing surface of the ground receives its moisture to a
cold water is also termed dew A thermometer considerable extent from the soil beneath it, and
placed m the cold water within this vessel so therefore only a small part of the dew comes
as to give the temperature of the external BUT from a great distance The ground is perpetu
face when that is just cold enough to cause the ally either absorbing or giving out moisture, and
dew to deposit, indicates the so called tempera the nearer the bedewed surface is to the ground
ture of the dew point, or the temperature to the more of this fresh moisture it -will contain,
which the free air must be cooled in order to so that the idea that dew falls from above,
begin depositing dew, and this combination of whence its Spanish name, 3&rena, and its French
thermometer and vessel is a dewpomt appara- name, serein, is not correct, as was shown by
tus Many forms of such apparatus have been Musschenbroek and Wells and very recently re-
devised in order to secure accuracy in the use stated by Stockbndge The formation of dew
of this method for the measurement of atmos- and fog in the night can only take place when
phenc moisture and are descnbed in Abbe's (and therefore indicates that) the sky is sum
Meteorological Appanttu* and Methods (Wash cientiv cloudless to allow of almost unmter-
mgton, 1888) The apparatus usually preferred rupted radiation of heat Consequently, when
is ttat of Eegnault, which, with occasional slight any object is covered by even the slightest
modifications, is used in many fundamental de screen, no dew is found on it

terminations of temperature of the dew point If the dew point is below the temperature of
This apparatus consists essentially of a very freezing, then, instead of dew, we have a forma-
senaitave thermometer, wfcose bulb dips into a tion offrost When the wind IB blowing, dew is
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not formed except in damp -weather In dry
weather the wind brings a supply of relatively
warm, dry air to the cooling surfaces of the
leaves and presents them from cooling to the
dew point
When the air is exceedingly dry, the process of

radiation (counteracted as it always is, m part
by the conduction and convection of heat) may
not be sufficiently intense or proceed far enough
to cool ordinary surfaces down to the dew point
temperatures will of course, t>teadilv fall during
the mght, but i stationary temperature may be
reached abo\e the dew point that represents the
balance between the heat losses by radiation and
the gains by conduction from the relatively
warmer surrounding air Moreover, the sun.

may rise and warm up the ground before the
dew point temperature is passed This can occur

only in dry air, viz that in which the dew
point is very low Under the most favorable
conditions in the dry climate of Arizona the

temperature at the surface may thus be lowered
in the course of a night by as much as 20, 30,
or 40 degrees, when the depression of the dew
point below the temperature of the dry air is

still greater, so that on such a night no dew is

recoided

The number of degrees by -which the dew point
is lower than the temperature of the air is known
as the complement of the dew point In addi
tion to the dew point apparatus there are other

indirect methods of determining the dew point,
which are less exact, but frequently more con
vement The apparatus most commonly used in
such cases is the so called dry and wet bulb ther

mometer, or psychrometer, which will be found
described under HYGHOJIETEB
For many details with regard to dew and cog

nate phenomena, consult the works of Charles

Tomlmson, especially The Deudroy
and the Mi<st

(London, 1860) ,
and his historical article in the

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol iiu

(Edinburgh 1861)

DEW, THOMAS BODEBIGK (1802-46) An
American educator and writer He was born in

King and Queen Co , Va , and graduated in

1820 at William and Mary College, where he
was professor of history, metaphysics, and poht
ical economy from 1827 to 1836 and served as

president from 1836 until his death In 1832 he

published a review of the celebrated debate of

1831-32 over slavery in the Virginia Legislature,
under the title An Eway in Favor of Slavery,
which went far towards putting a stop to a

movement, then assuming considerable proper

tions, to proclaim emancipation in Virginia His
most important work is a Digest of the Laws,
Customs Manners, and Institutions of Ancient

and Modern Nations (18*3)

DEWALQTTE, d<? valk', Gni-ms JOSEPH Gus
TAVE (1826-1905) A Belgian geologist, bora

at Stavelot He became curator of the miner

alogical and geological cabinet at the Univer-

sity of Liege in 1855, and professor there of

mineralogy, geology, and paleontology in 1857

In 1870 he was elected president of the Belgian

Academy In addition to a considerable number
of contributions to scientific periodicals, he has

published a Description du Ltas dans le JAtaem

lourg (1857), an Atlas de cnstallograph+e

(1860), Prodrome $wne description geologiaue

de la, Belgique (2d ed, 1880) and other works

DEWAB, SIB JAMBS (1842-1823) A Brit-

ish chemist, born at Kincardine on Forth, Swl/-

land He was educated at Edinburgh tTmver

VOL VI -48

sity and was assistant there to Lord Playfair
when he occupied the chair of chemistry Sub
seqnentlv he became Jacksoman professor of

experimental philosophy at Cambridge and Ful
lenan professor of chemistry in the Roval In-
stitution In 1897 he was elected president of
the Chemical Society and in 1002 of the British
Association He received the degrees of LLD
and D Sc from vanous> universities, was choaen
to honorary membership in many foreign socie-

ties and in 1004 was knighted His scientific

researches include studies in regard to the

physiological action 01 light and the liquefac
tion of gatjes and in particular im estigations
of low temperatures By means of the evapo-
ration of liquid hydrogen under a reduced at

mosphenc pressure lie obtained the lowpst tem-

perature yet reached (13 absolute, 470 F of

frost) With Sir Frederick Abel (q^ ) he in

vented cordite, a smokeless gunpowder used by
the British government, and he also introduced
vacuum flasks (commonly known as thermos
flasks] for keeping foods cold or hot for long
periods

DEW'ABT, EDWABD HABTLBT (1828-1903)
A Canadian clergyman and author, born in
County Ca\an Ireland In 1834 he was brought
to Canada by his parents, who settled in

Peterborough Co, Ontario He was educated

mainly at the Normal School, Toronto, and in
1855 was oidamed a Wesleyan Methodist mm
ister After a number of successful pastorates
he was elected editor of the CJmstian Guardian,
the chief organ of Canadian Methodism, and
held that position until 1894 His editorship
was forceful and of marked controversial ability
The first step towards, the union of the various
Methodist denominations in Canada (Wesleyan
Methodist, Methodist Episcopal, New Connex-
ion Bible Christian, and Pirautive Methodist)
was taken at a private meeting in his house
After union was accomplished in 1883, though
not on the basis acceptable to him, he loyally
strove to make it a success He took a fore

most part in the federation of Victoria Univer

sity (Methodist) with the provincial Umver
sity of Toronto A Liberal in politics, he did

not hesitate to vote accordingly, and excited

strong prejudice by hie support of a Eoman
Catholic candidate for Parliament In 18&8 he
was an unsuccessful candidate for the Ontario

(Legislature Twice he was a delegate to

Ecumenical Methodist conferences once in Lon
don in 1881 and once in Washington in 1891

He favored prohibition of the liquor traffic

Though not narrowly orthodox in theology, in

the latter part of his editorship he took strong

ground against the tenets of the higher eriti

cism He had a leading share in compiling and

editing a new hymn book for the Methodist
church His poetic gift was proved by his

Songs of Life (1869), a volume of original
verse, and he also published a volume of Belec

twns from the Qanadum Poets (1864) Among
his other works are Jesus, the Messiah (1892) ,

Essays for the Tunes (18S8), Outfaies of
Ohnrtia* Doctrvne (1898)
DEWBEBBY (from dew + terry, appar-

ently as being a trailing plant), Rubus oana-

densis or Rubus wZZostw A representative of

the blackberry tribe, familiarly known as run

nmg bner, and recognized as a common weed
of worn out or neglected fields and waste places
It is also known as the miming blackberry
There are several species of Subwt which have
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a decnmbtnt habit but the above is the only

one whirh ha& grvtn a cultunl product ot merit
The cultivation 01 thi> torm or blackberry be-

gan with the discovery and introduction of the

Luciftia a large milted and btrong grow ing
iorra whun uas ji\tn good luunih und*>r bkill

fill nima.!tnunt It is u^uallv phnttd 3X6
fret apart fc

aven clean culture and the vineb

tied to stake* or provided with a rnrk or trellis

It propigat*B rtadilv ov lav era Hvbnds be

tvvein the ilaikbMTV and devvberrv are in LU!

tivation and are not umommon in nature bee

al&o Pi PUS

DEWIX1TEY, EDOAB (1S35- i A Ca
naoiin cml engineu and statesman He was
born in DtvimsJure 1 njjrland aud v isa educated
as a i M! engine* r In 18 V) he rent to Bntisn

lout Ml or All tie Par'tamf-nts of the Reign of

Qwen Elisabeth firi&'ied in 1629, but first

edited and puol s'iet bv hi= nephew, Paul Bower

(London, lbt>2i T'i woik was. incorporated
by Cobbett in is Pa/1 nmrntanj Histoty Con
suit Je-supp m the Dutiwiatj of ^atlonal

BiogtdpI"! vol viv LunJon lSt>8) ma Halh
well PliL Pp-^ editiou ot tie Atitobwgiapliy
iLtid Coit<i,itijii"nrp ot M> frimonfo D'Lues dm
ing the Rfign or lames I and thailea I (Lon
don 134^

DE WET, Ai \et' CHBISTIA^ RUDOLPH
I Ib54-1922 A distinguished Boer commander
ind sfi Le Ti an He won a name for gallantry
in tba w ir between the Trantsvaal and the

British m IsSO-Sl and becime tamous for his

skill m hunting In 1807 he was, a member

Columbi surveyed the site and lad out the of the Orange Free State Volksraad During
to ,vn 01 NtM \\.-tmmsttr and iftrward in the latter stages 01 the Boer War of 18W-1Q02

las proff-sional capacity txulored mam parts of hp provtd a formidable adversary to the British

the province then little knivwn at the vime tame who for a time madp him their principal ob

the uirstiuttKin 01 importmt jective Fre<iuently he would appear to be com
He wis dated a Conservative pletelv enmeshed in a girdle of blockhouses,

wire entanglements and fences, and puibuin^
columns but as often through the exeicise of

i clever ru^e, completely evaded his pursuers
and inflict' d damige on some British convoy
or outpost in the most une'qjected direction

ISSS ind 1^2 H was a^am elected to the On Feb 6 1002, his ciptuie between Lmdlev

Dominra Parliarawt and appointed ilimster and Kroonstad bv the British columns under

of the Intenur in the cabinet of Sir John A Lord Kitchener seemed ceitain He was driven"
into i corner from which escape was rendered

difficult bv strong wire fences and entangle
ments but, to the consternation of his pur

supti ....

puhK wurks
juemlfcr ot tV Provincial legislature (1868),
was a meinlx-r ot the Dominion House of Com
mon-v (1S72-70) wis Indian CommiBbumer of

tht Xorthwtst Temtorv flS70-81i and Lieu

tenant Governor of the <yime (lbSl-88) In

llicdonud In 1802-07 ie vvat Lieutenant

Governor of British Columun ifter which he
,

DEWEES', WILLIAM POTTS, (1768-1841) An suers, he hurled a large drove of erttle, goaded
American phvwcian and obstetrician bora at almost to madnebs against the wire obbtacles,

PottBffrove Pa Adjunct profefeor from 1826, and in the confusion made his escape In com
in 18 J4 he became profesbor of obstetrics and mon with other Boer leaders, he made submis

sion to Lord Kitchener and afterward served

on a Boer committee to ruse funds in Europe
and America, for the distressed Boer fiimli(s

the dwises ot women and children in the

University of Pennsylvania but resigned in the

same year iraong his publnations are 8ya
tern of Xidinfrry (1826 12th ed 1854), During the war he never wore the slightest

Tieatiof on the Physical and Jledtfal Treatment badge ot rank, and he was always taciturn to

of Children (1823, 10th ed 1854) Treatise on a degree He had the complete confidence of

his soldiers, but, in common with all the otlior

Boer leaders, suffered the defeat of Ins best

schemes because of the individuality and in

dependence of the burghers under his command
He was regarded by the British government as

one of the most influential of the Boer leaders,
and great satisfaction was evinced at the digni
fied manner of his acceptance of the inevitable

He wrote Three Tears' War (New York, 1902)

the Diseates of Females (1826 10th ed, 1853) ,

Practice of Mediruie (183&)

DT5WES, dttz, Sat SIMONDS (160&-50) An
industrious Fngltsh chronicler and antiquarian
He *as the son of Paul D Ewes,, of Ifilden, Ruf
folk one of the BIV clerks of chancery, and was
Ixvrn at Cox.den Dorsetshire, on Dec 18, 1602
Hi& preparatory education was gamed under
several private teachers Through Henry Key
nolds, of St Mary Axe Parish, London, he be- After 1907 he was a member of the new Parlia
came strongly indoctrinated with the Puritan ment of the Orange Free State and also Mm
theology, and to John Dickinson, upper master ister of Agriculture In the Closer Union Con
of Bury School, ie owed his first enthusiasm vention of 1908-09 he was a delegate In 1012
for scholarly research In 1618 he entered St ha was appointed to the South African Council
John's College, Cambridge, but two years later, of Defense
before taking a degree, ne waa removed by his DE WETTE, de wfct'te or ygt'e, WILHEIH
father to the Inner Temple, where he was called MABTET LBBEBEOHT (1780-1844) A German
to the bar m 1623 He abandoned the law three theologian He was born at Ulla, near "ft eimar,
years later, partly in consequence of his mar and stadied at the University of Tena In 1807
rage with the rich heiress of Sir William Clop- he was appointed extraordinary professor of phi-
ton, of Lutons Hall, Suffolk In the same year losophy at Heidelberg, in 1809 professor of the-
he was knighted He now began to devote him ology, and in 1810 was called to Beilin By
self zealously to those antiquarian studies which his excellence as a teacher, as also by his writ
he never abandoned, although he represented ings, De Wette soon acoiured a great reputation
Sudbury in the Long

1 Parliament and waa one In 1819, on account 01 a friendly letter which
of the members expelled by Pride's Purge in he wrote to the mother of the assassin of Kotze
1648 He wrote and collected a vast number of bue, he was deprived of his chair In 1822 he
manuscripts and made many transcripts from was appointed professor of theology in the Urn
monastic and other records, and these now form veraaty of Basel, where his prelections and ser
a part of the Harleian collection preserved in mons in a short time secured him universal (

the British Museum His greatest work is the teem and applause In 1829 the Grand Count 1
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of Basel made him a member of the Council of

Education and granted him the freedom of the
ut\ In Ih49 he uab elected rectoi of the urn

\ersity, but died the same year De Wette was
a man of compiehcnsive teaming and acute

philosophic discernment His antipathy to the
shackles of dogmatic theology ga\e keennebb and
Mgor to his criticism He is one of the foie

zunners of the modern btudj of the Bible A
temperate but very decided hibtoncal rational

ism, on a broad basis of moral ra erence, would

perlups best e\presb his biblical standpoint
His principal -works are Beit) age ~ut Em
leitimg in das alte Testament (1806-07) Com
mentar ubei die Psalmen (1811) Lelitluch
der histoiisch lintiichen Emleitung in die Bibel,
alien und neuen Testaments (1817-26 Eng
trans of Old Testament part bv Theodore

Parker, 1843) Lefabuth der clinsthchen Dog
matik (1813-16) ChnsthcJte bittenlehte (Eng
tians by Samuel Osgood 1842), Theodot (1828,
Ensr trans b\ James Freeman Clarke 1840)
T orlesungen itier die Rehqion, ilir Wesen, und
ilire Erschemunqsformea, (1827) , Das Wesen des

rlnisthchen Waiibem (1846) Exeqetiiches
flandbuch mm neuen Testament (18?6-4S)
\\ith J C W AugUbti he made a German
tianblation of tbe entue Bible (Heidelberg,
1800-11 5 parts 4th ed , 1878 3 vols

) Be
.ides these, De "\\ette published a cntical edi

tion of the correspondence of Luther (Berlin,

1825-2S) For his life, consult A F J Wie

gand (Erfurt, 1879) For an estimate of his

biblical work, consult Chevne, Founders of Old
Testament Criticism (London, 1894)

DEWET, CHABTES MELVILLE (1849- )

An American landscape painter He was born
at Lowville N Y Confined to his bed from
his twelfth to his seventeenth year by a hip

disease, he formed the poetic conception of

nature which appears m his pictures He
studied in the schools of the National Academy
of Design New York (1874-76), and in Pans
tinder Carolus Duran, whom he assisted to paint
a ceiling in the Louvre In 1878 he returned

to New York Dewev's work is full of a highly

individual, poetic sentiment and generally de

picts subdued morning and evening effects His

landscapes in oil and water color are in many
public galleries and private collections of the

United States Among the best are "Indian

Summer1' and "A November Evening'' (1904),

"Morning Bay of St Ives" and "The Brook"

(1905), "The Edge of the Forest" (Corcoran

Gallery Washington), "The Harvest Moon"
and "The Close of Day" (National Gallery,

Washington) "The Gray Robe of Twilight"

(Buffalo Gallery) and Old Fields" (Penn-

sylvania Academy, Philadelphia) He was made
a member of the National Academy of Design in

1907

DEWET, CHESTEB (1784-1867) An Amer-
ican scientist He was born m Sheffield, Mass ,

and, graduating from Williams College in 1806,
' was professor of mathematics and natural phi

losophy there from 1810 to 1827 From 1850

until 1860 he was professor of chemistry and

natural philosophy in the University of Roch-

ester Dr Dewey made many contributions to

science'

DEWET, DAVIS EIOH (1858- ) An
American economist and statistician, born at

Burlington, Vt ,
and educated at the Unrrersity

of Vermont and Johns Hopkins University
He became professor of economics and statistics

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and secretary of the American Statistical As
sociation, Boston Mass He ^ as a member of

the commission on public charitable and reform
atory institution in 1897 and of the State
board on the question oi the unemployed He
\vas special expert agent on \tage* for the
twelfth United Stateb census (1902) secretaiy
of the Ameiican Statistical issociation (1886-
1906), president of the American Economic As
sociation (1009| ind becamt ininagmg editor
of the Amentan Fconoimc Renew m 1911 He
wrote Myllabus on Political Hutonj smce 1815
(18S7 1 Financial Hwtonj o* the I mtt d Ktatei
(1902 4th ed 1912 1 rmployer? and Wages
Special Repoit of the Twelfth Census (1903)
National PioWems (1907) He uas a contnbu
tor to the fust idition of the XFW IMTBXA
TIOVAXlX CTC t OP EDi \

DEWET, GEOBbB (1837-1917, An Amen
ran na\al ofhr burn in Montpeher Tt He
graduated it the Inittd State* Xa\al Academ\
in 1858 and beinri nine sen ice on the Meditei
ranean btation Tu 1862 under Fariagut he
vra-5 present it ibe pa&sage of Forts Jackson
and st Philip on the lower Mississippi and
in 1864-65 pailicipited in the attack on Fort
Fisher He became lieutenant commander in

1865, commander in 1872 captain in 1884 and
commodore m 1896 In 1898 at the outbreak
of the war with Spain, he was appointed to the
command of the Abiatic station and on May 1

entirely destroyed the Spanish fleet in Manila
Bay without the loss of a man in his own fleet

In recognition of this achievement he was imme
diately appointed rear admiral and was espe
ciallv honored by Congress He aided General
Memtt in the capture of the city of Manila

(Aug 13, 1898) and subsequently was a mem
ber of the Schurman Philippine Commission
His reception in the United States on his return
in 1899 waa an enthusiastic o\ation The same

year he \vas made admiral of the navy and
is the only officer -who has ever held that rank,

Farragut and Porter having been admirals
but not "admirals of the navj

" Admiral

Dewey has served on the Lighthouse Board,
as Chief of the Bureau of Equipment, and
as President of the Board of Inspection and

Survey In the months preceding the presi
dential campaign of 1900 his name was promi
nently before the country for a time, but his

candidacy from a political standpoint was not

seriously considered In 1901 Admiral Dewey
served as president of the Schley Court of In

quiry (See SCHTJCY ) He signed the unam
mous report delivered by the court to the Secre

tary of the Navy on December 13, but further

submitted a minority report in which he die

sented from certain specifications of the prm
mpal document

DEWEY, JOHN (1859- }. An American

philosopher, psychologist, and educator, bom in

Burlington, Vt He graduated xn 1879 at the

University of Vermont and in 1884 received a
PhD from Johns Hopkins He was professor

of philosophy at the universities of Minnesota

(1888-89), Michigan (1889-94), and Chicago,
where he was also director of the School of

Education (1894-1904), and in 1904 he was ap

pointed professor of philosophy in Columbia

University The degree of HDD was conferred

on him. by the universities of Wisconsin and

Vermont Dewey became actively interested m
the reform pf educational theory and practice,
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and while at the Lmversitv of Chicago he

put his educational princtyha to the tett in

the Unnersitv E'gh School Among his philo

aophical colleagues he standb with \\illiam

James as one ol the two ^reat American leaders

of the pragmatic mo^en.nt altaough with his

a^eision to set clastic, labels, ht is reluctant to

call himself a pra^jmatist (See PRAGMATISM \

His nr-t ongina
1 \ ork in ptulosopbv was in

the fitld oi ct'irs *nd th^n he turned to logic,

apphmg then the methods, that he nad worked
out in the "-tud^ ot moralit\ Ju&t as in

morality new situ t 0" call fnr new it'calt, bo

in thought lie maintains, new, meanings ire

given to old cati^or PS *i\ t^e nev uaess to which

they ire put in dealing with new problems
II we nut ourehc* n the attitude of a ^den

tine in^uira in asking ^hit ib tie Tuning of

truth per -e th( re '-nnng up btlore us fio^e

ideas which are aituely employed in tLe mastery
of n'nv ndd-N, in tie trganzition of new mi
tennis l ]ns is thr *?<? nt'al differ* nee between

truth and dogna between tip hying and the

dead and decaying Aboxe all it is in the

region of moral truth that this perception
stands out Ideas are phut, ol action and
truth means, the effective opacit^ of the idea

to make good Deflev losric i* tnus in

&trtnnentah-t c '-n* ^sTEOiENTU-iSitl, and it

is connected witn the theorv that reality is

tvpernncc, t lat etm thing is what it is ex

pentn^ed as being Thia \KW he calls 'im
mediate empiricism' (See FMHBICISM )

Dewevs publications include Outlines of a
Critical Theory of Ethics (ISSlj Btudy of
E*/'vs {1304 1, The hignificance of the Prob
lem of Knwletjge (1897) My Pedagogical
Cretd 1 1307 1

, The School and Society (1900) ,

Btudift in. Logical Theory fllOSt, Ethics, in

coDaboration with Tufts (1108) Hoio We
Think 1 1000 1 Influence of Darmn on PMos
ophy and Othfi Eaaaw (1010) Interest and

Effort m Education (1913) Consult James,

Pragmatism (10Q7i and The Meaning of Truth

(1900), DeLaguna, Dogmatism and Evolution

(1910), Moore, Pragmatism and its Crittc?

(1010) and recent \olumes of the Philosophi
col Renew and the Journal of Philosophy, Psy-
chology, and Scientific Methods, where his views
have been assailed and defended by many
writers

DEWBT, LTSTEB Hoxos (1865- ) An
American botanist, born at Cambridge, Mich
In 1888 be graduated from Michigan Agneul
tural College where for the next two years he

taught botanr He \vas an assistant botanist
of the United States Department of Agriculture
from 1890 to 1902 and thereafter botanist m
charge of fibre investigations In 1911 he was
the representative of the United States to the
International Fibre Congress at Soerahaia,
Java His publications comprise bulletins of
the United States Department of Agriculture
on the production of fibre from flax, hemp,
sisal, and mamla plants, on the classification and
origin of the varieties of cotton, and also in-

vestigations on grasses and troublesome weeds

DEWET, MKLVH, (1851- ) A pioneer
American librarian and educator He was born
at Adams Centre, N Y

, and graduated at Am-
hfirst College in 1874 In 1876 he published his
Deotmal OlasnfioaUon (7th ed., 1011, as Dec+-
mal Classifioatton and Refativ Index], and
founded the Library Journal, the organ of
American librarians He took an active part

BE WHTDT

in founding the American Library Association,

01 -nhicn ne vias "ecre'-arv for 15 tears and
Uice prea dert At this period he also edited

the ^peUtiGRer^m BnVetm tne Metnc Bui
Iftm and s a,ilar edacational publications
FroT> ISsS to ISSb Pe was librarian of Colum
bia Coiltge, %v iere ne established (1884) a

school of hbnrv econo-nv THIS was transierred

to Albany in 1810 as t 1 e State Library School,

De\u\ r naming director until 1900 He was
from l^SS to lOftO ^ecritarv and executne

otfi.er nt t' e tnmrsitv ol the Stite of New
\ork irom l^^S to 1'1(J6 director of the Xew
York Matn I urarr and m 1104-06 al&o State

direc* >T 01 libraries He prepared cataloguing
rules t> at are \\ idelv uted his

'

decimal class

ihc
* on hib betn adopted in most American

ard m many foreign libraries He contnbuted

to the fir&t edition of the XEW iMEOTAxnrtAL
ENCICLOPEDU
DEWEY, OByiLLE (1794-1882) An Ameri-

can I nitman ckrinman He was born in

Sheffield Mixs graduated at Williams College,
and later became a dmmtv student at Andover
He preached in Boston for two ^ears, as assist

ant to Dr Channing In 1823 he became pastor
of the Unitarian Church m kew Bedford He
went to Xew lork in 1S35 and there secured

the erection of the church of the Messiah
About 1844 he quitted the pulpit and lectured

in various pirtb of the country Among his

works aie Letteis on Rentals, Di&couises

on Human Ratine Diwowses on Human Life
(1841) , Discourses on the Mature of Religion ,

The Unitanan Belief, The Prollem of Human
Destiny (Lowell lectures, 1864) A collected

edition of hib works appeared in Xew York (3

lb 1848-52) Consult his Autobiography and
Letten ed b> his daughter (Boston, 1883)

DEWET, BJCHABD (SMITH) (1845- )

An American alienist and neurologist born at

Foresfrille, X Y He graduated (MD) from
the tinmrsitj of Michigan in 1869 and in

1870-71 during the Franco Prussian War, was
volunteer assistant surgeon at the field hospital
at Pont 1 Mousson, France, and at the Reserve

Hospital at HehseCassel, Germany Part of

1871 he spent in studv under Virchow at Ber-
lin He was assistant physician at the State

Hospital for the Insane at Elgin, 111 (1872-

70), medical superintendent of the State Hospi
tal for the Insane at Kankakee, 111 (1879-93),
professor of mental and nervous diseases at
the Chicago Postgraduate Medical School

(1893-1909), and after 1805 head of the Mil
naukee Sanitarium In 1896 he was president
of the Medico-Psychological Society He is a
contributor on mental diseases to medical

journals
DEWETLITE A hvdrated magnesian sili

cate, related to serpentine It is amorphous
and ranges m color through shades of white

yellow red, and brown Deweyhte was named
from Prof Chester Dewev, an American, chemist
and naturalist

DEWI, SADTT See DAVID, SAUTT
DB WIOTDT, HABHT (1856- ) An

English explorer, born in Paris and educated
at Magdalene College, Cambridge In 1876-78
he was aid de camp to Raiah Brooke, of Sara
wak who had married De Windt's sister Among
his journeys were one to the prisons of western
Siberia in 1800, another to those of eastern
Siberia in 1894, one to the Klondike in 1897,
and trips through the Sahara and Morocco in
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1911-13 He wrote On the Equator (1882) ,

From Pelm to Calais by Land (1887), a record
of his ride acioss the two continents, A Ride
to India (1890), describing a trip from Russia
via Persia, Sibetta as It Is (1892), The ~bew
Siletia (Ib95), Though the Gold Fields of
Alaska to Bering Stiaits (1898), True Tales

of Traiel and Adventute (1879), Finland as
It Is (1901), From Paris to \ew Ink ly
Land (1903), an account of his travels in 1896
foi Pall Mall Ga*ette, Through Saiage Europe
(1007), a torn of the Balkan states for the
London Daily Eypie?<! ) My Restless Life
(1908) , and some poemb and newels

DEWING-, THOMAS WILMEE (1851- )

\.n American figuie and portrait painter He
i as bom in Bobton, May 4, 1851, and studied
111 Parib under Boulanger and Lefebvre from
1S76 to 1879 His canvases are smal1 in size,

delicate and subtlv refined in conception and
treatment, soft and evanescent in color, and
full of poetic chaim Among his beat paintings
aie 'The Days" (Clark prize, 1887), 'The
Lady m Yellow", "The Lady in White", "The
Letter" (Metropolitan Museum, New York) ,

"The Eecitation" and 'The Lady in Green and

Gray" (Art Institute, Chicago) , "Summer"
(Xational Gallery, Washington) and 20 paint
ings in the Fieer collection (Detroit), including
i Lute Player" and "A Musician" On the

death of the owner these will pass to the Na
tional Gallery He TV as a member of the So

ciety of American Artists, was elected to the
National Academy of Design in 1888, and re-

ceived many medals His wife, MABDE OAEEY
DEWIISG (1857- ), paints still life, especially

flowers, with a delicacy and refinement lemi-

niscent of her husband's figure pieces
DE WINTEB, de vm'ter, JAN WJXLEM (1750-

1812) A Dutch admiral He was born at

Kampen and entered the navy at the age of

12 He fought in the French ranks under
Dumounez and Pichegru, rising to the rank of

brigadier general Upon his return to Holland
in 1795 he became commander of the Dutch

fleet, consisting of 15 ships of the line and 12

frigates On Get 11, 1797, he was attacked by
a British fleet under Admiral Duncan and de-

feated in the hotly contested battle of Camper
down, his own ship, the Fnjheid, and seven

others falling into the hands of the British He
was taken as a prisoner of war to England,
but was treated there with distinction, and upon
his return to Holland was not only exonerated

from blame, but commended for his gallantry
and skill In 1798 he became Minister Pleni-

potentiary to France, and in 1802 was reap-

pomted to the command of the Dutch fleet and

attempted to put down piracy in the Mediterra

nean He was buned in the Pantheon, his

heart in the Nicholas Church of Kampen
DE WITT, de vlt, COBITEUIIS (1623-72) A

Dutch naval officer He was born at Dort and
was educated at Leyden In 1652 he and

Ruyter succeeded Tromp in command of the

Dutch fleet, which Blake defeated in September
off Kentish Knock Under Admiral de Ruyter
he participated in the burning of the British

shipping in the Medway (1667) and in 1672

took a conspicuous part in the battle of Solebay

(Southwold) He was charged by Tichelaar

with participation in the plot to murder the

Prince of Orange and after being tortured was

sentenced to banishment As he was leaving

bos prison, he was attacked by the burghers of
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The Hague and murdered, with his brother,
Jan De ttitt He was an able officer and a
man of broad general cultuie

DE WITT, JAN (1625-72) A celebrated
statesman of Holland, born at Dort Sept 24,
1625 He was the son of Jacob De Witt, a
vehement opponent of William II, Prince of

Orange Young De Yhtt was carefully edu-
cated and soon exhibited remarkable ability
He was one of the deputiPS sent bv the states

of Holland in 1652 to Zealand for the purpose
of dissuading that province from adopting the
cause of Orange There his eloquence secured
him such universal confidence that he -was made
Grand Pensionarv of Holland, an office to which
he was several times reelected The Orange
party, supported by the populace and the

clergy, was ever striving to increase the power
of the young prince (afterward William III),
who was then a mere infant the Republican,
or Oligarchic, party, composed of the nobles

and the wealthier burgesses, at the head of

which was De Witt, sought, on the other hand,
to strip the house of Orange of all power and
to abolish entirely the office of stadtholder

During William's minority the advantage was
Tilth De Witt and the Republicans In 1654,
on the conclusion of the war with England, a
secret article was inserted in the treaty drawn
up between De Witt and Cromwell, in virtue
of which the house of Orange was to be deprived
of state offices for all time The accession of

Charles LT severed the friendly relations of

England and caused De Witt to lean towards
France A commercial treaty between France
and Holland was followed in 1665, by another

English Dutch war, which lasted until the Peace
of Breda, in 1667 The result was that the

power of the Republican party in Holland
seemed firmly established, for in the same year
a perpetual edict was proclaimed abolishing
forever the office of stadtholder But in reality,

however, the power of De "V\ itt was diminished,
and he was soon compelled to concede a larger
measure of influence to the house of Orange
His prospects became still more clouded when
the designs of Louis XIV upon the Spanish
Netherlands became manifest The Orange party
earned their point in the elevation of William
to the family dignity of stadtholder On the

invasion of the Netherlands by Louis XIV, in

1672, the Prince of Orange was appointed com
mander of the Dutch forces, and when the

first campaign proved unfortunate, the popular
clamor against De Witt greatly increased He
had previously resigned his office of Grand

Pensionary, and now his brother Cornelius, ac

cused of conspiring against the life of the

stadtholder, was imprisoned, tortured, and con

denmed to perpetual banishment De Witt
went to see him on his release from prison,
and as they were coming out they were at-

tacked by an infuriated mob and were both

murdered, Aug 20, 1672 The States General

demanded an investigation and the punishment
of the murderers, but the stadtholder did not

take the necessary steps De Witt was person

ally a man of the most upright character Oon
suit PortaliB, Jan De Wttt (Eng trans, 2

vols, London, 1885), Geddes, The Admimstiv-
**on of John D* Writ (ib, 1879), Motley,

Etstory of the United Netherlands (4, vols,

New York, 1860-68), Beck, History of the

NrtherlcMd* (ib, 1808-1907)
DE WITT, Josir (1821-1906) An Amen



DE WITT

tan litrfonutd batch sLlulu He wa bom at

Al >anr N \ No^ 2't 1S21 graduated at

Rutgers Collie m Is's ami at Ntw Brim"
wick Theo^ETic il ^eni nar1 in ^S42 wi* pro-
iesor o* Onentil liter a*u* (lh6?-

<

'4) and of

Xe-u T'st-umrt e\ee > -, l^s-i-'u t in tit litter

ir"-titution He w is i nnn^tr of t e Old
Testament Coimum 01 t'e Anurr 11 Unison
Conmntfre (lS72-Q i rnd autLor ot fht P;aise

bonifi of Jsac r
A. \f n Rtatffi ng w tin. BnoL

jt I'ahi 9 IYSJ

DE WITT, TOH\ f i ^42-^*23 ( An ime1
"!

cm Pr-Mtium silionr HL w is bum at Har
risburtr Pi Uct HI 1S42 ynduitid it Prnce
ton College in l^oi and at Luion riieolup<al
Semnin Vw \oik Cm in 1SO"> He btv. line

proit^sur ot Cnurch ]--ton n Lane Tiitolo^ical

Sjmmaiv Uijunnati Oiuo m 1^S2 ind ot tie

<-ame lu Pr 1 1 eton Theological
s* minarv in

1*02 He "Tott A ffiswnt of Pitntttiin Cm
it nit v <]<?%

DE WOLPE, ELSIE (IbUS- j ^An
\MMII in Ju orator and actre"- 1* born in New
\cik C t\ *>. made htr tltitncai debut m
Mrdous JJa )in,(D in lfc

fU ul'Mng t'w nle
ot Tal/itmu Aith Tdr 1)^ Ptobertson In 1894

s'ie joint d fit Jmiurt Lunuani undtr Cliarles

Frohuian In I'MH s't broui.rlit out The TTay

of the World unde1* ler own management at

the \ utuna fie tr- id luer she toured the

Vmfad Mat(s -mtli tint* pliv ^he also ap

pean d in tHJ title TU\( ol Hubert Daneh & plav,

Cynthia (l0jt as F-ttlle Kittendge in The
Othti Litl d'103) and as Mrs Ixnette m A
Tli/c wttk'jvt a tfmile (1<104> She retired

from tht stage in 1005 and took up as a spe-
cialty artistic interioi decorating In 1913 "he

published Ihf ffouve in (,w<i Taitt

DEWSBtJBT, duz'bfrl A parliamentary
and munic fial borougn and Manufacturing
town in tht \\est P ding of Yorkshire England,
on tht Caldcr b miles south southwest ol Leeds

(Map England E 3 1 Dewbburv is noted for

its manufactures of woi&tcd, carpets, blankets,
and various kinds of hfavy woolen goods
There are collieries and iron works, in the im
mediate neighborhood It is on three railway
lines and connected b\ the Calder and its

branches with Hull and Liverpool Among its

notable buildings are the town hall, chamber
of commerce, infirman and grammar school

The town received its charter of incorporation
in 1862 and studs one member to Parliament
It owns its water and gas works, operates its

electric light plant, and maintains public baths,
cemeteries markets technical bchoolb, and free

libraries A modern sewerage sjstem has been
installed in connection with a sewage farm

Pop, 1901, 51,246, ion, 53,358 At Dewsbury,
in 627 Paubnub first preached Chnstianitv to
the Northumbrians
DEWWOBM' A Bntiah name for the

earthworm See EABTHWOBM
DEXIFPTTS (Lat, from Gk Aefrnros) A

Greek philosopher, a follower of the Neoplato-
nist lambliehus, belonging to the middle of the
fourth century AD He wrote commentaries on
Plato and Anstotle, of which one, in explanation
and defense of the Aristotelian categories, has

appeared in both Latin and Greek texts The
former, under the title Qucestumum tn Categonas
Ltbn Tres, was edited by Pelicien (Pans, 1549) ,

the latter by Spengel (Munich, 1859)
DEXTPPTTSy PDKLTOS HEBBKnouB (o2IO-

273 AD) A Greek rhetorician, historian, and sol

53 DEXTEB.

Oier He was born at At'ieus aiui alter holding
tile Jp*V.t o^ie- in h s ntt'\t < tv communhd
tie arnv egnnfat t' e Heiuh ( q\ ) when they
invaded Greece anl eaptuiel Athens m 2bO AD
Phot us de>t r its tme ui i& historic il works
To ae-o AXe^yooo* a 1 i^torv ol Mai et'onii liom

tae fme 01 Ale\arder tne Gieit, an epitome,

apparf-nth ot a w< rk or tue same title by
Arnanus (q% i "^ivrouov Iffropth.ov lor Spo
ru.ii IffTopiai > cronoloTiLal history from the

cuhest times uo\rn to the accession of the Em
peror (.laudus, II 26S A.D and 2/wu^a an ac-

uii'iit ot tiie \vir i^i'nst the '-cvthi-ms 01 the

(tnti^ <ri whiei Dexippus him>ell had fought
T 'e h-<t named wmk is trequenth lelerred to b\

tli*' u r ttr& o the \.'iq>i<>tan Eistoiif (q'v ) For
t ie ti 1411 ents con&ult Bekkei ind Niebul'r,

t><.nptorei> Histonce Byzantinas (Bonn, lt>29),

and Muller, Fiagmenta Ei&toncoium Gtcecontm,
^ol in (Parib lbS3' A public statue was
trected m his honor the babe oi which with itb

msciiption has been picsened Conbult Cot pits,

Insa iptionum AtticaruM, 3 716

DEXTEE A town in Penobscot Co, Me,
40 nuleb west northwest or Bangor, on the Maine
Central Ra Iroad and on the Sebasticook Rrv er

(Map Maine, C 3) It contamb a public
libran There aie woolen millb machine shops
and loundnes, and -vegetable canneries The
water works are owned b% the town Pop , 1900,
2041 1910, 3530

DEXTEB EDWET GBAOT (1868- ) An
American educator, born at Cilais, Me He
graduated in 1891 from Brown Univerbit\ where
he taught for a year and then (between 1892

and 1890) was science master of Colorado

Springe High School, director of the Colorado

{springs Summer School of Science, Philobophv,
and Languages and professor of psychology in

;he State Normal School at Greeto, Colo In
1899 be gained a Ph D at Columbia University
and the higher diploma of Teachers College
From then until 1007 he served at the University
of Illinois in various capacities as professor of

pedagogy and psychology, director of the sum
mer term, director of the School of Education,
and dean He became commissioner of educa-

tion in Porto Eico and chancellor of the Um
\ersitv of Porto Rico m 1907 He was presi-
dent of the National Society for the Scientific

Study of Education in 1905-06 and president of
the child btudv section of the National Educa
tion Association in 1905-07 Besides serving
as associate editor of the Internationales Archi
lar fut Sohulhygiene and of the Jahtschnft fur
Korpehche Ertsiehunff and contributing some 50
articles to scientific and educational journals, he
is author of A Histoty of Education in the
United States (1904) and Weather Influences
(19041
DEZTEB. EBBBY MAKTTN (1821-00) An

American clergyman and historian He was
born in Phmpton, Mass, &on of a Congrega-
tional minister, graduated at Yale in 1840 and
at the Andover Theological Seminarj in 1844,
and was pastor of a Congregational church at
Manchester, X H, from 1844 to 1849, and of
the Berkeley Street Congregational Church m
Boston from 1849 until 1867 He edited the

Oongregationaltst from 1851 till his death, be-

coming in 1867 editor in chief of the Recorder,
in which the Oongregatwialt&t had been merged,
and he edited the Oongrtgatwnal Quarterly
from 1859 to 1866 He held a pastorate at Dor-

chester, Mass, from 1869 to 1871, and from
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1877 to 1880 delneied annual courbeb ot lecture*

on Congregationalism at Andover Theological
Semman He ^rote on the history of the Con
gregational church and the ecclebiastical history
of New Lngland and left his library to Yale
Umveisit> Among hib publications are The
Voice of the Bible the Verdict of Season (1858) ,

Congregationalism What it ts, Whence it is

Hou, it WoiLs, Why it is Bettei than Any Other
Vonm of Chinch Qoicniment and its Consequent
Demands (1865) The Ghuich Polity of the Pil

gnms the Polity of the Xeio Testament (1870) ,

hoger William? and hu> Banishment from the
Hassachu&etts Colony (1876) The Congrega
tionahsm of the Lait Thtee Hundied I eats itith

a Bibhugtaplncal Appendix, of 7250 titles (1S81)
his mobt \aluable work and the most im-

poitant book on the subject A Handbook of
Cong) egationalism (1880) The True Stoty of
John timythe, the Se Baptist (1881), Common
Sense as to Woman, fluffrage (1885), Early
Enghth Eanles in Amttetdam (1890) ,

and with
his son, Henn Morton Dexter, The England and
Holland of the Pilqnm* (1905), pobthumous
He also edited Chwch's Eastetn Expeditions and
Entertaining Passages Relating to King Philip's

Ma), and Mourt's Relation, and left in manu-
script 4. BiWiogtaphif of the Chut oh, Sttuggle
in England dating the Sixteenth Century and
the PteHistoiy of Plymouth Colony, uith the

English and Dutch Life of the Plymouth Men
DEXTEB, EENBY MOBTO* (1846-1910) An

American clergyman, historian, and editor, born
at Manchester N H, son of Henn Martyn.
Dexter He graduated from Yale University in
1867 and from Ando\er Theological Seminary
in 1870, spent three years in travel was or-

dained to the Congregational ministry, and
sened as pastor of the Union Church at Taun-

ton, Mass (1873-78) From 1878 to 1891 he
&as editor of the Congt egationahtt During
several visits to England and Holland he made
investigations particularly of the history of the

Pilgrims and eail> American colonists, and he

prominently piomoted the election of a memo
rial tablet to John Robinson at Levden, Holland,
in 1891 Besides magazine articles on historical

subjects*, he is author of The Story of the P\l-

gnms (1800) and England and Holland of the

Ptlgumi (1005)

DEXTEB, SAMUEL (1761-1816) An Amen
can jurist He ^as born in Boston, graduated
at Harvaid in 1781 and was admitted to the

bar in 1784 He was a member of the State

Legislature and served in Congress both as

Representatue and Senator He -was appointed
Secretary of War in June, 1800, and from
December of this year until the inauguration of

Jefferson was Secretary of the Treasury He

published a Letter on Freemasonry, Progress

of tioiente, a poem (1780) , Speeches and
Political Papers
DEXTEB, TIMOTHY (1743-1806) An Amer-

ican merchant, born at Maiden, Mass He rose

to great affluence, but is memorable chiefly for

his eccentricities Assuming the title of Lord

Timothy Dexter, he built extraordinary bizarre

houses at Newburyport, Mass , and Chester, K E
The garden of the former he adorned with about

40 colossal wooden statues of famous men, in

eluding himself He also maintained a poet
laureate and formed a collection of paintings

composed entirely of daubs He was the author

of A PtdrZe for the Knowing Ones (1838, re*

printed, 1881) Having been troubled by his

printers in regard to punctuation, he rttahtted
bv writing a pamphlet without a comma or anv
other point, but dibplaMng at the end half a

page of points in a mass, with the imitation
to his readers to

*

pepper the dish to suit them
selves

' He also rehearsed his oun funeral pro
cesbion in the most elaborate manner and caned
his wife for not weeping at the sight of the

cortege

DEXTBIN, deks'trln (from Lat dextet

right, referring to its power of turning to the

right the plane of polarized light) A name ap
plied to beveral organic substances produced b\
the action of malt extract sain a, or puicieatjc
juice upon starch paste the nrst product of the
transformation being soluble starch and dextrin

being produced bv the hydrohsis of the latter

A continuation of the hydrohtic, action results
in the tormation of sugars The principal dex
trins are ervthrodextnn achrodextrin, and mal
todextnn, all of -which ha\e the same relative

composition as starch (CJE10Oe ), their molecu
lar weights, ho^e\er are unknown, and the
first foo are very probably mixtures Achro
dextrin may be prepared bv the prolonged action
of sain a 01 pancreatic juice on starch pabte
^hen the solution ceases to be colored bv the
addition of iodine i e

, when all the starch has
been transformed, the solution is concentrated by
evaporation and precipitated with alcohol The
substance thus obtained is completely freed from
maltose by warming -with meieunc cyanide and
caustic soda and may be further purified by dis

solving in water and repreupitating with alco

hoi Slaltodextrm appears to be a pure chemical

compound and its molecule is kno\*n to contain

an aldehyde group See AXDEHYDES
Dextrin (British gum or starch gum) is often

used as a substitute for gum arable in the

procebses of calico printing and for stiffening
different goods, it is also applied to the back of

postage stamps Its value as a substitute for

gum consists in its being more flexible and leas

brittle, when dry, than that substance For
commercial purposes it is prepared on a large
scale either by moistening potato starch with
weak nitric acid, then dning and heating to

110 C, or bv simply heating the starch to

about 230" C When thus prepared, dextrin

contains considerable amounts of dextrose and
unaltered starch An excellent substitute for

dextrin as a textile finish is now made by heat

ing equal weights of starch and glacial acetic

acid at 90 C (194 F
)
for two or three hours

The product, which is commercially known as

fcoulote, is chemically a polyacetate, or rather a
mixture of acetates of dextrin

DEXTBOSE See GLUCOSE

DET, da (Turk d&t, maternal uncle) A title

applied colloquially to am elder, especially in

former times among the Janizaries, hence, when
the commander of that corps was associated

with the Turkish pasha in the government of

Algeria, the name was retained for him and

then, by extension, came to be applied to any

pasha or regent Early in the eighteenth cen

turv the Dev of Algiers emancipated himself

from the authority of the Sultan Tunis and

Tripoli were also sometimes ruled by deys in

place of the bey (qv )

DHABB, db, or DHOB, dSb See DABS
DHAKA See DACCA
DHAK TBEE, dak or dak See Buttu.

DHAL, dal See PiGH>*r PEA
DHAMAB. SeeDAiCAB
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I1H A ffl IV! A PA HA a num. ma putt a IJrail, tne XllFiaia\clti H.UUU.L it ''uu aecu on.uuou. iij.

footprint oi right) The name ot a dnision of Sepal near the parallel oi 20 X (ilap India,

the sacred writings, ol the Buddhista It has D 3 1

been translated bv ilai. Muller in \ol \ of the DHEGIHA (d'ha'ge ha (INDIAN'S A group

Sacred Bools of the East, while tne Pill text of Siouan tribes, w'rch mduded the Osage,

was published, with a Latin translation bv V Oiraha Quapaw Kansa and Ponca Indians See

Fausbull (Copenhagen, 1855) and an important Slot vs ^TO< K

Pah commentary was edited bv H C Xormand DHOLE, do! A wild dog ot India See DOG

(London, 1909-12) For selections consult
' "

Anderson P<ih Head* , (London 10U1-07 1

DHAHIS, di'nts' FPAXCOIS, B\BON (1859-

1909) A Belgian evplorer, born in London

He earlv went to Afnca to aid in extending

DHOTJBBA dUUr'ra See SOEGHLH, para

graph \oh&a>cJi6iau

DHOW, dou A vca&el comiron to the Ara
biin Sei ard tie eis* coi^t ot Alnei It is

u-ualK trom 130 to 250 tons burden bv meabure-

ment xnd us built like a jrab fqv I with 10 or
the Belgian possessions there in 1S8S found -- =

,

*

ing sevTral stations on the Middle Congo and 12 ports fl e r g is usua Iv lateen with a single

m 1890 es-plonng the ^tanlev Falh, region to mast ana si'l and tne lattei is set on an enor

the mer Kwango \ttacked bv Arab blave moab v aid whic'i is as long as the vessel The

raiders he marched agamtt several fortified halliards ot the vard consist of a pendant and

Arab towns and succeeded alter two veirs of threefold purchabe The lower block of the

hostilities (1S02-03I in establishing tie su tackle is secured to the woathei rail, and the

premacv of the Congo Free State He returned end of the till is also mide fast there, the

to Belgium and was ra &ed to the rink of tackle thus becomes the back*ta\ for bupportmg

Baron but in the ne^tvear |1805i he was sent the mast the on v other rigging on it bemg
back to the Conpo as \ ice ( Tov ernor During an three shrouds each b.de Vessel* of this type

attempted expedition to tht Xile m 1806-07 the ^ere regularly emploved in the slave trade on

black troop* mutinied DLams s brother wis tlie east coast of Afiici

killed and Dhanib him^lf bireh escaped The DHTTLIP, d'huTJlep' or DHTJLEEP SUSTGH

last 10 vtar. oi his Lie vt-e spent in retirement (1838-03 1 An Indian maharajah, son of the

m Belgium
famous Ranjit Singh, ruler of the Sikhb Upon

DHAB, dar Tfle capital of a native state the death ot hi, brother Charak Singh, Dhulip,

of theTimt nuih* in Cental India situated 33 although still in his mmontv succeeded to the

miles we^t of Mhow and 1008 feet above the throne but, after a prolonged but ineffectual

sea (Map Irdsa C 4) It is surrounded to r re a
^mst

the Fnglish was compelled bv

brick walls and contains two large mosques
the Peace of Lahore (1846) to turn over the id

Rums ol an ancient fortification, a mosque,
ministration to the British A ribing of the

houses oi worship, and tombs testify to the s^lls IQ ^O resulted in his renouncing the

former greatness of the em, which is said to throne m consideration of an annuity of 40000

have lad a population of 100000 It is the He was educated in England and became a Chris

centre of gram tradt lor the district Pop
tian He married a German in 1864 and after

1S01 17792 1911 (est t, 15000 her death an Englishwoman An attempt to re

DHABMASASTRA d'har'ma shas'tra The establish his authority in 1886 (when he abjured

i^^Sl^^^^^SS^y^ Christianity) proved unsuccessful and resulted

Yajnavalk** ind ct'iers Ihe law book of m the loss of his pension After a desultory

llanu is nlatneh rutnt, but its date cannot be ^
aree

f
"RuMMi and France, he was pardoned

dehnitelv iixcd It is translated bv Burnell ^ ^ ^ue^'
a d his P61131011 waa renewed

(London 18S4i \ajnavalkvasworkdatesfrom
He

..T.?."*??? from
t
u apoplexy

the th,rd centum VD \collectionofthesetexts DHITlSrCHEE, dun/chS (_B IndJ, Sesbania
aculenta

given in tiie DJiarmawtiawngtaha ed by
Pandit Jihanand i \ idvasagara (Calcutta 1876)
Consult Jollv, 'Secht und Sitte," in Buhler's

Encyclopaedia of Indo Aryan Research (Strass

burg 1S%> wit'i b.bl ogiapln
DHABMASUTBA, d'har'ma soT5 tra 4 divi-

A plant of the family Leguminosffl
The dhunchee is an annual herbaceous plant,
much cultivated in India on account of its

fibre it has an erect, sparingly branched stem,
6 to 10 feet high It is a plant of rapid growth
and succeeds best m low and wet soils Itsjju.n. rein rmu j. nin

t
u. uaj. uui, BOW l/r 1. aiVl- ,,, ,, , , ,

" "

sion of tht sutra or iitual literature connected
fi

j
re 1S Coarse

1

r than
^
emP ****& Then li w cut

with the \idas 1 hcv arp works which fix the
at a ^ erv ^^ Penod of lts g1

" ^11 . durable

rules of life in relation to others, and are the
m * ater but contracts considerably when

source 01 tlu Dn rnuWistra wetted It is steeped and prepared very much
Tvo-lBma-D j -/ TO. i_i - ,

^e sunn (Q v ) It is native to the Malabar
DHABWAB, dar'war The capital of a dis- coaat and 18 also^^ m ^^ It 1S 8own at

Bombav Ind^ do^r^the front?"
63 ** f tbe rate f 3 pt>Unds f Seed per acre ^

Colony of Goa, tlirough which port it carries on
an extensive export trade in cotton It has a

headquarter* of the Southern Mahratta Raol

way Pop, 1001, 31,279, 1911, 30,289

DHATJN", COIPTT VON See DAUN

out southeastern Asia They belong to tne
thrush family, subfamily Ruticillinte The best
known is Oopsychus eaulanS) common from
Ceylon to China, and reminding British residents
of their robin redbreast by its confiding and
cheerful ways It builds a rude nest in a hole

rT
, or GIBI Hmd,

white mountain) One of the highest peats of

j-u. - nee tuiu. uiuiug me ureetung time is comi
cally pugnacious It has a pleasing song, and
all the species aie kept as cage birds and are
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susceptible of leaimng tricks The dress of the
male is black and white, that of the female
brownish

755 DIABETES

coarse grain If the grains of augite be large
in comparison with the size of the feldspar
blades, the effect produced i<3 a noteworthy
mottling which is described as lustre mot
tlmg" The average chemical composition of
diabase \aries but little from that of gabbro
(q\ ), the difference of the two rocks being
chieflv of stiuctuial nature The closest affini

ties exist chemically, mmerilogicallv, and te\-

turallv between diabases and basalts (q\ ), and,
indeed, most American petrographers recog
nize no important difference between them the
rocks of greater geologic age, ^vhieh consequently
show greater decomposition being, however,
more generally described under the term "dia
base" and the more recent occurrences as
"basalt

" Olmne if present m a diabase, makes
the rock an olivne diabase Diabase is quite
subject to alteration the augite being replaced
by hornblende and the olivine (if present) by
serpentine Both of the newly developed mm
erals being green, the rock assumes bv this

alteration a greener color Important occur
rences of diabase are those of the copper bear

ing Keweenawan series of Lake Superior, the
Palisades of the lower Hudson River and the

Hanging Hills of Menden, Conn , of Jura Trias
sio age, and those of the Deccan plateau of
southern India See GREENSTONE BASALT, TRAP
DIABELLI, dya Wile, Armwrco (1781-

1858) An Austrian composer and music pub
DHYANI BTTDDHA, d'hi a'nS bood'da (Skt, lisher, born it Mattsee, near Salzburg He

MALACCA DHf4.Ii B

(Coysychua muticus)

meditation Buddha, from dhyani, devoted to

meditation, from dhyana, Pah jhSna, medita

tion, from dhya, to meditate + luddha, en

lightened, pp of budh, to awake) One of five

Buddhas, named Vairocana, Akshobhya, Ratna

sambhi\i, Amitabha or Amitayu and Amo'gha-

studied with Michael Haydn and in 1803 settled
in Vienna as a teacher of piano In 1824 he
established the publishing house of Diabelh &
Co, which became one of the chief publishers
of the works of Schubert As a composer, he
was exceedingly productive and cultivated all

siddhi, nith their female counterparts, called the forms But his works are now forgotten,
Taras or Saktis In some Buddhist texts their with the exception, of his sonatinas written for

number is raised to 6, 10, or even more They pedagogical purposes These are still highly
are distinguished from the Adi Buddha (qv), valued and likely to retain a permanent place
or primeval Buddha, and all other incarnate among the best instructive works for piano
BuddhjLS (Manushi Buddhas), as well as from forte

' ~ " ~ " "
DIABETES, dl'abe'tez (Neo-Lat, from Gk

Siafijrijy, dtabttSsf first used by Aretseus c!50
AD), siphon, from 8utftalyeu>, diabainem, to

stride, go through, from Sia dia, through +
Palveiv, lainein, to go) A disease of which the

principal s\tnptom is an abundant flow of sac-

charine mine Diabetes is of two kinds 1

Diabetes tnsipidits is a mere symptom of a
functional condition now generally termed

dhas are of the customary Buddha type, but are polyuna, or an increased flow of normal (non

distinguished by varieties of ornamentation of saccharine) unne, excessive thirst aocompany-
- - - - '

ing it, it is infrequent and not dangerous 2

Diabetes melhtvs (Lat mel, honey) is a grave
disease in which the liver does not perform its

proper work in transforming starches and sugars
during assimilation, and large quantities of liver

sugar (resembling grape sugar) appear in. the

the potential future Buddhas or Bodhisattvas,

by being eternal, noncorporate, and produced
from meditation alone Thus they correspond
to the archetypal ideas of the Platonic phi

losophy, the human Buddhas and the Bodhisatt

vas being conceived as incarnations or emana
tions of the ideal Buddhas, and mav m a certain,

sense be considered as the gods of the essentially

atheistic Buddhism In art the Dhyani Bud

their lotus seats and also bv the positions of

their hands and sometimes bv different colors

of paint Their sanctuaries, which have the

shape of a pile of nee, are termed oattyas, in

stead of vtAorat and stupas See BTTDDHISVC

DFABASE (from Gk 8< , d ,
double +&w

lasts, base, a going, from palvetv, bainevn, to go,
influenced in form by Gk itapcuris, dtdbasis, pas

sage, from 8ia, dta, through + |9<rw, lasts, a

going, base) A crystalline igneous rock, of

which the essential constituent minerals are

lime soda feldspar and pyroxene (augite) The

unne Inosite (qv), or "muscle sugar," also

appears in some cases in the unne The cause

of the disease is obscure, the pathology is un

certain, and the treatment is unsatisfactory It

is more common in males than females, aad in

__ Jews and Hindus than in other races Although

texture of" diabase, whUe" generally "crystalline no age is e\empt the disease is most likely to

throughout, differs from that of granite in that develop m late middle life (40 to 60) The

the augite incloses the feldspar, owing to the sedentary and well fed classes are peculiarly

later period of augite crystallization The feld liable to attack, although severe cases occur

spar of diabase is tisually in Waded crystals, among- the very poor There is often a history

which take all directions in the augite and'give of prolonged worry, or of fnght or injury to the

the rock a peculiar interlocking radial texture, nervous system Patients suffering from dm
which is especially noticeable m specimens of betes, beside* unuatrag very frequently and w
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large quantities experience distressing thir&t,

with drvnesb ot mouth and lips, loss of ap
petite, muscuhr weakntsb emaciation occa

sional ulcer-, alttred sight, and mental changes,

generally eunsistms; oi contusion uf idea-* in

decision, and melancholia In treating diabetic

-lope-. Owinc to thtir -trata ot limestone,

sandstone andgvp->um t*ip Diableuts aregradu
ilh Dtmg undirnumd ind then mountain

masses tall ironi timt to tine with de&tructrve

effect

DIACHYLON di ikllon (Gk Staxv\os,

patients a ditt is prescribed oi gluten b^ead "kim aiarjiylos verv uicv, irom Sia, dia, through +
milk, chtese eg'-, nit 1^ iresh nsh green veee- xiXos, chylos, juice A deceptive etymology)

tables, tomatoes ind our picUes sugar,
, ,

common heum or lead planter mad* bv
,

starcht-, and mdigt wtiblf* should IIL aVoluteh comommg litharge with olive oil Diachylon
avoided Bread niadt 01 gluten *Iour is verv ointment contains ton parts ol diachvlon plaster,

unpalatable and practically tne strict diet is 400 part- ut oh\t oil and 1U parts ot oil of

rarely observed h\ the patient Van Xuorden
*

lavrnder i

DIACBITICAL MASK or SIGHT, or DIA-
CBITIC fGk SiaKpiTtKos, duikntil os, distinc

similar results with potatoes m tne irom Siaipweiv diaknnei/i, to distinguish,

"10, dia, through + icpiveiv, knnein, to
A mark or sign used to distinguish dif

ferent sounds or values of the same letter 01

character, such as those used in indicating the

pi enunciation or accent in this EXCYCLOP EDIA
Such marks or bigns mav arise, (a) as a degri
dation or gradual corruption of some combina-
tion, of previously used characters, as in the case

of the German uinlautid \owelb o, u or (b)
or gangrene, to which such individuals are verv they may he deliberately invented 01 chosen for

susceptible Temporan tfr/tusir/ta, or sugar m bome special purpose as in most of the systems
the unne occurs m some people alter the use of Ubij for phonetic i expelling m works of refer-

diloral or the administration of an anesthetic euce or ,n philological works
Some alwavs wave a little sugar m the urine gome ot t]^e m the first class were developed
without having mv other svmptom of diabetes, bv ntmg one letter above, as a me ins of sav

especially goutv or \en lat peoph Diabetes
ing tjme or spaLe especially at the end of a

-i not as is popularly supposed a
disease

of the iintj when books weie made by copung bv hand

Thus the Ueinnn n u, u weie oiiginxllv a, o u*

and the superior letters were for convenience
bake reduced to two dots So the Swedish a or

shovud, m 1103 tint oatmeal mav be s

tutd for wtad without m<rease of gh<
Mosse reports similar results with pota_.
a smaller proportion ut diabetic- and m the les>> irom
severe ca>eia ^everil drugs ale ustd with

vaning succe&e, including bromide- and s\h

cvlates, opium, arsenic and dige stints Milk

soured with the Bulgarian hicillue bus enioved

some little repute m htt veir> It probablv
benefits bv detreismg mte-.tinal ie>Tnt ntation

Refoverv is verv rare Dtath onurs either

from diabetic coma or irom long complications

No pathological changes are character-

istic Ltsion of the medulla ha\e been descnbed

but the theory of & distinct diabetic centre
'
in

the medulla beetis, as vet to lack buffiuent con-

firmation Probablv the most constant lesions A was ongimlly ao or Ao, written with the o

are those found in the pancreas as noted bv Lan- over the a or -i, this o being finally changed into

eweaux Tne most common change is a simple a simple circle The cedilla ( htcralh little zed

atrophy of the pancreatic tissue -with or with- or z), on the other hand, is a degiadition of a
out an increase in the interstitial connective tis variant form (J or $) of the letter ~, which -nas

sue Complete extirpation of the pancreas was formerly written after the letter c to show that
shown to cause permanent diabetes in animals it was to be pionounced like 8, when -suthout
bv Minkowbki and \ Mermg, in 1889 Opie, in the cedilla it uould have had the sound of fc

1000 difcovered a connection between diabetes It is now chiefly used in Fiench and Portuguese
and disease of certain groups of pancreatic cells, -words Likewise m Qreek the iota subscript
called the "islands of Langerhans" It is ]

" " "

believed that the*e cells secrete a starch ferment
uhich finds its way into the general circulation

through the rich capillan network that sur

round* them Children of diabetic parents ex-

lubit glvcosum dunng pbvchic ttram or under
amylaceous diet and need most careful rearing
Consult Fuchter, in Osiers Modern Jffune,
\ol i (Xew York, 1Q07) and authorities there

mentioned and Allen, Studies Gonoprnmig Gly
cowna and Diabetes (Boston, 1913) See DIET
DIABLE BOEPBTTX, de'a'bl' bwa't^, Ian

(Fr The Lame Devil) A famous satirical ro-

mance in dialogue form, by Le Sage (1707)

was originally the second vowel of a diphthong
and \\afa written on the line and sounded, as in
other diphthongs But afterwiid (about 100

BC) it ceased to be pronounced, being swal
lowed up by the long 5.

i], a, befoie it The
custom of writing it under the line oiigmated
about the eleventh century The dot over the
* was originally a stroke similar to our modern
acute accent (

f
), which sened for the puipose

of distinguishing it from the shaft of an n or
an m It is still used in that form over the
Roman numerals in the presciiptions of physi
cjana So in the angular Geiman lunmng
hand the sign

- is placed over the vowel u to
It deals with the wonders wrought bv a spirit, prevent confusion with n The number of these
Asmodeus, whom Don Gleofas has accidentallv diacritical marks resulting from degraded forms
released from imprisonment in a glass ;jar, and now or formerly employed in the various civi
is chiefly derived from Bl dvxllo oojuelo, a lized languages is very largo, but most of those
Spanish work bvDe Guevara (1641) The now in use have either lost then pnmitoe
satire^

furnishedJhe JMUHS
for Foote's comedy meaning or are of forgotten oiigm To the class

diacritical
Tke Deiti upon Two Ntick<t

DIABLERETS, dS'a/bl
1
rft' (Fr , little devils)

A group of peaks in the western Bernese Alps,
Switzerland situated about 15 miles southeast of

Lake Geneva, in the bend of the Rhone, m lat

46 20' N (Map Switzerland, B 2) They

of arbitrarily invented or
marks belong most of those now m use in the

alphabets of the civilized nations or races, such
as those used in phonetic reapelbng and those
used in the ordinary alphabets of many Euro-
pean nations whose alphabets have become fixed

range from 900 to over 10,500 feet high and are dunncr comparatively recent times, as in
oonrered with glaciers on the north and east various Slavic alphabets, the Hungarian alpha-
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bet, etc The pointb used in the Hebrew and
Aiabic alphabets, as well as those used in Aves
tan, are arbitiarv raM.ntion-s used to indicate
the \owels or modifications of the consonantal
sounds of the ongmal characters
The diacnticil nurks which occur in the

punting of common English words are the di^er

ends hanging dovn Among tlie Persian*, tho
diadem was bound round the tiari 01 turban and
was of a blue color worked with vhite Tlit

earlv Roman emperors K framed fiom Tiding
thib ornament in order not to call up recollec
tions of the hated kmglv office Dioiletian was

diacntic although it ib not propeih a diacritical
mark The diaicsis is a survnal of the Greek
u>-e of two dots <nei t or i to show that they did
not form a diphthong -with the preceding vowel
It is used in the same wa~v in English The
tilde is used in Tnghsh onh O-VCT foreign de
irved words, as m the word cation It is a

degradation 01 corruption of the lettci n which
was fonneilv indicated in many words by mak
ing the sign ~ or p^en a sti light maik [-]
o\er the pieceding lettei i ano = anno When
final ed is to be pronounced contrary to the
usual rule, the fact is customarily indicated bv

using the grave 01 acute accent thus teached',
and in the same way the fact that a final e

is to be pionounced is often indicated thus
Bronte The hyphen sometimes serves the pur
pose of the diore&is, as in reentry Some of

the characters used in phonetic respellmg have

by long usage become more or lehs fixed m
significance, thus, the signs

- and placed
o\er -vowels are piacticalh always used to de

note long and short sounds respectively and
the sign -, called by manv the circumflex ac-

cent, also usually denotes a long sound, as it

did in Greek In manv modem English scien-

tific works the acute accent ['] is used to denote
a short accented vowel and the gra\e accent

[ *]
is used to denote a long accented vowel So the

scheme of diacritical marks used in this Eir-

CYCLOPjEDZA. is in \ery general use to indicate

the sounds here denoted by them, being essen-

tially the same as those employed in Webster's

International Dictionary, and in various other

preceding or abridged editions of the tame work,
and in the majority of the school books of the

country The svstem of the Century Dictionary

DrADtKBEEN-OS (&k ftuonviem, diadou
menos, binding icund, from StaSetv diadem to
bind lound) A ceUbi ited stitue by Pohclitus
<q\ ) lepresentmq a Mjuthiul athlete binding
the fillet about hi* head

DLffiRESIS, dier^sfc, See DIACBITICAL
MAJBK

DI'AGEOT'BrOPISM {Gk 5ia, dia through
+ 777 ge, earth. + rpovos, ttopos a turning)
That lorm ot geotropism it seiibitivcnest, to

grauto, wherein the bending oiain comet to

glow in a direction at right angles to the di
rection of gra\itv lllu/omew and lunneis of
num plants pos&tss this, property See GEO
JBOPISM

DI'AGHTCySIS (Gk Siayvutris (haqnotig,
discnmination, from diafiypaffKeip, diaqiqnQskpin,
to discriminate from Sta, din, thiough -f yiyvo
fficeiv, gignoskem, to know) The deteimmation
of the natun of i disetst as well as of the con

dition of the oigan oj tissues aiietted Tins 10

the mobt important ind difficult element in the

practice of medicine Ihe methods of diagnosis
are based on a studi of s\mptorns such as chill

fe\er, pallor delirium and pin sic il higns such
as are appreciated by examination of the thro it,

chest, abdomen e^es, urim etc with the aid
of the thermometer stethoscope microscope,

ophthalmoscope, electric battery, etc To learn
to make a diagnows the pupil must stud\ dis

ease at the bedside, and diseased and normal

tissues, fluids and organs in the autopsy room
and the laboraton, following the course of svmp
toms and signs fiom the invasion of disease to

recoven or death

DIAGONAL (Lat diagonals, from Gk 5io-

is in many respects quite different "and that of ywiot, dwgGmos, diagonal from Sii, dw, through
the great English dictionary edited by Dr Mur- + yuvla,,^ pOnwt angle) In plane geometr\, a

ray (A New English Dictionary on Hirtotical

Prvnmplet) is still different and extremely com

plex The system used by the Standard Die

straight line ]oimng am two nonad]acent \er

tices of a rectilinear figure A line between
two adjacent vertices would coincide with a line

tionary contains fewei diacritical marks, the of the figure, and hence a triangle has no diago
differentiation bang obtained by the use of the nal An ordinary four sided ngure, a quadri

alphabet arbitrarily devised and selected for use lateral, has two diagonal* a pentagon, five,

by the American Philological Association At a hexagon, nine, and so on The general ex-

present there IB a growing tendency to adopt pression for the number of diagonals in such

the alphabet,
of the International PUetic As

%Qres of n Slde8
*C-g)

t wheTe n representa
sociation, which is in almost universal -use

among phoneticians For a list of these char-

acters, see the articles PHONETICS,
the number of sides Thus, the number of

diagonals in a dodtcagon (qv), a polygon of

now, etc , and for the various diacritical marks 12(12 3} ^ ^ ,, ,-' -' - -
12 sides, is ^l* 0> = 54 If the polygonsemployed in any language, consult a grammar

of that language
DFADEM (Lat dwdema, Gk SdSiaut, dta-

dSma, fillet, from Siadeip, dwdew, to bind round,
from dutt dw, through + Seiv <?e*n>

^ bind)

The name given to the fillet of silk, woolen, or

Imen which served as the distinguishing orna-

ment of kings It was generally narrow, being

only a little broader on the forehead The
diadem of Bacchus, as it appears in ancient

sculpture, was a plaited band going round the

forehead and temples and tied behind, with the

are geneial i e composed of lines of indefinite

extent intersecting in the TTHygiTrm. number of

points, the number of diagonals is given by the

formula
n
_ . v- wheie * is th number of

formed bv four line
1

} of indefinite length inter

seating in si points, there are = 3 doag

ovals as IB easily seen bt drawing the figure.
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Similarly m i et^enl dodecagon tne number of

19
dagonals is -=-. = 1485

M^ible avmbol corre ponding to the equation
= 61, and, bv analogy tbe rectangle mav be

u,ed to Mrbol'ze an- quantity which is the

situat d fiat tl e bne does not lie m any face

T ic nuinri r o* diconala t^at can Le drawn in

an itgulir polvunlroi (]\ i- giSen b\ the

tormuli ns |

"*

\
where nis

|
2v*

t it, iiumber ut fau^ s t1 1 number ot ^idts ot a

ticc and t uu rumbtr ot iau grouped about

ti'e pol ndial ^ertKts T'lus the cube has

6 4 , _J_
j

_

DIAGONAL SCALE A system of lines by
nwns ot vum.ii nutioml parts of a unit

UMialh hunarcdths nm to laid down or meas
urtd v it i compacts ( q * I Such scales are of

particular \ ilue m plotting mapb irom gi\en
data i

v ?e SUB\ EYING I In the figure the line

trom to 10 npi^nts one inch The diagonal
lm( vi nth fids at tuts oil on the lines abo^e

TT

fractions ot an intu T(nf, j^, J^T an^ 8O on

The nt\t diagonal lm< cuts ofi ^V -^
of an inch the next ffa, ffS} of an inch

and so on A pair ot compasseo may be set

bv such a scale so that its points are 1 01, 1 02,

111, 112, 121 122, 191 inches

apart and thus be used to plot chains and links

on a map of a given scalp

DIAG'OBAS (Gk Aw7P) A Greek poet
and philosopher of the fifth century BC born

in ilelot an island of the Cvclades He is said

to have been a diniiple of Dmocntus (q v )

and to have resided long in Athens, where he

won considerable distinction as a Ivne poet,
but onlv the scantiest fragments of his verses

survne He is better known to the later world,
however as an atheist and as such is alluded

to /some think) by Aristophanes in the Clouds,
830 (423 BO) he is definitely assailed by
Aristophanes in the Birds, 1073 (414 BO ) He
was banished eventualb for his opinions and
died m Corinth Besides his Ivncs, he is said to

have written a work called fyvytoi AOTOI, ex

posing the bacr<?d Masteries of Cvbele and

Dionysus (see BACCHLS) , and a treatise entitled

'Avom>pi%oi>Tes Ao-yoi, 'Arguments to Dethrone
the Deities' Consult Zeller, Philosophic der

Gnechen, i (1892), and Starkie's edition of the

Clouds, pp 331-332 (London, 1911)
DI'AGBAM (Lat diaqramma Gk St6.ypa.fina

figure fiom Starypafctp, diagraphetn, to describe,

from SUL, dta, through -f 7/w#> graphem,
to wnte) A figure so drawn that its geometric
relations may illustrate the relations between

other quantities The area of a rectangle is the

product of the numbers representing its lens^th

and breadth, the diagram of a rectangle is the

product ot t^ree iaetc._

Ihe purpose ot rrathematical diagrams in

mathematical treatises, is to assist the reader

to tollow the reasoning set torth in the text

It serves its purpose if those features which

lorm tne subject ot the discussion are clearly

brought out The object m man^ cases how
p\er is simply illustration and it i& necessary

onlv that the idea be clearlv presented accuracy

of drawing being relatively unimportant eg,
those shoeing electric connection require only

a proper representation of the parts in their

association with one another Other diagrams,
as those drawn for workmen by architects and

engineers are intended to furnish magnitudes
or distances b^ actual measurement, and their

execution cannot be too accurate

A ptohle diagram shows buch an outline as

would be formed eg, if a hill were cut through
to a \ertical plane and the material on one

side of the plane 'nere removed Eudentlv a

succession of such profiles might be laid on the

-ame sheet of paper, the lines being distinctly

drawn and the whole would serve to compare
several \ertical profiles of the same mass It

is not necessary that vertical and horizontal

measurementb should conform to the same scale,

provided each sents of medburements is con

sistent in itself Thus geogiaphic profiles,

which include upon a single sheet the outlines

of entire continents and ocean beds, usually have

the vertical measurements on a scale several

times as ^reat as that used for horizontal dis

tances otherwibe the diagram -would be made in-

conveniently long, or the heights would be in

conspicuously small A topographo's contour

map exhibits a series of curves, such as would
be formed if a series of horizontal sections were

made, and the outlines carefully drawn on paper
The drawing reall\ sho^s the horizontal pro-

jections of the contour lines upon a surface

parallel to the system In mechanical draw-

ings, particularly those designed to guide work
men in the construction of machinery, several

connected views of the same object are required,
each -view giving some information which the
others cannot furnish Suppose that three

planes are perpendicular to one another, like the

bottom, one side, and one end of a rectangular
box, and let an object, as a hexagonal nut, be

placed within the trihedral angle thus formed

Looking from the front we see an image of the
nut projected against the back of the box, from
the side, a different image is seen against the
end of the box from above, a third form ap
pears against the bottom, while from some or
all of these figures the necessary measurements
nm be obtained If now the end of the box is

swung outward into the plane of its back, and
then both together are kid back mto the plane
of the bottom, we have the three coexistent

drawings in one plane, and they may be trans
ferred to, or be constructed on, one sheet of

paper In many cases the same points will find

representation upon each diagram, and the fact

may be indicated by the same letter, while the

eye may be led from one position of the pomt
to another by lines distinctively drawn to show
that they are merely guides and not parts of
the outline See GBOMETBT, r
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Many devices lia've been invented by which

diagrams illustrating natural phenomena may
be automatically desciibed The physical expert
ment which produces the parallelogram of forces
1*, a familiar example As a more general il

lustration, suppose a spring dynamometer (qv )

placed -where it may receive the draft of a horse
when moving a carriage Let the movement of

the spring be shown by an mde\ whose motion
is back and forth along a line in the direction

of the draft Fix a pencil to the mde\, and
let its point rest upon a sheet of paper on a

pi me or a cylinder which movet at a uniform

\tlocity in a direction perpendicular to the mo
tion of the index fhe combined movements of

the pencil and paper beneath it will trace a more
01 less irregulai line If the force of draft is

constant, the pencil will remain at a constant
distance from the edge of the paper, and the
trace will be parallel to the edge If the paper
docs not move while the pencil vanes, the line

will be perpendicular to the edge If both mo\e,
and the pencil is subject to a diminishing force,
the trace will be oblique, approaching ont edge,
\ hile if the force inci eases, the oblique trace
will diverge from the same elge Such mechan
ism is often arranged for instruments which in

dicate meteorological, physiological, or other

changes, as the force and direction of wmdb, or
the pulsation of the arteries (see SPHYGMO
GRAPH), or the movements of a clock combined
with the observations of an astronomer (See
CHRONO&BAPH ) An important application of

the same principle is found in the indicator dia

gtam, by which the piessuie of the steam in the
steam engine and the woik done by each stroke
of the piston become matteis of record The

paper moves with the mo\ement of the piston,
both in its excursion and return, the pencil
moves at right angles to the direction of the mo
tion of the paper, under the influence of the steam

pressure, and the diagram diawn shows for each
instant of the stroke the -volume and pleasure
of the steam, while the total aiea of the diagram
indicates the amount of work done A me
chameal device to illustrate the luminosity of

various colors was invented by Newton and is

known as Newton's diagram In mechanics the

stresses on the various parts of a frame or

bridge are graphically exhibited by a form
known as a stress or funicular diagram The

tcitmometer, seismograph, or seismoscope is an
instrument to record the velocity, direction, and

magnitude of seismic waves See HODOGBAPH

DIAKOVA, dS'akyva * town in the ex

treme southeastern corner of the Kingdom of

Montenegro, on a tributary of the White Dnn,
20 miles northwest of Pnsrend (Map Turkey
m Europe, C 3) Pop, about 15,000 mostly
Mohammedan and Boman Catholic Albanians

For over three centuries Diakova belonged to

the Turks, constituting an important town in

the Ottoman Vilayet of Kosovo, but was occu

pied by Servian troops in the course of the

Balkan War of 1912-13, and subsequently, by
arrangement of the Great Powers and by agree-
ment between Sema and Montenegro, was BUT

rendered to the latter country

DI'AL, THE A well known American maga
zine founded at Boston, Mass , in 1840 as the

official organ of the so called
'

Transcendental"

school of thought As early as 1835 the idea

was conceived by members of that school of

idealists of starting a paper to be called the

TranscendentaUst, and Emerson, the same year,

went o far as to suggest that Cirlvle should
be invited to com? to America to assume the

editorbbip of it The scheme was not in that
foim realized, and the paper which finally ap
peared the Dial, was not issued till Julv, 1840,
with Margaret Fuller (s,ee FCLLEE, SARAH
MABGARET) as editor At the end ot two years
bhe was succeeded by Emerson The paper
through lack of funds, came to an end with the

April number of 1844, afte- a career marked by
unusual brilliance in it* material and eitraor

dinary fame on the part of its contributors
In it had been published among others, Emer
son s prose essays entitled The Transcendental

ist," The Conservative" and some of lu& be^t
known poems as The Sphinx" Woodnotes,"
"The Problem," and "Fate " Constant contribu
tors were Alargaret Fuller \rnos Bronson
Alcott George Riplei James Freeman Clarke,
Theodore Parker, W H Channmg, W E Chan
nmg and Henn David Thoreau, who wrote for

nearly every number A reissue of the Dial
has been published by the Rowfant Club Con
suit Cooke, Historical and BiogtapTiica.1 Intro
duction to the Rowfant reissue (London 1902)
DIAL AND DIALING- The sundial is an in

strument for measuring time by means of the

motion of the sun's shadow It is an instrument
of very great antiquity, the earliest mention of

it being in Isa "cvcviii 8, and before clocks and
watches became common it was m general use as

a timekeeper The art of constructing dials, to

suit any place and situation was then an im

portant branch of mathematical study, now the

subject is more an object of curiosity than
utility

A dial consists of two parts the stile, or gno
mon usually the edge of a plate of metal made

parallel to the earth's atis, and pointing towards
the pole and the dial plane, which may be of

am hard substance and on which are marked
the directions of the shadow for the several hours

of the day, their halves, quarters, etc Dials re

ceive various names, according, mostly, to the

positions which they are constructed to occupy
When the dial plane is on the plane of the

horizon, the dial is called a horizontal dial,

when perpendicular to that plane, a vertical

dial An equinoctial dial is one whose plane is

parallel to the equator Besides these names,
there are others, such as the south dial north

dial, east dial, west dial, polar dial, declining

dial, of which it is useless to write at length
These names all depend on the position of the

dial plane The cylindrical dial is a dial drawn
on the curved burface of a cvlmder The ring
dial is an ingenious small portable dial, but

rather a curious toy than a scientific instrument

A night or nocturnal dial is an instrument
for showing the hour of the night by the shadow
of the moon or planets Moon dials may be con

structed relative to the moon's motion, or the

hour may be found by the moon's shadow on a

sundial bv computation
Dialing The stile of a dial bang parallel to

the earth's aw, those familiar with spherical

trigonometry will readily see that the problem
of constructing a dial resolves itself into that of

ascertaining where the hour bnes cut a given

circle, with a view to the graduation of the dial

plane But even without a knowledge of trigp

nometry the principle may be readily understood

from the following illustrations Suppose a hoi

low and transparent sphere, as of glass, to repre
sent the earth, and suppose its equator dinded
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into 24 upitl put- b* fie uiuidians out ot tu 1*. rnl'J its ed_t wit 1 u- dra-wu from its

tnem pis-ii.. turrnuh a given place say Lon centre to th+ parillil- v 11 bf a vtrtual bouth

dor .Set Ho*r7o\ I If tap hour of 12 be dial, tne iv b M 1 1*- nstnimrt in both cises

mprked at the iquator both on toe latter mend- bervins tor tf vtJi- "nd v,ni*ai*v tor an\ other

wn ird tnat opposite it and all the rest ot plate placed in tw'o'ncer
^Consult

Littrow

t ie hour" m ordfi on the other mendians, those Gnomop /

mmdiars \iill hp the hour circle-s 01 London,
betiu e, is the sun apppirs tn move round the

earth in 24 houib he -will Das from one mmdian
to another in one hour TUMI it the spheit.

has an opaque IMS terminating in the poles the

shadow ot this a\ib \\ould tall m tue course

of the dav on even meridian md hour is thi

sun came to th plane of the oppobite meriduu
and \iould thus s!nw the timt at london and
at all other places on the same meridian as

London It the sphere were cut through the

middle by a plane in the nonzon of London

2d <d \itnn" ISJSi fconndoner

(\ienni Is<t4 Di \narii The tfun Dial (Lon

don IS'U) < m Tie Bool af ban Dial* (new

ed, ib, 1%0 1 Loesthnei O&tfi honncnuhien

i2d td I iv 1'iUbi Among the numtioua

eirltT \>ork" on *
< sn'tjict mai be mtntiontd

Livbouii 11" I, t or Dialling (London 1081 1

Ltidmttu \ftiunicl Dialliny (3d ed ib

170'J; Luitr-on D'dlling (ib, 1770) lagu
bun Hi kit Unhamal Ejeicues (ib 177J)

DFALECT I Lat flialectus, from Gk <

dials ins, dukct dibcowse from
,

and it straight lmci>\\ere drawn irom the centre dialegatltai to comerbe irom Sia dia, thiough
'

ot the plane to the points where it*, urcumfer

ence is cut bv t'ie hour cir.l*s of tne "sphere,

those lines vould be the hour lines of a hori

zontal dul for London lor th* shadow 01 the

aaas would fall upon eac'i particular hour line

of the dial ^hen it tell uyton tne like hour circle

of tne sphere Similarh it wt suppose the

sphere cut by an>/ otiier plant t^cmg the mend
lan, the hour circles 01 the sphere 'will cut the

edge of the plane in those points to which the

hour lines must be dravvn straight from the

centre, and trie axis of the sphere will patsS a
shadow on these lines, at the re-pectne hours

-j- \fyew, legein, to bay I The name dialect
'

is

uen to tnote i metua or peculiai forma \ hich

a language assumes imong the \anoui3 tribes or

other local dmsiors of a people It it, clear

that the voder t'te separation comeb to be be

t\\een the sae\tral tribes and the moit they

difler in mode ot lift and other circumstances

the more marked Mill become the differences of

dialect AI5o ttlicn a particular tnbe of this>

ptople inert ist a m numbezs and extends itu

terntoiy the simt piotebs ib repeated, and its

dialect is brokin into a number of -ubdialectb

Iht prmcipil check upon this tendency to teem

The like -will hold in general ot anr plane, jnglv endless subdivision of language it> tur

whether it lace the meridian or not The posi nished bv an increasing decree of common cul

tionfa on tht dill plant of the smral hour lines ture and civilization Where this is wanting,
can be calculated if w* know the latitude of the as in Afnca and among the native populations

place vhere the dul is to he u^fd and the posi-
tion of its plane relatiulv to the horizon and
meridian For a hon/ontil dial, the positions
ftf the Lour hm* are grvtn hv the formula,
tail A = Mn ? tan f -wliert Ji is the angle be-

tween the hour and meridian linet on the plate,
I is the litituat of the place, and t is the hour

angle fin degm^a = 15 times the number of
hour*, befrietn noon and the hour corresponding
to the line)

The universal dialing cylinder, invented

by Fergu-on !> a glass, cylindrical tube closed

of America, the subdivision is practically end

less

Another element IB introduced into the prob
lem bv the fact that the civilization of some
tribes develops more nchlv and ripens earlier

than that of others while some e\en undergo
decline, this must occasion corresponding differ

encefa of dialect Further, one dialect may be-

come dominant over one or more of the others,

through various influences, the chief of these

being the power of poetry, especially i fa\ored

by external relationt, Finally, if to superior
at both ends urth brass plate*, to the centres manifestations of oratory and' poetrv in any
of which a is ire axis is fived The tube is either

tosed to a honzontal hoard at an angle equal to
the latitude of the place or move-* on a joint so
that it mav be elevated till itb axis is parallel to
the earth's at any latitude The 24 hour hues
aie drawn on the outbids of the glass, equi
distant from one another and parallel to the
a\is The XII on the upper side of the cyl-

inder stands for midnight, the XH next the
board for noon When the ass is adjusted for
the latitude and the board leveled, with both
XII noon and midnight in the plane of the
meridian, and the end towards the north, the
axis, TV hen the sun shineb, will serve as stile,

dialect, the conservative aid of writing be

added, there is created a- written language, and
this passes current among other tribes to the

same extent that the literature of which it is

the vehicle finds favor It is not always the

dialect most perfect in itself, nor yet that of

the most powerful tnbe or division of a people,
that comes to be the written language Acci
dental circumstances have in many cases decided
the rivalry The Bible happened to be trans
lated by a High German, Luther, into his native

dialect, other workb on the all engrossing sub

ject of religion followed in the same dialect,

happily too, the art of printing had just at
and cabt a shadow on the hour of the day among tamed the perfection accessuy to give these
the parallel hour lines. As the plate at the productions general circulation It was this
upper extremity of the cylinder is perpendicular concurrence of circumstances that decided that
to its axis and parallel to the equator, right High German should in the future be the spirit-
lines dra^n from the centre to- the extremities ual bond between the widespread Gernmn nMmlA. ,,

- - - - J to- the extremities ual bond between the widespread German people
of the parallels will be the hour Imes of an For there were other dialects whose claims to
equinoctial dial and the axis will he the gfale

" -

A horuzontal plate, if put into the tube, with
the distinction were at that time equal, if not

higher Likewise the Tuscan dialect owes its

,
,

.. . ;-:;-. ; r- ascendancy over the other Italian dialects pnn
lels cutting its edge, will be a horizontal dial ciptJJv to the fact that Dante, being a native of

ilti JSS* kji*
1"*' afld 8inully, a vertical that district, used it aa hie means of expressionpkte fronting the meridian and touching the In France the government became centralized

bnes dmin from tbe centre to the several parti
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at in tdilv ditt m the utv of Paris, with the
ies,ult that the <lulect of lie de France soon
oitrshidcmtd ill ot its competitors See EIVG
HbH LANGDACT;
When i dulcet his thus become the vehicle of

w-utton comniunicition, and of the higher kinds
of oral address, its character and petition be
come changed and it stands henceforth in a
&ort of antagonism to the othei dialects and
e\ en to that out of w hich it sprang A.S w ntten

language is ehiefh employed in the higher de

putmeats of human thought and actmtv the
intellectual and moral elements predominate in
it o^ei the sensible and what it gains in dig
nitv, precision, and phanc\ it lose,s in rich

mss of inflection, in friendly familiarity and
naturalnebs In conflict with thib standard

spetch the dialects must go to the wall They
live for a considerable time it is true e\en in

the mouth of the educated classes, but the 1

* are

qiadualh moie and more confined to the most
mussan and familiar forms of intercourse and
lose their characteristic*, in the stream of the
written language They thus become, aftei a
time the e\clusne possession of the illiteiate,

in "flinch portion thev presene many relics, of

old grammatical formt, long after these ha\e

disappeared from the language of literature

But so long as a language Irves, the literary

(standard and the dialects never cease to act and
leatt on one another

The chief points of difference between dialects

and the standard tongue fall under four heads
1 The first consists of differences in the ele

mentary sounds, each dialect having a tendency
to substitute some one or more vowels or con
sonants for others Thus, the standard English
bold is, m Ireland lowld, in Scotland, bauld,
uJiat, wheie the ft is nearly evanescent, becomes,
in a Scotchman's mouth, or rather throat, ohwat,
and, in Aberdeenshire Scotch, fat f in this dia-

lect being regularly substituted for wh, or

lather hn 2 Each dialect has peculiarities of

grammar In many paits of England and in

Scotland the plural of eye is not eyes, but the

aichaic eyen, or een, like oxen, The habitual

use of be, where the standard grammar pre
scribes am, w, are, etc , is prevalent in large dis

tiicts of England Of this kind is the use of

the strong conjugation for the weak, or vice

versa, as letup, lap, luppen, for leap, leaved,

leaped 3 Peculiarities of -vocabulary Those

individual -words current in one or more dis

tncts, but unknown to the standard vocabulary,
are properly provincialisms They are usually

genuine words of an older stage of the language,
that have survived longer m some localities than

m others Some provincialisms, as learn or

Jctrw, for child,' mart ow for 'fellow* or 'match/
to gieet for to weep/ are common to Scotland

and the north, of England Others are more

local, as to oleam, for 'to fasten' or 'cement* ,

heppen, a Yorkshire term for 'pretty near",

tfaippa, in Cheshire, 'to cudgel' The exclusion

of such words from the standard language is

often accidental, and many of them might be

and are with advantage resumed, as marrow,

gloaming, etc 4 Peculiarities of intonation

This is sometimes, though with little propriety,
called accent, which means strictly the stress

laid upon a particular syllable of a, word. There

are no doubt local peculiarities of this kind too

The tendency of standard Englwh, especially the

more recent, is to throw the accent towards the

beginning of the word, in Scotland, the tendency
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lingers, to bd\ enm' loi c&'iy But peuilian
tieb of intonation he in the different wavs in

which the pitch of the ^oice is managed m th<

musical accompaniment 01 aiticulation Differ

enceb in this re-.pc.ct gne nt>e to the monotonous
drawl of one district, the angry, querulous tone
of another, the sms^ong of a third etc

Ro long as dialectic varieties of languish viere

looked upon mdiscrimmateh as corruptions, and
barbarism-,, ther were noticed by schools only
that such corruptions might be a\oided A more
ritional philology \uthout trenching upon the
iuleb of good writing, consider- tlum essential

parts, of the speech of a people ind a knowledge
ot them necessary to any thorough im estigaticm
ot the genius of that speech It i ob\ ious, that

dialect is entirely a telatite turn, and that
what we call bv that name in one connection
we may call a language in anothei conmction
Thus Greek, Sinsknt and Latin may be called

wster dialects of that primitive language from
which it is held that they as well as the other
members of the Indo Germanic family, branched
off i See IMX) GLEMAMO Lv%ct\trs j Greek

spoken of by itself howe\fr is a language and

Ionic, Doric, Attic, etc
, are dialects of it The

same holds good vith the others In practice,
however nearh i elated the speech of two peoples
may be, we do not apply the term duleets

1

unleisb the peoples aie mutually intelligible \nd
ha\e a common liteiarv standard
For se\eral centuries, collections of dialectic

words ha\e been made but it is only within re

cent yearb that the subject hab been btudied

scientifically and with reference to the exact
sounds, of dialectic woids The last stage in

the study of the English dialects is marked
by the publication of J Wnght s Enqhtfi Dia
leot Dictionary (London, 1898 et seq), and

English Dialect Gwmmai (Oxford, 1905),
which comprise the dialects of England, of

the Shetland and Orkney islands, and of those

parts of Scotland Ireland and Wales where

English is habitually spoken Skeat's English
Dialects ftom the Eighth Century to the Prei
ent Day (Cambridge 1011) Joyce's English a?

ice Speak it m 7? eland (London, 1P10), and

Sparke's Bibliography of the Dialect Literature

of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire

(Kendal, 1Q07J are also worthy of note A
list of the most important glossaries and giam
mars of the English dialects is guen m Paul,
Grwtdnss der germamwhen Philologie (Strasfl

burg, 1900-09), and a shorter libt may be found

in Sonnenschem, Best Literature (London,

1895) A study of the American dialects i

being conducted by the American Dialect So

ciety, toe results of which are appearing m tie

Dialeot Notes (Norwood, Mass ,
1890 et seq. )

The investigation of the German dialects is

summanzed in Paul's Grundrw, and in Eeis's

The deutschen Mundarien (Berlin, 1912) Of

the Scandinavian languages the Swedish has

been most carefully studied m this respect,

several journals being demoted to the subject
For the dialects of the Romance languages, con

snlt Grober, Grunchnsg der r0mt*scAe Pht

loloyie, vol i (Strasbourg, 1904-06), and Gil

lieron and Edmontfs sttla* hngutsttquf de la

France (Pans, 1902-12) Consult also the

Bibhotteque de dudectolagus romame (Hamburg,
1912 et seq }, a periodical devoted to this sub

ject. For Italian, consult Monaci's Orettouwsw
fctona df* pnmt secolt (S vote, Turin, 1923)

For the Greek dialects Meister, Die gruohuoke*
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(Gottingen, 19S^ Hoffmann D*
gnechiscJien D'alel te fGottingen 1801-03 1

Smvth, Greet Dialed s (Oxford, 1S04) Thumh
Handbucli do wicrfnsclien DialcJ te (Heidel

btrg 110*) I Buck s Int j oduttion to the

Mudy of Greel Dialects (Bobton 1910 1 Tor
the Italic dialects conbult Conwav Italic Did
lect& i Oxford 1000) See \MFEIC\.MSMS F^c
LISH LO<GLAGE and articles on other languages

DrAiECTIC (Lat dialectics Gk 5ia\eic

rticos, dialeltiko* from BtaXenTOJ, didicltot, dis

courbt dialogue i A philosophic, term that was

probably first used bv Plato to design ite the

Socratic method of taking up some conception
and showing the inadequate of popular \iews

concerning it bv debating almut their deficien

Cies and inconsibtencies hence the name given,

it Aristotle ued dialectic" in the sense of

probabk reisonng After this dialectic"

came to implv a -ort of word fence, the art of

so using the formfe of rea&omng as to confound

vour opponent and make the wor*e appear
the hetter cau*-e Kant used the ttrm to des'g
nate ti at part of h's Cntiqur of Pute Benson

which eposes the fallacies into which one fills

who tnts m knowledge to transcend the limit's

of evptritiict Hegel restored the -word to its

origin \I "Critic meaning ind oiled his svs

tern diakctieal naming thereby that it sought
to show the inhume itncv 01 the conception m
ordanan u^e and to dimmer the missing ele

ments the process of letting each conception

duelop itb intitht&i-a and then later with itb

antithesis* into a synthesis which harmomzeb
the two Dialectic is sometimes used as sin

onvmou<! with logic

PTALLAGE, di'allaj (NeoLat, from Gk
&ia\\ayj, diallage, interchange from Sid\\mrtrtiv,

diaUawn to interchange from Sut, dia,

through 4- oXXcweret?, allasaein to change) A
thin fohattd or lamellar variety of pyroxene of

a green to brown color It is beldom found

crystallized but usually massi\e, -with a pearlv
lustre Itb composition is similar to that of

diopside (calcium magnesium silicate), but it

sometimes contains alumina, when it should

properh be clashed with augite By some au
thontiea it is believed to be an altered augite
It is widely distnbuted, and IB found in the

earlv rockb Certain yaneties, especially those

possesbing a charactenstic lustre, have been cut

and polibhed The name '

diallage" is also ap-

plied to the mineral mitaMt and its fernferous

variety bron~ite

DI'ALOOHTE (Lat dialogus, Gk Jutoyo*
dialoqos, speech, from too, die, through, across

+ \oyos, logos, speech, from Xeyeur, legem, to

speak) A con\ersation between two or more

persons, imphmg, however, greater unity of

subject and formality than an ordinary con
\ ersation The Socratic dialogue is a conversa
tion in the form of question and answer, so
contrived that the person questioned is led

himself to all appearances, to originate the
ideas the questioner wishes to bnng before him
The dialogues of Plato are philosophical dramas,
in which the Socratic method of investigation
is brought to bear upon speculative subjects

Among the ancients the dialogue was a favor
ite form for didactic literature Aristotle em
ployed it, but m less dramatic form than Plato,
he himself always played far the larger role in

the conversation Heraclides (q v ) introduced
as the dramatis persona famous men of a by
gone tune Cicero commonly chose the Ana

totelian dialogue torm for his philosophical
works his L&hus \De imicitia) and hib Cato

Haior {De H>i-nectnte\ are rather Herachdean
Lucian emnlo-Vb t>e d'alogue for purposes ap

pro-ichmcr tho-i o* the dr->mi One of Tacitus'

ttorks was entitled Dialogus de Oratoribus Of
the mort eminert iriMkrii writers in this form
we ma> mention Erasmus in Latin Hutten,

Lessmg, Herder Wiehna, and Schelling among
the Germans Petrarch ilACchia\elh Tasso, and
Galileo in Itah Fenelon Fontanelle and Vol
taire in Frince \alde> and Carducchi m
Spain, and Berkeley Hurd and Hams in Eng
land Landorts Iitiagnani Coniftsations albo

are a happv effort 01 thib kind "tt hen dialogue
is combined wth action we ha\e the drama
On the ancient dialogue, consult Reid edi

tion 01 the icademica of Cicero p 23 (London,

lbS5, Hirzel, Dei Dialog (Leip7u? Ib95)

Christ, Geschichte der gnechiwhen Littetatur,
^6[ i pp 021 (5th ed Munich 1008)

DIALOGKTE OF DEATH A religious woik
by William Bullem written and published dur

mg the London Plague (1664-65)

DFABTA CKNETISBE (from Gk Sia, dia,

through + /"7js, magnfs, magnet, from Hay
JTJS, Sagnes, Magnesian, from SIa7if>?(rto, Mag
nSsia a eitv ot Thessaly, in Greece, where mag
netic stones abounded) A name grven certain

magnetic phenomena obsened in the case of

bismuth and some other substances If a small

piece of bismuth is brought near one pole of a

strong magnet, it will be seen to be repelled
This is owing to two things (1) the mag
netie field at the end of the magnet is not uni

form, being strong near the magnet and feeble

at a distance (2) the surrounding medium
IB air If the field of magnetic force were uni
form there would be neither repulsion nor at

traction, the piece of bismuth would simply
turn and take up a definite position Further,
Faraday has shown that the question of at-

traction or repulsion depends not on the body
itself, but on its magnetic properties with ref

erence to those of the surrounding mediums
(See MAGNETISM ) Faraday showed that the

following substances and a few others were dia

magnetic when placed m air bibmuth, anti

mony, tin, zinc, cadmium, mercury, silver,

copper, gold, lead, sulphur, sugar, wood, water,
alcohol

DIAMAUTE, dS'aman'ta, JUAN BAOTISTA
(fl last half of the seventeenth centurv) A
Spanish dramatist He was born in Madrid,
but at what date we do not know, 1626, 1630,
and 1640 all have been suggested with queries,

probability pointing to c 1630 In his native

city about one half of the 50 plavs written by
him and still evtant were published in book
form (2 vols, 1670 and 1679) His earliest

surviving work is the tragedy entitled M hon>-

radoi de su padre (1658), a free rendering of
Corneille's Old Among the other pieces at
tnbuted to him La judia de Toledo has probably
enjoyed the greatest popularity, but modern
scholarship deprives him of the chief credit

concerning this plav by showing that it is

probably only a slight reworking of Mira de
Meseuaf

s La desgramada Raquel, with a differ
ent name He was a knight of St John oi
Jerusalem and probably, like Calderfin, Lope de

Vega, and several other celebrated poets, spent
the closing years of his life in the midst of has
brotherhood The date of his death is not
known, but we have no mention of him as a
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Irving author after 1684 Cont,ult H A
Rennert, "Mira de Mescua et 'La Judla de
Toledo,

5 "
in Revue Hispamque, vol \u (Pans,

19CO), ALA Fee, Etudes uit 1 ancien
iktitie espagnol Les troit Cid (ib, 1873) and
for four of Diamante'b plaj= %ol xh of the
Bilhoteca de autoies espafloles

DIAMANTINA, de'a min te'na An epis
copal citT in the State of Mmas Geraes, Brazil,
situated 140 miles northeast of Ouro Preto and
3710 feet above s<a tael (Map Brazil, J 7)
It has an episcopal Lnmai\ and numeioub
public buildmgb It is the centre of a dia
mond producing distnct, and has diamond cut

ting and goldsmiths' establishments, as well as
cotton and leathei manufactures, and a trade
in diamonds amounting almost to $1 000 000
annually Diamantina uae founded in 1730
It formerb boie the name Tejuco Pop, 1890,
17980, 1905, est 14000
DrATVTEITIA A genus of elapme venomous

snakes of Austialia See GBAY SMKE
DIAMETER (Lat diametros, from Gk Sa

purpos, diameter, from St&, dia, thiougu +
f^irpov, metron, measure) A diameter of a
conic section (q\ ) is any choid which con
nects the points of contact of parallel tangents
In the circle, ellipse and hyperbola all diam
eters pass through the centre (see CUBVE) and
are bisected by it Only the circle has all

diameters equal, and each bisects the chords

perpendicular to it In the ellipse only the di

ameters called the minor and major axis bisect

the chords perpendicular to them In the par
abola all diameters are parallel to the axis

(For conjugate diameters, see CONJTUGVTE )

Ceitain solid bodies also have diameters In
the sphere and the ellipsoid the lines passing

through the centre are called diameters and
are bisected by the centre See Axis
DI'AMOITD (OF, Fr dvtmant, It, Sp dia-

mante, fiom Lat adamas, adamant, diamond,
from Gk aSApas, adamns, adamant, from a, a

pnv + Sapa.?, daman, Skt dam, to subdue) A
precious stone composed of pure caibon, remark
able for hardness, lustre, and flash of color It

crystallizes in the isometric system, usually in

octahedrons, or in combinations of several forms

including the octahedron, cube, rhombic dode

cahedron, tnsoetahedron, and he\octahedron , the

faces and edges of the crystals frequently are

curved It has a, very perfect cleavage by which

the primary form of the octahedron may be

derived The diamond is not acted upon by
acids or alkalies, but if heated to a high tern

perature in the presence of oxygen it burns to

carbon dioxide Its brilliant lustre and display

of prismatic colors are due to the property of

refracting and dispersing the light rays, a prop

erty possessed in the highest degree by color

less stones The specific gravity of the diamond
IB 352, its hardness, which is assumorl to he

10 on the mineral scale, exceeds that of any
other known substance By friction it becomes

phosphorescent and positively electric The dia

mond has a great \anety of natural colorings,

white, yellow, and brown specimens are the

most common, but pure white and fine shade*

of brown and yellow are quite rare- and com

mand nigh prices Red rn neb., deep tints is

perhaps the most prized of all colors, while blue

and green are also highly valued owing to their

beauty and ranty The amorpbxms steel gray
to black diamond, known aa tort" or car

bonado," which is unsuitable for gems, is er
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DIAMOND

tensrvely used on the cutting edge of drills for

tunneling and prospecting
Occurrence Pievious to the discovery of the

Brazilian nrnes in 1727, diamonds -neie fourd
chiefly in India and Borneo In India fiev
1m e been obtained neai Eadipa Kainul ind
E ell in in MtmriS Presidency near >Tagnur in
the Central Provinces, ard at Panna, in Biin
delkhand The famous Golconda \sts a maiket
in Madras Presidency TV here the diamonds
wrre collected from t

1 e i mes Formeih the
diamond mining irdu=try ga e employment to a

laigi, numbei of people, but, omng to tl e grad
ual exhaustion of the deposits and the crude
methods of working, it has steadily declin d
The diamond mines of Boineo, which supply
about 3000 carats annually, are locited in the
western part of the inland neai Ponhanik The
Brazilian diamonds come from a small district
within the states of Bahia Mmas Geraes Govaz,
and llatto Grosbo, being found for the niDst

part in placers Diamantina, Bogagem, and
ilnete in Mmas Geraes are the pimcipil locli
ties foi gem stones, and Lenooei, Sincorl and
Santo Ignacio for carbonados The allu-ual

deposits consiht of watei woin quartz pebbles,
and ferruginous clay earning rutile hemit'te,
ilmenite, and other mineials besides the dm
monds In one locality (Bagagem) the stones
are found in a weathered decomposed phvlhte,
they are also known to occui el&ewheie in con

glomerate The total output of the BraziLin
mines up to the year 1809 has been estimated
by one authority at 13105,000 carats The
most valuable specimen from this source is the
'

Southern Star," found in 1854, which weigl ed
254 carats in the rough and 124 carats after

cutting
The South African diamond fields yield about

98 per cent of the total product Their dis

covery in 1867 came from the purchase of a
stone that had been picked up by the childien

of a Boer fanner, and which was. subsequently
sold in Paris for $2500 The diamonds are

found m both river diggings and dry diggings
River diggings occur along the Vaal River frim
Potchefstroom down to the confluence with tie

Orange and up the latter river as far as Hope
town Mining is conducted in a similar man
ner to gold washing, the operations usually

being on a limited scale The dry diggings are

in Griqualand West on the borders of the

Orange River Colony, about 640 miles north
east of Cape Town They compnse a number
of small areas of circular or oval form, rang
ing in diameter up to % of a mile They ire

worked by a single company, the De Beers Con
sohdated Mines, Limited The mines are opened
on a large scale and yield enormous profits It

is stated that the output from 1867 to 1897

was over 33,000,000 carats, or about 1% tons,
valued after cutting at $450000,000 Quite

recently another diamond field has been opened
in Transvaal, near Pretona The largest mine
is the Premier, which has been proved to be

very neb The South African diamonds in the

average do not equal the Brazilian for purity,

although some of the most valuable stones, re

mark-able for quality as well as for size, have
been found in these mines Other countries

where diamonds are known to occur are the

United States, Bnfash Guiana, Russia, China,

Sumatra, and Australia In the United States

there are no deposits, so far as discovered, of

sufficient value to warrant mining operations,
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the stones being lound onlv occasionally in

alluual mattnaL, and drm More than 50

specimens lave betn identified, ol which the

Iirgest weighing nearly 24 caratb, wab lound
at jJai.che&ttr \a in ISo") Their occurrence

is gencralH confined to the regions 01 tne south-

ern Ippalichian^, the Great Lake<* and to tne

Cnat,t and Sierra Nevada ranges 01 Cahiurma.
and Oregon The diamond fields ot British

Guiana are about 250 miles up the Mozarum
Eire* and, while new, thcv give home promite
ot ratine importance >ievr South Wales pro
duce* about 25 000 carats annually trom allu-

vial washings near MuJgee and on the Mac-

quane Rivtr In Russia diamonds occur on
the western slopes of t^e Urals and are oh

tamed in the cashing ol sands and gravels for

gold
It is estimated that the output of the Arkan-

sas diamond field from the time ot lit. ctis

coverv in 1006 to 1912 was appro\matelv 1400

stones \veifjlung 550 carats and valued at about

$12 000 The production ol the South African

mines in 1012 amounted to 2,087 3"2 carats,

valuea at about ^27 200,000 and the mines of

German ^cmth ot Afuca produced in the same

year 766 4G5 carats valued at ?4 712 831

Thp import of cut and uncut diamonds into

the United States, for the calendar year 1^13

reached a value of $37 35* iftj as compared
mth 832730,812 in 1912 and $35,559,715 in

1911 The growth in the diamond cutting in

dustrv in the Lnitpd states is indicated hy the

fact that the eent-us icturns show that the -value

of material USH! in lapidary "work increased

from 5I24 852 m 1889 to $4 655,765 in 1899 and
$6 5C0.44P in 1909 The Tariff Law of 1913 fixed

a dutv of 20 per cent ad valorem on diamonds
cut but not set The duty in the Law of

1909 -was 10 per cent The year 1912 witnessed

a slight falling off in the value of the diamond

imports winch was probably due to unsetiled

tariff conditions This, however, was met by
a stronger market indicating an increase even

over the vear preceding 1912 The bulk of the

imports come from Holland and Belgium Some
efforts are being made to establish a diamond

cutting industry in South Afnea to obviate the

necessity of sending the uncut stones to Hoi
land to be cut This matter has been taken up
by the government, and there is hope of an
established cutting industry in the future A
similar movement is on foot in Germany to

establish local diamond-cutting schools in Hanau
and Berlin

Origin of Diamonds The problem as to the

origin of the diamond, once a favpnte subject
of speculation, has been studied recently by
scientists with some success In this connec
tion the South African fields are most signifi-
cant As previously stated, the deposits are
circular or oval in form, and it has been found
that they are inclosed by a wall of carbonaceous

shale For a considerable distance below the
surface the deposits consist of a yellowish,
friable material called by the miners "yellow
ground" but when, with depth, the limit of

atmospheric weathering has been reached, they
pass into a partially serpentnuzed olmnepy
roxene rock of igneous character, known as

"blue ground" These facts indicate that the

deposits occupy the vents or pipes of ancient

volcanoes, and it is therefore probable that the

presence of the diamond is connected with vol

came activity, the stones either having been

broiylt up irom t'ie inferior ol the eaith, or

having JPLI lormed u place under tue influence

ol the iniuten rock in cuntict with the car

bonictt i n ->le Tne French geologist De
Laurav lua cir ued tha* the diamonds have

comt up i UTI ltli v Ti 1 ^ view bcerus to be

supported by the Hit t at tneii occuiience is

ippiiLitli ^uept dent ot tne inclosing rock,

whtt'icr 1 1 * u*1 tuc orjonactoub &hale found

at t'ie &iii. c^ or tie urdcrhmg diabase and

quart/itfc T i e conditions m-LLSbirv for the

crvsatilh at ou 01 C^IIJUT in the foini of diamond
would betm to 'je intense licit and great pres

bine, fcUcL a-- e\ st during the lormation of

igneous ro^ka ^dcce'-siul attempts to repro
duce the&e condit or*, artificially hVve been car

ried out bv Prole =?t,or Moibaan, ol Pans, and
al>o by the English chemist Profebsor Crookes

Tie method employed consists in heating pure

prepared cirbon and iron in an electric furnace

Bv sudden cooling of the molten lion the sur

face contracts, and e\erts a po^eiful pressure

upon the interior mass When cold, the iron

is dissohed in acid, and small black particles
remain which exhibit the pioperties of genuine
diimondb
Value The ^alue of gem diamonds cannot be

determined bv absolute standards Weight, cut,

brilliancy, color, and peifection of the stones

are factors that must be considered in esti

mating the ^ xlue, \vlurh ib, moreover, subject
to fluctuation Coloik^s stones bring higher

prices than off colored stones,, but if decided

tints of red, blue, or green are present they may
increase the value abnormally The value ordi

nanly increases in a ratio increasing with the

weight, but this rule does not hold good for the

largest stones, the prices, of which cannot be
fi\ed Diamonds in the rough generally average
$8 to $15 the carat for the run, of the mine
EemarkaWe Diamonds The most valuable

gems are generally owned by royal families or
are treasured by governments as state jewels
One of the largest is the Orloff, owned by the
Czar of Russia, which weighs 195 carats and
is cut in rose form Its origin is doubtful,

according to one account, it was stolen from a
Brahman temple in India, while another indi

cates that it was owned by Nadir, Shah, of

Persia, and came after his death into the hands
of an American merchant In 1772 it was pur
chased by the Empress Catharine II at a price
said to have been $450,000, besides an annuity
of $4000 and a Rus>sian title The Koh i nur

(qv ), weighing 102% carats and owned by the
royal family of England, was found, according
to legend, in India long before the Christian
era After having been handed down through
a long line of Indian princes, it was seized

during the British invasion of the Punjab and
earned to England where it was presented to

Queen Victoria by the East India Company
The Regent or Pitt diamond in the Louvre, in

Pans, weighs 136 carats and is valued at

$2500,000 It is perhaps the finest of large
brilliants The Hope diamond, weighing 44%
carats, is a beautiful blue stone valued at
$125,000 Among the most valuable stones in
lecent times are the Victoria, weighing 180
carats, which was purchased by the Nizam of

Hyderabad, the De Beers, weighing 225 carats,
and the Tiffany, weighing 125 carats
The largest and in many respects the most

remarkable diamond of which there is any
record was found on Jan 26 1005, in the Pre
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THE CULLINAN DIAMOND

No 1 CULLINAN DIAMOND Stone before cutting (natural size)

Nos 2 to 10 THE NINE LARGEST STONES WHICH WERE CUT FROM No 1 (natural sue)
No 8 THE PENDANT-SHAPED BRILLIANT KNOWN AS CULLINAN I WEIGHING 51J$ KARATS This is
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mier mine near Pretoria, Trans\aal The stone

called the Cullman diamond from the name
of its finder weighed 3024% carats, or 1 37

pounds, and measuied 4 inches by 2 5 inches by
125 inches It slices fi\e clea\age planes, in "

dicating that it is only a portion of a large

crystal JLhe color ib leputed to be the purest
of any of the large btoneb Itb \alue has been
estimated at irom $2,500,000 to $5,000,000
This diamond wab purchased by an Englibh
syndicate and hat> been cut into nine stoiieb,

which were piesented in 1908 to King Edward
VII to be placed among the English crown

jewels The largest of thebe, a pendent shaped
brilliant -weighing 516% carats, is mounted in

a removable setting in the sceptre It is known
as Cullman I The second largest stone, Culh
nan II, weighs 309 fa carats and is mounted
in the crown of England
Diamond Cutting The art of diamond cut

ting was not developed until the middle of the

fifteenth century, although crude methods of

polishing weie in use long befoie that time

About 1470 a guild of lapidaries was estab

hshed at Bruges, undei the direction of Louis

de Berquem, who is thought to have been the

first to devise a legular plan for the arrange
ment of facets so as to inciease the color effects

in gems Other guilds were soon founded in

Antwerp and Amsterdam, and these cities rap

idly gained preeminence in the industry a

position they still maintain
In diamond cutting the operations are per

formed with the single object of producing the

most valuable gem from a crude stone The

apparatus used is simple, but its manipulation

requires both skill and experience In the first

place the stone must be examined carefully to

determine its shape, color, and the possible pres

IJLWONI> OUCTOTG

Figs 1-5-HJw Brilliant 1 and 2 fundamental form,
3 45 ode top and back views of the cutting fcgs 6and7,
top and ode views of the Rose cutting Fig 8, view of the

Brtdette cutting

ence of flaws, as these features will govern the

operation of cutting If the shape is such that

it cannot be reduced readily to one of the usual

forms, the stone may be divided into two or

more parts by taking advantage of the natural

cleavage The diamond is cemented to a wooden

holder, and a atoel blade is applied IB & direc

fcon puhikl to an octahedral face A sharp

blow upon the back of the blade is sufficient

to accomplish the cleaning The next process
(bruting) brings out the facets Two rough
>tones, fKed At the end of holders, are held m
eithei hand of the operator, who pi esses them
against each otbei, at the same time gmng them
a rubbing motion The friction -wears away the
surfaieb giadualh until they coincide in position
to two of the facets Ihe diamondb aie then
cemented in new positions, and the operation is

continued The waste particles of dutt are col

iccted and ubed in the hnal pioceas of polishing
For thib the appaiatus consists of a. ^mall dibk
of spongy cist uon, turning on a -vertical t>pindle
it a speed of 2000 to 3000 re\olutions per mm
ute The stone, imbedded in the ape-? of a me
tallic (lead tin) cone, is held bv a clamp against
the surface of the disk which is smeaied from
time to time with a mixture of olive oil and dia
mond dust This operation requires constant at

tention, at, the stone may be peimanently dam
aged by overheating

Of the several forms in which diamonds are

cut, the btdhant is the favorite IT; is derived
from the fundamental octahedron and requires
when perfect, 58 facets In the middle is an oc

tagonal facet called the 'table," which is eur
rounded by 32 smaller facets, reaching to the
line of union (girdle) between the upper and
lower portions On the lower portion there are
24 facets symmetncalli arranged around the
"culet

" The rose form is used for thin stones

It consists of a number of triangular facets, the

apices of which meet in the crown, and whose
bases aie supported by a second row of facets

extending to the girdle The lower part is per
fectiy flat In the 6) lolette the stone is cut into

triangular facets, but the form is pear shaped
and there is no girdle

Bibliography Kunz, Gems and Precious
Stones (New York, 1900) , Streeter, Precious
Btones and Gems (London, 1894], id, The
Great Diamonds of the World (ib, 1882),
Church, Precious Stones (ib, 1883), Bauer,
Edelsteinlcunde (Leipzig, 1896), Cattelle, Pre
cious Stones (Philadelphia, 1903) , De Launay,
Les diamants du Cap (Paris, 1807) , Beaumont,
Report on a Jouiney to the Diamond Fieldt of
Minus Geraes (London, 1899) Claremont "The

Cutting and Polishing of Precious Stones," The
Mineral Industry, vol vin (New York, 1000) ,

Williams, Diamond Mines of South Aftim (2
vols , New York, new ed , 1906) , Herbert Smith,
Gem Stones (London, 1913) Consult also Clare

mont, in The Mineral Industryt vol vn (New
York, 1899) See GEMS, CABBON

DIAMOND, CAPE See CAPE DIAMOHD
DIAMOND-BACK See TTEBBAPIW

DIAJOflCOND "Rui'K'i 1 f'TQ The common name
of a South American weevil (Entimus vnpen
ato), so named because of its brilliant colora

tion It is an inch or more in length, with a

black surface covered with punctures lined with

oval scales that reflect such a brilliant green
that the entire elytra appear green instead of

black The color changes with varying reflected

light anct is purely optical and not due at all

to any pigment
DIAMOND BTHD (so called from the pecu

liar marks on the plumage) A small insectivo-

rous bird of the Australian genus P&rdolotw, of

uncertain affinities, but albed to the hon$y
suckers (qv) and by some placed in the

Dicseida (See DIW&UM:) The commonest spe

cies is the wril known Pafdolotus affims *It
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would be m vaiu, savs ^ heelv right, an Bush

Wandering? (London, 1863), to attempt to do

jubtitL to the v med and beautilul plumage
ot thib handsome little bird The general color

in ishv grav ind white but spotted and spangled
all over with red, vellow orange, and black and

the tail coverts dark red It is migritorv, fre

(juenti in summer tUe open gum foiebt^ ol south

trn Aubtralia, especially about the honeysuckles

ind other tree flowers, has a loud bweet call

note, and breeds m holes m old logs and some
times m the ground Consult Campbell, "Nests

and fq<i<, of liKttahan Bird? (^hemeld 1000)

DIAMOND CUTTING See DIAMOND, LAP
IDiBT \\OBK
DIAMOND NECKLACE, THE AFFAIB OF

THE A ttlebrated scandal involving the roval

family of France in the vears preceding the out

break ot tne French Revolution The affair has

retrained a puzzling incident in tne history of

the French court, in spite of timt and a tairlv

generous literature It re\ohes about a nng
nificent collar of diamond1- \vhich Messrs

Boehmer and Bab^nge jewelers to the French

court had brought together at yast e\pene lor

Slidame du Bam, mistress of Louis, XV The

King, howeur, died before the ntcklue was com

pleted Towards the end of 1784 Bi/ehmtr and

Bassanje attempted to induce Mane Antoinette

to purchase the necklace through the eftorts of

an intermediary a certain Counter Lamotte

Vilois, a friend of tb.e Quten For some time

before thib the Countts3 had been acting as the

agent in a remarkable intrigue revolting about

Cardinal Rohan Grand Almoner of France and

Bishop of ^trasbburg who, pnyiout. to 1774, had

been Ambassador at Vienna and had been re

(ailed in disgrace Hoping to regain power

through the tavor of the Queen this good natured

libertine, generoub vain, and eisilv imposed
uoon, fell a victim to the cunning ot the Count

tss who persuaded nim that Marie Antoinette

was inclined to look with favor upon him A
remarkable correspondence ensued, jin which
Rohan's hopes were fed bv letters purporting to

(ome from the Queen, but in reality written by
the Countess In July, 1784, the Cardinal was

made to believe that the Queen had consented to

give him a private audience A woman o* the

streets, a certain Mademoiselle Oliva in form
and general cast of features remarkably re

sembling Mane Antoinette, was hired to im

personate the Queen A bnef interview in the

park of Versailles at midnight served to keep

up the prelate's ardor, and his gratitude showed
itst.lt in substantial favors to the Countess
TChen Boehmer and Baasange sought her serv-

ices with the Queen, the Countess probably con
ceived the idea of uniting the two enterprises
into one profitable undertaking- In January,
1785, she informed Basbange that the Queen was
willing to purchase the coDar, but she made it a
condition that the negotiations must be earned
on through a third person Rohan was desig
nated as the one from whom the jewelers were
to take their sureties as to payment The Car
dinal, who had been persuaded that his services
m the matter would insure his success with the

Queen, agreed to pay 1,600,000 livres for the
necklace in four installments, beginning with

August i On January 29 the jewelers signed a
contract of sale, and on the 31st the instrument
was returned to them signed 'Mane Antoinette
de France" This is generally brought forward
as a proof against the genuineness of the signa-

ture inasmuch as tht Queen v.as accustomed to

sign her&elt Mane Antoinette d'Autriche" On
February 1 at Vtrsailles, in the pitsence of

Rohan the Counte -, delivered a tasktt contain

ing t1 1 PCekhce to D stilus, an attendant ot the

Queen liter fie smaller stones, and pendants
had been removed toi the puipose of securing the

inone\ nu esaarv tor tne pavment of the first in

stallment I his. i& the vei&ion given bv the Count
>s m her J/f mo'M and r* accepted by Michelet

\Mitther the account be true or false, nothing
more \ ds ev er seen of the collar as a whole The
tailuie 01 Rohan to pav on August 1 led the

jewelers to complain to Breteuil, Minister of

Police who, as an enemy of Rohan, rejoiced ex

cctdmglv and mtomtd the Queen of the scan

dalous reports which were being circulated m
Pins eonceininsr the Cxidmal ind herself The
aiTair was quickly brought to the notice of the

King upon wl om it produced an extiemely pain
ful mprt'-sion On August 15, Ascension Day,
the Cardinal Rohan in full pontifical robes, was
arrested m the midst of the court and sent to

the Bishlle The Countess was arrested three
davs liter and tins v\as followed by the impns
onment of tLe w onder vv orkmg magician Cagli
Obtro (qv jj who had been Rohan s chief adviser

m the affair as well as of Lamotte's lover The
Pailement of Paris was charged with the trial

of the case, whichj however, was conducted in a
half hearted manner, for it would seem that the

King femng the odium which a full revelation

might bring upon the Queen, prevented in a large
measure an impartial investigation On May 3,

the Countess was found guilty of the theft of

the necklace and was sentenced to be scourged,
branded and imprisoned for life Her husband,
who had succeeded m avoiding irrest, was con
demned to the galleys as her accomplice Rohan
and Caghostro weie found guilty or criminal in

tent, and the Cardinal was declared an innocent

dupe The Countess succeeded in escaping from

prison, and took up her residence in London,
where she died miserably in 1791 Consult

FunckBietano, The Diamond Necklace (New
York 1001)
DIAMOND BATTLESNAEE See RATTLE

S\\KE
DIAMOND SNAKE (so called from the dia

mond shaped maiks on its skin) 1 An Aus
tralian python, or rock snake (Python spilotis),
which was long regarded as one of the two spe
cie& of the genus Mmeha, the other being the
so-called carpet snake (J/oreZia wnegata) The
two are now considered varieties of a single

highh variable species of true python, the richly
colored vanety called diamond snake being espe
eially abundant m Victoria, while the so called

carpet snake is widely scattered throughout Aus
tralia It is about 6 feet long, of rather heavy
form, and inhabits nearly every region that
offers shelter, though stony ndges supplied with
trees and well watered seem to be its favorite
haunt Its food consists of small mammals,
birds, and birds' eggs and young, and it fre

quently raids the poultry yards of the farmers

Though able to bite severely when irritated, it

is not poisonous It makes a sort of nest of

dry grass or other soft materials within a hollow

log, or similar place, and lays its eggs m a pile,
which it guards The colors vary from glossy
black with bright yellow spots, one on each scale
and forming an arrangement of lozenge-shaped
markings, with the abdomen yellow and black,
as m the true diamond snake to the greenish.
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irregulailj marked coloration of the carpet
variety

2 In Tasmania, a local \enomous serpent
(Holocephalus superlus) See DEA.TH ADDEB
DIAMOND STATE, THE Delaware See

STATES, POPTTLAB NAares or
DIAMOND WEDDING See ttEDDrso Aw

"TIVEPSABIES

DIA1TA A Roman goddess, identified by
the Romans with the Greek Artemib According
to the common myths, Artemis, aa daughter of

Zeus and Leto, was the twin sister of Apollo and
was therefore worshiped with him at Delos, Mile

tus, and many other places There beeras good
reason for believing that this connection with.

Apollo is one of the later developments of the

worship of Artemis It exercised in time a

Eowerful
influence on literature, art, and re

gion To this aspect of Artemis belongs the

conception of her virgin purity a quality which
she was supposed to require strictly from others,

especially from her priests and priestesses
From the fifth century B o Artemis is frequently
identified by the poets with Selene, the moon
goddess, and with Hecate The Roman Diana, it

may be noted here, was probably originally a

deity of the sky, of light (her name would seem
to be connected with the Latm adjectrve dm 1

),

'heavenly, divine,' which yields the noun dntm,
leaven,' seen in the phrase sub dw 'under the

skies') Still later Artemis was connected with
numerous foreign deities, in whose worship the

Greeks thought they found kindred rites Such
were the Persian Anaitis from the Oxus, the
Thracian Bendis, the Cretan Bntomartis or Die

tynna, the goddess of the Tauric Chersonese (the

Crimea), who was worshiped with human sac

rifices (see IPHIGENIA OBBSTES), and, above all,

the great nature goddess who was the chief deity
of Ephesus, where her temple was the wonder
of the world (See DIANA., TEMPLE OF ) In
archaic art Artemis often appears as winged and

grasping two lions or other wild animals the

so called "Persian Artemis1 ' but later the pre

vailing type is that of the huntress, with high

girded tunic, armed with bow and quiver, and
sometimes grasping a deer She also appears in

long, flowing robes As Selene, she wears the

crescent moon on her forehead The Romans
identified with the Greek Artemis their Italian

goddess Diana, who was also a nature goddess
As Noctiluca ('Giving Light by Night'), she had
a shrine on the Palatine in which lights burned

throughout the night Her worship was rapidly

Helleni/ed, but the native cult m the grove at

Nemi (qv) was long preserved The distm

guishmg feature of this sanctuary was that the

priest must win. his position by killing his

predecessor, as a result of this requirement this

place was in historic times filled with runaway
slaves Consult Frazer, Golden Bough (parts

i-ui, 2d ed, London, 1911) Tins custom was

perhaps a survival from a time when human
sacrifices were offered to Diana At Nemi Diana,

was worshiped together with a deity called Vir

biufl, who was identified with Hippolytus (qv ),

the son of Theseus
The worship of Diana was early transferred

from Latium to Rome, her great temple on the

Aventme was built, so tradition said, by the

Latins and the Romans con30intly For the

ceremonies connected with this temple and for

the special reverence in which Diana was held

by the plebeians at Rome, consult Fowler, Roman
Festwaly (London, 1899)

The conception of this goddess is singularly
devoid of unity, and there is much in the legends
and cults which suggests the union under a com
mon name of originally diverse local divinities
Even the Greek name is still unexplained In
many phabts of her cult Artemis ippears as a
nature goddess, as bringing fnutfulneas, and as

worshiped on mountains and in meadows or
sacied groves 01 e^en as connected with the

stamps and streams 01 with husbandry More
prominent in the literature and art is the con

ception oi Artemib as ruler and guardian of the
animal woild, not merely of deer, bear, and
other wild cieatmes, but ilso of domestic cattle,
for the bull is one ot her choben \ictimb, and the
bucolic poetry of the shepherdb is said to 1m e

aiisen at hei festivals Artemis (sometimes
direct!v identified with Eileithyia) was supposed
to protect women in childbirth she also watched
o\ei the growth of children To her they offered

their hair on attuning maturity, and to her

maidens, before marriage, dedicated their toys,
dolls, and garments But Artemis does not
always, appear as the fnendlv deity She is also
a goddess of death, especially in the case of

women whom she slays with her gentle arrows
as Apollo does men In this aspect she de
manded human sacrifices and there are numer
ous traces of such bloody iites in such Greek

legends as that of Tphigema and in later sym-
bolism F>ee BBAUROMA MYTH MYTHOLOGY
Consult Fainpll Cults of tlie Qred States vol

11 (Oxford, 1896) , Fanbanks, Greel Rehgton
(New Yoik 1910) \\issowa, Religion und
Eultus dei Romer (2d ed

, Munich, 1912)

DIANA, TEMPXE OP A magnificent structure
at Ephesug, built at the public charge and re

garded as one of the seven wonders of the world
From the eighth centtuy BC the site was the
seat of the worship of the Asiatic nature god-
dess, whom the Greeks identified with Artemis

(see DIANA) , legend told of many temples
burned before the Ephesians, at the close of the
se\enth or the beginning of the sreth century
B c

1

, began the erection of a series of famous tern

pies to Artemis Of the first of these Chersi

phron, of Cnosus, \vas the chief architect, and the
work was continued by his son Metagenes In
the time of Croesus (q v ) a much larger temple,
known now as the Archaic Temple or the Croesus

Temple, was begun (c550 BC) This temple
was laid bare by Wood in 1869-74 (See belojtf )

It seems to have had two rows of eight columns
across the front and the rear, and two rows of

20 columns on each side (in this statement the

corner columns have been couT^edtwice) Ac

cording to Pliny, 120 years elapsed before: it

was completed, but this statement has been chal

lenged, on the ground that the sculptured bases

of the columns and the fne/e ana cornice be-

long to the same era, the time of King Crcesus,

who contributed largely to the building Thia

temple was burned in 356 BO by a certain He-

rostratus, who wished to immortalize himself,

the myth mongers asserted that the fire occurred

on the night when Alexander the Great was
born The fire seems to have destroyed only a

part of the temple, and its reconstruction was at

once begun, Tinder the direction of Dmocrates

(qv ) It was this structure that came to be

regarded as one of the wonders of the world,

its columns, of great dxamete, were over 60 feet

high This temple, known as the Hellenistic

Temple, seems to have been plundered and per

hapa burned by the Gothjs in 262 AD The
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temple \\ i* Luwtstr rebtureJ, and lasted till

liuRiu^u. |q\ i closed '>v an edict the pagan
tempos Its stontb WLR. then used m tlie build

ir' ut i s. i it catm-Jri! ot St Juhn on a hill

m i iv (_': the c structures some remains were
idiinu i T i \\ood, vno conducted escalations

it Lp'n Mi's xrom llsoi to Ii74 though not till

D<L ol l^b'< wab ti'e true bite determined
In 10(4-03 D G Hogarth, under commission
troin the Bi ti^u Museum reeximmed the bite

Et.math Wood^ eirlubt temple he lound re

mains ot t KU c irher bhrme-* and a rich arrav

01 ofttrn<> Ic'unjjng to the eirliebt banctuarv

the*-? olTtrjn^- wlich included many fine objects
of Hellenic v i rkmantehjp, amoig tuem the earh

tstknovn LOUIS of electnrn tq\ \, pro^e that

tiere was n ^aiituarv on this bite long before

tLe time j* Ojeisus S.ulptures and fragments
01 thf aruiitunr-e of the \arious temples are

nuu m tVi Brit^h Jloatum bO too is part of

the treasure lound hv Hogarth In the temple
were PI in 1

* fint -work6, ol art e sr statues ot Am
a/on^> ' Phidias Pomhtu1- Cresilas and Phrad
mon and a painting bv Apellts -which repre
scnted \lt\ander the Great a 1* Lolding a thun

derT olt lhc temple ako had a lamous right
ot "srtluic winch continued down at least to the

davo of Tilmrius Consul* Tlood, Discoienes at

p/*fS(s(London ISTTi Ferguson
l The Temple

ot Diuia at Fphc u& in THinsachons of Royal
ItutiMr of Bntsh IrcMects (ib, 1883), Mur
rav "sculptured Coluimib of the Temple of

Diana at I piH'U- in Jwinal of the Royal
Inttit'rff ot Bntith (nhiterts (ib 1805),

Hogarth rmuafiorts at Ephesus The Archaic

J/fptfiiii/i 2 \nl^ ib 1008^

DLOfA E3STAHOBADA, dea'na a'namo
ri'iu 'Sp Enamoied Diana I An extremely

popnlir pastoral romance DV Jorge de Monte
mavor firtt prmtea at Valencia in 1542, left

inconiplit*- atnl finished in 1364 bv Antonio
PCre/ nt ^aumam i

DIA3TA MONZEY A well known monkey
(Cn t pttf'f <ti> or Lanopyga diana) of the west
to ist of 4fma which takes its name from a

trewent of upstanding \vhite hair on the fore

head Its genpral color is black, with the ndge
of the lack and the rump hav color, sharplv de

fined and strikingly Bet off by the pure White of

all the lore parts, including a long beard Like
its congener, the Mona monkey this guenon
((p ) ij gentle and eabilv tamed when young,
but it w rarely &een in menageries on account of

its delicacy See Plate of MONEETS OF THE
OLD WORLD
DIANE DE FRANCE, dfi'an' de frans,

DlCIIBSSE DE MONTiTOBENCY ET D3AlGOt3LlE
f 1538-1 619 ) A French lady, born m Piedmont
Her tather was Henry II of France and her
mother Fillipa Duca, a lo* born Piedmonteae
of great beauty *hom lie met during the cam
paign in Itah (1537) Diane was educated in

France and solemnly legitimatized and always
afterward signed herself Diane de France She
was the fayonte daughter of her father and was
married 'with much pomp to Orazio Farneae, Due
dp Castro second ton of the Duke of Parma
(1553) Six months later thib prince was killed
by the Spanish at Hesdin Four years afterward
Dune was mamed to Francois de Montmorenoy
Upon his death she declined to enter again into

matrimony and turned her attention to pious
deeds and the delicate rfile of mediator in the
differences between the members of her family
Thus the brought about the important reconoili

DIAPER

ation ot Horn III with Hinn ut >*narre Her

gtntlentsss and real goodneNa in a time so cor

rupt, made her honored uv all bhe ib one of

the mobt agreeable figures in that period of

French history

DIANE DE POITIEBS, de'an' de pwa'tvS.'

(1499-1506) Dueller ol \alentmois and mis

tress ol H(nry II ot Fi mce \^ hen but 13 ^ears

of age she wab marned to the Count of Mau
leaner Grand ScnebcLil ol Xormandy, by T\hom

she had t\vo daugnteis She T\ab a -widow at

32 and &ome be\en yeaib later became the mis

trebS ol Henn (tieu dauphin) ^ho ^as but

18 \earb old At that time tl e Duchesse

d'Etampes \\ab the n\onte ol Francis I, and
the two vomen luled the court, but ^hen Henrj
became Kin.? D anc wa& tl>e real luler and at

once &tnt her inal into e\ile Notwithstanding
the beaut\ and tht nchts ot hib wife, Catharine

de' ilcdiLi Htm\ was controlled to Diane dur

ing his whole leign At the death of Henry,

liowe\er, Lathanne de
1

Medici lecovered her po
bition and pursued hei rnal with considerable

ymdictrvenebs Diane retired into obscurity, and
died in Ii66

DIANIUM See DEMA
DIANO MARINA, de a'nO ma rg'na A win

ter rebort, on the Tigunan Sea in the Province

of Porto ilaumio northwest Italy, 20 miles

east of San Remo and just adjoining the Bm
era (Map Italy C 4) It was partly destroyed

by the earthquake of Febiuary, 1887, but has
since been rebuilt Its chief trade ib in olrve oil

Pop (commune) 1901 18 5P 1911, 1929

DIANORA, dS'a no'ra The wife of Gilberto

in the fifth ston of the tenth day in Boccaccio's

Became) on The story is the source of Chaucei's

FranUyn's Tale

DIANTHUS See CAB^ATIOIS, POTE
DI'APA'SON (Lat, octave, from Gk Sia

vaaav, diapason, through all, so %opSwv, ohor

don chordb) A term in music by which the an
cient Greeks designated the octave In modem
music diapason is used to denote the range or

compass of the voice or of an instrument The
French used the term as equivalent to "pitch

"

The diapa&on normal is the standard or inter

national pitch which is now almost universally

adopted The French Academy, in 1859, fixed

the number of vibrations of the a1 at 870 (or
435 double \ibrations) per second Diapason is

also the Lnglish name given to certain stops of

pipes in the organ, commonly of eight foot pitch,
which are considered the fundamental stops, of

which there are generally two a stopped diapa
son and an open diapason on each manual
See OBGAN
DI'APER (OF diapre, dutapre, It dtospro,

from Lat jaijn*, Gfk tcurrtt, vispw, jasper, pos
sibly of Semitic origin, cf Heb ya&hpheh, Ar
yosft, yew/, yasKb, jasper) A term in decora
tion derived from the early mediaeval practice
of incrustmg jewels (jasper) in metal work,
filigree, and even textile fabrics It is now used
to designate any all over patterning in which an
ornamental unit is repeated or inclosed in each
mesh of a network of intersecting lines The
more common types of diaper consist of two
systems of intersecting lines forming a quarry
(qy ) of diamond shaped meshes with a simple
flower or rosette or like motive repeated in each
The origin of diaper patterning is to be sought
in the basketry and grass weaving of primitive
tnbes So soon as decorative patterns begin to
be generated by the interweaving of grasses of
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different coloib, /ib/\g& and quaines begin to

appear in piunitive design, followed by quarnes
\vith central ornaments, forming diapers Pat
terns of this soit ha\e continued to be used in
the textile ait of all ages They early passed
from textile art to other fields of design In the
Middle
m Christian and Mohammedan art The shafts
of Romanesque ind Norman columns (eg,
Saint Denis m France) and in Gothic art, es

pecially in Fngland, the spandiels of arcades

leaf, \\estmm&ttr Abbey) weie often adornpd
with diapeis m veij flat relief The Moslem
artists of the Middle Ages, especially those of

Spain developed cxtiaoidmaij. &\ stuns of in

tricate surface decoration of walls in color, in

DIAPHBAG-M, di'afiun (Lat diapJuagma,
Gk diatppayfia, partition midnfi, fiom Bta<j>pajrv

vat, diaphiagnynai, to barricade from SLO,, dm,
through + ppayvvsaL, phi agnynai, to fence inj
A thin musculofibrous partition sepaiating the

canty of the thorax fiom that of the abdomtn
lallj, dupers abounded both It is roughly elliptical with the longest diame
-!, j * m,.. _,._*!_

ter from Slde to glde aiid almoat ]i0rizoiital in
its anterior part, wh le the postenor portion 19

nearly -vertical The diapliragm is attached in

front to the ensiform cartilage ot the bitabt
bone (sternum) and laterally to the inner sur
face of the cartilages and bonv parts, of the bix
or sc\en lower nbb, posteriorly the attachment
is to two aponeurotic arches on each side (hga
mentum aicvatum exteinwn and internum), and

which diapcis placed an important part the to the second, third, and fourth lumbar \erte
fiamewoik or mesh, howe\cr being composed, brae by means 01 fiim fibrous tendons (the crura
not of stiaight lines, but of a species of \mc of the diaphiagm), which terminate abo^e in

pattern forming mes.hes of complex shapes in large fleshy bellies

which appealed portions of a running ornament
on a lower plane, as in the Alhambra (qv )

(See MOHAMMEDAN AST ) Diaper patterns are
common m modern art on wall papers, carpets,
oilcloths, mosaic and pavement decorations, and
textile fabric? In heialdry the term is applied
to fields and chaiges, iehe\ed by arabesque and

geometiical patterns Thete patterns were gen
erally of a daikei shade of the same tincture

This, being merely an ornamental device, not

The cential portion of the

diaphragm is tendinous and shaped like a tie
foil leaf the muscular fibres radiating from tins

to the points of attachment There are three

large and several smaller openings m the dia

phragm Through the former pass the abdomi
nal aorta, the vena arvgos major, the thoracic

duct, the oesophagus, pneumogastric nerves, and
vena cava Ihe diaphragm is convex aboie and
is in relation with the pleurae of the lungs and
pericardium, while its conca\e dome is invested

affecting the heraldic value of the objects to by the peritoneal lining of the abdomen During
which it was applied, was generally left to the respiration the height of the diaphragm con

fancy of the prmtei stantly changes, it descends during inspiration
DrAPHAEPOSCOPE (Gk 8uupa.riis, diaph and thus increases the capacity of the thorax,

so that air rushes in to fill the vacuum foimed
This contraction of the diaphragm also raises

the nbs and widens the chest laterally In ex

piration the diaphragm returns to its former po
sition The descent of the diaphragm encroaches

upon the abdomen and lessens its capacity In
all expulsive acts the diaphragm by its con
tractions gives increased power to the effort and
is accordingly an important factor in sneezing,

coughing, laughing, and crying, as well as m the

expulsion of urine and faces Hiccoughing is

due to spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm
DIAPHRAGM A partition with a hole in

it, employed not only in landscape and portrait
lenses for photography, but also m telescopes,

microscopes, and other optical instruments, for

the purpose of cutting off the superfluous rays
of light, and producing greater intensity or

sharpness of the image bv decreasing the amount
of spherical aberration (See ABEBRATIOY,
SPHEBICAE ) The diaphragm only peimits those

ss -which go through the central por
lens The aberration of these rays is

much less than those which pass through the

lens nearer its circumference With a photo

(Gk Sia^awjj, dutph
ones, transparent + aKoiteiv, skopein, to see)
A daik box, constructed for exhibiting transpar
ent photographs or other pictures It may or

may not be furnished with a lens The photo

graph, which is generally a glass positive, is

placed at a distance from the eye equivalent to

the focal length of the lens with which the ongi
nal picture was made
DI'APHOBE'SIS (Lat, from Gk Sia<p6pr}ffLs,

peispnation, from SiaQopetv, diophorein, to carry

off, from dut, dm, thiough + <f>opeiv, phorew,
to carry, fiequentative of <j>4pw, pherein, to

bear) Ihe excretion of sweat or perspiration,
whether perceptible or not The term is gener

ally used to denote the excessive perspiration
caused by certain drugs called diaphoretics

(q v )
or sudorifics

DIAPH'OBETICS (Gk faaJoptiTiicts, dw

Very powerfully, they are called sudonfics The

su/pfcst diaphoretic Lents are baths, which may
be either warm baths of water or vapor baths,

and may be eithei simple or medicated (Seeana may oe en/nei BIUULHC vj, uicuiuoiucu \ucc
- --- ----- ,... * -^

BATH ) The most powerful of all, however, as graphic lens the dimeter of the diapliragmor

regards inducing perspiration, is probably the stop is
usually

stated in terms of its focal
,

so called Tuikish bath, which consists essentially

In the use of air heated to a temperature of

140 F ,
or even more Diaphoretic drugs may

: L L L
,' 16' 32' 64

DIABBEKTR, d* ar'beVeT, or 3>IABBEKB,jjo, rxjjja n i ruj uw tu. uca. ci , v* j

act either by stimulating tie sweat centres in dSarT^^r (the land of Bekir) A town of

the spinal cord, or the nerves proceeding from Asiatic Turkey, capital of a vilayet of the same

them to the glands, or on the terminations of name, situated near the right bank of the Tigris,

these nerves in the glands, or they may stimu from which it is separated by extensive gardens

late the glandular cells directly The following (Map Turkey in Asia, J 4) It is circular in

substances, used internally, are powerful dia shape, and is surrounded by high, strong walls,

phoretics antimony, Dover's powder (ipecacu flanked with towers and pierced by four gates

anha and opium), ammonia, and the oarbonate, The streets are dirty, and the houses for the

or acetate, of ammonia (spirit of Mrndererus), most part are built
p
of rough stone, plastered

alcohol
'

of the 1
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over 50 mosques, a^d stiiia! Ci'ribt in churches

Extensive iLanutat.tures 01 silk cotton and
othir goof's wre at one t me carried on at Diar

bekir and the +rtde 'jftTetn Akppo and Bigdad
contr ^uteil gititlv to tiie importance of the

tovn li A t^e ravuiiKtnrcs anil tradt have now

grfitlv dtchiH,! It's prtspnt manuiactures con

& tt ot rvd ind ^tllo T iimrotco - Ik ind <opper
ware Tue npion emi^omnc & i citv is rich

in mmeral= especially copper Diarbek'r occu

pies the c te of tK ^nnent Amida uhich uas
a plat* ot mipoitinu in the reign of Constap

tiua hy whoTi d v, is strengthened and enlarged

1'if mot prominent "\mptom ot the disease

i* more or IPS-, protube diarrbnea, the dioppings

consisting almost entireh 01 mucus liom the

intent nal tvbt and +he white secretion ot the

kidnev The effected chicks are fiibt observed

to huddle togtther and remain under the hovei

or the nen more than \oung chicks should

ISoon the\ apptnr hstlt^ etupid and bletpv

standing or o ttmg in one position with then

e%e* closed ie^ tffoits being made to pick up
food Their plumac't loafa its lustre the \\mgs

droop or p oject -lightlv irom the bod%, and
t' L charactenst t d^anhcea soon appears The

In tl> re^an it was tiken bv the Persians from droppingb mai be si ght or protuse white or

w iom it was pjain cipturtd by the Romans crcimv in colcr, more or less mucilaginous and

bu" in W2 the Persians, one*' more bpcame mas glain and thev nuv be mixed with a brownish

ter* \itpr many vifs^itudes it parsed into the material Oiten the sticky exciewnt adheres

hni7* IT Sultan ^dn m lili Its population is to t le dov m feathers about the vent, dries and

estimated at 33 000, chiefly Mohammedans continue to accunuhte until it completeh

DIAEEHCEA, di'rrrrz'i (Lat diarrhwa, covers and plugs the opening This condition,

from ttk Siapooa dwthoia a flowing through, known as pabting up behind

from aiappev danhcin to flow through from relieved bring about an ea

Sia did, through
-J- pew, rl'ein, to flow) A

avmptom ct nnnv diseases con-'btmg in fre

qutnt fluid discharges from the bowelb It

occurs in catirrhal or inflammatory diseaes

of the various, parts of the ooatls

colitis and duodenitis in cholera tvphoid fever,

Bnght s disease, dvpntery and tuberculosis It

it oittn a tt-mporarv affection due to an effort

of nature to rtmcve poisonous or indigestible
substances irom the intestine It follows the

use of purgative medicines as is intended It

somctinus occurs in wasting diseases from the

relaxed condition of tne blood vessels of the

intent nci wnerebv the water 01 the blood soaks

through and escapes with the faces A form
of nen ;HS dianhva is due to suspense or

dread ard there is another variety called

norning ihairftia occurring in neurasthenic m
div iduals Ii the *toolb contain undigested par
tides of lood the diarrhoea is termed hentenc

Pam, some weakness, and soreness accompany
thp disorder in. most cases The treatment

soon

earlv death of the

cluck The diarrhoea results from irritation

01 the intebtines and the mcreabed secietion

of mucus, while the large quantity of ^hite
matenal becreted by the kidneys is due to fever

enteritis, and rapid breaking down of the elements of
" '

the tissues ilanv of the diseased chicks chirp
or peep almost constantly, they gradually wabte
awav and become weaker and more emaciated

until their legs are scarcelv able to support
their bodies

There appear to be two pimcipal causes of

this disease one referred to as coccidiosis,

caused by a protozoan "parasite of the genus
Eimcna (Coccidutm) the other knovn as ba
ciliary white diarrhnpa, caubcd b\ the Ba<nJln3

puUonim of Roettger The B puller um often

mfectb hens and the eggs which the\ la\ Such

eggs produce chicks which have the germs of

the disease within them when they are hatched,
and these chicks show symptoms within the

first few days of their lives The bacillus may
aLo be spread from chick to chick through being
scattered with the droppings which contami
nate the food and drink and cause the appear
ance of like symptoms when the chicks aie from
one to two weeks old Incubators and brooders,

mubt be directed as usual, to removing the

cause Ii tbe diarrhoea i* caused bv indigesti
bles a cathartic like castor oil or rhubarb
should be used, and verv little simple food
should be given for a dav afterwards In other as well as coops become infected and preserve
cases carminative and astringent drugs are the contagion indefinitely Adult fowls are re
used, such as ginger, catechu cardamom, bis

... - . .

muth, chalk, or boiled flour Opium lead iron,

capsicum, and camphor are sometimes pre
scribed Before using drugs it is, however,
necessary to determine, m aS but simple cases,

sistant and do not show any symptoms when
lading infected eggs

Medicinal treatment of affected chicks has
but little effect upon the course of the disease

. , ,
. a ,

* -The feeding of sour milk to chickens appears
whether the diarrhoea is beneficial and therefore to be a good means of preventing or at least
should not be checked See CHOLERA

holding m check epidemics of bacillary white
DTATCRTTfTOA, WHITE. OF CHICEOS This w

' "

probabh the most destructive disease of
chickens with which the poultryman has to

deal, the loss \arvmg m different years, and

diarrhoea, and it should be fed early and kept
before the chicks constantly Preventive meas
ures should begin with the eggs used for hatch

ing When purchased, they should be only from
flocks known to be healthy Before placing the

egs in the incubator or under the hen. they
lould be wiped with a cloth -wet in gram

placed at from 10 to 90 per cent "Sometimes
it is impossible to raise an\ of the chicks A
good authority states that more than 50 per
cent of the chicks hatched throughout the United alcohol of 70 or 80 per cent strength to remove
States are lost from white diarrhoea in its van anj germs that may be on the surface of the
ous forms It is more common among artificially shell The place should be thoroughly disrn
hatched and brooded chicks than among those fected by saturating the premises with a 5
hatched and cared for by hens The disease is per cent solution of carbolic acid or a strong
limited to the first three weeks of the chick's solution of a coal tar disinfectant The drink
life so far as serious mortality from it is con ing water should be changed frequently and
cerned, the heavy loss occurring between the should contain 10 grains of copperas to every
ages of one and three weeks where the brood gallon, or enough potassium permanganate to
is badly affected, the chicks may continue to give the water a rather deep wine color Any
die Tiiitil the fourth or fifth week chicks which sicken should be immediately re
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moved and isolated or killed For complete continuously, but after the Dutch and mde
elimination of white diarrhcea from a poultiy pendent Spaniards were beaten, Dlag was not
5 aid it is necessau to rejeet for bleeding pur

' ' * ' " " '

poses stock which harbors the infection and to

obtain eggs or live stock from sources where it

his not been known to e\ist

Consult Rettger Kirkpatnck and Stone

remembered and promoted \uth tne other gen-
erals who fought in Pernambueo He died m
po\ertv, although his name has alwava btt_n

given to a negro regiment commanded bi one
of its own race The date of his deith i-s not

bum, Bacillarv V\hite Diarrhcea of Young known, since nothing is heard of him alter his

Clucks," Bulletin/
f

i4 (Conn Storrs Evpt Sta ), share in the recovery of Airecifes (1034) and
and Moise,

'

Wfiite Diarrhoaa of Chicks, with his presence at the capitulation that put an
Notts on Cocudiosi's in Birds,

3

Citculai

(U P Dept ^gr,Bur Amm Indus)
DI'AEY (Lai diarwm, from dies, day) A

woid which means simply a daily record It
doc*) not however, as the woid is generally
us(d include every sort of daily recoid but
ritbor such as have reference to the writer

peisoualh In it the nun of letters inscribes

the dailj results of obsenation, reading, thought,
c i iecling To the man of affairs it is a chron
icle of memorable events, to the physician a

ugistu of engagements and professional mem
01 nda, and to men in general a lecord of what
has been of especial interest to them The
usuil dian is a book with a separate blank

*l>i e foi each day in the jear these spaces
\ <mng in si/e and form, as the particular bent
or piofossion of the diarist may render neces

aiv It usually contains some general mfonna
tion and a calendar Any convenient blank

book, however, often serves the purpose The
Greeks had the diary, winch they called the

cphemeiis (meaning of the daV) This word
in its plural form, ephemendes, has been

adopted by some scholars it is the name that

Casaubon gave to the records of his daily
studies The word journal" is also in use

as svnonv naous with '
diary" ,

we have, e g ,

the Journal of Sir Walter Bcott Diaries ha^e
often furnished the historian with invaluable

material, supplying the absence of public rec-

01 ds, furnishing minute and graphic details of

social conditions and the secret springs of

public events that are not to be looked for m
more formal recoids, and illuminating the lives

and characters of men of mark Notable among
English diaries are those of Pepys and Eve

lyn (qqv)
BIAS, dS'ash, GoNglLVES ANTONIO (1823-

66) A Brazilian poet, born at Caxias He
was educated at the university of Coimbra,

Portugal, and for a time practiced law at

Maranhaio, Brazil He was afterward professor
of history in the College of Dom Pedro II at

pitulation
end to the war of 24 years

BIAS (de^as) DE tfOVAES, BABTHOIOMEU
P-1500) A Portuguese navigatoi and the
discoverer of the Cape of Good Hope He came
of a family of famous sailois Jolo DfAS was
associated with Gil Eannes in the -voyage of

1434, when Cape Bojador was first doubled and
DIMZ DIAS was the discoverei of Cape Veide
in 1445 In 1478 a BAPTHOLOMEU DIAS, pre
sumed to be identical with tle subject of this

aiticle, made i voyage to Guinea foi ivon and
slaves In any ca&e we find that m 1481 he was
in command of a vessel saihrg to the Gold
Coast Bias was a cav aher of the King's Loute
hold and superintendent of the roval ware
houses when, in October 1486, King John of

Portugal selected him to bear a message to

Prester John by sailing around Africa After
seveial months of preparation Dlas sailed for
the south m the earlv summer of 1487 with
three vesbels One a slave vessel, was left at
a harbor near the limit of previous exploiahon,
and then Dias began his long "voyage along the
unknown African coast, to a part of whieh he

gave the expressive name of Hell Just after
Xew Years Day, 1488, he was caught by a
storm which drove him southward for 13 days,
until his crews, fiesh from the tropics, began
to suffer from the cold As soon as the storm
subsided Dlas steered eastwaid, but, not meet

ing with land for several davs, he turned his

prow northward After sailing 150 leagues he

sighted high mountains, and anchoied, Feb 3,

1488, in the modem Mossel Bay, in Cape Colony
Finding that the coast ran east and west, he
followed it to Algoa Bay, where the coast began
to trend more towards the northeast Dlas

proceeded as fai as the mouth of the Great
Fish River, but was induced by the complaints
of his sailois to turn back It was probably
on May 16 that he passed Cape Agulhas, the..

actual southernmost point of Africa and a day
or two later he saw the striking Table Mountain
and the cape which he is commonly said to

10 de Janeiro His works include a report, have named Cabo Tormentoso ( Cape of Storms ),

Brazil e Oceania, several papers of value on m memory of the perilous experiences with
the migrations of the South American Indian which it was associated but which the Portu

tribes, and a number of volumes of poetry, guese King rechnstened Cabo da B5a Esperanca,
among them the series Pnmenos Cantos (1846), the Cape of Good Hope, though, according to

Segundos Cantos (1848), and ftltunos Cantos Christopher Columbus, who was present at the

royal interview, Dlas himself proposed the

name In December Dlas reached home, with
(1850)

DfAS. HENBIQUB (n600-T61) A Branl

jan soldier of African blood, born in Pernam the news that the point of Africa had beeno rican oo, orn in ernam

buco He fought with, the Portuguese against turned, and that the way lay open towards the

the Dutch under Gen Matias de Albuquerque spice markets of the East He had added 1200

(1033), and did valuable service He defended miles of coast to the knowledge of European
Arraial do Bom. Jesus and upon its fall was sailors and geographers Between 1490 and

permitted by the Dutch to escape and rejoined 14&5 Dlas was in command of a vessel engaged

the Portuguese army His brave conduct in the African trade When, in 1497, Va&co da

caused him to be made commander in chief of Gama was dispatched to complete Dias's dw

the negro forces, and he was rewarded with covery of the way to the East, the latter ac

the cross of the Order of Christ In 1646 he compamed him as far as the Cape Verde la

rose against the Spaniards and mated toe die lauds and thence sailed to the Gold Coast to

tncte of Sergipe, SSo Francisco, and Alagoas trade Three years later he commanded one of

to revolt For the next 10 yearn he fought the ships m Oabral's fleet Leaving Braal in
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May 1500, Bias perished in a storm which
Wrecked lus -vebscl Consult E J Bavenstem,

'Toviges ot do and Dtas,' in London Geo

graphical JOWPQ! (IQOOi

DI'ASPORE (Gk SiaffTropa, diaspoia, a scat

termg, from Stcurireipeiv, diaspeitem, to scatter,
from Sid, dia, tl rough + trireipeiv speire n to

scatter* A hvdrateJ aluminum o\ide that

civstalhzes in the oithorhombic system, is

transparent to translucent, and usuallv white
or light gray, though gometimto of a brownish
or yellowish color It occurs with corundum
and emerv in dolomite and chlorite schist

This, mineral is found m gnnular limestone

With emerv, in the Ural legion, in Hungary,
Sweden, Asia llmor, and in the Lnited States

at the emerv mines, of Cheater, Mass , where it

occurs m large plates in crvstals, and is also

found with massive corundum near Franklin,
Macon Co X C
DI'ASTASE (6k SiajTaa-is, diastasis, sep

aration, trom Siurra., duotanai, to bcparate,
from Sui, dia, apart + wrowu, histanai, to

stand) An enzvme, or more likely a group of

enzvme-, lound in both animals and plants,
which has tbe power of concerting starch into

a sugar It has also been called amylase and
m the sala is known it, pttalm In plants,
where it is practicall\ univer^l diastase od

curs in at least two modifications, viz, secre-

tion diastase and translocation diastase These

differ in their distribution, their mode of ac-

tion on. starch giams and starch, paste, the op-
timum temperature tor actmtv, etc Translo-

cation diastase is the more widely distributed

of the two, being formed by fungi and bacteria,
and in leases sboots, storage organs, and pollen

grains, as well as in the seed Its function seems

to be to make possible the translations of

carbohydrate lood tempoianlv or permanently
stored as starch, by digesting it into a soluble

sugar Translocation diastase is therefore of

the utmost importance in plant nutrition Se

cretion diastase 13 formed by special secreting
cells in the embryo as well as the aleurone

layer of seeds, especially in grasses, and plays
its chief role m germination by making available

the food stored as starch in the seed Trans
location diastase digests and liquefies starch

paste slowly, and eiodea starch grains um
formly at the surface or in the centre until

they disappear Secretion diastase liquefies
starch paste rapidly and corrodts starch grains

by forming irregular pits, which, penetrating
the grain in \anous directions, deepen and
widen until it falls to pieces There is some
evidence that the secretion diastase of malt
consists ot at least two enzymes, one hydroliz

ing starch to dextrine and the other hydrolizing
the dextrine to maltose When heated to 80 C ,

the deTtrme forming power is still retained, but
the maltobe forming powei lost

Diastase cannot be obtained m a pure state,
and because its composition has not yet been

ascertained, no test for purity can be established
Late work indicates that diastase is a carbo
hydrate associated with many times its weight
of protein as a substrate and impurity It may
be obtained by crushing or grinding the tissue

containing it, eg, malt, and extracting it for
24 hours with three or four times its oulk of
water or glycerine The liquid may be filtered

off, and the various substances dissolved along
with the diastase may be partially eliminated

by adding about three volumes of absolute alco

hoi, collecting on a filter the precipitate formed,

washing it with absolute alcohol and ether and

dnmg The powder so obtained may be still

further purified by solution m water, reprecipi
tation with alcohol, and dialysis In the dry
state it may be kept indefinitely and retains its

digestive power
The action of diastase on staich is one of

hydrolysis le, it causes the starch to combine
with water and break up into simpler com

pounds Hie intermediate steps in the process
are not known Diastase readih hvdrolizes SQ-
85 per cent of the starch grain to maltose while

15 to 20 per cent is very slowly transformed
It appears that the am\lose constituent of the

gram is the readily hjdrohzed portion, while
the amvlopectm is tar more lesistant (See
STABCH ) Diastase is affected in its late of ac
tion by various leagents Some accelerate, while
others inhibit or entirely stop its action Veiy
dilute solutions of acids and salts of the lightei
metals (sodium chloride aluminium salts etc )

and considerable concentration of asparagm be

long to the first class, while concentiated solu

tions of all salts, dilute solutions of salts of the

heavy metals, and \aiious organic substances

(formaldehyde, etc ) represent the second Van
ation of the concentration of certain of these

substances in plant oigans undoubtedly is of

great importance in regulating the rate of dias-

tainc activity With the exception of lormalde

hyde, diastase is much more resistant to the
action of poisons than is the protophsm hence
a digesting mixture can be protected from the
action of microorganisms without mterfeimg
with the action of the diastase Chloroform and
thymol are especially used for this purpose

Diastase is largely made use of in the manu
facture of beer and alcohol, small quantities of

the enzyme being capable of effecting the trans
formation of a considerible amount of staieh

A preparation of diastase has of late also been
used with some success in the treatment of fer

mentative dyspepsia See ALCOHOL, BEEB, DEX
Tsrv , ENZYME
DIASTEOPHISII A general term applied

to the geological processes which cause the up
heaval and subsidence of continental lands and
the building of mountain systems Such pro
cesses may result from the strains pioduced in
the earth's crust in adjusting itself to the nu
cleus or possibly from the shifting of load upon
the superstructure by eiosion in one place and
deposition in another See GEOLOGY, CONTI
KENT, MOUNTAIN
DI'ATHEE/1ANOY (from 810, dta, thiough

+ SfpfLavaa, thermansia, a heating) A teim used
to express that quality of a body in virtue of

which those ether waves are allowed to pass
which produce thermal effects to a marked de

gree All ether waves carry energy, and in

many cases when these waves are absorbed their

energy is spent in producing heat effects (This
is not so when the energy of the waves goes to

chemical or electrical action ) It is found that
m the spectium of ether waves emitted by any
body, eg, the sun, the energy earned by waves
of different wave number is in general different,

similarly, the transparency of a body to ether
waves varies With their wave number In dis

cussing diathermancy, therefore, it is necessary
to consider both the total radiation transmitted
and also the wave numbers of these waves ( See
RADIATION ) The greater portion of the energy
earned from the sun and from other bodies by
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ether wa\es is associated with waves which do
not affect our sense of sight, and other instru
ments ha\e to be used to detect the wa\es and
mea<mie then eneigj Such ire thermometers,
bolometeis etc It is possible to ha\e bodies
which aie absolutely opaque to tho&e wa\es

cells the stalks oiten branching piofuhth The
foims of the cellt are extremely numeiou& one
of the most common tree sw naming terms being
boat shaped (\aueula) , there aie also lods

sedges, disks, etc

A bpecial featuie of diatom^, as tin. cell wall
which aftect our e-ves and \et aie transparent to which consists ot two silictoub \alves one o\er
waves which have a less wive number, and the

* " "

comerse is tiue Lampblack, which is opaque
to neaily all radiations, has been found to trans
mit ceitain heat wa^es of great length, ie,
small wa^e number Ebonite is transparent to

longwave zadiations, so that an ebonite prism
spreads some of the radiation from a hot body

lapping the othei like the two paitb of a pill
box This wall foim& a complete and leisistant

skeleton, so that diatoms occur a& fossils orten

forming large deposits It has been stated that
these siliceout skeletons are falling a^ i con
tinuoub shower fiom thp plankton to the sea
bottom As fossils the\ are found especially

into an invisible heat spectium, which is quite abundant in the Tertian penod win re the

sensibly detected by a radiomiciometer The
J ^ ' ' " ~ *

diathermancy of a body depends upon its tern

perature and upon its thickness Consult Tyn
dall, Heat as a Mode of Motion (6th ed

, Lon
don, 1880)
DIATE/ESIS (NeoLat, from Gk ftiofaru,

disposition, fiom 8utrt8w6at, diatithesthai, to

dispose, fiom 8ia, dia, apart + ruSemi, tithenw,
to place) A word applied in medicine to the

predisposition 01 constitution of the body which
lenders it prone to certain diseased states Thus
the tubeicular, sciofuloub goutv, rheumatic, can

ceious, or hemorrhagic diatheses are mentioned
A person with gouty diathesis is one in whose
case exposure to cold, eating indigestible food
in large quantities, or drinking beer causes

gouty pains and mci eased amount of unc acid

in the urine, who is likely to have ee/ema,
whose blood is deficient in hemoglobin, and
whose arteries are inelastic The study of dia

thesis is of great importance, as avoidance

of disease through choice of occupation and
habits is often possible, if predisposition to

disease is recognized
DrATOMA'CE.ffi (NeoLat nom pi from

Gk diaro/jo), diatoms, se\erance, from Starinveiv,

diatemnetn, to cut through, from Sta, dta, through
+ rfyvetv, temnew, to cut) A group of one

deposits are known ab siliceous earths Such
deposits are also abundant in rocka ol other

ages, and probably diatoms will be recognized
in the oldest formations Thebe depobitfa con
stitute an important bource of abrasive ma
terials, and the products are known under such
nameb as tnpoh, diatomaceous earth (qqv ),

Richmond earth eleetrosiheon, kieselguhr etc
In many cases the \ahes are sculptored with
fine transverte lines which are really rows of

dots, the markings being so regular and mi
nute as to serve as a test of the definition of

microscopic lenses There is also a longitudinal
line which represents a series of openings,
through which p&eudopodia are thruut for loco

motion The protoplast has a very character
istic structure, the central nucleus being swung
in a bridge of cytoplasm and the chaiacteiibtic

brownish \ellow pigment occurring in two or
more plates The pigment is reallv due to a
mixture of a green constituent (possibly

chlorophyll) and a golden brown constituent

called diatomin In cell division the growth
of the protoplast separates the two \ahes, and,
the division occurring in the plane of the \alves,
each new protoplast possesses one of the old

valves and forms a new one on the naked side

It follows that one of the two cells thus pro-
duced is of the same size as the parent cell,

while the other is smaller, for the small valve

of the parent cell becomes the largei ^alve of

the daughter cell This means that imong the

progeny there are series of individuals of dimin

ishing size When this diminution in -size has

reached a minimum, auxospores are formed, the

name meaning "enlarging spores" Auxospores
are produced in a variety of ways, the simplest

being the separation of the valves and the es

cape of the protoplast* which in this free eon

dition grows to the maximum size and develops
new valves In other cases the protoplast di

vides into two daughter protoplasts that escape
and enlarge In still other cases two liberated

protoplasts fuse, the product being an auxospore,
which behaves as described in the other cat.es

The relationships of diatoms are very obscure

They seem to stand apart from the other groups
of thallophytes In certain particulars the cell

structure suggests that of the desmids (q v ) ,

while the brown pigment associated with the

green suggests brown alga At present the

celled plants commonly known as diatoms They group is kept apart from others as a distinct

occur in profusion in fresh and salt water and assemblage of thallophytes

m damp soil, approximately 6000 species being DI'ATOMA'CEOTJS EABTH (Ger Berg

known They ocub in such numoera m the MM) Tim mat^l,
often mcorrectlr called

ocean as to fora a large part of the floating infusorial earth, tnpolate or fossil meal oem
plankton (q v ), a free-swimming and free- usuaUy inthe form c4awhite or grayish pow

floating world ol minute organisms They are der of extremely fin* texture, less often in cw
sohtSf or free swimming foms, or ari at solidated fonn. When pure, * -gJW"
tached by gelatinous stalks excreted by the most entirely of the indestructible
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cases oi diatom- i-ee DIATOM VCE.E i , but is

often more 01 less, impure due tu the presence
ot claj, sand 01 organic mattei

Ihu two iollinumr inahses represent the

composition ol <Ii pure eirth nom Cahtornii
nnd (III impure uuttnal from Virginia.

SiOj
*10
FeOs

CaO
Mgf

FiO.

232
128
43
tr

358

1930
b32
06
69

314

The earth has accumulated in beds of con

siderable thickness in the Tertiary formations

in some region* and deposits are now being
formed on the bottoms ol some freshwater

laktjs and on the sea floor Owing to the an

gular nature and hardnebs ol its component
particles diatomacpous earth his valuable abra

sive properties it is also emploved as an in

sulatmg mattnal for boilers and steam pipe

covering^, and mixed with clav for holloa par
tition blocks Deposit* ol diatomaceous, earth

abound in the Tertian and Quateinan forma

tions of manv countries In the United States

it has been dug m Virginia Man land, Con
necticut Xt\i York and m <ome of the West
era States, notablv California wheic the de

posits are several thousand feet thick The

supply far eixeidi the demand

Consult Hies Economic Geology (New York

1910i, and Memll \onXetallic Minerals (ib,

1910 >

DIATOMS See Di VTOM VCE s
DI'ATONIC SCALE (Lat diatomcus, from

Gk StanviKov diatoniton, irom Staroros, dia

tonos, outstretched, from Stareivtiif, diatemem
to stretch out, from $t&, dia, through + reiveiv,

Umeat, to Wretch connected with Lat tenuis,
Skt tanu, Ger dunn, Eng thin) This scale in

music is one in which there are seven notes in

the interval of an octave at intervals given by
the ratios

24 27 30 32 36 40 45

Thus, if a note whose frequency is 240 is taken
as the keynote there will oe the following notes
m the interval of an octave

240 270 300, 320, 360, 400, 450,

and the octave of 240 will give the frequency,
480 The notes m the lower and upper octaves
would then be

120, 135 150, 160, 180, 200, 225, and
480, 540, 600, 640, 720, 800, <M)0, etc

It is evident that the ratios of these various
notes are the simplest possible Thus the ratios
1 2, 1 3 1 4, 2 3, 3 4, etc, occur
For this reason chords on this scale are in the

greatest possible harmony (See ACOUSTICS )

If, however, music composed with the keynote
240 is transposed to the key 300, the diatonic
scale required would be

300,
t
HX300,HX300,iiX300,fJX300,etc ,

'

300, 337%, 375, 400, 450, etc

But some of these notes do not occur m the

original scale with the keynote 240, and for
this reason the diatonn scale is unsatisfactory

r?4
DtAZ

Otuer -cale& are now used, which include a

greatei number ol notes m the interval of the

octavp ^et AIusic

DI'ATBIBE OIL diatnba, discussion, Gk
oiarpi3T), man in disputation, from dtarpt^etv,

d'dtnoein to d>u'ss nom 8ia, dia, through

Tplpeiv, tiibein to tub) A disputation or criti

cal fi.eiti'-H The nime v*\s originally applied
to a critical examination ol a hteiaiv work,
but -was Httr extended to bitter and violent

critic siii written or spoken on any subject

DIATJLOS ^ee OIAMPIC G^MFb

DIAZ, Do> JijA\ MABTIN See EMPEOINADO

DIAZ, de'as, POBTIBIO (1830-1915) A
president of Mexico He was born at Oaiaca, of

Spanibh parentage, and was studvmg law in his

native town when the war with the United
States broke out Young Diaz entered a mi
htia regiment in 1847 and thenceforth devoted

himself to a mihtarv caieer In 1854 he com
manded a battalion under Alvarez in the con

test against Santi Anna A few veais later he

identined nimself with Juarez and the Liberal

paitv and m 1861 was elected deputy to the

National Congress He soon icsigned to take

the field and won a victory over the reaction

1st ilarquez at Jalatlaco During the French

intervention he won a high reputation as one

of the most skillful and courageous of the

patnot leaders In May, 1S63, while directing
the defence of Puebla, he was forced to sur

lender, but escaped shortly after and went to

Oaxaca, wheie he raised a new force and made
considerable headwav against the French In

February, 1865, he vtaa again captured, but es

caped once more, and once more reappeared at

the head of an armv lie had brought together at

Oa^aca He gradually forced the invading troops
to adopt the defensive, and after the evacuation
of Mexico by the Fiench he advanced to Puebla
and took the citj, April 2, 1867 On June 21
he entered the citv of Mexico In the same
\ear he was a candidate foi the presidency
against Tuarer, but, being defeated, withdrew to

his estates He never ceased plotting against
the government, howevei, and his intrigues oc

casionally broke out m the form of armed re

volts against Juarez and his successor, Lerdo
de Tejada He was twice forced to flee the

country in 1872 and again in 1876 Returning
quickly on both occasions, Diaz succeeded in
the latter year in defeating his enemies at
Tecoac (November 16) He finally drove Lerdo
out, and in May, 1877, he became President
Order was restored m a remarkably short time
Diaz soon managed to win the confidence
of Furopean investors, the country was opened
up, industries were developed, and the modern
penod of prosperity was firmly established
As the Mexican constitution provided that no
man should hold the office of President for

two consecutive terms, General Diaz was sue
ceeded in 1880 by his clsse personal friend
General Gonzalez It soon became evident, how
ever, that only one man could win the trust
and support of -the Mexican people and of the

foreign capitalists upon whom the welfare of
the nation depended, and so, after Diaz had
been again elected President in 1884, the consti
tution was amended m order to provide for his
watumance in that office The forms of elec
tion fay popular vote were duly complied with
at each recurring penod since, but no serious

opposition to Don Porfino, as ae was affec

tionately called by the Mexican populace, devel-
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oped Opposition to what was considered his

dictatorial rule culminated in the earh part of

1911 in a revolution headed by Francesco Madero
This was successful and Diaz abdicated m Mav,
1911 He died in Paris, Julj 2, 1015

DiAZ, de'ath, RUT, rolfc (1503-38) A Span
ish boldier born at Se\ille, Spam In 1532 he

accompanied the expedition of Diego de Almagro
to Peru, participated in the capture of Cuzco

(1534) and dibplaved remarkable skill and

courage in his encounters with the Indianb He
was subsequently selected by Pizarro to choose
the site of a citv to serve as the capital of

the province and thus became the founder of

Los Reyes (now Lima), the building of which
was begun Jan 18, 1535 He afterward took
an active part in the campaign in Chile and

supported the cause of Almagro
DIAZ DE LA PElfrA, de'az' de la pl'nya',

NABCISSE VEBGILLE (1807-76) A French land

scape painter, of the Barbizon school He was
born in Bordeaux, of Spanish parents, refugees
from Salamanca His father died in England
when the boy TV as three vears old, and his

mother, returning to Frince supported him bv

teaching Spanish and French She died at

Sevres, near Pans, when he was 10 years old,

and Narcisse was adopted by a Protestant

clergyman of Bellevue He rambled through
wood and dale, acquiring that love of nature
which afterward made him a great landscape

painter In one of these rambles Narciase was
bitten by a poisonous insect, which necessi

tated the amputation of his leg He was ap
prenticed to a porcelain maker at Sevres, an
uncle of Dupre, who worked there and became
his stanch friend This vsork no doubt, helped
to develop his wonderful tense of color, but

Diaz was too independent a genius to become
a porcelain painter While studying painting,
he lived in great poverty in Pans, even having
to beg Francois Souchon, an historical painter,
was his teacher, but Diaz was much attracted

by the works of Correggio in the Louvre and
seems also to have been influenced by Leonardo
and Prudhon But he always went his own

way, and was in the main self taught About
1836 he went to Barbizon, where, under the

influence of Rousseau, he devoted himself to

landscape painting, producing the best of his

works He continually exhibited at the Salon,

receiving medals in 1844, 1846 and 1848 and
the cross of the Legion of Honor in 1851 He
waa very prolific, and, as his pictures sold

well, he became quite wealthy He was fond

of life, and in his magnificent studio in Pans
he dispensed great hospitality He died at

Mentone, Nov 18, 1876, in consequence of a

cold taken at the opera
Diaz was a man of unusual gifts, but he

lacked the application and perseverance es-

sential to a genius of the very first order He
was an admirable colonst, brilliant in execu

tion, and of a striking originality, but his

drawing was often weak His landscapes are

usually treeacapes, showing the play of light

and shade among forest trees He peoples them
with nymphs, cupids, Oriental women in gaudy
costume, gypsies, and the like He loved the

summer with its bright sunshine and especially

excelled in depicting nch autumn tints Diaz

is magnificently represented in the Louvre, par

faoularly since the acquisition of the Thierry
collection with eight examples and the Ohau

chard with 15 Among the best of these are

' The Fairv with Pearls ' Tenus and Adonis,"
'Foolish Girlb," the brilliantlv tinted Descent
of the Gypsies," and a magnificent landscape,
' Sous boi^

' Fine collections of his paintings
are also in the Museum of Rheim^ with 10

examples, and at Montpellier with fi\e, in the
Alexander \oung collection, London and in the

Metropolitan Museum, Xew York (including the

Vanderbilt collection) with 11 examples, in

eluding a splendid landscape the Forest of

Fontamebleau " He is represented also in

other American public and private collections,

such as the Art Institute of Chicago, the Walters
collection Baltimore in manv French provin
cial mus>eum!s in the National Gallerv, Berlin,
the Mesdag Gallery The Hague, and manv
other European gallerieb Consult Muther,

Histoiy of Modern Painting (London, 1907)

Ballum9, in Lev artistes contemporams (Paris,

1877) Hoeber, in Tan Dyke Modern French
Master (New York 18961 Eustin, in Les
attistes ceJt'bret, and the authorities cited under

BUIBIZO\, PATNTEBS OF

DIAZ DEL CASTILLO, de'ath del ka stelyO,
BEE* VL (c 1492-*I593) A Spanish soldier and
author, born at Medina del Campo In 1514
he sailed for America to better his fortunes, and
he landed after a short residence at Xombre de

Dios, in Cuba, whence he made several expedi
tionfa to the \iefat He accompanied Cortes to
Mexico in 1519 and after the conquest settled in

that country His True History of tJie Conquest
of Aeu, Spain is important because narrated by
an eyewitness The stvle of it, however, IB far

from elegant The first edition appeared at
Madrid in 1632 in three volumes, under the

auspices of Friar Alonso Remfin, who v>erv badly

garbled the text Within the next few years
four other editions appeared English versions

of these corrupt editions appeared in 1800 (by
Maurice Keatinge) and m 1844 (by John Ingram
Loekhart) The work was done into German in

1838 by Ph J von Rehfues and in 1848 by Karl
Hitter Two French versions were made simul

taneously and independently by D Jourdanet

(who published his in 1876) and Jose Maria de

Heredia (in. 1877) Hungarian also had two
translations, by Kiroly BrCzik (1878) and by
Moses Gaal (1899) Some of these translations

went to second editions Keatmge (1803),
Rehfues (1843), and Jourdanet (1877) None
of these editions or translations did justice to

the original, and certain strictures have conse

quently been made concerning Castillo's History
that can no longer be maintained The original

manuscript has always been kept m Guatemala
first by the author, then by his descendants, and
later by the municipality of the capital, in whose
archives it rests to day This manuscript con
sists of one large folio volume, containing 297

leaves, written on both sides, and bound in old

leather It was published and edited critically
for the first tame by Genaro Garcia in Mexico,
1904 An English translation of this edition

was made by Alfred Percival Maud&Iay and pub
lished, with introduction and notes, for the

Eakluyt Society (3 vols London, 1908) These
two new publications throw a world of new

light upon the importance and credibility of

Castillo's account and prove it to be second

only to the account of Cortes in his letters to

the Emperor
DlAZ DE PBJTBDA, da pS-nfi'Da, GONZAIO

(f -1545) A Spanish soldier in Peru, born in

Torrelavega In 1531 he accompanied Francisco
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P zarro o" ti'i
'

ttirs la 1 L\ped tion to Peru

m J/J L\l'u' t.it Macdilena Rrver to ita

muutu in l3Ji> d -u\*.rt<f fie countrv 01 the

t 'i < i r- Irdiv - in i m 154'i \veit \nth Gonzalo

P.^I^J uri t illMtd expedition for the con

tjut-L ui t'itt r -jon ^tn*- rtitii a snull b^nd in

T ' iT-uLU^ 1 -< iri a for Orelliiu \\ho liad

u u '-p u 'id di>i tlit Napo Pi'ver for sup
r

1 ^ r itt i itl to "-MS* tlam it last m
i isLiiisr Pel i Mtli <x ^a't <-t\i\ul nmmnt ol the

fpii' tion Vim in 1)44 ^on^alo Pizarro

itljtlhtl a_'i '-t t le \ urA XuCe/ dc "Ula he
- ( 'st -idt..l Tutu t Utter but subsequently
u"i it PIZUTJ Deleittd tiv the \icero\ at

< nllijinn hi* '-^pMl nut dud irom the mis

ta1 f i -E ui ^H i-Ui .u* pi vnts ror food

DIAZ DE SOLIS, * > la/ See SoiJb.

DIAZEUCTIC TONE 'Ok Sw(nmos, dia

<'("/o, aiNiunt*i\e irom fiiosn^nvat rfta

*fin njxm to diijo n fiom Sia din tpart + <ei

,>ivai n/^, '/<*! to lomt la irreek muwc,
t
l at tttne \ 'nth ->tp iatHs the tttraciKrd- tq^ t

f>i 1 1 t irte o'df-t mode-. In tiie Dorun node

tin diazuict c tone vas the stpp fron b to a In

tnc Uttr mocks the tvtrachord^ were ton-tru(.tnl

so t' s?t the lor e^-t tone of the brher tttrarhord

wab at the -ymt time the hightst tone ol the

Io\er tetictc'iord Tlitn the diaztuctit tonf was
utlier abrti the hig'ie-t or ldo\v thi. lovv^t tet

rac'iord (S<e GBEFE lit sit. ) In the tollow

ing modts the diizeutt10 tan* ib raarked+

Dunan

Mixolvdian

DIAZO COHPOTJNDS (trom Gl tof du>
t\^ .c -*- c </ <<? ola name of nitrogen, from
<K a n p u -r tteiP -WCIM, to hvej An im

pnrttiit gr t'p tt t nln i compound^ discovered

U Pttti (Tft^i'i iSoO Ihn are ] roduced by
the action c* nit cas, acul on baits oi aromatic

amido compouudi such a 1- aniline hvdrocblonde

lliUo, rUazo-btnz ne ehlonde -is produced accord

ing to the tollow rag equation

C^H N'H HCI + HNO = C JET,\' = Sa + 2H,0
ituhne hydro- Vitroua Diajto^euane

chloride amd chloride

The diazo compounds are usuall\ obtained in
solution and are immediateh transioimed into
ut'ier compounds the gi\fn aromatic amido
compound (sa\, aniline i is introduced into

aqueous hydrochloric acid and the solution
la diazotized

'

bv the addition of an aqueous
sohtion of sodium nitiite, drop by drop, with
ptinmg until the nitrous acid produced b\ a
drop fails to be absorbed The solution now
contains the squired diazo compound and
fuithtr tr information i* effected by treating
the solution as a -whole But diazo compounds
haie also been isolated as such When pure
and dry they are colorless crystalline solids,
chemicalh unstable and even more or lees

expkbTv e

The following are the principal transforma
tione of these peculiar substances

1 When an aqueous solution of a diazo com
pound is warmpd, the compound is traaisformed
into the corresponding phenol (See PHKNOM )

Thus, diazo benzene nitrate (obtained by the
action of nitrous acid on aniline nitrate) gives

ordinin p lenol ( c irbolic acid i

, according to

the following equation

Duuo-bensene nitrate "Water

CJIOH -L \ + KNO
Carbouc acid Nitrogen Vtnc acid

C,HOH + N + HCI
Carbohcacid Nitrogen Hjdrochlonc

acid

The best '-lit to u^t for this transformation is

diazo benzene sulphate vthich Melds practically
no Dt produ(ts The trinsformation is, further,

greath I'ded b\ tbe action ol light
2 Du/o b n/tne iodide -would ieact differ

enth in-,tt id ot combining with -water, it

\ould if ^arired in iqutoub solution, simph
lo-< its. n'troc^tn and change into lodo benzene

( HN = XI = C6HI + N

lodo benzene is thus usU"!U prepared by dipzo

ti/ing anilmt in hydrochloric acid solution

ddmcf pota&gmm iodide (\iluch changes the

diazo benzpnp chlonde in solution into diazo-

benzene iodide) letting the mixture stand for

fc.e\eral hours ind distilling, the lodo benzene

being readilv isolated from the mixed distillate

Iodine deroatneb ot other hydrocarbons than
benzene are similarly obtained -with the aid of

potassium iodide

3 From the aho\e it is clear that an NH,
group m an aromatic compound can be readily

evhanged through diazotization, for either an
OH fijoup or an iodine atom A chlorine or

bromine atom cannot thus be introduced, in

1884 ho^e^er Sandmen er discoNered that if,

before a solution of a diazo chloride or biomide
ib -warmed cuprous chloride or bromide is added
to it the result 19, not combination with water
and the entrance of an OH group, but the en

trance of a chlorine or bromine atom This

modification of the method is known as the

tiandmeyer reaction Later Gattermann found
that finch divided metallic copper added to a
solution of a diazo chloride or bromide, produces
the same effect as the cuprous salt

The Sandmever reaction is explained by the

assumption that the diazonium salt, i e , the
diazo chloride or bromide, forms a double com

pound with the cuprous salt, and that it is the
double compound that breaks up, yielding the
desired halogen substitution product

'c,Hn + N + cud
Chloro-beniene Cuprous chloride

cupnraa o

_

Bromo-bexuene Cuprous bromide

4 The Sandmeyer reaction permits of ex

changing an NH group also for a mtril group
(CN) For example

"

N (ON)CUi(CN) =
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And as tht nitiil gioup can be reidilv trans
fonncd into tht itid gioup (carboxvl COOH),
it is ob\ loufa that b"\ diayotization and the Sand
mi Hi reaction an KE gioup can be exchanged
foi a carbowl gioup, ic, an amido compound
can UP changea into an acid

5 If the solution of a diazonium salt is ren
dtitd alkaline with sodium lndro\ide, mi\ed
ttith an all aline bolution of sodium stannite,
ind the miituie gently uaruud the result
it, that the unstable diazo hi dro\ide formed
at first lobes its nitrogen together with the

ovgen of iti OH gioup, and a hydrogen atom
alone remaint m the place of the original NH
group For e\amplt

CaHNH >-0,HN = NCl >

Anihne Diazo-benzene
chloride

CVH N = N OH CJFL, H or CA
Diazo benzene Benzene
iydroiide (a hydrooarbon)

A similir ti msfoimation takes place ^hen a
diaromum bait is heattd \uth alcohol, but then

and in many cates even pi edommantlv
If the solution ot a diazonium salt is

stiongly acidified with hydrochloric acid, mixed
with stannous chloiide, and the miituie maimed,
the result is a derivative of hvdrazme (qv )

the \\ ell known phenylhydrazine, e g , being thus

readilj obtained from diazo benzene compounds

0,H N = N Cl _>. GJEL NH NH,
Diazo benzene chlonde Phenylhydrazme

The reactions noted above sufhce to indicate

that a great many aromatic compounds of

several important classes may be produced,

abundantly contained in coal tar, it is easy to

see why the diazo reaction is so extensively used,
and diazo compounds regarded as so important,
both in the industries (particularly in the

manufacture of dyestuffs) and in the scientific

laboratory See also AZOBENZENE, COAX TAB
COIOES

Derivatives of the aliphatic series cannot as

a rule be diazotized in these, an NHa group is

directly transformed, by the action of nitrous

acid, into the group OH For instance, ethyl

amine, CjH8NH3, would give ordinary alcohol,

best known among these substances is the ethyl
ester of duosso aoetio aoid, whose formula is

This remarkable substance, first obtained by
Ouxtius m 1883, melts at 24 C

,
and under a

pressure of 72 millimeters of mercury boils

without decomposition at 143

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that

Kekule's constitutional formula of the diazonium

salts, used above for the sake of convenience,

have now been superseded by fonnalc first

recommended by Blomstrand ae far back as

1869 Thus, diazo benzene chloiide is now pref
erably wntten

DIBBS An English name for a game of great
antiquity placed M bo%s and girl- In Russia
it is sometimes placed e\cn bi old iren It con
sibts in throwing up the small joint bones of the

legs of sheep and catching them first on the

palm and then on the back or the hand The
antiquity of this simple kind of play lu proved
by figures on Grecian vases on ^Inch women are
seen kneeling ind engaged in the sport In Scot

land, where the game is more usually plavid
uith small pebbles or shells, it is called the
chucks" or chuckle stane*" Out of dibbs de

veloped the game of jackstones

DEBOOT, CHAINS (1745-1814) An Eng-
lish dramatist and song \mter He vi is born
at Southampton and began his literary career

futh an opera called The Shrnhetds Artifice,

pioduced at Covent Garden Iheitre in 1762

Already a popular actor, he gained great celeb

ments entitled The Whim of the Moment He
died in straitened circumstances Dibdin wrote
about 70 dramatic pieces and according to his

o^n account 900 songs, of -which the best known
are

' Poor Jack" and ' Tom Bowling
" He com

posed the music of his songs and sang them
himself Of his sea songg he said, they 'have
been the solace of sailors in long -voyages, in

storms, m battle, and they ha\e been quoted in

mutinies to the restoration of order and disci

pline" His sons, Charles and Thomas John,
wrote songs and dramas Consult his Profes

, her He was born at Cal
India> si^d at >f

^
d
f
,

an
^ ,

a
h
f*er

,

t career as a wyer, entered the Bs abhshed

tions of a bibliographical and antiquarian char

acter, which -while they show an immense
amount of labor are so full of inaccuracies as

to be almost totally unreliable His Bilhomanta

(1809) was effective in stimulating interest in

rare and early editions and led to the hearty

reception of his proposal for an association of

first vice president In addition to the Bibho

mania, Dibdm's principal \\oiks aie An Intro

ductwn to the Greek and latin Classic* (1802) ,

Typographical Antiquities of Great Britain (4

vols, 1810-19) The Bibliographical Decameron

(1817), BMiotheca, Spenceriana (1814), B\ll*

ographtcal, Antiquarian, and Pictv,retqu& Tour

m France and Germany (1821), The Library

Companion (1824) ,
.Remmweences of a Literary

I*fe (1836)
DFBOM1

The name of two cities mentioned

in the Bible 1 A city in Moab, the modern

Dhiban, about 4 miles north of Arnon (Wady
Mojib) on the road between Heshbon and Petra

According to Num xxni 34, it was built by the

Gadites, and, in harmony with this account, the

place is referred to as Dibon Gad in Num. TXXUI

45 In Num xxi 30 the Amonte King, Sihon,
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is said to ha\e reigned o\er Moab 'from Hesh
ton to Dibon '

It has been held bv Mever,
Stade and nanv scholars that tne ancient song
^litnte t'ns fragment ib taken celebrated vie

tones of lariel over Moab in the ninth century

BC But Schmidt in Messages of the Poets

(1911) and J

Sonart, of the Conquest,
3
in Join

nal of BiV'cal Litftature 11914), and Buhl, in

Kanratifi ut d Hebinei il^lli have shown
that there is no reason to doubt the existence

of ^ihon s kingdom IE the light ol -what is now
kniron concerning the Amorites iqv) and no
Mtuation in the ninth century that can be re

fleeted in the snng That is also emphasized by
the Mesha inscription found

T
ov Klein at Dibon

in 1S6S fee MOABITE STO>E )
Mesha is here

called tl e Dibonite or Daibonite, as the pres
erce ot tie t/o<? and the Greek Acu^r suggest
that the true pronunciation was It is not

quite clexi whether the nime is limited to the

cit\ or extended to the adjacent territory, and
it has thtirefoie been supposed that the proper
name ot the city in earlier timei, was Qorcha
and Diibon. the name ot the district But it is

more probable that Qorcha m* the name of a

certain quarter 01 the city -nhere the royal resi

deuce vas and that the rdat on Dt-tueen Qorcha
and Daibon xvas analogous to that between Zion

and Jtru-alem 2 A pi \ce in Judah, mentioned

in 2seh xi 25, the present Dnaib, 5 miles north

of Arad

DHJRA, de1r.i A city in tV K n^lom of

Sema, 3 miles from the junctuie of the Black

Dnn and Radika n\er*>, near the Albanian fron

uer (Map Turkey in Emope C 4) The

population, numbtamg about 10,000, are mainly

Albanians, but there are influential Serb and

Bulgarian colonies, the latter of ^hom suppoit
the onh bishop ot the Bulgarian e\archate

among the Albanians Dibra is a fortified city,

and the centre r an important agricultural
trade It was long the capital of the sanjak
of Dibra in the Turkish \ilaiet of Monastir,
bdt was taken by the Fenians in the Balkan
"War fq* ) and confirmed to them by the treaty

adjustments of 1913

DIBBAITCHEA'TA {Xeo Lat nom pi , from
Gk 81s, rfi* twice -f 0P7X*, brandiM, gills)
A group of ceplialopod mollusks, chiricterized

by the presence of a pair of gills and by the

rafr>rnal position of the shell, as contrasted with
the two pairs of gills and external shell of the

tetrabranchiate nautiloida, the dibranchiate

skeleton supporting the internal organs, the

tetiaoranchiate shell sen ing as an external pro
tectrse cohering to the animal The Dibranchi
ata have undoubtedly been e^ohed from the

Tetrabranebiata, probably in Tnassic tune, and
there are e\en yet a ftW living forms, aa Spirula,
which are relics of the early intermediate stages
between the two groups Modern examples are
the cuttlefish squid, octopus, and sepia (qqv ) ,

\vhile Belemmtes (qv) Belemnoteuthis, Geotev,

this (q\ ) are a few of the many fossil forms
which range from Tnassie to recent times For
illustration, see Colored Plate of DECAPODS, ETC
DrOSSAE'CHlIS (Lat , from Gk Atrowtfixos,

JHfautiG&oa) A Greek philosopher of Messina,
in Sicily, a contemporary of Aristotle, and
fnend of Theophrastus (qv )

The ancients,

including Cicero warmly praise his works Of
these it is quite impossible to determine an
accurate bibliography, since many referred to as

independent works were probably sections of

larger volumes His Bfoj EX\o3oj (The Life of

Greece, in 3 books), in addition to political
aflairo took some account of poetry music, and
the games, and was thus the pioneer attempt in

\\hit the Germans style &ulturget>(Jiich1;e The

fragments of this work were edited by Fuhr
{1S4H His TpiTroVrtfcos, Tnpohticos, wis an
account c the ideil form ol government this

Dictarchus lound in a mivture ot monarchy,
anstocracv and demoeiiev, such as existed at

Spaita Iri his -ieffpiaioi Ao-yot Lesb'al 01 I oqoi,

and his ~K.opiv6uii.oi \o,oi, KonnthiaJ 01 Lorioi, cast

in dVogue iqy i lorm he sought to p^e the

soul mortal (ConoUt Cicero, TuscvJance Dis

putatiotirs, i 21 ind 77 and editoib there )

He -nrote also a description of the voild, illus

trated bv mips in tins field he was the most

impo tant loreiunnei of Eratosthenes (q^ )

Consult tht art cle Dikaiarchos., 3," in Paulj-
Wis-o \ a, Pral 1 ncyclopadie det A lassischen Al

teit'tiisi w>i mil' iff \ol -\ (Stuttgart, 1^05),
nnd Chn t dcschintf do gnechischcn Litteia

tut \ol 11 frth ed Munich, 1013)
DIC-ffiTTM: f >Tco Lat coined by C3uyier, 1817 )

A genus of Oriental and Australian small

birds topical of a family, Diceeidae, clobely
allied to the sunbirds They are sometimes

called honey peckers or flower peckers (in In

dia), hut -without much reason, and the scien

tifie name has become English in Austialia,

where the familv is most prominent All are

small brilliant colored, insect eating birds, \uth
melodious voices, and most of them build ele-

gant pur<-e shaped nests of soft materials, sus-

pended from bushes The swallow dicseum

(Dicceum hirundmacewn) is one of the best

known, and resembles in hize, bhape, and habits

one of the northern kinglets, but is purple blue,
with a red throat and under tail coverts Some
ornithologists put here also the diamond bird

(q v ), but most class it elsewhere See Plate of

PKSSHJE NESTS OF BIRDS, with NmnraoATiON
DI'CAST (Gk 8offTi7ij diLastes, from Siiaj,

dtke, right, justice) A member of the popular
courts of Athens These courts seem to have
been instituted by Solon, and from the fifth cen

tury BOW ere a most important part of the
democratic government From the body of

Athenian citizens over 30 years of age there

were chosen annually by lot 6000 in the fifth

century 5000 or possibly fewer in the fourth

century From this number sections, of not over

501, were chosen daily to hear cases In very
important trials two or more sections might be

combined, and we hear of one court of 2500

jurors, sometimes, on the otter hand, but 20 or
40 formed the court The evidence was taken
beforehand by a magistrate, who presided at
the trial, and the dicaats merely listened to the

speeches of the parties to the suit and the read

ing of the evidence The voting was secret, and
the dicasts were sworn to render their decision
in accordance with the laws and the evidence
Unlike a modern jury, they were the sole judges
of the law as well as of the facts, a condition
which hindered the development in Athens of

any such body of judicial precedents as grew up
in Rome Consult Meier and Schomann, Der
atttsche Process (Berlin, 1883-87), and Lipsms,
Das attache Redht und Reohtsfahren (Leipzig,
1905- ) See HSLLSA
DICE (OF de, det, FT #, Sp, Portug, It

dado, die, from Lat fatus, pp of dare, to

give) The origin of dice is variously ascribed

by some authors to occult sources, but more
authentically to Psalmedes of Greece (1244 B o }
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\Vithout qmstion the games played Tvith them
are the simplest and most unuersal games of
chance in the ^vorld The dice exhumed from
Thebes differ in no respect from the six sided

9 DICHB02LA.TISM IN BIRDS

Case against Home Rule (188b) a Treatise oh-

the Conflict of Laus \ 1896) , Lectures on t\e
Relation "between Law and Public Opinion in

England dunng the Nineteenth Century ( 1905) ,
cubes of bone or ivoiy m use today, with Intt oduotio-n to the Mtudy of 'the Law 'of't'he
spots ranging on each

_side from 6 to 1, the Constitution (7th ed 1908)
An English

,

sum of the spots on. the opposite sides of a
cube always making 7 Dice are thrown nearly
universally from a cylindrical hollow case, but

among the negroes, in the game of craps (qv ),

they aie cast fiom the hand Mostlj they are
thrown fiom the bo\ upon a table, but it was
not uncommon in some paits of England until

quite iceent times to throw them into a bowl

According to the purposes of the cast, any num-

DICEY, EDWABD (1832-1911)
journalist and author He TV as educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, was lor a time a
leader \mtei for the Daily Telegiaph, and from
1870 to 1889 was editor of the Obseivet In
1875 he was called to the bar He was regarded
as an authority on matters appertaining to
South Africa, Bulgaria and Egypt He ^as
created C B m 1886 His publications include

ber, fiom ont to fi\e dice, are cast The highest Rome in 1860 (1861) , The Schlesmg Holstem
aggregate numbers exposed on the top of the
dice "when they settle, in one or more throws,
as acfreed, win There are a variety of other

purely dice games, such as lound the spot,"
\vherom only those spots which he round a
centie spot aie counted, such as three or five

the fiist counting t\vo and the other four, "mul

tiplication," in T\hich the first throw is three

dice, the highest being left on the table and the
tv,o thrown again, the highest being again left

and the last one thrown again, and "draw

poker," played Tuth fhe dice, each plajer ha\

ing one throw and the privilege of a second
In the first throw all the dice are thrown, but
the player need not take them all up, he may

War (1864), The Morning Land (1870), Eng
land and Egypt (1884) , Sulgana, the Peasant
State (1895), Stoty of the Khednate (1902),
The Egypt of the Future (1907)

DICHOGAMY, dlkog'aml (Gk fow, dicha,
in two + yapos, gamos mariiage) Floweis
who&e anthers and stigmas do not mature at the
same time are said to be dichogarnous Tiotan
dry

'
is the condition in which the anthers ma

ture first, protog;ny" that m which the siag
mas mature first See POIXI>.ATION

DICHOTOMY, di kot'o ml (Gk OI%OTO(II<L, dt-

chotomia, a cutting in two, from 8/%a dicha, in
two + refifeiv, temnem, to cut) In botany, a
form of branching in which the a\is foiks at the

select only those which are satisfactory to him apex and hence continues no farther It is
' ' "" " * -

specially characteri&tic of cryptogam^ (See
BRANCHING ) In logic the method of exhaustive
division in classification, of which the device
known as the Tree of Porphyry may be consid
ered typical (consult eg, Lessons in Logic W
Stanley Jevons, London, 1880) In metaphys
ical anthropology, the theory of man as a two-

or leave the ^hole The throws rank as in the
card game of poker (qv), beginning with the
lowest one pair, two pairs, triplets, a full

hand, four of the same, the highest throw is

fhe alike T mgt un is played with a single die,

each player throwing as often as necessary to

get the sum of the spots equal to, or as near
as possible, not over, 21 "Ace in the pot" and fold being, physical and spiritual, or consisting
'

help your neighbor" are other combinations of

throwing the dice, or, m other words, "casting
the die" Unscrupulous gamblers adopt the

practice of loading dice by plugging them with

lead on a particular side, so that the highest
number may turn up, bv giavitation, as the

dice roll out of the box Consult Foster's Com
plete SoyJe (New York, 1909)
DICENTBA (Neo-Lat nom pi, from Gk

dikentros, two pointed, fiom Si ,

*

of body and soul

DFCHROI&K (from Gk ft
, dt

,
double +

xpoa chroa, color), TRI'CEBOISM, PLE'-
OCHEO'ISM Ciystals not only absorb in dif-

ferent amounts the light of different wave

lengths, but, unlike unerystallme or amorphous
substances, the amount and kind of absorption
diffei according to the direction in which light
is transmitted through the crystal This selec-

otreprpos aiKenwvs, i/wu piuuueu, JLIUUI 01 , u,v, tive and diflerential light absorption is rarely
double + tivrpov, Tcentron, point) A genus of perceived by the unaided eye, because so many
' '

lays from a crystal enter the eye simultaneously
If, however, polarized light be employed to

bring successively into the eye light rays which
at any given instant vibrate along a single di-

rection of a colored crystal, a change in color

is generally noticeable This selective light ab

sorption along the different directions within a

crystal is termed dichroism or pleochroism

Crystals of the isometric system alone possess
no pleochroism Crystals of the tetragonal and

hexagonal systems exhibit two extreme colors

(dichroism), between which all the other colors

produced clearly graduate Crystals of the re

maining crystal systems exhibit three extreme

, ,

hardy perennial plants of the family
aceje Etcentra spectabihs, bleeding heart, a na

tive of Siberia and the northern provinces of

China, was introduced into Great Butam from

the island of Chusan in. 1846 and rapidly be-

came a general favorite on account of its long
racemes of drooping, delicate, rosy pink flowers

The common squirrel coin (Ihcentia canadem~

sw) is one of the first spung flowers of the

northern and eastern United States, as ^ also

Dutchman's breeches (Dicenba mcvUana) Di

elytra is an old name for the genus Di<cnrr<i

DICEY, dl'sl, AIUEBT VENN (1835-1922)
An English barrister and author He ^as edu

cated at Balliol College, Oxford, vias admitted colors (trichroism), with regard to which all

to the bar in 1863, from 1882 until 1909 was tne other colors produced by the crystal are m-

professor of English law in the University, and tennediate The dichroscope is a simple device

later became a fellow of All Souls' and an for measuring both the quality and quantity of

honorary fellow of Trinity College He received dxehroism See CBTSTALLOQEAPHT

m 1890 an appointment as Queen's Counselor DI'CHBOITE See IOLITE

and in 1899-1612 was principal of the Working DICHBCXMATISM DST BIRDS (Gk Sir, <fo-,

men's College Hia publications include The double + xpfi/io, chrome, color) The name

Pnw CowwtZ (Arnold pn essay, 1860 and given to that peculiar occurrence of two phases

1887), The Law of Domuxl (1879), England's of color in the plumage of a species of bird,

\OL VI 50
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not due to fgc sex, or locaht\ tthich is so viell

illustrated b\ the common eastern screech OTV!

of the United States (Otus asio asio) some indi

\iduals> of nhicli are ^nv and some ruitv red

This plu noiULnon io not infrequent among- birds,

but it is not al^^a^B ta^-v to determine what con

stitutes a clear c".e of it Thus some ornithol

ogi=ts regard the various species oi flicker (Co

laptes) is di or lather tri chromatic lorms oi a

single -spec CB, \vlrk other* do not regard this

ati the bAme *oit of a phenomenon as the color

phases of the screech owl There are at least

thret dibtmtt iormb ot dichromatism, kno^n as

albifiBtn, weJoiisn?, and eiytJtusm The first is

that form in ^hich one ol the phases is white,

and a number of examples occur among the

herons as -well as in other group-s of birds One
of the be*t kro^n c-i&Cb it, that of the little blue

heron i Honda t ami feat, &ome specimens of

uhich are pure ulute while others are slatv

blue It \\as at one time supposed that the

former ^ere the \oung the latter the adults,

but caruul studv on their breeding ground*,
has shown that the diflerences are not automated

m any T&ay ^ith age or se\ Pome ewdence has

been produced to b''ow tlat geographical con

ditions may ha-vt something to do with the mat

ter, for the vihite bird1- are said to be mot>t com
mon on tht Athntic enast of Honda, while the

colored phase I's mo^t abundant on the Gulf

coast Melanism is a form of dichromatism in

which one color pUdbe bttone-, un <lark almost

or quite black Exauok" of tlui occur among the

large hawks of the genus Buteo It should be

stated that in these ca^es the color phases are

not sharply set off from *ath. other as in the

herons, and the melanism is. rather closelv abso-

eiated \uth diatnbution ErvtLrism is the form
shown bv the screech owls already referred to,

m which one phase tends to become red

A satisfactory explanation of dichromatism IB

still to be offered, but recent im estigations have
thrown some light upon it In the screech owl
the red phase is dne to a quantitative differ

cnce" in the distribution and relatne amounts
of pigment, and it is said that gray individuals

may become red For tbese experiments consult

Chadbourne, The Aul, vols xui, 117 (New York,
1898, 1897) These results should be confirmed
before ther are accepted a* absolute In other

cases, such as the herons, it is more than pos
sible that we have exampks of species m the

process ot rormation, and that at some future day
the slatv blue individuals of the little blue heron,

eg, will breed only with slatv blue indivtdu

als and produce onlj slatv blue offspring, while
the white birds will breed only with whrte birds
and produce white voung We should then have

just such a condition as now eiists in the ibises-

of the genus O-uara The white ibis (Quant alba)
and the scarlet ibis (<2uflr r&ra) are exactly
alike, except for the striking difference in color,
but they never breed together and are therefore

regarded aa two distinct species and not as di

chromatic forms of one The whole question is

one of exceptional interest and seems to be
closelv bound up with that of the origin of

species
DICHTTOTG tTUD WAHBBDBIT, dte'tung

unt ^ai/hit See GOETHE
DICK, CffABLBs (1858- ) An Ameri-

can legislator born at Akron, Ohio, where, after
admission to the bar in 1S93, he took up the
practice of law During the Spanish American
War he served with the Eighth Ohio Volunteers

He was auditor ol *-ummit Co Ohio (1SS6-03),
chairman of the RepuWnan Countr Committee

(1887-91) and of the ftepuolican State E^ecu
tive Committee (1812-04 and ISW-IWT) ec

retarv of the Republican Nation il Commttce
(1817-1^00) ana dekgite to tin Republican
National Comention (Ib02 18% 1000 and
1904* While a Represent line in Congress

(189S-1004), he introdut.d the Dick Militia

Bill, wluch became lau He Tas, Lmted States

Senator tinm 1%4 to ln ll

DICK, JOII^ (1744-1S33) A Scottish Seces

sion theolo,! a i He btc ime pastor in Glasgow
in 1801 and thfolo^ial prottbaor in 1820 and is

remembeiea Tor his Tfctine^ on Theolor/y (4
vols with raciroii lsS4 A.m ed, 2 \olfe, 1836)

DICE:, Mr A hou-^ejold ab'jreMation for Mr
Richard Diltkv a demented ch \racter in Dick

eniss Dniid Cvpprtheld
DICK, Sru ROBEBT HiLNBr (c 1785-1840) A

Scott^h 'oldiei bon ol a doctor in the Eist

India Comp im e> ten ice He entered the army
in 1500 ind sened as an officer m the Penmsau

lar Wir, fighting at Busaco, Puentes de Onoio,
xnd Salamanca He distinguished himself at

Quatre Bris ind \\nteiloo in 1837 ^as pro
moted to be major general, and in 1841-42 was

acting commander m chief at lladras In 1846

he absumed command ot the Third Infantrv

DIMSIOH in the Sikh War He fell while leid

ing a second charge agunbt Sikh mtrenchments
at Sobraon

DICE, TnoiiAS (1774-1857) A Scottish

scientific \\nter He \\ah born near Dundee
and studied science and theologv at the Univer
sitv of Edinburgh After a brief pastoral charge
in connection with the Secession church of Scot

land, he devoted himself to teaching, lecturing,
occasional pi caching, and authorship Towards
the close of his life a small pension was granted
him in consideration of his literary services, his

books having brought him very little pecuniary
return, ut spite of their great popularity both
in England and the United States He died at

Broughtv Ferry, near Dundee Dicks principal
works are The Christian Philosopher, or the
Connection of Science and Philosophy with Re
hgion (1823 8th ed, 1842) , The Philosophy of
Religion (1825) The Philosophy of a Future
State (1828), Celestial Scenery (1837) The
Sidereal ffcaieni (1840) The Practical Astrono
rner (1845) Several of Dick's writings have
been translated into foreign languages, one
even into Chinese Consult Chambers, Eminent
Scotsmen (Edinburgh, 1868)
DICK BEQTTEST A fund now amounting

to some f122 000, established m 1828 by James
Dick, of Finsbury Square, London, for the ben
eftt of the parish schoolmasters of Moray, Banff,
and Aberdeen, Scotland These funds yield
about 4000 a year which is distributed as an
honorannm among the schoolmasters on the
basis of their acquirements in the English Ian

goage and literature, geography, mathematics,
Latin, Greek, history, physics, and the art of

teaching Mr DicTs object was to encourage
active schoolmasters and gradually to elevate
the literary character of the parochial school
masters and schools His purpose has been so
far successful that the grade of these schools
had been advanced, and in many oases students

go directly from them to the universities Con-
sult J Kerr, Scottish, Education, School and
Untvernty from Early Times to 1908 (Cam
bridge, 1910)
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DICZCIS'SEL (imitative) The black
throated bunting (tipra amencana,) of the

open region* of the central United States, one
of the most pleasing of American fnngilhne
birds Itb back ib black, chestnut, and grayish,
bend of the wing, bright ehebtnut, chm, white,
throat, black, in a conspicuous crescent, breast,

yellow, changing to white towards the tail The
female lacks, the black breastmark and the chest
nut colois The species it migratory, coming
northwaid to make its ne&t on the ground, or

in a low bush, ^here pale blue eggs are laid

It is a loud and persistent singer All day
long,

'

says Eidgway 'in spring and summer,
the males, sometimes to the number of a dozen
or more for each meadow of considerable ex

tent, peich upon summits of tall weed stalks

or fence stakes, at short inter* als crying out

'See, see, dick, dickcissel, cissel' therefore

'Dick Cissel' is well known to e\erv farmer's

hoy" See illustrations on Plate of BUKTINGS,
ETC

, and of EGGS, I

DICKOBUS, CTTABT.ES (1812-70) An Eng-
lish novelist He was born at Landport, a sub
urb of Poitsea, Feb 7, 1812, and was baptized
Charles John Huffham Hie father, John Dick

ens, who held a post in the na\y pay office,

wab then stationed at Portsmouth, but about
1816 they moved to Chatham and afterward to

London The family was poor and improvident
His father, whom he afterward portrayed in

Mr Micawber, wag imprisoned for debt in the

Marshalsea, and the family for a time resided

in the prison with him Dickens worked for

a while in a blacking warehouse, but after his

father was relieved from his embarrassments
bv a fortunate legacy, Charles attended private
schools His opportunities on the whole, how
ever, were slight, but he read considerably at

home and in the British Museum and learned

shorthand He was educated by contact with

life itself After a period of reporting in the

courts and in the House of Commons Dickens

began in the Monthly Magazine (December,

1833), and continued in the Evening Chronicle,

a series of essays and tales, collected and pub
hshed in 1838, under the title Sketches ly Boss

Encouraged by their success, he undertook to

write the letterpress of the Posthumous Papers

of the Pwlwicl, Olulj the illustrations of which

were to be executed By ^Robert Seymour, a comic

draftsman As soon as Dickens introduced Sam
Weller, the plates became of secondary interest

The Pickmck Papers, which appeared m monthly
numbers (1836-37), not only had enormous

commercial success, but they also mark an era

in English literature It was the first of a

series of fictions exhibiting the life and man
ners of the middle and lower classes, which tip

to that time had rarely found an exponent, and

in one respect this book probably had neither

predecessor nor progeny Neither before nor

since, if we except HvmpJvrey Olwker, has there

ever been such a literary embodiment of healthy

animal spirit* There is none like it for un

flagging but never unwise merriment for humor
that w very ranch the reverse of dry P*eh

unok was followed by Olwer Twtst (1837-89)
and Nicholas Nwkleby (1838-39), adventure*

m the picaresque manner They are among
the first of those social novels which form BO

marked a feature of modern literature The

former wa& an ecposrure of workhouses and of

the city conditions that lead tie children of

the poor into crime; the latter WW aunted at

the wrongs and cruelties inflicted upon their
wretched pupils bv the cheap schoolmasters of
Yorkshire Both hit their mark Alter this

beginning Dickens set lance in rest against
many a social monster He mav be eomttimes

wrong, but in spite of his exaggerations he can
scarcely be accused of -w int of honest^ of pur
pose, while quite as little can partisa i&hip (e\
cept that he is ah\a>s for the poor) be laid
to his charge, s nee at the \erv time \vht_n the
country gentlemen -were shaking their heads
at him for his want of reference for 'land,"
he incensed the manufacturing interest bv the

publication of Haul Times (1854) Hi* sar
casm is of a rather peculiar charactei too

goodnatured to sneer, and with eyes, nofruth

standing their indignant fiie that ne\er lose

sight of the ludicrous side of things, his style
is mocking argument After '\icholas ^ icldebij
came The Old Cunosity Shop (1840) and
Bainaby Rudge (1841) In the former, in the
character of Little Nell, he fiist exhibited a

power of setting forth child life and child

thought unequaled before the appearance of

George Eliot Bcnnaby Rudqe \i as his nrst and,
with the exception of the Tale of Tuo Cities

(1850), his onlj attempt to describe the

past and it was not entirely successful A
disposition of mind towards the wend and the

grotesque, which showed itself in Tlie Old dm
ostty Shop, was subsequently developed -with

greater success in his Chntfmas Stones (1833),

especially in J Ohnstmas Carol After a voy
age across the Atlantic Dickens published, in

1842, American Notes for General Circulation,
but a much more admirable result of that visit

to the United States appeared in IferHm Chus-
zlemt (1844), which was perhaps the greatest
of his humorous works since PtckiowLj at least,
the English scene is made delightful bv the

immortal Pecksniff and Mrs Gamp, but the

rascality in the American part of the book had
no such good humor, and the violence of his

satire does not become more attractive with
time After this work his animal spirits a

rare gift among even comic authors, and seldom

lasting so long as in hi* own case began to

desert him Humor, except in some nch crea-

tions, such as Mr Micawber, vas no longer so

apparent, while, on the otiher hand, satire and

pathos increased In February, 1844, he went
to Italy for rest, but returned at the end of the

year to read to his fnends The O'hvmes His
two other famous Christmas stones, the Cfhrtst

mas Carol and The Cncket on the Hearth, he
wrote in 1843 and in 1845 -After another year

injtajy he tried for a month to edit the Daily
"Sens, from January to February, 1846, but

he had no equipment for editing a newspaper
In June he was in Switzerland, at work on

Dombey and Son (1848), which, in spite of

its popular success was considered a falling off

in one who stood so high Yet, when r

expecting thatAewould wane and wei

other prolific TmterB-iefore him, he

Davtd Copperfield (1850), a fsronte witn many*
and preferred by Dickens himself to all his]

other novels In this novel he adopted the form
of an autobiography, and that perhaps offered

him some advantages, at aU events, the result

was admirable Bteofc Eotwe (1853), Hard
Tmes (1854) , I*ttfc Domt (1857) , A Tale

of Two totte (1859), Great Eapeotatwru
(1801), regarded by Swinburne as the beat and

most artyrtic of Didcens's books ,
and Ow Uutotl
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T icnd (1805), IT many readers thought to be
hi& masterpiece, atterward succeeded one another

with "Imos* periodical punctuality, and each.

was> awaited bv an. immense audience In 1850

he eomnnctd a weekly periodical entitled

HnuseJ old Wo)ds and in 1859 a bimilar pubk
cation calkd Ul the ?rar Bound In IboS he

teg-in his long serus or public readings, which

brought him >pphuse and moncv, but wlueh
in the end broke doAn his health In 1867 he

agam Tisitcd America giving numerous read

ncs and mooting vuth a brilliant reception
He v-as at the hst engaged m \mtmg a new
novel Tbp Hystcni or Fdum Diond which was
left unflni&led He died at Gadshill June 9,

1870 and was buried in Westminster Abbey,
June 14.

T ie woik of DiJUns has been ^arioualv esti

mated All admit hib great humor, but to some
hi a pathos scejib much oAerdrawn He pos
seed immense creative power the number of

his charters running into the thousands The
thence oi hib art !> cancature and for comic

effat he e-ra^ratea the abuses he attacked

He was a great amateur actor, of a broad,

sliphtlv burlescpie tvpe his method on the stage
and on the page was the same In character

building he hit upon &ome odditv and trans

formed it into a delightful tvpe never to be for

gotten Con-,ult For-ter Life of Dickens (Lon
don 1872-74) Fields lest&iays icith Authors

"(Boston, 1872) , Kwit CTiarte* Dickens as an

trtof (London, 1872) Lettas ed bv Hiss

Hogarth and lEib Dickens (ib, 1880-82)

Ward, DickfM li\> 1882) Marznls Life of

CJiatfa Dickenv (1S87) Pemberton, Charles

Dirlens t?.d the Stage (ib 1888) Gissing
rfarlee Di'lcn* A Cntical Study (New York,
1898 > Fit/gtrald The History oj Pickuu,k
(London 1891) Kitton, The ^oiel* of Charles

Dirlevs 'ib 1897 i f Hughes Dickrns as an
Fnuwto] (New Yoik 1000) Fitzgerald, Life

of Chatles Dickens m ReieaJed in his Writings
(London 1%5) Chesterton, Life of Charles

Difkcnt (New York 1<>06) Thomson, Bibh

ography (Warwick 1004) Lehmann Qkarlex
Dttlei? as an Editor (Xew York, 1012) Pugh,
The Cfiarles Did ens Originals (London, 1*1 12) ,

P H Fitzgerald Memova of Charles Did ens

(London and Xew York 1914) Essays and
editions are nurawous Collected editions ap
peared in Eng'and ra 1847, in 1861, and in

1874 One of the mo-t recent editions is Kitton
The Autogiaph Edition of Complete Works (56

ls, ye* York 1002)

DlCKTE, GrBOBGE WILLIAM (1844- )

An American na\al engineer He ^as born at

Arbroath Scotland, studied mechanical and
naval engineering, came to the Imited States
in 1860 and was connected with steamship
designing on the Pacific coast From 1893 to

1905 he *as manager of the Union Iron Works,
San Francisco, Cal and in that capacity be

came identified with the execution of much
naval work for the United States government
In 1905 he became consulting marine and
mechanical engineer of San Francisco H* was
at one time president of the Technical Soaety
of the Pacific Coast He wrote Pumping an&
Hoisting Works (1876) a<nd numerous pa,pexa
and articles

DICKI1TS, JOHIT (17'47-8) An American
clergyman He was born in London and was
educated at Eton, but, removing to America
before the Revolution, he became one of the

DICKINSON

mobt efficient promoters of tue Methodist Epis

copal church in this countn A Latin, Greek

and Hebrew scholar he had much to do "with

tbe founding of Cokesburv College at Abingdon
lid the firt>t institution of higher learning e->

tabh&l'td bv the Methodibk He preached in

Tirginia and Xorth Carolina and in 1783 \\as

sent to Xew lork Citv to take charge of the

John Mieet eongiesrition In 1789 he was
tranbferud to Phil idclphia, \vhere he estab

hs,hed the Methodibt Book Concein This TV 19

subsequently removed to Xew \ork The fiist

book published watt The Imitation of Chnft
bv 1 Kempis Dickins did an important vork
in gathering and pubhbhing the minutes of the

annual Methodist conferences Consult Atkin

son, Centennial Histonf of Ameucan Methodism
(Xew York, 1884), al"o the \olume entitled

Centennal of the Methodist Book Concern (ib,

1890)
DICKINSON

1 A city and the county seat

of Stark Co X Dak 310 milet, \\ost of Fargo,
a drvisaon point 01 the Northern Pacific Rail

road fMip Xorth Dakota, B 4) The city
contains a Carnegie hbraiv, a hospital, and a

State agricultural e\pei iment station Its chief

industries aie stock raising, milling, the ship

ping of agricultural implements, wheat giovr

ing, and pressed brick woikb Clay and lignite
coal abound m the suiiounding regions First

settled in 1880, its government in 1906 wafa

vested in a mavor, elected biennially, and a uni
camera! council It owns and operates its watei

works Pop 1900, 2706, 1910, 3678

DICKINSON, A>XA ELIZABETH (1842-
) An American lecturer, author, and

actress, bom in Philadelphia She became

prominent through her fierv addresses on total

abstinence abolition, politics, and woman suf

frage After a time she devoted her whole at

tention to lecturing and to the drama, writing
A. Croicn of Thorns (1876), in which she her
self plaved, True to Herself, and What Answer9

(1868), a novel, Maty Tudor and Aurehan,
dramas, and 1 Ragged Register of People,

Places, and Opinions (1879) In 1880 Fanny
Davenport appeared with success in her Amen
can Otrl

DICKINSON, DAiraa STBVEVS (1800-66)
\n Amencan statesman, born in Goshen, Conn
He was admitted to the bar in 1828, was elected
to the Senate of New York State in 1836, be
came Lieutenant Governor in 1842, and in 1844
was appointed bv the Governor to a vacancy in
the United States Senate In 1861 he was
elected Attorney General of New Yoik, and in

1865 was appointed district attorney for the
southern district of the State During the Civil

War he actively supported the cause of the gov
ernment He was an able debater, and for a
time leader of the Democratic party in New
York In tbe Republican National Convention
of 1864 he received 108 votes for the vice presi
dentaal nomination Consult Dickinson's Life
and Workv (2 yols, New York, 1867)

DICKINSON, DOWALD MoDourALD (1846-
1917) An Amencan lawyer and politician
He was born at Port Ontario, N Y , graduated
at the University of Michigan in 1867, and was
admitted to tbe bar m the same year He was
Postmaster General in 1888-89, chairman of the
National Democratic Campaign Committee in

1892, and senior counsel for the United States
before the Bering Sea Claims Commission in

1896-97 He was a member of the Court of
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Arbitration to adjust the controversy between
the United States and the Republic of Salvador
in 1902

DICKINSON, EMILY (1830-86) An Amen
can poet, boin at Amherst Mabs She Irted a
secluded life and published almost nothing din-

ing hei lifetime At hei death T \\ Higginson,
with Mrs Mabel Loomis Todd, edited a volume
entitled Poems ly Emily Dickinson (1890),
which attracted contideiable attention and was
followed by another volume of poems as well as

by a \olume of selected lettnis In thought her

intiobpectne lyrics aie striking, but are defi

cient in foim Hei Letteis (ed by Mabel L
Todd) appealed in ]906

DICKINSON, G(OLDSWOBTHY) LOWES An
English writei on historical and religious top
ics, son of a well known artist, Lowes Diekin
son He was educated at the Charterhouse and
at King's College, Cambridge, of which he be
came fellow and lecturer He also lectured at

the London School of Economics and Political

Science Particularly felicitous in his use of

the dialogue as a literaly form, he wrote The
Greek View of Life (1890, 3d ed

, 1906) , From
King to Kvng The Ti agedy of the Puritan Rei
olution (1891, 2d ed , 1907) dialogues, Revo
lution and Reaction in Modetn Fiance (1892)
The Development of Parliament During the

Nineteenth Centwy (1895), Letters from a
Chinese Official (1903, m England, 1901, called

Letters of John Chinaman) ,'
which came out

anonymously, being reprinted from the Satur

day Review, and which \vaa answered by William

Jennings Brvan in his Letters to a Chinese

Official (1906), taking seriously the Chinese

authorship, Religion A Criticism and a Fore
cast (1005), A Modetn Symposium (1905) on

philosophic schools of thought, Justice and

Liberty (1908), Is Immortality DemraWe*
(1909), the Howard Ingersoll Lectures, Religion
and Immortality (1911) Consult Chesterton's

Heretics (London, 1909) for an interesting but

unsympathetic criticism of 'Taganism and Mr
Lowes Dickinson," and More, Shelburne Essays,
vol \n (New York. 1910)

DICKINSON, JACOB McG^vooK (1851-
) An American lawyer and cabinet officer,

born at Columbus, Miss After graduating from

the University of Nashville in 1871, he studied

law at Columbia Law School, the University of

Leipzig, and in Pans Admitted to the bar in

1874 he practiced in Nashville until 1899 and

in Chicago from 1899 to 1009 Several times

he was called upon to serve on the supreme
bench of Tennessee by special commission He
was also Assistant Attorney General of the

United States (1895-97), Federal solicitor

(1899-1901), and general counsel (1901-09) of

the Illinois Central Railroad Company, and

counsel for the United States before the Alaskan

Boundary Tribunal (1903) From 1909 to 1911

he was Secretary for War in the cabinet of Presi

dent Taffc He served as president of the Amen
can Bar Association in 1907-08

DICKINSON, JOHN (1732-1808) An Amer
ican statesman and publicist, known as the

"Penman of the Revolution" He was born in

Talbot Co
,
Md ,

but in 1740 removed with his

father to Delaware He began the study of the

law in Philadelphia in 1750, entered the Middle

Temple, London, England, m 1753, and in 1757

began practice in Philadelphia In 1760 he be-

came a member of the Delaware Assembly and

m 1762 was elected to the Pennayjvsma Asaem

fc DICKINSON COLLEGE

bly, where lie served with great distinction until
1785 and again from 1770 to 1776 He was
also a member of the Stamp Act Gonere^ and
from 1774 to 1776 ot the Continental Congie^s,
served foi a time in the Ameiican aimy, fiist

as a private and afteiward a3 a bugadier gen
era! in *he Delaware militia, was Gmernoi of
Delaware from 1781 to 1782 again a memoer
of the Continental Congress m 1770-80, and
Governoi of Pennsvhama from 17S2 to 1785,
and afterward took a pi eminent part in the
debates of the Constitutional Contention of
1787 and in the discussions m Pennbylvania
and Delaware o\er the ratification oi the Con
stitution He is best known, however, as a
writer of state papeis and pamphlets, in which
capacity up to 1776 he ranked ioremofit among
his contemporaries Among the important btate

papers which he drafted or wrote were the "Res
olutions m relation to the Stamp Act,' adopted
by the Pennsihama Assembly m 1765, the
"Declaration of Rights" and the "Petition to
the King" adopted by the Stamp Act Congress,
the 'Essay on the Constitutional Power of
Great Britain over the Colonies in America,"
adopted by the Pemml\ima Convention the
"Address of Congress to the Inhabitants of the
Province of Quebec" the Petition of Congress
to the King", the "Declaration by the United
Colonies of North America Setting Forth
the Causes and Necessity of Their Takm? up
Arms", the 'Articles of Confederation" (first

draft) and the "Address of Congress to the
Several States on the Present Situation of Af
fairs" (1779) In addition, he wrote numerous

pamphlets and newspaper articlet, the most
famous of which were the celebrated Farmer's
Letters, published at Philadelphia in 1767
These "letters" had a wide circulation and pro
duced such an effect on both sides of the At
lantic that their appearance has been regarded
as "the most brilliant event in the literary his

tory of the Revolution" Dickinson's influence

waned aftei 1776 on account of his opposition
to the Declaration of Independence, which he
refused to sign but a series of papers written

by him in 1787-88, under the pseudonym 'Fa

bius," were widely read and contnbuted much
towards inducing Pennsylvania and Delaware
to ratify the Constitution In the literature of

the Revolution, says Ford, the editor of Diekin
son's wntings, he was "as preeminent as Wash
ington in the war, Franklin in diplomacy, and
Moms in finance" He helped to found Dick
inson College at Carlisle Pa, in 1783 His

Writing?, edited by Paul L Ford, were pub
hshed, m part, at Philadelphia m 1895 Con
suit StillS The Life and Times of John JDwifotn-

son (Philadelphia 1891), and an excellent esti

mate of Dickinson's literary work in Tyler,

Literary History of the American Revolution

(New York 1897)

DICKINSON, JONATHAN (1688-1747) An
American clergyman He was born in Eatfield,

Mass , and graduated at Yale m 1706 He was
for 30 years a Presbyterian minister in Eliza

bethtown, N J, and was a leader m this de-

nomination In 1748 he became president of

the College of New Jersey (now Pnnceton Uni

versify), and its first sessions were in his home
in Elizabeth He wrote a number of theological

works, collected at Edinburgh (1793)
DICKINSON COLLEGE An institution for

higher education, founded in 1783, under the

auspices of the Presbyterian church at Carlisle,
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Pa T Uurter oi tlie college was granted bv
the General As>stm*K ot the *>tate aa a result

01 an appeal nndt Lv the 'eiding men ot the

Cumniuirtteilth iai]udmj Binjunm Rush aid
Toiin D Lkm-ui It v "$ luniul tttti the 1'ttti

in iLemon c" tie great and importart services

renutred lo iis ei-antr\ rd tor tie com
ITinitiation ot Ins \cu hheril donation to the

institution This donation \\a& i plantation
01 2UO acre* m York Countv anotnei 500 acres

m Cumberland County >300 in cash, and a

number of \ xluable books The college began
its ttork on April 6 17S4 Its, flrtt president
was Re\ Charles Niwtt, DD, and tlie faculty

included, in addition to h TI, four instructors

In 179S the. pre-^nt ^ite 01 the college com

prising a town square was purchased from the

Pennb for &1)0 Ihe fiist building erected on

the site was destroved b\ fire before its com

pletion Bv populir (subscription tundb were

raised to erect another boilding, completed in

1804 Thih is known a* West Collie The

college continued under Prt-ibyttnan autp cc-

until 1833 \\hen, on account ot difficulties nhich

overtook it, represen*ati\e3 01 the Methodist

Episcopal church agreed to become lesponvble
for it-> continuance and a board oi trustees

composed ot repreb(.ntati\e Methodists, with

Bishop John I>norv at, chairman was elected

The college has since ban under Methodist Epis

copil auspice* In Addition to West College,

the colton buildings aie South College (1835),
Eibt College (1836^ the Law School (18771,
Tome "'Scientific Building (1834f Gymnasium
(1884 1, Bobler Memorial Library Hall (1885),

Benny Memorial Hall (18%) The college has

adhered to approved courses of study based

upon lour years of preparation m a good pre

paratorv school The degrees gnen by the col

lege tit cursu are B \ and B S The students

numbered in 1913-14 about 325, and the faculty
15 The annual income amounts to about

$50 000 The president in 1914 was Eugene A
Noble

BICE'S COFFEE HOUSE A. London coffee

house originally called
' Richard s,

' after Rich
ard Torner or Turner, who was its first proprie-
tor (1680) The building still stands, on the

south side of Fleet Street (No 8), near the

Temple
DICK'SON, SIB JAMES ROBUST (1832-1901)

An Australian statesman He was hnra at

Plymouth, England, was educated in Glasgow,
Scotland and worked m the City of Glasgow
Bank He emigrated to Victoria in 1854 whence
Le removed to New South Wales and in 1862
to Queensland In 1872 he was elected to the

Queensland House of Assembly In 1876 he
entered the cabinet of Arthur Macalister as
Minister of Public Works He waa Treasurer
of the colony from 1876 to 1879 and from 1883
to 1887 From 1889 to 1892 he lived m Europe,
returning m the latter year to conduct a cam
paign in fa\or of Polynesian labor m the Queens
land sugar plantations He was elected to the
House of Assembly m 1892, 1893, and 1896
In 1897 he entered the Nelson cabinet as Sec

retary for Railways In March, 1898, he be>

came Secretary for Home Affairs, and m Octo-
ber following became Premier He fought for
an Australian commonwealth, secured a rtferen
dum of the question to the people, and after an
active campaign obtained a majority at the

polls in favor of federation He resigned the

premiership in November, 1899, but in December

DICKS02T CITY

became Chief ^ecietarv in Robert Philp s minis

try, and eai'v in 1<>QU %i-sittd London ab a dele

yate irom Oueenslind to discus tht affairs of

the propo&td coirmor \eiltb On his retuin to

Au^tiaha he wit) un,tid Minister of Deknse in

the nrsst ledti \l o ) ivt and \\a^ made K C M G ,

but d^ed ibout a \\ttk i tei the mauguiation
oi the m.\r go\erpmein.
DICKSON LEONVED LYCrEra (1874- )

An Antenc n n athenuucian bom at Independ
enee, Iowa Alter giaduating from the Urn

^crtitv ot Te\a& in lb'3 he btudied at the

universities, ol Chicago Paiib and Leipzig He
wah instructor nd asiibtant profetiSsor of math
ematics n 1397-f

)
(
) d.t the Lniyersity of Call

loinia a^socu^e pioiessor tor a year at the

Lnneisity of Te\as and then assistant and
assoc ate molebbor at the Lni\ersity of Chi

caao until 1910, when he \vas appointed to a

lull proie^sorsl ip He wab albo research absist

ant at the Carnegie Institution at Washington
(1900) He became in 1910 one of the editors

oi the Tiansactions of the American Mathemati
cai Society (of which he ^ as a \ ice president m
1909-10), and ot fie Amencan Mathematical

Monthly His publications include College Alge
bta '1902) Intioduchon to the Theory of Alge
Iraic Equations (1903), Elementary Theoty of

Equations (1914)

DICBSON, dsl 'sfin, BABON OSKAE you
(
1823-

97) A buedibh merchant He was born at

Goteborg, oi Scottish anccbtrv He was a mem
ber of many leained societies, both in London
and abroad, and ga\e liberal pecuniary support
to North Pole enterprises, particularly those
undertaken by Baron Nordenskjold after 1868
In recognition of his distinguished public ser

vices he was ennobled in 1880, the title of

Baron being conferred on him in 1885 DicLson
Harbor and \arious other points in the Arctic

regions have been named in his honor

DICK'SOW, SAMUEL HBNBT (1798-1872)
An American phybician He was born in

Charleston, S C, graduated at Yale in 1814,
and an 1819 received the degree of M D at the

Umverbity of Pennsylvania He was appointed
to the professorship of the institutes and prae
tice ot meJicine in the medical school of Charles

ton, S C ,
in 1824, ^as piofessor of the practice

of medicine in the Uni\ orsity of New York from
1847 to 1850, in 1858 accepted the chair of the

practice o* medicine at Jefferson College in

Philadelphia His publications include Ele
ments of Medicine (1835) , Essays on Ltfe,

Sleep, Pain, etc (1852), Studut in Pathology
and Thetapeutic* (1867)

DIGXSON, WTT,T,TAM PUBDIB, DD (1823-
1901) A Church of Scotland theologian He
was born at Pettinam Manse, Lanarkshire, Oct
22, 1823, graduated at St Andrews, was from
1863 to 1895 a divinity professor in Glasgow
University, and then professor emeritus Be
sides

translating Mommsen's History of Rome
(4 vols, rev ed, 189<5) and Roman Provinces

(1887) and Meyer's Commentary on the New
Testament (10 vols, 1873-80), he delivered the
Bsurd lectures of 1883, St Paul's Use of the
Terms Flesh mdSpmt (1883)
DICKSON CITY A borough in Lackawanna

Co , Pa , 4 nwles north of Scranton, on the Dela
ware and Hudson Company, and the New York,
Ontario, and Western railroads (Map Pennsyl
vama, K 3) It is in a coal mining region and
has foundries and machine shops and silk mills
It is governed by a burgees and a umcameral



DICOTYLEDONS

1 CARROT (Diucua Carota)
v

2 BUTTERCUP (Ranunculus ep )

3 RED CLOVER (Tnfbllum pratensa)
4 ELM TREE (Ulmu tp )



D.COTYLEDONS

1 MORNING-GLORY (Ipomcea sp ) 3 ARNICA (Arnloa sp J , a, general habit, f. ray-
2 A HEATHER (Ca*aiop* sp ) flovwr, tf. dtel<rflower

'

4 CATNIP (Nepeta Cataria), a, general habit, 3 single flower
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council Pop, 1900, 4948, 1910, 9331, 1914 in every direction from the preceding order
<U S est), 11,198, 1920 11,049 Order 26 I Umbellales 1 1 with o^ci 25 OOU species,
DICXLLWOTTS PLANT (Gk St

, <&-, double ib the highest one of t'te Aichichlann de* The
+ K\lveiv, khnein, to incline) A plant which dominant lamilv is the parsley family, and
has stamens and pistils m separate flowcrq associated with it aie the dosr^ood',
If the two kinds of floweis are on the same Sympetalee This is a much better defined
individual, the plant is called monoecious, group than the A'ehicnLjmvdeie irom which it

if on diffeient individuals, dioecious See is deiued includm appio-umateh 43,000 spe
POLLINATION
DI'COTYLE'DONS (NeoLat, from Gk Si,

di
,
double + /corvXijSw, lotyleddn, cup shaped,

hollow, fiom KOTI>\IJ, J otyh, ca\ityj One of the
two great divisions of Angiosperms (q\ )

The Angiospeims aie the most advanced, the,

most recent, the most conspicuous, and the
most useful of plants Appioxunately 130 000

species 01 Angios>peims have been described,
about 103 000 of which aie Dicotvledons The
chief chaiacters which distinguish them fiom

Monocotyledons, the other gioup of Angiosperma,
are an embryo with lateial cotyledons (usually
two)

,
the vascular bundles of the stem forming

a hollow cylindei, which means an annual in

i the diameter of i

ppio- ,

cies in 51 families which are grouped under

eight oidersj Ihe sequmce ol ordert, fiom lav
eat to highest is as rollovs Eiieales, with

approximately 1700 bpccies, include the heaths,
so chaiactemtic of nuilhern latitude^ Primu
lales, with appicmmately 1000 species are

represented bv the pnurosc*, Ebenales, with
neaily 1000 species, are mostlv tropical shrubs
and trees, repiesented in the noithern flora by
the pei aunmon but as the name suggests, the
characteristic family is fie ebony family Gen
tnnales with o\u 4000 species, are charac
temed by the gentians, fiom -which the highly
specialised milk-needs hrve come Tubiflorales,
with nearly 15,000 species, include those plants
with conspicuous tubular corolla? which are
often irreguki, and are repiesented by morning
glories, pplemomuniii, mints, figworts,

crease in the diameter of woody stems, an open
system of \enation, which means that the vein

lets end fieely in the tissues of the leaf 01 in , r , , ,

the niaigins often resulting m \arious forms of Plantaginale^, containing onb anout 200 spe
toothing, lobing, and blanching, and flowers cies, comprises only the cosmopolitan plantains
whose tendency is to displaj their parts in fhes

~

or fouis or their multiple b

Two great gioups of Dicotyledons are recog
mzed the Archichlamydese and the Sympetalje
In the former there is either no penanth (calyx
and corolla), 01 its parts are sepaiate (polypet-

Rubiales, with nearly 5000 species are charac
terized by the madders and associated with
them are the honeysuckles Finally, the Cam
panales, with about 14500 species, stand as
the highest oider of Angiosperms which means

naau. tui UJ.J.H,
j ,

\JL inn
1*0.1.

LD n,*c OCJJCLIO.UC ^uirjjcu- the culmination of the plant kingdom The
alous) ,

in the kttcr the coiolla is sympetalous dominant^ family is knovn as the Composite,

(petals coalesced) Formerly the Archichlamy
weze divided into two gioups the Apetalse,

in which there aie no pctils and the Poly

petalae, in which petals aie present, but this

division has been found to be too artificial to

stand as se-veial natuial families have both

apetaloub and polypetalous members

ArduchlamydesB This vast gioup contains

appio-sjjnately 62,000 species md 180 families

They are the primitive Angiospeims from which

both the Monocotyledons and the Sympetalse
have been derived At piesent they are giouped
under 20 great oiderb The first 12 orders, in

which include^ such forms as sunfioweib, asteis,

goldenrods, dandehons etc This great family
is not only highest in lank, but greatest in

numbers, including 12 500 specie*
DICTAM/WTTS See DITTAM
DIGTATOB- (Lat, from dictare, to dictate,

frequentatne of dtccte, to say) In the earh
est tunes, the name of the highest magistrate
of the Latin confederation, and m some of the

Latin towns the title was continued long after

these towns were subjected to the dominion of

Rome In the Roman Republic the dictator

was an e-rtiaordinarv magistrate irresponsible

eluding about 6000 species, include many of the and endowed with absolute authority, whose

most common trees, as willows, walnuts, beeches

oaks, etc Many of these were foimerly

grouped as Amentifer^e, a name referring to

the characteristic flower cluster called ament, or

catkin This group of 12 ordeis does not seem

to be related to any of tho highei ones Or

original name was magister popuh This title,

it has been suggested, described the dictator as

head of the (infantry) host at any rate, hia

chief subordinate was legularly known as magts
t&r eqwtwn In this \ie\v the dictatoislup was
a military office Later, at times a dictator

ders U and 14 also represent an apparently was appointed to suppress cuil strife The

isolated group, including such plants as smart frequency of vises, or critical periods, m the

Order 15 (Ra
" ......

weeds, pigweeds, pinks, etc quick, aggressive growth of the Roman state,

nales)' with appioxunately 4000 species, is the necessitated such an office The first dictator

great genetic order, which means that all the (T Larcms or M Valerius) was appointed in

higher orders are thought to have been derived 501 BO, nine years after the expulsion of the

from it Familiar families are buttercups, Tarqums According to Livy, the immediate

water lilies magnolias This order has not cause of this dictatoi&hip was a formidable war

only given rise to the higher Archichlamydese with the Latins In general no one could be

and to the Sympetate but also to the Monocoty appointed dictator who had not been previously

ledons Orders 16 and 17, with approximately consul, and this condition was veiy rarely dis

3000 species, represent special branches from pensed with It is possible that the dictator

Ranales, the moat specialized one probably be was originally created or elected by the cuns,

ing the mustards <5rder 18 (Bottles), with like the kings, but it more probable that the

over 15 000 species, ie the greatest one among Senate passed a decree ordering one of the con

the Archichlamydere, with approximately 12,000 suls to name or proclaim (&cer) a dictator

species Another pi eminent family is the rose Originally, of course, the dictator wag a pafcn

family, which gives the name to the order cian, the first plebeian to fill the office was

Orders 19-25, including nearly 80,000 specw*, Maraue Rutilu* (366 BO ), who was nominated

represent a tangle of relationships leading off bv the plebeian consul, M PopiUius Lamas
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The dictatorship could not lawfully be held Tue following terms are more or less synony

longer than sii. months nor was it ever held moub ^ith the word dictionary" vocabulary,
for a loiyer period except n the cates of Sulla which ib a list ot words restncted to a single
nnd C^ir which were altogether peculiar work or to some division of the language, eg,
Du* ng i dictatorship the con&vK and other the -vocabulary of Cssar'b Gallic Tfor, lexicon,

rtgular authorities continued to dibcharge their a word applied bv English bpeakmg peoples, to

piuper duties but in subordination to the die a dictionary of some loreign language, ab He
tator being for the time simply his officers brew Greek, or Latin gloswiy, a partial die

The superiority of his potter when compared tionarv ot words of a ceitain dialect or of anti

with that of the consuls appears, chiefly in quated or technical terms accompanied to globses

thrte points he was far more indtpendent of or explanations thesaurus (beilotimi) le, a

the S.nate he had a more exteni\e power of trea&un of wordb an elaborate dictionin with

punishment without any appeal, and he could nian\ references and full explanation More
not be. called to account alter his abdication of unfamiliar are idioticon, fiom Greek tSuari^s,

the dictatorship for anything he had done dur idiUtikos belonging to an indmdual and ono

mg the period of his office The limits of his masticon the former commoi in Geimany, in

power were as folio a *> he could not touch the dicates a dictionary ot woid-. of a dialect, the

treasun, he could not lea\e Italy, and he latter, from the Greek owwa, onoma, name, is a

could not ride through Rome on horseback with dictionary of name* as the Onomasticon of

out previously obtaining the permission of the Julius Pollux ot the second ctntun a Greek

people While the consuls had only 12 lictors, dictionan in 10 books containing wordb ar

the dictator was preceded by 24 bearing the ranged according to their meaning Index

sfcures and fasces To him also belonged the (qv I is a list of names, topics, etc general!}

aetta curulis and the toga piatexta The last placed at the close of a book to indicate more

legally elected dictator was if Jumus Pera, exactly and definitely the contents theieol- The

who entered on his office 216 BC From this ga->etteei and concoi dance should be mentioned

tune nownal dictators were trequentlv ap b having certain characteristics of dictionai lea

pointed tor the purpose of holding the elections,
The first is a geographical dictionary w ith names

but cyen these finally disappeared 1 202 BO )
of places, seas, rnerb, ete, in alphabetical order,

Henceforth, in critical timeb a sort of dicta accompanied with a brief account of eich The

tonal power was confeired on the consuls by rd gazetteer' was first u^ed to Liwrence

the Senate by tbe well known formula lhat Echard, whose work was entitled The Qa^etteei
_,

the consuls should see to it that the state 'j ~\m<imans Int&ptetei 1 (JeogtopJwal In

should recene no damage
'

This practice ren dex (llth ed, London, ITlb) In pait 11 the

dered the appointment of dictators no longer
author speakb of his work as The Ga/etteti

"

necebsary In 4-i BC AntoniUb earned a law A concordance is <n index of \anous pissages

making the dictatorship no longer a part of the m a book classified iccoiding to certain lead

Roman (oibtitution Consult Mommben Ro ^S w Tds arranged in an. alphabetical oider

muche MaatsrecM, n, 133 ff (3d ed, Leipzig As this was fir&t made for the Bible, John

1887t,s"dbreenidge Roman Public Life (ton son define* it *B
( a book which shows in

don 1^07) how nun\ texts of Scripture any word oc

The tprm is loosely applied in. modern use curs" As examples, we may cite Cruden, -i

to a ruler enjoying or exereibing eitraconbtitu Complete Concordance to the Old and New Tet- " ' " "
taments (London, 1859), Clarkp, Concordance
to Shalespeaie (ib, 1827), Brightwell, A Con
cordance to the Entire Works of Alfted Tenny
son (ib, I860)

History The earliest dictionary of which
..

, rr _, there is any mention is that made in Nineveh in.

cation, a work which is linguistic in character, the reign of Assurbanipal in the se\enth cen

being a compilation of all or a portion of the tury BC, which is impressed on a number of

words of a language arranged according to some clay tablets in cuneiform letters Arable
exact order usually the alphabetical one, with scholars early busied themselves with dictionary
brief explanations and definitions In later and making, a work ^en necessary for a language-
more elaborate dictionaries additional informa as rich as theirs The first to attempt to gather
tion of an appropriate character is included the entire Arabic \ocabulary in one work was
within the scope of the work Thus, etymolo probably KhaM ibn Ahmed of Oman (died 701),

giee indications of pronunciation, and vana who adopted an arrangement not alphabetical
tions in orthography may be given, while a still but one based on certain phonetic and physio
further expansion includes citations which il logical principles The worthiest of Khalil's
lustrate the uses of words The name is said many successors were Mukarram ibn Mansur
to have been used for the first time by Joannes an Egyptian (died 1311), and alFiruzabadi a
de Garlandia, who died in 1252 AD He de- Persian by birth, whose travels entitled him to
stnbed his book containing a classified list of be called a citizen of the Oriental world (died
"words as a dicttonanus In its use the word 1414) The work of the former (Cairo, 1300 et

"dictionary" is no longer confined to a simple seq ) filled 20 volumes, while the Camus ('die

linguistic compilation, but is applicable toworks tionar/) of the latter, preserved only in part,
on special or technical subjects, which, through extended to 60 (according to some accounts, to
the medium of an alphabetical classification of 100) volumes While in a certain sense He
words belonging to that subject, give appropriate brew lexicography began with the Massoretic
and detailed information Such dictionaries are (sixth to eighth centuries), the real production
very numerous, and we have biographical, his of Hebrew dictionaries began m the tenth cen

toncal, bibliographical, geographical, philosophi tury, taking its origin in, and being stimulated

cal, mathematical, zoological, medical, musical, by, the study of Arabic Rabbi Saadia Gaon
architectural, and other dictionaries (died 942) was the first Hebrew lexicographer

tional power Gen Porfino Diaz and Gen
%enustiano Huerta were stjled Mexican die

tatorb

DICTIONARY (ML diotionanus, word
book from Lat die/to, word, from dicere, to

\ ) In its original and most common appli
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David Kimchi (c 1200), author of the Bool of and Harpocration (fourth century), who com,

Roots, vsas the greatest Menahem ben Sarug
(c 900) made i dictionary arranged according to
stems Judah Ha^uj (clOOO) propounded the
theon of tiihteial roots, and his -woik \vas con
tirutd bv Rabbi Jonah (Ibn Janah, c 1030)
Sinsknt dictioninet. begin at a \ en early date
in the glo&san of labka to the Rig Veda (about
the fifth centun B c ) and continue to be for the
moat part collections of lare \voids and mean
ings, being designed especially for the authors
who composed the artificial poetn so prevalent
in India These dictionaries, most of them
\mtten aftei the fifth centuiv AD, are in

variably in verse and ire dmsible into the
two geneial classes lexicons of synonyms
and liomonjms Alphabetical airangement
begins only in the lattei peiiod of the homony
mous dictionaries Ihc older works of this

class aiiange the voids in order of importance,
-nhile m the synonymous dictionaries words
are class]fied according to subjects Other
modes of classification aie aceoidmg to the num

,

posed a lexicon of the Attic orators (ed bj
Dindorf, ib, 1853)

Ammomus, professor of grammar at Alex
andna, prepared a book of homonyms, pub
hshed by Valckenaer m 1739 (alto Leipzig
1822) In this same book is edited the work of
Zenodotus on the cries of animals which is

similar to Vmcpnto Caralucei's Lexicon T ocum
qucB a Brutis Ammahbus Emittuntur (Perugia,
1779) Hesvehius of Alexandria, of the latter

part of the fifth centun AD -wrote a lexicon
based supposedly on that of Pamphilus (another
Alexandrian grammarian), containing short e\

planataons of Greek words with quotations from
authors The first edition is the Aldme (Venice,
1514) , the latest, that of Schmidt (Jena, 1867)
Orion, of Thebes, Egypt, of about the same
period, wrote an etymological dictionary, which
was last printed m 1820 at Leipzig by Sturz

Erotian, a physician of Nero, prepared a lexicon
on Hippocrates arranged in alphabetical order

by a later writer and edited bv Klein at Leip
ber of syllables in the word, its gender or its zig in 1865 Julius Pollux of Naucratis Egypt,
final letter who was made profeahor of rhetoric at Athens by

The numbei of native Sanskiit lexicons is the Emperor Commodus, wrote the Onomasticon
o-\er 50, and of them the Amarakosa (see referred to above, which is a -work of great value

AMABASIMIA) is the most frequently quoted
There arc also special dictionanes on botany,
medicine, and astionomy, as well as Buddhistic

glossai ies in Pah, and polyglot lexicons m San-

skrit, Tibetan Mongolian and even Chinese

(Consult /aehariJe, Indischf Wortfilitchw,

Strassbuig, 1897 ) Of Old and Middle Iranian

(A\estan and Pahla\i) there are but two native

dictionaries one 4\estan PalilaM, and the other

Pahlau Psuand (both edited by Haug and

Jamaspji, Bombay and London, 1867-70, the

foimei also by Reichelt, Vienna, 1900) In
Modern Persian there is a long list of lexicons,

both general and special, ba&ed upon Aiabic

models, the oldest one, perhaps, written by Asadi,
Fiidusi's teach ei, dating fiom the ele\enth cen-

tury In the classical languages, Greek and

Latin, we find evidences of lexicographical \\ork

at an early period
But dictionanes of language in a form with

which we are familial are of modern origin

They are an outgrowth of the importance of

Greek and Latin literature to the scholais of

the Middle Ages and niaj be traced to the

for the language and for the study of antiqui
ties It first appeared in the Aldine edition

(Venice 1500) and long after (1824) in a

Leipzig edition by Dindorf The most famous
of Greek writers of glossaries i& Suidas, whose
period is thought to be the tenth century AD
He prepared an alphabetical dictionary of words,
with place and personal names and many quota
tions from Greek writers and scholars This
book was first printed at Milan in 1499 and again
in an excellent edition bv Bernhardy at Halle in

1853 Other Byzantine lexicographers are Pho-
tius of the ninth century (ed by Naber, Leyden,
1864), and John Zonaras a celebrated twelfth

century historian and theologian (ed by Titt

mann, Leipzig, 1808) In 1848 Gaisford, at Ox
ford published a Greek glossary of the eleventh

century known as Etymologicum Magnum, which
contains numerous passages from various fa

mous writers and copious historical and mytho
logical references Budocia Augusta, of Ma
crembohs, wife of Constantino XI and Romanus
IV (1059-71), is credited -with the compilation
of an historical and mythological dictionan

mediaeval custom of inserting marginal glos&es which she called 'lurla., Idnia, Bed of Violets

or explanatory words in texts of classical In the work of Crastoni, a native of Piacenza,

authors The bilingual dictionary in particular we have the first Greek and Latin lexicon Ihere

is due to tho closer mtei course of the various is an Aldine edition of 1407 To the same time

belong Guarma's Thesaurus and a similar work

by Thomas, who was known as the monk Theo-

dolus In 1572 at Geneva appeared the The
eaurua GTCBOCB LvngwB of Henri Estienne

(Stephanus), reedited by Valpy at London in

1816-26 (6 vols ) and by Dindorf at Pans in

1831-65 (9 vols ) This is the most complete
Greek lexicon ever published The first Greek

nations of the more modern -world The Greeks

and Romans did not conceive of a work con

taming all the words of their own or of a

foreign language, and their early dictionaries

were simply glossaries of unusual words or

phrases Athcnteus tells of Alexandrian schol-

ars such as Zenodotus, librarian of the great

library, -who compiled books containing foreign

phrases and a glossary of Homer, and of Arte English lexicon is that of John Jones (London,

midorus of 240 BO, who prepared a book of 1823), although the work of John Pokering,

technical terms on cooking All these have been which was not completed, bears the date 1814

lost According to Suidas, ApoUonius, the Soph The most useful Greek English lexicon is the

ist of the dap of Augustus; wrote the earliest Liddell and Scott (8th ed, New York, 1897},
_ . . *

, ,
^

, .1 i . j. . / _i ~I~~*J~~A tnrm P&pe Wort0rl)wh der

(Brunswick, 1875-80)
Greek lexicon," which was entitled A#J OmptKal, also in abridged form

(Lewis Homerdcm), 01 Uomerio Worda, pub gnedhisohm Etgennomn ,

Iiabed last by Bekker, of Berlin, in 1833 This is of value for proper names
Special

Gek
is~ the most" ancient 'dictionary extant Other lexicons worthy of mention are Greek English

Alexandrian lexicographers were Mo Mcens Letnco* of the New Twtament, by J H Xhayer,

(100 AD ), the Hhcut, who wrote a Greek a revision of Grimm's Wilke's CZow* Iton Vet-

Attic) lexicon (ed by Hudson, Oxford, 171*), tvmwt* (London, 1889), Greek Lewo* of the
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Roman and By~antinf Pet r,d<t, b^ E A Sopho
cles reused b\ J H T- mr tib ISb'i ind tor

modem Greek V.eto^ EXVwooy/Xuo.' Modern
Greek Englibh ind English Modern Greek, bv

Contopoulos (3d ed Ataens ISS^)

In Lat n lex co^rapM -we think farat 01 M
Tercntius Varro \\ 10 -wrote DC Lingvo. Latvia,
i work on etomolog\ and tie uw?s of "nords

then of "\enius Flae<us, living in the di\s of

Augustus, who ^rote De ^etbotiim flii/ni/uafM,

xvhich is extant m tue compilation ol Pompem*
Fe&tus ert tUd D* bignificatione lerliotum,

abridged to Paulub Diaconub of the eighth cen

tun Tin-, work in vluch the -words are ar

ranged ilpbabttuallv ha<- been of great semce
in gi^ng inioinntion on ant quit les and gram
mar Its- lamihar an the dictionarv of Papias
01 the e]t\tnth centun based on glossaries of the

sixth and ee\onth and the Cathnhcon or Summa
of Gicnanm Balbi dating ibout 1286 and as

printed bv Guttnlierg in 1460, no-& a, cunositv

It parsed through 20 editions The earliest

polvglot wis the work of an Augustine monk,

Colepmus, dated at Reggio, 1502 At first it

\vas a Latin Greek Kxicon then came to be
ertended to include Italian, French, and Spanish
and imallv in the 15HO Basel edition it included

11 language* The great Latin dictionaries are

Thesaurus Lmgure latina of Robert E^tienne

(Pans 1531 reedited donn to 17U, and the

Totitiv lexicon Latimtatu bv Forcellmi (Padua,
1771 an edition published vsith the name** of

Facciolati and Forcellini as editors, 3d ed,
1831) In this *ork the Latin nords are given
Greek and Italian equivalents and are illustrated

by examples from classical literature The
latest (fifth) edition is tnat of De Vit (Prato,

1858-79}, -with the Onottiatficon Totiui Latim
tatu as a supplement This is the greatest of

all Latin lexicons The frst Latin Englibh lexi

eon of am account Tvab edited bv Sir Thomas

Eiyot (London, 1538, 3d ed, 1545) Before
this there had appeared the Promptonum Pat
tulontm bv Galtndus Grammaticus (149*1), the

Medulla Grammatica in manuscnpt (1483) and
the Ortua Yocabulorum of Wynkyn de Worde
llMX)}, of *hich there were 13 editions be
tween 1501 and 1523 Then in 1552 a Richard
Huloet published his English-Latin Abecedanum,
with English definitions in 1570 appeared

Uanipvlus Vocafatorum Puerorum, a rhyming
dictiotiarv of English and Latm ^vords by Peter

Levins, and finallv came the Alveane bv John
Baret which had three languages English,
Latin, French In 1736 Robert Ainsworth pub
lished his Latin English Dictionary, which passed
through many editions The best Latin len
cons of to das are LottieEnglish Dictionary,
\Vhite and Riddle (London, 1880), and English-
latin Dictionary db I860), Harper's Latin

Dictionary, -which is based on Freund's Lerfm
German Lexicon in English, bv Andrews (New
York, 1856), and which is reused by Lewis and
Short (ib 1888) Georges, DeuticJi Ijatewusche*
und Lateinisch Deuttrhes Borter&uoft (4 vols,
Leipzig 1S80-85) This last is most accurate
and satisfactory and, next to the Forcelhni,
contains the most ^ords of all Latin le-ncons
The greatest Latin lexicon of modern times is

the Thesaurus Lingua Lvtince (Leipzig, 1900
et seq ), which IB due rnainlv to the gemua of
Edward Wolfflm of Munich It is edited under
the supervision of the five great German acade-
mies those of Berlin Gottingen, Leipag,
Munich, and Vienna b^ the moist distinguished
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classical bcholus of Gtimw For mtdifeval

Latin the onh lexicon ot mpoitincp i the Du
Cange, Glossanum ad Scnptoies Hedice et In

fiwcB Latuntatis (1733-30, ed bv Henschel 16

-voh Paiib 1882-88)

Engli&h Dictionanes The eaihest work on

lexicographv in England aimed to extend our

knowledge 01 Latin To such an aim are due

the Latin English dictionaries of the latter

period of the fifteenth cciiturv and the beginning
of the sixteenth mentioned above VUth a
bimilar puipo&e Umbheu m 1617 published his

great pohglot Guide to the Tongue" explaining

Englibh -words b^ thote from 10 loreign lin

guages The English Efpo^ot of John Bullo

kar (1616) was the Prst Englit.li dictionary m
the btnct sense of the teim as it gx^e both

\vords and definitions n FngKh In the se%en

teenth Centura \ L hrd fit English Dictionarie

of Henn Cockeram (1623) the Glossogi apJna,

of Ihomis Blount (Ib^fj), The Aeit, TTojW of

English Tfo/^9 to Phillips (1658) ind the

English Dictionaiif of Eli^ha Colet, (1677) In

the eaih part of the eighteenth centurv appeared
the iirut dictionarv aiming to gne a complete
collection of -nords of the language the Uni
msal Etymological English Dictionary of Na
than Bulev (1721) In his preface to the first

volume the authoi declares that he is the first to

attempt in English to tiace the derivation of

Erglish \\ords on a large scile although he

refers to thp work of Blount in his Glossography
and to that of Skinner in his Etymologicon
(1671) He also marked accents to aid in

pronunciation Bailee a dictionary passed
through 24 editions before tl e close of the cen

TUTV and was the standard until the publication
ot Johnbons Dictionarv In 1755 Di Samuel

Johnson, after seien years of labor, published
his famous dictionarv This was a most re
markable achievement and was epoch making in

the hiatorv of the language, for it determined
the form, meaning and use of English words
Dr Johnson also introduced the cu&tom of il

lustrating the use of wordb bv quotations from
the best writers This -work passed through
manv edition"!, of -nhich the last is that of

Robert Gordon Latham (London, 1866), which
iq to dav onlv of historic interest Johnson s

Dictionary simplv imitated Bailee's in the use
of accents to indicate pronunciation The first

dictionary to give attention to orthoepy is that
of Kennck (london 1773) Perry, Royal
Standard English Dictionary (Boston, 1777),
and the Oomplete Dictionary of the English
Language bv the famous elocutionist, Thomas
Sheridan (London, 1780), followed suit The
object of the latter work is stated to be "to
establish a plain and permanent standard of

pronunciation" In 1791 John Walker pub
hshed his Ontical Pronouncing Dwtumary and
Expositor of the English Language In this work
pronunciation is the main object, the author

declaring his design to bo "to give a kind of

history of pronunciation and to register its

present litate" This dictionary has had a wide
cnculation and still has a reputation, although
it is not, of course, a reliable guide for present
day pronunciation but rather supplies informa
tion as to the pronunciation at the beginning
of the nineteenth century In 1836 B H Smart
published his New Critical Pronouncing Dto
twnary of the English Language, designated
also as "Walker Remodelled" The New Dto-

tiowry by Richardson, published also m London
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in 1836 (new ed, New York, 1863) , is valuable
for manj citation*, fioru authoiu in chronologi
cal arrangement, which ha\e, unfortunately,
been abridged in the liter edition The Imperial
Dictionary of the English Language bj John

Ogihie (London, 1850) is an encyclopedic lexi

con literaiv huentine and technological A
new edition Iry Charles Annindale \va& published
in 1883 Thib foimcd tin. model o the Century
Dictionary mentioned below Similar to the

Imperial Dictionaiy is the Encyflopvdic Die

tionary b\ Robert Euntei (London 1S79-8S)
In 1806 Noah Wcbbter pubhbhed his Corn-pen
dious Dictionaiy, and in 1828 he brought out hu
great American Dictionary of the English Lan
guage, which was followed b% abridged editions

Bebides many editions containing minor changes,

complete revisions of the large dictionary weie
made in 1847 by Chaunce'v A Goodrich and in

1864 and 1800 by Noah Porter Its present name
is Webster's "Yew International Dictionary (copy

right, 1909) Thit is a complete revision of the

entire work It has an appendix with a \alu
able introduction and a pionouncmg biogiaphi
cal dictionan and pronouncing gazetteei
The T\ebster dictionaries weie the pionoei works
in lexicogiaphy in the United States The Die

tionary of the English Language, bv Joseph E
Worcester, dates from 1859 and was last re

vised in 1881, so that it is now largely out
of date The last edition (1886) contains a

supplement of 12,500 woids The introduction

contains a History of English Lexicography
and a Catalogue of English Dictionanes In
1898 appeared the Webster's Collegiate Die

tionary (an S\o abridgment fiom the Intei

national), which undeiwent radical revision,
based upon the \ew English Dictionary men
tioned below, and was published aijam in 1913

In its present form the octavo \Sebster is per

haps the most reliable small dictionaiv in the

English language In 1880-95 appeared the Cen

tury Dictionary, an encyclopaedic English le\i

con of 7046 pages, based upon Ogilvie's Imperial

Dictionary (mentioned below) ind prepaied
under the direction of Dr W D Whitney, to

gether with an added Dictionary of Proper
Names of 1085 pages, edited by B E Smith and

geographical atlas This was revised and pub
listed together, under the editorship of B E
Smith, in 1911 A small, one volume Centwy
Dictionary, based upon the larger work ind thor

oughly compared with the great Oxford die

tionary, is to be published In 1893-95 appeared
the large one volume (2 vols when first pub
hshed) Standard Dictionary of tlie Enghth Lan

guage, under the editorship of Isaac K Funk
and Francis A March This has been thoroughly
revised for the new edition, published in 1913

The great work, 4. New English Dictionary on

Historical Prvnoifle<i, founded mainly on mate

rial accumulated by the English (British) Phil

ological Society, was at first edited by James

A E Murray, but later there have been associ

ated with him Henry Bradley and W A Craigie

It is the greatest of all dictionaries in its full

ness of illustration by citations and elaborate

analysis of the meanings and etymologies of the

words treated The great scope and scholarli

ness Of this work is such that, although begun
in 1884, it is still uncompleted the letters T and

S being done simultaneously under separate

editorships, were in 1914 still unfinished, m
July the work; was practically completed to the

letter U It is afrongeat in literary and ety-

mological matters and co\er& systematically the

penod from 1200 i D to date
There aie man^ dictionaries on special sub

jects, and their number is rapidly inci easing,
both in English and in many of the foreign Ian

guages Some of the moie impoitmt special
dictionaries in Enghbh are ABcmrECTUKE A2D
BUILDING Stuigi- DiLtionaiy of Aichitectme
and Building (J AO!S 1001-02) BIBLE Die
tionary of the Bible b\ Ian es Habtmgb (5 ^ols,
1898-1004) T K Che-^nc and J S Black, En-
cyclnptcdia Bwlua (4 AO!S 1900-03) BiOG
RAPin Ippend'ces to TTe7;sfe> s Into national

Diftimiary, Ktandaid Dut'onniy ind Century
Dictionary Stephen (18S5-91) and Lee (1891-
1001), Dirtiona,y of National Biography (6G
\ol& 8\o, including 3 supplementary \O!B Lon
don, 1883-1901 ) ind Indec and Epitome of this

(ib 1003 2d ed lOOb) i new edition of this
monumental woik was published in 22 -volumes

(ib 1008-09) with i new Jndev and Epit
owe (ib 1013) Adams Dictionanj of Amen
can Litthoit (New lork 1808 5th ed , revised
and enlarged ib , 1905) F/tr/a Who, Whoa
Who in (mcnca in Geiman Wet 1st s (these
list three being revised annuill\ I Thomas, Uni
in sal Ptonounnng Dictionanj of Biogtaphy and
Mythology (ntw 3d ed Philadelphia 1910)
BIRDS Newton ind frado\ Dittwnaiy of Birds
(new ed, 1899) CHEMIO^LS <AD CHEAIISTBY
G H Huist Dictionary of fhfmicali and Raw
Products Used in Manufacture of Paints, etc

(1001) A I Cohn, Dictionary of Tests and
Reagents (103), Watts Dictionary of Chemis
try (4 vols, 2d ed 1888-94), Thorpe Dution
ary of Avphed Chemistry (ntw ed 5 \ols , New
York 1012-13) Rawson Gardner and Lay
cock Dictionary of Dyes and Mordants (1901)
DIALECTS Wright, The English Dialect Die

tionary (1898-1905) including a grammar of

English dialects (a quarto -oriv. in 6 large
\ols

) This, like the Oxford Yew English DIG

ttonarif is the most complete dictionary of its

kind ever published It is founded on the pubh
cations of the English Dialect Society and a

large amount of new miterial gathered from new
contributors and -voluntary readers throughout
Great Britain and Ireland It contains a very

complete vocabulary of all dialect words or
senaes now in use or known to ha-ve been in use
since the beginning of the eighteenth century,
with copious illustrative citations Then there
are also Bartlett, Dictionary of Americanisms

(4th ed, reused and enlarged, Boston, 1896)

Farmer, Americanism i, Old and New (New
York, 1899), the latter very incomplete EC
CLBSIASTICAL SUBJECTS Addis and Arnold, A
Catholic Dictionary (6th ed, London i903)

Hook, A Church Dictionary (15th ed , London,
1896) GEOGRAPHY AND PLACE NAAIBW Heil

prin, Liwincotft Gazetteer of the Wot Id (2d
ed large 8vo Philadelphia, 1906, supp , 1911) ,

Chisholm, Times (London) Gazetteer (reissue,

ib, 1906) , Blackie Dictionary of Place Names,
with derivations (ib 1887) HTSTOBY, ETC

Haydn, Dwhonarij of Date* (25th ed , New York,
1911) , Dictionary of Race* and Peoples (Wash
injrton, 1907 ) MFDICAI -Gould, Ittvstrated Die

tionvry of Medicine (6th ed, New York, 1910) ,

Dtmglison (ed ), Dictionary of Medical Scienco

(23d ed , ib , 1903) , Harna Dictionary of Den
tistry (6th ed,ib, 1899) MTJSIO L C Elson,
A. Dictionary of Musw (Boston, 1905) Grove,
Dwhonaw of Jfo (revised ed , 5 vols , New
York, 1904-10) MYTHOLOGY Harpers D>-
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tionary of Classical Literature ai

(New lork, 1808 j J Dawson Dictionary or

Hindu Mythology, etc (London 1^03 1 Hni
TABY AM) XA\AL T P kisser and H C Gauss,
-t J/Wcn/ and '\<ua/ Dictionary (New lork,

lOQj) ISEEDLEWOBE Caulfield and Saward,

DictiftAiiyof^ef'dlev.QrK (Lonaon ISSij PHI
LOAOPm AXD PtjicHOLO&T Baldwin Dictionary

of Philosophy ard Psychology lne\v ed i vola,

Ne* lork, 1011) in French Pierre Xova Die

tionnwe de tti nnnologie scolastique (Pins,

1883, out of pnnt) ECONOMICS Palgra\e

(ed j, Dictionary of Political Eionorny (revised

ed London loio) PBOPEB XAHES nr FICTIOM,

HRTOBI ETC Harbottle Dictionary of Hntonc
Lllisions (2d ed London 1004) QUOTATIONS
Dalbiac Dietionaty of Gentian Quotations

(Lonc*or 1006 1 Harbortle and Dalbiac, Die

tionaiy of Ftench and Italian Quotations (2d

ed, ib, 19041 Hrrbnttle, Di'hona>y of das
sical Quotations (3d ed, Xew lork 1906)

Harbottle and Fume, Dirfiona) if of Spanish Quo
tationt fib l^O?; SLA>G BarrSre, Albert,

and Leland (ed^ \, Dictionaiy of Mang, Jaigon,
and Catt (London, 1007) Firmer and Henley,

Dictinnam of Mang and Colloquial Fnglish (ib,

1005) This is a one -volume abridgment of the

largtr \sork Mcny nnd ifs Analogues edited at

first by John ^ Farmer later bv him and W E
Henley, as joint editors containing many illus

trahve citations (7 \ols 1890-1004) SYAO
>T5i>1 Crabb English Kynom/ms (1st ed, Lon

don, 1816) Tbib work contains a considerable

body of selected citationb and has extended dis

criminations between words thit are more or

less svnoQvmous It hab paused through many
edition* praeticallv unchanged and though not

a scholarly work, is still perhaps the best book

of the kind for English svnonvms Babed upon
and largely taken trom it IB Smith s Synonyms
Discriminated (London, 1882), a book of the

game general character Other dictionaries of

evnonvms without citations and consisting es

sentiallv of mere fasts of words more or less re

lated m meaning are Koget, Thesaurus of Eng
lish Words and Phrases Qlassified (1st ed, Lon

don, 1852 new editions, enlarged and improved,
have appeared in 1911 and 1913, both contain

ing a full index bv 3 L Roget) this is consid

ered by many a more discnminating and hence

more helpful work than even CraWs, ftoule

Dictionary of EnahtJi Synonyms (Xew York,

1871, 1801, 1310, 1911) Fernald, English 8yno
nyms and Antonyms (1816, 1006) , Fleming
Synonyms, Antonyms, and Awonated Words
(ib 1013) The best treatments of English
svnonvras at present are those contained in the

larger dictionaries (the International, the

Standard, and the Century dictionaries) TBOH
NOLOGICAL Goodchild and T^eney, Technoloqt
cal and Scientific Dictionary (London, IOC?)
The best dictionaries from English into foreign
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Mat, published in 1854 It aims to gne the

words onh of the literal v language (being far

lebs lull than the \eu English Dictionary),
from the beginning of the sixteenth century
Since the death of the Gnmm Brothers the work
hat> been earned on bv other scholars, The
work is now (1014) about fhesivths completed

Among the monumental French diction ines -we

Ime Dictionnaiie <lf la langue fianraise, by
31 P E Littre, a laige quirto iich in literary

citations and the histoi\ of French ^ords, pub
hshed in Pans in 1861-72 (a supplement m
1878-82) and the s;nnd Dittionnaire umvet
selle da, XlXeme siecle (1> -vols, 4to) of La

rouble, published at Paris in 1866-76 This is

perhaps more propeilv an enaclopt&dia, since it

contains essays of some length on \anous sub

jects The revised edition published in 7 vol

um.es under the title "\oiufau lajousse dlustre

{Pans, 1808-1004 bupplement, 1907), and un-

der the editorship of Claude Auge contains less,

diseursrve matter, but a greater variety of art

iLles co\enng the entire fit Id of knowledge
all in one general vocabulary combining fic-

tion, matorv, biography, geography, dictionary
of T*ords, etc

Among the modern dictionaries in two or more

languages, those treating of technical terms are

of special interest There are now numerous
dictionaries of this class, many of them having
a vocabulary in three language^ commonly
German French, and Fjnghsh Their definitions

are Ubuallr merely by synonyms or the briefest

kind of desciiption, their purpose being to meet
the needi of the technological or scientific stu-

dent A recent dictionary of this class is the

Technological Dictionary, edited by Alexander

Tolhausen, published in 1901 at Leipzig, m
three thick duodecimo volumes The vocabulary
is in German, French, and English respectively
in the three volumes
The form and contents of the modern diction

ary are the outcome of long experience The first

dictionaries were mere word lists arranged ac

cording to subjects or even, miscellaneously The

alphabetic arrangement is comparatively recent
and has entirely replaced the older ones The
plan of giving scientific etymologies and of ar

ranging definitions in the order of their histono

development, both now typical of the best diction

aries, first began to take definite shape in the
work of Noah Webster The use of illustrations
in dictionaries is old, but heretofore only those

illustrating the mechanical arts were generally
dependable for scientific accuracy The general
and free use of illustration of animals and plants
with, a reasonable approach to accuracy dates
from the publication (about 1850) in England
of a revision of Webster's Dictionary under the
name of Ogilvie's Imperial Dictionary This waa
well and copiously illustrated, many of its illus
trations stall finding a place in the standard

languages and vice versa, and the dictionaries dictionaries of today The most notable gen
entirelv in foreign languages will be found m the era! English dictionary with illustrations prior
bibliographies given under the various special to Ogilvie's was that entitled Dictionary of Aits
articles m this EVCTCXOPJEDIA, thus, under the and Sciences (2 vols, 4to, London, 1806) by G
article POBTCGUESE LANGUAGE will be found a Gregory. The work is profusely illustrated with
hst of the best native and bilingual dictionaries steel engravings of the arts and sciences and
of Portuguese, and the case is similar with other natural history and combines the features of a
like articles, such as SPAKISH LATOTJAOB, ITAL dictionary and an encyclopedia The illustraLW LiTOUAGE, ETC Several really great foreign tions in natural history, however, lack the sci
dictionaries should be mentioned here however entific accuracy characteristic of modem die
Among these is the great German dictionary, tionanes and encyclopaedias The dictionary of
Deutsches Worterouek, of Jacob and Wilhelm to-day is distinguished also by being no longer
Grimm, begun m 1852, of which the first volume a one man work, as m th days ofJohnson Mid
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Webster, but a coopeiative product, engaging the

services of many special and general editors

working under a chief of staff, or managing
editor, the whole work being subject to the direc

tion of an editor in chief, who endeavors to give
it unity, uniformity, and completeness
DICTOGrBAPH This instrument, TV Inch has

figuied in many ciunmal tuals since 1912, con
sists of the adoption of an ordinary telephone
oil cuit with a sensitive gianular caibon tians
mitter with a diaphiagm somewhat greater
than usually employed, t>o as to incieabe the

reproduction of the bound at the receiving end
of the line Such a tranbmittei, small and in

conspicuous, could be placed in the room wheie

suspected persons "would hold confeience or con

versations, and wnea led to a recording btation,
TV here a stenographer could recoid the spoken
\voids In large auditonunis a number of trans

mitteis have been used to reproduce the sounds
at diffeient paits of the hall, and a similar de

vice -with a loud speaking telephone receiver has

been installed in the waiting i corns of vanous
lail^av stations

DIC'TUTI (Lat , a saying, utterance, response
of an oiaclc), sometimes called obiter dictum,

le, an opinion pionounced by the way' In

legal pai lance, an imauthontatrve expiession of

opinion on a punt of law uttered by a judge
in a judicial proceeding In a legal system
based, ib is tint of England and America,

largely upon precedent, only so much of a ju
dicial opinion as is directly concerned with tlie

decision of the case in hand has commanding
authority This is due to the fact that the

couits have no power to decide cases not before

them for adjudication The principle of stare

dceiw, i e
,
of abiding by a, rule once settled

by a formal decision, invests such a decision

with the force of law and makes it a binding
mthonty upon tie courts in similar cases But
a decision upon a rollateral point, or upon a
state of facts not btfoie the court foi its deter

mination, has no such binding force It is a
mere pionouncement, 01 expression of opinion,
which derives its tuthority solelj from the

learning and pcibonJl weight of the judge de-

claring it It is usua.1, therefore, to dibtinguish
between the "la^ of a case" and the dicta, or

judicial opinions expressed in it, which, however

important and influential they may be, have

not the foicu of law This piocess of "sifting"
the law from the cicta of a judicial opinion
is one of the chief, as it is one of the most

difficult, functions of the lawyer and the judge
It is not to be nferred, however, that judicial

dicta are entirely without legal authority The

opinions of emmut and learned ludges have the

same weight withtho courts as that which at

taches to the diauterested opinions of great

lawyers and legal writers, and are classified as

having "pcrsuasivt" as dibtingnished from "im

perative" authoriir It IB often desirable and

sometimes necossaty to resort to such opinions
as an aid to the ormation of a sound though

independent judgment upon a question of law,

and many cases lave been decided and many
important Itgal (ktrmes established in defer

ence to such autbrity In. this view of the

matter judicial difia constitute a long and val

liable series of coumentanes on the law of the

land, scattwed ttough the law reports, to

which resort mav ie had as to the more syste-

matic writings of unment lawyers and judges,

as those of Coke, Hack-stone, Kent, and Story
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Conbult \\ambaugli, The titudy o; fVes (2d ed,
Boston, 1894) See JIDGITEM On,i<n
DICTUM OF KEHXLWOBTH An agiee

ment between Henr\ HI and thi. rebellious

barons, so called because rnide dm in' the siege
of Kemlworth in 1266
DICTYSTIlxa: (XeoLat nom pi, from

Gk SIKTVOV, diltyon, net + etoos, eidof,, toiin)A family of spiders that -weave irregulai \\ebs
in which two kind*, of b Ik aie used See SPIDEB
DIC'TYONE'MA

( Xeo Lat, from Gk Sivno*,
diltyon net -f vijfj.a, nuna, thread) A genus
of tonsil graptohtes in \vluch the colony ^hen
found presbed out on tlie surface of a bhb of

shale, las the appear ince of a network of deli
cate filaments made up of heavici cell bearing
blanches that radiate liom a common base and
are united at frequent intervals by slender hon
zontal threads The genus iangeb from the
uppermobt Cambnan to the Carboniferous and is

especially abundant in lowebt Oidoucian "Die
tyonema shales' which form such a perbibtent
zone in the Baltic Provinces, Scandinavia, Eng
land, eastern Canada and New York Dictyo-
nemo, fiabelhforme the best known species, had
a colony 5 to 10 inches long that grew in the

shape of a funnel from a bangle rootstock See
GRAPTOUTE
DIC'TYOSPOIT'CHIXSJ (NeoLat nom pi

from Gk Su TIKJJ/, diLtyon, net -f- cvSyjos, spongo?,
sponge) A family ot usuillv laige fossil ITS
saeine sponges somewhat closely allied to the

existing grass sponges (Euplectella), and found
in rocks of Lower Devonian to Lo\ier Carbomf
erous age, but chiefly in those of Upper De
\oman age in New Toik State In form these

sponges vary from ovate, cylindrical, and pns
matic to funnel shaped They have a large
cential cavity, and thin walls m -which the sili

ceous spicules formed a sk< leton of great regu
larity, so that the surface of the fossil is orna
mented by a network of fine rectangular meshes
As the sponge substance itself was decomposed
and the siliceous spicules dissolved during the

processes of fossihzation, these organisms ap
pear at present as casts of the original organic
matter, imbedded in bhaly sandstones, and their

structure is indicated by the impressed lines

upon their sm faces, and in some cabes by the

iron o\ide (limomte) which occupies the cavi

ties once filled by organic tissue or spicules
Some of these sponges have >ery simple term
with bmooth surface, others aie radially or

transversely ribbed, and still others are spiny
or nodulose, while a few have pouched nodes

upon their surfaces

In ihe region where these fossil sponges have
been found in greatest abundance viz, in

AUegany, Cattaraugus, and Steuben counties of

New York State they occur m sandy shales or

sandstones in such manner as to indicate that

they lived often in extensive colonies on sandv
or muddy bottoms, and they are not as a rule

associated with any considerable number of

other kinds of fossil organisms The earliest

species, Dictyospongia Danbi/i, from the Upper
Ludlow rocks of England, has a simple sub

ovate form The more ornamented forms appear
in the Upper Devonian and Lowei Carbomf
erous rocks The piineipal genera are J3wyo
spangta, UpJwitanu, Hydnooeras, Pnsmo&ctya,
and Tkysanodwtya of the Chemunfl rocks, and

Phragmockctya and Ptysospongta of the Keokuk

group of Lower Carboniferous age About 200

species are kflOwn, of which number scarcely
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DIDACHE, did'akc See TEACUP*.G or THE

more than h"h a do^n art Euiopean An ami a horm beil like that of a tortoise

elegant moiograph with fine lithographic platts In an allied gcn-ib EndutJuodon, theie are no

oi these ro&bil sponges wa*, published Iv Jamu tiui> lui a iim ot ,m?ll molar teeth See

Hall and J M Clarke as, A Memoir on tae

Pileozoic Reticulate Sponges oi tnc Family

Dictvospongwte in Jfeiro.ic of the \eu I oil

State J/zfst im of }at>iml Hiatum, -vol u (Al

banv, IS'iSi Ste ^PO%GE SK^GIOZOA
DICTYOTALES A small gioup of marine

tlg of ^verv luceitara ammtiet, They are

chieih intertbtmg on account of the combma
tion ol character Th ha\e a hiown pigment
characteristic of the Drown alg* tetraspores
characteristic of the red alga and sperms pe
culiar to themsehes In generil, they are re

DIDACTIC POETSY That kind of poetry
whicn aim, oi betmb to aim it m-stiuction as

its, object, niiLuig pltature entnely subservient

to thi'i It hdb beta oi-puted whether the evist

ence ot x kind or poetiy ebpecially entitled to

the name didactic consul with the true na
ture and object of the poetic art, for it is held

that to point out instiuction as the peculiar

object oi one kind of poetiy is to overlook the

high aim ol all poetry, and that a poem may
DICTYS tLat fronfGk

*

An>s, Diltys) OP be in the highebt sen^e ethical without any
CBETE A Greek writer He was supposed to olmous aim \t instruction Ihe drama of

ha^e been a companion of Idomeneus in the Shakespeare has an immense ethical or moral

Trojan War of which he wrote an account The ^aIue, but it is not didactic E\amples of

,

garded as an aberrant group of red algae

Latin \erMon (dating from the fourth century

A D ) of this fabulous historv was long alone

extant The Greek original was used by
Malalas in his chronography (c570 AD) and

by other Byzantine writers A fragment of the

version on a papyrus of the third century AD
Mas louud bv Grenfell and Hunt in 1904-05

and published in tne Teofums Papynt, 2 (1907)

The prologue of the Latin version and Suidas

(qv ) mtorm us that the original work of

Dicfrs wa* written in Phoenician letters on

bark and buned with him at Cnosus, in Crete,

but thit in the tlmtetnth year of Neros reign

(66 AD I the tomb was burst by an. earthquake
and the Phoenician book thus discovered This

was then presented to Nero, who ordered it

translated into Greek The Latin version bears

the name of one Septimius as its author and
conforms closely to the newlv discovered Greek

verbion The work belong^ to the bod\ of

fictitious literature uhich began to be written

in the Hellenistic period In the Middle Ages
it was much read and with the spurious his

tory of Dares the Phrygian ( q v ) , became the

source of romance Consult Griffin, Dai ea and
Dictm Intioduction to the Study of the Medi
eial TVmons of the Ptory of Troy (Baltimore,

107) Christ Sehmid, Qeschuhte der gnecki
schen Litteiatur vol n (5th ed, Munich,
1913) For the tt in both Latin and Greek,
consult Ihm, in Heine* 44 (1909)
DICYOTCJG PLANTS See BnarMALS
DICYtfODOlT, dlsj'nddan (NeoLat, from

,

puiely didactic poetiy aie Vergil s Qeorgtcs,
Horace's A? s Poetica, Pope's Essay on Crttwsm
and Ef>ay on Man
DIDEI/PHIA (KeoLat, from Gk St

,
di ,

double + 5eX0us, delphys, womb), or MEPA
THEBIA The second of the thiee great sub

classes of mammals (qv ), containing only the

single order Marsupiaha (q\ ) The name is

derived fiom the double" condition of the

\romb m the female, where the uteime dilata

tions of the oviducts continue through life dis

tmct fiom each other Thaie aie also two

\aginic, each with its own opening into the

cloaca, into which the rectum and uieteis like

wise optn Theie ib no well developed placenta,
and it ! generally entirely wanting, though it

is now thought that its absence is a secondary
condition and not primitive, as it has been
shown to be piesent in the early stages of

development m the bandicoots (Perameles)
DIDEEOT, de'd'ic/, DENIS (1713-84) One

of the most bulhant, versatile, and piolifie
writers of the Fiench "philosophic" geneiation,
nicknamed Pantophile Diderot" by Voltaire
because of his unbounded interest m almost

every branch of human activity He was born
at Langres, Oct 5, 1713, and was educated by
the Jesuits He declined to study law, quar
reled with his family, and eked out a meagre
livelihood in young manhood by literary hack
work and teaching mathematics After several
discreditable Bohemian achentures he married

(1743) and became definitely estranged fromLM.VJX.NU.LIU.R, oiBi'noaon ijxeo Lax ,
rrom _

Ok 8t, di, doubk + KVUV, lySn, dog + <J3ovs his father In this year lie published transla
odoui tooth) _ A genus of fawil reptiles tions of Stanyan's History tf Greece, and 111

1746 a translation of Jamas Dwtwnary o/

Medicine, with an fJssav sv le mente ei la

vertu, a paraphrase of Shaftesbury The Pen
sees phtlosaphiques of this Tear was his first

found in the Permian and Jurassic rocka of
South Africa and Russia, while closely allied

furnis occur m India and Scotland The ani-
mal was a land reptile of heavy build, with
hmbs

constructed^
for

walking^
with

Jfce body independent 'work and is sail to have been"in

spired by a caprice of his mistress, Madame
de Puisieux, who certainly p ompted his anon)

well raised off the ground "Some forms are
as small as a rat, but the majority of the

species \ary m size from that of a newborn mous and most indecent "no el, *Les
to a half grown pig A few only are of large discrete (1748), of which h was ashamed "in

size, the largest known having a sknll about 2
' ' '_...-.

feet in length In most points of structure the
animal closely agrees with the mammal* hav
ing the temporal arch sunilarh built and hay

his later years Diderot's fiot work of philoso
phic importance is the Letfe sur les aveuoles
a Vusoge de ocux qw oow* (1749), which
though apparently a hypotbjtical studv of tbc

ing a mammal like shonlder giidle and pelvis philosophy of sensation, realy involved an un
and the same numberof joints m the toes, viz

, dermnung of ethical atandads and so of social
2, 3, 3, 1, 3 The striking specialization from
which its name is derived is the presence of a
pair of large canines which often form walrus .^.^ w .WJ,^ ^ .u TOWn
like tusks In most species these are absent in among tiw blind Its uSWate result was the
the female The front of the jaws is covered imprwonment of its autho at Vincennee bT

order Tnw essay abounds it strange previsions
of later discoveries and hyptheses such as the

sttggestaon of developing tie sense of touch
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cause a pasife m it oftcndcd a lady of gieat

though uiiauabh influence Fiom impnson
ment Dideu MS ule \sed it the mgency of the

publishes ID had uncle itikin to bung out

the i inious/J)(yc7o;h die, oj iflfinalh conceived

b^ Dideiot ^ n enlm>ement ot ("Viau/fcus s lUn

cijclopadu 127), but becoming undei his

editoiship idtoi a tune that of "DAlembut,
the oifl m f intellectuil em incip ition lather

than of anysciool of etlues 01 philosophy To
this Dideioi^c'e 20 yens of uutcnutting laboi,

\\uting ic\sig, editing collecting, supeuis
ing ind eml tim> the mtiigues and tine its

of theoloHicl >ppoii(iitb and the piolubitions
of a eensoidi tint foitunately foi his pub
lisheis wn Mill an \\<11 is coriupt The

Encydoptdu nmts 2S Aolumes (1751-72),
with a six olmc supplement (1776-77) and
two vohmiei f table-) (17SO) It wan not

pumuily 01 cully u \olutionaiy, but piacti
cal All bi iifrs of science, minufietuie, and

agiicultuie idtuaicd with gie it fullniss It

is onh occa^oilly, and tlun often by mocking
insinuation uui tlun dueet attick ihit it

touches H Juno 01 moials in \vluch it his no
consistent tlu<V to uphold The attieks on

legal almscH al Jeudhl survivals au quite as

maiked i h lie
r

llie woik wis fleeted with
immense entliUHin md \\as lepunted sevnal
times Ihougl ugigul in this Ileiculean woik,
Didnot maua'cl vuth chuactuistic super
abund ince ol Utg\ ind bigneHH of he lit, to

help luu litciv eoimades, \\hcn he did not

actually ic will then woiks entirely foi them
nd e\en tomped two pli>h ho /tfs iiatwcl

(1757) and hptro do fanull? (1758) that
niaik the beetling of the mode in domestic
diania and by n culicul /'cuadon swr Jc t-omt

dun had gieatnlluenee on Lessmg and so on
the Oeiman ht{e Hie Ficnch classic tragedy
had eon fined ittt to 'noble" themes Duleiot
took hiH trigic tuations fioin evei

rjday middle
class lite, thustowing the gtrins of the melo
diania in Ft am To HUB pe nod belong also an

essay on paiaig in Hie l<hni{o(op(dic, which
Oo(tlie trannlutl, adding a hum none comnien

taiy, his postlniounly ptiblmlied novel, !& to

hgieiisc (175J)) the eceentne Jaiu^t> lo fnlal
tste (1773), alpposthumous and the yet mou
eccentric Le ncu <l< Ifanicait which iiiflt ap
pearecl in pun 111 a translation by Goethe

(1805) Tn hitnitiquea on the annual e\hibi

tion of paint it, tin 1 famous Palon, Diderot
established the ht bond hc'tweon art and htei

atuu, still ho n haully bo coiiHicUiod an <xit

entio, owmcf tons iguoiance of its tecUmcnze

and his unclue isistcnu* on. tho mere subject
or idea of the wk In 1773 Duleiot, who had
reeuvad but $00fe you foi his work on the En
cyclop ffdc, felt Mistiamed to sell lua Jibiniy
to fumish a suable dowiy for Ins daughter
It was piuehaswby (Jathanno II and picsentctl
to him as salatxl caietaker He went to St

1'eterhburg to fenk tho Kmpjcss and spc
wnt

aome months th$ m lir intimate society Ue
returmd m 1774cui<l passed his last decade m
ephemeral writlr and conversations Hut, full

of powerfully attiulating
1

ideas as they were,
left lasting nnpmions In talk Ins contempo'

roues thought h| unnvalod, this x* borne out

by the faefc thaihia influence on hifl contem

poranea was tieemdoue, tven though most of

bis really ongmt compositions wore published
aftei hib death He who knows Diderot in hie

* only," idid Manoontel, "does not know

>3 DIDO

!T ^ ?' Hfi W rUd a"d telltt With dlB

interested
enthuhiagm gl eetmg the mention ofa collected edition oi his untinqs xtith laugh

tei, so Titll did he knou the lecklest, haste of
then composition A ceifrun sentiment il sham
infused into him bv the ^oiks of Stcine and
Tuclnrdson, Ins own smccie ippieciatior of na
tme and 1m nitunl though unselfibh hncism,
eisilv maik him as i piecuiboi of the Ro
nianticistB even iluad of Houshcau in point
of time His ^oiks ha^e been veil edited br
Assent and lourneuv (20 Tols 1S75-79) Di
deiots Coneyondence \\ith llademoi^elle \ol
land gives tlie be^t clue to lug antithetical
chuactei The best stud* in Fnghsh of hu,
place, em n eminent, and influence ib fohn Mor
lev, Didetot and the PncyclovadutB (London,
1891) Consult also Eosenl ran/ Didetot'a
Lelen wid Weike (Loip/ig, 1808) Brunetiere,
Etudes antique* (2d scries, Pans, 1881), Cai
hie, Eway on Dideiot (London, 1881), G Lau
son, Histwe de Ja htteiatiue pantaiip (Pins
1012), A Colhgnon Diderot (ib, 1907), A
Toine/y, La l<t)endr eft? philosophes (ib, 1911) ,H L CHI Didetot as a Disciple of Enqhah
Thought (Neu \oik, 1013)

DIDIEB, dc'cljV, JBAN CHAHLES HEKET
(180'5-64) A Fiench \\ntei, bom in Geneva
After a visit to Italy he published his Home
wutaraine (1833), a uoik of fiction which
ifloids a biilhant pictuie of the re\olt ^gamst
Austna and other matteis of Italian history
He wrote Une annie en Espagne (1837) , Gam
paffiia de Home (1842), Ptomena.de au Maroo
(184t) , 86jour chev le scheiif de La, Mecque
(1836), Cinquante jours sur le Nil (1857),
Cinq ten/4 h<ve<s <mr le Nil (1858)
DIDION, de'dyO< ISIDOBE (1798-1878) A

Freneh &oldicr and author, born at Diedenhofen
He was educated at the Ecole Polyteclmque
ind tho Academy of Metz, in 1848 was ap
pointed director of the percussion cap maim
factory of the French army in Pans In 1858

he became a general of brigade He wrote on

the Hcience of projectiles, including Tr<t\U de

lahittque (1848, 2d ed, I860), Cours elemen

taue de lahsfaque (1854, 3d ed, 1859), Pro

0rts dfs sciences et de Vindustne (1875)
DnXITTS SAX'VrUS JtPLIA'KTrS, MAB

cus A Roman emperor, March to June, 193

He had commanded the army in Germany and

held high military and crul posts in Italy and

the piovmees, and been named consul more
than once On the murder of Pertinax in 193,

the piwtonan soldiers offeied to support as

enipcior whoever would gi\e them the largest

price Didius ga^e them 25,000 sesterces each

and gained the throne, but was soon deposed by
the Rtnate on the appioach of Septimiua Sev

01 UB, and murdered by a soldier

IXFDO (Lat, from Gk AI&&), or BLISSA Ac

cording to tlio legend, the founder of Carthage

She was the daugatei of a king of Tyre, called

by some Agenor or Belus, by others Mutgo or

Matgenus His successor, Pygmalion, the

brother of Dido, murdered her husbajid (who

was also her uncle), a pnret of Hercules named

Acerbas or Sicharbas, called Sychseus by Ver

gil With the treasures of Sycliwus, which

Pygmalion had sought for in vain, and accom

pamed by many Tynans, Dido escaped to sea

Rhe landed in Africa, not far from tlie Phoem

cian. colony of XJtica, and built a citadel called

Byrsa (a Phxenician word, confused with Gk

/9^><ra, the hide of a bull), on a piece of ground
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which she had bought from the Xumidian

Eang, laibas The meaning of the word
'

BvTbi g-ue rise to the legend that Dido pur
cla&td an much land as could be encompassed
\vith a lullock's hide, and that after the agree
ment the cut the hide into small thongs and
thus ITclosed a large piece of territory Here

E Wtrdet Etude<s liov aphiques ) la famille

ffesDidot i Pans 1864), and Alfr* Ctcil Piper,

Some Great Pnnteis and tiiei Woik the

Didots" ir Iiltaiy Koild (Lonin, 1914)

DTDEON, dt'droV, ADOEPII NAPOLEON

(1806-67) A Fiench archooligst, born at

Haatevilleis (Alaine) Acting 01 he advice of

she built the citv* ol Carthage To avoid being Victor Hu<io lie t aned bib attuton to Chris

compelled to marrv laibas, she stabbed herbtlt tian archLulosrx, examined neary all the old

on a runeial p^e, which she had cammed to be church edifice, of Fiance, and xtended his

erected (consult Justinus, xvm, 4-7) alter knowledge In travels in Gieece, Skininv, Eng
htr death she was. honored as a deity by her land, and Itih _In 1S35

jie
wifa appointed

^'ibjectb Vergil, however ascribes the death of

Dido to her unrequited passion for JEneaa

( -Encid, i-n, ebpecialh ivi
,
but many of the

ancient wnterb conceived that the poet had com
nutted an anachronism in making her eon

temporary with the Trojan pnnce The more

general opinion -was that Dido had built Car

thage somewhere between 50 and 100 years be

fore the ioundation of Rome Consult Meltzer, __.__..
Geschichte det Carthaqer -vol i (Berlin, 1879), and goldsmith's -ware in rueduev iyle in 1858

and his article
k Dido " in Robcher's LexiJ on der Among his works aie Htstoinde Dien

"'

gnechwchen und ronnschen Mytholoqie, \ol
' *

(Leipzig 1884-901, and Rosbbach'b arti<

Dido "
in Piulv Wisscroa Seal Encydopadie der

ctessiscften Altertumsitissenschaft, ^ol -v (Stutt

gait 1905)

DIDON, d'duV, JEJSJS HESTSI (1840-1900)
A French Dominican who in the latter half of

his life stood in the front rank of French pulpit
orators He was born at Toirvet, enteied the

Order of St Dominic in 1802, and during sev

eral years preached a famous series of Lenten
conferences at Xotre Dame in Pans He died

at Toulouse, March 13, 1900 Of his publica
tions there have been translated into English
Science Without God (1882), The Geimans

(1884), Jesus Christ (2 vols, 1891-92), Be
lief i the Divinity of Jesus Chnst (1894)
Lives ha\e appeared by De Coulanges (Paris,

1901), Reynaud (ib, 1904), and Bnsson (ib,

1905)

DEDOT, de'da' The name of a family of

French printers and publishers founded by
FRA^OIS Dnxxr (1689-1757) Of his eleven

children, FBA^OIS AMBBOISE (1730-1804), who the tooth billed pigeons
introduced the \ellum paper into France, and DIDTltA. See

~

PrroutK FBJJ?OIS (1732-95) were distinguished

printers, and the latter's eldest son, Stem
(1765-1852), was a noted type caster, engraver,
and mechanician A descendant of Pierre mar
ned Bernardin de Saint Pierre, who wrote Paul
et Tirgime at a country house near the Didot

paper manufactory at Essonne PIEBBE DIDOT

(1760-1853), the eldest son of Francois Am
broise, produced then unexcelled editions of

French and Latin classics, his brother, Fmion two elements, neodymwm (syibol Nd atomic

(1764-1836), was greatest of them all as weight 1436), and praaeodymtm (symbol Pr,
printer, engrner, and type founder He in

' '

vented the word "stereotype," and used the

process largely, revolutionizing the book trade

by his cheap editions His manufactory was a
place of pilgrimage for the printers of the
world He was also a respectable dramatic
author and translator of the classics and r _ u^^ * ^^^ a

achieved reputation as a moderately liberal portant indet fossils for thi Ordovician and
politician and deputy His sons and grandsons contains about 40 species, fond abundantly in
have continued the business with honor, but the graptolite shales of the ower and middle
with no increase of fame France is indebted Ordovician in Europe, Amen*, and Australia
to this family for the publication of the Biog Some species, as Jhdymogr^tw T>tfidu<i and
mphte Nationals, and Belgium is likewise for rHdymogmptus mtidus, hayed woildwide dis
the establishment of her Royal Press Consult tnbution See GBAPTOLTTE

land, and Itih In 1S35 he

setretaiy to the Histoiical Comnttee of Aits

and Monuments, founded b} (uzot, and in

1644 he established the Annafa Ichcologiques,

\vhich became the mim souice ofnf01 mation in

France on medieval art and flitquitiet), and

was edited bv him until his deati He founded

a special publishing hou^e fo irchceological

works in 1845, and established a m inufactory
of stained glass in 1849, and ce foi bronzes

nogiaphie des personnel divines 1843) Manuel
article d iconograpine chietienne, gtraue et latme

(1845) ,
Ifanuel des objets de \ronze et d'or

feuene du moyen age Iconogrohie de I'opua

(1864)
DIDSBirBT COLLEGE Oi> of the theo

logical institutions maintained b the Wesleyan
church of England It is bitted neai Man
Chester It was founded in 184-43 as the re

suit in part of the effort made i 1839 to raise

a large fund to commemorate te centenary of

the founding of Methodism Along the many
noted men who have been membes of its faculty-
are to be numbered W B Poe, the distin

guished theologian, and Profe^oi Gedcn, the

learned biblical scholar It hs always been

noted for the strength of its iculty and the

quality of its w oik
DIDUN'CTTLTJS (Neo Lat, diminutive of

dtdus, from Portug doudo, doo, foolish) A
genus of a family (DidunculUe) of pigeons,

peculiar to Samoa and charctenuzed by a
hooked upper mandible and a tothed lower one-

See 'IGEON

DIIXYMI, or DIBTMOI
DrDYJITCrM (Neo Lat, frm Gk 9to>iut,

didymos, t^m, from Si
,
dt

,
doble -)- Suo, dyo

two, so called from being foud m the same
mineral which yields lanthaiwn) A metal
discovered in 1842 by Mosande, in the mineral
cerite It is also found in gelolimte, oithite,
and other cerium minerals Jecont investiga
tions have shown that didymum consists of

atomic weight 1405)
DIDTTMOGBAPTTIS (Ne^Lpt from Qk

at8u/wi, didymos, double + 'Pa^u, grapho, I

wnte) A genus of graptohts, of which the

rhabdosome consists of four siimetiie branches

growing from an axillary sicui The thecse are

simple and tubular The gens furnishes im
















